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THE CENTURY DICTIONARY
PREPARED UNDER THE SUPERINTENDENCE OF

WILLIAM DWIGHT WHITNEY, PH. D., LL. D.
PROFESSOR OF COMPARATIVE PHILOLOGY AND SANSKRIT IN YALE UNIVERSITY

THE plan of "The Century Dictionary
" in- miliar examples are words ending in or or our ical arts and trades, and of the philological

eludes three things : the construction of a (as labor, labour), in er or re (as center, centre), sciences, an equally broad method has been
general dictionary of the English language in ize or ise (as civilize, civilise) ;

those having a adopted. In the definition of theologie&l aud
which shall be serviceable for every literary single or double consonant after an unaccented ecclesiastical terms, the aim 6f the Dictionary
and practical use

;
a more complete collection vowel (as traveler, traveller), or spelled with e or has been to present all the special doctrines of

of the technical terms of the various sciences, with <E or <e (as hemorrhage, hcemorrhage) ;
and the different divisions of the Church in such a

arts, trades, and professions than has yet been so on. In such cases both forms are given, manner as to convey to the reader the actual

attempted; and the addition to the definitions with an expressed preference for the briefer intent of those who accept them. In defining
proper of such related encyclopedic matter, one or the one more accordant with native legal terms the design has been to offer all the
with pictorial illustrations, as shall constitute analogies. information that is needed by tke general
a convenient book of general reference. THE PRONUNCIATION. reader^ and also to aid the professional reader
About 200,000 words will be defined. The . T by giving in a concise form all the important

Dictionary will be a practically complete rec-
No attempt has been made to record all the technical words and meanings. Special atten-

ord of all the noteworthy words which have varieties of popular or even educated utter- tion hag also been id to
6
the definite,, of

been in use since English literature has ex- "JF^e,
or to report the determinations made by the principal terms of painting, etching, en-

isted, especially of all that wealth of new words different recognized authorities. It has been ^^g a
*
d various otler art-processes; of

and of applications of old words which has necessary rather to make a selection of words |rchite
(

c
'

ture, sculpture, archaeology, decorative

sprung from the development of the thought
to wh}<* alternative pronunciations should be art ceramic; etcf . of

'

mu8icai teras, nautical
and life of the nineteenth century. It will re- accorded, and to give preference among these and mUitary ierms etc.

cord not merely the written language, but the according to the circumstances of each particu-

spoken language as well (that is? all important J
ar

.?
a8e

!
m

,

w
?
the general analogies and ENCYCLOPEDIC FEATURES,

provincial and colloquial words) and it Vill in- tendencies of English utterance The scheme

Snde (in the one alphabetical ^derof
the Die-

tionary) abbreviations and such foreign wordstionary) abbreviations and such foreign words S '> *

SSTZS: nliZpH tn and the full description of things often found
and phrases as have become a familiar part of

' " !
'

,

s
'

<l

,"
''''"-

/si", K,' -
!

^''"""l " <> intclli-ibl iinitiou of their

English speech. Pronuuc aC n back covjr >
names

>
would alone have ^ven to this Diction-

THF PTYMOI nriFS ary a distinctly encyclopedic character. It has,TH ETYMOLOGIES. DEFINITIONS OF COMMON WORDS. however, been deemed desirable to gD some-
The etymologies have been written anew on jn the preparation of the definitions of com- wn

?t further in this direction than these con-
a uniform plan, and in accordance with the es- mon words , there has been at hand, besides ditions render strictly necessary,
tablished principles of comparative philology. tne material generally accessible to students Accordingly, not only have many technical
t has been possible in many cases, by means of the language, a special collection of quota- matters been treated with unusual fullness,
of the fresh material at the disposal of the tions selected for this work from English books but much practical information of a kind which
etymologist, to clear up doubts or difficulties of aj] kindg and of all periods of the language dictionaries have hitherto excluded his been
hitherto resting upon the history of particular which is probably much larger than any which added. The result is that "The Century
words, to decide definitely in favor of one of has hitherto been made for the use of an English Dictionary" covers to a great extent toe field
several suggested etymologies, to discard nu-

dictionary, except that accumulated for the of the ordinary encyclopedia, with this
princi-merous current errors, and to give for the first

Philological Society of London. Thousands of Pal difference that the information given is

time the history of many words of which the non-technical words, many of them occurring f T the most part distributed under tie indi-

etymologies were previously unknown or erro- in tne ciassics Of the language, and thousands vidual words and phrases with which it is con-
neously stated. Beginning with the current of meanings, many of them familiar, which nected, instead of being collected undei a few
accepted form of spelling, each important word have not hitherto been noticed by the diction- general topics. Proper names, both bicgraph-
nas been traced back through earlier forms to ar}eg have in this way been obtained The ical and geographical, are of course omitted, ex-
itsremotest known origin The various prefixes arrangement of the definitions historically, in cept as they appear in derivative adjectives, as
and sumxes useful m the formation of English the order in whieh the senses defined have en- Darwinian from Darwin, or Indian from India.
words are treated very fully in separate articles. tered the language, has been adopted wher- The alphabetical distribution of the encyclo-

ever possible. pedic matter under a large number of words
HOMONYMS. THE OUOTATIONS w*^' **

*? believed, be found to be particularly
Words of various origin and meaning but m , helpful in the search for those details which

of the same spelling, have been distinguished
eJorm a very ge collectlon (about are generally looked for in works of reference,

by small superior figures (1,
2 3

etc.). In 200,000), representing all periods and

numbering these homonyms the rule has been branches of English literature. The classics ILLUSTRATIONS,
to give precedence to the oldest or the most of the language have been drawn upon, and The pictorial illustrations have been so se-

familiar, or to that one which is most nearly
valuable citations have.been made from less

iected and executed as to be subordinate to the
English in origin. The superior numbers ap-

famous authors in all departments of htera- teit while poS8esging a considerable degree of

ply not so much to the individual word as to ture. American writers especially are repre- ^dependent suggestiveness and artistic value,
the group or root to which it belongs, hence 8ent

,

ed m greater fullness than m any similar To s cure technical accuracy, the illustrations
the different grammatical uses of the same rk -

-\ ^
st f

.
author8

.

a
?
d
,
wo^ ( nd ed]-

have, as a rule, been selected by the specialists
homonym are numbered alike when they are 'l

"8 ) C1 * wiUbe published with the con- ^ ch
'

o( the various departments, and have
separately entered in the Dictionary. Thus a eluding part of the Dictionary. in ftll c|seg been examine(fby them in proofs,
verb and a noun of the same origin and the DEFINITIONS OF TECHNICAL TERMS. The cuts number about six thousand.

ferentwords, they are separately numbered. ment. They have been collected by an extended by subscription and in twenty-four parts or

THE ORTHOGRAPHY search through all branches of literature, with sections, to be finally bound into six quarto vol-
the design of providing a very complete and umes, if desired by the subscriber. These sec-

Of the great body of words constituting the many-sided technical dictionary. Many thou- tious will be issued about once a month. The
familiar language the spelling is determined sands of words have thus been gathered which price of the sections is $2.50 each, and no
by well-established usage, and, however ac- have never before been recorded in a general subscriptions are taken except for the entire
cidental and unacceptable, in many cases, it dictionary, or even in special glossaries. To work.
may be, it is not the office of a dictionary like the biological sciences a degree of promi- The plan for the Dictionary is more fully de-
this to propose improvements, or to adopt those nence has been given corresponding to the re- scribed in the preface (of which the above is in
which have been proposed and have not yet markable recent increase in their vocabulary, part a condensation), which accompanies the
won some degree of acceptance and use. But The new material in the departments of biology first section, and to which reference is made,
there are also considerable classes as to which and zoology includes not less than five thou- A list of the abbreviations used in the ety-
usage is wavering, more than one form being sand words and senses not recorded even in mologies and definitions, and keys to pronun-
sanctioned by excellent authorities, either in special dictionaries. In the treatment of phy- ciations and to signs used in the etymologies,
this country or Great Britain, or in both. Fa- sical and mathematical sciences, of themechan- will be fouijd

on the back cover-lining,

THE CENTURY CO., 33 EAST 17 ST., NEW YORK.
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sea-gull

terns (Stcminee) receive the same name. See

cut under gull-.

seah (se'ii)'. ii. [Heh.] A Jewish dry measure

containing nearly 14 pints. Stmmonds.

sea-haar (sS'har), . A chilly, piercing fog or

mist arising from the sea. [Scotch.]

sea-hair (se'liar), . A sertnlarian polyp, as

Xci-liilariti ii/H'i-ciiliilii.

sea-hanger (se'hang"er), . Same as hanger.7.

sea-hare (se'liar), . A mollusk of the family

Anlgxiidet. See Aplyxia.

sea-hawk (se'hak), . A rapacious gull-like

bird of the genus Stereorartu <>r l,rstri.t; a jii-

ger;askua. See cut under Stcrcorarius. Mac-

qiUirra i/.

sea-heath (se'heth), . See Frankenia.

sea-hedgehog (se'hej'hog), H. 1. Some or any
sea-urchin, especially one having long or large

spines; a sea-egg. 2. A globe-fish; a swell-

fish
;
a porcupine-fish ; any plectognath with

prickles or spines, as that figured under Diodon.

sea-hen (se'hen), n. 1. The common murre

or guillemot. [Local, British.] 2. The great

skua, Stercorarius skua. [New Eng.] 3. The

piper-gurnard. [Scotch.]

sea-hog (se'hog), n. A porpoise; a sea-pig.

The old popular idea which affixed the name of Sea-

Hog to tht Porpoise contains a larger element of truth

than the speculations of many accomplished zoologists of

modern times. W. H. Flower, Encyc. Brit., XV. 394.

sea-holly (se'hoFi), . The eringo, Eryngium
maritimiim. Also sea-holm and sea-httlver. See

eringo and Eryngium.
sea-holm1 (se'holm), n. [< sea 1 + holm1 . Cf.

AS. seeholm, the sea.] A small uninhabited

sea-holm2 (se'holm), n. [< sea 1 + holm*.] Sea-

holly.
Cornewall naturally bringeth forth greater store of sea-

holm and sampire then is found in any other county.
B. Carew, Survey of Cornwall, p. 19.

sea-honeycomb (se'hun"i-k6m), n. Same as

sea-corn.

sea-horse (se'hors), n. 1. A fabulous animal

depicted with fore parts like those of a horse,

and with hinder parts like those of a fish. The

Nereids are fabled to have used sea-horses as riding-

steeds and Neptune to have employed them for drawing
his chariot. In the sea-horse of heraldry a scalloped fln

runs down the back.

There in the Tempest is Neptune with his Tritons in

his Chariot drawn with Sea Horses and Mairmaids singing.

Quoted in Ashton's Social Life in Reign of Queen Anne,
[I. 254.

2. A hippopotamus. 3. A morse or walrus.

4. A hippocampus ; any syngnathous fish of the

family Hippocampidte. See cut under Hippo-

campidse. 5. The acanthopterygian fish Agri-

opus (or Congiopodus) torviis. See Agriopus.
Flying sea-horses, the Pegasid/e. See cut under Pe-

ganidK. Sea-horse tooth, the ivory-yielding tooth of

the walrus or of the hippopotamus.
sea-hound (se'houud). n. The dogfish, a kind

of shark.

sea-hulver (se'hul"ver), n. Same as sea-holly.

sea-island (se'i'land), a. An epithet applied
to a fine long-stapled variety of cotton grown
on the islands off the coast of South Carolina

and Georgia. See cotton-plant.

sea-jelly (se'jel"i), n. A jellyfish ;
a sea-blub-

ber.

sea-kale (se'kal), n. See kale and Crambe, 2.

sea-kelp (se'kelp), . See kelp%.

sea-kemp (se'kemp), n. See kemp*.

sea-kidney (se'kid"ni), . A pennatulaceous
alcyonarian polyp of the genus lienilla : so

called from its shape. These polyps bear the poly-
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reniform disk, they are free or very loosely attached to the

sand where they live at or near low-water mark. Some are

common on the Atlantic coast of the United States.

sea-king (se'king), . One of the piratical

Scandinavian chiefs who with their followers

ravaged the coasts of Europe during the early

medieval period.
The sea-kings' daughter as happy as fair,

Blissful bride of a blissful heir.

Tennyson, Welcome to Alexandra.

sea-kittie (se'kif'i), n. The kittiwake, a gull.

See cut under kittiwaki: [Norfolk and Suffolk,

Eng.]
seal 1

(sel), n. [Also Sc. (retaining orig. gut-

tural) sealgh, selch, sitch (see sealgh) ;
< ME. selc,

< AS. seal, siol, seolh = Icel. selr = Sw. sjel (also

sjel-hund, 'seal-hound') = Dan. seel (also seel-

hund) = OHG. sdach, sclah, MHG. selch, selc,

a seal; perhaps = Gr. otfoxof; mostly in pi.

ceUx'l, a sea-fish (applied to all cartilaginous

fishes, including the sharks), a fish (see selachi-

an); perhaps orig. 'of the sea'; cf. Gr. a/If, L.

sa^theseaiseesa^andsa/*
1
.] 1. Amarinecar-

nivorous mammal of the order Ferx, suborder

Pinnipedia, and family Phocidx or Otariidie ;

any pinniped not a walrus for example, a hair-

seal, a fur-seal, an eared seal, of which there are

numerous genera and species. Seals are regarded as

carnivores modified for aquatic life. The modification is

profound, and somewhat parallel with that which causes

certain other mammals, the cetaceans and sirenians, to re-

semble fishes in the form of the body and in the nature of

the limbs. But seals retain a coat of hairor furlike ordinary

quadrupeds, and an expression of the face like that of other

carnivores. The body is more or less fusiform, tapering

like that of a fish. It is prone, and can scarcely be lifted

from the ground, so short are the limbs. These are reduced

to mere flippers, especially in the true Phocidie, in which

the hind legs extend backward and cannot be brought into

the position usual to mammals, but resemble the flukes

of a cetacean. In the otaries (Otariid/e) the limbs are

freer and less constrained. The latter have small but

evident external ears, wanting in the former. The monk-

seal, Konachus albioenter, lives in the Mediterranean and

neighboring Atlantic, and a related species, JHonachm

tropicalis, is found between the tropics in Central Ameri-

can and West Indian waters. Another seal, Phoca cos-

pica, inhabits inland waters of the Caspian, Aral, and

Baikal. But with few exceptions all seals are maritime

and also extratropical. They are especially numerous in

high latitudes of the northern hemisphere. Among the

Phocidee may be noted Phoca vitulina, the ordinary har-

bor-seal or sea-calf, common in British waters and along

the Atlantic coast of the United States; it is often tamed

and exhibited in aquaria, being gentle and docile, and ca-

pable of being taught to perform some amusing tricks ; il

is one of the smaller species, usually from 3 to 5 feet long,

and being the best-known, as well as wide-ranging, it

has many local and fanciful names. Phoca grainlandi-

ca (Payophilui groinlandicwf) is the Greenland seal, or

harp-seal or saddleback, peculiarly colored, of large size,

and an important object of the chase. Pagomys faetidus

is a smaller species, the ringed seal or floe-rat of Green-

land. Erignathns barbatus is the great bearded or square-

flippered seal of Greenland, attaining a length of 8 or 10

feet. Halichcerus gryphus is a great gray seal of both

Great Gray Seal (.Halicharus fryf/i

coasts of the North Atlantic, of about the dimensions of

the last named. Histriophoca is a genus containing the

banded seal or ribbon-seal, //. fasciata or //. equestris.

All the foregoing are members of the subfamily Phocin/t.

Cystophora cristala is the hooded, crested, or bladder-nosed

Hooded Seal (Cystophora crisfata}.

nijormis'),
natural size. Small figure shows

a single polypitc, i;illiiryecl.

pites only on one side of the flat expansive polypidom.

Though there is a stem from the hilum or notch of the
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seal; this is a large seal, but the largest is the sea-ele-

phant, Matnrhima probotcideta, of southern sens; and
these two genera form the subfamily Cvetophorfnts. Cer-

tain seals of the southern hemisphere, of the genera Lobo-

seal

itnii Slmorhynchus (or 0<tiorliini">), Lei>tnniirMf* (for-

merly Ltptonye), ami Ommataphoaf, form the subfamily

Sttnorhynchina;
some of these arc known as sea-leopanli

from their spotted colora-

tion, and others as stern' iirks.

All the foregoing an- /'//"-

cidie, or earless seals, and

they ai < also hair-seals. But
the distinction between hair-

seals and fur-seals is not,

properly, that between Pho-
cidie and Otariidie, but be-

tween those members of the

latter family which do not

and those which do have a

copious under-fur of com-
mercial value. The larger
otaries are of the former

character; they belong to

the genera Otaria, Eitmt'-

topias, and Zalophus, are of

great size, and are common-
ly called sea-lions; they are

of both the northern and the

southern hemisphere, chiefly

in Pacific waters, and do not
occur in the North Atlantic.

The southern fur-seals or

sea-bears are species of Arc-

tocephalus, and among the
igloo, or Seal's House (shown

smaller otaries. The fur-seal in section).

of most economic impor-
tance is the North Pacific sea-bear, Callorhima ursinus.

Some genera of fossil seals are described. See cuts under

Cystnphorinie, Ervjnathuf, Emnetopias, fur-seal, harp-seal,

otary, Pagoniys, Phoca, ribbon-seal, sea-elephant, sea-leop-

ard, sea-lion, and Zalophm.
2. In her., a bearing representing a creature

something like a walrus, with a long fish-like

body and the head of a carnivorous animal.
Pied seal. Same as monk-seal. See def. 1.

seal1
(sel), v. i. [< seal1

, .] To hunt or catch

seals.

Open those waters of Bering Sea to unchecked pelagic

sealing . . . then nothing would be left of those wonder-

ful and valuable interests of our Government.
H. W. Elliott, Fur-seal Fisheries of Alaska, p. 141.

seal2 (sel), . [K ME - seet '
sele

, seale, seall,

seyalle, < OF. seel, seel, pi. seaux, scans, seaulx,

F. sceau = Sp. sello,sigilo = Pg. sello = It.

sigiUo, a seal, = AS. sigel, sigil, sigl, a seal, an

ornament, = D. eegel = MLG. segel, LG. segel

= OHG. sigil, MHG. sigel (earlier insigel, insi-

gele, OHG. insigili), G. siegel, a seal, = Icel.

sigli = Sw.sigill = Dan. segl = Goth, sigljo, a

seal, < L. sigillum, a seal, mark, dim. of signum,
a mark, sign : see sign. Cf. sigil, directly from

the L.] 1. An impressed device, as of a letter,

cipher, or figure, in lead, wax, paper, or other

soft substance, affixed to a document in con-

nection with or in place of a signature, as a

mark of authenticity and confirmation, or for

the purpose of fastening up the document in

order to conceal the contents. In the middle ages

seals were either impressed in wax run on the surface of

the document, or suspended by cord or strips of parch-

ment as in the papal bulls. (See bull*, 2.) In some juris-

dictions an impression on the paper itself is now sufficient,

and in others the letters L. S. (locus sigUli, the place of the

seal) or a scroll or a mere bit of colored paper (see def. 3)

are equivalent. In the United States the seal of a corpo-

ration or of a public officer may be by impression on the

paper alone.

I hadde Lettres of the Soudan, with his grete Seel; and

comounly other Men ban but his Signett.
MandemUe, Travels, p. 82.

In wittenysse wherof, aswell the commune seall of the

said maister and wardens of the ffraternyte aforesaid, as

oure Covent seale, to this presents alternatli beth putt.

English Gilds (E. E. T. S.), p. 326.

Cast him into the bottomless pit, and shut him up, and

set a seal upon him. Rev. xx. 3.

There is my gage, the manual seal of death,
That marks thee out for hell.

Shak., Rich. II., iv. 1. 26.

The word seal is often used to denote both the impres-
sion made and the object that makes the impress. More

correctly the latter is called the "
matrix,

" and only the

impression is called the "seal." Encyc. Brit., XXI. 586.

2. The engraved stone, glass, or metal stamp

by which such an impression is made. Seals

are sometimes worn as rings, and frequently as

pendants from the watch-chain or fob.

A sei/atte of sylver of the brotherredyis.
English Gilds (E. E. T. S.), p. 327.

If you have a ring about you, cast it off,

Or a silver seal at your wrist,

D. Jonson, Alchemist, in. 2.

From 1045 we find a chancellor at the head of the clerks,

holding the royal seal which Edward first brought into use

in England. J. R. Green, Conq. of Eng., p. 526, note.

3. A small disk of paper, or the like, attached

to a document after the signature, and held

to represent the seal of wax, which is in this

case dispensed with. 4. That which authenti-

cates, confirms, or ratifies; confirmation; as-

surance; pledge.
But my kisses bring again, bring again ;

Seals of love, but seal'd in vain.

Shak., M. forM., iv. 1.8.



seal

It comes now to you sealed, and with it as strong imd
assured write of my service and love to you.

Donne, Letters, i.

5f. A scaled instrument; a writ or warrant

given under seal.

On Thorisday last was ther wer hrowt unto this towne
many 1'revy Selix, and on of hem was indosyd to yow, . . .

and anodyr was sent onto yowr sone, and imlosyd to hym
selfe alone, and asynyd wytliinne wyth the Kynggys howyn
hand. Paston Letters, I. 438.

He gaf Johne the seel in hand,
The scheref for to bere,
To hrynge Robyn hym to,
And no man do hym dere.

Robin Hood and the Monk (Child's Ballads, V. 11).

6f. The office of the sealer or official who au-
thenticates by affixing a seal.

As for the commission from the king, we received only
a copy of it, but the commission itself staid at the seal for
want of paying the fees.

Winthray, Hist. New England, I. 276.

7. The wax or wafer with which a folded let-

ter or an envelop is closed
; also, any other sub-

stance similarly used to assure security or se-

crecy, as lead for sealing bonded cars, etc. See
leaden seal, below.
As soone as Oawein herde speke of tho childeren, he lepe

on his feet, and toke the letter and brake the seall and hit
radde all to the ende as he that well hadde lerned in his

yowthe. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), 11. 280.

Arthur spied the letter in her hand,
Stoopt, took, brake seal, and read it.

Tennyson, Lancelot and Elaine.

8. Figuratively, that which effectually closes,

confines, or secures
;
that which makes fast.

Under the seal of silence. Milton, 9. A., 1. 49.

9. In plumbing, a small quantity of water left

standing in a trap or curve of tubing connected
with a drain or sewer in order to prevent the

escape of gas from below. 10. Eccles.: (a)
The sign of the cross, (ft) Baptism, (c) Con-
firmation, (d) Same as hoi!/ lamb (which see,
under lamb). 11. In old med., the so-called

sigil or signature of a plant, mineral, etc. See
signature. Broad seal See broad-seal. Clerk of
the privy seal. See clerk. Collation of seals. See
collation. Common seal. See common. Fisher's Seal.
Seal of the Fisherman, the papal privy seal impressed
on wax and not on lead (see bvll'J and butta), representing
St. Peter fishing.

Everything that appears in the Osservatore Romano may
be taken as having been sealed with the Fisher's Seal.

Fortnightly Rev., N. 8., XLI. 642.

Great seal, a seal of state. The great seal of the United
Kingdom of England and Scotland is used in sealing the
writs tosummon Parliament (Irish members included), also
in sealing treaties with foreign states, and all other papers
of great importance affecting the United Kingdom. The
Lord Chancellor is the official custodian of the great seal ;

during a vacancy in the chancellorship it rests with an
officer of equal dignity styled the Lord Keeper. The great
seal of Ireland is used in the same manner as before the
Union in 1800, except in the matter of summoning Parlia-
ment, etc. There is also a seal in Scotland for sealing
grants and writs affecting private rights there. The great
seal of the United States is placed in the custody of the
Secretary of State ; State seals usually are in the charge of
the State secretaries. Hermetic seal. See hermetic.

Keeper of the Privy Seal, or Lord Privy Seal. See
keeper. Leaden seal, a disk of lead pierced perpendicu-
larly to its axis with two holes, through which are passed
the ends of a twisted wire conn ecting two objects, as a hasp
and staple. When the lead has been stamped down, the
fastening cannot be removed without cutting the wire or
defacing the seal. Manual seal. See manual. Me-
tallic seal. Stanem leaden seal. Our Lady's seaL See
Polygonatum.'Privy seal, (a) In England, the seal ap-
pended to grants which are afterward to pass the great
seal, and to documents of minor importance which do not
require the great seal. There is a privy seal in Scotland
which is used to authenticate royal grants of personal or
assignable rights. (6) (caps.] Same as Lord Privy Seal,
(c) In Eng. hist., an instrument imposing a forced loan
so called because it was authenticated by the clerk of the
privy seal.

I went againe to his Grace, thence to the Council, and
mov'd for another itrimj seale for 20,000.

Evelyn, Diary, June 8, 1666.

Seal Of an altar, a small stone placed over the cavity in
an altar containing relics. Seal of baptism. See bap-
tism. Seal of cause, in Scots law, the grant or charter
by which power is conferred on a royal burgh, or the supe-
rior of a burgh of barony, to constitute subordinate cor-
porations or crafts, and which defines the privileges and
powers to be possessed by a subordinate corporation.
Seal of confession. See confession. Solomon's seal
See Solomon's-seal. Testimonial of the great seal.
See quarter-seal. To Pass the seals. See pass. To set
one 8 seal to, to give one's authority or imprimatur to
give one's assurance of. Under seal, authenticated or
confirmed by sealing.

If the agreement of the grantee is considered as under
seal, by reason of the deed being sealed by the grantor, it
falls within the settled rule of the common law.

Supreme Court Reporter, X. 832.

seal2 (sel), v. [< ME. seelen, selen, < OF. sceler,
F. sceller, < L. sigillare, seal, < sigittitm, seal : see
seal?, n. Cf. AS. sigetian = D. zegelen = MLG.
segelen = G. siegeln = Goth, sigljan (in comp.)
(cf. OHG. bisigiljan, MHG. besigelen = Sw. be-
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xrgla = Dan. beset/It; seal); from the noun.] I.

lr<ni!<. 1. To set or affix a seal to, as a mark of

authenticity, confirmation, or execution: as, to

seal a deed.

Lord Scroop was deposed from the Chancfllurship for

refusing to seal some Grants which the Kinj; h;nl niiulc.

linker, Chronicles, p. 14(1.

I grant a free pardon,
Well seal'd by my own han'.

Young Akin (Child's Ballads, I. 186).

2. To stamp, as with a seal.

But that which Is sold to the merchants is made into
little pellets, and sealed with the Turkish character.

Sandys, Travailes, p. 19.

Specifically 3. To certify with a stamp or
mark

; stamp as an evidence of standard exact-

ness, legal size, or merchantable quality : as, to
seal weights and measures; to seal leather.
4. To attest

;
affirm

;
bear witness to the truth

or genuineness of, by some outward act : as,
to seal one's loyalty with one's life

; hence, to
confirm

; ratify ; establish
;

fix.

But who will lay downe his life to seale some Politicians
authoritie 1 I'urcha*, Pilgrimage, p. 32.

Jove seals the league, or bloodier scenes prepares ;

Jove, the great arbiter of peace and wars !

Pope, Iliinl. iv. 113.

He (Grenvflle |
would seal it with his blood that he never

would give his vote for a Hanoverian.

Walpole, Letters, II. 15.

One in fire, and two in field,
Their belief in blood have teal'd.

Byron, Prisoner of Chillon.

5. To grant authoritatively or under seal.

Scorn him, and let him go ; seem to contemn him,
And, now you have made him shake, teal him his pardon.

Fletcher, Pilgrim, ii. 2.

Immortalitie had beene sealed, both in smile and bodie,
to him and his for euer. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 24.

At all times remission of sins may be sealed to a peni-
tent soul in the sacrament. Donne, Sermons, xv.

6. To fasten or secure with a seal, or with some
fastening bearing a seal

; close or secure with
sealing-wax, a wafer, or the like: as, to seal a
letter.

She sealed it (a letter] wl' a ring.
Sweet William (Child's Ballads, IV. 262).

The rector sealed his epistles with an immense coat of

arms, and showed, by the care with which he had per-
formed this ceremony, that he expected they should be cut
open. Mrs. Gaskell, Cranford, v.

7. To shut up or close : as, to seal a book
;
to

seal one's lips or eyes ; hence, to establish; de-
termine irrevocably.

Now pleasing sleep had seal'd each mortal eye.

Pope, Iliad, Ii. 1.

Something seal'd
The lips of that Evangelist

Tennyson, In Memoriam, xxxi.

How I tremble for the answer which is to seal my fate !

Thackeray, Vanity Fair, xvi.

8. To mark
; designate ; appoint.

Hath some wound.
Or other dire misfortune, seal'd him for
The grave ? Shirley, Grateful Servant, iii. 1.

9. To set apart or give in marriage, according
to the system of plural marriages prevalent
among the Mormons of Utah. This use is apparent-
ly derived from such phrases as "

I pronounce you legally
and lawfully husband and wife for time and for all eter-

nity ; and I seal upon you the blessings of the holy resur-

rection," etc., in the Mormon formula for marriage.

Hence the necessity and Justification of polygamy, and
the practice of having many wives sealed to one saint.

. Encyc. Brit., XVI. 828.

10. To inclose; confine; imprison.
Back to the infernal pit I drag thee chain'd,
And seal thee so as henceforth not to scorn
The facile gates of hell. Milton, P. L., iv. 966.

Be blown about the desert dust,
Or seal'd within the iron hills.

Tennyson, In Memoriam, Ivi.

11. In hydraul., sanitary engin., etc., to secure
against a flow or escape of air or gas, as by the
use of a dip-pipe in any form. A vessel is thus
sealed when a shallow channel formed around the neck is
filled with water, into which dips the rim of a cover or
cap inclosing the orifice. Such a device is said to form a
water-seal. The principle has many and various applica-
tions, as in the different forms of plumbers' traps.
12. In arch., to fix, as a piece of wood or iron
in a wall, with cement, plaster, or other bind-
ing material for staples, hinges, etc. Hence

13. To close the chinks of, as a log house,
with plaster, clay, or the like.

The house . . . was constructed of round logs sealed
with mud and clay. S. Judd, Margaret, i. 3.

14. To accept; adopt: as, to seal a design.
[Eng. Admiralty use.]
This design was sealed by the Ordnance Committee, who

did so, stating at the time that they had no opportunity
of considering the design. Contemporary Rev., LI. 271.

sea-leopard

15. Krrlcx.: (a) To sign with the cross. (6)
To baptize, (c) To confirm Sealed earth, terra
siKillatii, JIM old name for medicinal earths, which were
ni:tdi> np into cakes and stamped or sealed.

II. in I r<i us. Tn make t lie impression of a seal;
attach a seal.

\ i 's, shylnck, I will seal unto this bond.

Shak., M. of V., i. :i. 172.

To White Hall, to the Privy Seale, as my Lord Privy
Seale did tell me he could seale no more this month, for
he goes thirty miles out of towne, to keep his Christmas.

Pepijs, Diary, I. 241.

To seal under*, to become surety, as on a bond.
I think the Frenchman became his surety, and sealed

under for another. Shalt., M. of V., i. 2. 89.

sea!3t, r. See sefT*.

sea-lace (se'las), n. A species of algee, Chorda
JUuni, the frond of which is blackish, slimy,
perfectly cylindrical, or cord-like, and some-
times 20 or even 40 feet in length. Also called

Xra-l-lttgilt.

sea-lamprey (se'lam"pri), . A marine lam-
prey; any species of Petromyzon, specifically
P. marinus: distinguished from rifcr-linn/n-i ;/

(Ammoccetes). See cuts under lamjirei/.
sea-lark (se'liirk), n. 1. A sandpiper of some
kind, as the dunlin, the sanderling, et.; iilso.

the turnstone. 2. A ring-plover of some kind,
as the ring-dotterel. 3. The sea-titling, An-
lln/s nhsi'iirus. See rock-pipit. [Local, Eng.]

sea-lavender (se'laVen-der), ii. A plant of the
genus titatice; most often, S. Lim/miiim, in the
United States called marsh-rosemary. The com-
mon species Is a salt-marsh plant with radical leaves and
a wiry stem, bearing at the top a panicle of extremely nu-
merous small lavender-colored flowers. Several species
are cultivated, the finest being S. liiHi'ntin. from Siberia,
a plant similar in habit to the last. The flowers of the
genus are of dry texture, and retain their color long after

being cut.

sea-lawyer (se'la'yer), w. 1. A querulous or

captious sailor, disposed to criticize orders ra-
ther than to obey them; one who is always
arguing about his work, and making trouble.

2. The gray or mangrove snapper. See.v;//i-
per. 3. A shark.

[Nautical slang in all senses.]

seal-bag (sel'bag), . The bag in which the
Lord High Chancellor of England formerly kept
the great seal and other state seals.

seal-bird (sel'b^rd), . The slender-billed

shearwater, Puffimis tenmrostris, of the North
Pacific.

seal-brown (sel'broun), a. and . I. a. Hav-

ingthe color of prepared seal-fur.

H. w. The rich dark brown of the dressed
and dyed fur of the fur-seal.

seal-Club (sel'klub), n. A club used for killing
seals.

sealed (seld), p. a. 1. Certified or authenti-
cated by seal. 2. Closed by sealing, or by
clasping or fastening securely as with a seal

;

hence, inaccessible ; unknown. 3. In textiles,
same as nail-headed, 2 Sealed book, a book the
contents of which are unknown or cannot be known ;

hence, anything unknown or undiscoverable.

The Disciplina Clericalis long remained a sealed book,
known only to antiquaries. Ticknnr, Span. Lit., I. 64.

Sealed Books of Common Prayer, certain
copies of

the English Book of Common Prayer, certified under the
seal of England as the standard text, and by act of Parlia-
ment in 1662 ordered to be placed in all cathedral and col-

legiate churches. Sealed proposals. See proposal.

sea-leech (se'leeh), . A marine suctorial an-
nelid of the genus Potitobdella. Also called
skate-sucker.

sea-legs (se'legz), . pi. Legs suited for use at
sea: a humorous term implying ability to walk
on a ship's deck when she is pitching or roll-

ing: as, to get one's sea-legs. [Colloq.]
In addition to all this, I had not got my Sea legs on, was

dreadfully sea-sick, with hardly strength enough to hold on
to anything. R. H. Dana, Jr., Before the Mast, p. 7.

sea-lemon (se'lem'on), n. A doridoid; anudi-
branchiate gastropod of the family Dorididse :

so called from some resemblance in shape and
color to a lemon. See cuts under Doris, Gonio-

dorididx, and ^Egirus.
seal-engraving (sel'en-gra'ving), n. The ait
of engraving seals, crests, coats of arms, and
other designs on precious stones, gems, etc.
Bloodstone, carnelian, and sard are most extensively used.
The work is done by holding the stones against circular
and disk-shaped small tools revolving very rapidly in the
quill or lathe-head of a seal-engravers' engine.

sea-lentil (se'len'til), . The gulfweed, Sar-

f/assum vulgare.

sea-leopard (se'lep"ard), w. A spotted seal of
the southern and antarctic seas, belonging to
the family Phoeidte and either of two different

genera. One of these has been generally known as

Stenorhynchus, and it has given name to the subfamily



sea-leopard

Sea-leopard (Lfftonyitiotes wdAIH .

Stenorhi/nchime ; but, this generic name being preoccu-
pied in entomology, it was changed by Peters in 1875 to

O
:iinorhinm. The other genus, commonly known as Lep-

toni/x, is in like case, being preoccupied in ornithology,
and was changed by Gill in 1872 to Leptonychotes.

sealer 1
(se'ler), . [<*e7 1

, >., + -e/' 1 .] A man
or a ship engaged in the seal-fishery.
A fleet of sealers in Bering Sea.

Fur-seal Fisheries of Alaska, p. 141.

sealer'-* (se'ler), n. [< seal?, v., + -er 1 .] 1.

One who seals
;
one who stamps with a seal.

On the right, at the table, is the sealer pressing down
the matrix of the great seal with a roller on the wax.

Arclueoloffia, XXXIX 358. (Vavies.)

In 1414 the indenture for Somersetshire states that the
sealers made the election " ex assensu totius comnmnita-

tis," a form borrowed no doubt from the ancient return by
the sheriff. Stubbs, Const. Hist., 421.

2. In the United States, an officer appointed
to examine and test weights and measures, and
set a stamp upon such as are true to the stan-
dard

; also, an officer who inspects and stamps
leather; also, one who inspects brick-molds,

sealing such as are of proper size.

sealery (se'ler-i), n.
; pi. sealeries (-iz). [< seal 1

+ -ery."\ A place in which seals abound, or in

which they are caught ;
a seal-fishing establish-

ment or station.

sea-letter (se'let"6r), . A document formerly
issued by the civil authorities of a port in which
a vessel is fitted out. It certified her nationality, and
specified the kind, quantity, ownership, and destination
of her cargo. Also called sea-brief. Ilamersly.

sea-lettuce (se'lef'is), n. See lettuce.

sea-level (se'lev'el), n. The surface of the sea,

supposed to be level : commonly used as equiva-
lent to mean sea-level, the level surface half-way
between mean high and low water. The word
assumes that the surface of the sea is level, which is

not true where strong currents exist, nor where the
trade-winds blow the water into partially closed seas.

The sea-level must be considered as bulging out under
the continents and wherever gravity is in excess (after
due allowance for latitude); otherwise, very large cor-

rections would have to be applied to the results of level-

ing operations.

seal-fishery (sel'fish"er-i), . The art or in-

dustry of taking seals
; also, the place where

seals are taken
;
a sealery.

seal-flower (sel'flou"er), n. A name of the

bleeding-heart, Dicentra spectabilis.

sealgh (selch), re. [Also selch, silch; < ME.
*seolg,<. AS. scolh, a seal: see seal1

.']
A seal

or sea-calf. [Scotch.]
Ye needna turn away your head sae sourly, like a sealgh

when he leaves the shore. Scott, Pirate, ix.

seal-hook (sel'huk), . An iron hook inserted in

the hasp of a railway freight-car door, fastened
with a wire, and sealed, to secure the door.

sea-light (se'lit), n. A light to guide mariners

during the night. See lighthouse, harbor-light.

sea-lily (se'lil"i), . A living crinoid; a lily-
star

;
a feather-star. The fossil encrinites are

commonly distinguished as stone-lilies.

sea-line (se'lin),w. 1. The horizon atsea; the
line where sea and sky seem to meet.

Her face was evermore unseen
And flxt upon the far sea-line.

Tennyson, The Voyage.
A strange sight, and a beautiful, to see the fleet put

silently out against a rising moon, the sea-line rough as a
wood with sails. R. L.Stevenson, Education of an Engineer.

2. pi. Long lines used for fishing in deep water.
At first there was a talk of getting sea lines and going

after the bream. W. Black, In Far Lochaber, xiii.

sealing 1
(se'ling), . [Verbal n. of seall, .]

The operation of catching seals, curing their

skins, and obtaining the oil.

It was the height of the sealing season.
C. M. Scammon, Marine Mammals, p. 90.

sealing
2

(se'ling). n. [Verbal n. of seal?, v.]
The act of impressing with a seal; confirmation

by a seal.

sealing-wax (se'ling-waks), n. and a. I. n.

Shellac and rosin melted with turpentine, col-
ored with suitable coloring matters, usually
vermilion, and run into molds: used for mak-
ing seals.
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II. a. Eesembling red sealing-wax: specifi-

cally said of the peculiar tips of the feathers of

the waxwings. See inij-iriiifi, Ampelia Seal-
ing-wax varnish, a varnish made of red sealing-wax
aim shellac dissolved in alcohol : used especially to coat

parts of electrical machines.

sea-lintie (se'lin'ti), n. The sea-titling or sea-

lark, Antliiifi nhxrurus. Also rock-Untie. See

>-u<-l:-/ii/>ii. [Local, Scotland.]
sea-lion (s6'li"gn), . 1. One of several large
eared seals, or otaries. (a) Evmetopias OMm, the

largest otary of the North Pacific, the male attaining a

length of 11 to IS feet, a girth of H to 10 feet, and a weight
of about 1,200 pounds. It is a hair-seal, not a fur-seal.

See cut under tiuinetopias. (b) A species of Zalophus, as

Z. lobatits of Australasian waters, anil Z. californianus, a

quite distinct species of the Pacific coast of North America
and thence to Japan. The latter is the sea-lion which
attracts much attention on the rocks off San Francisco,
and which barks so loudly and Incessantly in traveling

menageries. See cut under Zalophvs. (c) Cook's otary,

J^IBSVV'W*
v
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Sea-lion ( Otariajttbata.).

Otaria jubata, of the antarctic seas : more fully called

Patayonian sea-lion. It is related to the sea-bear figured
under otary, but Is larger.

2. In her., a bearing representing a creature

having a head like that of a lion, but sometimes
without the mane, two paws with long claws,
and fish-like body. Also called lion-poisson and
morse.

sea-liquort, n. [ME. see-licoure; < sea 1 + liquor. ~\

Sea-water; brine.

Weshe hem in see licoure whenne thai be clene,
Or water salt, and white thai longe endure.

Palladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. B6.

sea-lizard (se'liz"ilrd), TO. 1. A nudibranchiate

gastropod of the genus Glaucus. See cut un-
der Crlaucus. 2. An enaliosaur; a fossil reptile
of the group Enaliosauria. 3. A mosasaurian

;

any member of the Mosasauridie.

seal-lance (sel'lans), n. A lance designed or
used for killing seals.

seal-lock (sel'lok), n. 1. See tocfc1 . 2. Aform
of permutation-lock.
sea-loach (se'loch), n. A gadoid fish, Onos tri-

cirratus or Motella vulgarw, also called whistle-

fish, three-bearded rockling, three-bearded cod,
three-bearded gade. See Motella.

sea-longwonn(8e'16ng"werm),n. Anemertean
worm of the family Lineidse.

sea-louse (se'lous), n. 1. One of various para-
sitic isopod crusta-

ceans, as those of the

family Cymothoidse.
2. The Molucca

crab, or horseshoe-
crab of the East In-

dies, Limulus moluc-
censis: translating an
old book-name, ''pc-
diculus marinus.''

rs.

sea-luce (se'lus), n.

The hake, Merlucius

riilgirrin. Dai/.

seal-pipe (sel'pip), .

A pipe so arranged
that the open end dips
beneath the surface
of a fluid so as to pre-
vent reflux of gases,
etc.; a dip-pipe.
seal-press (sel'pres),
n. A press or stamp
bearing dies on its

jaws, or a die and a

bed, for imprinting
or embossing any de-
vice upon paper or a plastic material, as lead.
It is much used to form the seals of seal-locks,
and may be a kind of heavy pincers.

Seal-press.
a and a', dies ; b (dotted outline 1

,

bar sliding in guide c ; d (dotted out-

line), abutment for coiled spring e ;

f, lever with cam g at the bottom.
The lever moved in the direction in-

dicated by the arrow forces a down

seam

seal-ring (sel'ring), n. A finger-ring in which
a seal is inserted as the chaton or bezel

; hence,

by extension, a ring in which is set a piece of

hard stone upon which a seal may be engraved.
I have lost a seal-ring of my grandfather's, worth forty

mark. Shot., 1 Hen. IV., UL 8. 94.

seal-rookery (serrAk'er-i), n. A place where

many seals breed together; a sealery.
sealskin (sel'skin), . [< ME. scelskin = Icel.

.ii'lukiiiii. x/'liiskiiiH = Dan. sastskind ; as seal1 +
skin.] The skin of a seal, tanned or otherwise
dressed as material for clothing (as boots,

shoes, and caps), and for many other uses; es-

pecially, the prepared fur of the fur-seal, used
for women's jackets or sacks

; by extension, a

garment made of this fur Sealskin cloth, a cloth

made of mohair with a nap, and dyed to resemble the fur
of the seal : used by women for outdoor garments.

sea-lungs (se'lungz), . A comb-jelly; a cte-

nophoran or comb-bearer : so called from the

alternate contraction and expansion, as if

breathing. See cuts under Saccatee.

sea-lungwort (se'lung"wert), n. SeeMertensia.

seal-waxt (sel'waks), n. Same as sealing-wax.
Your organs are not so dull that I should inform you

'tis an inch, Sir, of red seal wax.
Sterne, Tristram Shandy, IL 2.

sealwort (sel'wert), . The Solomon's-seal.

I'olyi/oiiatum multiflorum, and perhaps other

species.
seam1 (sem), . [< ME. seem, seme, < AS. seam =
OFries. sam = D. zoom = MLG. soni, LG. soom
= OHG. MHG. soitm, saum = Icel. saumr =
Sw. Dan. som, a seam; with formative -m, < AS.
siwian, etc. (^ sit), sew: seesew1

.] 1. Theline
formed by joining two edges; especially, the

joining line formed by sewing or stitching toge-
ther two different pieces of cloth, leather, or
the like, or two edges of the same piece ;

a line

of union.
At Costantynoble is the Cros of our Lord Jesu Crist,

and his Cote withouten Semes. Mandeville, Travels, p. 9.

The coat was without seam, woven from the top through-
out. John xix. 23.

2. A piece of plain sewing; that on which
sewing is being or is to be done

; sewing.
Lady Margaret sits in her bower door,
Sewing at her silken seam.

Young Akin (Child's Ballads, I. 179).

Gae mind your seam. Burns, To a Tailor.

He asked her to put down her seam, and come for a
walk. Harper's Mag., LXV. 117.

3 . A line of separation, as between two strata, or
two planks or the like when fastened together;
also, the fissure or gap formed by the imper-
fect union of two bodies laid or fastened to-

gether: as, to calk the seams of a ship. 4. A
fissure; a cleft; a groove. 5. The ridge in a

casting which marks the place where two parts
of the mold have been in contact, as in a plas-
ter cast or a molded piece of earthenware. 6.
A cicatrix or scar. 7. A bed or stratum: so
used especially in speaking of coal : as, a seam
of coal (a bed or continuous layer of coal).
8. pi. See the quotation.
The rags known technically as seams, being the clip-

pings which fall from woolen rags under the scissors of
the sorters, who prepare them for the machine by which
they are torn into "rag-wool." These pieces are cut off

and withheld from the tearing machine, precisely because
they have a sewing thread running along them, or por-
tions of cotton lining adherent, or other vegetal admix-
ture. Ure, Diet., II. 360.

9. In ana?., a suture; a raphe.
If any thought by flight to escape, he made his head to

fly in pieces by the lambdoidal commissure, which is a
seam in the hinder part of the skull.

Uryuhart, tr. of Rabelais, i. 27.

Bight seam (naut.\ a seam formed by doubling over the
canvas in the middle of a cloth, and stitching it down.
False seam, (a) A ridge produced on castings where the
mold is joined. F. Campin, Mech. Engineering, Gloss., p.
406. (b) In sail-maHny, a seam run in the middle of a cloth

longitudinally, by overlaying a fold of the canvas on it-

self, so as to give the appearance of a regular seam as
between two separate cloths. This is done for appear-
ance in yacht-sails, and to make the sail stand flatter.

Overhead seam. See overhead. Round seam (wmt.\
a seam formed by sewing the edges of canvas together
without lapping. This method is used in the United
States with only the lightest kind of canvas. To toe a
seam, to stand on deck with the toes touching one of the
seams. Such standing is imposed as a punishment for

slight offenses. White seam, underclothing in the pro-
cess of making. [Scotch.]

Miss Becky was invited ; . . . and, accordingly, with
... a large work-bag well stuffed with white-seam, she
took her place at the appointed hour.

Mies Ftrritr, Marriage, xiv.

seam1 (sem), v. [= Sw. somnia = Dan. som-

me; from the noun.] I. trans. 1. To join
with a seam; unite by sewing. 2. In knitting,
to make an apparent seam in with a certain



seam

stitch: as, to xnim \\ storking. 3. To mark
with a seam, fissure, or furrow; scar: as, a
face seamed with wounds.

It is yet a most beautifull and sweete countrey as any
is under heaven, seamed throughout with many goodly
rivers. Spenser, State of Ireland.

Dusky faces seamed and old.

WhMier, What the Birds Said.

II. intrcms. 1. To crack; become fissured or

cracked.

Later their lips began to parch and seam.
L. Wallace, Ben-Hur, p. 400.

2. In knitting, to work in a particular manner
so as to produce a seam.
seam-t (sem), . [< ME. seem, seme, saem, <

AS. seam, a horse-load, = OHG. MHO. soum,
Q. samn = Icel. saumr = It. salma, soma = Sp.
salma = Pr. sauma = OF. somme, some, samm;
same, a pack, burden, P. somme, < L. sinjnin,

ML. sauma, salma, a pack, burden, < Gr. aay/ia,
a pack-saddle, < odrTeiv, pack, put a load on a

horse, fasten on a load, orig. fasten, allied to

Skt. ij sanj, adhere. Cf. summer^, sumpter,
saum, sagma.] A horse-load

;
a load for a pack-

horse; specifically, eight bushels of grain or
malt. A seam of glass, according to the old statute de

ponderibus, was 28 stone of 24 pounds each ; but later it

was 24 stone, understood by Young as 886 pounds, but by
Kelly as 120 pounds. A seam of dung in Devonshire was
386 pounds.

I shal assoille the my-selue for a seme of whete.
Piers Plowman (B), HI. 40.

TIT rncrease of a seam is a bushel for store,
Bad else is the barley, or huswife much more.

Tusser, November's Husbandry, st. 2.

seam3 (sem), . [Alsosai/M, sayme; early mod.
E. seme, < OF. sain, seyn, F. sain, grease, lard (in

sain-doux, melted lard), = Pr. sain, sagin = Sp.
sain = It. saime = Wall, sayen, seyen, < ML. sagi-
men, fat, < L. sagina, grease, orig. a stuffing,

cramming, fattening, food
; perhaps akin to Gr.

aaTTciv, stuff, pack, cram : see seam2.] Tallow;
grease ;

lard. [Obsolete or prov. Eng.]
The proud lord . . .

Bastes his arrogance with his own seam,
And never suffers matter of the world
Enter his thoughts. Shalt., T. and C., ii. 3. 185.

Grammvwe, a dish made of slices of cold meat fried
with hogs seame. Cotgrave.

seam3
(sem), y.

t. [A.\sosaim,sayme; <.seam s
, w.]

To cover with grease; grease. [Obsolete or

prov. Eng.]
On the other side, Dame Niggardize . . . sate barrelling

vp the droppings of her nose, in steed of oyle, to sayme
wool withall. Nashe, Pierce Penilesse, p. 15.

sea-magpie (se'mag"pl), n. Asea-pie; theoys-
ter-catcher. See cut under Hxmatopus.
sea-maidt (se'mad), . 1. A mermaid. See
mermaid.
To hear the sea-maid's music.

Shak.,11. N. D., ii. 1. 154.

2. A sea-nymph. P. Fletcher.

sea-mall (se'mal), . A sea-gull.
The lesser gull, or seaiixtlt.

Hill, Hist, of Animals, p. 448.

sea-mallow (se'mal'6), n. See Lavatera.
seaman (se'man), ?(.j pi. seamen (-men). [<
ME. see-mon, < AS. saiman (= D. zeeman = G.
seemann = Icel. sjdmathr = Sw. sjoman = Dan.
somand), < see, sea, + man, man: see seal and
man.'] 1. A man whose occupation it is to

cooperate in the Tiavigation of a ship at sea
;
a

mariner; a sailor: applied to both officers and
common sailors, but technically restricted to
men below the rank of officer.

With 29. as good sea men, and all necessary provisions
as could possibly be gotten, we put to sea, and the 24 of
April! fell [in] with Flowres and Coruos.

Quoted in Capt. John Smith's Works, I. 109.

2f. A merman; a male corresponding to the
mermaid. [Rare.]
Not to mention mermaids or seamen. Locke.

Able-bodied seaman or able seaman. SeenWei. Fre-
quently abbreviated A. B. Merchant seaman. See
merchant captain, under merchant. Ordinary seaman.
See ordinary. Seaman's chest. See chesti. Seamen's
register. See re<7isferi. = Syn. 1. Mariner, etc. See
sailor.

seaman-gunner (se'man-guii''er), n. A grade
in the naval service for seamen especially
trained for gunnery duties.

seamanly (se'man-li), a. [< seaman + -tyl.]
Characteristic of or befitting a seaman.
But for the seamanly foresight of Nipper in anchoring

a line to warp along with, we shouldn't have been able to
stir the raft from the ship's side.

W. C. Jlussell, A Strange Voyage, xlvii.

seamanship (se'man-ship), n. [< seaman +
-ship.'] The skill of a good seaman; acquain-
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tancp with the art of managing and navigating
a ship at sea.

sea-mantis (se'man'tis), H. A squill; a sto-

matopod crustacean of the family tii/iiitlidae : so

called from resembling the praying-mantis in

general shape and posture. See Squilla, and
cuts under Squittidx and mOHtte-dbrMtp.
sea-marge (se'marj), n. The border or shore
of the sea.

Thy sea-marge, sterile and rocky-hard.
Shale., Tempest, iv. 1. 69.

sea-mark (se'mark), . Any elevated object
on land which serves for a direction to mari-
ners in entering a harbor, or in sailing along
or approaching a coast

;
a beacon, as a light-

house, a mountain, etc.

They . . . were executed, some of them at London, . . .

the rest at divers places upon the Sea-Coast of Kent, Sus-

sex, and Norfolke, for Sea-marks, or Light-houses, to teach
Perkins People to avoid the Coast.

Bacon, Hist. Hen. VII., p. 142.

It [Fishers Island] is not only a Sea-mark for the River,
but a secure place to ride in, and very convenient for

Ships to anchor at. Dumpier, Voyages, II. i. 10.

sea-mat (se'mat), n. A polyzoan of the family
Flustridx, forming a flat matted coralline. See
cut under Flustra.

sea-matweed (se'mat'wed), n. See maticeed, 1.

sea-maw (se'ma), . A Scotch form of sea-mew.

The white that is on her breast bare,
Like the down o* the white sea-maw.
The Gay Goss-Hawt (Child's Ballads, III. :!:->.

seam-blast (sem'blast), n. In stone-blasting, a
blast made by filling with powder the seams or
crevices produced by a previous drill-blast.

seamed (semd), a. [Appar. < seam3 , n., + -erf2.]
In falconry, not in good condition

;
out of con-

dition: said of a falcon.

sea-melon (se'mel'on), n. A pedate holothu-
rian of the family Pentactidx, as Pentacta fron-
dosa. See cut under Pentactidtp.

seamer (se'mer), N. [< ME. semere, earlier

seamsere, < AS. sedmere, a sewer, < seam, seam:
see sen?/! 1 .] One who or that which seams; a
seamster. See seaming-machine, 2.

sea-mew (se'mu), . [< ME. semewe, semowe,
sae-mawe ; < sea 1 + mew 1

.] The common gull,
or mew-gull, Laras canuti; any sea-gull. See
cut under gull.

Se-mow, bryd. Aspergo, alcedo. Prompt. Pan., p. 452.

The Night-winds sigh, the breakers roar,
And shrieks the wild sea-mew.

Byron, cliilde Harold, i. 13 (song).

seam-hammer (sem'ham'er), . In sheet-metal

working, a form of hammer used for flattening
seams or joints.
sea-mile (se'mil), n. A nautical or geographi-
cal mile. See mile.

sea-milkwort (se'milk"wert), n. See milkwort,
2, and Glaui.

seaming-lace (se'ming-las), 11. 1. See 7ace.

2. A galloon, braiding, gold lace, or other trim-

ming used to sew upon seams in upholstery,
carriage-making, etc., the edges or hems being
especially decorated with it. Also seam-lace.

seaming-machine (se'ming-ma-shen*), n. 1.
In sheet-metal work, a hand- of power-tool for

/

Seaming-machine.
(T, verticalshaft and support, horizontally adjustable, and carrying

at the top a former/'/ *, a counterpart former work ing at right angles
with/ on the support c ; d, screw with crank by which * can be set
toward or away from/; e, crank keyed to the shaft of it. The edge
of the metal is passed under b and over/ while the crank e is turned.

bending sheet-metal to form seams or joints
in making tinware, cans, etc. It consists essen-

tially of a pair of rollers of appropriate form, which bend
the metal over wire or double it into joints.
2. A kind of sewing-machine used to join fab-
rics lengthwise neatly and smoothly, prepara-
tory to printing, bleaching, dyeing, etc. Also
called seamer.

sea-mud

sea-mink (se'mingk), . The scuenoid lish

Mi-iilifii'rii." saxatins, a khul of American whit-

ing. Also called barb.

seam-lace (sem 'las), w. Same as urainiiKj-

l/ici; 2.

seamless (sem'les), a. [< ME. .iniiti-.w, seme-

li-s; < senm 1 + -/cws.] Havingno seams; with-
out a seam.
sea-monk (se'mungk), n. The monk-seal. See

Nfllll, 1.

sea-monster (se'mon'ster), w. 1 . A huge, hide-

ous, or terrible marine animal.

Where luxury late reign 'd, sea-monsters whelp'd.
Hilton, P. L., xi. 751.

2. Specifically, the chimer;i. Clihiiirra munstro-
."ii. See cut under chimera.

sea-moss (se'mos), n. 1. A kind of compound
polyzoan or bryozoan ;

an aggregate of moss-
animalcules forming a mossy mat or tract ; any
such bryozoan or moss-animal. See cuts under
Polyzoa and Plumatella. 2. In hot. : (a) Irish

moss, or carrageen, (b) Same as seaweed.

Sea-moss ... to cool his boiling blood.

Drayton, Polyolbion, xviii. 761.

sea-mouse (se'mous), n. 1. A marine dorsi-

branchiate annelid of the family Apliroditidse.
The common sea-mouse, Aphrodite aculeata, of the British
and French coasts, is from 6 to 8 inches long and 2 or 3
in width. In coloring it is one of the most splendid of
animals.

2. Same as sand-mouse. [Local, Eng.]
seam-presser (sera'pres^er), w. 1. In0>n.,an
implement, consisting of two cast-iron cylin-
ders, which follows the plow to press down the

newly plowed furrows. Sometimes called seam-
roller. 2. A goose or sad-iron used by tailors

to press or flatten seams in cloth.

seam-rendt (sem'rend), v. t. [< seawii + rend;
first in seam-rent, a.] To rip or separate at the
seams. [Rare.]

I confesse, I see I have here and there taken a few finish

stitches, which may haply please a few Velvet eares
;
but

1 cannot now well pull them out, unlesse I should searne-

rend all. If. Ward, Simple Cobler, p. 89.

seam-rent (sem'rent), (i. Rent or ripped at

the seams.
A lean visage, peering out of a ffinn-rent suit, the very

emblems of beggary. B. Jonson, Poetaster, !. 1.

seam-rent (sem'rent), n. A rent along a seam.

seam-rippedt (sem'ript), a. Same as seam-
rent. Fuller, Worthies, Sussex, III. 243.

seam-roller (sem'ro"ler), n. 1. In agri., same
as seam-presser, 1. 2. In leatlier-tcorkiiif/, a bur-
nisher or rubber for flattening down the edges
where two thicknesses are sewed together. See
seam-rubber. E. H. Knight.
seam-rubber (sem'rub'er), . In letitlirr-

manuf., a machine for smoothing or flattening
down a seam, consisting essentially of a roller

reciprocated mechanically on an arm or a bed
over which the seam is adjusted. K. H. Knight.
seam-set (sem 'set), w. 1. A grooved punch
used by tinmen for closing seams. 2. In lea-

ther-manvf., a tool for flattening down seams.

seamstert, sempstert (sem'ster, semp'ster), n.

[Early mod. E. also semster ; < ME. semster,

semestre, < AS. sedmestre, sxmestre, fern, of sed-

mere, m., a sewer: see seamer.'] A man or
woman employed in sewing: in early use ap-
plied to those who sewed leather as well as
cloth.

Goldsmythes, Glouers, Girdillers noble ;

Sadlers, souters, semsteris fyn.
Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 1585.

In some of the seamsters' shops, the new tobacco-office,
or amongst the booksellers.

DeHer, Gull's Hornbook, p. 96.

[Enter] \Vassel, like a neat sempster, and songster ;
her

page bearing a brown bowl drest with ribands and rose-

mary before her. B. Jonson, Masque of Christmas.

As the fellow [Trim] was well beloved in the regiment,
and a handy fellow into the bargain, my uncle Toby took
him for his servant, and of excellent use was he, attending
my uncle Toby in the camp and in his quarters as valet,

groom, barber, cook, sempster, and nurse.

Sterne, Tristram Shandy, ii. 5.

seamstress, sempstress (sem'stres, semp'-
stres), n. [( seamster + -ess.] A woman whose
occtipation is sewing Seamstresses' cramp or

palsy, a neurosis, similar to writers' cramp, to which
seamstresses are subject.

seamstressyt (sem'stres-i), n. [< seamstress +
-y

3
.] Sewing; the occupation or business of a

seamstress. [Rare.]
As an appendage to seamstressy, the thread-paper might

be of some consequence to my mother.

Sterne, Tristram Shandy, iii. 42.

sea-mud (se'mud), n. A rich saline deposit
from salt-marshes and sea-shores. It is also

called sea-ooze, and is employed as a manure.
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sea-mussel (se'inus'l), H. A marine bivalve sea-oxeye (se'oks'i), n. A plant of the com- l

j t

p
jr
cal
.^""St knowT'species

of the family Mutilidse and one of the genera posite genus Borrieltia, especially li.jrutexreiis. malif ge out under CmJropomia.

Mi/li/H*. Mi>ili,,lii, etc., as MytHns rdtili*: distiu- There are 2 or 3 species, shrubby and somewhat Sea.pil t (se'pi"lot), . Same as sea-pW, I.

! neshy sea-shore plants, with large yellow heads. sea-pimpernel (se'pim'per-nel), . See ptm-
, . .,

guished from the fresh-water or river mussels

See cut under Mytiliix. sea-packed (se'pakt), . Packed at sea or dur-

ing seams.

A one-eyed woman, with a scarred and seamy lace, the

most notorious rebel in the workhouse.
Qeonje EKot, Amos Barton, 11.

seamy (sG'ini), . [<ME. xcmy; < seam 1 + -i/
1
.] ing a voyage, as fish to be sold on arrival in 8ea-pincushion (se'pin

;

kush-un), n. 1. A sea-

ll-ivine a seam or seams; containing or show- port. barrow or mermaid's-purse. 2. A starfish

sea-pad (se'pad), . A starfish or fivefingers. whose rays are joined nearly or quite to their

seapage. . See seepage. ends, thus forming a pentagon,
sea-panther (se'pan'ther), . A South African sea.pjnk (se

'

pingk), n. 1. See pink* and

fish, Agriopus torvus, of a brown color with
ti,nfft. %. A sea-carnation.

The seamy side, the side of a garment on which the black spots.
swims or edges appu-; the under side; hence, flgura- sea.parrot (se'par"ot), n. A puffin; an auk of

lively, the side that is less presentable or pleasing to the B^^M Fratercula, as F. arctica or F. corni- sea_plantain (se'plan'tan), n. See plan
Some such squire he was culata: so called from its beak. The crested sea-plasht (se'plash), . Waves of the i

That turn'd your wit the seamy side without, sea-parrot, or tufted puffin, is Lunda cirrata.
guiding through seaplash stormye we

And made you to suspect me
^ ^ gee cutg under puffl,,, marS *

StafMurit, JEneid, ill. 161.

,,tRe3S?i 8^^^^oA^i^ KSSfii'SS?^JTSB of the

ways looking on the seamy side. spinosa of the Mediterranean region. family Ationidm; specifically, the armed bull-

C. D. Warner, Their Pilgrimage, p. Ill
sea-partridge (se'par"tnj), n. The English heaa; pogge, lyrie, or noble, Agotins cataphrac-

sean, . See seine. Conner, Crenilabrus melops, a labroid nsh.
<M6> or ^spidophorus europseus, a small marine

seance (sa-ons'), H. [< F. seance, <
seant^

< L. [Moray Firth, Scotland.] jt fi^ of British waters, about 6 inches long.

See cut under pogge.

sea-plant (se'plant), n. A plant that grows m
a marine plant ;

an alga.

See^tataitt
1

.

i sea.

[< F. sea ...... L , ,

seden(t-)s, ppr. of sedere, sit: see sit.} A sit- sea-pass (se'pas), n. A passport carried by neu-

ting or session : as, a spiritualistic seance, in tral merchant vessels in time of war, to prove sea.poker (se'po"ker), n. Same as sea-poacher.
which intercourse is alleged to be held with their nationality and secure them against mol-

sea.pOOi (se'pol), n. A pool or sheet of salt

spirits. estation.

There is scarcely any literature, not even the records of sea-pay (se'pa),
trials for witchcraft, that is more sad and ludicrous than

the accounts of "spiritual stances." Encyc. Brit., II. 202.

Massage was given for fifteen minutes twice daily-
much more sensible than the seances of an hour each

every three or four days.
Buck's Uandbook of Med. Sciences, IV. 657.

sea-necklace (se'nek'las), . Same as sea-corn.

sea-needle (se'ne"dl), n. Same as garfish (a):

so called from the slender form and sharp snout,

sea-nest (se'nest), . The glass-sponge Hol-

tenia carpenteria.
sea-nettle (se'net"l),w. A jellyfish; any aca-

or urticates when touched.

water.
r a \-- i --.. -

. Soehavel . . heard it often wished . . . that all that

actual service in a sea-going ship In sea-pay, i ttn(1 were a ^.^oofe. Spenser, State of Ireland,

u^ommission,
as a ship ; in actual service on the sea, as

gea_p()ppy (^p^ ,,. See poppy .

iprised 76 sea-porcupine (se'p6r"ku-pin), n. Some plec-

tognathous fish, so called from the spines or tu-

bercles; specifically, Diodon hystrix. See cut

The beach-pea, Lathyms under Diodon.

sea-pork (se'pork), n. An American compound
ascidian or sea- ascidian, Amorcecium stellatum. It forms large,

smooth, irregular, or crest-like masses, attached by one

Pay received or due for

The fleet then left by Pepys in sea-pay com;
vessels and the men numbered 12,040.

N. and Q., 7th ser., VII. 81.

ea-pea (se'pe), n.

coa nparh (se'nech) n An ascidian or sea- asciaian, a.marvama/m w num. n 10 mxgo,

^^^Jpyformis: so named .from
the KSkfe^iSa^SK^t ff

globular figure and reddish or yellowish color.
cal ^ g j

sea-pear (se'par), n. An ascidian or sea-squirt Seap rt (se'port), H. 1. A port or harbor on

of the genus Boltenia or family Bolteniidee: so
tne sea 2. A city or town situated on a har-

B.-WV,, ... [Also seannachy, called from the pyriform shape. boj.

;
on Or near the sea.

lie, < Gael, seanachaidh, a his- sea-pen (se'pen), . A pennatu aceous polyp, sea.potato (se'po-ta'to), H. An ascidian of

genealogist bard- cf seana- especially of the family Peuuatuhdx; a sea- gome kjn(j t
as Boltenia renifornns or Ascidia

eas, msiory, antiquities, story, tale, 'narration,
feather Se_e

cut under Aleyonaria. moms . [Local, U. S.]

< sean, old, ancient, + edit, a matter, affair, cir- sea-perch (se'perch), n. 1. A percoideous fish gea oy . An improper spelling of sepoy.

cumstance.1 A Highland genealogist, chron- Labrax lupus or some species of that genus ;
a sea-pudding (se'pud"ing), n A sea-cucumber.

torian, chronicler, _ ,

chas, history, antiquities, story, tale, narration

< sean, old, ancient, + cuis, a matter, affair, cir

cumstance.] A Highland genealogist, chron-

icler, or bard.

The superb Gothic pillars by which the roof was sup-

ported were . . . large and . . . lofty (said my sean-

nachy). F. C. Rowland (Child's Ballads, I. 249, expl. note).

Sprung up from the fumes of conceit, folly, and false-

hood fermenting in the brains of some mad Highland
seannachie. Scott, Antiquary, vi.

sea-nurse (se'ners), n. A shark of the family

Laorax lupus, or some species of that genus; a gea
sea-dace ;

a bass, its spines, especially the dorsal geesea-aace; a. uass. us spines, especially me uorm ygg noiomunan, irepang. [Local, U. S.]
spines, are strong and sharp and the gill-covers are edged gea.pumpkin (se'pump"kin). n. A sea-melon,
with projecting teeth that cut like lancets, so that if grasp-

' PS'iiS i 1 A spn harrow or
ed carelessly it inflicts severe wounds. It is voracious in Sea-pUTSe (se pels), W. 1. A sea-Di row, o

sea-pmcushion ;
a skate-barrow, oee cut un-

der mermaid?s-purse. 2. A swirl of the under-

tow making a small whirlpool on the surface of

the water ;
a local outward current, dangerous

to bathers. Also called sea-pouce and sea-puss.

coasts.]
See purslane.

its habits. See cut under Labrax.

2. A serrauoid fish of the genus Serranus ; any
serranoid. 3. The redfish or rose-fish, Sebastes

viviparus or marinns. See cut under Sebastes.

[New York.] 4. Same as dinner.

ties called Oceanids.
[Local, ._.

Her maidens, dressed like sea-nymphs and graces, ban- sea-pie
1

(sepl), . [< sea 1 + pie
1
.} A sailors'

died the silken tackle and steeredjhe vessel. dish made of salt meat, vegetables, and dump-
lings baked with a crust.

sea-pie
2

(se'pi), n. [< sea1 + pie'*.']

S. Sharpe, Hist. Egypt from Earliest Times, xii. 29.

sea-oak (se'ok), . The seaweed Fucus vesi-

culosus: same as bladder-wrack. See cut un-

der Fiicux. Sea-oak coralline, a sertularian polyp,
Sertularia picmida. Compare sea-Jir.

sea-onion (se'uu"yun), . See onion.

sea-ooze (se'oz), , Same as sea-mud.

All sea-ooses, or oosy mud, and the mud of rivers, are of

great advantage to all sorts of land.

Mortimer, Husbandry. (Latfiam.)

sea-orach (se'or"ach), n. See orach.

sea-orange (se'or"anj), n. A holothurian, Lo- 2 In her., a bearing representing a bird with
pltotlitma fabricii, of large size, with globose tne hack and wings dark-brown, neck and
granulated body of an orange color, and a mass

breast white, and head red.
of bright-red tentacles.

sea-orb (se'orb), .

See OTO-flM. Ornt, nainti>ra . . . verv often emmov their pencils
ir, No.

turnstone, Strep-

silas interpres. [Connecticut.]
sear1

(ser), a. [Also sere; early mod. E. also

seer, seare, seere ; < ME. seer, seere, < AS. "sear,

dry, sear (found in the derived verb sedrian, dry

up), = MD. sore, soore, D. zoor = MLG. sor, LG.

soor, dry (cf . OF. sor, F. saure = Pr. sor, saw=
It. sauro (ML. saurus, sorius), dried, brown, sor-

rel: see sore3, sorrel2 ), < Teut. / sous = Skt.

1- The

oyster-catcher or sea-magpie: so called from
the pied coloration. Also sea-pye, sea-piet, sea-

pilot. __.-,-,,
We found plenty of young fonle, as Guiles, Seapies, and -\/ gush = Zend \/ hush, become dry or withered ;

others. Hakluyt's Voijmjes, I. 279. (jr _ ai,E,V) parch, avarr/pof, dry, rough, > E. OMS-

Half a dozen sea-pyes, with their beautiful black and fere: see austere.'] Dry; withered: used espe-
white plumage and scarlet beaks and feet, flew screaming c ;aUy of vegetation.
out from the rocks and swept in rapid circles above the

boat. W. Black, Princess of Thule, ii.

sea-piece (se'pes),
a scene at sea.

sea-oret'(se'or), . Same as seaware.
urSn'sea-^ece'f

8

They have a method of breaking the force of the waves . . /_= /_,,,.. ..

ere [Southampton] by laying a bank of Sea-ore, as they Sea-piei. (se p

A swell-fish or globe-fish.

Same as seaware.

A picture representing

. 489.

hu_
call it. It is composed of long, slender, and stron;

ments like pill'd hemp, very tough and durable;

pose, thrown up by the sea ; and this performs its work
better than walls of stone or natural cliff.

Defue, Tour through Great Britain, I. 223. (flames.)

sea-otter (se'of'er), n. A marine otter, Knhy-
drix iiiiirina, belonging to the family M-ustelides

and subfamily Enhydrinee : distinguished from
land-otter or rirvr-otter . It inhabits the North Pa-

cific ; its fur is of great value, and its chase is an impor-
tant industry. See cut under Enhijdrix. Sea-Otter's

cabbage, a gigantic seaweed of the North Pacific, Nereo-

cystis Lutleeana. Its huge fronds are a favorite resort for

the sea-otters. See Nereocystis.

sea-owl (se'oul), H. The lump-fish, Cydopterus
\VSKpW.
sea-OX (sG'oks), n. The walrus. See the quo-
tation from Purchas under morse 1

,
1.

. very often employ their

Addison, Spectatoi

me as sea-pie^, 1.

flla- sea-pig (se'plg), re. 1. A porpoise or some simi-

sup.- lar cetacean. 2. The dugong.
sea-pigeon (se'pij"on), n. 1. The black guille-

mot, Uria or Cepphus grylle. See cut under

guillemot. [New England and northward.] 2.

The dowitcher, or red-breasted snipe : a misno-
mer. G. Trumbnli. [Cape May, New Jersey.]

sea-pike (se'pik), n. 1. A garfish or sea-

needle. See Belone, and cut under Belonidx.

2. The hake, Merlucius vulgaris. 3. Any fish

of the family Sphyrsenidx.^. A fish of the

family Ccntropomidee, of an elongate form with

a projecting lower jaw like a pike, and with two
dorsal fins, the first of which has eight spines.
They also resemble the pike in the elongation of their

form, and attain a large size. The color is silvery-white,
with a green tinge on the back. The species are peculiar to

With seer braunches, blossoms ungrene.
Rom. of the Rose, 1. 4749.

My way of life

Is fall'n into the sear, the yellow leaf.

Shak., Macbeth, v. 3. 23.

Ye myrtles brown, with ivy never sere.

MOton, Lycidas, 1. 2.

November's sky is chill and drear,
November's leaf is red and sear.

Scott, Marmion, Int., i.

sear 1
(ser), v. [Also sere; < ME. seeren, seren,

< AS. sedrian, dry up, wither away, = MD. so-

ren, D. zooren = MLG. soren, LG. soren, OHG.
soren, become dry, wither; cf. OF. saurir, F.

sanrcr = Pr. saurar, smoke-dry (herrings, etc.);

from the adj.] I.t intrans. 'To become dry;
wither. Prompt. Pan., p. 453.

II. trans. 1. To make dry; dry up; wither.

A scatter'd leaf,

Sear'd by the autumn blast of grief.

Byron, The Giaour.

Frost winds sere

The heavy herbage of the ground.
Bryant, Hunter of the Prairies.

2. To wither or dry up on the surface by the

application of heat or of something heated;

scorch; burn the surface of; burn from the sur-



sear

face inward; cauterize: as, to sear the flesh with
a hot iron.

I would to God that the inclusive verge
Of golden metal that must round my brow
Were red-hot steel, to gear me to the Drain !

Shak., Rich. III., iv. 1. 61.

Hence 3. To deaden or make callous
; deprive

of sensibility or feeling.
Yet shalt thou feel, with horror

To thy sear'd conscience, my truth is built

On such a firm base that, if e'er it can
Be forc'd or undermin'd by thy base scandals,
Heaven keeps no guard on innocence.
Fletcher (and Massinger 1), Lovers' Progress, iii. 6.

But so inconsistent is human nature that there are ten-
der spots even in seared consciences.

Macautay, Hist. Eng., vii.

4. To blight or blast
;
shrivel up.

For calumny will sear
Virtue itself. Shak., W. T., II. 1. 73.

To Bear up, to close by searing or cauterizing ; stop.

How, how ! another?
You gentle gods, give me but this 1 have,
And sear up my embracenients from a next
With bonds of death ! Shale., Cymbeline, i. 1. 116.

Cherish reins of good humour, and sear up those of 111.

Sir W. Temple.
= Syn. 1 and 2. Singe, etc. See scorch.

sear2 (ser), n. [Early mod. E. also scare, sere;
< OF. serre, F. dial, serrc, a lock, bolt, bar, < L.

sera, ML. also serra, a bar for a door: see sera.}
The pivoted piece in a gun-lock which enters
the notches of the tumbler and holds the ham-
mer at full or half cock. See cuts under gun-
tack and rifle Lteht or tickle of the seart, easy to
set off; easily excited; wanton.

Th clown shall make those laugh whose lungs are tickle

of the tere. Shale., Hamlet, ii. 2. 336.

Discovering the moods and humours of the vulgar sort
to be BO loose and tickle of the seare.
Howard's Dc.fcnsative (1620), quoted by Douce. (HalKweU.)

sear3t, An obsolete spelling of seer1 .

sea-radish (se'rad'ish), n. See radish.

sea-ragwort (se'rag'wert), n. Same as dusty-
miller, 2.

sea-rat (se'rat), n. 1. The chimera, Chimsera
monstrosa. [Local, Eng.] 2. A pirate.
sea-raven (se'ra'vn), n. I. The cormorant.
2. The fish Hemitripterus acadianus or ameri-

canus, type of the family Bemitripteridx, of large

5440
To sift them (pieces of hellebore] through a aercer, that

the bark or rind may remain. Holland, tr. of Pliny, xxv. 5.

search-light
chase or investment is safe. =Syn. Inquiry, Scrutiny, etc.

(see examination), exploration.

search (serch), v. [Early mod. E. also serch ;
searchable (si-r'cha-bl), a. [< search + -able.']

<'M.E.serchen,cercheii,<6F.cei-c/iii-,fni/i,tr,F. Capable of being searched or explored. Cot-

clin-clier, search, seek for, = Pr. cercar, sen/itur !/>'<"'<'

= Sp. cercar, encircle, surround, = Pg. eercar, searchableness (ser'cha-bl-nes), n. The char-

encircle, suiTound, OPg. also search through,
acter of being searchable.

= It. cercare, search, < LL. circare, go round, go searchant (rtr'ehant), a. [< OF. cerchant, ppr.
about, explore, < L. cirow*, a ring, circle, circum. "' '"'/"', search: see search.'] Searching: a

jocose word formed after the heraldic adjec-
tives in -ant.

Sea-raven (Hemftfifternt atrterffanus).

size and singular appearance, common on the
coast of North America, chiefly from Cape Cod
northward, and known also as Acadian bullhead,
deep-water sculpin, and yellow sculpin. It is dis-

tinguished by its long spinous dorsal fin, having about
seventeen spines, of which the first two are highest and
the fourth and fifth shorter than the succeeding ones, the
fin being thus deeply and sigmoidally emarginated.

Scarce (sers), . [Formerly also searse, sarce,
sane; < ME. sarce, saarce, sarse, sars, cers

(with intrusive r, as in hoarse), < OF. seas,
saas, sas, sasse, F. sas, a sieve, = Sp. cedazo, a
hair-sieve, searce, = Pg. sedaqo, lawn for sieves,
a sieve, bolter, = It. staccio, setaccio, a sieve, <
ML. setacium, setatium, setacius, sedacium, prop.
setaceum, a sieve, prop, a hair-sieve, neut. (sc.

cribrum, sieve) of 'setaceus, of hair or bristles,
< L. seta, a hair, a bristle : see seta, setaceous.']A sieve, especially a fine sieve. Prompt. Pan.,
p. 441. [Prov. Bug. or Scotch.]

All the rest must be passed through a fine searce.
The Countess of Kent's Choice Manual (1676). (JVare*.)

searce (sers), v. t.
; pret. and pp. searced, ppr.

searcing. [Formerly also searse, sarce, sarse;
< ME. sarcen, saareen, sarsen, < OF. (and F.)sas-
ser= It. stacciare, < ML. setaciare, sift ; from the
noun.] To sift through a searce. [Prov. Eng.
or Scotch.]

To s-,*jfte, and trye out the best greyne.
Arnold's Chron., p. 87.

Bete all this smal, and sarce it smothe atte alle.

Palladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. 8.), p. 202.

Sublimate and crude mercury, sir, well prepared and
dulcified, with the jaw-bones of a sow, burnt, beaten, and
searced. B. Jonson, Cynthia's Revels, v. 2.

scarcer (ser'ser), n. [Formerly also sereer ; <
searce + -erl

.~\ 1 . One who uses a searce
; a win-

nower; a bolter. 2. A fine sieve; a strainer.

round about : see circus, circum-, circle. Cf. re-

search^.] I. trans. 1. To go through and ex-
amine carefully and in detail, as in quest of

something lost, concealed, or as yet undiscov-
ered; explore: as, to search a ship; to ,/,//
one's baggage or person at the custom-house.
That have passed many Londes and manyc Yles and Con-

trees, and cerched manye fulle Btraunge places, and have
ben in many a fulle gode honourable Companye.

Mandeville, Travels, p. 317).

Send thou men, that they may search the land of Canaan.
Num. xiii. 2.

Help to search my house this one time. If I find not
what I seek, show no colour for my extremity.

Shak., M. W. of W., Iv. 2. 167.

2. To examine by probing; probe: as, to
search a wound.
The wounded lete hem be ledde to townes, and serched

theire sores. Merlin (E. E. T. S-X Hi. 84.

You search the sore too deep.
Fletcher, Valentiulan, i. 3.

Such engines of terror God hath given into the hand of
his minister as to search thetenderest angles of the heart.

Milton, Church-Government, ii. a.

3. To test; put to the test; try. [Rare.]
Thou hast searched me, and known me. Ps. cxxxix. 1.

Prosperity does search a gentleman's temper
More than his adverse fortune.

Hi a n. andFL, Custom of the Country, ii. 1.

4. To look for; seek out; make search for; en-
deavor to find.

He hath been search'd among the dead and living,
But no trace of him. Shak., Cymbeline, v. 5. 11.

He bids ask of the old paths, or for the old wayes, where
or which is the good way : which implies that all old
wayes are not good, but that the good way is to be searcht
with diligence among the old wayes.

Milton, On Def. of Hnmb. Remonst.

To search a meaning for the song.
Tennyson, Day-Dream, L'Envoi.

5. To explore or investigate.
Enough is left besides to search and know.

Milton, P. L., vii. 125.

6f. To reach or penetrate to.

Mirth doth search the bottom of annoy.
Shak., Lucrece, 1. 1109.

= Syn. 1. To sift, probe,-land 2. Search, Scrutinize, Ex- . t , , r , ',?-'.
flare, \\esearch a place or search for a thing by looking Searcher- (ser Cher), n. [A var. of searcei;
everywhere with a close attention ; we scrutinize a thing simulating searcher*.] A sieve or strainer.
with a close attention, without emphasizing the idea of

looking throughout ; we explore that which is unknown
and outside of our ordinary travels or knowledge. See
examination.

II. intrans. 1. To make search; seek; look: searcheresst (ser'cher-es), n. [< searcher* +
with for before the object sought. *] A female searcher

;
an inventress.

[Rare.]
A civil cutpurse searchant; a sweet singer of new bal-

lads allurant : and as fresh an hypocrite as ever was
broached rampant. B. Jonson, Bartholomew Fair, Ind.

searcher 1
(ser'cher), M. [< search + -<(!.] 1.

One who searches, in any senge of that word.
That our love is sound and sincere . . . who can pro-

nounce, saving only the Searcher of all men's hearts, who
alone intuitively doth know in this kind who are His?

Hooker, Eccles. Polity, iii. 1.

'Tls endless to tell you what the curious searchers into
nature's productions have observed of these worms and
flies. /. Walton, Complete Angler, p. 98.

The Searcher follows fast; the Object faster files.

Prior, Solomon, i.

In particular (o) A customs officer whose business it is
to search ships, baggage, goods, etc., for prohibited or un-
declared dutiable articles, etc.

At the towneB end certain searchers examined us for

money, according to a custome ... of Italy.

Coryat, Crudities, 1. 98.

(6) A prison official who searches or examines the cloth-

ing of newly arrested persons, and takes temporary pos-
session of the articles found about them, (c) A civil offi-

cer formerly appointed in some Scottish towns to appre-
hend idlers on the street during church hours on the Sab-
bath.

If we bide here, the searchers will be on us, and carry
us to the guard-house for being idlers in kirk-time. Scott.

Id) A person employed to search the public records of

conveyances, mortgages, judgments, etc., to ascertain
whether a title be good, or to find instruments affecting
a title. (t) A person formerly appointed in London to
examine the bodies of the dead, and report the cause of
death.

Knowe, in my rage I have slaine a man this day,
And knowe not where his body to conveigh
And hide it from the searchers inquisition.

Times' Whistle (E. E. T. S.), p. 121.

(/) An inspector of leather. [Local, Eng.]
2. Something used in searching, examining,
testing, etc. (a) An instrument for examining ord-
nance, to ascertain whether guna have any defects in the
bore. (6) An instrument used in the inspection of but-
ter, or the like, to ascertain the quality of that contained
in firkins, etc. (c) In surg., a sound for searching the
bladder for calculi, (d) An ocular or eyepiece of very low
power, used In finding particular points of Interest, to be
examined then with higher powers of the microscope.
Also called searchir

~

The [orange-] pulp is boiled, and then passed through a

searcher, to remove the tough skin and pits.

Workshop Receipts, 2d ser., p. 446.

Of theese drirye dolours eeke thow Queene luno the
searchresse. Stanihurst, . Kncid, iv.

But euer Grisandols serched thourgh the forestes, oon
hour foreward, another bakke, that so endured vllj dayes

Merlin (E. E. T. 8.\ iii. 428. searchership (ser'cher-ship), n. [< ME. serchor-
Satisfy me once more ; once more search with me.

Shot., M. W. of W., iv. 2. 172.

2. To make strict or careful inquiry ; inquire.
Thou mayest do well enough in . . . the next world, and

be a glorious saint, and yet never search into God's secrets.

Donne, Sermons, vii.

He [an antiquary] never thinks of the beauty of the

ship ; < searcher1 + -ship. ] The office of searcher
or examiner.
Wherfor I beseke youre maistirBhipp that If my seid

Lord have the seid office, that it lyke yon to desyre the

nomynacion of on of the offlcez, eythyr of the couutroller
or serchorship of Pernemuth, for a'servaunt of yowrez.

Paston Letters, II. 97.

1. Engaged in

seeking,""exploring, investigating, or examin-
ing: as, a searching party. 2. Keen; pene-
trating; close: as, a searching discourse; a

searching wind ;
a searching investigation.

That 's a marvellous searching wine.

Shak., 2 Hen. IV., ii. 4. 30.

Loosening with searching drops the rigid waste.
Jones Very, Poems, p. 105.

thought or language, but is for searching into what he calls searching (ser'ching), p. a
the erudition of the author. Addison, Ancient Medals, i. seekine. exDlorimr. investii

search (serch), . [Early mod. E. also serch; <

search, v. Cf. F. cherche, < chercher, search.] A
seeking or looking, as for something lost, con-

cealed, desired, etc.
;
the act of going through

a receptacle, place, collection of things, or the
like, with the view of finding something lost,

hidden, or undiscovered; exploratory exami-
nation; quest; inquiry; investigation: as, to searchingly (ser'ching-li), adv . In a searching
makesearcA; in search of a wife

;
to give up the manner.

'

search.
searchlngness (ser'ching-nes), n. The quality
of being searching, penetrating, close, or try-

ing.
searchless (serch'les), a. [< search + -less.]

Eluding search or investigation ;
inscrutable

;

unsearchable.
The modest-seeming eye,

Beneath whose beauteous beams, belying heaven,
Lurk searchless cunning, cruelty, and death.

Thomson, Spring, 1. 990.

irUtwfnily Search-light (serch'lit), . An electric arc-
commissioned cruisers to enter private merchant vessels light having a lens or reflector, mounted on
of other nations met with on high seas, to examine their shinlioarrl or on land on a vertical axis in such
papers and cargo, and to search for enemies' property,
articles contraband of war, etc.-Search for encum- a wav "* tlle WMn of light may be made to

brancea, the inquiry made in the public records by a traverse in a horizontal path. It is used on mer-
purchaser or mortgagee of lands as to the burdens and chant ships to light up intricate channels at night, and
state of the title, in order to discover whether his pur- on men-of-war to detect the approach of torpedo-boats or

After long search and chauff he turned backe.

Spenser, F. Q., VI. II. 21.

There 's a place
So artificially contriv'd for a conveyance
No search could ever find it

Middleton, Women Beware Women, iii. 1.

Some time ago, in digging at Portici, they found ruins
under ground, and since that they have dug in search of

antiquities. Pococke, Description of the East, II. ii. 205.

Right pf search, in maritime law, the right claimed by
one nation to authorize the commanders of their lawfully



gaged m searching for something lost, con-
8ea.ruff (sc'rnf), . A sparoid fish of the ge-

npnliyl. or the like. Nineteenth Cintiiril, XV^T -

search-light

other enemies. It is also used in military operations and

for other purposes.

search-party (sereh'pttr'ii),
. A party en-

gaged m searching for something loi

cealed, or the like. Miict/i-iilli Criilin-y, XXVI.
773.

search-warrant (serch'wor'nnt), n. In lau; a

warrant granted by a justice of the peace to a

constable to enter the premises of a person

suspected of secreting stolen goods, in order

to discover, and if found to seize, the goods.
Similar warrants are granted to search for property or ar-

whi<
"

r, i n season

sear-spring (ser'spring-), . The spring in a

gun-lock which causes the sear to catch in tin-

notch of the tumbler. See 'cut under gun-lock. sea-Shore (86 shor),

fiea-shellt are great improvers of sour or cold land.

Mortimer, Husbandry.

n. 1. The coast of the

the" land that lies adjacent to the sea or

misi'aui-tluK, inhabiting most European coasts, ocean.-2. In laic, the ground between the

including the Mediterranean ; a sea-bream. ordinary high-water mark and low-water mark,

sea-ruffle (se'ruf'l), H, Same as sea-corn. sea-shrimp (se shrimp), n A shrimp,

sea-run (se'run), . Migration into the sea: sea-shrub (se shrub), n. A gorgomaceous al-

also used attributively. cyonarian polyp ; a sea-fan. See cuts under

The gronp without hyoid teeth includes fontinalis, } and Ihipidogorgia.

known in the earua condition as immaculatus, and in its Seasick (se'sik), a. Affected with nausea from

northern habitat varying into hudsonicus of Suckley. the motion of a vessel.
Science, v. 424. seasickness (se'sik"nes), . The state or con-

sea-running (se'ruu'mg), a.

a fish.

[Also seerwood, sere-

Wood dry enough to

Catadromous, as dition of being seasick.

seaside (se'sld), . [< ME. see-side, sx-side; <

sea* + side1 .] The land bordering on the sea;
the country adjacent to the sea or near it: of-

ten used adjectively: as, a seaside residence or

home.
On the See-syde Men may fynde many Rubyes.

Mandeville, Travels, p. 2.

There disembarking on the green sea-side,

We land our cattle, and the spoil divide.

Pope, Odyssey, ix. 639.

1. 413.

tides in respect of which other offenses are committed,
such as base coin, coiners' tools, also gunpowder, nitro-

glycerin, liquors, etc., kept contrary to law.

sear-clotht, A bad spelling of cerecloth.

sea-reach (se'rech), . The straight course or searwoodt (ser'wftd)^.
reach of a winding river which stretches out wood; < sear1 + v

"

toward the sea. turn
; dry sticks.

Searedness (serd'nes), n. The state of being And serewood from the rotten hedges took,

seared, cauterized, or hardened; hardness; And seeds of laten
^^J
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hence, insensibility.

Delivering up the sinner to a stupidity or searedness of sea-Salmon (se sam'un),n. See salmon.

conscience South, Sermons, IX. ii. sea-salt (se'salt), n. Sodium chlond, or com-

sea-reed (se'red), . The marram ormat-grass,
*,alt, obtained by evaporation of sea-water. ^^ ^ ^^^^^^

sel^etslSfr An officer formerly ap- sea-sandwort (se'sand-w.rt), n. See sand- ftSsSMfiS&'SteSffit!
uointed in maritime towns and places to take wort-

-,- *,
Seaside bean, finch, grape, pine, etc. See the nouns,

care of the maritime rights of the lord of the sea-saurian (se'sa"n-an) Any manne sau-
sea.skimmer (se'skim"er), n. The skimmer, a

manor, watch the shore, and collect the wrecks. nan - loj>.*ci.Mo.,A&\LL.oil. bird See Khynchops.
seascape (se'skap), n. [< sea^ + -scape, as in

sea.slater (se'sla'ter), n. The rock-slater,
landscape.] A picture representing a scene at

Ligia oeealliea.

t
an(j other isopods of the same

sea; a sea-piece. [Recent.] genus.
Seascape -as painters affect to call such things. sea-sleOVO (se'slev), n.

Dickens, Household Words, XXXIV. 236.
clt l(tnlarl, \]

On one of these happy days ... he found perched on
sea-slue (se'slug), re. 1. A marine opisthobran-

the cliff, his fingers blue with cold the celebrated Andrea 8^ifl

B
t^ fl

V

strnnô Vhose shell is rudimentarv or
Fitch, employed in sketching a land or a sea scape on a

sheet of grey paper. Thackeray, Shabby Genteel Story, v.

Mdrue. , as a seascape painter, is placed on the
r to her.

searing-iron (ser'ing-i"ern), H. A cautery. seascape (se'skap), H.

sea-risk (se'risk), n. Hazard or risk at sea;

danger of injury or destruction by the sea.

He was so great an encourager of commerce that he

charged himself with all the sea-risque of such vessels as

carried com to Rome in the winter. Arbuthnot.

searness (ser'nes), . [Also sereness; < ME.
seernesse, sernesse; < sear1 + -ness.] Dryness;
aridity. Prompt. Pan., p. 453.

sea-robber (se'roV'er), . A pirate; one who
robs on the high seas. Compare sea-rover.

Trade ... is much disturbed by pirates and searobbers.

Milton, Letters of State.

A cuttlefish : same as

line which is nothing new
Contemporary Rev., LIV. 86.

Several of the once-admired interiors and sea-scapes of

Eugene Isabey. Saturday Rev., Oct. 26, 1890, p. 381

sea-robin (se'roVin), n. 1. A fish of the fam- sea-SCOrpion (s'sk6r"pi-ou), n

ily Triglidx. In the United States, one of various species scorpion-fish ; any member of the

ol^the genus Prionotus, which is distinguished from Triyla See SCorpene.2. A COtto

Ins and the development of teeth pins. Also called sculpin.
They are more or less red in color, sea_scurf (se'skerf), n. Apolyzoan of the genus

Lepralia or other incrusting sea-moss.
An obsolete spelling of seize.

chiate gastropod whose shell is rudimentary or

wanting; a nudibranch, as a doridoid. These
creatures resemble the terrestrial pulmonates known as

slugs, whence the name. There are many species, ol dif-

ferent genera and families, some of them known as sea-

hares, sea-lemons, etc. See cuts under Polycera, Hermsea,
and jKmrm.
2. A holothurian of any kind.

by the longer pectoral fins and the development of teeth

on the palatine bones.
"

1. IncAt/i.,a sea-snail (se'snal),. [<ME.see-*na7, < AS. sse-

s Scorpxnidse. snxgl,s/mxl, sea-snail, <*, sea, + sniegl, snail.]

See 'scorpene. 2. A cottoid fish, Coitus scor-

Sea-robin (Prt'onofits pitlmipts}.

and are distinguished by the development of three rays
below the pectoral fins on each side, serving as organs
both ol progression and of sensation. Several species are

found along the eastern coast of the United States, as P.

evolans, P. strigalus, and P. palmipes.

2. The red-breasted merganser, Mergus serra-

tor. [Rowley, Massachusetts.]
sea-rocket (se'rok'et), . A cruciferous plant
of the genus Cakile. There are 2 species, fleshy

shore-plants, with few leaves and a two-jointed pod, each

joint with one seed, the upper deciduous at maturity, the

lower persistent. C. maritima is found in Europe, also

in Australia ; C. Americana, in the United States on the

Atlantic coast northward and along the Great Lakes.

sea-rod (se'rod), re. A kind of sea-pen ; a pen-
natulaceous polyp of the family Virgulariidee.

sea-roll (se'rdl), . A holothurian.

sea-room (se'rSm), n. Sufficient room at sea

for a vessel to make any required movement ;

space free from obstruction in which a ship
can be easily maneuvered or navigated.
Bomilcar gat forth of the haven of Saracose with 35

ships, and, having sea-rwtme, halsed up sails, and away he
went with a mery gale of wind.

Holland, tr. of Livy, p. 668.

sea-rose (se'roz), n. A sea-anemone, Urticina

nodosa, found on Newfoundland, etc.

sea-rosemary (se'roz"ma-ri), . 1. Same as

seaset, .

sea-sedge (se'sej), n. 1. See alva marina. 2.

The sedge Carex arenaria. Also called German

sarsaparilla.

sea-serpent (se'ser"pent), H. 1. An enormous
marine animal of serpentine form, said to have
been repeatedly seen at sea. Most stories of the

sea-serpent are obviously mythical. The few accounts
which appear to have some foundation in fact have ex-

hausted all possible conjectures respecting any actual

creature. Some naturalists have suspected that a huge
marine reptile may have survived from a former fauna ;

but certainly no animal is known which answers to any
current conception of the sea-serpent, nor has such an ani-

mal ever been captured. The popular statements regard-

ing sea-serpents are generally believed to be based on in-

accurate observations of various large marine animals or

of schools of animals.

2. In herpet., a general name of the marine
venomous ser-

pents or sea-

snakes of the

family Hydro-
pllidx. There are
several genera and
species, of warm
seas, and especially
of the Indian ocean,
all extremely poi-
sonous. The best-

known belong to

the genera Platu-

rus, Pelamis, and
Uydrophis, and
have the tail more
or less compressed
like a fln. See also

Sea-snail or Peri-

vinkle (l.ittorinti
littored), natural
size.

Sea-serpent (Pelamis fa'color) .

1. A pirate; one

cuts under Hydro
phis and Platurus.

3. A chain of

salps linked to-

sea-lavender~2. A saline plant, Sitteda fruti- getter,
sea-service (se

-

ser'vis), n. Service on the sea, or on board of

a ship or vessel, (a) In the United States navy, ser-

vice at sea or on board of a sea-going ship, as distinguished
from shore-service, (b) Service in the British navy ; naval

service.

You were pressed lor the sea-service, . . . and you got
off with much ado. Steffi, Directions to Servants.

sea-roving (se
'
ro "

ving), . Roving over the sea-shark (se'shiirk), n. A large shark of the

sea in quest of booty; piracy. family Lamnidx, also known as man-eater.

Nor was it altogether nothing, even that wild xea-roe- sea-shell (se'shel), II. The shell of any salt-

iny and battling, through so many generations. Cartyle. water mollusk ; a marine shell, such as may
searset, . and v. See scarce. be found on the sea-shore. See Oceanidea. '_'.

cosa.

sea-rover (se'ro"ver), n.

who cruises for plunder.
A certain island . . . left waste by sea-rovers.

Milton, Hist. Eng., i.

2. A ship or vessel that is employed in cruis-

ing for plunder.

1. In ichth., any fish of the family Liparididee,
and especially a member of the genus Liparis,
of which there are several species, found in

both British and American waters. The common
sea-snail or snail-flsh of Great Britain is

L. mdgaris, tlie unctuous sucker, a few
inches long. See cut under snail-fish.

2. In conch., a marine gastro-

d whose shell resembles a

ix, as those of the family
Littorinidee, of which the peri-

winkle, Littorina littorea, is a
familiar form, and those of the

family Naticidx, of which Lu-
natia heros and related species
are good examples. See also

cuts under Natica, Littorinidse,

Nerita, and Neritidse.

sea-snake (se'snak), n. A sea-serpent, in any
sense.

That great sea-make under the sea.

Tennyson, The Mermaid.

sea-snipe (se'snip), H. 1. Tringa alpina.: same
as dunlin. [North of Eng. and East Lothian.]

2. The knot, a sandpiper, Tringa canutus.

[Ireland.] 3. The snipe-fish, Centriscus sco-

lopax.
sea-soldiert (se'sol'jer), n. A marine.

Six hundred sea-soldiers, under the conduct of Sir Rich-

ard Levison. Holland, tr. of Camden, ii. 136. (Dories.)

season (se'zn), n. [< ME. seysoun, seson, scsun,

sesoun, cesoun, < OF. seson, seison, saison, F. sai-

son = Pr. sadons, sazon, sasos, sazos = Sp. sazon
= Pg. sazfto, < L. satio(n-), a sowing, planting,
ML. sowing-time, i. e. spring, regarded as the

chief season for sowing crops, hence any sea-

son, < severe, pp. satus, sow, prob. orig. *sesere,

redupl. of -\/ sa, sow: see sow1
. Cf. sation, a

doublet of season. In def. 3 the noun is from
the verb.] 1. A particular period of time.

Specifically (a) One of the periods into which the year
is naturally divided by the annual motion of the sun in

declination, or by the resulting characteristics ol temper-
ature, moisture, conditions of vegetation, and the like.

Astronomically the year is divided into four nearly equal

seasons, spring, summer, autumn, and winter, reckoned

solely with respect to thesun'smotion spring beginning
when the sun crosses the equator going northward, sum-
mer when it reaches the summer solstice, autumn when
it crosses the equator going southward, and winter when
it reaches the winter solstice. But popularly and histori-

cally the seasons refer to the four well-marked periods
which in temperate regions are exhibited In the annual

changes of climate and stages of vegetation. In conse-

quence, the times of division and the duration of the sea-

sons are entirely conventional, and are adjusted in terms
of the monthly calendar in accordance with the local cli-



season

tnate. In the United States and Canada spring is consid-
ered to begin with the first of March, and summer, autnmn,
and winter with the first of June, September, and Decem-
ber respectively. In Great Britain spring is regarded as

beginning with February, summer with May, etc. In the
southern hemisphere the summer season is simultaneous
with the northern winter, and the periods of the other
seasons are similarly interchanged. Within the tropics
the annual variation of temperature is not so marked as

that of humidity and rainfall, and, according to the local-

ity, sometimes two, sometimes three, and sometimes four
climatic seasons are distinguished, termed the rainy sea-

son, the dry season, etc.

In a somer seson, whan soft was the sonne.
Piers Plowman (15), Prol., 1. 1.

The Turks do customably bring their galleys on shore

every year in the winter season.

Munday (Arber's Eng. Garner, I. 204).

I shall not intend this hot season to bid you the base

through the wide and dusty champaine of the Councels.

Milton, On Def. of Humb. Kemonst.

(6) The period of the year in which something is more in

vogue than at others, as that in which a particular place
is most frequented by visitors, or shows most bustling
activity, or when a particular trade, business, or profession
is in its greatest state of activity : as, the holiday season;
the hop-picking season; the London season; the Newport
season; the theatrical season; the peach season.

The season was advanced when I first put the play into
Mr. Harris's hands : it was at that time at least double the

length of any acting comedy. Sheridan, The Rivals, Pref.

The London season extended from October to May, leav-

ing four months during which the theatres were closed
and all forms of dissipation suspended.

Lecky, Eng. in 18th Cent, iv.

(c) A convenient or suitable time ; the right time ; period
of time that is natural, proper, or suitable. See phrases
below.

2. A period Tif time, in general; a while; a
time.

Than stode y stille a litile sesone,
And constred this lettres or y wente thens.

Political Poems, etc. (ed. Furnivall), p. 1.

Thou shalt he blind, not seeing the sun for a season.
Acts xiii. 11.

You may be favoured with those blessed seasons of uni-
versal light and strength of which good men have often
spoken. Chauning, Perfect Life, p. 24.

3f. Seasoning; that which gives relish, or pre-
serves vigor or fresGness.

Salt too little which may season give
To her foul-tainted flesh.

Shak., Much Ado, iv. 1. 144.

All fresh humours . . .

Bearing no season, much less salt of goodness.
B. Jonson, Cynthia's .Revels, v. 1.

Close-season. Same as close-time. In season, (a) Beady
for use

; on the market ; usable ; edible : as, cherries are
now in season; oysters are not in season during May, June,
July, and August.
In that Contree, and in othere also, Men fynden longe

Apples to selle, in hire cesoun; and Hen clepen hem Apples
of Paradys. Mandenllc, Travels, p. 49.

Now cometh May, when as the eastern morn
Doth with her summer robes the fields adorn :

Delightful month, when cherries and green peason,
Custards, cheese-cakes, and kisses are in season.

Poor Robin (1705). (Nares.)

(V) Having the pelage in good order, as fur-bearing ani-
mals. This is usually in winter, (c) In good flesh, as
beasts, birds, fishes, shell-fish, etc. (d) Affording good
sport, as birds well grown and strong of wing, (e) Mi-
grating, and therefore numerous, or found where not oc-
curring at some other time, as birds or fish. (/) Allowed
by law to be killed, as any game, (g) Seasonably ; oppor-
tunely ; at the right time ; soon enough : as, to go to the
theater in season for the overture. In season and out
of season, at all times ; always.
A Church-mans jurisdiction is no more but to watch

over his flock in season and mii of season.

Mttton, On Def. of Humb. Remonst.
Out Of season, (a) Unseasonable; inopportune. (6) Not
in season, as game ; not in good condition for the table.
In general, animals are out of season when breeding.
Season ticket. See ticket. The Four Seasons (eccles )
the ember days. To take a seasont, to stay for a time.

From heuen til erthe his sone be sent
In mankinde to take a cesoun.

Hymns to Virgin, etc. (E. E. T. S.), p. 42.

season (se'zn), v. [= P. saisonner, have a good
season, = Sp. Pg. sazonar, season with condi-
ments; from the noun.] I. trans. If. To ren-
der suitable or appropriate ; prepare ; fit.

And am I then revenged,
To take him in the purging of his soul,
When he is fit and season'd for his passage?

Shak., Hamlet, iii. 3. 84.

2. To fit for any use by time or habit; habit-
uate; accustom; mature; inure; acclimatize.

How many things by season season'd are
To their right praise and true perfection !

Shale., M. of V., v. 1. 107.

Aman should. . . harden and season himself beyondthe
degree of cold wherein he lives.

Addison, Guardian, No. 102.

3. To bring to the best state for use by any
process: as, to season a cask by keeping liquor
in it; to season a tobacco-pipe by frequently
smoking it; to season timber by drying or hard-
ening, or by removing its natural sap.
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The good gardiner seasons his soyle by sundrie sorts of

compost. Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie. p. 254.

Men are more curious what they put into a new vessel
than into a vessel seasoned.

Bacon, Advancement of Learning, i. 28.

A clavestock and rabbetstock carpenters crave,
And seasoned timber for pinwood to have.

Tusser, Husbandly Furniture, st. 20.

4. To fit for the taste; render palatable, or

give a higher relish to, by the addition or mix-
ture of another substance more pungent or

pleasant : as, to season meat with salt
;
to sea-

son anything with spices.
And every oblation of thy meat offering shalt thou sea-

son with salt. Lev. ii. 13.

5. To render more agreeable, pleasant, or de-

lightful; give a relish or zest to by something
that excites, animates, or exhilarates.

You season still with sports your serious hours.

Dryden, To John Dryden, 1. 60.

She had an easy fluency of discourse, which, though
generally of a serious complexion, was occasionally sea-
soned with agreeable sallies.

Prescott, Ferd. and Isa., ii. 16.

6. To render more agreeable or less rigorous
and severe; temper; moderate; qualify by ad-
mixture.

Earthly power doth then show like si God's
When mercy seasons justice.

Shak., M. of V., iv. 1. 197.

'Tis a pride becomes 'em,
A little season'd with ambition
To be respected, reckon'd well, and honour'd
For what they have done.

Fletcher, Loyal Subject, il. 1.

7. To gratify; tickle.

Let their beds
Be made as soft as yours, and let their palates
Be season'd with such viands.

Shak., M. of V., iv. 1. 97.

8. To imbue
; tinge or taint.

There 's no mirth
Which is not truly season'd with some madness.

Ford, Lover's Melancholy, iv. 2.

Then being first seasoned with ye seeds of grace and ver-

tue, he went to ye Courte, and served that religious and
godly gentlman, Mr

. Davison.

Bradford, Plymouth Plantation, p. 409.

By degrees to season them with Principles of Rebellion
and Disobedience. StittingJUet, Sermons, I. iii.

9f. To preserve from decay; keep sweet or
fresh.

All this to season
A brother's dead love, which she would keep fresh
And lasting in her sad remembrance.

Shak., 1. N., i. 1. 30.

10f. To impregnate. Holland Seasoning fever.
See/euerl.

II. intrans. 1. To become mature
; grow fit

for use
;
become adapted to a climate, as the

human body. 2. To become dry and hard by
the escape of the natural juices, or by being
penetrated with other substance.

Carpenters rough plane boards for flooring, that they
may set them by to season. Moxon, Mechanical Exercises.

3f. To give token
;
smack

;
savor.

Lose not your labour and your time together ;

It seasons of a fool. Fletcher, The Chances, i. 9.

seasonable (se'zn-a-bl), a. [< ME. seasonable,
< OF. *sesonable, < seson, season: see season and
-able.] Suitable as to time or season; oppor-
tune; occurring, happening, or done in due
season or proper time for the purpose ;

in keep-
ing with the season or with the circumstances :

as, a seasonable supply of rain.

Thay sailed furth soundly with seasonable wyndes.
Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 2810.

Then the sonne reneweth his finished course, and the
seasonable spring refresheth the earth.

Spenser, Shep. Cal., Gen. Arg.

'Tis not seasonable to call a Man Traitor that has an
Army at his Heels. Selden, Table-Talk, p. 111.

seasonableness (se'zn-a-bl-nes), n. Season-
able character or quality ;

the quality of fitting
the time or the circumstances ; opportuneness
of occurrence.

Seasonableness is best in all these things, which have their
ripeness and decay. Up. Hall, Holy Observations, 15.

seasonably (se'zn-a-bli), adv. In due time or
season

;
in time convenient ; sufficiently early :

as, to sow or plant seasonably.
Time was wanting ; the agents of Plymouth could not

be seasonably summoned, and the subject was deferred.

Bancroft, Hist. U. S., I. 339.

seasonaget (se'zn-aj), . [< season + -age.]
Seasoning; sauce.

'

Charity is the grand seasonage of every Christian duty.
South, Sermons, IX. v.

seasonal (se'zn-al), a. [< season + -al.] Of
or pertaining to the seasons; relating to a sea-
son or seasons.

sea-swallow
The deviations which occur from the seasonal averages

of climate. JSncyc. Brit., VI. 0.

The rainfall of the British Islands has been examined
with reference to its seasonal distribution in relation to
the physical configuration of the surface.

Xature, XXXIII. 355.

Seasonal dimorphism, in zool., a dimorphism or change
of form occurring at stated seasons: applied especially
to the changes observed in successive generations of cer-
tain insects, those appearing at one season being remark-
ably different from the other broods of the year, so that
they have frequently been described as distinct species.
Seasonal dimorphism has been observed in the Cynipidse
or gall-flies, in Aphididss or plant-lice, in some Chalcididee,
and in some butterflies and moths,

seasonally (se'zn-al-i), arfc. Periodically; ac-

cording to the season.

He believed that the fact of the moth being seasonally
dimorphic was likely to introduce disturbing elements
into the experiments.

Proc. of Ent. Sac., Nature, XXXV. 463.

seasoner (se'zn-er), n. [< season + -er1 .] 1.

One who seasons. 2. That which seasons,
matures, or gives a relish. 3. A seaman or
fisherman who hires for the season

; by exten-
sion, a loafer; a beach-comber. [U.S.]
seasoning (se'zn-ing), n. [Verbal n. of season,

.] 1. The act by which anything is seasoned.
2. That which is added to any species of food

to .give it a higher relish, usually something
pungent or aromatic, as salt, spices, etc.

There are many vegetable substances used by mankind
as seasonings which abound with a highly exalted aromat-
ick oil, as thyme and savoury and all spices.

Arbuthnot, Aliments, iii. 4.

3. Something added or mixed to enhance plea-
sure or enjoyment, or give spice and relish:

as, wit or humor serves as a seasoning to elo-

quence.
Political speculations . . . are of so dry and austere a

nature that they will not go down with the public with-
out frequent seasonings [of mirth and humour).

Addison, Freeholder, No. 46.

There was a seasoning of wisdom unaccountably mixed
up with his strangest whims.

Sterne, Tristram Shandy, v. 42.

4. In diamond-cittting, the charging of the laps
or wheels with diamond-dust and oil.

seasoning-tub (se'zn-ing-tub), . In baking, a

trough in which dough is set to rise.

seasonless (se'zn-les), . [< season + -less.]
1. Unmarked by a succession of seasons. 2f.
Without seasoning or relish; insipid.

And when the stubborne stroke of my harsh song
Shall seasonlesse glide through almightie eares,
Vouchsafe to sweet it with thy blessed tong.

O. JIarkham, Tragedy of Sir R. Grinuile.

sea-spider (se'spi'der), n. Some marine ani-
mal whose appearance suggests a spider, (a) A
pycnogonid. See cuts under Nymphon and Pycnogonida.
(6) A spider-crab ; any maioid, as Maia souinado. See
cuts under Leptopodia, Maia, and Oxyrhyncha.

sea-spleenwort (se'splen"wert), n. A fern,
Asj>l?nium marinum, native alongthe west coast
of Europe.
sea-squid (se'skwid), n. Any squid; a cuttle
or calamary.
sea-squirt (se'skwert), n. Any ascidian or tu-
nicate: so called from their squirting water
when they contract.

sea-staff (se'staf), n. Same as hanger, 7.

sea-star (se'star), . A starfish of any kind.
sea-starwort (se'star*wert), x. See starwort.

sea-stick (se'stik), . A herring cured at sea as
soon as it is caught, in order that it may be first

in market and bring a high price. [Eng.]
The herrings caught and cured at sea are called sea sticks.

In order to render them what are called merchantable
herrings, it is necessary to repack them with an additional

quantity of salt. A. Smith, Wealth of Nations, III. 81.

sea-stickleback (se'stik"l-bak), n. A marine
gasterosteid, Spinachia vulgaris.
sea-stock (se'stok),)i. Fresh provisions, stores,

etc., placed on board ship for use at sea.

With perhaps a recruit of green turtles for a sea-stock

of fresh meat. Scammon.

sea-Strawberry (se'stra"ber-i), n. A kind of

polyp, Aleyonium rubiforme.
sea-sunflower (se'sun"flou-er), n. A sea-anem-
one.

sea-surgeon (se'ser"jon), n. The surgeon-fish.
sea-swallow (se'swoFo), . 1. A tern; any
bird of the family Laridx and subfamily Ster-

ninie: so called from the long pointed wings,
long forked tail, and slender form of most of

these birds, whose flight and carriage resem-
ble those of swallows. See cuts under Sterna,
tern, roseate, Gygis, Hydrocltelidon, and Inca.

2. The stormy petrel, Profdlaria pelagica.
See cut under petrel. [Prov. Eng.] 3. Inher.,
same as aylet.



sea-swine

Sea-swine (se'swln), . 1. A porpoise. Also
urn-hut/, nca-)iiii.

Most nations culling this fish Porcus marinus, or the sea-

swine. J. Han, I'hilos. Trans., Abridged (1700), II. 845.

5449 sea-turtle
- High seat. Same ruiny-Mat -Redistribution of sea-thong (so't hong), w. One of several species

&&&3SSSSSfi^$^? * t like
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pose to be in direct connection with the soul
; the senso- tliiil/ii Inn n, ( horda Ilium, etc. See Chorda, Hi-

riuin. To take a seat, to sit down. [Colloq.j_ in/nithitliii, Laminariacese.
2. Theballau-wrasse: in allusion to a supposed seat (set), v. [< seat, n.] I. trans. 1. To place sea-thorn (se'thorn), w. Same as pustule of the

sucking noise like that of a pig made. by the
'"

fish. See cut under Labrus. If. Dai/. [Moray
Firth, Scotland.]

seat (set), n. [< ME. sete, seete; (a) in part <

AS. siet, a place where one sits in ambush, =

on a seat; cause to sit down: as, to seat one's SIM (which see, under pustule).
guests: often used reflexively: as, to seat one's sea-thrift (se'thrift), n. See thrift.

seZ/at table. seating (se'ting), n. [Verbal n. of seat, .]
The guests were no sooner seated but they entered into

rm"1 ""* "* - 1--:

a warm debate. Arbutlmot.

The young ladies seated themselves demurely in their
rush-bottomed chairs, and knit their own woollen stock-

ings. Irving, Knickerbocker, p. 170.

2. To furnish or fit up with seats: as, to seat a
church for a thousand persons. 3. To repair
by renewing or mending the seat: as, to seat a
chair or a garment. 4. To afford sitting accom-
modation for; accommodate with seats or sit-

tings: as, a room that seats four hundred. 5.
To fix; set firm-.

Thus Rodoll was seated againe in his Soueraiguty, and sea-titling (se'tit'ling), n. The shore-pipit or
r\ illhlr'mn nct'flllln 1tmo/>t tn tllo P.tnr^ovnln- T , j n j.

sea-lark, Antltus aquattcus or ooscurus. See

MD. saete, sate, a sitting, seat, chair, station,

port, dock, = OHG. xil;a, i/eml-e, MHG. sd~t; u

seat, = Icel. sat, a sitting in ambush, an am-
bush

; (6) in part <. Icel. sxti = Sw. sate = Dan.
sssde,& seat ; from the verb, AS. sittan (pret. s/e-t,

pi. s<eton),ete.,sit: see sit. Cf. settle1
, from the

same verb, and cf. L. sedes, a seat (> E. ee2
,

siege), sedile, a seat, chair, setta, a seat, throne,
saddle (> E. sell'*), etc., from the cognate L.
verb.] 1. A place or thing on which to sit

;
a

bench, stool, chair, throne, or the like.

Priam by purpos a pales gert make
Within the Cite full Solempnc of a sete riall. ";*""/

""" """"" " uo """" *' '"'

rock-pipit. [LocalfEng.]
Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 1680.

'"
Juth,

''
P?rpe_ uajly Preserves m age restores the .

>*
,Jinn^ ^

The act of placing on a seat
;
the act of funiish-

ing with a seat or seats. 2. Textile material
made for upholstering the seats of chairs, sofas,
and the like; especially, haircloth. 3. pi. In
mcch., collectively, the various fitted supports
of the parts of a structure or of a machine.
4. In ship-building, that part of the floor which
rests on the keel.

When the frames are perpendicular to the keel, the
bevelling of the seating of the floors, i. e. the angle be-
tween the plane of the side of timber and the keel, is a
right angle. Thearle, Naval Arch., 4C.

The tables of the moneychangers, and the seats of them
that sold doves. Mat. xxi. 12.

2. That part of a thing on which one sits, or
on which another part or thing rests, or by
which it is supported: as, the seat of a chair;
the seats in a wagon ;

the seat of a valve.
The seat of a valve is the fixed surface on which it rests,

or against which it presses. Ranttine, Steam Engine, 111.

3. That part of the body on which one sits ;

the breech, buttocks, or fundament; techni-

cally, the gluteal region. 4. That part of a
garment which covers the breech: as, the seat
of a pair of trousers.

His blue Jean trowsers, very full in the seat, might sug-
gest an idea of a bluebottle fly.

W. M. Baker, New Timothy, p. 53.

5. Site; situation; location: as, the seat of
Eden

;
the seat of a tumor, or of a disease.

This castle hath a pleasant seat. Shak., Macbeth, i. 6. L
Silver-street, the region of money, a good seat for a

usurer. B. Jonson, Staple of News, iii. 2.

6. Abode; place of abode or residence; spe-
cifically, a mansion : as, a family seat; a coun-
try-seat.

In an yle that was negh the noble kynges sete,
This clene flese was inclosede all with clere water,
Euon a forlong therfro, & fully nomore.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 848.

Prusia, now called Bursia, which was the abiding seat
of the kings of Bithynia.

Guevara, Letters (tr. by Hellowes, 1577), p. 330.

It is the seat of an Archbishop, having been first an
Episcopal cite before it was graced with the dignity of an
Archbishopricke. Coryat, Crudities, I. 100. sea-tang (se'tang), n.

I call'd at my cousin Evelyn's, who has a very pretty tang ; tangle.
seate in the forest, 2 miles behither Clifden.

Evelyn, Diary, July 23, 1679.

7. Regular or appropriate place, as of rest, ac-

in youin it perpetually preserves, in age restores the j. i i_ / -i/i i_\
'

T , ^

complexion ; seats your teeth, did they dance like virginal SCat-lOCK (set lok), n. In railroad-cars, etc., a
,

jacks, firm as a wall. B. Jonson, Volpone, ii. i. form of lock for holding the back of a reversi-

6. To locate
;
settle

; place definitely as in a ble seat in position.

permanent abode or dwelling-place ;
fix: often Sea-toad (se'tod), n. 1. The sea-frog, fishing-

frog, or angler, Lophius piscatorius, a fish. See
cut under angler. 2. The toadfish, Batrachus
tau.S. The sculpin. 4. The great spider-
crab, Hyas araneus. Wood.
sea-tortoise (se'tor'tis), n. A marine tor-
toise

;
a sea-turtle.

Perhaps it was with these three Languages as with the sea-toss (se'tos), n. A toss overboard into the
;uage when they_flrst seated themselues in gea: ag) give it a sea.tosSf [Colloq.]

sea-tossed, sea-tost (se'tost), a. Tossed by
the sea.

reflexively.

Fiery diseases, seated in the spirit, embroile the whole
frame of the body. iV. Ward, Simple Cobler, p. 7.

The greatest plagues that human nature suffers
Are seated here, wildness and wants innumerable.

Fletcher, Sea Voyage, i. 3.

Gallia. 'Purchas,

7. In mech., to fix in proper place, as on a bed
or support ; cause to lie truly on such support ;

fit accurately. 8f. To settle; plant with in-
habitants: as, to seat a country.
Their neighbours of ye Massachusets . . . had some

years after seated a towne(called Hingam) on their lands, seat-rail (set'ral) n
Bradford, Plymouth Plantation, p. 368. horizontal members

Il.t intrans. 1. To fix or take up abode; set-
tle down permanently; establish a residence.
The Dutch demanded what they intended, and whither

they would goe ; they answered, up ye river to trade (now
their order was to goe and seat above them).

Bradford, Plymouth Plantation, p. 313.

The Allingtons seated here before 1239.

Evelyn, Diary, July 20, 1670.
2. To rest

;
lie down.

The folds where sheepe at night doe seat.

Spenser, F. Q., VI. ix. 4.

A kind of seaweed;

Drove the cormorant and curlew
To their nests of sedge and sea-tang.... __ , , Longfellow, Hiawatha, ii.

tivity, etc.
;
the place where anything is settled, sea-tangle (se'tang"gl), . One of several spe-

nxed, or established, or is carried on or flour- cies of seaweeds, principally of the genus La-
ishes; the matter m which any form inheres: minaria. See cut under seaweed.
as, the sea* of war; a seat of learning or of com- seat-back (set'bak), n. A piece of tapestry or

other textile fabric, leather, or the like made
for covering the back of a sofa, chair, or other
piece of furniture: especially used of decora-
tive pieces made of the size and shape required,
seat-earth (set'erth), n. In coal-mining, the bed
of clay bywhichmany coal-seams are underlain .

The composition of this clay variesmuch in variousregions.
Sometimes it is a plastic clay, often refractory, and much
used as fire-clay ; sometimes it is more or less mixed with
silica, or even almost entirely silicious, as in some of the
midland counties of England, when it is called ganister.
Also called seat-stone, seat-clay, or simply seat, clunch,

Remember thee !

Ay, thou poor ghost, while memory holds a seat
In this distracted globe. Shak., Hamlet, i. 5. 96.

The nature of man includes a mind and understanding,
which is the seat of Providence.

Bacon, Physical Fables, ii., Expl.
It is an interesting, but not a surprising fact, that the

circumstances of the first planting of Christianity in
places which were later among its most powerful seats,
Including Rome and Carthage, are not known.

Q. P. Fisher, Begin, of Christianity, p. 516.

8. A right to sit. (a) Membership, as in a legislative
or deliberative body, or in the Stock or Produce Exchange :

pounson, bind, spavin, and (in Leinster) ouddagh; in the
United States generally known as under-day.

In your imagination hold
This stage the ship, upon whose deck
The sea-tost Pericles appears to speak.

Shak., Pericles, iii., Prol., 1. 60.

In furniture, one of the
horizontal members of the frame which forms

ts the seat, as in a chair or a sofa.

^Beverley, Virginia^T'lfiw. sea-trout (se'trout), re. 1. Any catadromous
trout or char, as the common brook-trout of
the United States, Salvelinus fontinalis. 2. A
kind of weakfish

; any one of the four species
of seisenoid fishes of the genus Cynoscion which
occur along the coast of the middle and south-
ern United States. One of them is the sque-
teague. Also, sometimes, salmon-trout. See
cut under iveakfish. 3. Another scisenoid fish,
Atractoscion nobiiis, related to the weakfish of
the Atlantic States. Also called white sea-bass.

[California.] 4. A chiroid fish, as Hexagram-
mus decagrammus, of the Pacific coast of the
United States: same as rock-trout, 2.

Sea-trumpet (se'trum
//

pet), n. 1. A medieval
musical instrument essentially similar to the
monochord, but suggestive of the viol, it con-
sisted of a wooden body about 6 feet long, flat in front,
polygonal behind, and tapering from a somewhat large
flat base, which could be rested on the floor, to a short
thick neck, terminating in a head with a tuning.screw.
It had but one large string, made of gut, stretched over
a peculiar bridge, and tuned to a low pitch, usually about
that of the second C below middle C. The bridge was
made so as to rest firmly on only one foot, the other be-
ing free to vibrate upon the body. The instrument was
played with a large bow, like that of a violoncello. The
tones used were the natural harmonics of the string, pro-
duced by lightly touching the nodes. Its scale therefore
coincided with that of the trumpet ; and this fact, taken
in connection with its general shape, probably suggested
its name. It was used for both sacred and secular music,
both alone and in sets of three or four. It was especially
common in nunneries as an accompaniment for singing,
since its tones corresponded in pitch with those of the
female voice. The latest specimens date from early in
the eighteenth century. The instrument is important in

seats for the play.
9. Method or posture of sitting, as on horse-
back; hold in sitting: as, to have a firm seat
in the saddle.

in or as in a seat
; located.

fixed

In the eyes of David it seemed a thing not fit, a thing
not decent, that himself should be more richly seated than
God. Hooker, Eceles. Polity, vii. -23.

A pretty house, ye see, handsomely seated,
Sweet and convenient walks, the waters crystal.

Fletcher, Rule a Wile, IT. 3.

Never trust me, but you are most delicately seated here,
full of sweet delight and blandishment ! an excellent air !

B. Jonson, Poetaster, ii. 1.

2. In bot., a large seaweed, Elklonia bucciiialis,
of the southern ocean. It has a stem often more
than 20 feet in height, crowned by a fan-shaped cluster
of fronds, each 12 feet or more in length. Tne stem is

The ordinary Eastern seat, which approaches more or Z pretty house, ye see, handsomely seated, hollow in the upper part, and when dried is frequently
less the scat of a cross-country rider or fox-hunter is

Sweet and convenient walks, the waters crystal. used as a trumpet by the native herdsmen of the Cape of
nearly as different from the cowboy's seat as from that of Fletcher, Rule a Wile, IT. 3. Good Hope, whence the name. It is also used as a siphon.
a man who rides bareback. Never trust me, but you are most delicately seated here,

AIso called trumpetweed.
T. Roosevelt, The Century, XXXV. 659. 'nil of sweet delight and blandishment ! an excellent air ! 3. A large marine gastropod of the genus

10. A clutch or sitting (of eggs). [Prov. Eng.]
R Jongon- Poetaster, ii. 1. Triton.

11. A place or situation in a shoemakhig sea-tench (se'tench), . The black sea-bream, seat-stand (set'stand), n. In a railroad-car, a
establishment: as, a seat of work; a seat of ^aWars lineatus. [Dublin county, Ireland.] support, generally made of metal, for the end
stuff (that is, an engagement to make stuff sea-term (se'term), . A word or term used of the seat next the aisle.

shoes). [Prov. Eng.] especially by seamen, or peculiar to the art of seat-stone (set'ston), . Same as seat-earth.
After having worked on stuff work in the country, I

navlgati n - Sea-turn (se'tern), . A gale or breeze coming
could not bear the idea of returning to the leather-branch; I agree with you in your censure of the sea-terms in from the sea, generally accompanied by thick
I attempted and obtained a seat of stuff in Bristol. Dryden's Virgil, because no terms of art, or cant words weather

MenwirsofJ.LacMiiyton, letter xvii. (Daria.) suit the majesty of epick poetry. Pope, sea-turtle 1
(se'ter'tl). n. [< seal + turtle* ]

12. Same as neat-Mirth, [Yorkshire, Eng.] seat-fastener (set'fas"uer), n, In a wagon, a The sea-pigeon, or black guillemot, Uria iinillc.
Curule seat. See cunde. - Deacons' seat. See deacon, screw-clamp for securing the seat to the body. See cut under guillemot.



sea-turtle

sea-turtle2 (se'ter'tl), . [< m/i -I- turtle.']

Any marine chelonian ; a sea-tortoise. These
all have the limbs formed as flippers. Some furnish the
tortoise-shell of commerce

;
others arc famous among epi-

cures. The leading forms are the hawkbill, leatherback,

loggerhead, and green turtle.

seat-worm (set'werm), n. A pinworm com-

monly infesting the fundament. See cut un-
der Oxi/uris.
sea-umbrella (se'um-brel"ii), n. A pennatu-
laceous polyp of the genus "Vmbelhilaria.

sea-unicorn (se'u"ni-k6rn), n. The narwhal,
Miiiiiii/ini inonoceros : so called from the single
horn-like tusk of the male, sometimes 8 feet

long. See cuts under Monodon and nartclial.

sea-urchin (se'er"chin), n. An echinoid; any
member of the Eeliinoidea; a sea-egg or sea-

hedgehog. Many of the leading forms have popular
designations or vernacular book-names, as heart-urchins,
Spataiyridx ; helmet-urchins. Galeritidx ; shield-urchins,
Scutellidie; turban-urchins, Cidaridfe. The common green
sea-urchin of New England is Stronyylocentrotus drobachi-
ensis (figured under the generic word). A purple sea-ur-

chin is Arbacia punctulata. Toxopneustes fmnciscormn
is a California!! sea-urchin used for food by Indians, and
the common European one figured under Echinus is classic

in the annals of gastronomy. The species here figured is

Sea-urchin (Phormosotna tu(ttlentum).

flatter and less prickly than usual ; still natter ones are
those known aa cake-urchins, sand-dollars, etc. (See sand-

dollar.) Home sea-urchins have spines several inches long,
and in others the spines become heavy clubs. Sea-urchins,
like sea-anemones, arecommon objects on most sea-coasts,
and their dry tests, usually lacking the spines, are often of
beautiful tints. See Echinus, also cuts under ambulacrum,
Ananchytes, cake-urchin, Cidaris, Clypeastridx, Echinoi-

dea, Echinometra, Echinothuriidte, Echinus, Encope, lan-

tern, petalostichous, and Strongylocentrotus.

sea-vampire (se'vam'pir), . A devil-fish or

manta.
Men have been struck with the resemblances between

animals of the land and those of the water. Among fishes

we have "
sea-vampires," "sea-eagles," "sea-wolves," etc.

S. Tetauy, Pop. Sci. Mo., XIII. 324.

seave (sev), . [Also written stive; < ME. seyj'e
= Icel. sef = Dan . xiv = Sw. sqf, a rush. Of.

sieve.'] 1. A rush. Catlt. Aug., p. 327. 2. A
wick made of rush,

seavent, seaventeent, etc. Obsolete spellings
of seven, seventeen, etc.

sea-view (se'vu), . A prospect at sea or of
the sea, or a picture representing a scene at sea ;

a marine view.

:wytf,i^.""---.':ov :

;:y

E

m
Sea-walls.

A. Plymouth (England) breakwater: a, a, level of the top; #, d,
low water at spring tide ; r, bottom ; d, foreshore ; e, sea-slope ; /, top.
H. Sea-dike: e, the sea-bottom; a, rubble; b, core; c, facing of stone

;

rf, sea-level. C and D. Sectional diagrams of inclosure of Zuid Plas,
near Rotterdam, Holland. K Dutch polder-bank, consisting of sheet-
piling with earth filling, and an apron of rubble on the side toward the
sea. /'. Wall of sheet-piling at Havre, France, with earth embank-
ment behind the piles.
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seavy (se'vi), a. [< scare + -y
1
.] Overgrown

with rushes: as, seavy ground. Kay, Gloss, of

North Country Words. [Prov. Eng.j
sea-wall (se'wal), n. [< ME. "m-irall, < AS.
sseweall (poet.), a cliff by the sea, a wall formed

by the sea, < see, sea, + weall, wall.] 1. A strong
wall or embankment on the shore, designed to

prevent encroachments of the sea, to form a

breakwater, etc. See cut in preceding column.
2. An embankment of stones thrown up by

the waves on a shore.

sea-walled (se'wald), a. Surrounded or de-
fended by the sea. [Rare.]

When our sea-walled garden, the whole land,
Is full of weeds, her fairest flowers choked up.

Shalt., Rich. II., iii. 4. 43.

sea-wand (se'wond), . See hanger, 7.

seawane, seawant (se'wan, -want), . [Amer.
Ind.] Wampum.
This [Indian money] was nothing more nor less than

strings of beads wrought of clams, periwinkles, and other

shell-fish, and called seawant or wampun.
Irviny, Knickerbocker, p. 232.

seaward, seawards (se'ward, -wjirdz), <lr.

[< sea + -ward.} Toward the sea.

The rock rush'd seaward with impetuous roar,

Ingulf'd, and to th' abyss the boaster bore.

Fentan, in Pope's Odyssey, IT. 681.

seaward (se'ward), a. [< seaward, adv.'] 1.

Directed toward the sea.

Those loving papers, where friends send
With glad grief to your seaward steps farewell.

Donne, Poems, Epistles, To Sir Henry Wotton, at his going
[Ambassador to Venice.

2f. Fresh from the sea.

White herynge in a dische, if hit be ttcattard & fresshe.

Babces Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 161.

seaware (se'war), . [Also xenwore, dial, sea-

ore; < ME. 'seeware, < AS. sxwar (found only
in the form ssewaur, an error for *stewaar), < see,

sea, + tear, weed: see ware3.] Seaweed; es-

pecially, the larger, coarser kinds of algse that
are thrown up by the sea and used as manure,
etc.

sea-washballs (se'wosh'balz), n. pi. The egg-
cases of the whelk Bucdnum undatum. [Local,

Eng.]
sea-water (se'wa'ter), . [< ME. neeicater, <

AS. ssetcseter, < s, sea, + water, water.] The
salt water of the sea or ocean. See ocean.

Sea-water shall thou drink. Shak., Tempest, L 2. 462.

sea-wax (se'waks), n. Same as maltha.

seaway (se'wa), n. Sattt., progress made by a
vessel through the waves In a seaway, in the

position of a vessel where a moderately heavy sea is run-

ning.

seaweed (se' wed), n. Any plant or plants grow-
ing in the sea

;

more particu-
larly, anymem-
ber of the class

Algse. They are

very abundant, es-

pecially in warm
seas, and are often

exceedingly deli-

cate and beautiful.
See Alyx. See also
cuts under air-

cell, conjugation,
Fucus, yutfweed,
and Macrocystis.
Also called sea-

moss. Seaweed-
bath, a bath made
by adding to sea-

water an infusion
of Fucus vesicu-

losus. Seaweed-
fern, the fern

Scolopendrium vul-

ffare.

sea-whip (se'-

hwip),. Agor-
goniaceous al-

cyonarian po-
lyp of slen-

der, straight
or spiral, and
little-branched
or branchless

shape; any al-

cyonarian of such form, as black coral.

.illli/itltliet,;

sea-whipcord (se'hwip"kord), . The common
seaweed Chorda filum. See sea-thong, sea-lace.

sea-whiplash (se'hwip'lash), . Same as sea-

lehipcora.
sea-whistle (se'hwis"!), . The common sea-
weed .Ixmjilii/lliiHi iiodiisuiH (fill-as nodosus of

authors) : so named because the bladders or

I. Lamii
Seaweeds

aria diffittitft. z. L. longicruris.

See

sebaceous

vesicles in the 'continuity of the frond are used

by children as whistles.

sea-wife (se'wif), M. 1. A kind of wrasse, Lti-

linix rt-tiila, a labroid fish. 2. The fish ACIIH-

Iliolnbriis i/urrelli.

sea-willow (se'wil'6), . A gorgoniaceous
polyp of the genus Gorgonia, as G. aiiccjm and
others, with slender flexible branches like

wit lies or osier.

sea-wind (se'wind), n. A wind blowing from
tin- sea. See sea-breeze.

sea-wing (se'wing), n. 1. A wing-shell. See
I'iuMi-. 2. A sail. [Rare.]

Antony
Claps on his sea-wing, and, like a doting mallard,
Leaving the flght in height, flies after her.

Shak., A. and C., 111. 10. 20.

sea-withwind (s^'with^wind), n. A species of

bindweed, Cininilviilus SoManella ;
sea-bells.

sea-wold (se'wold), n. A wold-like tract under
the sea. [Rare.]

We would run to and fro, and hide and seek,
On the broad sea-wolds. Tennyson, The M ennaid.

sea-wolf (se'wulf), n. 1. The wolf-fish, Anar-
rhicux lupus. 2. The bass Labrax lupus. See
bass1 (). 3. The sea-elephant or the sea-
lion. [Now rare.] 4. A viking; a pirate.

Sullenly answered Ulf,
The old sea-wolf.

Longfellow, Wayside Inn, Musician's Tale, six.

sea-woodcock (se'wud"kok), . The European
bar-tailed godwit. See cut under Limosa.
sea-WOOdlouse (se'wud'lous), w. 1. Anisopod
of the family Asellida; a sea-slater. Also sea-

Imise. 2. A chiton, or coat-of-mail shell: so
called from resembling the isopods named
wood-lice. See cut under Chitonlam.

seawore (se'wor), . Same as seaware.

sea-worm (se'werm), n. A marine annelid; a
free errant worm of salt water, as distinguished
from a sedentary or a terrestrial worm; a
nereid. The species are very numerous, and
the name has no specific application.
sea-WOrmwood (se'werm'wud), . A saline

plant, Artemisia maritima, found on the shores
of Europe and North Africa, also occupying
large tracts in the region of the Black and
Caspian seas.

sea-worn (se'worn), a. Worn or abraded by
the sea. Drayton.
seaworthiness (se'wfer'THi-nes), . Seaworthy
character or condition ;

fitness as regards struc-

ture, equipment, lading, crew, etc., for encoun-

tering the perils of the sea.

seaworthy (se'wer'THi), a. In fit condition to

encounter stormy weather at sea
;
stanch and

well adapted for voyaging: as, a seaworthy
ship.

Dull the voyage was with long delays,
The vessel scarce sea-worthy.

Tennyson, Enoch Arden.

sea-wrack (se'rak), . 1. Same as grass-wrack.
2. Coarse seaweeds of any kind that are cast

upon the sea-shore, such as fuci, Laminariacese,
etc. ; oreweed. See wrack, fucus.
seax, . [AS. seax, a knife: see sax1 .'] 1. A
curved one-edged sword or war-knife used by
Germanic and Celtic peoples ; specifically, the

largest weapon of this sort, having a blade
sometimes 20 inches in length.
They invited the British to a parley and banquet on Sal-

isbury Plain ; where suddenly drawing out their seaxer,
concealed under their long coats being crooked swords,
the emblem of their indirect proceedings they made
their innocent guests with their blood pay the shots of

their entertainment. Fuller, Ch. Hist., I. v. 26.

Their arms and weapons, helmet and mail-shirt, tall

spear and javelin, sword and seax, the short, broad dag-
ger that hung at each warrior's girdle, gathered to them
much of the legend and the art which gave color and

poetry to the life of Englishmen.
J. R. Green, Hist. Eng. People, I. i.

2. Iii her., a bearing representing a weapon
more or less like the above, but often ap-

proaching the form of a simitar, to distin-

guish it from which it is then engrailed at the
back.

sebaceous (se-ba'shius), . [= F. sebace, < L.

xebaceux, of tallow, < sebum, scrum, tallow, suet,

grease.] 1. Pertaining to tallow or fat; made
of, containing, or secreting fatty matter ; fatty.

2. In hot., having the appearance of tallow,

grease, or fat : as, the sebaceous secretions of

someplants. Henslmc. 3. In anat. and :ool. :

(a) Fatty; oily; greasy; unctuous: as, seba-

ceous substances: specifically noting the secre-

tion of the sebaceous follicles. (6) Secreting,

containing, or conveying sebaceous matter: as,
a sebaceous follicle, gland, or duct. Sebaceous
cyst, a tumor formed from a sebaceous gland, its duct



sebaceous

having been obstructed and the secretion accumulated,
this being accompanied by overgrowth of the epithelial
lining of the sac and the surrounding connective tissue.

Sebaceous gland, crypt, or follicle, a cutaneous aci-

nose gland of small size, opening usually into a hair-folli-

cle, and secreting a greasy substance which lubricates the
hair and the skin. Such structures are almost universal

among the higher vertebrates, and of many special kinds,

though all of one general character. In man
they

are es-

pecially notable on the face, being represented by the pores
in the skin, which when stopped with a morbidly consistent
secretion produce the unsightly black specks called come-
dones. The Meibomian follicles of the eyelids, the prepu-
tiiil follicles of the penis, the anal or subcaudal pouch of

the badger, etc., are similar structures. The rump-gland
of birds is an enormous sebaceous gland. (See elfeodochon.)
The mammary glands are allied structures, and apparently
derived from sebaceous glands. The scent-glands of va-

rious animals, as the musk, beaver, civet, badger, etc.,
are all of like character. They serve to keep the skin in

order, attract the sexes, repel enemies, etc. See castorV,
civet*, musk, and cut under hair. Sebaceous humor,
an oily matter secreted by the sebaceous glands, which
serves to lubricate the hairs and the skin. Also called

sebum, sebum cutaneum, and smeffma. Sebaceous tu-
mor, (a) A sebaceous cyst. See above, (ft) Same as

pearl-tumor, 2.

sebacic (se-bas'ik), a. [= F. sebacique ; as se-

bac(eous) + -ic.] Of or pertaining to fat; ob-
tained from fat: as, sebacic acid (CinHigO^), an
acid obtained from olein. It crystallizes in

white, nacreous, very light needles or laminae

resembling those of benzoic acid. Also sebic.

Se-Baptist (se'bap"tist), n. [< L. se, oneself,
+ LL. baptistes, baptist : see baptist."] One who
baptizes himself; specifically, a member of a
small religious body which separated from the
Brownists early in the seventeenth century:
said to have been founded by John Smyth, who
first baptized himself and then his followers.

Sebastes (se-bas'tez), re. [NL. (Cuvier, 1829),
< Gr. <jc/3aoTof, reverend, august, < oefid&oBai,
be afraid of, < o^laf, reverential awe, < otflea-

ffai, feel awe or fear.] A genus of scorprenoid
fishes, with few species, of northern seas. It
was employed first for Scorpxnidx with a scaly head and
without filaments, but by recent ichthyologists it is re-

stricted to species with 15 dorsal spines and 31 vertebra,
inhabiting the North Atlantic, and typical of the Sebasti-

Rose-fish, or Norway Haddock (Sebnstes marin

rue. S. marinus, of both coasts of the North Atlantic, is

the redttsh, rose-fish, red-snapper, Norway haddock, or
hemdurgan, of a nearly uniform orange-red color.

Sebastiania (se-bas-ti-a'ni-a), . [NL. (Spren-
gel, 1821), named after Antonio Sebastiani, who
wrote (1813-19) on the plants of Rome.] A ge-
nus of apetalous plants of the order Euphorbia-
cese, tribe Crotoneee, and subtribe ffippomaneee.
It is characterized by monoecious flowers without a disk
and with minute floral bracts, a three- to five-parted calyx,
the stamens usually two or three, the ovary three-celled,
with spreading or revolute undivided styles and with three
ovules. There are about 40 species, natives chiefly of Bra-
zil, with two in the tropics of the Old World, and another,
S. lucida, known as crabwood or paisonwood, in the West
Indies and Florida. They are usually slender shrubs, with
small and narrow alternate leaves and slender racemes,
which are terminal or also lateral, and consist of many
minute staminate flowers, usually with a single larger soli-

tary pistillate flower below.

Sebasticb.tb.ys (se-bas-tik'this), n. [NL. (Gill,

1862), < Gr. oT/Sacrdf. reverend, august, + ixOi't,
a fish.] A genus of scorpasnoid fishes, with 13
dorsal spines, 27 vertebrae, and moderate lower
jaw. About 40 species inhabit the North Pacific. They
are chiefly known as roclifish and rock-cod. They are of ra-
ther large size and varied, often brilliant, colors. All are
ovoviviparous, and bring forth young about half an inch
long. They have many local designations. See cuts un-
der corsair, priest-fish, and rockfish.

Sebastinae (se-bas-tl'ne), n. pi. [NL., < Sebastes
+ -irne.] A subfamily of scorpsenoid fishes,

typified by the genus Sebastes, having the verte-
brse increased in number (12 abdominal, 15 to
19 caudal), and the dorsal commencing over
the operculum. The species are Pararctalian,
and most numerous in the North Pacific. See
rocA;/i.s7i .

sebastine (se-bas'tin), n. and a. I. n. A scor-

psenoid fish of the subfamily Sebastian.
II. a. Of, or having characteristics of, the <S-

buxtinse.

Sebastodes (se-bas-to'dez), n. [NL. (Gill,

1861), < Sebastes + Gr. fMof, form.] A genus of

scorpasuoid fishes, containing one species, dif-

fering from Scbastichthys by the very prominent
chin and minute scales.
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sebastoid (se-bas'toid), a. Of, or having char-
acteristics of, the Sebastitise ; like the genus ,V-

bastes.

sebastomania (se-bas-to-ma'ni-a), n. [< Gr.

(Tffiaorof, reverend, august, + [trivia, madness.]
Religious insanity. Wharton. [Rare.]
Sebastopol goose. See goose.

Sebat, Shebat (se-, she-bat'), n. [Heb.] The
fifth month of the Jewish civil year, and the
eleventh of the sacred or ecclesiastical year,
corresponding to the latter part of January and
the first part of February. Zech. i. 7.

sebate (se'bat), . [= F. sebate = Sp. Pg. se-

bato; as L. sebum, tallow, + -ate1.] In ehem., a
salt formed by sebacic acid and a base.

sebesten, sebestan (se-bes'ten, -tan), n. [Also
sepistan ; = OF. sebeste, F. sebeste= Sp. sebesten,
the tree, sebasta, the fruit, = Pg. sebeste, sebes-

teira, the tree, sebesta, the fruit (NL. sebesten),
= It. sebesten, < Ar. sebestan, Pers. sapistdn, the
fruit sebesten.] A tree of the genus Cordia;
also, its plum-like fruit. There are two species. C.

Myxa, the more important, is found from Egypt to India
and tropical Australia ; the other is the East Indian C. ob-

liqua (C laHfolia). In the East their dried fruit is used
medicinally for its demulcent properties ; it was formerly
so used in Europe. In India the natives pickle the fresh
fruit. Also called Assyrian or sebesten ptum.

Sebic (se'bik), a. [< L. sebum, tallow, grease,
+ -ic.] Same as sebacic.

sebiferous (se-bif'e-rus), a. [< L. sebum, tal-

low, grease, -f- ferre = E. bear1 .] In anat., bot.,
and zoiil., sebaceous; sebiparous. Sebiferous
gland. Same as sebaceous gland (which see, under seba-

ceous).

sebilla (se-bil'a), n. [= OF. sebitte, F. sebile, a

basket, pannier,wooden bowl; originunknown.]
In stone-cutting, a wooden bowl for holding the
sand and water used in sawing, grinding, pol-
ishing, etc.

sebiparous (se-bip'a-rus), a. [< L. sebum, tal-

low, grease, +'parere, produce.] Producing se-

baceous matter; sebiferous; sebaceous, as a
follicle or gland.
sebka (seb'ka), . [Also sebkha; Ar. (?).] A
name given 'in northern Africa to the dry bed
of a salt lake, or to an area covered with an
incrustation of salt; a salt-marsh. Compare
skott.

At last its dwindling current bends westward to the
sebkha (salt marsh) of Debiaya. Encyc. Brit., XVI. 832.

seborrhea, seborrhcea (seb-o-re'a), . [NL.
seborrhaia, < L. sebum, tallow (see sebaceous), +
Gr. poia, a flow, < peiv, flow.] A disease of the
sebaceous glands, characterized by excessive
and perverted excretion. It is divisible into sebor-
rhea oleosa and seborrhea sicca, the former covering the
skin with an oily coating, and the latter presenting crusts
of the dried secretion. Seborrhea genitalium, the ac-
cumulation of a cheesy excretion under the prepuce in the
male, and within the labia in the female.

seborrheic, seborrhoeic (seb-o-re'ik), a. [< seb-

orrhea + -ic.] Of the nature of, or pertaining
to, seborrhea.

Sebuaean(seb-u-e'an), n. [< LGr. 2e/3uaio.] One
of a sect of Samaritans who kept the sacred
festivals at dates different from those pre-
scribed in the Jewish ritual.

sebum (se'bum), . [NL., < L. sebum, tallow:
see sebaceous. Cf. swum.] The secretion of
the sebaceous glands. Also sebmn cutaneum.
Sebum palpebrale, the secretion ol the Heibomian

glands. Sebum prseputiale, smegma,
sebundy, sebundee (se-bun'di, -de), n. [Also
sibbendy; < Hind, sibandi, Telugu sibbandi, ir-

regular soldiery.] In the East Indies, an irreg-
ular or native soldier or local militiaman, gen-
erally employed in the service of the revenue
and police departments; also, collectively, lo-

cal militia or police.
I found him in the command of a regiment of sebundees,

or native militia. Hon. R. Lindsay, Anecdotes of an
[Indian Life, ii., note.

The employment of these people ... as sebundy is ad-

vantageous. Wellington Despatches (ed. 1837X II. 170.

[(Yule and BurneU.)

Sec., sec. An abbreviation of secretary, secant,
second, section, etc.

sec. An abbreviation of secundum, according to.

secability (sek-a-bil'i-ti), n. [< LL. secabili-

ta(t-)s, capacity for being cut, < secabilis, that

may be cut, < L. secare, cut.] Capability of be-

ing cut or divided into parts.
It is possible that it {matter] may not be indefinitely

divisible ; that there may be a limit to the successive divi-
sion or stability of its parts. Graham, Chemistry, 1. 133.

Secale (se-ka'le), n. [NL. (Linnasus, 1737),< L.

secale, rye, < secare, cut : see secant.'] A genus
of grasses, including rye, of the tribe Hordese
and subtribe Triticese. It is characterized by its

crowded cylindrical spike of compressed spikelets, which

secern

have the flat side sessile against a hollowed joint of the
main axis of the plant, and which are commonly but two-
flowered. The flowering glume is tipped with a long awn
formed from the live nerves, of which the lateral are ob-
scure on the inner face and conspicuous on the outer. The
2 species have been long spontaneous in western and cen-
tral Asia, and also in the Mediterranean region, where 3
or 4 native varieties are by some considered distinct spe-
cies. All are erect annual grasses with flat leaves and
dense terminal bearded spikes. The secale cornutum of

pharmacy, used in obstetric practice, is merely the com-
mon rye affected with ergot. See rye.

Secamone (sek-a-mo'ne), n. [NL. (R. Brown,
1808).] A genus of gamopetalous plants, of
the order Asclejiiadacex, type of the tribe Seca-
moneee. It is distinguished from the other genus, Toxo-

carptis, by the usually dextrorsely overlapping lobes of the

wheel-shaped and five-parted corolla, and by the simple
scales of the crown with distinct straight or incurved tips.
There are about 24 species, natives of the tropics in Afri-

ca, Asia, and Australia, extending to South Africa and the
Mascarene Islands. They are much-branched shrubby
climbers, bearing opposite leaves which are often punc-
tate with pellucid dots. The small flowers are borne in

axillary cymes. Some species secrete an acrid principle,
useful in medicine. The roots of S. emetica are employed
in India as a substitute for ipecacuanha.

Secamoneae (sek-a-mo'ne-e), n.pl. [NL. (End-
licher, 1836), < Secamone + -ex.] A tribe of

gamopetalous plants, of the order Asclejnada-
CCiV. It is characterized by the two minute globular pol-
len-masses within each anther-cell and by the inflexed
membrane which terminates each anther. It includes the
2 genera Secamone (the type) and Toxocarpus, both natives

principally of Asia and Africa within the tropics, with per-
haps a third genus, Gerianthus, of the East Indies.

secancy (te'kan-si), n. [< secan(t) + -cy.] A
cutting or intersection : as, the point of secancy
of one line with another.

secant (se'kant), a. and n. [= F. secant = Sp.
Pg. It. secante = D. sccans = G. secante = Sw.
Dan. sekant, < L. secan(t-)s, ppr. of secare, cut,
= Teut. -\/ sag, seg, in AS. sagu,
a saw, sigtlie, a scythe, etc. From
the L. secare are also ult. section,

sector, etc., bisect, dissect, exsect,

intersect, prosect, resect, trisect,

insect, scion, sickle, risk, etc.] I.

a. Cutting; dividing into two
parts. Secant plane, a plane cutting
a surface or solid.

II. n. 1. A line which cuts a

figure in any way. 2. Specifi- Secant

cally, in trigon., a line from the The ratio of AB
center of a circle through one ex- toAuisthesecant

., - . , i of the angle A ;

tremity of an arc (whose secant and AB K the *
it is said to be) to the tangent gg_

l of "" arc

from the other extremity of the
same arc

; or the ratio of this line to the radius ;

the reciprocal of the cosine. Abbreviated sec.

Double secant. See double. Secant of an angle, a

trigonometrical function, the reciprocal of the cosine,
equal to the ratio of the hypotenuse to a leg of a right
triangle when these include the angle. Secant Of an
arc, a line drawn normally outward from one extremity
of the arc of a circle until it meets the tangent from the
other extremity. This use of the term was introduced in
1583 by the Danish mathematician Thomas Finke.

secco (sek'ko), n. and a. [It., = F. sec, dry, <

L. siccus, dry.] I. n. In the fine arts, same as

tempera painting (which see, under tempera).
Also called fresco secco.

II. a. In music, unaccompanied; plain. See
recitative.

secede (se-sed'), v. i. ; pret. and pp. seceded, ppr.
seceding. [< L. secedere, pp. secessus, go away,
withdraw, < se-, apart, + ccdere, go, go away :

see cede.] To go apart ;
retire

;
withdraw from

fellowship, communion, or association; sepa-
rate one's self from others or from some asso-

ciation; specifically, to withdraw from a po-
litical or religious organization : as, certain
ministers seceded from the Church of Scotland
about the year 1733

;
certain of the United

States of America attempted to secede and form
an independent government in 1860-61.
seceder (se-se'der), n. [< secede + -er1 .] 1.

One who secedes or withdraws from commu-
nion or association with an organization. 2.

[cap.] A member of the Secession Church in
Scotland. See Secession Church, under seces-

sion original Seceders, United Original Seceders,
religious denominations*in Scotland, offshoots, more or
less remote, from branches of the Secession Church.

Secern (se-sern'), v. t. and i. [< L. secernere,
pp. secretus, sunder, separate, < se-, apart, +
cernere, divide, separate: see concern, deeern,
discern, etc., and cf. secret, secrete.] 1. To sep-
arate.

A vascular and tubular system, with a secerning or sep-
arating cellular arrangement.

B. W. Richardson, Prevent. Med., p. 95.

2. To distinguish.
Averroes secerns a sense of titillatiou and a sense of

hunger and thirst. Sir W. Hamilton, Metaph., xxvii.



secern

3. Inphysiol., to secrete.

The pituite or mucus secerned in the nose . . . is not an

excranentitious but a laudable humour.
Arbuthnot, Aliments, vi.

secernent (se-ser'nent), a. and . [< L. tte-

eernen(t-)s, p'pr. of secernere, sunder, separate:
see secern.'] I. a. Separating; secreting, or

having the power of secreting.
II. n. 1. That which promotes secretion.

Darwin. 2. In anat., an organ whose func-

tion is to secrete or separate matters from the

blood.

secernment (se-sern'ment), n. [< secern +
-meat.] The process or" act of separating or

secreting; secretion.

secesh (se-sesh'), TO. and a. [Abbr. of secession-

ist, also, as n., of the pi. secessionists.'] Seces-

sionist ; also, secessionists collectively. [Col-

loq. or slang, U. S.]

You are unloyal you are secesh against your birthright.
5. Bowles, In Merriam, I. 335.

secesher (se-sesh'er), n. [< secesh + -er1 .] A
secessionist. [Colloq. or slang, U. S.]

Schoolin 's wut they can't seem to stan' ; they're tu con-

sarned high-pressure ;

An' knowin' t' much might spile a boy for bein' a Secesher.

Lowell, Biglow Papers, 2d ser., i.

secesst (se-ses'), n. [= Sp. seceso, < L. secessus,

a going away, withdrawal, retirement, < sece-

dere, pp. secessus, separate, withdraw: see se-

cede.'] Retirement; retreat.

Silent secesse. waste solitude.

Dr. H. Mare, Philos. Poems, To the Reader.

secession (se-sesh'on), n. [< OF. secession, F.

secession = Sp. secesiou = It. secessione, < L.

secessio(n-), a going aside, separation, schism,
< secedere, pp. secessus, go aside: see secede.]

If. The act of seceding or withdrawing; with-

drawal; retirement; seclusion; detachment;
separation.
No desire, or fear, or doubt, that troubles the air ; nor

any difficulty, past, present or to come, that the imagi-
nation may not pass over without offence, In that sweet
secession [sleep], Sterne, Tristram Shandy, iv. 15.

But we must not take an abatement for an emptiness, a
secession for a destitution. lieo. T. Adams, Works, II. 55.

2. Specifically, the act of seceding or with-

drawing from a religious or political organiza-
tion or association; formal withdrawal.

After the infallibility of the pope had been proclaimed
as a dogma by the Vatican council in 1871, several com-
munities as well as individuals declared their secession

from the Roman Church. They are called Old Catholics,
and they have selected a bishop who has been acknow-
ledged by most of the states. Encyc. Brit., X. 469.

The doctrine of secession the right of a State, or a com-
bination of States, to withdraw from the Union-*-was born
of that war [1812]. . . . They [New England States] had a
convention [1814], famous under the name of Hartford, to
which the design of secession was imputed. . . . The ex-

istence of that convention raised the question of secession,
and presented the first instance of the greatest danger in

the working of the double form of our government that
of a collision between a part of the States and the federal

government. T. H. Benton, Thirty Years, I. 4.

(a) In Scottish eccles. hist., the separation from the Estab-
lished Church of Scotland which originated in 1733; hence,
the whole body of the members of the Secession Church
(which see, below), (b) In U. S. hist., the attempted with-

drawal, in 1880-61, of eleven States from the Union. See
Confederate States, under confederate. Ordinances Of
secession, in U. S. hist., ordinances passed by conven-
tions of eleven Southern States, in 1860-61, declaring their
withdrawal from the Union. Secession Church, a re-

ligious denomination in Scotland which took its rise in the
secession of four ministers (Ebenezer Erskine, William
Wilson, Alexander Moncrieff, and James Usher) from the
Church of Scotland in 1733. A "breach" in 1747 resulted
in the formation of the Burgher and Antiburgher Synods
(see Antiburyher); but these were reunited in 1820 under
the name of the United Secession Church, which in turn
united with the Belief Synod in 1847 to form the existing
United Presbyterian Church. War Of secession, in
U. S. hist.,the civil war which resulted from the attempted
withdrawal, in 1860-61, of eleven Southern States from the
United States of America. It lasted a little over four

years, and terminated in the defeat of the seceding States,
with the attendant abolition of negro slavery in the United
States. The seceding States were subsequently recon-
structed as States of the Union. Also called the war of
the rebellion, the rebellion, and the civil war.

secessionist! (se-sesh'on-izm), . [< secession
+ -ism.] The doctrine of secession; the prin-
ciple that affirms the right of a person or party
to secede, separate, or withdraw from a politi-
cal or religious organization, or the right of a
state to secede at its pleasure from a federal
union.
secessionist (se-sesh'on-ist), n. and a. [= F.
secessioniste ; as secession + -ist.] I. n. One
who maintains the principle of secessionism

;

specifically, in U. S. hist., one who took part
in or sympathized with the attempt of the
Southern States, in 1860-65, to withdraw from
the Union; an inhabitant of a Southern State
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who aided or sympathized with the secession
movement.

II. a. Of or pertaining to secession or seces-

sionists.

secessive (se-ses'iv), a. [< L. secessus, pp. of

secedere, go aside, + -ire.] Set apart; sepa-
rated

;
isolated. Urgiihart, tr. of Rabelais, i. 40.

[Rare.]
sechet, v. A Middle English assibilated form of

seek1 .

sechino (se-ke'no), n. [It.] See sequin.
Sechium (se'ki-uin), n. [NL. (P. Browne, 1756),
so called, it is said, because used to fatten hogs
in Jamaica

; prop. "Secium, < Gr. o-tf/cof, a pen,
fold, inclosure.] A genus of gourds, of the or-

der Cucurbitaeeas and tribe Sicyoidese. It Is char-

acterized by monoecious flowers with a saucer-shaped ca-

lyx marked with ten radiating ridges, a five-parted wheel-

shaped corolla, five free anthers (four with two flexuous
cells and the other with but one), a six-lobed stigma, and
a bristly and spindle-shaped one-celled ovary with a sin-

gle ovule which matures into a smooth woody roundish
seed with very large cotyledons. The only species, S. edule,
is an annual climbing vine with roughish stems, native of

the West Indies, cultivated in southern Europe and trop-
ical America and Asia for its large edible fleshy fruit,

which is oblong or pear-shaped and conspicuously fur-

rowed. It bears thin heart-shaped and five-angled leaves,
tendrils with two to five branches, and small yellow flowers

in long racemes, the solitary fertile flower in the same ra-

ceme with the very numerous staminate ones. The fruits

are very prickly, green and shining, white within, and
about 4 inches long, and, like the large starchy roots, are

eaten boiled with meat or as a vegetable. They are called

vegetable pears in the British colonies. The large green
seed protrudes from one end and often germinates before

falling. See chetfote, the native name.

seckel (sek'el), n. [So called from its originat-

ing on the farm of Mr. Seckel, near Philadel-

phia.] A small delicious pear, ripening about
the end of October, but keeping good for a
short time only. These pears are often called

sickle-pears. See^ear1 ,
2.

seclet, n. [< OF. secle, siecle, F. siecle = Pr.

secle, gegle = Cat. sigle = Sp. siglo = Pg. se-

eulo = It. secolo, an age, century, < L. ssecu-

lum, seculum, poet, syncopated sseclum, seclum,
a race, generation, usually of time, a lifetime,

generation, an age, the age, the times, esp. a
hundred years, a century, LL. eccl. this world,
the world, worldliness : root uncertain. Hence
ult. secular, etc.] A century.

It is wont to be said that three generations make one

secle, or hundred years. Hammond, Pract. Catechism.

seclude (se-kl&T), t'. *
i pret. and pp. secluded,

ppr. secluding. [< L. secludere, shut off, < se-,

apart, + claudere, shut: see close^.] 1. To
shut off or keep apart, as from company, so-

ciety, etc.; withdraw from society or into soli-

tude: as, to seclude one's self from the world.

Sundrie Hon": Lords had obtained a large grante from

ye king, for y more northerly parts of that countrie, de-

rived out of y6 Virginia patente, and wholy secluded from
their Govermente. Bradford, Plymouth Plantation, p. 44.

Let Eastern tyrants from the light of heav'n
Seclude their bosom slaves. Thomson.

Miss Hepzibah, by secluding herself from society, has
lost all true relation with it, and is, in fact, dead.

Hawthorne, Seven Gables, xiv.

2f. To shut or keep out
;
exclude ; preclude.

He has the doores and windowes open in the hardest

frosts, secluding only the snow.
Evelyn, Diary, Aug. 7, 1685.

Upon the opening of the Parliament, viz. letting in the
secluded members, he girt on his long rustic sword (longer
than ordinary), Sir William Waller marching behind him.

Aubrey, Lives, William Prinne.

secluded (se-klo'ded), p. a. Separated from

others; withdrawn from public observation;

retired; living in retirement: as, a secluded

spot; to pass a secluded life.

secludedly (se-klo'ded-li), adv. In a secluded
manner. Imp. Diet.

secluset (se-klos'), a. and n. [< L. seclusus, pp.
of secludefe, shut off: see seclude.] I. a. Se-

cluded; isolated. [Implied in the derived noun

secluseness.]
II. n. Seclusion. [Rare.]

To what end did our lavish ancestors
Erect of old these stately piles of ours,
For threadbare clerks, and for the ragged muse,
Whom better fit some cotes of sad secluse?

Bp. Hall, Satires, II. ii. 4.

seclusenesst (se-kl6s'nes), n. [< secluse + -ness.']

The state of being secluded from society; se-

clusion. Dr. H. More. [Rare.]
seclusion (se-kl8'zhon), n. [< ML. seclusio(n-),
< L. secludere, pp. seclusus, shut off: see seclude."]

1 . The act of secluding, or the state of being se-

cluded; a shutting out or keeping apart, or the
state of being shut out, as from company, socie-

ty, the world, etc. ;
retirement

; privacy ;
soli-

tude : as, to live in seclusion.

second

A place of seclusion from the external world.

Bp. llorsley, Works, II. xx.

2. A secluded place.
A seclusion, but seldom a solitude.

Hau'thornf, Marble Faun, viii.

Sweet seclusions for holy thoughts and prayers.
Lony/dlou', Hyperion, i. 8.

= Syn. 1. Retirement, Loneliness, etc. See solitude.

seclusionist (se-klo'zhon-ist), n. [< gecluxinii

+ -ist.] One who favors seclusion, or the prin-

ciple or policy of refusing intercourse with
others: as, Chinese seelunionists; monkish se-

clusionists.

Throughout the length and breadth of the land [Japan]
it would probably be difficult to find so much as one gen-
uine seclusionist or obstructionist.

FortnightlyRev., N. S., XLI. 677.

If the progressionists had not seized the reins of gov-
ernment, the secluswnists would soon have had everything
their own way. The Atlantic, LVIII. 604.

seclusive (se-klo'siv), n. [< L. seclusus, pp. of

secludere, shut off (see seclude, secluse), + -ice.]

Disposed to shut out
;
inclined to dwell apart ;

retiring, or affecting retirement, privacy, or

solitude; exclusive.

Charleston, . . . from its very foundation to the present
day, has ever been conservative ; it has also been seclusive,

in the sense that it has never bad a large floating popula-
tion of mixed nationality like so many of our American
cities. Amer. Jour. PhUol., IX. 200.

secohm (sek'om), n. [< sec(ond)2,
the unit of

time, + olim, the unit of resistance.] A name
proposed for the unit of electrical self-induc-

tion. See quotation under secohmmcter.
secohmmeter (sek'om-me-ter), n. [< secolim

+ Gr. uirpov, measure.] An instrument for

measuring the coefficient of electrical self-in-

duction .

As the first three letters in second are common to the
name in English, French, German, Italian, &c., and ohm
is also common, we venture to suggest

" secohm "
as a

provisional name, and our instrument we will therefore

call a secohmmeter.
W. B. Ayrton and J. Perry, Nature, XXXVI. 131.

second1 (sek'uud), a. and n. [< ME. second,

secound, secund, < OF. (and F.) second = Pr.

seflon = Sp. Pg. set/undo = It. secoudo, second,
< L. secundus, following, next in order, second,
also of water, winds, etc., following, i. e. fa-

vorable to the vessel, hence in general favor-

able, propitious ;
with gerundive suffix -undus, <

sequi (-\fsequ, sec), follow: see sequent. Cf. sec-

ond?,] I. a. 1. Next after the first in order,

place, time, rank, value, quality, etc. : an ordi-

nal numeral : as, the second day of the month ;

the second volume of a book ;
the second audi-

tor of the treasury ;
the second table of the law.

Jhesu dide eft this setunde tokene, whanne he cam fro

Judee into Galilee. Wycltf, John iv. 64.

And he slept and dreamed the second time. Gen. xli. 5.

A second fear through all her sinews spread.
Shak., Venus and Adonis, 1. 903.

Hence 2. Secondary; not primary; subordi-

nate ;
in music, lower in pitch, or rendering a

part lower in pitch: as, second fiddle; second

soprano.
I shall not speak superlatively of them [the laws of

the land], lest I be suspected of partiality in regard of my
own profession ; but this I may truly say, they are second
to none in the Christian World.

Bacon, Advice to Villiers.

3. Other; another: as, a second Daniel; his

second self.

You have bestow'd on me a second life,

For which I live your creature.

Beau, and Fl., Custom of the Country, iv. 1.

As mine own shadow wac this child to me,
A second self, far dearer and more fair.

Shelley, Revolt of Islam, ii. 24.

There has been a veneration paid to the writings and to

the memoiy of Confucius which is without any second ex-

ample in the history of our race. Brougham.

4. Favorable; helpful; aiding or disposed to

aid.

Nay, rather, good my lords, be second to me
;

Fear you his tyrannous passion more, alas,

Than the queen's life? Shak., W. T., ii. 3. 27.

5. In math., noting a function derived from the

performance of the same operation twice in

succession: thus, the second difference is the

difference of the difference; so second differen-

tials, derivatives, differential coefficients, etc.

At second hand. See hand. Proposition of second

adjacent. See adjacent. Second act, that act by which
a power is exercised. See energy, 4. Second advent,
cabin, cause, etc. See the nouns. Second base. See

base-ball. Second childhood, a condition of mental

weakness, like that of a child, which often accompanies
physical weakness in the final period of old age.

After knocking and calling for a time an old man made
his appearance. He was in his second childhood, but knew
enough to usher us into the kitchen, and asked us to wait

for the landlord's arrival.

B. Taylor, Northern Travel, p. 415.



Two-handed Sword, with Second
Guard a; isth century.

second

Second coining, i 1 1 theul.
,
the second coming of Christ ; the

second advent. Second controller. See contrail, / '.

Second cousin, see mi, -2. Second curvature.
See curmlvre. Second-day, .Monday, the second day of

the week: so called by members of the Society of Friends.

Second death. See death. Second dentition, in

dipliyodont mammals, the set of teeth which replaces the

first or milk dentition; the permanent dentition of any
such mammal ; also, the period during which this denti-

tion is acquired, in man ranging from tlie sixth to the
twentieth year, or later, when the last molar (wisdom-
tooth) comes into functional position. Second dis-

tance, in iKttntiny, the part of a picture between the fore-

ground and background. Second ditch, energy, ex-
treme. See the nouns. Secondflgureofsyllpgism. See

jigure, 9. Second flour, fluxion, furrows, intention,
inversion, iron, Joint,
man,matter.notion, ped-
al. See the nouns. Second
guard, an additional or out-
er guard of a sword, (a) In
the two-handed sword, or

spadone, a pair of hooks or

projections slightly curved
toward the point,forged with
the blade itself, and separat-
ing the heel from the sharp-
ened part of the blade. See

spadone. (f>) In rapiers ol
the sixteenth and seven-
teenth centuries, the outer
defense beyond the cross-

guard, formed of a ring sur-

rounding the blade, a cross,

pair of shells, or the like.

Second nerve. Same as

ttptic nerve (which see, under
optic). Second position.
Sea position, 4 and 10. Sec-
ond probation, a second
trial which some theologians
suppose will be given in an-
other life to those who have
refused to repent and accept
the gospel in this life. See
probation. Second scent,
shift, sight. See the nouns.

Secondsubstance.agen-
eral substance ; a thing gen-
erally considered, as man in

general. To get one's second breath or wind. See
breath. Ho play second fiddle. See fiddle.

II. . 1. The one next after the first in order,

place, time, rank, value, quality, or impor-
tance; that one of any two considered rela-

tively which follows or comes immediately af-

ter the other.

Tis great pity that the noble Moor
Should hazard such a place as his own second
With one of an ingraft infirmity.

Shalt., Othello, ii. 3. 143.

2. Inmusie: (a) A tone on the next or second dia-

tonic degree above or below a given tone
;
the

next tone in a diatonic series. (6) The interval

between any tone and a tone on the next degree
above or below, (c) The harmonic combina-
tion of two tones at the interval thus described.

(d) In a scale, the second tone from the bot-

tom : solmizated re. The typical interval of the sec-

ond is that between the first and second tones of the

major scale, which is acoustically represented by the ra-

tio 8 : 9. Such a second is called major, and also the great-
er or acute major second, to distinguish it from the second
between the second and third tones of the scale, whose
ratio is 9 : 10, and which is called the less or grave major
second. Both of these contain two half-steps. A second
a half-step shorter than the above is called minor; and
one a half-step longer is called augmented. All kinds of

seconds are classed as dissonances. Both varieties of

major second are also called whole steps, whole tones, or

simply tones; and a minor second is also called a half-step
or semitone. See interval, (e) A second voice or
instrument that is, one whose part is subordi-
nate to or lower than another of the same kind

;

specifically, a second violin or second soprano ;

popularly, an alto. (/) Same as seconclo.

Sometimes he sings second to her, sometimes she sings
second to him ; and it is a fragmentary kind of thing a

line, or a verse, or merely the humming of the tune.
W. Black, In Far Lochaber, iii.

3. pi. That which is of second grade or quality ;

hence, any inferior or baser matter.

Take thou my oblation, poor but free,
Which is not mix'd with seconds.

Shak., Sonnets, cxxv.

Specifically (a) A coarse kind of flour, or the bread made
from it.

We buys a pound of bread, that 's two-pence farthing
best seconds, and a farthing's worth of dripping.

Mayheiv, London Labour and London Poor, II. 563.

(6) Acetic acid made from acetate of lime.

4. In base-ball, same as second base. See base-
ball. 5. Another; another person; an in-
ferior.

He which setteth a second in the place of God shall goe
into hell. Az. 31.

The Koran, trans, in Purchas's Pilgrimage, p. 251.

6. One who assists and supports another;
specifically, one who attends a principal in a
duel or a pugilistic encounter, to advise or aid

him, and see that all proceedings between the
combatants are fair, and in accordance with
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the rules laid down for the duel or the prize-

ring.
I'll be your second with all my heart and if you should

get a quietus, you may command me entirely.

Sheridan, The Rivals, v. 3.

The seconds left off fighting, and went to the assistance
of their principals ; and it was then, it was averred, that
Gen. Macartney treacherously stabbed the Duke.

J. Ashton, Social Life in Reign of Queen Anne, II. 195.

7f. Aid; help; assistance.

This second from his mother will well urge
Our late design, and spur on Cresar's rage.

B. Jonson, Sejanus, ii. 2.

Second Of exchange. See first of exchange, under ex-

change.

second1 (sek'und), v. t. [< OF. (and F.) secon-

der = Pr. segondar = Cat. secundar = Sp. Pg.
scgtmdar = It. secondare (= D. sekonderen = G.
sccundiren = Dan. sekundere = Sw. selcundera),

second, < L. secundare, direct favorably, adapt,
accommodate, favor, further, second, < secun-

dtts, following, favorable, propitious : see sec-

ond1
,
a. ] 1. To follow up; supplement.

You some permit
To second ills with ills, each elder worse,
And make them dread it, to the doers' thrift.

Shak., Cymbeline, v. 1. 14.

They intend to second thir wicked Words, if ever they
have Power, with more wicked Deeds.

Milton, Free Commonwealth.

2. To support; aid; forward; promote; back,
or back up ; specifically, to assist in a duel.

We have supplies to second our attempt.
Shak., 2 Hen. IV., iv. 2. 45.

Come, follow me, assist me, second me 1

B. Jonson, Poetaster, v. 1.

It is a mortifying circumstance, which greatly perplexes
many a painstaking philosopher, that nature often refuses
to second his most profound and elaborate efforts.

Irving, Knickerbocker, p. 40.

3f. In music, to sing second to.

Hoarse is my voice with crying, else a part
Sure would I beare, though rude ; but, as I may,
With sobs and sighes I second will thy song.

L. Bryskett, Pastorall ^Eglogue.

4. In legislative and deliberative bodies, pub-
lic meetings, etc., formally to express approval
and support of (a motion, amendment, or pro-
posal), as a preliminary to further discussion or
to formal adoption. 5. In the British Royal
Artillery and Royal Engineers, to put into tem-

porary retirement, as an officerwhen he accepts
civil employment under the crown. He is seconded
after sixmonthsof such employment that is, he loses mili-

tary pay, but retains his rank, seniority, etc., in his corps.
After being seconded for ten years, he must elect to return
to military duty or to retire altogether. [Among military
men generally pronounced se-kond'ed or s?-kund'ed.)

second2 (sek'und), n. [= D. sekonde,< F. seconde
= Pr. segonda = Sp. Pg. segundo = It. secondo
= G. sekunde= Icel. sekwnda = Dan. Sw. sekund,
< ML. secunda, a second, abbr. otminuta secunda,
'second minute,' i. e. second small division,

distinguished from minutaprima,
'
first minute,'

prime (see minute?) ;
fern, of L. secundvs, sec-

ond: see second1 . Cf. prime.'] The sixtieth

part of a minute, (a) The sixtieth part of a minute
of time that is, the second division, next to the hour;
hence, loosely, a very short time. (6) The sixtieth part of
a minute of a degree that is, the second division, next to

the degree. A degree of a circle and an hour of time are
each divided into 60 minutes, and each minute is divided
into 60 seconds, usually marked 60" for subdivisions of the
degree, and 60s. for seconds of time. See degree, 8 (&), and
minutes, 2.

second-adventist(sek'imd-ad'ven-tist), n. One
who believes in the second coming of Christ to
establish a person al kingdomon the earth

;
a pre-

millenarian
;
more specifically, one of an organ-

ized body of such believers, embracing several

branches, with some differences in creed and
organization. See second advent, under advent.

secondarily (sek'un-da-ri-li), adv. [< ME. sec-

undarilie; < secondary + -fy
2
.] 1. In a secon-

dary or subordinate manner; not primarily or

originally.

These atoms make the wind primarily tend downwards,
though other accidental causes impel them secondarily to
a sloping motion. Sir K. Digby.

2. Secondly ;
in the second place.

Raymonde swere agayn secundarUie
That neuer no day forsworne wolde he be.

Bom. of Partenay (E. E. T. S.), 1. 512.

First apostles, secondarily prophets, thirdly teachers.
1 Cor. xii. 28.

secondariness (sek'un-da-ri-nes), n. Secondary
or subordinate character, quality, or position.
The primariness and secondariness of the perception.

Norri&.

Full of a girl's sweet sense of secondariness to the ob-

ject of her love. The Century, XXVII. 70.

secondary

secondary (sek'un-da-ri), a. and n. [Early
mod. E. xecoiidnrir, xmnxlurit; < ME. seciin-

darie (in adv.); = G. wmxli'ir = Sw. m-lcuixliii'

= Dan. sekuneusr, < OF. secondaire, F. si-coti-

ilaire = Pr. secuixlari = Sp. Pg. secmidario =
It. secondario, < L. secinidariitx, of or belonging
to the second class, second-class, second-rate,
inferior, < secundus, second: see second1

.'] I.

a. 1. Of a second class or group; second, not

merely as so counted, but in its own nature ;

appropriately reckoned as second
; fulfilling a

function similar to that which is primary, but
less important: opposed to jiriniary or jirinci-

pal. That which is secondary, properly speaking, differs

from anything subsidiary or subordinate in that the latter

only serves to enable the primary to fulfil its function,
while the secondary thing fulfils a similar but less impor-
tant function. Thus, a subsidiary purpose is a means to
an ultimate end

;
but a secondary purpose or end is a

weaker motive reinforcing a stronger one.

Qualities calde elementarie,
Knowne by the names of first & secundarie.

Times' Whistle (E. E. T. S.), p. 117.

The supreme power can never be said to be lodged in the

original body of electors, but rather in those assemblies
of secondary or tertiary electors who chose the represen-
tative. Brougham.

Hence 2. Subordinate; inferior.

The work
Of secondary hands by task transferr'd
From Father to his Son. Milton, P. L., v. 854.

3. In ornith. : (a) Of the second order, rank,
row, or series, between the primary and the ter-

tiary, as remiges or flight-feathers. See cuts
under covert, ., 6, and 6ml1

. (6) Pertaining
to the secondaries : as, the secondary coverts.
These are the largest and most conspicuous of the tec-

trices of a bird's wing, and are divided into greater, me-
dian or middle, and lesser. See cut under covert, n., 6.

4. In mineral., subsequent in origin ; produced
by chemical change or by mechanical or other
means after the original mineral was formed :

said of cleavage, twinning, etc. : as, the secon-

dary twinning sometimes developed in pyroxene
and other species by pressure. 5. [.cap.'] \npa-
leon., same as Mesozoic Secondary acids, acids
derived from organic acids by the substitution of two equiv-
alents of an alcoholic radical for two of hydrogen. Sec-
ondary alcohol. See alcohol, s. Secondary ampu-
tation, amputation of a limb, etc. , performed after inflam-

matory complication or suppuration has set in. Secon-
dary battery, in elect. See battery. Secondary capit-
ulum, in bot., one ol the six smaller cells borne by each
of the eight capitula in the antheridium of the Characete.

Secondary cause, a partial cause producing a small
part of the effect ; also, a less principal cause ; one which
aids the principal cause to produce the effect, as a pro-
egumenal or procatarctical cause,or an instrument. Sec-
ondary caustic. See caustic. Secondary charge, in

her., a small charge of which a number are borne upon
the field, originally as a mark of cadency and not of the
achievement of the head of the family : these have gener-
ally decreased in number, sometimes to six or even fewer;
but in some cases the escutcheon remains covered with
them, and they are then blazoned sans nombre or seme.

Secondary circle. See circle. Secondary coil, that
coil of an inductorium in which the secondary currents are
induced. It is of fine or coarse wire, and long or short,
according as the potential of the induced current is to be
higher or lower than that of the primary. See induction, 6.

Secondary colors, in a fanciful theory of colors for-

merly in some vogue, colors produced by the mixture of any
two primary colors in equal proportions, as green, formed
of blue and yellow, orange, of red and yellow, or purple,
of red and blue. All this, however, is now discarded as in-

consistent with fact ; since yellow is not a primary color,
the mixture of blue and yellow is never more than greenish,
and often pink, etc. Secondary consciousness, reflec-

tive consciousness
;
consciousness trained to self-observa-

tion. Secondary conveyance, in law, same as deriva-
tive conveyance. See conveyance. Secondary creditor.
See creditor. Secondary current, in efec!., a momentary
current induced in a closed circuit by a current of elec-

tricity passing through the same or a contiguous circuit
at the beginning and also at the end of the passage of the
primitive current. Secondary deviation, dial. See
the nouns. Secondary education. See education, 1.

Secondary embryo-sacs, in bot., certain chambers
within the embryo-sac of gymnosperms within which
the female elements are directly developed. See corpus-
cle, 3. Secondary end. See def. l. Secondary en-
largement (of mineral fragments), the growth of grains
of quartz, feldspar, hornblende, etc., as in a fragmental
rock, by gradual deposition of the material about the ori-

ginal fragment, the newer parts (secondary quartz, etc.)
ordinarily having the same crystallographic orientation
as the old : in this way complete quartz-crystals are some-
times formed from rounded grains in a sandstone. Sec-
ondary evidence. See evidence. Secondary fever, a
febrile condition which recurs in certain affections, as in
the maturation of smallpox. Secondary hemorrhage,
hemorrhage occurring several days after a wound or op-
eration. Secondary liber, in bot., liber formed on the
outer face of a liber-bundle. Secondary linkage, me-
ridian, motion. See the nouns. Secondary myceli-
um, in bot.

, certain rhizoid attachments developed from
the base of a sporophore, which are somewhat like the
normal mycelium of the species. DeBarti. Secondary
plane, in crjtstal., any plane on a crystal which is not one
of the primary planes. Secondary planet. See planet,
1. Secondary prothallium, in bot., the supplementary
or second prothallium developed from the mucilaginous
protoplasm which fills the basal part of the macrospore
in the Selaginellefe. It is frequently separated from the



secondary
true prothallium by a diaphragm. The secondary pro-
thallium is called the endosperm by some writers. Sec-

ondary pulse-wave. See puhe-ieaee. Secondary
qualities, (a) In the Aristotelian phttog., derived qual-
ities of bodies : that is to say, all except hot and cold,

wet and dry, which are the primary qualities of the ele-

ments flre, earth, water, ami air. The secondary qualities
are properly fourteen in number namely, heavy and

light, dense and rare, thick and thin, hard and soft, sticky
and friable, rough and smooth, coherent and slippery.

Color, smell, and taste are also secondary qualities. (6)

In modern philos., since Galileo (who in 1B23 calls the

qualities known as primary
"
primi accident! ") and Boyle

(who in 1666 uses the terra
"
secondary qualities, if 1 may

so call them," in precisely the modern signification), af-

fections of bodies; affective, patible, sensible qualities-,

imputed qualities ; qualities of bodies relative to the or-

gans of sense, as color, taste, smell, etc. : opposed to those

characters (called primary qualttiex, though properly
speaking they are not qualities at all) which we cannot

imagine bodies as wanting. Sometimes called secondary
properties.

Such qualities which in truth are nothing in the objects
themselves, but powers to produce various sensations in

us by their primary qualities, i. e. by the bulk, figure,

texture, and motion of their insensible parts, as colours,

sounds, tastes, etc. these I call secondary qualities.

Locke, Human Understanding, II. viii. 10.

Secondary queen-posts. See queen-post. Secondary
redistribution, a redistribution among the parts of an
animal body and among the relative motions of the parts ;

an alteration of structure or function going on within the

body. Secondary root, in bot. See roo(i. Secondary
sexual characters. See sexual. Secondary spores,
in bot., slender branches produced upon the promycelium
of certain fungi, as Tilletia caries, which give rise to

small sporidia. They are the same as the sporidia of De
Bary. Secondary stems, in bot. , branches; the rami-
fications of the stem. Secondary strata, in geoi., the
Mesozoic strata. See Mesozoic. Secondary syphilis.
See syphilis. Secondary tints, in painting, tints of a

subdued kind, such as grays. Secondary tone, in mu-
sic, same as harmonic. Secondary truth, demonstra-
tive truth. Secondary use. See . Secondary
wood, in bot., wood formed on the inner face of a liber-

bundle.

II. n.; pi. secondaries (-riz). 1. A delegate
or deputy; one who acts in subordination to

another; one who occupies a subordinate or in-

ferior position; specifically, a cathedral digni-

tary of the second rank, such as a minor canon,
precentor, singing clerk, etc. The application
of the title varies in different cathedrals.

I am too high-born to be propertied,
To be a secondary at control.

Shak., K. John, v. 2. 79.

2. A thing which is of second or secondary
position or importance, or is dependent on a

primary: said of circles, planets, etc.

A man's wages, to prevent pauperism, should include,
besides present subsistence, what Dr. Chalmers has called

his secondaries.

Mayhem, London Labour and London Poor, II. 265.

Specifically 3. A secondary remex or flight-
feather

;
one of the large quills of a bird's wing

which are seated on the forearm, and intervene
between the primaries and the tertiaries. They
vary in number from six (in humming-birds) to

forty or more (in albatrosses). See cuts under
birdl and covert. 4. In entom., one of the pos-
terior or hind wings of an insect, especially of a

butterfly or moth. See cut under Cirroplianits.
5. [cop.] In/ieoL, that part of the series of fossi-

liferous formations which lies between the Pri-

mary or Paleozoic and the Tertiary or Ceenozoic .

Same as Mesozoic, a word introduced by John Phillips after
Paleozoic had become current. Paleozoic and Mesozoic are
now terms in general use

;
but Casnozoic, corresponding

to Tertiary, is much less common. Secondary as at pres-
ent used by geologists has a quite different meaning
from that which it originally had when introduced by
Lehmann, about the middle of the eighteenth century.
According to his classification, all rocks were divided
into primitive, secondary, and alluvial. This classifica-
tion was improved by Werner, who intercalated a "Transi-
tion series

"
between the primary and the secondary. See

Mesozoic, Paleozoic, Tertiary, and Transition.

6. In meteor., a subsidiary cyclonic circulation
,

generally on the border of a primary cyclone,
accompanied by rain, thunder-storms, and

30.1

Typical Arrangement of Isobars in a Secondary.

squalls: indicated on a weather-map by the

bulging of an isobar toward the region of

higher pressure.
second-best (sek'und-best), a. Next to the

best; of second quality; best except one.
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Item I give unto my wife my second-best bed, with the

furniture.

Shale., Last Will and Testament (Life, xiii., Knight).

I come into the second-best parlour after breakfast with

my books . . . and a slate. Dickens, David Coppertteld, iv.

It is one of the prime weaknesses of a democracy to be
satisfied with the second-best if it appear to answer the

purpose tolerably well, and to be cheaper as it never is

in the long run. Lowell, Oration, Harvard, Nov. 8, 1886.

To come off second-best, to be defeated
; get the worst

of a contest. [Humorous.]
second-class (sek'und-klas), a. 1. Belonging
to the class next after the first: specifically

noting railway-carriages, steamer accommo-
dations, and the like: as, second-class passen-
gers; a second-claxs ticket. 2. Inferior, in any
sense: as, a tt<-n>ii<l-rltisx hotel Second-class
matter, in the postal system of the United States (1890),
mail- matter consisting of newspapers and other periodical
publications, issued at stated intervals, and sent from the
office of publication.

second-cut (sek'und-kut), o. In hardirnn;

noting files of a grade between bastard files

and smooth files.

seconde (se-kond'), [F., < second, second :

see second1
.'] Infencing, aparry, thrust, counter,

etc., on the fencing-floor. Probably it was at first

the second defensive position assumed by a swordsman
after drawing his weapon from the scabbard held in his

left hand. Also spelled egoon. See prime, n., .">.

We'll go through the whole exercise : carte, tierce, and
seyoon. Caiman, Jealous Wife, iv.

seconder (sek'un-der), n. [< second! + -er 1
.]

One who seconds
;
one who approves and sup-

ports what another attempts, affirms, or pro-
poses : as, the seconder of a motion.
Second-hand 1 (sek'und-hand), a. and n. [<
second hand, in the phrase at second hand (which
see, under hand).'] I. a. 1. Received from an-
other or a previous owner or user, (o) Not original.

Some men build so much upon authorities they have
but a second-hand or implicit knowledge. Locke.

Those manners next
That lit us like a nature second-hand;
Which are indeed the manners of the great

Tennyson, Walking to the Mail.

(b) Not new ; having been used or worn : as, a second-hand
book

;
second-hand clothes.

My bricks, being second-hand ones, required to be
cleaned with a trowel. Thoreau, Walden, p. 268.

2. Dealing in second-hand goods : as, & second-
hand bookseller.

To point out, in the first instance, the particulars of the

greatest of the Second-Hofid trades that in Clothing.
Mayhew, London Labour and London Poor, II. 526.

Second-hand witness, a witness whocn give only hear-

say evidence.

II. n. Matter derived from previous users.

I expected to find some hints in the good second-hand
of a respectable clerical publication.

De Morgan, Budget of Paradoxes, p. 217.

second-hand2 (sek'und-hand), n. [< second2

+ Affwrf.] A hand for marking seconds on a
clock or watch.

secondinet, n. An obsolete form of seetindine.

secondly (sek'und-li), adv. .{< second1 + -7#
2
.]

In the second place.
First, she hath disobeyed the law of the most High ; and,

secondly, she hath trespassed against her own husband.
Ecclus. xxiii. 23.

second-mark (sek'und-mark), . The charac-
ter ", used in mathematics as the mark for a
second of arc, in architecture as the mark for

inches, and as the sign for a second of time.
The last use is unusual and objectionable.
secondo (se-kon'do), n. [It. : see second2."] In

music, the second performer or lower part in a

duet, especially a pianoforte duet : opposed to

primo. Also second.

second-rate (sek'und-rat), a. and n. [< second

rate, in the phrase of the second rate."] I. a.

Of the second rate, as to size, rank, quality, im-

portance, or estimation: as, a second-rate ship;
second-rate works; a second-rate actor.

II. n. Anything that is rated or classed as
second.
These so-called second rates are more powerful than the

best ironclads the French have afloat.

British Quarterly Rev., LVII. 113. (Encyc. Diet.)

second-sighted (sek'und-si'ted), a. Possess-

ing the faculty of second sight; gifted with
second sight. See second sight, under sight.

Then second-sighted Sandy said,
" We'll do nae good at a', WUUe."

Up and War Them A', Willie (Child's Ballads, VII. 265).

A peculiar organisation, a habitof haunting the desert,
and of fasting, combine to produce the inyanga or second-

sighted man [among the Zulus]. Encyc. Brit., II. 204.

seconds-pendulum (sek'undz-pen*du-lum), n.

A pendulum which makes one oscillation per
second of mean time. See pendulum.

secret

seconic (se-kon'ik), n. A conic section. Caylftj.

secoundelyt, adv. A Middle English form of

tecoiutty.

secret, secreet, " and n. [ME., < OF. secre, also

secret, > E. secret : see secret."] I. a. Secret.

Bote vndur his secre seal Treuthe sende a lettre.
And bad hem bugge boldely w hat hem best lykede.

Piers Plowman (A), viii. 25.

Be not wroth, though I the ofte praye
To holden secre swich an heigh matere.

Chaucer, Troilus, iii. 286.

II. n. A secret, or secrets collectively; a
matter or matters of secrecy.

This false theef, this somonour, quod the frere,
Hadde alwey bawdes redy to his hond
As any hank to lure in Engelond,
That tolde hym al the secree that they knewe.

Chaucer, Friar's Tale, 1. 41.

secret, secreet, "</' [ME., < secre, secree, a.]

Secretly.
It be doon secre that noo man see.

Palladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 20.

secrecy (se'kre-si), n. [Formerly also secrecie,

srcremj ; <,secre(t) + -cy."] 1. The state of be-

ing secret or concealed; secret, secretive, or
clandestine manner, method, or conduct

;
con-

cealment from the observation or knowledge
of others: as, to carry on a design in secrecy;
to secure secrecy.

This to me
In dreadful secrecy impart they did.

Shale., Hamlet, i. 2. 207.

Most surprising things having been managed and
brought about by them [the Turks], in Cairo, with the
utmost policy and secrecy.

Pocodce, Description of the East, I. 178.

2. Privacy ;
retirement ; seclusion

;
solitude.

Thou in thy secresy, although alone,
Best with thyself accompanied, seek'st not
Social communication. Milton, P. L

,
viii. 427.

3. Ability to keep a secret or secrets
; fidelity

in keeping secrets; strict silence regarding
matters intended to be kept secret.

Constant you are,
But yet a woman ; and. for secrecy,
No lady closer. Shak., 1 Hen. IV., If. 4. 112.

4. Secretive habits; secretiveness
;

lack of

openness.
The man is peremptory and secret : his secresy vexes me.

Charlotte Bronte, Shirley, xviii.

5f. A secret
; also, secrets collectively.

The subtle-shining secrecies

Writ in the glassy margents of such books.

Shak., Lucrece, 1. 101.

In nature's infinite book of secrecy
A little I can read. Shak., A. and C., i. 2. 9.

secreet, .,., and adv. See secre.

secrelyt, secreelyt, adv. [ME., < secre, secree,
+ -ly

2
. Doublet of secretly. ] Secretly; in

secret.

I can hyde and hele thynges that men oghte secreely to

hyde. Chaucer, Tale of Melibeus.

For Melnsine, the woman on* Fary,
Which thar-after cam full many a nyght
Into the chambre right full secrely
Wher nourished was Terry suetly to ryght

Rom. of Partenay (E. E. T. S.), L 4018.

secrenesset, n. [< ME. secrenesse, < secre +
-ness. Doublet of secretness."] Secrecy ; privacy.

Thou biwreyest alle secrenegse.

Chaucer, Man of Law's Tale, 1. 675.

secret (se'kret), a. and . [< ME. secret, secrete,

sekret, usually secre, secree, < OF. secret, secre,
F. secret = Pr. secret = Sp. secreto = Pg. secreto,

segredo = It. secreto, segreto, secret; as a noun,
< OF. secret, secre, etc., m., a secret, secrete,

secrelte, segrette, a secret place, a cap of fence,
etc. ; < L. secretus, separated, removed, solitary,

lonely, hidden, concealed, secret; in neuter as

a noun, secretum, retirement, solitude, secrecy,
also a thing hidden, a mystery, secret, secret

conversation; pp. of secernere, separate, set

apart, < se-, apart, + eeriiere, separate : see
secern. Cf. secre, secree, and secrete, v.~\ I. a.

1. Set or kept apart; hidden; concealed, (a)

Kept from the knowledge of others ; concealed from the
notice or knowledge of all except the person or persons
concerned ; private ; not revealed.

Ye shal not dyscouer the counsel! of the bretherynhod
or of the crafte, that ye have knowlych of, that shold be
sekret withyn ouer-selfe. English Gilds(E. E. T. S.X p. 317.

They will send the enemye secrett advertisement of all

their purposes. Spenser, State of Ireland.

I have a secret errand to thee, O king. Judges iii. 19.

Nor shall he smile at thee in secret thought.
Shak., Lucrece, 1. 1065.

Cleanse, O cleanse my crafty soul
From secret crimes. Quarles, Emblems, i., Invoc.

(6) Privy ; not decent to be exposed to view.

He smote the men of the city, both small and great, and
they had emerods in their secret parts. 1 Sam. v. 8.



secret

(c) Occult ; mysterious ; not seen
;
not apparent : as, the

secret operations of physical causes.

Physic, through which secret art ... I have,

Together with my practice, made familiar
To me and to my aid the best infusions
That dwell in vegetives, in metals, stones.

Shak., Pericles, Hi. 2. :n.

2. Affording privacy; retired; secluded; pri-
vate.

Abide in a secret place, and hide thyself. 1 Sam. xix. i

3. Close, cautious, or discreet in speech, or as

regards the disclosure of one's own or another's

affairs; faithful in keeping secrets; not given
to blabbing or the betrayal of confidence

;
se-

cretive; reticent.

I haue founde yow, in ernest and in game,
Att all tymes full secrete and full trew.

Generydes (E. E. T. S.), 1. 720.

lie true and secret, thou shalt want no gold.

Marlowe, Jew of Malta, ii. 2.

He was . . . very frailly built, with a singular tall fore-

head and a secret eye.
R. L. Stevenson, Master of Ballantrae, p. 197.

Letters secret. See letters. Secret block, a block or

pulley open at only two orifices to permit the rope to be
passed round the sheave. Its use is to prevent other ropes
from being accidentally drawn into the score of the block.
See cut under block. Secret dovetail. See dovetail.

Secret service, a department of government service con-
cerned with the detection of counterfeiting and other

offenses, civil or political, committed or threatened by per-
sons who operate in secrecy. =Syn. land 2. Secret, Latent.,

Private, Covert, Occult, Clandestine-, hidden, concealed, cov-

ered, shrouded, veiled, obscure, recondite, close, unknown.
The last four of the italicized words, and in their primary
sense the participles, express intentional concealment ; the
others do not. Secret is the most general, but expresses
complete concealment. Latent, literally lying concealed,
may mean hidden from those most concerned : as, 1 had a
latent sense, feeling, or desire ; hence its appropriateness
in the expression latent heal. Private (as, it was kept
strictly private) emphasizes the fact that some know the
thing in question, while others are kept in ignorance.
Covert that is, covered suggests something underhand
or well put out of sight : as, a covert motive, sneer, irony :

it is opposed tofrank or avowed. Occult suggests mystery
that cannot be penetrated : as, the occult operations of

nature; occult arts. Clandestine is now always used for
studious or artful concealment of an objectionable or dis-

honorable sort : as, a clandestine correspondence : it ap-
plies especially to action.

II. 11. 1. Something studiously hidden or con-
cealed

;
a thing kept from general knowledge ;

what is not or should not be revealed.

A talebearer revealeth secrets. Prov. xi. 13.

It is a kind of sicknesse for a Frenchman to keep a se-

cret long, and all the drugs of Egypt cannot get it out of
a Spaniard.

Howell, Forreine Travell (I860, rep. 1869), p. 31.

She had no secret places to keep anything in, nor had
she ever known what it was to have a secret in all her in-

nocent life. Mrs. Oliphant, Poor Gentleman, xlii.

2. A hidden, unrevealed, unexplained, or unex-
plainable thing; a mystery.

The secrets of nature
Have not more gift in taciturnity.

Shak., T. and C., iv. 2. 74.

3. The key or principle by the application of
which some difficulty is solved, or that which
is not obvious is explained or made clear

;
hid-

den reason or explanation.
At length critics condescended to inquire where the se-

cret of so wide and so durable a popularity lay.

Macaulay, Hist. Eng., vii.

The secret of this trick is very simple.
E. W. Lane, Modern Egyptians, II. 108.

4. Secrecy. [Rare. ]

Letters under strict secret were at once written to bish-

ops selected from various parts of Europe.
Card. Manning.

5. In liturgies, a variable prayer in the Roman
and some other Latin liturgies, said secretly
(see secretly) by the celebrant after the offer-

tory, etc., and immediately before the preface.
After saying to himself a prayer, which was hence called

the Secret, the bishop raised his voice, and began the
"Preface." Rock, Church of our Fathers, III. ii. 86.

6. pi. The parts of the body which propriety
requires to be concealed. 7. A concealed
piece or suit of armor. Persons fearing assassi-
nation sometimes wear such defenses beneath
their ordinary dress.

He ... wore under his jerkin a secret, or coat of chain-
mail, made so light and flexible that it interfered as little
with his movements as a modern under-waistcoat, yet of
such proof as he might safely depend upon.

Scott, Fair Maid of Perth, iv.

8. A skull-cap of steel worn sometimes under
and sometimes over the camail.

9. A skeleton cap of slender
steel bars, affording a good de-
fense against a blow, worn with-
in a hat or other head-covering.
It was sometimes made with the bars
pivoted in such a way as to fold up, and
could be easily carried about the person.
See idire hat, under wire. Secret, 8.

10. A secret device or contrivance.

Below the stage thus formed a vast room, where was
installed the machinery for the traps, counterpoises, and
other strange engines and secrete, as they were called.

Harpers Mag., LXXVIII. 74.

Discipline of the secret. See discipline. In secret, in

privacy or secrecy ; without the knowledge of others; pri-

vately.

Bread eaten in secret is pleasant. Prov. ix. 17.

Open secret, a matter or fact which is known to some,
and which may be mentioned to others without violating
any confidence; a secret which all who care to inquire
into may learn.

It is an open secret to the few who know it, but a mys-
tery and a stumbling-block to the many, that Science and
Poetry are own sisters.

F. Pollock, Int. to W. K. Clifford's Lects.

The mask [of anonymity] was often merely ostensible, a
sufficient protection against legal prosecution, but in real-

ity covering an open secret. Leslie Stephen, Swift, iv.

secreta (se-kre'ta), n.pl. [NL., neut. pi. of sc-

cretus, separated, secreted: see secrete, secret.']

The products of secretion. Compare excreta.

secretage (se'kret-aj), K. [< F. secretage; as
xecrete + -figc.] In furriery, a process in pre-
paring or dressing furs, in which mercury or
some of its salts are employed to impart to
the fur the property of felting, which it did not

previously possess. Also called secreting, and
improperly carroting, from the similarity of

the manipulation to that of carroting. See car-

rot, v. t.

secretaire (sek-re-tar'), . [< F. secretaire : see

secretary.] Same as secretary, ., 4.

He . . . opened a secretaire, from which he took a

parchment covered volume, . . . which, in fact, was a
banker's book. Thackeray, Philip, xxxviii.

secretarial (sek-re-ta'ri-al), a. [< secretary +
-/.] Of or pertaining to" a secretary or secre-

taries: as, secretarial work; a secretarial posi-
tion.

The career likeliest for Sterling . . . would have been
. . . some secretarial, diplomatic, or other official training.

Carlyle, Sterling, i. 5.

secretarial!! (sek-re-ta'ri-an), a. [< secretary
+ -an."] Secretarial.

We may observe in his book in most years a catalogue
of preferments with dates and remarks, which latter by
the Secretarian touches show out of what shop he had
them. Roger North, Examen, p. 38. (Davws.)

secretariat (sek-re-ta'ri-at), it. Same as secre-

tariate.

secretariate (sek-re-ta'ri-at), .. [< F. secreta-

riat = It. segrctariato, < ML. secretariate, the
office of a secretary, < secretarius, a secretary :

see secretary.'] 1. The office or official position
of secretary. 2. The place or office where a

secretary transacts business, preserves records,
etc.

secretary (sek're-ta-ri), n. and a. [< ME. sec-

retary, secretarye',&lso erroneouslyDecretory, sec-

ratory, < OF. secretaire, F. secretaire= Pr. secre-

tari = Sp. Pg. secretario = It. secretario, segre-

tai-io, < ML. secretaries, a secretary, notary,
scribe, treasurer, sexton, etc. (a title applied
to various confidential officers), prop, adj., pri-
vate, secret, pertaining to private or secret
matters (LL. secretarium, neut.. a council-

chamber, conclave, consistory), \ L. secretus,

private, secret: see secret.'] I. n.
; pi. secreta-

ries (-riz). It. One who is intrusted with pri-
vate or secret matters; a confidential officer or

attendant; a confidant.

Ralph. Nay, Ned, neuer wincke vpon me ; I care not, I.

K. Hen. Raphe tels all ; you shall haue a good secre-

tarie of him. Greene, Friar Bacon, p. 86.

The great secretary of nature and all learning, Sir Fran-
cis Bacon. /. Walton, Life of George Herbert.

A faithful secretary to her sex's foibles. Scott.

2. A person who conducts correspondence,
keeps minutes, etc., for another or others, as
for an individual, a corporation, a society, or a
committee, and who is charged with the gen-
eral conduct of the business arising out of or

requiring such correspondence, or the making
of such records, etc.: as, a private secretary.
Abbreviated Sec., sec.

Raymounde tho writyng,
Paper and wexe toke to hys secretory,
Anon a letter conceued hastily.

Bom. of Partenay (E. E. T. S.), 1. 3135.

And, Sir, uppou Fryday last passyd, Blake, the Eynges
secratory, tolde me that there was delyvered a supersedyas
for all men in that sute. Paston Letters, I. 222.

His [Bacon's] only excuse was, that he wrote [the book]
by command, that he considered himself as a mere secre-

tary. Macaulay, Lord Bacon.

3. An officer of state who is charged with the

superintendence and management of a particu-
lar department of government, (a) In the British

government there are five secretaries of state -namely,

secretary-bird
those for the home, foreign, colonial, war, and Indian de-

partments. The Secretary of state for the Home Depart-
ment has charge of the privy signet office, and is respon-
sible for the internal administration of justice, the main-
tenance of peace in the country, the supervision of prisons,
police, sanitary affairs, etc. The Secretary of State for

Foreign Affairs conduct* all correspondence with foreign
states, negotiates treaties, appoints ambassadors, etc.

The Colonial Secretary performs for the colonial depen-
dencies similar functions to those of the Home Secretary
for the United Kingdom. The .secretary of state for War,
assisted by the commander-in-chief, has the entire control
of the army ; the office dates from It55, when the office

of Secretary at War was merged into it. The Secretary for

India governs the affairs of that country with the assis-

tance of a council. Each secretary of state is assisted by
two under-secretaries, one permanent and the other con-
nected with the administration. The Chief Secretary for

Ireland is not a secretary of state, though his office en-
tails the performance of duties similar to those performed
by the secretaries of state. (i>) In the United States gov-
ernment six of the executive departments are presided
over by secretaries namely, the Secretary of State, the

Secretary of the Treasury, the Secretary of War, the Secre-

tary of the Navy, the Secretary of the Interior, and the Sec-

retary of Agriculture all members of the cabinet; their
duties are described under the names of their respective
departments. (See department.) Each State has also its

Secretary of State, or corresponding officer.

4. A piece of furniture comprising a table or

shelf for writing, and drawers, and pigeon-
holes for the keeping of papers: usually a high
cabinet-shaped piece, as distinguished from a

writing-table or desk.

We have always believed a Secretory [the word had been
used in sense 2] to be a piece of furniture, mostly of ma-
hogany, lined with green baize or leather, with a lot of
little drawers in it. Dickens, Our Mutual Friend, i. 15.

5. Iriprintiiit/, a kind of script type in imitation
of an engrossing-hand. 6. The secretary-bird
or crane-vulture, Serpentarius secretaries cor-
responding secretary, a secretary of a society or other

body who conducts correspondence on matters relating
to that body. Recording secretary, a secretary of a

society or other body who is charged with noting the pro-
ceedings and keeping the minutes of that body. Secre-
tary at War, an officer of the British Ministry prior to

1865, who had the control of the financial arrangements
of the army. The title was abolished in 1863.

At court all is confusion : the King, at Lord Bath's in-

stigation, has absolutely refused to make Pitt Secretary
at War. Walpole, Letters, II. 5.

Secretary of Agriculture, of the Interior, of War,
etc. See def. 3, and department. Secretary Of embas-
sy or of legation, the principal assistant of an ambassa-
dor or envoy.

II. a. Of a secretary; clerkly: noting a style
of handwriting such as is used in engrossing.

Alas, Sir, that a fair hand should make such blots ! what
hand is it'/ Secretarie, Roman, Court, or Text?

Brome, Northern Lass, iii. 2.

The document from which I have transcribed the fol-

lowing yarn is contemporary with the date of the events
referred to. It is written in a fine secretary hand, and is

endorsed "A Sad Relation of a Ship in Extremity."
JIT. and <?., 7th ser., X. 23.

secretary-bird (sek're-ta-ri-berd), n. Aremark-
able raptorial bird of Africa, with very long
legs; the serpent-eater or crane-vulture. This
bird appears to have been first named Sagittarius by Vos-
maer in 1769 ; it is le secrflaire, le message, and le mangeur
de serpens of early French writers, and Falco serpentarius,
Vultur serpentarius, Otis secretarius, and Vultur secretarius
of ornithologists of the last century. Between 1797 and 1817
four different generic names were based upon this type
(see Sagittarius); and since 1SOO five specific names have
been added (reptilivorus, africanus, capensis, gambiensie,
and, erroneously, philippensis) the various combinations
of the New Latin generic and specific names being now
about twenty. The earliest tenable generic name (see
onym) is Serpentarius of Cuvier

;
the earliest tenable spe-

cific name is serpentarius (Miller, 1785). Some strict con-
structionists of nomenclatural rules would combine these
in the tautology of Serpentarius serpentarius, a form which
has been introduced sparingly into the present work, sim-

ply to recognize its existence. The next specific name in

chronological order is secretarius of Scopoli, 1786, yield-
ing with the proper generic name the unexceptionable

Secretary-bird (Sfrfentarius secretarius).

onym Serpentarius secretarius. The name secretary refers
to the bird's crest, which when lying smoothly on the head
has been likened to a scribe's pen stuck over the ear; and
tliis is idso the explanation of Sagittarius. The term crane-



secretary-bird

mainin" designations are place-names (one of them, ji//i'/i>-

pemis, a blunder). The systematic position of this Isolated

type has been much discussed. It has usually been put
in the .flayfora, as a member of either of the families Fat-

conidai or Vulturidae, or as forming a separate family

called Serpentariidx or Gupogemitidse. Cuvier put the

bird among waders next to the boat-billed herons (Cancro-

ma). The late Dr. H. Schlegel of Leyden thought it was a

goshawk, and called it Astur secretarim. The expert of the

British Museum in the latest official lists locates it next to

the cariama (which is transferred to the family Falcortida

5456

physiology, the process by which substances
arc separated from the sap of vegetables. The
descending sap of plants is not merely subservient to nu-

trition, but furnishes various matters which are secreted
or separated from its mass, and afterward elaborated by
particular organs. These secretions are exceedingly nu-

merous, and constitute the great bulls of the solid parts
of plants. They have been divided into (1) general or

nutritious secretions, the component parts of which are

gum, sugar, starch, lignin, albumen, and gluten ; and (2)

fpecial or non-assimilable secretions, which may be ar-

ranged under the heads of acids, alkalis, neuter princi-

ples, resinous principles, coloring matters, milks, oils,

resins, etc.

2.*A substance or product secreted, or elabo-
on the strength of the supposed relationship). The appear
ance of the secretary-bird is somewhat suggestive of the rated and emitted Pancreatic secretion. See

hoactzin (see cuts under hoactzin and Opisthocomus). It is pancreatic. =&yn. Excretion, Secretion. See excretion.

black ;
the breast and under wing- and tail-coverts are A dealer in secrets.

whitish, more or less shaded with ashy ;
the two middle

,,._, ,mafi.i, that win nnt r,a*t

tail-feathers are longer than the rest, white-tipped, and lot Part "i j;VorksI 315
with subterminal black bar. There is a bare orange-yel- Change " another.

low space about the eyes; the iris is hazel; the shanks secretitioUS (se-kro-tish us), a. [< secrete1 +
are flesh-colored. The long crest of black or gray black-

-ifjou$ 1 Produced by secretion.
tinned feathers springs from the himlhead and nape ; these .

feathers are somewhat spatulate, and dispart when the They have a simiutude or contrariety to the ucreUttow,

crest is erected under excitement. The serpent-eater has humours in taste and quality. Flayer, On the Humours.

a very capacious gullet and crop, capable of holding at once gecretive (se-kre'tiv), a. Ksecrete1 + -tre.] 1.
several snakes two or three feet long; it also eats other rep- TanlH ..a t aa ,,rotn , Veen aer>rpt <rivn

ng blows with the wings u
thrust with the beak upon the head of its prey. The bird

has often been tamed by the Dutch colonists, and kept to

rid their premises of vermin.

secretaryship (sek're-ta-ri-ship), n. [< secre-

tary + -s/p.] The office of secretary.
secrete1 (se-kref), v. t.; pret. and pp. secreted,

concerning one s

The power of the newspaper is familiar in America, and
in accordance with our political system. In England it

stands in antagonism with the feudal institutions, and it

is all the more beneficent succor against the secretive ten-

dencies of a monarchy. Emerson, English Traits, xv.

,2. Causing or promoting secretion.

ppr. secreting. [< F. secreter = Sp. secretar, <
secretively (se-kre'tiv-li), adv. In a secretive

L. secretus, pp. of secernere, separate: see se- manner; with a tendency to secrecy or con-

cern, secret.'] 1 . To make or keep secret
;
hide

; cealment.
conceal

;
remove from observation or the know- secretiveness (se-kre'tiv-nes), n. The charac-

ledge of others: as, to secrete stolen goods; to terof being secretive; tendency or disposition
secrete one's self. to conceal; specifically, in phren., that quality
He can discern what things are to be laid open, and the organ of which, when largely developed, is

what to!( Dissimulation (ed . 1887).
id *o impel the individual toward secrecy or

concealment. It is located at the inferior edge

thtm^eVto^hrn.^o'rherfs Sft&figSffi of the parietal bones. See cut uuter phrenology.
council also, for the secreting of their consultations. Secretireness is quite often a blind propensity, serving

Bacon, Advice to Villiers. no useful purpose. W. James, Psychology, xxiv.

2. In animal and vegetable pliysiol., to produce, secretly (se'kret-li), adr. [< ME. secretly; <

prepare, or elaborate by the process of secre- secret + -ly
2

. Cf. secrely.~\ 1. In a secret or

tion the product thus derived from the blood hidden manner ; without the observation or

or sap being a substance not previously exist- knowledge of others; in secret; not openly,

ing, the character of which depends upon the

kind of organ which acts, or on the manner in

which the secretory operation is carried on.

Chaucer had been in his grave one hundred and fifty

years ere England had secreted choice material enough

And thei dide all his commaundement so secreUy that

noon it perceyved, ne not the lady her-self.

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ii. 180.

Addison.

for the making of another great poet.
Lou-ell, Among my Books, 2d ser., p. 125.

Pearl secreted by a sickly fish.

Now secretly with inward grief she pin'd.

2. In secrecy, concealment, or retirement.

Let her awhile be secretly kept in,

And publish it that she is dead indeed.

Shalt., Much Ado, iv. L 205.

as distinguished from the lymphatic and other ductless

glands. Secreting organs, in bot., certain specialized

organs, tissue systems, of plants, whose function is the se-

cretion of various substances, such as the nectar-glands of

flowers, the stigmatic surface of a pistil, the resin-cells and
-ducts of the Conifer*, etc. =Syn, 1. Hide, etc. See con-

ceal, and list under hidei.

secrete1
! (se-kref), a. [< L. secretus, pp. of se-

cernere, separate : see secern and secret. Cf. dis-

crete."] Separate; distinct.

the

Cudworth, Intellectual System (ed. 1845), i. 4.

den, or concealed character or condition. 2.

Secretive character or disposition; secretive-

ness.

There were thre or foure that knewe y secretnes of his

mynde. Berners, tr. of i'roissart's Chron., I. xxuc.

For I could muster up, as well as you,

My giante and toy witches too.

Which are vast Constancy and Secretness,
But these I neither look for nor profess.

Donne, The Damp.

secreto (se-kre'to), adv. [< L. secretus: see

secrete1 .] Same as secretly, 3..

secrete2*, a. and n. An obsolete form of secret, secretor (se-kre'tor), n. [< secrete1 + -or1 .] One

secret-false (se'kret-fals), a. Faithless in se- who or that which secretes; specifically, a se-

cret. [Rare.] creting organ : as, the silk-sccretor of a spider.

Teach sin the carriage of a holy saint ;

Westwood.

Be secret-false Shak., C. of E., iii. 2. 15. secretory1 (se-kre'to-n), a. [< F. secretaire =

secreting (se-kre'ting), n. [Verbal n. of se- Sp. Pg.lt. secretorio, secretory; as secrete1

crete1 ,"] In furriery, same as sccretage. :<>'T]
Of or pertaining to secretion

; perform-

secretion (se-kre'shon), n. [< OF. secretion, F. mg the office of secretion: as, secretory vessels.

secret.'] 1. Iii pliysiol.: (a) In animal physi-
ology, the process of preparing and separat-ej '- - iai L * . L

ing substances by glandular activity. The prod-
uct or secretion usually consists of substances previously
existing in the blood, such as water, salts, etc., combined
with others which have been elaborated by the glandular
epithelium from more or less different substances in the
blood. The secretion may be eliminated from the body as

detrimental, as urine, or it may be used, as the digestive
secretions, to serve requirements of the organism or (as
the milk) those of its offspring. Secretions which are

merely eliminated as detrimental are called excrrliinix.

The act of secreting seems, in most instances at least, to be
a vital act of the glandular epithelium, and is often, if not

always, under direct nervous control. (&) In vegetable

. (sekt),. [< ME. secte (=D. sefcte =MLG.
secte, secte = MHG. secte, G. secte, sekte =
Sw. Dan. sekt, < F. or L.), < OF. secte, F. secte

= Pr. Sp. secte = Pg. secte, seite = It. setta,

a sect in philosophy or religion, < LL. secta,

a sect in philosophy or religion, a school,

party, faction, class, gild, band, particularly a
heretical doctrine or sect ;

in ML. in general a

following, suite, a suit at law, a part, train,

series, order, suit of clothes, etc.; L. secta, a

school or set of doctrines (in philosophy), in

earliest use a mode of life, a way, most fre-

sect

quently in the phrase seclnni (nlii-ujus) sequi
or pcrsci/iii, 'follow (some one's) way' (whence
sectaiu (iiliciijiix'j Hicitli, 'those following (some
one's) way,' one's party, sect, or faction), where
scctd is prop, 'a way, road,' lit. 'a way cut

through,' being orig. pp., secta (sc. via, way),
fern, of sectus, pp. of secure, cut, as used in the

phrase secare viam, take one's way. trnvcl one's

road, lit. 'cut one's way' (cf. Gr. rhivtiv Mfa>, cut

one's way, take one's way): see w i-imi.sicl?, sec-

tion. Cf. ML. rujita, a way, road, orig. a road
broken through a forest: see roufi, route*, rut1

.

The L. secta has been explained otherwise : (a)

According to Skeat and others, lit.
' a follower'

(= Gr. lirirtK, a follower), with formative -te, <

sequi (-\/sequ, sec- as in seciindiis, etc.) (= Gr.

), follow : see sequent. But secte is never
used in the sense of 'follower,' and the phrase
scciam alicujm sequi cannot be translated 'fol-

low some one's follower.' (6) L. secte, lit. 'a

following,' formed from sequi as above ;
but

this is equally untenable. The notion of ' a fol-

lowing,' however, has long been present in the

use of the word, as in the ML. senses : see above,
and cf. sectator, suit, suite, ult. < L. sequi, fol-

low, (c) The notion that L. secta is lit. 'a party
cut off,' namely from the true, orthodox, or es-

tablished church, and thus implies schism and

heresy (cf. sect2 ), is entirely groundless. Cf.

scpft.] 1. A system or body of doctrines or

opinions held by a number of persons and con-

stituting the distinctive doctrines of a school,
as propounded originally by the founder or

founders of the school and (usually) developed
or modified by later adherents

;
also and usual-

ly, the body of persons holding such doctrines

or opinions; a school of philosophy or of phi-

losophers: as, the sect of Epicurus; the sect of

the Epicureans.
As of the secte of which that he was born
He kepte his lay, to which that he was sworn.

Chaucer, Squire's Tale, 1. 10.

The academicks were willing to admit the goods of for-

tune into their notion of felicity ;
but no sects of old phi-

losophers did ever leave a room for greatness. Dryden.

When philosophers in after-times embraced our re-

ligion, they blended it often with the peculiar notions of

those sects in which they had been educated, and by that

means corrupted the purity and simplicity of the Chris-

tian doctrine. Bp. Atterbury, Sermons, I. iv.

2. A party or body of persons who unite in

holding certain special doctrines or opinions

concerning religion, which distinguish them
from others holding the same general religious

belief; a distinct part of the general body of

persons claiming the same religious name or

origin ; especially, such a party of innovators,

differing in their beliefs from those who sup-

port the older or orthodox views; a party or

faction in a religious body ;
a separate ecclesi-

astical organization; an ecclesiastical denom-
ination: as, the sects of the Jewish religion

(which were not separately organized); the

sects of the Christian church (usually separately

organized); Mohammedan sects; Buddhist secte.

The Latin word secta, from which the English word sect is

derived, did not at first become limited in Christian usage
to a specific meaning. It was used for 'way,' 'mode of

life,' etc., but also for the Greek a'tpcim (Latin hxresis, the

original of the English word heresy\ signifying 'a school of

philosophy, opinion, or doctrine,' especially peculiar or

erroneous doctrine. A familiar application was to the

sect of Christians, as distinguished from Jews and pagans.
In four of the nine passages in which aiptcrts is found
in the New Testament, the Vulgate has nieresis, in the

other five secta. In Acts xxiv. 14 it has " the way (sectam)
which they call heresy (hferesim).

" The use of secta in these

passages led to the meaning of 'a separate or heretical

bodv,' which is found in writers of the fourth century, and

by desynonymization secta emphasized the organization
and hferesis the doctrine. Afterward it came to be sup-

posed that the word secta meant, etymologically, 'a party
cut off'; hence the more or less opprobrious use of sect

by many writers. It is often used, however, unopprobri-

ously, in a sense substantially identical with the original

sense, to signify
' a body of persons who agree in a partic-

ular set of doctrines.'

This newe secte of Lollardie. Ootrer, Conf. Arnant,, ProL

After the most straitest sect of our religion I lived a

Pharisee. Acts xxvi. 5.

Slave to no sect, who takes no private road,
But looks through nature up to nature's God ;

Pursues that chain which links the immense design,
Joins heaven and earth, and mortal and divine.

Pope, Essay on Man, iv. 331.

We might say that the massacre of St. Bartholomew
was intended to extirpate, not a religious sect, but a politi-

cal party. Jfacaulay, Ilallam's Const. Hist.

The eighty or ninety secte into which Christianity speed-

ily divided hated one another with an intensity that ex-

torted the wonder of Julian and theridiculeof the Pagans
of Alexandria. Ledcy, Europ. Morals, II. 207.

3. A religion. [Rare.]



sect

Wherfore methinkethe that Cristene men scholden hen
more devoute to serven oure Lord <iod than ony other men
of ony other drrtr. Maiulei-itle, Travels, p. 261.

4. In a general souse, a number of persons hold-

ing the same opinions or practising the same
customs, or having common associations or in-

terests; M party; following; company; faction.

We'll wear out,
In a wall'd prison, packs and serfs of great onus.
That ebb and How by the moon. Shah., Lear, v. 3. 18.

But in this age a sect of writers IUT-,

That only for particular likings care.

B. Jonson, Epiccene, Prol.

5. Kind; sex: originally merely a particular
use of sect in sense 4, but now regarded as a
form of sex, and as sucli avoided as incorrect.

The wives love of Hathe
Whos lif and al hire secte God maintene.

Chaucer, C. T., 1. 9048.

So is all her sect ; an they be once in a calm, they are
Rick. Shalt., 2 Hen. IV., ii. 4. 41.

When she blushes.
It is the holiest thing to look upon,
The purest temple of her sect that ever
Made Nature a blest founder.

Fletcher, Valentinian, i. 1.

6f. Apparel; likeness.

Many tyme God hath ben mette amonge nedy peple,
There nenere segge hym seigh in secte of the riche.

Piers Plowman (B), xi. 237.

Ionic sect. See Ionic.

sect2t (sekt), w. [< L. section, a part cut (in pi.

m-ctit, parts of the body operated on), neut. of

sectus, cut, pp. of secure, cut : see secant, section.

Cf. secft, with which sect2 has been confused.]
A part cut off; a cutting; scion.

But we have reason to cool our raging motions, our car-

nal stings, our unbitted lusts, whereof I take this that you
call love to be a sect or scion. Shak., Othello, i. 3. 33S.

sectant (sek'tant), . [< L. sectus, pp. of secare,

cut, + -ant. Cf. secant.'] A portion of space
cut off from the rest by three planes, but ex-

tending to infinity.
sectarial (sek-ta'ri-al), a. [< sectary (ML. sec-

taring) + -o?.] Same as sectarian. Sectarial
marks, emblems marked on the forehead of the mem-
bers of the different sects, or worshipers of the different

gods, in India. They are painted or tattooed on the skin
in the middle of the forehead. Representations of the

gods have usually also a distinguishing mark of this kind.
More than forty different sectarial marks are in common
use.

sectarian (sek-ta'ri-an), a. and . [< sectary
(ML. seetarius) + -an.] I. a. 1. Of or per-
taining to a sect or sects ; peculiar to a sect :

as, sectarian interests; sectarian principles.
2. That inculcates the particular tenets of a
sect: as, sectarian instruction ; a sectarian book.

3. Of or pertaining to one who is bigotedly
attached to a particular sect ; characterized by
or characteristic of bigoted attachment to a par-
ticular sect or its teachings, interests, etc.

Zeal for some opinion, or some party, beareth out men
of sectarian and factious spirits in such practices [as slan-

der]. Barrow, Works, Sermon xviii.

The chief cause of sectarian animosity is the incapacity
of most men to conceive systems in the light in which they
appear to their adherents, and to enter into the enthusi-
asm they inspire. Lecky, Europ. Morals, I. 141.

II. it. One of a sect; especially, a person who
attaches excessive importance or is bigotedly
attached to the tenets and interests of a sect.

But hardly less censurable, hardly less contemptible, is

the tranquilly arrogant sectarian, who denies that wisdom
or honesty can exist beyond the limits of his own ill-light-
ed chamber.
Landor, Imaginary Conversations, Lucian and Timotheus.
= Syn. See heretic.

sectarianise, r. t. See sectarianize.

sectarianism (sek-ta'ri-an-izm), n. [< sectarian
+ -ism.] The state or character of being sec-

tarian; adherence to a separate religious sect
or party; especially, excessive partizan or de-
nominational zeal.

There was in Foster's nature no sectarianism, religious
or political. Edinburgh Rev., CLXVIIL 634.

sectarianize (sek-ta'ri-an-iz), . t. ; pret. and
pp. sectarianized, ppr. sectarianizing. [< secta-
rian + -ire.] To render sectarian

;
imbue with

sectarian principles or feelings. Also spelled
sectarianise.

Sectarianizing the schools.
Jour, of Education, XVIII. 83.

sectarismt (sek'ta-rizm), n. [< scctttr-i/ + -ixm.]
1. Sectarianism.
Nor is ther any thing that hath more marks of Seism and

Sectarixm then English Episcopacy.
Milton, Eikonoklastcs, xiii.

2. A sect or sectarian party. [Rare.]
Towards Quakers who came here they were most cruelly

intolerant, driving them from the colony by the severest

penalties. In process of time, however, otiirr wrtarisms
were introduced, chiefly of the Presbyterian family.

Jefferson, Autobiog., p. 31.
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sectarist (sek'ta-rist), n. [< sectar-i/ + -int.]

,\ sectary. [Rare.]
Milton was certainly of that profession or general prin-

ciple in which all sectarists agree : a departure from estab-

lishment. T. Warton, Notes on Milton's Smaller Poems.

sectary (sek'ta-ri), n. and a.
; pi. sectaries (-riz).

[< F. scctaire = Sp. Pg. sectario = It. settario, <

ML. seetarius, < L. secta, a sect: see sect1 .] I.

n. 1. A member of a particular sect, school,

party, or profession.
Then he would seoffe at learning, and eke scorne
The Sectaries thereof, as people base.

Spenser, Mother Hub. Tale, 1. 833.

How long have you been a sectary astronomical?

Shak., Lear, i. 2. 162.

Specifically 2. A member or an adherent of

a sect in religion; a sectarian: often used op-
probriously by those who regard as mere sects

all bodies of Christians outside of their own.
Sects may be in a true Church as well as in a false, when

men follow the Doctrin too much for the Teachers sake,
whom they think almost infallible; and this becomes,
through Intlrmity, implicit Faith ;

and the name Sectary
pertains to such a Disiple. Milton, True Religion.

Anno 1063, divers sectaries in religion beginning to spread
themselves there [in the Virginia colonies], great restraints

were laid upon them, under severe penalties, to prevent
their increase. Beverley, Virginia, i. 1J 79.

He had no party's rage, no sect'ry's whim ;

Christian and countryman was all with him.
CroMe, Works, I. 110.

= Syn. Dissenter, Schismatic, etc. See heretic.

II. a. Sectarian.
These sectary precise preachers.

L. Bacon, Genesis of New Eng. Churches.

sectatort (sek-ta'tor), n. [= F. sectateur; < L.

sectator, a follower, < sectari, follow eagerly,
accompany, freq. of sequi, follow : see sequent.]

A follower
;
a disciple ; an adherent of a sect,

school, or party.
The best learned of the philosophers were not ignorant,

as Cicero witnesseth for them, gathering the opinion of
Aristotle and his sectatort with those of Plato and the
Academicks. Raleigh, Hist. World, i. 1.

The philosopher busies himself in accommodating all

her [Nature's] appearances to the principles of a school of
which he has sworn himself the sectator.

Warburton, Prodigies, p. 92.

sectile (sek'til), a. [= F. sectile = Pg. sectil;
< L. sectilis, cut, divided, < secare, pp. sectus,
cut : see sedan t, section. ] Capable of being cut ;

in mineral., noting minerals, as talc, mica, and
steatite, which can be cut smoothly by a knife
without the particles breaking, crumbling, or

flying about; in bot., appearing as if cut into
small particles or pieces. Also sective Sectile
mosaic, inlaid work the pieces of which are notably larger
than the tessera of ordinary mosaic. See opus sectile, un-
der opus.

sectility (sek-til'i-ti), . [<sectile + -ity.] Sec-
tile character or property ;

the property of be-

ing easily cut.

sectio (sek'shi-6), H. [L.] A section or cutting.
Sectio alta, suprapubic lithotomy. Sectio cada-

veris, an autopsy ; a post-mortem operation. Sectio
lateralis, lateral perineal lithotomy.

section (sek'shon), . [< OF. (and F.) section

= Sp. seccion = Pg. secfao = It. sezione, < L.

sectio(n-), a cutting, cutting off, excision, am-
putation of diseased parts of the body, a dis-

tribution by auction of confiscated property, in

geom. a division, section, < secare, pp. sectus,
cut: see secant.] 1. The act of cutting or di-

viding; separation by cutting: as, the section

of one plane by another.
In the section of bodies we find man, of all sensible crea-

tures, to have the fullest brain to his proportion, and that
it was so provided by the Supreme Wisdom, for the lodg-
ing of the intellective faculties.

Sir H. Wotton, Reliquire, p. 80.

2. A part cut or separated, or regarded as sep-
arated, from the rest

;
a division ;

a portion.
Specifically (a) A distinct part or division of a book
or writing; a subdivision of a chapter; a division of a
law or other writing ; a paragraph. (&) In music, one of
the equal and more or less similar divisions or parts of a

melody or movement. The term is used inconsistently to
describe either the half of a phrase or a double phrase,
(c) A distinct part of a country or nation, community, class,
or the like ; a part of territory separated by geographical
lines or of a people considered as distinct.

The extreme section of one class consists of bigoted do-

tards, the extreme section of the other consists of shallow
and reckless empirics. Macaulay.

I add, too, that all the protection which, consistently
with the Constitution and the laws, can be given, will be
cheerfully given to all the States, when lawfully demanded,
for whatever cause as cheerfully to one section as to an-
other. Lincoln, in Raymond, p. 113.

(<f) One of the squares, each containing 640 acres, into
which the public lands of the United States are divided;
the thirty-sixth part of a township, (e) A certain propor-
tion of a battalion or company told off for military move-
ments and evolutions. (/) In mech., any part of a ma-
chine that can be readily detached from the other parts,
as one of the knives of a mower, (y) A division in a sleep-

sectionalism

ing-car, including two seats facing each other, and de-

signed to be made into two sleeping-berths. A double
section takes in four seats, two on each side of the car.

(A) In booklrimliny, the leaves of an intended book that
are folded together to make one gathering and to prepare
them for sewing, (i) In printing, that part of a printed
sheet of book-work which has to be cut off from the full

sheet and separately folded and sewed. On paper of

ordinary thickness, the section is usually of eight leaves
or sixteen pages; on thick paper, the section is often of

four leaves or eight pages.
3. The curve of intersection of two surfaces.

4. A representation of an object as it would

appear if cut by any intersecting plane, show-

ing the internal structure
;
a diagram or pic-

ture showing what would appear were a part
cut off by a plane supposed to pass through
an object, as a building, a machine, a biologi-
cal structure, or a succession of strata, in me-
chanical drawing, a longitudinal section usually presents
the object as cut through its center lengthwise and ver-

tically, a cross-section or traiwverse section as cut cross-

wise and vertically, and a horizontal section as cut through
its center horizontally. Oblique sectionsare made at vari-

ous angles. Sections are of great importance in geology,
as it is largely by their aid that the relations and positions
of the various members of the different formations, both
stratified and unstratifled, are made intelligible. The
geological structure of any region is best indicated by one
or more cross-sections on which the groups of rocks are

represented in the order in which they occur and with the

proper dips, as well as the irregularities due to faults,

crust-movements, and invasions by igneous masses, by
which causes the stratigraphy of a region maybe made so

complicated and obscure as to be unintelligible without
such assistance to its comprehension as is afforded by
cross-sections.

5. A thin slice of an organic or inorganic sub-
stance cut off, as for microscopic examination.

6. In ro67., a elassifieatory group of no fixed

grade or taxonomic rank; a division, series, or

group of animals : used, like group, differently

by different authors. Sections, cohorts, phalanges,
tribes, etc.. are frequently introduced between the family
and the order, or between the family and the genus ; but
it is commoner to speak of sections of a genus (i. e., sub-

genera). The sense corresponds to that of the word coup
as much used by French zoologists. The sections of many
English entomologists often correspond to families as they
are understood in continental Europe and the United
States.

7. In bot., a group of species subordinate to a

genus : nearly the same as subgemis (which
see). 8. In fort., the outline of a cut made
at any angle to the principal lines other than
a right angle. 9. The sign ,

used either (a)
as a mark of reference to a foot-note, or (6),

prefixed to consecutive numerals, to indicate
divisions of subdivisions of a book. Abdominal
section, laparotomy. Angular sections. See angular.

Ciesarean, conic, dominant section. See the ad-

jectives. Frontal section. See frontal plane, under
frontal. Frozen section, a cutting of frozen parts, or
that which is cut while frozen ; especially, the surface of
such cutting. It is much used in anatomy to show the
exact relations of soft parts which might be disarranged
or distorted if cut in their natural state. Golden, mac-
rodiagonal, principal section. See the adjectives.
Harmonic section, the cutting of a straight line at four

points harmonically situated. Microscopic section.
See def. 5, and section-cutter. Normal section. See
normal, 4. Pubic Section, symphyseotomy. RhinO-
cerotic section, ribbon sections, sagittal sections,
serial sections, Sigaultian section, subcontrary
section, etc. See the adjectives Vertical section.
See nrthograph. = Syn, 2. Division, Piece, etc. See part, n.

section (sek'shon), r. t. [< section, n.] To
make a section of; divide into sections, as a

ship; cut or reduce to the degree of thinness

required for study with the microscope.
The embryos may then be embedded in parafflne and

sectioned lengthwise. Amer. Naturalist, XXIII. 829.

sectional (sek'shon-al), a. [= F. sectionnel; <

section + -al.~\ 1'. Composed of or made up in

several independent sections : as, the sectional
hull of a ship. 2. Of or pertaining to some
particular section or region ;

for or in regard
to some particular part of a country as distinct
from others; local: as, sectional interests;
sectional prejudices; sectional spirit; sectional

legislation.
If that government be not careful to keep within its own

proper sphere, and prudent to square its policy by rules of
national welfare, sectional lines must and will be known.

W. Wilson, Congressional Government, vl.

Sectional dock. See dodts.

sectionalism (sek'shon-al-izm), w. [< sectional
+ -ism."] The existence, development, or ex-
hibition of sectional prejudices, or of a section-
al spirit, arising from the clashing of sectional

interests, whether commercial or political; the

arraying of one section of a country against an-
other on questions of interest or policy, as, in

the United States, the Northern States against
the Southern, or the contrary; sectional preju-
dice or hatred. [U. 8.]

Their last organic act was to meet the dark wave of this
tide of sectionalism on the strand, breast high, and roll it

back upon its depths. /?. Cltoatc, Addresses, p. 427.
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sectionality (sek-sho-nal'i-ti), . [< sectional

+ ~ity.] The quality of being sectional; sec-

tionalism .

sectionalization (sek"shpn-al-i-za'shon), H. [<
xretioiialisf + -rt Hon.] The act of rendering
sectional in scope or spirit.

Cincinnati gathered the remains of a once powerful na-

tional party, and contributed to its further sectumalization
and destruction. S. Bowles, in Merriam, I. 1.V2.

sectionalize (sek'shou-al-iz), v. t.
; pret. and pp.

xi'i'tiriiiiili~ed, ppr. sectionalizing. [< sectional +
-ize.] To render sectional in scope or spirit.

The principal results of thestruggle were togectionalize

parties. The Century, XXXIV. 524.

sectionally (sek'shon-al-i), adv. In a sectional

manner; in or by sections. N. A. Re-r., CXXVI.
316.

section-beam (sek'shon-bem), H. Iii warping,
a roller which receives the yarn from the spools,
either for the dressing-machine or for the loom.
In the latter case, also called yarn-beam. K. H.
Knit/lit.

section-cutter (sek'shon-kufer), . An instru-
ment used for making sections for microscopic
work. Some forms have two parallel hlades ; others
work mechanically, and consequently with more precision.
The specimen from which the section is to he taken is

often frozen by means of ether-spray or otherwise. Also
called microtome.

sectionize (sek'shon-iz), c. t.
; pret. and pp. sec-

tionized, ppr. sectionizing. [< section + -i:e,~\

To cut up, divide, or form into sections.

The sectionized parts became perfect individuals on the

day of their division.

T. Gill, Smithsonian Report, 1885, p. 786.

This whole region was sectionized by the general land
office several years previously. Science, VIII. 142.

section-liner (sek'shon-li'ner), H. A drafts-
man's instrument for ruling parallel lines, it
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sector, a cutter, LL. a sector of a circle (tr. Gr.

ro/ievc.), < secure, pp. sectiis, cut: see secant, sec-

tion.] 1. In geom. : (a) Aplane
figure inclosed between the arc
of a circle, ellipse, or other cen-
tral curve and two radii to its

extremities from the center.

Thus, in the figure, CDB is a.sar-

tor of a circle. (6) A solid gen-
erated by the revolution of a

plane sector about one of its

radii. 2. A mathematical rule

consisting of two flat pieces connected by a
stiff rule-joint so that the broad sides move in

their own planes, and bearing various scales,

especially double scales which are scales of

Sector, i.

Section-liner.

a, a, straight-edge ; *, triangle moving on a for a distance determined
by the set of the micrometer-scale c; 3, spring for releasing triangle
and keeping it in the end of its slot.

consists of a triangle so attached to a straight-edge that
it can be moved back and forth on it a distance prede-
termined by the adjustment of a set-screw.

section-plane (sek'shqn-plan), n. A cut sur-
face ; a plane exposed by section.

The section plat>e ,
as made by the saw, passed just sinis-

trad of the meson.
Buck's Handbook of Hed. Sciences, VIII. 109.

sectioplanography (sek"shi-o-pla-nog'ra-fi), .

[< L. sectio(n-), a cutting off, -f planus, plane, +
Gr. -ypcufiia, < ypaifieiv, write.] A method of lay-
ing down the sections of engineering work, as

railways, in which the line of direction is made
a datum-line, the cuttings being plotted on the

upper part and the embankments on the lower
part of the line.

sectism (sek'tizm), M. [< sect* + -ism.] Sec-
tarianism; devotion to a sect. [Rare.] Imp.
Diet.

sectist (sek'tist), n. [< secft + -ist.] One de-
voted to a sect

;
a sectarian. [Rare.]

The Diuell . . . would maintaine,
By sundry obstinate Sectists (but in vaine),
There was not one Almighty to begin
The great stupendious Worke.

Heywood, Hierarchy of Angels, p. 19.

sectiuncle (sek'ti-ung-kl), . [< L. as if *sec-

tiuncula, dim. of sectio(n-), a section; but in-
tended as a dim. of sect: see sect1 .] A petty
sect. [Rare.]
Some new sect or sectiuncle. J. Martineau. (Imp. DM.)

sective (sek'tiv), a. [< L. sectivus, that may
be cut, < secure, pp. sectus, cut, divide : see se-
en nt.] Same as sectile.

sect-mastert (sekt'mas"ter), n. The leader or
founder of a sect. [Rare.]
How should it be otherwise, when a blind company will

follow a blind sect-master' Ben. S. Ward, Sermons, p. 76.

That sect-master [Epicurus]. J. Home, Works, I. 28.

sector (sek'tor), . [= F. secteur = Sp. Pg.
sector = It. settore = D. G. Dan. Sw. seTetor, < L.

trigonometric functions, etc., duplicated on the
two pieces and radiating from the center of the

joint. The joint is opened until the distance between
two certain corresponding points is equal to the Indi-

cated trigonometric line for a given radius, when the
distances between all the corresponding points on all the
double scales are equal to the respective trigonometric
lines for the same radius.

Bp. Seth Ward, of Sarum, has told me that he flrst sent
for Mr. . . . Hunter, from London (being at Oxford uni-

versity), to be his Professor of Geometric
;
so he came and

brought with him his sector and quadrant, and fell to re-

solving of triangles and doeing a great many fine things.
A ubrey, Lives, Henry Savill.

3. An astronomical instrument consisting of a

telescope turning about the center of a gradu-
ated arc. It was formerly used for measuring
differences of declination. See zenith-sector.

4. In mecli., a toothed gear of which the face
is an arc of a circle, intended for reciprocating
action. See cut under operating-table. 5. In
en torn., one of the veins of the wing of gome in-

sects, as the ephemerids; a branch of the cubi-
tus Sector Of a sphere, the solid generated by the
revolution of the sector of a circle about one of its radii,
which remains fixed ; a conic solid whose vertex coincides
with the center of the sphere, and whose base is a segment
of the same sphere. (See also dip-sector.)

sectoral (sek'tor-al), a. [< sector + -al.] Of
or belonging to a sector: as, a sectoral circle.

Sectoral barometer, r.n instrument in which the
height of the mercury is ascertained by observing the
angle at which it is necessary to incline the tube in order
to bring the mercury to a certain mark on the instru-
ment.

sector-cylinder (sek'tor-sil*in-der), . A cyl-
inder of an obsolete form of steam-engine
(never widely used), called the sector-cylinder
steam-engine. It has the form of a sector of a cylin-
der, in which, radially to the axis of the cylinder, a rec-

tangular piston oscillates on a rocking-shaft a lever on
the outer end of the shaft being connected to a crank for

converting oscillating into continuous rotary motion.

sector-gear (sek'tor-ger), . 1. See sector, 4.

2. Same as variable wheel (which see, under
wheel).
sectorial (sek-to'ri-al), . and . [< NL. secto-

rius, pertaining to a cutter, < sector, a cutter:
see sector.] I. a. 1. In anat. and zool., adapt-
ed for cutting, as a tooth; carnassial: specifi-

cally said of a specialized molar or premolar,
as the flesh-tooth of a carnivore : not said of in-
cisors. 2. In math., of or relating to a sector.

Sectorial harmonic. See harmonic.

II, M. A sectorial tooth; a flesh-tooth; a
scissor-tooth.

sectorius (sek-to'ri-us), n.; pi. sectorii (-1).

[NL. (sc. den(t-)s, tooth): see sectorial.] A sec-
torial tooth : more fully called dens sectorius.
Otcen.

sector-wheel (sek'tor-hwel), n. Same as sector-

gear.

sectourt, >< See secutour.

secular (sek'u-lar), a. and n. [Formerly also
stecular ; < ME. secular, sender, seailere, < OF.
seculier, seculer, F. seculier = Pr. Sp. seglar,
secular = Pg. secular = It. secolare, < L. seecuto-

ris, secularis, of or belonging to an age or period
(pi. sxculares, sxcularia, the secular games),
also LL. of or belonging to the world, worldly,
secular, < seeculum, seculum, a generation, age,
LL. the world: see secle.] I. a. 1. Celebrated
or occurring once in an age or a century.
The secular year was kept but once in a century.

Addison.

secularism

2. Going on from age to age ; accomplished or

taking place in the course of ages ; continued

through an indefinite but IOMK period of time;
not recurrent or periodical, so far as known :

as, secular change of the mean annual temper-
ature; the secular cooling or refrigeration of
the globe; the secular inequality in the motion
of a planet. The last, however, is known to be periodi-
cal. It is called secular because, being dependent on the

position of the orbits of the disturbing and disturbed
bodies, not on the positions of the planets in the orbits,
its period is excessively long.

So far as the question of a secular change of the tem-
perature is concerned, no definite result appears to have
been reached by Flantamour.

J. D. Whitney, Climatic Changes, p. 227.

Shrinkage consequent on the earth's secular cooling led
to the folding and crushing of parts of the crust.

Mlitmen >n, No. 3071, p. 298.

3. Living for an age or ages; permanent.
Though her l>ody die, her fame survives

A secular bird ages of lives. Milton, S. A., I. 1707.

Nature looks provokingly stable and secular.

Kwrmu, Essays, 1st ser., p. 276.

4. Of or pertaining to the things of time or of
this world, and dissociated from or having no
concern with religious, spiritual, or sacred
matters or uses

;
connected with or relating to

the world or its affairs
;
concerned with mun-

dane or temporal matters ; temporal ; worldly ;

profane: as. secular affairs; the secular press;
secular education

;
secular music.

When Christianity first appeared, how weak and de-
fenceless was it, how artless and undesigning ! How ut-

terly unsupported either by the secular arm or secular
wisdom! Bp. Attertwry, Sermons, I. iii.

The secular plays . . . consisted of a medley of differ-
ent performances, calculated chiefly to promote mirth,
without any view to instruction.

Strut!, Sports and Pastimes, p. 24-2.

A secular kingdom is but as the body
Lacking a soul. Tennyson, Queen Mary, iv. 1.

5f. Lay, as opposed to clerical ; civil. See def . 4.

He which that hath no wyf I holde him shent
;

He lyveth helpless and al desolat
I speke of folk ill secular estaat.

Chaucer, Merchant's Tale, 1. 78.

6. Living in the world, not. in the cloister;
hence, not bound by monastic vows or rules,
nor subject to a monastic order: used especially
of parish priests and other non-monastic clergy,
as distinguished from the monastic or regular
clergy.
Those northern nations easily embraced the religion of

those they subdued, and by their devotion gave great au-

thority and reverence, and thereby ease, to the clergy, both
secular and regular. Sir W. Temple.

The Spanish Archbishop of Santa Fe has for his diocese
the wild territory of New Mexico, which supports only
thirty-six secular priests, nearly all of whom are Spaniards
or Mexicans. nineteenth Century, XXVI. 811.

Abandonment to the secular arm. See abandonment.
Secular abbot, benefice, change, equation, per-

turbations, etc. See the nouns. Secular games (ludi
sxcidares). a festival of imperial Rome, celebrated at long
but (despite the name, which would imply a fixed period
or cycle) irregular intervals in honor of the chief among
the gods and the prosperity of the empire. The festival
lasted three days and nights, and was attended with sac-

rifices, illuminations, choral hymns, and games and dra-
matic representations of every description. This festival
was a survival in a profoundly modified form of the Taren-
tine or Taurian games of the republic, a very ancient fes-

tival in propitiation of the infernal deities Dis and Proser-

pine. Secular refrigeration, in yeol., the cooling of
the earth from its supposed former condition of igneous
fluidity. = Syn. 4. Temporal, etc. See worldly.

II. n. If. A layman.
Whether thou be male or female, . . . ordred or unor-

dred, wys or fool, clerk or secuUer.

Chaucer, Parson's Tale.

The clergy thought that if it pleased the seculars it might
be done.

Hales, Letter from the Synod of Dort, p. 6. (Latham.)

2. An ecclesiastic, such as a parish priest,
who lives in the world and not in a monastery,
is not subject to any monastic order or rule,
and is bound only to celibacy; a secular priest;
opposed to religious or regular.

If cloistered Avarice scruple not to wrong
The pious, humble, useful Secular,
And rob the people of his daily care.

Wordncorth, Eccles. Sonnets, ii. 19.

While the Danish wars had been fatal to the monks
the "regular clergy" as they were called they had also
dealt heavy blows at the seculars, or parish priests.

J. R. Green, Conq. of Eng., p. 332.

3. An unordained church officer,

secularisation, secularise. See secularization,
secularize.

secularism (sek'u-lSr-izm), . [< secular +
-ixni.] Exclusive attention to the present life

and its duties, and the relegation of all con-
siderations- regarding a future life to a second-

ary place ; the system of the secularists : the



secularism

ignoring or exclusion of religious duties, in-

struction, or considerations. See secularist,

Secularism is the study of promoting human welfare by
material means, measuring human welfare by the utilita-

rian rules, and milking the service of others a duty of life.

Seadarism relates to the present existence of man, and

to action. It. ./. llintoti, Eng. Rad. Leaders, p. 317.

In secularism the feeling and imagination, which in the

religious world are bound to theological belief, have to

attach themselves to a positive natural philosophy.
E. B. Ttilitr, Prim. Culture, II. 407.

secularist (sek'u-lar-ist), n. and a. [< secular

+ -ist.] I. n. Oiie who theoretically rejects or

ignores all forms of religious faith and wor-

ship established on the authority of revelation,

and accepts only the facts and influences which

5459

= F. seconder), direct favorably, favor, further,

< fsecuiidHS, following: see second^-."} To make

prosperous; promote the success of
;
direct fa-

vorably. Kaileu, 1731. [Bare.]
secundate (se-kim'dat), . [< NL. Secundates.']

A member of the Secundates.

Secundates (sek-un-da'tez), n. pi. [NL. (form-
ed on the type of Primates), < L. eeoundus, sec-

ond: see second 1
.']

A term applied by De
Blainville to the Ferse of Linnaeus (as a correl-

ative of the Linnean term Primates), it is equiv-
alent to the Carnmsui or Carnaria of Cuvier, and there-

fore to the modern Carnivora or Fertr, proper (with the

1 iixectimmi). The Secundates were divided by Blyth (1849)

into Cyiwdia and Ecanina(= Ferse and Insectivora); but
none of these terms are now in use, though the divisions

they indicate are retained.

tains that public education and other matters
of civil policy should be conducted without the

introduction of a religious element.

What is the root-notion common to Secularists and De-

nominationalists, but the notion that spread of knowledge
is the one thing needful for bettering behaviour?

//. Spencer, Sociology, p. 361.

II. a. Holding the principles of secularism.

There is a section of the London working classes which
is secularist or agnostic. Contemporary Rev., LI. 689.

secularity (sek-u-lar'i-ti), n. [< F. seeularite =
Sp. secularidad '= Pg. secularidade = It. seco-

laritd, < ML. ,?secttlarita(t-)s, secularness, < L.

sfecularis, secular: see secular."} Exclusive or

paramount attention to the things of the pres-
ent life

;
worldliness

;
secularism.

Littleness and secularity of spirit is the greatest enemy
to contemplation. T. Burnet, Theory of the Earth.

The practical question of the present day is how to de-

fend the very principle of religion against naked secularity.
J. n. Seeley, Nat. Religion, p. 111.

secularization (sek^u-lar-i-za'shon), n. [< F.

secularisation = Sp. secularization = Pg. secti-

larisafSo = It. secolarizzazione ; &s secularize -t-

-ation,] The act of rendering secular, or the

state of being secularized, (a) Conversion to secu-

seclmdei icj, t a ,tv

.

Saile, 1731. [Bare.]
A Middle English form of

zation of church property, especially called alienation

(see alienation (6)); the secularization of the Sabbath;
on the Continent, especially in the former German em-

pire, the transfer of territory from ecclesiastical to tem-

poral rulers: as, the secularization of the bishopric of

Halberstadt in the Peace of Westphalia, (c) Absolution
or release from the vows or rules of a monastic order ;

change from the status of regular to that of secular : as,

the secularization of a monk, (d) The exclusion of religion
and ecclesiasticism from civil or purely secular affairs ;

the

exclusion from the affairs of this life of considerations re-

garding the life to come ; the divorce of civil and sacred
ducation or

Also spelled secularisation.

secularize (sek'u-lar-iz), v. t.
; pret. and pp.

secularized, ppr. secularizing. [= F. seculariser

= Sp. Pg. secularizar = It. secolarizzarc ; as

secular + -ize,~) 1. To make secular, (a) To
change or transfer from regular or monastic into secular :

as, to secularize a monk or priest. (6) To change or de-

grade from religious or ecclesiastical appropriation to

secular or common use : as, the ancient abbeys were secu-

larized; especially, to transfer, as territory, from eccle-

siastical to temporal rulers.

The celebrated proposal of the " Unlearned Parliament
"

of Henry IV., to secularise all Church property, was kept in

mind by its successor.
R. W. Dvxon, Hist. Church of Eng., i., note.

2. To make worldly or unspiritual; divest of

religious observances or influences : as, to secu-

larize the Sabbath; to secularize the press;
to secularize education. 3. To convert to or

imbue with secularism : as, to secularize the
masses.

A secularized hierarchy, ... to whom the theocracy
was only a name, and whose whole interests were those
of their own selfish politics. Encyc. Brit., XVI. 55.

Also spelled secularise.

secularly (sek'u-liir-li), adv. In a secular or

worldly manner,
secularness (sek'u-lar-nes), H. Secular quality,

character, or disposition ;
worldliness

; worldly-
mindedness. .Johnson.

secund (se'kund), a. [< L. secundus, following:
see seeonfl1

."} It. An obsolete form of second1 .

2. In bot. and zool., arranged on one side

only ;
unifarious

; unilateral, as the flowers of

the lily-of-the-valley (Convallaria majalis), the

false wintergreen (I'i/rola secunda), etc.: as,
secund processes of the antennae,

secnndariet, a. An obsolete form of secondary.
secundarius (sek-un-da'ri-us), n. ; pi. secun-

darii (-1). [ML. : see secondary. ] A lay vicar.

See Ini/'L.

secundate (se-kun'dat), c. t.
; pret. and pp.

secundated, ppr. secundating. [< L. secundatus,

pp. of secundare (> It. secondare = Sp. seruiidar

Secundian (se-kun'di-an), H. [< Secundus (see

def.) + -ian.~\ A member of a dualistic gnos-
tic sect of the second century, followers of

Secundus, a disciple of Valentinus. See Valen-

tiiiian.

secundine (sek'un-din), n. [Formerly secon-

dine ; < F. seconding= It. secondina, < LL. secun-

dinse, afterbirth, < L. secundus, following: see

second1
.] 1. The afterbirth

;
what remains in

the womb to be extruded after the birth of the

fetus, being the fetal envelops, placenta, and

part of the navel-string: generally used in the

plural.
The secundine that once the infant cloth'd,
After the birth, is cast away and loath'd.

Baxter, Self-Denial, Dialogue.

2. In bot., the second (or inner) coat or integu-
ment of an ovule, lying within the primine. It

is really the first coat of the ovule to be formed, and by
some authors is (advisedly) called the primine. See pri-

secundipara (sek-un-dip'a-ra), H. [L., (secun-

dus, second, + parere, bring forth, bear.] A
woman who is parturient for the second time.

secundly (se'kund-li), adv. In bot., arranged
in a secund manner: as, a secundly branched
seaweed.

secundogeniture (se-kun-do-jen'i-tur), . [<
L. secundus, following (see second

1
)~,
+ genitura,

generation: see geniture. Cf. primogeniture."]
The right of inheritance pertaining to a second

son; also, the possessions so inherited.

The kingdom of Naples . . . was constituted a secundo-

geniture of Spain. Bancroft.

secundo-primary (se-kun-do-pri'ma-ri), a. In-

termediate between primary and secondary.
Secundo-primary quality. See quality.

secundum (se-kun'dum). [L., orig. neut. of sc-

cundiis, following: seesecojffJ1 .] ALatinprepo-

English books. Secundum artem, according to art

or rule, (a) Artificially ; not naturally, (b) Artistically ;

skilfully ; scientifically ; professionally : used especially as

a direction to an apothecary for compounding a prescrip-
tion. Secundum naturam, naturally ;

not artificially.

Secundum quid, in some respect only. Secundum
veritatem, universally valid. A refutation secundum veri-

tatem, contradistinguished from a refutation ad hominem,
isone drawn from true principles, and notmerely one which
satisfies a given individual.

securable (se-kur'a-bl), a. [< secure + -able."]

Capable of being secured. Imp. Diet.

securance (se-kur'ans), n. [< secure + -mice.

Cf. surance.]
'

Assurance; confirmation.

After this, when, for the securance of Thy Resurrection,

upon which all our faith justly dependeth, Thou hadst

spent forty days upon earth, I find Thee upon Mount
Olivet. Bp. Hall, Mystery of Godliness, % 10.

secure (se-kur'), . [= F. aur, OF. seiir (> E.

sure) =P'r. segur = Sp. Pg. seguro = It. sicuro,
secure, sure, < L. securus, of persons, free from

care, quiet, easy ;
in a bad sense, careless, reck-

less; of things, tranquil, also free from danger,
safe, secure ;

< se-. without, + euro, care : see

cure. Older E. words from the same L. adj.
are sicker (through AS.) and sure (through OF.),
which are thus doublets of secure,'} 1. Free
from care or fear; careless; dreading no evil;

unsuspecting; hence, over-confident.

But we be secure and uncareful, as though false prophets
could not meddle with us.

Latimer, Remains (ed. 1845), p. 365.

But thou, secure of soul, unbent with woes. Dryden.

Hezekiah, king of Jerusalem, caused it to be taken away,
because it made the people secure, to neglect their duty in

calling and relying upon God. Burton, Anat. of Mel.

2. Free from apprehension or doubt; assured:
certain ; confident

;
sure : with of or an infini-

tive.

securely

To whom the Cretan thus his speech addrest :

Secure nf me, (I king ! exhort the rest.

Pope, Iliad, iv. 303.

Under thy friendly conduct will I fly

To regions unexplored, secure to share

Thy state. Dryden, sig. and (iuis., 1. 678.

3. Free from danger ; unexposed to danger ;

safe: frequently with against or from, and for-

merly of: as, secure ugainst the attacks of the

enemy.
ftecm-e of thunder's crack or lightning flash.

Shak., Tit. And., ii. 1. 3.

For me, secure from fortune's blows,
Secure of what I cannot lose,
In my small pinnace I can sail.

Dryden, tr. of Horace's Odes, i. 29.

It was thought the roads would be more secure about

the time when the great caravan was passing.
Pococke, Description of the East, II. i. 5.

4. In safe custody or keeping.
In iron walls they deem'd me not secure.

Shak., 1 Hen. VI., i. 4. 40.

I suppose your own prudence will enforce the necessity
of dissembling, at least till your son has the young lady's

fortune secure. Goldsmith, Vicar, ii.

5. Of such firmness, stability, or strength as to

insure safety, or preclude risk of failure or ac-

cident; stanch, firm, or stable, and fit for the

purpose intended: as, to make a bridge secure;
a secure foundation. = Syn. 3. See safe.

secure (se-kur'), r. /.
; pret. and pp. secured,

ppr. securing. [= Sp. Pg. segurar = It. sicu-

rare; from the adj. Cf . sure, r.] If. To make
easy or careless; free from care, anxiety, or

fear.

Why dost thou weep ? Canst thou the conscience lack

To think I shall lack friends? Secure thy heart.

Shak., T. of A., ii. 2. 185.

2. To make safe or secure; guard from dan-

ger; protect: as, a city secured by fortifications.

If this come to the governor's ears,we will persuade him,
and secure you. Mat. xxviii. 14.

We'll higher to the mountains ; there secure us.

Shak., Cymbeline, iv. 4. 8.

For Woods before, and Hills behind,
Secur'd it both from Rain and Wind.

Prior, The Ladle.

You and your Party fall in to secure my Rear.

Steele, Grief A-la-Mode, T. 1.

3. To make certain ; assure; guarantee: some-
times with of: as. we were secured of his pro-
tection.

He secures himself of a powerful advocate.
W. Broome, Notes to Pope's Odyssey.

How are we to secure to labor its due honor ?

Gladstone, Might of Right, p. 273.

4. To make sure of payment, as by a bond,

surety, etc.
;
warrant or guarantee against loss :

as, to secure a debt by mortgage ;
to secure a

creditor. 5. To make fast or firm: as, to se-

cure a window
;
to secure the hatches of a ship.

6. To seize and confine; place in safe cus-

tody or keeping: as, to secure a prisoner. 7.

In surg., to seize and occlude by ligature or

Otherwise, as a vein or an artery, to prevent
loss of blood during or as a consequence of an

operation. 8. To get hold or possession of;
make one's self master of

; obtain; gain: as, to

secure an estate for a small sum
;
to secure the

attention of an audience; to secure a hearing
at court.

They adapted their tunes exactly to the nature of each

person, in order to captivate and secure him.

Bacon, Moral Fables, vi.

The beauteous Lady Tragabigzanda, when I was a slane

to the Turkes, did all she could to secure me.
Capt. John Smith, Works, I. 58.

There was nothing she would not do to secure her end.

Mrs. Oliphant, Poor Gentleman, xxi.

9t. To plight; pledge; assure Secure piece, a

command in artillery directing that the piece be moved in

battery, the muzzle depressed, the tompion inserted in the

muzzle, and the vent-cover placed on the vent. To se-

cure arms, to hold a rifle or musket with the muzzle

down, and the lock well up under the arm, the object be-

ing to guard the weapon from the wet.

SCCUrefult (se-kur'ful), a. [Irreg. < secure +
-/?.] Protecting.

I well know the ready right-hand charge,
I know the left, and every sway of my sectireful targe.

Chapman, Iliad, vii. 209.

securely (se-kur'li), adr. In a secure manner.
(a) Without care or thought of evil or danger ;

with con-

fidence; confidently.

Devise not evil against thy neighbour, seeing he dwell-

eth securely by thee. Prov. iii. 29.

We see the wind sit sore upon our sails,

And yet we strike not, but securely perish.
Shak., Rich. II., ii. 1. 266.

(b) Without risk or danger; in security ; safely : as, to lie

securely hidden.



securely

The excellent nocturnal Government of our City of Lon-

don, where one may pass and repass securely all Hours of

the Night if he gives good Words to the Watch.
IlomU, Letters, I. i. 17.

(c) Firmly ; in such a manner as to prevent failure or ac-

cident; so that loss, escape, injury, or damage may not

result : as, to fasten a thing securely; lashed securely to

the rigging.

Even gnats, if they rest on the glands [of Droxcra ra-

tundtfolia] with their delicate feet, are quickly and secure-

Ill embraced. Daru'in, Insectiv. Plants, p. 204.

securement (se-kur'ment), n. [< secure +
-meitt. Cf, MFWMKfc] 1+. Security; protection.

They, like Judas, desire death ; . . . Cain, on the con-

trary, grew afraid thereof, and obtained a securement from
it. Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., i. 2.

2. The act of securing, obtaining, or making
sure.

The securement ... of perpetual protection.
The Century, XXVI. 475.

secureness (se-kiir'nes), n. The state of being
secure or safe, (a) The feeling of security ; confidence
of safety ; exemption from fear ; hence, want of vigilance
or caution.

Which omission was a strange neglect and secnreness to

my understanding.
Bacon, Letters (1657), p. 20. (.Latham.)

(6) Safety ; security.

securer (se-kur'er), H. One who or that which
secures or protects.
securicula (sek-u-rik'u-lii), u.

; pi. securiculee

(-le). [L., dim. of securis, an ax or hatchet
with a broad edge, < secure, cut: see secant,
and cf. saw 1

, scythe, from the same ult. root.]
A little ax

; specifically, a votive offering, amu-
let, or toy having the shape of an ax-head, with
a tongue or with an entire handle attached.

Securidaca (sek-u-rid'a-ka), H. [NL. (Riyinus,
1699), < L. securidaca, an erroneous reading of

securiclata, a weed growing among lentils, fern.

(so. hcrba'jQfsecuriclatus, shaped like a hatchet,
< securicula, a hatchet, a little ax: see securic-

ula.] If. A former genus of plants : same as

Kecurigera. 2. A genus of polypetalous plants
(Linnseus, 1753), of the order Polygalex. it is

characterized by two large, wing shaped sepals, a one-
celled ovary, and a samaroid or crusted fruit usually with
a long wing. There are about 30 species, natives of the

tropics, mostly in America, with 1 or 5 in Africa or Asia.

They are shrubs, often of climbing habit, with alternate
leaves and terminal or axillary racemes of violet, red,

white, or yellow flowers. Many South American species
climb upon trees to a great height, and are very beautiful
in flower. S. lon<jip".dunculata (Lophostyli* pallida, etc.)
is a shrub of the Zambesi region, 5 or 10 feet high, form-

ing impenetrable thickets near water, and contains a

very tough fiber, there used for fish-lines and for nets. See

bitaze-Jiber.

securifer (se-ku'ri-fer), . [< L. securifer: see

Securifera."] A hymenopterous insect of the
division Securifera; a securiferous insect, as a

saw-fly.
Securifera (sek-u-rif'e-ra), i. pi. [NL., neut. pi.
of L. securifer, ax-bearing, < securis, an ax, +
ferre = E. Sear1.] In Latreille's system of clas-

sification, the first

family of Hymcnop-
tera, divided into

two tribes, Tentlire-

diniilse and Uroce-

ratn, the saw-flies
and horntails. It in-

cluded the forms with
sessile abdomen, and is

equivalent to the Terebrantia of modern systems.
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flowers of a rudimentary ovary which is often long and two-
or three cleft. It includes about 8 species, natives of South
America, Spain, and Africa, and of other temperate and
tropical regions. They are branching shrubs, bearing
small entire alternate leaves, and numerous small stami-
nate flowers in axillary clusters.with the few pistillate flow-
ers borne on longer stalks, on separate plants or on the
same. 5. nitida is the myrtle of Tahiti and Mauritius,
sometimes cultivated for its white flowers.

securipalp (i$-kn'ri-palp), . A beetle of the
section l^iTuripaljti.

Securipalpi (se-ku-ri-pal'pl), n. pi. [NL. (La-
treille, 1825), ^L. securis, an ax, + NL. pnlpux,
q. v.] In Coleoptera, a group corresponding to
Stevens's family Melandryidx, and character-
ized by the large size of the three terminal

joints of the maxillary palpi, which are often
serrated and deflexed. Also called Kerripaljti.
securitant (se-ku'ri-tan), n. [< securit-y + -an.']
One who dwells in fancied security. [Rare.]
The sensual securiian pleases himselfe in the conceits of

his owne peace. Bp. Halt, Sermons. (Latham.)

securite (sek'u-rit). . [A trade-name.] A
modern high explosive, said to consist of 26

parts of metadinitrobeuzol and 74 parts of
ammonium nitrate. It is a yellow powder, emitting
the odor of nitrobenzol. There are also said to be three

modifications, respectively containing trinitrobenzol, di-

nitronaphthalene, and trinitronaphthalene. Also called
securit.

security (se-ku'rj-ti), . ; pi. securities (-tiz).

[< P. securite = Sp. geguridad = Pg. seguridade
= It. sicurita, sicurta, < L. securila(t-)s, free-
dom from care, < securus, free from care: see
secure. Cf. surety, a doublet of security, as sure
is of secure.'] 1. The state of being secure.
(a) Freedom from care, anxiety, or apprehension ; confi-

dence of safety ; hence, unconcernedness ; carelessness ;

heedlessness ; over-confldence.

And you all know, security
Is mortals' chiefest enemy.

-., Macbeth, iii. 5. 32.

Securifera.

Saws of Saw-fly {l^ophyrtts s

sus), greatly enlarged.

sedately

secutourt (sck'u-tor), H. [Early mod. E. also
xifiniir; < WE. secutour, secatour, neketfHtre, sec-

tour, secture, < OF. c.m-uioiir. V. ejcecuteur, an
executor: see executor.] An executor.

If me be destaynede to dye at Dryzhtyns wylle,
I charge the my sekt&ur, chetfe of alle other,
To mynystre my mobles.

Morte Artkure (E. E. T. S.), 1. 666.

Mcry. Who shall your goodes possesse?
Koyster. Thou shalt be my sectour, and haue all more

and lesse. Udall, Koister Doister, iii. 3.

sed't, n. A Middle English form of /.

sed2 (sed), . [Origin obscure.] A line of silk,

gut, or hair by which a fish-hook is fastened to

the line
; a snood. J. Jr. Collins. [Maine.]

sedan (se-dan'), u. [Said to be so named from
Sedan, ;i town in northeastern* France. Cf. F.

xi-iltni, cloth made at Sedan.] 1. A covered
chair serving as a vehicle for carrying one per-
son who sits within it, the inclosure being
therefore of much greater height than width :

it is borne on two poles, which pass through

. (See
Terebrantia.) Also called Phytophaga, Semfera, and Ses-
siliventres.

securiferous (sek-u-rif'e-rus), a. [As securifer+ -oils.] Of or pertaining to the Securifera.
securiform (se-ku'ri-form), a. [< L. securis, an
ax, + forma, form.] 1. Shaped like an ax or
a hatchet; dolabriform. 2. In en torn., subtri-

angular or trapezoidal and attached by one of
the acute angles, as a joint or other part.
Securigera (sek-u-rij'e-ra), n. [NL. (A. P. de
Candolle, 1815), from the shape of the pod; <

L. securis, a knife, + gererc, bear.] A genus
of leguminous plants of the suborder Papilioiia-
ceee and tribe Lotese. It is characterized by the elon-
gated linear flat and tapering pod, which is nearly or quite
indehiscent, is curved and sickle-shaped, and has broadly
thickened margins. The flowers bear a short, broad, and
somewhat two-lipped c.alyx, a nearly circular banner-petal.
an incurved keel, diadelphous stamens, and a sessile ovary
with numerous ovules which ripen into flat squarish seed H.

The only species, S. Sauna, a smooth, spreading herb, is a
native of the Mediterranean region. See hatchet-vetch and
axfitch.

Securinega (sek-u-rin'e-ga), n. [NL. (Jussieu,
1789), alluding to the' hardness of the wood,
which withstands the ax; < L. securis, a knife,
an ax, + nego, deny.] A genus of apetalous
plants of the order Euphorbineete and tribe Phyl-
lan these. It resembles Phi/UaiMius in habit and charac-
ter, but is distinguished by the presence in the staminate

The last daughter of pride is delicacy, under which is

contained gluttony, luxury, sloth, and security.

Hath, Christ's Tears Over Jerusalem, p. 137. (Trench.)

The army, expecting from the king's Illness a speedy
order to return, conversed of nothing else within their

camp, with that kind of security as if they had already re-

ceived orders to return home.
Bruce, Source of the Nile, II. 37.

(6) Freedom from annoyance, harm, danger, or loss ; safety.

The people neither vsedvswell nor ill, yet for oar se-

curitie we tooke one of their petty Kings, and led him
bound to conduct vs the way.

Quoted in Capt. John Smith's Works, I. 19.

What greater security can we have, than to be under the

protection of infinite wisdom and goodness?
Bp. Atterbury, Sermons, II. xxii.

The right of personal security is, . . . that no person, ex-

cept on impeachment, and in cases arising in the military
and naval service, shall be held to answer for a capital or
otherwise infamous crime, or for any offence above the
common-law degree of petit larceny, unless he shall have
been previously charged on the presentment or indictment
of a grand jury ;

that no person shall be subject, for the
same offence, to be twice put in jeopardy of life or limb ;

nor shall he be compelled, in any criminal case, to be a wit-
ness against himself ; and, in all criminal prosecutions,
the accused is entitled to a speedy and public trial, by an
impartial jury; and upon the trial he is entitled to be con-
fronted with the witnesses against him, to have compul-
sory process for obtaining witnesses in his favour, and to
have the assistance of counsel for his defence ; and as a
further guard against abuse and oppression in criminal

proceedings, it is declared that excessive bail cannot be
required, nor excessive fines imposed, nor cruel and un-
usual punishments inflicted.

Kent's Commentaries (12th ed.), IL 12.

2. That which secures or makes safe
; protec-

tion; defense; guard.
Anjou is neighbouring upon Normandy : a great Security

to it, if a Friend ; and as great a Danger, if an Enemy.
Baiter, Chronicles, p. 44.

There are only two or three poor families that live here,
and are in perpetual fear of the Arabs, against whom
their poverty is their best security.

Pococke, Description of the East, IL i. 59.

(a) A guaranty or pledge ; something given or deposited
as surety for the fulfilment of a promise or an obligation,
the payment of a debt, or the like.

This is no time to lend money, especially upon bare

friendship, without security. Shot., T. of A., iii. 1. 46.

Ten. Well, sir, your security?
Ainb. Why, sir, two diamonds here.

Dekker and Webster, Westward Ho, iv. 1.

We obliged him to give his son Mahomet in security for
his behaviour towards us. Bruce, Source of the Nile, 1. 46.

(b) A person who engages or pledges himself for the per-
formance of another's obligations ;

onewhobecomes surety
for another.

3. An evidence of debt or of property, as a
bond or a certificate of stock : as, government
securities.

Exchequer bills have been generally reckoned the sur-
est and most sacred of all securities. Swift, Examiner.

Collateral, heritable, personal security. See the ad-

jectives. Infeftment In security. See laftftmat.
To go security. See go. To marshal securities.
See marshal^,

rings secured to the sides, and usually by two
bearers. These chairs were first introduced in western

Europe In the sixteenth century (first seen in England in

1581, and regularly used there from 1634), hut their use was
greatly extended In theeighteenth century, when they were
the common means of transportation for ladies and gen-
tlemen in the cities of England and France. They were
often elaborately decorated, with paintings by artists of

note, panels of vernis Martin, and the like, and lined with
elegant silks. Similar chairs, carried on the shoulders of

two or more bearers, have long been in use in China.

If your wife be the gentle woman o' the house, sir, shee 's

now gone forth in one o'the new Hand-litters : what call

yee it, a Sedan. Brome, The Sparagus Garden, iv. 10.

Close mewed in their sedans, for fear of air ;

And for their wives produce an empty chair.

Dryden, tr. of Juvenal's Satires, i. 186.

Sedans, from hence [Naples) brought first into England
by Sir Sanders Duncomb. Evelyn, Diary, 1'eb. 8, 1645.

2. A hand-barrow with a deep basket-like bot-

tom made of barrel-hoops, used to carry fish.

It has been used since the eighteenth century to carry fish

from the beach over the sand to the flakes. [Provincetown,
Massachusetts.]

Sedan blaok. See Wad:
sedan-chair (sf-dan'ehar), . Same as sedan, ] .

When not walking, ladies used either a coach or .--.,/,;,,

chair, and but seldom rode on horseback.
J. Ashtan, Social Life in Reign of Queen Anne, I. 98.

sedant (se'dant), a. [F. *sedant, < L. seden(t-)s,

sitting: see sedent, sejant.] In her., same as

sejant.
sedate (se-daf), a. [= It. sedato, < L. sedatus,

composed, calm, pp. of sedare, settle, causal of

sedere, sit, = E. sit: seesit.] C^uiet; composed;
placid; serene; serious; undisturbed by pas-
sion: as, a sedate temper or deportment.

With countenance calm, and soul sedate.

Dryden, .Eneid, ix. 999.

The Italians, notwithstanding their natural fleriness of

temper, affect always to appear sober and sedate.

Addisan, Remarks on Italy (Works, ed. Bohn, I. 373).

He was about forty-eight of a sedate look, something
approaching to gravity.

Sterne, Sentimental Journey, p. 78.

A mind
Of composition gentle and sedate,

And, in Its movements, circumspect and slow.

Wordsworth, Excursion, vi.

When he touched a lighter string, the tones, though
pleasingly modulated, were still sedate.

Giftird, Introd. to Ford's Plays, p. 1.

= SyTL Imperturbable, serious, staid.

sedatet, <' '. [< sedate, .] To calm
; compose.

To sedate these contests. Dr. John Oieen, Works, VIII.,

Ipref., p. 48. (N. and Q.)

sedately (se-dat'li), fidv. In a sedate manner;
calmly; serenely; without mental agitation.

She took the kiss sedately. Tennyson, Maud, xii. 4.



sedateness

sedateness (se-dat'nes), H. The state or quality
of being sedate; calmness of mind, manner, or

countenance ; composure : placidity ; serenity ;

tranquillity: as, MdafeMWoftemper; sectotmess

of countenance.

There is a particular sedateness in their conversation and
behaviour that qualities them for council.

Addition, State of the War.

sedation (se-da'shon), . [< L. netlatio(n-), an al-

laying or calming)' < sedarc, pp. gedattts, settle,

appease: see sedate.'] The act of calming.

The unevenness of the earth is clearly Providence. For

since it is not ;iny fixed sedation, but a Boating mild varie-

ty that pleaseth, the hills and valleys in it have all their

special use. Feltham, Resolves, ii. 8:">.

sedative (sed'a-tiv), a. and . [< OF. seil/ilif,

F. sedatif= Sp. Pg. It. sedatiro, < NL. "sedati-

t'us, < L. sedare, pp. sedatus, compose : see se-

date.] I. . Tending to calm, tranquilize, or

soothe; specifically, in med., having the power
of allaying or assuaging irritation, irritability,

or pain Sedative salt.boracic acid. Sedative wa-
ter, a lotion composed of ammonia, spirit of camphor,
salt, and water.

II. . Whatever soothes, allays, or assuages;

specifically, a medicine or a medical appliance
which has the property of allaying irritation,

irritability, or pain.
All its little griefs soothed by natural sedatives.

0. W. Holmes, Autocrat, vi.

Cardiac sedatives, medicines which reduce the heart's

action, such as veratria, aconite, hydrocyanic acid, etc.

sede1
!,

and v. An obsolete form of seed.

sedea
t. A Middle English form of said.

SO defendendo (se de-fen-den'do). [L.: se, abl.

of pers. pron. 3d pers. sing. ; defendendo, abl.

sing, of gerundive of defendere, avert, ward off:

see dcfend.~\ In law, in defending himself : the

plea of a person charged with slaying another
that he committed the act in his own defense.

sedellt, . A Middle English form of schedule.

sedent (se'dent), a. [< L. seden(t-)s, ppr. of se-

dere, sit: see sit.] Sitting; inactive; at rest.

Sedentaria (sed-en-ta'ri-a), n. pi. [NL., neut.

?1.

of L. sedentarius, sedentary: see sedentary.]
. In Lamarck's classification (1801-12), one

of three orders of Annelida, distinguished from

Apoda a,n&Antennata, and containing the seden-

tary or tubicolous worms : opposed to Errantia.

2. The sedentary spiders : same as Seden-

taria. 3. A suborder of peritrichous ciliate

infusorians, containing those which are seden-

tary, as the Vorticellidse: distinguished from
Natantia.

Sedentariae (sed-en-ta'ri-e), n. pi. [NL., fern,

pi. of L. sedentarius, sedentary: see sedentary.]
A division of Araiteina, containing those spi-
ders that spin webs in which to lie in wait for

their prey ; the sedentary spiders : opposed to

Errantia. It includes several modern families,
and many of the most familiar species.

sedentarily (sed'en-ta-ri-li), adv. In a seden-

tary manner. Imp. Diet.

sedentariness (sed'en-ta-ri-nes), . The state

or the habit of being sedentary.
Those that live in great towns . . . are inclined to pale-

ness, which may be imputed to their sedentariness, or want
of motion ; for they seldom stir abroad.

L. Addison, West Barbary (1671), p. 113.

sedentary (sed'en-ta-ri), a. and . [< OF. seden-

taire, F. sedentaire = Sp. Pg. It. sedentario, < L.

sedentarius, sedentary, sitting, < seden(t-)s, ppr.
of sedere, sit : see sedent.] I. a. 1. Sitting; be-

ing or continuing in a sitting posture ; working
habitually in a sitting posture. [Rare.]

She sits unmoved, and freezes to a stone.

But still her envious hue and sullen mien
Are in the sedentary figure seen.

Addi3on, tr. of Ovid's Metamorph., ii.

When the text of Homer had once become frozen and
settled, no man could take liberties with it at the risk of

being tripped up himself on its glassy surface, and landed
in a lugubrious sedentary posture, to the derision of all

critics. De Quincey, Homer, i.

Hence (a) Fixed ; settled ; permanent ; remaining in the

same place.
The sedentary fowl

That seek yon pool, and there prolong their stay
In silent congress. Wordsworth, Excursion, iv.

(b) Inactive ; idle ; sluggish : as, a sedentary life.

The great Expence it [travel upon the king's service]
will require, being not to remain sedentary in one Place as

other Agents, but to be often in itinerary Motion.

Howell, Letters, I. iv. 25.

I imputed . . . their corpulency to a sedentary way of

living. Goldsmith, Citizen of the World, Iviii.

(c) In zoiil. : (1) Abiding in one place ; not migratory, as

a bird. (2) Kixed in a tube ; not errant, as a worm ;

belonging to the Sedentaria. (:S) Spinning a web and ly-

ing in wait, as a spider ; belonging to the Sedentariie. (4)

Affixed; attached; not free-swimming, as an infusorian,
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a rotifer, polyp, cirriped, mollusk, ascidlan, etc. ; specifi-

cally, belonging to the Sedentaria. (5) Encysted and mo-
tionless or quiescent, as a protozoan. Compare resting-

spare.

2. Accustomed to sit much, or to pass most of

the time in a sitting posture : hence, secluded.

But, of all the barbarians, this humour would be least

seen in the Egyptians : whose sages were not sedentary
scholastic sophists, like the Grecian, but men employed
and busied in the public affairs of religion and govern-
ment. Warburton, Divine Legation, iii. 4.

3. Characterized by or requiring continuance
in a sitting posture : as, a sedentary profession ;

the sedentary life of a scholar.

Sedentary and within-door arts, and delicate manufac-

tures (that require rather the finger than the arm), have

in their nature a contrariety to a military disposition.

Bacon, True Greatness of Kingdoms, etc. (ed. 18S7).

4. Resulting from inactivity or much sitting.

Till length of years
And sedentary numbness craze my limbs.

auton, S. A., 1. 571.

II. .; pi. sedentctiies (-riz). 1. A sedentary

person; one of sedentary habits. 2. A mem-
ber of the Sedentarix; a sedentary spider.

sederunt (se-de'runt). [Taken from records

orig. kept in Latin: L. sederunt, 3d pers. pi. perf .

ind. of sedere, sit: see sedent.'] 1. There sat:

a word used in minutes of the meetings of courts

and other bodies in noting that such and such

members were present and composed the meet-

ing: as, sederunt A. B., C. D., etc. (that is, there

sat or were present A. B., C. D., etc.). Hence
2. n. A single sitting or meeting of a court

;

also, a more or less formal meeting or sitting of

any association, society, or company of men.

Tisapity we have not Burns's own account of that long
sederunt. J. Wilson.

That fable ... of there being an Association . . . which
. . . met at the Baron D'Holbach's, there had its blue-

light sederunts, and published Transactions, . . . was and
remains nothing but a fable. Carlyle, Diderot.

Acts Of Sederunt. (a) Ordinances of the Scottish Court of

Session, under authority of the statute 1540, xciii., by which
the court is empowered to make such regulation as may be

necessary for the ordering of processes and the expediting
of Justice. The Acts of Sederunt are recorded in books
called Books of Sederunt. (6) A Scotch statute of 1692 re-

lating to the formalities of publicity in conveying lands.

sedes impedita (se'dez im-pe-di'ta). [L.:

sedes, a seat
; impedita, fern, of impeditus, pp.

of impedire, entangle, hinder, hold fast: see im-

pede, impedite.'] A term of canon law to desig-
nate a papal or an episcopal see when there is a

partial cessation by the incumbent of his epis-

copal duties.

sedes vacans (se'dez va'kanz). [L. : sedes, a

seat; vacans, ppr. of vacare, be vacant: see va-

cant.'] A term of canon law to designate a pa-

pal or an episcopal see when absolutely vacant.

sedge 1
(sej), . [Also dial, (common in early

mod. E. use) sea; < ME. segge, segg, < AS. secy
= MD. scggJie = MLG. LG. seggc, sedge, lit.

'

cutter,' so called from the shape of the leaves ;

< Teut. / seg, sag, cut : see saw1
. Cf . Ir. seasg,

seisg = W. liesg, sedge. For the sense, cf. E.

sword-grass; F. glaieul, < L. gladiolus, a small

sword, sword-lily, flag (see gladiolus); G.

schwertel, sword-lily, schwertel-gras, sedge, <

Sedillot's operation

schwcrt, a sword.] A plant of the genus Carex,
an extensive genus of grass-like cyperaceous
plants. The name is thence extended, especially in the

plural, to the order Cypemceee, the sedge family. In pop-
ular use it is loosely comprehensive of numerous ttag-

like, rush-like, or grassy plants growing in wet places.
See Carex and Cyperacex.

The meads, the orchards, and the primrose-lanes,
Instead of sedge and reeds, bear sugar-canes.

Marlowe, Jew of Malta, iv. 4. 103.

Thirtie or fortie of the Rapahanocks had so accommo-
dated themselues with branches, as we tooke them for lit-

tle bushes growing among the sedge.
Quoted in Cap*. John Smith's Works, 1. 185.

No more thy glassy brook reflects the day,

But, choked with sedges, works its weedy way.
Goldsmith, Des. Vi]., 1. 41.

Beak-sedge. See Rhynchospora. Myrtle sedge. See
7 yrtle. Sweet sedge. Same as sweet-flag. (See also

cotton-sedge, hammer-sedye, ntU-sedye.)

sedge'-
2
(sej), n . [A var. of siege (ME. sege), seat,

sitting: see siege.'] A flock of herons or bit-

terns, sometimes of cranes. =8yn. Covey, etc. See

jlocki.

sedge-bird (sej'berd), . A sedge-warbler.
Yarrell.

sedged (sejd), a. [< sedge
1 + -ed2.] Composed

of flags or sedge.
You nymphs, called Naiads, of the windring brooks,
With your sedged crowns and ever-harmless looks.

SAa*., Tempest, iv. 1.129.

sedge-flat (sej 'flat), n. A tract of land lying
below ordinary high-water mark, on which a
coarse or long sedge grows which cattle will

not eat.

sedge-hen (sej'hen), . Same as marsh-hen (ft).

[Maryland and Virginia.]
"I've never fished there," Dick interrupted ; "but last

fall I shot over it with Matt, and we had grand sport. We
got forty-two sedge-hens, on a high tide."

St. Xicholas, XVII. 638.

sedge-marine (sej'ma-ren"), n. The sedge-
warbler. C. Swainson. [Local, Eng.]
sedge-warbler (sej'war'bler), n. An acro-

cephaline bird
; a kind of reed-warbler, specifi-

cally Sylvia or Calamolierpe or Salicaria oiAcro-

cephalus phragmitis, or .4. scha-nobeenus, a sedge-
bird widely distributed in Europe, Asia, and

(D*o
e a

i, the i

Sedges,
ale plant of Carex scirpoidea ; 2, the fen lie plant of '

.

rex icirfioidea: 3, the inflorescence of Carex vulpinoidta ; 4, the

inflorescence of Carex crittita ; 5, schematic view of the female
flower (.'lx, axis; /tr, bract ; P, perigynium ; K, rachis; f7, fruiu.

a. fruit with the perigynium of Carex scirpoittea ; b, a bract; c, peri-

gynium of C. criHfta ; it, the achene ; e, a bract.

Sedge-warbler (Acroctpttnliis phragtnitis).

Africa, about 5 inches long, rufous-brown above
and buffy-brown below, frequenting sedgy and

reedy places. There are many other species of this

genus, all sharing the name. Also called reed-warbler,
reed wren, sedge-wren, etc. See reed-thrush, and quotation
under reeler, 2.

sedge-wren (sej'ren), n. Same as sedge-warbler.

sedgy (sej'i), a. [(sedge1 + -i/
1
.] 1. Of or per-

taining to sedge : as, a sedgy growth.
If they are wild-ducks, parboil them with a large carrot

(cut to pieces) inside of each, to draw out the fishy or

sedgy taste. Miss Leslie, Cook-book (ed. 1854), p. 94.

2. Overgrown or bordered with sedge.
Gentle Severn's sedgy bank. Shak., I Hen. IV., i. 8. 98.

To the right lay the sedgy point of Blackwell's Island,
drest in the fresh garniture of living green.

Irving, Knickerbocker, p. 11.

sedigitated (se-dij'i-ta-ted), a. [< L. sedigitus,

having six fingers on one hand,< sex, six (= E.

six), + digitus, a finger (see digit), + -ate1 +
-erf2.] Same as sexdigitate. Darwin.

sedile (se-di'le), .
; pi. gedilia (-dil'i-a). [L.

sedile, a seat, bench, < sedere, sit: see sit.} Ee-

cles., one of the seats within the sanctuary pro-
vided originally or specifically for the celebrant

of the mass (or holy communion) and his assis-

tants. The sedilia are typically three in number, for the
use of the priest, the deacon, and the subdeacon, and in

England are often recesses constructed in the south wall

of the chancel, and generally enriched with carving. The
name is sometimes also used for non-structural seats serv-

ing the same purpose. The singular sedile is little used.

See cut on following ]i;t^f.

Sedillot's operation. See operation.



sediment

Scdiliii, Southwell Minster, England.

sediment (sed'i-ment), n. [< OF. sediment, F.

sMimentaiSp, Pg. It.sedimciito, <.\j.sedimentum,
a settling, subsidence, < seitere, sit, settle, = E.

sit: see sit.] The matter which settles to the

bottom of water or any other liquid; settlings;
lees

; dregs ; in geol., detrital material mechani-

cally suspended in or deposited from water; the

material of which the sedimentary rocks are

composed.
It IB not bare agitation, bat the sediment at the bottom,

that troubles and defiles the water. South, Sermons.

In recent years it has been attempted to calculate the
amounts of sediment worn off by various great rivers from
the surface of the regions drained by them.

J. Fislce, Evolutionist, p. 18.

Latericeous sediment. See lattriceous.

sedimental (sed-i-men'tal), a. [< sediment -t-

-al.] Pertaining to or of the nature of sediment
or dregs.

For if the ratified and azure body of this lower heaven
be folded up like a scroll of parchment, then much more
this drossy, feculent, and sedimental earth shall he burnt.

Bee, T. Adatw, Works, I. 336.

sedimentary (sed-i-men'ta-ri), . [= F. sedi-

mentaire; as sediment + -'.'/] In geol., formed

by deposition of materials previously held in

suspension by water: nearly synonymous with

(igneous. A rock is massive when it has no structure

indicating an aqueous origin ; it is sedimentary when its

appearance indicates that it is made up of the detritus of
other rocks, eroded and carried away by watery currents,
to be deposited in another place. All sedimentary rocks
are made up of the fragments of the original crust of the

earth, of eruptive materials which have come up through
this crust from below, or of other sedimentary beds which,
having been deposited, have again in their turn been
subjected to erosion and redeposition. It is in sedimen-
tary rocks that organic remains are found

;
in the original

crust of the earth, or in volcanic materials, traces of life

could not be expected to occur. Sedimentary cata-
ract, a soft cataract, in which the denser parts have sub-
sided.

sedimentation (sed"i-men-ta'shou), H. [< sed-
iment + -ation.] The deposition of sediment;
the accumulation of earthy sediment to form
strata.

sediment-collector (sed'i-ment-ko-lek*tor), n.

Auy apparatus in vessels containing fluids for

receiving deposits of sediment and impurities,
with provision for their removal.
sedition (se-dish'on), . [Early mod. E. also
sedition ; < ME. xeditioun, < OF. sedition, sedi-

tion, F. sedition = Pr. sedicio = Sp. sedition =
Pg. sediyao = It. xedizione, < L. seditio(n-), dis-

sension, civil discord, sedition, lit. 'a going
apart,' hence dissension, <

*
serfire (not used), go

apart, < serf-, apart, + ire, go : see iter1
,
etc. Cf .

ambition, redition, transition."] A factious com-
motion in a state

;
the stirring up of such a

commotion; incitement of discontent against
government and disturbance of public tran-

quillity, as by inflammatory speeches or writ-

ings, or acts or language tending to breach of

public order: as, to stir up a sedition; a speech
or pamphlet abounding in sedition. Edition, which
is not strictly a legal term, comprises such offenses against
the authority of the state as do not amount to treason, for
want of an overt act. But it is not essential to the offense
of sedition that it threaten the very existence of the state
or its authority in its entire extent Thus, there are se-
ditious assemblies, seditious libels, etc., as well as direct
and indirect threats and acts amounting to sedition all
of which are punishable as misdemeanors by fine and im-
prisonment.

Thus have I evermore been burdened with the word
of sedition. Latimer, 3d Sermon bef. Edw. VI., 1549.

And he released nnto them him that for sedition and
murder was cast into prison. Luke xxiii. 25.

If the Devil himself were to preach sedition to the
world, he would never appear otherwise than as an Angel
of Light. StUlingfteet, Sermons, 1. Tli.
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The hope of impunity is a strong incitement to sedition;

the dread of punishment, a proportionably strong dis-

couragement to it. A. Hamilton, Federalist, No. 20.

Sedition Act. See alien and sedition lam. under alien.

= Syn. Rebellion, Revolt, etc. See insurrection.

sedltionary (se-dish'on-a-ri), a. and H. [< sc-

dition + -<iry.] I. a. Pertaining to sedition
;

seditious.

II. .
; pi. seditioiiaries (-riz). An inciter or

promoter of sedition.

A seditiunary in a state, or a schismatick in the church,
is like a sulphureous fiery vapour in the bowels of the

earth, able to make that stable element reel again.

Bp. Hall, Remains, p. 71.

seditious (se-dish'us), . [Early mod. E. also

seditious; <'OF. seditieux, seditieus, F. seditieux

= Sp. Pg. sedicioso = It. sedizioso, < L. seditio-

sus, factious, seditious, < seditio(n-), sedition:
see sedition.] 1. Partaking of the nature of

sedition
; tending to the promotion of sedition :

as, seditious strife
;
seditious speech; & sedition.*

harangue.
This sedicious conspiracye was not so secretly kept, nor

so closely cloked. Hall, Henry IV., an. 6.

We weaken the Reins of the Government of our selves

by not holding them with a stricter hand, and make our
Passions more seditious and turbulent by letting them
alone. Stittinyjtett, Sermons, III. vii.

It was enacted "that such as imagined or spoke any
seditious or scandalous news, rumours, sayings, or tales of

the King or the Queen should be set upon the pillory if

it fortuned to be said without any city or town corpo-
rate." Strype, Memorials, Queen Mary, an. 1554.

2. Engaged in sedition ; guilty of sedition ; ex-

citing or promoting sedition: as, seditious per-
sons.

While they lived together in one city, their number*
exposed them to the delusions of sedition* demagogues.

J. Adams, Works, IV. 49.

= Svn. Incendiary. See insurrection.

seditiously (se-dish'us-H), adt: In a seditious

manner; with sedition. Locke, On Toleration.

seditiousness (se-dish'us-nes), H. The state or
character of being seditious.

Sedlitz powder. See Scidlitz powder, under
powder.
seduce (se-dus' ), c. t.

; pret. and pp. seduced, ppr.

seducing.' [= F. seduire = Pr. seduire = Sp. se-

dutir = Pg. seduzir = It. sedurre, seducere, < L.

seducere, lead apart or astray, < se-, apart, +
ducere, lead: see duct. Cf. adduce, conduce, de-

duce, etc.] To lead aside or astray; entice

away from duty, legal obligation, or rectitude,
as by promises, bribes, etc.; corrupt; specifi-

cally, to entice (a woman) to a surrender of

chastity. See seduction, '2.

For me, the gold of France did not seduce ;

Although I did admit it as a motive.

Shall., Hen. V., ii. 2. 155.

Beware of them, Diana; their promises, enticements,
oaths, tokens, and all these engines of lust, are not the

things they go under: many a maid hath been seduced by
them. Shalt., All's Well, Hi. 5. 22.

The best historians of later times have been seduced
from truth, not by their imagination, but by their reason.

Macaulay, History.

<) Popular Applause ! what heart of man
Is proof against thy sweet seducing charms?

Courper, Task, ii. 4S2.

= Syn. Lure, Decoy, etc. See allure*, and list iimlcr entice.

seduceable (se-dii'sa-bl), a. [< seduce + -able.]

Capable of being seduced or led astray ;
seduci-

ble.

seducement (se-dus'ment), n. [= It. sednci-

inento; as seduce + -went.] 1. The act of se-

ducing; seduction.
Court-madams,

Daughters of my seducement.

Middleton, Game at Chess, iv. 2.

He made a very free and full acknowledgement of his
error and seducement.

Winthrop, Hist New England, II. 74.

2. The means employed to seduce
;
the arts of

flattery, falsehood, and deception.
'Twas a weak Part in Eve to yield to the Seducement of

Satan ; but it was a weaker Thing in Adam to suffer him-
self to be tempted by Eve. Houtell, Letters, ii. 24.

seducer (se-du'ser), . [< seduce + -er 1 .] One
who seduces; one who entices another from
the path of rectitude and duty ; specifically, one
who, by solicitation, flattery, or promises, per-
suades a woman to surrender her chastity.

Grant it me, king ! . . . otherwise a seducer flourishes,
and a poor maid is undone. Shak., All's Well, v. 3. 146.

God's eye sees in what seat there sits, or in what cor-

ner there stands, some one man that wavers in matters
of doctrine, and inclines to hearken after a seducer.

Donne, Sermons, x.

seducible (se-du'si-bl), . [< seduce + -ible.]

Capable of being seduced, or drawn aside from
the path of rectitude

; corruptible.

Sedum
The vicious examples of ages past poison the curiosity of

these present, affording a hint of sin unto seducible spirits.
Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., vii. 19.

seducingly (se-du'siug-li), adv. In a seducing
or seductive manner.
seducive (se-du'siv), a. [< seduce + -ire.] Se-
ductive, [bare.]
There is John Courtland ah ! a seducive dog to drink

with. Bulwer, Eugene Aram, I. 11.

seduction (se-duk'shon), ii. [< OF. xrtlm'tion,

F. seduction = Pr. seduction = Sp. seduction =
Pg. seducqSo = It. nedueione, < L. seductio(n-),
a leading astray, < seducere, pp. tteductus, se-

duce: see seduce.] 1. The act of seducing;
enticement, especially to evil

;
seductive influ-

ences : as, the seductions of wealth.

The seductions of such Averroistic pantheism as was

preached by heretics like Amalric of Bena.

Encyc. Brit., X. 649.

2. The act of persuading a woman to surrender
her chastity.
A woman who is above flattery, and despises all praise

but that which flows from the approbation of her own
heart, is, morally speaking, out of reach of seduction.

Richardson, Clarissa Harlowe.

Specifically, in law : (a) The tort committed against a wo-
man, or against her parent or master, by enticing her to

surrender her chastity. (6) In some jurisdictions (by stat-

ute), the criminal offense of so doing, especially under
promise of marriage.
seductive (se-duk'tiv), a. [= Sp. seductiro, <

L. geductus, 'pp- of seducere. lead astray (see
seduce), + -ive.] Tending to seduce or lead
aside or astray; apt to mislead by flattering

appearances.
Go, splendid sycophant ! No more
Display thy soft seductive arts.

Langhorne, Fables of Flora, I.

seductively (se-duk'tiv-li), adr. In a seduc-
tive manner ; with seduction,

seductiveness (se-duk'tiv-nes). w. Seductive

character, influence, or tendency : as, the seduc-

tiveness of sin.

seductor (se-duk'tor), n. [= F. seducteur =
Sp. Pg. sedtictor = It. seducitore, < LL. seductor,
a misleader, seducer, < L. seducere, pp. seduc-

tus, mislead, seduce: see seduce.] One who
seduces or leads astray ;

a leader of sedition.

[Rare.]
To suppress

This hold seductor.

Massinger, Believe as you List, ii. >.

seductress (se-duk'tres), . [< seductor + -ess.]

A female seducer
;
a woman who leads a man

astray. Imp. Diet.

sedulity (se-du'li-ti), n. [< OF. sedulite = It.

sedulita, < Li. sedulita(t-)s, sedulousness, assidu-

ity, < sedulus, sedulous: see sedulous.] Sedu-
lous care and diligence ; diligent and assiduous

application ; constant attention
; unremitting

industry.
Let there be but the same propensity and bent of will

to religion, and there will be the same sedulity and inde-

fatigable industry in men's enquiries into it South.

Sedulity . . . admits no intermission, no interruption,
no discontinuance, no trepidity, no indifferency in reli-

gious offices. Donne, Sermons, xxlii.

That your Sedulities in the Reception of our Agent were
so cordial and so egregious we both gladly understand,
and earnestly exhort ye that you would persevere in your
good Will and Affection towards us.

Mitton, Letters of State, May 31, 1650.

sedulous (sed'u-lus), a. [< L. sedulus, diligent,

prob. lit. 'sitting fast, persistent
'

(cf. assiduus,

busy, occupied, assiduous), < sedere, sit (cf. se-

des, a seat) : see sedent, sit. In another view,
lit.

'

going, active, agile,' < -tf sad, go, seen in

Gr. 6o6f, a way, b&tven, travel.] Diligent in ap-
plication or in the pursuit of an object; con-

stant, steady, and persevering; steadily indus-

trious; assiduous.
The sedulous Bee

Distill'd her Honey on thy purple Lips.

Prior, First Hymn of Callimachus.

The laziest will be sedulous and active where he is in

1
mi suit of what he has much at heart.

Sw\fl, Against Abolishing Christianity.

=SyiL See assiduity.

sedulously (sed'u-lus-li), adv. In a sedulous
manner

; diligently ; industriously ;
assidu-

ously.
sedulousness (sed'u-lus-nes), . The state or

quality of beingsediilous; assiduity; assiduous-
ness ; steady diligence ;

continued industry or

effort. = Syn. See comparison under assiduity.

Sedum (se'dum), n. [ML. (Tournefort, 1700),
< L. sedum, houseleek.] 1. A genus of poly-
petalous plants, of the order Crassulacex. it

is characterized by flowers with a four- or five-lobed

calyx, the same number of separate petals, twice as

many stamens alternately adnate to the petals, and a
number of small scales inserted beneath the four or



Sedum
five ovaries, the latter containing numerous ovules and

ripening into separate follicles. There are about 150 spe-

cies, natives of nortli temperate and frigid regions, rare

in America, where one occurs in Peru, and in the United
States 16 or more, chiefly in the mountains, with 3 others

naturalized in the east. They are usually smooth herbs,
either erect or decumbent, often tufted or moss-like, and
remarkable for their fleshy stems and leaves. The latter

are of very varied shapes, usually entire or but slightly

toothed, and either opposite, alternate, or whorled. The
flowers are borne in cymes, usually white, yellow, or pink,
sometimes purplish or blue. Many species are common
in dry, barren, or rocky places where little else will grow.
The 10 British species and some of the American are known
as stonecrop. Many others, known in cultivation by the

generic name, and favorites for ornamenting rockwork,
tilling vases, and covering walls, are valued for the perma-
nence of their foliage, which resists drought. Several with
stiff rosettes of thick leaves are used for bedding out in

summer, or employed for decorative borders and to form

permanent designs, mottos, and lettering. Many similar

Mexican plants so used, and commonly confused with

these, belong to the subgenus Echeveria of the related ge-
nus Cotyledon, and are distinguished by their united flve-

furrowed corolla-tube. A similar habit occurs in the related

genus Sempervivum. Several other species are in culti-

vation for their pink, purple, or scarlet flowers, and others
for their variegated leaves mottled with white or yellow.
A few are dioecious, and have flat, thinner leaves, form-

ing the subgenus Rhodiola, the rhodia of medieval shops.

(See roseroot and heal-all.) Many species are remark-
able for persistence of life, cut stems growing and even

flowering when fastened on a wall, deriving nourish-

ment from reserves in their lower leaves and succulent

stem, especially S. Tdephiwm (for which see orpine, 2),

also called liae-for-ever and livelong, and known as Aa-
ron's-rod because sometimes growing when pressed and

apparently dried, and as midsummer-men because former-

ly used for divination on midsummer' eve by setting up
two stems to see if the one representing the lover will

turn to the other. S. acre, the English wall-pepper, bird's-

bread, creeping-jack, or pricket, an emetic and cathartic,
is often cultivated in America as moss, golden-moss, or

love-entangle, and S. Sieboldii, a Japanese species valued
for its grayish-green whorled leaves, as constancy; S. ru-

pestreis known in England as jealousy; and for S. Ana-

campseros, see herb of friendship, under herb. S. album,

formerly esteemed in medicine and eaten cooked or as a

salad, is known as worm-grass and prickmadam. S. pul-
chellum of the southern United States is sometimes culti-

vated under the name of widow's-cross. S. ternatum, the

wild stonecrop of rocky places in Pennsylvania and south-

ward, with white flowers and rounded ornamental leaves

in threes, is also often cultivated. S. telephioides, from
the Potomac southward, and the roseroot, in the Rocky
Mountains and arctic America, are conspicuous on ac-

count of their growth in multitudes on high ledges of

dry mountain-cliffs.

2. [/. c.] A plant of the genus Sedum : extend-
ed by very early writers to the houseleek and
other crassulaceous plants. Sometimes writ-

ten cedum.
Yf bestes harme it that beth in the grounde,
Let mynge juce of cedum [houseleek) smal ygrouude
With water, and oon nyght thi seede ther stepe,
And beestes wicke away thus may me kepe.

Palladia*, Husbondrie(E. E. T. S.), p. 180.

see1
(se), v.

; pret. saw, pp. seen, ppr. seeing.

[< ME. seen, sen, without inf. term, see, se (pret.

saw, saugh, sawgh, sauh, sawh, say, saygJi, sey,

set, seigli, seih, seyh,seig, sigh, sy, etc., pp. sein,

seyn, sewen, segen, seien, sen, seie,_etc.),
< AS.

seon, si6n (pret. seah, pi. sdwon, seegon, pp. ge-

segen, gesewen) = OS. sehan, sean = OFries. sia

= MD. sien, D. zien = MLG. sen, LG. seen =
OHG. sehan, MHG. sehen, G. selien = Icel. sjd
= Sw. Dan. se = Goth, saihwan (pret. sahw, pi.

seliwnm, pp. saihwans), see, Tent, v' sehw (>

segw, sew), see
;
accordant in form, and prob.

identical in origin, with L. sequi = Gr. emadai,

follow, = Lith. sehti, follow (/ seq, follow):
see sequent, sue, etc. The transfer of sense is

not certain
; prob.

' follow with the eyes.'] I.

trans. 1 . To perceive by the eye ;
become aware

of (an object) by means of light-waves emitted

by it or reflected from it to the organs of sight ;

behold : as, to see a man coming ;
no man can

see God.
He abode, tille the Damysele saughe the Schadewe of

him in the Myrour. Mandemlle, Travels, p. 24.

This we saw with our eies, and reioyced at it with our
hearts. Quoted in Cop*. John Smith's Works, II. 42.

2. To examine with the eyes ; view
;
behold ;

observe
; inspect : as, to see the games ;

to see

the sights of a town.
But as some of vs visyted one place and some an other,

so yt whan we mette eche reported vnto other as we had
fouuden and gene. Sir R. Gwylforde, Pylgrymage, p. 47.

And euery wight will haue a looking glasse
To gee himselfe, yet so he seeth him not.

Oascai'jne, Steele Olas (ed. Arber), p. 54.

He 's awa to the wedding house,
To see what he could see.

Catherine Johmtone (Child's Ballads, IV. 35).

How can any Body be happy while they're in perpetual
Fear of being seen and censur'd ?

Congreve, Love for Love, ii. 9.

3. To perceive mentally; discern; form a con-

ception or idea of; distinguish; understand;
comprehend: as, to see the point of an argu-
ment

;
to see a joke.
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William & his worth! make, whan thei sei time,
Told themperour treuli that hem tidde hadde.

William of Palerm (E. E. T. S.), 1. 4917.

Lady Easy. . . . To be in love, now, is only to have a

design upon a woman. . . .

Lady Betty. Ay, but the world knows, that is not the

case between my lord and me.

Lady Easy. Therefore, I think you happy.
Lady Betty. Now, I don't see it.

C'ibber, Careless Husband, ii. 1.

The sooner you lay your head alongside of Mr. Bruit's

head, the sooner you will see your way out of the dead-

lock. W. Collins, The Moonstone, iii. B.

4f. To keep in sight; take care of; watch over;

protect.
Unnethes myghte the frere speke a word,
Till atte laste he seyde, "God you see."

Chaucer, Summoner's Tale, 1. 469.

5. To bring about as a result
; superintend the

execution or the performance of a thing so as

to effect (a specified result) ;
make sure : with

an object-clause with that specifying the result.
The that is often omitted, and the clause may suffer further

ellipsis : as, tee that it is done ; or, see it is done ; or, see

it done.

See that ye fall not out by the way. Gen. xiv. 24.

See the lists and all things fit. Shak.
,
2 Hen. VI. ,

ii. 3. 54.

Farewell ; and nee this business be a foot

With expedition.
Fletcher (and another), Noble Gentleman, i. 1.

'Tis his Business to see that they and all other about the

House perform their Duties. Selden, Table-Talk, p. 28.

Take him away now, then, you gaping idiot, and see that

he does not bite you, to put an old proverb to shame.

Scott, Old Mortality, xxxiv.

6. To wait upon ;
attend ;

escort : with an ob-

jective predicate: as, to see a friend off to Eu-

rope; to see a lady home.
Ant. But, hark ye, Ferdinand, did you leave your key

with them V

Ferd. Yes; the maid who saw me out took it from the

door. Sheridan, The Duenna, i. 2.

She was with him, accompanying him, seeing him off.

Mrs. Oliphant, Poor Gentleman, xxviii.

7. To call on; visit; have an interview with.

Come, Casca, you and I will yet ere day
See Brutus at his house. Shak., J. C., i. 3. 154.

8. To meet and speak with
;
receive : as, I can-

not sec any one to-day.
I was to see Monsieur Baudelot, whose Friendship I

highly value. I received great Civilities from him.

Lister, Journey to Paris, p. 46.

Assert your right boldly, man ! ... see what company
you like

; go out when you please ; return when you
please. Caiman, Jealous Wife, i.

9. To consult for a particular purpose ;
some-

times, euphemistically, to consult as a lobbyist
for the purpose of influencing by a bribe or the

like. See the quotation under lobbyist. [Col-

loq.] 10. To find out; learn by observation
or experience.
The people had come rudely to the boat when I was

absent, and had said that they would see whether this

stranger would dare come out another day, having taken

great umbrage at my copying the inscriptions.

Pococke, Description of the East, 1. 105.

11. To feel; suffer; experience; know by
personal experience. See seen, p. a.

If a man keep my saying he shall never see death.
John viii. 51.

When remedies are past, the griefs are ended

By seeing the worst. Shak., Othello, i. 3. 203.

Let one more attest

I have lived, seen God's hand thro' a lifetime, and all was
for best. Browning, Saul.

12. In poker and other gambling games, to

meet and accept by staking a similar sum : as,

to see a bet Not to see the fun of. See fun. To
have seen one's (or Its) best days, to have begun to

decline ; be on the wane.

True wit has seen its best days long ago.

Dryden, Limberham, Prol., 1. 1.

To have seen service. Seeserracei. To have seen the

day. See daj/i. To see one through, to aid one in

accomplishing. [Colloq.] Tosee out (a) To see or hear

to the end.

I had a mind to see him out, and therefore did not care

for contradicting him. Addison, Freeholder, No. 22.

(b) To outdo, as in drinking ;
beat.

I have heard him say that he could see the Dundee peo-

ple out any day, and walk home afterwards without stag-

gering. Dickens.

To see the back of. See backi . To see the elephant.
See elephant. to see the light. See lights .

= Svn. 1- 3.

See, Perceive, Observe, Notice, Behold, Witness. The first

five express either the physical sight or the result of re-

flection ; witness expresses sight only. See is the general
word: it represents often an involuntary act; to perceive

implies generally or always the intelligence of a prepared
miml ; to observe implies the purpose of inspecting mi-

nutely and taking note of facts connected with the object.
Notice applies to the involuntary discovery of some object
by the sight, or of some fact by the mind ;

it has also the

meaning of observe : as, to notice the operation of a steam-

engine. To behold is to look at a thing for some time,
to see plainly, or to see that which is interesting, remark-

See

able, or otherwise worth seeing. To witness is to see a

thing done or happening : as, to witiless a surgical opera-
tion ; hence, legally, to witness a signature is to certify

that one saw it made.

How he should be truly eloquent who is not a good man
I see not. Milton, Apology for Smectymnuus.

Lo, she is one of this confederacy !

Now I perceive they have conjoin'd all three

To fashion this false sport, in spite of me.

Shak., M. N. D., iii. 2. 198.

He who through vast immensity can pierce,
See worlds on worlds compose one universe,
Observe how system into system runs, . . .

May tell why Heaven has made us as we are.

Pope, Essay on Man, i. 25.

When he lay dying there,
I noticed one of his many rings, . . . and thought,
It is his mother's hair. Tennyson, Maud, xxiv. 8.

Haste hither, Eve, and worth thy sight behold,

Eastward among those trees, what glorious shape
Comes this way moving. Milton, P. L., v. 308.

You ask if nurses are obliged to witness amputations
and such matters, as a part of their duty. I think not,

unless they wish. L. M. Alcott, Hospital Sketches, p. 90.

II. intrans. 1. To have the power of per-

ceiving by the eye ;
have the power of sight ;

perceive or discern objects or their apparent
qualities by the organs of sight.

Though neither eyes nor ears, to hear nor see,

Yet should I be in love by touching thee.

Shak., Venus and Adonis, 1. 437.

We went on thro' clouds of dust to Akmim, for, the

wind being high, it raised the sands to such a degree
that we could not see before us any further than in a very
thick fog. Pocoeke, Description of the East, I. 80.

2. To perceive mentally ; apprehend ;
discern ;

understand: often with into or through.
I see into thy end, and am almost
A man already. Shak., Cymbeline, iii. 4. 169.

Many sagacious persons will . . . see through all our
fine pretensions. Tulotson.

3f. To look: with after, for, on, tip, or upon.

She was ful moore blisful on to see,

Thau is the newe pereionette tree.

Chaucer, Miller's Tale, 1. 61.

I gae up to my tapmast,
And see for some dry land.

Sir Patrick Spens (Child's Ballads, III. 341).

4. To examine or inquire ;
consider.

See now whether pure fear and entire cowardice doth
not make thee wrong this virtuous gentlewoman to close

with us. Shak.
,
2 Hen. IV., ii. 4. 352.

We'll take three men on either side,

And see if we can our fathers agree.
Qreeme and Bewick (Child's Ballads, III. 82).

5f. To meet; see one another.

How have ye done
Since last we saw in France?

Shak., Hen. VIII., i. 1. 2.

Letme see, let US see, let 's see, are used to express con-

sideration, or to introduce the particular consideration of

a subject. See to It, look well to it ; attend ; consider ;

take care. To see abont a thing, to pay some attention

to it; consider it. To see after. See after. To see
double. See double. To see good. See good. To see
Into or through a millstone. See millstone. To see

through oneTto understand one thoroughly.

He is a mere piece of glass : I see through him by this

time. B. Jonson, Cynthia's Bevels, v. 2.

TO see to. (at) To look at or upon ; behold.

An altar by Jordan, a great altar to see to. Josh. xxii. 10.

A certain shepherd lad,
Of small regard to see to !

Milton, Comus, 1. 620.

(b) To attend to or care or arrange for ; look after ; take

care of.

The Sick . . they see to with great affection.

Sir T. More, Utopia (tr. by Robinson), ii. 8.

I will go and purse the ducats straight,
See to my house, left in the fearful guard
Of an unthrifty knave. Shak., M. of V., i. 3. 176.

See is used imperatively, or as an interjection, to call the

attention of others to an object or a subject, signifying
lo!"look!' 'behold!'

see1
(se), n. [< see1

, v.] What one has to see.

[Bare.]
May I depart in peace, I have seen my see.

Browning, Eing and Book, ii. 128.

see2t, An obsolete spelling of sea1
.

see3 (se), n. [Early mod. E. also sea ; < ME. see,

se, < OF. se, sed, siet = Sp. sede, see, = Pg. sede,
se = It. sede, a seat, see. < L. sedes, a seat, < se-

dere = E. git: see sit. Cf. seat.~\ If. A seat of

power or dignity; a throne.

And smale harpers with her glees
Saten under hem in sees.

Chaucer, House of Fame, 1. 1210.

In the Roofe, ouyr the popes see,

A saluator may thou see,
Neuer peynted with hond of mon.

Political Poems, etc. (ed. Furnivall), p. 126.

Scho lifte me up lightly with hir leve hondes,
And sette me softely in the see, the septre me rechede.

Morte Arthure (E. E. T. S.), 1. 8351.

Jove laught on Venus from his soverayne see.

Spenser, F. Q., III. vi. 2.



2. The seat of a bishop, whether an ordinary

bishop, or a bishop of higher rank (metropoli-

tan, etc., patriarch, pope); the local center of

a diocese and of diocesan authority, or of a di-

ocese and other subordinate dioceses; the city
or locality from which ecclesiastical jurisdiction
is exercised ; hence, episcopal rank, authority,
and jurisdiction as exercised from a permanent
local center. The word gee, from meaning any seat of

dignity, came to apply specifically to the cathedra, or epis-

copal throne, situated in a cathedral, thence to the city

which contained the cathedral and was the chief city of

a bishop's diocese, and so in modern usage to the dio-

cese itself. It differs from diocese, however, in that diocese

represents the territorial province for the care of which the

bishop is responsible (that is, where his duties lie), whereas
see is the local seat of his authority, dignity, and episcopal

privileges. Both words differ from bishopric, in that bishop-
ric represents the bishop's office, whether actual or nomi-
nal. See throne.

The church where the bishop is set with his college of

presbyters about him we call a see.

Hooker, Eccles. Polity, vii. 8.

Apostolic see. See apostolic. Holy see, the see of

Rome. See of Rome, the papal office or jurisdiction;
the papal court.

Others, that would to high preferment come,
Leave vs, & flie vnto the Sea of Jtome.

Times' Whistle (E. E. T. S.X p. 51.

seeable (se'a-bl), a. and n. [< late ME. sea-

bylle; < seei"+ -able.] I. o. Capable of being
seen; to be seen.

II. n. That which is to be seen. [Rare.]
We shall make a march of it, seeing all the seeables on

the way. Southey, Letters, II. 271. (Davits.)

seebachite (se'bak-It), n. [Named after Karl
von Seebach, a German geologist (1839-78).]
A zeolitic mineral from Richmond, near Mel-

bourne, Victoria, probably identical with her-

schelite.

see-bright (se'brit), n. The clary, Salna Scla-

rea. See clary? and sage2 .

seecatchie (se'kach"i), . [Local name: Rus-
sian or Aleutian.] The male fur-seal or sea-

bear of Alaska, Callorhinus ursinus.

What catholic knowledge of fish and Hshing banks any
one of those old seecatchie must possess which we observe
hauled out on the 1'ribylov rookeries each summer !

Fisheries of U. S., V. ii. 854.

seecawk (se'kak), n. [Cree Indian.] The com-
mon American skunk, MepMtis mepJiitica.
seed (sed), . [< ME. seed, sede, sed, sad, < AS.

sled, seed, sowing, offspring, = OS. sad= OFries.
sed = MD. sail, D. :aad = MLG. sat = OHG.
MHG. sat, G. saat = Icel. sxtlii, sdth = Sw. sad
= Dan. seed = Goth. *<?</<$ (in comp. mana-seths,
mankind, the world), seed; with formative -a

(-th), from the root of AS. saican, etc., sow: see

6'oic1 .] 1. The fertilized and matured ovule of

the higher or flowering plants. It is a body within
the pericarp or seed-vessel, containing an organized em-
bryo, or nucleus, which, on being placed under favora-

ble circumstances, develops into an individual similar
to that from which it came. The reproductive bodies of
the lower or flowerless plants (cryptogams) differ in their

mode of germination and in other ways, and are not called
true seeds, but spores. (Seesporc.) The seed-coats are those
of the ovule two, or rarely only one. The outer, answer-

ing to the primine, is the more firm and is not rarely crus-
taceous in texture, and takes the name of testa (also sper.
moderm and episperm). The inner, answering to the sec-

undine, is called legmen (sometimes endopleura); when
present, it is always conformed to the nucleus, and is

thin .or soft and delicate in texture. The seed-stalk or

podosperm, when there is one, is the pedicel or attach-
ment of the seed to the placenta, and answers to the fu-

niculus of the ovule. The chalaza, raphe, and hilum of the
ovule retain the same names in the seed. The foramen of
the ovule is called the micropyle in the seed. The terms
which denote the position of the ovule, such as orthotro-

pous, anatropom, amphitropous, etc., also apply equally
to the resulting seed. The nucleus may consist of the
embryo alone, or of the embryo and the albumen, which
is the nourishing substance upon which the developing
plant is to feed until it is capable of maintaining itself.

See the various terms, and cuts under anatropous, cawpy-
lotropal, Cruciferx, ovary, and plumule.

Cute of thaire kynde eke seedes wol renewe,
And change hemself, as writeth clercs trewe.

Palladiui, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 5.

2. The male fecundating fluid
; semen; sperm

or milt, as of fish
; spat, as of oysters : without

a plural. 3. Very young animals, as oysters.
Now the Wareham district gives little else except seed :

that is, young oysters intended to be transferred to other
localities where they may pursue their growth under
more favorable conditions. Fisheries of U. S., V. ii. 515.

4. Progeny; offspring; children; descendants:
as, the seed of Abraham

; the seed of David.
In this sense, chiefly scriptural, the word is applied to one
person or to any number collectively, and is not used in
the plural.

The seed of Banquo kings ! Shale., Macbeth, iii. 1. 70.

His faithfnll eyes were nxt upon that incorruptible re-

ward, promis'd to Abraham and his seed in the Messiah.
Milton, Apology for Smectymnuus.

We, the latest seed of Time. Tennyson, Godiva.
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5. Race; generation; birth.

O Israel, O household of the Lord,
O Abraham's brats, brood of blessed seed,
O chosen sheep that loved the Lord indeed !

Gascoiyne, De Profundis.

Of mortal seed they were not held.

Waller, To Zelindn.

6. That from which anything springs; first prin-

ciple ; origin : often in the plural : as, the nccdx

of virtue or vice ; to sow the seeds of discord.

Seeds and roots of shame and iniquity.
Shale., Pericles, iv. 6. 93.

These fruitful seeds within your mind they sowed ;

'Twas yours to improve the talent they bestowed.

Dryden, Cym. and Iph., 1. 495.

7. Same as red-seed: a fishermen's term. 8.

The egg or eggs of the commercial silkworm-

moth, Sericaria mori.

The egg of the silk-worm moth is called by silk-raisers

the "seed." It is nearly round, slightly flattened, and in

size resembles a turnip-seed.
C. V. Kiley, A Manual of Instruction in Silk-culture.

9. In glass-making, one of the small bubbles
which form in imperfectly fused glass, and

which, when the glass is worked, assume elon-

gated or ovoid forms, resembling the shapes of

some seeds. Angola seeds, crabs'-eyes. See Abrus.

Cevadilla seeds. See cemdUla. Cold seeds. See
cold. Coriander-seed. See coriander. Cumin-seed.
Seed/mm, 2. Holy seed. See holy. Husk-seed. Same
as atnber-seed. Niger or ramtil seeds. See Guizotia.

To run to seed. See nmi, c. '. To set seed. See seti.

(See also amber-seed, bawchan-seed, bonduc-seeds, canary-
seed, fern-seed, mustard-seed.)

seed (sed), r. [< ME. seeden, seden, < AS. siedi-

an, provide with seed, < sxd, seed: see seed, .]

I. intrans. To go to seed ; produce seed ; grow
to maturity : as, plants that will not seed in a
cold climate.

The Hoiire nel seeden of my corn.
Horn, of the Rose, 1. 4344.

Your chere floureth, but hit wol not sede.

Chaucer, Anelida and Arcite. 1. 806.

They pick up all the old roots, exoept what they design
for seed, which they let stand to seed the next year.

Mortimer, Husbandry.
The tree [teak] seeds freely every year.

Encyc. Brit., XXIII. 103.

The old are all against you, for the name of pleasure is

an affront to them ; they know no other kind of it than
that which has flowered and seeded, and of which the with-
ered stems have indeed a rueful look.

Landor, Imag. Conv., Epicurus, Leontion, and Ternissa.

II. trans. 1. To sow; plant; sprinkle or sup-
ply with or as with seed. 2. To cover with

something thinly scattered
;
ornament with

small and separate figures.

A sable mantle seeded with waking eyes.
D. Jonson, Part of the King's Entertainment.

3f. To graft. [Rare.]
Or thus I rede

You doo : with gentil graffes hem [vines] to sede.

Pattadius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.\ p. 107.

4. In lard-rendering and -refining, to granulate
by slow cooling, or cooling without stirring, as

stearin in lard To seeddown, to sow with grass-seed.

seed-bag (sed'bag), n. A bag designed to con-
tain seeds

; specifically, a bag filled with flax-

seed, put around the tubing in a bore-hole, in

order that by its swelling it may form a water-

tight packing : formerly extensively used in the

oil-region of Pennsylvania.
seed-basket (sed'bas'ket), . In agri., a bas-

ket for holding the seed to be sown.
seed-bed (sed'bed), n. A piece of ground pre-

pared for receiving seed: often used figura-

tively.
The family, then, was the primal unit of political soci-

ety, and the seed-bed of all larger growths of government.
W. Wilson, State, 26.

seed-bird (sed'berd), n. The water-wagtail.
Halliwell. [Prov. Eng.]
seedboz (sed'boks), . 1. In bot., a seed-vessel
or capsule. 2. See Ludwigia.
seed-bud (sed'bud), n. The germ, germen, or
rudiment of the fruit in embryo ;

the ovule.

seed-cake (sed'kak), . A sweet cake contain-

ing aromatic seeds.

seed-coat (sed'kot), . In hot., the covering
of a seed, usually tie testa, or exterior coat.

seed-cod (sed'kod), n. A basket or vessel for

holding seed while the husbandman is sowing
it; a seed-leap. [Prov. Eng.]
seed-coral (sed'kor'al), n. Coral in very small
and irregular pieces as used in the arts. Com-
pare negligee beads, under negligee.
seed-cofn (sed'korn), n. Corn or grain for seed :

seed-grain ;
ears or kernels of maize set apart

as seed for a new crop.
Who else like you

Could sift the seedcorn from our chaff?

Lowell, To Holmes.

seeding

Seed-corn maggot,
the grub of a lly \\liic h

injures corn. Sec maj-
ffOt aild Alltltnutnnl.

seed-crusher (sed'-

kmefa'to), . An
instrument for

Crushing Seeds for Seed-corn Maggot (.Anlhomyia It*

the purpose Of eX- . maggot llinciEowi natural size); ,

f
. , . , pupa, natural size.

pressing their oil.

seed-down (sed'-

doun), H. The down
on certain seeds,
as the cotton.

seed-drill (sed'-

dril), H. A ma-
chine for sowing
Seed in rOWS Or Kernels of Maize, showing work of the

drifts; a drill.

seed-eater (sed'e"ter), . A granivorous bird;

specifically, a bird of the genus Spermopkila or

Sporophila (as S. moreleti of Texas and Mexico)
and some related genera of small American
finches. See also Spermestes, and compare Chon-
destes Little seed-eater. See yrastquit.

seeded (se'ded), . [< seed + -ed2.] 1. Bearing
seed; hence, matured; full-grown.

The seeded pride
That hath to this maturity blown up
In rank Achilles must or now be cropp'd.

Shak., T. and C., I. 3. 316.

The silent seeded mellow grass.

Tennyson, Pelleas and Ettarre.

2. Sown
; sprinkled with seed. 3. In her.,

having the stamens indicated : used only when
they are of a different tincture from the rest of

the flower: as, a rose gules seeded or Fieur-de-
lls seeded. See fleur-de-lis.

seed-embroidery (sed'em-broi'der-i), n. Em-
broidery in which the seeds of certain plants
are fastened upon the ground and form parts of

the design, as pumpkin-, melon-, and cucum-
ber-seeds.

seeder (se'der), n. [< seed + -er^.'] 1. One
who or that which sows or plants seeds ; a seed-

planting tool or machine
;
a seeding-machine or

sower; a seed-drill. 2. An apparatus for re-

moving seeds from fruit : as, a raisin-sm/er.

3. A breeding or spawning fish; a seed-fish.

seed-field (sed'feld), . A field in which seed
is raised, or a field ready for seeding.
Time Is not sleeping, nor Time's seedfield.

Carlyle, French Rev., II. iii. 2.

seed-finch (sed'finch), . A South American
finch of the genus (>ry:oborus. P. L. Sclater.

seed-fish (sed'fish), . A fish containing seed,
roe, or spawn ;

a ripe fish.

seed-fowlt (sed'foul), . [< ME. sede-foul; <

seed + fowl 1
.] A bird that feeds on grain, or

such birds collectively.
The eede-foul chosen hadde

The tuitel trewe, and gan hir to hem calle.

Chaucer, Parliament of Fowls, 1. 676.

seedful (sed'ful), . [< seed + -//.] Full of

seed
; pregnant ;

rich in promise.
She sits all gladly-sad expecting

Som flame (against her fragrant heap reflecting)
To burn her sacred bones to seedfull cinders.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartaa'fi Weeks, 1. 5.

seed-gall (sed'gal), w. A small gall, as if a

seed, raised on any plant by one of various in-

sects, as the phylloxera.
seed-garden (sed'gar"dn), . A garden for

raising seed.

seed-grain (sed'gran), . Corn or grain used as

seed for a new crop ; hence, that from which

anything springs.
The primary seed-grain of the Norse Religion.

Carlyle, Hero-Worship, i.

In 1876 and 1877 the grasshoppers ruined the wheat crops
of Minnesota, and reduced many farmers to a condition of

distress. The Legislature accordingly made profuse seed-

grain loans to individuals, to be refunded gradually in the

form of special taxes. Contemporary Rev.
,
LI. 700.

seediness(se'di-nes), H. [< seedy + -ness.] The
character or condition of being seedy, (a) The
state of abounding in seed. (6) Shabbiness; worn-out ap-

pearance.
A casual visitor might suppose this place to be a Tem-

ple dedicated to the Genius of Seediness.

JHckem, Pickwick, xliii.

(c) Exhausted or worn-out condition as regards health or

spirits. [Colloq.]

What is called seediiuss, after a debauch, is a plain proof
that nature has been outraged, and will have her penalty.

J. 8. Blac/de, Self-Culture, p. O.
r
i.

seeding (se'ding), . [Verbal n. of seed, c.]

The sowing of or with seed.

"Blessed is he that considereth the poor"; there is the

seeding:
" the Lord shall deliver him in the time of trou-

ble ; tiiere is the harvest." Rec. T. Adams, Works, II. 373.



seeding-machine

seeding-machine (se'ding-ma-shen"), H. An
agricultural machine for sowing or planting
seeds, including machines for planting seeds in

hills, drills, or broadcast
;
a seeder. Many of these

machines form the furrow, deposit the seeds, ami cover

them by means of a following wheel or other device.

Seeding-plOW (se'ding-plou), ii. A plow fitted

with a hopper, from which seed is automatically

deposited in the furrow as it is turned.

seed-lac (sed'lak), it. See lac2
,
1.

seed-leaf (sed'lef), . In bot., a cotyledon. Also
called seminal leaf. See cuts under exoijen and

plumule.
seed-leap (sed'lep), n. [Also seed-lip, seed-lop;
< ME. seed-leep, seed-lep, secllepe, < AS. sledleep,

siedledp, a seed-basket, < seed, seed, + leap, a
basket: see seed and leap?.] A seed-basket ; a

vessel in which a sower carries seed. Bailey,
1731.

seedless (sed'les), a. [< seed + -less.~\ Having
no seeds: as, a seedless orange.
seedling (sed'ling), n. and a. [< seed + -ling

1
.']

1. n. A plant reared from the seed, as distin-

guished from one propagated by layering, or

from a budded or grafted tree or shrub.

II. a. Produced from the seed : as, a seedling

pansy_.
seed-lip, seed-lop (sed'lip, -lop), . Same as

seed-leap.
seed-lobe (sed'lob), . In bot., a seed-leaf; a

cotyledon.
seedman (sed'man), . Same as seedsman.

seednesst (sed'n'es), n. [< ME. sedness; < seed

+ -ness.] Sowing.
Trymenstre sedness eke is to respite
To places colde of winter snowes white.

Palladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 10.

Blossoming time
That from the seediiess the bare fallow brings
To teeming foison. Shak., M. for M., i. 4. 42.

seed-oil (sed'oil), n. See oil and pulza-oil.

seed-oysters (sed'ois'terz), n. pi. Very young
oysters, fit

fo_r planting.
seed-pearl (sed'perl), n. See pearl.

seed-planter (sed'plan"ter), n. A seeding-ma-
chine or seeder. The term is applied espe-

cially to machines for planting seed in hills.

seed-plat (sed'plat), w. Same as seed-plot.

seed-plot (sed'plot), n. A piece of ground in

which seeds are sown to produce plants for

transplanting; a piece of nursery-ground;
hence, figuratively, a nursery or hotbed.

In France ! that garden of humanity,
The very seed-plot of all courtesies.

B. Jonson, Magnetick Lady, iii. 4.

seed-sheet (sed'shet), . The sheet containing
the seed which a sower carries with him. Car-

lyle.

seedsman (sedz'man), n.; pi. seedsmen (-men).

[< seed's, poss. of seed, + man.'} 1. A sower;
one who scatters seed.

Strange, untrue, and unnatural conceits set abroad by
seedsmen of rebellion, only to animate unquiet spirits.

Hooker, Eccles. Polity, viii. 2.

The seedsman

Upon the slime and ooze scatters the grain,
And shortly comes to harvest.

Shak., A. audC., ii. 7. 24.

2. A dealer in seeds.

seed-sower (sed'sd"er), . A broadcast seeding-
machine or seeder, used especially for grain-
and grass-planting.
seed-stalk (sed'stak), . In bot., the funiculus.

See seed, 1.

seedstert (sed'ster), . [< seed + -ster.] A
sower. [Rare.]

Fell Mars (the Seedster of debate).

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii., The Columnes.

seed-tick (sed'tik), n. A young or small tick:

applied to any species of Ixodes, especially the

cattle-tick, /. bovis. [U. S.]
With se'ed-tifk coffee and ordinary brown sugar cost-

ing fabulous sums and almost impossible to be obtained,
it is small matter of wonder that the unsatisfied appetite
of the rebel sharpshooter at his post far to the front often

impelled him . . . to call a parley with the Yankee across
the line. The Century, XXXVI. 766.

seed-time (sed'tim), . [<ME. *sedtime, < AS.
sied-tima (= Icel. xath-timi), seed-time, time for

sowing, < Kifil, seed, sowing, + tirna, time: see
seed and time.'] The season proper for sowing
seed.

While the earth remaineth, seedtiine and harvest, and
cold and heat, and summer and winter, and day and night
shall not cease. Gen. viii. ~1'L

Too forward seed-tmies make thy harvest lame.

Quark's, Emblems, iv. 4.

seed-vessel (sed'ves"el), w. In lint., the peri-

carp which contains Hie seeds. See cuts under

dehisceiice, flux, and follicle.
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Seed-weevil (dpion (Cress shows natural size.)

seed-weevil (sed'we'vl), . A small weevil
which infests seeds, as a species of Apion. See

Apioninse.
seed-wool (sed'wul), n. Raw cotton when
freshly taken from the bolls, before the seeds

have been separated from the fiber.

seedy1
(se'di), . [< seed + -i/

1
.] 1. Abound-

ing with seeds; running to seed.

Of human weeds I shall not now speak except to observe
how seedy they are, how they increase and multiply over

the more valuable and highly cultivated plants.
The Century, XIX. 689.

2. Having a peculiar flavor, supposed to be
derived from weeds growing among the vines:

applied to French brandy. 3. Pull of spawn,
as a seed-fish. 4. Run to seed; no longer
fresh, new, or prosperous ;

worn-out
; shabby ;

poor: as, a seedy coat; to look rather seedy.

However seedy M r. Bagshot may be now, if he hath really

played this frolic with you, you may believe he will play it

with others, and when he is in cash you may depend on a
restoration. Fielding, Jonathan Wild, i. 12. (Dames.)

He is a little seedy, . . . not well in clothes.

Goldsmith, Good-natured Man, iii.

5. Looking or feeling wretched, as after a de-

bauch; not well; out of' sorts. [Colloq.] 6.

In glass-making, containing the bubbles called

seed.

The mixture will melt from the top only, the lower part
not being sufficiently heated ; and, whatever efforts the

founder may make subsequently, his found will be pro-

longed, and his glass will be seedy. Glass-making, p. 120.

seedy2 ,
n. See sidi.

seedy-toe (se'di-to), n. A diseased condition
of a horse's foot, in which the hoof-wall near
its lower margin is separated from the bone by
the formation of imperfect horn.

Any horse with the least tendency to seedy-toe, thrush,
or any such disease of the feet.

The Field (London), Jan. SO, 1886.

seeing (se'ing), conj. [Orig. ppr. of see1
, v.,

agreeing with the subject expressed or under-

stood.] Because; inasmuch as; since; con-

sidering; taking into account, or in view of

the fact (with that expressed or understood).
Wherefore come ye to me, seeing ye hate me?

Gen. xxvi. 27.

Seeing I have now mentioned the guarde, I will make
some large relation thereof. Coryat, Crudities, I. 40, sig. D.

seeing-stonet (se'ing-ston), . A looking-glass ;

a mirror.

They must look into that true seeing-stone, the teaching
of Christ's Church, whose holy volumes they beheld be-

fore them, sparkling with the emblematical ball of crys-
tal. Rock, Church of our Fathers, i. 295.

seek1
(sek), r.

; pret. and pp. sought, ppr. seek-

ing. [< ME. seken, also assibilated neechen,
sechen (pret. souhte, soghte, sohtc, pp. solit, sogt,

sowt), < AS. secan, seeean (pret. sohte, pp. ye-

solit) = OS. sokian = OFries. seka = D. soeken
= MLG. soken, LG. soekeu = OHG. suohhnn,
MHG. suoehen, G. siicJien = Icel. seekja (for

*seekja) = Sw. soka = Dan. sdne = Goth, sokjan,

seek; prob. connected with sacan (pret. soc),

fight, contend, sacu, strife, etc. (see sate1 ), and
akin to Ir. sdigim, lead, perhaps to L. sagire,

perceive quickly or acutely, Gr. fiytlaftai, lead.

Hence in cornp. beseek, now only beseech.'] I.

trans. 1. To go in search or quest of; look or

search for; endeavor to find: often followed

by out.

To the whiche oure Lord sente seynt Peter and seynt
James, for to seche the Asse, upon Palme Sonday, and rode

upon that Asse to Jerusalem. Mandeville, Travels, p. 97.

Antonio . . . did range the town to seek me out.

Shak.,T. N., iv. 3.7.

2. To inquire for; ask for; solicit; desire or try
to obtain.

seeker

The young lions roar after their prey, and seek their

meat from God. Ps. civ. 21.

Others, tempting him, sought of him a sign. Luke jci. 16.

Charles was not imposed on his countrymen, but sought

by them. Macaulay, Sir J. Mackintosh.

3. To go to; resort to; have recourse to.

And to vysyte ayen suchc other holy place as we had
deuocion vnto, and also to seke and vysyte dyuei s pylgrym-
ages and holy thyuge that we had not sene byforne.

Sir It. Guylforde, Pylgrymage, p. 46.

Seek not Beth-el, nor enter into Gilgal. Amos v. 5.

The Queen, not well pleased with these Proceedings,
seeks all Means to incite the Lords of her Party, and they
as much seek to incite her to make Opposition.

Baker, Chronicles, p. 194.

4. To aim at
; pursue as an object ;

strive af-

ter; attempt: as, to seek a person's life or his

ruin.
I do forgive you ;

And though you sought my blood, yet I'll pray for you.
Beau, and Fl., Thierry and Theodoret, v. 2.

5. To try; endeavor: with an infinitive object.

Lying report hath sought to appeach mine honour.

Greene, Pandosto (1688).

A thousand ways he seeks

To mend the hurt that his unkindness marr'd.

Shak., Venus and Adonis, 1. 477.

Why should he mean me ill, or seek to harm ?

Milton, P. L., ix. 1152.

Some, covetous
Above the rest, seek to engross me whole,
And counter-work the one unto the other.

B. Jonson, Volpone, i. 1.

6. To search; search through.
Whan thei weren comen azen fro the Chace, the! wenten

and soughten the Wodes, zif ony of hem had ben hid in

the thikke of the Wodes. Mandeville, Travels, p. 226.

Have I sought every country far and near,

And, now it is my chance to find thee out,
Must I behold thy timeless cruel death?

Shak., 1 Hen. VI., v. 4. 3.

They've sought Clyde's water up and doun,
They've sought it out and in.

Young Jiedin (Child's Ballads, III. 16).

7t. To look at; consult. Minshcu seek dead!
the order given by a sportsman to a dog to search for and
retrieve killed game.

II. intrans. If. To go; proceed; resort; have

recourse; apply: with to.

The soudiours by assent sof/hten to the tempull.
Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 3221.

Now, Queen of Comfort ! sithe thou art that same
To whom I seeche for my medicyne,
Lat not my foo no more my wonnde entame.

Chaucer, A. B. C., 1. 78.

And all the earth sought to Solomon, to hear his wisdom,
which God had put in his heart. 1 Ki. x. 24.

Wisdom's self

Oft seeks to sweet retired solitude.

Milton, Com us, 1. 376.

2. To search, or make search or inquiry.
Ask and it shall be given you, seek and ye shall find.

Mat. vii. 7.

I'll not seek far ... to find thee
An honourable husband. Shak., W. T., v. 3. 141.

Sought after, in demand
;
desired

;
courted : as, his com-

pany is greatly sottght after.

You see, my good wenches, how men of merit are sought
after. Shak., 2 Hen. IV., ii. 4. 40E.

To seek, (a) To be sought ; desired but out of reach or

not found : as, the work has been decided on, but the man
to carry it out is still to seek.

Oure counseil was nat longe for to seche.

Chaucer, Gen. Prol. to C. T., 1. 784.

This King hath stood the worst of them in his own
House without danger, when his Coach and Horses, in a

Panic feare, have bin to seek. Milton, Eikonoklaste?, iv.

(6t) At aloss ;
without knowledge, experience, or resources ;

helpless : used adjectively, usually with be.

So shall not our English Poets, though they be to seeke of
the Greeke and Latin languages, lament for lack of know-
ledge sufficient to the purpose of this aite.

Putlenham, Arte of Eng. Foesie, p. 131.

For, if you reduce usury to one low rate, it will ease Ihe
common borrower, but the merchant will be to seeke for

money. Bacon, Usury.

I that have dealt so long in the fire will not be to seek

in amoke now. B. Jonsoit, Bartholomew Fair, ii. 1.

Does he not also leave us wholly to seek in the art of po-
litical wagering? Swift, Tale of a Tub, v.

To Seek for, to endeavor to nnd.

The sailors sought for safety by our boat.

Shak., C. of E., i. 1. 77.

To seek OUtt, to withdraw.

An you engross them all for your own use, 'tis time for

me to seek out. B. Jonson, Cynthia's Revels, iv. 1.

To seek upont, to make trial of.

Sometyme be we suffred for to seke

Upon a man, and doon his souleunreste,
And nat his body, and al is for the beste.

Chaucer, Friar's Tale, 1. 19t).

seek'-'t, a. A Middle English form of nick1
.

seeker (se'ker), . [< ME. seker, sekere; < seek1

+ -er1 .] 1. One whoseeks; an inquirer: as, a



seeker

seeker after truth. 2f. One who applies or re-

sorts: with to.

Cato is represented as a seeker to oracles. Dentleii.

3. A searcher.
So the bisynesse of the sekere was scorned.

Wyclif, Gen. xxxi. 35.

4. [cap.'] One of a sect in the time of Cromwell
which professed no determinate religion, but
claimed to be in search of the true church,

ministry, sacraments, and Scriptures.

Others, held very good men, are at a dead stand, not

knowing what to doe or say ; and are therefore called

Seekers, looking for new Nuntio's from Christ, toassoile

these benighted questions. H. Ward, Simple Cooler, p. 19.

These peoplewerecalled Seekers by some, and the Family
of Love by others : because, as they came to the know-

ledge of one another, they sometimes met together, not

formally to pray or preach at appointed times or places,
in their own wills, as in times past they were accustomed
to do ; but waited together in silence, and, as any thing
rose in any one of then* minds that they thought favoured
of a divine spring, they sometimes spoke.

Penn, lUse and Progress of Quakers, i.

5. In anat., same as tracer.

Insert & seeker into it [the pedal gland of the common
snail

]
it can be readily introduced for a distance of more

than an inch.

Huxley and Hartin, Elementary Biology, p. 281.

seekingt (se'king), p. a. Investigating; search-

ing for the truth.

A student . . . informed us of a sober and seeking man
of great note in the city of Dnysburgh ; to him we gave
some books. There was one more who was tender and
inquiring, to whom also we gave some books.

Penn, Travels in Holland, Works, III. 402.

seek-no-further (sek'no-t'er'THfer), . A red-

dish winter apple, with a subacid flavor. Also

yo-tio-further. [U. S.]

seek-sbrrowt (sek'sor'6). . [< seek, v., + obj.

sorrow.'] One who contrives to give himself

vexation; a self-tormentor.

Afield they go, where many lookers be,
And tin >n seek-sorrmv Claius them among.

Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, i.

seel1
!, a. [ME. sel, < AS. sel, sail, good, fortu-

nate, happy, = OHG. 'sal (in MHG. sdlliche) =
Icel. ssell = Sw. sail = Dan. seel = Goth, sets,

good, useful; prob. = L. sollm, whole, entire,
solus (prob. orig. identical with sollm), alone

(see sole 1 ), salvos, salvos, orig. *solvos, whole,
sound, well, safe (see safe), = Gr. 6/of, dial.

oi'Aof, whole, = Skt. sarva, whole, all. Hence
seen, n., and, by extension from seel1

, a., seely

(which only partly depends on the noun seel)

(cf. holy, similarly extended from hole, now
spelled irhole), and from that the mod. silly.]

Good; fortunate; opportune: happy. Laya-
mon, 1. 1234.

seel1
(sel), n. [< ME. sele, cele, sel, gal, < AS.

sal, time, season, happiness, < sxl, sel, fortunate,

opportune : see seeft, a.] 1. Good fortune
; hap-

piness ; bliss. [Prov. Eng. and Scotch.]
I is tliyn awen clerk, swa have I seel

I
v;ir. hele].

Chaucer, Reeve's Tale, 1. 319.

Take droppyng of capone rostyd wele
With wyne and mustarde, as have thou cele,
With onyons smalle schrad, and sothun [sodden] in grece,
Meng alle in fere, and forthe hit messe.

Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 288.

2. Opportunity; time; season: as, the seel of
the day : used frequently as the second element
in a compound: as, h&y-seel (hay-time), barley-
seel, etc. [Prov. Eng.]
seel2 (sel), v. t. [Also ceel; early mod. E. also

seele, seal, cele; < OF. siller, ciller, sew up the

eyelids of, hoodwink, wink, F. ciller, open and
shut the eyes, wink, < cil, eyelid, < L. cilitim, an
eyelid, eyelash: see eilium.'] 1. To close, or
close the eyes of, with a thread. The eyelids of a
newly taken hawk were thus sealed in falconry, to keep
them together, and aid in making it tractable.

She brought a seeled dove, who, the blinder she was, the
higher she strove. Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, i.

He shall for this time only be seel'd up.
With a feather through his nose, that he may only
See heaven, and think whither he is going.

Beau, and Fl., Philaster, v. 4.

So have I seen a harmless dove made dark with an ar-
tificial night, and her eyes sealed and locked up with a lit-

tle quill. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835X I. 860.

Hence 2. To close, as a person's eyes ;
blind:

hoodwink.
She that, so young, could give out such a seeming,
To seel her father's eyes up close as oak.

Shak., Othello, iii. 3. 210.

Cold death . . . his sable eyes did seel. Chapman.
seels (sel), v. i. [Prob. < F. siller, run ahead,
make headway, < OF. sigler, singler, F. cingler,
sail, make sail (= Sp. similar), sail, < Icel. sigla,
sail: see sail1 , sinf/le'*, .] To lean; incline to
one side ; heel; roll, as a ship in a storm.
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When a ship seek or rolls in foul weather, the breaking

loose of ordnance is a thing very dangerous. Raleigh.

seel3 (sel), n. [< gecl3 , j\] A roll or pitch, as of

a ship in a storm.
All aboard, at every geele,

Like drunkards on the hatches reele.

Sandys, Paraphrase of the Psalms (ed. 1036), p. 181.

In a mighty stonne, a lustie yonge man (called John
Howland), coming upon some occasion above \ grattings,
was with a seele of y shipe throwne into [yj sea.

Bradford, Plymouth Plantation, p. 76.

see!4t, . and r. A Middle English form of seal2 .

seelilyt (se'li-li), rfc. In a seely or silly man-
ner.

seelinesst, . The character of being seely;
happiness; blissfulness.

Worldly selyiiesse,
Which clerkes calleu fals felicite,
Ymedled is with many a bitternesse.

Chaucer, Troilus, iii. 813.

seelyt, [Early mod. E., also seeley ; < ME.

licit, selich = OHG. salig, MHG. sielec, fortu-

nate, blessed, happy, G. selig, blessed, = Icel.

aeelligr, happy, wealthy, blissful, = Sw. Da_n.
inlii/, blessed) ; extended, with adj. suffix, < *-ff/,

sel, fortunate, happy: see seeft, a. Hence in

later use silly, in a restricted sense: see silly.]

1. Happy; lucky; fortunate.

For sely is that deth, soth for to seyne,
That oft ycleped cometh and endeth peyne.

Chaucer, Troilus, iv. 603.

O noble prince, that god shall blesse so farre as to be
the onely meane of bringing this seely frozen Island
into such everlasting honnour that all the nations of the
World shall knowe and say, when the face of an English
gentleman appeareth, that he is eyther a Sowldiour, a

philosopher, or a gallant Cowrtler.
Boolre / Precedence (E. E. T. 8., extra ser.), i. 11.

To get some seeley home I had desire. Fairfax.

2. Good.
Seli child is sone ilered [tanght|.

1. if:- of Beket (ed. Black), p. 158. (Strattnann.)

For sely child wol alday sone lere.

Chaucer, ITioress's Tale, 1. 60.

3. Simple; artless ; innocent; harmless; silly.

See silly.

O sely womman, fill of innocence,
Kill of pitee, of truthe and Conscience,
What niaked yow to men to trusten so?

Chaucer, Good Women, 1. 1254.

I, then, whose burden 'd breast but thus aspires
of shepherds two the seely cause to show.

Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, i.

A face like modest Pallas when she blush'd
;

A seely shepherd should be beauty's judge.
Greene, Description of Silvestro's Lady.

Honest foole duke, . . . seely novice Ferneze !

I do laugh at yee.
Sfarston and Webster, Malcontent, i. 7.

4. Poor; trifling.
And for to apparaylle with oure Bodyes, wee usen a

sely litylle Clout, for to wrappen in oure Careynes.
Mandemlte, Travels, p. 293.

seem (sem), v. [< ME. semen; not from the AS.
seman, geseman, satisfy, conciliate, reconcile,
but from the related Scand. verbs, Icel. sxma
(for *scema), honor, bear with, conform to, soma,
befit, beseem, become (=Dan. si>mme,\>e becom-
ing, be proper, be decent) ;

cf . ssemr, fit, becom-
ing, < sama, beseem, befit, become, conform to

(=Goth. sanyan, please), < samr = Goth, sama,
the same: see same, and cf. seemly, beseem.] I.

intrans. If. To be fit or suitable.

To the tempull full tyte toke he the gate.
I

1 full mylde on his maner meuit within.
On a syde he hym set, as semyt for a straungior.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 2879.

2. To appear; have or present an appearance
of being ; appear to be ;

look or look like
;
in

a restricted .sense, be in appearance or as re-

gards appearance only.
And I have on of tho precyouse Thornes, that semethe

licke a white Thorn, and that was zoven to me for gret
Specyaltee. Mandeville, Travels, p. 13.

This is to seeme, and not to bee.

Ascham, The Scholemaster, p. 29.

She seemd a woman of great bountihed.

Spenser, F. Q., III. i. 41.

So shall the day seem night.
ShaJr., Venus and Adonis, 1. 122.

Some truths seem almost falsehoods, and some false-

hoods almost truths. Sir T. Browne, Christ. Mor., ii. 3.

In every exercise of all admired,
He seemed, nor only seemed, but was inspired.

Dryden, Cym. and Iph., 1. 221.

3. To appear; be seen; show one's self or itself;

hence, to assume an air; pretend.
For loue made I this worlde alone,
Therfore my loue shalle in it seme.

York Play*, p. 16.

seeming
As we Keine best we shall shewe our entent.

Generydes (E. E. T. S.), 1. 1768.

There did seem in him a kind of joy
To hear of it. Shalt., Hamlet, iii. 1. 18.

4. In an impersonal reflexive use, to appear:
with the person in the dative, later apparently
in the nominative as the quasi-subject of seem
in the sense of 'think, consider': as, me <</.

Iii in xt'i'iiitd. tlici/ seemed, the people sccnicil, it

seems to me, it seemed to him, them, or the

people (meseems being often written as a single
word).
The peple com to the gate, and saugh apertly the Duke,

as hem semed. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), i. 77.

"Sir," sais syr Sextenour, "saye what the lykez,
And we salle suffyre the, als us beste seines."

Morte Arthur (E. E. T. S.), 1. 1701.

It was of fairye, as the peple seined.

Chaucer, Squire's Tale, 1. 193.

Me seemeth good that, with some little train,
Forthwith from Ludlow the young prince be fetch'd
Hither to London, to be crown'd our king.

S/iak., Rich. III., ii. 2. 120.

5. To appear to one's self; imagine; feel as if:

as, I still seem to hear his voice ; he still seemed
to feel the motion of the vessel.

Gazing I seem to see

Thought folded over thought ... in thy large eyes.
Tennyson, Eleanore, vi.

It is habitual with the New-Englander to put this verb
to strange uses, as.

"
I can't seem to be suited,"

"
I couldn't

seem to know him." Lou-ell, Biglow Papers, 2d ser., Int.

It seems, it appears : often used parenthetically, and
nearly equivalent to ' as the story goes, as is said, as we
are told. Often used sarcastically or ironically : as, this,
it xeems, is the man you call good !

1 am abus'd, betray'd ! I am laugh'd at, scorn'd,

Baffled, and bor'd, it seems !

Fletcher, Spanish Curate, Iv. 5.

// seems to me that the true reason why we have so few
versions which are tolerable is because there are so few
who have all the talents requisite for translation.

firyden.

The river here is about a quarter of a mile broad, or

something more. It sltmdd seem it was the Angyrorum
Civitas of Ptolemy. Bruce, Source of the Nile, I. 80.

It seems a countryman had wounded himself with his

scythe. Steele, Tatler, No. 248.

= Syn. 2. Seem, Look, Appear. Look differs from seem

only in more vividly suggesting the use of the eye, literally
or figuratively: a.8, it looks (or seems) right. Appear is some-
what stronger, having sometimes the sense of coming into
view or coming to seem. Each may stand for that which
is probably true, or in opposition to that which Is true :

not to seem, but to be ; the seeming and the real. Should
see-in and would seem are equally correct, but differ in

strength. To say that a thing should seem to be true is

to say that it ought to seem so or almost necessarily
seems so ; to say that it would seem true is to say that,
while there are reasons for holding an opposite view, the

preponderance of evidence is on the side of its being true.

fi.t trans. To become ; beseem
;
befit

;
be

fit, suitable, or proper for.

Amongst the rest a good old woman was,
Hight Mother Hubberd, who did farre surpas
The rest in honest mirth, that seem'd her well.

Spenser, Mother Hub. Tale, 1. 35.

seemer (se'mer), . One who seems; one who
makes a show of something ; one who carries

an appearance or semblance.
Hence shall we see,

If power change purpose, what our seemers be.

Shak., M. for M., i. 3. 54.

seeming (se'ming), ?i. [Verbal n. of seem, .]

1 . Appearance ; show
;
outward appearance

or looks; semblance; especially, a false ap-

pearance.
And to raze out

Rotten opinion, who hath writ me down
After my seeming. Shak., 2 Hen. IV., v. 2. 129.

He concludes with a sentence faire in seeming, but fal-

lacious. Milton, Eikouoklastes, vi.

2f. Fair appearance.
These keep

Seeming and savour all the winter long.

5Ao*., W. T., Iv. 4. 75.

3t. Opinion; judgment; way of thinking; es-

timate; apprehension.
Nothing more clear unto their seeming than that, a

new Jerusalem being often spoken of in scripture, they
undoubtedly were themselves that new Jerusalem.

Hooker.
His persuasive words impregn'd
With reason, to her seemiivj, and with truth.

Milton, P. L., ta. 737.

seeming (se'ming), p. a. [< ME. semyng; ppr.
of seem, v.] If. Becoming; befitting; proper;

seemly.
As hym thought it were right wele semyng

Ffor to do hym seruice as in that case,

And rather ther thanne in a stranger place.

Generydes (E. E. T. S.), L S27.

It wer fair more seeming that they shoulde wt the, by
(rood liuing, begin to be men. then thou ehouldest with
them, by the leauing of thy good purpose, shamefully be-

gin to bee a beast. Sir T. .Wore, Works, p. 12.



seeming

2. That appears to be (real, proper, or the

like); having a semblance or appearance of

being real, or what is purported ;
ostensible ;

apparent: as, .teeming happiness; a seeming
Mend.
We have very oft awaked him, as if to carry him to ex-

ecution, and allowed him a seeming warrant for it.

Shalt., M. for M., iv. 2. 160.

To your court
Whiles he was hastening, . . . meets he on the way
The father of this seeming lady. Shak. ,

W. T., v. 1. 181.

All things seek their own good, or at least seeming good.
Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 103.

seemingt (se'ming), adv. [< seeming, /..] In

a becoming or seemly manner; seemly.
Bear your body more seeming, Audrey.

Shak., As you Like it, v. 4. 72.

seemingly (se'ming-li), adv. In a seeming
manner; apparently; ostensibly; in appear-
ance

;
in show

;
in semblance.

This the father seemingly complied with.

Addison, Freeholder, No. 43.

This Kceminyly simple feeling.
H. Spencer, Prin. of Psychol. (2d ed.), 60.

seeniingness (se'ming-nes), . Fair appear-
ance; plausibility; semblance.

The authority of Aristotle and his learned followers

presses us on the one side, and the seemingness of those
reasons we have already mention'd perswades us on the
other side. Sir K. DigTnj, Bodies, vii.

seemlesst (sem'les), a. [< seem + -less.] Un-

seemly; unfit; indecorous. [Bare.]
The Prince . . . did his father place
Amids the pav^d entry, in a seat
Scemless and abject. Chapman, Odyssey, xx. 397.

seemlihead (sem'li-hed), . [Also seemlihed ; <

ME. semelyhede; < seemly + -head."} Seemli-

ness; becomingness; fair appearance and bear-

ing. [Obsolete or archaic.]

A yong man ful of semelyhede. Horn, ofthe Rose, 1. U30.

Yet nathemore his meaning she ared, . . .

And by his persons secret seemlyhed
Well weend that he had beene some man of place.

Spenser, F. Q., IV. viii. 14.

Then his tongue with sober seemlihed
Gave utterance. Keats, Endymiou, iv.

seemlily (sem'li-li), adv. In a seemly or be-

coming manner; decently; comelily. Imp. Did.
seemliness (sem'li-nes), u. [< ME. seemlinesse;
< seemly + -ness.] Seemly character, appear-
ance, or bearing; comeliness; grace; beautiful

appearance or bearing; fitness; propriety; de-

cency; decorum.
Womanhod and trouthe and seemlinesse.

Chaucer. Good Women, 1. 1041.

And seemliness complete, that sways
Thy courtesies, about thee plays.

Wordsworth, To a Highland Girl.

seemly (sem'li), a. [< ME. semJy, semli, semely,

semeli, semlicii, semliche, semelich, semelike,(. Icel.

ssemiligr = Dan. sommelig, seemly, becoming,
fit, < sxmr, fit, becoming, < sama, beseem : see

seem.] 1. Becoming; fit; suited to the object,
occasion, purpose, or character; suitable; de-

cent; proper.
Hit were sittyng for sothe, & semly for wemen,
Thaire houses to haunt & holde horn with in.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 2962.

A sanely man oure hoost was withalle,
For to han been a marshal in an halle.

Chaucer, Gen. Prol. to C. T., 1. 751.

',
Are these seemly company for thee?

B. Jonson, Poetaster, iv. 3.

A xi-i'inly gown of Kendal green,
With gorget closed of silver sheen.

Scott, Rokeby, v. 16.

2f. Comely; goodly; handsome; beautiful.

By that same hade he sonnes, semly men all.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 1474.

Hit maketh myn herte light
Whan I thenke on that swete wight
That is so semely on to se.

Chaucer, Death of Blanche, 1. 1177.

The erle buskyd and made hym yare
For to ryde ovyr the revere,
To see that semely syght.

Sir Eglamour (Thornton Romances), 1. 198.

seemly (sem'li), adv. [< seemly, ..] In a decent
or suitable manner ; becomingly; fitly.

There, seemly ranged in peaceful order, stood

Ulysses' arms, now long disused to blood.

Pope, Odyssey.

Not rustic as before, but seemlier clad.

Milton, P. R.,ii. 299.

seemlyhedt, seemlyhoodt, Same as seemli-

head.

seen (sen), p. and a. I. p. Past participle of sec 1
.

H.t a. 1. Manifest; evident.

Al was forgeten, and that was sene.

Chaucer, Death of Blanche, 1. 413.
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2. Experienced; versed; skilled.

It is verie rare, and maruelous hard, to proue excellent

in the Latin long, for him that is not also well seene in

the Greeke long. Ascham, The Scholemaster, p. 157.

He 's affable, and seene in many thinges ;

Discourses well, a good companion.
Heywood, Woman Killed with Kindness.

She was seene in the Hebrew, Greeke, and Latin tongues.
Hakluyt's Vvyayes, II. -2.

Arithmetic and Geometry I would wish you well seen in.

Sir P. Sidney (Arber's Eng. Gamer, I. 308).

For he right well in Leaches craft was seene.

Spenser, F. Q., VI. vL 3.

seenet, " [ME., also cene, Sc. seinye, senye, <

OF. gene, a synod, prop, a senate : see senate,

andcf. synod.] A synod. Prompt. Pare., p. 453.

seep (sep), )'. i. [Also seap, seip; a var. of sipe,

q. v.] 1. To ooze or percolate gently; flow

gently or drippingly through pores; trickle.

The melting waters of summer are diffused through the

nnconsolidated snow of the preceding winter, and slowly

seep through the soft slush, but have not a motion suf-

ficiently rapid to cause them to gather into streams and
erode well-defined channels.

Amer. Jour. Sci., 3d ser., XL. 122.

2. To drain off : said of any wet thing laid on
a grating or the like to drain: as, let it seep
there.

seepage (se'paj), n. [Also seapage; < seep +
-age.] Percolation ; oozing fluid or moisture

;

also, the amount of a fluid that percolates: as,

the seepage is great.

We might call the vast streams which then filled the

valleys ordinary rivers, since they were not bordered im-

mediately by ice. Yet the seepage of ooze and flow of

Gletschermilch, silt, and sand, which had helped fill the

broad channels of the osar-plains period, still continued
from the uplands with even greater rapidity.

Amer. Jour. Sci., 3d ser., XL. 144.

seepy (se'pi), a. [< seep + -y
1
.] Oozing; full

of moisture : specifically noting land not prop-
erly drained.

seer 1

(ser or se'er), n. [Early mod. E. also sear

(with distinctive term, -ar for -er, as inforebear,

beggar, etc.); < ME. seere = D. ziener (with

irreg. ,
from the inf.)= MHG. seller (instern-

seher, star-gazer), G. seller = Dan. seer = Sw.

siare, a seer, prophet ;
as see1 + -er1 .] 1. One

who sees.

A dreamer of dreams, and a seer of visions.

Addison, Spectator.

2. A prophet; a person who foresees or fore-

tells future events.

So also were they the first Prophetes or seears, Videntes
for so the Scripture tearmeth them in Latine, after the

Hebrue word. Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 5.

Beforetime in Israel, when a man went to enquire of

1 Sam. ix. 9.

How soon hath thy prediction, Seer blest,
Measured this transient world, the race of time,
Till time stand flx'd ! Milton, P. L., xii. 553.

3. Specifically, one supposed to be gifted with

second sight.
Go preach to the coward, thou death-telling seer!

Campbell, Lochiel's Warning.
= Syn. 2. Soothsayer, etc. See prophet.

seer2t, a. An obsolete spelling of sear1 .

seer3t, See sere2 .

seer* (ser), . [Also saer, and more prop, ser;

< Hind, ser.] An East Indian weight, of vary-

ing value in different places, but officially de-

termined in the Presidency of Bengal to be

equal to 80 tolas, or about 2-J pounds troy.

He receives about one dollar and sixty-five cents for a

seer (one pound thirteen ounces) of the poppy-juice.
S. W. Williams, Middle Kingdom, II. 375.

seerfish (ser'fish), . [Also seirfish; a partial
translation of Pg. peixe serra, lit. 'saw-fish,'

applied to various species of the genus Cybium:
peixe, < L. piscis, E. fish; serra, < L. serra, a
saw: see serrate.] A scombroid fish, Sconibe-

romorus guttatus, of an elongate fusiform shape,
and resembling the Spanish mackerel, S. maeu-
latus. It inhabits the Eastlndian seas, and is a valuable

food-fish, much esteemed for its savoriness.

seerpaw (ser'pa), . [Formerly also serpaw,
serpow ; < Hind, sar-o-pd (also sar-td-pd), from
head to foot: sar, also sir, head (< Pers. sar,

head, = Gr. mpa, head : see cheer1 ) ; pa, < Pers.

pa, foot: see/oo<.] In India, a robe of honor
or state suit, presented by way of compliment
or as a token of either favor or homage. Com-
pare Mll'Ut.

seership (ser'ship), . [< seer1
, n., + -ship.]

The office or character of a seer.

seersucker (ser'suk-er), n. [E. Ind.] A thin

linen fabric, usually imported from the East

Indies, though sometimes imitated in Europe.

seethe

Its surface is irregularly crinkled, producing an effect

somewhat like crape ;
it is usually imported in narrow

stripes of grayish blue and white. India seersucker.
a thin cotton cloth having alternate smooth and puckered

stripes running lengthwise, which are usually about a

quarter of an inch in width. The puckering is produced
by holding the threads in the warp of the puckered sec-

tions more loosely than the other threads during the pro-

cess of weaving.

seerwoodt, See searwood.

see-saw (se'sa), . and a. [1

cation of saw 1
,
in allusion to i

men sawing wood or stone : see saw 1
.] I. n. 1.

A sport in which two children sit one at each

end of a board or long piece of timber balanced
on some support, and move alternately up and
down. This amusement is of remote antiquity; it is

familiar in Greek vase-paintings as a pastime, especially of

girls older than the children who usually resort to it now.

The butt-ends of the three old streets that led down to-

wards the sea-ground were dipped as if playing see-saw in

the surf. S. D. Blackmore, Erema, liv.

2. A board adjusted for this sport. 3. Any
process resembling directly or indirectly the

reciprocating motion of the see-saw.

The sovereignty was at see-saw between the throne and

the parliament and the throne-end of the beam was gen-

erally uppermost.
W. Wilson, Congressional Government, vi.

Especially (a) A circular definition or proof; the defini-

tion of a word or thing by means of another which is itself

defined by means of the first ; the proof of a proposition by
means of a premise which is itself proved from the first

proposition as a premise.

The ancients called the circular definition also by the

name of diallelon, as in this case we declare the deflnitum

and the deflniens reciprocally by each other. In proba-

tion, there is a similar vice which bears the same names.

We may, I think, call them by the homely English appella-

tion of the see-saw. Sir W. Hamilton, Logic, xxiv.

(ft) In whist, the playing of two partners so that each alter-

nately trumps a low non-trump card led by the other; a

double ruff ; a cross-ruff.

II. a. Eeciprocating ; reciprocal; back and

forth, or up and down : as, a see-sate motion.

His wit all see-saw, between that and this.

Pope, Prol. to Satires, 1. 323.

see-saw (se'sa), v. [< see-saw, n.] I. intrans.

To move as in the see-saw ;
move backward

and forward, or upward and downward ;
teeter :

literally or figuratively.
So they went seesawing up and down, from one end of

the room to the other. Arbuthnot.

II. traiMi. To cause to move or act in a see-

saw manner.
'Tis a poor idiot boy.

Who sits in the sun and twirls a bough about,

And, staring at his bough from morn to sunset,
See-saws his voice in inarticulate noises. Coleridge.

He ponders, he see-saws himself to and fro.

JSulwer, Eugene Aram, i. 9.

seethe (SBTH), r.
; pret. seethed (formerly sod),

pp. seethed (formerly sodden, sod), ppr. seething.

[Also seeth ; < ME. sethen (pret. seeth, pi. soden,

sudon, sothen, pp. soden, sothen), < AS. sedlhan

(pret. sedth, pp. soden) = OFries. siatha = D.

zieden = MLG. seden, LG. seden = OHG. siodan,
MHG. G. sieden = Icel. sjotha = Sw. sjttda =
Dan. syde, boil, seethe; hence Icel. saudhr, a

sheep, orig. a burnt-offering, = Goth, souths, a

burnt-offering ;
akin to Icel. svitha (pret. sveith),

burn, singe (svitha, a burning, roasting), = Sw.
sveda = Dan. svide, srie, burn, singe, = OHG.
swedan, burn in a smolderingfire, whence MHG.
swadem, swaden, G. schwadem, schwaden, steam ;

AS. swathul, smoke; < Teut. V suth, / switlt,

burn. Hence ult. sod, suds.] I. trans. 1. To
boil ; decoct, or prepare for food by boiling : as,

to seethe flesh.

Wortes or othere herbes tymes ofte

The whiche she shredde and seeth for hir livinge.

Chaucer, Clerk's Tale, 1. 171.

Of the fat of them [serpents], beinge thus sodde, is made
an excedinge pleasaunte brothe or potage.
R. Eden, tr. of Peter Martyr (First Books on America, ed.

[Arber, p. 85).

Jacob sod pottage. Gen. xxv. 29.

Thou shall not seethe a kid in his mother's milk.
Ex. xxiii. 19.

Can sodden water,
A drench for sur-rein'd jades, their barley-broth,
Decoct their cold blood to such valiant heat?

Shalt., Hen. V., ill. 5. 18.

2. To soak.

They drown their wits, seethe their brains in ale.

Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 340.

There was a man sleeping still alive ; though
seethed in drink, and looking like death.

D. Jerrold, St. Giles and St. James.

II. intrans. 1. To boil; be in a state of ebul-

lition, literally or figuratively.

Thothe godemon iioldedon after him, a caudrun he lette

fulle

With oyle and let hit sethen faste and let him ther-Inne

putte. Holy Rood (E. E. T. S.), p. 61.



seethe

Lovers and madmen have such seething brains.

5Aot., M. X. D., v. 1. 4.

Will virtue make the pot teeth, or the Jack
Turn a spit laden?

Heiiieood, Fortune by Land and Sea (Works, ed. Pearson,
[1874, VI. 374).

2. To boil; prepare food by boiling.
He cowde roste and xethe and broille and frie.

Chaucer, Gen. Prol. to C. T., 1. 383.

seether (se'THer), n. One who or that which

seethes; a boiler; a pot for boiling.
The fire thus forni'd, she seta the kettle on

(Like burnish'd gold the little seether shone).
Drijden, Baucis and Philemon, 1. 67.

seetlllputty (se'tul-put"i), . [Also seetuljxitti ;

< Hind, sltal-pdti, sitnl-fiatti, a fine cool mat, esp.
the Assam mat, < sital. cool, + pdti, a mat, the
side of a bed.] A kind of mat made especially
in Bengal of fine grass or reeds, used to sleep
on.

Sefton cake. Same as ramskin.

seg1
(seg), w. [Also segg, sag; unassibilated form

of sedge: see sedge
1
.} 1. Sedge (which see).

First Car comes crown'd with osier, segs, and reed.

Drayton, Polyolbion, i. 220.

2. The yellow flower-de-luce, Iris I'seudacorus.

[Now only prov. Eng.]
seg2 (seg), . [Also segg; not found in early

use; prob. < Teut. \/ 'sag, cut: see sate 1
, secant,

etc.] A castrated bull
; especially, a bull cas-

trated when full-grown ; abull-segg. [Scotch.]

seg3t, seggeH, . [ME., < AS. secg, a man, war-

rior.] A man; a warrior.

He slow of oure segges sothli alle the best,
<fe conquered with dene mi ,! the king & his sone.

William of Palerne (E. E. T. 8.), 1. 4234.

Eury seffffe [var. seg, C] shal seyn I am sustre of jowre
hous. Piers Plomnan (B), Hi. 63.

seg^t, '' An obsolete form of say^.

segar, . An improper spelling of cigar.

seget, . An obsolete form of siege.

segg, n. A dialectal variant of seg
1

.

seggan (seg'an), . [A dim. form of so/ 1
.]

Sedge. [Scotch.]

seggar (seg'ar), n. Same as saggar.
seggent, segge

2
t,

'' Obsolete forms of say 1
.

seggont, . [Cf. seg
3
.} A man; a laboring man.

Poore seffgons halfe starued worke faintly and dull.

Tusser, Husbandry, p. 174. (Davies.)

seggrom, seggrum (seg'rum), n. The ragwort,
Seat-do Jaeobxa. Prior, Pop. Names of Brit.

Plants.

seghol (se-gol'), M. [< Heb. seghol (so called
from its appearance), lit.

' a bunch of grapes.']
In Heb. gram.: (a) A vowel-point consisting
of three dots placed under a consonant, thus

TT, and indicating the sound of an open e, usu-

ally short, as in English met, but also long,
nearly as in there, (b) The sound represented
by this vowel-point.
segholate (seg'o-lat), . [NL. segolatum; < se-

ghol + -ate1 .} In Heb. gram., a noun or noun-
form (adjective, infinitive, etc.) of a type usu-

ally represented by dissyllables pointed with a

long tone-vowel in the first and a short seghol
(S) in the second syllable. Segholates have a mono-
syllabic primitive form with one short vowel (a, 1, u), be-

longing usually to the first radical. By giving the second
radical a short seghol as helping vowel, the form becomes
dissyllabic. The first syllable then becomes open, and, tak-

ing the tone, appeal's as long e (seghol or tsere) or long o.

segni. An abbreviation for segment, used in bo-
tanical writings. Gray.
segment (seg'meut), . [= F. segment = Sp.
Pg. segmento = It. segmento, semmento, < L.

segmentum, a piece cut off, a strip, segment
of the earth, a strip of tinsel, ML. in geom.
(tr. Gr. TU.IJIUI) a segment, < secure, cut: see

secant, and cf. section, sector.} 1. A part cut
off or marked as separate from others

; one of
the parts into which a body naturally divides

itself; a section: as, the segments of a calyx:
the segments of an orange; the segments of a
leaf. Specifically, in zoul. and anat. : (a) One of the rings,
somites, or metameres of which the body of an animal
is theoretically or actually composed, as an arthromere of
a worm or crustacean, or a diarthromere of a vertebrate.
See cuts under Callimorpha, cephalic, Podnphlhalmia,
preestomium, and prometheus. (b) One of the three pri-
mary divisions of either fore or hind limb of a vertebrate,
corresponding to the parts known in man as the upper
arm, forearm, and hand, orthe thigh,
leg. and foot. See cut under piii-
toi. (c) One of the three rings or
divisions of the skull

;
a cranial seg- ,\ / \ B

ment, which has been by some con-
sidered a modified vertebra.

2. In geom.. a part cut off from
any figure by a line or plane.
A segment of a circle is a part of the
area contained within an aic and its ,, ,,,- ,

chord, as ACB. The chord is some- ACS
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times called the bate of the sefnnent. An angle in a seg-
ment is the angle contained by two stmi^ht lint's drawn
from any point in its arc to the extremities of its chord or
base.

3. In her., a bearing representing one part only
of a rounded object, as a coronet or wreath:

usually a piece less than half of the circle.

Abdominal, basilar, maxillary, postoral, etc., seg-
ments. See the adjectives. Calcifying or calcine
segment. See calcify. Segment of a line, the part
included between two points. Segment of a sphere,
any part of it cut off by a plane not passing through the
center. similar segments of circles, see similar, 3.

segment (seg'ment), f. [< 8c</iiii'iit, n.} I.

intrans. To divide or become divided or split

up into segments, (o) In embryol., to undergo seg.
mentation, as an ovum or vitellus. See segmentation, (b)
In physiol., to reproduce by semiflssion or budding.

Before this occurs, however, the vegetal unit, if it does
not divide, may segment or bud ; the bud grows into a unit
similar to its parent, aud this in its turn may also segment
or bud. Haitian, The Brain as an Organ of Mind, i.

II. trans. To separate or divide into seg-
ments : as, a segmented cell,

segmenta. . Plural of segmentum.
segmental (seg'men-tal),rt. [< segment + -al.]

1. Having the form of the segment of a cir-

cle; being a segment: as, a seginental arch.

2. Of or pertaining to segments or segmenta-
tion: as, a segmen tal formula ; segmen tal parts;
segmental organs. 3. Specifically, in enibryol.,

noting the primitive and rudimentary renal or-

gans which occur in all vertebrates and some
invertebrates, consisting in the former of

branched tubules opening at one end into the
somatic cavity and at the other by one or more
main ducts into the cloaca orhindgut. Theseg-
mental organs of a vertebrate are divisible into three

parts, anterior, middle, and posterior. The foremost is

the head-kidney or pronephron, whose duct becomes a
Mullerian duct The next is the Wolflian body proper, or

mesonephron, whose duct is the Wolfttan duct. The last

or hindmost is the rudiment of the permanent kidney,
whose duct is the ureter ; this is the metanephmn. The
epithet segmental in this sense was originally used to
note the kind of renal or excretory organs which annelids,
as worms and leeches, possess, in more or fewerof the seg-
ments of the body, whence the name ; it was subsequently
extended to the above-described embryonic renal organs
of vertebrates which are replaced by permanent kidneys
these segmental organs being thus loosely synonymous
with primitive kidney, Wolffian body, and protonephron.
See cut under leech.

segmentally (seg'men-tal-i), adv. In a seg-
mental manner; in segments: as, the spinal
nerves are arranged segmentally.
These organs, being . . . segmentally arranged, are

termed segmental organs or nephridia,
Huxley and Martin, Elementary Biology, p. 244.

segmentary (seg'men-ta-ri), a. [< segment +
-argi.] Segmental ; pertaining to or indicating
segments : especially noting in entomology col-

ored bands, rings, or other marks on the abdo-

men, corresponding to successive segments, as
in many Lepidoptera Segmentary geometry. See

geometry.

segmentate (seg'men-tat), a. [< L. segnieiita-

tus, ornamented with strips of tinsel, lit. hav-

ing segments, < segmentum, a segment : see seg-
ment.'} Having segments ; segmented. Encyc.
Brit., II. 292.

segmentation (seg-men-ta'shon), n. [< seg-
ment + -ation.~\ The act of cutting into seg-
ments; a division into segments; the condi-
tion of being divided into segments ;

the man-
ner in which a segmented part is divided.
Segmentation cavity, in embryol., the central space in-

closed by the blastomeres of the embryo, before the for-

mation of a gastrula by invaglnation ; the hollow of a blas-

tosphere ; a blastocoele. Segmentation nucleus, the
nucleus of an impregnated ovum or germ-cell, resulting
from fusion of a male and a female pronucleus, and ca-

pable of undergoing segmentation. Segmentation of
the vitellus, in embryol., yolk-cleavage ; morulation ; the
first process of germination of the ovum of any raetazoic

animal, by which the original single cell of which the
ovum primitively consists becomes converted, wholly or
in part, into a mass of similar cells, constituting a morula
or mulberry-mass. The cells thus formed are specified as

cleavafie-cells, blttgtomeres, or ttefrmentella. Segmentation
goes on in different cases with some variations, chiefly
due to the presence of food-yolk and the position of this

yolk relatively to the formative yolk (see centrolecithal, ecto-

lecithal). Total segmentation is necessarily restricted to
holoblastic ova ; it is distinguished from the partial seg-
mentation of meroblastic ova (see holoblastic, meroblastic},
the terms meaning respectively that all, or that only some,
of the yolk segments. Total segmentation is equal or regu-
lar when the whole germ-cell divides into two similar

cleavage-cells, aud these into four, and so on, the resulting
gastrula being the archigastrula. Total segmentation is

unequal or irregular when the cleavage-cells are unlike
one another; it results in the amphigastrula. The partial
segmentation of meroblastic eggs is always unequal, and
either discoidal with formation of a discogastrula, or su-

perficial and forming a perigastrula. Total equal segmen-
tation is also styled primitive, primordial, and palinge-
netic, the modifications introduced in unequal and partial
segmentation being described as kenogenetic. Other terms,
descriptive rather than definitive, are used by different

Segment gear and Rack.
" rack * Kymem^eM ; <, lever

, . connected with p and pivoted to frame
Ordinary at <t; i, connecting-roil shown as Join-

' ti"<s/' "" f " w" '

segreant
writers ; the foregoing is nearly Haeckel's nomenclature.
Seeeral, ovum, vitellus, and cuts under gastrula and gas-
trulatiun. Segmentation rhythm, the rate of produc-
tion of successive cleavage-cells, or their numerical ratio

of increase, whether 2, 4, y, 16, 32, etc., or any other mode
of multiplication. Segmentation sphere, a ball of

cleavage-cells ; a blastosphere ;
a morula.

segmented (seg'men-ted), a. [< segment +
-i<l-.] Divided into segments, segmenta, or

segmentella; characterized by or exhibiting
segmentation ; somitic ;

metameric : thus, the

body of a vertebrate is segmented according to

the number of vertebra, whether any actual
division of parts may be evident or not.

segmentellum (seg-men-tel'iim), . ; pi. seg-
mentella (-a). [NL., dim. of L. segmentum, a

cutting: see segment.] One of the cleavage-
cells which result from segmentation of the vi-

tellus of a fecundated ovum : same as blasto-

mere. See cut un-
der gastrulation.

segment-gear (seg'-
ment-ger), . A
gear extending over
an arc only of a cir-

cle, and intended to

provide a reciprocat-
ing motion.

segment-rack (seg'-

ment-rak), n. A COg-
ged surface differingT , .

trom an
rack in that it is

curved, and works
by oscillating on a center instead of recipro-
cating in slides or guides. E. H. Knight.

segment-saw (seg'ment-sa), w. 1. A circular
saw used for cutting veneers from squared logs,

consisting of a conical disk having the apex cen-
tral with the arbor, and very thin firmly toothed

segmental saw-plates fastened to the outer mar-

gin of the disk. Such a saw having a diameter of 60
inched would be about 16 inches thick at the arbor the

object being to bend the veneers out like a thin shaving
as they are sawed from the log.

2. In surg., same as Bey's saw. See saw 1
.

segment-shell (seg'ment-shel), w. A modern
projectile for artillery, usually in the form of

a conical or oblong shell for rifled guns, in

which an inner cylinder of thin iron contains
the bursting-charge, and this is contained in

an outer shell composed of segmental pieces
which are either thrown in all directions on the

bursting of the shell, orthrown forward, accord-

ing to the arrangement made: the whole is

cased in lead for transportation and loading.

segmentum (seg-men'tum), M.
; pi. segmenta

(-ta). [NL. use of L. segmentum, segment : see

segment.} In anat. and zool., a segment, as an

arthromere, a metamere, a diarthromere, an

antimere, an actinomere, a somite, etc.

segment-valve (seg'meut-valv), n. See valve.

segment-wheel (seg'ment-hwel), n. A wheel
of which only a part of the pe-
riphery is utilized to perform
any function. Applications of it

appear in the segment-gear and
segment-rack.
segnitudet (seg'ni-tud), . [<
JkfL. xegniltido, for L. segnitia,

segnities, slowness, tardiness, <

segnis, slow, slack, sluggish, tardy: usually re-

ferred to sequi, follow : see sequent.} Sluggish-
ness; dullness; inactivity. Imp. Diet.

segnityt (seg'ni-ti), . [< L. as if "segnita(t-)s,
for segnitia, segnities, slowness: see segnitude.}
Same as segnitude. Imp. Diet.

segno (sa'nyo)^
n. [It., a sign, < L. signiim.

mark, token, sign: see sign.} In musical nota-

tion, a sign or mark used to indicate the begin-
ning or end of repetitions. Abbreviated $. See
al segno, dal segno.

SCgO (se'go), n. [Ute Indian.] A showy flow-

ered plant, Calochortus Xuttallii, widely dis-

tributed in the western United States.

segoon, . Same as seconde.

segra-seed (se'grii-sed), . The seed of Feuil-

lea eordifolia, or the plant itself. See Feuillea.

segreant (seg're-ant), a. [Written sergreant in
" Guillem's Heraldry

"
(ed. 1638), and there ex-

plained as an epithet of the griffin, meaning
' of a twofold nature,' because the griffin pas-
sant combined parts of the eagle and the lion ;

perhaps an error for a form intended to repre-
sent L. mtrgen(t-)s (> OF. sotirdant), rising: see

surgent.] In her., rising on the hind legs, usu-

ally with the wings raised or indorsed : an epi-
thet noting the griffin: equivalent to rampant
and sal ifii t.



segregant

segregantt (seg're-gant), a. [< L. segregan(t-)s.

ppr. of xfi/rrgare, set apart: see segregate.]
Separated; divisional

;
sectarian.

My heart hath naturally detested . . . tolerations of

divers Religions, or of one Keligion in xeyreffant shapes.
.V. Ward, Simple Cobler, p. 5.

Segregatat (seg-re-ga'ta), . i>l. [NL., neut.

pi. of L. wgrcgatux, i>[>.
of xi-un-gii /<. set apart:

see segregate.] In Cuvier's system of classifi-

cation, the first family of his shell-less acephals ;

the simple or solitary ascidians : distinguished
from Agyreyatn.
segregate (seg're-gat), v. ; pret. and pp. segre-
!/iitcil, pin

1

. xfi/regating. [< L. net/regains, pp.
of segregare (>' It. segregare = Sp. Pg. xegn-gar),
set apart from a flock, separate, < KC-, apart, +
grex (greg-), a flock: see gregarious. Of. aggre-
gate, congregate.] I. trans. 1. To separate or
detach from the others, or from the rest; cut
off or separate from the main body ; separate.
Such never came at all forward to better themselves,

neither by reputations for vertues which they were care-
lesse to possesse, nor for desire they had to purge or segre-
gate themselves from the soft vices they were first infected
withall. Kenelworth Par/ce (1594), p. 10. (Ilallmdl.)

According to one account, he [Sir T, More] likened his

predecessor [Wolsey] to a rotten sheep, and the King to
the good shepherd who had judiciously xe<rrt'yated it.

R. W. Dixoit, Hist. Church of Eng., i.

Specifically 2. In fool., to set apart or dis-

sociate (the members of a group): as. species
segregated under another genus ; faunal regions
of the sea segregated from those of the land
in zoogeography. 3. In geol., to separate out
from the mass of a rock, as in the case of cer-
tain accumulations, pockets, or nodules of met-
alliferous ore, or of mineral matter in general,
which appear from the phenomena which they
present to have been gradually separated out
or segregated from the adjacent rock by molec-
ular action Segregated vein. See vein.

II. intrans. To separate or go apart; specifi-

cally, in crystal., to separate from a mass and
collect about centers or lines of fracture.

segregate (seg're-gat), a. and n. [< L. segrega-
tus, pp. of segregare, set apart : see segregate,
v.] L. a. 1. Apart from others; separated;
set apart ; separate ;

select.

Often saith he that he was an apostle segregate of God
to preach the gospel.

J. Bradford, Works (Parker Soc., 1853), II. 289.

Human Philosophy, or Humanity, . . . hath two parts :

the one considereth man segregate, or distributively; the
other congregate, or in society.

Bacon, Advancement of Learning, ii.

2. In zool., simple or solitary; not aggregate,
compound, colonial, or social; specifically, per-
taining to the Segregata Segregate polygamy,
in bot., a mode of inflorescence in which several florets

comprehended within an anthodium or a common calyx
are furnished also with proper perianths, as in the dande-
lion.

II. . In math., one of an asyzygetic system
of covariants of a given degorder, capable of

expressing in their linear functions with nu-
merical coefficients all other covariants of the
same degorder.
segregation (seg-re-ga'shou), n. [< OF. segre-
gation, F. segregation = Sp. segregacion = Pg.
segregafuo, < LL. segregatio(n-), a separating,
dividing, < L. segregare, pp. segregatus, separate :

see segregate.] 1. The act of segregating, or
the state of being segregated ; separation from
others; a parting; a dispersion.

A segregation of the Turkish fleet.

Shat., Othello, ii. 1. 10.

2. In crystal., separation from a mass and gath-
ering about centers through crystallization.
3. In geol. and mining, a separating out from
a rock of a band or seam, or a nodular mass of
some kind of mineral or metalliferous matter,
differing more or less in texture or in composi-
tion or in both respects from the material in
which it is inclosed. Many important metalliferous
deposits appear to be of the nature of segregations. See
segregated rein, under vein.

segregative (seg're-ga-tiv), . [= F. segrega-
tif=S\>.scgregatiro; sis segregate + -ire.] Tend-
ing to or characterized by segregation or sepa-
ration into clusters.

The influences of barbarism, beyond narrow limits, are
prevailingly Uffreiative.

Whitney, Life and Growth of Lang., p. 158.

segue (sa'gwe), r. i. [It., it follows, 3d pers.
sing. pres. ind. of segiiirc, follow, < L. sequi, fol-
low: see sequent, sue.] In music, game as at-
tacca.

seguidilla (seg-i-del'ya), u. [= F. seguiditte,
xi'i.tMitiUe, < Sp. seguidilla (= Pg. seguidilha), a
kind of song with a refrain or recurring se-
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quence, dim. of xrguida, a succession, continu-

ation, < segnir. follow: see xn/nenl, suit, unite.']

1. A Spanish dance, usually of a lively char-

acter, for two dancers. Three varieties are distin-

guished, the manchcga, the bolera, and the gitana, the
first being the most vivacious, and the last the most state-

ly. A characteristic peculiarity of the dance is the sud-
den cessation of the music after a number of figures,

leaving the dancers standing in various picturesque atti-

tudes.

2. Music for such a dance or in its rhythm,
which is triple and quick, resembling the bo-
lero.

From the same source he [Conde] derives much of the
earlier rural minstrelsy of Spain, as well as the measures
of its romances and seguidillas.

Prescott, Ferd. and Isa., i. 8, note 40.

segurt, a- An obsolete form of saggar.
sen, seiet. A Middle English preterit and past
participle of see1 . Chaucer.

sejant (se'ant), a. In her., same as sejant.
seiche (sash), . [F. seche, fern, of sec, < L.

siccus, dry.] A name given in Switzerland,
and especially on the Lake of Geneva, to cer-

tain irregular waves or fluctuations of the level
of the water, which may be raised or lowered
to the amount of several feet. The origin of these
waves is generally considered to be sudden local variations
in the barometric pressure, attended with the develop-
ment of local cyclonic winds. A similar phenomenon on
the shores of the Baltic is called (in German) see-Mr, as

meaning a sudden and temporary oscillation or fluctua-
tion of the water-level in a lake or nearly 'or quite land-
locked parts of the sea : it has been (incorrectly) Englished
sea-bear.

Seidlitz powder. See powder.

seigneur, . See seignior.

seigneurial, a. See seigniorial.

seigneuryt, An obsolete form of seigniory.
seignior, seigneur (se'nyor), n. [Also signior,

signor (after It.); < MIC. seignour, < OF. sei-

giior, seignur, ftegnor, segnour, saignor, sain-

gnor, seigneur, etc., senhor, senior, etc., F. sei-

gneur = Pr. senhor, senher = Cat. senyor = Sp.
seitor = Pg. senhor = It. signore, segnore, < L.

senior, ace. seniorem, an elder lord; prop, adj.,
elder: see senior, also sir, sire, sieur, signor,
senor, senhor. The word seignior also appears in

comp. monseigneur, monsignor, etc.] 1. Alord;
a gentleman ;

used as a title of honor or custom-
ary address, 'sir.' See sir, signor, seKor. 2.
Infeudal law, the lord of a fee or manor Grand
seignior, (a) [caps.] A title sometimes given to the Sul-
tan of Turkey. Hence (6) A great personage or digni-
tary.

Whenever you stumble on a grand seigneur, even one
who was worth millions, you are sure to flnd his property
a desert. The Academy, July 12, 1890, p. 25.

Seignior in gross, a lord without a manor, simply enjoy-
ing superiority and services.

seigniorage (se'nyor-aj), n. [< OF. "seignorage,
< ML. senioraticum , lordship, domination, < se-

nior, lord: see seigntor.] 1. Something claimed
by the sovereign or by a superior as a preroga-
tive; specifically, an ancient royalty or pre-
rogative of the crown, whereby it claimed a
percentage upon bullion brought to the mint to
be coined or to be exchanged for coin ; the dif-

ference between the cost of a mass of bullion
and the face-value of the pieces coined from it.

If government, however, throws the expense of coin-

age, as is reasonable, upon the holders, by making a
charge to cover the expense (which is done by giving
back rather less in coin than is received in bullion, and
is called "levying a seigniorage"), the coin will rise to
the extent of the seigniorage above the value of the bul-
lion. J. s. Mill.

2. A royalty; a share of profit ; especially, the

money received by an author from his pub-

lord of a manor. Milman.

seigniorial (se-uyo'ri-al), a. [Also seigneurial,
< F. xeigiirnriaJ; as seignior + -i-al.] 1. Per-

taining to the lord of a manor; manorial.
Those lands were seigneurial. Sir W. Temple.
A century since, the English Manor Court was very much

what it now is ; but the signorial court of France was a

comparatively flourishing institution.

Maim, Early Law and Custom, ix.

He [the tenant] was required to bake his bread in the
seigtieurial oven. Amer. Jour. Philol., VII. 163.

2. Vested with large powers : independent,
jeignioriet, .

seigniorize (se
xfinniiiri-fii. PAlsn ,,

[Bare.]

giiiin-i-nl, ppr. xcigiriorized. [Also signorise; <

x<-igiiior + -fee.] To lord it over. [F
As faire he was as Cithereas make,
As proud as he that signoriselh hell.

Fairfax, tr. of Tasso, iv. 4(>.

seigniory (se'nyor-i), . ; pi. seigniories (-iz).

[Formerly also seignory, seignorie, seigneury.

seine

, signory : < ME. xeigiiory, xcignorir, sei-

gnnric, < ( >F. xi'ignrui'it; si ignorir, F. xeigneurie=
Sp. xrnoria, also xcliorio = Pg. sciihiirin. xfiihoi-io

= It. xigiioria. < ilL. senior/a (xcgiinrin, xenlio-

ria, etc., after Rom.), < senior, lord: see senior,

xeigaior.] 1. Lordship; power or authority as

sovereign lord ; jurisdiction; power.
She hath myght and i;/ //

To kepe men from alle folye.
Kom. of the Jlose, 1. 3213.

The inextinguishable thirst for signiory. Kyd, Cornelia.

The Earl into fair Eskdale came,
Homage and seignory to claim.

Scott, L. of L. M., iv. 10.

2f. Preeminence
; precedence.

And may thy floud haue seignorie
Of all flouds else ; and to thy fame
Meete greater springs, yet keep thy name.

W. Broicne, Britannia's Pastorals, i. 2.

3. A principality or province; a domain.
Diuers other countreis and seigneuries belonging as well

to the high and mighty prince, llakhtyt's Voyages, I. 208.

Eating the bitter bread of banishment,
Whilst you have fed upon my gignories.

Shak., Eich. II., iii. 1. 22.

Which Signiory [of Dolphinie and Viennois] was then
newly created a County, being formerly a part of the

kingdome of Burgundy. Coryat, Crudities, I. 45, sig. E.

The commune of Venice, the ancient style of the com-
monwealth, changed into the seigniory of Venice.

Jincyc. Brit., XVII. 527.

4. The elders who constituted the municipal
council in a medieval Italian republic.
Of the Seigniory there be about three hundreth, and

about fourtie of the priuie Counsel! of Venice.

Ilakluyl's Voyages, II. 151.

The college [of Venice] called the signory was originally
composed of the doge and six counsellors.

J. Adams, Works, IV. 353.

5. A lordship without a manor, or of a manor
in which all the lands were held by free ten-
ants: more specifically called a seigniory in

gross.

seignioryt, v. t. [ME. seignorien ; < seigniory, n.]
To exercise lordship over; be lord of. [Bare.]

Terry seignorted a full large contre,
Hattyd of no man.

Kom. ofPartenay (E. E. T. S.), 1. 5090.

Seik, . See SiM.
seilH, n. and v. A Middle English form of sail1 .

seil2,
. A Scotch form of seeP-.

sell3 ,
v. A Scotch form of sifel.

seint. A Middle English form of the past par-
ticiple of see 1

.

seindet. A Middle English form of the past
participle of singe

1
.

seine1 (san or sen), . [Formerly also sein,

scan; early mod. E. sayne; < ME. seine, saine,
partly (a) < AS. segue = OLG. segina, a seine,
and partly (6) < OF. seine, seigne, earlier sayme,
saime, F. seine = It. sagena, a seine

; < L. sageua,
< Gr. aayi/vti, a fishing-net, a hunting-net. Cf.

sagene*, from the same source.] A kind of net
used in taking fish; one of the class of encir-

cling nets, consisting of a webbing of network
provided with corks or floats at the upper edge,
and with leads of greater or less weight at the
lower, and used to inclose a certain area of wa-
ter, and by bringing the ends together, either
in a boat or on the shore, to secure the fish that

may be inclosed. Seines vary in size from one small
enough to take a few minnows to the shad-seine of a mile
or more in length, hauled by a windlass worked by horses
or oxen or by a steam-engine. The largest known seine
was used for shad at Stony Point on the Potomac in 1871 ;

it measured 3.400 yards, or nearly 2 miles ; the lines and
seine together had a linear extent of 5 miles, and swept
1/JOO acres of river-bottom ; this net was drawn twice in
24 hours.

The sayne is a net, of about fortie fathonie in length, wit h
which they encompasse a part of the sea, and drawe the
same on land by two ropes fastned at his ends, together
with such flsh as lighteth within his precinct

S. Carew, Survey of Cornwall, fol. 30.

They found John Oldham under an old seine, stark na-
ked, his head cleft to the brains, and his hands and legs
cut. Winthrop, Hist. New England, I. 226.

Cod-seine, a seine used to take codfish near the shore,
where they follow the caplin. Drag-seine, a haul-ashore
seine. Draw-seine, a seine which may be pursed or
drawn into the shape of a bag. Haul-ashore seine, a
seine that is hauled or dragged from the shore ; a drag-
seine. Shad-seine, a seine specially adapted or used for
taking shad, and generally of great size. See def. To
blow up the seine, to press against the lead-line of a
seine in the endeavor to escape, as fish. To boat a
seine, to stow the seine aboard of the seine-boat in such
a manner that it may lie paid out without entangling. A
seine may be boated as it is hauled from the water, or
after it has been hauled and piled on the beach. (See
also purse-seine.)

seine 1 (san or sen), v. t.
; pret. and pp. seined,

ppr. seining. [< xeinei, n.] To catch with a
seine : as, fish may be seined.



seine

seineat. A Middle English form of sain and of

ni(pi .

seine-boat (san'bot), . A boat specially de-

signed or used for holding, carrying, or paying
out a seine.

seine-captain (san'kap"tan), . The overseer
of a seine-gang. [U. S.]
seine-crew (san'kro), . The crew of a seine-

gang ;
the men as distinguished from their gear.

seine-engine (san'en'jin), . A steam-engine
employed in hauling seines. [U. S.J

seine-fisher (san'nsh"er), n. A seiner.

seine-gang (san'gang), n. A body of men en-

gaged in seining, together with their boats and
other gear. Such agang is a sailing-gang or a steamer-

gang, as they may work from a sailing vessel or to a
steamer.

seine-ground (san'ground), . Same as nein-

tno-ground,
seine-hauler (san'ha"ler), n. A fisherman us-

ing the seine : in distinction from (jitter or gitt-

netter.

seine-man (san'man), n. A seine-hauler; one
of a seine-gang.
seine-needle (san'ue"dl), w. A needle with
which the meshes of a seine are netted: same
as hanging-needle.
Seiner (sa'ner), . [Early mod. E. also sayner;
< seine1 + -er1 .] One who makes a business of

seining ; also, a vessel attending seine-fishery :

applied very generally to vessels engaged in

purse-seining for menhaden and mackerel.

Sayaen complayne with open mouth that these dro-

uers worke much prejudice to the commonwealth of fisher-

men, and reape thereby small gaine to themselves.
R. Carew, Survey of Cornwall, fol. 32.

seine-roller (san'ro'ler), . A rolling cylinder
or drum over which a seine is hauled.

seining (sa'ning), n. [Verbal n. of seine 1
,

'. t.]

The act, method, or industry of using the seine.

seining-ground (sa'ning-ground), . The bot-

tom of a river or lake over which a seine is

hauled. Also seine-ground.

seint't, " and 11. An obsolete form of saint1 .

seint'2t, w. [< ME. seint, seynt, saint, for "ceint,
< OF. ceint, ceinct, < L. cinctus, cinctum, a girdle,
< cingere, pp. cinctus, gird: see cincture.'} A
girdle or belt.

He rood but hoomly in a medlee cote,
Girt with a seynt of silk, with barres smale.

Chaucer, Gen. Prol. to C. T., 1. 329.

seintuariet, A Middle English form of sanc-

tuary.

seip (sep), r. i. Same as seep.

seirt, a. A variant of sere2 .

seirnsh, . See seerfislt.

Seirospora (si-ro-spo'ra), n. [NL. (Harvey), <

Gr. aeipa or oeip6v, a garment, T oiropd, a spore.]
A former genus of florideous algee, now re-

garded as a subgenns of the large genus Cal-
Utliamnioii. S. Grijfithsiana, now Callithamnion seiro-

spermum, is a beautiful little alga with capillary diwcious
fronds, 2 to inches high, pyramidal in outline, with
delicate, erect, dichotomo-multifid, corymbose branches.
The American specimens are easily distinguished by the
presence of the so-called seirospores.

seirospore (si'ro-spor), n. [< NL. *seirosporum,
< Gr. asipd, garment, -I- airopd, seed: seepore.]
In tot., one of a special kind of non-sexual

spores, or organs of propagation, occurring in
certain florideous algee. They are branched monili-
form rows of roundish or oval spores, resulting from the
division of terminal cells of particular branches, or pro-
duced on the main branches.

seirosporic (si-ro-spor'ik), a. [< seirospore +
-c.] In hot., possessing or characteristic of

seirospores.

seise, . *. An obsolete or archaic form of seize.

seisin, . See seizin.

seismal (sis'mal), a. [< Gr. aeia/i6s, an earth-

quake aekiv, shake, toss), + -aZ.] Same as
seismic.

seismic (sis'mik), . [< Gr. o-EHTjuoc, an earth-

quake, + -c.] Pertaining to or of the nature
of an earthquake; relating to or connected
with an earthquake, or with earthquakes in

general. To a considerable extent, seismic takes the
place of earthquake used as an adjective or in compound
words. Thus seismic center is the equival ent of earthquake
center, etc. Seismic area, the region or part of the
earth's surface affected by the shock of an earthquake.
Seismic center, or seismic focus, the point, line, or re-

gion beneath the earth's surface where an earthquake-
shock is started or originated. Seismic vertical the
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part of the earth's surface which is directly over or nearest
to the seismic focus. Sometimes called the epicenter or

epicentrum.

seismical (sis'mi-kal), a. [< seismic + -al.~\

Same as /*/<>.

seismogram (sis'mo-gram), w. [< Gr. <7fj//w.
an earthquake, + i'pati[ia, that which is drawn
or written: see r/ra-m

2
.] The record made by

a seismograph or seismometer; the result of
an earthquake-shock as exhibited on the in-

stniment or instruments employed, these vary-
ing in character and in the manner in which
the elements of the shock are recorded. See
seismometer.

seismograph (sis'mo-graf), . [< Gr. aeiaft6(,
an earthquake. + ypafeai, write.] Same as
M-ixninmfter (which see). The more complicated
forms of instruments contrived for the purpose of re-

cording the phenomena of earthquakes are sometimes
called seismographs, and sometimes seismometers. The
name seismograph was first employed in reference to the
elaborate seismometer contrived by Palmieri and used at
his station on Mount Vesuvius. This was called by him
a "sismografo,"and this name has generally been Eng-
lished as seismograph, which is also the designation most
generally applied by the members of the Seismological
Society of Japan to the seismometers there contrived and
used within the past few years.

seismographer (sis-mog'ra-fer), . Same as

xeisnioTiigixt. [Rare.]
seismographic (sis-mo-graf'ik), a. [< seismog-
/d/>li-y + -ic.~\ Of or pertaining to seismogra-
phy ; connected with or furnished by the seis-

mograph: as, seismographic records, observa-

tions, studies, etc.

seismographical (sis-mo-graf'i-kal), a. [< seis-

mograjiliic + -/.] Same as MiSMograpMc.
seismography (sis-mog'ra-fi), n. ['< Gr. <rc<oyif,
an earthquake, + -j pa^i'a, < ypatyeiv, write.] The
study of earthquake phenomena, with the aid
of seismographs, or instruments specially con-
trived for recording the most important facts

regarding the direction, duration, and force of

these disturbances of the earth's crust.

seismological (sis-mo-loj'i-kal), a. [< seismoJ-

oy-y + -ic-al.~\ Relating to or connected with

seismology, or the scientific investigation of
the phenomena of earthquakes.
The object of all seismoloffical investigation should be,

primarily, to determine both the true direction and ve-

locity of motion of the particles set in motion by the

earthquake-wave. Oldham, Cachar Earthquake, p. 90.

seismologically (sis-mo-loj'i-kal-i), adr. In a

seismological aspect.
seismologist (sis-mol'o-jist), w. [< seismolog-y
+ -)'*.] A scientific investigator or student of

earthquake phenomena; one who endeavors,
by the aid of seismometric observations, to
arrive at the more important facts connect-
ed with the origin and distribution of earth-

quakes.
seismologue (sis'mo-log), n. [< Gr. ama/tof, an

earthquake, + -Aoyof,< 'Atytiv, speak: see -oJogy.~\
A catalogue of earthquake observations

; a de-
tailed account of earthquake phenomena.
The labour of collecting and calculating further and

future seismologuts will be in a great degree thrown away,
unless the cultivators of science of all countries . . . shall

unite in agreeing to some one uniform system of seismic
observation.
K. Mallet, in Trans. Brit. Ass. for Adv. of Sci., 1858, p. 1.

seismology (sis-mol'o-ji),
n. [< Gr. a?ia/i6f, an

earthquake. + -/oyi'a,'< Acyeiv, speak : see -ok>gy.~\
The branch of science which has for its object
the investigation of the causes and effects of

earthquakes, and, in general, of all the condi-
tions and circumstances of their occurrence.

The objects and aims of Semnoloay are of the highest
interest and importance to geology and terrestrial physics,
.ft. Mallet, in Admiralty Manual of Scientific Enquiry (3d

[ed.X p. 327.

seismometer (sls-mom'e-ter), . [< Gr. oeiapof,
an earthquake,+ [lirpov, a measure : see meter1 .']

An instrument by the aid of which the data are
obtained for the scientific study of earthquake
phenomena. The forms of instruments used for this

purpose are varied, and more or less complicated, in ac-

cordance with the wishes and means of the observer. A
common bowl partly filled with a viscid fluid, like mo-
lasses, which, on being thrown by the earthquake-wave
against the side of the bowl, leaves a visible record of the

event, is one of the simplest forms of seismometer which
have been proposed, as giving a rude approximation to the
direction of the horizontal element of the wave. Another
simple form of seismometer consists of two sets of cylin-
ders, each set numbering from six to twelve, and the in-

dividual cylinders in each uniformly decreasing in size.

These are placed on end, one set at right angles to the

other, on plates resting on a hard horizontal floor, sur-

rounded by a bed of dry sand, in which the cylinders when
overthrown will rest, exactly in the position originally
given by the shock. This instrument is theoretically ca-

pable of giving the velocity of the horizontal component of
the shock, its surface-direction in azimuth, or the direc-
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tion of the horizontal component of the seismic wave,
and also the direction of translation of the wave. In prac-
tice, however, the results given by this simple and inex-

pensive apparatus have not been found satisfactory. The
seismometer now most generally used in large observa-

tories, or those where accurate work is expected, involves
Zbllner's horizontal pendulum, the use of which was
proposed many years ago, but which was put into the

present practical form by Messrs. Ewing and Gray. The
groupof instruments constituting the seismometer of Prof.
J. A. Ewing is arranged to give a complete record of every
particular of the earthquake movement,by resolving it into
three rectangular components one vertical and two hor-
izontal and registering these by three distinct pointers
on a sheet of smoked glass which is made to revolve uni-

formly by clockwork, the clock being started by an ar-

rangement similar to that of the Palmieri seismoscope.
To this is added another clock which gives the date of the
shock and the interval which has elapsed since it took
place. Another and simpler form of seismometer de-

signed by Mr. Ewing, and called the "duplex-pendulum
seismograph," does not show the vertical element of the
disturbance, nor exhibit anything of the relation of time
to displacement ; but it is in other respects satisfactory in
its performance. Of this latter form, fifteen sets were in
use in Japan in 1880, and others were being made for other
countries. Compare seismograph, and see cut under aeis-

moitcope.

Instruments which will in this way measure or write
down the earth's motions are called seismometers or seis-

mographs. Milne, Earthquakes, p. 13.

seismometric (sls-mo-met'rik), a. [< seismome-

tr-y + -)c.] Of or pertaining to seismometry
or the seismometer

;
used in or made, produced,

or observed by means of a seismometer: as,
seismometric instruments; seismometric obser-
vations.

seismometrical (sis-mo-met'ri-kal), . [< seis-

mometric + -nl.'] Same as seismometric.

seismometry ( sis-mom'e-tri), n. [< Gr. oeiafdf,
an earthquake, + -fierpia, < /icrpeiv, measure.]
The theory and use of
the seismometer; more
generally, the scientific

study of earthquake
phenomena by the aid
of observations made
either with or without
the use of seismometric
instruments.

seismoscope (sis
' mo-

skop), . [< Gr. aeiafidf,
an earthquake,+ moTrriv,

view.] A name of the

simpler form of seis-

mometer. It is generally so

arranged that the exact mo-
ment of passage is noted by
stopping a clock, either by
direct mechanical means or

by the use of an electric cur-
rent. The epoch may also be

registered on a revolving cyl-
inder or other similar device. __w __

The essential part of a seismo- gravity; *,pointon which upper

Scope Usually Consists Of a sids 0( loop rests ; r. long needle

delicately suspended or bal- E^? ^SLcffi^S??anced mass, the configuration binding-post ; /, long ami of
of which is readily disturbed lever pivoted at t; g, point

on the passage Of the seismic "here end of lever rests on end

waye
F of needle; h, mercury-cup.

To construct an instrument which atthe time of an earth-

quake shall move and leave a record of its motion, there
is but little difficulty. Contrivances of this kind are called

seismoscopes. Milne, Earthquakes, p. 13.

seismoscopic (sis-mp-skop'ik), a. [< seismo-

scope + -ic.~\ Relating to or furnished by the

seismoscope: as, seismoscopic data, observa-

tions, etc.

Seison (si'son), . [NL. (Grube, 1859), < Gr.
aeietv (in comp. <TEJ-), shake : cf . oeiauv, an earth-
en vessel for shaking beans in.] A remarkable

genus of parasitic leech-like rotifers. S. neba-
liie is a wheel-animalcule which is parasitic
upon the crustaceans of the genus Neoalia.

seistt. A Middle English form of sayest, second
person singular indicative present of sayl.
Seisura (si-su'ra), n. [NL. (Vigors and Hors-

field, 1826),
more prop. Sisu-

ra (Strickland,
1841),<Gr. aeietv

(in comp. aeia-),

shake, + mtpa,
tail. Cf. Sein-

.] A notable

genus of Aus-
tralian Musci-

capidte or fly-
catchers. The
best-known species
is S. inquieta, S
inches long, slate-

colored with glossy-
black head and
white under parts.

Among its English
Restless Hycatcher (Xrfsnra mqmrt\. book-names are vol-

Seismoscope.
a, heavy mass supported by

loop at point near center of



Seisura

atile, restless, and doubtful thrmh, and it is known to the

Anglo-Australians as iliah-imshcr and grinder. A second

species is S. HU/HI.

seity (se'i-ti), H. [< L. se, oneself, -t- -iti/.~\

Something peculiar to one's self. [Rare.]

The learned Scotus, to distinguish the race of mankind,

gives every individual of that species what he calls a ,sViV..

something peculiar to himself, which makes him different

from all "(her persons in the world. This particularity
renders him either venerable or ridiculous, according as

he uses his talents. Steele, Tatler, No. 174.

Seiurinae (si-u-ri'ne), . />'. [NL., <

+ -ina?.] A subfamily of Kylrieolidie or Mnio-

liltiilir. typified by the genus Seiunis. Also

called Knii'ix-irliliiiif or HenicooieMina.

Seinrus (si-u'rus), . [NL. (Swainson, 1827),
more prop. Shims (Strickland, 1841), < Gr. aeieiv,

slmko, + orpd, tail.] A genus of SylcicoUdae or

Miiioliltiilx, giving name to the Seiuriiiae; the

American wagtails or water-thrushes. Three spe-
cies are common in the United States. S. auricapillus is

the golden-crowned thrush or oven-bird. (See cut under
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3. To lay sudden or forcible hold of
; grasp ;

clutch : either literally or figuratively.

There is an hour in each man's life appointed
To make his happiness, if then he seine it.

Beau, and FL, Custom of the Country, ii. 3.

To seize his papers, Curll, was next thy care ;

His papers, light, fly diverse, toss'd in air.

Pope, Dunciad, ii. 114.

The predominance of horizontal lines . . . sufficiently

proves that the Italians had never netted the true idea of

Gothic or aspiring architecture.
J. A. Symonds, Italy and Greece, p. 47.

4. To come upon with sudden attack ;
have a

sudden and powerful effect upon : as, a panic
seized the crowd

;
a fever seized him.

Such full Conviction sete'd th' astonish'd King
As left no entrance for the least Demurr.

J. Beaumont, Psyche, i. 247.

seker

lashing with several turns of a

cord, or the fastening so made;
also, the cord used for that pur-

pose; seizing-stuff. See also cut

under rose-lashing.

Several sailors appeared, hearing among
them two stout, apparently very heavy
chests, which they set down upon the

cabin floor, taking care to secure them
by lashings and seizings to the stanchions.

W. C. Russell, Death Ship, xxi.

seizing-stuff (se'zing-stuf), w.

Xaut., small tarred cord used for

seizing.

seizlingt (sez'ling), . The year-

ling of the common carp. Holme,
1688.

Seizings, 2.

. ; seizor (se'zor), n. [< seize + -od.] In law, one
All men who are the least given to reflection are seized

. oi,Aa m- tnkps nossBssion
with an inclination that way Steele, Spectator, No. 388. who seizes or s

p_osse
non.

A horror seized him as he went.
William Murria, Earthly Paradise, II. 109.

5t.

,

New York \Vater-tlirush (Seinrus nsevitts).

oven-bird.) S. novcboracenxis or nseviitx is the New York
water-thrush, dark olive-brown above with conspicuous
superciliary stripe, and sulphury-yellow below with a pro-
fusion of dusky spots in several chains. S. inotacilla or

ludoricianus is the Louisiana water-thrush, like the last,

but larger, with a longer bill and lighter coloration. Also

called Emcocichla or Hemcoeiclda and Exochocichla.

seive. . See seare.

seizable (se'za-bl), a. [< seize + -able.] Pos-
sible to be seined; liable to be taken posses-
sion of.

The carts, waggons, and every attainable or seizable

vehicle were unremittingly in motion.
Mme. D'Arblay, Diary, VII. 177. (Danes.)

seize (sez), r.
; pret. and pp. seized, ppr. seizing.

[Early mod. E. also (and still archaically in

legal use) seine; < ME. seisen, seysen, sesen,

ceesen, saisen, sayscn, < OF. saisir, seisir, put one
in possession of, take possession of, seize, F.

gaish; seize, = Pr. snzir, sai/zir = It. sitgire (not
in Florio), < ML. satire (8th century), later sai-

sire (after OF.), take possession of, lay hold of,

seize (another's property), prob. < OHG. saz-

zan, sezzan, G. setzen, set, put, place, =E. set,

of which seize is thus a doublet: see set1
,

r.

Cf. seizin, seizure.'] I. trans. 1. To put in pos-
session; make possessed; possess: commonly
with of before the thing possessed : as, A. B.

was seized and possessed of the manor ;
to seize

one's self of an inheritance.

He torned on his pilwes ofte,

And wald of that he myssed han ben sesed.

Chaucer, Troilus, iii. 445.

& [he) sent his stiward as swithe to sese him ther-iune.

William of Palerne (E. E. T. S.), 1. 5391.

They could scarcely understand the last words, for death

began to seize himself of his heart.
Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, iii.

All those his lands
Which he stood seized of.

Shak., Hamlet, i. 1. 89.

[He] standeth seized o/that inheritance
Which thou that slowest the sire hast left the son.

Tennyson, Gareth and Lynette.

2. To take possession of (a) By virtue of a
warrant or legal authority: as, to seize smug-
gled goods; to seize a ship after libeling.

It was judged, by the highest kind of judgment, that he
should be banished, and his whole estate confiscated and
seized. Bacon.

(6) By force, with or without right.

The Citie to sese in the same tyme.
We shall found by my feith, or ellis fay worthe.

Itrxtnictton of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 1154.

The peple of Claudas recouered, . . . and of fin force
made hem forsake place, and the tentes and pavilouns that
thei hadden take and sesfd. MerKn (E. E. T. S.), iii. 402.

The grand Caraman, the Turcoman, ruler of Caramania.
took the opportunity of these quarrels to seize Corycus,
the last Frank stronghold of Armenia.

Stubbs, Medieval and Modern Hist., p. 202.

To fasten
;

fix.

So downe he fell before the cruell beast,
Who on his neck his bloody clawes did seize.

Spenser, F. Q., I. viii. 15.

6. Naut., to bind, lash, or make fast, as one

thing to another, with several turns of small

rope, cord, or small line ; stop : as, to seize two
fish-hooks back to back; to seize or stop one

rope on to another.

Sam, by this time, was seized up, as it is called that is,

placed against the shrouds, with his wrists made fast to

them, his jacket off, and his back exposed.
R. H. Dana, Jr., Before the Mast, p. 113.

Covenant to stand seized to uses, see covenant. = Syn.
2 and 3. To snatch, catch, capture, apprehend, arrest, take,

attach.

II. intrans. 1. To lay hold in seizure, as by
hands or claws: with on or upon.

The mortall sting his angry needle shott

Quite through his shield, and in his shoulder seasd.

Spenser, F. Q., I. ii. 38.

Thee and thy virtues here I seize upon.
Shak., Lear, i. 1. 255.

The Tartars in Turkeman vse to catch wilde horses with
hawkes tamed to that purpose, which seising on the necke
of the horse, with his beating, and the horses chafing,
tireth him, and maketh him an easie prey to his Master.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 422.

This last Ship had been at Merga a considerable time,

having been seized on by the Siamites, and all the men
imprisoned, for some difference that happened between
the English and them. Dampier, Voyages, II. i. 151.

The text which had "seized upon his heart with such
comfort and strength

"
abode upon him for more than a

year. SouOiey, Bunyan, p. xxi.

2. In metallurgy, to cohere.

seizer (se'zer), n. [< seize + -cr1 .] One who
or that which seizes.

seizin, seisin (se'zin), . [Early mod. E. also

xeasin, seysin; < ME. saisine, seisine, seysyne,

sesyne, < OF. seisine, saisine, saisine, F. saisine

(= Pr. sazina, saizina, sadina = It. sagina; ML.
reflex saisina, seisina), seizin, possession, <

saisir, seisir, seize : see seize.] In law : (a)

seizure (se'zur), . [< seize + -are.] 1. The
act of seizing ; the act of taking or laying hold ;

a taking possession, either legally or by force :

as, the seizure of smuggled goods by revenue

officers; seizure of arms by a mob.
All things that thou dost call thine

Worth seizure do we seize Into our hands.

Shalt., As you Like it, iii. 1. 10.

First Guyne, next Pontien, and then Aquitain,
To each of which he made his title known,
Nor from their seizure longer would abstain.

Draytm, Barons' Wars, iii. 28.

After the victory of the appellants in 1388, royal letters

were issued for the seizure of heretical books and the Im-

prisonment of heretical teachers.

Stubbs, Const. Hist., 404.

Say, is not bliss within our perfect seizure ?

Keats, Endymion, iv.

2. The fact of being seized or in possession of

anything; possession; hold.

In your hands we leave the queen elected ;

She hath seizure of the Tower.
Webster and Deleter, Sir Thomas Wyatt

If we had ten years agone taken seizure of our portion
of dust, death had not taken us from good things, but
from infinite evils. Jer. Taylor, Holy Dying, iii. 7.

3. The thing seized; the thing taken hold or

possession of.

Sufficient that thy prayers are heard, and Death,
Then due by sentence when thou didst transgress,
Defeated of his seizure many days.

Milton, P. L., xi. 254.

4. A sudden onset or attack, as of some mal-

ady, emotion, panic, or the like
;
a spell ;

a turn.

Myself too had weird seizures, Heaven knows what.

Tennyson, Princess, i.

sejant, sejeant (se'jant), a. [Also seiant, se-

dant; < OF. "seiant, seant, < L. seden(t-)s, sitting,

pr. of sedereC>F.seoir),sit: see sedent, stance.]

her., sitting, like a cat,
with the fore legs upright : ap-

plied to a lion or other beast.

Assis is a synonym. Sejant
adorsed, sitting back to back : said of

two animals. Seiant affronte, in

her., sitting and facing outward, the

ppr
In

feudal investiture, by which the tenant was
admitted into his freehold. Angell.

A soldier, plucking a handful of thatch from a cottage,

in her., sitting and with the body seen

sidewise, the head looking out from the field. Sejant
rampant. See rampant sejant, under rampant.

placed it in the Duke's hand as seizin of all that England sejoiht (se-join'), v. t. [< ME. sejoynen, < OF.
held within it. E. A. Freeman, Norman Conquest, III. 271.

Hence (6) Possession as of freehold that is.

the possession which a freeholder could assert part,

and maintain by appeal to law. Digby. (e) Pos- The arrow

session of land actual or constructive under

*sejoindre,< L. sejungere, separate, disjoin, < se-,

apart, + jungere, join: see join.] To separate;

. doth sejoin and join the air together.
Middleton, Solomon Paraphrased, v.

rightful title. Seizin is either sei.zin infact (or indeed), sejointt (se-joinf), p. a. [< ME. sejointe,< OF.
actual occupation of the land either by the freeholder *

sejoint, <L. sejunctus, pp. of sejungere, t

himself or by some one claiming under him, or seizin in

law, the constructive seizin which arises when a person
acquires the title and there is no adverse possession ; thus,
one taking a deed of vacant lands is seized in law before

he takes possession.

separate :

see sejmn.] Separated.

Devyde hem that pith be fro pith serjointe [read sejointe\
In thende of March thaire graffyng is in pointe.

Pattadius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. .\ p. 117.

[They shall] take sesyne the same daye that laste waste sejUgOUS (se'jij-gus), a. [< L. sejugis, a team of

assygnede, 81X ( 8C- eurrus, a chariot, a vehicle), < sex, six (=
Or elles alle the ostage withowttyne the wallys, ,-, \ ,. ,

'
... vnt _ w ,ln]ff 1 Tn hot

He hynggyde hye appone hyghte alle holly at ones ! J* V*'1 T W.""' ?,yO2
e

'
~ ' 1*"^ *"''

Morte Arthure (E. E. T. S.), 1. 3589. having six pairs of leaflets.

The death of the predecessor putteth the successor by Sejunctiont (se-jungk'shon), n. [< L. sejunc-
blood in seisin. Hooker, Eccles. Polity, viii. 2. tio(n-), a separation or division, < sejungere, pp.

(rf) The thing possessed, (tf) Ownership and ^jnnctus, disjoin: see sejoin.] The act of se-

n
possession of chattelsEquitable seizin, such a

possession or enjoyment of an equitable interest or right
in lands as may be treated in equity, by analogy to legal

Jomlng or disjoining; separation.

A injunction and separation of them from all other na-

lions on the earth. Bp. Pearson, Expos, of Creed, ii.
,

seizin. Thus, where a trustee holds the legal estate, the J..-,_^VIA / i,,'-;i Kl\ n
ui que trust, though in possession and enjoying the SejUnglblet (se-]un Jl-bl), a

rents and profits, cannot be said to hold the seizin in the
cestui

separate, divide (see sejoin), + -tt>le.} ^ap
legal sense, because that is in the trustee; but he is pro- of being sejoined or separated. Bp. Pearson,
tected by courts of equity as holding an equitable seizin, w-v-nns nf PrepH i

-Livery of seizin. See literys.- Seizin by hasp and _fc V Mi^ik T^^lial, frvrm nf xnrf-1
staple. See hasp.- Seizin bx, in Scot* la,,; same as SOkH, . A Middle EngUsh ton **
m*fne me (which see, under mtine). Sek2t, " A Middle English form of sick*.

seizing (se'zing), n. [Verbal n. of seize, r.] seket. A Middle English form of seek*, sicfcl.

1. The act of taking hold or possession. 2. sekelt, . A Middle English form of sickle.

Xmit., the operation of fastening, binding, or sekert, . A Middle English form of seeker.



sekere

sekeret, sekerlyt. Middle English forms of

*i<'l;t r, xifl.'i i~l if.

sekirnesst, . A Middle English form of x/V/.vr-

noss.

seklit, A Middle English form of sickly.

seknest, A Middle English form oi' xickm-xx.

sekos (se'kos), n.
. [< Or. OT/KO$-, a pen, inclosure.]

In (!r. ini/i//., any sacred
inclosure

;
a shrine or

sanctuary; the cella of a

temple; a building which
none but those initiated

or especially privileged
might enter: as, the Sekos
of the Mysteries at Eleu-
sis: used of churches

by some early Christian
writers,

sektourt, n. A variant of

sn-iitintr.

self, a. and n. A Middle English form of seen.

Bel', n. A Scotch variant of self.

Selacha (sel'a-ka), n. pi. [ML.: see Sclache.]
Same as Selacliii. Bonaparte, 1837.

Selache (sel'a-ke), n. [NL. (Cuvier, 1817), < Gr.

ne'Aaxot;, a sea-fish, including all cartilaginous
fishes, esp. the sharks: see seal1

.] A genus of

sharks whence some of the names of selachians
are derived. It has been variously used, but oftenest
for the common dusky or great basking-shark, 5. maxima.
(See cut under banking-shark.) It is now superseded by
the prior genus Cetnrhinus of De Blainville (1818). Also
Selachus.

Selachia (se-la'ki-a), n. pi. [NL.] Same as

SelackU.
selachian (se-la'ki-au), n. and H. [< NL. Scla-

clie, Selacliii, + -i-a>i.~] I. a. Resembling or re-

lated to a shark of the genus Selaclie; pertain-

Sekos. Plan of the On
Hall of the Mysteries, Eleni
as excavated in 1888.

Port Jackson Shark (Hettrodontus galeatus}, a Selachian.

ing to the Selacliii, or having their characters;
squaloid orraioid;plagiostomous; in the broad-
est sense, elasmobranchiate. See also cuts un-
der Elasmobrancliii, saic-fisli. shark, and skate.

II. n. A shark or other plagiostomous fish;

any elasmobranch.
Selachii (se-la'ki-i). H. pi. [NL., < Gr. ot'/axof,
a cartilaginous fish, a shark. Cl.seal 1

.] A large
group of vertebrates to which different values
and limits have been assigned ;

the sharks and
their allies, (a) In Cuvier's system of classification, the
first family of Chondrnpterypii branchiis fizi*, having the

palatines and lower jaw alone armed with teeth and sup-
plying the place of jaws (the usual bones of which are re-

duced to mere vestiges), (ft) In Cope's system, a subclass
of fishes characterized by the articulation of the hyoman-
dibular bone with the cranium, the absence of opercular or
pelvic bones, and the development of derivative radii ses-

sile on the sides of the basal bones of the limbs and rarely
entering into articulation, (c) In Gill's system, a class of

ichthyopsid vertebrates characterized by the absence of
dermal or membrane bones from the head and shoulder-
girdle, the existence of a cartilaginous cranium, a well-

developed brain, and a heart composed of an auricle and
a ventricle. It includes the sharks, rays, and chimeras,
the first two of these constituting the subclass Pla/jiostomi,
the third the subclass Holocfphali. id) In Jordan's system,
a subclass of ElaJHiwbranckii, containing the sharks and
such other selachians as the rays or skates, or the Squali
and the Unite, together contrasted with the chimeras or
Holocephali. They have the gill-openings in the form of

slits, five, six, or seven in number on each side ; and the
jaws distinct from the rest of the skull. The Selachii

correspond to the Plagiostomata. Also Selacha, Sela-
chia.

selachoid (sel'a-koid), a. and H. [< Gr. o-t/u^of,
a shark, + eWof, form.] I. a. Shark-like; se-

lachian; plagiostomous; of or pertaining to the
ftelaclioidei.

II. n. A selachoid selachian; any shark.
Selachoidei (sel-a-koi'de-i), n. pi. [NL.: see

selachoid.] In Giinther's classification, the first

suborder of plagiostomous fishes, contrasting
with the Batoidei ; the sharks, in a broad sense,
or Squall, as distinguished from the rays. It has
been divided by Haswell into the Palieoselacliii
and the Neoselacliii.

selacholpgist (sel-a-kol'o-jist), n. [< scl<iclt,,l-

"->/ + -t-~\ One who is devoted to the study
of selachology.
selachology (sel-a-kol'o-ji), H. [< Gr.
a shark, + -/oyi'a, < teyeiv, speak: see .

That department of zoology which relates to
the selachians.
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selachostome(sera-ko-st6in), . A ganoid fish

of the ^roiip Siliicl/ii.itiiiiii.

Selachostomi (sel-a-kos'to-ml). n. /il. [XL.,
pl. of xeliii'lin.itniiiii.f : see MbMfcwtMfcOMf.] A
superfamily of ganoid fishes, of the order t'lion-

ilroxtei, or an order of the class ('liiidrxtri,

containing sturgeon-like fishes which have the

maxillary and interopercle obsolete and have
teeth, or the family 1'tilyoilinitidie : thus distin-

guished from (.ilaninxlniui. See Potyodontidts,
and cut under padtllt-lixli.

selachostomous (sel-a-kos'to-mus). a. [< NL.
seiachostomtu, < Gr. ar'tM^^, a shark, + aro/m,

mouth.] Shark-mouthed; specifically, of or

pertaining to the melacliostoiui.

Selachus (sera-kits), . Same as Maclie.

selagid (sel'a-jid), n. A plant of the order

NclHi/ini'ir. l./iii/lci/.

Selagineae (sel-a-jin'e-e), n.pl. [NL. (Jussieu,
1806;, < Selago (-(/in-) + -rse."\ A small order
of gamopetalous plants, of the cohort Lnmia-
les. It is characterized by flowers with a corolla of five

or sometimes four equal or unequal spreading lobes, four

didynamous or two equal stamens, one-celled anthers,
and a superior one- or two-celled ovary, forming one or
two small nutlets in fruit, often with a fleshy su/faee and
corky furrowed or perforated interior, investing a pendu-
lous cylindrical seed with fleshy albumen. It is distin-

guished from the related order Scrophularinefe by its soli-

tary ovules, from Laltiatje and Verbeiuicetf by an embryo
with a superior micropyle and radicle, and from its ally
the Myuporintte by habit and teiminal inflorescence. It

includes about 140 species belonging to 8 genera, of which
Selayo is the type. They are natives of the Old World
beyond the tropics, chiefly diminutive heath-like shrubs
of South Africa, with alternate, narrow, and rigid leaves,
and small flowers grouped in terminal spikes or dense
globular heads, commonly white or blue, rarely yellow.

Selaginella (se-laj-i-nel'a), H. [NL. (Spring),
dim. of L. Selago, a genus separated from Lyco-
podium (-gin-), lycopodium: see Sclae/o.'] A ge-
nus of heterosporous vascular cryptogams, typ-
ical of the Selaginellaccie and Selaginellea-. They
have the general habit of

Lycopodium (the ground-
pine, club-moss, etc.), dif-

fering from it mainly by
the dimorphic spores. The
stems are copiously branch,

ed, trailing, suberect, sar-

mentose, or scandent; in

shape they are more or
less distinctly quadrangu-
lar, with the faces angled
or fiat. The leaves are

small, with a single central

vein, usually tetrastichous
and dimorphous, and more
or less oblique, the two
rows of the lower plane
larger and more spreading,
the two rows of the upper
ascending, adpressed, and
imbricated; spikes usually
tetrastichous, often sharply
square, at the end of leafy
branches ; microsporangia
numerous; tnacrosporangia
few, and confined to the
base of the spike. About
335 species have been de-

scribed, from the warmer parts of the globe. Many spe-
cies are cultivated in conservatories, and numerous forms
have resulted. S. lepidophylla is well known under the
name resurrectinn-plant, and is also called rock-lily or rock-

rose.

Selaginellaceae (se-laj'i-ne-la'se-e), n.pl. [NL.,
< Selfiginella + -aceee."] A group of heteros-

porous vascular cryptogamous plants, by some
called an order, by others raised to the rank of
a class coordinate with the Uliizocarpeie, Lyco-
podiaccse, Filicex, etc. It embraces only 2 gen-
era, Kelaginella and Isoetcs (which see for char-

acterization).

Selaginelleae (se-laj-i-nel'e-e), n. pl. [NL., <

Sclaginella + -eae.~\ A group of heterosporous
vascular cryptogams. By many writers employed
as an interchangeable synonym with Seloginellacex, by
others regarded as an order under the class Selagiiiettaceir.
It embraces the single genus Selaginflla.

Selago (se-la'go), n. [NL. (Linnaeus, 1737). <

L. sclago, a similarly dwarf but unrelated plant,

Lycopodium Selar/o."] A genus of gamopetalous
plants, type of the order Selagines: It is charac-
terized by flowers with a two- to five-lobed calyx, nearly
regular or somewhat two-lipped corolla, four didynamous
and perfect stamens, and a two-celled ovary which sepa-
rates into two nutlets in fruit. There are about 95 spe-

cies, all South African except one in tropical Africa and
one, 5. muralis, growing on the walls of the capital of

Madagascar. They are dwarf heath-like shrubs, some-
times small annuals, often low and diffuse, and with many
slender branchlets. They bear narrow leaves, commonly
alternate and clustered in the axils, and sessile flowers in

dense or slender spikes.

Seiah (se'la). [LL. (Vulgate), < Heb. xeldli. of

unknown meaning; connected by Gesenius with
xdldh, rest.] A transliterated Hebrew word.

occurring in the Psalms frequently, and in Ha-
bakkuk iii. : probably a direction in the musi-

Fertile Plant of Selafintlla
Itfitiofhylla.

seldom

cal rendering of the passage. It is explained by
most authorities ;is meaning I'ause,' but oc-

curs also at the end of psalms.
Selandria (se-lan'dri-a), H. [XL. (Leach,
1817): formation uncertain.] An important
genus of saw-flies or Tenthreainidie. Thry hnv.
a short thick tnnly, mstu of the fore wing thick and di-

lated before the stigma, and the lanceolate cell petiolate,
njH'ii. ami without a cross-vein. Their larva; are stont,

slimy, slug-like creatures, and feed upon the leaves of va-

rious trees. That of 5. cerasi is the pear- or cherry-slug,
now placed in the genus Erioctnnpa, and that of S. rosae is

the rose-slug, now placed in the genus Monosteffia. See
cut under rose-tluy.

Selasphorus(se-las'fo-rus),. [NL. (Swainson.
1831), < Gr. BMOC, light, brightness, + -0opoc, <

tiipeiv = E. bearl.~\ A genus of Trocliilitlse; the
flame-bearers or lightning-hirmmers. .T. mfu* is

the red-backed or Nootka Sound humming-bird, notable
as the species which goes furthest north, being found in

Alaska. S. platycercHs is the broad-tailed humming-bird.
Both are common in western North America, and several
others occur in Mexico and Central America.

selbite (sel'bit). H. [< C. J. Kalh, a German
mineralogist (1755-1827), + -ite?.] An ash-

gray or black ore of silver, supposed to contain
silver carbonate, but later shown to be a mix-
ture of argentite with silver, dolomite, etc. it
was found at Wolfach in Haden. A similar mineral mix-
ture is found at some Mexican mines, where it is called

plata azul.

selch, ii. See seiilijli.

selcoutht (sel'koth), a. andn. [< ME. selcoutli,

KclkoutJi, selkotrtli, tsclctitli, selkutli.< AS.selciitli.

xcltl-rfitli, strange, wonderful, < seld, rarely, +
cutli, known: see seld and couth. Cf. wucowWi.]
I. a. Rarely or little known

;
unusual

;
uncom-

mon ; strange ;
wonderful.

I se gondyr a fill selcouth syght,
Wher-of be-for no synge was seene.

York Platjt, p. 74.

Now riden this folk and walken on fote
To seche that seint in selcouthe londis.

fieri Plomnan (A), vi. 2.

Yet nathemore his meaning she ared,
But wondred much at his so selcottth case.

Spenser, F. Q., IV. viii. 14.

II. n. A wonder; a marvel.

And sythen I loked vpon the see and BO forth vpon the

sterres,

Many stlcwthes I seygh ben nought lo seye nouthe.
Piers Plomnan (B), xi. 8:>5.

Sore longet the lede lagher to wende,
Sum stlkmvth to se the sercle with-in.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 13506.

selcouthlyt (sel'koth-li), adr. [ME. sclcotitlieli ;

< selcouth + -It/
2
.] Strangely; wonderfully;

uncommonly.
The stiward of spayne, that stern was & bold,
Hadde bi-seged that cite selcoulheli hard.

William ojf Palernf, (E. E. T. S.), 1. 3263.

seldt (seld), adr. [Early mod. E. also selde,

seelde; < ME. seld, < AS. seld, adv. (in compar.
seldor, seldre, superl. seldost, and in comp. : see

selcoulh, seldseen, selly, etc.), = OHG. MHG. G.
seIt- = Sw. sail- = Dan. .s-a>e- = Goth, silda- (only
in comp. and deriv.); prob. from an orig. adj.

(the E. adj. appears much later and evidently
as taken from the adverb), with formative -d

(see -erf2
,

-rf2 ), perhaps from the root of Goth.
silan in ana-sila>i, become silent, = L. silere, be
silent: see silent. Ct. seldom.] Rarely; seldom.

For grete power and moral vertu heere
Is selde yseyn in o person yfeere.

Chaucer, Troilns, ii. 168.

Goods lost are seld or never found.

Shak., Passionate Pilgrim, 1. 175.

seldt (seld), n. [< ME. selde, orig. seld, <nlr.,

as used to qualify a verbal noun, or in comp.,
and not directly representing the orig. adj.
from which seld, adv., is derived : see seld, adr.~\

Scarce ;
rare

;
uncommon.

For also seur as day cometh after nyght,
The newe love, labour, or other wo,
Or elles nelde seynge of a wight,
Don olde afleccionB alle overgo.

Chaucer, Troilus, iv. 423.

Honest women are so felde and rare,
'Tis good to cherish those poore few that are.

Tourneur, Revenger's Tragedy, iv. 4.

seldent, adr. An obsolete form of seldom.

seldom (sel'dum), adv. [Early mod. E. also

xt-ldonie, also *selden,neelden; < ME. seldom. /-

diim, selden, selde, < AS. setdan, seldtm. x,-ldnin

(= OFries. Hidden = MD. selden, D. zelden =
MLG. selden, LG. selden, sellen = OHG. ncltnii.

MHG. G. m-ltrii = Ivcl.sjaldaii = Sw. xfillaii (for

"aaldan) = Dan. sjelden), at rare times, seldom,

orig. dat. pl. (suffix -i) or weak dat. sing,

(suffix -an) of *seld, a., rare : see seld, adr. The
term, -nm is the same as in irliilom ; it once ex-

isted also, in part, in little, iinirlclr (Utliuii. mic-

litm), adr.'] Rarely; not often
; infrequently.



seldom

For seelden Is that hous poore there God is steward. selectedly (se-lek'ted-li), arft'. With selection.

Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 37.
prlme workmen . . . selectedly employed.

'Tis seldom seen, in men so valiant,

"

. . .

Beywood, Descrip. of the King's Ship, p. 48. (Latham.)

Experiei
our beds, i

seldom (sel'dura), a. [Early mod. E. also sel-

dome, seldoome; < late ME. seldome, seldone (=
MD. selden) ;

< seldom, adv.] Rare
; infrequent,

Cath. Aug., p. 328. [Obsolete or archaic.]

Peter Martyr (tr. in Eden's First Books on America,
[ed. Arber, p. 176).

A spare diet, and a thin coarse table, seldom refreshment,

frequent fasts. Jer. Taylor, Holy Living, ii. 3.

seldomness (sel'dum-nes), w. Rareness; infre-

quency; uncommonness. [Rare.]
The seldomness of the sight increased the more unquiet

longing. Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, iii.

seldom-timest (sel'dum-timz), adv. Rarely;

hardly ever.

Which is seldome times before 15 yeeres of age.

Brinsley, Grammar Schoole, p. 807.

seldseent, [< ME. seldsene, seldcene, seltsene

(= MD. seldsaem, D. seldsaam = MLG. selsen,

seltsen, seltsem, seltsam = OHG. seltsdni, MHG.
seltsxne, G. seltsam = Icel. sjaldsenn = Sw. sall-

sam = Dan. s&lsom the G. Sw. Dan. forms

wjth the second element conformed to the term.

-sam, -som, = E. -some), rarely seen, < scld, rare-

ly, + -sene, in comp., < sedn, see, + adj. forma-

tion -ne (-sene being thus nearly the same as the

pp. sewen, with an added formative vowel).]

Rarely seen; rare.

Our speche schal be seldcene. Ancren Riwle, p. 80.

seld-shownt (seld'shon), a. [< seld, adv., +
shown. Cf. selcoutll, seldseen.] Rarely shown
or exhibited.

Seld-shown flamens
Do press among the popular throngs, and puff
To win a vulgar station. Shak., Cor., ii. 1. 229.

selet. An obsolete spelling of seal1
,
seal2

,
seel1 .

select ( se-lekt'). v. [< L. selectus, pp. of seli-

gere, pick out, choose, < se-, apart, + legere, pick,
choose: see legend. Cf. elect, collect.'] I. trans.

To choose or pick out from a number ; pick out ;

choose : as, to select the best
;
to select a site for

a monument.
To whom does Mr. Gladstone assign the office of select-

ing a religion for the state from among hundreds of reli-

gions? Sfacaulay, Gladstone on Church and State.

= Syn. To Elect, Prefer, etc. (see choose), single out, fix

upon, pitch upon.
II. intrans. To conduct artificial selection

methodically. See second quotation under me-

thodical selection, below.

select (se-lekf), a. and n. [< Sp. Pg. sdecto, <

L. selectus, chosen, pp. of seligcre, choose : see

select, v.] I. a. 1. Chosen on account of spe-
cial excellence or fitness

; carefully picked or

selected; hence, choice; composed of or con-

taining the best, choicest, or most desirable:

as, select poems ;
a select party ;

a select neigh-
borhood.
To this must be added industrious and select reading.

Milton, Church-Government, Pref., ii.

We found a diary of her solemn resolutions tending to

Eractical
virtue, with letters from select friends, all put

ito exact method. Eoelyn, Diary, Sept 17, 1678.

2. Careful or fastidious in choice, or in asso-

ciating with others; exclusive; also, made with
or exhibiting carefulness or fastidiousness.

[Colloq.]
And I have spoken for Gwendolen to be a member of

our Archery Club the Brackenshaw Archery Club the

most select thing anywhere.
George Eliot, Daniel Deronda, iii.

Select committee,vestry, etc. See the nouns. Select

Meeting, in the Society of Friends, a meeting of minis-

ters and elders. In some yearly meetings the name has
of late been superseded by that of Meeting of Ministry and
Oversight, with some additions to the membership. =Syn.
1. Picked. See choose.

II. n. 1. That which is selected or choice.

[Colloq. or trade use.] 2. Selection. [Rare.]
Borrow of the profligate speech-makers or lyars of the

time in print, and make a select out of a select of them to

adorn a party. Roger North, Examen, p. 32. (Dairies.)

selected (se-lek'ted), p.a. 1. Specially chosen
or preferred ;

choice
;
select : as, selected ma-

terials.

Great princes are her slaves ; selected beauties

Bow at her beck.
Fletcher (and another"!), Prophetess, iii. 1.

at. Specially set apart or devoted.

The limbs they sever from th' inclosing hide,
The thighs, selected to the gods, divide.

Pope, Iliad, ii. 504.
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choosing, or preferring ;
a choosing or picking

out of one or more from a number ;

He who is deficient in the art of selection may, by show-

ing nothing but the truth, produce all the effect of the

grossest falsehood. Macaulay, History.

2. A thing or number of things chosen orpicked
out.
His company generally consisted of men of rank and

fashion some literary characters, and a selection from the

stage. W. Cooke, S. Foote, I. 143.

The English public, outside the coteries of culture, does

not pretend to care for poetry except in selections.

Contemporary Rev., LII. 479.

3. In Mol., the separation of those forms of

animal and vegetable life which are to survive

from those which are to perish ;
the facts, prin-

ciples, or conditions of such distinction between

organisms ; also, the actual result of such prin-

ciples or conditions; also, a statement of or a
doctrine concerning such facts ; especially, nat-

ie phrases below Artificial

,<uvu, "<" = -e ~y in modifying the processes and

janging the results of natural selection ; the facts or

principles upon which such interference with natural evo-

lutionary processes is based and conducted. This has been

going on more or less systematically since man has domes-

ticated animals or cultivated plants for his own benefit.

Such selection may be either unconscious or methodical

(see below). It has constantly tended to the latter, which
is now systematically conducted on a large scale, and has

resulted in numberless creations of utility or of beauty, or

of both, which would not have existed had the animals and

plants thus improved been left to themselves that is, to

the operation of natural selection. Examples of artificial

selection are seen in the breeding of horses for speed, bot-

tom, or strength, or for any combination of these qualities ;

of cattle for beef or milk ; of sheep for mutton or wool ; of

dogs for speed, scent, courage, docility, etc. ; of pigs for

fat pork ; of fowls for flesh or eggs ;
of pigeons for fancied

shapes and colors, or as carriers ; in the cultivation of ce-

reals, fruits, and vegetables to improve their respective

qualities and increase their yield, and of flowers to enhance
their beauty and fragrance. Methodical selection, arti-

ficial selection methodically or systematically carried on

to or toward a foreseen desired result ;
the facts or prin-

ciples upon which such selection is based, and the means
of its accomplishment. See above.

Methodical selection is that which guides a man who sys-

tematically endeavours to modify a breed according to

some predetermined standard.

Darwin, Var. of Animals and Plants, xx. 177.

In the case of methodical selection, a breeder selects for

some definite object, and free intercrossing will wholly
stop his work. Darwin, Origin of Species, p. 103.

Natural selection, the preservation of some forms of

natural causes which, in the course of evolution, favor

some organisms instead of some others in consequence of

differences in the organisms themselves, (a) The fact of

the survival of the fittest in the struggle for existence

which means that those animals and plants which are best

adapted, or have the greatest adaptability, to the conditions

of their environment do survive other organisms which are

less adapted, or less capable of being adapted, to such
conditions. This fact rests upon observation, and is un-

questionable, (b) The means by which or the conditions

under which some forms survive while others perish ; the

law of the survival of the fittest ; the underlying princi-

ple of such survival, and the agencies which effect that

result. These seem to be mainly intrinsic, or inherent in

the organism ; and they are correlated, in the most vital

manner possible, with the varying plasticity of different

organisms, or their degree of susceptibility to modifica-

tion by their environment. Those which respond most

be modified in a way that adapts them to their surround-

ings, which adaptation gives them an advantage over

less favored organisms in striving to maintain themselves.

Hence (and this is the gist of Darwinian natural selection)

(c) The gradual development of individual differences

which are favorable to the preservation of the life of the

individual, with corresponding gradual extinction of those

peculiarities which are unfavorable to that end ; also, the

transmission of such modified characters to offspring, and
so the perpetuation of some species and the extinction of

others a fact in nature respecting which there is no ques-

tion, since we know that more species, genera, etc., have

perished than are now living, (d) The theory of natural

selection ; any statement of opinion or belief on that sub-

ject, which may or may not adequately reflect the facts in

the case. Ignorance alike of these facts and of this theory
has been fruitful of misunderstandings and objections re-

specting the latter. Some of its supporters have made of

the theory a cause of the facts which it is simply designed
to explain ; some of its opponents, unconsciously biased

perhaps by such other extremists, have denied that the

theory has any validity. Between these extremes, the

author of the theory states explicitly that it neither ori-

ginates variability, nor accounts for the origin of varia-

tions, in individuals, still less in species ; but that, given
the origination and existence of variations, it shows that

some of these are preserved while others are not ; that

favorable variations tend to be perpetuated and unfavor-

able variations to become extinct ; that those variations

which best adapt an organism to its environment are most
favorable to its preservation ; and, consequently, that the

selector

theory of natural selection is adequate to explain, to some
extent, the observed fact of the survival of the fittest in

the struggle for existence that is, natural selection in

sense (a) above. Natural selection, in so far as sex is con-

cerned, is specified as sexual selection (see below). The
facts and principles of natural selection, as recognized and

used by man for his own benefit in his treatment of plants
and animals, come under the head of artificial selection

(sue above). An extension of the theory of natural selec-

tion to the origination (as distinguished from the preser-

vation) of individual variations has been named physical
selection (see below).

This preservation of favourable variations and the re-

jections of injurious variations I call A'atural Selection.

Variations neither useful nor injurious would not be af-

fected by natural selection, and would be left a fluctuating

element, as perhaps we see in the species called poly-

morphic. Darmn, Origin of Species (ed. 1JS60), iv.

Natural selection . . . implies that the individuals

which are best fitted for the complex and in the course

of ages changing conditions to which they are exposed
generally survive and procreate their kind.

Daru-in, Var. of Animals and Plants, xx. 178.

Physical selection, the law of origin for differential

changes or modifications iu organisms which have arisen

through the action of physical causes in the environment,
in habits, etc. It is distinguished from natural selection,

which relates not to the origin but to the preservation of

these changes. A. Hyatt. Sexual selection, that prov-
ince or department of natural selection in which sex is

especially concerned, or in which the means by which
one sex attracts the other comes prominently into play.

Thus, anything which exhibits the strength, prowess, or

beauty of the male attracts the female, and decides her

preference for one rather than another individual of the

opposite sex, with the result of affecting the offspring
for the better ; and this principle of selection, operative

through many generations, may in the end modify the

specific characters of animals, and thus become an im-

portant factor in natural selection.

If it be admitted that the females prefer or are uncon-

sciously excited by the more beautiful males, then the

males would slowly but surely be rendered more and more
attractive through sexual selection.

Darwin, Descent of Man (ed. 1881X p. 496.

For my own part, I conclude that of all the causes which
have led to the differences in external appearance between
the races of men, and to a certain extent between man
and the lower animals, sexual selection has been by far the

most efficient. Darwin, Descent of Man (ed. 1871), II. 367.

Unconscious selection, artificial selection effected un-

knowingly, or carried on without system or method ; man's

agency In unmethodical selection, or the result of that

agency. See the extract.

Unconscious selection in the strictest sense of the word
that is, the saving of the more useful animals and the neg-
lect or slaughter of the less useful, without any thought
of the future must have gone on occasionally from the

remotest period and amongst the most barbarous nations.

Darwin, Var. of Animals and Plants, xx. 199.

selective (se-lek'tiv), a. [< select + -ive.] Of,

pertaining to, or characterized by selection or

choice; selecting; using that which is selected

or clioice.

Who can enough wonder at the pitch of this selective

providence of the Almighty?
Bp. Hall, Contemplations, iii. 122.

Selective breeding through many generations has suc-

ceeded in producing inherited structural changes, some-
times of very remarkable character.

W. H. Flower, Fashion in Deformity, p. 5.

Strange to say, so patent a fact as the perpetual pres-
ence of selective attention has received hardly any notice

from psychologists of the English empiricist school.

W. James, Prin. of Psychology, I. 402.

Selective absorption, the absorption of substances

which arrest certain parts only of the radiation of heat

and light from any source : as, the selective absorption of

the sun's atmosphere, which is the cause of the larger

part of the dark lines in the solar spectrum. See spectrum.

This power of absorption is selective, and hence, for the

most part, arise the phenomena of color.

Tyndall, Light and Elect., p. 69.

selectively (se-lek'tiv-li), adv. By means of

selected specimens; by selection.

There is no variation which may not be transmitted,
and which, if selectively transmitted, may not become the

foundation of a race. Huxley, Lay Sermons, p. 269.

selectman (se-lekt 'man), n.
; pi. selectmen

(-men). [< select + miin.~\ In New England
towns, one of a board of officers chosen annual-

ly to manage various local concerns. Their num-
ber is usually from three to nine in each town, and they
constitute a kind of executive authority. In small towns
the office is frequently associated with that of assessor

and overseer of the poor. The office was d erived originally

from that of select vestryman. See vestry.

He soon found, however, that they were merely the se-

lectmen of the settlement, armed with no weapon but
the tongue, and disposed only to meet him on the field of

argument. Irving, Knickerbocker, p. 236.

As early as 1633, the office of townsman or selectman ap-

pears, who seems first to have been appointed by the Gen-

eral Court, as here, at Concord, in 1639.

Emerson, Hist. Discourse at Concord.

selectness (se-lekt'nes), . Select character

or quality, liailey.

selector (se-lek'tpr),. [< LL. selector, a chooser,
< L. scliyere, pp. MtMtW, choose : see select.'} 1.

One who selects or chooses.

Inventors and selectors of their own systems.
Knox, Essays, No. 104.



selector

2. In iiuicli., a device which separates and se-

lects.

A shuttle with jaws that take hold of each hair as it is

presented, and a device which is known as the selector.

Nature, XLII. 3.17.

Selenaria (sel-e-na'ri-a), ii. [NL. ( Busk). < Or.

ofM/vr/, the moon: see Selene.'] The typical ge-
nus of Selenariidse.

Selenariidae (sel"e-na-ri'i-de), n. />l. [NL., <

Selenaria + -idee.] A family of chilostomatous

polyzoans, typified by the genus Selenaria. They
are orbicular or irregular in outline, convex on one side
and plane or concave on the other; the zocecia are im-
mersed and (lustrine.

selenate (sel'e-nat), n. [< selen(ic) + -ate*.]
A compound of selenic acid with a base : as,
sodium selenate.

Selene (se-le'ne), H. [< Gr. 2rtf/vr/, the Moon,
a personification of aeMjvi), dial. o-e/Wra, aeUvva,
the moon, also a month, a moon-shaped cake;
ef. <TfAaf, brightness.] 1. In (ir. myth., the

goddess of the moon, called in Latin Luna, she
is the daughter of Hyperion and Theia, and sister of He-
lios (the sun) and Eos (the dawn), but is also a double of
Artemis (Diana). She is also called Phoebe.

2. [NL. (Lace"pede, 1803).] In ieA</i.,agenusof
carangoid fishes; the moonfishes, whose soft

dorsal and anal fins have the anterior rays much
produced in the adult. S. vomer is known as
the lookdown and horsehead. See cut under
horsehead.

seleniate (se-le'ni-at), . [< scleni(um) + -atei.]
Same as selenate.

selenic (se-len'ik), a. [< selen(iuin) + -ir.]
Of or pertaining to selenium: as, selenic acid,

H2SeO4. This acid is formed when selenium is oxidized

by fusion with niter. It is a strong corrosive dibaaic acid,
much resembling sulphuric acid. The concentrated acid
has the consistence of oil, and is strongly hygroscopic.
Its salts are called sehnates.

selenide (sel'e-nid or -nid), n. [< selen(ium)
+ -ide^.] A compound of selenium with one
other element or radical : same as hydroscli-
nate.

Selenidera (sel-e-nid'e-ra), 11. [NL. (J. Gould,
1831), also prop. Sclenodera, < Gr. o-f/yw?, the

moon, + 6i(>ri, neck: so called from the crescen-
tic collar characteristic of these birds.] A ge-
nus of Rhamphastidx, containing toucans of
small size, as S. maculirostris of Brazil

;
the tou-

canets, of which there are several species. See
cut under toucanet.

seleniferous (sel-e-nif'e-rus), a. [< NL. sele-

nium + li.fem = E. Sew 1
.] Containing sele-

nium; yielding selenium: as, seleniferous ores.

selenious (se-le'ni-us), a. [< seleni(um) + -oils.]
Of, pertaining to, or produced from selenium.

Selenious acid, H
._,s.

< >
: ;

. a dibasic acid derived from
selenium. It forms salts called nelenites.

seleniscopet (se-len'i-skop), n. [Prop, "seleno-

scope; < Gr. o-/#w?, the moon, + anomiv, view.]
An instrument for observing the moon.
Mr. Henshaw and his brother-in-law came to visit me,

and he presented me with a tteleiiiscope.

Erelyn, Diary, June 9, 1883.

selenite (sel'e-uit), . [= P. selenite = Sp. Pg.
selenites, seleuite (Sp. Selenita, an inhabitant
of the moon), = It. selenite, selenite, < L. sele-

nites, selenitis, moonstone, < Gr.
at'/.r/virrif^

of the
moon (Aiffof ae^r/viTr/s, moonstone; ol Se/.t/virat,

the men in the moon), < ortfyvr/, the moon : see

Selene.'] If. [cop.] A supposed inhabitant of
the moon. 2. A foliated or crystallized and
transparent variety of gypsum, often obtained
in large thin plates somewhat resembling mica ;

also, specifically, a thin plate of this mineral
used with the polarizing apparatus of the mi-
croscope. 3. In chem., a salt of selenium.
Selenites (sel-e-ni'tez), n. [NL., < Gr. aAn-
virt/f, of the moon: see selenite.'] 1. In entom.,
a genus of coleopterous insects. Hope, 1840.
2. In concJi., the typical genus of Selenitiilif.

Fischer, 1879.

selenitic (sel-e-nit'ik), a. [= P. selenitique =
Sp. selenitico = It. selenitico; < selenite + -ic.~]

1. Of or pertaining to the moon. 2. Of, per-
taining to, resembling, or containing selenite:
as, selenitic waters.
Selenitidae (sel-e-nit'i-de), i. pi. [NL., < Sele-
nites + -idx.'] A family of geophilous pul-
monate gastropods, having a spiral heliciform
shell, the mantle submedian or posterior and
included within the shell, and the jaw ribless,
with aculeate teeth, much as in Glandinidx.
selenitiferous (sel'e-ni-tif'e-rus), a. [< L. se-

lenites, moonstone, '+fetre"= E. Sear*.] Con-
taining selenite.

selenium (se-le'ni-um), n. [NL.,< Gr. oufrr/, the
moon (cf. ae).i/viov, moonlight) : see Selene. The
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element was so called (by Berzelius) b
associated with tellurium' (<. L. tellns, earth).]
Chemical symbol, Se

; atomic weight, 79.5. A
non-metallic element extracted from the pyritr
of Fahlun in Sweden, and discovered in Lol8 by
Berzelius. In its general chemical analogies it is related
to sulphur and tellurium. H Is found to combination with
native tellurium, as in selen-tellurium, with sulphur in

selen-sulphur; also in very small quantity in some of the
varieties of iron pyrites, and in several rare selenM< -, u
clausthalite, or lead selenide, etc. When precipitated i(

appears as a red powder, which melts when heated, and
in cooling forms a brittle mass, nearly black, but trans.

mltting red light when in thin plates. When heated in
the air it takes fire, burns with a blue flame, and pro-
duces a gaseous compound, oxid of selenium, which has
a most penetrating and characteristic odor of putrid
horse-radish. Selenium undergoes a remarkable change
in electrical resistance under the action of light : hence the
use of selenium-cells. See resistance, 3, and photojilimi.<.

seleniuret (se-le'niu-ret), n. [< NL. wh-iiiinn
+ -wet.] Same as selenide.

seleniureted, seleniuretted (se-le'niu-ret-ed),
a. [(.seleniuret + -fd%.] Containing selenium

;

combined or impregnated with selenium. Se-
leniureted hydrogen. Same as liydroselemc acid (which
see, under ht/droselenic).

selenocentric (se-le-no-sen'trik), a. [< Gr. ae-

/'/iv/, the moon, + Ktvrpov, center: see centric.']

Having relation to the center of the moon, or
to the moon as a center; as seen or estimated
from the center of the moon.
selenod (sel'e-nod), n. [< Gr. ae).r/v7/, the moon,
+ od, q. v.] The supposed odic or odylic force
of the moon; lunar od; artemod. Heiclieiilim-li.

selenodont (se-le'no-dont), a. and . [< NL.
selenodiiK (-odont-), < Gr. oeMfvr/, the moon, +
ooW'f (6<5ovr-) = E. tooth.] I. a. 1. Having
erescentic ridges on the crowns, as molar teeth ;

not bunodont. In this fonn of dentition the molar
tubercles are separated, or united at angles, elevated, nar-

rowly erescentic in section, with deep valleys intervening.
2. Having selenodont teeth, as a ruminant; of
or pertaining to the Seleitodoiita.

il. n. A selenodont mammal.
Selenodonta (sf-le-no-don'ta), n. pi. [NL.,
neut. pi. of selciiodus (-odont-}: see Kelenodoiit."]
One of two primitive types of the Artiodactylti,
the other being Bunodonta, continued from the
Eocene Anoplotlierium through a long line of
descent with modification to the ruminants of
the present day. Existing seleuodonts are divisible
into the three series of Ti/lopoda, or camels, Trar/uloidea,
or chevrotains, and Pecora or Cotylttphora, or ordinary ru-

minants, as cattle, sheep, goats, deer, antelopes, etc.

selenograph (se-le'no-graf), H. [< Gr. OT/7/r//,

the moon, + -)pa<j>tiv, write: see selenography.]
A delineation or picture of the surface of the

moon, or of part of it.

selenographer (sel-e-nog'ra-fer), . [< seleiioi/-

rapli-y + -er^.] A student of selenography;
one who occupies himself with the study of the

moon, and especially with its physiography.
He [Mr. Oughtred] believed the sun to be a material flre,

the moon a continent, as appears by the late Selenogra-
phers. Evelyn, Diary, Aug. 28, 1656.

selenographic (se-le-no-graf'ik), (i. [< selenog-
rapli-y + -ic.] Of or pertaining to selenogra-
phy Selenographic chart, a map of the moon.

selenographical (se-le-no-graf 'i-kal), a. [< se-

lenoyraphic + -al.] Same as seleiiographic.

selenograpbist (sel-e-nog'ra-fist), H. [< sele-

nograph-y + -ist.~] Same as
"

stenographer.
selenography (sel-e-nog'ra-fi), n. [= P. gflei

graphie = Sp. selenografia
"

= Pg. Hflcnogrupliin= It. selenografia, < Gr. ae'f.ijvti, the moon, + -ypa-
<t>ia, < ipdfciv, write.] The scientific study of
the moon: chiefly used with reference to study
of the moon's physical condition, and especially
the form and disposition of the elevations and
depressions by which its surface is character-
ized.

selenological (se-le-no-loj'i-kal), a. [< scloiol-

!>-y "*" -ic-a/.] Of or relating to selenology,
or the scientific study of the moon, and espe-
cially of its physiography; selenographic.
With the solidification of this external crust began the

"year one" of selenological history.
Naxmyth and Carpenter, The Moon, p. 18.

selenologist (sel-e-nol'o-jist), n. [(selenolog-i/+ -ist.~\ Same as selenographer. Nature, XLJ.
197.

selenology (sel-e-nol'o-ji), . [< Gr. aeMivti, the

moon, + -2.o}-m, { Ityeiv, say, speak: see -ology."]
Same as selenography.
selenotropic (se-le'no-trop'ik), a. [< Gr. ae"/ifvi/,
the moon, + TptTretv, turn: see tropic.] In hut..

curving or turning toward the moon: said of
certain growing plant-organs which under fa-
vorable conditions are influenced in the direc-
tion of their growth by moonlight.

self

selenotropism (sel-e-not'ro-pizm), H. [< selc-

notrop-ir + -ten*.] The quality of being sele-

notropic.

selenptropy (sel-f-not'ro-pi), n. [< selrnotroji-ii-
+ -.v

3
.] In hot., same as selenotropism,

selen-sulphur (se-len'sul"fer), n. [< sHeii(iiini )

+ .ml/ill in'.] A variety of sulphur, of an orange-
yellow color, containing a small amount of se-

lenium.

selen-tellurium (se-leu'te-lu'ri-um), M. [< se-

leii(iiuii) + tellurium.] A mineral of a blackish-

gray color and metallic luster, consisting of
selenium and tellurium in about the ratio of
2 : 3, found in Honduras.
seler 1

!,
. A Middle English form of celitre.

seler'-t, . A Middle English form of seller^.

Seleucian (se-lu'si-an), . [< L. Xeleiieim, < Gr.

Zi'/n'Kof, Seleucus (see def.), + -I'H.] One of
a sect of the third century, which followed Se-
leucus of Galatia, whose teaching included the
doctrines, in addition to those of Hermogenes
(see /li-riiitigein'Hii), that baptism by water is

not to be used, and that there is no resurrection
of the body and no visible paradise.
Seleucid (se-lu'sid), . One of the Seleucids.
Seleucidae (se-lu'si-de), n.pl. [< L. Seleucides,
< Gr. Zt^mdiiK, a descendant of Seleucus, < 2^-

'/ti-mc, Seleucus.] The members of a dynasty,
founded by Seleucus (a general of Alexander
the Great), which governed Syria from about
312 B. c. to the Roman conquest (about 64 B. c.).

Seleucidan (se-lu'si-dan), a. [< Seleucid + -an.]

Pertaining to the Seleucidte Seleucidan era.
See era.

Seleucides (se-ln'si-dez), . [NL. (Lesson,
1835), < L. Seleucides : see Seleucidse.] A genus
of Paradiseidse, subfamily Jipimach inse, contain-

ing the twelve-wired bird of paradise, the male
of which has the flank-feathers long and fluffy,
with some shafts drawn out into six long wiry
filaments on each side of the body. The single
species inhabits New Guinea. It is variously called S.

Twelve-wired Bird of Paradise \Stlturides Hlffr).

niffer, S. atbm, S. acanUiyKi, S. respUndens, and by other
names, as manucode, or promJrope a douze filets of the
French ornithologists. The male is about 12 inches long ;

the "wires"are sometimes drawn out 10 inches; the gen-
eral color is velvety-black, glancing in different lights oil-

green, coppery or bronze, violet and fiery purple ; the black

breastplate is set in an emerald-green frame; the belly,
vent, and silky flank-plumes are tawny-yellow. The fe-

male is quite different, with much of the plumage bright
chestnut, and she has no "wires." This is one of the slen-

der-billed paradise-birds, ranging with the genera I'liln-

rliif, Drepanomw, and Epimachug. The genus is also
called Nematopkora.

self (self), a.,pr(m., and . [Also Sc. sef, sell; <

ME. self, silf, seolf, stdf (pi. selfe, seolfe, selw,

sulre, seolve, later selves; in oblique cases sel-

ren), < AS. self, seolf, silf, siolf, sylf, same, self,
= OS. self= OFries'. self, selva = OD. self, D. zelf
= MLG. self, sulf, LG. sulv = OHG. sett, MHO.
wIp, G. selb (inflected setter, etc.), selbst (unin-
flected) = Icel. sjselfr, sjdlfr = Sw. sjelf = Dan.
selv = Goth, silba. same, self; origin unknown :

(a) in one view (Skeat) the orig. form *selba is

perhaps foT*neliba, 'left to oneself,' < se-, si-

(Goth. si-k= L. se, oneself, = Skt. sva, one's own
self), + lib-, the base of AS. lifan, be left, laf
= Goth, laiba, a remnant, etc. (see leave1

, life,
live1 ), (b) In another view (Kluge) perhaps
orig. 'lord, possessor, owner,' akin to Ir. selb,

possession; cf. Skt. patis, lord, with Lith. {mix,
self; cf. also own 1

, r., owner, with the related
wirw 1

, a., which in some uses is nearly equiv.
to self. The use of self in comp. to form the
reflexive pronouns arose out of the orig. in-

dependent use of self following the personal
pronouns, and agreeing with them in inflec-

tion, in AS. as follows: ie selfa (ic self), 'I

self' (I myself), min selfes, 'of me self' (of



self

myself), me selfinn, 'to me self (to myself), me

selfiie, 'me self (myself),_pl.
ice selfe, 'we self

(we ourselves), etc.; so tku8elfa(thuself),'ihon
self (thyself), tliin selfes, 'of thee self (of thy-

self), etc., he se.lja (he setf), 'he self (himself),

lux gelfcs, 'of him self ''(of himself), etc., the

adj. self becoming coalesced with the preceding

pronoun in the oblique cases mine, nnj, me, our,

tliiiic, tli//, thee, your, his, him, her, their, them,

etc., these being ultimately reduced in each

instance to a single form, which is practically
the dative me, thee, him, her, them, etc. (in

which the ace. was merged), mixed in part with

the genitive mine, my, our, thine, thy, your, etc.,

these orig. genitives in time assuming the ap-

pearance of mere possess!ves, and self thus tak-

ing on the semblance of a noun governed by
them, whence the later independent use of self

as a noun (see III.). The reflexive combination
me selfe, him selfe (selve), etc., came to be used,
as the dative of reference, to indicate more dis-

tinctly the person referred to ' I (for) my self,'

'he (for) him self,' etc., thus leading to the em-

phatic use. The former (AS. ME.) adj. pi. -e

has now changed to the noun pi. -cs (selves, as

in wolres, wives, etc.). Itself'and oneself retain

the original order of simple juxtaposition: it +
self, one + self. In the more common one's self,

self is treated as an independent noun.] I. a.

1. Same; identical; very same; very. [Obso-
lete or archaic except when followed by same.
See selfsame.]

She was slayn, right in the selve place.
Chaucer, Franklin's Tale, 1. 666.

Than hit semet, for-sothe, that the selfe woman
Wold haue faryn hym fro.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 13828.

As it [discretio] is cornmunely used, it is nat only like to

Modestie, but it is the selfe modestie.
Sir T. Elyat, The Governour, i. 25.

To shoot another arrow that self way
Which you did shoot the first.

Shak., M. of V., i. 1. 148.

2f. Own; personal.
Thy selve neighebor wol thee despyse.

Chaucer, Man of Law's Tale, 1. 17.

Who . . . by self and violent hands
Took off her life. Shak., Macbeth, T. 8. 70.

3. Single; simple; plain; unmixed with any
other : particularly noting colors : as, seZ/-col-
ored.
The patterns, large bold scrolls, plain and embossed,

generally in blue, upon a ge^-drab ground.
J. Arrowxmith, Paper-Hanger's Companion, p. 82.

II. pron, A pronominal element affixed to

certain personal pronouns and pronominal ad-

jectives to express emphasis or distinction, or

to denote a reflexive use. Thus, for emphasis, I my-
self will write ; I will examine for myself; thou thyself
shalt go ; thou shalt see for thyself; the writing itself

shall be exhibited. " I myself will decide
"
not only ex-

presses my determination to decide, but my determina-
tion that no other shall decide. Reftexively, I abhor my-
self; he admires himself; it pleases iteelf. Himself, herself,
themselves are used in the nominative case as well as in

the objective. When the elements are separated by an

adjective, self becomes a mere noun : as, my own self, our
two selves, his very self; so one's self for oneself. See III.

Now chese yourselven whether that you liketh.

Chaucer, Wife of Bath's Tale, 1. 371.

Jesus AimseJ/baptized not, but his disciples. John iv. 2.

III. .; pi. selves (selvz). 1. A person in his

relations to that very same person. Self differs

from ego as being always relative to a particular indi-

vidual, and as referring to that person in all his relations

to himself and not merely as given in consciousness.

So they loved, as love in twain
Had the essence but in one ;

Two distincts, division none ; . . .

Property [individuality] was thus appalled,
That the self was not the same.

Single nature's double name
Neither two nor one was called.

Shak., Phoenix and Turtle, 1. 38.

Self is that conscious thinking thing . . . which is sen-

sible or conscious of pleasure and pain, capable of hap-
piness or misery.

Locke, Human Understanding, II. xxvii. 17.

The best way of separating a man's self from the world
is to give up the desire of being known to it.

Steele, Spectator, No. 264.

The consciousness of Self involves a stream of thought,
each part of which as 'I' can (1) remember those which
went before, and know the things they knew ; and (2) em-
phasize and care paramountly for certain ones among them
as '

me,' and appropriate to these the rest.

W. James, Prin. of Psychology, I. 400.

2. A thing or class of things, or an attribute or

other abstraction, considered as precisely dis-

tinguished from all others: as, the separation
of church and state is urged in the interest of

religion's self.

Nectar's self grows loathsome to them.

Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 355.
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3. Personal interest and benefit; one's own

private advantage.
The circle of his views might be more or less expanded,

but self was the steady, unchangeable centre.

Prescott, Ferd. and Isa., ii. 24.

Love took up the harp of Life, and smote on all the chords
with might ;

Smote the chord of Self, that, trembling, pass'd in music
out of sight. Tennyson, Locksley Uall.

4. In hort., a flower with its natural plain col-

or; a self-colored flower, as distinguished from
one which has become "rectified" or varie-

gated. Compare self-colored. (Self is the first ele-

ment in numerous compounds, nearly all modern. It

may be used with any noun having an associated verb, or

with any participial adjective (in -ing'* or -cd* or -erai), or

other adjective implying action. It indicates either the

agent or the object of the action expressed by the word
with which it is joined, or the person on behalf of whom
it is performed, or the person or thing to, for, or toward
whom or which a quality, attribute, or feeling expressed

by the following word belongs, is directed, or is exerted,
or from which it proceeds ; or the subject of, or object
affected by, such action, quality, attribute, feeling, and the

like ; and the meaning is frequently negative, implying
that the relation exists toward self only, not toward
others : as, self-acting, etc. Most of these compounds are

of obvious meaning ; only the more important of them are

given below (without etymology, except when of early

formation). In words compounded with self, the element

come by emphasis greater than the latter.] By one's
self. See &!/i. To be beside one's self. See beside.

self-abandonment (self-a-ban'don-ment), n.

Disregard of self or of self-interest.

self-abasement (self-a-bas'ment), . 1. Abase-

self-command

One self-approving hour whole years outweighs
Of stupid starers, and of loud huzzas.

Pope, Essay on Man, iv. 255.

self-asserting (self-a-ser'ting), a. Given to

asserting one's opinions, rights, or claims; put-

ting one's self forward in a confident or pre-

sumptuous manner.
self-assertion (self-a-ser'shon), . The act of

asserting one's own bpi nions, rights, or claims ;

a putting one's self forward in an over-confi-

dent or presumptuous way.
self-assertive (self-a-ser'tiv), a. Same as self-

asserting.
self-assertiveness (self-a-ser'tiv-nes), . The

quality or character of asserting confidently
or obtrusively one's opinions or claims; self-

assertion.
His own force of character and self-assertiveneas.

nineteenth Century, XXI. 453.

self-assumed (self-a-sumd'), a. Assumed by
one's own act or authority : as, a self-assumed
title.

self-assumption (self-a-sump'shon), n. Self-

conceit.
In self-assumption greater

Than in the note of judgement.
Shak., T. and C., it. 3. 133.

self-baptizer (self -bap -ti'zer), re. One who
performs the act of baptism upon himself; a

Se-Baptist.
self-begotten (self-be-got'n), a. Begotten
by one's own powers; generated without the

agency of another.

shame, or consciousness of unworthiness.

Degradation of one's self by one's own act.

Enough no foreign foe could quell

Thy soul, till from itself it fell;

Yes ! Self-abasement paved the way
To villain-bonds and despot sway.

Byron, The Giaour.

self-absorbed (self-ab-sorbd' ), a. Absorbed in

one's own thoughts or pursuits.
He was a dreamy, silent youth, an omnivorous reader,

retiring and self-absorbed. Athenseum, No. 3276, p. 184.

self-abuse (self-a-bus'), re. 1. The abuse of

one's own person or powers.
My strange and self-abuse

Is the initiate fear that wants hard use.

Shak., Macbeth, iii. 4. 142.

2. Masturbation.
self-accusation (self-ak-u-za'shon), re. The act

of accusing one's self.

He asked, with a smile, if she thought the self accusa-

tion should come from him. Scribner's Mag., VIII. 346.

self-accusatory (self-a-ku'za-to-ri), a. Self-

accusing.
He became sensible of confused noises in the air ; in-

coherent sounds of lamentation and regret ; waitings in-

expressibly sorrowful and self-accusatory.
Dickens, Christmas Carol, i.

self-accusing (self'a-ku"zing), a. Accusing
one's self.

Then held she her tongue, and cast down a self-accusing
look. Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, ii.

self-acting (self-ak'ting), a. Acting of or by
itself: noting any automatic contrivance for

superseding the manipulation which would
otherwise 1

machine: f

In the Arabian woods.
" "

Milton, 8. A., 1. 1700.

self-binder (self-bin'der), n. The automatic

binding machinery attached to some harvesters

or reapers, by means of which the grain as it is

cut is collected into sheaves and bound up with

wire or twine before it leaves the machine;
also, a harvester fitted with machinery of this

nature.

self-blinded (self-blin'ded), a. Blinded or led

astray by one's self.

Self-blinded are you by your pride,
Tennyson, Two Voices.

self-bloodt (self-blud'), n. 1. Direct progeny
or offspring. [Kare.]

Though he had proper issue of his own,
He would no less bring up, and foster these,
Than that self-blood. 6. Jonson, Sejanus, ill. 1.

2. The shedding of one's own blood; suicide.

[Rare.]
Do you know

What 'tis to die thus? how you strike the stars

And all good things above ? do you feel

What follows a self-blood ? whither you venture,
And to what punishment?

Beau, and Fl., Thierry and Theodoret, iv. I.

self-born (self-born'), a. Begotten or created

by one's self or itself; self-begotten.
From himself the phoenix only springs,

Self-born.
Dryden, tr. of Ovid's Metamorph., xv. 680.

self-bountyt (self-boun'ti), re. Inherent kind-

ness and benevolence.
I would not have your free and noble nature,
Out of self-bounty, be abused.

self-bow (self'bo), re. See bow2 .

self-centered (self-sen'terd), a. Centered in

by the gt

self-activity (self-ak-tiv'i-ti), . An inherent
or intrinsic power of acting or moving.

If it can intrinsically stir itself, ... it must have a

principle of self-activity, which is life and sense. Boyle.

Self-activity may undoubtedly be explained as identical

with self-conscious intelligence.
J. Watson, Schelling's Transcendental Idealism, p. 200.

self-adjusting (self-a-jus'ting), a. Designed
or contrived to adjust itself; requiring no ex-

ternal adjustment in the performance of a spe-
cific operation or series of operations: as, a

self-adjusting screw.
This is an adjustable and self-adjusting machine.

Set. Amer., N. S., LXII. 92.

self-affected (self-a-fek'ted), a. Well-affected
toward one's self; self-loving.
His sail is swell'd too full ; he is grown too insolent,
Too self-affected, proud. Fletcher, Loyal Subject, 1. 2.

self-appointed (self-a-poin'ted), a. Appoint-
ed or nominated by one's self.

Leigh Hunt himself was, as Mr. Colvin has observed, a
kind of self-appointed poet laureate of Hampstead.

Athenaeum, No. 3277, p. 215.

self-approving (self-a-pro'ving), a. Implying
approval of one's own conduct or character;
also, justifying such approval.

Nor know I aught
By me that 's said or done amiss this night ;

Unless seV-charity be sometimes a vice.

Shak., Othello, ii. 3. 202.

self-closing (self-klo'zing), a. Closing of it-

self; closing or shutting automatically: as, a

self-closing bridge or door Self-closing faucet.
See faucet.

self-collected (self-ko-lek'ted), a. Self-pos-
sessed; self-contained; confident; calm.

Still in his stern and Sflf-collected mien
A conqueror's more than captive's air is seen.

Byron, Corsair, ii. 8.

self-colored (self-kul'ord), . 1. In. textile fab-
rics : (a) Of the natural color. (6) Dyed in the
wool or in the thread

; retaining the color which
it had before weaving: as, a self-colored fabric.

2. Colored with a single tint, usually in the

glaze, as Oriental porcelain. 3. In hort., hav-

ing the natural seedling color unmodified by
artificial selection; uniform in color: noting
flowers.

self-command (self-ko-mand'), M. That equa-
nimity which enables one in any situation to be
reasonable and prudent, and to do what the cir-

cumstances require ;
self-control.



self-command

Suffering had matured his [Frederic's] understanding,
while it had hardened his heart and soured his temper.
He had learnt self-command and dissimulation : he af-

fected to conform to some of his father's views.

Macaulay, Frederic the Great.

self-complacency (self-kom-pla'sen-si), n. The
state of being self-complacent ; satisfaction

with one's self, or with one's own opinions or

conduct.
What is expressed more particularly by Self-compla-

cency is the act of taking pleasure in the contemplation
of one's own merits, excellences, productions, and various
connexions. A. Bain, Emotions and Will, p. 103.

self-complacent (self-koin-pla'sent), u. Pleased
with one's self

;
self-satisfied.

In counting up the catalogue of hie own excellences the

self-complacent man may beguile a weary hour.
A. Bain, Emotions and Will, p. 108.

self-conceit (self-kqn-sef), 11. An overweening
opinion of one's self; vanity.

Thyself from flattering self-conceit defend.
Sir J. Denham, Prudence.

Self-conceit comes from a vague Imagination of possess-
ing some great genius or superiority ; and not from any
actual, precise knowledge of what we are.

J. F. Clarke, Self-Culture, p. 105.

= Syn. Pride, Vanity, etc. See egotism.

self-conceited (self-kon-se'ted), a. Having self-

conceit
; havingan overweening opinion of one's

own person, qualities, oraccoraplishments ; con-

ceited; vain.

Others there be which, self-conceited wise,
Take a great pride In their owne vaine surmise,
That all men think them soe.

Times' Whittle (E. E. T. S.), p. 34.

Some men are so desperately self-conceited that they take
every man to be self-conceited that is not of their conceits.

Baxter, Self-Denial, xiv.

self-conceitedness (self -kon-se' ted -nes), n.

Conceited character or manner
;
an overween-

ing opinion of one's own person, qualities, or

accomplishments; vanity; self-conceit.

Because the papists have gone too far in teaching men
to depend on the church and on their teachers, therefore

self-conceitedness takes advantage of their error to draw
men into the contrary extreme, and make every Infant
Christian to think himself wiser than his most experienced
brethren and teachers. Baxter, Self-Denial, xiv.

self-COndemnation (self-kon-dem-na'shon), H.

Condemnation by one's own conscience or con-
fession.

self-condemned (self-kon-demd'), a. Con-
demned by one's own conscience or confes-
sion.

self-condemning (self-kon-dem'ing), a. Con-

demning one's self.

Johnson laughed at this good quietist's selfcondemning
expressions. Bosieell, Johnson, II. 15S.

self-COnfldence (self-kon'fi-dens), n. Confi-
dence in one's own judgment or ability ;

reli-

ance on one's own observation, opinions, or

powers, without other aid.

The preference of self to those less esteemed, the respect
for our own good qualities, is shown in various ways, and
perhaps most conspicuously in the feature of Self-confi-
dence. A. Bain, Emotions and Will, p. 103.

self-confident (self-kon'fi-dent), a. Confident
of one's own strength or qualifications; relying
on the correctness of one's own judgment, or
the capability of one's own powers, without
other aid.

self-confidently (self-kon'fi-dent-li), adv. With
self-confidence.

self-confiding (self-kon-fi'ding),fl. Confidingin
one's own judgment or powers; self-confident.

To warn the thoughtless self-confiding train
No more unlicens'd thus to brave the main.

Pope, Odyssey, xiii. 174.

self-COngratulation (self-kon-grat-u-la'shqu),
n. The act or state of congratulating or felici-

tating one's self.

But the crowd drowned their appeal in exclamations of
self-congratulation and triumph. St. Nicholas, XVII. 920.

Self-congratulation that we do not live under foreign
criminal law. Athenamn, No. 8272, p. 61.

self-conjugate (self-kon'-

jo-gat), a. Conjugate to
itself Self-conjugate pen-
tagon, a pentagon every side
of which is the polar of the
opposite vertex relatively to a
given conic. Every plane pen-
tagon is self-conjugate relative-

ly to some conic. Self-con-
jugate subgroup, a subgroup
of substitutions of which each
one, T', is related to some other
T by the transformation T' =
STS~', where S is some opera-
tion of the main group. Self-
conjugate triangle, a trian-

gle of which each side is the po
relatively to a given conic.

Self-conjugate Triangle.
The vertices of LMN, the

self-conjugate triangle, are
each the pole of the opposite
side. This is shown by the
fact that they are at the in-

tersections of the sides of
the quadrangle, ABCD, in-
scribed in the conic.

ar of the opposite vertex
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self-conscious (self-kon'shus), . 1. Aware of
one's self; having self-consciousness.

Speculation and moral action are co-ordinate employ,
menta of the same self-conscious soul, and of the same
powers of that soul, only differently directed.

T. H. Qreen, Prolegomena to Ethics, 149.

2. Conscious of one's self as an object of ob-
servation to others; apt to think of how one

appears to others.

Barcelona is the only town in Spain where the inhabi-
tants do not appear self-conscious, the only one that has at
all the cosmopolitan air.

C. D. Warner, Roundabout Journey, xxi.

Self-COnSCiOUSneSS (self-kon'shus-nes), H. 1.

In pliilox., the act or state of being aware of
one's self, (a) The state of being aware of the subject
as opposed to the object in cognition or volition ; that ele-

ment of a sense of reaction which consists in a conscious-
ness of the internal correlative. Many psychologists deny
the existence of a direct sense of reaction, or of any im-
mediate knowledge of anything but an object of know-
ledge. (6) An immediate perception by the soul of itself.

This is denied by almost all psychologists, (c) A direct

perception of modifications of consciousness as such, and
as discriminated from external objects ; introspection.
Many psychologists deny this.

Perception Is the power by which we are made aware of
the phenomena of the external world ; Self-consciousness
the power by which we apprehend the phenomena of the
internal. Sir W. Hamilton, Metaph., xxlx.

(of) An instinctive idea of a self, or element of cognition,
subject to correction or amplification, and thus distin-

guished from objective reality, (e) An acquired know-
ledge of a self aa a center of motives.

2. A state of being self-conscious; the feeling
of being under the observation of others.

That entire absence of self-consciousness which belongs
to keenly felt trouble.

George Eliot, Mill on the Floss, Hi. 3.

O\ei self-consciousness, too much Inwardness and painful
self.Inspection, absence of trust in our instincts and of the
healthful study of Nature. Amer. Jour. Psychol., I. 636.

= Syn. 2. Pride, Egotism, Vanity, etc. See egotism.

self-considering (self-kon-sid'er-ing), a. Con-
sidering in one's own mind; deliberating.

In dubious thought the king awaits,
And self-considering, as he stands, debates. Pope.

self-consistency (self-kon-sis'ten-si), n. The
quality or state of being self-consistent.

self-consistent (self-kon-sis'tent), a. Consis-
tent or not at variance with one's self or with
itself.

self-constituted (self-kon'sti-tu-ted), a. Con-
stituted by one's self or by itself: as, self-con-
stituted judges; a self-constituted guardian.
self-consuming (self-kon-su'ming), a. Consum-
ing one's self or itself.

What is loose love? a transient gust, . . .

A vapour fed from wild desire,
A wandering, self-consuming flre.

Pope, Choi, to Tragedy of Brutus, ii.

self-contained (self-kon-tand'), a. 1. Contained
or wrapped up in one's self

; reserved; not sym-
pathetic or communicative.

The queen . . . thought him cold,
High, self-contain'd, and passionless.

Tennyson, Guinevere.

2. Having an entrance for itself, and not ap-
proachedby an entrance or stair common to oth-
ers: as, a self-contained house. [Scotland.]
3. Complete in itself : as, a, self-contained motor.

Self-contained engine, an engine and boiler in one,
complete for working, similar to a portable engine, but
without the traveling-gear. E. H. Knight.

self-contempt (self-kon-tempf), . Contempt
for one's self.

Perish in thy self-contempt ! Tennyson, Locksley HaJl.

self-content (self-kon-tenf), n. Satisfaction
with one's self

; self-complacency.
There is too much self-complacency and self-content in

him. Portfolio, N. S., No. 6, p. 125.

self-contradiction (self-kon-tra-dik'shpn), n.

1 . The act or fact of contradicting one's self :

as, the self-contradiction of a witness. 2. A
statement, proposition, or the like which is con-

tradictory in itself, or of which the terms are

mutually contradictory: as, the self-eontriuHr-
tions of a doctrine or an argument.

self-contradictory (self-kon-tra-dik'to-ri), a.

Contradicting or inconsistent with itself.

Men had better own their ignorance than advance doc-
trines which are self-contradictory. Spectator.

self-control (self-kon-trol'), . Self-command
;

self-restraint.

Self-reverence, self-knowledge, self-control,
These three alone lead life to sovereign power.

Tennyson, (Eiioue.

self-convicted (self-kon-vik'ted), a. Convicted
by one's own consciousness, knowledge, or
avowal.

Guilt stands self-convicted when arraign'd.

Savage, The Wanderer, Hi

self-denying

self-conviction (self-kon-vik'shon I, ii. Con-
viction proceeding from one's own conscious-

ness, knowledge, or confession.

No wonder such a spirit, in such a situation, is provoked
beyond the regards of religion or self conviction. Su-ift.

self-correspondence (self-kor-e-spon'dens), .

A system of correspondence by which the point s

of u manifold correspond to one another.

self-corresponding (self-kor-e-spon'ding), .

Corresponding to itself: thus, in a one-to-one
continuous correspondence of the points of a
surface to one another, there are always two
or more self-corresponding points which corre-
spond to themselves.
self-covered (self-kuv'erd),a. t Covered, clothed,
or dressed in one's native semblance.

Thou changed and self-cover'd thing, for shame.
Shale., Lear, iv. 2. 82.

self-creation (self-kre-a'shon), ii. The act of

coming into existence by the vitality of one's
own nature, without other cause.

self-criticism (self-krit'i-sizm), H. Criticism
of one's self.

self-culture (self-kul'tur), n. Culture, train-

ing, or education of one's self without the aid
of teachers.

Self-culture is what a man may do upon himself : mend-
ing his defects, correcting his mistakes, chastening his

faults, tempering his passions.
//. Bushnell, Sermons on Living Subjects, 2d ser. , p. 65.

self-danger* (self-dau'jer), n. Danger from
one's self.

If you could . . . but disguise
That which, to appear itself, must not yet be
But by self-danger. Shale., Cymbellne, iii. 4. 149.

self-deceit (self-de-set' ), ii. Deception respect-
ing one's self, or which originates from one's
own mistake; self-deception.
This fatal hypocrisy and self-deceit ... is taken notice

of in these words : Who can understand his errors ? cleanse
thon me from secret faults. Addison, Spectator, No. 399.

self-deceiver (self-de-se'ver), H. One who de-
ceives himself.

self-deception (self-de-sep'shon), n. Decep-
tion concerning one's self; also, the act of de-

ceiving one's self.

self-defense (self-de-feus'), . The act of de-

fending one's own person, property, or reputa-
tion

;
in law, the act of forcibly resisting a for-

cible attack upon one's own person or property,
or upon the persons or property of those whom,
by law, one has a right to protect and defend.
Robinson.-The art of self-defense, boxing; pugilism.
self-defensive (self-de-fen'siv), a. Tending to
defend one's self; of the nature of self-defense.

self-delation (self-de-la'shon), ii. Accusation
of one's self.

Bound to Inform against himself, to be the agent of the
most rigid self-delation. MUmtm.

self-delusion (self-de-lu'zhon), n. The delud-

ing of one's self, or 'delusion respecting one's
self.

Are not these strange self-delusions, and yet attested by
common experience? South, Sermons.

self-denial (self-de-ni'al), . The act of deny-
ing one's own wishes, or refusing to satisfy
one's own desires, especially from a moral, reli-

gious, or altruistic motive; the forbearing to

gratify one's own appetites or desires.

Another occasion of reproach is that the gospel teaches
mortification and self-denial in a very great degree.

Wattt, Works, I. 220.

One secret act of self-denial, one sacrifice of inclination
to duty, is worth all the mere good thoughts, warm feel-

ings, passionate prayers, in which idle people indulge
themselves. J. H. Neurman, Parochial Sermons, i. 188.

=8yn. Self-denial, Self-sacrifice, Austerity, Asceticism,
self-abnegation, self-forgetful ness. The italicized words
agree in representing the voluntary refusal or surrender
of personal comfort or desires. Self-denial is to be pre-
sumed wise, necessary, or benevolent, unless indication
is given to the contrary ; it may be the denial of selfish-

ness; it may be not only the refusal to take what one
might have, but the voluntary surrender of what one bus ;

it may be an act, a habit, or a principle. Self-sacrifice
goes beyond self-denial in necessarily including the idea
of surrender, as of comfort, inclination, time, health,
while being also presumably in the line of a real duty.
The definition of austerity is implied in that of austere
in the comparison under austere; it stands just at the
edge of that frame of mind which regards self denial as

good for its own sake ; it pushes simplicity of living and
the refusal of pleasure beyond what is deemed necessary
or helpful to right living by the great mass of those who
are equally earnest with the austere in trying to live

rightly. Asceticism goes beyond austerity, being more
manifestly excessive and more clearly delighting in self-

niortiflcution as a good in itself ; it also generally includes
somewhat of the disposition to retire from the world.
See austere.

self-denying (self-df-iu'ing),. Denying one's
self; characterized bv self-denial.



self-denying

A devout, IlllmliU', sm-nblH.iTiiij,', w/f-tleiit/ing frame of

spirit. South, sinuous.

Self-denying Ordinance. See ordinance.

self-denyingly (self-dS-ni'ingJi), <''. In

self-denying manner.
To the Oxford Press and the labours xelf-denirinijlii and

generously tendered of hard-worked tutors we owe the

translation of Raiike's History of England.
Stubbx, .Medieval and Modern Hist., p. 6".

self-dependence (splf-do-peii'<U;ns), . Re-
liance on one's self, witn a feeling of indepen-
dence of others.

Such self-knowledge leads to self-dependence, and self-

dependence to equanimity.
Edinburgh Rev., CLXVIII. 352.

self-dependent (self-de-pen'dent), a. Depend-
ing on one's self

;
characterized by self-depen-

dence.
While &e{f-dependent pow'r can time defy,
As rocks resist the billows and the sky.

Goldsmith, Des. Vil.

self-depending (self-de-pen'ding), a. Same as

self-dependent.

self-depreciation (self-de-pre-shi-a'shon), n.

Depreciation of one's self.

self-depreciatiye (self-de-pre'shi-a-tiv), a.

Marked by self-depreciation.

self-despair (self-des-par'), it. Despair of one's

self ;
a despairing view of one's character, pros-

pects, etc.

The history of evangelical theology, with its conviction
of sin, its self-despair, and its abandonment of salvation

by works. W. James, Prin. of Psychology, I. 311.

self-destruction (self-de-struk'shon), n. The
destruction of one's self, or of itself.

self-destructive (self-de-struk'tiv), a. Tend-

ing to the destruction of one's self, or of it-

self.

self-determination (self-<le-ter-mi-na'shon), n.

Determination by one's self or itself; deter-

mination by one's own will or powers, without
extraneous impulse or influence.

Each intermediate idea agreeing on each side with those

two, it is immediately placed between ; the ideas of men
and self-determination appear to be connected.

Locke, Human Understanding, IV. xvii. 4.

self-determined (self-de-ter'mind), n. Par-
ticularized or determined by its own act alone :

thus, the will, according to the sectaries of

free-will, is self-determined.

self-determining (self-de-ter'mi-ning), n. Ca-

pable of self-determination.

Every animal is conscious of some individual, self-mov-

ing, self-determining principle. Martinus Scriblerus, i. 12.

self-development (self-de-vel'up-ment), n.

Spontaneous development.'
If the alleged cases of self-development be examined, it

will be found, I believe, that the new truth affirms in

every case a relation between the original subject of con-

ception and some new subject conceived later on.
W. James, Prin. of Psychology, I. 405.

self-devoted (self-de-vo'ted), a. Devoted by
one's self ; also, characterized by self-devotion.

self-devotement (self-de-vot'ment), n. Same
as self-devotion.
self-devotion (self-de-vo'shon), n. The act of

devoting one's self;' willingness to sacrifice

one's own interests or happiness for the sake
of others ; self-sacrifice.

self-devouring (self-de-vour'iug), a. Devour-

ing one's self or itself. Sir J. Denham, The
Sophy.
self-disparagement (self-dis-par'aj-ment), .

Disparagement of one's self.

Inward self-disparagement affords
To meditative spleen a grateful feast.

Wordsworth, Excursion, iv. 478,

self-dispraise (self-dis-praz'), n. Dispraise,
censure, or disapprobation of one's self.

There is a luxury in self-dispraise.

Wordtncorth, Excursion, iv. 477.

self-distrust (self-dis-trusf), u. Distrust of, or
want of confidence in, one's self or one's own
powers.

It is my shyness, or my self-distrust.

Tennyson, Edwin Morris.

self-educated (self-ed'u-ka-ted), a. Educated
by one's own efforts alone, without regular
training under a preceptor.
self-elective (self-e-lek'tiv), a. Having the

right to elect one's self, or (as a body) of elect-

ing its own members; of or pertaining to this

right.
An oligarchy on the self-elective principle was thus es-

tablished. Brougham.

self-endt (self-end'), . An end or good for
one's self alone.
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The sick man may be advertised that in the actions of

repentance he separate low, temporal, sensual, and self-

end' from his thoughts. Jer. Taylor, Holy Dying, iv. 6.

But all Self-ends and Int'rest set apart.

Conyreve, tr. of Ovid's Art of Love.

self-endeared (self-en-derd'), n. Enamored of

one's self; self-loving. [Bare.]
She cannot love,

Nor take no shape nor project of affection,
She is so self-endeared.

Shak., Much Ado, iii. 1. 66.

self-enjoyment (self-en-joi'ment), n. Internal

satisfaction or pleasure.
self-esteem (self-es-tem'), . Esteem or good
opinion of one's self

; especially, an estimate

of one's self that is too high.
Oft-times nothing profits more

Than self-esteem. Milton, P. L., viii. 572.

self-estimation (self-es-ti-ma'shon), n. Self-

esteem.
self-evidence (self-ev'i-dens), . The quality
of being self-evident.

Any . . . man knows, that the whole is equal to all its

parts, or any other maxim, and all from the same reason

of self-evidence. Locke, Human Understanding, IV. vii. 10.

self-evident (self-ev'i-dent), a. Evident in it-

self without proof or "reasoning; producing
clear conviction upon a bare presentation to

the mind.
Where . . . agreement or disagreement [of ideas] is

perceived immediately by itself, without the intervention
or help of any other, there our knowledge is self-evident.

Locke, Human Understanding, IV. vii. 2.

self-evidently (self-ev'i-dent-li), adv. By
means of self-evidence : without extraneous

proof or reasoning.

self-evolutipn (self-ev-o-lu'shon), n. Devel-

opment by inherent power or quality,
elf-exaltation (self-eks-al-ta'shon), n. These.
exaltation of one's self.

self-examinant (self-eg-zam'i-nant), . One
who examines himself.

The humiliated self-examinant feels that there is evil in

our nature as well as good. Coleridge.

self-examination (selt'-eg-zam-i-na'shpn), 11.

An examination or scrutiny into one's own
state, conduct, or motives, particularly in re-

gard to religious affections and duties.

Preach'd at St. Gregories one Darnel on 4 Psalms, v. 4.

concerning y benefit of selfe examination.

Evelyn, Diary, Sept. 16, 1655.

self-example (self-eg-zam'pl), it. One's own
example or precedent. [Rare.]

If thou dost seek to have what thou dost hide,

By self-example mayst thou be denied !

Shak., Sonnets, cxlii.

self-executing (self-ek'se-ku-ting), a. Needing
no legislation to enforce it : as, a self-executinij

treaty.
A constitutional provision may be said to be self-execut-

ing if it supplies a sufficient rule by means of which the

right given may be enjoyed and protected, or the duty im-

posed may be enforced.
T. M. Cooley, Constitutional Limitations, iv.

self-existence (self-eg-zis'tens), . The prop-
erty or fact of being self-existent.

self-existent (self-eg-zis'tent), a. Existing by
one's or its own virtue alone, independently
of any other cause.

self-explanatory (self-eks-plan'a-to-ri ), . Ex-

plaining itself
; needing no explanation ;

bear-

ing its meaning on its own face; obvious.

self-explication (self-eks-pli-ka'shon), n. The
act or power of explaining one's self or itself.

A thing perplex'd
Beyond self-explication.

Shak., Cymbeline, iii. 4. 8.

self-faced (self-fast' ), a. Undressed or unhewn :

noting a stone having its natural face or sur-

face.

self-fed (self-fed'), . Fed by one's self oritself

alone.
It [evil] shall be in eternal restless change
Self-fed and self-consumed. Hilton, Comus, 1. 597.

self-feeder (self-fe'der), n. One who or that
which feeds himself or itself, and does not re-

quire to be fed
; specifically, a self-feeding ap-

paratus or machine: as, in ore-dressing, an ar-

rangement for feeding ore to the stamps auto-

matically, or without the employment of hand-

labor; or a stove having a reservoir for coal
which is fed gradually to the fire.

self-feeding (self-fe'd'ing), a. Capable of feed-

ing one's self or itself
; keeping up automati-

cally a supply of anything of which there is a
constant consumption, waste, use, or applica-
tion for some pxirpose : as, a self-feeding boiler,

furnace, printing-press, etc.

self-importance

self-fertility (self-fer-til'i-ti), ii. In hot., abil-

ity to fertilize itself, possessed by many her-

maphrodite flowers.

1 be: degree of self-fertility of a plant depends on two
elements, namely, on the stigma receiving its own pollen
and on its more or less efficient action when placed there.

Darwin, Different Forms of Flowers, p. 48.

Self-fertilization (sclf-fer"ti-li-za'shou), . In

bt., the fertilization of a flower by pollen from
the same flower. Compare cross-fertilization.

Self-fertilisation always implies that the flowers in

question were impregnated with their own pollen.

Darwin, Cross and Self Fertilisation, p. 10.

self-fertilized (self-fer'ti-lizd), . In bot., fer-

tilized by its own pollen.
self-flattering (self-flat'er-ing), a. Too favor-

able to one's self
; involving too high an idea

of one's own virtue or power.
Self-flattering delusions. WatU.

self-flattery (self-flat'or-i), n. Indulgence in

reflections too favorable to one's self.

self-focusing (self-fo'kus-ing), a. Brought into

focus, as an eyepiece, by simply being pushed
in as far as it will go.

self-forgetful (self-fdr-get'ful), . So much de-

voted to others as to subordinate one's own
interests or comfort to theirs.

self-forgetfully (self-fr-get'ful-i),ad. With
self-forgetfulness.

self-forgetfulness (self-fpr-get'ful-nes), n. The
state or character of being self-forgetful.

self-gathered (self-gaTH'erd), a. Gathered,
wrapped up, or concentrated in one's self or

itself.
There in her place she did rejoice,

Self-gather'd in her prophet-mind.
Tennyson, Of Old sat Freedom.

self-glazed (self-glazd'), a. Covered with glaze
of a single tint: noting Oriental porcelain.

Compare self-colored.

self-glorious (self-glo'ri-us), a. Springing from

vainglory or vanity ; vain; boastful. [Rare.]
Then you may talk, and be believ'd, and grow worse,
And have your too self-glorious temper rock'd
Into a dead sleep.

Jieau. and FL, King and No King, iv. 2.

self-governed (self-guv'ernd), a. Governed by
one's self or itself: as, a self-governed state.

self-governing (self-guv'er-ning), a. That

governs itself : as, a self-governing colony.

self-government (self-guv'ern-ment), n. 1.

The government of one's self; self-control.

2. The government of a nation, province, dis-

trict, or town by itself, either in all points or

in certain particulars (as local affairs).

It is to self-government, the great principle of popular
representation and administration the system that lets

in all to participate in the counsels that are to assign the

good or evil to all that wo may owe what we are and
what we hope to be. D. Webster.

self-gratulation (self-grat-u-la'shon), n. Re-
flection upon one's own good fortune or success
as such.

self-harming (self-har'ming), a. Injuring or

hurting one's self or itself.

self-heal (self 'hel), n. A name of two or three

plants, reputed panaceas, so called as enabling
one to do without a phy-
sician. The plant most com-
monly bearing the name is Bru-
nella (Prunella) culgarif (see

Prunella^, 2). The sanicle,5a>-
cula Europtea, and the burnet-

.

have also been so named.

self-healing (self-he'-

ling), a. Having the pow-
er or property of becom-

ing healed without exter-

nal application.
self-help (self-help'), H.

Working for one's self

without assistance from
others.

selfhood (self'hud), n. [<

xi'lf + -hood.'] The mode
of being of an individual

person; independent ex- seif.heai<.s>-.K//<>(/v>/.

fstence; personality. Tk
/.>..*.*>.

,-.- . il-/-. i The upper part of the stem
Self-ldollZed (self-l dol- with flowers, a. the calyx ; ,

irA\ // T?^(TrHpH wi'tll the corolla; c, a leaf; rf, a
izd), . Kegaraea witn

bract from the inflorescen<:e .

extreme complacency by
one's self. Coicper, Expostulation, 1. 94.

self-imparting (self-im-par'ting), . Impart-
ing by its own powers and will. Nwris.

self-importance (self-im-por'tans), n. The

feeling or the manner of one who too much
obtrudes his sense of his own importance ; ego-

tism; pomposity.



self-importance
Our self-impirrtance ruins its own scheme.

Cowper, Conversation, 1. 368.

Self-important (self-im-por'tant), (I. Impor-
tant in one's own esteem

; pompous.
self-imposed (self-im-pozd'), a. Imposed or

taken voluntarily on one's self: as, a self-im-

posrrl task.

self-impotent (self-im'po-tent), a. In bot., un-
able to fertilize itself with'its own pollen : said

of a flower or a plant.
self-induction (self-in-duk'shon), n. See in-

duction.

self-inductive (self-in-duk'tiv), a. Of or per-
taining to self-induction.

The self-inductive capacity of non-magnetic wires of
different metals. Science, VII. 442.

self-indulgence (self-in-dul'jens), n. The habit
of undue gratification of one's own passions,
desires, or tastes, with little or no thought of

the cost to others.

self-indulgent (self-in-dul'jent), a. Given to

the undue indulgence or gratification of one's
own passions, desires, or the like.

self-infection (self-in-fek'shon), n. Infection
of the entire organism or of a second part of

it by absorption of virus from a local lesion.

self-inflicted (self-in-flik'ted), a. Inflicted by
or on one's self: as, a self-inflicted punishment;
self-inflicted wounds.
self-interest (self-in'ter-est), ii. 1. Private in-

terest; the interest or advantage of one's self,

without regard to altruistic gratification. 2.

Selfishness; pursuit of egotistical interests ex-

clusively, without regard to conscience.

From mean self-interest and ambition clear.

Cowper, Expostulation, 1. 438.

self-interested (self-in'ter-es-ted), a. Having
self-interest; particularly concerned for one's

self; selfish. Addition, Freeholder, No. 7.

Self-involution (self-in-vo-lu'shon), . Involu-
tion in one's self

; hence, mental abstraction
;

reverie.

Heraclitus, as well as psychologists of recent times,
seemed to appreciate the dangers of self involution.

Amer. Jour. Psychol., I. 630.

self-involved (self-in-volvd'), Wrapped up
in one's self or in one's thoughts.

The pensive mind
Which, all too dearly self-involved,
Yet sleeps a dreamless sleep to me.

Tennyson, Day-Dream, I/Envoi.

Selfish (sel'fish), a. [= G. selbstisch = Sw. sjelfv-
isk = Dan. selvisk; as self + -t's/t1 .] 1. Caring
only for self; influenced solely or chiefly by
motives of personal or private pleasure or ad-

vantage : as, a selfish person.
What could the most aspiring or the most selfish man

desire more, were he to form the notion of a being to whom
he would recommend himself, than such a knowledge as
can discover the least appearance of perfection in him?

Addison, .Spectator, No. 257.

Were we not selfish, legislative restraint would be un-

necessary. U. Spencer, Social Statics, p. 243.

2. Of, pertaining to, or characteristic of one
who cares solely or chiefly for his own personal
or private pleasure, interest, or advantage;
proceeding from love of self : as, selfish motives.

His book
Well chosen, and not sullenly perus'd
In selfish silence, but imparted oft.

Cowper, Task, iii. 394.

The extinction of all selfish feeling is impossible for an
individual, and if it were general it would result in the
dissolution of society. Lecky, Europ. Morals, I. 103.

Selfish theory of morals, the theory that man is capa-
ble of acting only from calculation of what will give him
the greatest pleasure. = Syn. Mean, illiberal, self-seeking,

selfishly (sel'fish-li), adv. In a selfish manner ;

with regard to private interest only or chiefly.
Who can your merit selfishly approve,
And show the sense of it without the love.

Pope, Prol. to Satires, 1. 293.

selfishness (sel'fish-nes), n. Selfish character,
disposition, or conduct; exclusive or chief re-

gard for one's own interest or happiness. =Syn.
Selfishness, Self-love. See the quotations.
Not only is the phrase self-love used as synonymous with

the desire of happiness, but it is often confounded . .

with the word selfishness, which certainly, in strict propri-
ety, denotes a very different disposition of mind

D. Stewart, Philos. of Active and Moral Powers, ii. 1.

The mention of Selfishness leads me to remind you not
to confound that with Self-love, which is quite a different
thing. Self-love is ... a rational, deliberate desire for
our own welfare, and for anything we consider likely to
promote it. Selfishness, on the other hand, consists not in
the indulging of this or that particular propensity, but
in disregarding, for the sake of any kind of personal grati-
fication or advantage, the rights or the feelings of other
men. Whately, Morals and Chr. Evidences, xvi. 3.

selflsm (sel'fizm), n. [< self + -ism.'] Devot-
edness to self

; selfishness. [Bare.]

5478
This habit [of egotism] invites men to humor it, and, by

treating the patient tenderly, to shuthim upinanarrower
selfism. Emerson, Culture.

selfist (sel'fist), n. [< self + -ist.~\ One de-
voted to self; a selfish person. [Bare.]
The prompting of generous feeling, or of what the cold

selfist calls quixotism. Jer. Taylor.

self-justification (self- jus ^ti-fi-ka'shon), ii.

Justification of one's self.

self-kindled (self-kiii'dld), a. Kindled of itself ,

or without extraneous aid or power. Dryden.
self-knowing (self-no'ing), a. 1. Knowing of
one's self, or without communication from an-
other. 2. Possessed of self-consciousness as
an attribute of man.

A creature who, not prone
And brute as other creatures, but indued
With sanctity of reason, might erect
His stature, and upright with front serene
Govern the rest, self-knowing.

JUitton, P. L., vil. 510.

self-knowledge (self-nol'ej), n. The know-
ledge of one^s own real character, abilities,

worth, or demerit.
self-left (self-left'), a. Left to one's self or to

itself. [Bare.]
His heart I know how variable and vain,
Self left. Milton, P. L., xi. 93.

selfless (self'les), a. [< self + -less.} Having
no regard to self

;
unselfish.

Lo, now, what hearts have men ! they never mount
As high as woman in her selfiess mood.

Tennyson, Merlin and Vivien.

selflessness (self'les-nes), . Freedom from
selfishness.

self-life (self-lit'), . Life in one's self
;
a living

solely for one's own gratification or advantage,
self-liket (self'Ilk), a. [< self + like*, a. Cf.

selfly.] Exactly similar
; corresponding.

Till Strephon's plaining voice him nearer drew.
Where by his words his self-like case hee knew.

Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, L

self-limited (self-lim'i-ted), a. Limited by it-

self only; in pathol., tending to spontaneous
recovery after a certain course : applied to cer-

tain diseases, as smallpox and many other
acute diseases.

self-love (self-luv'), n. That instinct by virtue
of which man's actions are directed to the pro-
motion of his own welfare. Properly speaking, it

is not a kind of love ; since A is said to love B when B's

gratification affords gratification to A. In this sense, love
of self would be a meaningless phrase.

Selfe-loue is better than any guildingto make that seeme
gorgious wherein our selues are parties.

Sir P. Sidney, Apol. for Poetrie.

Self-love is, in almost all men, such an ovei weight that

they are incredulous of a man's habitual preference of the

general good to his own ; but when they see it proved by
sacrifices of ease, wealth, rank, and of life itself, there is

no limit to their admiration. Emerson, Courage.

Self-love is not despicable, but laudable, since duties to

self, if self-perfecting as true duties to self are must
needs be duties to others.

Mauddey, Body and Will, p. 166.

Self-love, as understood by Butler and other English
moralists after him, is ... an impulse towards pleasure
generally, however obtained.

a. Sidgwiek, Methods of Ethics, p. 77.

We see no reason to suppose that self-love is primarily
or secondarily or ever love for one's mere principle of con-
scious identity. It is always love for something which,
as compared with that principle, is superficial, transient,
liable to be taken up or dropped at will.

W. James, Psychology, x.

= Syn. Selfishness, Self-love. See selfishness.

self-loving (self-luv'ing), a. Having egotisti-
cal impulses, with deficiency of altruistic im-

pulses or love of others.

With a joyful willingness these self-loving reformers
took possession of all vacant preferments, and with re-

luctance others parted with their beloved colleges and
subsistence. /. Walton.

self-luminous (self-lu'mi-nus), a. Luminous
of itself; possessing in itself the property of

emitting light : thus, the sun, fixed stars, flames
of all kinds, bodies which shine in consequence
of being heated or rubbed, are self-luminous.

selfly (self'li), adv. [Cf. AS. selJKc, selfish, <

self, self, + -lie, E. -?yi.] In or by one's self or
itself. [Bare.]

So doth the glorious lustre
Of radiant Titan, with his beams, embright
Thy gloomy Front, that selfly hath no light.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, i. 4.

self-made (self'mad), a. 1. Made by one's self
or itself.

How sweet was all ! how easy it should be
Amid such life one's self-made woes to bear !

William Morris, Earthly Paradise, n. 171.

Hence 2. Having attained success in life with-
out extraneous advantages, especially without

self-perception

material aid from one's family : as, a self-made
man.
The proud Roman nobility had selected a self-made law-

yer as their representative. Froude, Caesar, p. 136.

self-mastery '(self-mas'ter-i), 11. Mastery of

one's self
;
selt-command

;
self-control.

self-mettlet (self-met'l), . One's own fiery

temper or mettle
;
inherent courage.

Anger is like

A full-hot horse, who being allow'd his way,
Self-mettle tires him. Shak., Hen. VIII., i. 1. 134.

self-motion (self-mo'shon), H. Motion or ac-

tion due to inward power, without external im-

pulse; spontaneous motion.

Matter is not endued with self-motion.
<i Cheyne, Philos. Prin.

self-moved (self-movd'), a. Moved or brought
into action by an inward power without exter-

nal impulse.
By mighty Jove's command,

Unwilling have I trod this pleasing land ;

For who self-mav'd with weary wings would sweep
Such length of ocean? Pope, Odyssey, v. 123.

self-moventt (self-mo'vent), o. Same as self-

moring.
Body cannot be self-existent, because it is not self-

movent. N. Grew.

self-moving (self-mo'ving), a. Moving or act-

ing by inherent power without extraneous in-

fluence.

self-murder (self-mer'der), n. [Cf. AS. sylf-

ntyrtlira, a self-murderer, sylf-myrthniiiff, sui-

cide ; D. zelf-moord = G. selbst-mord = Sw. sjalf-
mord= Dan. selv-mord, self-murder : see selfand
murder.'] The killing of one's self; suicide.

By all human laws, as well as divine, self-murder has
ever been agreed on as the greatest crime.

Sir W. Temple.

self-murderer (self-mer'der-er), . One who
voluntarily destroys his own life; a suicide.

Paley.

self-neglecting (self-neg-lek'ting), n. A neg-
lecting of one's self.

Self-love, my liege, is not so vile a sin

As self-neglecting. Shak., Hen. V., ii. 4. 76.

selfness (self'nes), . [< self+ -ness.'] 1. Ego-
tism; the usurpation of undue predominance
by sentiments relating to one's self.

Who indeed infelt affection bears,
So captives to his saint both soul and sense ;

That, wholly hers, all selfness he forbears.
Sir P. Sidney (Arber's Eng. Garner, I. 583).

2. Personality.
The analogical attribution to things of selfness, efficien-

cy, and design. J. Ward, Encyc. Brit., XX. 81.

In that religious relation the relation ceases ; the self

loses sight of its private selfness, and gives itself up, to

find itself and more than itself.

F. H. JSradley, Ethical Studies, p. 19.

self-offense (self-o-fens'), n. One's own offense.

Grace to stand, and virtue go ;

More nor less to others paying
Than by sell'-afences weighing.

Shak., M. forM., iii. 2. 280.

self-opiniatedt (self-o-pin'i-a-ted), a. Same as

self-opinionated.

self-opinion (self-o-pin'yon), . 1. One's own
opinion. 2. The tendency to form one's own
opinion without considering that of others to

be worth much consideration.

There are some who can mix all ... together, joyning
a Jewish obstinacy, with the pride and self-opinion of the

Greeks, to a Roman unconcernedness about the matters
of another lile. Stillingfieet, Sermons, I. iii.

self-opinionated (self
- o - pin

'

yon - a -
ted), a.

Holding to one's own views and opinions, with
more or less contempt for those of others.

For there never was a nation more self-opinionated as to

their wisdom, goodness, and interest with God than the
Jews were when they began their war.

Stillingfieet, Sermons, I. viii.

self-opinioned (self-o-pin'yond), a. Same as

self-opinionated.
When he intends to bereave the world of an illustrious

person, he may cast him upon a bold self opinioned physi-

cian, worse than his distemper, who shall make a shift to

cure him into his grave. South.

self-originating (self-o-rij'i-na-ting), (i. Ori-

ginating in, produced by, beginning with, or

springing from one's self or itself.

self-partiality (self-par-shi-al'i-ti),
. That

partiality by which a man overrates his own
worth when compared with others. Lord

Kamfs.

self-perception fself-per-sep' shon), n. The fac-

ulty of immediate introspection, or perception
of the soul by itself. Such a faculty is not univer-

sally admitted, and few psychologists would now hold
that the soul in itself can be perceived.



self-perplexed .VITH self-slaughtered

self-perplexed (self-per-plekst'),. Perplexed self-regarding (self-re-gar 'ding), a. Having self-reverence (self-rev'e-rens), w. Very high
by one's own thoughts. regard to one's self. or serious respect for one's own character, dig-

Here he look'd so self-perplezt self-registering (self-rej'is-ter-ing), rt. Regis- uity, or the like; great self-respect. Tennyson.
That Katie laugh'd. Tennymm, The Brook, tering automatically : as, a self-ret/ixtcriiit/ tlier- Ulysses.

self-pious (self-pi'us),n. Hypocritical. [Rare.] mometer Self-registering barometer. Same as self-reverent (self-rev'e-rent), a. Having very
This hill top of sanctity and goodnesse aliove which *"*r**'i j. j , ,

serious respect for one's self.

there is no higher ascent hut to the love of liod, which sell-regulated (selt-reg u-la-ted), o. Regulated Self-reverent each and reverencing each
from this self-pious regard cannot be assunder. by one's self or itself, Tennywu Princess vii

Milton, Church-Government, ii. 3. ap'|f_rpirnla t.iTiir f<jplt' rpo-'ii 15 tiii^ n Ret

self-pity (self-pit'i), . Pity on^ self. 'W&SS2SK& * "
^ ***""" '"

groneor Sflf-righteousness
elf-ri'tyus-nes), . Re-

stood hy superficial observers, and often very strong in n'7ieiccll (Jinn Dil'tT
liaUC6 U One 8 OWn sl'PP sed nghteousness;

the sentimentally selllsh, but quite real in all who have ,,. i i- /
'

'i
- ,'-/ , * righteousness the merits of which a person at-

any tender susceptibilities, and sometimes their only out- Sell-relation (selt-re-la shon), n. See relation, tributes to himself falso or r>harisau>al rio-ht
let ^.Bnm, Emotions and Will, p. 104. self-reliance (self-re-li'ans), n. Reliance on emimess

self-pleached (self-plechf or -ple'ched), a. one's own powers. ,,f -SffTiVinff Cself ri'tine^ n That r-iwhtsitsplf
Pleached or interwoven by natural growth, self-reliant (self-re-li'ant), a. Relying on one's^^*1$%J$j$^
[Rare.] self trustmg to one's own powers. self-rolled (self-rold'), a. Coiled on itself.

Round thee blow, sdj-pleached deep, It by no means follows that these newer institutions
Bramble roses, faint and pale, lack naturalness or vigor ; in most cases they lack neither ln labyrinth of many a round self-rolled-

And long purples of the dale. a self-reliant race has simply re-adapted institutions Milton, P. L. ,ix. 188.

Tennyson, A Dirge, common to its political habit. W. Wilson, State, 997. self-Sacrifice (self-sak'ri-fis), w. Sacrifice of

self-pleasing (self-ple'zing), a. Pleasing one's self-relying (self-re-li'ing), a. Depending on what commonly constitutes the happiness of

self; gratifying one's own wishes. one's self; self-reliant. life for the sake of duty or other high motive;
With such selfe-pleasing thoughts her wound she fedd. Self-renunciation (self-re-nun-gi-a'shon), n. the preference for altruistic over egotistical

Spenser, F. Q., III. iv. 6. The act of renouncing one's own rights or considerations. The sacrifice of the happiness of one's

Self-poised (self-poizd'), a. Poised, or kept well "laims
5 self-abnegation.

We to an
ignobly

passion, or to any mere transient motive,

balanced,bv self-respect or other regard for self. In tne Christian conception of self-renunciation, to live

.,'. . .. no longer to ourselves is, at the same time, to enter into g've
unto me, made lowly wise,

rKPT" ~S ' e
'
",

pl le Wltl
,

"otlng an infinite life that is dearer to us than our own. The spirit of self-samtee.
All the fever of some differing soul FaMs ofthe Worl^ p 59 (ftntoMfO, Ode to Duty.

aid, be Dependence. ,
f

, i-n(1_ /8p]f = pl
/Hn ,:\ Thn in =8yn. Austerity, Asceticism, etc. (see self-denial), self-ab-

SClf-pollution (self-po-lu'shon), . See_po-
S

. L 11 negation, self-forgetfulness.
' y ' - -

- --, . _- . 11 , -orgeuness.
tio,3. '\Troto?r f If -

^'- ^
y '

R self-sacrificing (self-sak'ri-fi-zing), a. Yield-

self-possessed (self-po-zesf), a. Composed; ^'^^^J^'^Z^ 1^' "' Repellmg ing up one's own selfish interest, feelings, etc. ;

not disturbed. .^
n Si6^ ,,PS

We*'
., , sacrificing one's egotistical to one's altruistic

She look'd; but all self-repression (self-re-presh'on) . Repres- degires .

^s^^^sA^s^. bacigtrnd.
5
the holdmg of ones self m the 8ejfs^meK8* 1

?^- [= Dan -

*/rrvTenmiton Gardener's iKnirhter &s xelf,a., + same.] The very same ;
identical.

tenmjson, uarcienei s Daughter. Self-represnon is a long step toward the love for his . 7i,
Self-pOSSession (self-po-zesh'ou), w. The con- fellow-men that made Ben Adhem's name lead all the rest.

And his servant was healed the e/am hour

trol of one's powers ; presence of mind
;
calm- Scribner's May., VIII. 860.

j am made
M

ness; self-command. Self-reproach (self-re-proch'), n. A reproach- Of the self-same metal that my sister is.

self-praise (self-praz'), . The praise of one's ing or condemning of one's self; the reproach Shak., Lear, i. l. 70.

self; self-applause: as, self-praise is no com- or censure of one's own conscience. selfsameness (self'sam-nes), n. The fact of
mendation. It was quite in Maggie's character to be agitated by being one and the same, or of being the very

Self-praise is sometimes no fault. W. Broome. Va8ue self-reproaeh. George Eliot, Mill on the Floss, vi. 7. same self; sameness as regards self or identity.

self-preservation (self-prez-er-va'shon), . Self-reproaching (self-re-pro'ching), a. Re- Now the first condition of the possibility of my guilti-

The preservation of one's self from destruction Poaching one's self. ness, or of my becoming a subject for moral imputation

or injury. self-reproachingly self-re-pro'ching-li), to.
|fe

'

spf l^-prarj, , The reproof of Self-satisfactionCself-sat-is-fak'shon),,,. Sat-

Bentley. one's self; the reproof of conscience. isfaction with one's own excellence.

All institutions have an instinct of self-preservation, Self-reproving (self-re-pr8'ving). a. Reprov- In her self-satisfaction, she imagined that she had not

growing out of the selfishness of those connected with ins one's self been influenced by any unworthy motive.
them. H. Spencer, Social Statics. ',f J.-^,,',. /,., v5 ,- ,

o if
St JirfcAotat, XVII. 691.

rp /er'va tivi n Of ,

i-ie-pro ving;, n. Even the sake seemed gifted to produce the maximum" Pr0aCf'

He'sfunofalteration

*******
moral sustenance. The Academy, Aug. 30, 1890, p. 167. nan t to itself

; self-contradictory /inconsistent.
6 " abllltles and ^"ttOM.

calf TM*nonrTTiTi rr faal e r\*>s i&-*'tTi-nfv\ fi WnnA ^ cavem'd hermit rests self-satisfied.Sell-preserving (seU-pre-zer vmg), a. lend- A single tyrant may be found to adopt as inconsistent j>ove Essav on Man iv 4''

ing to preserve one's self. and self-repugnant a set of principles as twenty could
,
. ....

Self-pride (self-prid'), . Pride in one's own a^ree upon. Brougham. Selt-satlSiying (self-sat is-fi-ing), a. triving

character, abilities, or reputation; self-esteem, self-respect (self-re-spekf), n. Respect for satisfaction to one's self .

Cotton. one's self or for one's own character; a proper
SOlI-SCOrn (selt-skorn ), n. A mood m which

self-profit (self-profit), n. One's own profit, regard for and care of one's own person and one entertains scorn for another mood or phase

gain, or advantage; self-interest. character; the feeling that only very good ac- one s se"'

Thy mortal eyes are frail to judge of fair tions are worthy of the standard which one has ^"P dread and loathing of her solitude

Unbiass'd by self-profit. Tennyson', (Enone. generally maintained, and up to which one has g**'^'JS^^flhim'SStTtatSS,d
self-propagating (self - prop' a -ga- ting), a.

actea -
Laughter at her self-scorn.

Propagatin" one's self or itself With the consciousness of the lofty nature of our moral Tennyson, Palace of Art.

self-protection (self-pro-tek'shon), n. Self- X^^T.StS^I^S'JK^S* self-seeker (self-se'ker), . One who seeks his
defense. sir W. Hamilton, Metaphysics, Lect. xlvi. own selfish interest, to the detriment of justice
Self-raker (self-ra'ker), . A reaper fitted with The- return of self-respect will, in the course of time,

and mercy.
a series of rakes, which gather the grain into make them respectable. All great setf-seelcers trampling on the right
gavels as it falls on the platform, and sweep

B- Taylor, Lands of the Saracen, p. 104. Tennyson, Death of Wellington.
these off to the ground. self-respectful (self-re-spekt'ful), a. Self-re- self-seeking (self-se'king), . Undue attention

self-realization (self-re"al-i-za'shon), . The specting. to one >
8 oŵ interest.

making, by an exertion of the will, that actual His style, while firm and vigorous, is self-respectful with

The way to *&.realisation is through self-renunciation. Self-respecting (self-re-spek'ting), a. Aetu-
self-seeking (self-se'king), <(. Seeking one's

S. Caird, Hegel, p. 211. ated by or spnnging from a proper respect for own intere|t ^ happilie8f
;

unduly
.

selfilh .

The final end with which morality is identified, or under one's self or character: as, -

self-reciprocal (self-re-sip'ro-kal), a. Self-con- to 8eek her fortune, hut with a self-respecting purpose to
a
,
t

,
ra

P'
~

Self-setting brake. See ear-brake.

iu<*ate. confer as much benefit as she could anywise receive. Self-shining (self-shi'mng), a. Self-luminous.

Qplf'ro^A H* /'If "
b-A 'V \ \it i Haicthtirne, Seven Gables, v. Jiot/lf.

Wr) '
" The

' at self-restrained (self-re-strand'), a. Restrained Agains -

barom- b itself or b one ,

g
-

own ^er f win t
There is a prohibition so divine

"to- *"*- c-ontrolled by external force^r authority.
That~ "^ W

|t^mbeline, iii. 4. 78.

self-regard (self-re-giird'), . Regard or con- Power ei/-r(ra^ the people best obey
self-slaughtered(self-sla'terd),fl. Slaughteredsideration for one's self. orvat*.
oj. j-J^ one's self. oj.

But selfe reaard of nrivatc aanA nr in self-restraint (self-re-stranf), . Restraint or

EM3&t .-..M..-OI imposed onone'sself; self-command;
Spenser, Colin Clout, 1. GS'-'. self-control. Shak. Lucrece 1 17S3.



self-sterile

self-sterile (self-ster'il), o. In bot., unable to

fertilize itself : said of certain flowers or plants.

I have often found that plants which are self-sterile, un-

less aided by insects, remained sterile when several plants
of the same species were placed under the same net.

Darurin, Cross and Self Fertilisation, p. 22.

self-Sterility (self-ste-ril'i-ti), . In bot., the

inability of a flower or plant to fertilize itself.

But the strongest argument against the belief that self-

sterility in plants has been acquired to prevent self-fertil-

isation, is the immediate and powerful effect of changed
conditions in either causing or in removing self-sterility.

Daruin, Cross and Self Fertilisation, p. 346.

self-Styled (self-stild'), a. Called or styled by
one's self; pretended; would-be.

You may with those self-styled our lords ally
Your fortunes. Tennyson, Princess, ii.

self-subdued (self-sub-dud'), a. Subdued by
one's own power or means.

He ... put upon him such a deal of man
That worthied him, got praises of the king
For him attempting who was self-subdued.

Shak., Lear, iL 2. 129.

self-substantial (self-sub-stan'shal), a. Com-
posed of one's own substance. [Rare.]

But thou, contracted to thine own bright eyes,
Feed'st thy light's flame with self-substantial fuel.

Shak., Sonnets, i.

self-sufficience (self-su-fish'ens), n. Same as

self-sufficiency.

self-sufficiency (self-su-fish'en-si), n . The state
or quality of being self-sufficient, (o) Inherent
fitness for all ends or purposes ; independence of others;
capability of working out one's own ends.

The philosophers, and even the Epicureans, maintained
the self-sufficiency of the Godhead, and seldom or never
sacrificed at all. Bentley.

(b) An overweening opinion of one's own endowments or
worth ; excessive confidence in one's own competence or

sufficiency.

Self-sufficiency proceeds from inexperience. Addison.

self-sufficient (self-su-fish'ent), a. 1. Capable
of effecting all one's own ends or fulfilling all

one's own desires without the aid of others.

It is well marked that in the holy book, wheresoever
they have rendered Almighty, the word is self-sufficient.

Donne, Letters, xxxvii.

Neglect of friends can never be proved rational till we
prove the person using it omnipotent and self-sufficient,
and such as can never need mortal assistance. South.

2. Having undue confidence in one's own
strength, ability, or endowments; haughty;
overbearing.
This is not to be done in a rash and self-sufficient man-

ner, but with an humble dependence on divine grace.
Watts.

self-sufficing (self-su-fi'zing), a. Sufficing for
one's self or itself.

He had to be self-sufficing : he could get no help from
the multitude of subsidiary industries. Nature, XLII. 492.

self-suggested (self-su-jes'ted), a. Due to self-

suggestion.
Whether such self suggested paralysis would be on the

opposite side to the head-injury in a person familiar with
the physiology of the central nervous system is an inter-

esting point for observation. Alien, and Seurol., X. 444.

self-suggestion (self-su-jes'chou), n. Deter-
mination by causes inherent in the organism,
as in idiopathic somnambulism, self-induced
trance or self-mesmerization, etc. See sugges-
tion.

self-support (self-su-porf), n. The support or
maintenance of one's self or of itself.

self-supported (self-su-por'ted), a. Supported
by itself without extraneous aid.

Few self-supported flowers endure the wind.

Cowper, Task, iii. 657.

self-supporting (self-su-por'ting). . Support-
ing or maintaining one's self or itself without
extraneous help: as, the institution is now self-

supporting.

State-organised, self-supporting farms.

Fortnightly Rev., N. S., XLIII. 146.

The revenue derived from the increased sale of charts
will finally result in making the [hydrographic] office self-

supporting. Science, XIV. 301.

self-surrender (self-su-ren'der), n. Surrender
of one's self; the yielding up of one's will, affec-

tions, or person to another.
If Goddess, could she feel the blissful woe
That women in their self-surrentler know?

Lowell, Endymion, ii.

self-sustained (self-sus-tand'), a. Sustainedby
one's own efforts, inherent power, or strength
of mind.

self-sustaining (self-sus-ta'ning), a. Self-sup-
porting.
The strong and healthy yeomen and husbands of the

land, the self-suntaining class of inventive and industri-
ous men, fear no competition or superiority.

Emerson, West Indian Emancipation.
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self-SUStenance (self-sus'te-nans), n. Self-

support.
Life, unless your father is a millionaire, and does not

spend or lose his millions before he dies, sums up practi-
cally in an activity in some profession an activity aiming
at a decent self-sustenance. Pop. Set. Mo., XXXIII. 391.

Self-SUStentation (self -sus- ten -ta'shon), .

Self-support.
There must be conformity to the law that benefits re-

ceived shall be directly proportionate to merits possessed :

merits being measured by power of self-sustentation.
H. Spencer, Pop. Sci. Mo., XXXVII. 21.

self-taught (self'tat), a. Taught by one's self

only: as, a self-taught genius.
self-thinking (self-thing'king), a. Thinking
for one's self; forming one's own opinions, and
not borrowing them ready-made from others,
or merely following prevalent fashions of

thought; of independent judgment.
Our self-thinking Inhabitants agreed in their rational

estimate of the new family. tin. S. C. Hall.

self-torture (self-tor'tur), . Pain or torture
inflicted on one's self: as, the self-torture of the
heathen.

self-trust (self-trust'), n. Trust or faith in

one's self
;
self-reliance.

Then where is truth, if there be no self-trust !

Shale., Lucrece, 1. 158.

self-view (self-vu'), n. 1. A view of one's self,

or of one's own actions and character. 2. Re-

gard or care for one's personal interests.

self-violence (self-vl'o-lens), n. Violence in-

flicted upon one's self.

Exact your solemn oath that you'll abstain
From all self-violence.

Young, Works (ed. 1767), II. 153. (Jodrett.)

self-Will (self-wil'). n. [< ME. selfwille, < AS.
selfwill, self-will, adv. gen. selfwtlles, vilfwilles,

sylfwilles, wilfully (OHG. selb-willo, self-will);
as self+ ici'W2 , w.] One's own will ;

obstinate or

perverse insistence on one's own will or wishes
;

wilfulness; obstinacy.
If ye haue sturdy Sampsons strength and want reason

withall,
It helpeth you nothing, this is playue, selfe-wM makes you

to fall. Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 95.

A king like Henry VII., who would be a tyrant only in

self-defence, to be succeeded by a son who would be a ty-
rant in very self-will.

Stubbs, Medieval and Modern Hist., p. 227.

self-willed (self-wild'), n. Obstinately unmind-
ful of the will or wishes of others; obstinate:

as, a self-trilled man ; self-willed rulers.

Presumptuous are they, self-uilled. 2 Pet. ii. 10.

self-willedness (self-wild'nes), . Self-will;

obstinacy.
That is a fitter course for such as the Apostle calls wan-

dring Starres and Meteors, without any certaine motion,
hurryed about with tempests, bred of the Exhalations of

their own pride and self-mllednesse.
Jf. Ward, Simple Cobler, p. 21.

And much more is it self-wtiUdness when men contra-
dict the will of God, when Scripture saith one thing and
they another. Baxter, .Self-Denial, xv.

self-wlllinesst, n. Self-willedness. Cotgrave.

self-willyt, a. [< self+ will + -yi.] Self-willed.

Cotf/rare.

self-worship (self-wer'ship), n. The idolizing
of one's self.

self-worshiper (self-wer'ship-6r), . One who
idolizes himself.

self-wrong (self-rong'), n. Wrong done by a

person to himself.

But lest myself be guilty to self-wrong,
I'll stop mine ears against the mermaid's song.

Shak., C. of E., iii. 2. 168.

selictar (se-lik'tar), H. [< Turk, silihdar, silah-

dar, an armor-bearer, squire, < Pers. silahddr,
an armed man, < Ar. silah, arms (pi. of silh, a

weapon, arm) (>Turk.siZaA,aweapon), + Pers.

-dar, having.] The sword-bearer of a Turkish
chief.

Selictar .' unsheathe then our chief's scimitar.

Byron, Childe Harold, ii. 72 (song).

selilyt, adv. A Middle English spelling of seelily.

Chaucer.

Selinum (se-li'num), n. [NL. (Linnaeus, 1737),
< Gr. aiAivov, a kind of parsley, said to be Apium
graveolens : see celery and parsley.] A genus of

umbelliferous plants, type of the subtnbe Seli-

nete in the tribe Seselinese. It is characterized by
white flowers having broad or wedge-shaped petals with
a slender infolded apex, short or moderately long styles
from an entire, conical, or flattened base, and ovoid fruit

slightly compressed on the back, with solitary oil-tubes,
the ridges prominent or winged, the lateral broader than
the dorsal. There are about 25 species, natives of the
northern hemisphere, with one species in South Africa and
one in the Colombian Andes. They are smooth and tall

much-branched perennials, with pinnately decompound
leaves, the flowers in many-rayed umbels with few or no
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involucral bracts, but numerous bractlets in the involu-

cels. See milk-parsley.

selion (sel'yon), n. [< ML. selio(n-), xellio(H-).

seillum, a certain portion of land, a ridge, a

furrow, prob. < OF. seillon, sillou, F. nillon, a

ridge, furrow.] A ridge of land rising between
two furrows: sometimes applied to the half-

acre strips in the open-field system, which were

separated by such ridges.

Seljuk (sel-jok'), n. [Turk.] A member of a
Turkish family which furnished several dynas-
ties of rulers in central and western Asia, from
the eleventh to the thirteenth century. The chief

Seljuks were Toghrul Beg, who defeated the Abbasid califs

of Bagdad in the eleventh century, and his successors Alp
Arslan and Melik Shah. In distinction from the Ottoman
Turks, often called Seljuk Turks.

Seljukian (sel-jo'ki-an), . [< Seljuk + -taw.]

Pertaining to the Seljuks.
selkt, selket, " Middle English forms of silk.

selkoutht, selkowtht, a. and n. Middle English
forms of selcoulli.

sell 1
(sel), v.

; pret. and pp. sold, ppr. selling.

[< ME. sellen, sillen, sullen (pret. solde, salde,

sealde, Sfelde, pp. sold, rarely selled), < AS. sel-

lan, sillan, syllan (pret. sealde, pp. geseald), give,
hand over, deliver, sell, = OS. sellutn = OFries.
sella = OD. sellen = MLG. sellen = OHG. saljan,
MHG. sellen = Icel. selja Sw. sdlja = Dan.

sxlge, give, hand over, sell, = Goth, saljan,

bring an offering, offer, sacrifice ;
cf . Lith. su-

lyti, proffer, offer, pa-sula, an offer: root un-
known. Hence ult. sa/e1 .] I. trans. If. To
give; furnish.

Dispitons Day, thyn be the pyne of helle ! . . .

What ! profrestow thy light here for to sellef

Go seUe it hem that smale seles grave,
We wol the noght, us nedeth no day have.

Chaucer, Troilus, iii. 1461.

2f. To give over; give up; deliver. 3. To
give up or make over to another for a consid-
eration

;
transfer ownership or exclusive right

of possession in (something) to another for an

equivalent; dispose of for something else, es-

pecially for money : the correlative of buy, and

usually distinguished from barter, in which one

commodity is given for another.

At Cayi-e, that I spak of before, sellen Men comounly
bothe Men and Wommeu of other Lawe, as we don here
Bestes in the Markat Mandemlle, Travels, p. 49.

If thou wilt be perfect, go and sell that thou hast, and

give to the poor. Mat. xix. 21.

Jack, how agrees the devil and thee about thy soul, that

thou soldest him on Good-Friday last, for a cup of Madeira
and a cold capon's leg? Shak., 1 Hen. IV., L 2. 127.

4. To make a matter of bargain and sale
;
ac-

cept a price or reward for, as for a breach of

duty or trust; take a bribe for; betray.
Ne sule thu neuer so etheliche . . . his deorewurthe

spuse that costnede him so deore. Ancren Riuie, p. 290.

You would have sold your king to slaughter.
Shak., Hen. V., ii 2. 170.

Hence 5. To impose upon; cheat; deceive;
disappoint. [Slang.]
We could not but laugh quietly at the complete success

of the Rajah's scheme; we were, to use a vulgar phrase,
"
regularly sold." W. B. Russell, Diary in India, xl.

Sold notes. See bought note, under note'. To sell a
bargain i. See bargain. To sell one's life dearly, to

cause great loss to those who take one's life ; do great in-

jury to the enemy before one is killed. To sell one up
or out, to sell a debtor's goods to pay his creditors. To
sell out. (o) To dispose entirely of : as, to sell out one's

holding in a particular stock : sometimes with a view of

closing business in a commodity or a place. (6) To betray
by secret bargains : as, the leaders sold out their candidate
for governor. (U. S. political slang. ] To sell the beart.
See bear?, 5 (o).

II. intrans. 1. To dispose of goods or prop-
erty, usually for money.
The mayster dyhjeres of peyntours in the Citee, that

tweyje godmen and trewe be y-chose by commune assent,
and y-swore to aseaye the chaffare of straunge chapmen
that cometh in to the towne to sellt, and to don trewleche
the assys to the sellere and to the byggere.

English Gilds (E. E. T. S.), p. 369.

Men ete and drank, shortly to tell,

Ilkan with other, and solde and boght.
Hampole, Pricke of Conscience, 1. 4849.

I will buy with you, sell with you, . . . but I will not

eat with you. Shak., M. of V., i. 3. 36.

2. To be in demand as an article of sale
;
find

purchasers; be sold.

A turpentine drops from the fruit of this sort [of fir],

which they call mastic, and setts dear, being used in sur-

gery for wounds.
Pococke, Description of the East, II. ii. 120.

Few writings sell which are not filled with great names.

Addisou, Spectator, So. 567.

To sell out. (a) Formerly, in the British army, to sell

one's commission and retire from the service, (b) To dis-

pose of all one's shares in a company, all of one's interest

in a business, or all of one's stock as of a given commodity.
(c) In stock-broking, to dispose in open exchange of shares

contracted to be sold, but not paid for at the time sped-
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fled for delivery, the original purchaser being required to

make good the difference between the contract price and

the price actually received. To sell short. See short.

sell 1
(sel), n. ['< se//1 , P.] An imposition; a

cheat
;
a deception ;

a trick played at another's

expense. [Slang.]
In a little note-book which at that time I carried about

with me, the celebrated city of Angers is denominated a

sell. 11. James, Jr., Little Tour, p. 90.

sell'2 (sel), n. [< ME. selle, < OF. selle, sele, F.

wile = Pr. sella, xetha, cella = Sp. silla = Pg. It.

sella, < L. sella, a seat, chair, stool, saddle, for

*sedla, < sedere, sit : see sit. Cf. saddle.'] 1. A
seat, especially an elevated or dignified one

;
a

place of honor and dignity.
The tyrant proud frown'd from his lofty sell.

Fairfax, tr. of Tasso's Godfrey of Boulogne, iv. 7.

Where many a yeoman bold and free

Kevell'd as merrily and well

As those that sat in lordly selle.

Scott, L. of L. M., vL 8.

2. A saddle.

Hir Belle it was of reele bone.
Thomas of Ersseldoune (Child's Ballads, I. 99).

What mightie warriour that mote bee
That rode in golden sell with single spere.

Spenser, F. Q., II. iii. 12.

[Some commentators on Shakspere think that the passage
in Macbeth, i. 7. 27,

I have no spur
To prick the sides of my intent, but only
Vaulting ambition, which o'erleaps itself

And falls on the other,

should read, "Vaulting ambition, which o'erleaps its sell. "]

[Obsolete or archaic in both uses.]

sell3t> n- An obsolete variant of sill1 .

sell4t,
A Middle English form of cell.

sell5 (sel)> A Scotch form of self.

Ill hae tools ready, and we'll gang quietly about our job
oui" twa sells, and uaebody the wiser for 't.

Scott, Antiquary, xxiv.

sella (sel'a), n.; pi. sellee (-e). [NL., < L. sella,

a seat: see sell2.] In anat., the pituitary fossa

(which see, under fossa
1
) : more fully called

sella turcica, sella equina, and sella sphenoidalis.

sellable (sel'a-bl), a. [< sell* + -able.] That
can be sold; salable. Cotgrave.

sellablyt(sel'a-bli),fl*7. [< sellable + -ly
2
.] By

sale. Cotgrave. [Bare.]
sellaite (sel'a-it), re. [Named after Quintino
Sella, an Italian statesman and mineralogist
( 1827- 84) .] Magnesium fluoride, a rare mineral

occurring in tetragonal crystals with anhydrite
and sulphur near Moutiers, in the department
of Savoie, France.

sellanders, sellenders (sel'an-derz, -en-derz),
n. [Also sallenders and solander; < F. solan-

dre, sellanders
; origin uncertain.] An eczem-

atous eruption in the horse, occupying the re-

gion of the tarsus.

Sellary1
t, An obsolete form of celery.

Pray ask Mr. Synge whether his fenocchio be grown ; it

is now fit to eat here, and we eat it like settary, either with
or without oil. Swift, To Dr. Sheridan, July 1, 1727.

Sellary
2
t, [< L- sellarius, < sellaria, a room

furnished with chairs, a sitting-room, drawing-
room, < sella, a seat, chair: see sell2.] A lewd

person. [Rare.]
Ravished hence, like captives, and, in sight

Of their most grieved parents, dealt away
Unto his spintries, sellaries, and slaves.

B. Jonson, Sejanus, iv. 5.

Belief. An obsolete or Middle English form of

sei, sell2, silft, cell.

sellenders, n. See sellanders.

seller1
(sel'er), n. [< ME. seller, sellere, siller,

sullar, sullere (= Icel. seljari= Sw. siiljare= Dan.

seelger); <selfi + -er 1 .] If. One who gives; a

giver ;
a furnisher.

It is not honest, it may not avaunce,
For to delen with no such poraille,
But al with riche and sellers of vitaille.

Chaucer, Gen. Prol. to C. T., 1. 248.

2. One who sells; a vender.

To things of sale a seller's praise belongs.
5Ao*.,L. L. L., iv. 3. 240.

Seller's option, in Exchange transactions, the option
which a seller has, or has reserved to himself, of deliver-

ing the thing sold at any time within a certain number
of days specified : usually abbreviated to g. o. (as s. o. 3,

for a three-days' option). See buyer's option, under buyer.

seller2!, . [< OF. sellier, F. sellier = Sp. sillero

= Pg. selleiro = It. settajo, < ML. sellarius, a sad-

dler, < L. sella, a saddle: see sell2.] A saddler.

York P/I/I/X.

seller3 t (sel'er), n. [Earlymod.E. also scllar (?);

< ME. selcr, saler, celere, < OF. "selere, saliere,

saUiere, F. saliere = Pr. saliera, saleira = It. sa-

liera, a vessel for salt, < L. salaria, fern, of

salarius, of salt, < sal, salt: see salft, salary!,

salary
2

,
and cf. salt-cellar.] A small vessel for
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holding salt : now only in composition salt-sel-

ler, misspelled salt-cell <tr.

The saltc also touche nat in his salere

Withe nukyns mete, but lay it honestly
On youre Trenchoure, for that is curtesy.

Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 7.

seller4!, An obsolete spelling of cellar^, 1.

Then straight into the seller hee'l them bring ;

"lis sweetest drinking at the verry spring.
Times' Whistle (E. E. T. S.X p. 80.

selliform (sel'i-form), a. [< L. sella, a saddle,
+ forma, form.] In hot., zool., and anat., sad-

dle-shaped.
sellok (sel'ok), n. A variant of sillock.

sellyt, " anil ii. [ME., also selli, sellich, sillich,

sullich, settle, < AS. sellie, sillic, syllic, orig. *seld-

llc, wonderful, strange, rare, excellent, = OS.

seldlik, wonderful, rare, = Goth, sildaleiks, won-
derful ;

as seld + -ly
l

. See seld.] I. a. Won-
derful; admirable; rare. Layamon.

II. )(. A wonder ; marvel,

sellyt, adv. [ME., also selliclie, < AS. sellice, sil-

lice, wonderfully, < settle, sillic, wonderful : see

selly, a.] Wonderfully.
Sikurly I telle the here
Thou shal hit bye ful selly dere.

Cursor Mundi. (Halliwett.)

Selninger sandpiper. See sandpiper.

selort, '* Same as cehire.

selthet, [ME., < AS. gesxltli, happiness, < ge-
+ siel, happy: see seel1 .] Blessedness.

seltzogene (selt'so-jen), . [< F. selzogene; as

Seltz(er), Sellers (see Selters water, underwater),
+ -gen.] Same as gazogene.

seluret, See celure.

selvage, selvedge (sel'vaj, -vej), n. [Early
mod. E. also selvidge, selvege; < ME. selvage, < MD.
selfegge, selfegglie (Kilian), D. zclfegg (Sewel) =
MLG. self-egge, svlf-egge, selvage, < self, sulf, ex-

treme, extremity (Kilian), appar. a particular
use of self, D. zelf, same, self, + cage, edge : see

selfand edgel. Cf. MD. self-ende, MLG. selfende,

sulf-ende (ends = E. end), MD. self-kant, D. zelf-

Tcant = LG. self-kant (kant = E. cant1 ), selvage,

similarly formed.] 1. The edge of a web or

textile fabric so finished that it does not allow
of raveling out the weft.

Tho ouer nape schalle dowbulle be layde,
To tho vttur syde the seluage brade ;

Tho ouer seluage he schalle replye,
As towelle hit were fayrest in hye.

Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 321.

I end with the prayer after my text, which is like a rich

garment, that hath facing, guards, and seleage of its own.
Ret. S. Ward, Sermons, p. 112.

The trees have ample room to expand on the water side,

and each sends forth its most vigorous branch in that di-

rection. There Nature has woven a natural selvage.

Thoreau, Walden, p. 202.

2. That part of a web at either edge which is

not finished like the surface of the cloth, and
which is meant to be torn away when the ma-
terial is made up, or for use in making the seam.
See list*, 2. 3. In mining, the part of a vein
or lode adjacent to the walls on each side, and

generally consisting of flucan or gouge. It is

usually formed in part by the decomposition of the rock

adjacent to the vein, and in part by the washing in of

clayey material to fill any vacancy which may occur along
the walls of the fissure. See vein.

4. The edge-plate of a lock, through which the

bolt shoots. 5. Same as selvagee.

selvage, selvedge (sel'vaj, -vej), v. To hem.
Minsfieu.

selvaged, selvedged (sel'vajd, -vejd), a. [<

selvage, selvedge, + -ed%.] Having a selvage.

selvagee (sel-va-je'), . [< selvage + -ee (here

appar. a mere extension).] Naut., an untwist-

ed skein of rope-yarn marled together and used
for any purpose where a strong and pliant strap
is required. Also selvage. See cut under nip-

peri, 8.

selvet, a. An obsolete variant of self.

selvedge, selvedged. See selvage, selvaged.

selvert, >* A Middle English form of silver.

selves, n. Plural of self.

selyt, a. See seely, silly.

selynesst, n. See seeliness, silliness.

semseologyt, n. See semiology.
semantron (se-man'tron), n. ; pi. seinantra

(-tra). [< Gr.' ar/ftavrpov, a seal, signet, MGr.
a semantron, < arifiaivuv, show by a sign, give
a signal, MGr. strike the semantron, < arjfui,

a mark, sign: see sematic.] In the Gr. Ch., a

long bar or piece of wood or metal struck with
a mallet, and used instead of a bell to summon
worshipers to service. The use of semantra seems
older than that of church-bells, and they have continued
in use in Mohammedan countries, as in these the ringing
of bells is usually forbidden. The mallet with which the

large semantron is struck is also called a semantron (a

Railway Semaphore.

ft, lever, which operates
both b, blade, and c, lan-

Same as sema-

By

semblable

hatid-semantron, xt-ipoo-rj^ai-Tpoi'). The iron semantra are

called h(t</i<>xider(t. (Sec htujioxideron.) A wooden seman-
tron is called the wood or the holy wood (TO iepop iiAor).

Also haifionemanlron, semanterion.

semantUS (se-man'tus), n. [NL., < Gr. citjiavrlif,

marked, emphatic, < aeuaivtiv, mark: see seman-

tron.'] In anc. pros. See trochee semantus, un-

der trochee.

semaphore (sem'a-for), n. [= F. semaphore ; ir-

reg. < Gr. of//M, a sign, + -0o- .

pof, < <pepeiv = E. fctari.] A
mechanical device for dis-

playing signals by means of

which information is con-

veyed to a distant point.
The word is now confined almost

entirely to apparatus used on rail-

ways employing the block system.
The blade is a day signal, the lan-

tern is used at night. A vertical

position of the blade or a white

light exhibited by the lantern in-

dicates safety ; a horizontal posi-
tion of the blade or a red light indi-

cates danger; an intermediate po-
sition of the blade or a green light
demands a cautious approach with
lessened speed.

semaphore-plant (sem'a-
for-plant), n. The tele-

graph-plant, Desmodium gy-
rans.

semaphoric (sem-a-for'ik),
a. [' semaphore + ^ic.] Re-

lating to a semaphore or to

semaphores ; telegraphic.

semaphorical (sem-a-for'i-
ter -

kal), a. [< semaphoric + -al.']

phoric.

semaphorically (sem-a-for'i-kal-i), adv.

means of a semaphore.
semaphorist (sem'a-for-ist), n. [< semaphore
+ -ist.] One who has charge of a semaphore.

semasiological (se-ma"si-o-loj'i-kal), a. Per-

taining to semasiology or meaning. Athenseum,
No. 3284, p. 450.

semasiology (se-ma-si-ol'o-ji), re. [< Gr. aq/ia-

aia, the signification of a word (< aq/jatvetv, show
by a sign, signify: see semantron), + -Twyia, <

teyeiv, speak: see -ology.] The science of the

development and connections of the meanings
of words; the department of significance in

philology.

Semasiology in all its various aspects does not offer

much that is as regular even as the phonetic life of

words ; so much more worthy of attention are the paral-
lelisms in the development of meanings, which repeat
themselves oftentimes in most varied surroundings, in-

viting even to a search for a psychological cause for this

persistence. Amer. Jour. Philol., VII. 100.

semasphere (sem'a-sfer), . [Irreg. < Gr. af/ua,

a sign, + aiftai/ia, a ball.] An aerostatic sig-

naling apparatus, consisting of a powerful elec-

tric light attached to a balloon which is stead-

ied by kites or parachutes, and secured by
ropes. The lattermay also serve as conductors.

sematic (se-mat'ik), o. [< Gr. aijfta, a sign,

mark, token.] Significant; indicative, as of

danger ; serving as a sign or warning ;
ominous

;

monitory ; repugnatorial.
The second great use of colour is to act as a warning or

signal (sematic colour), repelling enemies by the indica-

tion of some unpleasant or dangerous quality.
Nature, XLII. 557.

sematology (sem-a-tol'o-ji), n. [< Gr. arjfia(T-),

a sign, + -/toyi'a, ^ Aeyeiv, say, speak : see -olo-

gy.] The science of signs, particularly of ver-

bal signs, in the operations of thinking and rea-

soning; the science of language as expressed
by signs.
For the proper understanding of Hebrew a knowledge

of the related tongues is indispensable ; and in every com-

prehensive Hebrew dictionary all the new facts that can
be gained from any of them to illustrate Hebrew phonol-
ogy etymology, or sematology must be accurately and ju-

diciously presented. Amer. Jour. Philol.
,
IV. 343.

sematrope (sem'a-trop), re. [< Gr. af/fta, a mark,
sign, + -Tpo7rof,"< rptmtv, turn.] Milit., an

adaptation of the heliotrope to the purpose of

transmitting military signals in the day-time
by means of the number and the grouping of

the flashes.

semawet, A Middle English form of sea-mew.

semblablet (sem'bla-bl), a. and n. [< ME. sem-

blable, < OF. (and F.) semblable (= Pr. sembla-

ble, semlable= lt. sembiabile, semblabile, sembra-

bile), like, resembling, < sembler, be like, re-

semble: see semble, v.] I. a. Like; similar;

resembling.
I woot wel that my lord can moore than I ;

What that he seith I holde it ferine and stable;
I seye the same or elles thyng semblable.

Chaucer, Merchant's Tale, 1. 256.
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And the suiue tyme, in semblable wise, there to be redde
the Maires Commission of the Staple.

English Gild* (E. E. T. S.), p. 419.

It is a wonderful thing to see the semblable coherence
of his men's spirits and his. Shak., 2 Hen. IV., v. 1. 72.

II. n. Likeness; resemblance; representa-
tion

;
that which is like or represents a certain

thing.
His semblable is his mirror. Shak., Hamlet, v. 2. 124.

semblablyt (sem'bla-bli), adv. [< ME. xcmbln-

hly; < semblfiblc + -ty'
2
.] In a similar manner;

similarly.
After hys hoires eemblaUy werkyng,
Eegnyng after hym as men full myghty.

Rotn. of Partenay (E. E. T. S.), 1. B330.

A gallant knight he was, his name was Blunt ;

Semblably furnish'd like the king himself.

Shalt., 1 Hen. IV., v. 3. 21.

SemMably he intended for to winne the plaine earth.

llakluyt's Voyages, II. 88.

semblance (sem'blans), n. [< ME. ta-iiihlintci;

semllaunce, < OF. semblance, F. semblance (= Pr.

semblansa, semlansa = STp.semblanza = Pg.seme-

/hfii/ga = It. sembianza), < semblant, appearing,

seeming: see semblant.'] 1. The state or fact

of being like or similar
; likeness; similarity;

resemblance.
I thought nobody had been like me ; but I see there was

some semblance betwixt this good Man and me.

Bunyan, Pilgrim's Progress, p. 298.

The Reins were cloath'd in whitest silk, to hold
Some semblance to the Hand that them controlled.

J. Beaumont, Psyche, ill. 67.

2. Likeness; image; exterior form.

And Merlyn com to Vlfyn, and transfigured hym to the
semblaunce of lurdan, and than sente hym to the kynge.
And whan the kynge saugh Vlfyn, he hym blissed, and
seide,

"
Mercy God ! how may eny man make oon man so

like a-nother?" Merlin (E. E. T. 8.), 1. 76.

Ho more than wax shall be accounted evil

Wherein is stamp'd the semblance of a devil.

Shak., Lucrece, 1. 1246.

3f. Face
;
countenance ; aspect.

Their semblance kind, and mild their gestures were.

Fair/ax.

4. Appearance; outward seeming; show.

His words make a semblance as If hee were magnani-
mously exercising himself. Mil/mi, Eikouoklastes, xxvii.

If you could be alarmed into the semblance of modesty,
you would charm everybody.

Sydney Smith, To Francis Jeffrey.

semblandt, See semblant.

semblant(sem'blant),.and. [I. .<ME.*em-
blant, *semblaunt (only as a noun ?), < OF. (and
F.) semblant (= Pr. semblant, semlant = Sp. sem-
blante = Pg. semelhante = It. sembiante), like,

similar, apparent, ppr. of sembler, seem, simu-
late: see semble. II. . Early mod. E. semblaunt,
< ME. semblant, semblaunt, sembland, semlant,

semelant, semelaunt, < OF. semblant, "semlant,
F. semblant (= Pr. semblant, semlant = Sp. sem-
biante = Pg. sembiante = It. sembiante, sem-

biante), resemblance, appearance, aspect, coun-

tenance^ semblant, like, apparent: see I.] I.

a. If. Like; resembling.
Comparing them together, see

How in their semblant Vertues they agree.
Heyu'ood, Hierarchy of Angels, p. 275.

Thy Picture, like thy Fame,
Entire may last, that as their Eyes survey
The semblant Shade, Men yet unborn may say
Thus Great, thus Gracious look'd Britannia's Queen.

Prior, An Epistle, desiring the Queen's Picture.

2. Appearing; seeming, rather than real
; spe-

cious.

Thou art not true ; thou art not extant only semblant.

Carlyle.

II.t n. 1. Appearance; aspect; show; sem-
blance.

Mekely she leet her eyen falle,
And thilke semblant sat her wel withalle.

Chaucer, Good Women, 1. 1735.

It semes by his seinbland he had leuere be sette

By the feruent lire, to flenie hym fro colde.
York Plays, p. 257

Be of fayre semdaunt and contenaunce,
For by fayre manerys men may thee a-vaunce.

Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 401.

Tho, backe returning to that gorie Dame,
He shewed semblant of exceeding mone
By speaking signes, as he them best could frame.

Spenser, F. Q., VI. v. 4.

2. Face
;
countenance

; aspect.
Sothli whenne the! dredden, and bowiden her semelant

in to erthe, thei seiden to hem, What seke ye thelyuynge
with deede men? Wyclif, Luke xxiv. 5.

With glad semblaunt and pure good cher.
Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 305.

All dreri then was his semblaunte.

Lytett Oeste of Hobyn Hade (Child's Ballads, V. 48).

semblativet (sem'bla-tiv), a. [< semblei +
-iitice.] In simulation or likeness; like (to).

[Rare.]
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And all is wmblative a woman's p;ut.

Shale., T. N., i. 4. 34.

semblauntt, See m-inlilinit.

semble1 (sem'bl), v. i.
; pret. and pp. xemWed,

ppr. scmhlini/. [< ME. si n/lilcn. xi-mln li-ti. seem,
< OF. (and F.) sciiihlcr, resemble, appear, seem,
= Pr. xciiiblni-, xi'iiilitr = Sp. xt'ti/liltir (obs. ),

.ii'iiicjar = It. sembrare, scmbiare, < L. ximuliiri-.

simulate, resemble: see siiiiiiluli: nnd cf. dix-

xt-mble, resemble.] If. To appear; seem.
Hi sembeles that he slepand is.

Old En'j. tletr. limn. (ed. Small), p. 134.

2. In law, used impersonally (generally abbre-
viated sent, or scmb.) as Old French, semble, it

appears, it seems, preceding a statement of

opinion, thus qualified, on a point of law (not

necessary to be decided in the case) which has
not been directly settled. 3t. To dissemble.

He tell thee what, thou wilt even temKe and cog with
thine own father,

A couple of false knaves together, a theefe and a broker.
Three Ladies of London (1584). (tfares.)

4f. To make a likeness; practise the art of

imitation.
Let Europe, sav'd, the column high erect,
Than Trajan's higher, or than Antonine's,

Where tembling art may carve the fair effect,

And full achievement of thy great designs.
Prior, Ode to the Queen.

semble't (sem'bl), a. [Irreg. <
semble^, r., as if

ult. < L. similix, like : see similar.] Like; simi-

lar. [Rare.]
A tyrant vile,

Of name and deed that bare the semble stile

That did this King.
Hudson, tr. of Du Bartas's Judith, i.

^t, '' t. and i. [< ME. semblen, semeleit, by
apheresisfroma.wwifeJeM: see assemble 1

, v.] To
assemble; meet; gather together.

Than aswithe thei sembled to-gader,
& alle maner menstracie maked was sone.

William of Palerne (E. E. T. S.), L 3811.

He sembled all his men full still.

Specimens of Early English (ed. Morris and Skeat), II. 129.

semble2t, [ME. semble; by apheresis from n-
semlile: see assemble1

, n., assembly.] A gather-

ing; a meeting ; an assembly.
Barouns and burgeis and bonde-men also

I -:in
,; in that semble as je schul heren her-aftur.

Piers Plowman (A), Prol., 1. 97.

semet. An obsolete spelling of seem, seam?.

seme (se-ma'), a. and n. [F., pp. of semer, <

L. seminare, sow : see geminate.] I. a. In her.,

covered with small bearings
whose number is not fixed, and
which form a sort of pattern
over the surface : said of the

field or of any bearing, where
the bearings are distributed equally,
and those which come next to the

edges of the escutcheon are cut off,

it is held by some writers that the
blazon must be semJ, and not sans
nmnbre (see sang notnbre). Alsopow-
dered, aspersed.

Heralds in blew velvet semee with
fleurs de lys.

Evelyn, Diary, Sept. 7, 1651.

II. n. In decorative art, a

powdering ;
a small, constant-

ly repeated figure; a decora-
tion of which the different

units do not touch one another, but are sepa-
rated by the background.
Semecarpus (sem-e-kiir'pus), n. [NL. (Linnseus
filius, 1^81), so called from the use of the un-

ripe fruit in Ceylon in marking cotton cloths;

irreg. < Gr. a^/tslor, a mark or badge, + xapffof,

fruit.] A genus of polypetalous trees, of the

order Anacardiaeeee and tribe A aacardicx. It is

characterized by simple flowers with five imbricated pet-

als, five stamens, a one-celled ovary with three styles, and
a single ovule pendulous from the apex. There are about
40 species, chiefly natives of the East Indies, especially in

Ceylon. They are trees with alternate coriaceous leaves,
and small flowers in terminal or lateral bracted panicles,
followed by hard kidney-shaped nuts with a thick resinous
cellular pericarp, the source, in the leading species, of an
indelible ink, and, after ripening, of a varnish and of a cor-

rosive application used by the Hindus for rheumatism.
See marHmj-mit, and Oriental cashew-nut (under cashew-

nut).

semeia, . Plural of semeion.

semeiography, semeiologic, etc. See semiog-

raphy, etc.

semeion (se-ml'on), . ; pi. semeia (-a). [< Gr.

aijfte'iov, a mark, sign, token, < ojjfia, a mark, sign,

token, etc. : see semntie.] 1. In one. pros. : (a)
The unit of time

;
a primary time, or mora. See

time, (b) One of the two divisions of a foot,

known as thesis and arsis, or an analogous
division of a measure or colon for instance,
-.

|

^,
; ^^|_^; JL .

|

_ w - . 2. Ill

A Shield Seme of
Fleurs-de-lis.

semi-ape

l>aleoi/., a mark, such as the
corpnis,

asterisk.

diple, etc., used to indicate metrical and other
divisions.

semelantt, semelauntt, Middle English
forms of gemblant.

semele't, c. A Middle English form of semble'2 .

Semele- (sem'e-le), n. [L., < Gr. Ze/it'/n.] 1.

In classical myth., the mother of Bacchus, by
Zeus (Jupiter). 2. In conch., a genus of bi-

valves, regarded by some as typical of the fam-

semelichet, semelyt, a. Middle English forms
of seemly.
Semelidae(se-mel'i-de), n.pl. [< Semele? + -idee.]

A family oif bivalves, typified by the genus
fii'uiclc, generally united with the family .S'cro-

bictdariidii:

semeline (sem'e-lin), n. [< L. semen lini, flax-

seed (from the form of the crystals): semen,
seed; lini, gen. of liniini, flax.] A variety
of titanite found in volcanic rocks near the
Laacher See near the Eifel.

semelinesst, ". A Middle English form of seem-
lilll'XX.

semelyhedet, A Middle English form of seem-
lilicaa.

semen (se'men), . [NL., < L. semen, seed, <

serere, pp. satus (\/ se, sa), sow: see sow.] 1.

In bot., the seed of plants, or the matured ovule.

2. A thick whitish fluid of a peculiar odor,
the combined product of the testes and acces-

sory generative glands, containing spermato-
zoa as its essential constituent Semen contra.
Same as semencine.

semencine (se'men-sin), n. [< F. semencine, <

NL. semen cinee: L. semen, seed; citite, gen. of

etna, a local name of santonica, 1.] Same as

xantonica, 2.

semen-multiplex (se'men-mul'ti-pleks), n. In

hot., same as sporidesm.
semese (se-mes'), a. [< L. semesus, half-eaten,
< semi-, half, + eaus, pp. of edcre, eat, = E. eat.]
Half-eaten. [Rare.]
No ; they're sons of gyps, and that kind of thing, who

feed on the semese fragments of the high table.

Farrar, Julian Home, vii.

semester (se-mes'ter), n. [< F. semestre = G.

semester, < L. scmestris, half-yearly, < sex. six

(see six), + mensis, a month: see month.] A
period or term of six months ; specifically, one
of the half-year courses in German and many
other Continental universities, and hence in

some colleges in the United States: as, the

summer and winter semesters.

semestral (se-mes'tral), a. [< L. semestris, half-

yearly, + -al.] Relating to a semester
;
half-

yearly; semiannual.
semi- (sem'i). [F. semi- = Sp. Pg. It. semi-, <

L. gemi- = Gr. T//II-, half, = Skt. garni, half-way,
= AS. sdm-, half: see liemi- and sam-.] A pre-
fix of Latin origin, meaning 'half': much used
in English in the literal sense, and, more loose-

ly, to mean 'in part, partly, almost, largely, im-

perfectly, incompletely.' It may be used, like half,

with almost any adjective or noun. Only a few com-

pounds are given below (without etymology, if of recent
formation in English).

semiacid (sem-i-as'id), n. and a. Half-acid;
subacid.

semi-adherent (sem"i-ad-her'ent), a. In bot.,

having the lower half adherent, as a seed, sta-

men, etc.

semia mplexicaul (sem"i-am-plek'si-kal), . In

bot., half-amplexicaul ; embracing half of the

stem, as many leaves.

semianatropal, semianatropous (sem"i-a-
nat'ro-pal, -pus), a. In bot., same as timphit-

ropoiis.

semiangle (sem'i-ang-gl), n. The half of a

given or measuring angle.
semiannual (sem-i-an'u-al), a. Half-yearly.

semiannually (sem-i-ari'u-al-i), adv. Once

every six months.
semiannular (sem-i-an'u-lar), . Forming a

half-circle
;
semicircular.

Another boar tusk, somewhat slenderer, and of a >emi-

annvlar figure. N. Grew, Museum.

semi-anthracite (sem-i-an'thra-sit), . Coal

intermediate in character between anthracite

and semibituminous coal. In anthracite the vola-

tile matter is usually less than 7 per cent, in quantity ; in

semi-anthracite, less than 10 per cent,

Semi-anthracite is neither as hard nor as dense as anthra-

cite, its luster not so brilliant ; its percentage of volatile

matter is greater, and the cleavage planes or " cleats
"
are

much closer, the fracture often approaching the cuboidal.
Penn. Survey, Coal Mining, p. 16.

semi-ape (sem-i-ap'), . A lemur or allied ani-

mal ; a prosimian ; any one of the I'rosimiee.



semiaquatic

semiaquatic (sem"i-a-kwat'ik), (I. In znol. and
but., living close to water, and sometimes en-

tering it, but not necessarily existing by it: as,
the semiaquatic spiders, which run over the

surface of water, or dive and conceal them-
selves beneath it; xnnitit/itatic plants, which

grow between tides, or in pools that periodi-

cally become dry, etc.

Semi-Arian (sem-i-a'ri-an), a. and . I. a. Per-

taining to Semi-Arianism.
II. ii. In eccles. hist., a member of a body of

the Arians which arose in the fourth century.
The Semi-Arians held the strict Arian doctrine that the Son
was created by the will of the Father, but maintained that
the Father and the Son are of similar and not of different
substances. See Ariani, homoit>u#ian, and homoousian.

Semi-Arianism (sem-i-a'ri-an-izm), n. [< Semi-
Arian + -ism.] The doctrines or tenets of the
Semi-Arians.

semi-articulate (sem"i-ar-tik
/

u-lat), a. Loose-

jointed; half-invertebrate.

A most indescribable thin-bodied semi-articulate but al-

together helpful kind of a factotum manservant.

Carlyle, in Fronde, I. 266.

semi-attached (sem"i-a-taeht'), a. Partially at-

tached or united
; partially bound by affection,

interest, or special preference of any kind.

We would have been semi-attached, as it were. We
would have locked up that room in either heart where the
skeleton was, and said nothing about it.

Thackeray, Level the Widower, ii.

Semi-Augustinianism (sem-i-a-gus-tin'i-an-
i/.ni). H. A moderate form of Augustinianism,
prevalent in the sixth century.
semi-band (sem'i-band), n. In entom., a band
of color extending half-way around a part or

half-way across a wing : as, semi-bands of black
on the fore wings. Also semifascia. [Rare.]
semibarbarian (sem*i-bar-ba'ri-an), a. and n.

I. a. Half-savage ; partially civilized.

II. n. One who is but partially civilized.

semibarbaric (sem"i-bar-bar'ik), a. Half-bar-
barous

; partly civilized : as, semibarbaric dis-

play.
semibarbarism (sein-i-bar'ba-rizm), n. The
state or quality of being semiliarbarous or half-

civilized.

semibarbarous (sem-i-bar'ba-rus), a. [< L.

scmibarbarus, < semi-, half, -f barbarus, bar-

barous.] Half-civilized.

semibituminous (sem"i-bi-tu'mi-nus), a. Part-

ly bituminous, as coal.

semibreve (sem'i-brev), . [Also semibrief; =
F. semi-breve= Sp. Pg. semibreve, < It. semibreve,
< semi-, half, + breve, a short note: see semi-

and brere, brief.] In music, a whole note, or the

space of time measured by it. See note1
,
13.

Semibreve rest. See reit>, 8 (6>

semibrief (sem'i-bref), n. Same as semibreve.

[Obsolete or archaic.]
Great red coals roll out on the hearth, sparkle a semi-

brief, . . . and then dissolve into brown ashes.
S. Judd, Margaret, i. 17.

semi-bull (sem'i-bul), n. Eccles., a bull issued

by a pope between the time of his election and
that of his coronation. A semi-bull has an impres-
sion on only one side of the seal. After the consecration
the name of the pope and the date are stamped on the re-

verse, thus constituting a double bull.

semi-cadence (sein-i-ka'dens),n. InjH*io,same
as imperfect cadence (which sec, under cadence).
semicalcareous (sem'i-kal-ka're-us), a. Partly
chalky; imperfectly calcareous; approaching
chalk in substance or appearance. Compare
conieocalcareous.

semi-calcined (sem-i-kal'sind), a. Half-cal-
cined: as, semi-calcined iron.

semi-canal (sem"i-ka-nar)> n. In zool,,a, chan-
neled sheath open at one side, so that it does
not form a complete tube.

semicartilaginous (sem-i-kiir-ti-laj'i-nus), a.

Gristly; imperfectly cartilaginous.
semicastrate (sem-i-kas'trat), v. t. To deprive
of one testicle.

semicastration (sem"i-kas-tra'shon), . De-
privation of one testicle.

For one [testicle! eufficeth unto generation, as hath been
observed in semicaftratwn, and ofttimes in carnous rup-
tures. Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., iv. 5.

semicaudate (sem-i-ka'dat), a. Having a small
or rudimentary tail, as man. See tailed, a.

semicell (sem'i-sel), n. In bot., one of the two
parts of a cell which is constricted in the mid-

dle, as in the Dcsiiti<Hin-r;c.

semi-centennial (sem"i-sen-ten'i-al), a. and .

I. a. Occurring at the end of, or celebrating the

completion of, fifty years, or half a century : as,
a semi-centennial celebration.

II. . A semi-eentennlft] celebration.
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semichoric (sem-i-ko'rik), (i. Partaking some
what of the character of a chorus, or noting an
utterance half sung, half spoken.
semichorus (sem'i-ko-rus), . In music: ()
Either a small number of singers selected for

lighter effects from all the parts of a large
chorus, or a chorus made up of fewer than the

full number of parts, as a male chorus or a fe-

male chorus: opposed to full chorus. Also
called small chorus, (b) A movement intended
to be performed by such a partial chorus.

semichroine, n. Same as semicrome.

semicircle (sem'i-ser-kl), n. [= Sp. semicirculo
= Pg. geiiiicireulo = It. semicircolo, < L. semi-

drculus, a semicircle, as adj. semicircular, <

semi-, half, + circulus, circle: see circle.] 1.

The half of a circle
;
the part of a circle com-

prehended between a diameter and the half of

a circumference ; also, the half of the circum-
ference itself. 2. Any body or arrangement
of objects in the form of a half-circle.

Looking back, there is Trieste on her hillside, . . .

backed by the vast semicircle of the Julian Alps.
E. A. Freeman, Venice, p. 87.

3. An instrument for measuring angles ;
a spe-

cies of theodolite with only half a graduated
circle ; a graphometer.
semicircled (sem'i-ser-kld), a. [< semicircle +
-erf

1
-2
.] Same as semicircular.

The flrm fixture of thy foot would give an excellent mo-
tion to thy gait in a semi-circled farthingale.

Shalt., M. W. of W., iii. 3. 08.

semicircular (sem-i-se,r'ku-lar), a. [= F. senii-

circulaire = Sp. semicircular = Pg. semicircular
= It. semicircolare, < L. semicirculus, semicircle:

see semicircle.] 1. Having the form of a half-

circle. 2. Specifically, in anat., noting the
three canals of the internal ear, whatever their

actual shape. They are usually horseshoe-

shaped or oval, and sometimes quite irregular.
See canal1

,
and cuts under Crocodilia, ear*, and

periotic.

semicircularly (sem-i-ser'ku-lar-li), adv. In

the form of a semicircle.

semicirque (sem'i-serk), n. A semicircle; a

semicircular hollow.

Upon a semicirque of turf-clad ground,
The hidden HOOK discovered to our view
A mass of rock. Wordsworth, Excursion, iii.

semiclosure (sem-i-klo'zur), n. Half or partial
closure.

Ferrier's experiments on monkeys . . . had the effect

of " torsion of the lip and semiclosure of the nostril."

Pop. Sci. Mo., XXXVII. 519.

semicolon (sem'i-ko-lon), . [= F. Sp. semicolon
= GK Sw. Dan. semikolon; as semi- + colon 1

.]

In gram, and punctuation, the point (;). It is

used to mark a division of a sentence somewhat more in-

dependent than that marked by a comma. (See punctua-
tion.) In old books a mark like the semicolon was often
used as a mark of abbreviation, being in fact another form
of the abbreviative character 3, z, in oz., viz., etc.: thus,
"Senatus populusq; liomani"; and in Greek the semico-
lon mark (;) is the point of interrogation.

Caxton had the merit of introducing the Roman point-

ing as used in Italy ; . . . the more elegant comma sup-
planted the long, uncouth | ; the colon was a refinement ;

. . . but the semicolon was a Latin delicacy which the ob-
tuse English typographer resisted.

/. D'Israeli, Amen, of Lit., I. 242.

Semicolon butterfly, the butterfly Polygonia, inlerroga-
tionis: so called from a silver

mark on the under side of the
lower wings which resembles a
semicolon. [U. S.]

semi-column (sem'i-kol-
um), . A half column ; an

engaged column of which
one half protrudes from
the wall.

semi-columnar (sem"i-ko-
lum'nar), a. Like a half
column

;
flat on one side

and rounded on the other :

applied in botany to a

stem, leaf, or petiole.
semi - complete (sem

"
i -

kom-plet'), a. In entom.,

incomplete : applied by
Linnaeus and the older en-

tomologists to pupee which
have only rudiments of

wings, but otherwise re-

semble the imago, as in the

Orthoptera, ffeinij>tera,etc.
Semi-complete metamor-

phosis,metamorphosis in which
the pupa is semi-complete. The
terms incomplete and tublnami-

M>Mta^^OWedinstead. See hemmie

semidiapente

semiconfluent (sem-i-kon'flo-ent), a. In pa-
tl/nl., half-confluent: noting specifically certain

cases of smallpox in which some of the pustules
run together but most of them do not. See

niiillnent, 4 (b).

semiconjugate (sem-i-kon'jo-gat), a. Conju-
gate and halved: thus, semininjiiiiate diameters
are conjugate semi-diameters.
semiconscious (sem-i-kon'shus), a. Imper-
fectly conscious; not fully conscious. De

semiconvergent (sem"i-kon-ver'jent), a. Con-

vergent as a series, while the series of moduli
is not convergent: thus, 1 i + i i + . . .

is a semiconvergent series.

semicopet (sem'i-kop), . [< ME. semi-cope,

ni'iiiji-cope; < semi- + cope
1
.] An outer garment

worn by some of the monastic clergy in the
middle ages.

Of double worsted was his semy-cope,
That roundede as a belle out of the presse.

Chaucer, Gen. Prol. to C. T., 1. 262.

Semi-columns (Roman).-

semicorneous (sem-i-kor'ne-us), a. Partly
horny ; imperfectly corneous

; intermediate
between horn and ordinary skin or hair, as

the horns of the giraffe and American ante-

lope.
semicoronate (sem-i-kor'o-nat), a. In entom.,

having a semicoronet; half surrounded by a line

of spines, bristles, or other projections Semi-
coronate prolegs, prolegs with a semicircle of crotchets
or little hooks on the edge of the apical surface or sole.

semicoronet (sem-i-kor'o-net), n. In entom., a
line of spines, bristles, or other projections half

surrounding a part, especially at the apex.
semicostiferous (sem"i-kos-tif'e-rus), a. Half

bearing a rib
; having a costal demifacet that

is, sharing with another vertebra a costal artic-

ulation. Most vertebras which bear ribs are
semicostiferous.

Seventh cervical semicostiferous, without vertebrarterial
canal. Coues, Monographs of K. A. Rodentia (1877), p. 549.

semicritical (sem-i-krit'i-kal), a. Related to

a differential equation and' its criticoids as a
seminvariant is related to an algebraic equation
and its invariants.

semicroma (sem-i-kro'ma), . A variant of
semicrome.

semicrome (sem'i-krom), n. [< It. semicroma,
< semi-, half, + croma, croma.] In music, a
sixteenth-note. Some old writers apply the
name to the eighth-note. Also semichrome,
semicroma.

semi-crotchett, . [Early mod. E. semie crochet;
< semi- + crotchet.] Same as semicrome. Florio.

semicrustaceous (sem'
/

i-krus-ta'shius), a.

Half hard or crusty (and half membranous):
said of the fore wings of hemipterous insects.

semi-crystalline (sem-i-kris'ta-lin), a. Half or

imperfectly crystallized.
semicubical (sem-i-ku'bi-kal), . Of the de-

gree whose exponent is f : now used only in the

expression semicubical parabola that is, a pa-
rabola whose equation is / = #3. See parabola2 .

semicubium, semicupium (sem-i-ku'bi-um, -pi-

um), n. [= It. semicnpio, < ML. semicupium, <

L. semicupse, a half tun, < semi-, half, + cupa, a

tub, tun : see cup, coop.] A half bath, or a bath
that covers only the legs and hips. [Rare.]
semicylinder (sem-i-sil'in-der), n. Half a cyl-
inder in longitudinal section.

semicylindric (sem"i-si-lin'drik), a. Same as

semifijUndrical.

semicylindrical (sem"i-si-lin'dri-kal), a.

Shaped like or resembling a cylinder divided

longitudinally; of semicircular section Semi-
cylindrical leaf, in hot., a leaf that is elongated, flat

on one side, and round on the other. Semicylindrical
vaulting. See cylindrical vaulting, under cytindric.

semidefinite (sem-i-def'i-nit), a. Half definite.
Semidefinite some, some in the sense of an exclusion

of :i ii ; some, but not all
; some only.

semidemisemiquaver (sem - i -dem - i -sem - i -

kwa'ver), . In musical notation, same as liemi-

di inisemiquaver.

semidependent (sem
//

i-de-pen'deut), a. Half
dependent or depending.
semidesert (sem-i-dez'ertl, a. Half-desert;
mostly barren, with a sparse vegetation.
semi-detached (sem"i-de-tacht'),n. Partly sep-
arated : noting one of two houses joined toge-
ther by a party-wall, but detached from other

buildings : as, a semi-detached villa.

semidiapason (sem-i-di-a-pa'zon), . In meili-

ei'al music, a diminished octave.

semidiapente (sem-i-di-a-pen'te), n. Innifdie-
ral music, a diminished fifth.



semidiaphaneity

semidiaphaneity (sem-i-dl"a-fa-ne'i-ti), n.

Half-transparency; imperfect transparency.
The transparency or semi-diaphaneity of the superflciiil

corpuscles of bigger bodies may have an interest in the

production of their colours. Boyle, On Colours.

semidiaphanous (sem"i-di-afa-nus), a. Partly

diaphanous; somewhat transparent.
Another plate, finely variegated with a semidiaphanous

grey. Woodward, On Fossils.

semidiatessaron (sem-i-dl-a-tes'a-rou), n. In

medieval music, a diminished fourth.

semiditast, In medieval music, the reduction
of the time-value of notes by one half. See

iliminution, 3.

semi-ditono (sem-i-di'ton), n. In medieval m -

sic, a minor third. Diapason aeml-dltone. See di-

apason.
Semidiurna (sem'i-di-er'nft), . pi. [NL.
(Stephens, 1829), < semi- + Diiirna, q. v.] In en-

tom., a group of lepidopterous insects, corre-

sponding to Latreille's Crepuscularia, and in-

cluding the hawk-moths.
semidiurnal (sem^i-di-er'nal), a. 1. Pertain-

ing to or accomplished in' half a day (either
twelve hours or six hours) ; continuing half a

day. 2. In entom., partly diurnal; flying in

twilight; crepuscular; specifically, of or per-

taining to the Semidiurna Semidiurnal arc, in

astron., the arc described by a heavenly body in half the
time between its rising and setting.

semi-dome (sem'i-dom), . Half a dome, es-

pecially as formed by a vertical section; less

Semi-dome, exterior.

Apse of Suleimani Mosque. Constantinople (A. D. 1550).

properly, any feature of form or construction
more or less similar to half a dome. The term
applies especially to such uuadrantal vaults as those

Semi-dome, interior.

Apse of Suleimani Mosque, Constantinople (A. D. 1550).

which cover in the apse of most Italian medieval churches,
and of many French and German Romanesque churches.
See also cut under apse.

One of the most beautiful features of French vaulting,
almost entirely unknown in this country, is the great
polygonal vault of the semi-dome of the chevet which as
an architectural object few will be disinclined to admit
is, with its walls of painted glass and its light construc-
tive roof, a far more beautiful thing than the plain semi-
dome of the basilican apse, notwithstanding its mosaics.

J. Fertrusson, Hist. Arch., I. 573.

There is an apse at each end of the building, . . . cov-
ered with a semi-dome.

C. H. Moore, Gothic Architecture, p. 171.

semi-double (sem-i-dub'l), a. and . I. a. In
hot., having the outermost stamens converted
into petals, while the inner ones remain per-
fect: said of a flower.

II. . A festival on which half the antiphon
is repeated before and the whole antiphon after
the psalm. See double.

semi-effigy (sem-i-ef'i-ji), n. A portrait or other
representation of a figure seen at half length
only, as in certain tombs of the fifteenth and
sixteenth centuries", monumental brasses, etc.

semi-elliptical (sem'-'i-e-lip'ti-kal), a. Having
the form of half an ellipse which is cut trans-
versely; semioval.
semi-fable (sem-i-fa'bl), n. A mixture of truth
and fable; a narrative partly fabulous and
partly true. De Quincey, [Bare.]
semi-faience (sem"i-fa-yons'), n. In ceram.,
pottery having a transparent glaze instead of
the opaque enamel of true faience.
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semifascia (sem-i-fash'i-a), n. In entom.. same
as semi-band.

semifibularis (sem-i-fib-u-la'ris), H. : pi. semi-

lilmUtrcx (-rez). In uiiiit.. same as perniieim
brevis.

semi-figure (sem-i-fig'ur), . A partial human
figure in ornamental design, as a head ami
torso with or without arms, ending in scroll-

work, leafage, or the like.

semiflex (sem'i-fleks), r. t. To half-bend
; place

in a position midway between extension and

complete flexion, as a limb or joint.

After the accident he could more than seini-Jtex the

forearm. Lancet, No. 34i, p. 242.

genuflexion (sem-i-flek'shon), H. The posture
of a limb or joint half-way between extension
and complete flexion.

semi-floret (sem-i-flo'ret), n. In hot., same as

semi-flosevle.
semi-floscular (sem-i-flos'ku-lar), a. Same as

Ki-mi-JtoscuJous.
semi-floscule (sem-i-flos'kul), n. In bot., a
floret or floscule with a strap-shaped corolla,
as in the Composite.
semi-flosculous, semi-flosculose (sem-i-flos'-

ku-lus, -16s), a. [< semi- + L. flosculus, a little

flower.] In hot., having the corolla split, flat-

tened out, and turned to one side, as in the

ligular flowers of composites.
semi-fluid (sem-i-fl6'id), a. and n. I. a. Fluid,
but excessively viscous.

II. . An excessively viscous fluid.

semifluidic (sem'i-flij-id'ik), a. Same as semi-

fluid.
semi-formed (sem'i-fdrmd), . Half-formed;

imperfectly formed: as, a semi-formed crys-
tal.

semi-frater (sem-i-fra'ter), n. [ML., < L.

semi-, half, + J"rater, brother: see jrater."] In

monasticism, a secular benefactor of a reli-

gious house who for his services is regarded
as connected with its order or fraternity, and
has a share in its intercessory prayers and
masses.
semi-fused (sem'i-fuzd), a. Half-melted.

By grinding the semi-fused mass and treating it with
water. Ure, Diet, IV. 599.

semigeometer (sem'i-je-om'e-ter), n. A moth
or caterpillar of the section Semigeometree.
Semigeometrae(sem*'i-je-om'e-tre), .pl. [NL.
(Hiibner, 1816), < L. semi-, half, + NL. Geome-

trse, q. v.] In entom., a section of noctuid moths

resembling the Geometridfe in general appear-
ance.

semigeometrid (sem'i-je-om'e-trid), a. and .

I. a. Of or pertaining to the Senrigeometrx.
II. . A member of the Semigeometree ; a

semigeometer ;
a semilooper.

seniiglobose (sem-i-glo'bos), a. Having the

shape of half a sphere: applied especially to

the eggs of certain insects.

semiglobularly (sem-i-glob'u-18,r-li), adv. So
as to form a half-sphere : as, a surface semi-

globularly expanded.
semi-god (sem'i-god), n. [Tr. L. semideus, <

semi-, half, + deus, god.] A demigod. [Bare.]
Yonder souls, set far within the shade.

That in Elysian bowers the blessed seats do keep,
That for their living good now semi-gods are made.

B. Jonton, Golden Age Restored.

semiheterocercal (sem-i-het*e-ro-ser'kal), a.

Partly heterocercal. Smithsonian Report, 1880,

p. 371.

semihoral (sem-i-ho'ral), a. Half-hourly.
semi-independent (sem-i-in-de-peu'dent), a.

Not fully independent; half or partly depen-
dent.

semi-infinite (sem-i-in'fi-nit), a. Limited at

one end and extending to infinity away from it.

Semi-Infinite quantity. See quantity.

semi-ligneous (sem-i-hg'ne-us), a. Half or par-

tially ligneous or woody : in botany noting a
stem which is woody at the base and herba-
ceous at the top, as in common rue, sage, and
thyme.
semi-liquid (sem-i-lik'wid), a. Half-liquid;
semi-fluid.

semi-liquidity (sem"i-li-kwid'i-ti),M. The state

of being semi-liquid; partial liquidity.

semiloglcal (sem-i-loj'i-kal), a. Pertaining to

the expression of ordinary or idiomatic lan-

guage in strict logical form Semilogical fal-

lacy. See fallacy.

semilooper (sem-i-16"per), n. A semigeometer.
semilor (sem'i-16r), n. Same as siatilor.

semilucent (sem-i-lu'sent), . Half-trans-

parent.

semimembranous
'Twas Sleep slow journeying witli hu;i<l on pillow, . . .

His litter of Minx-tli vutilucciit mist

Diversely tinged with rose and amethyst.
Keats, Endymion, iv.

semilunar (sem-i-lu'nar), . and . [< F. gciiii-

liniiiirc = Sp. Pg. semilunar = It. semitmiare, <

NL. *nemilunarig, < L. semi-, half, + luiia, moon:
see lunar.'] I. a. Besembling a half-moon in

form; half-moon shaped; loosely, manat.,biit.,
and zool., crescentie in shape; crescentiform ;

meniscoid; concavo-convex: noting several

structures, without much regard for precision
in the implied meaning.
The eyes are guarded with a semilttiiar ridge. N. Grew.

Semilunar aortic valves, the three pocket-like valves

at the origin of the aorta. The free margin is strength-
ened by a fibrous band, and is thickened at a middle

point called the corpus Arantii. The valves are attached

by their convex borders to the arterial wall at its point of

junction with the ventricle. Semilunar bone, the sec-

ond bone of the proximal row of the carpus, in man a small,

irregularly cubic bone articulating with the radius, sca-

phoid, cuneiform, magnum, and unciform. Also called

lunare,intennedium,wv\ ox IOIKI,-,', *, i/iilunare.or lunatum.
See semilunare. Semilunar cartilage. See cartilage,
and cut under knee-joint. Semilunar cavity, in anal.,
the sigmoid cavity at the lower end of the radius. See
sirrmoid. Semilunar fascia, a strong, flat, aponeurotic
band which passes downward and inward from the inner
side of the lower part of the biceps tendon to blend with
the deep fascia of the forearm. Also called biapilal fascia
(which see, under bicipital). See cutunder7nerfMm. Semi-
lunar fibrocartllage. Same as semilunar cartilage.

Semilunar fold of the eye, the plica semilunaris or ru-

dimentary third eyelid of man and many other mammals.
Semilunar fold of Douglas [James Douglas, Scot-

tish physician and anatomist (1875 -1741)]. (a) The lower
concave border of the posterior layer of the sheath of the
rectus muscle, lying about midway between the umbilicus
and pubis. (b) Same as rectocesical fold (which see, under

rectovesicat). Semilunar folds of the peritoneum,
the recto-uterine folds. See cut under peritoneum.
Semilunar fossa or depression, in urtrith., one of a pair
of large cresccntic cavities on top of the skull, one over
each orbit, lodging a supraorbital gland whose secretion

is conducted into the nasal cavity. It is very commonly
present in water-birds, as loons for example. Semi-
lunar ganglion. See ijanglvm. Semilunar lobes of
the cerebellum, the superior posterior and inferior pos-
terior lobes. - Semilunar membrane, in anrith. See
membrane. Semilunar notch, in anal. : (a) The inter-

clavicular notch, (b) The suprascapular notch. Semi-
lunar pulmonary valve, one of three pocket- like valves
which guard the opening of the pulmonary artery into

the right ventricle of the heart. They are very like the
aortic valves of the same name (see above). =Syn. Semi-

lunar, Sigmoid. In anatomy, formerly (as still sometimes)
these words described the same crescentlc figure, for the
reason that a later form of the Greek letter sigma, :, was
like a C. The two forms are distinguished in structures

later named. Compare sigmoid (cavity of the ulna) with

sigmoid (flexure of the rectum), under sigmoid, a.

H. n. The semilunar or lunar bone of the
wrist. See semilunare.

semilunare (sem*i-lu-na're), n.; pi. aemihinaria

(-ri-a). [NL. : see semilunar.'] The semilunar
bone of the wrist

;
the second bone of the proxi-

mal row of carpals, between the scaphoid and
the cuneiform : so called from its concavo-con-
vex shape in the human wrist. More fully
called os semilunare. Also lunare and lunatum.
See scapholunare, and cuts under Artiodactyla,

hand, Perissodactyla, pisiform, and scapliolu-
nar.

semilunary (sem-i-lu'na-ri), a. [As semilunar
+ -#.] Same as semilunar. [Bare.]
The Soldania Bay is of a semi-lunary forme.

Sir T. Herbert, Travels in Africa (ed. 1638X p. 13.

semilunate (sem-i-lu'nat), a. [< NL. "semi-

luna, half-moon, + -ate 1
(cf. lunate).'] Same as

MMHMOT.
semimalignant (sem"i-ma-lig'nant), a. Some-
what but not very malignant : said of tumors.
semimature (sem^i-ma-tur'), a. [ME. semyma-
ture, < LL. semimaturus, half-ripe, < semi-, half,
+ maturns, ripe.] Half-ripe.

Semymature also me may hem glene,
And daies V in salt water hem lene.

Palladium, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.\ p. 123.

semimembranose (sem-i-mem'bra-nog), a.

Same as teaUmembrinUMlt.
semimembranosus (sem-i-mem-bra-no'sus), .;

pi. semimembranoxi (-si). [NL. (sc. nntsculiis):

see semintembranoitx.] A long muscle of the

back of the thigh, or postfemoral region, aris-

ing from the ischial tuberosity, and inserted

chiefly into the back part of the inner tuber-

osity of the tibia: so called from its semimem-
branous character in man, retained in few other

animals. Its tendon forms one of the inner hamstrings,
and also expands to enter into the formation of the pos-
terior ligament of the knee-joint. Its action flexes the

leg upon the thigh. Also called membranosus and uchio-

poplititibialis.

semimembranous(sem-i-mem'bra-nus), a. In

aunt., partly membranous ;
intersected by sev-

eral broad, flat tendinous intervals, as the semi-
membranosus.



semi-menstrual

semi-menstrual (sem-i-mon'stri.i-iil), . [< Ij-

ttrmi-, halt', + menstruate, monthly.] Half-

monthly: specifically noting an inequality of

the tide which goes through its changes every
hall'-month.

semi-metal (sem-i-met'al), H. In old ahem., a

metiilthat is not malleable, as bismuth, arsenic,

antimony, zinc, etc. The semi-metals were at flrst

called
" bastards

"
of the metals proper: thus, antimony

was considered to be the bastard of lead, bismuth of tin,

etc. The number, character, and relations of the semi-

metals were quite differently given by the older chemists :

lioerhave classed various ores among them : Brandt (1735)

made them six in number namely, quicksilver, antimony,
bismuth, cobalt, arsenic, and zinc. His putting cobalt (a

malleable and ductile metal) among the semi-metals was
due to the fact that the nature of this metal was only very

imperfectly known at that time.

semi-metallic (sem"i-me-tarik), a. Pertaining
to or having the character of a semi-metal ;

im-

perfectly metallic in character.

semi-metamorphosis (sem-i-met-a-mor'fo-sis),
H. In entom., same as demi-metamorphosis. See
also hemintftaboly.
semiminim (sem'i-min-im), H. [< ML. semi-

minima; as semi- + minim.'] In medieval mu-
sical notation, same as crotchet, or, with a hook
added to the sign, same as quaver, the former

being called major, the latter minor.

semiminima (sem-i-miii'i-ma), n. Same as

semimini >n.

semimonthly (sem-i-rminth'li), a. Occurring
twice in each month.
semi-mute (sem-i-muf), . and H. I. a. Noting
a person who, owing to the loss of the sense of

hearing, has lost also to a great extent the fac-

ulty of speech, or who, owing to congenital deaf-

ness, has never perfectly acquired that faculty.

II. . A person thus affected.

seminal (sem'i-nal), a. and . [< OF. seminal,
F. seminal = Pr. Sp. Pg. seminal = It. seminale,
< L. seminaHs, relating to seed, < semen (semin-),

seed: see semen.'] I. a. 1. Of or pertaining to

seed or semen or the elements of reproduction.
2. Containing the seed or elements of repro-

duction
; germinal: as, seminal principles.

The Spirit of God produced them [whales] then, and es-

tablished, and conserves ever since, that seminal power
which we call nature, to produce all creatures ... in a

perpetual succession. fjonne, Sermons, xxix.

3. Rudimentary; original; primary.
These are very imperfect rudiments of " Paradise Lost ";

but it is pleasant to see great works in their seminal state,

pregnant with latent possibilities of excellence.

Johnson, Milton.

Seminal animalcule, a spermatozoon. Seminal cap-
sule. Same as vesieula seminalis. Seminal cartridge,
seminal rope, In cephalopods. See spermatophore.
Seminal cyst, a cyst of the testicle near the epididymis.
Seminal fluid, semen. Seminal leaf. Same as seed-

leaf or cotyledon. Seminal receptacle. See gpenna-
theca. Seminal vesicle. Same as vesicula seminalis.

II. t " A seed; a seminal or rudimentary
element.

The seminals of other iniquities.
Sir T. Broime, Christ. Mor., iii. 4.

seminality (sem-i-nal'i-ti), . [< seminal +
-ity."\ Seminal, germinal, or reproductive qual-

ity or principle.
There was a seminality and contracted Adam in the rib,

which, by the information of a soul, was individuated into

Eve. Sir T. Browne, Vnlg. Err., vi. 1.

[For explanation of this extract, see theory of incasement

(under incasemeiit), and spermist.]

seminally (sem'i-nal-i), adr. As a seed, germ,
or reproductive element

;
as regards germs or

germination.
Presbyters can conferre no more upon any of Bishop

than is radically, seminally, and eminently in themselves.

Bp. Oauden, Tears of the Church, p. 470. (Daws.)
It is the same God that we know and love, here and

there
;
and with a knowledge and love that is of the same

nature seminally. Baxter, Divine Life, i. 1.

seminar (sem-i-nar'), . [< G. seminar, < L.

srminariuin, a seed-plot: see seminary.] Same
as xriniiiriry, 5.

seminarian (sem-i-na'ri-an), ti. [< seminary +
-an.~] Same as seminarist.

seminarist (sem'i-na-rist), n. [< F. scminariste
= Sp. Pg. It. seminarista = D. G. Sw. Dan. semi-

narist; as seminar-y + -i$t.~] A member of a

seminary ; specifically, a Roman Catholic priest
educated in a foreign seminary.

Seminarists now come from Rome to pervert souls.

Sheldon, Miracles (1816), p. 170. (Latham.)

seminary (sem'i-na-ri), a. and . [I. a. = Pg.
It. seminario, < L. seminarian, of or pertaining
to seed, < semen (scmin-), seed: see semen. II.

. < ME. xfiiii/nairie, < OF. tteminairc, F. m'-mi-

n/iire = Sp. Pg. It. Kciniiiiiriti, a seed-plot, a

seminary, = G. seminar, a seminary, < L. xciui-

imriiim, a seed-plot, nursery-garden, NL. a
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school, seminary, neut. ofscminarius, of or per-

taining to seed:' see I.] I. a. 1. Of or pertain-

ing to seed or semen
;
seminal.

They [detractors] so comprehend those seminarie ver-

tues to men vnknown that those things which, in course

of time or by growing degrees, Nature of itselfe can effect,

they, by their art and skil in hastning the works of Na-

ture, can contriue and compasse in a moment.
Nashe, Pierce Penilesse, p. 76.

Seminary vessels, both preparatory and ejaculatory.
J. Smith, On Old Age (1666), p. 117.

2. Of or pertaining to a seminary (def. II., 3):

said of a Roman Catholic priest.

In 1584, a law was enacted, enjoining all Jesuits, semi-

nary priests, and other priests, whetherordained within or

without the kingdom, to depart from it within forty days,
on pain of being adjudged traitors.

Hallam, Hist. Eng., I. 153.

3. Of or pertaining to a seminary (def. II., 5) :

as, a seminary course.

II. n.; pi. seminaries (-riz). If. A seed-plot;

ground where seed is sown for producing plants
for transplantation; a nursery: now only in

figurative use.

But in the gemynairie moost thai roote

With dounge and moolde admixt unto thaire roote.

Palladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 78.

Some, at the flrst transplanting trees out of their semi-

naries, cut them otf about an inch from the ground, and

plant them like quickset. Mortimer, Husbandry.

That precious trainment [art] is miserably abused which
should be the fountain of skill, the root of virtue, the

seminary of government, the foundation of all private and

public good. G. Honey, Four Letters.

Figuratively 2. The original place or original
stock whence anything is brought.
But the Arke preuaileth ouer the preuailing waters, a

figure of the Church, the remnant of the Church, the rem-
nant of the elder and Seminarie of the new world.

Purehas, Pilgrimage, p. 40.

Whoever shall look into the seminary and beginnings
of the monarchies of this world he shall find them founded
on poverty. Bacon, Speech for Naturalization (Works,

[ed. Spedding, X. 324).

The council chamber at Edinburgh had been, during a

quarter of a century, a seminary of all public and private
vices. Macaulay, Hist. Eng., vi.

3. A place of education; any school, academy,
college, or university in which persons (espe-

cially the young) are instructed in the several

branches of learning which may qualify them
for their future employments; specifically, a
school for the education of men for the priest-
hood or ministry.

Certaine other Schooles in the towne farre remote from
this Colledge, which serueth for another Seminary to in-

struct their Nouices. Coryat, Crudities, I. 68.

He [Cardinal Allen] procur'd & Seminary to be set up in

Doway for the English. Baker, Chronicles, p. 381.

I closed the course at our Seminary here just two weeks
before you returned. W. M. Baker, New Timothy, p. 33.

4. A seminary priest ;
a Roman Catholic priest

educated in a seminary, especially a foreign
one

;
a seminarist.

Able Christians should rather turne Jesuites and Semi-
naries than run into Convents and Frieries.

If. Ward, Simple Cobler, p. 46.

A while agone, they made me, yea me, to mistake an
honest zealous pursuivant for a seminary.

B. Jonson, Bartholomew Fair, ii. 1.

Of a long time I have not only been supposed a Papist,
but a seminary, a Jesuit, an emissary of Rome.

Penn, Speech, March 22, 1878.

5 . In some universities and institutions, a group
of advanced students pursuing some branch by
real research, the writing of theses, etc. ; also,
the course of study engaged in by such stu-

dents ; a seminary course : imitated from Ger-
man use. Also seminar.

seminate (sem'i-nat), r. t. ; pret. and pp. gem-

inated, ppr. geminating. [< L. seminatus, pp.
of seminare, sow, engender, also beget, bring
forth, produce, propagate, < semen (semin-),
seed: see semen. Cf. disseminate."] To sow;
spread; propagate; inseminate; disseminate.

Thus all were doctors who flrst seminated learning in

the world by special instinct and direction of God.

Waterhouse, Apology, p. 19. (Latham.)

Sir Thomas More, and others who had intended to sem-

inate, engender, and breed among the people and sub-

jects of the King a most mischievous and seditious opin-
ion. K. W. Dixon, Hist. Church of Eng., iv.

semination (sem-i-na'shon), n. [= F. semina-
tion = It. seminazione, seminagione, < L. semi-

natio(n-), a sowing, propagation, < seminare.

?p.
xeHiinalits, sow, propagate: see seminate.']

. The act of sowing ; the act of disseminating ;

insemination.

If the place you sow in be too cold for an autumnal
semination. Evelyn.

semiology
Thus thay enduring in lust and delyte
The spreetcs of tham gat that -vere gyauntes tyte,
With the nature of themeselves and syminacion,

Thay wer brought forthe by there ymaginacion.
MS. Lansaomie 208, f. 2. (Ilalliwell.)

3. In hot., the natural dispersion of seeds; the

process of seeding.
seminet, r. t. [= F. semer = It. seminare, < L.

seminare, sow, < semen (.//-), seed: see sem-

inate.] To sow; scatter.

Her garments blue, and semined with stars.

B. Jonson, Masque of Hymen.

2f. Propagation; breeding.

Seminiferous (sem-i-nif'e-rus), . [< L.

(KCIHIII-), seed, + ferre = 'E.bear1 .'] 1. Seed-

bearing; producing seed. 2. Serving to carry

semen; containing or conveying the seminal
fluid Seminiferous scale, in bot., a scale above the

bract-scale in the Coniferie, upon which the ovules, and

ultimately the seeds, are placed.

seminific (sem-i-nif 'ik), a. [< L. semen (semin-),
seed (see semen}, + -fivus, < faeere, make (see

-fie)."] Producing semen
; forming the seminal

fluid.

seminifical (sem-i-nif'i-kal), a. [< seminific +
-al.~\ Same as seminific.

seminification (sem-i-nif-i-ka'shon), n. [< L.

semen (semin-), seed, + -ficatio(n-), < faeere,

make.] Propagation from the seed or seminal

parts. Sir M. Hale, Orig. of Mankind. [Rare.]
seminist (sem'i-nist), n. [< L. semen (semin-),

seed, + -ist.] In biol., one who believes that

the embryo is formed from admixture of male
semen with the so-called seed of the female. The
theory is an old one, and in its original form was crude ;

in its present exact form, it declares one of the most fun-

damental and comprehensive of biological facts, and has
been minutely worked out in detail by embryologists. The
use of the word ovum for seed would adapt the old theory to

the most exacting of modern conceptions respecting the

parts taken by the male and female elements of generation.
A seminist is in no sense to be confounded with a spermist

(which see). See also nucleus, pronwdeus,/eminonudeus,
mascttlonucleus, gamete, gamogenesis, generation, repro-

duction, eggl, ovum, spermatozoon, and sex.

Seminole (sem'i-nol). n. and a. [Ind. (Flor-

ida).] I. H. A member of a tribe of Amer-
ican Indians, allied to the Creeks, and formerly
resident in Florida. They were defeated by United
States troops in two wars, 1S17-18 and 1835-42, and the

greater part are now on reservations in the Indian Terri-

tory, though a small number still inhabit some parts of

Florida.

II. a. Of or relating to the Seminoles.

semi-nude (sem-i-nud'), a. [< L. semintultis,

half-naked, < semi-, half, + nudus, naked: see

nude.] Half-naked.
seminulum (se-min'u-lum), .; pi. seminula

(-la). [NL., dim. of L. semen (semin-), seed:
see semen."] A little seed; a spore.
seniinvariant (sem-in-va'ri-ant), n. [< sem(i)-
+ invariant.] A function of the coefficients of

a binary quantic which remains unaltered but
for a constant factor when x + Us substituted
for x, but not when ;/

+ I is substituted for y.
A seniinvariant is the leading coefficient of a covariant.

Otherwise called peninvariant.

seminvariantive (sem-in-ya'ri-an-tiv),
a. [<

seniinvariant + -ive."] Having tie character of

a seminvariant.

seminymph (sem'i-nimf), n. The nymph or

pupa of an insect which undergoes only semi-

metamorphosis; a hemimetabolic nymph; a

propupa.
semi-ODSCUre (sem"i-ob-skur'), a. In entom.,

noting the wings of hymenopterous or other in-

sects when they are deeply tinged with brownish

gray, but semidiaphanous or semi-transparent.
semi-official (sem'i-o-fish'al), a. Partly official

;

having some degree of official authority; made
upon information from those who have official

knowledge: as, a semi-official confirmation of a

report ; a semi-official organ.
semi-officially (sem"i-o-fish'al-i), adv. With
semi-official authority; as if from official

sources or with official authority; in a semi-
official manner: as, it is semi-officially an-

nounced; the statement is made semi-officially.

semiography, semeiography (se-mi-og'ra-fi),
n. [<T Gr. arjfieiov, a mark, a trace, + -;pa0m, <

ypd<l>eiv, write.] The doctrine of signs in gener-
al; specifically, inpatliol., a description of the
marks or symptoms of diseases.

semiologic, semeiologic (se'mi-g-loj'ik), a. [<

xcniiolog-y + -ic.~\ Same as semiologieal.

semioldgical, semeiological (se"'mi-o-loj'i-

kal), a. [< mminliMiie + -J.] Relating to se-

miology, or the doctrine of signs ; specifically,

pertaining to the symptoms of diseases. Also

semioloi/ii: .inneiiilogit:

semiology, semeiology (se-mi-ol'o-ji), H. [For-

merly improp. sennmOgg
'

^ ^r - wwf'w, a mark,



semiology

sign, + -/ojra. < teyeiv, say, speak: see -olnny.~\

1. The logical theory of signs, of the condi-

tions of their fulfilling their functions, of their

chief kinds, etc. 2f. The use of gestures to ex-

press thought.
These ways of signifying our thoughts by gestures,

called by the learned Bishop Wilkins semienloijy.

Urquhart, tr. of Rabelais, Pref.

3. The surn of scientific knowledge concerning
morbid symptoms and their pathological sig-

nificance; symptomatology; semiotics.

Semeiology infers, from the widening of one pupil, which
of internal double organs is most diseased. Mind, IX. 97.

semi-opacoust (sem/i-o-pa'kus), a. Semi-

opaque.
Semiopacowi bodies are such as, looked upon in an or-

ilinary light, and not held betwixt it and the eye, are not
wont to be discriminated from the rest of opacous bodies.

Boyle.

semi-opal (sem-i-6'pal), (. A variety of opal
not possessing opalescence.
semi-opaque (sem"i-o-pak'), a. Half-transpa-
rent; halt-opaque.
Semioptera (se-mi-op'te-ra), . [NL. (G. E.

Gray, 1859), < Gr. ayufiov, a mark, standard, +
itrtpav, wing.] A genus of Paradiseida, char-

SemipJilmate Foot of Willet (

fhetnia sfmifalmata).

Wallace's StamlardwiiiK Semiopttra -wallacti).

acterized by the two long white plumes which
project from each wing of the male, and by the
extension of a burnished green pectoral shield
into long lateral tufts; the standardwings. The
only species known is S. wallacei, 11$ inches

long, inhabiting the islands of Batch ian and
Jilolo.

semi-orbicular (sem'*i-6r-bik'u-lar), a. 1.

Having the shape of a half-orb or -sphere. 2.
In eittom., bounded approximately by half a
circle and its diameter.
semi-ordinate (sem-i-6r'di-nat), n. In conic

section*, half a chord bisected by the transverse
diameter of a conic.

semiosseous (sem-i-os'f-us), a. Partly bony ;

somewhat or incompletely ossified.

Semiotellus (se'mi-o-tel'us), H. [NL. (West-
wood, 1840), dim. of Semiotus, a generic name,
< Gr. mnieiwrAs, noted, < ar/ficlov, a mark : see se-

meion.] A genus of hymenopterous parasites of

a
Semiotellus chalddt'phapus,

a. female, from side
; A, male, from above. (Hair-lines indicate

natural sizes.)

the family Chalcididx and subfamily Pteromrt-
linee, of few species, but wide distribution, s.

chnlcidiphagus is a notably beneficial insect, as it is a com-
mon parasite of the destructive joint-worm of the United
States (Isosoma hordei). See joint-ironn and /sosoma

semiotic, semeiotic (se-mi-ot'ik), a. [< Gr. m/-
[tetuTinof, fitted for marking, portending, < art-

fietovv, mark, interpret as a portent, < m/ftclm, a
mark, sign: see semeion.] Relating to signs;
specifically, relating to the symptoms of dis-
eases; symptomatic.
semiotics, semeiotics (se-mi-ot'iks), n. [PI.
of semiotic, semeiotic (see -ics).] 1. The doc-
trine or science of signs ; the language of signs.
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2. Specifically, that branch of pathology
which is concerned with the significance of
all symptoms in the human body, whether
healthy or diseased; symptomatology; semi-

ology.
semioval (sem-i-6'val), a. In zoiil., having the
form of half an oval; semi-elliptical.
semiovate (sem-i-6'vat), o. In rod'/., having
the form of half an ovate surface or plane.
semioviparous (sem'i-o-yip'a-rus), a. Imper-
fectly viviparous, as an impfacental mammal :

noting the marsupials and monotremes (the
latter, however, have been ascertained to be

oviparous).
semiOVOid (sem-i-6'void), a. In zool., having
the form of half an ovoid solid.

semipalmate(sem-i-parmat),. Half-webbed,
as the toes of a bird;

havingpartly webbed
or imperfectly pal-
mate feet, as a bird :

applied to many
species whose toes
are webbed at the
base only, or not
more than half-way
to their ends. Com-
pare cuts under 61-

colli(/ate and palmate.
semipalmated (sena-i-pal'ma-ted), . Semipal-
mate: mostly used of the birds themselves : as,
the semipalmated plover, snipe, sandpiper, etc.

See cut under Ereunetes.

semipalmation (sem*i-pal-ma'shon), . Half-

webbing of the toes, as a bird's; the state of

being semipalmated.
Such basal webbing of the toes is called semipalmation.

It ... occurs in many birds of prey, in most gallinaceous
birds, etc. ; the term is mostly restricted, in descriptive
ornithology, to those wading birds, or grallatores, in which
it occurs. Couet, Key to N. A. Birds, p. 131.

semi-parabola (sem*i-pa-rab'o-la), . Inmath.,
a curve of such a nature that the powers of its

ordinates are to each other as the next lower
powers of its abscissas.

semipause (sem'i-paz), n. In medieval musical

notation, a semibreve rest. See rent1
,
8 (6).

semipectinate (sem-i-pek'ti-nat), a. Same as

dcmi-pectinate.

semiped (sem'i-ped), n. [< L. semipes (-ped-),
a

half-foot, < semi-, half, + pes (ped-) = E. foot.']
In pros. ,

a half-foot.

semipedal (sem'i-ped-al), a. [< sonified + -?.]
In pros., pertaining to or constituting a half-
foot.

Semi-Pelagian (sem*i-pe-la'ji-an), . and n.

I. a. Half-Pelagian; pertaining to the Semi-

Pelagians or their tenets.

II. . One who holds to the system of Semi-

Pelagianism.
Semi-Pelagianism (sem*i-pe-la'ji-an-izm), .

The compromise between Augustinianism and
Pelagianism attempted in the fifth century by
Cassiau in southern France, who maintained
that man is morally sick, in opposition to Au-
gustine, who asserted that he is morally dead,
and to Pelagius,who held that he is morally well.
The Semi-Pelagians believe that the free will of man co-

operates with divine grace in the attainment of salvation,
and that God determines to save those who he sees will
of themselves seek salvation. Semi-Pelagianism therefore
denies unconditional election, and substitutes a doctrine
of predestination conditioned upon man's exercise of his
free will to choose the good.

semipellucid (sem*i-pe-lu'sid), a. Partially
pellucid; imperfectly transparent: as, a semi-

pellucid gem.
semipenniform (sem-i-pen'i-form), a. Half
penniform; penniform on one side only; in

mint., specifically, noting a muscle whose fleshy
fibers converge on one side of a tendon, like
the web on one side of the shaft of a feather.

semiperfect (sem-i-per'fekt), . In entom.,
nearly perfect; deficient in some parts: as,

semiperfeet limbs; a semiperfect neuration.

Semiphyllidia (sem*i-fi-lid
;

i-a), n. pi. [NL.:
see Semiphyllidiana.'] Same "as Semiphyllirli-
ana.

Semiphyllidiacea (sem'i-fi-lid-i-a'se-a), . pi.

[NL., < Semipiiyllidi(ana) + -acea.] Same as

SenipkylHdtaita.
semiphyllidian (sem'i-fi-lid'i-an), a. and n. I.
a. Of or pertaining to the Semiphyllidiana.

II. . A semiphyllidian or monopleurobran-
chiate gastropod.
Semiphyllidiana (sem"i-fi-lid-i a'nS), n. />i.

[NL., < L. semi-, half, + Gr. Qi-'/'Aov, a leaf.] In
Lamarck's classification, a family of gastropods
having the gills in a row on the right side of

semireflex

the body, containing the genera Pleurobraiicliit*

and I'mbrclla.

Semiphyllididse(sem"i-fi-lid'i-de), n.pl. [NL.,
(. 8emiphyUid(iana) + -idee.] Same as Nimi-

/>li//Jli<<i<i>ia.
More correctly Semtphyllidiidte.

semipiscine (sem-i-pis'in), a. Half fish-like:

as, the semipisrine form of Oannes or Dagon.
See cut under Jhit/on.

Semiplantigrada (sem"i-plan-tig'ra-da), H. pi.

[NL., neut. pi. of semipuintiffradvs : see sfmi-

plniitii/rade.] A division of Carnicora, includ-

ing those carnivores which are semiplantigrade.
It corresponds to the family MusMidx.
semiplantigrade (sem-i-plan'ti-grad), a. [<
NL. sfini/iliiiili;/rii<lii>i, < L. semi-, half, + NL.
plantigradus : see plantigrade."] Incompletely
plantigrade ; partly digitigrade; subplanti-
grade ;

of or pertaining to the Semiplantigrada.
semiplastic (sem-i-plas'tik), a. Imperfectly
plastic ;

in a state between full plasticity and
rigidity.
These Impurities had been gathered while the glass was

in a iemi-plastic condition. Set. Amer., N. S., LIV. 184.

The falling body [meteoric iron] was partly seiniplagtic.
Amer. Jour. Set., 3d ser., XXX. 286.

Semiplotina (sem*i-plo-ti'na), n. pi. [NL., <

Semiplotns + -ina2.] In Gunther's classifica-

tion of fishes, the sixth group or subfamily of

cyprinoids, typified by the genus Semiplotus.
They have the air-bladder developed into an anterior and
posterior section ; the pharyngeal teeth in a single, dou-
ble, or triple series (the outer never containing more than
seven teeth) ; the anal fin short or of moderate length, with
from eight to eleven branched rays not extending forward
to below the dorsal nn ; the lateral line, if complete, run-

ning in or nearly in the middle of the tail : and the dorsal
nn elongate, with numerous branched rays and one osse-
ous ray. They are found in Asiatic streams.

Semiplotinae (sem
//

i-plo-ti'ne), . pi. [NL., <

Semiplotus + -<.] Same as Semiplotina.
Semiplotus (sem-i-plp'tus), n. [NL., < L. semi-,

half, + Gr. nviwToV, sailing, floating: see Plofus.]
A genus of cyprinoid fishes, typical of the sub-

family Semiplotina. The sundaree, S. macclel-

landi, of Assam, is a species.
semipluma (sem-i-plo'ma), .; pi. semiplumsr
(-me). [NL. : see semiplume.] In ornith., a

semiplume. See feather.
semiplumaceous (sem"i-pl<j-ma'shius), a. In
ornith., having or partaking of the character of
a semiplume : noting a feather of partly penua-
ceous and partly plumulaceous structure.

semiplume (sem'i-plb'm), n. [< NL. semiplm>ta,<
L. gemi-, half, + pluma, a small soft feather: see

plume.] In ornith., a feather of partly downy
structure, possessing a pennaceous stem and a

plumulaceous web. See feather.
semipupa (sem-i-pu'pa), n. ; pi. semipupif(-pe).
[NL., ( L. semi-, half, + NL. pupa, pupa.] In

entotn., same &K pseudopupa or propupa.
semipupal (sem-i-pu'pal), a. [< semipupa +
-al.] Of the character of a semipupa; semi-

nymphal.
semiquadrate (sem-i-twod'rat), n. In astral.,
an aspect of two planets when distant from each
other 45 degrees, or half a quadrant.
semiquartile (sem-i-kwar'til), . Same as

semiquadrate.
semiquaver (sem'i-kwa-ver), w. 1. In musical

notation, same as sixteenth-note. 2. Figura-
tively, something of very short duration ; a very
short space of time.

Till then, earth's nemiquaner, mirth, farewell.

Qliarle*, Emblems, iv. 15.

Semiquaver rest. Same as sixteenth-note rest. Seeregtl,

8(6).

semiquaver (sem'i-kwa-ver), v. t. [< semi-

quaver, n.] To play or sing in, or as in, semi-

quavers.
With wire and catgut he concludes the day,
Quav'ring and semiquav'ring care away.

Cowper, Progress of Error, 1. 127.

Semi-Quietism (sem-i-kwi'et-izm), n. The doc-
trine of the Semi-Quietists.
Semi-Quietist (sem-i-kwi'et-ist), n. One of a
sect of mystics which maintains with the Quiet-
ists that the most perfect state of the soul is

passive contemplation, but holds that this state

is incompatible with external sinful or sensual
action.

semiquintile (sem-i-kwin'til), w. In astral.
,
an

aspect of two planets when distant from each
other half of the quintile, or 36 degrees.
semirecondite (sem''i-re-kon'dit), a. Half-
hidden or half-concealed; specifically, in zool.,

noting the head of an insect half-concealed
within the shield of the thorax.

semireflex (sem-i-re'fleks). a. Involuntarily or.

irreflectively performed, yet not altogether be-

yond the influence of the will.



Semisagit-
tate Mark.

semi-regular

semi-regular (sem-i-reg'u-lar), a. [< NL. ternt-

regularly (Kepler) ;
as semi- + regular.] Per-

taining to or containing a quadrilateral which
has four equal sides, but only pairs of equal
angles. A semi-regular solid is one whose faces are all

alike and semi-regular, which has dissimilar solid angles,
distinct in the number of their lines, but not mole than
two kinds of them, lying on the surfaces of not more than
two concentric spheres, and of each class of angles there
are the same number as in a regular solid. Of semi-regu-
lar solids, so denned, there are but two the rhombic do-

decahedron and the trlacontahedron ; but modern writers

often intend by the semi-regular solids the Archimedean
bodies.

semi-retractile (sem-i-re-trak'til), a. Retrac-
tile to some extent, as' the claws of various

carnivores, but incapable of being completely
sheathed like a cat's. Encyc. Brit., XV. 440.

semirhomb (sem'i-romb), n. One half of the

pectinated rhomb or hydrospire of a cystic
crinoid, each half being a separate piece. See

ItydroMpire.

semi-ring (sem'i-ring), w. In zool., a tracheal
or bronchial half-ring. See tracheal rings (un-
der ring

1
), and cut under pessidus.

semis (se'mis), . [L., < semi-, half, + as, as:

see as*.] A bronze coin of the ancient Roman
republic, half the value of the as. The obverse

type is a head of Jupiter, the reverse type the

prow of a vessel, and the mark of value S.

semisagittate (sem-i-saj'i-tat), a. In entom.,

shaped like the longitudinal half of a
barbed arrow-head, or like the barbed
end of a fish-hook; acuminate, recti-

linear on one side, and spreading to a

sharp projection on the other : noting
color-marks, especially on the wings
of Lepidoptera.
semi-savage (sem-i-sav'aj), . and n.

I. a. Semibarbarian; half-civilized.

II. . A half-civilized person; a

semibarbarian.
Semi-Saxon (sem-i-sak'sn), a. and n. Early
Middle English : an inexact term applied to

Middle English in its first stage, the period
from about 1150 to about 1250, when the Saxon
inflections had not wholly fallen away.
semisection (sem-i-sek'shon), n. Same as Itemi-

section.

Homen also, after semisection of. the cervical region in

dogs, found distinct degenerating fibres in the opposite
lateral tract. Lancet, No. 3424, p. 720.

semiseptate (sem-i-sep'tat), a. In lot. and
zool., half-partitioned ; having a dissepiment
which does not project into the cavity to which
it belongs sufficiently to separate it into two
entire cells.

semisextile (sem-i-seks'til), n. In astral., an

aspect of two planets when they are distant

from each other the half of a sextile, or 30

degrees.
semi-smile (sem'i-smil), . A faint smile; a

suppressed or forced smile. [Rare.]
Mr. Beaufort put on a doleful and doubtful semi-smile

of welcome. Bulwer, Night and Morning, iv. 3.

semisolid (sem-i-sol'id), n. and a. I. . A sur-

face composed of facets, like a geometrical
solid, but not closing so as to inclose space.

II. a. Half-solid.

semisospire (sem'i-so-splr), n. [< ML. semisu-

spirium, q. v.] In medieval musical notation,
same as eighth-note rest. Also setnistispirium.
semi-sound (sem'i-sound), n. [< ME. semisoun;
as semi- + sound5.] A half-sound; a low or
broken tone. [Rare.]

Softe he cougheth with a semy soun.

Chaucer, Miller's Tale, 1. 511.

semispata (sem-i-spa'ta), n. [ML., also semi-

spatluum, LL. semispaiha, < L. semi-, half, +
xpatha, a broad two-edged sword: see spathe.']
A Prankish dagger about 2 feet long, having a

single edge, and several grooves in the back of

the blade. See sax1, 1.

semi-Spherical (sem-i-sfer'i-kal), a. Having
the figure of a half-sphere ; hemispherical.
semispinalis (seml-spi-mi/lis), n.; pi. seinix/ii-
nales (-lez). [NL. (se. musculus).] A deep
muscular layer of the back, in the vertebral

groove beneath the complexus, splenius, spina-
lis dorsi, and longissimus. It consists of oblique
fascicles extending across several vertebra, from the
transverse and articular processes to the spinous pro-
cesses. The series extend in man from the lower part of
the thoracic to the upper part of the cervical region, and
those of the back and neck respectively are sometimes
distinguished as semispinalis dorsi and semispinalis '"///.

- Semispinalis capltis. Same as complexus'i.

semisquare (sem'i-skwar), . In astrol., an as-

pect of two planets when they are 45 degrees
distant from each other.
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semi-steel (sem'i-stel).. Puddled steel. [U.S.]
semisubstitution (sem-i-sub-sti-tu'shon), H. A
linear transformation of two variables in which
one of them remains unaltered,

semisupematural (sem-i-su-per-nat'u-ral), a.

Half-divine and half-human : used of the classic

demigods or heroes.

The Greeks . . . were surrounded with a world of semi-

supernatural beings.
R. S. Perrin, Religion of Philosophy, p. 412.

semisupinated (sem-i-su'pi-na-ted), a. Placed
in a position between supination and pronation,
as the hand.

When the hand is semisupinated, i. e. with the radius
and ulna parallel.

Buck's Handbook ofMed. Sciences, VIII. 534.

Semisuspirium (sem"i-su-spir'i-um), n.
; pi.

semisuspiria (-a). [ML., < L. semi-, half, T su-

spirium, a breathing, < suspirare, breathe : see

suspire.] Same as semisospire.
semita (sem'i-ta), n.; pi. semitas (-ie). [NL., <

L. semita, a narrow way, a path.] In echino-

derms, a fascicle; a sort of

lesser ambulacrum (having,
however, nothing to do with
the ambulacral organs proper),
consisting of a band of minute
close-set tubercles which bear
ciliated clubbed spines. Sem-
ites are characteristic of the

spatangoid sea-urchins. See
also cut under Spatangoida.
semital (sem'i-tal), a. [< NL.
xcmita + -al. Cf. L. semitalis,
of or belonging to a path.] Of
or pertaining to a semita: as, a si. <*

semital spine; a semital tuber-
cle.- Semital spine, the peculiar SLS*aS5ctai.* A
clavate ciliated spine borne upon a A Semital Spine, more
Semital tubercle. highly magnified,

semi-tangent (sem-i-tan'jent), SSSraSS**;
11. In math., the tangent of half s clubbed end ; a, its

an arc.
cillatcd stenl '

semitaryt, An obsolete form of simitar.

Here, disarm me, take my semitary.
B. Joneon, Case is Altered, v. 2.

semitaur (sem'i-tar), M. [Formerly semitaure,

semitawre; < L. semi-, half, + taurus, a bull.]
A fabulous animal, half bull and half man.
Semitaurs are among the commonest representations in

Hindu religious art. The ordinary form is figured under
Durga, which goddess is usually depicted spearing or

cutting off the human head of a semitaur. Also semitaure.

He sees Chimeras, Gorgons. Mino-Taures,
Medusas, Haggs, Alectos, Semi-Taures.

Sylvester, tr. of Bethulia's Rescue, vi.

Some semitawres, and some more halfe a beare,
Other halfe swine deepe wallowing in the miers.

Breton, Pilgrimage to Paradise, p. 8. (Dames.)

Semite (sem'It), . and a. [< NL.
*
Semites, < LL.

Sem, < Gr. 2^/i, Shem.] 1. n. A descendant or

supposed descendant of Shem, son of Noah.
II. a. Of or belonging to Shem or his de-

scendants.
Also Sliemite.

semitendinose (sem-i-ten'di-nos), a. Same as
semitendinous.

semitendinosus(sem-i-ten-di-n6'8us), n.; pi.
semitendinosi (-si). [NL. (se. nnisenlus) : see

semitendinous.] A fusiform muscle with a re-

markably long tendon, on the back of the

thigh, at the inner side of the biceps femoris,
arising from the tuberosity of the ischium in

common with the biceps, and inserted at the
inner anterior side of the shaft of the tibia be-
neath the insertion of the sartorius. This muscle
flexes the leg, and its tendon forms one of the inner ham-
strings. Also called tendiiwsus and ischiopretibialis.

semitendinous (sem-i-ten'di-nus), a. Tendi-
nous for half its length or thereabouts, as a
muscle ; having a tendon about as long as its

fleshy part, as the semitendinosus.

semiterete(sem*i-te-ret'),a. Half-round; semi-

cylindric, like a cheese-scoop.
semitertian (sem-i-ter'sban), a. and . I. a.

Partly tertian and partly quotidian : applied to

intermittent fevers.

II. n. A semitertian fever.

semitesseral (sem-i-tes'e-ral), a. Exhibiting
the hemihedrism characteristic of forms of the
tesseral or isometric system.

Semitesseral forms [of crystals]. Encyc. Brit., XVI. 355.

Semitic (se-mit'ik), a. and n. [= F. Semitiquc
= Sp. Semitico = Pg. It. Semitico (of. G. Semit-
isch = Dan. Sw. Semitislc), < NL. "Semiticus, <

Semita, Semite : see Semite."] I. a. Relating to

the Semites, or the descendants of Shem; per-
taining to the Hebrew race or any of those kin-

semi-uncial

ilred to it, as the Arabians and the Assyrians.
Also Shemitic, Shemitixlt.

The term [Semitic] . . . was not in general use until the
first quarter of this century, having been used in Germany,
as it is alleged, by Schlozer in 1781. ... It could not, how-
ever, have been general, since Eichhorn claims to have
introduced it in place of Oriental in 1784. . . . It may not

improperly be said that the term Semitic is authoritative.

J. S. Blackmll, in 1'roc. Amer. Philol. Ass., 1881, p. 2*.

Semitic languages, an important family of languages
distinguished by triliteral verbal roots and vowel-inflec-

tion. It comprises two principal branches, the northern
and the southern. To the northern branch belong the

Assyrian, Aramean (including Syrian), and Palestinian (in-

cluding Hebrew and Phenlcian) ;
to the southern belong

the Arabic (including Sabean) and its derived subbranch,
the Ethiopic.

II. n. The Semitic languages collectively.

Semitisation, Semitise. See Semitization, Semi-
tise.

Semitism (sem'i-tizm), . [< Semite + -IX/H.]

1. A Semitic word or idiom.
So extensively had Semitic influences penetrated Egypt

that the Egyptian language, during the period of the
nineteenth dynasty, is said by Brugsch to be as full of

Semttisms as German is of Gallicisms.

Huxley, Nineteenth Century, XIX. 498.

2. Semitic ways, life, thought, etc. ; especially,
the religious doctrines and principles or prac-
tices of the Jewish people.
Also Shemitism.

Semitist (sem'i-tist), n. [< Semite + -ist.] A
Semitic scholar; one versed in Semitic lan-

guage, literature, etc.

Possibly, like some other Semitisls, Prof. Driver may
not regard the results of Assyriology with pre-eminent
favour. The Academy, July 26, 1890, p. 68.

Semitization (sem'i-ti-za'shon), n. [< Senii-

tize + -ation.] The act of rendering Semitic in

character, language, or other attribute. Also

spelled Semitisation.

The partial Semitization of the southern districts of

Abyssinia. Encyc. Brit., XXI. 65.

per;
The

religion.
That they (the Philistines] were a Semitic or at least a

thoroughly Semitized people can now hardly be made
a matter of dispute. Encyc. Brit., XVIII. 756.

2. To convert to the Hebrew religion.
Also spelled Semitise.

semitone (sem'i-ton), n. [= F. semiton = Sp.
nemitono; < LL. semitonium, a half-tone, < L.

semi-, half, + tonus, tone.] In music, an inter-

val approximately equal to half of a tone; a
minor second ; a half-step. The typical semitone
is that between the seventh and the eighth tone of the

major scale ; this is called diatonic, and its ratio is 15 : 16.

That between any tone and its flat or its sharp is called

chromatic; its ratio is either 24 : 25 or 128 : 135 the for-

mer being called the less, and the latter the greater. The
semitone resulting from a doubly diminished third is

called enharmonic. The semitone produced by equal tern-

srament is called tempered or mean; its ratio is 1:21*5.

The semitone is not the same as the ancient hemitone
[sometimes called the Pythagorean semitone), which was
the remnant left from a perfect fourth after subtracting
two tones. See limma, 1. Rarely called demitone.

semitonic (sem-i-ton'ik), . [< semitone + -ic."\

Pertaining to a semitone ; consisting of a semi-
tone or of semitones.

semi-transparency (sem
//

i-trans-par'en-si), 11.

Imperfect transparency ; partial opaqueness.
semi-transparent (sem"i-trans-par'ent), .

Half-transparent or imperfectly transparent.
Semi-transparent china, a name given to a fine pottery
made at Stoke-upon- Trent in the early years of the factory
which afterward produced the famous Spode porcelain.

semi-tropical (sem-i-trop'i-kal), a. Belonging
in part to the tropics and in part to more tem-

perate regions; characteristic of regions bor-

dering on the tropics ; subtropical : as, semi-

tropical vegetation ; a semi-tropical climate.

semitubular (sem-i-tu'bu-lar), a. Like the
half of a tube divided longitudinally; elongate,
with parallel margins, one surface being strong-
ly convex and the other strongly concave.

semitychonic (sem"i-tl-kon'ik), a. Approxi-
mating to the astronomical system of Tycho
Brahe. The semitychonic system supposes the earth to
revolve on its axis daily, but the sun to revolve around
the earth, and the other primary planets to revolve around
the sun.

semi-uncial (sem-i-un'sial), a. and H. I. a. In

/ml/ iKirnpliji, intermediate between uncial and
minuscule: noting a method of writing Latin
and Greek characters found in the sixth or
seventh and succeeding centuries.
Where contracting is the main business, it is not well

to write, as the fashion now is, uncial or gemiuncial let-

ters, to look like pig's ribs.

Roger North, Lord Guilford, i. 20. (Dames.)

Scholia, in two or more fine semiitncial hands, are fre-

quent through the entire book. Classical Rev., III. 18.



semi-uncial

II. ii. One of the characters exhibiting the

transitioTi from uncial to minuscule writing.

It [Irish script] Is usually called the Irish uncial or terni-

uncial, but its connection with the normal uncial script
has never been explained.

Isaac Taylor, The Alphabet, v. ii. 178.

semivitreous (sem-i-vit're-us), a. Partially

vitreous; having more or less of a vitreous

structure : a term used in describing the struc-

ture of various minerals, constituents of rocks,

especially of volcanic rocks. See vitreous.

Finely vesicular rhyolitic rock with compact semivitre-

ous green-grey base. Quart. Jour. Oeol. Soc., XLVI. 74.

semi-vitrification (sem-i-vit'ri-fi-ka'shon), .

1. The process of partly vitrifying anything,
or the state of being partly vitrified. 2. A
substance or mass in the state of being semi-

vitrified, or partially converted into glass.
semi-vitrified (sem-i-vit'ri-fld), a. Half-vitri-

fied, or imperfectly vitrified; partially converted
into glass.

semivivet, [ME. semivyf, < OF. *semirif= It.

semii'iro, <! L. semivivus, half-alive, half-dead, <

semi-, half, + virus, alive, living: see vivid.]
Half-alive

;
half-dead.

He myjte neither steppe ne stonde ne stere fote ne handes,
Ne helpe hym-self sothely for semiuyf he semed.

Piers Plowman (B), xvii. 55.

semivocal (sem-i-vo'kal), a. [< L. semirocalis,

half-sounding, half-vocal, as a noun a semi-

vowel, < semi-, half, + rocalis, vocal: see vo-

cal, vowel.'} Of or pertaining to a semivowel;
half-vocal ; imperfectly sounding.
semivowel (sem-i-vou'el), n. [< F. itemivoyells
= It. semivoeale, < L. semivocalis, so. litera

(translating Gr. i^ii^uvov, sc. aroixeiov), semi-
vowel: see semivocal.] A half-vowel; a sound

partaking of the nature of both a vowel and a

consonant
;
an articulation lying near the line

of division between vowel and consonant, and
so capable of being used with either value

; also,
the sign representing such a sound. The name
is very variously applied by different authorities ; w and y
are oftenest called semivowels, also I and r, and some-
times the nasals in and n.

semi-weekly (sem-i-wek'li), a. and n. I, .

Made, issued
,
or occurring twice a week, or once

every half-week : as, a semi-weekly tour of in-

spection; a semi-weekly newspaper.
II. n. A journal that is issued twice a week.

Semla gum. See i/wm2 .

semlandt, . A Middle English form of sem-
blant.

semlyif, A Middle English form of seemly.

semly2
t, A Middle English form of semble2 .

semmit (sem'it), . [Prob. orig. a form of sam-

ite, q. v.] An undershirt. [Scotch.]
semnablet (sem'na-bl), . [A corrupt form of

semblablc.] Similar.

"From Berwick to Dover, three hundred miles over."
That is, from one end of the land to the other. Semnable
the Scripture expression, "From Dan to Beersheba."

Fuller, Worthies, Northumberland, II. 542. (Dames.)

semnopithece (sem"no-pi-theV), n. [< Semno-
pitheeus.] One of the so-called sacred monkeys,
as the entellus or hanuman

; any member of the

Semnopithecinse.

Semnopithecidae (sem^no-pi-the'si-de), n. pi.

[NL., < ftemnopitiiecus + -idse.] The Semno-
pitliecime advanced to the rank of a family.

Semnopithecinae (sem-no-pith-e-si'ne), n. pi.
[NL., < Semnopitliecus + -ina.] A subfamily
of catarrhine monkeys. The stomach is complex and
sacculated, with a dilated cardiac and elongated pyloric
aperture ; there are no cheek-pouches and no vermiform ap-
pendix of t-he colon ; the limbs and tail are long ; the ster-
num is narrow

;
the third lower molar tooth is flve-tuber-

culate
;
and ischial callosities are present. It includes

many large monkeys, most nearly approaching the apes of
the family Simiidie. The leading genera, besides Semno-
pithecus, are Nasaliz, Colobus, and Guereza. These monkeys
are found in Africa and Asia. They date back to the Mio-
cene. Also called Colobinte. See cuts under entellus,
yuereza, and yasalis.

semnopithecine (sem-uo-pith'e-sin), a. and u.

I. a. Of or pertaining to the Semnopithecinse;
aemnopithecoid.

II. H. A monkey of the subfamily Semnopi-
thecus; a semnopitheeoid.
semnopithecoid (sem/'no-pi-the'koid), . and .

Same as semnopltliecine.'

Semnopithecus(sem''no-pi-the'kus), n. [NL.,
< Gr. ae/iv6f, revered, honored, saered (< a/3ea-
6<u, revere), + 7n'ft?KOf, an ape.] The typical ge-
nus of Semnopithecittse, the so-called sacred mon-
keys of Asia, having a thumb, and not found
in Africa. (Compare Colobus.) Numerous species
inhabit wooded portions of the Oriental region, from the
Himalayas southward, and extend into Borneo and Java.
They are of large size and slender-bodied, with long limbs
and tail and often handsome coloration. The best-known
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is the hanuman, or sacred monkey of the Hindus, 5. entel-

lui. One species, S. rojrellana, inhabits Tibet. See cut
under entellus.

semola (sem'o-la), . [= F. senwulc, OF. seniole

= Sp. semola = Pg. nentolii, fine flour, < It. semo-
la, bran, < L. simila, fine wheaten flour

;
cf.

ML. simella, wheaten bread
;
Gr. ae/ii6a/.if, fine

wheaten flour. Cf. OHG. semala, simila, fine

wheat, flour, bread, MHG. semel, semele, simel,
G. semmel (> Sw. semla), wheaten bread, a roll ;

appar. an independent word, < OHG. semon,
eat (but influenced by the L. word).] Same
as semolina.

semolina, semolino (sem-o-le'na, -016), n. [<
It. semolino, grits, a paste for soups, etc., small

seed, dim. of semola, bran : see semola.] The
large hard grains retained in the bolting-ma-
chine after the fine flourhas been passed through
it. It is of various degrees of fineness, and is often made
intentionally in considerable quantities, being a favorite
food in France, and to some extent used in Great Britain
for making puddings. Also called inauna-croup. Com-
pare Qlyceria.

Semostomae (se-mos'to-me), n. pi. [NL., fern,

pi. of semostomus: see semostomotis.] A subor-
der of Discomedusie, containing ordinary jelly-
fishes or sea-jellies with the parts in fours and
eights, having four genital pouches arranged
about the single centric mouth, which is pro-
vided with long arm-like (or flag-like) processes.
The families Pelagiida, Cyaneida, nndAureliidie illustrate

this group, which is also called Monostvmea. The name
would be preferably written Sematogtomata or Semiosto-
inata. See cuts under Aurelitt and Cyanea.
semostomous (se-mos'to-mus), a. [< NL. se-

mostomws, < Gr. af/ua, sign, mark, + ar6ua,

mouth.] Having long oral processes, as a

jellyfish ; pertaining to the Semostomee, or hav-

ing their characters.

gemotedt (se-mo'ted), a. [< L. semotus, pp. of

srmorere, move apart, separate (< se-, apart, +
movers, move: see move), + -erf2.] Separated;
removed; remote.

Is it enough if I pray with my mind, the heart being tte-

moted from mundane affairs and worldly businesses?

Beem, Works, p. 13. (HaUiwell.)

Semotilus (se-mot'i-lus), n. [NL. (Rafinesque,
1820), < Gr. 'of/pa, a mark, + vri'/jtv, feather,

wing (with ref. to the dorsal fin).] An Ameri-
can genus of leuciscine fishes. The species are

variously known as chub and dace. S. corporate is the
horned chub or dace, 10 inches long, nboundingfrom New
England to Missouri and Georgia. 5. bullaris is the fall-

fish or silver chub, the largest of the Cyprinida in the re-

gions it inhabits east of the Alleghanies from Massa-
chusetts to Virginia. It reaches a length of 18 inches ;

the coloration is brilliant steel-blue above, silvery on the
sides and belly; in the spring the males have the belly
and lower fins rosy or crimson.

semper idem (sem'per J'dem). [L. : semper
(> Pr. OF. sempre), always, ever (< sent-, sim-,
in semel, once, simul, at once, E. same, etc., +
-per, akin toper, through: see per-); idem, the
same : see identic.] Always the same.

sempervirent (sem-per-vi'rent), a. [< L. sem-

per, always, + viren(t-)s, ppr. of virere, be

green or verdant: see virid.] Always green
or fresh; evergreen.
sempervive (sem'per-viv), n. [< OF.sempervive,
< L. semperviva, sempervivum, fern, or neut. of

sempervivus, ever-living, < semper, always, +
vivits, living, < vivere, live.] The houseleek.
See Senipervivum.
The greater temper-vine . . . will put out branches two

or three years; but . . . they wrap the root in a cloth
besmeared with oil, and renew it once in half a year.

Bacon, Nat. Hist., 29.

Sempervivum (sem-per-vi'vum), n . [NL. (Lin-
naeus, 1737), < L. sempenirum, also semperviva,
in full semperriva herba, houseleek, lit. the
'

ever-living plant' (tr. Gr. aei(uov), so called be-
cause it is evergreen and of great vitality ;

neut.
or fern, of semperi-irut,; ever-living: see semper-
vive.] A genus of polypetalous plants, of the
order Crassulacex. It is characterized by flowers with
numerous or more than five calyx-lobes, as many acute
narrow petals, which are entirely separate or united only
at the base, usually twice as many stamens, and as many
carpels as petals, the fruit consisting of many-seeded folli-

cles. There are about 50 species, natives especially of cen-
tral and southern Europe, also extending to Madeira and
the Canaries, into Asia .Minor and the western Himalayas,
and into Africa in Nubia and Abyssinia. They are plants
of peculiarly fleshy habit, in some species with a leaf-

bearing stem, but in most stemless and consisting of a
rosette of short and broad alternate fleshy and commonly
revolute leaves. The flowers are white, rejl, green, yellow,
or purple, and borne in panicled and commonly compactly
flowered cymes. They are remarkable, like the related

Sedum, for tenacity of life: 5. cxgpitosuin is said to have
grown when planted after being for eighteen months
pressed in a herbarium. Those with shrubby stems have
yellow or rarely white flowers, are all from the Canary
Islands, are cultivated under glass, and show many di-

vergences from the typical structure some, as the sub-

genus Greenovia, having as many as thirty-two petals. The
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best-known species of outdoor cultivation are S. ylobtfe-

rmn(see hen-and-chickens)&wi S. tectorum (the houseleek).
The latter is in England a familiar plant, with such old
names as homewurt, Indlock'e-eye, imbfeke, joulmrb, etc.

See houseleek, houxfleeh-tree.

sempiternt (sem'pi-tern), a. [< ME. xfmpiterne,
< OF. nfiiiinli-riie = Sp. Pg. It. m-nipit<'rin>, < L.

xrm/iitmiini, everlasting, < sempi-, for setup' r,

always, + -ternuts, as in sevitennts, atci'int*.

etern, eternal.] Everlasting.
To fle fro synne and derk flre seinpiterne.

Palladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 186.

The god whose . . . beinge is iempiterne.
Gower, Conf. Amant.

,
vii.

sempiternal (8em-pi-ter'nal),n. [< ME. xf inin-

ternal, < OF. (and F. ) sempiteriiel, < ML. sempi-
ternalis (in adv. sempiterttaliter) ;

as sempitern
+ -al.] Eternal; everlasting; endless; having
no end.

As thou art cyte of God, & sempiternal throne,
Here now, blessyd lady, my wofulle mone.

Political Poems, etc. (ed. Furnivall), p. 82.

The Sempiternall, Immortal!, Omnipotent, Inuisible, and
the most consummate and absolute Ueitie.

Heywood, Hierarchy of Angels, p. 90.

All truth is from the sempiternal source
Of light divine. Cmtper, Task, ii. 499.

sempiternity (sem-pi-ter'ni-ti), . [< LL.
sempitcrnila(t-)n, < L. sempiternus, everlasting:
see sempitern.] Duration without end; end-
less duration ; perpetuity.
The future eternity or sempiternity of the world.

Sir M. Hale, Orig. of Mankind, p. 94.

sempiternizet (sem-pi-ter'niz), v. t. [< sempi-
tern + -ize.] To perpetuate.
Nature, nevertheless, did not after that manner provide

for the sempiternizinff of the human race, but, on the con-

trary, created man naked, tender, and frail.

Urquhart, tr. of Rabelais, lit 8.

sempiternoust (sem-pi-ter'nus), a. [< L. sem-

pitermm, everlasting : see sempitern.] Sempi-
ternal.
A tempiternmu crone and old hag was picking up and

gathering some sticks in the said forest.

Urquhart, tr. of Kabelals, ii. 15.

sempiternumt (sem-pi-ter'num), n. [< L. gempi-
ternum, neut. of scmpiterniis, everlasting: see

sempitern.] A stuff formerly in use in England,
named from its durability. It is described as
a twilled woolen material used for garments.
Draper's Diet.

semple (sem'pl), a. A dialectal (Scotch) form
of simple.

semplice(sem'ple-che),. [It., = TZ. simple.] In

mi/sic, simple; unaffected: noting passages to
be rendered without embellishments or rhyth-
mic liberties.

sempre (sem'pre), adi: [It., < L. semper, al-

ways: see semper idem.] In music, in the same
style throughout; similarly: used with some
other direction, to prevent this from being for-

gotten, or its force suspended : as, itemprepiano,
softly throughout. Compare simile.

sempstert, See seamster.

sempstress, n. See seamstress.

semseyite (sem'si-it), . [Named after A. von

Semsey.] A sulphid of antimony and lead,
near jamesonite in composition, occurring in

monoclinic crystals of a gray color and me-
tallic luster: it is found at Fels6-Banya in

Hungary.
semstert, . See seamster.

semuncia (se-mun'shi-B), .; pi. semuneite (-e).

[L.,< semi-, half, + nneia, a twelfth part, an
ounce: see ounce1

.] A small Roman coin of
the weight of four drachmas, being the twenty-
fourth part of the Roman pound.
Semuncial (se-mun'shial), a. [< semuncia +
al.] Belonging to or based on the semuncia.

Small bronze pieces belonging to the Semuncial system.
B. V. Head, Historia Numorum, p. 48.

sen 1
!, adv. and conj. A Middle English variant

sen'2 (sen), . [Jap.] A Japanese copper or
bronze coin, equal to the one-hundredth part
of a yen or dollar

;
a Japanese cent. One- and

Obverse.
Size of original.)
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two-sen copper pieces and five-, ten-, twenty-, senator (sen'a-tor), n [< ME. senatour, MM*.

and fifty-sen silver pieces are in circulation. tur. < OF. senatour, F.sfHiitwr = Sp. Pg. sio-and fifty-sen

sen. 3 or Sen. :!

pieces
An abbreviation of senior.

senal (sc-uyal'), w. [Sp., a mark, landmark. =
K. .viV/iirt/: see xiiiniil.] In parts of the United

States acquired from Mexico, a landmark.

senarius (se-na'ri-us), ; pi. senarii (-i). [L.,

sc. i-crxiiH, a verse of six feet: see senary."] In

I.nt. i>ri>s., a verse of six feet; especially, an

iambic, trimeter.

senarmontite (se-niir'mont-it), . [Named
after H. H. do Senarmont (1808-62), a French

mineralogist and physicist.] Native antimony
trioxid (Sb2O3 ), occurring in isometric octahe-

drons, also massive : it is colorless or grayish,
of a resinous to subadamantine luster.

dor = It. senatore = D. G. Sw. Dan. senator, <

L. senator, a senator, < senex (sen-), old, an old

man: see senate.] 1. A member of a senate.

(See senate, I.) In Scotland the lords of session

are called senators of the College of Justice.

But God wot, quod this senataur also,

So vertuous a lyvere in my lyf

"chamer, Man of Law's Tale, 1. 926.

The tyrant custom, most grave senators,

Hath made the flinty and steel couch of war

Sly thrice-driven bed of down.
Shalt., Othello, i. 3. 230.

2. In old Eng. law, a member of the king's coun-

cil; a king's councilor. Bnrrill.

senary (sen'a-ri), o. [= F. nenaire = Sp. Pg. senatorial (sen-a-to'ri-al), a. [= F . senatorial

It. xenario, <"L. senarius, consisting of six each,
*- > ' '-- >-*"*-

< seni, six each, < sex = E. six: see six.] Of

six
; belonging to six ; containing six. Bailey.

senate (sen'at), n. [< ME. senat, < OF. senat,

also sene, F. 'senat = Pr. senet = Sp. Pg. senado

= It. senato = D. senaat = G. Dan. Sw. senat, <

L. senatus, council of elders, a senate, < senex

(sen-), old, an old man (eompar.. senior, old-

er; senium, old age), = Skt. sana = Gr. evof, old,

= Goth, sineigs, old (superl. sinista, eldest),

= Lith. senas = W. hen = Ir. Gael, scan, old.

= D. senatorial; as <"L. senatorius, pertain-

ing to a senator (< senator, a senator: see sena-

tor), + -al."] 1. Of or pertaining to a senate

or senators; appropriate to a senator; consist-

ing of senators : as, a senatorial robe ;
senatorial

eloquence.
Go on, brave youths, till in some future age
Whips shall become the senatorial badge.

T. Warton, Newmarket (1751).

2 [caw.] Entitled to elect a Senator: as, a

_____________ ______ Senatorial district, [U. 8.] 3. Controlled by
From the same L. adj. senex (sen-) are ult. E. a senate. [Rare.]
senile, senior, sigiior, seignior, etc., sir, sire, sir- The other |Roman) provinces, however, remained sena-

rah, etc.
;
and the same element exists in sene- tonal, their affairs directed by the Senate's decrees, their

sclial q. v.] 1. An assembly or council of citi- pro-consuls or proprietors appointed by the Senate, as of

zens invested with a share in the government of "id- ion
<
state

>

state. Especially-(a) In ancient Rome, a body of senatorially (sen-a-to'n-al-i), adv. In a sena-
-

torial manner; in'a way appropriate to or be-

coming a senator; with dignity or solemnity.

The mother was cheerful ;
the father senatorial^ grave.

A. Drummond, Travels, p. 17.

enatorian (sen-a-to'ri-an), a. [= F. senato-

rien; as L. senatorius, pertaining to a senator:

see senator."] Same as senatorial.

Propose your schemes, ye senatorian band,
Whose ways and means support the sinking land.

Johnson, Imit. of Third Satire of Juvenal.

[< L. senato-

senator, a sena-

Imp. Diet.

....J undersubsequenrempe"rorl "(6)Theupper"o7- senatorship (sen'a-tor-ship), . [< senator +
less numerous branch of a legislature in various countries, -ship .] The office or dignity of a senator,
as in France, Italy, the United States, and in all the sepa- senatorvt (sen'a-to-ri), n. f< ML. 'senatorium,
rate States of the Union. The Senate of the United States ,*;.U^f! ^f-Lr
consists of two senators from each State, and numbers (in

1891) 88 members. A senator must be at least thirty years
of age, nine years a citizen of the country, and a resident

citizens appointed or elected from among the patricians,

and later from among rich plebeians also, or taking seats

by virtue of holding or of having held certain high offices

of state Originally the senate had supreme authority in

religious matters, much legislative and judicial power,
the management of foreign affairs, etc. At the close of

the republic, however, and under the empire, the author-

ity of the senate was little more than nominal apart from

certain administrative functions, chiefly fiscal, and from its

sittings as a high court of justice and as an appellate tri-

bunal. The original senate of the patricians numbered
100 ;

after the adjunction of the tribes Titles or Sabines

and Luceres, the number became 300, and remained at

a place of meeting of senators, neut. of L. sena-

torius, of senators : see senatorial."] A senate.

As for the commens vniuersally,
And a greate parte of the senatory
Were of the same intencion.

Soy and Barlow, Rede me and be nott Wrothe, p. 40.

[(Davies.)
Senate has power to confirm or reject nominations and trea- ,--/i\ I-T JTA
ties made by the President, and also tries impeachments. senatUS (se-na'tus), w. [L.: see senate.] A sen-

The vice-president of the United States is the president of ate . also a governing body in certain umversi-
the Senate ; in his absence a senator is chosen president

pro tempore. The upper house of the Canadian Parliament

is also called the Senate ; its 80 members are appointed

by the crown for life. Hence (c) In general, a legislative

body ; a state council ; the legislative department of a

of the State from which he is chosen. Senators are elected

by the State legislatures, and sit for six years, but the terms

of office are so arranged that one third of the members retire

every two years. In addition to its legislative functions, the

government.
I am with-owte deffence dampned to proscripcion and

to the deth for the studio and bowntes that I haue doon
to the eenat. Chaucer, Boethius(ed. Furnivall), i. prose 4.

ties. Senatua acaclemicus, one of the governing bod-

ies in Sc5tch universities, consisting of the principal and

professors, and charged with the superintendence and

regulation of discipline, the administration of the univer-

sity property and revenues (subject to the control and
review of the university court), and the conferring of de

grees through the chancellor or vice-chancellor. Sena-
tus consiiltum, a decree of the ancient Roman senate,

pronounced on some question or point of law.

2. In an extended use. a body of venerable or senatUSCOnsult (se-na'tus-kon-sulf),
n.^

[< L.

distinguished persons.
There sate on many a sapphire throne

The great who had departed from mankind,
A mighty senate. Shelley, Revolt of Islam, i. 54.

3. (a) The governing body of the University
of Cambridge, and of some other institutions

of learning.
The legislative body of the University is called the Sen-

ate, and the place in which it assembles is called the

lors of Divinity, and Masters of Arts, Law, and Surgery,

having their names upon the University Register, have sencelesSt,
votes in this assembly. qpnrht V t \

Cambridge University Calendar for 1889, p. 1.
Sl

(6) In certain American colleges, where the

senatusconsultmn, prop, two words, senatus con-

sultum, a decree of the senate: senatus, gen. of

senatus, senate (see senate); consnltum, a de-

cree : see consult, n."] A senatus consultum.

It was the senatusconsults that were the principal statu-

tory factors of what was called by both emperors aud ju-

rists the jus novum. Encyc. Brit., XX. 704.

sence1
, adv., prep., and conj. An obsolete or

dialectal form of since.

sence2t. An obsolete spelling of sense* and of

sense2 .

An obsolete form of senseless.

ME. sene,ken,< AS.sencan, cause
of sincan, sink: see sink."] To

cause to sink.

send

the noun, AS. sand, etc., a sending, message,

embassy: seesnnrf2 ), causal of AS. as if *niti<ltin

= Goth', 'xiiitliiiii (pret. mintli), go, travel, =
OHG. sinnan (for *xindan), MH(i. siiinen, go,

go forth, G. sinnen (pret. sann), go over in the

mind, review, reflect upon (cf. L. scntirc, feel,

perceive: se&scent, scntient,sense^); hence Goth.

sinth, a time, = AS. sith (for *sintli), ME. ,illi<;

a journey, time: see sitlie2 . Cf. OLith. suntw,

I send.]
'

I. trans. 1. To cause to go or pass
from one place to another; despatch: as, to

snut a messenger.
The Citizens finding him [Jack Cade] to grow every Day

more insolent than other, they sent to the Lord Scales for

Assistance, who sendeth Matthew Gout, an old Soldier, to

them, with some Forces and Furniture out of the Tower.

Baker, Chronicles, p. 191.

God . . .

Thither will send his winged messengers
On errands of supernal grace.

Milton, P. L., vil. 572.

2. To procure the going, carrying, transmis-

sion, etc., of; cause to be conveyed or trans-

mitted
;
forward : as, to send one's compliments

or a present; to send tidings.

And he wrote in King Ahasuerus' name, . . . and sent

letters by posts on horseback. Esther vlii. 10.

Dr. M- sent him [Moliere] word he would come to him

upon two conditions. Lister, Journey to Paris, p. 173.

To your prayer she sends you this reply.
M. Ariutld, Balder Dead.

3. To impel; propel; throw; east; hurl: as,

a gun that sends a ball 2,000 yards.

In his right hand he held a trembling dart,

Whose fellow he before had sent apart.
Spenser, F. Q., VI. ii. 6.

There is a physical excitation or disturbance which is

sent along two different nerves, and which produces two

different disturbances in the brain.

W. K. Cli/ord, Lectures, II. 41.

4. To direct to go and act; appoint; authorize.

I have not sent these prophets, yet they ran.
Jer. xxiii. 21.

5. To cause to come; dispense; deal out;
bestow ;

inflict.

God send them more knowledge and charity.
J. Bradford, Works (Parker Soc., 1853), II. 343.

He sendeth rain on the just and on the unjust.
Mat. v. 45.

Great numbers regard diseases as things that come arbi-

trarily, or are sent by Divine Providence as judgments or

punishments for sins.

Huxley and Yowmans, Physiol., 369.

6. To cause to be
; grant. [Obs. or archaic.]

God tend him well ! Shak., All's Well, i. 1. 190.

Send her victorious,

Happy and Glorious.
H. Carey, God save the Queen.

God keep you all, Gentlemen ; and send you meet, this

day, with another Bitch-otter.
I. Walton, Complete Angler, p. 61.

7. To turn ;
drive.

He had married a worthless girl, who robbed him of all

he possessed, and then ran away ;
this sent him mad, and

he soon afterwards died.

J. Ashton, Social Life in Reign of Queen Anne, II. 46.

8. To cause to go forward doing an act in-

dicated by a verb in the present participle : as,

to send one packing.
His son . . . flung him out into the open air with a vio-

lence which sent him staggering several yards.
Warren, Now and Then, i.

The royal troops instantly flred such a volley of musketry
as sent the rebel horse flying in all directions. Macaulay.

To be sent up Salt River. See Salt River. to send
about one's business. See business. To send down,
in the University of Oxford, to send away from the univer-

sity for a period, by way of punishment. To send forth
or out. (o) To produce ; to put or bring forth : as, a tree

send* forth branches, (ft) To emit : as, flowers send forth

fragrance. To send owls to Athens. See owli. To
send salaam. See salaam. To send to Coventry, to

.

students take part in the discipline of the in-
genciont, [ME., also senchion, < OF. (andF.)

stitution, a disciplining and advisory body com- sencqon = Olt. seneccione, senezonc, < L. sene-

posed of members of the faculty and represen-
tatives of the students Courtesy of the senate.
See courtesy. Prince of the senate. See princeps sena-

tus, under princepx.

senate-Chamber (sen'at-cham"ber), n. A
chamber or hall in which a senate assembles.

senate-house (scn'at-hous), n A house

which a senate meets, or a place of public
council.

Sfc. The people do admit you, and are summon'd

Senate-House examination.
345

Shale., Cor., ii. 3. 153.

Sec examination.

. ,

send to an imaginary place of social banishment; exclude

from society ; treat with conspicuous neglect or contempt,
on account of offensive or objectionable conduct; ostra-

cio(n-), groundsel: see Senecio."} Groundsel.

For to take fysche with thy handys. Take groundis
walle, that ys senchion, and hold yt yn thi handes, yn the

water, and all fysche wylle gaddar theretoo.

Reliq. Antiq., i. 324. (Hallimll.)

send (send), t'.; pret. and pp. sent, ppr. sending.

[< ME. senden (pret. sende, sente, pp. send, sent),

< AS. sendan (pret. sende, pp. sended) = OS.
sendian = OFries. senda, sanda, neindfi = MD.
senden, D. senden = MLG. senden = OHG. san-

tan, ncntan, MHG. srndcn, senten, G. senden =
Icel. senda = Sw. sanda = Dan. sende = Goth.

aiiiiiljnii, send, lit.
' make to go' (associated with

cize socially ; cut : originally a military phrase implying
exclusion from the society of the mess. The reason for

this use of the name Coventry is matter of conjecture.

The skilful artisan, who in a given time can do more
than his fellows, but who dares not do it because he
would be sent to Coventry by them, and who consequently
cannot reap the benefit of his superior powers.

H. Spencer, Study of Sociol., p. 248.

To send to prentice. See prentice. To send to the

right-about. Sez right-about. To send up. (a) Naut.,
tonoist (a mast or yard) into its place aloft on shipboard.

(6) To convict of crime and imprison. (Colloq., U. S.)

Some of them seem rather proud of the number of

times they have been "sent up."
Scribner's Mag., VIII. 619.

II. intrans. 1. To despatch a missive, mes-

sage. or messenger ; despatch an agent for some

purpose.
See ye how this son of a murderer hath sent to take

away mine head? 2 Ki. vi. 32.
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So great physicians cannot all attend,
But some they visit, and to some they lend.

Dryden, Hind and Panther, ii. 336.

The Cashif sent to me to come to him, and I presented
him with the liquor I brought for him, and sat with him
for some time. Pococke, Description of the East, I. 56.

2. Naut., to pitch or plunge precipitately into
the trough of the sea. [In this nautical use partly
differentiated, with former variantand, and with preterit
tended.}

She sands or sends, when the ship's head or stern falls

deep in the trough of the sea.

J. H. Moore, Practical Navigator (13th ed., 1798), p. 286.

She tended forth heavily and sickly on the long swell.
She never rose to the opposite heave of the sea again.

M. Scott, Tom Cringle's Log, ii.

To send for. to request or require by message to come
or be brought: as, to send for a physician ; to send for a
coach.

Let not my lord be amused. For to this end
Was I by Ctesar sent fur to the isle.

B. Jonson, Sejanus, v. 6.

I was civilly received in a good private house, and sent
out/or every thing I wanted, there being no inn.

Pococke, Description of the East, II. ii. 201.

Next day the Queen tried the plan which the Whigs
had for some time cherished, and gentfor Lord L .

Quarterly Ret., CXXVIL 537.

send (send), n. [< ME. send, a variant, eon-
formed to the verb, of sand, sond : see sonrf2 .

In mod. use directly <send, .] If. That which
is or has been sent; a missive or message.
2. A messenger; specifically, in some parts of

Scotland, one of the messengers sent for the
bride at a wedding.

It 's nae time for brides to lye in bed
When the bridegroom's send 's in town.

There are fonr-and-twenty noble lords
A' lighted on the green.

Sweet Willie and Fair Maisry (Child's Ballads, II. 334).

He and Kob set off in the character of "Seu'i" to Sarnie
Pikshule's, duly to inquire if there was a bride there.

W. Alexander, Johnny Oibb of Gushetneuk, xxxix.

3f. That which is given, bestowed, or awarded
;

a gift ;
a present.

Thurgh giftes of our goddys, that vs grace leuys,We most suffer all hor senndes, & soberly take.
Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 3330.

Ye're bidden send your love a send,
For he has sent you twa.
The Jolly Goshawk (Child's Ballads, III. 286).

4. The impulse of a wave or waves by which a

ship is carried bodily.
The May Flower sailed from the harbor, . . .

Borne on the send of the sea.

Longfellow, Miles Standish, v.

5. Same as scend.

sendablet, . [ME. sendabylle; < send + -able.]
That may be sent. Cath. Aug., p. 329.

sendal (sen'dal), H. [Early mod. E. scndall,
sendell, cendaf, cendell, itynaale, sometimes san-
dal ; < ME. sends!, sendal, sendale, sendalle, sen-

dell, cendel, < OF. sandal, cendal = Sp. Pg. cen-
dal = It. zendalo, sendado,

" a kind of fine thin
silken stuffe, called taffeta, sarcenett, or sen-
dall" (Florio) (> Turk, sandal, brocade), < ML.
"sendalutn, cendalutn, sendal, also cindadus, cin-

datas, cindatum, sendatum, etc., equiv. to Gr.
aivSuv, fine linen: see sindon.] A silken ma-
terial used in the fourteenth and fifteenth cen-
turies for rich dresses, flags, pennons, etc.

; also,
a piece of this material. It was apparently of two
kinds : the first a thin silk, like sarsenet, used for linings,
flags, etc. ; the other much heavier and used for cere-
monial vestments and the like.

loseph Ab Arimathia asked of Pylate the bodye of our
Lorde and leyde it in a clene Sendell, and put it in a Se-
pulcre that no man had ben buryed in.

Joseph of Arimathie (E. E. T. S.), p. 33.

In sangwin and in pers he clad was al,
Lined with taRata and with sendal.

Chaucer, Gen. Prol. to 0. T., 1. 440.

Sendale . . . was a thynne stuffe lyke sarcenett, .

but coarser and narrower than the sarcenett now ys, as
myselfe can remember.

Thynne, Anim. on Speght's Chaucer (1598> (Fairholt.)

Thy smock of silk both fine and white,
With gold embroider'd gorgeously
Thy petticoat of sendall right,
And this I bought thee gladly.

Greensleeoes (Ellis's Specimens, III. 328). (Narei.)
Sails of stlk and ropes of sendal,
Such as gleam in ancient lore.

Longfellow, Secret of the Sea-

Bender (sen'der), n. [< ME. sendere; < send +
-er1

.] 1. One who sends.

Exe. This was a merry message.
K. Hen. We hope to make the Bender blush at it

Shak., Hen. V., i. 2. 299.

2. In telegraphy and telephony, the instrument
by means of which a message is transmitted, as
distinguished from the receiver at the other end
of the line; also, the person transmitting. See
curb-sender.
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sending (sen'ding), H. [< ME. sendijnge (=
MHG. G. sendunge, G. sendung) ; verbal n. of
xi'iut, i-.] 1 . The act of causing to go forward

;

despatching. 2. A'aitt.. pitching bodily into
the trough of the sea, as a ship.
send-off (send'of), n. A start, as on a journey
or career of any kind, or a demonstration of

good-will on the occasion of such a departure ;

a speeding: as, Ms friends gave him a hearty
send-off; an enthusiastic send-off to an actor.

[Colloq.]

sendonyt, . Same as sindoti.

sene't. A Middle English form of seen.

sene'-'t, . A Middle English form of seene.

sene :<

t,
. A Middle English form of sign.

sene4
t,

. An obsolete form of senna.
Senebiera (sen-e-be'ra), n. [NL. (Poiret, 1806),
named after Jean Sen'ebier (1742-1809), a Swiss
naturalist.] A genus of cruciferous plants, of
the tribe Lepidinese. It Is distinguished by the fruit,
a didymous pod of which the rugose and nearly spherical
valves separate at maturity into two one-seeded nutlets.
There are 6 species, widely diffused through warm and
temperate regions of both hemispheres. They are an-
nual or biennial herbs, nearly prostrate and very much
branched, bearing alternate entire or dissected leaves,
and minute white or rarely purple flowers in short racemes
opposite the leaves. S. Kilotica of Egypt has been used
as a salad, as has S. Coronopus, the wart-cress of England,
also known as shrine-cress, herb-ivy, and buck's-htrrn. S.

didyma, the lesser wart-cress, a weed often covering waste
ground in western England, is occasionally found natural-
ized in parts of the Atlantic States.

Seneca (sen'e-ka), . [Amer. Ind.] 1. A mem-
ber of an Indian tribe which formed part of the
former Iroquois confederacy of the Five Na-
tions. 2. [I. P.] Same as senega.

seneca-grass (sen'e-ka-gras), n. See Hie-
rocliloe.

Seneca-Oil (sen'e-ka-oil), n. [Also (formerly f )

Hi'itrga-, Se>teka-o\\, etc.
;

< Seneca, name of a
tribe of the Five Nations (Latinized as Senega),+ oil.'] Petroleum in a crude state: so called
from its having been first collected and used,
in their religious ceremonies, by the Seneca
Indians.

Seneca's microscope. A glass globe filled with
water, used as a magnifier.
Senecio (se-ne'si-6), . [NL. (Tournefort,
1700), < L. senecio(n-), a plant, groundsel, so
called in allusion to the receptacle, which is

naked and resembles a bald head
; < seneeio(n-),

an old man,< senex, old : see senate. Cf . sencion.]
1. A genus of composite plants, type of the tribe
Senecionideee and subtribe Eusenecionese. It is

characterized by terminal flower-heads with a broad or
cylindrical involucre of one or two rows of narrow bracts,
numerous regular and perfect disk-flowers with truncate
and cylindrical recurved style-branches and nearly cylin-
drical five- to ten-ribbed achenes, smooth or but slightly
downy, and little or not at all contracted at the summit,
which bears a copious soft white pappus of slender simple
bristles. Some species have flower-heads calyculate with
a few bractlets below, and the majority bear spreading pis-
tillate rays, which are, however, minute in some and in
others absent. This has been esteemed the largest genus
of flowering plants, containing (including Cacalia, with
Durand, 1888) at least 960 clearly distinct species ; it is yet
uncertain whether or not it is surpassed by the leguminous
genus Astragalus, under which 1,300 species have been
described, but perhaps not over 900 of these are genuine.
The species of Senecio are mostly herbs, of polymorphous
habit, either smooth or woolly, and bear alternate or radi-
cal leaves which are entire, toothed, or dissected. Their
flower-heads are either large or small, corymbed, panicled,
or solitary, and are in the great majority of species yellow,
especially the disk-flowers. The genus is of almost uni-
versal distribution, but the range of individual species is

remarkably limited. They are most abundant in temper-
ate climates; probably about two thirds of the species
belong to the Old World, and of those half to South
Africa and over a fourth to Europe and the Mediter-
ranean region. About 66 species are found in the United
States, including the 9 species of Cacalia (Tournefort,
1700), separated by many authors ; the others are chiefly
low or slender herbs with bright-yellow rays, most nu-
merous in the central States. American species are
much more abundant in the Andean region, where they
assume a shrubby habit and in three fourths of the species
develop no ray-flowers, the reverse of the proportion else-
where. Many of the Andean species grow close to the
snow-line, and have leaves quite glossy and glutinous
above and clothed with warm wool beneath

; somegummy-
leaved species have been used for firewood by the Bolivians
under the name tola. In St. Helena and New Zealand a
number of species become small trees. (See he-cabbagetree
and puka-puka.) (For the principal British and American
species, see ragu'ort, liferoot, and jacob&a; for the original
species, S. nulgaris, a weed sold for cage-birds in London
under the names bird-seed and chickcnweed, and also called
sencion and simson, see groundsel!.) Several species have
been in repute asremediesforwounds, asS. Saracenicus (tor
which see Saracen's comfrey, under Saracen). S. paludonts
is known as bird's-tonaue, S. hierac\folius as hawkweed,
and 5. Lyallii, of New Zealand, as mountain-marigold. S.

lobatus, a tall and rather showy species of the southern
United States, is known as butterweed, from its fleshy
leaves. S. Cineraria, a bushy yellow-flowered perennial
of Mediterranean shores from Spain to Greece and Egypt,
is the dusty-miller of gardens, valued for its numerous
long and pinnately cleft leaves, remarkably whitened with

senescent

close down ; from it the native dusty-miller of the Atlantic
coast, Artemisia Stelleriana, is distinguished by its short,
roundish, less deeply cut leaves. S. scandens, Cape ivy,
a tender climber with smooth and shining bright-green
angled leaves, from the Cape of Good Hope, is a favorite
in cultivation. Several species are cultivated for their

flowers_
under the generic name Senecio, as the orange S.

Japnniciif, and the purple and yellow S. pulcher, which
reach nearly or quite 3 inches in diameter. S. argcnteus,
the silvery senecio, a dwarf 2 inches high, is valued for

edgings, and several others for rock-gardens. The most
important species, perhaps, are those of the section Cine-
raria, cultivated under glass, some of which have deep-
blue rays, a color elsewhere absent from this and most
other composite genera.
2. \l. 0,1 A member of this genus,
senecioid (sf-ne'gi-oid), a. [NL., < Senecio +
-aid.] Kesembling Senecio.

Senecionideae (se-ne"si-o-nid'e-e), n. pi. [NL.
(Lessing, 1832), < Senecio(n-)+ -jW-ra?.] A tribe
of composite plants, characterized by usually
radiate flower-heads, nearly equal involucral
bracts in one or two rows, pappus composed
of bristles, anthers with a tailless base or with
two short points, and penciled, truncate or ap-
pendaged style-branches in the perfect flowers.
It includes 4 subtribes, of which Liabum, T-ussilago, Sene-
cio. and Othonna arc the types, and comprises 43 genera
and about 1,300 species, which extend into all parts of
the world. They are mainly annual and perennial herbs
with alternate leaves and yellow disk-flowers, often also
with yellow rays. Among other genera, Petasites, Arnica,
Doronicum, and Erfchthites are represented in the United
States.

senectitude (se-uek'ti-tud), . [< ML. senecti-
tudo for L. senectus (scnectut-), old age, < senex,
old: see senate.'] Old age. [Bare.]

Senectitude, weary of its toils. //. Miller.

senega (sen'e-gii), . [NL. : see Seneca-oil.] A
drug consistmg'of the root Polygala Senega, the
Seneca snakeroot . The drug is said to have been used
as an antidote for the bite of the rattlesnake. It is now
almost exclusively used as an expectorant and diuretic.
Also seneca.

Senegal (sen'e-gal), a. and n. [< Senegal (see
def . ). ] I. a. Of or pertaining to Senegal, a river
in western Africa, and the region near it. Com-
pare Senegambiitn Senegal crow. See crows.
Senegal galago, Galago senegalensis. Senegal gum.
See gum arable, under gumS. Senegal jackal, a variety
of the common jackal, Cants anthtis. - Senegal mahog-
any. See Khaya. Senegal parrot, Palirirrnis sentgalus.

Senegal sandpiper*, senna, shrike. See the nouns.

II. n. II. c.] A dealers' name of the small
African blood-finches of the genus Lagono-
sticta. They are tiny birds, averaging under 4 inches
long, and would be taken for little finches, but belong to
the Bpermestine
group of the Ploce-
ida (nottoFrinffil-
lidx). More than
20 species of /."

gonftsticta are de-

scribed, all Afri-

can; they are close-

ly related to the
numerous species
of Spermegtes, all

likewise African,
and of Estrelda
and iU subdivi-

sions, mainly Afri-

can, but also Indi-

an, some of which
are known to the
dealers as ama-
davats, strawberry-
finches, etc. The
blood-finches (Laffonogticta proper) are so called from their

leading color, a rich crimson, shaded into browns, grays,
and black, and often set off with pearly white spots. Sev-
eral different birds share the name Senegal. That to which
it specially pertains inhabits Senegambia; it is the stni-

gah of the early French and the Are-bird or fire-finch of
the early English ornithologists, the Frinyitta xenegala of
Linnaeus, and the Estrelda fenegala ot many writers; it is 3}
inches long, the male mostly crimson, with black tail and
brown belly, and the back brown washed over with crim-
son. L. minima is scarcely different, but slightly smaller,
and has a few white dots on the sides of the breast.

Senegambian (sen-e-gam'bi-an), a. [< Senegal+ Gambia, the two chief rivers of the region.]
Pertaining to Senegambia, a region in western
Africa, belonging in great part to France and
other European powers,
senegin (sen'e-gin), n. Same as polygaline.
senescence (se-nes'ens), n. [< senescen(t) + -ce.~]

The condition of growing old, or of decaying by
time; decadence.
The world with an unearthly ruddy Hue

; such might
be the color cast by a nearly burnt-out sun in the senes-
cence of a system. Harper's Mag., LXXVII. 620.

senescent (se-nes'ent), a. [= It. senescente. <

L. senescen(i-)s, ppr. of senescere, grow old, <

MMTV, be old, < senex, old: see senate.'] Grow-
ing old; aging: as, a senescent bean.

The night was senescent,,
And star-dials pointed to morn. Poe, Ulalume.

It [the Latin of the twelfth century] is not a dead but a
living language, senescent, perhaps, but in a green old age.

Stubbe, Medieval and Modern Hist., p. 153.

Senegal Blood-finch



seneschal

seneschal (sen'e-shal), n. [Early mod. E. also

seneshall; < ME. seneschal (= It. senesciallo), <

OF. seneschal, senescal, F. se>icclial= Pr. Sp. Pg.
senescal = It. siniscalco, seniscalco, < ML. sene-

scalcus, ftiniseitlcus, later also senescallus, si'iu--

scaldus (> MHG. scium-luill, sint-xchalt, G. sene-

schall), a steward, prefect, majordomo, as if <

Goth. "siiiKxknlkx,
' old servant,' < *siiis (super!.

sinista), old (= L. sen-ex, old: see senate), +
skalks, servant: see skalk. The same element
-shal occurs in marshal 1

, q. v.] Formerly, an of-

ficer in the household of a prince or dignitary,
,
who had the superintendence of domestic cere-

monies and feasts; a majordomo; a steward.
In some instances the seneschal was a royal officer serving
as the presiding magistrate of a district or province.

The disorders of seneschalls, captaynes, and theyr soul-

diours, and many such like. Spenser, State of Ireland.

Thrusting in his rage
To right and left each seneschal and page.

Longfellow, Wayside Inn, Sicilian's Tale.

seneschalship (sen'e-shal-ship), n. [< sene-

schal + -ship.] The office of seneschal,

seneshallt, See seneschal.

senett, . See sennet.

Senex (se'neks), n. [NL. (J. E. Gray. 1839), <

L. senex, old: see senate.] 1. A South Amer-
ican genus of polyborine hawks, the type of

which is S. leucurus. 2f. A South American
genus of Cypselidss, the type of which is Cypse-
lus senex or Senex temmincki, a Brazilian swift.

Streubcl, 1848.

senget, *'. An obsolete (the original) form of

singe
1

.

sengellyt, senglelyt, adr. [ME., also sengilly,

semjeley, < AS. singallice, continually, < singal,

continual, continuous.] Continually.
Ouere-so-euer I lugged gemmez gaye,
I sette hyr senyeley in synglure.

Alliterative Poems (ed. Morris), i. 8.

Bot I am sengilly here, with sex sum of knyghtes.
MorU Arthure (E. E. T. S.), 1. 471.

seng-gung (seng'gung), . [Sunda Javanese.]
The teleau or Javan badger, Mydaus meliceps.
See cut under teledu.

senglet, a. An obsolete form of single^.

sengreen (sen'gren), n. [< ME. sengrene, sin-

grene, evergreen, < AS. sin-grene (= D. sene-

groen = MHG. singruene, G. singriin = Dan. sin-

griin, periwinkle), < sin-, an intensive prefix,

exceeding, very, great (sin-byrnendc, ever-burn-

ing, sin-grim, exceeding fierce, sin-niht, eternal

night, sin-here, immense army, etc.) (= MD.
OHG. sin- = Icel. si-

; perhaps akin to E. same,
and L. semper: see semper idem),+ grene, green :

see green1 .] 1. A plant, the houseleek, Semper-
vivum tectorum. 2. In her., a figure resembling
the houseleek, used as a bearing Water-sen-
green, the water-soldier, Stratiotei aloides. Also knights'
water-sengreen.

senhor (se-nyor'), n. [Pg. : see senior, seilor,

signor, sir.] The Portuguese form correspond-
ing to the Spanish seilor and Italian signor.
See seSor, signor.

senile (se'nil), a. [<OF. senile, F. senile = Pr.

Sp. Pg. senil = It. senile, < L. senilis, of or be-

longing to an old man or old age, < senex (sen-),

old, an old man : see senate, senior.] Of, per-
taining to, or characteristic of old age ; pro-
ceeding from age ; especially, pertaining to or

proceeding from the weaknesses that usually
attend old age : as, senile garrulity ;

senile petu-
lance.

Loss of colour of the hair may be accidental, premature,
or senile. Copland, Diet. Pract. Med.

A person in whom nature, education, and time have hap-
pily matched a senile maturity of judgement with youth-
ful vigour of fancy. Boyle, On Colours. (Latham.)

Consider briefly the striking phenomena of loss of mem-
ory in what is called senile imbecility.

Maudsley, Mind, XII. 508.

Senile atrophy, the emaciation of old age. Senile atro-
phy Of bones, wide-spread lacunar resorption of bone in-

cident to old age.- Senile bronchitis, the subacute or
chronic bronchitis of old people. Senile dementia. See
dementia. Senile Involution, the shrinking or shrivel-

ing up of the body or any organ in aged people. Senile
tremor, the shaking movement or tremor seen in old

persons.

senility (se-mTi-ti), . [= Y.senilite; as senile

+
-i-t;/.] The state of being senile; old age;

especially, the weakness or imbecility of old age.
Mr. Edwards, when going away, again recurred to his

consciousness of senility, and, looking full in Johnson's
face, said to him,

" You'll find in Dr. Young, O my coevals !

remnants of yourselves." Bostcell, Johnson, an. 1778.

It is wonderful to see the unseasonable senility of what
is called the Peace Party.

Emerson, Emancipation Proclamation.

senior (se'nior), . and H. [Early mod. E. ne-

niour; < L. xcnior. older; as a noun an elder,
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elderly person, old man, eccl. an elder, ML. a

lord, chief; compar. of senex (sen-), old: see
senate. From the L. senior are also ult. seignior,
xi/linir, m'Hiir, xnilnir, xin; air; also the second
element in monsieur and mon.t!gnor.] I. n. 1.

Older; elder: when following a personal name,
as John Smith, senior (usually abbreviated <SV.

or Sen.), it denotes the older of two persons in

one family or community of that name. 2.

Older in office or service : as, a senior judge,
colonel, etc. 3. Belonging or pertahiing to the

fourth or last year of the curriculum of an Amer-
ican college, seminary, or other institution : as,
the senior class Senior optlme. See optime. Se-
nior soph, see sojihixter, 3. Senior wrangler. See

wrangler.
II. H. 1. A person who is older than another;

one more advanced in life
;
an elder.

Excepte they washe their handes ofte, eate not, observ-

inge the tradicions of the seniours. Tyndale, Mark vii. 3.

He [Pope] died in May, 1744, about a year and a half be-

fore his friend Swift, who, more than twenty years his se-

nior, had naturally anticipated that he should be the first

to depart. Craik, Hist. Eng. Lit., II. 241.

2. One who is older in office or service, or whose
first entrance upon such office or service was
anterior to that of another. 3. An aged per-
son

;
one of the older inhabitants.

A senior of the place replies,
Well read, and curious of antiquities. Dryden.

4. In the universities of England, one of the
older fellows of a college. See seniority, 3.

5. In the United States, a student in the fourth

year of the curriculum in colleges or semina-

ries; also, one in the last or most advanced
year in certain professional schools

; by exten-

sion, a student in the most advanced class in

various institutions.

seniority (se-nior'i-ti), n. [< ME. senyoryte, <

ML. seniorita(t-)s, < senior, elder: see senior.]
1. The' state of being senior; priority of birth:

opposed to juniority : as, the elder brother is

entitled to the place by seniority.
Mr. Treatall, upon the serving up of the supper, desired

the ladies to take their places according to their different

age and seniority, for that it was the way always at his ta-

ble to pay respect to years.
Addison, Trial of Ladies' Quarrels.

2. Priority in office or service : as, the seniority
of a surgeon or a chaplain. 3. A body of se-

niors or elders
;
an assembly or court consist-

ing of the senior fellows of a college.
The Duke Satt in Seynt Markes Churche in ryght hys

astate in the Qwer on the ryght syd with senyoryte, which
they call lords, in Riche aparell, as purpyll velvet, cremsyn
velvet, ffyne Scarlett.

Torkinyton, Diarie of Eng. Travell, p. 14.

The dons . . . regarded the matter in so serious a light
that they summoned a seniority for its immediate investi-

gation. Farrar, Julian Home, xxiii.

seniorizet (se'nior-iz), v.i. [< senior + -ize.] To
exercise lordly authority ;

lord it; rule. Fair-

fax.
senioryt (se'nior-i), n. [< ML. senioria, < L.

senior, senior : see senior. Cf. seigniory.] Same
as seniority.

It ancient sorrow be most reverend,
Give mine the benefit of seniory.

Shak., Rich. III., iv. 4. 36.

senium (se'ni-um), n. [L.] The feebleness of

old age.
senna (sen'a), n. [Formerly also sena, seny,
senie, sene; t. OF. senne, sene, F. sene = Sp. sen,

sena = Pg. senne = It. sena (= D. zeneblad = G.
senesbldtter = Sw. sennetsblad = Dan. senncs-

blad) = Hind, sena, < Ar. sena, sana, senna.] 1.

A drug consisting of the dried leaflets of several

species of Cassia. The officinal species are C. acutifo-
Ita and C. anywit\folia, the former being known as Alexan-

Flowering Branch of Senna (Cassia obmjata). a, a pod.

senor

drum, the latter as Indian senna. The product of some
other species is more or less used. (See names below.)
Senna is a prompt, efficient, and very safe purgative, espe-

cially suited to fevers and febrile complaints. It was in-

troduced into medicine by the Arabs.

2. Any species of Cassia yielding the above

drug. The name is extended more or less to

other species of Cn.ini(i, and to a few similar

plants Aleppo senna, the product of Cassia obovata,
an inferior kiniCwild in Syria. Egypt, and Senegambia,
formerly cultivated in Italy, etc., but now out of com-
merce except as an adulterant. The same plant is called

Italian and Senegal senna. Alexandrian senna, one
of the officinal sennas exported by way of Alexandria
derived from Cassia aeuti/olia, a species which grows wild

abundantly in Upper Egypt, ^bia, etc. American
senna, Casria MarUandwi, an erect herbs or i feet high,
with from six to nine pairs of leaflets and yellow flowers,

abounding southward in the eastern I'nited States. Its

leaves are a safe and efficient cathartic, but less active

than the Oriental kinds. Also wild senna. Bastard
senna. Same as bladder-senna. India or Indian
senna, the product of Cassia angusti/olia (C. elongata,

etc.), obtained chiefly in Arabia, but reaching western
lands by way of Bombay and other Indian ports. Some-
times also called Mocha senna, as originally from that

port. The same plant in cultivation yields Tinneyelly
senna. Mecca senna, the product of Cassia angusttfolia

exported through Mecca. MOCha senna. See India
senna. Scorpion-senna. See CoranillaV. Senegal
senna. See Aleppo senna, above. Tinnevelly senna.
See India senna, above. Tripoli senna, an article as-

cribed to Cassia jZthiopica, and thought to he obtained in

ezzan. Wild senna. See American senna, above.

sennachie, sennachy, n. Same as seannachie.

senna-tree (sen'a-tre), re. An arborescent spe-
cies of Cassia, C.'emarginata of the West Indies.

sennet 1
! (sen'et), n. [Also written sennit, genet,

scnnate, synnet, cynet, signet, signate: see signet,

signate.] A particular set of tones on a trum-

pet or cornet, different from a flourish. The
word occurs chiefly in the stage directions of

old plays.
Trumpets sound a flourish, and then a sennet.

Deleter, Satiromastix.
Cornets sound a cynet.

Marston, Antonio's Revenge. (Nares.)

sennet2 (sen'et), . Same a,s sennight. [Prov.

Eng.]
sennight (seu'it), n. [E. dial, sennet; early
mod. E. senyght, sevenyght, < ME. seve-niht, sore-

nyht, sevennyghte, sefennahkt, a week, < seven +
night: see seven and night, and cf. fortnight (for

*fourteennight).] The space of seven nights
and days ; a week.

I chanced to show you, most honorable audience, this

day sennight, what I heard of a man that was slain.

Latimer, 6th Sermon bef . Edw. VI.
,
1549.

She shall never have a happy hour, unless she marry
within this sen'night. B. Jonson, Bartholomew Fair, 1. 1.

We agreed to meet at Watertown that day sen'nigM.
Winthrop, Hist. New England, I. 46.

My love for Nature is as old as I ;

But thirty moons, one honeymoon to that,
And three rich sennights more, my love for her.

Tennyson, Edwin Morris.

sennit 1
(sen'it), n. [Also sinnet, formerly sin-

nett; said to be < seven (contracted
to sen- as in sennight) + Jcnit: see

knit, and for the sense 'seven-knit-
ted' cf. similar formations, as dimity
('two-threaded') and samite ('six-

threaded').] Naut., a sort of flat

braided cordage used for various pur-
poses, and formed by plaiting rope-
yarns or spun yarn together; also,

grass or straw plaited by seamen for making
hats.

Trene. A threefold rope, cord, string, or twist, called

by Mariners a Sinnet. Cotgrave.

The boys who could not sew well enough to make their
own clothes laid up grass into sinnet for the men, who
sewed for them in return.

R. H. Dana, Two Years Before the Mast, p. 269.

sennit2t, See sennefl.

senocular (se-nok'u-lar), a. [< L. seni, six each

(< sex, six), + oculus, eye, + -ar3.] Having
six eyes.
Most animals are binocular, spiders for the most part

octonocular, and some . . . senocular.

Derham, Physico-Theology, viii. 3, note.

Senonian (se-no'ni-an), . [< L. Sinones, a

people in central Gaul, + -ian.] In geol., a
division of the Upper Cretaceous in France
and Belgium. The term is also used to some extent
in English geology. The Senonian lies between the Tu-
ronian and the Danian, and is subdivided into the San-
tonian and Campanian ; it corresponds to the "Upper
Chalk with flints

"
of the English Cretaceous, which is there

essentially a white pulverulent mass of chnlk, with flints

arranged in nearly parallel layers. Although exhibiting
in England a remarkable uniformity of lithological char-
acter from top to bottom, it has been shown to be paleon-
tologically separable into several distinct zones closely
resembling those into which the chalk of the northern
Cretaceous basin of France has been divided.

senor (se-nyor'), n. [Sp. senor, a gentleman, sir,

< L. senior, elder, ML. a lord : see senior, sir.]



senor

A gentleman; in address, sir; as a title, Mr.:

in Spanish use.

sefiora (se-nyo'ra), . [Sp. (fern, of scilor), a

lady, madam : see wffor.] A lady ;
in address,

madam; as a title, Mrs. : the feminine of settor:

in Spanish use.

senorita (sen-yo-re'ta), w. [Sp., dim. otstKorn :

see xeilitr.] 1. A young lady ;
in address, miss;

as a title, Miss: in Spanish use. 2. In iclilh.,

a graceful little labroid fish of California, Pseu-

dojulis or Oxyjulis modestus. It in 6 or 7 inches

long, prettily marked with indigo-blue, orange, and black

upon an olive-brown ground, cream-colored below.

Senousi (se-no'si), . [Algerian: see quot. un-

der Senousian, n.] A Mohammedan religious
and political society, especially influential in

northern Africa. See the quotation.
The Mussulman confraternity of Senmisi. This sect,

which is distinguished by its austere and fanatical tenets,

arose forty-six years ago under an Algerian, and appears
to have in a greater or less degree permeated the Monam-
medan world, and acquired vast political importance. It

flourishes especially in Northern Africa, reaching as far

south as Timbuctoo. Nature, XXX. 478.

Senousian (se-no'si-an), a. and n. [< Senouni

+ -on.] I. a. Of or'pertaining to the Senousi.

Ready at a moment's notice to convey to the interior the

persons and property of the Senousian authorities.

Science, IV. 459.

H. n. One of the Senousi.

Senousians, or the Brotherhood of Sidi Mohammed Ben
All es-Senousi, the founder of the order. Science, IV. 457.

Senoyst, a. and . [< OF. *Sienois = It. Sie-

nese, Sienese : see Sienese.] Sienese.

The Florentines and Senoys are by the ears.

Sltalc., All's Well, i. i. 1.

senst, v . t. Same as sense2 for incense"*.

sensable (sen'sa-bl), a. [< sense
1 + -able.] In-

telligible. [Rare.]
Your second [sort of figures] serues the conceit onely

and not th' eare, and may be called sensoMe, not sensible,
nor yet sententious.

Puttmham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 133.

sensarf
,
n. An obsolete form of ceitser.

sensate (sen'sat), n. [< L. sensatus, endued
with sense, < sensus, sense: see sense1 .] Per-
ceived by the senses.

sensatet (sen'sat), v. t.
[< sensate, a.~\ To have

perception of, as an object of the senses; ap-
prehend by the senses or understanding.
As those of the one are sensated by the ear, so those of

the other are by the eye.

Hooke, Hist. Royal Soc., ill. 2. (Encyc. Diet.)

sensated, a. Same as sensate.

sensation (sen-sa'shou), n. [< OF. sensation,
F. sensation = Pr. sensation = Sp. sensacion =
Pg. sensag&o = It. sensazione,<. 'M.li.'sensatio(n-),
< L. sensatus, endued with sense: see sensate.']
1. The action, faculty, or immediate mental re-

sult of receiving a mental impression from any
affection of the bodily organism ;

sensitive ap-
prehension; corporeal feeling; any feeling;
also, the elements of feeling or immediate con-
sciousness and of consciousness of reaction in

perception ;
the subjective element of percep-

tion. Sensation has to be distinguished from feeling
on the one hand, and from perception on the other. All
are abstractions, or objects segregated by the mind from
their concomitants, but perception is less so and feel-

ing more so than sensation. Sensation is feeling toge-
ther with the direct consciousness of that feeling forcing
itself upon us, so that it involves the essential element of
the conception of an object ; but sensation is considered

apart from its union with associated sensations, by which
a perception is built up. Sensations are either peripheral
or visceral. Among the latter are to be specially men-
tioned sensations of operations in the brain. No approach
to a satisfactory enumeration of the different kinds of sen-

sations, even of the peripheral kind, has been made.

Those that make motion and sensation thus really the

same, they must of necessity acknowledge that no longer
motion, no longer sensation, . . . and that every motion
or reaction must be a new sensation, as well as every ceas-

ing of reaction a ceasing of senmtion.
Dr. H. Hore, Immortal, of Soul, II. i. 12.

The perception which actually accompanies and is an-
nexed to any impression on the body made by an external
object, being distinct from all other modifications of

thinking, furnishes the mind with a distinct idea, which
we call sensation.

Locke, Human Understanding, II. xix. 1.

Sensation, so long as we take the analytic point of view,
differs from perception only in the extreme simplicity of
its object or content. . . . From the physiological point
of view both sensations and perceptions differ from
thoughts in the fact that nerve-currents coming in from
the periphery are involved in their production.

W. James, Prin. of Psychology, xvii.

Impressions may be divided into two kinds, those of
sensation and those of reflexion. The first kind arises in
the soul originally, from unknown causes.

Hume, Treatise of Human Nature, I. ii.

The feelings which accompany the exercise of these
sensitive or corporeal powers, whether cognitive or ap-
petent, will constitute a distinct class, and to these we
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may with great propriety give the name of sensation*;
whereas on the feelings which accompany the energies of
all our higher powers of mind we may with equal pro-
priety bestow the name of sentiments.

Sir W. Hamilton, Metaph., xlv.

Unlucky Welsted ! thy unfeeling master,
The more thou ticklest, gripes his flst the faster.

While thus each hand promotes the pleasing pain,
And quick sensations skip from vein to vein.

Pope, Dunciad, ii. 212.

Sensations sweet,
Felt in the blood, and felt along the heart.

Wordsworth, Tintern Abbey.
She was hardly conscious of any bodily se.nsation except

a sensation of strength inspired by a mighty emotion.

George Eliot, Mill on the Floss, vii. 5.

2. A state of interest or of feeling; especially,
a state of excited interest or feeling.
The sensation caused by the appearance of that work is

still remembered by many. Brirugham.
The actor's dress had caught fire, and the house had a

sensation not bargained for.

J. C. Jea/reson, Live it Down, xxii.

An intellectual voluptuary, a moral dilettante [Pe-

trarch], the flrst instance of that character, since too com-
mon, the gentleman in search of a sensation.

Lowell, Among ray Books, 1st ser., p. 366.

3. That which produces sensation or excited
interest or feeling: as, the greatest sensation
of the day Muscular sensations. See mutcular.
Perverse temperature-sensations, the production of
a sensation of neat by a cold body applied to the skin,
and of cold by a hot body. Sensation novels, novels
that produce their effect by exciting and often Improbable
situations, by taking as their groundwork some dreadful

secret, some atrocious crime, or the like, and painting
scenes of extreme peril, high-wrought passion, etc.

sensational (sen-sa'shon-al), a. [< sensation +
-al.] 1. Of or pertaining to sensation ; relating
to or implying sensation or perception through
the senses.

With sensational pleasures and pains there go, in the

infant, little else but vague feelings of delight and anger
and fear. H. Spencer, Prin. of Psychol., t 482.

This property of Persistence, and also of recurrence in

Idea, belonging more or less to sensational states, is their

[i. f., sensations'] intellectual property.
A. Bain, Emotions and Will, p. 17.

2. Having sensation
; serving to convey sensa-

tion; sentient. Dunglison. 3. Intended, as a

literary or artistic work, to excite intense emo-
tion

; appealing to the love of being moved, as
a chief source of interest.

The sensational history of thePaston letters, rather than
the really valuable matter contained in them, has been
the chief element in the demand for their production.

Stubbs, Medieval and Modern Hist., p. 56.

4. Of or pertaining to sensationalism
;
adher-

ing to philosophical sensationalism.

Are we then obliged to give in our adherence to the
tennationnl philosophy ?

Farrar, Origin of Language, p. 148.

He never forgot that Berkeley was a sensational, while
he was an intellectual, idealist

A. J. Batfaur, Mind, IX. 91.

sensationalism (sen-sa'shon-al-izm), n. [<
sensational + -ism.] 1. In'philos., the theory
or doctrine that all our ideas are solely derived

through our senses or sensations ; sensualism.

Sensationalism at once necessitates and renders impos-
sible a materialistic explanation of the universe.

Caird, Philos. of Kant, p. 13.

2. Sensational writing or language ; the pres-
entation of matters or details of such a nature
or in such a manner as to thrill the reader or
to gratify vulgar curiosity : as, the sensational-

ism of the press.
There was an air of sensationalism about its news de-

partments that was new in that field.

Harper's Mag., LXXVII. 695.

sensationalist (sen-sa'shon-al-ist), n. [< sen-

sational + -ist.] 1. In metdph., a believer in

or an upholder of the doctrine of sensationalism
or sensualism: sometimes used adjectively.

Accordingly we are not surprised to find that Locke was
claimed as the founder of a sensationalist school, whose
ultimate conclusions his calm and pious mind would
have indignantly repudiated. . . . We consider this on
the whole a less objectionable term than "sensualist" or

"sensuist"; the latter word is uncouth, and the former,
from the things which it connotes, is hardly fair.

Farrar, Origin of Language, p. 150, and note.

2. A sensational writer or speaker.
sensationalistic (sen-sa-shon-a-lis'tik), a. [<
sensationalist + -ic.] Of or pertaining to sen-

sationalists, or sensationalism in philosophy.
Kncyc. Brit., XXI. 40.

sensationally (sen-sa'shon-al-i), adv. In a sen-

sational manner.
sensationary (sen-sa'shon-a-ri), a. [< sensa-

tion + -ary.] Possessing or relating to sensa-
tion

;
sensational.

sensationism (sen-sa'shon-izm), . Same as

sensationalism.

sense

sensative (sen'sa-tiv), a. [< sensatr 4- -IT.]
Of or pertaining to sensation; sensatory.
[Rare.]

Force vegetiue and sensatiuc in Man
There is. Ileywood, Hierarchy of Angels, p. 13.

sensatorial (sen-sa-to'ri-al), a. [< sensate +
-nnj + -ill.] Of or pertaining to sensation;
sensational. [Rare.]
A brilliantly original line of research, which may pos-

sibly . . . lead to a restatement of the whole psycho-
physical theory of sensatorial intensity as developed by
Weber. The Academy, Aug. 16, 1890, p. 13B.

sense 1
(sens), n. [Early mod. E. also sence ;

Icel. sansar, pi., the senses, Sw. saws = Dan.
sands, sense, < OF. (and F.) sens = Pg. It. senso,
< L. sensus, feeling, sense, < gentire, pp. sensus,

feel, perceive : see scent.] 1. The capacity of

being the subject of sensation and perception ;

the mode of consciousness by which an object is

apprehended which acts upon the mind through
the senses; the capacity of becoming conscious
of objects as actually now and here

; sense-per-
ception; mental activity directly concerned in
sensations.

Sense thinks thelightning born before the thunder :

What tells us then they both together are? . . .

Sense outsides knows, the soul through all things sees.
Sir J. Dames, Immortal, of Soul, ii.

We adore virtue, though to the eyes of sense she be in-

visible. Sir T. Browne, Religio Medici, ii. 14.

Wherever ther,e is sense or perception, there some idea
is actually produced, and present in the understanding.

1.1:1-1,1'. Human Understanding, II. ix. 4.

These two doctrines of Leibnitz that sense is confused
thought, and that existence in space and time is a phe-
nomenon reale have a special importance when viewed
in relation to the ideas of Kant.

B. Caird, Philos. of Kant, p. 91.

Errors of sense are only special instances where the
mind makes its synthesis unfortunately as it were, out
of incomplete data, instantaneously and inevitably inter-

preting them in accordance with the laws which have
regulated all its experience.

(J. T. Ladd, Physiol. Psychology, p. 465.

2. A special faculty of sensation connected
with a bodily organ; the mode of sensation
awakened by the excitation of a peripheral
nerve. In this signification, man is commonly said to
have five senses sight, hearing, smell, taste, and touch
a correct enumeration, perhaps, according to organs, but
each of these organs has several different qualities of sen-
sation. A sixth sense is often specified as the muscular
sense (distinguished from touch) ; a seventh is sometimes
spoken of, meaning the inner sense, the common sense of

Aristotle, an unknown endowment, or a sexual feeling ;

and further subdivisions also are made. The seven senses
are also often spoken of, meaning consciousness In its

totality.

Whiles every sence the humour sweet embayd.
Speiaer, F. Q., I. ix. 13.

The filly was soon scared out of her seven senses, and
began to calcitrate it, to wince it, to frisk it.

Mottfux, tr. of Rabelais, iv. 14.

In June 'tis good to lie beneath a tree,
While the blithe season comforts every sense.

Lmcell, Under the Willows.

The five senses just enumerated sight, hearing, smell,
taste, and touch would seem to comprise all our per-
ceptive faculties, and to leave no further sense to be ex-

plained. Aristotle, De Anima (tr. by Wallace).

3. Feeling; immediate consciousness; sensa-
tion perceived as inward or subjective, or, at

least, not decidedly as objective; also, vague
consciousness or feeling.
Reason's whole pleasure, all the joys of sense,

Lie in three words health, peace, and competence.
Pope, Essay on Man, Iv. 79.

A sense of pleasure, subtle and quiet as a perfume, dif-

fused itself through the room. C. Bronte, Shirley, xxxv.

Dim and faint

May be the sense of pleasure and of pain.
Bryant, Among the Trees.

Such expressions as the abysmal vault of heaven, the
endless expanse of ocean, Ac., summarize many computa-
tions to the imagination, and give the sense of an enor-

mous horizon. W. James, Mind, XII. 209, note.

At the same time he [Manzoni] had that exquisite cour-

tesy in listening which gave to those who addressed him
the sense of having spoken well. Encyc. Brit., XV. 515.

Then a cool naked sense beneath my feet

Of bud and blossom.
A. C. Swinburne, Two Dreams.

4. A power of perceiving relations of a partic-
ular kind

;
a capacity of being affected by cer-

tain non-sensuous qualities of objects; a special
kind of discernment ; also, an exertion of such
a power: as, the religious sense ; the sense of

duty ;
the sense of humor.

Sense of Right and Wrong [is] as natural to us as natural

affection itself, and a first principle in our constitution

and make.
Shafttsbury, Inquiry, I. iii. 1, quoted in Fowler, p. 70.

Tempests themselves, high seas and howling winds,
The gutter'd rocks and congregated sands

Traitors ensteep'd to clog the guiltless keel

As having sense of beauty, do omit
Their mortal natures. Shak., Othello, ii. 1. 71.
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And this arrangement into schools, and the definitenesa

of the conclusions reached in each, are on the increase,

so that here, it would seem, are actually two new senses,

the scientific and the artistic, which the mind is now in

the process of forming for itself.

W. K. Clifford, Conditions of Mental Development.

And full of cowardice and guilty shame,
I grant in her some sense of shame, she flies.

Tennyson, Princess, iv.

These investigations show not only that the skin is sen-

sitive, but that one is able with great precision to dis-

tinguish the part touched. This latter power is usually
called the sense of locality, and it is influenced by various

conditions. Encyc. Brit., XXIII. 480.

From a sense of duty the Phoenicians burned their chil-

dren alive. J. F. Clarke, Self-Culture, p. 202.

5. Mind generally ; consciousness; especially,

understanding; cognitive power.
And cruell sword out of his fingers slacke
Fell downe to ground, as if the steele had fience.

Spenser, F. Q., IV. vl. 21.

Are you a man? have you a soul or sense?

Shak., Othello, ill. 3. 374.

And for th' Impression God prepar'd their Sense;

They saw, believ'd all this, and parted thence.

Cowley, Davideis, i.

6. Sound or clear mind, (a) Ordinary, normal, or

clear mental action : especially in the plural, with a col-

lective force.
When his lands were spent,
Troubled in his sences,

Then he did repent
Of his late lewd life.

Constance of Cleveland (Child's Ballads, IV. 230).

Their Battle-axes was the next; whose piercing bils

made sometime the one, sometime the other to have scarce
sense to keepe their saddles.

Capt. John Smith, True Travels, 1. 17.

He [George Fox] had the comfort of a short illness, and
the blessing of a clear sense to the last.

Perm, Rise and Progress of Quakers, v.

The patients are commonly brought to their semes in

three or four days, or a week, and rarely continue longer.
Pococke, Description of the East, II. i. 103.

(6) Good Judgment approach ing sagacity; sound practical
intelligence.

The latter is most cried up ; but he is more reserved,
seems sly and to have sense. Walpole, Letters, II. 362.

"Nay, madam," said I, "I am judge already, and tell

yon that you are perfectly in the wrong of it ; for, if it was
a matter of importance, I know he has better sense than

you." Steele, Tatler, No. 85.

(c) Acuteness of perception or apprehension; discern-
ment.

This Basilius, having the quick sence of a lover, took, as

though his mistress had given him a secret reprehension.
Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, i.

7. Discriminative perception; appreciation; a
state of mind the result of a mental judgment
or valuation.

Abundance of imaginary great men are put in straw to

bring them to a right sense of themselves.

Steele, Tatler, No. 125.

Beware of too sublime a sense
Of your own worth and consequence.

Cowper, The Retired Cat.

She dusted a chair which needed no dusting, and placed
it for Sylvia, sitting down herself on a three-legged stool
to mark her seme of the difference in their conditions.

Mrs. Gaskelt, Sylvia's Lovers, xliii.

8. Meaning; import; signification; the concep-
tion that a word or sign is intended to convey.

Whereof the allegory and hid sense
Is that a well erected confidence
Can fright their pride.

B. Jonson, Poetaster, Ind.

We cannot determine in what exact sense our bodies on
the resurrection will be the same as they are at present.

J. H. Newman, Parochial Sermons, i. 277.

9. The intention, thought, feeling, or meaning
of a body of persons, as an assembly; judg-
ment, opinion, determination, or will in refer-
ence to a debated question.

It was the universal and unanimous sense of Friends
" That joining in marriage is the work of the Lord only,
and not of priest or magistrate.

"

Penn, Travels in Holland, etc.

The sense of the House was so strongly manifested that,
after a closing speech of great keenness from Halifax, the
courtiers did not venture to divide.

Macaulay, Hist Eng., vi.

10. That which is wise, judicious, sound, sen-
sible, or intelligent, and accords with sound
reason : as, to talk sense.

As you have put the words together, they are neither
Latin nor Sense. Milton, Ans. to Salmasius.

When was there ever better and more weighty sense
spoken by any than by the Apostles after the day of Pen-
tecost? StiUinfffleet, Sermons, I. ix.

I no more saw sense in what she said
Than a lamb does in people clipping wool ;

Only lay down and let myself be clipped.
Browning, Ring and Book, II. 19.

Chemical sense, the sense of taste or of smell, as oper-
ating by means of the chemical action of substances on
the organ.

5493
In the case of the so-called chemical senses, taste and

smell, we have as yet no method of reckoning the degree
of the physical force which constitutes the stimulus.

J. Sully, Sensation and Intuition, p. 47.

Collective, common, divided sense. See the adjec-
tives. Composite sense, that sense of a modal proposi-
tion in which the mode is considered as predicated of the
indicative proposition: opposed to divisive sense : thus, that

it is possible for that which is hot to be cold is true in a di-

visive sense, but not in a composite sense. Divisive sense.
See composite sense, above. Esthetic sense. See esthetic.

Exterior sense, one of the senses by which the outer
world is perceived. Fixed sense, one of the five more
definite senses. Good sense, sound judgment. Illative
sense. See illative. In all senset, in every respect.

You should in all sense be much bound to him.

Shak., M. of V., v. 1. 136.

Inner sense. Same as internal sense. in one's senses,
in one's right mind ;

in the enjoyment of a sound mind ;

of sound mind. In sense Oft, in view of
; impressed with.

In sense of his [Mr. Thompson's] sad condition, [the el-

ders] offered up many prayers to God for him, and, in

God's good time, they received a gracious answer.
N. Morton, New England's Memorial, p. 324.

Interior sense, self-consciousness ; the powerof perceiv-
ing what is in our own minds ; also, the noetic reason ;

the source of first truths. Internal sense. See inter-

nal. Magnetic, moral, muscular, mystical sense.
See the adjectives. Out of one's senses, of unsound
mind, or temporarily deprived of a sound use of one's

judgment.
Puff. You observed how she mangled the metre ?

Dangle. Yes egad, it was the first thing made me sus-

pect she was out of her senses. Sheridan, The Critic, iii. 1.

Pickwickian sense. See Pickwickian.- Proper sense,
the original or exact meaning of a word or phrase, as dis-

tinguished from later or looser uses. Reflex sense. See
reflex. Sense of effort. See effort. Special sense,
one of the five bodily senses. Spiritual sense of the
Word. Same as internal sense of the Word (which see, un-
der internal). Strict sense, the narrow sense of a word
or phrase, which it takes as a well-recognized and estab-
lished term, as of philosophy, or exact science, as dis-

tinguished from wider and looser senses. To abound
in or with one's own senset. See abound. To be
frightened out of one's (seven) senses, to be so

frightened as to lose one's understanding for the time
being. Vague sense, the less specialized and less objec-
tive of the bodily senses, as the sense of heat, the sense
of cold, various visceral sensations, etc. Vital sense.
See vital.

sense1
(sens), v. t.

; pret. and pp. sensed, ppr.
sensing. [= Dan. sandse, perceive, = Sw. saiisa

(refl.), recover oneself; from the noun.] 1. To
perceive by the senses.

Is he sure that objects are not otherwise sensed by
others then they are by him?

Olanmlle, Vanity of Dogmatizing, xxii.

2f. To give the sense of
; expound.

'Twas writ not to be understood, but read
;

He that expounds it must come from the dead ;

Get undertake to sense it true,
For he can tell more than himself e'er knew.

Cartwright's Poems (1651). (Nares.)

3. To perceive ; comprehend ; understand
;

realize; take into the mind. [Prov. or colloq.,
Brig, and U. S.]
He button-holed everybody, and offended nobody; found

out the designs of every clique, the doings of every secret

caucus, got at the plans of the leaders, the temper of the
crowd, sensed the whole situation.

0. S. Merriam, S. Bowles, 1. 101.

sense2t, . and v. [< ME. sensen, sencen, by
apheresis from encensen, incense : see incewse2.]
Same as incense2 .

Whan thei comen there, thei taken Ensense and other
aromatyk thinges of noble Smelle, and sensen the Ydole,
as we wolde don here Goddes precyouse Body.

Mandemlle, Travels, p. 174.

An image of Owr Lady with ijawngellis sensyng, gilthe.
Paston Letters, III. 433.

sense-body (sens'bod"i), n. One of the various

peripheral sense-organs or marginal bodies of
the disk, bell, or umbrella of acalephs, supposed
to have a visual or an auditory function, as a

lithocyst, an ocellicyst, or a tentaculicyst. See
cut under lithocyst.
There are eight sense-bodies arranged at regular inter-

vals around the margin of the umbrella, alternately with
which arise the tentacles. Amer. Naturalist, XXIII. 692.

sense-capsule (sens'kap"sul), . A hollow or-

gan of a special sense
;
a special structure or

organ exclusively devoted to the reception of a

particular kind of impression, or sensory per-
ception, from without, as the nose, eye, and
ear; in the simplest form, a receptive cham-
ber connected by a nerve-commissure with a
nerve-center. In man three sense-capsules are distin-

guished, of the nose, eye, and ear respectively. The ex-
cavation of the ethmoid bone is the first ; the eyeball is

the second ; and the petrosal part of the temporal bone is

the third ; the last is also called otic capsule. Many analo-
gous sense-organs of invertebrates are commonly called

sense-capsules.

sense-cavity (sens'kav"i-ti), n. Same as sense-

rniixttlc.

sense-cell (sens'sel), n. Any cell of an organ
of special sense; specifically, one of the cells

entering into the formation of tho nerve-hil-

sense-rhythm

locks or neuromasts of the lower vertebrates

(batrachians and fishes). See nriirtHtt.*t.

The sense-cells found in the skin : i. e., differentiated

Ectoderm cells. Claus, Zoology (trans.), p. 45.

sense-center (sens'sen"ter), n. A center of

sensation
;
a ganglion of gray nerve-tissue, or

a part of the cortex of the brain, having im-
mediate relations with some special sensation.

sensed (senst), p. a. Considered or chosen as

to sense or meaning conveyed or to be con-

veyed. [Rare.]
Words well sens'd, best suting subject grave.

Marston, Sophonisba, Epil.

sense-element (sens'eFe-ment), n. An exter-

nal sensation regarded as an element of a per-
ception.
A percept is a complex psychical product formed by a

coalescence of sense-dements.
J. Sully, Outlines of Psycho!., p. 330.

sense-epithelium (sens'ep-i-the"li-um),
n. A

sensory or specially sensitive tract of ectoderm,
epidenn, or cuticle which functions as an organ
of sense, as in hydrozoans.
sense-filament (sens'fil'a-ment), n. A filament

having the function of an organ of sense : as,
the peculiar sense-filaments of the Pauropoda.
A. S. Packard.

sensefult (sens'ful), .. [< sense* + -fill.] 1.

Perceptive.
Prometheus, who celestial fire

Did steal from heaven, {herewith to inspire
Our earthly bodies with a senseful mind.

Marston, Satires, v. 19.

2. Full of sense; hence, reasonable
; judicious;

sensible
; appropriate.

The Ladie, hearkning to his sensefull speach,
Found nothing that he said unmeet nor geason.

Spenser, F. Q., VI. iv. 37.

And gaue thee power (as Master) to impose
Fit sense-full Names vnto the Hoast that rowes
In watery Regions ; and the wandring Heards
Of Forrest people ;

and the painted Birds.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, i. 6.

sense-impression (sens'im-presh"pn), n. A
sensation due to the excitation of a peripheral
organ of sense.

The higher and more revivable feelings are connected
with well-discriminated sense-impressions and percepts,
whereas the lower feelings are the accompaniments of

vague undiscriminated mental states.

J. Sully, Outlines of Psychol., p. 487.

senseless (sens'les), a. [Formerly also sence-

less (= Dan. sandseslos = Sw. sanslos) ; < sense*
+ -less.'] 1. Destitute of sense; having no
power of sensation or perception ; incapable of

sensation or feeling; insensible.

Their lady lying on the sencelesse grownd.
Spenser, F. Q., III. I. 63.

The ears are senseless that should give us hearing.
Shak., Hamlet, v. 2. 380.

2. Inappreciative ; lacking in appreciation ;

without perception.
His wits are dull,

And sencelesse of this wrong.
Times' Whistle (E. E. T. S.), p. 66.

I would thank you too, father ; but your cruelty
Hath almost made me senseless of my duty.

Fletcher, Pilgrim, i. 1.

O race of Capernaitans, senslesse of divine doctrine, and
capable onely of loaves and belly-cheere.

Milton, On Def. of Humb. Remonst.

3. Lacking understanding; acting without
sense or judgment ; foolish; stupid.

Like senseless Chymists their own Wealth destroy,
Imaginary Gold t' enjoy. Cowley, Reason, st. 2.

They were a stupid senseless race.

Su-ift, Cadenus and Vanessa.

4. Without meaning, or contrary to reason or
sound judgment; ill-judged; unwise; foolish;
nonsensical.

Sencelesse speach, and doted ignorance.
Spenser, F. Q., I. viii. 34.

We should then have had no memory of those times
but what your Josippus would afford us, out of whom you
transcribe a few senseless and useless Apothegms of the
Pharisees. Milton, Answer to Salmasius.

senselessly (sens'les-li), adv. In a senseless
manner; stupidly; unreasonably: as, a man
senselessly arrogant.
senselessness (sens'les-nes), n. Thecharacter
or condition of being senseless, in any sense.

sense-organ (sens'6r
/

'gan), n. Any organ of

sense, as the eye, ear, or nose.

sense-perception (sens'per-sep
;f

shgn), . Per-

ception by means of the senses; also, a per-
ception of an object of sense.

sensert, An obsolete spelling of center.

sense-rhythm (sens'riTHm), . An arrange-
ment of words characteristic of Hebrew poetry,
in which the rhythm consists not in a rise and



sense-rhythm

fall of accent or quantity of syllables, but, as

it were, in a pulsation of sense rising and fall-

ing through the parallel, antithetic, or other-

wise balanced members of each verse; paral-
lelism. W. Robertson Smith.

sense-seta (sens'se"ta), n. A bristle-like ap-

pendage acting as an organ of sense. A. S.

Packard.
sense-skeleton (sens'skel"e-ton), . The sup-
port or framework of a sense-organ, especially
when hard or bony.
sensibility (sen-si-bil'i-ti), n.

; pi. sensibilities

(-tiz). [< ME. st'iisibiiUee, < OF. sensibilite, F.

sensibilite = Pr. aensibilitat = Sp. sensibilidad

= Pg. sensibilidade = It. sensibilita, sensibil-

ity, < LL. senibilita(t-)s, the sense or meaning
of words, sensibility, < sensibilis, sensible: see

sensible,] 1. The state or property of being
sensible or capable of sensation

; capability of
sensation.

Having now been exposed to the cold and the snow
near an hour and a half, some of the rest began to lose
their sensibility. Cook, Voyages, i. 4.

There are accidental fluctuations in our inner sensibility
which make it impossible to tell just what the least dis-

cernible increment of the sensation is without taking the

average of a large number of appreciations.
W. James, Prin. of Psychology, I. 539.

2. Mental receptivity or susceptibility in gen-
eral.

We call sensibility the receptivity of our soul, or its

power of receiving representations whenever it is in any-
wise affected.

Kant, Critique of Pure Reason (tr. by Max Miiller), p. 51.

If my granddaughter is stupid, learning will make her
conceited and insupportable ; if she has talent and xemti-

bility, she will do as I have done supply by address and
with sentiment what she does not know.

The Century, XL. 649.

3. Specifically, the capacity of exercising or

being the subject of emotion or feeling in a re-

stricted sense; capacity for the higher or more
refined feelings.
As our tenderness for youth and beauty gives a new and

Just importance to their fresh and manifold claims, so the
like sensibility gives welcome to all excellence, has eyes
and hospitality for merit in corners. Ejnerson, Success.

Her sensibility to the supreme excitement of music was
only one form of that passionate sensibility which be-

longed to her whole nature.

George Eliot, Mill on the Floss, vi. 6.

4. In a still narrower sense, peculiar suscep-
tibility of impression, pleasurable or painful ;

unusual delicacy or keenness of feeling; quick
emotion or sympathy; sensitiveness: in this
sense used frequently in the plural.

Modesty is a kind of quick and delicate feeling in the
soul ; it is such an exquisite sensibility as warns a woman
to shun the first appearance of everything hurtful.

Addison, Spectator.
Virtue and taste are built upon the same foundation of

sensibility, and cannot be disjoined without offering vio-
lence to both. Goldsmith, Taste.

The true lawgiver ought to have a heart full of sensibil-

ity. Burke.
'Twere better to be born a stone,
Of ruder shape, and feeling none,
Than with a tenderness like mine,
And sensibilities so fine.

Confer, Poet, Oyster, and Sensitive Plant.

By sympathetic sensibility is to be understood the pro-
pensity that a man has to derive pleasure from the happi-
ness, and pain from the unhappiness, of other sensitive
beings. Bentham, Principles of Morals, vi. | 20.

5. The property, as in an instrument, of re-

sponding quickly to very slight changes of con-
dition; delicacy; sensitiveness (the better word
in this use). [Rare.]

All these instruments have the same defect, that their
sensibility diminishes as the magnets grow weaker.

Science, XIII. 294.

6f. Sensation.

Philosophres that hyhten Stoyciens that wenden that
ymages and sensibilities, that is to seyn sensible ymagina-
cions or elles ymagynacions of sensible thlnges, weeren
enpreynted into sowles fro bodies withouteforth.

Chaucer, Boethius, v. meter 4.

7f. Feeling; appreciation; sense; realization.
His soul laboured under a sickly sensibility of the mis-

eries of others. Goldsmith, Vicar, iii.

Recurrent sensibility. See recurrent. = Syn 3 and 4.
Taste, Sensibility. See taste.

sensible (sen'si-bl), a. and n. [Early mod. E.
also sensible; < ME. sensible, < OF. (and F.) sen-
sible = Sp. sensibile = Pg. sensivel = It. semi-
bile, < L. sensibilis, perceptible by the senses,
having feeling, sensible, < sentire, pp. sensus,
feel, perceive : see sense1

, scent."] I. a. 1. Capa-
ble of affecting the senses

; perceptible through
the bodily organs.
Reason, vsing sense, taketh his principles and fyrst sedes

of thinges sensyblf, and afterwarde by his owne discourse
and searching of causes encreaseth the same from a seede
to a tree. R. Eden (First Books on America, ed. Arber, p. 9)
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Art thou not, fatal vision, sensible
To feeling as to sight ? Or art thou but
A dagger of the mind, a false creation'.'

Shak., Macbeth, ii. 1. 36.

Return, fair soul, from darkness, and lead mine
Out of this sensible hell.

Webster, Duchess of Malfi, iv. 2.

Wherever Hod will thus manifest himself, there is hea-
ven, though within the circle of this sensible world.

Sir T. Browne, Religio Medici, i. 49.

When we take a simple sensible quality, like light or
sound, and say that there is now twice or thrice as much
of it present as there was a moment ago, although we seem
to mean the same thing as if we were talking of compound
objects, we really mean something different.

W. James, Prin. of Psychology, I. 546.

2. Perceptible to the mind through observation
and reflection

; appreciable.
The disgrace was more sensible than the pain.

Sir W. Temple.
In the present evil world, it is no wonder that the opera-

tions of the evil angels are more sensible than of the good
ones. C. Mather, Mag. Chris., vi. 7.

No sensible change has taken place during eighty years
in the coral knolls [of Diego Garcia].

Darwin, Coral Reefs, p. 92.

3. Capable of sensation; having the capacity
of receiving impressions from external objects;
endowed with sense or sense-organs; sensitive:

as, the eye is sensible to light.
I would your cambric were as sensible as your finger,

that you might leave pricking it for pity.

Shak., Cor., i. 3. 96.

4. Appreciative; amenable (to); influenced or

capable of being influenced (by).
If thou wert sensible of courtesy,
I should not make so dear a show of zeal.

Shak., 1 Hen. IV., v. 4. 94.

5. Very liable to impression from without;
easily affected; highly sensitive.

With affection wondrous sensible
He wrung Bassanio's hand.

Shak., M. of V., ii. 8. 48.

Of a sensible nostrill. Milton, Areopagitica, p. 29.

Sunderland, though not very sensible to shame, flinched
from the infamy of public apostasy.

Macaulay, Hist Eng., vi.

6. Perceiving or having perception either by
the senses or by the intellect; aware; cogni-
zant; persuaded; conscious: generally with of.

In doing this I shall be sensible of two things which to
me will be nothing pleasant.

Milton, Apology for Smectymnuus.
I am glad you are so sensible of my attention.

Sheridan, The Rivals, ii. 1.

Hastings, it is clear, was not sensible of the danger of
his position. Macaulay, Warren Hastings.

7. Capable of responding to very slight changes
of condition

; sensitive (in this sense the better

word) : as, a sensible thermometer or balance.

[Bare.] 8. Possessing or characterized by
sense, judgment, or reason

;
endowed with or

characterized by good or common sense; in-

telligent; reasonable; judicious: as, a sensible
man

;
a sensible proposal.

To be now a sensible man, by and by a fool, and presently
a beast! O strange! Shak., Othello, ii. 3. 309.

No sensible person in Arrowhead village really believed
in the evil eye. O. W. Holmes, A Mortal Antipathy, iv.

Sensible caloric*, an old term for sensible heat. Sen-
sible form, heat, matter. See the nouns. Sensible
horizon. See horizon, 1. Sensible idea. Same as sen-
sual idea. See sensual. Sensible note or tone, in mu-
sic, same as leading tone (which see, under leading^).
Sensible perspiration, quality, etc. See the nouns.
= Syn. 1 and 2. Sensible, Perceptible. Literally, these
words are of about the same meaning and strength, the
difference depending chiefly upon the connection; for

example, a sensible difference, a perceptible difference.
3 and.4. Be Sensible, Be Conscious, etc. See/eeJi. 3 and 7.

Sensible, Sensitive, Sentient. Sensible in its first meaning
was passive, but is now quite as often active. As active,
it is both physical and mental, and is unemphatic: as,
to be sensible (that is, aware) of heat or cold, of neglect
or injury. Sensitive means feeling acutely, either in body
or in mind. A sensible man will school himself not to
be too sensitive to criticism. Sentient is a physiologically
descriptive word, indicating the possession or use of the
sense of feeling: as, the fly is a sentient being. 6. Ob-
servant, aware, conscious. 8. Sensible, Judicious, discreet,
sage, sagacious, sound. As compared with judicious, sen-
sible means possessing common sense, having a sound and
practical reason, whilejudicious means discreet in choos-

ing what to do or advise ; the one applying to the under-
standing and judgment, the other to the judgment in its

relation to the will. Serisible, Intelligent, Common-sense.
As compared with intelligent, sensible means possessed of
the power to see things in their true light, the light of a
correct judgment, a- large, sound, roundabout sense, while
intelligent means possessed of a clear and quick under-
standing, so as to apprehend an idea promptly and see it

in its true relations. The relation between cause and ef-

fect is here so close that intelligent, often seems to mean
essentially the same as u-eU-informed. Where the sense

implied in sensible is thought of as peculiarly general or
level to the experience, conclusions, or notions of the mass
of men, common-sense is, by a new usage, sometimes em-
ployed : as, he was a common-sense person : he took a cmn-
mon-sense view of the matter. All these words apply both
to the person and to his opinions, words, writings, etc.

sensitive

Il.t " 1. Sensation; sensibility.
Our torments also may in length of time
Become our elements ; these piercing fires

As soft as now severe, our temper changed
Into their temper ; which must needs remove
The sensible of pain. Milton, P. L., ii. 278.

2. That which produces sensation
;
that which

impresses itself on the senses
; something per-

ceptible ;
a material substance.

We may them [brutish manners] read in the creation
Of this wide Sensible. Dr. II. More, Psychozoia, ii. 35.

3. That which possesses sensibility or capa-
bility of feeling; a sensitive being.

This melancholy extends itself not to men only, but even
to vegetals and sensibles. Burton.

sensibleness (sen'si-bl-nes), . The character
or state of being sensible, in any sense of that
word.

sensibly (sen'si-bli), adr. In a sensible man-
ner, in any sense of the word sensible.

sensifacient (sen-si-fa'shient), a. [< L. sensus,

sense, + faeien(t-)s, ppr. of facere, make: see

fact.] Producing sensation
; sensific. [Rare.]

The epithelium may be said to be receptive, the nerve
fibers transmissive, and the sensorium sensifacient.

Huxley, Science and Culture, p. 264.

sensiferous (sen-sif'e-rus), a. [< L. sensus,

sense, + ferre = E. bear1.] Producing or con-

veying sensation; acting as an organ of sense.

The sense-organ, the nerve, and the sensorium, taken
together, constitute the sensiferaus apparatus.

Huxley, Science and Culture, p. 267.

The most important functions of the proboscis are of a
sensiferous, tactile nature. Encyc. Brit., XVII. 327.

In speaking of the antennae and palpi, I have called
them sensiferous organs. Shuckard, British Bees, p. 55.

sensific (sen-sif'ik), a. [< LL. sensificus, pro-
ducing sensation, < L. sensus, sense, perception,+ facere, make (see -fie)."] Producing, causing,
or resulting in sensation. Imp. Diet.

sensificatory (sen-sif 'i-ka-to-ri), a. [< LL.
sensificator, that which produces sensation, <

sensificare, endow with sensation, < sensificus,

producing sensation: see sensific.] Sensifa-

cient; sensific. Huxley. (Imp. Diet.)

sensigenous (sen-sij'e-nus), a. [< L. sensus,
sense, + -genus, < gignere, produce: see -ge-

nous.] Giving rise to sensation ; sensific
;
ori-

ginating a sensory impulse : noting the initial

point of a series of molecular movements which
are ultimately perceived as a sensation.

And, as respects the ectodermal cells which constitute
the fundamental part of the organs of the special senses,
it is becoming clear that the more perfect the sensory ap-
paratus the more completely do these sensigenous cells take
on the form of delicate rods or filaments.

Huxley, Anat. Invert., p. 64.

sensigerous (sen-sij'e-rus), a. [< L. sensus,
sense, + gerere, carry.] Sensiferous.
sensile (sen'sil), a. [< L. sensilis, sensible, <

sensiis, sense : see sense1
.] Capable of affecting

the senses Sensile quality. See quality.

sension (sen'shon), n. [< ML. sensio(n-),

thought, lit. perception, < L. sentire, pp. sensus,
perceive: see sense1

.] The becoming aware of

being affected from without in sensation.

sensism (sen'sizm), n. [< sense1 + -ism.] In

philos., same as sensualism, 2.

sensist (sen'sist), n. [< sense1 + -4st.] Same
as sensationalist, 1.

sensitive (sen'si-tiv), a. and n. [Early mod. E.
also sensitive; < OF. (and F.) sensitif= Pr, sen-

sitiu = Sp. Pg. It. sensitive, < ML. "sensitivus, <
L. sentire, pp. sensus, perceive : see sense1.] I.

a. 1 . Of, pertaining to, or affecting the senses
;

depending on the senses.

The sensitive faculty may have a sensitive love of some
sensitive objects. Hammond.

All the actions of the sensitive appetite are in painting
called passions, because the soul is agitated by them, and
because the body suffers through them and is sensibly
altered. Dryden, Obs. on Dufresnoy's Art of Painting.

2. Having sense, sensibility, or feeling ; capa-
ble of receiving impressions from external ob-

jects: often extended, figuratively, to various
inanimate objects.
Wee haue spoken sufficiently of trees, herbes, and frutes.

We wyll nowe therefore entreate of thynges sencitiue.

Peter Martyr (tr. in Eden's First Books on America, ed.

[Arber, p. 131).

When in the most sensitive condition, the tendril is ac-

tively circumnutating, so that it travels over a large area,
and there is considerable probability that it will come
into contact with some body around which it can twine.

Encyc. Brit., XIX. 60.

3. Of keen sensibility; keenly susceptible of
external influences or impressions ; easily and
acutely affected or moved by outward circum-
stances or impressions : as, a sensitive person,



sensitive

or a person of w7/tv nature-: figuratively ex-

tended to inanimate objects.
She was too sensitive to abuse ami calumny. Macaiditii.

We are sensitive to faults in those we love, while com-
mitting them ourselves as if by chartered right.

Stedman, Viet. Poets, p. 137.

What is commonly called a sensitive person is one whose
sense-organs cannot go on responding as the stimulus in-

creases in strength, but become fatigued.
J. Sully, Outlines of Psychol., p. 145.

Specifically (a) In cntom., noting parts of the surface nl"

the antennee which are peculiarly modified and, it is sup-
posed, subservienttosomespecial sense. These surfaces ex-

hibit ail immense number of microscopical pores, covered
with a very delicate transparent membrane ; they may be

generally diffused over the joints or variously arranged in

patches, the position of which has been used in the classi-

fication of certain families of Colcoptera. (6) Susceptible
in a notable degree to hypnotism ; easily hypnotized or
mesmerized,

I borrow the term sensitive, for magneto-physiological
reaction, from vegetable physiology, in which plants of
definite irritability . . . are called sensitive.

neichenbach, Dynamics (trans., 1851), p. 58.

(c) Noting a condition of feverish liability to fluctuation :

said of markets, securities, or commodities.
4. So delicately adjusted as to respond quickly
to very slight changes of condition: said of in-

struments, as a balance. 5. Inchem. and pho-
tog., readily affected by the action of appro-
priate agents : as, iodized paper is sensitive to
the action of light. 6f. Sensible; wise; ju-
dicious.

To Princes, therefore, counsaylours, rulers, gouernours,
and magistrates, as to the most intellectiue and sensitiue

partes of the societie of men, hath God and nature geuen
preeminence.

R. Eden (First Books on America, ed. Arber, p. xl.).

Sensitive brier. See Schrankia..- Sensitive cogni-
tion. See coijnition. Sensitive fern, the fern Onoclea
sensibilis : so called from the slight tendency of the seg-
ments of the fronds, after being detached and while wilt-

ing, to fold together. D. C. Eaton, Ferns of North Amer-
ica, II. 198. Sensitive flames, flames which are easily
affected by sounds, being made to lengthen out or contract,
or change their form in various ways. The most sensi-
tive flame is produced by burning gas issuing from a small

taper jet. Such a flame will be affected by very small
noises, as the ticking of a watch held near it, or the clink-

ing of coins at a considerable distance. The gas must be
turned on so that the flame is just at the point of flaring.
Sensitive joint-vetch. See vetch. Sensitive love,
pea, power. See the nouns. Sensitive plant. See
sensitive-plant. = Syn. 2 and 3. Sentient, etc. See sensible.

II. n. If. Something that feels; a sensorium.
2. A sensitive person; specifically, one who

is sensitive to mesmeric or hypnotic influences
or experiments. See I., 3 (6).

For certain experiments it is much to be desired that
we should find more sensitives of every kind.

Proc. Soc. Psych. Research, II. 48.

First sensitivet [tr. Gr. irpciroi- aifffl^Tucdr), the common
sense in the Aristotelian use.

sensitively (sen'si-tiv-li), adv. In a sensitive
manner.
sensitiveness (sen'si-tiv-nes), . The proper-
ty or character of being sensitive ; especially,
tendency or disposition to be easily influenced
or affected by external objects, events, or cir-

cumstances: as, abnormal sensitiveness; thesen-
sitiveness of a balance or some fine mechanism.

Parts of the body which lose all sensitiveness come to be
regarded as external things.

G. T. Ladd, Physiol. Psychology, p. 401.

sensitive-plant (sen'si-tiv-plant), . The trop-
ical and greenhouse plant Mimosa pudica ; the

humble-plant. It is mechanically irritable in a higher
degree than almost any other plant. The leaves are bi-

pinnate, the very numerous linear leaflets ranked on two
pairs of branches which are inserted close to the end of
the common petiole, thus appearing digitate. At night
each leaf curves downward and the leaflets fold together,
and in the daytime a slight touch causes them to assume
the same position. It has purple flowers in heads on long
peduncles. It is widely diffused through the tropics, na-
tive at least in South America and naturalized in the
southern United States. The name is extended to other
sensitive mimosas, as M. sensitiva, which is irritable in a
less degree, and sometimes to the whole genus. Bastard
sensitive-plant, .Eschynamene Americana. [West In-
dies.] Wild sensitive-plant, (a) Mimosa strigUlosa of
the southern border of the United States. (V) Same as
sensitive pea (which see, under peal).

sensitivity (sen-si-tiv'i-ti), . [< sensitive +
-ity.] The state of being sensitive ; sensitive-
ness. Specifically (a) In chem. and pholog., the quality
of being readily affected by the action of appropriate
agents : as. the sensitii'ity of silvered paper. More usual-
ly expressed by sensitiveness, (b) In physial., sensibility ;

irritability, especially of the receptive organs, (c) In pty-
chol., acuteness of sense-discrimination ; the difference of
sensations produced by any two fixed excitations of like

quality but different intensity.

If the sensitivity of women were superior to that of men,
the self-interest of merchants would lead to their being al-

ways employed [as pianoforte- tuners, wine- and tea-tasters,
wool-sorters, etc.]. Galton, Human Faculty, p. 30.

sensitization (sen"si-ti-za'shou), . [< sensi-
tize + -ation.] The act, process, or result of

sensitizing, or rendering sensitive.
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After sensitization which occupies from thirty to tifty

seconds the plate is removed from the bath by raising
it first with a bent silver hook, and then seizing it by one
corner with the hand. Silver Sunbeam, p. 236.

sensitize (sen'si-tiz), v. t.
; pret. and pp. si'iixi-

tizcd, ppr. xnixiti~ing. [< sensitive) + -ire.]
To render sensitive; specifically, inpliotog., to
render capable of being acted on by actinic

rays of light : as, sensitized paper, or a sensitised

plate. See sensitized paper, under paper.
It was as if the paper upon his desk was sensitized, tak-

ing photographs of nature around.
W. M. Baker, New Timothy, p. 5.

sensitizer (sen'si-ti-zer), n. One who or that
which sensitizes

; specifically, in photog., the
chemical agent or bath by which films or sub-
stances are rendered sensitive to light,
sensitometer (sen-si-tom'e-ter), n. [< sensi-

t(ice) + Gr. uerpov, measure.] An apparatus
or device of any kind for testing or determin-

ing the degree of sensitiveness of photographic
films, emulsions, etc.; also, loosely, the sensi-

tiveness of a plate (generally expressed in num-
bers) as indicated by a sensitometer.

sensitory (sen'si-to-ri), n.
; pi. sensitories (-riz).

[< sense! + -it-ory'.] Same as sensorium, 1.

sensivet (sen'siv), a. [< sense1 + -ive.] Pos-

sessing sense or feeling ; sensitive.

Shall sensive things be so sensless as to resist sense ?

Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, i.

The infection,
Which as a subtle vapour spreads itself

Confusedly through every sensive part.
B. Jonson, Every Man in his Humour, ii. 1.

sensomotor (sen'so-m6"tor), . [< L. sensiis,
sense (see sense1 ), '+ motor, a mover: see mo-
tor.] Same as scnsorimotor.

sensor (sen' sor), a. [<NL. *sensorius: see sen-

sory.] Sensor}'.
Various combinations of disturbances in the sensor tract

lead to the appropriate combinations of disturbances in
the motor tract. W. K. CKford, Lectures, II. 108.

sensoria, . Plural of sensorium.

sensorial (sen-so'ri-al), a. [< sensory or senso-

ri(um) + -al.] Of or pertaining to the senso-
rium : as, sensorial power or effect

; also, of or

pertaining to sensation; sensory: opposed to

material: as, a sensorial nerve.
Sensorial images are stable psychic facts; we can hold

them still and look at them as long as we like.

W. James, Mind, IX. 14.

sensoridigestive (sen'so-ri-di-jes"tiv), a. [<
NL. *sensorius (see sensory) + E. digestive.]

Partaking of digestive functions and those of
touch or other senses, as the tongue of a ver-
tebrate animal, the maxillse of insects, etc. A.
S. Packard.
sensorimotor (sen'so-ri-m6"tor), a. Sensory
and motor; pertaining both to sensation and
to motion. Also sensomotor.
We have seen good reason to believe that certain areas

of the cerebral cortex are especially connected with cer-
tain corresponding sensory-motor activities.

G. T. Ladd, Physiol. Psychology, p. 537.

Sensorimotor nerve, a mixed nerve, composed of both
sensory and motor fibers.

sensoriolum (sen-so-ri'o-lum), ?i.; pi. sensoriola

(-la). [NL., dim. of LL. sensorium : see senso-

rium.] A little sensorium. See second extract
under sensorium.

sensorium (sen-so'ri-um), n.
; pi. sensoria, aen-

Koriums (-a, -umz). [= P. sensorium = Sp. Pg.
It. sensorio, < LL. sensorium, the seat or organ
of sensation, < L. sensus, sense : see sewsei. Cf.

sensory.] 1 . A supposed point in or part of the
brain where sensation resides or becomes mani-
fest; the so-called "seat of the soul"; hence,
the undetermined part of the nervous system in

which molecular activity of certain kinds and
certain grades of intensity immediately causes
sensation

; loosely, the brain, or the brain and
spinal cord ; especially, the gray matter of these

organs, or any nervous ganglion regarded as a
center of sensation. Also sensory, sensitory.
The ringing of the bell, and the rap at the door, struck

likewise strong upon the sensorivm of my Uncle Toby.
Sterne, Tristram Shandy, ii. 10.

The noblest and most exalted way of considering . . .

infinite space is that of Sir Isaac Newton, who calls it the
sensorium of the Godhead. Brutes and men have their

sensoriola, or little semoriums, by which they apprehend
the presence, and perceive the actions, of a few objects
that lie contiguous to them. Aildison, Spectator, No. 565.

2. In biol., the whole sensory apparatus of the

body, or physical mechanism of sensation, in-

cluding the skin and entire nervous system as
well as the special sense-organs; all the parts,
organs, and tissues of the body which are capa-
ble of receiving or transmitting impressions
from without. In this sense, sensorium is correlated
with the other three principal apparatus, the motor, nu-

sensualist

tritive, and reproductive; and sensorium and moturium
are together contrasted, as the "animal organ-system,"
with the nutritive and reproductive apparatus which
constitute the "vegetative organ-system.

sensoriyolitional (sen's<i-ri-vo-lish"on-al), a.

Pertaining to sensation and volition, or volun-

tary motion: as, the sensorivolitional nervous
system.
sensory (sen'so-ri), a. and n. [< NL. "sensorius,

pertaining to sense or sensation (cf. LL. senso-

riuui, neut., the seat or organ of sensation : see

sensorium), <.ii.sensus,sense: see sensel .] I. a.

1. Of or pertaining to the sensorium, in either
sense. 2. Conveying sensation, as a nerve;
pertaining to sensation

; sensorial; giving rise

to sensation; sentient; sensitive: as, a sensory
surface of the body Sensory aphasia. See apha-
sia. Sensory nerve, a nerve conveying sensory impulses,
or, more strictly, one composed exclusively of sensory
fibers : nearly equivalent to afferent nerve.

II. .; pi. sensories (-riz). 1. Same as senso-

rium, 1.

Is not the sensory of animals the place to which the
sensitive substance is present, and into which the sensi-
ble species of things are carried through thenerves of the
brain, that there they may be perceived by their imme-
diate presence to that substance? Newton, Opticks.

2f. An organ or a faculty of sense.

God, who made this sensorie [the eye], did with the great-
est ease and at once see all that was don thro' the vast
universe. Evelyn, Diary, March 9, 1690.

Common sensory. See common,
sensual (sen'su-al), a. [= P. sensuel = Pr. Sp.
Pg. sensual = It. sensuale, < LL. sensualis, en-
dowed with feeling, sensual, < L. sensus, feeling,
sense : see sense1 . ] 1 . Pertaining to, consisting
in, or affecting the senses or bodily organs of

perception ; relating to the senses or sensation
;

sensible.
Far as creation's ample range extends
The scale of sensual, mental pow'rs ascends.

Pope, Essay on Man, i. 208.

Scepticism commonly takes up the room left by defect
of imagination, and is the very quality of mind most
likely to seek for sensual proof of supersensual things.

Lowell, Among my Books, 1st ser.
, p. 149.

2. Relating to or concerning the body, in dis-

tinction from the spirit; not spiritual or intel-

lectual; carnal; fleshly.
The greatest part of men are such as prefer . . . that

good which is sensual before whatsoever is most divine.

Hooker.

This wisdom descendeth not from above, but is earthly,
sensual, devilish. Jas. iii. 15.

These be they who separate themselves, sensual, having
not the Spirit. Jade 19.

There is no Religion so purely spiritual, and abstracted
from common natural Ideas and sensual Happiness, as the
Christian. Howetl, Letters, ii. 9.

3. Specifically, pertaining to or consisting in
the gratification of the senses, or the indul-

gence of appetite : as, sensual pleasures.
You will talk of the vulgar satisfaction of soliciting

happiness from sensual enjoyment only.
Goldsmith, Citizen of the World, vi.

4. Given to or characterized by the indulgence
of appetite ;

devoted to the pleasures of sense
and appetite; especially, voluptuous; lewd.
No small part of virtue consists in abstaining from that

in which sensual men place their felicity. Bp. Attertntry.

5. In philos., asserting sensation to be the

only source of knowledge; pertaining, relat-

ing, or peculiar to sensualism as a philosophi-
cal doctrine Sensual idea, an idea in the mind, as

distinguished from an idea in the brain, or material idea ;

an idea which exists in the mind by virtue of a sensa*
tion. Also sensible idea.=&yn. Sensuous, Sensual, Car-
nal, Voluptuous. Sensuous has taken the not unfavorable
meanings connected with the use of the senses, and sen-
sual the unfavorable ones, implying degradation or gross-
ness ; hence we speak of sensuous perception or delight,
and of sensual pleasures.. Carnal, connected with the flesh,

gratifying the animal nature, sometimes is the same as

sensual, and sometimes, from its frequent use in the Bible,
especially conveys the idea of the sinfulness of the act,
character, etc. Voluptuous expresses the disposition to

gratify the nicer tastes in the pleasures of sense, and to

carry this gratification to softness or an elegant sensuality.
A voluptuous beauty is such as to excite this disposition in

him who sees it and to stimulate sexual desire.

sensualisation, sensualise. BeeMMmftMttwi,
sensuali'e.

sensualism (sen'su-al-izm), w. [= P. sensua-
lisiiic = Sp. Pg. Mfinialumo; ^ sensual + -ism.]
1. A state of subjection to sensual feelings and
appetites; sensuality; especially, lewdness.

Tyrants, by the sale of human life,

Heap luxuries to their sensualism.

Shelley, Queen Mab, v.

2. In iilii/os., the doctrine that the only source
of knowledge is sensation

;
sensationalism.

AISO XI-Hsixlll.

sensualist (sen'su-al-ist), . [= F. sensualists
= Sp. Pg. seitsualista ; as sensual + -ist.] 1.



sensualist

A person given to the indulgence of the ap-
petites or senses

;
one who places his chief hap-

piness in carnal pleasures.
There must be some meanness and blemish in the beauty

which tlic wiitntdlist no sooner beholds than he covets.

Bulii'er, What will he Do with it? vii. 23.

The short method that Plato and others have proposed
for deciding the issue between the Philosopher and tin-

Sensualist is palpably fallacious.

H. Sidgteick, Methods of Ethics, p. 127.

2. One who holds the sensual theory in philoso-
phy; a sensationalist. Also sensuist.

sensualistic (sen'su-a-lis'tik), a. [< sensualist
+ -ic.] 1. Upholding the doctrine of sensual-
ism. 2. Sensual.

sensuality (seii-su-al'i-ti), n. [< OF. sensualite,
F. sensualite = Pr. sensualitat = Sp. sensualidad
= Pg. sensualidade = It. sensuality, < LL. sensu-

alita(t-)s, capacity for sensation, sensibility,
ML. also sensuality, < sensualis, endowed with

feeling or sense : see sensual.'] If. Sensual or
carnal nature or promptings ; carnality ;

world-
liness.

A great number of people in divers parts of this realm,
following their own sensuality, and living without know-
ledge and due fear of God, do wilfully and schismatic-ally
abstain and refuse to come to their own parish churches.

Act of Uniformity (1661). (Trench.)

2. Unrestrained gratification of the bodily ap-
petites; free indulgence in carnal or sensual

pleasures.
Those pamper'd animals

That rage in savage sensuality.
Shale., Much Ado, iv. 1. 62.

If some pagan nations deified sensuality, this was simply
because the deification of the forces of nature, of which
the prolific energy is one of the most conspicuous, is among
the earliest forms of religion, and long precedes the iden-
tification of the Deity with a moral ideal.

Lecty, Europ. Morals, 1. 112.

sensualization (sen'su-al-i-za'shon), n. [<
sensualize + -ation.] The act of sensualizing,
or the state of being sensualized. Also spelled
sensualisation. Imp. Diet.

sensualize (sen'su-al-Iz), v.
; pret. and pp. sen-

sualized, ppr. sensualizing. [< sensual + -ize.~\

1. trans. To make sensual; debase by carnal

gratifications.
Sensualized by pleasure, like those who were changed

into brutes by Circe. Pope.

Il.t intrans. To indulge the appetites.
First they visit the tavern, then the ordinary, then the

theatre, and end in the stews ; from wine to riot, from
that to plays, from them to harlots. . . . Here is a day
spent in an excellent method. If they were beasts, they
could not better senfualise. Rev. T. Adams, Works, I. 310.

Also spelled sensualize.

sensually (sen'su-al-i), adv. In a sensual man-
ner.

sensualness (sen'su-al-nes), n. Sensual char-

acter; sensuality. Bailey, 1727.

sensuism (sen'su-izm), n. [< L. sensus, sense,
+ -ism.'] Same as sensualism, 2.

sensuist (sen'su-ist), re. [< L. sensus, sense,+ -ist.~\ Same as sensualist, 2.

sensuosity (sen-gu-os'i-ti), n. [< sensuous +
-(<//.] Sensuous character or quality. Imp.
Diet.

sensuous (sen'su-us), a. [< L. sensus, sense,+ -oils.] 1. Of, pertaining to, derived from,
or ministering to the senses; connected with
sensible objects: as, sensuous pleasures.
To which [logic) poetry would be made subsequent, or,

indeed, rather precedent, as being less subtile and fine,
but more simple, sensuous, and passionate.

Milton, Education.

To express in one word all that appertains to the per-
ception, considered as passive and merely recipient, 1 have
adopted from our elder classics the word senxumw.

Coleridge.
The agreeable and disagreeable feelings which come

through sensations of smell, taste, and touch are for the
most part sensuous rather than strictly [esthetic.

O. T. Ladd, Phyaiol. Psychology, p. 521.

2. Readily affected through the senses
;
alive to

the pleasure to be received through the senses.
Too soft and sensuous by nature to be exhilarated by the

conflict of modern opinions, he [Keats] found at once food
for his love of beauty and an opiate for his despondency
in the remote tales of Greek mythology. Quarterly Rev.

Sensuous cognition, cognition through the senses.
Sensuous indistinctness. See indistinctness, 2. =Syn.
1. Carnal, etc. See sensual.

sensuously (sen'su-us-li), adv. In a sensuous
manner. Coleridge.
sensuousness (sen'su-us-nes), n. Sensuous
character or disposition.
The senstummess of all perception, and its inability to

supply us with the conception of an object.
E. Caird, Philos. of Kant, p. 323.

sent1
!, v. and K. An old, and historically more

correct, spelling of scent.
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sent-t, n. [ME. sent; an aphetic form of as-

xcnt.~] Assent.
Alle the lordes of that loud lelli at o sent

Sent William to seie so as was bi-falle.

William o/ Palerne (E. E. T. S.), 1. 5253.

sent3 (sent). Preterit and past participle of wml.
8ent4t. A Middle English contracted form of

sendetli, third person singular present indica-
tive of send.

8ent5t, . An obsolete spelling of saint1 .

sentence (sen'tens), . [< ME. sentence, sen-

ti'iis, scentence, (. OF. (and F.) sentence = Pr.

Ki-iili-in-iii, xcntenxa = Sp. seiiteneia = Pg. sentenya= It. sentenza, sentenzia, < L. sententia, way of

thinking, opinion, sentiment, for 'sentieutid, <

sentien(t-)s, ppr. of sentire, feel, think : see sen-

tient, sense!, scent.} 1. Way of thinking; opin-
ion

;
sentiment

; judgment ;
decision.

When thow me hast geven an audience,
Therefter maistow telle alle thi sentence.

Chaucer, Troilus, iv. 546.

I have no great cause to look for other than the selfsame
portion and lot which your manner hath been hitherto
to lay on them that concur not in opinion and sentence
with you. Hooker, Eccles. Polity, Pref., L 1.

My sentence is that we trouble not them which from
among the Gentiles are turned to God. Acts xv. 19.

My sentence is for open war. Milton, P. L., ii. 51.

2. A saying; a maxim; an axiom.
Who fears a sentence or an old man's saw
Shall by a painted cloth be kept in awe.

Shak., Lucrece, 1. 244.

Thou speakeat sentences, old Bias.
IS. Jonton, Poetaster, 1. 1.

3. A verdict, judgment, decision, or decree
;

specifically, in late, a definitive judgment pro-
nounced by a court or judge upon a criminal ;

a judicial decision publicly and officially de-
clared in a criminal prosecution, in technical

language sentence is used only for the declaration of judg-
ment against one convicted of a crime or in maritime
causes. In civil cases the decision of a court is called a
judgment or a decree. In criminal cases sentence is a judg-
ment pronounced ; doom.

Than the axchebisshop yaf the axenlrnce full dolerouse,
and cursed of god and with all his power alle tho that in
the londe dide eny forfet, or were a-gein the kynge Arthur.

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), i. 116.

But it is to be observ'd that in Egypt many causes are
carried before leading men, who absolutely decide, even
against the sentence of the magistrate.

Pococke, Description of the East, 1. 171.

4. In gram., a form of words having grammati-
cal completeness ;

a number of words consti-

tuting a whole, as the expression of a state-

ment, inquiry, or command; a combination of

subject and predicate. A sentence is either assertive,
as he is good; or interrogative, as is he good? or impera-
tive, as be good I Sentences are also classed as simple,
compound, or complex: simple, if divisible into a single
subject and a single predicate; compound, if containing
more than one subject or predicate or both ; and complex,
if including a subordinate sentence or clause : as, he who
is good is happy; I like what you like; he goes when I

come. Sentences are further classed as Independent and
as dependent or subordinate (the latter being more often
called a clause than a sentence) ; a dependent sentence is

one which enters with the value of a single part of speech
either noun or adjective or adverb into the structure

of another sentence.

5f. Sense
; meaning.

I am nat textuel ;

I take but the sentent, trusteth wel.

Chaucer, Prol. to Parson's Tale, 1. 58.

Go, litel bille, bareyn of eloquence,
Pray yonge children that the shal see or reede,
Thoughe thow be compendious of sentence,
Of thi clauses for to taken heede.

Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 32.

Now to the discours it selfe, voluble anough, and full

of sentence, but that, for the most part, either specious
rather then solid, or to his cause nothing pertinent

Milton, Eikonoklastes, iv.

6f. Substance; matter; contents.

Tales of best sentence and most solas

Chaucer, Gen. Prol. to C. T., 1. 798.

7. In music, a complete idea, usually consist-

ing of two or four phrases. The term is used some-
what variously as to length, but it always applies to a di-

vision that is complete and satisfactory in itself. Book
of the Sentences, one of the four Books of Sentences,
or dicta of the church fathers, compiled by Peter Lombard
(" Master of the Sentences ") in the twelfth century, or
the whole collection of four books. This formed the
great text-book of theology in the middle ages ;

and most
of the treatises on scholasticism during that period are in
the form of questions following the divisions of this work.
Cumulative sentence. See cumulative. Loose sen-

tence, a sentence so constructed as to be grammatically
complete at one or more pointa before its end. Master
Of the Sentences. See masterl . and Boole of the Sentences

(above). Sentence arbitrate, in French law, award.
To serve a sentence. See wroei.

sentence (sen'tens), r. t. ; pret. and pp. sen-

tenced, ppr. sentencing. [< OF. (and F.) senten-

<>(> = Pr. Sp. Pg. sentenciar = It. senteniiare,
< ML. sententiare, pronounce judgment or sen-

sententious

tence upon, judge, decide, assent, < 'L.senti'ntin,

opinion, judgment, sentence: see sentence, .]

1. To pass or pronounce sentence or judgment
on

;
condemn

;
doom to punishment.

Nature herself is sentenced in your doom.
Dryden, Aurengzebe, iii. 1.

Dredge and his two collier companions were sentenced to
a year's imprisonment with hard labor, and the more en-

lightened prisoner, who stole the Debarrys' plate, to trans-

portation for life. George Eliot, Felix Holt, xlvi.

Thirty-six children, between the ages of nine and six-

teen, were smtenced to be scourged with rods on the palms
of their hands once a week for a year.

Lowell, Among my Hooks, 1st ser., p. 105.

2f. To pronounce as judgment; express as a
decision or determination

;
decree.

Let them . . .

Enforce the present execution
Of what we chance to sentence.

Shak., Cor., iii. 3. 22.

One example of iustice is admirable, which he nentenced
on the (iouernour of Casbin, conuict of many extortions,
briberies, and other crimes. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 387.

3f. To express in a short, energetic, senten-
tious manner.
Let me hear one wise man sentence it, rather than twenty

fools, garrulous in their lengthened tattle.

Feltham, Resolves, i. 93.

sentencer (sen'ten-ser), n. [< OF. sentencier,
sentencliier, < ML. sententiarius, one who passes
sentence, < L. sententia, sentence : see sentence.]
One who pronounces sentence

;
a judge.

He who can make the best and most dirterences of things
by reasonable and wittie distinction is to be the fittest

iudge or sentencer of [decency].
Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 220.

Haruth and Maruth went,
The chosen sentrncers; they fairly heard
The appeals of men to their tribunal brought,
And rightfully decided. Southey, Thalaba, iv. 9.

sentential (sen-ten'shal), a. [< L. sententialis,
in the form of a sentence, < sententia, a sen-
tence: see sentence.] If. Authoritatively bind-

ing or decisive.

There is no doubt but our pardon, or constituted Justi-
fication In covenant title, is a virtual, sentential justifica-
tion. Baxter, Life of Faith, ill. 8.

2. Of or pertaining to a sentence, or series of
words having grammatical completeness: as,
a sentential pause ;

sentential analysis.
sententially (sen-ten'shal-i), adv. I. By way
of sentence; judicially; decisively.
We sententially and definitively by this present writing

judge, declare, and condemn the said Sir John Oldcastle,
Knight, and Lord Cobham, for a most pernicious and de-
testable heretic. Bp. Bale, Select Works, p. 42.

2. In or by sentences.
sententiarian (sen-ten-shi-a'ri-an), n. [< sen-

tentiary + -an.] A commentator upon Peter
Lombard (twelfth century), who brought all

the doctrines of faith into a philosophical sys-
tem in his four Books of Sentences, or opinions
of the fathers.

sententiary (sen-ten'shi-a-ri), n.
; pi. senten-

tiarics (-riz). [< ML. sentetitiarius, one who
passes sentence, one who writes sentences,
also one who lectured upon the Liber Sententi-

arum, or Book of Sentences, of Peter Lombard,
< L. sententia, a sentence, precept: see sentence.}
Same as sententiarian Sententiary bachelors.
See bachelor, 2.

sententiosityt (sen-ten-shi-os'i-ti), n. [< sen-
tentious + -ity.~] Sententiousness.

Vulgar precepts in morality, carrying with them nothing
above the line, or beyond the extemporary sententiusityot
common conceits with us. Sir T. Brotme, Vulg. Err., i. 6.

sententious (sen-ten'shus), a. [< ME. sentcn-

cyowxe, < OF. scntentieux, sentencieitx, F. senten-

cieux = Sp. Pg. sentencioso = It. sentenzio&o, <

L. sententiosus, full of meaning, pithy, senten-

tious, < sententia, opinion, precept, sentence :

see sentence.] 1. Full of pithy sentences or

sayings ; pithy ;
terse: as, & sententious style or

discourse; sententious truth.

Your third sort serues as well th* eare as the conceit,
and may be called sententious figures, because not only
they properly apperteine to full sentences for bewtifying
them with a currant & pleasant numerositie, but also

giuing them efficacie.

Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 133.

2. Given to the use of pithy or axiomatic say-
ings or sentences.

How he apes his sire !

Ambitiously sententious! Addisun, f'ato, i. 2.

He was too sententious a person to waste words on mere
salutation. Scott, Kenilworth

,
xii.

3t. Same as sentential, 2.

The making of figures being tedious, and requiring much
room, put men first upon contracting them : as by the
most ancient Egyptian monuments it appears they did :

next, instead of sententitjus marks, to think of verbal, such
as the Chinese still retain. N. Qrew, Cosmologia Sacra.

= Syn. 1. Laconic, pointed, compact



sententiously

sententiously (sen-ten'shus-li), adv. In a sen-

tentious manner; in short, expressive periods;
with striking brevity.
The poets make Fame a monster ; they describe her in

part finely and elegantly, and in part gravely and senten-

tivusly. Bacon, Fragment of an Essay on r'ame(ed. 1887).

sententiousness (sen-teu'shus-nes), n. The

quality of being sententious or short and ener-

getic in expression; pithiness of sentences;

brevity of expression combined with strength.

That curious folio of secret history, and brilliant sen-

tentiousiiess, and witty pedantry, the Life of Archbishop
Williams by Bishop Hacket.

1. D'Israeli, Amen, of Lit, II. 330.

senteryt, '* An obsolete form of sentry^. Mil-
Inn.

sentience (sen'shi-ens), H. [< sentien(t) + -ce.]

Sentient character or state; the faculty of

sense; feeling; consciousness.

This opinion, in its general form, was that of the senti-

ence of all vegetable things. Poe, Tales, I. 301.

Since, therefore, life can find its necessary mobility in

matter, can it not also acquire its necessary sentience from
the same source ? Nineteenth Century, XX. 346.

If the term sentience be employed as preferable to con-

sciousness, it must be understood as equivalent to con-
sciousness in the broader sense of the latter word.

G. T. Ladd, Physiol. Psychology, Int., p. 3.

sentiency (sen'shi-en-si), . [As sentience (see

-cy).~\ Same as sentience.

There are substances which, when added to the blood,
render sentieitcy less vivid.

//. Spencer, Prin. of Psychol., 42.

sentient (sen'shi-ent), a. and u. [= P. sentant
= Sp. senciente = Pg. sensiente = It. sentiente, <

L. sentien(t-)s, ppr. of sentire, feel, perceive : see

scent, sense^.] I. a. 1. Capable of sensation
or of sense-perception; having the power of

feeling.
The series of facts by which Socrates manifested himself

to mankind, and the series of mental states which consti-

tuted his sentient existence, went on simultaneously with
the series of facts known by the name of the Peloponne-
sian war. J. S. Mill, logic, I. v. 6.

How the happiness of any part of the sentient creation
would be in any respect diminished if, for example, chil-

dren cut their teeth without pain, we cannot understand.

Jfacaulay, Sadler's Ref. Refuted.

2. Characterized by the exercise of sense or

sense-perception.
A sentient and rational life without any self-interest in

the examination of its own permanent characteristics,
and of the grounds upon which it rests, would be an ab-

surdity. Q. T. Ladd, Physiol. Psychology, p. 585.

8. In physiol., noting those parts which on
stimulation give rise to sensation Sentient
soul. Sees<ran.= Syn. 1. Sensitive, etc. See sensible.

II. n. The mind as capable of feeling.

If the sentient be carried, "passibus sequis," with the

body, whose motion it would observe, supposing it regu-
lar, the remove is insensible. Glamrille, Seep. Sci.

sentiently (sen'shi-ent-li), adv. In a sentient

or perceptive manner,
sentiment (sen'ti-ment), n. [< ME. sentement,
< OF. sentement, sentiment, F. sentiment = Pr.

sentiment = Sp. sentimiento = Pg. It. sentimento,
< ML. sentimentum, feeling, affection, senti-

ment, opinion, < L. sentire, feel, perceive: see

sense^-, scent.] If. Feeling; sensation; senti-

ence; life.

She colde was and withouten sentemente,
For oght he woot, for breth ne felt he non.

Chaucer, Troilus, iv. 1177.

2. Higher feeling; emotion, (a) In psyclwl., an
emotional judgment ; also, the faculty for a special emo-
tion.

I am apt to suspect . . . that reason and sentiment con-

cur in almost all moral determinations and conclusions.

Hume, Prin. of Morals, 1.

We speak of sentiments of respect, of esteem, of grati-
tude ; but I never heard the pain of the gout, or any other
mere feeling, called a sentiment.

Reid, Active Powers, v. 7.

The mental or internal feelings the sentiments may
be divided into contemplative and practical. The former
are the concomitants of our cognitive powers, the latter

of our powers of conation. Sir W. HamUton, Metaph., xlv.

Sentiment is nothing but thought blended with feeling ;

thought made affectionate, sympathetic, moral.
J. F. Clarke, Self-Culture, p. 236.

But immediately that the proper stimuli bring them
into action there will be a certain pleasure from the moral

exercise, as there is from the exercise of other functions
;

and that pleasure is naturally felt as moral sentiment.

Maudsley, Body and Will, p. 172.

Hume seems to have perceived in belief something more
than the mere operation of ideas. He speaks frequently
of this phenomenon as a sentiment, and he appears to have
regarded it as an ultimate faet, though governed by the
conditions of association and habit.

J. Sully, Sensation and Intuition, p. 75.

(b) Sensibility, or a tendency to make emotional judg-
ments; tender susceptibility.
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Inasmuch as religion and law and the whole social or-

der of civilized society, to say nothing of literature and

art, are so founded on sentiment that they would all go to

pieces without it, it is a word not to be used too lightly in

passing judgment, as if it were an element to be thrown
out or treated with small consideration.

0. W. Holmes, Poet at Breakfast-Table.

3. Exhibition or manifestation of feeling or

sensibility, as in literature, art, or music; a

literary or artistic expression of a refined or

delicate feeling or fancy.
Sentiment is intellectualized emotion, emotion precipi-

tated, as it were, in pretty crystals by the fancy.

Lowell, Among my Books, 1st ser., p. 365.

The grace and sentiment of French design [medieval
painting] are often exquisite, but are less constant than
in the work of the early Italian painters.

C. II. Moore, Gothic Architecture, p. 306.

4. Thought; opinion; notion; judgment; the
decision of the mind formed by deliberation or
reflection : as, to express one's sentiments on a

subject.
On questions of feeling, taste, observation, or report, we

define OUT sentiments. On questions of science, argument,
or metaphysical abstraction, we define our opinions.
William Taylor, English Synonyms Discriminated (1850).

It has always been a sentiment of mine that to propa-
gate a malicious truth wantonly is more despicable than
to falsify from revenge. Sheridan, School for Scandal, ii. 2.

5. The sense, thought, or opinion contained in

words, but con sidered as distinct from them : as,

we may like the sentiment when we dislike the

language. Hence 6. A thought expressed in

striking words; especially, a sentence expres-
sive of some particularly important or agree-
able thought, or of a wish or desire; in par-
ticular, a toast, often couched in proverbial
or epigrammatic language.

Come, Mr. Premium, I'll give you a sentiment; here's
success to usury ! Sheridan, School for Scandal, iii. 3.

This charming sentiment, recommended asmuch by sense
as novelty, gave Catherine a most pleasing remembrance
of all the heroines of her acquaintance.

Jane Austen, Northanger Abbey, xv.

7. pi. In phren., the second division of the moral
or affective faculties of the mind, the first be-

ing termed propensities. See phrenology. 8f.
Taste ; quality.
Other Trees there ben also, that beren Wyn of noble sen-

lenient. Mandeville, Travels, p. 189.

Practical sentiments. See practical. =Syn. 2-4. Senti-

ment, Thouyht, Feeling. Sentiment has a peculiar place
between thought and feeling, in which it also approaches
the meaning of principle. It is more than that feeling
which is sensation or emotion, by containing more of

thought and by being more lofty, while it contains too
muchfeeling to be merely thought, and it has large influ-

ence over the will : for example, the sentiment of patriot-
ism ; the sentiment of honor ;

the world is ruled by senti-

ment. The thought in a sentiment is often that of duty,
and is penetrated and exalted by feeling.

sentimental (sen-ti-men'tal), a. [= F. senti-

mental = Sp. Pg. sentimental = It. sentimentale

= D. sentimenteel = OJ. Sw. Dan. sentimental;
as sentiment + -al.~\ 1. Swayed, or apt to be

swayed, by sentiment
;
of a tender and suscep-

tible heart
; mawkishly tender or susceptible :

as, a sentimental person. This quality was highly
valued about the third quarter of the eighteenth century,
but later was regarded almost with disgust. Hence the
word at one time bore a favorable, at a later time an unfa-

vorable implication.

A sentimental mind is rather prone to overwrought feel-

ing and exaggerated tenderness. Whately.

Some of the most sentimental writers, such as Sterne (and
Byron), seem to have had their capacities of tenderness ex-

cited only by ideal objects, and to have been very hard-
hearted towards real persons.

A. Bain, Emotions and Will, p. 208.

2. Containing or characterized by sentiment;
appealing to the feelings rather than to reason :

as, a sentimental song; sentimental works.

I have something else for you, which I am fabricating at

a great rate, and that is my Sentimental Journey, which
shall make you cry as much as it has affected me, or I will

give up the business of sentimental writing, and write to

the body. Sterne, Letters, cxiii.

Perhaps there is no less danger in works called sentimen-
tal. They attack the heart more successfully because
more cautiously. V. Knox, Essays, No. 171.

= Syn. Romantic, Sentimental (see romantic), hysterical,
gushing, etc. (in style).

sentimentalise, sentimentalise!1

. See senti-

mentalize, sentimentalizer.

sentimentalism (sen-ti-men'tal-izm), n. [<
sentimental + -ism."] Tendency to be swayed by
sentiment; affected sensibility or sentiment;
mawkish susceptibility; specifically, the phi-
losophy of Rousseau and others, which gave
great weight to the impulses of a susceptible
heart. The French revolution, with its terror, was re-

garded as in some measure the consequence of this phi-
losophy, which thenceforward fell more and more into con-

tempt. At present, the fact that it was a deliberately de-
fended attitude of mind is almost forgotten, the current
of sentiment running now strongly the other way.

sentinel

Eschew political sentimentalism.

Disraeli, Coningsby, iv. 15.

In German sentiment, which runs over so easily into

xfnliineiitalwm, a foreigner cannot help being struck with
a certain incongruousness.

Lowell, Among my Books, 1st ser., p. 290.

sentimentalist (sen-ti-men'tal-ist), n. [< sen-

timental + -int.'] One who is guided by mere

sentiment; a sentimental person; in a better

sense, one who regards sentiment as more im-

portant than reason, or permits it to predomi-
nate over reason.

For Burke was himself also, in the subtler sense of the

word, a sentimentalist that is, a man who took what
would now be called an aesthetic view of morals and poli-
tics. Lou-ell, Among my Books, 1st ser., p. 350.

sentimentality (sen"ti-men-tal'i-ti), . (X sen-

timental + -ity.'] The quality of being senti-

mental ; affectation of fine or tender feeling or

exquisite sensibility ;
sentimentalism.

The false pity and sentimentality of many modern ladies.

T. Warton, Hist. Eng. Poetry, II. 201.

They held many aversions, too, in common, and could
have the comfort of laughing together overworks of false

sentimentality and pompous pretension.
Charlotte Bronte, Shirley, xii.

sentimentalize (sen-ti-men'tal-Iz), v.
; pret.

and pp. sentimentalized, ppr. 'sentimentalizing.

[< sentimental + -ize.~\ I. intrans. To indulge
in sentiment

;
talk sentiment

; play the senti-

mentalist.

And so they reproach and torment themselves, and re-

fine and sentementeKze, till gratitudebecomesburdensome,
. . . and the very idea of a benefactor odious.

Miss Edgeworth, Emilie de Coulanges.

II. trans. To render sentimental ; give a sen-

timental character to.

The adapters . . . sentimentalize the character of Lydia,
and almost humanize the hero.

Athenseum, No. 3284, p. 457.

Also spelled sentimentalise.

sentimentalizer (sen-ti-men'tal-I-zer), n. One
who sentimentalizes. Also spelled sentimen-

taliser.

A preacher-up of Nature, we now and then detect under
the surly and stoic garb [of Thoreau] something of the

sophist and the sentimentalizer.

Lowell, Study Windows, p. 203.

sentimentally (sen-ti-men'tal-i), adv. In a
sentimental manner; as regards sentiment ;

to-

ward or in reference to sentiment: as, to be

sentimentally inclined
;
to speak sentimentally.

sentinet (sen'tin), n. [< OF. sentine, F. sentine

= Pr. Sp. Pg. It. sentina, < L. sentina, water in

the hold of a ship, bilge-water.] A place into

which dregs, dirt, etc., are thrown; a sink.

I can say grossly . . . the devil to be a stinking sentine

of all vices, a foul filthy channel of all mischiefs.

Latimer, Sermons (Parker Soc.)> p. 42.

sentinel (sen'ti-nel), n. and a. [Formerly also

sentinell, centinel,centinell, centonell; =MD. sen-

tinelle = Sp. centinela = Pg. sentinella = It. sen-

tinella, a sentinel, < OF. sentinelle, F. sentinelle,

a sentinel, a watch, a sense transferred from
the earlier meaning 'a watching at a particu-
lar post,' not given by Cotgrave, but apparent
from Kilian's def. (MD. "sentinelle, excubias,

vigiliee, primae excubise, excubitor exstans, sta-

tic, stationes" Kilian, Appendix), and from
the phrase lever de sentinelle, relieve from sen-

tinel's duty, lit. 'take from his beat,' sentinelle

being originally, it appears, the post itself, a
sentinel's beat, the same as sentinelle, a path,
a little path, dim., like the eqniv. sentelle, a
little path, of OF. sente, a path (cf . OF. sente-

ret, a little path, dim. of sentier, F. sentier, a

path, < ML. semitarius, a path), < L. Semite, a

path, foot-path, by-path, prob. < se-, apart, +
meare(-\/mi),go: seemeatus. This view agrees
with a similar explanation of sentry

1
, q. v.] I.

n. If. Watch or guard kept by a soldier sta-

tioned for the purpose at a particular place.
Counsellors are not commonly so united but that one

counsellor keepeth sentinel over another.

Bacon, Counsel (ed. 1887).

Vpon the verge of the Riuer there are flue houses,
wherein Hue the honester sort of people, as Farmers in

England, and they keepe continuall centineU for the
townes securitie.

Quoted in Capt. John Smith's Works, II. 12.

2. A soldier stationed as a guard, either to

challenge persons drawing near and to allow
to pass only those who give a watchword, and,
in the absence of this, to resist them and give
an alarm, or for display or ceremony only.

I was employ'd in passing to and fro,
About relieving of the sentinels.

Shak., 1 Hen. VI., ii. 1. 70.

3. A sentinel-crab.

II. <i. Acting as a sentinel; watching.



sentinel

Our bugles sang truce, for the night-cloud had lowered,
And the sentinel stars set their watch in the sky.

Campbell, Soldier's Dream.

sentinel (sen'ti-nel), v. t.; pret. and pp. //-

neled or sentinelled, ppr. sentineling or sentinel-

ling. [< sentinel, n.] 1. To watch over as a
sentinel.

All the powers
That sentinel just thrones double their guards
About your sacred excellence.

Ford, Lover's Melancholy, ii. 1.

2. To furnish with a sentinel or sentinels;

place under the guard of sentinels. E. Pollok.

[Rare.]
sentinel-crab (sen'ti-nel-krab), n. A crab of

the Indian Ocean, Podophthalmus vigil; a sen-

tinel : so called from the remarkable length of

the eye-stalks.
sentisection (sen-ti-sek'shon), TO. [< L. sentire,

feel, + sectio(n-), cutting.] Painful vivisec-

tion
;
the dissection of living animals without

recourse to anesthetics or other means of pre-

venting pain: opposed to cattisection. B. G.

Wilder. [Rare.]
sentoree, n. See sundoree.

sentry1
(sen'tri), n. and a. [Formerly also cen-

tnj, earlier sentrie and in fuller form sentery,

prob. a transferred use of OF. senteret, a path
(in the same manner as sentinelle, a sentinel,
from sentinelle, a path), senteret being dim. of
sentier (It. sentiero), a path, < ML. semitarius, a

path, < L. semita, a path: see sentinel.] I. n.;

pi. sentries (-triz). If. A place of watch; a
watch-tower. [Rare.]

Qtterite, ... a sentry or watch-tower. Cotgrave.

2. Watch; guard: same as sentinel, 1.

What strength, what art can then
Suffice, or what evasion bear him safe

Through the strict sealeries and stations thick
Of angels watching round? Milton, P. L., ii. 412.

Thou, whose nature cannot sleep,
O'er my temples sentry keep.

Sir T. Browne, Religio Medici, ii. 12.

3. One stationed as a guard : same as sentinel, 2.

Sentry go, originally, the call made to announce the
time of changing the watch ; hence, by loose colloquial
extension, any active military duty.

II. a. Acting as a sentry ; watching.
sentry2t, Same as centryl, center2 .

Pleasure is but like sentries, or wooden frames set un-
der arches till they be strong by then- own weight and
consolidation to stand alone.

Jer. Taylor, Apples of Sodom. (Latham.)

sentry-board (sen'tri -bord), n. A platform
outside the gangway of a ship for a sentry to

stand upon.
sentry-box (sen'tri-boks), TO. A kind of box
or booth intended to give shelter to a sentinel
in bad weather.

sentuaryt, sentwaryt, . Middle English forms
of sanctuary.

senveyt, senviet, w. See senvy.

senvyt, [Early mod. E. senvye, senvie; < ME.
senvey, < OF. seneve = It. senape, senapa = AS.
senep, senap = OFlem. sennep = OHG. senaf,
MHG. senef, senf, G. sen/ = Sw. senap = Dan.
senep, sennep, < L. siitapi, also sinape, sinapis= Goth, siwaj), < Gr. aivairi, also Givyiri, oivairv,

aivqirv, alvt/Trvf, in Attic vairv, mustard: see

sinapis.] Mustard; mustard-seed.

Senvey lete sowe it nowe, and cool sede bothe,
And when the list, weelwrought fatte lande thai love.

PaMadius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 83.

Senvie ... is of a most biting and stinging tast, of a
fierie effect, but nathe-
lesse very good and
wholsom for man's
bodie.

Holland, tr. of Pliny,
(xix. 8. (Davits.)

Senza (sen'tsa).
prep. [< It. senza,
without: seesaws.]
In music, without:

as, senza sordino or

sordini,without the
mute (in violin-

playing), or with-
out dampers (in

pianoforte-play-
ing); senza tempo,
without strict

rhythm or time
;

senza organo, with-
out organ, etc. Ab-
breviated S.

An abbrevia-
Horms of Sepals.

a, flower of Calthafalustris, show-

tfon USed by ho- JjBjj SftSefSe''
*' "SS^S

tanlcal Writers for Cerastium nutans, seen from below:

9f>nnl s' one ^ t'ie seP^ls; 4, calyx of the
a^ut. same, showing the five free sepals.
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sepal (sep'al or se'pal), n. [= F. stipule, < NL.
ni'fiiilniii. formed (after the analogy of petal,
lepal) < L. separ, separate, different : see sepa-
rate. Cf. ML. sepalin, a dubious form, unde-
fined, appar. an error for separalis, several : see
sereral. The term was proposed by Necker, and
adopted by A. P. de Candolle and all later bot-

anists.] In hot., a calyx-leaf; one of the indi-
vidual leaves or parts "that make up the calyx,
or outer circle of floral envelops. See calyx,
cut in preceding column, and cuts under uiifi-

sepalous and dimerous.

The term sepal was devised by Neckar to express each
of the divisions of the calyx.

WheweU, Philos. Inductive Sciences, I., p. xciv.

sepaled (sep'ald or se'pald), a. [< sepal + -erf2.]

In bot., provided with sepals.
sepaline (sep'a-liu), a. [< sepal + -iwe1 .] In

hot., relating to a sepal or sepals ; having the
nature of a sepal.

sepalody (sep'a-16-di), n. [< sepal + -ode, a
form of -old, H- -y

s
.] In bot., metamorphosis

or change of petals or other organs into sepals
or sepaloid organs.
sepaloid (sep'a-loid), a. [< sepal + -oid."] Like
a sepal, or distinct part of a calyx.
sepalous (sep'a-lus), a. [< sepal + -ous.] Re-
lating to or having sepals.

separability (sep^a-ra-biri-ti), n. [< L. sepa-
rabilis, admitting of separation, < separare,
separate : see separate.] The property of be-

ing separable, or of admitting separation or

disunion; divisibility. Glanville.

separable (sep'a-ra-bl), a. [< OF. separable, F.

separable = Sp"separable= Pg. separavel = It.

separabile, < L. separabilis, that can be sepa-
rated, < separare, separate: see separate.] 1.

Capable of being separated, disjoined, or dis-

united : as, the separable parts of plants ; quali-
ties not separable from the substance in which
they exist.

We can separate in imagination any two ideas which
have been combined ; for what is distinguishable is sepa-
rable. Leslie Stephen, Eng. Thought, i. 8 51.

2f. Separative.
In our two loves there is but one respect,
Though in our lives a separable spite.

Shdk., Sonnets, xxxvi.

separableness (sep'a-ra-bl-nes), n. The char-
acter or property of being separable ; separa-
bility.

Trials permit me not to doubt of the separableness of a

yellow tincture from gold. Boyle.

separably (sep'a-ra-bli), adv. In a separable
manner.

separata, n. Plural of separatum.
separate (sep'a-rat), v.

; pret. and pp. separated,
ppr. separating. [< L. separates, pp. of sepa-
rare ( > It. separare= Sp. Pg. separar = Pr. sepa-
rar, sebrar = F. separer and serrer (> E. sever) ),

separate (cf. separ, separate, different), < se-,

apart, + parare, provide, arrange : see se- and
pare1 . Cf. sever.] I. trans. 1. To sever the
connection or association of; disunite or dis-

connect in any way ;
sever.

Separate thyself, I pray thee, from me. Gen. xiii. 9.

They ought from false the truth to separate,
Error from Faith, and Cockle from the Wheat.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, i. 7.

In the darkness and confusion, the bands of these com-
manders became separated from each other.

Irving, Granada, p. 95.

I think it impossible to separate the interests and edu-
cation of the sexes. Improve and refine the men, and you
do the same by the women, whether you will or no.

Emerson, Woman.

2. To divide, place, or keep apart; cut off, as

by an intervening space or body ; occupy the

space between : as, the Atlantic separates Eu-

rope from America.
We are separated from it by a circumvallation of laws

of God and man. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 728.

Separated flowers, flowers in which the sexes are sepa-
rated ; diclinous flowers. =8yn. 1. To disjoin, disconnect,
detach, disengage, sunder, cleave, distinguish, isolate.

2. To dissociate.

II. in trans. 1. To part; be or become dis-

united or disconnected; withdraw from one an-
other.

When there was not room enough for their herds to feed,

they by consent separated, and enlarged then" pasture.
Locke.

The universal tendency to separate thus exhibited [by
political parties and religious sects] is simply one of the

ways in which a growing assertion of individuality comes
out H. Spencer, Social Statics, p. 476.

2. To cleave; open; come apart Separating
post-office, a post-office where mail is received for dis-

tribution and despatched to other post-offlces. [XI. S.J

separation

separate (sep'a-rat), . and n. [< L. separates,
pp. of sfpin-iire, separate: see separate, v.] I.
a. 1. Divided from the rest; disjoined; dis-
connected: used of things that have been united
or associated.

Come out from among them, and be ye separate, saith
the Lord. 2 Cor. vi. 17.

Nothing doth more alienate mens affections than with-

drawing from each other into separate Congregations.
Stillingjleet, Sermons, II. vi.

2. Specifically, disunited from the body; in-

corporeal: as, the separate state of souls.

Whatever ideas the mind can receive and contemplate
without the help of the body it is reasonable to conclude
it can retain without the help of the body too ; or else the

soul, or any separate spirit, will have but little advantage
by thinking. Locke, Human Vndefstanding, II. i. 15.

3. By its or one's self; apart from others; re-

tired; secluded.

Beyond his hope, Eve separate he spies.

Milton, P. L., ix. 424.

Now in a secret vale the Trojan sees
A separate grove. Dryden, JKneiA, vi. 954.

4. Distinct; unconnected.
Such an high priest became us, who is holy, harmless,

undented, and separate from sinners. Heb. vii. 26.

Have not those two realms their separate maxims of pol-

icy? Swift, Conduct of the Allies.

One poem, which is composed upon a law of its own,
and has a characteristic or separate beauty of its own, can-
not be inferior to any other puem whatsoever.

De Quincey, Style, ill.

5. Individual; particular.
While the great body [of the empire], as a whole, was

torpid and passive, every separate member began to feel

with a sense, and to move with an energy, all its own.
MacauLay, 'Lord Clive.

Hepzibah did not see that, just as there comes a warm
sunbeam into every cottage window, so comes a love-beam
of God's care and pity for every separate need.

Hairthorne, Seven Gables, xvi.

Separate coxa. See coxa, 3. Separate estate, sep-
arate property, (a) The property of a married woman,
which she holds independently of her husband's interfer-

ence and control. (&) An estate held by another in trust for
a married woman. Separate form. Seeform. Sepa-
rate maintenance, a provision made by a husband for
the sustenance of his wife in cases in which they decide
to live apart. =Syn. Distinct, etc. (see different), disunited,
dissociated, detached. See the verb.

II. n. If. One who is or prefers to be sepa-
rate

;
a separatist ;

a dissenter.

Chusing rather to be a rank Separate, a meer Quaker,
an arrant Seeker.

Bp. Gauden, Tears of the Church, p. 41. (Davies.)

2. A member of an American Calvinistic

Methodist sect of the eighteenth century, ijo
called because of their organization into sepa-
rate societies. They maintained that Christian be-

lievers are guided by the direct teachings of the Holy
Spirit, and that such teaching is in the nature of inspira-
tion, and superior though not contrary to reason.

3. An article issued separately ; a separate slip,

article, or document; specifically," in bibliogra-

phy, a copy of a printed article, essay, mono-
graph, etc., published separately from the vol-

ume of which it forms a part, often retitled and

repaged.
It will be noticed that to the questions 16, 17, and 18,

in the separate of January 18, 1886, no reply is given by
the superintendent of the mint.

Rep. of Sec. of Treasury, 1886, p. 406.

separately (sep'a-rat-li), adv. In a separate
or unconnected state ; each by itself ; apart ;

distinctly ; singly : as, the opinions of the coun-
cil were separately taken.

If you are constrained by the subject to admit of many
figures you must then make the whole to be seen together,
. . . and not everything separately and in particular.

Dryden, tr. of Dufresnoy's Art of Painting.

The allies, after conquering together, return thanks to

God separately, each after his own form of worship.
Macaulay, Gladstone on Church and State.

separateness (sep'a-rat-nes), n. Separate or
distinct character or state. Bailey.

separatical (sep-a-rat'i-kal), a. [< separate +
-ic-al.] Pertaining to separation in religion;
schismatic. [Rare.] Imp. Diet.

separating-disk (sep'a-ra-ting-disk), n. In

deiitistri/, an emery-wheel used with a dental

engine for cutting a space between teeth.

separating-funnel (sep'a-ra-ting-fun"el), n.

See funnel.

separating-sieve (sep'a-ra-ting-siv), n. l-ngun-

pou'der-maiiuf., a compound sieve by which the

grains are sorted relatively to size.

separating-weir (sep
'

a-ra-ting-wer) ,
n . A weir

which permits the water to flow off in case of

flood, but under ordinary circumstances collects

it in a channel along the face of the weir.

separation (sep-a-ra'shpn), n. [< OF. separa-
tion, separacion, separaison, F. separation = Pr.

separatio = Sp. separacion Pg. separaqSo =



separation

It. separation?, < L. si'par(itio(n-), a separating,
< separare, pp. xeparatim, separate : see ni']m-

rate.] 1. The act of separating, removing, or

disconnecting one tiling from another; a dis-

joining or disjunction: as, the separation of
the soul from the body ; the separation of the

good from the bad. 2. The operation of dis-

uniting or decomposing substances; chemical

analysis.
I remember to have heard . . . that a fifteenth part of

silver, incorporate with gold, will not be recovered by any
water of separation, except you put a greater quantity of

silver, . . . which ... is the last refuge in separations.
Bacon, Nat. Hist., 798.

3. The state of being separate ;
disunion

;
dis-

connection; separate existence.

Remove her where you will, I walk along still ;

For, like the light, we make no separation.
Fletcher (and another), Elder Brother, iii. 5.

The soul is much freer In the state of separation ; and if

it hath any act of life, it is much more noble and expedite.
Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), II. 85.

4. Specifically, a limited divorce, or divorce
from bed and board without a dissolution of
the marriage tie. This may be by common consent
or by decree of a court; in the latter case it is called a
judicial separation. See divorce.

A separation
Between the king and Katharine.

Shak., Hen. VIII., ii. I. 148.

5. In music: (a) A passing-note between two
tones a third apart. (6) In organ-building, a
contrivance introduced into instruments where
the great organ keyboard has a pneumatic ac-

tion, enabling the player to use that keyboard
without sounding the pipes belonging to it,
even though its stops may be more or less
drawn. It is particularly useful where the action of
the other keyboards when coupled together is too hard
to be convenient.

6f. A body of persons separated in fact or doc-
trine from the rest of the community ;

a body
pf separatists or nonconformists; specifically,
in the seventeenth century, the Puritans col-

lectively.
These chastisements are common to the saints,

And such rebukes we of the separation
Must bear with willing shoulders.

B. Jonson, Alchemist, iii. 1.

If ther come over any honest men that are not of y
separation, they will quickly distast them.

Bradford, Plymouth Plantation, p. 177.

Dry separation, the cleaning of coal or concentration
of ore by the aid of a strong current or blast of air, or by
the so-called "wind method" ; concentration without the
use of water. separation ofthe roots ofan equation.
See rood.

separationist (sep-a-ra'shon-ist), n. [< separa-
tion + -ist.] One who advocates or favors sep-
aration, in some special sense.

No excellence, moral, mental, or physical, inborn or at-

tained, can buy for a " man of colour," from these separa-
tionists, any distinction between the restrictions of his
civil liberty and those of the stupidest and squalidest of
his race. G. W. Cable, Contemporary Rev., LIII. 452.

separatism (sep'a-ra-tizm), . [< separate
+

-ism.] Separatist principles or practices; dis-

position to separate or withdraw from some
combination or union.

separatist (sep'a-ra-tist), . and a. [< separate+ -ist.] I. n. One who withdraws or separates
himself; one who favors separation. Especially

(a) One who withdraws from an established or other
church to which he has belonged ; a dissenter : as, the
separatists (Brownists) of the sixteenth and seventeenth
centuries : applied to the members of various specific
sects, especially in Germany and Ireland.

After a faint struggle he [Charles II. J yielded, and passed,
with the show of alacrity, a series of odious acts against
the separatists. Macaulay, Hist. Eng., ii.

But at no time in his history was the Nonconformist or
Puritan a Separatist or Dissenter from the Church of Eng-
land. R. W. Dixon, Hist, Church of Eng., xvii.

(V) In recent British politics, an epithet applied by the
Unionist party to their opponents, whom they charge with
favoring the separation of Ireland from the United King-
dom.

The Home Rule party are properly separatists, for their
policy leads inevitably to separation.

Contemporary Rev., L. 158.

The transfer of votes from Unionists to Separatists at
Spalding was not so large as was the transfer in the oppo-
site direction in the St. Austell division of Cornwall.

Quarterly Reo., CXLV. 2S3.

II. a. Of, pertaining to, or characteristic
of separatists or separatism; advocating sepa-
ration : as, separatist politics ; separatist candi-
dates for Parliament

;
a separatist movement.

This majority, so long as they remain united, can always
defeat the Separatist minority.

Nineteenth Century, XX. 9.

separatistic (sep"a-ra-tis'tik), a. [< separatist+ -ic.] Relating to or characterized by sepa-
ratism

; schismatical. Imp. Diet,
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separative (sep'a-ra-tiv), . [= F. separatif=
I 'r. xr/ia ni tin = Sp. Pg. It. tteparatiro, < LL. sepa-
rativus, pertaining to separation, disjunctive, <

\j. separare, separate : see,separate.] 1. Sepa-
rating ; tending to separate ; promoting sepa-
ration.

I shall not insist on this experiment, because of that
much more full and eminent experiment of the separative
virtue of extreme cold that was made against their wills

by the forementioned Dutchmen that wintered in Nova
Zembla. Boyle, Works, I. 491.

The spirit of the synagogue is essentially separative.

Lamb, Imperfect Sympathies.

God's separative judgment-hour.
Mrs. Browning, Aurora Leigh, i.

2. In not. hist., distinctive; serving for distinc-
tion of species or groups: as, separative char-
acters.

separator (sep'a-ra-tor), n. [< LL. separator,
one who separates, < L. separare, separate : see

separate.] 1. One who separates. 2. Any
implement, machine, or contrivance used for

separating one thing from another : as, cream-

separators ; grain-separators; magnetic separa-
tors (for separating valuable ores from the rock
or sand by means of powerful magnets); etc.

Specifically (a) In agri., a machine for separating from
wheat imperfect grains, other seeds, dirt, chaff, etc. The
most common form appears in the fanning-mill or fanning
attachment to a threshing-machine, and employs a blast of
air to blow the light dust out of the grain. Another form
of separator uses graduated screens, either flat or cylindri-
cal, the cylindrical screens being made to revolve as the
grain passes through them, and the flat screens having often
a reciprocating motion to shake the dust out as the grain
is passed over the screen. A recent form of separator em-
ploys cylinders of dented sheet-metal, the good grain being
caught in the indentations and carried away from the chaff,
which slips past the cup-like depressions. In still another
form, the grain slides down a revolving cone, the round
weed-seeds fly off by centrifugal force, while the grain
slides into a spout provided to receive it. A variety of
screens for sorting fruit and roots according to sizes are
also called separators .- as, a potato-separator. There are
also special separators for sorting and cleaning barley,
grass-seed, oats, etc. (6) In weaving, a comb-like device
for spreading the yarns evenly upon the yarn-
beam of a loom ; aravel. (c) Aglassvessel(one
form of which is shown in the figure) used to

separate liquids which differ in specific grav-
ity and are not miscible. The vessel is filled

with the mixture, and left at rest till the

liquids separate mechanically, when the flu-

ids can be drawn off by the cocks at their

respective levels, or (in the form here figured)
the denser liquid may be first drawn off com-
pletely through the stop-cock at the bottom,
the narrow neck allowing the separation to
be almost exactly performed.' (rf) A name
given to various modern and more or less

separatorM
complicated forms of apparatus used for

dressing ore. Chop Separator, in milling, a machine
for separating the flour from quantities of cracked grain
as the meal comes from the roller-mill. E. II. Knight.

separatory (sep'a-ra-to-ri), a. and n. [< sepa-
rate + -ory.] I. a. Causing or used in separa-
tion; effecting separation ; separative: as, sepa-
ratory ducts.

The most conspicuous gland of an animal is the system
of the guts, where the lacteals are the emissary vessels or

separatory ducts. Q. Cheyne, Phil. Prin.

In distilling with steam, a large quantity of water passes
over with the product ; as this continues during the whole
operation, the distillate is received in a separatory appa-
ratus, so as to allow the water to escape.

Spans' Encyc. Manuf., 1. 643.

Separatory funnel, a form of funnel fitted with one or
more stop-cocks, like the separator, of which it is a form,
and used for separating liquids of different specific grav-
ity. See separator, 2 (c).

II. n. A chemical vessel for separating li-

quids of different specific gravity; a separa-
tor. See separator, 2 (c).

separatrix (sep'a-ra-triks), n. [NL., fern, of
LL. separator: see separator.] Something that

separates ; specifically, the line separating light
and shade on any partly illuminated surface.

separatum (sep-a-ra'tum), .
; pi. separata (-ta).

[NL., prop. neut. of separate, pp. of separare,
separate: see separate.] A separate copy or

reprint of a paper which has been published
in the proceedings of a scientific society. It is

now a very general custom to issue such separata for the
benefit of specialists who do not care for the complete pro-
ceedings.

separistt (sep'a-rist), n. [< separ(ate) + -ist.]
A separatist.
Jove separate me from these Separists,
Which think they hold heavens kingdome in their fists.

Times' Whistle (E. E. T. S.), p. 15.

sepawn, . Same as supawn.
sepeliblet (sep'e-li-bl), a. [< L. sepcliUlis, that

may be buried or concealed, < sepelire, bury :

see sepulcher.] Fit for, admitting of, or in-

tended for burial
;
that may be buried. Imp.

Diet.

sepelitiont (sep-e-lish'on), n. [< ML. sepeli-

tio(n-), misspelled sepelieio(n-), < L. sepelire, pp.

sepidaceous

bury: see sfpulrlicr.] Burial; inter-

ment.
The other extreme is of them who do so over-honour the

dead that they abridge some parts of them of a due sepe-
lition. Bp. Hall, Works, V. 416. (Dames.)

Sephardic (se-far'dik), a. [< Ki-phardim + -if..]

Of or pertaining to the Sephardim : as, Sephar-
dic ritual. Also Sepharadic.
The Sephardic immigration is best known by the con-

verts to Christianity whom it supplied, as Isaac D'Israeli

and his son Lord Beaconsfteld (who was baptized at the

age of twelve). Encyc. Brit., XIII. 084.

Sephardim (se-far'dim),i.j>7. [Heb.] Spanish-
Portuguese Jews, as distinguished from Ash-

kenazim, or German-Polish Jews. See Ashke-
nazitn.

The Sephardim, or Jews descended from the refugees
from Spain after the expulsion in 1492, are generally dark-
er in complexion and have darker hair than other Jews.

Jour, of Anthropological Inst., XIX. 83.

sephen (sef'en), n. [< Arabic.] A sting-ray
of the Indian Ocean and Red Sea, Trygon (or

Dasybatis) sephen, of commercial value for sha-

green.
Sephiroth (sef'i-roth), n. pi. [Heb., lit.

' enumer-
ations.'] In the cabala, the first ten numerals,
as attributes and emanations of the Deity,
compared to rays of light, and identified with

Scripture names of God. By the Sephiroth
the first and highest of four worlds was said
to be formed. See cabalist.

sepia (se'pi-a), . and a. [= F. seche, seiche

(OF. seche), a cuttlefish, sepia, its secretion,
= Pr. sepia = Cat. sipia, cipia = Sp. sepia, jibia
= Pg. siba = H.scppia, a cuttlefish, its secre-

tion, < L. sepia, < Gr. m/nia, a cuttlefish, also
ink derived from it, sepia.] I. n. 1. A black
secretion or ink produced by the cuttlefish;

also, in the arts, a pigment prepared from this
substance. The Septa officinalis, common in the Medi-
terranean, is chiefly sought for the profusion of color which
it affords. This secretion, which is insoluble in water,
but extremely diffusible through it, is agitated in water
to wash it, and then allowed slowly to

subside, after which the water is poured
off, and the black sediment is formed
into cakes or sticks. In this form it is

used as a common writing-ink in China,
Japan, and India. When prepared
with caustic lye it forms a beautiful
brown color, with a fine grain, and has
given name to a species of mono-
chrome drawing extensively cultivat-
ed. See cuts under IHbranchiata, ink-

bag, belemnite, and Belemnitidse.

2. [cop.] [NL.] A genus of

cuttles, typical of the family Se-

piidee, and containing such spe-
cies as the common or officinal

cuttle, S. officinalis. See also

cuts under cuttlefish, IHbranchi-

ata, and ink-bag. 3. A cuttlefish. 4. Cut-
tlebone: more fully called os sepise. It is an
antacid, used in dentifrices, and given to cana-
ries. See os and sepiost Roman sepia. Same
as warm sepia, but with a yellow instead of a red tone.
Warm sepia, a water-color used by artists, prepared by
mixing some red pigment with sepia.

II. . Done in sepia, as a drawing.
Sepiacea (se-pi-a'se-a), n. pi. [NL., < Sepia +
-acea.] A group of cephalopods : same as Sepi-
idse in a broad sense.

sepiacean (se-pi-a'se-an), a. [< Sepiacea +
-an.] Of or pertaining to the Sepiacea.
Sepiadariidae (se"pi-a-da-ri'i-de), n. pi. [NL.,
< Sepiadarium + -idee.] A family of decacerous
cephalopods, typified by the genus Sepiadari-
um. They have the mantle united to the neck or back,
the fins narrow, developed only along the smaller part of
the length, and no internal shell. The only two known
species are confined to the Pacific.

Sepiadarium (se"pi-a-da'ri-um), n. [NL.,<
Gr. oTfiridc: (arrntaS-), a cuttlefish (see sepia), +
dim. -apiov.] A genus of cuttles, typical of the

family Sepiadariidse.
sepiarian (se-pi-a'ri-an), a. and n. [< sepiary+ -an.] Same as sepiary.
sepiary (se'pi-a-ri), a. and n. [< sepia + -ary.]
I. a. Of or pertaining to the Sepiidse : as, a se-

piary cephalopod.
II. n.

; pi. sepiaries (-riz). A member of the

Sepiidse.

sepic (se'pik).a. [< sepia + -ic. ] 1. Oforper-
taining to sepia. 2. Done in sepia, as a draw-
ing.

sepicolous (se-pik'o-lus), a. [< L. seepes, sepes,
a hedge, a fence, + colere, inhabit.] In tot.,

inhabiting or growing in hedge-rows.
sepidaceous (sep-i-da'shius), a. [Irreg. < NL.
sepia + -d- (?) -aceous, or more prob. an error
for sepiaceous.] In eool., of or relating to sepia
or the genus Sepia.

Cuttlefish (Sifin
tifficinalis).
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Sepidae1
(sep'i-de), n. pi. [NL.,< Sepia + -ids-.] in sodium permanganate, the amount of or-

~ " '

ganic impurity existing in the atmosphere.

Septembrist

The Celtic tenure of land, which disallowed all indi-

vidual possessions, making it the common property uf t h

sent, almost necessitated a pastoral rather than an agri
3^1 1 I_i_ I.'.!.',, J,..,.,.!. ! f-'T VTT II)

same as Sepioidea.

Sepididae (se-pid'i-de), n. pi [NL., prop. Btni-

diiilif, < Sepidium + -idee.] In entom., a family
of coleopterous insects, named from the genus
StntdiiaH.

sepiform (sep'i-form), a. [< NL. Seps + L.

forma, form.] Resembling or related to the

typified by the genus Sepia. They have eyes covered

by transparent skin, and lidless ;
the fourth pair of arms

set apart
God sepoted a seventh of our time for his exterior wor- gent An abbreviation () of September; (b) of

ship. Donne, To Sir H. G. f ]̂>tllagint ,

U. intrans. To go aside; retire. septa,". Plural of septum.
That he [a Christian] think of God at all times, but that, septaemia, . See septemia.

besides that, he sepose sometimes, to think of nothing but septal1
(sep'tal), a. [< Sept

1 + -al] Of or be-
God. Donne, Sermons, xix.

ionging to a sept or clan.

lizards of the genus Seps : as, a sepiform lizard, sepositt (se-poz'it), v. t. [< L. sepositus, pp. of He nad done muci, to Normaniie, the country by mak-

SpniidiP (se-pi'i-de) . T>1 [NL., < Sepia + sepotiere, put aside : see sepose.] To set aside, ing large and wholly illegal grants of gepfaUerritory to his

/,/".] A family of decacerous cephalopods, Parent, and the neerest Woud must all for this [mar-
tM - J- " McCarthy, Outline of Insh History, ,i

riage] be laid by and deposited. Feltham, Letters, i. septal'
2

(sep'tal), n. [< sept*, septum, + -al.]

sepositiont (sep-o-zish'on), u. [< L. seposi-
Of or pertaining'ttusepta !

having the_eharacter

b^a'cartSnourb^ten'imTcorrespoTdlng pit "ItbTflns pp. sepositus, put aside : see sepose.] The act

are lateral, and extend along most of the body. Cuttles of setting aside or apart ;
a setting aside.

g^oss^rt^^ss^^ .ML^^MKa? 8ctiud derellction

sense, is also called Sepiacea, Sepiadx, Sepida, Sepiaria,
" eP n ' K Sailor V%>At (ed 18351 I 230

Sepiarii, and Sepiophora. See cut under Sepia.

sepiment (sep'i-ment), . [< L. sxpimentum, sepoy (se'poi, formerly and better se-poi'), n.

sepimentum, a hedge, a fence, < ssepire, sepire, [Also seapoy, formerly also sipoy, and (more

hedge, fence, < ssepes, sepes, a hedge, fence.] A nearly like the Hind.) sipahee,
"

hedge; a fence; something that separates.
' w x

[Rare.]
sepioid (se'pi-oid), a. and n. [< Sepia + -oid.]

r form-

Pvn +seven, f
<a partitaon.

septan (sep tan), a.

"*

TLi.

**

avirg* rides amfseven ang; a

sepoy,

y, = Sp. espahi,

avalryman (in Turkey or Algeria); < Hind.

sipdhi, a native soldier in distinction from a gles.

Septaria 1
(sep-ta'ri-a), n. [NL., < L. sieptum,

higher ranks are exclusively so.

As early as A. D. 1592, the chief of Slnd had 200 natives

dressed and armed like Europeans ;
these were the first

Sepoyg.
R. F. Burton, Camoens: a Commentary, II. 445, notes.

Sepoy mutiny. See mutiny.

relating to a septarium.
The "Tealby Beds" are (l)the iron stone, . . . (2) clays

with thin sand stones, septarian nodules, selenite, and py-
rites. Oeol. Mag., V. 32.

um (sep-ta'ri-um), n. ; pi. septaria (-a),

see Septaria
1

.']
A concretion or nodule

of considerable size, and roughly spherical in
epoy muny. ee muny.

seppuku (sep'puk'i?), n. [Jap., colloquial pro- shape, of which the parts nearest the center

uunc-iation of setsu puku, 'cut the belly' (the have become cracked during the drying of the

syllable tsii, except when initial, being assimi- mass, the open spaces thus formed having been

lated in mod. Jap. and Chin, words to a k, p, or s subsequently filled with some infiltrated mm-

>\*^*J.VAM. ^u~ - .,-~* f j L , j- j j. 13. t_ ji OCUUcbllC* \Ovp~lt* ll-njt / IAI.IJ.. N J-J. OCC.ISIM rri'
}

I. a. Resembling a cuttlefish; pertaining to European soldier, a beadle, peon or messenger *
( a f̂ e an inclosure: see septum.] In

the Sepioidea, or having their characters. of a court, < Pers. stpaht, a horseman, soldier, <
c
*
nch

'

g of 8hipworms : synonymous with
II. n. A member of the Sepioidea. sipdh, supdh (>'Hind sipah), soldiers, an army, T do Lamarck; Ferussac.

Sepioidea (se-pi-oi'de-a), n.pl. [NL., < Sepia + military force 1 - Ji- ** MI i

-oidea.] 1. A superfamily of decacerous cepha- ciplined and

lopods with eyes covered by transparent skin regulations;
and lidless, the fourth pair of arms hectocoty- British army in India. The officers of sepoy:

lized, and an internal flattened calcareous gla- have usually been European, and those of the

dius, the sepiost or cuttlebone. 2. An order

of dibranchiate cephalopods, contrasted with
Belemnoidea. A. Hyatt.

Sepiola (se-pi'o-la), . [NL., dim. of Sepia,

q.v.] Agenus of squids,

typical of the family
Sepiolidse, having the

body short, and the fins

broad, short, and lobe-

like, as in S. atlantica.

Sepiolidse (se-pi-ol'i-

de), . pi [Nil. ,(. Sepi-
ola + -idle.] A family
of decacerous cephalo-
pods, typified by the ge-
nus Sepiola. They have
a small cartilaginous or cor-

neous gladius or cuttle-

bone, and the first pair of

arms hectocotylized.

Sepiolidea(se"pi-o-lid'-
6-&),n.pl. [NL.^Sepi-
ola + -idea.] Same as

Sepioloidea.

sepiolite (se'pi-o-lit), n. [< Gr. e^mov,ihe bone
of the cuttlefish (< aipria, the cuttlefish), + /U'0of,

stone.] The mineralogical name for the hy-
drous magnesium silicate meerschaum. See
meerschaum.

Sepioloidea (se"pi-o-loi'de-a), n. pi. [NL., <

od. Jap. and Chin, words to a k, p, or s

following): setsu, < Chin, ts'ieh, ts'it, cut; /uJMr,

BMW, < Chin, fuh, /*-, belly, abdomen.] Same
as taraMri. Seppuku, which is of Chinese origin, is

eral, usually calcite. Such septana or septa-
nan nodules are abundant m various shaly
rocks especially in the Liassicbeds m England

. eppuu, wc s o nese on,
considered more elegant than the purely native term hara- Septata (sep-ta'ta), . pi. [NL., neut. pi. Of

L. septatvs, s&ptatus: see septate."] An order

of gregarines in which the medullary substance

is separated into two chambers an anterior

smaller one called protomerite, and a posterior

larger one called deutomerite, which contains

the nucleus. The genera Greyarina and Hoplo-

rtiyncliits are representative of the order. E.

**"

Sepiola + -oidea.] A superfamily of decace-
rous cephalopods with eyes covered by rf-trans-""

i false eyelids more or less

kiri.

Seps (seps), n. [NL. (Oken, 1816), < L. seps, <

Gr. afrl>, a kind of lizard, also a kind of serpent
the bite of which was alleged to cause putre-

faction, < of/new, make rotten: see septic.] 1.

A genus of scincoid lizards, of the family Sciu-

cidee, giving name to the Sepidse. They have an

elongate cylindric body, with very small limbs, and im-

bricated scales. They are sometimes known as serpent-
lizards.

2. [/. c.] A lizard of this genus.
Like him whom the Numidian seps did thaw
Into a dew with poison.

Shelley, Prometheus Unbound, ill. 1.

Sepsidae (sep'si-de), n. pi. [NL., prop. Sepi-

dx, < Sej>s (Sep-) + -idie.] Same as Sepidae*.

sepsine (sep'sin), n. [< seps(is) + -ine2.]

sep'tat), a. [< L. seeptatus, septatus,
surrounded with a fence or inclosnre,< sieptum,

septum, a fence : see septum.] Having a septum
or septa ; partitioned ;

divided into compart-
ments; septiferous; loculate; specifically, be-

longing to the Sept<ita Septate spore. Same as

spondetm. Septate uterus, a uterus divided into two

by a septum or partitic
'

lep'ta-ted), a. [< septate + -ed%.] In

hot., provided with septa or parti-

septate.

sent. Also Sepiolldea.

Sepiophora (se-pi-of o-rii), n. pi. [NL., < Gr.

minia, sepia. + -ifiapof, < 0pE<i>= E. bear1 .] The
Sepiidx as a group of decapod cephalopods
characterized by a calcareous internal bone.
Also Sepisephora.

sepiophore (se'pi-o-for), n. [< Sepiophora.] A
member of the Sepiophora, as a cuttlefish.

sepiost (se'pi-ost), n. [< Gr. <rfmov, the bone of
the cuttlefish, + oareov, a bone.] The bone or
internal skeleton of the cuttlefish; euttlebone.

sept
1
(sept), n. [Early mod. E. sAsosepte; usu-

See cuts under Dibranchiata and calamary. afly regarded as a corruption of sect (perhaps
sepiostaire (se"pi-os-tar'),M. [< F. sepiostaire : due to association with L. seeptum, septum, a
see sepiost.] Same as sepiost. W. B. Carpen- fence, an inclosnre : see sept

2
) : see sect1.] A

ter, Micros., 4 575.

sepistan, n. Same as sebesten.

sepium (se'pi-um), n. [NL., < Gr. aqmav, the
bone of a cuttlefish, < oTpria, the cuttlefish:
see sepia.] Cuttlebone

; sepiost or sepiostaire.

sepometer (se-pom'e-ter), n. [< Gr. at/neiv,
make rotten or putrid, T pl-Tpav, a measure.]
An instrument for determining, by means of
the decoloration and decomposition produced

name loosely applied to the ptomaines of septic

poisoning. 2. A toxic crystalline substance
iiuui>j m)fmm .

obtained by Schmiedeberg and Bergman from
ggptation (sep-ta'shon), n. [< septate + -ion.]

decaying yeast. Partition
;
division into parts by means of septa

lepsis (sep'sis), n. [NL., < Gr. o^'f, putrefac- or of a septum.
taon, < (fii^eiv, make rotten: see Seps.] 1. Pu-

sept-Cllord (sept'kord), n. [< F. sept, seven, +
tridity or putrefaction ; decomposition; rot.

ETcfeord.] Same as seventh-chord.
2. Contamination of the organism from ill-

September (sep-tem'ber), n. and a. [< ME.
conditioned wounds, from abscesses, or certain

&>,,tewjre Septembyr, < OF. Septembre, Setem-
other local ptomaine-factories or bacterial semi- - -

naries ; septicemia. It includes of course simi-

lar conditions produced experimentally by in-

oculation. 3. [cap.] In entom., a genus of dip-
terous insects of the family Muscidse. Fallen,
1810.

fence, an inclosnre: ^ .

clan : used especially of the tribes or families

in Ireland.

For that Is the evill which I nowe flnde in all Ireland,
that the Irish dwell togither by theyr septs and several!

nations, soe as they may practize or conspire what they
will. Spenser, State of Ireland.

The Sept, or, in phrase of Indian law, the Joint Undi-

bre, F. Septembre = Pr. Septembre, Sete-mbre =
Sp. Setiembre = Pg. Setembro = It. Settembre =
D. G. Dan. Sw. September, < L. September (>

LGr. 2fm-f///?p(0f), Septembris, sc. mensis, the

seventh month of the Roman year. < sej)tem,

seven, = E. seren : see seven.] I. n. The ninth

month of the year. When the year began with

March, it was the seventh month (whence the

name). Abbreviated Sept.
II. a. Occurring, appearing, or prevailing in

September: as, the September gales. Septem-
ber thorn, Ennomos erosarttt, a British geometrid moth.

Septembral (sep-tem'bral), a. [< Septtmbei- +

-1] Of September.
There were few that liked the ptisane, but all of them

were perfect lovers of the pure eeptemlrral juice.

Urquhart, tr. of Rabelais, ii. 1.

ncede
"e8cendant8 f an

Septembrist (sep-tem'brist), . [< F.

Maine, Early Hist, of Institutions, p. 231. briste (see def.), < fteptemhre, September.] One
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of those who, in the first French Revolution,
took part in the massacre of the prisoners in

Paris in the beginning of September, 1792;

hence, any malignant or bloodthirsty person.

septemfluous (sep-tem'flo-us), a. [< L. sep- septennmm(sep-ten'i-um), n. [=lt.settennin,
tern, seven, + fliiere, flow, + -oils.} * lowing < L scl>tcnniiii, a period of seven years, < sep-
in seven streams or currents; having seven

mouths, as a river. [Rare.]

Septennial Act, n British statute of 1716 fixing the ex-

istence of a parliament at seven years from the date of

the writ summoning it, unless previously dissolved,

septennially (sep-ten'i-al-i), adv. Once in

seven years

The town is seated on the east side of the river Ley
[Lea], which not only parteth Hertfordshire from Essex,
hut also seven times parteth from its self, whose septem-

flwnu stream in coming to the town is crossed again
with so many bridges.

Fuller, Hist. Waltham Abbey, i. 83. (Dames.)

The main streams of this seplemflwus river [the Nile).

Dr. H. Mare, Mystery of Iniquity, I. xvi. S 11. (Trench.)

septemia, septsemia (sep-te'mi-a), n. [NL. sep-

lieiiiia, < Gr. mrirr6f, verbal adj. of ofartiv, make
rotten, + ai/ia, blood.] Septicemia ; sepsis.

septempartite (sep-tem-par'tit), a. [< L. sep-

tem, seven, + partitus, divided: see partite.}
Divided into seven parts; in hot., so divided

nearly to the base.

septemtriont, See septentrion.

septemvious (sep-temVi-us), a. [< L. septem,

seven, + via, a way.] Going in seven different

directions. [Rare.]

Officers of state ran septemmous, seeking an ape to coun-
teract the bloodthirsty tomfoolery of the human species.

C. Keade, Cloister and Hearth, Ixxiii.

septemvir (sep-tem'ver), .; pi. scptemvirs, sep-
temviri (-verz, -vi-ri). [L. septemviri, a board
of seven men ; orig. two words : septem, seven

;

viri, pi. of vir, man. ] One of seven men joined
in any office or commission : as, the septenmri
epulones, one of the four chief religious cor-

porations of ancient Rome.
septemvirate (sep-tem'vi-rat), n. [< L. sep-
temviratus (see def.), < septemviri, septemvirs:
see septemvir.'} The office of a septemvir;
government or authority vested in seven per-
sons.

septenarius (sep-te-na'ri-us), n.
; pi. septenarii

(-1). [L. ,
sc. versus, a verse of seven feet

; prop,

adj., consisting of seven: see septenary.} In

Latin pros., a verse consisting of seven feet.

The name is used especially for the trochaic tetrameter
catalectic (verms quadratic), which in the older Latin

writers admits a spondee or anapest in the first, third,
and fifth, as well as in the second, fourth, and sixth places,
and for the iambic tetrameter catalectic.

septenary (sep'te-na-ri), a. and n. [= F. sep-
tcnaire = Pr. setenari = Sp. setenario = Pg. sep-
tenario = It. settenario, \ L. septenartus, con-

sisting of seven, < scpteni, pi., seven apiece,

by sevens, < septem, seven: see seven.} I. a.

1. Consisting of or relating to seven: as, a

septenary number.

They [Mohammedan Arabs] have discovered or imagined
an immense number of septenary groups in religion, his-

tory, art, philosophy, and indeed all branches of human
knowledge. J. Hadley, Essays, p. 338.

2. Lasting seven years; occurring once in

seven years: as, a septenary term
; a, septenary

council.

II. n. ; pi. septenaries (-riz). 1. The num-
ber seven; the heptad. [Rare.]

These constitutions of Moses, that proceed so much
upon a septenary, or number of seven, have no reason in

the nature of the thing. Burnet.

2. A group of seven things.

The modern literature of Persia abounds in sevens.

Native dictionaries enumerate above a hundred septena-

rie, groups of objects designated as the seven so-and-so.

J. Hadley, Essays, p. 329.

scptenate (sep'te-nat), a. [< L. septeni, seven

apiece (see septenary], + -ate1 .} In oot., hav-

ing seven parts, as a compound leaf with seven
leaflets springing from one point.

septennate (sep-ten'at), n. [= F. septennat;
as LL. septennium, a period of seven years (see

septennium),+ -ate3.} A period of seven years,
or an arrangement lasting or intended to last

through seven years.
In sticking to the term of three years they [the Opposi-

tion] showed themselves bad tacticians, the more so as

the tradition of a double renewal of the Septennate was in

favour of the Government demand.
Contemporary Rev., LI. 593.

septennial (sep-ten'i-al), a. [Cf. F. septainal
= Sp. sieteaHal = Pg. scptenal; < L. septennium,
a period of seven years: see septennium.} 1.

Lasting or continuing seven years : as, septen-
nial parliaments. 2. Occurring or returning
once in every seven years: as, septennial elec-

tions.

Being dispensed with all for his septennial visit, . . .

he resolved to govern them by subaltern ministers.

Hawell, Vocall Forrest, p. 16.

li'ii n is, of seven years, < septem, seven, + an-

nus, a year.] A period of seven years,

septentrialt (sep-ten'tri-al), a. [< septentri-on
+ -al.} Of or pertaining to the north ; septen-
trional. [Rare.]

Waveny in her way, on this Septentrial side,

That these two Eastern Shires doth equally divide,
From Laphamford leads on her stream into the East.

Drayton, Polyolbion, xx. 19.

Septentrio (sep-ten'tri-6), n. [L., one of the

Septentrion.es, tlie seven stars forming Charles's

Wain, or the Great Bear: see septentrion.} In

astron., the constellation Ursa Major, or Great
Bear.

septentriont (sep-ten'tri-on), n. and a. [< ME.
septemtrion, septemtrioun, septemptrion, < OF.

septemtrion, F. septentrion = Pr. septentrio = Sp.
setentrion = Pg. septentriao = It. settentrione, <

L. septentrio(n-), septemtrio(n-), usually in pi.

septentriones, septemtriones, the seven stars of

the Great Bear near the north pole, hence the

north
;
lit. the seven plow-oxen, < septem, seven,

+ trio(n-), a plow-ox.] I. n. 1. [cop.] Same
as Septentrio. 2. The north.

But from the colde Septemptrion declyne,
And from northwest there chylling sonnes shyne.

PaUadius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.),p. 12.

This wyde world hadde in subjeccioun.
Both Est and West, South and Septemtrioun.

Chaucer, Monk's Tale, 1. 477.

And also that other parte of Indien is aboute Septen-

tryon, and there is great plenty of wyne, bredde, and all

maner of vytayle.
n. Eden (First Books on America, ed. Arber, p. xxxii.).

Thou art as opposite to every good . . .

As the south to the septentrion.
Shah., 3 Hen. VI., i. 4. 136.

II. a. Northern; septentrional. [Rare.]
A ridge of hills,

That screen'd the fruits of the earth, and seats of men,
From cold Septentrion blasts. Milton, P. R.

,
iv. 31.

septentrional (sep-ten'tri-o-nal), a. [< ME.
septentrional, septentrionel, septentrionelle, < OF.

septentrionel, F. septentrional = Sp. setentrional

= Pg. septentrional = It. settentrionale, < L. sep-

tentrionalis, pertaining to the north, < septen-

trio(n-), the north : see septentrion.} Northern
;

boreal; hyperborean.
That is at the Northe parties, that men clepen the Sep-

tentrionelle, where it is alle only cold.

}[andemlle, Travels, p. 131.

In the same maner maistow wyrke with any latitude

septentrional in alle signes. Chaucer, Astrolabe, ii. 40.

The parts Septentrionall are with these Sp'ryts
Much haunted.

Ileywood, Hierarchy of Angels, p. 568.

Not only our Saxons, but all the septentrional Nations,
adored and sacrificed to Thor, a Statue resembling a
crown'd King. Baker, Chronicles, p. 3.

septentrionality (sep-ten"tri-o-nal'i-ti), . [<

septentrional + -i-ty.} The state of being north-

ern; northerliness. Bailey.

septentrionally (sep-ten'tri-o-nal-i), adv.

Northerly; toward the north.

For if they be powerfully excited and equally let fall,

they commonly sink down and break the water at that ex-

tream whereat they were septentrionally excited.

Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., ii. 2.

septentrionate (sep-ten'tri-o-nat), v. i.
; pret.

and pp. septentrionated, ppr. septentrionating.

[< septentrion + -ate2 .] To tend, turn, or point
toward the north. [Rare.]
True it Is, and conflrmable by every experiment, that

steel and good iron never excited by the loadstone dis-

cover in themselves a verticity : that is, a directive or po-
lary facultie, whereby, conveniently placed, theydoep(7i-
trionate at one extream, and australize.

Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., ii. 2.

Septentriones (sep-ten-tri-6'nez), n. pi. [L.,

pf. of Septentrio: see septentrion.} The seven
stars belonging to the constellation of the Great
Bear

; hence, this constellation itself.

This Nero governed by ceptre alle the poeples that ben
under the colde sterres that hyhten vii tyryones.

Chaucer, Boethius, ii. meter 6.

septet (sep-tef), n. [< L. septem, seven, + -ft.}

In music : (a) A work for seven voices or in-

struments. Compare quartet and quintet, (b)
A company of seven performers who sing or

play septets. Also septette, septuor.

septfoil (sept'foil), n. [< F. sept (< L. septem),

seven, 4- feuille (< folium), a leaf: see foil
1
.}

1. A plant. Potentilia Tormentilla. See tormen-

til. 2. A figure composed of seven lobes or

septilateral

leaves. Compare cinquefoil, qnuircfoil, sexfoil.

Specifically 3. A figure of seven equal seg-
ments of a circle, used as an ecclesiastical sym-
bol of the seven sacraments, seven gifts of the

Holy Spirit, etc.

septic (sep'tik), a. and n. [< Gr. ariirriK^, char-

acterized by putridity, < o^Trroc, verbal adj. of

ri/Ttetv, make rotten.] I. a. Of or pertaining to

sepsis in general; putrefactive or putrefying;

septical: opposed to antiseptir.

If hospitals were not overcrowded, if the system of ven-
tilation were perfect, if there were a continuous water sup-

ply, a proper isolation of wards and distribution of patients,
the causes of septic diseases would not be generated.

N. A. Rev., CXXIII. 236.

Septic fever, peritonitis, etc. See the nouns. Septic
poisoning. See sepsis.

II. n. A substance which causes sepsis.

septicaemia, septicsemic. See Mgrifamto, sep-
ticemic.

septical (sep'ti-kal), a. Same as septic.

septically (sep'ti-kal-i), adv. In a septic man-
ner ; by means of septics.

septicemia, septicaemia (sep-ti-se'mi-a), n.

[NL. septicaemia, irreg. < Gr.
OIJTTIKO^, putrefy-

ing (see septic), + a'ifta, blood.] Sepsis. Pyemia
is the term used to designate cases in which there are

multiple metastatic abscesses. Also septemia, septsemia,.

Mouse septicemia, an infectious disease of mice, first

described by R. Koch in 1878, who produced it by in-

jecting under the skin minute quantities of putrescent
liquids. These contained a very small, slender bacillus,
which rapidly multiplies in the body of mice and pigeons,
and causes death in a few days. The bacillus closely
resembles that of rouget in swine. Pasteur's septice-
mia, the malignant edema of Koch, produced in rabbits

by inserting garden-mold under the skin of the abdo-
men. Death follows in one or two days. A delicate mo-
tile bacillus is found in the edematous tissues. Puerpe-
ral septicemia. See puerperal.

septicemic, septicsemic (sep-ti-se'mik), a. [<

septicemia, septicsemia, + -ic.} Pertaining to, of

the nature of, or affected with septicemia.
A specific gepttc/Fmrcmicrococcus not necessarily always

present in the sputum and lungs of human croupous pneu-
monia. E. Klein, Micro-organisms and Disease, p. 60.

septicidal (sep'ti-si-dal), a. [< scpticlde +
-al.} Dividing at the septa or

partitions : in botany, noting a
mode of dehiscence in which the

pericarp or fruit is resolved into

its component carpels by split-

ting asunder through the dis-

sepiments. See dehiscence, 2, and

compare loeulicidal.

septicidally (sep'ti-si-dal-i), adv.
In a septicidal manner.
The fruit is described as septicidally

septifragal. Encyc. Brit., IV. 149.

septicide (sep'ti-sid), a. [< L.

sxptum, septum, a fence, an in-

closure (see septum), + -cida, <

csedere, cut.] Same as septicidal.

septicine (sep'ti-sin),n. [Irreg. < septic + -ine2 .}

A name given by Hager to a ptomaine resem-

bling conine, obtained from putrefying bodies.

septicity (sep-tis'i-ti), n. [< septic + -ity.}

Septic character or quality ; tendency to pro-
mote putrefaction ; sepsis.

septifarious (sep-ti-fa'ri-us), a. [< LL. septi-

farius, sevenfold, < L. septem, seven, + -farms,
as in bifarius: see bifarious.} Turned seven
different ways.
septiferous (sep-tif'e-rus), a. [< L. sieptum,

septum, an inclosure,' + ferre = E. bear1 .} In
zool. and hot., having a septum ; septate.

septiflllOUS (sep-tif'lij-us), a. [< L. septem,
seven, -V fluere, flow : see fluent. Cf . septem-
fluous.} Flowing in seven streams.

septifolious (sep-ti-fo'li-us), a. [< L. septem,
seven, + folium, leaf.] Having seven leaves.

septiform1
(sep'ti-f6rm), a. [< L. sieptum, sep-

tum, an inclosure, + forma, form.] Having
the character of a septum ; forming a septum ;

septal.

septiform2 (sep'ti-fdrm), a. [< L. septem, seven,
+ forma, form.] Sevenfold. septiform litany,
a litany said to have been instituted by St. Gregory the

Great, A. D. 590, and used on St Mark's day (April 25th).
Seven processions started, each from a different church,
all meeting at one church (whence the name).

septifragal (sep-tif'ra-gal), a. [< L. sieptum,
septum, an inclosure, 4- frangere (i/ "frag),
break, + -al.} In hot., literally, breaking from
the partitions: noting a mode of dehiscence in

which the backs of the carpels separate from
the dissepiments, whether formed by their sides
or by expansions of the placenta. See dehis-

cence, 2, and compare septicidal and loeulicidal.

septilateral (sep-ti-lat'e-ral), a. [< L. septem,
seven, + latus (later-), side: see lateral.} Hav-
ing seven sides: as, a septilateral figure.

Septicidal Dehis-
cence.

v, valves; d,

dissepiments ;
i

,

axis.



septile

septile (sep'til), a. [< L. seeptum, septum, an
inclosure, + -He.'] In bot., of or belonging to

septa or dissepiments.
septillion (sep-til'yon), n. [< L. septem, seven,
+ F. (m)illion, million : see million 1

.'] 1. In the

British system of numeration, a million raised

to the seventh power; a number expressed by
unity followed by forty-two ciphers. 2. In the

French numeration, generally taught in the

United States, the eighth power of a thousand ;

a thousand sextillions.

septimal (sep'ti-mal), a. [< L. Septimus, sep-
I minis, seventh (<. septem, seven), + -al.] Re-

lating to the number seven.

septimanarian (sep'ti-ma-na'ri-an). n. [< ML.
.a-ptiiHHi/itriitx (see def.) (< LL. septinuui/i. a

week, < L. septimanus, pertaining to the num-
ber seven, < septem, seven) + -an.] A monk
on duty for a week. Imp. Diet.

septime (sep'tem), n. [< L. Septimus, the

seventh, < septem, seven, = E. seven: see seven.]
The seventh position assumed by a swordsman
after drawing his weapon from the scabbard.
The hand being kept opposite the right breast with the
nails upward, the point of the foil is directed a little down-
ward and in a section of a circle to the left, thus causing the

opponent's point to deviate, and pass
the body. Practi-

cally this parry is only quart with the point lowered to

protect the lower part of the body. Also thrust or point
in septime that is, defended by the parry called septime.

septimole (sep'ti-mol), n. [< L. septtm, seven

(septimits, seventh), + -ole.] In music, a group
of-seven notes to be played in the time of four
or six of the same kind. It is indicated by the

sign '"7
s
placed over the group. Also septole.

septinsular (sep-tin'su-lar), a. [< L. septem,
seven, + instila, island : see insular.] Pertain-

ing to or made up of seven islands : as, the sep-
tinsular republic of the Ionian Islands. [Bare. ]

A Septinsular or Heptanesian history, as distinguished
from the individual histories of the seven islands.

Encyc. Brit, XIII. 206.

septisyllable (sep'ti-sil-a-bl), n. [< L. septem,
seven, + syllaba, syllable : see syllable.] A word
of seven syllables.

septole (sep'tol), n. [< L. septem, seven, + -ole.]
Same as septimole.

septomaxillary (sep-to-mak'si-la-ri), . and n.
;

pi. septoinaxillaries (-riz). [< NL. septum, q. v.,
+ E. maxillary.'] I. a. Combining characters
of a nasal septum and of a maxillary bone;
common to or connecting such parts, as a bone
or cartilage of some vertebrates.

II. . In ornitk., a bone which in some birds
unites the maxillopalatines of opposite sides
across the midline of the skull with each other
or with the vomer. Nature, XXXVII. 501.

septonasal (sep-to-na'zal), a. and n. [< NL. sep-
tum, q. v., 4- L. namm, nose: see nasal.] I. a.

Forming a nasal septum; internasal: as, the

septonasal cartilage of an embryonic skull.

II. . A bone which in some birds forms a
nasal septum. W. K. Parker.

septuagenarian (sep-tu-aj-e-na'ri-an), n. [<

septuagenary + -an.} A person seventy years
of age, or between seventy and eighty.
septuagenary (sep-tu-aj'e-na-ri), a. and n. [=
F. neptuagenaire = Sp. Pg. septuagenario = It.

settuagenario, < L. septuagenarius, belonging to
the number seventy, < septuageni, seventy each,
distributive form of septuaginta, seventy: see

septuagint.] I. a. Consisting of seventy, espe-
cially of seventy years ; pertaining to a person
seventy or seventy odd years old.

Nor can the three hundred years of John.of times, or
Nestor, overthrow the assertion of Moses, or afford a rea-
sonable encouragement beyond his septuagenary deter-
mination. Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., iii. 9.

II. .
; pi. septuagenaries (-riz). A septuage-

narian.

septuagesima (sep*tu-a-jes'i-ma), n. [= F.
septuagesimc = Sp. Pg. septuagesima = It. set-

tuagesima = G. septuagesima, < L. septuagesima
(dies), seventieth (day), fern, of septuagesimus,
seventieth, < septuaginta, seventy: see septua-
gint.] 1. A period of seventy days. 2. leap.]
The third Sunday before Lent: more fully
called Septuagesima Sunday. The original history
of this name and of Sexagesima (applied to the Sunday
following) is not known ; and any direct reference to sixty
and seventy in these periods of sixty-three and fifty-six
days before Easter is not to be traced. The probability
is that the use of Quadragesima Sunday for the first Sun-
day in Quadragesima or Lent, and the independent use
of Quinquagesima for the fiftieth day before Easter (both
included), led to the extension of the series by the inexact
application of the names Sexagesima and Septuagesima to
the two Sundays preceding. Also called 7/ogf Sunday,
Alleluia Sunday. See Sunday.
septuagesimal (sep'tu-a-jes'i-mal), a. [< sep.
tuagcsima + -al.] Consisting of seventy, es-
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pecially of seventy (or between seventy and
eighty) years.
Our abridged and septuagesimal ages.

Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err. , vi. 6.

Septuagint (sep'tu-a-jint), n. and a. [F. les

.-ii'lilinili' : G. septuag'lnla (def. 2); < L. septua-
f/inta (Gr. elWout/navra), seventy: see seventy.]
1. n. If. The Seventy that is, the seventy (or
more) persons who, according to the tradition,
made a translation of theHebrew Scriptures into
Greek. The rounded legend is that the translation was
made by seventy-two persons in seventy-two days. In
another view, the Seventy were members of the sanhe-
drim (about seventy in number) who sanctioned the trans-

lation.

The Septuagints translation. Minsheu.

2. A Greek version of the Hebrew Scriptures
made by the Seventy (see def. 1): usually ex-

pressed by the symbol LXX ('the Seventy').
This version is said by Josepbus to have been made in the

reign and by the order of Ptolemy Philadelphus, King of

Egypt, about 270 or 280 years before the birth of Christ.
It is supposed, however, by modern critics that this ver-
sion of the several books is the work, not only of different

hands, but of separate times. It is probable that at first

only the Pentateuch was translated, and the remaining
books gradually ; but the translation is believed to have
been completed by the second century B. c. The Septua-
gint is written in the Hellenistic (Alexandrine) dialect, and
Is linguistically of great importance from its effect upon
the diction of the New Testament, and as the source of a
large part of the religious and theological vocabulary of
the Greek fathers, and (through the Old Latin version of
the Bible (see Italic) and the influence of this on the Vul-

gate) of that of the Latin fathers also and of all western
nations to the present day. In the Greek Church the

Septuagint has been in continuous use from the earliest

times, although other Greek versions (see Hexapla) were
anciently also in circulation, and it is the Old Testament
still used in that church. The Septuagint contains the
books called Apocrypha intermingled among the other
books. It is the version out of which most of the citations
in the New Testament from the Old are taken. Abbre-
viated Sept.

II. a. Pertaining to the Septuagint; con-
tained in the Greek copy of the Old Testament.

Septuagintal (sep'tu-a-jin'tal), a. [< Septua-
gint + -al.] Pertaining or relating to the Sep-
tuagint; contained in the Septuagint.
The Septuagintal tradition was at length set aside.

Smith, Diet, of the Bible, III. 1701.

septuaryt (sep'tu-a-ri), n. [< L. septem, seven

(after septua(gint)), + -ary.] Something com-
posed of seven ; a week. Ash.

septulate (sep'tu-lat), a. [< NL. "septulattis, <

seplidum, a little partition, inclosure: see sep-

tulum.] 1. In zobl. and anat., having a septu-
lum or septula. 2. In bot., noting fruits hav-

ing imperfect or false septa.
septulum (sep'tu-lum), w.; pi. septula (-la).

[NL., dim. of L. s&pturn, septum, a partition:
see septum.] A little septum or small parti-
tion Septula renum, inward prolongations of the
cortical substance of the kidneys, extending between the

pyramids as far as the sinus and bases of the papillee.
Also called columnx Bertini or columns of Berlin, and
cortical columns.

septum (sep'tum), .
; pi. septa (-ta). [NL., <

L. sseptum, septum, fence, inclosure, partition,
< ssepire, sepire, pp. seeptus, septus, hedge in, in-

close, < ssepes, sepes, a hedge, a fence.] A par-
tition

;
a wall separating two cavities.

It is found upon experiment that hydrogen goes through
a septum or wall of graphite four times as fast as oxygen.

W. K. Cliford, Lectures, I. 206.

Specifically (a) In bot., any kind of a partition, whether
a proper dissepiment or not : as, the septum in a seed ; the

septum of a spore. (6) In anat. and KM., a partition ; a wall
between two cavities, or a structure
which divides a part or an organ into

separate portions; a dissepiment. In
vertebrates the formations known as

septa are most frequently situated
in the vertical longitudinal median
line of the body, but may be trans-
verse or otherwise disposed. A num-
ber of them are specified by quali-
fying words. See phrases following,
(c) In corals, a calcified mesentery ;

one of the six or more vertical plates
which converge from the wall to the
axis of the visceral space, dividing
this into a number of radiating locu-

li or compartments. Each septum
appears single or simple, but is real-

ly a duplicature of closely apposed
plates, just as the mesentery itself

is a fold. They are to be distinguish-
ed from the horizontal dissepiments,
or tabulae, which may cut them at

right angles. They are variously
modified in details of form, may be
connected by synapticulse, and are

divided, according to their forma-

tion, into primary, secondary, and
tertiary, (d) In conch., one of the
transverse partitions which separate
the cavity of the shell of a cephalo-
pod into chambers, (e) In Vermes, a
sort of diaphragm, a series of which

I. Fruit of Poppy, cut

transversely to show the
12 septa IS) with the

same, the seeds omit-
ted.

sepnlcher

may partition a worm into several cavities. (/) In Pro-

tozoa, the wall between any two compartments of the
test, as of a foraminifer. Branchial, crural, Inter-
muscular, nasal, pectinifonn, pericardia! septum.
See the adjectives. Septum aorticum, the aortic or
anterior segment of the mitral valve. Septum atrium,
or septum auricularum, the partition between the

right and left auricles of the heart. It is perfect in the
adults of the higher vertebrates, as mammals and birds,
l>ut in the embryo is perforated by an opening called

foramen ocale, from its shape in man. Septum cere-
belli Same as falx cerebelli. Septum COrdlB, the

partition between the right and left cavities of the heart.

Septum crurale, a layer of condensed areolar tissue
which closes the femoral ring in man, serves as a barrier
to the protrusion of a femoral hernia, and is perforated
for the passage of lymphatics : badly so named by J.

Cloquet, and better called septum femorale. Septum
femorale, the septum crurale. II. dray, Anut. (ed. 1888).

Septum linguae, the partition ol the tongue ; a verti-
cal median layer of fibrous tissue dividing the tongue into

right and left halves. It sometimes includes a cartila-

ginous rod, as the lytta or so-called " worm "
of a dog's

tongue. See lytta. Septum lucidum, the median par-
tition of the lateral ventricles of the brain, inclosing the
camera, pseudocode, or so-called fifth ventricle. Also
called septum peUuciditm, septum medium, septum ventri-

culorum, ventricular septum, septum mtdullare triangulare.
See cut under corpus. Septum narium, the partition
between the right and left nasal cavities or meatus of the
nose. In man it is formed chiefly by the niesethmoid, or

perpendicular plate of the ethmoid, the vomer, and the tri-

angular cartilage of the nose. Septum nasi. Samcasp-
tum narium. In zoology it is often restricted to the surface
between the openings of the right and left nostrils, which
may be of this or that character, deeply cleft as in the hare,

hairy or naked, etc. Septum orbitale or orbitarum,
the orbital partition ; any formation which separates the
right and left eye-sockets. The term is less frequently used
in relation tomammals, whose eyes are generally small and
far apart, than among lower vertebrates, as birds, whose
orbits are very large comparatively, and separated only
by a thin vertical plate of bone, which may be perforated,
or so far defective that the opposite orbits are thrown into
one large cavity. Septum pectlniforme, the pectinated
septum of the penis, a median vertical partition between
the right and left cavernous bodies of that organ. In man
it is a dense, firm fibrous structure with many vertical

slits, through which the blood-vessels of the opposite sides
communicate freely, this comb like appearance giving the
name. It sometimes includes an ossification, the os penis
or penis-bone, as in the dog, racoon, etc. Also called septum
penis. Septum pontis, the septum of the pons Varolii.

Septum rectovaginale, the wall which separates the
rectal from the vaginal cavity. Septum scroll, the par-
tition between the right and left cavities of the scrotum.

Septum sphenoldale, the mesial partition between
the sphenoidal sinuses. Septum tranaversum.the di-

aphragm ; the transverse partition between the thoracic
and abdominal cavities. Septum ventriculorum, or
ventricular septum, (a) The partition between the

right and left ventricles of the heart. (&) Same as septum
lucidum.

septuor (sep'tu-or), n. [F.,< "L.sept(em), seven,
+ (quatt)uor, four.] Same as septet.

septuple (sep'tu-pl), a. [< F. septuple, < LL.
'septuplus (in neut. as a noun septuplum, a sep-
tuple) (= Or. tTrrajr/touf, sevenfold), < L. septem,
seven, + -phis, akin to -fold. Cf. duple, quadru-
ple, etc.] Sevenfold; seven times as much.
septuple (sep'tu-pl), v. t. ; pret. and pp. sep-

tupled, ppr. septupling. [< septuple, a.] To
multiply by seven ;

increase sevenfold.

And the fire in an oven whose heat was septupled touch-
ed not those three servants of the Lord.

Sea. T. Adams, Works, I. 91.

septuplet (sep'tu-plet), n. [< LL. septuplum,
a septuple : see septuple.} Same as septimole.

Compare triplet, decimole, etc.

septuret, A Middle English spelling of scep-
ter.

sepulcher, sepulchre (sep'ul-ker), . [< ME.
sepulcre, sepulchre, sepulcur, < OF. seputcre, later

sepulchre, F. sepulcre = Pr. sepulcre = Sp. Pg.
sepulcro = It. sepolcro, < L. sepulcrum, also er-

roneously spelled sepulchrum, a burial-place,
grave, tomb, sepulcher; with formative -crtim

(as in fulcrum, simulacrum, etc.), < sepelire, pp.
sepultus, bury, prob. orig.

'

honor,' or ' show re-

spect to,' = Skt. saparya, worship, < "sapas,
honor, < -\/ sap, honor, worship.] 1. A tomb;
a cave, building, etc., for interment; a burial-

vault.
The sepulcur that therinne was layde
His blessud bodi al be-bled.

Holy Rood (E. E. T. S.), p. 190.

It is not longe sithen the Sepulcre was alle open, that
Men inyjtlitc kisse it and touche it.

Mandeville, Travels, p. 75,

He rolled a great stone to the door of the sepulchre t
_

and
departed. Mat. xxvii. 60.

2. In eccles. arch., a recess in some early
churches, in which were placed on Good Fri-

day, with appropriate ceremonies, the cross,
the reserved sacrament, and the sacramental

plate, and from which they were taken at high
mass on Easter, to typify the burial and resur-

rection of Christ Knights of the Holy Sepul-
cher. See knight. Order of the Holy Sepulcher, the
name of several orders. One, said to have been founded

by the Crusaders, but in reality probalily by Pope Alexan-
der VI., was by Pope Pius IX. divided into three classes.



sepulcher

The Holy Sepulcher, the sepulcher in which the body
of Christ lay between his burial and resurrection. Its site

is now doubtful or disputed, though professedly marked
since very early times by a church at Jerusalem.

sepulcher, sepulchre (sep'ul-ker, formerly also

se-pul'ker), c. t. ; pret. and pp. sepulchereil, sep- sequaciously (se-kwa'shus-li), adv. In turn or

u'li'lircil, ppr. xcpiilclit'riiii/, xc/mlcliriiig. [< sep- succession; one after another.

sequaciousness (se-kwa'shus-nes), n. Sequa-
cious character or disposition; disposition to

follow; sequacity.

[This use of the word is peculiar to Coleridge
and his admirers.]
The motions of his mind were slow, solemn, and sequa-

cious. De Quinceu.

To bury; inter; entomb.ulchcr, n.j
But I am glad to see that time survive

Where merit is uot sepulchred alive.

B. Jonson, Epigrams, To Robert, Earl of Salisbury.

And so sepulchereil, in such pomp dost lie,

That kings, for such a tomb, would wish to die.

Milton, Ep. on Shakspeare, 1. 15. sequacity (se-kwas i-ti), n

The servility and sequacioumess of conscience.

Jar. Taylor (?), Artif. Handsomeness, p. 181.

r , ,. r
[< ML. sequaci-

sepulcher, < sepulcrum, sepulcher: see sepul-

(/).] 1. Of or pertaining to a sepulcher or

tomb; connected with burial or the grave;
erected on a grave or to the memory of the

dead: as, a sepulchral stone or statue.

Our wasted oil unprofltably burns,
Like hidden lamps in old sepulchral urns.

Cowper, Conversation, 1. 358.

2. Suggestive of a sepulcher or tomb. Hence

(a) Deep ; grave ;
hollow in tone : as, a sepulchral voice.

(6) Gloomy ; funereal ; solemn.

A dismal grove of sable yew,
With whose sad tints were mingled seen
The blighted fir's sepulchral

green.^^^ ^ ^

Sepulchral cone, a small conical vessel, especially Egyp-
tian, in which the mummy of a bird or other small animal

has been interred. They are usually furnished with cov.

ers. Sepulchral cross. See crossi, 2. Sepulchral
mound. See barr&wl, 3.

low; sequaciousness.

Liberty of judgement seemeth almost lost either in lazy

or blind gequacity of other men's'votes.

Whitlock, Manners of English People, p. 207.

It proved them to be hypotheses, on which the credu-

lous sequacity of philosophers had bestowed the prescrip-
tive authority of self-evident truths. Sir W. Hamilton.

2f. Ductility; pliableness.
All matter whereof creatures are produced by putrefac-

tion have evermore a closeness, sentour, and sequacitie.

Bacon, Nat. Hist., 900.

sequannock (se-kwan'ok), n. [Amer. Ind.]
Same as poquauhoek. Aoger Williams.

sequel (se'kwel), n. [Formerly also sequell, se-

quele; < OF. sequelle, sequele, sequel, conse-

quence, following, train, F. sequelle, a band,

gang, series, string, = Pr. sequela = Sp. secuela

= Pg. sequela = It. sequela, seguela, sequel, con-

sequence, < LL. sequela, sequella, that which
,

----
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sepulchralize (se-pul kral-iz), v. t. ; pret. and
followSi a follower, result, consequence, sequel,

pp. sKpulchralised^ ppr. sepulchralizing. [< se-

pulchral + -4ze.] To render sepulchral or sol-

emn. [Bare.] Imp. Diet.

sepulchre, - and v. See sepulcher.

sepultural (se-pul'tu-ral), a. [< sepulture +
-al.] Of or pertaining to sepulture or burial.

Belon published a history of conifers and a treatise on
the funeral monuments and sepultural usages of the an-

cients and the substances used by them for the preserva-
tion of bodies. Pop. Sri. Mo., XXXIV. 697.

sepulture (sep'ul-tur), . [< ME. sepulture,

sepultur, < O . sepulture, sepouture, F. sepulture
= Pr. sepultura, sebultura = Sp. Pg. sepultura
It. sepoltura, sepultura, < L. sepultura, burial,
< sepelire, pp. sepultus, bury : see sepulcher.] 1.

Burial
;
interment

;
the act of depositing the

dead body of a human being in a burial-placfi.

That blissed man ncuer had sepulture;
Wilbelouid sir, this you say sertain.

Horn, of Partenay (E. E. T. S.), 1. 3404.

He foretold, and verified it, that himself would rise

from the dead after three days' sepulture.
Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 238.

The common rites of sepulture bestow,
To soothe a father's and a mother's woe.

Pope, Iliad, xxii. 429.

2f. Grave
; burial-place ; sepulcher ;

tomb.
But whan ye comen by my sepulture,
Remembreth that youre felowe resteth there.

Chaucer, Troilus, iv. 327.

Oh my soule ! what be all these thinges, but certeine

cruell summoners, that cite my life to inhabit* the sor-

rowful sepulture?
Ouevara, Letters (tr. by Hellowes, 1577), p. 135.

Euripides had his tomb in Africa, but his sepulture in

Macedonia. Sir T. Browne, Urn-burial, iii.

sepulture (sep'ul-tur), v. 1. ; pret. and pp. sep-

ultured, ppr. sepuliuring. [< OF. sepulturer,

bury, < sepulture, burial : see sepulture, n.] To
bury; entomb; sepulcher. Cowper. [Rare.]

sepurture (sep'er-tur), a. [Origin obscure.]
In her., raised above the back and opened: not-

ing the wings of a bird: as, a falcon's wings
sepurture. Berry.

sequacious (se-kwa'shus), . [< L. sequax (-ac-),

following or seeking after, < sequi, follow, pur-
sue: see sequent.] 1. Following; attendant;
adhering; disposed to follow a leader.

Trees unrooted left their place,

Sequacious of the lyre.

Dryden, St. Cecilia's Day, 1. 50.

The scheme of pantheistic omniscience so prevalent
among the sequacious thinkers of the day.

Sir W. Hamilton.

And now, its strings
Boldlier swept, the long sequacious notes
Over delicious surges sink and rise.

Coleridge, The Eolian Harp.

2f. Ductile; pliant; manageable.

ML. also a following, train, etc., < L. sequi,

follow: see sequent.] 1. That which follows

and forms a continuation; a succeeding part:

as, the sequel of a man's adventures or his-

tory.
0, let me say no more !

Gather the sequel by what went before.

Shak.,C. of E., 1. 1.98.

The sequel of the tale

Had touch'd her.

Tennyson, Princess, Conclusion.

2. Consequence; result; event.

The commodites and good sequele of vertue, the discom-

modies and euyll conclusion of vicious licence.

Sir T. Elyot, The Governour, i. 11.

Adversity, . , . an occasion of many men's falling from
thing

Hooker, Eccles. Polity, v. 48.

I argue thus : The World agrees
That he writes well who writes with Ease :

Then he, by Sequel logical,
Writes best who never thinks at all.

Prior, To Fleetwood Shepherd.

The chaunces of this present life haue in themselues
alone no more goode or euil than according to their sequele
and effect they bring.

Guevara, Letters (tr. by Hellowes, 1577), p. 322.

The sequel of to-day unsolders all

The goodliest fellowship of famous knights
Whereof this world holds record.

Tennyson, Morte D'Arthur.

3. Consequence inferred; consequentialness.

[Rare.]
What sequel is there in this argument? An "archdea-

con is the chief deacon": ergo, he is only a deacon.

Whitgtft, Works (Parker Soc.), I. 305.

4f. Succession ;
order.

The king hath granted every article :

His daughter first, and then in sequel all,

According to their firm proposed natures.

Shak., Hen. V., v. 2. 361.

5f. Those who follow or come after; descen-

dants.
A goodly meane both to deterre from crime
And to her steppes our sequele to enflame.

Surrey, Death of Sir T. W.

6. In Scots law. See thirlage.

sequela (se-kwe'la), n.; pi. sequela (-le). [L.,
that which follows, a follower: see sequel.]
That which follows ; a following, (a) A band of

adherents. (6) An inference ; a conclusion ; a corollary.

Sequela:; or thoughts suggested by the preceding apho-
rism.

Coleridge, Aids to Reflection, Aphorisms on Spiritual
[Religion, ix.

(c) In pathol., the consequent of a disease ; a morbid af-

fection which follows another, as cardiac disease after

acute rheumatism, etc. Sequela causse, the processand
. .. depending issue of a cause for trial. Sequela curise, in

In the greater bodies the forge was easie the matter
( game as mit f cmirt (whicn 8eej under ma).

%W.S&&SnU&t&Sd sequence (se'kwens), n. [< ME. sequence, <

into such shapes and machines, even by clumsie fingers. OF. sequence, a sequence at cards, answering
Bay, Works of Creation, ii. verses, F. sequence = Sp. secuencia = Pg. se-

3. Logically consistent and rigorous; consec- qnencia = It. seguenza, < LL. sequentia, a follow-

utive in development or transition of thought. ing,< L. sequen(t-)it, following: see sequent.] 1.

sequent

A following or coming after ;
connection of con-

sequent to antecedent in order of time or of

thought; succession.

How art thou a king
But by fair sequence and succession ?

Shale., Rich. II., ii. 1. 199.

Arms and learning, whereof the one correspondeth to

the body, the other to the soul of man, have a concurrence

or near sequence in times.

Bacon, Advancement of Learning, 1. 16.

The idea of Time in its most primitive form is probably
the recognition of an order of sequence in our states of

consciousness.
J. Cleric Maxwell, Matter and Motion, art. xvil.

We cannot frame ideas of Co-existence, of Sequence, and
of Difference without there entering into them ideas of

quantity. H. Spencer, Prin. of Psychol., 93.

Causality, which, as a pure conception, expresses the

relation of reason and consequent, becomes schematised
as invariable sequence. E. Caird, Philos. of Kant, p. 412.

2. Order of succession or following in time or

in logical arrangement; arrangement; order.

Athens, in the sequence of degree
From high to low throughout.

Shak., T. of A., v. 1. 211.

Writing in my dungeon of Micham without dating, have
made the chronology and sequence of my letters perplexed
to you. Donne, Letters, vi.

Weber next considers the sequence of tenses in Homeric
final sentences.

B. L. Gttdersleeve, Amer. Jour. Philol., IV. 426.

3. An instance of uniformity in successive fol-

lowing.
He who sees in the person of his Redeemer a fact more

stupendous and more majestic than all those observed se-

quences which men endow with an imaginary omnipo-
tence, and worship under the name of Law to him, at

least, there will be neither difficulty nor hesitation in sup-

posing that Christ . . . did utter his mandate, and that

the wind and the sea obeyed.
Farrar, Life of Christ, I. xxiii.

4. A series of things following in a certain or-

der, as a set of cards (three or more) immedi-

ately following one after another in order of

value, as king, queen, knave, etc.; specifically,
in poker, a "straight."
In the advertisement of a book on America, I see in the

table of contents this sequence, "Republican Institutions,
American Slavery, American Ladies."

Marg. Fuller, Woman in 19th Cent., p. 30.

The only mode by which their ages [those of caves at

Ellora] could be approximated was by arranging them in

sequences, according to our empirical or real knowledge
of the history of the period during which they were sup.

posed to have been excavated.
J. Ferffusson, Hist. Indian Arch., p. 440.

To deal and shuffle, to divide and sort

Her mingled suits and sequence*.
Cowper, Task, i. 475.

5. In music, a series of melodic or harmonic

phrases or groups repeated three or more times
at successive pitches upward or downward,
usually without modulation or chromatic devia-

tion from the key. The interval between the repe-
titions may be uniformly a half-step, a whole step, or even
a longer interval, or it may vary diatonically between a

step and a half-step. When the repetition is precise in-

terval for interval, the sequence is called exact, real, or

chromatic; when it uses only the tones of the key, it is

tonal or diatonic. Compare rosalia. Also called progres-
sion and sequentia.

Melodious sequence owes a considerable part of its ex-

pressive character to its peculiar pleasurable effect on the
mind. J. Sully, Sensation and Intuition, p. 226.

6. In liturgies, a hymn in rhythmical prose or
in accentual meter sung in the Western Church
after the gradual (whence the name) and be-
fore the gospel. The sequence is identical with the

prose (which see), or the name is given to such a hymn
as used in this part of the liturgy. In medieval times a

great number of sequences were in use, and a different

selection of them in different places. At present in the
Roman Catholic Church only four are retained.

Ther clerkis synge beTsequens.
Boly Xood(E. E. T. S.), p. 218.

Halleluiatic sequence. See halleluiatic. Sequence
Of tenses, a rule or usage by which, in deviation from
the strict requirements of sense, one tense is followed by
another according with it : as, he thought it was so ; one

might know it was true. Also consecution of tenses.

sequent (se'kwent), a. and . [< L. sequen(t-)s,

ppr. of sequi, follow, < Gr. eirtcQai, follow, = Skt.

\/ sac/i, follow; prob. = Goth, saihwan .= AS.

seon, see: see see1 . From the L. sequi are also

ult. E. consequent, subsequent, consequence, exe-

cute, persecute, prosecute, consecutive, executive,

etc., exequies, obsequies, sequel, sequester, sec-

on(Jl, second^, secondary, etc., sue, ensue, pursue,

suant, pursuant, suit, suite, suitable, suitor, pur-
suit, pursuivant, etc.] I. a. 1. Continuing in

the same course or order; following; succeed-

ing.
The galleys

Have sent a dozen sequent messengers
This very night at one another's heels.

Shak., Othello, i. 2. 41.



sequent
Either I am

The fore-horse in the team, or I am none
That draw i

1

the sequent trace.

Fletcher (and another), Two Noble Kinsmen, i. 2.

There he dies, and leaves his race

Growing into a nation, and now grown
Suspected to a sequent king.

Milton, P. L., xii. 165.

2. Followingby natural or logical consequence.
Indeed your "O Lord, sir!" is very sequent to your

whipping. Shak., All's Well, ii. 2. 56.

Those enemies of the table, heat and haste, are joy-

killers, with sequent dyspepsia.
A. Rhodes, Monsieur at Home, p. 36.

5504

To sequester out of the world into Atlantick and Ellto-

pian polities, which never can be drawn into use, will not
mend our condition. Hilton, Areopagitfca, p. 25.

2. In law, to renounce or decline, as a widow
any concern with the estate of her husband.

[Rare.]
sequester (se-kwes'ter), n. [< sequester, r.] If.

The act of sequestering ; sequestration; sepa-
ration; seclusion.

This hand of yours requires
A sequester from liberty. Shak., Othello, iii. 4. 40.

2. In law, a person with whom two or more

parties to a suit or controversy deposit the

of anguish. O. W. Cable, The Orandissimes, p. 335.

II. a. It. A follower. [Bare.]
He hath framed a letter to a sequent of the stranger

queen's. Shalt., L. L. L., iv. 2. 142.

2. A sequence or sequel; that which follows

as a result. [Rare.] 3. That which follows sequestered (se-kwes'terd), p. a

by an observed order of succession: used, in private; retired.

opposition to antecedent, where one wishes to

avoid the implication of the relation of effect

to cause that would be conveyed by the use of

consequent.
We can find no case in which a given antecedent is the

only antecedent to a given sequent.
W. R. drone, Corr. of Forces, p. 16.

sequentia (se-kwen'shi-ii), . [LL., a following :

see sequence.'] In music, same as sequence, 5.

sequential (se-kwen'shal), a. [< LL. sequentia,

sequence, + -al.~\ Beiiig in succession
;

suc-

ceeding; following.

between two parties; an umpire.
[Rare.]

Kynge lohn and pope lulius dyed l>oth in one day,

wherbyhe [Basilius] lacked a conuenient sequester or so

licitoure. It. Eden, tr. of Paolo Oiovio (First Books on
(America, ed. Arber, p. 309).

1. Secluded;

Along the cool sequester'd vale of life

They kept the noiseless tenor of their way.
dray, Elegy.

I sing in simple Scottish lays,
The lowly train in life's sequester'd scene.

Burnt, Cottar's Saturday Night.

2. Separated from others; being sent or hav-

ing gone into retirement.
To the which place a poor sequenter'd stag,
That from the hunter s aim bad ta'en a hurt,
Did come to languish.

Shak., As you Like it, ii. 1. 33.

Mr. Owen, a sequester'd and learned minister, preach'd
in my parlour. Evelyn, Diary, March 6, 1649.

Both years (1688, 18881 are leap years, and the sequen-
tial days of the week in relation to the days of the month sequestra, M. Plural of sequestrum.
exactly correspond. N. <radQ.,7thser.,IV. 183, note, sequestrable (se-kwes'tra-bl), a. [< sequester

sequentially (se-kwen-shi-al'i-ti), n. [< se- + -able.] Capable of feeing sequestered or

quential + -ity.]

'

The state of being sequen- separated; subject or liable to sequestration,

tial; naturalconnectionandprogressofthought, Boyle.

incident, or the like. sequestral (se-kwes'tral), o. [< sequestrum, +
The story is remarkable for its fresh naturalness and -at.] Pertaining to a sequestrum.

sequentially. Harper's Mag., LXVIII. 158. Around the sequestral tube the bone has the involucral

Sequentially (se-kwen'shal-i), adv. By se- thickening which has been
Jeltin

the 8t ">P-

quence or succession.

sequestt, v. t. [Abbr. of sequester.] Same as sequestrate (se-kwes'trat), v. t.
; pret. and pp.

sequester. sequestrated, ppr. sequestrating. {<.'L1j.sequ.es-

Femissapan sequesting himselfe. I should not importune tratus, pp. of sequestrare, surrender, lay aside:
him for victuall, and to draw his troupes, found not the

Chawonests so forward as he expected.
Quoted in Capt. John Smith's Works, 1. 92.

sequester (se-kwes'ter), v. [Early mod. E.

sequestre; < OF. sequestrer, F. sequestrer = Pr.

Pg. sequestrar = Sp. secuestrar = It. seques-

trare, < LL. sequestrare, surrender, remove, lay

aside, < L. sequester, a mediator, trustee, agent;

prob. orig. a 'follower,' one who attends, <

sequi, follow, attend: see sequent.] I. trans.

see sequester.] It. To set apart from others;

1. To put aside; remove; separate from other

things; seclude; withdraw.

So that I shall now sequester the from thyne euill pur-

pose. William Thorpe (1407), Trial of Thorpe, 1 Howells
[State Tr., 176.

Why are you sequester'd from all your train?

Shak., Tit. And., ii. 3. 75.

The rest of the holy Sabbath, I sequester my body and
mind as much as I can from worldly affairs.

HoweU, Letters, I. vi. 32.

There are few that know how to sequester themselves

entirely from perishable creatures.

Thomas a Kempis, Imit. of Christ (trans.), iii. 31.

The virtue of art lies in detachment, in sequestering one

object from the embarrassing variety.
Emerson, Essays, 1st ser., p. 320.

2. In tow: (a) To separate from the owner for

a time; seize or take possession of, as the

property and income of a debtor, until the
claims of creditors be satisfied.

The process of sequestration is a writ or commission

issuing under the Great Seal, sometimes directed to the

sheriff or (which is most usual) to certain persons of the

plaintiff's own nomination, empowering him or them to

enter upon and sequester the real and personal estate and
effects of the defendant (or some particular part or parcel
of his landsX and to take, receive, and sequester the rents,

issues, and profits thereof.
E. R. Daniell, Chancery Pleading and Practice, 1255.

(6) To set aside from the power of either party,
as a matter at issue, by order of a court of law.
For use in Scots law, see sequestrate. See also

In general contagions more perish for want of necessa-

ries than by the malignity of the disease, they being se-

questrated from mankind. Arbvlhnat, Effects of Air.

2. In law, to sequester. Especially (a) In Scots

law, to take possession of, as of the estate of a bankrupt,
with the view of realizing it and distributing it equitably

among the creditors, (b) To seize for the use of the state.

See sequestration, 1 (/).

':-wes- or se-kwes-tra'shon),
?. sequestration, F. sequestration = Sp.

secuestracion = Pg. sequestraqa'o = It. sequestra-

zione, < LL. sequestratio(n-), a sequestration:
see sequestrate, sequester.] 1. The act of se-

questering, or the state of being sequestered or

set aside; separation; retirement; seclusion

from society.
Our comfort and delight expressed by . . . sequestration

from ordinary labours, the toils and cares whereof are not

meet to be companions of such gladness.
Hooker, Eccles. Polity, v. 70.

The sacred Book,
In dusty sequestration wrapt too long.

Wordsworth, Eccles. Sonnets, ii. 29.

There is much that tends to give them [women] a reli-

gious height which men do not attain. Their sequestra-
tion from affairs, and from the injury to the moral sense

which affairs often inflict, aids this. Emerson, Woman.

2t. Disunion; disjunction; division; rupture.

[Some commentators are of opinion that in

the quotation from Shakspere the word means
'

sequel.']
It was a violent commencement [i. e., the love of Des-

demona for Othello], and thou shalt see an answerable se-

questration. Shak., Othello, i. 3. 361.

Without any sequestration of elementary principles.
Boyle.

3. In law: (a) The separation of a thing in

controversy from the possession of those who
contend for it. (6) The setting apart of the

Sequoia

a demand; especially, in ecclesiastical prac-

tice, a species of execution for debt in the case

of a beneficed clergyman, issued by the bishop
of the diocese on the receipt of a writ to that

effect, under which the profits of the benefice

are paid over to the creditor until his claim is

satisfied, (e) The gathering of the fruits of a

vacant benefice for the use of the next incum-
bent. (/) The seizure of the property of an in-

dividual for the use of the state : particularly

applied to the seizure by a belligerent power
of debts due by its subjects to the enemy.
(</) The seizing of the estate of an insolvent or

a bankrupt, by decree of a competent court,
for behoof of the creditors. 4. The formation
of a sequestrum ; the separation of a dead piece
of bone (or cartilage) from the living bone (or

cartilage) about it.

sequestrator (sek'wes- or se'kwes-tra-tor), n.

[CLL. sequestrator, one who hinders or impedes,
< sequestrare, put aside, sequestrate: see se-

quester.] I. One who sequesters property, or

who takes the possession of it for a time, to

satisfy or secure the satisfaction of a demand
out of its rents or profits.

He is scared with the menaces of some prating Seques-
trator. Bp. Gauden, Tears of the Church, p. 238.

I am fallen into the hands of publicans and sequestrators,
and they have taken all from me.

Jer. Taylor, Holy Living, ii. 6.

2. One to whom the keeping of sequestered
property is committed.
A sequestration is usually directed to four sequestrators,

and care ought to be taken that the persons named be

such as are able to answer for what shall oome to their

hands, in case they should be called upon to account.
E. R. Daniell, Chancery Pleading and Practice, 1266.

sequestrotomy (se-kwes-trot'o-mi), n. [< NL.

sequestrum + Gr. -TO/I'M, < rtuvtiv, rauelv, cut.] A
cutting operation for the removal of a seques-
trum.

sequestrum (se-kwes'trum), i.
; pi. sequestra

(-tra). [NL., < ML. sequestrum, something put
in sequestration: see sequester.] A necrosed
section of bone (or cartilage) which separates
itself from the surrounding living bone (or car-

tilage) Sequestrum forceps, in surg., a forceps for

use in removing a sequestrum.

sequin (se'kwin, formerly and better sek'in),
n. [Also zechin, cnequin, secchin, seehino (= G.

zechine, < It. ) ; < F. sequin = Sp. cequi, zcqui =
Pg. sequim, < It. zeccnino, a Venetian coin, <

zecca = Sp. zeca, seea, a place of coining, a

mint, < Ar. sikka, a die for coins: see sicca.]
A gold coin of Venice (Italian zeecJiino or :ec-

chino (Voro), first minted about 1280, and issued

by the doges till the extinction of the Venetian

republic. (See zeccliino.) It was worth rather more
than 9., about 82.18, and bore on the obverse a representa-
tion of St. Mark blessing the banner of the republic held

by the doge kneeling, and on the reverse a figure of Christ.

This citie of Ragusa paieth tribute to the Turke yerely
fourteene thousand Sechinos, and euery Seehino is of Vene-
tian money eight liuers and two soldes.

Hakhiyt's Voyages, II. 102.

Sequoia (se-kwoi'a), n. [NL. (Endlicher, 1847),
named from Sequoiah, Sequo Yah (also called

George Guess), an Indian of the Cherokee tribe,

who invented an alphabet and taught it to his

tribe.] A genus of coniferous trees, of the tribe

Abietinese and subtribe Taxodinse. It is character-

ized by an oval cone, with persistent woody scales each

bearing about five ovules, and dilated upward in fruit into

a rhomboidal wrinkled and flattened slightly prickle-tip-

sequestration. Hence 3. To seize for any pur- g ods and
^
chat

i
ejLLt ^TJvf

A
Jff ir,

pose; confiscate; take possession of; appro-
wnon

priate.

into the hands of Philip Burlamachy.
"

and seize the goods of the person against whom
Blackstone, Com., I. viil. it is directed. It might be issued against a defendant

The liberties of New York were thus sequestered by a who is in contempt by reason of neglect or refusal to

monarch who desired to imitate the despotism of France, appear or answer or to obey a decree of court,
(<7) The

Bancroft, Hist. U. S., II. 415. aet of taking property from the owner for a

II. intrans. If. To withdraw. time till the rents, issues, and profits satisfy
ne of the Big Trees (Sequoia gig<

Calif.
itea), Mariposa Grove.

( Diameter, 30 feet.)



Sequoia

ped apex. The flowers are monoecious, terminal or axillary

on young shoots, with their stales spirally set. The small

anil involucrate staminate flower consists of an oblong col-

umn of united stamens, bearing crowded ovate connective

scales, each with three to five anthers. The compressed
seed bears a thick spongy margin, and contains four to six

seed-leaves. There are but two species, both California!!,

and ranking among the most remarkable of trees, growing
straight, tall, and columnar, with short densely spreading
branches, soft red wood, and very thick fibrous and spongy
bark. They bear acute, compressed, and keeled decurrent

narrow leaves, which are alternate and spirally inserted,

or spread in two ranks on the younger branches. Their

small cones ripen in the second year. For S. sempervi-

rens, discovered by Menzies about 1794, see redwood. The
other species, S. gigantea, by some formerly separated as

a genus, IFamngtonia (Winslow, 1854), and the Wellingto-
nia of English gardens, is the mammoth tree or big tree of

California. It is a less graceful tree, with shorter branches,

pendulous branchlets, paler appressed leaves, its wood a

duller red, with thin white sapwood.its bark near the ground
1 to 2 feet thick, and its cones much larger (2 or 3 inches

long). It forms a series of forests in Tulare county, Cali-

fornia, isolated groves extending 240 miles northward, and
It has been recently (November, 1890) reported from south-

ern Oregon. The tallest tree now known, one of the Cala-

veras grove, is 325 feet high ;
one known as the Grizzly

Giant, in the Mariposa grove, is 93 feet in circumference
at the ground ; 1,200 rings were counted in a tree 11 feet

in diameter. Both species were early classed under Taxo-
<i inn, (which see), their nearest American living relative ;

a closer ally, however, is Athrotaxis (Don, 1839), a genus
of three Tasmanian trees distinguished by a cone with
mucronateor umbonate scales ; their other living relatives

are a few distant and mostly monotypic genera of Japan
and China. (Compare Taxodinx.) A very large number
of fossil species are known with certainty, showing that

the genus was much more abundant in late Cretaceous and
Tertiary time than at present.

serf. An obsolete spelling of sear1
,
sere2

, sir,

nitre, seer*.

ser. An abbreviation of the word series. See

series, ., 10.

sera (se'rji), .j pi. seree (-re). [L., < serarc,
bind together, join, < serere, join, bind : see se-

ries."] In Bom. antiq., & lock of any kind. See
lock1 .

s6rac (sa-rak'), . [Swiss F. seme, serac (De
Saussurb), prop, a kind of cheese put up in cu-

bic or parallelepipedal lumps.] A name cur-

rent in the Swiss Alps, and commonly used by
writers in English on the glaciers of that re-

gion, to designate the grand cuboidal or paral-

lelepipedal masses into which the ne've' breaks
in passing down a steep incline, in consequence
of the intersection of the transverse and longi-
tudinal crevasses to which the descent gives
rise.

seraglio (se-ral'yo), H. [Formerly also semil,
= D. G. Dan. serail = Sw. seralj, < OF. serrail,

sarrail, an inclosure, seraglio, a bolt, F. serai!,
a seraglio, = Sp. serrallo = Pg. serralho, a se-

raglio; < It. serragUo, an inclosure, a close, se-

raglio, formerly also a padlock ;
< ML. serracu-

lum, found only in the sense of ' a faucet of a

cask,' lit. a ' small bolt ' or '

bar,' equiv. to LL.
seracula, a small bolt, dim. of L. sera, ML.
also serra, a bar, bolt : see sera. The word se-

raglio in def. 2 has been confused with Turk.
Pers. saray, serai, a palace, court, seraglio : see

serai.] If. An inclosure
;
a place to which cer-

tain persons are confined, or where they are re-

stricted within prescribed bounds.

I went to the Ghetto, where the Jews dwell as in a suburb

by themselves. ... I passed by the piazza Judea. where
their seraglio begins, for being inviron'd with walls, they
are lock'd up every night. Evelyn, Diary, Jan. 15, 1645.

2. A walled palace; specifically, the chief or
official palace of the Sultan of Turkey at Con-

stantinople. It is of great size, and contains

government buildings, mosques, etc., as well
as the sultan's harem.
On the 1st hill [of Stamboul], the most easterly, are

situated the remains of the Seraglio, former palace of the
Ottoman sultans. Encyc. Brit., VI. 304.

3. A place for the seclusion of concubines;
a harem

; hence, a place of licentious pleasure.
We've here no gaudy feminities to show,
As you have had in that great seraglio.

W. Broome, To Mr. J. B.

Back to their chambers, those long galleries
In the seraglio, where the ladies lay

Their delicate limbs. Byron, Don Juan, vi. 26.

He [Clarendon] pined for the decorous tyranny of the
old Whitehall, . . . and could scarcely reconcile himself
to a court with a seraglio and without a Star-chamber.

Macaulay, Sir W. Temple.

serai (se-rii'i), n. [Formerly also serray, sar-

ray, suray, xerauee, neraliee; = Turk, saray =
Ar. stray, xttraija = Hind, serai, < Pers. sarai,
a palace, court, seraglio. The word as used
in E. is partly from Turk., Hind., or Pers., ac-

cording to circumstances. Hence ult. incomp.
fiirnriuifiiirii. ('f.fn-r<ii/li.] 1. In Eastern coun-
tries, an inclosed place for the accommodation
of travelers; a caravansary ;

a khan; ucholtry.
346
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The whole number of lodgers in and about the emi
probably did not fall short of 500 persons. What an ad-

mirable scene for eastern romance would such an inn as

this afford !

Bp. Ueber, Journey through India (ed. 1829), III. 70.

The Eumharsen Serai is the great four-square sink of

humanity where the strings of camels and horses from the

North load and unload.

Rudyard Kipling, The Man who would be King.

2. A seraglio, or place of seclusion for women.
Not thus was Hassan wont to fly

When Leila dwelt in his Serai.

Byron, The Giaour.

serailt (se-ral'), . [Also seraile; < OF. serail,

F. serrail, serail, an inclosure, seraglio : see se-

raglio.'] Same as seraglio.

Of the most part of the Cloister (because it was neare the

Seraile) they made a stable for Horses.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 298.

The purest monotheism, they discovered, was perfectly

compatible with bigotry and ferocity, luxury and tyranny,
serails and bowstrings. Kmgsley, Hypatia, xxxi.

Serai (se'ral), n. [< L. serus,'la,te, + -a/.] In

geoL, according to the nomenclature proposed
by H. D. Rogers for the Paleozoic series in

Pennsylvania, same as the Pottsville Conglomer-
ate or Millstone-grit; No. XII. of the numerical

designation of these rocks by the Pennsylvania
Survey.
seralbumin (ser-al-bu'min), n. [NL., < serum
+ albumin.'] Serum-albumin; albumin of the

blood: so called to distinguish it from ovalbu-

min, or the albumin of the white of an egg,
from which it somewhat differs in its chemical
reaction.

seralbuminous (ser-al-bu'mi-nus), a. [< seral-

bumin + -ous.] Composed of or containing
seralbumin.

serang (se-rang'), i. [Anglo-Ind., < Pers. sa-

rhang, commander, overseer.] In the East In-

dies, the boatswain of a lascar crew
; also, the

skipper of a small native vessel.

scrape (se-ra'pe), . [< Mex. scrape.] A Mexi-
can shawl or wrap for men, often of gay colors,
worn by Spanish Americans.
A very fancy serape hanging on a hook, with a ranchero's

bit and lariat. J. W. Palmer, The New and the Old, p. 85.

Serapeum, Serapeium (ser-a-pe'um), . [< LL.

Serapeum, < Gr. St/aawdov, Sapaireiov, a temple
of Serapis, < "Lepamc, Sapamf, L. Serapis, Sera-

pis : see Serapis.] A temple of Serapis ; espe-

cially, the great Egyptian sanctuary near Mem-
phis, where the series of Apis bulls were buried.
This sanctuary is distinct from the Greek temple and cult

of Serapis, which were attached to it by the Ptolemies.
See Serapis.

The Serapeum was at the same time a sanatory institu-

tion. C. 0. Miiller, Manual of Archajol. (trans.), 260.

seraph (ser'af), .: pi. seraphs, but sometimes
the Hebrew"plural seraphim is used (formerly
also serapMnis"). [= D. Sw. Dan. seraf = Gr.

seraph; < Heb. seraphim, pi., seraphs (Isa. vi. 2)

(for Rom. forms, see seraphin; LL. seraphim,

seraphin, pi., LGr. aepafei/j, pi.), < sarapli, burn.
From the etym. of the name, seraphs have usu-

ally been regarded as 'burning' or 'flaming'
angels, consisting of or like fire, and associated
with the ideas of light, ardor, arid purity ;

but
some authorities suppose the seraphim, 'ser-

aphs,' of Isa. vi. 2 to be of mythical origin,

orig. denoting serpent forms'though this does
not agree with the description in the passage,
which indicates a shape in the main human),
and identify them with the seraphim, 'burning
serpents,' of Num. xxi. 6. Cf. seraphin.] One
of the celestial beings described in Isaiah vi.

1-6 as surrounding the throne of Jehovah, in

angelology the seraphs are regarded as the highest order
of angels (see celestial hierarchy, under hierarchy), and as

having a twofold office, that of celebrating Jehovah's holi-

ness and power, and serving as messengers and ministers
between heaven and earth. See the etymology.

Above it [the throne of God] stood the seraphims; each
one had six wings ; with twain he covered his face, and
with twain he covered his feet, and with twain he did fly.

Isa. vi. 2.

Tothee, Cherubim and Seraphim[\n the English Book,
Cherubin and Seraphin] continually do cry.

Book of Common Prayer, Te Deum.

The flaming seraph [Abdiel], fearless, though alone.

Milton, P. L., v. 875.

As full, as perfect, in vile man that mourns
As the rapt seraph that adores and burns.

Pope, Essay on Man, i. 277.

Order of the Seraphim, a Swedish order which was
founded in the fourteenth century, or less probably in the
thirteenth century, but which remained dormant for many
years, until in 1748 it was reorganized as a most limited and
exclusive order. The Swedish members must have been
members first of the Order of the Polar Star or of that of
the Sword, and on obtaining the Seraphim they become
commanders in the other order. The badge is an eight-
pointed cross of white enamel, with winged angelic heads

Serapias
of red enamel between the arms. Every arm of the cross

is charged with a patriarchal cross in gold, and the cen-

ter is a medallion of blue enamel, bearing the implements
of the Passion, the letters I. H. S., and three crowns.
The collar consists of alternate winged angelic heads of

gold and patriarchal crosses in red enamel.

seraphic (se-raf'ik), a. and n. [< F. scraphique
= Sp. serafivo = Pg. xi'i'ii/iliii-n

= It. serafico, <

LL. *scniphien.'t, < LGr. oepa<j>iK6<;, pertaining to

seraphs, < oepatyci/i, LL. seraphim, seraphs: see

wrtipli.] I. a. 1. Pertaining to a seraph or

seraphs; angelic; celestial: as, seraphic tro-

phies; seraphic harmonies.
The great seraphic lords and cherubim
In close recess and secret conclave sat.

Milton, P. L., i. 794.

Pierces the keen seraphic flame
From orb to orb, from veil to veil.

Tennyson, In Memoriam, xxx.

2. Worthy of a seraph ; superhuman; pure; re-

fined from grossness.

Lloyd tells me that, three or 400 yeares ago, Chymistrey
was in a greater perfection much than now. The proces
was then more seraphique and universall. Now they looke

only after medicines. Aubrey, Lives, Saint Dunstan.

Whether he at last descends
To act with less seraphic ends . . .

Must never to mankind be told.

Sivift, Cadenus and Vanessa,

Seraphic intellect and force

To seize and throw the doubts of man.
Tennyson, In Memoriam, cix.

He has learned not only that art ... is alluring, but

that, when used as a means of expressing what cannot
otherwise be quite revealed, it becomes seraphic.

Stedman, Viet. Poets, p. 160.

Seraphic hymn, the Sanctus. (See Isa, vi. 3.)

II. n. A zealot; an enthusiastic sectary: in

allusion to the burning zeal of such persons.
[Rare.]

I could never yet esteem these vapouring Seraphiclts,
these new Gnosticks, to be other than a kind of Gypsy-
Christians, or a race of circulators, Tumblers, and Taylers
in the Church. Bp. Gauden, Tears of the Church, p. 200.

serapliical (se-raf'i-kal), a. [< seraphic + -al.]

Same as seraphic.
An thou wert in heaven, I would not pray to thee, for

fear of disturbing thy seraphical devotion.

Shirley, Grateful Servant, ii. 1.

Love is curious of little things, desiring to be of angeli-
cal purity, of perfect innocence, and seraphical fervour.

Jer. Taylor.

seraphically (se-raf'i-kal-i), adv. In the man-
ner of a seraph ;

with exalted and burning love

or zeal.

seraphicalness (se-raf'i-kal-nes), w. The state

or character of being seraphic. Bailey. [Rare.]

serapbicismt (se-raf'i-sizm), n. [< seraphic +
-ism.] The character of being seraphic. Cvd-
worth .

seraphim, seraphims (ser'a-fim, -fimz), n.

Plural of seraph.

seraphim (ser'a-fim), . [<. seraphim, p\., used
as sing.] 1. In entom., the geometrid moth
Lobophora halterata, or L. hexaptera : an Eng-
lish collectors' name. The small seraphim is L.

sexalisata. 2. A fossil crustacean of the genus
Pterygotus, as /'. anglicus: said to be so called

by Scotch quarrymen, from some fancied re-

semblance of the creatures to their notion of

seraphs.
seraphim-moth (ser'a-fim-moth), w. Same as

seraphim, 1.

seraphint (ser'a-fin), . [< OF. seraphin, F.

seraphin = Pr. seraphin = Sp. serafin = Pg. sera-

phim = It. serafino, a seraph ;
dim . in form, but

orig. an adaptation as a singular of the LL.

seraphim, pi. : see seraph.] A seraph.
Those eternall burning Seraphim

Which from their faces dart out fierie light.

Spenser, Hymn of Heavenly Beauty, 1. 94.

seraphina (ser-a-fe'na), w. [NL. : see sera-

phine.] Same as seraphine.

Seraphine (ser'a-fen), H. [< seraph + -ine.] A
musical instrument essentially similar to the

harmonium, of which it was the precursor. It

was invented in 1833 by John Green. See

reed-organ .

seraphot, [Appar. an erroneous form of

wi-//'.] Same as serif.

Coinage of the early Saxon period, when the serapho of

the letters were formed by a triangular punch: thus, an
E was formed of a straight line witli three such triangles
before it, more or less elongated according to the slope of

the blow in the die. FairhoU.

Serapias (se-ra'pi-as),H. [NL. (Linnaeus, 1737),

< L. Serapis, an Egyptian god : see Serapis.] A
genus of orchids, of the tribe Ophrydeie, type of

the subtribe Serapiese. It resembles the genus Or-
chis in habit and structure, but is distinguished by flowers
with a prolonged anther-connective, and a spurless lip with
the middle lobe usually tongue-shaped and appendaged
at the base with a glandular lamina. The four or five spe-
cies are natives of the Mediterranean region, one extend-



Serapias

ing to the Azores. They are terrestrial herbs, growing
from undivided tubers, and bearing narrow leaves and a

spike of a few handsome flowers. S. Lingua is known as

the tongue-flowered and 5. cordigera as the heart-Jkncered

orchis, both of which are occasionally cultivated in gar-
dens.

Serapic (se-ra'pik), a. [Cf. LL. Sertipicus, Se-

riijii(Wus,Sarapiacits,Gi. only as personal name,
Zpa7rZKOf, St/rama/cdf.] Of or pertaining to

Serapis or his cult.

They include various types of the god Abraxas, Cnuphic
anil Serapic emblems, Egyptian types.

Pop. Sci. Mo., XXXII. 560.

Serapis (se-ra'pis), . [< L. Serapis, < Gr. Eapa-
mf, also Zepamf, Serapis.] 1. The Roman name
of a deity of Egyptian origin whose worship was

officially promoted under the Ptolemies, and was
introduced into Greece and Rome. Serapis was
the dead Apis honored under the attributes of Osiris ; he
was lord of the under-world, and identified with the Greek
Hades. His worship was a combination of Egyptian and
Greek cults, and was favored by the Ptolemies for political

2. In conch., a genus of gastropods. 3. In

entom., a genus of hymenopterous insects,

seraskier (ser-as-keV), . [Also serasguier, sir-

askier; < F. serasquier, seraskier= Sp. Pg. seras-

quier= G. seraskier, < Turk, serasker (seraskyer),
< (Pers.) sar, ser, head, + (Ar.) 'asker, 'askar,

army.] A Turkish general or commander of
land forces. This title is given by the Turks to every
general having command of an army, but especially to the
commander-in-chief and minister of war.

The Seraskier is knock'd upon the head,
But the stone bastion still remains, wherein
The old Pacha sits among some hundreds dead.

Byron, Don Juan, viii. 98.

seraskierat (ser-as-ker'at), it. [< seraskier.]
The central office of the ministry of war at

Constantinople.
The great tower of Galata, like that of the Seraskierat

(War Office) on the opposite height in Stainboiil, is used
as a fire-tower. Encyc. Brit., VI. 307.

Serb (serb), a. and w. [= F. serbe = G. Serbs,
Serbier= Dan. Serber = Turk. Serp, a Servian, <

Serv. Serb, lit. 'kinsman': see Servian.] I. a.

Of or pertaining to Servia or the Servians.

To oppose the Serb advance on Sofia, the Prince of Bul-
garia had but three battalions on the frontier.

Contemporary Rev., L. 503.

II. n. 1. A native of Servia; a Servian.
2. The language of the Servians; Servian.

Serb became a proscribed tongue.
Fortniyktly Rev., N. 8., XXXIX. 146.

Serbian (ser'bi-an), a. and n. Same as Servian.

There is no Serbian original of the Memoirs of a Janis-

sary. The Academy, Jan. 18, 1890, p. 41.

Serbpnian(ser-b6'ni-an),a. [< L. Serbonis or Sir-
bonis + -inn.] Noting a large bog or lake in

Egypt, lying between the Delta and the Isthmus
of Suez. It was surrounded by hills of loose sand, which,
being blown into it, afforded a treacherous footing, whole
armies attempting to cross it having been swallowed up.
Hence the phrase Serbonicm bog has passed into a proverb,
signifying a difficult or complicated situation from which
it is almost impossible to extricate one's self ; a distract-
ing condition of affairs.

A gulf profound as that Serbonian boy,
Betwixt Damiata and Mount Casing old,
Where armies whole have sunk.

Milton, P. L, ii. 592.

I know of no Serbonian bog deeper than a 5 rating
would prove to be.

Disraeli, in London Times, March 19, 187. (Encyc. Diet.)

sercel (ser'sel), . 1. Same as sarcel. 2.
Same as sarcelle.

serdab (ser'dab), n. [Ar. serdab, a subterranean
chamber.] In the funereal architecture of an-
cient Egypt, the secret cell of the mastaba (the
most ancient and archwologically important
form of monumental tomb), in which were pre-
served statues and other representations of the
defunct, to serve as "supports" to the soul, in
order to assure its continued existence in the
event of the crumbling of the mummified body.
sere1

,
. and v. See sear1 .

Sere2t, [Also seer; < ME. sere, ser, < Icel. ser,
for oneself, separately, prop. dat. refl. pron., to
oneself

;
cf . Icel. ace. sik (= G. sich= L. se, etc . ),

oneself.] Separate ; several
; many.

I haf seten by your-self here fere twyes.
Sir Gawayne and the Oreen Kniyht (E. E. T. 8.), 1. 1522.

Be-halde now, ser, and thou schalt see
Sere kyngdomes and sere centre ;

Alle this wile I giffe to the. York Plays, p. 183.

Therefore I have seen good shooters which would have
for every bow a sere case, made of woollen cloth.

Afcham, Toxophilus (ed. 1864), p. 112.

sere3t, a. [ME. sere, ser, mod. E. dial, seer; ap-
par. a var. of sure, ME. seur, suir : see sure.]
Safe; secure.
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And thankyd God ofte-sythe
That sche sawe hur lorde so dere
Comyn home bothe hoole and sere.

US. Cantab. Ff. ii. 38, f. 222. (HalliweU.)

sere4t (ser), n. [< OF. (and F.) serre, F. dial.
sarre = Pr. It. serra, a talon, < L. sera, a bar to
close a door, lock: see sear2

, seraglio.'} A claw
or talon.

In spite of all your eagles' wings, well work
A pitch above ye ; and from our height we'll stoop
As fearless of your bloody seres, and fortunate,
As if we prey'd on heartless doves.

Fletcher, Bouduca, iv. 4.

Of lions it is said, and eagles,
That, when they go, they draw their seres and talons
Close up. Chapman, Revenge of Bussy D'Ambois, iii. 1.

sereclotht, " A bad spelling of cerecloth.

serein (se-ran'), . [F.: see serene*.] A mist
or exceedingly fine rain which falls from a
cloudless sky, a phenomenon not unusual in

tropical climates.

By local refrigeration, after sunset, the vapour invisibly
diffused through the atmosphere is condensed at once into

excessively fine drops of liquid water, forming the rain
called serein. Huxley, Physiography, p. 40.

serelepest, adv. [ME.,< sere, separate (see sere2 ),

+ -lepcs, an adv. gen. form of -lepi in anlepi, <

AS. anlepig, single.] Separately; by them-
selves.

Thus it is, nedeth no man to trowe non other,
That thre thinges bilongeth in owre lorde of heuene,
And aren serelepeg by hem-self, asondry were neure.

Piers Plowman (B\ xviL 164.

serelyt, adv. [< ME. serelycti; < sere* + -ly
2
.]

Severally.
gone haf thay her sortes sette & serelych deled,
it ay the lote, vpon laste, lymped on lonas.

Alliterative Poems (ed. MorrisX iii. 193.

Serena1* (se-re'na),n. [See serene2 , serein.] The
damp, unwholesome air of evening.
They had already byway of precaution armed themselves

against the Serena with a caudle.
Gentleman Instructed, p. 108. (Danes.)

Serena2 (se-ra'na), n. [< Pr. gerena : see sere-

nade.] Same as serenade in its original sense:

opposed to aubade.
serenade (ser-e-nad'), n. [Formerly also sere-
nate (= D. G. Dan. serenade = Sw. serenad); <
OF. serenade, F. serenade = Sp. Pg. serenata =
It. serenata, "music given under gentlewomens
windowes in a morning or evening" (Florio)
(cf. Pr. serena, a serenade), < serenarc, make
serene, < sereno, serene: see serene1 , and cf. se-

rene2, soiree.] 1. In magic, an evening song;
especially, such a song sung by a lover at the
window of his lady.

Shall I the neighbours' nightly rest invade
At her deaf doors with some vile serenade'

Dryden, tr. of Persius's Satires, v. 239.

Be not loud, bat pathetic; for it is a serenade to a
damsel in bed, and not to the Man in the Moon.

Longfellow, Spanish student, i. 2.

2. An instrumental piece resembling such a
song ; a nocturne. 3. Same as serenata.

serenade (ser-e-nad'), ; pret. and pp. sere-

naded, ppr. serenading. [< serenade, n.] I.
trans. To entertain with a serenade or noc-
turnal music.
Oh, the fiddles, the fiddles! I sent for them hither to

oblige the women, not to offend 'em ; for I intend to sere-
nade the whole Park to-night

Wyeherley, Love in a Wood, ii. 1.

II. intrans. 'fo perform serenades or noc-
turnal music.

What, I suppose, you have been serenading too ! Eh,
disturbing some peaceable neighbourhood with villainous

catgut and lascivious piping! Sheridan, The Duenna, 1. 3.

God grant he may soon be married, for then shall all

this serenading cease. Longfellow, Spanish Student, L 2.

serenader (ser-e-na'der), n. [< serenade + -er1.]
One who serenades, or performs nocturnal
music.
serenata (ser-e-na'ta), n. [< It. serenata, a sere-
nade : see serenade.] In music, either a variety
of secular cantata, or (more usually) an instru-
mental work consisting of several movements,
like a suite, and intended more or less dis-

tinctly for performance in the open air by a

private orchestra or band. The serenata forms an
Intermediate link between the suite and the symphony,
being more emancipated from the control of mere dance-
forms than the one, and much less unified and technically
elaborate than the other. It was a favorite form of com-
position with Mozart. Also cassation and divertimento.

On Saturday we had a serenata at the Opera-house,
called Peace in Europe, but it was a wretched perform-
ance. Walpole, Letters, II. 152.

June the 10th will be performed Acls and Galatea, a
serenata, revised with several additions.

Burney, Hist. Music, IV. 361.

serenatet (ser-e-naf), n. [< It. serenata, a sere-
nade: see serenade.] A serenade.

serenely
Or serenate. which the starved lover sings
To his proud fair, best quitted with disdain.

Milton, P. L., iv. 769.

serene 1
(se-ren'), a. and n. [= F. Herrin = Pr.

.vrcrw, sere = Sp. Pg. It. sereno, < L. sereniix.

bright, clear, calm (of weather); akin to Gr.

ae'Aa;, brightness, atAt/yr/,
the moon (see Selene),

Skt. svar, sun, sunlight, heaven.] I. . 1.

Clear, or fair, and calm.

Spirits live insphered
In regions mild, of calm and serene air.

Milton, Comus, 1. 4.

The moon, serene in glory, mounts the sky.
Pope, Winter, 1. 6.

Full many a gem of purest ray serene
The dark, unfathom'd caves of ocean bear.

Gray, Elegy.

2. Calm; placid; unruffled; undisturbed: as,
a serene aspect; a serene soul.

Unruffled and serene I've met
The common accidents of life.

Addison, Cato, ill. 2.

He who resigns the world has no temptation to envy,
hatred, malice, anger, but is in constant possession of a
serene mind. Steele, Spectator, No. 282.

Thine eyes are springs, in whose serene
And silent waters heaven is seen.

Bryant, Fairest of the Kural Maids.

Serene, and resolute, and still,

And calm, and self-possessed.

Longfellow, The Light of Stars.

3. An epithet or adjunct to the titles of some
persons of very high rank : it is not given to

any noble or official in England, and is used
chiefly (in the phrase Serene Hiifhiietts) in ren-

dering the German term Durchlaucht (given to
members of certain mediatized houses, and to
some other princes) and the French epithet
serdnissime.

To the most terene Prince Leopold, Archduke of Aus-
tria. Milton, Letters of State.

Noble adventurers travelled from court to court ; . .

they . . . became the favorites of their Serene or Royal
Highnesses. Thackeray, Four Georges, George I.

Drop serene. See dn>p.=Syn. 1. Bright, peaceful. l
and 2. Tranquil, ]'lacid,etc. Seecatoii. 2. Sedate.

II. n. 1. Clearness; serenity; a serene ex-

panse or region.
As winds come whispering lightly from the west,
Kissing, not ruffling, the blue deep's serene.

Byron, Childe Harold, ii. 70.

How beautiful is night! . . .

No mist obscures, nor cloud, nor speck, nor stain
Breaks the serene of heaven. Southey, Thalaba, i. 1.

2. Serenity; placidity; tranquillity; calmness.

[Rare.]
The serene of heartfelt happiness has little of adventure

in it. Brooke, Fool of Quality, II. 241. (Dames.)

My body is cleft by these wedges of pains
From my spirit's serene.

Mrs. Browning, Rhapsody of Life's Progress.

serene 1
(se-ren'), v. t.

; pret. and pp. serened,
ppr. serening. [< serene^, a.] 1 . To make clear
and calm

; tranquilize.
The Hand

That hush'd the thunder, and serenes the sky.
Thomson, Summer, 1. 1240.

A smile serenes his awful brow. Pope, Iliad, XT. 178.

2. To clear; clarify. [Rare.]
Take care

Thy muddy beverage to serene, and drive

Precipitant the baser ropy lees.

J. Philips, Cider, ii.

serene2! (se-ren'), . [Also in mod. technical
use serein (< mod. F.); formerly also syrene; <
OF. serein, earlier strain, F. serein = Pr. seren
= Sp. Pg. sereno, the night-dew, the damp of

evening, appar. orig. applied to a clear, beau-
tiful evening, < L. serenum, neut. of serenus, se-
rene (see serene1

), but taken later as a deriva-
tive of serus, late (see soiree).] The chilly damp
of evening; unwholesome air; blight.

The fogges and the Syrene offends vs more
(Or we made thinke sir), then they did before.

Daniel, Queen's Arcadia (ed. Grosart), i. 1.

Some serene blast me, or dire lightning strike
This my offending face ! B. Jonson, Volpone, iii. 6.

serenely (se-ren'li), adv. 1. Calmly; quietly;
placidly.
He dyed at his house in Q. street, very serenely; asked

what was o'clock, and then, sayd he, an hour hence I shall

depart ; he then turned his head to the other side and ex-

pired. Aubrey, Lives, Edward Lord Herbert.

The moon was pallid, but not faint, . . .

Serenely moving on her way.
Longfellow, Occultation of Orion.

2. Without excitement
; coolly ; deliberately.

Whatever practical rule is, in any place, generally and
with allowance broken, cannot be supposed innate ; it

being impossible that men should, without shame or fear,

confidently and serenely break a rule which they could
not but evidently know that God had set up.

Locke, Human Understanding, I. iii. 13.



sereneness

sereneness (se-ren'nes), w. The state of being
serene or tranquil ; serenity.
The serenenesse of a healthful! conscience.

Fettham, Resolves, i. fi.

sereness, - Si-c wnw.
serenifyt, c. . [< ML. serexijicarr, make serene,
< L. sereinis, serene, + fucere, make.] To be-

come serene.

It's now thefaire, vinnllion, pleasant spring,
When meadowes laugh, and heaven serenefies.

lieneeimtii. Passengers' Dialogues (1612). (Nares.)

serenitude (se-ron'i-tud), H. [< ML. sercnitudo,
for L. xereniti'ts, serenity: see serenity.'] Tran-

quillity; serenity.
A future quietude and serenitude in the affections.

Sir U. Wotton, Reliquiae, p. 79.

serenity (sf-ren 'i-ti), n.
; pi. serenities (-tiz).

[< OF. serenite, F. serenlte = Pr. serenitat = Sp.
gcrenidad = Pg. serenidade = It. serenita, < L.

serenita(t-)s, clearness, serenity, < scrcnus, clear,
serene: see serene1

.'] 1. The quality or con-
dition of being serene

;
clearness

;
calmness

;

quietness; stillness; peace: as, the serenity of
the air or sky.

They come out of a Countrywhich never hath any Kains
or Fogs, but enjoys a constant serenity.

Dampier, Voyages, I. 186.

2. Calmness of mind; tranquillity of temper;
placidity.

I cannot see how any men should ever transgress those
moral rules with confidence and serenity, were they innate.

Locke, Human Understanding, I. iii. 13.

Like to a good old age released from care,
Journeying in long serenity away. Bryant, October.

3. A title of dignity or courtesy given to cer-
tain princes and high dignitaries. It is an ap-
proximate translation of the German Durcli-

lauclit, more commonly rendered Serene High-
ness. See serene1

,
3.

There is nothing wherein we have more frequent occa-
sion to employ our Pens than in congratulating your Se-

renities [the Duke and Senate of Venice] for some signal
Victory. Milton, Letters of State, Oct., 1667.

The army [of Pumpernickel] was exhausted in provid-
ing guards of honor for the Highnesses, Serenities, and
Excellencies who arrived from all quarters.

Thackeray, Vanity Fair, Ixiii.

serenizet (se-re'uiz), r.. t. [< serene1 + -ize.~\ To
make serene; hence, to make bright; glorify.

And be ray Grace and Goodnesse most abstract,
How can I, wanting both, serenize Thee?

Dames, Muses' Sacrifice, p. 33. (Dames.)

Serenoa (se-re'no-a), n. [NL. (Sir J. D. Hooker,
1883), named after Dr. Serena Watson, curator
of the herbarium of Harvard University.] A
genus of palms, of the tribe Coryphese. It is dis-

tinguished from the genus Sabal, the palmetto, in which
it was formerly included, by its valvate corolla, and fruit

tipped witli a slender terminal style, and containing a
somewhat cylindrical seed with sub-basilar embryo and
solid albumen. The only species, S. serrulata, is a native
of Florida and South Carolina, known as saw-palmetto from
the spiny-edged petioles. It is a dwarf palm growing in
low tufts from a creeping branching caudex, which is clad
with a network of fibers. The coriaceous leaves are termi-
nal and orbicular, deeply parted into many narrow two-
cleft segments. The white flowers are borne on a long,
woolly, and much-branched spadix which is sheathed at
the base by numerous spathes. The fruit is black, and
about an inch in diameter.

serenoust (se-re'nus), a. [< ME., < L. serenus,
serene : see serene.] Serene.

In lande plesaunt and serenous thai cheve,
In every kynde as easy is to preve.

PaUadius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. 8.), p. 63.

serewoodt, See searwood.

sereynt, An obsolete form of siren.

serf (serf), n. [< OF. (and F.) serf, fern, serve
= Pr. serf = Sp. siervo = Pg. It. servo, < L.

servus, a slave : see seme1
.] 1. A villein; one

of those who in the middle ages were incapa-
ble of holding property, were attached to the
land and transferred with it, and were subject to
feudal services of the most menial description ;

in early Kng. hist., one who was not free, but

by reason of being allowed to have an interest
in the cultivation of the soil, and a portion of
time to labor for himself, had attained a status

superior to that of a slave.

The slave, indeed, still remained [in the fourteenth cen-

tury), though the number of pure serfs bore a small pro-
portion to the other cultivators of the soil. . . . But even
this class had now acquired definite rights of its own ;

and. although we still find instances of the sale of serfs
"with their litter," or family, apart from the land they
tilled, yet, in the bulk of cases, the amount of service due
from the serf had become limited by custom, and, on its

due rendering, his holding was practically as secure as
that of the freest tenant on the estate.

J. R. Green, Short Hist, of Eng. People, v. 4.

The serf was bound to the soil, had fixed domestic rela-

tions, and participated in the religious life of the society;
and the tendency of all his circumstances, as well as of
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the opinions and sentiments of the time, was in the direc-

tion of liberation. Encyc. Brit., XIX. 352.

2. A laborer rendering forced service on an
estate under seigniorial prescription, as for-

merly in Russia.

In Russia, at the present moment, the aristocracy are
dictated to by their emperor much as they themselves
dictate to their serfs. II. Spencer, Social Statics, p. 401.

The next important measure was the emancipation of

the serfs in IStil. . . . The landlords, on receiving an in-

demnity, now released the serfs from their seigniorial

rights, and the village commune became the actual prop-
erty of the ierf. Encyc. Brit., XXI. 102.

3. Figuratively, an oppressed person ; a menial.
= Syn. Serf, Slave. The serf is, in strictness, attached to
the soil, and goes with it in all sales or leases. The slam
is absolutely the property of his master, and may be sold,

given away, etc.. like any other piece of personal property.
See definitions otpeon and coolie. See also servitude.

serfage (ser'faj), M. [< serf+ -age. Cf. servage.]
Same as serfdom.
The peasants have not been improved by liberty. They

now work less and drink more than they did in the time
of serfage. D. M. Wallace, Russia, p. 40.

serfdom (serf'dum), n. [< serf + -dom.'] The
state or condition of a serf.

Whenever a lord provided his slave with an outfit of

oxen, and gave him a part in the ploughing, he rose out
of slavery into serfdom.

Seebohm, Eng. Vll. Community, p. 405.

The Tories were far from being all oppressors, disposed
to grind down the working-classes into serfdom.

George Eliot, Felix Holt, iii.

serfhood (serf'hud), . [<. serf+ -hood.'] Same
as serfdom.
serfism (ser'fizm), n. [< serf + -ism.'] Same
as serfdom.
Serg. An abbreviation of sergeant.

sergantt, A Middle English form of sergeant.

serge 1
(serj), n. [< ME. *serge, sarge (= D. ser-

gie = Or. sersche, sarsche = Dan. Sw. sars), < OF.

serge, sarge, F. serge = Pr. serga, sirgua = Sp.
sarga = Pg. sarja = It. sargia (ML. reflex serga,

sarga, sargea), cloth of wool mixed with silk or

linen, serge (cf. ML. serica, sarica, a silken tu-

nic, later applied to a coarse blouse), < L. seri-

ca, fern, of serious, silken, neut. pi. serica, silken

garments: see Seric, sericeous, silk.] If. A
woolen cloth in use throughout the middle ages,

apparently of coarser texture than say.

By ordinaunce thurghout the citee large,

Hanged with cloth of gold, and nat with sarge.

Chaucer, Knight's Tale, 1. 1710.

Ah, thou say, thou serge, nay, thou buckram lord !

Shale., 2 Hen. VI., iv. 7. 27.

2. A kind of twilled fabric, woven originally
of silk, but now commonly of worsted. It is re-

markably strong and durable. Silk serges are
used chiefly for tailors' linings Serge de Berry,
a soft woolen material used for women's dresses. Silk

serge, see silk.

serge'
2
t, See cerge.

The candelstik . . . watj cayred thider sone ; . . .

Hit wats not wonte in that wone [place] to wast [burn] no
serges. Alliterative Poem* (ed. Morris), ii. 1489.

serge3t, v. An obsolete variant of search.

Prompt. Pare., p. 453.

serge4t, An obsolete variant of scarce. Hal-
liu-ell.

sergeancy, serjeancy (sar'- or ser'jen-si), .

[< sergcan(f) + -cy.] Same as sergeantship.
The lord keeper who congratulated their adoption to

that title of serjeancy.
Bp. Ilacket, Abp. Williams, p. 110. (Latham.)

sergeant, Serjeant (sar'- or ser'jent), . [Early
mod. E. also serjant ; < ME. sergeant, sergeaunt,
serjant, serjaunt, serjawnt, sergant, < OF. ser-

geant, sergent, serjant, sergient, sergant, F. ser-

gent = Pr. servent, sirvent = Sp. Pg. sargento,
also Sp. sirviente = Pg. servente, a servant, = It.

sergente, sergeant, also servente, servant, < ML.
servien(t-)s, a servant, vassal, soldier, apparitor
(cf. serviens ad legem, 'sergeant at law'; servi-

ens arniorum, 'sergeant at arms'), prop, adj., <

L. servien(t-)s, ppr. of servire, serve : see seme1
.

Doublet of servant. For the variations of spell-

ing, sergeant, Serjeant, see below.] If. [In this

and the next four senses usually spelled ser-

jeutit."] A servant; a retainer; an armed at-

tendant; in the fourteenth century, one holding
lands by tenure of military service, commonly
used as not including those who had received

knighthood (afterward called esquires). Ser-

jeants were called to various specific lines of

duty besides service in war.
Holdest thou thanne hym a myhty man that hath envy-

rowned hyse sides with men of armes or seriauntz.

Chaucer, Boethius, iii. prose 5.

A maner sergeant was this privee man,
The which that faithful ofte he founden hadde
In thinges grete. Chaucer, Clerk's Tale, 1. 563.

sergeant
Than com oute of the town knyghtes and sergeatnites

two thousande, and be-gonne the chase vpon hem that
turned to Wight Merlin (E. E. T. 8.

.',
ii. 211.

Hence 2f. An officer of an incorporated mu-
7iici]iality who was charged with duties corre-

sponding to those previously or elsewhere per-
formed by an officer of the crown.

And the xxiiij. Comyners that cheseth the lawe Bailly,
at that tyme beynge present, to chese the ij. seriaunt* for

the lowe Bailly. English Gilds (E. E. T. S.), p. 395.

He gave Licence to the City of Norwich to have Coro-
ners and Bailiffs, before which Time they had only a Ser-

jeant for the King to keep Courts.

Baker, Chronicles, p. 50.

Hence, also St. A substitute upon whom a

Serjeant was allowed to devolve the personal
discharge of his duties

;
a bailiff.

Seriaicnt, undyr a domys maim, for to a-rest menn, or
a catchepol (or baly). Apparitor, satelles, angarius.

Prompt. Pan., p. 463.

This fell sergeant, death,
Is strict in his arrest. Shak., Hamlet, v. 2. 347.

4. One of a body or corps attendant on the

sovereign, and on the lord high steward on the
trial of a peer ;

a serjeant-at-arms. 5. [In this

sense the modern spelling is Serjeant.'] In

England and Ireland, a lawyer of high rank.
Serjeants at law are appointed by writ or patent of the

crown, from among the utter barristers. While they have
precedence socially, they are professionally inferior to

queen's counsel ; formerly, however, the king s (or queen's)
premier Serjeant and ancient Serjeant had precedence of
even the attorney-general and solicitor-general. Till the

passing of the Judicature Act, 1873, the judges of the su-

perior English common-law courts had to be Serjeants;
nut this is not now required. No Serjeants have been
created since 1868, and the rank will in all likelihood
soon become extinct.

Seriauntes hij semede that seruen atte barre,
To plede for penyes and poundes the lawe.

Piers Plowman (C), i. 160.

A Sergeant of the Lawe, war and wys, . . .

And every statut coude he pleyn by rote.

Chaucer, Gen. Pro!, to C. T., 1. 309.

"
Serjeant Buzfuz and Mr. Skimpin for the plaintiff,"

said the judge. IHckens, Pickwick, xxxiv.

6. In Virginia, an officer in towns having pow-
ers corresponding to those of constable

;
in

cities, an officer having powers connected with
the city court corresponding to those of sheriff,
and also charged with collecting city revenues.

7. A non-commissioned officer of the army
and marines in the grade next above corporal,
and usually selected from among the corporals
for his intelligence and good conduct. He is ap-
pointed to preserve discipline, to teach the drill, and to
command detachments, as escorts and the like. Every
company has four sergeants, of whom the senior is the

color-sergeant. A superior class are the staf-sergeants (see
staff-sergeant); and ahove all is the sergeant-major. See also

color-sergeant, commissary-sergeant, drill-sergeant, lance-

sergeant, quartermaster-sergeant. Abbreviated Serg.

Why should I pray to St. George for victory when I may
go to the Lord of Hosts, Almighty God himself ; or con-
sult with a Serjeant, or corporal, when I may go to the

general? Donne, Sermons, ix.

Two cotor-seryeants, seizing the prostrate colors, con-
tinued the charge. PreMe, Hist. Flag, p. 154.

8. A police officer of superior rank.

The sergeants are presented. . . . We have the whole
Detective Force from Scotland Yard, with one exception.

Dickens, The Detective Police.

9. A servant in monastic offices. 10. In

icltth., the sergeant-fish. Common sergeant or

Serjeant. See common. Covering sergeant, a ser-

geant who, during the exercise of a battalion, stands or
moves behind each officer commanding or acting with a
platoon or company. [Eng.] Inferior sergeants or

(preferably) Serjeants, Serjeants of the mace in corpora-
tions, officers of the county, etc. There are also Ser-

jeants of manors, etc. [Eng.] King's or queen's ser-
geant or (preferably) Serjeant, the name given to one or
more of the Serjeants at law (see def. 5), whose presumed
duty is to plead for the king In causes of a public nature,
as indictments for treason. (Eng.] Orderly sergeant.
See orderly. Pay-sergeant, a sergeant appointed to pay
the men and to account for all disbursements. Prime or

premier sergeant or (preferably) Serjeant, the queen's
(or king's) first serjeant at law. [Eng.] Provost ser-
geant. See provost. Sergeant-at-arms, serj eant-at-
arms. (a) An armed attendant; specifically, a member
of a corps said to have been instituted by Richard I. of

England. It consisted originally of twenty-four persons,
not under the degree of knight, whose duty it was to be in
immediate attendance on the king s person. One is as-

signed by the crown to attend each house of parliament
The lord chancellor, the lord treasurer, and on great occa-
sions the lord mayor of London were each thus attended.
One, usually the one attending the House of Lords, is an
officer of the Supreme Court, to make arrests, etc.

For the bailiffes of a Cite purvey ye must a space,
A yeman of the crowne, Sargeaunt of armes with mace.

Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 187.

Each house had also its serjeant-at-arms, an officer whose
duty it was to execute the warrants and orders of the
house while in session. Slubbs, Const Hist., 434.

(6) A similar attendant on the king's person in France.

(c) An executive officer in certain legislative bodies. In the
United States Senate he serves processes, makes arrests,



sergeant
and aids in preserving order

; the sergeant-at-arms In the
House of Representatives has similar duties, and also has

charge of the pay-accounts of the members. Sergeant or

(usually) serjeant at law. See def. 5, above. Sergeant-
for serjeant-)at-mace, an officer of a corporation bear-

ing a mace as a staff of office. Sergeant's (or Serjeant's)
mace. See mncci. Sergeants or (usually) Serjeants
of the household, officers who execute several functions
within the royal household in England, as the serjeant-

surgeon, etc. Sergeant's or (usually) Serjeant's ring,
a ring which an English serjeant at law presented on the
occasion of his "

taking the coif," or assuming the rank of

serjeant. The custom seems to have existed since the four-

teenth century. The rings were presented to the eminent
persons who might be present, their value differing great-

ly : thus, in 1429, Sir John Fortescue mentions the most
costly rings as being given to any prince, duke, or arch-

bishop, and to the lord chancellor and lord treasurer of

England, rings of less value to earls, bishops, and certain

officials, of less value again to members of Parliament, and
so on. Sergeant trumpeter, an officer of the British

royal household since the sixteenth century, originally
charged with the direction of a band of sixteen trumpeters.
(The two spellings seryeant and serjeant are both cor-

rect, and were formerly used indifferently. Sergeant, how-
ever, is more in accordance with modern analogies, and
now generally prevails except in the legal sense, and as

applied to feudal tenants, to certain officers of the royal
household, and, in part, to officers of municipal and legis-
lative bodies, where the archaic spelling Serjeant is re-

tained. Seedefs. l-5,above.]

sergeantcy, serjeantcy (sar'- or ser'jent-si), .

Same as serqeantship.

sergeant-fish (sar'jent-fish), n. The cobia, Ela-
cate Canada : so called from the lateral stripes,

suggesting a sergeant's chevrons. It is of a fusl
form shape, with a broad depressed head, with a few free
dorsal spines In advance of the dorsal fln, and of a grayish
or brownish color with a longitudinal blackish lateral
band. The sergeant-fish is common in the West Indies and
along the southern coast of the United States. It is vora-

cious, but quite savory, and along the coast of Virginia
and Maryland is commonly called bonito. Also called crab-
eater and snook. See cut under coWa. (Florida.)

Sergeant-major (sar'jent-ma"jor), H. 1. Ill the

army, the highest non-commissioned officer in
a regiment. He acts as assistant to the adju-
tant. 2. The cow-pilot, a fish.

sergeantry, serjeantry (sar'- or ser'jen-tri),
. [< OF. sergenterie, serjanterie (ML. sen-ien-

taria, sergenteria), the office of a sergeant, a
tenure so called, < sergent, serjant, etc., ser-

vant, sergeant, etc.: see sergeant.] Same as

sergeanty.

sergeantship, serjeantship (sar'- or ser'jent-
ship), . [< sergeant + -ship.] The office of a

sergeant or serjeaut.

sergeanty, serjeanty (sar'- or ser'jen-ti), ?i. [<
OF, sergentie, serjantie, serjeantie (ML. serri-

entia, sergentia), equiv. to sergenterie, etc.: see

sergeantry.'] An honorary kind of feudal ten-

ure, on condition of service due, not to any
lord, but to the king only. Grand sergeanty or

serjeanty, a particular kind of knight service, a tenure
by which the tenant was bound to attend on the king in

person, not merely in war, but in his court, and at all times
when summoned. Petit sergeanty or serjeanty, a ten-
ure in which the services stipulated for bore some relation
to war, but were not required to be executed personally by
the tenant, or to be performed to the person of the king,
as the payment of rent in implements of war, as a bow, a
pair of spurs, a sword, or a lance.

serge-blue (serj'blo), n. Same as soluble blue

(which see, under blue).

sergedusoyt (serj'du-soi), . [F. serge de sole,
silk serge: see serge^, (It, s.i/

3
.] A material

of silk, or of silk and wool, used in the eigh-
teenth century for men's coats. Pianette.

sergette (ser-jef), n. [F., dim. of serge, serge :

see serge
1
.] A thin serge.

serial (se'ri-al), a. and n. [= F. seriel; as series
+ -al.~\ I. a. 1. Arranged or disposed in a se-

ries, rank, or row, as several like things set one
after another; placed seriatim

; successive, as
beads on a string. Also seriate. 2. Charac-
terized by or exhibiting serial arrangement;
having the nature or quality of a series; of or

pertaining to series : as, serial homology (see
liomology).

Subjects . . . specially adapted to serial preaching.
Avttin Phelps, Theory of Preaching, p. 600.

3. Published at regulai'ly recurring or succes-
sive times; periodical, as a publication; per-
taining to a serial.-serial sections, in microscopic
anat., sections arranged in consecutive order as cut from
the object. Serial symmetry, in biol., the relation be-
tween like parts which succeed one another in the long
axis of the body ; the resemblance of metameric divisions
as the rings of an annelid ; metamerism (which see) This
kind of symmetry is distinguished from bilateral sym-
metry, from actinomeric or radial gymmetry, and from
dorsabdomiiml symmetry. It is concerned with the same
disposition of parts as is anteroposterior symmetry, but
views them differently. The appreciation or recognition
of this symmetry constitutes serial homology.

II. H. 1. A tale or other composition pub-
lished in successive numbers of a periodical.

2. A work or publication issued in succes-
sive numbers ;

a periodical.
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The quality of the shilling serial mistakenly written for

her amusement, . . . and, in short, social institutions

generally, were all objectionable to her.

Georije Eliot, Daniel Deronda, vii.

seriality (se-ri-al'i-ti), . [< serial + -it;/.]

Succession or sequence; the quality of a series;
the condition of being serial.

No apparent simultaneity in the consciousness of the
two things between which there is a relation of coexis-
tence can be taken as disproving their original seriality.

H. Spencer, Prin. of Psycho!., 3B5.

serially (se'ri-al-i), nrfr. So as to be serial ;
in

the manner of a series; seriatim. Also seriately.
Serian (se'ri-an), a. [< L. Seres, < Gr. r
Chinese: see Seric, silk.] Same as Seric.

No Serian worms he knows, that with their thread
Draw out their silken lives.

P. Fletcher, Purple Island, xii. 3.

seriate (se'ri-at), r. t.; pret. and pp. seriated,

ppr. seriating. [< ML. seriatus. pp. of seritirr,

arrange in a series, < series, a row, series: see

series] To put into the form of a series, or a
connected or orderly sequence.

Feeling is Change, and Is distinguishable from Cosmic
Change in that it is a special and seriated group of changes
in an organism.
0. H. Lewes, Probs. of Life and Mind, 1st ser., VI. iv. $ 56.

The gelatinous tubes or sheaths in which the cells are
seriated are very obvious.

H. C. Wood, Fresh- Water Alga?, p. 227.

seriate (se'ri-at), a . [< ML. seriatus, pp. : see the

verb.] Arranged in a series or order; serial.

seriately (se'ri-at-li). adr. [< ME. "serially,

i-fiiatly; < seriate + -ly'
2
.] Same as serially.

With-out tarlyng to wash ther handes went ;

After went to sitte ther ceriatly.
Rom. of Partenay (E. E. T. S.\ 1. 1886.

seriatim (se-ri-a'tim), adr. [ML., < L. series, a

series, + -atim, as in verbatim, q. v.] Serially
or seriately; so as to be or make a series

; one
after another.
seriation (se-ri-a'shon), M. [= F. seriation; as
seriate + -ion.] The formation of an orderly
sequence or series.

Thinking is seriation.

0. H. Lrim. Probs. of Lite and Mind, I. II. | 36.

Seric (ser'ik), . [< L. Sericus, < Gr. Z(?pt/.<if, of
the Seres, < Z#p, pi. Zfjpef, L. Seres, the Seres

(see def.). Hence ult. E. silk and sergei.] Of
or pertaining to the Seres, an Asiatic people,
from whom the ancient Greeks and Romans got
the first silk. The name Seres is used vaguely, but
their land is generally understood to be China in its north-
ern aspect, or as known by those approaching it from the
northwest.

Serica (ser'i-ka), n. [NL. (MacLeay, 1819), < Gr.

mipiK6(, silken: see Seric, silk.] A genus of
melolonthine beetles, giving name to a disused

family Sericidee, having an ovate convex form
and the tarsal claws cleft. <S. brunnea is a Brit-
ish species.
Sericaria (ser-i-ka'ri-a), . [NL. (Latreille,
1825), < Gr. or/ptn6f, silken: see Seric, silk.] A
genus of bombycid moths, important as con-

taining the mulberry-silkworm, or common
silkworm of commerce, S. mori. Many authors,
however, retain the old generic name Bombyx
for this species. See cut under Bombyx.
sericate (ser'i-kat), a. [< L. sericus, < Gr. m/pi-

Kcif, silken, + -ate 1
.] Same as sericeous.

sericated (ser'i-ka-ted), a. [< sericate + -erf2.]
Covered with a silky down.
sericeous (se-rish'ius), a. [< LL. sericevs, of

silk, < L. sericum, silk: see serge
1

, silk.] 1.

Containing, pertaining to, or consisting of silk;

having the character of silk; silky. 2. Re-
sembling silk; silky or satiny in appearance;
smooth, soft, and shiny, as the plumage of a
bird, the surface of an insect, etc. 3. In bot.,

silky ;
covered with soft shining hairs pressed

close to the surface : as, a sericeous leaf.

sericicultural (ser'i-si-kuFtur-al), a. [< seri-

ciculture + -al.] Of or pertaining to sericicul-
ture. Also sericultural.

sericiculture (ser'i-si-kul"tur), n. [= F. serici-

culture, < LL. sericum, silk (see silk, sericeous),+ cultura, culture.] The breeding, rearing,
and treatment of silkworms ; that part of the

silk-industry which relates to the insects that

yield silk. Also sericulture.

sericiculturist (ser'i-si-kul"tur-ist), n. [< seri-

ciculture + -ist.] One who"breeds, rears, and
treats silkworms : one who is engaged in seri-

ciculture. Also sericulturist.

Sericidae (se-ris'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Serica +
-idle.] The Sericides rated as a family of scar-
abteoid Coleoptera.
Sericides (se-ris'i-dez), . pi. [NL., < Serica
+ -ides.] .

A' section or series of melolonthine

seriema

beetles, including the genus Xcrica si ml related
forms.
sericin (ser'i-sin), n. [< LL. #rricitni, silk, +
-(''*.] The gelatinous substance of silk; silk-

gelatin.
sericite (ser'i-sit), H. [< LL. writ-mil, silk, +
-ite2.] A variety of potash mica, or muscovite.

occurring in fine scales of a greenish- or yellow-
ish-white color: so named from its silky luster.
It forms an essential part of a

silky
schist called sericite-

schist, which is found near Wiesbaden in Germany.
sericite-gneiss (ser'i-sit-nis), . Gneiss con-

taining serieite in the place of the ordinary
micaceous constituent.

sericite-schist (ser'i-sit-shist), H. A variety
of mica-schist, made up of qnartzose material

through which sericite is distributed, in the
manner of muscovite in the typical mica-schist .

sericitic (ser-i-sit'ik), a. [< sericite + -ic.]
Made up of, characterized by, or containing
sericite Sericitic gneiss. Same as seriate-gneiss.

Sericocarpus (ser"i-k6-kar'pus), H. [NL. (C. G.
Nees, 1832), so called in allusion to the silky
hairs covering the achenes; < Gr. at/pmof, silken,
+ napx6c, fruit.] A genus of composite plants,
of the tribe Astcroidess and subtribe Hcteroeltro-
meee. It is distinguished from the closely related genus
Aster by the usually ovoid involucre with coriaceous whit-
ish green-tipped squamose bracts, imbricated in several

ranks, by few-flowered heads with about five white rays,
and by always silky hairy achenes. The 4 species are na-
tives of the United States, and are known as white-topped
aster. They are erect perennials, usually low, and spread-
ing in colonies by horizontal rootstocks. They bear alter-
nate sessile undivided leaves, and numerous small heads
of whitish flowers, borne In a flat corymb. S. astrroides
and S. linifolius, respectively the S. conyzoides and 5. o-

lidagineiis of many American authors, are the common
species of the Atlantic States.

sericon (ser'i-kon), . [Origin obscure.] In

alchemy, a red tincture: contrasted with btifo,
black tincture. The words were used to terrify
the uninitiated.

Out goes
The flre ; and down th' alembecs, and the furnace ;

Both sericon and bufo shall be lost.

Piger Henricus, or what not Thou wretch !

B. Jonson, Alchemist, ii. 1.

Sericostoma (ser-i-kos'to-ma), n. [NL. (La-
treille, 1825), < Gr. oqp'KOf, silken, + arofia,

mouth.] The typical genus of Sericostonifitidse.
Seventeen species are known, all European. The adults
are elongate, appear in summer, and do not stray from
the margins of their breeding places. The larva; live in

cylindrical cases in small and moderately swift streams.
5. personatum is a British species.

Sericostomatidae (ser'i-ko-sto-mat'i-de), H. pi.
[NL. (Stephens, 1836, as Sericostomidse), < Seri-

costoma(t-) + -idee.] A family of trichopterous
neuropterous insects or caddis-flies, typified by
the genus Sericostoma . It is a large and wide-spread
group, represented in nearly all parts of the world, and
comprises (usually) excessively hairy insects, for the most
part uniform in color or with few markings. The larva;

generally inhabit streams, and their cases, usually formed
of sand or small stones, vary greatly in form.

sericterium (ser-ik-te'ri-um), .; pi.
sericteria

(-S). [NL., irreg. < Gr. ai/ptn6v, silk, + term.

-rr/piov.] A spinning-gland; a glandular appa-
ratus in insects for the secretion of silk, geric-
teria have been compared to salivary glands when consist-

ing of larger or smaller tubes opening near the mouth.
Such organs occur in various insects, and in different part ft

of their bodies. The most important are those of silk-

worms.

The larva of the antlion has its spinning organs at the

opposite end of the body, the wall of the rectum . . . tak-

ing the place of the sericteria. data, Zobl. (trans.), p. 532.

sericultural (ser'i-kul-tur-al), . Same as neri-

i-iciiltural.

sericulture (ser'i-kul-tur), . Same as st-rii-i-

culture.

sericulturist (ser'i-kul-tur-ist), . [< sericul-

ture + -ist.] Same as sericiculturist.

Sericulus (se-rik'u-lus), . [NL. (Swainson,
1825), dim. of LL. sericum, silk : see Seric, silk.]
An Australian genus of Oriolidte or of Paradi-

seidee, with sericeous black and golden-yellow
plumage; regent-birds, as S. melinim or chryso-
cephalus, the common regent-bird. The posi-
tion of the genus has been much questioned.
See cut under regent-bird.

serlet, . [ME., also serve, < OF. "serit, < L. se-

ries, a row: see series.] A series.

What may I conclude of this longe serye,
But after wo I rede us to be merye ?

Chaucer, Knight's Tale, 1. 2209.

seriema (ser-i-e'ma), n. [See cariama.] A
remarkable South American bird, whose name
is as unsettled in orthography as is its position
in the ornithological system. It is usually regard-
ed as grallatorial, and related to the cranes, but some-
times placed with the birds of prey, next to the African
secretaiy-bird, which it resembles in some respects. It is
3 feet long ; the wing 15 inches, the tail 13, the tarsus 7J ;



seriema

the legs are bare above the suffrage; the head is crested

with a fron till egret; the bill is red ; the bare orbit bluish ;

the iris yellow; the

plumage is dark, but
somewhat variegat-
ed with lighter col-

ors, and the tail is

tipped with white.
The seriema inhabits

the compos of Brazil

and northern Para-

guay, and may be do-

mesticated. Fur its

technical names, see

Cariama and Caria-
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. . . Bemoulllan series. See Benwul-
i .

linn. Bluet's series, the series

*w= \J "<*-

"l

Seriema (Cllr ,-ama .*,,,,,;.

series (se'rez or

se'ri-ez), n.
; pi.

si-ries. [In earlier

use (ME.) serie,

< OF. 'serie, F.
serie = Sp. Pg. It.

m-rie; < L. series,

a row, succes-

sion, course, se-

ries, connection,
etc., < iterere, pp.
sertim, join toge-
ther, bind, = Gr.

elpeiv, fasten, bind; cf. aeipd, a rope, Skt. -^ si,

bind. From the same L. verb are also ult. E. as-

sert, ilrsert, dixsert, exert, exscrt, insert, seraglio,

Kcrinl, etc.] 1 . A continued succession of simi-

lar things, or of things bearing a similar rela-

tion to oue another; an extended order, line, or

course ; sequence ; succession : as, a series of

kings; a series of calamitous events; defini-

tions arranged in several distinct series.

A dreadful series of intestine wars,
Inglorious triumphs and dishonest scars.

Pope, Windsor Forest, 1. 325.

A series of unmerited mischances had pursued him from
that moment. Sterne, Tristram Shandy, vi. 13.

2. In geol., a set of strata possessing some com-
mon mineral or fossil characteristic : as, the

greeusand aeries; the Wenlock scries. 3. In

diem., a number of elements or compounds
which have certain common properties and re-

lations, or which exhibit, when arranged in or-

derly succession, a constant difference from
member to member. Thus, the elements lithium,

sodium, potassium, rubidium, and ctesium form a natural
series having the familiar properties of the alkalis, and
certain striking physical relations to the other elements.
The hydrocarbons methane (CH4 ), ethane (C2H6), propane
(CsHa), etc., form a series having the constant difference

CHg between successive members, but all the members
having in common great chemical stability, slight reac-

tive properties, and incapacity to unite directly with any
element or radical.

4. In numis., a set of coins made at any one

place or time, or issued by any one sovereign
or government.
In the Thracian Chersonese the most important series

is one of small autonomous silver pieces, probably of the

town of Cardia. Encyc. Brit., XVII. 640.

5. In i>kilately, a set of similar postage- or reve-

nue-stamps. 6. In math., a progression; also,
more usually, an algebraic expression appear-
ing as a sum of a succession of terms subject
to a regular law. In many cases the number of terms
is infinite, in which case the addition cannot actually be

performed ; it is, however, indicated.

7. In systematic bot., according to Gray, the

first group below kingdom and the next above
class: equivalent to subkingdom or division

(which see). In actual usage, however, this rule is by
no means always observed. In Bentham and Hooker's
"Genera" it is a group of cohorts with two stages be-

tween it and kingdom ; and in the same and other good
works it may be found denoting the first subdivision of an

order, a tribe, a subtribe, a genus, and doubtless still other

groups. It appears, however, always to mark a compre-
hensive and not very strongly accentuated division.

8. In zool., a number of genera in a family, of

families in an order, etc.; a section or division

of a taxonomic group, containing two or more
groups of a lower grade : loosely and variably
used, like grade, group, cohort, phalanx, etc.

9. In anc. pros., same as colon^, 2. 10. In

bibliography, a set of volumes, as of periodical
publications or transactions of societies, sepa-
rately numbered from another set of the same
publication. Abbreviated ser Abel's series, the
series

xtx 9B\

i-^-i f"(2/3)+

where <(>(n) is denned by the equation

rw^-^^-'e -*'">.
Binomial series, the series of the binomial theorem.

Burmann's series the series of Burmann's theorem

(which see, under theorem). Cayley's series, the series

t(x + o + b -r c + e . . .)
= t(x f- 6 + c + e i )

+ / do. t'(x + c + e + . . .)

seringa

That the nth differential coefficient relatively to x should

be equal to lu ! is the necessary and sutlick-nt condition

of n being prime. Lame's series, hanif a- nimnum"*
-Laplace's series, the series of Laplace's theorem

< whirh see, under theorem). Law of a series, that rela-

tion which subsists between the successive terms of a se-

ries, and by which their general term may be expressed.

Leibnitz's series, the series

D'"uv = wD'"o

/a
/*+ b

do/ d(o i b) t"(x i e + ...) + ...

o

Circular series, a series whose terms depend on circular

functions, as sines, cosines, etc. Contact series of the
metals. Same as electromotive series. Continued se-

ries, a continued fraction. Convergent or converging
series. See converging. Descending series. See de-

scending. De Stairville's series, the series

+ o(a + *)(o T 2*)z=/3! + .-.

Determinate series, a series whose terms depend on
different powers or other functions of a constant. Di-

richlet's series, the series 2( 1-, where I

j
is the

Legendrian symbol. Discontinuous series, a series

the value of the sum of which does not vary continuously
with the independent variable, so that for certain values

of the variable the series represents one function and for

other values another. Thus, the series

Arithmetical series, a succession of quantities each dif-

fering from the preceding by the addition or subtraction

of a constant difference, as 1, 3, 5, 7, 9. 11, etc., or 10, 8, ,

4, 2, 0, 2, 4, 6, etc.; algebraically, a, a -

d, a + 2d,
a + 3d, a + 4d, etc., or z, zd, z 2d, z 3d, z 4d, etc.,

where o represents the least term, z the greatest, and d the

common difference.- Ascending series, a series accord-

ing to ascending powers of the variable, as <1 + a tx + ajc*

is equal to J4> for values of <t> between - it and + it
;
but

for values between IT and 2ir, it is equal to *<ir </>). Di-

vergent series. See divergent. Double series, a series

the general term of which contains two variable integers.

Such a series is the following :

a00 +,* -<-a a .,x* +
-hO, COSJ! +01,3 COS* \a,,X-COSX +...
+ a20 cos2a; raj,* cos 2ZJ-032*

5 cos 2* r. . .

Eisenstein's series, the double series the general term
of which is 1 /(M

3 + N 3 + . . .X, where M, N, are integers

varying independently from 1 to oc. Electrochemical,
electromotive, equidifferent series. See the adjec-
tives. Exponential series, a series whose terms depend
on exponential quantities. Factorial series, a series

proceeding by factorials instead of powers of the variable.

Farey series, a succession of all proper vulgar frac-

tions whose tenns do not exceed a given limit, arranged
in order of their magnitudes. Fibonacci's series, the

phyllotactic succession of numbers : 0, 1, 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 13, 21,

34, 55, 89, etc. These numbers are such that the sum of any
two successive ones gives the next, a property possessed
also by the series 2, 1, 3, 4, 7, 11, 18, 29, 47, 78, etc., and by
no other series except derivatives of these. The series is

named from the Italian mathematician Fibonacci or Leo-

nardo of Pisa (first part of the thirteenth century), who
first considered it. Also called Lami 'i series. Figurate
series, a regular succession of flgurate numbers. Finite

series, a polynomial consisting of all the terms which sat-

isfy a certain general condition, especially when, by virtue

of that condition, they have a determinate linear order.

Fluent by series. See fluent. Fourier's series, the

series

, fir i /"IT

to = - / f(0)ds + cos x. -
/ f(3) cos p.ds

air*/ TT itffTT

- /
"

IIJ If

.~ / f(/3)co820.d/3
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Logarithmic series, a series whose terms depend on

logarithms. Maclaurin's series, the series of Mac-

laurin's theorem (which see, under theorem). Halaco-
ZOic series. See malacozoic. Mixed series, a series

whose summation partly depends on the quadrature of

the circle and partly on that of the hyperbola. Num-
mulitic series. See nmnamlitic. politic series. See

oolite. Osborne series, in yed., a division of the Lower

Tertiary series, forming a subgroup in the Older Miocene,
or Oligocene, of the Hampshire basin, England, and the

Isle of Wight. It consists of clays, marls, sands, and

limestones, with fresh-water shells, and is about 70 feet

in thickness. Also called St. Helen's beds. Pea-grit
series. See pea-grit. Reciprocal series, a series each

term of which is the reciprocal of the corresponding
term of another stries. Recurrent series, a series in

which each term is a given linear function of a certain

number of those which precede it. Recurring series.

See recMrrinjr.-Red Marl series. See warn.-Rever-
sion of series. See reversion. Rhizoristlc series.

See rhizoriatit. Schwab's series, the succession of posi-

tive numbers A, B, C = J(A H B), D = /BC, E = j(C D),

F = V/DE, etc. Semi-convergent series, (o) A series

which is at first convergent and afterward divergent.

Such series are of great value, and frequently afford ex-

tremely close approximations, (b) A series which is con-

vergent although if the signs of all the terms were the

same (or their arguments considered as imaginaries were
the same) it would be divergent Series dynamo. See

electric machine, under electric. Summation of series,
the method of finding the sum of a series whether the

number of terms is finite or infinite. See profession.

Syllogistic series, a logical sorites. Taylor's series,

the series of Taylor's theorem (which see, under theorem).

The general term of a series, a function of some
indeterminate quantity x, which, on substituting succes-

sively the numbers 1, 2, 3, etc., for x, produces the terms

of the series. Thermo-electric series. See thermo-

electricity. To arrange in series, as voltaic cells. See

battery, 8 (b). To revert a series. See revert. Trigo-
nometric series, a series in which the successive terms

are sines and cosines of successive multiples of the varia-

bles multiplied by coeflicients - that is, the series

Ao + A^osa; r A s cos2a! r .

+ 8,8111 x B 3 sm2a; + . . .

series-wound (se'rez-wound), a. Noting dyna-
mos or motors wound in series, or so that the

wire of the field-magnets forms a part of the

armature and exterior circuit. See electric ma-

chine, under electric.

serif (ser'if ), n. [Also eeriph and serifh ; origin

obscure.] The short cross-line put as a finish

at the ends of the terminating or unconnected
strokes of roman or italic types, as in H, 1, d,

and y. Its form varies with the style of the type: in

the Elzevir it is short and stubby ; in some French styles

IHL IHL IHL
it is long, flat, and slender ; in the Scotch-face it is curved

like a bracket on the inner side. See sons-sen/.

i f*
+ sin Hx. - I f(/3) sin 2,3.d,3 -f . . .
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Functional series, a series in which the general term
contains a variable operational exponent. Gaussian
series. See Gaussian. Geometrical series, a series in

which the terms increase or decrease by a common multi-

plier or common divisor, termed the common ratio. See

progression. Gregory's series, the series arc tan x =
x iz

3 + Jx* }x'+ . . .Harmonic series, the finite

series 1 + i + J + J +... + !/, which is nearly equal to

not log vXn~nj-t- 1 /6n(n + 1) + 0.5772156649. Heine's

series, or Helnean series, the series

1 oa lo* 1 Qa 1 O1+ 1 1 O* 1 oM- 1

1 -f
- X-i -=-5

=
_, 1

iC
a

-t-. . .
,

invented by Heine in 1847. Hyperbolic series, a series

whose sum depends upon the quadrature of the hyper-

bola, as the harmonic series. Hypergeometric series.
Same as Gaussian series. Indeterminate series: See
indeterminate. Infinite series, an algebraical expres-
sion appealing as a sum of terms, but differing therefrom
in that the terms are infinite in number. The most usual

way of writing an infinite series is to set down a few of

the first terms added together, and then to append
" + ...,

or + etc.," which is not addition, certainly, but is the in-

dication of something analogous to the addition of the

terms given. Another way is to write a general expression
for any one of the terms of the series, and to prefix to this

:, the sign for summation. In series. See in parallel,
under parallel. Jet-rock series. See >(-. Karoo se-

ries. See karoo. Lagrange's series, the series of La-

grange's theorem (which see, under theorem). Lambert's
series, the series

_____
1 z^l x'^1 x

Seriform (se'ri-form), a. [< L. Seres, Gr.

the Chinese,+ forma, form.] Noting a section

of the Altaic family of languages, comprising
the Chinese, Siamese, Burmese, etc. [Rare.]

Imp. Diet.

Serilophus (se-ril'o-fus), . [NL. (Swainson,
1837), emended to' Sericolophus (Reichenbach,
1850), < Gr. rnip/K6f, silken, + ~Ao<l>oc, crest.] An
Indian genus of broadbills of the subfamily
Eurylsminae, containing such species as 8. lu-

natus, the lunated broadbill, which ranges from
Tenasserim to Rangoon. S. ntbropygiiis is a

Nepaulese species.
serin (ser'in), . [< F. serin, in., serin?, f. (NL.
Serinus), OF. serin, serein = Pr. serin (ML. se-

rena), according to some < L. citrinus, citrine,

i. e. yellow (see citrine), according to others a

serin, canary; lit. a siren, = OF. serene: see

siren.'] A small fringilline bird of central ami
southern Europe, the finch Fiingilla serin us or

Serinus hortulanm, closely related to the canary.
It very closely resembles the wild canary in its natural

coloration, and the canary is in fact a kind of serin-finch.

See Serinus (with cut).

serinette (ser-i-nef), [F., < seriner, teach

a bird to sing, < serin, a serin: see Mrm.] A
small hand-organ used in the training of song-
birds; a bird-organ.
serin-finch (ser'in-fiuch), H. The serin or other

finch of the genus .Serin MX, as a canary-bird.

seringa (se-ring'ga), . [So called because

caoutchouc was used to make syringes; < Pg.



seringa

seringa = Sp. xeriiiga = It. srii-iiif/ii, urilinpa
=

OF. 'siringiir: xi/riii/iiie, F. seringue, a syringe:
see syringe.] A name of several Brazilian trees

of the genus Hevea, yielding india-rubber.

Seringa-Oil. Same as siringaoil (which see, under oil).

seringhi (se-ring'ge), . [K. Ind.J A musical

instrument of the viol class, used in India.

Serinus (se-ri'nus), n. [NL. (Koch, 1816), from
the specific name of Fringilla serimis, < F. serin,

a serin: see serin.'] A genus of birds of the

family FringilliAx ; the serins, serin-finches, or

canaries. The common serin is 5. hortulanus; the ca-

Serin (Sertnits JtartHlanus).

nary is X canarius of Madeira and the Canary Islands and
Azores in its wild state hardly more than a variety of

the foregoing ;
a third species, S. aur\frons or canonicus,

inhabits Palestine. There are more than a dozen other

species.

serio-comic (se'ri-6-kom'ik), a. Having a mix-
ture of seriousness and comicality.
serio-comical (se"ri-6-kom'i-kal), a. Same as

serio-comic.

serio-comically (se*ri-6-kom'i-kal-i), adv. In a

half-serious, half-comic manner!'
Seriola (se-ri'o-la), n. [NL. (Cuvier, 1829), from
an Italian name of the type species, S. du-

merili.] A genus of carangoid fishes ;
the am-

ber-fishes, of moderate and large size, often
of showy coloration, and valuable for food. 5.

zoiiata is the rudder-fish ; S. rivoliana and S. falcata are
known as rocFf-salinon in Florida ; S. lalaiidi or d<trttalis is

called yellowtml. These fishes inhabit warm waters of
the Atlantic, the rudder-fish going as far north as Cape
Cod. See cut under amber-fish.

Seriolinae (se 'ri-o-li'ne),. pi. [< Seriola +-inae.]
A subfamily of Caranyidee, typified by the ge-
nus Seriola, with the premaxillaries protractile,
the pectoral fins short and not falcate, maxil-
laries with a distinct supplemental bone, and
the anal fin shorter than the second dorsal. It

includes the amber-fishes, pilot-fish, etc. See
cuts under amber-fish and Numerates.
serioline (se-ri'o-iin), a. and n. I. a. Of, or

having characteristics of, the Seriolinx.

II. . A carangoid fish of the subfamily Se-

rioliitie.

serioso (sa-ri-6'so), orffl. [It. : see serious.'] In

music, in a serious, grave, thoughtful manner.
serious (se'ri-us), a. [Early mod. E. serialise,

seryouse; < ME. seryows, < OF. serieux, F. seri-

eux = It. serioso, < ML. seriosus, an extension
of L. serius (> It. Sp. Pg. serio), grave, earnest,
serious; perhaps for *sevrius, and in effect an-
other form of severus, grave, serious, austere,
severe: see severe. Some compare AS. swser,
swdr = OS. swdr = OFries. swere = MD. swaere,
D. ztvaar = MLG. swdr = OHG. swdri, swdr,
MHG. sweere, G. scliwer, heavy, weighty, = Icel.

svtirr = Sw. svdr = Dan. xvser, heavy, = Goth.
swers, esteemed, honored (lit. 'heavy'!); cf.

Lith. swarus, heavy, svdras, svdras, weight.]
1. Grave in feeling, manner, or disposition;
solemn; earnest; not light, gay, or volatile;
of things, springing from, expressing, or indu-

cing gravity or earnestness of feeling.

Away, you fool ! the king is serious,
And cannot now admit your vanities.

Beau, and Ft., King and No King, iii. 3.

I am more serious than my custom ; you
Must be so too, if heed me.

Shale., Tempest, ii. 1. 219.

Whether thou choose Cervantes' serious air,
Or laugh and shake in Rabelais' easy chair.

Pope, Dunciad, i. 21.

Retracing step by step our homeward walk,
With many a laugh among our serious talk.

Lowell, Agassiz, iv. 1.,

2. In earnest
;
not jesting or making pretense

I hear of peace and war in newspapers ; but I am never
alarmed, except when I am informed that the sovereigns
want treasure

;
then I know that the monarchs are seri-
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3. Important; weighty; not trifling.

Socrates . . . was nat ashamed to account daunsinge
amonge the seriouse disciplines, for the commendable
beautie, for the apte and proportionate meuinge, and for

the craftie disposition and facinnyng of the body.
Sir T. Elyot, The Uovernour, i. 20.

I'll hence to London on a serious matter.

Shall., 3 Hen. VI., v. 6. 47.

The State of Ireland being thus in combustion, a serious

Consultation is holden whom to send to quench it.

Baker, Chronicles, p. 387.

4. Attended with danger; giving rise to ap-

prehension: as, a serious illness.

With serious lung-complication a full rash [of measles]

may recede. Quain, Med. Diet,, p. 926.

5. Deeply impressed with the importance of

religion; making profession of or pretension
to religion. [Now cant.]

And Peter Bell . . .

Grew serious from his dress and mien
Twas very plainly to be seen

Peter was quite reformed.

Shelley, Peter Bell the Third, i. 1.

Serious family . . . each female servant required to

Join the Little Bethel Congregation three times every
Sunday with a serious footman.

Dickens, Nicholas Nickleby, xvi.

= Byn. 1. Solemn, etc. See yrate. 1 and 2. Sedate, staid,

sober, earnest. 3. Great, momentous.

seriously 1
(se'ri-us-li), adv. 1. In a serious

manner; gravely; solemnly; in earnest; with-

out levity : as, to think seriously of amending
one's life.

Juno and Ceres whisper seriously.

Shak., Tempest, iv. 1. 125.

2. In a grave or alarming degree or manner;
so as to give ground for apprehension.
The sounder side of a beam should always be placed

downwards. Any flaw on the lower surface will seriously
weaken the beam.

R. S. Ball, Experimental Mechanics, p. 188.

seriously2t (se'ri-us-li), arfi'. [< "serious2 (< L.

series, series) + -ly
2
.] In a series; seriatim.

Thus proceeding to the letters, to shewe your Grace

summarily, for rehersing everything seriously, I shal over

long moleste your Grace.
State Paper*, i. 299. (UaUiweU.)

seriousness (se'ri-us-ues), n. The condition

or character of being serious, in any sense of

that word.

seriph, . See serif.

Serj. An abbreviation of Serjeant.

Serjania (ser-ja'ni-a), n. [NL. (Plumier, 1703),

named after Paul Serjeant, a French botanist.]
A genus of polypetalous shrubs of the order

Sanindacese and tribe Paullitiiese. It is character-

ized by irregular flowers with five concave sepals (or with
two of them unitedX four petals, a wavy disk enlarging
into four glands, eight stamens united at the base, a three-

celled ovary containing three solitary ovules and ripening
into three indehiscent wing-fruits bearing the seed at the

apex. , About 155 species have been described, all South
American, and mostly tropical. They are climbing or twin-

ing shrubs, with alternate compound leaves, often pel-

lucid-dotted, and yellowish flowers in axillary racemes or

panicles, frequently tendril-bearing. Some of the species
are narcotic poisonous, S. lethalis, of Brazil, there called

timboe, being used as a fish-poison. For S. polyphylla, see

basket-wood.

serjantt, u. An obsolete spelling of sergeant.

serieant, serjeancy, etc. See sergeant, etc.

serkt, n. A Middle English spelling of sark.

serkelt, . A Middle English spelling of circle.

serlichet, a dr. Same as serely.
sermocinal (ser-mos'i-nal), a. [Irreg. < L. ser-

mocinari, talk, discourse, + -al.] Pertaining to

speech.
sermocination (ser-mos-i-na'shon), . [< F.

sermocination, < L. sermocinatio(n-), < sermoci-

nari (> It. sermocinare), talk, discourse, ha-

rangue, < scrmo(n-), speech, talk, discourse : see

sermon.] If. Speech-making.
Sermodnations of ironmongers, felt-makers, cobblers,

broom-men. ISp. Hall, Free Prisoner, 2.

2. A form of prosopopoeia in which the speaker,

having addressed a real or imaginary hearer
with a remark or especially a question, im-

mediately answers for the hearer: as, "Is a
man known to have received foreign money T

People envy him. Does he own it? They
laugh. Is he formally convicted f They for-

give him."
sermocinatort (ser-mos'i-na-tor), n. [< LL. ser-

mocinator, a talker, < L. sermocinari, discourse :

see sermocination.'] One who makes speeches;
one who talks or harangues.
These obstreperous sennocinators make easy impression

upon the minds of the vulgar. Hmeett.

sermologus (ser-mol'o-gus). . ; pi. sermologi
(-ji). [NL., < L. sermo, a speech, + Gr. 1.tyav,

speak: see -ology.] A volume containing vari-

Dia-aeli. ous sermons by the church fathers and the

sermoning

popes, or that section of the "Legenda" which
contains such sermons. F. G. I^ee.

sermon (ser'mon), . [< ME. sermon, sermone,
Kcriiiiiiin, .it-mi HH, Minium, xannoun, < OF. ser-

mon, xfntiuii, ni-rmiiiin. F. xtrmtin = Pi: sermon,
xcrinti = Sp. sermon = Pg. xt-nnao = It. sermone
= Icel. sermon, < L. xerniti(n-), speaking, speech,
talk, conversation, discourse, discussion, a

speech or discourse, report, rumor, a conversa-
tional satire, style, a word, etc., ML. a sermon;
perhaps akin to AS. xu-erian, speak: see swear,

answer.] If. A speech, discourse, or writing.

But what availeth suche a longe sennoun
Of aventures of love up and donne?

Chaucer, Complaint of Mars, 1. 209.

Yelverton mad a fayir sermone at {he Sesschyonys, and
seyd ... so that the Kyng was informyd that ther was a

ryotows felawschep in thys centre. Paston Letters, 1. 178.

2. A discourse delivered by a clergyman, licen-

tiate, or other person, for the purpose of reli-

gious instruction and edification, during divine

service, usually founded upon or in elucidation
of some text or passage of Scripture.
For alle cunnynge clerkis siththe Crist jede on erthe
Taken ensaumples of here sawis in *armot that thei

maken,
And be here werkis and here werdis wissen vs to Dowel.

Piers Plou-man (A), xi. 266.

So worthy a part of divine sen-ice we should greatly
wrong, if we did not esteem Preaching as the blessed ordi-

nance of God, sermons as keys to the kingdom of heaven,
as wings to the soul, as spurs to the good affections of man.

Hooker, Eccles. Polity, v. 22.

A verse may find him who a Sermon flies.

G. Herbert, The Temple, The Church Porch.

Upon this occasion ... he [Sydney Smith] preached in

the cathedral two remarkable sermons, upon the unjust
judge, and the lawyer who tempted Christ.

Lady Holland, Sydney Smith, viii.

Hence (a) A written dissertation of similar character,

(b) Any serious address on a moral or religious theme,
whether delivered or published, by a clergyman or by a

layman : as, a lay sermon, (c) Any serious exhortation,
counsel, or reproof : usually in an admonitory or reproba-
tory sense.

Perhaps it may turn out a sang,

Perhaps turn out a sermon.

Buna, Epistle to a Young Friend.

Baccalaureate sermon. See tjaccalaureate. Sermon
on the Mount, the discourse reported in the fifth, sixth,
and seventh chapters of Matthew and in the sixth chapter
of Luke, as delivered by Christ. =Syn. 2. Sermon, Homily,
Exhortation. Sermon is the standard word for a formal
address on a religious subject, founded upon a text of

Scripture. Homily is an old word for the same thing, es-

pecially for an exposition of doctrine, but is now more
often used for a conversational address, shorter than a

sermon, of much directness and seriousness, perhaps upon
a point of duty. Exhortation is occasionally used for a

religious address appealing to one's conscience or calling
one to the performance of duty in general or some'speciflc

duty.

sermon (ser'mon), r. [< ME. gcrmonen, (. OF.

sermoner, F. sermonner = It. sermonare, dis-

course, lecture, < LL. sermonari, talk, discourse,
< sermo(n-), speech, talk, LL. a sermon : see ser-

mon, n.] I. trans. If. To discourse of, as in a
sermon.
To some, I know, this Methode will seeme displeasaunt,

which had rather have good discipline delivered plainly
In way of precepts, or sermfmed at large.

Spenser, To Sir Walter Kaleigh, Prefix to F. Q.

2. To tutor; lecture.

Come, sermon me no further. Shak., T. of A., ii. 2. 181.

n.t intrans. To compose or deliver a sermon ;

discourse.

You sermon to vs of a dungeon appointed for offenders

and raiscredents.

HMnshed, Chron., I., Descrip. of Ireland, iv.

sermoneer (ser-mo-neV), n. [< sermon + -eer.]

A preacher of sermons; a sermonizer.

The wits will leave you if they once perceive
You cling to lords ; and lords, if them you leave

For sermoneers. B. Jonson, Underwoods, Ixviii.

sermoner (ser'mon-er), n. Same as sermoni:er.

This [grandiloquence] is the sin of schoolmasters, gov-
ernesses, critics, sermonen, and instructors of young or old

people. Thackeray, Roundabout Papers, De Finibus.

sermonet, sermonette (scr'mon-et), . [< ser-

mon + -ct.~\ A little sermon. [Recent.]

It [the Rule of Benedict] opens with a sermonet or hor-

tatory preface. Eneyc. rit., XVI. 704.

It was his characteristic plan to preach a series of week-

day sermonets.
Pall Mall Gazette, Dec. 27, 1883. (Encyc. Diet.)

sermonic (ser-mon'ik), a. [< sermon + -io.]

Having the character of a sermon. [Rare.]

Conversation . . . grave or gay, satirical or sermonic.
J. Wilson.

sermonical (ser-mon'i-kal), a. [< sermonic +
-o?.] Same as sermonic.

sermoning (ser'mon-ing), . [< ME. sermoning;
verbal n. of sermon, i\] The act of preaching



sermoning
or teaching; hence, homily; instruction; ad-
vice.

But herof was so long a sennoning,
Hit were to long to make rehersing.

Chaucer, flood Women, 1. 1184.

If the like occasion come againe, hee shall lease need
the help of breviates, or historical! rhapsodies, than your
reverence to eek out your nennonin^H shall need repaire
to Postills, or Polianthea's.

Milton, On Def. of Humb. Remonst.

sermonise, sermoniser. See sermonize, //<>-
ieer.

sermonish (ser'mon-ish), a. [< sermon + -igh 1 .}
Like a sermon. [Rare.] Imp. Diet.

sermqnist (ser'mon-ist), . [< sermon + -ist.}
A writer or deliverer of sermons.
sermonium (ser-mo'ni-um), . ; pi. sermonia (-a).

[NL. (see def.), < L. sermo(n-), a speaking, dis-
course: see sermon."} An interlude or histori-
cal play formerly acted by the inferior orders of
the Roman Catholic clergy, assisted by youths,
in the body of the church. Bailey.
sermonize (ser'mon-iz), v. ; pret. and pp. ser-

monized, ppr. sermonizing. [< ML. sermonizari,
< L. sermo(n-), a discourse: see sermon.} I.
in trans. 1. To preach; discourse; harangue;
use a dogmatic or didactic style in speaking or

writing.
In sailor fashion roughly sermonizing
On providence and trust in Heaven.

Tennyson, Enoch Arden.

I feel as if I ought to follow these two personages of my
sermonizing story until they come together or separate.

O. W. Holmes, Atlantic Monthly, LXVI. 608.

2. To lecture ; lay down the law.

The dictates of a morose and sermonizing father.

Chesterfield. (Latham.)

Though the tone of it is distinctly religious, there is very
little sermonizing and no false sentiment.

St. James's Gazette, Dec. 22, 1886. (Encyc. Diet.)

3. To make sermons
; compose or write a ser-

mon.
II. trans. To preach a sermon to

; discourse
to in a formal way ; persuade, affect, or influ-

ence by or as by a sermon.
We have entered into no contest or competition which

of us shall sing or sermonize the other fast asleep.
Landor, Imag. Conv., Lord Brooke and Sir Philip Sidney.

Also spelled sermonise.

sermonizer (ser'mon-I-zer), 11. [< sermonize +
-erl.] A preacher or writer of sermons: used
chiefly in a depreciatory sense. Also spelled
sermoniser.

He [Crowley] was not less a favorite sermonizer. He
touched a tremulous chord in the hearts of the people, and
his opinions found an echo in their breasts.

/. D'Israeli, Amen, of Lit, I. 377.

sermount, A Middle English form of sermon.
sermountain (ser'moun"tan), n. [< OF. ser-

ntontain,
"
siler mountain, bastard loveage

"

(Cotgrave): see Siler.} A European umbel-
liferous plant, said to be a kind of Laserpitium
or Siler.

sermuncle (ser'mung-kl), n. [< L. sermuncu-
lus, a little discourse, common talk, tattle, dim.
of sermo(n-), discourse, talk: see sermon.} A
little sermon or discourse.

The essence of this devotion is a series of sennuncles,
meditations, hymns, or prayers.

Church Times, April 2, 1886. (Encyc. Did.)

serofibrinous (se-ro-fi'bri-nus), a. [< L. serum
+ E. fibrin : see Jibrinous.} Consisting of serum
which contains fibrin.

seron, . [Trade-name; cf. seroon.} An ob-

long package of mate, or Paraguay tea, holding
about 200 pounds, of which the outer wrapping
material is raw hide put on and sewed together
while green, the subsequent shrinkage in dry-
ing compacting the mass.
Seroon (se-ron'), n. [Also ceroon, seron, se-

rone; < Sp. seron, a hamper, crate (= Pg. cei-

rSo, a great basket), aug. of sera, a large
pannier or basket, also a rush, = Pg. ceira, a
basket used by porters, a frail, also a rush.
Cf. Cat. Sp. Harriet, a net or basket woven of

rushes, = OF. sarrie, a pannier ; origin uncer-
tain.] A hamper, pannier, or crate in which rai-

sins, figs, almonds, and other fruit, seeds and
other articles, especiallyfrom Spain or the Med-
iterranean, are commonly packed.
seropneumothorax (se-ro-mi-mo-thd'raks), .

[< L. serum, serum, + Gr. wei'ftuv, lung, + 8u-

paf, breast.] The presence of serous fluid to-

gether with gas or air in a pleural cavity : same
as pneiimohi/ili'iitnoraj'.

seropurulent (se-ro-pu'ro-lent), a. [< L. se-

rum, serum, + pwulmhw, purulent.] Com-
posed of serum mixed with pus.
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serosanguinolent (se"ro-sang-gwin'o-lent), a.

[< L. xerum, serum, + sanguiniitentim, bloody:
see srnii/idiHi/i'iit.} Pertaining to or of the na-
ture of bloody serum.

seroset (se'ros), a. [< NL. "serosus: see se-

rous.] Same as serous. Dr. H. More.

serosity (se-ros'i-ti), n. [= F. seroxite = Sp.
serositlad = Pg. seroxidade = It. serosita, siero-

sita; as serous + -ity."} 1. The state of being
serous or watery. 2. That which is serous or

watery; a serous fluid; serum. [Rare.]
In Elephantiasis Arabum . . . the other tissues, for ex-

ample, of the lower limbs or neck become changed in struc-

ture, intumescent, hard, and at times loaded more or less
with serosity. J. M. Carnochan, Operative Surgery, p. 40.

serotina (ser-o-ti'na), n. [NL., fern, of seroti-

nus, late: see serotine.} The decidua serotina

(which see, under decidua).
serotine (ser'o-tin), n. [= F. serotine, < L.
serotinus, late, backward, < sero, late, at a late

time, prob. abl. neut. of serus, late.] A small

European bat, Vespertilio or Vesperugo seroti-

nus, of a reddish-brown color above and paler
grayish- or yellowish-brown below, about 3
inches long: so called because it flies late in
the evening.
serotinous (se-rot'i-nus), a. [= It. serotine,

serotino, < L.' serotinus, late, backward: see

serotine.} In bot., appearing late in a season,
or later than some allied species.
serous (se'rus), a. [< OF. sereux, F. sereux =
Sp. Pg. seroso = It. sieroso, < NL. "serosus, <
L. serum, whey, serum: see serum.'} 1. Hav-
ing the character or quality of serum; of or

pertaining to serum or serosity: as, a serous

fluid; serous extravasation. 2. Secreting, con-

taining, or conveying serum; causing serosi-

ty; concerned in serous effusion: as, a serous

membrane; a serous surface. 3. Consisting
of whey.

Bland, a subacid liquor made out of the serous part of
the milk. Scott, Pirate, vi.

Serous liquid or fluid, any liquid formed in the body
similar to blood-serum, such as that which moistens se-
rous membranes, or as the cephalorachidian fluid, or as
that which accumulates in tissues or cavities in dropsy.
But the liquid part of uncoagulated blood is called plasma,
and the contents of lymphatic vessels are called lymph,
and the latter word is used in application to other serous
liquids, especially when they are normal in quantity and
quality. Serous membrane. See membrane.

serpedinous (ser-ped'i-nus), a. [< ML. serpe-
do (-din-), equiv. to serpigo '(-gin-), ringworm:
see serpiginous."} Serpiginous. [Rare.]
The itch is a corrupt humour between the skin and the

flesh, running with a serpedinous course till it hath denied
the whole body. Rev. T. Adams, Works, I. 601.

Serpens (ser'penz), n. [L.: see serpent.} An
ancient northern constellation intimately con-
nected with, but not treated as a part of, Ophi-
uclius (which see).

serpent (ser'pent), a. and . [Orig. adj., but in
E. first used as a noun; also formerly and dial.

sarpent; < ME. serpent, < OF. serpent, sarpent, F.

serj)ent, dial, sarpent, sarpan, a serpent, snake,
a musical instrument so called, = Pr. sarpent= Sp. serpiente = Pg. It. serpente, a serpent, <
L. serpen(t-)s, creeping, as a noun a creeping
thing, a serpent (also applied to a louse), ppr.
of serpere, creep, = Gr. epntiv, creep, = Skt.

I/ sarp, creep (> sarpa, a snake); usually iden-
tified also with L. repere, creep (see repent*,
reptile), the / sarp being perhaps seen also in
E. salve: see salve1 ."} I. a. 1. Crawling on the
belly, as a snake, or reptant, as an ophidian;
of or pertaining to the Serpentia: correlated
with salient and gradient. 2. Having the form
or nature of a serpent; of a kind similar to
that which a serpent has or might have.

Back on herself her serpent pride had curl'd.

Tennyson, Palace of Art.

3. Serpentine; winding; tortuous.

Their serpent windings and deceiving crooks.
P. Fletcher, Purple Island, ii. 9.

II. w. 1. A scaly creature that crawls on the
belly; a limbless reptile; properly, a snake;
any member of the order Opliidia (which see for
technical characters). Serpent and snake now mean
precisely the same thing ; but the word serpent is some-
what more formal or technical than snake, so that it seldom
applies to the limbless lizards, many of which are popu-
larly mistaken for and called snakes, and snake had origi-
nally a specific meaning. (See snake. ) Serpents are found
all over the world, except in very cold regions. Most
of them are timid, inoffensive, and defenseless animals;
others are among the most dangerous and deadly of all
creatures. Some are very powerful. In consequence of their
great size and faculty of constriction, aa boas, pythons,
and anacondas. Those which are not venomous are known
as innocmna serpents, or Innoaia ; those which are poison-
ous are noximis serpents, or Nocua, sometimes collectively
called Thanatophidia. All are carnivorous

; and most are

serpent

able, by means of their dilatable mouths and the general
distensibilityof their bodies, to swallow animals of greater
girth than themselves. In cold and temperate countries
serpents hibernate in a state of torpidity. They are

oviparous or ovoviviparous, and in some cases the young
take refuge from danger by crawling into the gullet of the
mother, whence the common belief that snakes swallow
their young. Most serpents can be tamed, or at least ren-
dered gentle, by handling; others, as the rat-snake of In-

dia, are almost domestic ; but the more venomous kinds
can be safely handled only when the fangs have been re-

moved. There is a very general misapprehension respect-
ing the comparative numbers of venomous and harmless
serpents. Out of more than 300 genera of ophidians, only
about 50, or one sixth, are poisonous, and more than half of
these belong to the two families Najidfp and Crotalidee (the
cobra and the rattlesnake families). The true vipers (Ft-
peridee) and the sea-serpents (Hydrophidte), all venomous,
have six or eight genera apiece ; and four other venomous
families have but one to three genera apiece. The pro-
portion of venomous to non-venomous species is still

smaller than that of the genera, as the latter will average
more species to a genus than the former. Poisonous ser-

pents are mainly confined to tropical and warm temperate
countries; they are more numerous and diversified in the
Old World than in the New, and rather more forms are

Proteroglypha than Solenoglypha (see these words). Ser-

pents large enough to be formidable from their powers
of constriction belong to the Boidss and Pythonidx. A
few families contain very small species, worm-like in ap-
pearance and to some extent in habits. A majority of all

serpents belong to one family, the harmless Colubridte.
See cuts under the various popular and technical names.

And hadde not ben the doublet that he hadde of a ser-

pentes skyn, deed hadde he ben with-oute recouer.
Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ii. 336.

Now the serpent was more subtil than any beast of the
field. Gen. iii. 1.

2. [cap.} Ina-s<ro.,aconstellationinthenorth-
ern hemisphere. See Opniuchus. 3. A musical
instrument, properly of the trumpet family,
having a cupped mouthpiece, a conical wood-
en tube bent
to and fro
several times
and usually
covered with
leather, and
nine finger-
holes very ir-

regularly dis-

posed. Its com-
pass extended
from two to four

from -ihi.nt the Fonnsof Serpent (def. 3). The left-hand figure

ihM C below
is " * f f *" -'"""<="'

middle C, and included more or less diatonic and chro-
matic tones according to the skill of the performer. Its
tone was pervasive, though somewhat harsh. It is said
to have been invented by a canon of Auxerre in 1590 for
use in church music. It was retained in orchestras until
the invention of the contrafagotto, and is still occasion-
ally used in French churches.
A serpent was a good old note ; a deep, rich note was

the serpent. T. Hardy, Under the Greenwood Tree, iv.

4. In organ-building, a reed-stop similar to the
trombone. 5. Figuratively, a person who in
looks or ways suggests a serpent ; a wily, treach-
erous person ; rarely, a fatally fascinating per-
son.
Ye serpents, ye generation of vipers, how can ye escape

the damnation of hell? Mat. xxiii. 33.

He's speaking now,
Or murmuring,

" Where 's my serpent of old Nile ?
"

For so he calls me. Shak., A. and C., i. 5. 25.

6. A kind of firework which burns with a zig-
zag, serpentine motion or light.

In fire-works give him leave to vent his spite,
Those are the only serpents he can write.

Dryden, Abs. and Achit., ii. 452.

7. In firearms, same as serpentin Naked ser-
pents. See naked. Pharaoh's serpent, a chemical toy
consisting of a small quantity of sulphocyanide of mer-
cury enveloped in a cone of tinfoil. The cone is placed
upright on a flat dish, and is ignited at the apex, when a
bulky ash is at once formed which issues from the burning
mass in a serpent-like form. Rat-tailed serpent. See
rat-tailed. Serpent Starfish. Same as serpent-star.
The old serpent, Satan.

And he laid hold on the dragon, that old serpent, which
is the Devil, and Satan. Rev. xx. 2.

Some, whose souls the old serpent long had drawn
Down, as the worm draws in the wither'd leaf.

Tennyson, Geraint.

serpent (sfer'pent), v. [< OF. serpenter, crawl
like a serpentj wriggle (= It. serpentare, im-
portune, tease), < serpent, a serpent: see serpent,
n.} I. intrans. To wind along like a snake,
as a river

;
take or have a serpentine course

;

meander.
A circular view to ye utmost verge of ye horizon, which

with the serpenting of the Thames is admirable.

Evelyn, Diary, July 23, 1679.

II. trans. To entwine
; girdle as with the

coils of a serpent.
The feilds, planted with fruit-trees, whose boles are

serpented with excellent vines.

Evelyn, Diary, Jan. 29, 1646.

[Rare in botli uses.]



serpentaria

serpentaria (ser-pen-ta'ri-a), . [NL., < L. ser-

p0ft(aria,snakeweed: sec serpentary.'] The offi-

cinal name of the rhizome and rootlets of Aris-

tolochin Si'i'iii'iiliirin, the Virginia snakeroot;

serpeutary-root. It has the properties of a

stimulant tonic, acting also as a diaphoretic or

diuretic. See snakeroot.

Serpentariidae (ser"pen-ta-ri'i-de), it.pl. [NL.,
< Serpenhtriux + -idx.] An African family of

raptorial birds, named from the genus Serpen-
tariug; oftener called Gypogeranidte.

Serpentariinae (ser-pen-ta-ri-l'ne), . pi. [NL.,
< Serpmtarivs + -iiiie.] The Serpentariidee as a

subfamily of Faleonulse.

Serpentarius (ser-pen-ta'ri-us), n. [NL., < L.
*
Serpentarius (fern, serpentaria, as a noun: see

serpentary), < serpen(t-)s, a serpent: see ser-

pent.'] 1. The constellation Ophiuchus. 2. In

ornith., the serpent-eaters or secretary-birds:
Cuvier's name (1797-8) of the genus of Faleo-

nidse previously called Sagittarius, and subse-

quently known'as Secretarins, Gypoaeranus, and

Ophiotheres. See cuts under secretary-bird and

desmognatho us.

serpentary (ser'pen-ta-ri), n. [< ME. serpen-

tarie, V. serpentaire = It. serpentaria, < L. ser-

pentaria, snakeweed, fern, of
"
Serpentarius, adj. ,

< serpen(t-)s, a serpent: see serpent.'] 1. The

Virginia snakeroot, Aristolocliiti Serpentaria.
2f. A kind of still.

Do therto a galun of good reed wyne, . . . and thanne
distille him thorow a serprntarie.
MS. in Mr. Pettiyrew's possession, 15th cent. (HaUiwell.)

serpentary-root (ser'pen-ta-ri-ro't), . Same as

serpentaria.

Serpent-bearer (ser'pent-bar'er), n. Same as

Serpentarius, 1, or Ophiuchus.

serpent-boat (ser'peut-bot), w. Same as pam-
ban-manche.

serpent-charmer (ser'pent-char'mer), n. One
who charms or professes to charm or control

serpents by any means, especially by the power
of music; a snake-charmer. The practice is of very
ancient origin, and is best known in modern times by 1U

application to the cobra-di-capello in India. This most
venomous of serpents is allured by the simple monoto-
nous music of a pipe, and easily captured by the expert
charmer, who then extracts its fangs and tames the snake
for exhibition.

serpent-charming (s6r'pent-char"ming), n.

The act or practice of fascinating and captur-

ing serpents, especially by means of music. See

serpcn t-charmcr.

serpentcleide (ser'pent-klid), n. [Irreg. < ser-

pent (L. serpen(t-)s, equiv. to Gr. o^if) + (ophi)-

cleide.'] A musical instrument invented in Eng-
land in 1851, which was essentially an ophicleide
with a wooden tube. It was too large to be
carried by the player.

serpent-cucumber (ser'pent-ku"kum-ber), .

Same as snake-cucumber; also, a long-fruited

variety of the muskmelon. See cucumber.

serpent-deity (ser'pent-de''i-ti),n. The deity,

divinity, or god of the Ophites, otherwise known
as the god Abraxas. He is commonly represented
in the form of a man with a hawk's head, legs like twin

serpents, and holding in one hand a scourge and in the
other a shield. This figure is one of the commonest and
most characteristic of the so-called Gnostic gems, and is

modified from a conventional figure of ilorus or Osiris.

Also called ophis, serpent-god, snake-deity, etc. See cuts
under Abraxas.

serpent-eagle (ser'peut-e'gl), n. A book-name
of hawks of the genus Spilornis.

serpent-eater (ser'pent-e"ter), n. 1. One who
or that which eats serpents ; specifically, a

large long-legged raptorial bird of Africa, the

secretary-bird (which see, with cut). 2. A
kind of wild goat found in India and Cashmere,
Capra megaceros, the markhor: so called from
some popular misapprehension.
serpenteau (ser-pen-to'), [< F. serpenteau,
a young serpent, a serpent (firework), dim. of

serpent, a serpent : see serpent.] An iron circle

having small spikes to which squibs are at-

tached, employed in the attack or defense of a
breach.

Serpentes (ser-pen'tez), n. pi. [NL., pi. of L.

serpen(t-)s, a serpent: see serpent.'] If. In the
Linnean system, the second order of the third
class (Amphibia), containing limbless reptiles
referred to six genera, Crotalus, Boa, Coluber,
Anguis, Ampltisbeena, and decilia, the first three
of which are properly serpents, or Ophidia, the
fourth and fifth are lizards, or Lacertilia, and
the sixth is amphibian. See Amphibia, 2 (a).

2. Same as Ophidia.
serpent-fish (s6r'pent-fish), n. The bandfish or

snake-fish, Cepola rubeseens. See cut under
CepoUdtB.
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serpent-god (ser'pent-god), n. A serpent-deity ;

a snake-god.
serpent-grass (ser'pent-gras), . The alpine
bistort, Polygonum vwipantm. It is a dwarf herb,
4 to 8 inches high, with a spike of flesh-colored flowers, or
in their place little red bulblets which serve for propaga-
tion. It grows well northward or on mountains in both

hemispheres.

Serpentia (ser-pen'shi-a), . pi. [NL., < L. ser-

/iriititi, serpents, neut.'pl. of serpen(t-)s, creep-
ing: see serpent.'] An old name, originating
with Laurenti (1768), of serpents (ophidians),
or limbless scaled reptiles. Laurenti included some
limbless lizards in this order Serpentia, which excepted,
the term is the same as Ophidia. In Merrem's system
(1820) Serpentia are the same as Ophidia, but included the

amphisbeenians. See Serpentes.

serpentiform (ser-pen'ti-form), a. [< L. ser-

pfn(t-)s, a serpent, + forma, form.] Having
the form of a serpent ; serpentine ; ophidian in

structure or affinity; snake-like: said chiefly
of reptiles which are not serpents, but resemble
them: as, a serpentiform lizard or amphibian.

serpentinize

The great feature [of the match-lock gun) consisted in

holding the match in a serpentin or cock (or rather, the

prototype of what afterwards became the cock in a gun-

lock). W. W. Qreentr, The Gun, p. 45.

2f. A cannon in use in the sixteenth century.
The serpentine proper is described as having a bore of 1J

,
v

Serpentiform Luard (diirnlri canaltculatufi.

The one here figured is an amphisbtenian, with & small

pair of limbs like ears Just behind the head. (See CM-
rotet.) Other examples are figured under amphisbiena,
blind-worm, glass-snake, Pseudopus, and scheltopugik.

serpentigenous (ser-pen-tij'e-nus), a. [< L.

scrpentigena, serpent-born, < serpen(t-)s, a ser-

pent, + -genus, produced (see -genous)."] Bred
of a serpent. [Rare.] Imp. lUct.

serpentine (ser'pen-tin or -tin), a. and n. [I. a.

< ME. serpentyne, '< OF. serpentin, F. serpentin
= Sp. Pg. It. serpentino, of a serpent, < LL. ser-

pentines, of a serpent, < L. serpen(t-)s, a ser-

pent : see serpent. II. . < ME. serpentin, a can-

non, < OF. serpentin, m., the cock of a harque-
bus, part of an alembic, serpentine, f., a kind of

alembic, a kind of cannon, F. serpentine, ser-

pentine (stone), grass-plantain, = It. serpentina,
f., a kind of alembic ;

ML. serpentina, f., a kind
of cannon, serpentine (stone) ;

from the adj.]

I. a. Of orpertainingtoorresemblingaserpent.
The bytter galle pleynly to enchace
Of the venym callid serpentyne.

Lydgate, MS. Ashmole 39, f. 6. (UalliweU.)

Especially (a) Having or resembling the qualities or

instincts ascribed to serpents ; subtle ; cunning ;
treach-

erous or dangerous.
I craved of him to lead me to the top of this rock, with

meaning to free him from so serpentine a companion as I

am. Sir P. Sidney.

It Is not possible to join serpentine wisdom with the

columbine innocency.
Bacon, Advancement of Learning, ii. 282.

Being themselves without hope, they would drive all

others to despair, employing all their force and serpentine
craft. Evelyn, True Keligion, I. 142.

(6) Moving like a serpent ; winding about ; writhing ;

wriggling ; meandering ; coiling ; crooked ; bent ; tortu-

ous ; sinuous ; zigzag ; anfractuous ; specifically, in the
mint' ye, lolling out and moving over the bit, as a horse's

tongue.
The not inquiring into the ways of God and the strict

rules of practice has been instrumental to the preserving
them free from the serpentine enfoldings and labyrinths of

dispute. Jer. Taylor, Great Exemplar, Ded., p. 3.

Till the travellers arrived at Vivian Hall, their conver-

sation turned upon trees, and avenues and serpentine ap-

proaches. Miss Edge-worth, Vivian, L

(c) Beginning and ending with the same word, as a line of

poetry, as if returning upon itself. See serpentine verse.

Serpentine nervure, in entom., a vein or nervure of

the wing that forms two or more distinct curves, as in

the membranous wings of certain beetles. Serpentine
verse, a verse which begins and ends with the same word.
The following are examples :

Crescit amor minimi, quantum ipsa pecunia crescit.

[Greater grows the love of pelf, as pelf itself grows greater. ]

Juvenal, Satires (trans.), xiv. 139.

Ambo ftorentes eetatibus, Arcades ambo.
[Both in the bloom of life, Arcadians both.)

Virgil, Eclogues (tr. by Conington), vii. 4.

Serpentine ware, a variety of pebbleware. The name
is generally given to that variety which is speckled gray
and green.

II. w. If. In French usage, part of the lock of

an early form of harquebus ;
a match-holder,

resembling a pair of nippers, which could be

brought down upon the powder in the pan.

Serpentine. (From an etching by Albert Durer.)

inches, and the cannon serpentine as having a bore of 7

inches and a shot of 53} pounds. Compare argan-yvan.

Item, iij. gounes, called serpentins.
Paston Letters, Inventory, I. 487.

The Serpentin, a long light cannon of small bore, and

semi-portable, with the mouth formed to resemble the

head of a serpent, griffin, or some fabulous monster.
W. W. Greener, The Gun, p. 31.

3f. A kind of still
;
a serpentary.

Serpentina (It.], . . . a kind of winding limbecke or still

called a serpentine or double SS in English. Florin.

4. A hydrous silicate of magnesium, occurring
massive, sometimes fine, granular, and com-

pact, again finely fibrous, less often slaty, it It

usually green in color, but of many different shades, also

red, brown, or gray, sometimes with spots resembling a

serpent's skin. There are numerous varieties, differing in

structure and color. The most important of these are

precious or noble serpentine, under which term are com-

prised the more or less translucent serpentines, having a
rich oil-green color; foliated varieties, including marmo-
lite and antigorite ; fibrous varieties, as chryaotile (some-
times called serpentine asbestos) and metaxite. Other
minerals more or less closely allied to or identical with

serpentine are picrolite, williamsite, bowenite, retina-

lite, baltimorite, vorhauserite, hydrophite, jenkinsite,
villarsite, etc. Serpentine occurs widely distributed and
in abundance, forming rock-masses, many of which were

formerly regarded as being of eruptive origin, but which
are now generally conceded to have been formed by the

metamorphlsm of various rocks and minerals ; indeed, it

has not been proved that serpentine has ever been formed
in any other way than this. The peridot ites appear to

have been peculiarly liable to this Kind of alteration, or

serpentinization, as it is called. Massive serpentine has
been extensively used for both interior and exterior archi-

tectural and decorative purposes, but in only a few locali-

ties is a material quarried which stands outdoor exposure
without soon losing its polish, and eventually becoming
disintegrated. The serpentinous rock commonly called

verd-antique, and known to lithologists as ophicalcite, is a

very beautiful decorative material, and has been extensive-

ly employed for ornament in various parts of the world.
See verd-antique.

The Stones are ioyn'd so artificially

That, if the Mason had not checkered fine

Syre's Alabaster with hard Serpentine, . . .

The whole a whole Quar one might rightly tearm.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii., The Magnificence.

serpentine (ser'pen-tin or -tin), v. i.
; pret. and

pp. serpentined, ppr. serpentining. [< serpentine,

n.] To wind like a serpent; move sinuously
like a snake; meander; wriggle.

In those fair vales by Nature form'd to please,
Where Guadalquiver serpentines with ease.

W. Harte, Vision of Death.

The women and men join hands until they form a long
line, which then serpentines about to a slow movement
which seems to have great fascination.

J. Baker, Turkey, p. 90.

serpentinely (ser'peu-tin-li or -tin-li), adv. In
a serpentine manner ; serpentiningly.
Serpentinian (ser-pen-tin'i-an), . [< LL. ser-

pentinus, pertainingto a serpent: see serpent.]
One of an ancient Gnostic sect: same as O]>hite

2
.

serpentinic (ser-pen-tin'ik), a. [< serpentine
+ -ic.] Same as serpentinous.
Have studied . . . the "blue ground," and have shown

that it IB a serpentinic substance. Oeol. Mag., IV. 22.

serpentiningly (ser-pen-tl'ning-li), adv. With
a serpentine motion or appearance. [Bare.]

What if my words wind in and out the stone
As yonder ivy, the god's parasite?
Though they leap all the way the pillar leads,
Festoon about the marble, foot to frieze,

And serpentiningly enrich the roof.

Browning, Balaustion's Adventure.

serpentinization (ser-pen-tin-i-za'shon), n. [<

serpentinize + -ation.] Conversion into ser-

pentine, an extremely common result in the

course of the metamorphic changes which rock-

forming minerals have undergone. It is espe-

cially the rocks made up wholly or in part of olivin which
have become converted into serpentine. See peridotite.

The mineral [olivin] is quite colorless, . . . and is trav-

ersed by irregular cracks, along which serpentinization

may frequently be seen to have commenced.
Amer. Jour. Sci., 3d ser., CXXXI. 34.

serpentinize (ser'pen-tin-iz), r. t.
; pret. and

pp. serpentinized, ppr. serpeiitiiiiziiig. [< serpen-
tine + -fee.] To convert into serpentine.



serpentinize
A specimen of the variety of picrite known as scyelite

was discovered by Bonney in the island of Sark, British

Channel. It consists of serpetitinizfd olivine, altered au-

gite, bleached mica. Amer. Nat., Nov., 18S9, p. 1007.

serpentinoid (ser'pen-tin-oid), a. [< serpcn-
tinc + -OK/.] Having in a more or less imper-
fect degree the character of serpentine.
The prevalence of serpentines and obscure serpentinoid

rocks in great masses in these altered portions [the Coast

ranges of California] is also a fact of much geological in-

terest. J. D. Whitmy, Encyo. Brit., XXIII. 801.

serpentinous(ser'pen-tiu-us), a. [< serpentine
+ -nun.'] Relating 'to, of the nature of, or re-

sembling serpentine.
So as not ... to disturb the arrangement of the ser-

pentinous residuum. W. E. Carpenter, Micros., 495.

serpentiyet (ser'pen-tiv), a. [< serpent + -ire.]

Serpentine. [Bare.]
And finding this serpenKve treason broken in the shell

do but lend your reverend ears to his next designs.

Shirley, The Traitor, iii. 1.

serpentize (ser'pen-tiz), v. i.
; pret. and pp. ser-

pentized, ppr. serpentining. [\scrpent + -4ze.]
To wind; turn or bend, first in one direction
and then in the opposite ;

meander. [Rare.]
The path, serpentining through this open grove, leads us

by an easy ascent to a ... small bench.

Sheiatone, Works (ed. 1791), II. 296.

Even their bridges must not be straight ; . . . they ser-

pentine as much as the rivulets.

Walpole, On Modern Gardening.

serpent-like (ser'pent-lik),a<fo. Like a serpent.
She hath . . . struck me with her tongue,
Most serpent-like, upon the very heart.

Shalt., Lear, ii. 4. 163.

serpent-lizard (ser'pent-liz"ard), . A lizard

of the genus Seps.

serpent-moss (ser'pent-m6s), . A greenhouse
plant, Selaginella serpens, from the West Indies,

serpentry (ser'pen-tri),. ; pi. serpentries(-triz).

[< serpeii t + -n/.] 1 . A winding about, or turn-

ing this way and that, like the writhing of a

serpent; serpentine motion or course
;
a mean-

dering. Imp. Diet. 2. A place infested by
serpents. Imp. Diet. 3. A number of serpents
or serpentine beings collectively. [Rare.]

Wipe away all slime
Left by men -slugs and human serpentry.

Keats, Endymion, i.

serpent-star (ser'pent-star), . A brittle-star;
an ophiuran. Also serpent starfish.

serpent-stone (ser'pent-ston), n. 1. A porous
substance, frequently found to consist of char-
red bone, which is supposed to possess the vir-

tue of extracting the venoin from a snake-bite
when applied to the wound. It has been often used
for this purpose by ignorant or superstitious people in all

parts of the world. Also called snakestone.

2. Same as adder-stone.

serpent's-tongue (ser'pents-tung), . 1. Afern
of the genus Opliioglossum, especially 0. vul-

gatum, so called from the form of its fronds;
adder's-tongue. See cut under Ophioglossum.

2. A name given to the fossil teeth of a spe-
cies of shark, because they show resemblance to

tongues with their roots. 3. A name given to

a short sword or dagger whose blade is divided
into two points, especially a variety of the In-

dian kuttar Serpent's-tongue drill. See drilli.

serpent-turtle (ser'pent-ter"tl), n. An enalio-
saur.

serpent-withe (ser'pent-with), n. A twining
plant, Aristolochia odoratissima, of tropical
America. It is said to have properties analo-

gous to those of the Virginia snakeroot.

serpentWOOd (ser'pent-wud), n. An East In-
dian shrub, Rauwolfia (Ophioxylori) serpentina.
The root is used in India medicinally, as a febrifuge, as an
antidote to the bites of poisonous reptiles, iu dysentery,
and otherwise.

serpett (ser'pet), . [Appar. < OF. *serpet (f ),

dim., equiv. to L. dim. sirpiculus, scirpiculus,
a basket made of rushes, < sirpus, scirpus, a

rush.] A basket.
So the troupe returning in order as they came ; after

are carried in Serpets their presents and apparel].
Sandys, Travailes, p. 52.

serpette (ser-pef), n. [F., dim. of serpe, a bill,

priming-knife.] A curved or hooked pruning-
knife.

serpierite (ser'pi-er-it), n. [Named from M.
Serpier, an explorer at Laurion.] A basic sul-

phate of copper and zinc, occurring in minute
tabular crystals of a greenish-blue color at the
zinc-mines of Laurion in Greece.

serpiginous (ser-pij'i-nus), a. [< ML. serpigo
(-ain-), ringworm: see serpigo.] 1. Affected
with serpigo. 2. In med., noting certain affec-

tions which creep, as it were, from one part
to another: as, serpiginous erysipelas.

Mass of Serpula Tubes, from
one of which the tentacles of the
worm are shown expanded.
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serpigo (ser-pi'go), n. [ML., ringworm, < L.

serpere, creep, crawl: see serpent, ('f. lit-rpiv,

from the same ult. source.] One or another
form of herpes. See shingles.

Thine own bowels . . .

Do curse the gout, serpiijo, and the rheum,
For ending thee no sooner.

S/iak., M. for M., iii. 1. 31.

serplath (ser'plath), n. [A corrupt form of

"nerpler, sarplar : see sarplar.] A weight equal
to 80 stones. [Scotch.]
serplius (ser'pli-us), n. Same as supples.

serpolet (ser'po-let), n. [< F. serpolet, OF. ser-

lioiillet, dim. of *serpoul = Pr. Sp. Pg. serpol =
It. serpello, serpillo, < L. serpillum, serpyllum,

serpullum,'vii\A thyme (
< Gr. epTrv%~Aof,wil& thyme,

< ipireiv, creep: see serpent.] The wild thyme,
Tliymus Serpyllum.
Pleasant the short slender grass, . . . interrupted . . .

by little troops of serpolet running in disorder here and
there. Landar, Imag. Conv., Achilles and Helena.

Serpolet-oil, a fragrant essential oil distilled from the
wild thyme for perfumery use.

Serpula (ser'pu-la), . [NL., < L. serpere,

creep, crawl : see serpent.'] 1 . A Linnean (1758)

genus of worms, subse-

quently used with va-
rious restrictions, now
type of the family Ser-

pulidse. They are cephalo-
branchiate tubicolous anne-

lids, inhabiting cylindrical
and serpentine or tortuous
calcareous tubes, often mass-
ed together in a confused
heap, and attached to rocks,
shells, etc. ,

in the sea. These
tubes are so solid as to re-

semble the shells of some
mollusks, and are closed by
an operculum formed by a

shelly plate on one of the ten-
tacles. They are in general
beautifully colored. The larg-
est are found in tropical seas.

2. \_l. e.] A worm of this or some related genus ;

also, a tube or bunch of tubes of such worms
;

a serpuliau or serpulite.

serpulan (ser'pu-lan), n. [< Serpula + -an.']

Same as serpulian."

serpulian (ser-pvi'li-an), . [< Serpula + -ian.~\

A member of the genus Serpula.

Serpulidse (ser-pu'li-de), n.pl. [NL., < Serpula
+ -idee.'] A family of marine tubicolous cepha-
lobranchiate annelids, typified by the genus
Serpula, to which different limits have been

assigned. See cuts under Protiila and Serpula.

serpulidan (ser-pu'li-dan), a. and w. [< Serpn-
lidee + -an.] I. a. Of or pertaining to the

family Serpulidx.
II. . A worm of this family.

serpulite (ser 'pu -lit), . [< NL. Serpula +
-itez

.~\
A fossil of the family Serpulidx, or some

similar object; specifically, one of the fossils

upon which a genus Serpulites is founded. Such
formations are tubes, sometimes a foot long, occurring in

the Silurian rocks, supposed to have been inhabited by
worms.

serpulitic (ser-pu-lit'ik), a. [< serpulite + -ic.~\

Resembling a serpulite ; containing or pertain-

ing to serpulites.

serpuloid (ser'pu-loid), a. [< Serpula + -aid.]

Resembling the genus Serpula; like or likened
to the Serpulidse.
serrt (ser), v. t. [< OF. (and F.) serrer, close,

compact, press near together, lock, = Pr. sar-

rar, serrar = Sp. Pg. cerrar = It. serrare, < LL.

serare, fasten with a bolt or bar, bolt, < L. sera,
a bar: see sera. Hence serried, serry."] To
crowd, press, or drive together.
Let us, serred together, forcibly breake into the river,

and we shall well enough ride through it.

Knolles, Hist. Turks (1603). (Nares.)

The heat doth attenuate, and . . . doth send forth the

spirit and moister part of a body ; and, upon that, the more
gross of the tangible parts do contract and serre themselves

together. Bacan, Nat. Hist., 82.

serra (ser'a), n.
; pi. serree (-e). [NL.,< L. serra,

a saw: see serrate."] In zool., anat., and bot.,

a saw or saw-like part or organ; a serrated
structure or formation; a set or series of serra-

tions; a serration, pectination, or dentation:

as, (a) the saw of a saw-fish (see cut under Pris-

tis), (6) the saw of a saw-fly (see cuts under
rose-slug and Seciirifera), (e) a serrate suture of

the skull (see cuts under cranium and. parietal).
serradilla (ser-a-dil'a), n. [Pg., dim. of ser-

rado, serrate : see serrate. ] A species of bird's-

foot clover, Ornithopus satirus, cultivated in

Europe as a forage-plant. Also serradelln.

Serranidse (se-ran'i-de), n. pi. [NL. (Richard-
sou, 1848), < Serranus + -fe.] A family of

Serrasalnioninae

acanthopterygian fishes, typified by the genus
Serranun, related to the 1'ereidse and by most

ichthyologists united with that family, and

containing about 40 genera and 300 species of

carnivorous fishes of all warm seas, many of

them known as groupers, sea-bass, rockfish, etc.

(a) By Sir John Richardson, the name was applied in a

vague and Irregular manner, but his family included all

the true Sermnidfe of recent ichthyologists, (b) By Jor-

dan and Gilbert, the name was applied to all acanthop-
terygians with the ventral tins thoracic and perfect, the

lower pharyngeal bones separate, scales well developed,
pectoral nns entire, skull not especially cavernous, max-
illary not sloping under the preorbital for its whole

length, mouth nearly horizontal, and anal fin rather short.

The family thus included the Centropvniidse and Rhypti-
cidse, as well as true Serranidse. (c) In Gill's system,
the name was restricted to serranoids with the body ob-

long and compressed and covered with scales, the head

compressed and the cranium normal, the supramaxil-
laries not retractile behind under the suborbitals, the

spinous part of the dorsal fin about as long as the soft

or longer, and three anal spines developed. The family
as thus restricted includes about 300 fishes, which chiefly
inhabit the tropical seas ; but a considerable contingent
live in the temperate seas. It includes many valuable
food-fishes. The jewflsh or black sea-bass is Stereolepis

gigas; the stone-bass is Polyprion cernium. The groupers
or garrupas are fishes of this family, of the genera Epi-
nephelus and Trisotropie. Other notable genera are Promt-

crops and Dules. See cuts under sea-bass, Serranus, and
grouper.

Serrano (se-ra'no), n. [< Sp. (Cuban) serrano,
< NL. Serranus."] A fish, Serranus or Diplectrum
fasciculare, the squirrel-fish of the West Indies
and southern Atlantic States. See squirrel-fish.

serranoid (ser'a-noid), a. and n. [< Serranus +
-ozrf.] I. a. Resembling a fish of the genus
Serranus; of or pertaining to the Serranidas in

a broad sense.

II. n. A member of the Serranidx.

Serranus (se-ra'nus), n. [NL. (Cuvier and
Valenciennes, 1828), < L. serra, a saw: see ser-

rate.] 1. The typical genus of Serranidse; the

sea-perches or sea-bass. The maxillary is not sup-

plemented with another bone, and the lateral canines are

stronger than those in front. The type of the genus is the

Mediterranean S. scriba. S. cabritta is a British species.

Smooth Serranus (.5.

Among American species related and by some referred to

Serramw may be noted Centropristu atrarius, the black sea-

bass or blackflsh, from Cape Cod to Florida, 1 2 inches long ;

the squirrel-fish or serrano, Diplectrum fasciculare. West
Indies to South Carolina ; Paralalrrax clathratwi, the rock-
bass or cabrilla of California, attaining a length of 18 inches ;

and P. nebvlifer, the Johnny Verde of the same region.
See also cut under sea-bass.

2. [I. c."] A member of this genus: as, the let-

tered serranus, S. scriba; the smooth serranus, S.

cabrilla.

Serrasalmo (ser-a-sal'mo), n. [NL. (Lacepede,
1803), < L. serra, a saw, + salmo, a salmon.] A
genus of characinoid fishes having an adipose

Piraya or Caribe (Serrasalmo drnticiilatits}.

fin like a salmon's, and the belly compressed
and armed with scales projecting so as to give
it a saw-like appearance : typical of the sub-

family Serrasalmoninie. See piraya.
Serrasalmoninae (ser-a-sal-mo-m'ne), n.

pi.

[NL., < Serrasalmo(n-)
'

-4MB.] A subfamily
of characinoid fishes, typified by the genus Ser-
rasalmo. They have a compressed high body, with the

belly sharply compressed and the scales developed to give
a serrated appearance to it ;

the branchial apertures wide ;

the branchial membrane deeply incised, and free below
;
the

dorsal fin elongated, and an adipose fin. The teeth are well

developed and mostly trenchant. The species are char-
acteristic of the fresh waters of tropical South America.

Among them are some of the most dreaded and carnivorous
of fishes. By means of their sharp teeth they are enabled
to cut the flesh of animals as with a pair of scissors, and
where they are found it is impossible for an animal to go
into the water without danger. They are attracted by the
smell of blood, and congregate from considerable distances
to any spot where blood has been spilt. They are best
known by the name of caribe. Many species have been
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described, some of which attain the length of 2 feet, but
most are much smaller. See piraya.

serrate (ser'sit), a. [= Sp. serrato, < L. scrratus,
sa w-shaped, saw-like (ef. serrare, pp. scrratus,

saw, saw up), < scrra, a saw, prob. for "secra, <

secure, cut, and thus akin to AS. sa<7, E. saw,
from the same root: see secant and saw1

.]

Notched on the edge like a saw
;
toothed

; specifi-

cally, in bot. , having small

sharp teeth along the

margin, pointing toward
the apex: as, a serrate

leaf. When a serrate leaf has
small serratures upon the large

ones, it is said to be doubly ser-

rate, as in the elm. The word
is also applied to a calyx, corol-

la, or stipule. A Ktrrate-dliate

leaf is one having fine hairs,
like the eyelashes, on the serra-

tures. A serrate-dentate leaf

has the serratures toothed. In

zoology and anatomy serrate is

applied to very many struc-

tures much unlike one another,
but having more or fewer similar teeth. Serrate an-
tennae, in entom., antennte whose joints are triangular
and compressed, presenting a serrate outline on the inner

margin : sometimes the outer joints (usually three in num-
ber) are enlarged, forming a serrate club. See cuts under
Serricornia and serricorn. Serrate palpi, in entwn.,
palpi whose joints are flat, produced, and pointed on one
side. Serrate preoperculum, a preoperculum with
numerous parallel denticles on its posterior border. Ser-
rate suture, one of several kinds of cranial sutures in

which a large number of small irregular teeth of the edge
of one bone interlock or interdigitate with similar teeth
on another bone, as in the sagittal, coronal, and lambdoidal
sutures. The phrase is sometimes restricted to the inter-

frontal suture, the sagittal being called dentate, and the
coronal limtmse, but the difference is slight, if any, and
holds for few animals besides man. See cuts under cra-

nium and parietal, Serrate tibiae, in entotn* , tibiie

which have a row of sharp teeth along the greater part
of the outer edge, as in the Scolytidx. Serrate ungues,
in entom., ungues or claws having a row of sharp teeth on
the lower edge. See cut /under Mordella.

serrated (ser'a-ted), a. [< serrate + -ed2 .] Same
as serrate.

serrati, . Plural of serratus.

serration (se-ra'shou), . [< serrate + -ion.']

1 . The state of being serrate
;
a serrated con-

dition
;
formation in the shape of the edge of a

saw.

Far above, in thunder-blue serration, stand the eternal

edges of the angry Apeunine, dark with rolling impen-
dence of volcanic cloud. Rugtrin.

2. In zool., anat., and bot. : () A semi; a for-

mation like a saw in respect of its teeth; a
set or series of saw-like teeth. See cuts under
Priacanthus and serratirostral. (ft) One of a
set of serrate or dentate processes: as, one
of the nine serrations of the serratus magnus
muscle.
serratirostral (ser"a-ti-ros'tral), a. [< L. ser-

ratus, saw-shaped, -r ros-

trum, a bill : see rostral.]

Saw-billed, as abird; hav-

ing the cutting edges of
the bill serrate, as a saw-
bill or motmot.
Serratirostres (ser"a-ti-

ros'trez), n. pi. [NL. :

see serratirostral.] In

Blyth's system (1849), a

superfamily of his Halcyoides, consisting of
the single family Momotidee, the motmots or

saw-bills, as distinguished from Angulirostres
and Cylindrirostres. See also cut under Momo-
tus.

serratodenticulate (ser'a-to-den-tik'u-lat), a.

In entom., serrate with teetn which are them-
selves denticulate.

Serratula (se-rat'u-la), . [NL. (Dillenius,
1719), named in allusion to the rough, sharp-
edged, and toothed leaves

; < L. nerratitla, bet-

ony, fern, of "serratnlus, dim. of serratus, saw-
shaped: see serrate.] A genus of composite
plants of the tribe Cynaroidex and subtribe Cen-
taureeif. It is characterized by involucral bracts with
the tip acute, awned, or prolonged by a narrow entire
appendage, and destitute of any floral leaves beneath,
and by flowers with the anthers usually somewhat tailed,
and the achenes smooth and nearly cylindrical. There are
about 35 species, natives of Europe, northern Africa, and
central and western Asia. They are perennial herbs, bear-
ing alternate toothed or pinnatifld leaves without spines,
and either green or hoary with dense wooL The flowers
are usually purple or violet, and solitary or grouped in
loose corymbs. See saltwort.

serrature (ser'a-tur), n. [< NL. serratura, a be-

ing saw-shaped (cf. L. serratura, a sawing, <

serrare, pp. serratus, saw): see serrate.] In
anat., zool,, and bot., same as serration.

These are serrated on the edges ; but the serratures are
deeper and grosser than in any of the rest. Woodward.

[NL.: see

Serratirostral Bill of Motmot
(MomotKj Hattererf).
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serratus (se-ra'tus), w. ; pi. .vrmr/i (-ti). [NL.
(sc. musculiis), a serrate muscle: see serrate.]
In anat., one of several muscles of the thorax:
so named because they arise by a series of digi-
tations from successive ribs, and are thus ser-

rate. Great serratus. Same as serratus magnus.
Serratus magnus, a broad quadrilateral muscle occu-

pying the side of the chest, an important muscle of res-

piration. It arises by nine serrations from the outer
surface of the eight upper ribs, and is inserted into the
whole length of the vertebral border of the scapula.
Also called great serratus, magnixerratujt, costozcapularix.
See cut under muscle^. Serratus posticus inferior, a

thin, flat muscle on the lower part of the thorax, beneath
the latissimus dorsi. Also called infraserratus. Serra-
tus posticus superior, a thin, flat quadrilateral nuis
cle on the upper part of the thorax, beneath the rhom-
boidei. Also called supraserratus.

serraye (se-ra'), n. [F-] The reciprocal pres-
sure exerted between the component parts of

any built-up gun, assembled in any manner
whatever, in order to produce compression on
the inner member with a view to increasing the

strength of the system. It is a more compre-
hensive term than shrinkage.
serricorn (ser'i-korn), a. and n. [< L. serra, a

saw, + cornu, horn.] I. a.

Having serrate antennae;
of or pertaining to the Ser-
ricornia.

II. w. A serrieorn bee-
tle

;
a member of the Ser-

ricornia.

Serricornes (ser-i-k&r'-
nez), n.pl. [NL. : see ser-

ricorn.] The Serricornia;
in Latreille's system, the
third family of pentamer-
ous Coleoptera, divided into tenn* of

Sternoxi, Malacodermi, and %%%!{;
Xylotrogi.
Serricornia (ser-i-kor'ni-a), n. pi.

serricorn.] A tribe of pen-
tamerous Coleoptera, having
the fourth and fifth tarsal

joints not connate, the first

ventral segment visible for ^MHB\ I

its whole length, and the an-
tenn as a rule serrate, rare-

ly clavate or capitate. Among
leading families are Buprestidsr,
ElateridK, Ptinidx, Clerida, and
Lampyrida. The group is modi-
fied from Latreille's Serricornes.
See also cuts under Buprestis, click- Lampyris noctilttca,
beetle, and serricorn. one of the Serrirprnia.

serried (ser'id), p. a. [See (Un<! shows natl"al*'
Kerry.'] Crowded; compacted in regular lines.

But now
Foul dissipation follow'd, and forced rout ;

Nor served it to relax their serried files.

Milton, P. L., vi. 599.

Like reeds before the tempest's frown,
That serried grove of lances brown

At once lay levelled low.

Scott, L. of the L., vi. 17.

Serrifera (se-rif'e-ra), n. pi. [NL. (Westwood,
1840), neut. pi. of serrifer: see serriferous.] In
entom.

,
a group of hymenopterous insects: same

as Phytophaga and Securifera, the saw-flies

and horntails (Tenthredinidse and Uroceridee).
serriferous (se-rif'e-rus), a. [< NL. serrifer, <

L. serra, a saw, +"ferre = E. bear 1
.] Having

a serra, or serrate part or organ ; provided with

serration; serrated.

serrifonn (ser'i-form), a. [< L. serra, a saw, +
forma, form.] In entom., toothed like a saw.

Serrifonn palpi, those palpi in which the last joint
is securiform and the two preceding ones are dilated in-

ternally, thus giving a serrate outline to the organ.

serripalp (ser'i-palp), . [< NL. serripalpus, <

L. serra, a saw, + NL. palpus, q. v.] Having
serrate palpi ; of or pertaining to the Serri-

palpi.

Serripalpi (ser-i-pal'pi), n. pi. [NL. (Redten-
bacher, 1845), pi. of serripalpus: see serripalp.]
Same as Securipalpi.

serriped (ser'i-ped), a. [< L. serra, a saw, +
pes (ped-) = E. foot.] Having the feet serrate,
or serrations on the feet, as an insect.

serrirostrate (ser-i-ros'trat), a. [< L. serra, a

saw, 4- rostrum, bill.] Having the bill ser-

rated with tooth-like processes; odontorhyu-
chous. See serratirostral.

serro-motor (ser'o-mo-tor), n. In marine en-

gines, a steam reversing-gear by which the
valve is rapidly brought into the position of

front gear, back gear, or mid gear. The serro-

motor has a small engine-cylinder, the piston of which is

connected with the reversing-lever, the movement of the
latter requiring so much power in large marine engines
as to render the reversal by hand difficult, and too slow of

action in a sudden emergency.

serum

serrous (ser'us), a. [< L. serra, a saw, + -ou#.]
Like the teeth of a saw

; irregular ; rough.
[Rare.]

If while they [bees and flies] hum we lay our finger on
the back or other parts, thereupon will be felt a serrous or

jarring motion, like that which bappeneth while we blow
on the teeth of a comb through paper.

Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., iii _'?.

serrula (ser'o-la), .; pi. scrrula (-le). [NL.,
< L. serrula, dim. of serra, a saw: see serra.]
One of the serrated appendages of the throat
of the mudfish (Amiu). The anterior one is

called prifserrula ; the posterior, postserrnlii.
Each is paired and placed on either side of the copula or
isthmus which connects the shoulder-girdle with thehyoid
arch. Also called flabellu-m.

The serrated appendages (serrula) of the throat of Am ia.

B. G. WUder, Amer. Assoc. Adv. Sci., XXV. 269.

serrulate (ser'o-lat), a. [< NL. "sernilatus, < L.

wri-ufa, dim.of#emi, asaw: seeserrate.] Fine-

ly serrate
; having minute serrations. See cut

under ruin/li-iringed.

serrulated (ser'o-la-ted), a. [< serrulate +
-erf2 .] Same as serrulate.

serrulation (ser-ij-la'shon), n. [< serrulate +
-ion.] 1. The state of being serrulate

;
forma-

tion of fine serration, minute notches, or slight
indentations. 2. One of a set of such small
teeth ; a denticulation.

serrurerie (se-rii-rfe-re'), n. [F., ironwork, lock-

smithing, < serrnre, a lock, < serrer, lock: see

serr.] In decorative art, ornamental wrought-
metal work.

serry (ser'i), y.
t.

; pret. and pp. serried, ppr.

serrying. [First and chiefly in the pp. or p. a.

serried, which is an accom., with pp. -ed*, of

F. serre, close, compact, pp. of serrer, close

firmly or compactly together: see serr, which
is the reg. form from the F. infinitive.] To
crowd; press together. [Chiefly in the past
participle.]

sertant, seftaynt, serteynt, a. Obsolete spell-

ings of certain.

sertest, adr. An obsolete spelling of certes.

Sertularia (ser-tu-la'ri-a), n. [NL., < L. serta,
wreaths or garlands of flowers, < ser-

tus, pp. of serere, plait, interweave,
entwine : see series.] A Linnean
genus of polyps, corresponding to

the modern Sertulariidse or Sertu-

larida ; the sea-firs, with small ses-

sile lateral hydrothecse, as S. pu-
mila or S. abietina.

sertularian (ser-tu-la'ri-an), a.

and H. [< NL. Sertularia 4- -an.]
I. a. Pertaining to the genus Ser-

tularia in a broad sense, or having
its characters. Also sertularidan.

II. n. A member of the group
to which the genus Sertularia be-

longs.
sertularid (ser'tu-lar-id), a. and n.

sertularidan.

Sertularida (ser-tu-lar'i-da), n.pl. [NL., < Ser-

tularia + -ida.] An order or suborder of ca-

lyptoblastic hydroid polyps, comprising those
whose hydrosoma (or entire organism) becomes
fixed by an adherent base, called a liydrorMza,

developed from the end of the coanosarc, or the
common medium by which the various polypites
constituting the compound animal are united.
These polypites are invariably defended by little cup-like
expansions called hydrothecsc. The coenosarc generally
consists of a main stem with many branches, and it Is so

plant-like in appearance that the common sertularians
are often mistaken for seaweed, and are often called sea-

firs. The young sertularian, on escaping from the ovum,
appears as a free-swimming ciliated body, which soon loses

its cilia, fixes Itself, and develops a coenosarc, by budding
from which the branching hydrosoma of the perfect or-

ganism is produced.
sertularidan (ser-tu-lar'i-dan), a. and n. [<
Hcrtularifta + -an.]

'

I. a. Same as sertularian.

II. n. A member of the Sertulariati.

Sertulariidse (ser'tu-la-ri'i-de), H. pi. [NL.. <

Sertularia + -idee.] A family of sertularian hy-
droid polyps or calyptoblastic Hydromedusse,
typified by the genus Sertularia, having sessile

polypites in hydrothecse alternating on either

side of the finely branched polyp-stock, and
fixed gonophores.
serum (se'rmn), w. [= F. serum = Sp. suero =
It. siere, siero, < L. serum, whey, = Gr. op6f,

whey, < / sar, flow: see salt1 .] 1. The thin

part of milk separated from the curd and oil
;

whey. Also called serum laetix. 2. The clear

pale-yellow liquid which separates from the

clot in coagulation of the blood ;
blood-serum.

3. Any serous liquid, as chyle or lymph. Se-
rum-albumin, albumin of the blood, similar to but dis-

Same as



serum

tinct from egg-albumin. Serum globulin, the globulin
which is foiiinl in the Mood-serum. Also called para-

globulin and wi-inn-i-n^ In.

serv. An abbreviation () of servant; (b) in

phar., of the Latin serva, 'keep, preserve'; (c)

[cap. ] of Serrian.

servable (ser'va-bl), . [< serve1 r- -able.]

Capable of being served. Hiiilry. 1731.

servaget (ser'vaj), . [< ME. serfage, < OF.

(and F.) servage (ML. sernnjlum) = It. serraij-

gio; < serf, serf: see serre1
, ser/.] Servitude;

5515

lowed any of these servants to be punished for any offence

whatever.
S. Z). Smtdes, Memorials of a Southern Planter, vin.

(o) A person hired for a specified time to do manual or

field labor ; a laborer.

Penalty of 40. s. a month for useing the Trade of a Join-

er or Carpenter, not having served a seven years appren-

ticeship and been free of the Company, except he work as

a Servant or Journeyman with a Freeman of the Company.
English Gilds (E. E. T. S.), p. 209.

serve

My affairs

Are servanted to others. Shak.
,
Cor.

,
v. 2. 89.

2. To furnish with one or more servants.

Tlii' uncles and the nephew are now to be double-nerwin*-

ed (m\g\e-servanted they were before), and those servants

arc to be double-armed when they attend their masters

abroad. Itichardam, Clarissa Harlowe, xxxi. (Dames.)

servant-girl (ser'vant-gerl), n. A female ser-

vant, or maid-servant.

Dr. Plott, speaking of the Statutes for hiring servants, Servant-maid (ser'vant-mad), . A maid-ser-

says that at Bloxham the carters stood with their whips vant.

suViecfion; "service; specifically,~the service of rn
J

on7"place7'anrthe" 8hephCTd8"wifh
ithe^r

: crooks In servant-man (s6r'vant-man), n. A male ser-

another. Hone, Table-Book, p. 202.
a lover.

Servant in love and lord in mariage
Thanne was he bothe in lordship and nervage.

Chaucer, Franklin's Tale, 1. 66.

Aftre that the Comaynz, that weren in Scrooge in Egypt,
felten hem self that thei weren of gret Power, the! chesen

hem a Soudain amonges hem. Mandeville, Travels, p. 36.

serval (ser'val), . [= F. Sp. Pg. G. servat,

from a S. African nativename (?).] The African

tiger-cat, Felis serval. It is long-bodied and short-

vant, or man-servant,
(c) A person in domestic service ;

attendant ; a domestic ;
a men'

one who has assistants under !... ~* .., , -

head cook, or a head coachman ; an under servant is one The male tenantry summoned to do homage by the
-- J

blast of the cows' horns.

ice; a household or personal gervantry (ser'vant-ri), n. [< servant +

fr'ht or'he^s'a^iSr.'a Servants collectively ;
a body of servants.

who takes orders from an upper one, as an under-nurse,

a scullery-maid, or a groom.

A servant, with this clause,
Makes drudgery divine :

Who sweeps a room as for Thy laws
Makes that, and th' action, fine.

G. Herbert, The Elixir.

Time was, a sober Englishman would knock
His ierrantt up, and rise by five o'clock.

Pope, Imit. of Horace, II. i. 162.

The servants [at a dinner-party] are not servants, but

the before-mentioned retail tradesmen.
Thackeray, Book of Snobs, xx.

2. One in a state of subjection.

W. H. Russell, Diary in India, II. 205.

servant's-call (ser'vants-kal), . A whistle or

small horn used to call attendants : such a call

is often found combined with a table-utensil,

tobacco-stopper, or the like, of manufacture as

late as the eighteenth century,

servantship (ser'vant-ship), n. [< servant +
-ship.'] The post, station, or relation of a ser-

vant.

Usurpation of senantship coincides necessarily with

wrongful imposition of mastership.
Bentham, Introd. to Morals and Legislation, xvi. 43.

The rich ruleth over the poor, and the borrower is ser- servatoryt, [< LL. servatorium, conserva-
vant to the lender. Prov. xxii. 7.

tOry, magazine (glossing Gr. ifm^aKT^piov, phy-

lactery), < L. servare. keen: see serve 1
. Cf.

Serval (
f-'etts serval}.

tailed without penciling of the ears, of a tawny color

spotted with black, and about 30 inches long, exclusive

of the tail, which is 10 inches long and ringed. Also

called bushcat.

servaline (ser'val-in), a. [< serval + -ine1 .]

Resembling or related to the serval: as, the

sen-aline cat, Felis servalina, of western Africa.

servandt
,
n. A Middle English form of servan t.

servant (ser'vant), n. [< ME. servant, sen-aunt,

servatent, servand, < OF. (and F.) servant, serv-

ing, waiting (as a noun, OF. servant, m., usu-

ally sergeant, etc., an attendant, servant, ser-

3. One who dedicates himself to the service

of another; one who professes himself ready
to do the will of another. See phrases below.

O Daniel, servant of the living God. Dan. vi. 20.

Paul, a servant of Jesus Christ. Rom. i. 1.

4f. A professed lover. The correlative term
mistress is still in use.

If any servaunt durst or oghte aryght
Upon his lady pitously compleyne,
Than wene I that I oghte be that wyght.

Valentine. Madam and mistress, a thousand good-mor-
rows. . . .

Silvia. Sir Valentine and servant, to you two thousand.
"

"c.,T. G. of V., ill. 106.

Phil. Peace to your fairest thoughts, dearest mistress !

Are. Oh, my dearest servant, I have a war within me!
Beau, and Fl., Philaster, iii. 2.

Where the first question is how soon you shall die? next,

if her present servant love her? next, if she shall have a

new servant? and how many? B. Jonson, Epicoene, ii. 1.

vante F. sen-ante, f., a female servant), = Pr.

servente, sirvente = Sp. sirvien,e = Pg.Y ser- ^^^^^^^^^ t̂^
vente, a servant, < ML. servien(t-)s, a servant, Vants, a name sometimes given to the dramatic profession

retainer, officer of a court, sergeant, appren- in Great Britain, in allusion to the names formerly given

tiee, etc., < L. servien(t-)s, serving, ppr. of ser- to actors-Me King's or His Majesty's Servants, etc.

vire, serve : see serve1 . Doublet of sergeant, This comcedie was first acted in the yeere 1605 by the

serjeant, semen*.] 1. One who serves or at- Kin3'e aiest

"lt^^'ot B Jonsm -

s volpone (ed. 1616).

tends, whether voluntarily or involuntarily ; a ^^ n ,

g jnto^ two theatri .

person employed by another, and subject to his
ca, Uompanie8 are known to have been acting in the capi- to conform to the law and do the will of.

orders; one who exerts himself or herself, or ^ For these companies patents were soon granted, un-

labors, for the benefit of a master or an employ- der the names of "the Duke (of York)'s
"
and "the King's

er; an attendant; a subordinate assistant; an Servants."

The King's Servants acted then, as they do now, at the

< L. servare, keep: see serve 1
,

conservatory.] That which preserves, keeps, or

guards. [Rare.]
Their Phylacteries or Seruatories, Defensiues (so the

word signifleth), in Hebrew Totaphoth, they vsed as Pre-

seruatines [read -tines] or Remembrancers of the Law, and

ware them larger then other men.
Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 141.

serve1
(sferv), v.

; pret. and pp. served, ppr. serv-

ing. [< ME. serven, servien, serfen, < OF. (and

1345
F -) senir = Pr - *W"> sirvir = Sp. Pg. servir

' = It. servire, < L. sen-ire, serve; allied to L.

servus, a slave, servare, keep, protect, < T/ sar,

protect, = Zend har, protect, haurva, protecting.
From the same L. source (servus, servire) are

also ult. E. serf, servant, sergeant, deserve, dis-

serve, misserve, subserve, desert'2 ,
etc. In the

ME. sense, 'deserve,' the word is in part an

aphetic form of deserve.'] I. tratis. 1. To at-

tend or wait upon ;
act as servant to

;
work for

;

be in the employment of as a slave, domestic,
hired helper, or the like.

His master shall bore his ear through with an aul ; and
he shall serve him for ever. Ex. xxi. 6.

No man can serve two masters. Mat. vi. 24.

I serve the king ;

On whose employment I was sent to you.
Shak., Lear, ii. 2. 136.

2. To render spiritual obedience and worship

agent. The earlier uses of this word seem to imply pro-
tection on the part of the sovereign, lord, or master, and

the notion of clientage, the relation involved being one in

no sense degrading to the inferior. In modern use it de-

notes specifically a domestic or menial helper. (See (c),

below.) In law a servant is a person who, for a consid-

eration, is bound to render service under the legal author-

ity of another, such other being called the master. Agents
of various kinds are sometimes included in the general

designation of servants; but the term agent implies dis-

cretionary power, and responsibility in the mode of per-

forming duty, such as is not usually implied in the term
servant: as, the uniformed servants of a railway-company.
See master^, 2.

Thou schalt not desire thi neisboris feere,

Ne falsli his seruaunt from him hent.

Hymns to Virgin, etc. (E. E. T. S.X p. 106.

If I sent ouer see my seruantz to Bruges,
Or In-to Pruslonde my prentys my profit to wayten,
To marchaunden with monoye.

Piers Plmrman (B), riii. 392.

My learn'd and well-beloved servant, Cranmer,
Prithee, return. Shak., Hen. VIII., ii. 4. 238.

Menatonon sent messengers to me with Pearle, and
Okisco King of Weopomeoke, to yeelde himselfe seruant

to the Queene of England.
Quoted in Capt. John Smith's Works, I. 91.

The flag to be used by H. M.'s Diplomatic Servants, . . .

whether on shore or embarked in boats or other vessels,

is the Union Flag, with the Royal Arms in the centre.

Foreign Office List, 1890, p. 246.

Specifically (o) A bondman or bondwoman ; a slave.

Remember that thou wast a servant in the land of Egypt.
Deut. v. 15.

He that is called in the Lord, being a servant, is the

Lord's freeman. 1 Cor. vii. 22.

In all India were no seruants, but all freemen.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 4.V2.

Mrs. M had inherited a number of negroes from her servantt (ser vant), fl. *. [< servant, .]

father's estate. It is recorded of her that she never al- subject ;
subordinate.

Theatre Royal in Drury Lane.

Life of Quin (reprint 1887), p. 12.

Proctors' servant. Same as bulldog, 3. Religious
Servants of the Holy Virgin. See Semite. Servant
Of servants, one degraded to the lowest condition of

servitude.

And he [Noah] said, Cursed be Canaan ; a servant of ser-

vants shall he be unto his brethren. Gen. ix. 25.

Servant of the servants of God, a title (Latin serous

servormn Dei} assumed by the popes since the time of

Gregory the Great. Servant out of livery a servant

of a higher grade, as a majordomo or butler, who does not

wear the livery of his employer. Servants' hall, the

room in a house set apart for the use of the servants in

common, in which they take their meals together, etc.

Whoever should happen to overhear their character dis-

cussed in their own servants' hall, must prepare to un-

dergo the scalpel of some such an anatomist as Mr. Fair-

service. Scott, Rob Roy, xxi.

By the time he had told his tale twice or thrice in the

servants'-hatt or the butler's private apartment, he was

pretty perfect and consistent. Thackeray, Virginians, xvi.

Solomon's servants, a certain class of the returned ex-

iles enumerated in Scripture after the Levites and the

Nethinim. They were probably connected in some infe-

rior capacity with the temple service. Ezra ii. 55, 58.

Your (humble or obedient, etc.) servant, a phrase of

courtesy, used especially in closing a letter, and now pure-

ly formal.
Sir, I can nothing say,

But that I am your most obedient servant.

SAat., All's Well, ii. 5.77.

Ill make haste home and prevent her. Your servant,

sir. Congreve, Way of the World, ii. 7.

They [the Blollnt family] are extremely your servants, or

else I should not think them my friends.

Pope, To the Duchess of Hamilton.

1. To

And if it seem evil unto you to serve the Lord, choose

you this day whom ye will serve. Josh. xxiv. 15.

For ye serve the Lord Christ. Col. iii. 24.

For a whole century
Had he been there,

Serving God in prayer.
Longfellow, Golden Legend, ii.

3. To be subordinate or subservient to
;
min-

ister to.
How happy is he born and taught
That serveth not another's will.

Sir a. Wotton, The Happy Life.

Bodies bright and greater should not serve

The less not bright. Milton, P. L., viii. 87.

4. To wait on or attend in the services of the

table or at meals.

Make ready wherewith I may sup. and gird thyself, and
serve me, till I have eaten and drunken. Luke xvii. 8.

Others, pamper'd in their shameless pride,
Are serv'd in plate. Dryden.

With diligence he'll serve us while we dine.

Congreve, tr. of Juvenal's Satires, xi.

5. To bring forward and place or arrange, as

viands or food on a table : often with up, for-

merly with forth or in.

Serve hym [a pheasant] fourth ; no sawse hut salte.

Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 375.

Bid them cover the table, serve in the meat, and we will

come in to dinner. Shak., M. of V., iii. 5. 63.

Thy care Is, under polish'd tins,

To serve the hot-and-hot.

Tennyson, Will Waterproof.

6. To administer the service of; perform the

duties required for: as, a curate may serve two
churches.

In 1823 he [Keble] left Oxford. ... to serve one or two
small and poorly endowed curacies.

Encyc. Brit., XIV. 24.



serve

7. To contribute or conduce to
; promote.

They make Christ and Ins Gospell onelie serve Ciuill

pollicie. Ascham, The Scholemaster, p. 82.

Sir Modred . . . sought
To make disruption in the Table Bound
Of Arthur, and to splinter it into feuds,

Serving his traitorous end. Tennyson, Guinevere.

Evil can but serve the right,
Over all shall love endure.

n'liUliar, Calef in Boston.

8. To aid by good offices
;
minister to the wants

or well-being of.

For David, after he had served his own generation by the
will of God, fell on sleep. Acts xiii. 36.

He would lose his life to serve his country, but would
not do a base thing to save it

Sumrier, True Grandeur of Nations.

Not less, tliu' dogs of Faction bay,
Would serve his kind in deed and word.

Tennyson, Love thou thy Land.

0. To be of use to instead of something else :

with for: as, a sofa may serve one for a bed.

The cry of Talbot serves me for a sword.

Sltak., 1 Hen. VI., II. 1. 78.

Not far from the Castle is an old unflnish'd Palace of

Faccardine's, serving however the Bassa/or his Seraglio.

Maundrell, Aleppo to Jerusalem, p. 45.

10. To regulate one's conduct in accordance
with the spirit, fashion, or demands of; com-
ply with.

Men who think that herein we serve the tune, and speak
in favour of the present state, because thereby we either
hold or seek preferment. Hooker, Eccles. Polity, I. 1. 1.

The Man who spoke,
Who never sold the truth to serve the hour,
Nor palter'd with Eternal God for power.

Tennyson, Death of Wellington.

11. To behave toward; treat; requite: as. he
served me very shabbily.

If Pisanio
Have . . . given his mistress that confection
Which I gave him for cordial, she is served
As I would serve a rat, Shak., Cymbeline, v. 5. 247.

12. To suffice; satisfy; content.

Less than a pound shall serve me for carrying your let-

ter. Shalt., 1. G. of V., 1. 1. 111.

Nothing would serve them then but riding.
Sir It. L'Estrange.

The 21st day we sent out our Moskito Strikers for Tur-

tle, who brought aboard enough to serve both Ships Com-
panies. Dampier, Voyages, I. 146.

A polite country squire shall make you as many bows in

half an hour as would serve a courtier for a week.

Addison, Spectator, No. 119.

Never let me hear you utter any thing like a sentiment ;

I have had enough of them to scree me the rest of my life.

Sheridan, School for Scandal, v. 2.

13. To be of use or service to; answer the re-

quirements of
;
avail.

Our indiscretion sometimes serves us well,
When our deep plots do pall.

Shot., Hamlet, v. 2. 8.

Sir, you have now at length this question for the time,
and, as my memory would best serve me in such a copious
and vast theme, fully handl'd.

Milton, Reformation in Eng., ii.

14t. To be a professed lover of; be a suitor to.

Syn I have trouthe hire bight
I wol nat ben untrewe for no wight,
But as hire man I wol ay ty ve and sterve,
And nevere noon other creature serve .

Chaucer, Troilus, iv. 448.

15. To handle; manipulate; work; manage:
as, the guns were well served.

But the garrison of Sumter, being destitute of the proper
accessories, could only serve a small number of guns, and
was already suffering from want of provisions.

Comte de Paris, Civil War in America (trans. X I. 138.

16. Naut., to bind or wind tightly with small

cord, generally spun-yarn or marline : as, to
serve a backstay. 17. In law, to deliver or
send to

; present to in due form
;
communicate

by delivery or by reading, according to differ-

ent methods prescribed by different laws : often
with on or upon before the person : as, to serrc
a notice upon a tenant.

They required that no bookseller should be allowed to

unpack a box of books without notice and a catalogue
served upon a judge. Brougham.

18. To supply; furnish: usually said of regu-
lar and continuous supply: as, a newsman
serves families with papers; a reservoir serves
a town with water.
The watir cometh all by condite, in grett plente, ffrom

Ebrom and Bedelem, which condites serve all the Citee
in every place. Torkingtan, Diarie of Eng. Travell, p. 38.

And, although the sea be so deep between it [the tower]
and the shore that a ship may sail through, yet is it served
with fresh water. Sandys, Travailes, p. 30.

19. To earn. Hallitcell. [Prov. Eng.] 20.
To copulate with; cover: used of male ani-

mals, as stallions, jacks, or bulls, kept for breed-

ing purposes at a price. 21. To deliver, as a
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ball, in the manner of the first player in tennis
or lawn-tennis, or the pitcher iu base-ball: as,

he nerved a swift ball. 22t. To deserve.

Haf I prys wonnen 't

Haue I thryuandely thonk [thanks] thurj my craft served >

Sir Gaieayne and the Green Knight (E. E. T. S.X 1. 1380.

I gyfe the grace and graunt, thofe thou hafe grefe sereede.'

M,,rl, Artlnm (E. E. T. H.), 1. iTOl.

To serve a cable (naut.). See cable. To serve a
hawk, in falconry, to drive out a quarry which has taken

refuge or concealed itself. To serve an apprentice-
ship, to perform the service or fulfil the legal condi-

tions of an apprentice. To serve an attachment or

writ of attachment, in law, to levy such a writ on
the person or goods by seizure. To serve an execu-
tion, to levy an execution on the person, poods, or lands

by seizure. To serve an office, to discharge the duties
incident to an office. To serve a person heir to a
property, in Scots law, to take the necessary legal steps
for putting him in possession. See service ofan heir, under
service). To serve a process or writ, to communicate
a process or writ to the person to whom it is directed, as

by delivering or reading it to him, or by leaving it at his

place of residence or business, as the law may direct.

The person is said to be served with the process or writ.

To serve a sentence, to undergo the punishment pre-
scribed by a judicial sentence : as, to serve a sentence of

eighteen months' hard labor. To serve a turn, one's
turn, or the turn. See rum. To serve one a trick,
to play a trick upon one.

Well, if I be served such another trick, I'll have my brains
ta'enout. Shak., M. W. of W., lii. 6. 0.

To serve one out, to punish or take revenge on one :

make an example of one.

The Right Honourable Gentleman had boasted he had
served his country for twenty years. Served his country

'

He should have said served her out .'

Bulicer, My Novel, xli. 25.

To serve one right, to treat one as he deserves : often
used interjectionally.

Webb dated all his Grace's misfortunes from Wyuen-
dall, and vowed that Fate served the traitor riyht.

Thackeray, Henry Esmond, iii. 5.

Workhouse funeral serve him right!
Didtent, Pickwick, xlii.

To serve one's self Of, to avail one's self of ; use. [A
Gallicism.]

If they elevate themselves, it is only to fall from a higher
place, because they serve themselves of other men's wings,
neither understanding their use nor their virtue.

Dryden, Obs. on Dufresnoy's Art of Painting.

To serve one's time, to. complete one's apprenticeship.

At first there was a very general desire to reestablish
the apprentice system of the middle ages. The tradi-

tions of the past were still strong. The lad must serve

his time that is, be legally bound to remain with his
master for a term of four or five years.

The Centura, XXXVII. 402.

To serve one (with) the same sauce. See sauce. To
serve out, to deal out or distribute in portions: as, to

serve out ammunition to soldiers ; to serve out grog to sail-

ors. To serve the purpose Of, to take the place of in

use ; do the work of ; serve for : as, a bent pin served the

purpose of a flsh-hook. To serve the vent, in gun., to

stop the vent of a gun while it is being sponged. To
serve time, to undergo a term of imprisonment.
The under-world, with the police and detective forces

practically in its interest, holds in rigorous bondage ev-

ery unfortunate or miscreant who has once served time.

Science, VIII. 287.

= 8yn. 1. To labor for, attend, aid, assist, help. 7. To
ndvance, forward, benefit.

II. intrans. 1. To be or act as a servant or
attendant

;
be employed in services or minis-

trations for another : 'formerly with to.

Blessed Angels he sends to and fro,

To serve to wicked man. Spenser, F. Q., II. viii. 1.

Serve by indenture to the common hangman.
Shak., Pericles, iv. 6. 187.

They also serve who only stand and wait.

Mtttan, Sonnet on his Blindness.

When a man can say I serve to the whole extent of

my being I apply my faculty to the service of mankind in

my especial place he therein sees and shows a reason
for his being in the world, and is not a moth or incum-
brance in it. Emerson, Fortune of the Republic.

Specifically (a) To perform domestic offices for another ;

wait upon one as a servant.

For whether is greater, he that sitteth at meat, or he
that servethf . . . but I am among you as he that serveth.

Luke xxii. 27.

And now, Mrs. Cook, I proceed to give you my instruc-

tions, . . . whether you serve in town or country.
Swift, Advice to Servants (Cook).

(ft) To discharge the duties of an office or employment ;

do duty in any capacity under authority, especially as a
soldier or seaman.

Under what captain serve you ? Shak., Hen. V., iv. 1. 95.

Leontius, you and I have serv'd together,
And run through many a fortune with our swords.

Fletcher, Humorous Lieutenant, iii. 7.

His talk is all of war and pleasure, and he longs to serve
in the next campaign. Thackeray, Henry Esmond, ii. 6.

"Hasheseriwd in the army?" "Yes no not, strictly

speaking, served; but he has been . . . trained to arms."
Scott, Rob Roy, x.

Is na' this Hester, as servei in Foster's shop?
Mrs. Gaskett, Sylvia s Lovers, vii.

Likewise had he served a year
On board a merchantman, and made himself
Full sailor. Tennyson, Enoch Arden.

server

(c) To be in subjection or servitude.

And the Egyptians made the children of Israel to serve
with rigour ;

and they made their lives bitter with hard

bondage. Ex. 1. 13.

Better to reign in hell than serve in heaven.

Miltun, f.L.,1. 263.

(<J) Eccles.
,
to act as server at the celebration of the en-

charist. See server, 1 (a).
" Canstow seruen," he seide,

'' other syngen in a churche?
"

Hers Plowman (C), vi. 12.

2. To answer the purpose ; accomplish the end ;

avail ; be sufficient
;
suffice : often followed by

a present infinitive of purpose.
Rom. Courage, man ; the hurt cannot be much.
Mer. No, 'tis not so deep as a well, nor so wide as a

church-door ; but 'tis enough, 'twill serve.

Shak., R. and J., iii. 1. 101.

For they say The Riches of the Church are to serve as
Anchors in Time of a Storm. Hmeell, Letters, ii. 61.

The Indians make use of no more Land than serves to
maintain their Families in Maiz and to pay their taxes.

Dampier, Voyages, II. ii. 119.

Learning itself, received into a mind
By nature weak, or viciously inclin'd,
Serves but to lead philosophers astray.

Cowper, Progress of Error, 1. 433.

Short greeting serves in time of strife!

Scott, Marmion, vi. 24.

3. To suit; be convenient; be favorable: said

especially of a favoring wind or current.

There is a tide in the affairs of men,
Which, taken at the flood, leads on to fortune: . . .

And we must take the current when it serves.

Shak., 1. C., iv. 3. 223.

His Ships were readie, but the wind sen'd not for many
days. Hilton, Hist. Eng., vf.

The tide serving at half-past two, we got clear of the
docks at that hour. W. C. Russell, Sailor's Sweetheart, ii.

The sportsman, narrating his feats when opportunity
serves, keeps such spoils of the chase as he conveniently
can. H. Spencer, Prin. of Sociol., 349.

4t. To be a professed lover or suitor.

Gode godely [Cryseyde], to whom serve I and laboure
As I best can. Chaucer, Troilus, i. 458.

5. To deliver or bat the ball, as done by the

player who leads off in tennis or lawn-tennis.
serve1

(serv), M. [< serve1
, v.} In tennis or

lawn-tennis : (a) The act of the first player in

striking the ball, or the style in which the ball

is then delivered: as, a good serre. (6) The
right of hitting or delivering the ball first: as,
it is my nerve.

He lost his serve, and the next game as well, and before
five minutes had passed he was two games to the bad in

the last set. St. Nicholas, XVII. 920.

serve'2t (serv), . K ME. serve: appar. < OF.
"soroe, F. sorbc = Sp. sorba, serba = Pg. sorva
= It. sorba, t., service-berry, sorbo, m., service-

tree, < L. sorbtts, t., the service-tree, sorbum,
neut., its fruit: see sort, and cf. service^.] 1.

The service-tree.

He may ont graffe atte Man-lie hi thorn and serve.

Palladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 98.

2. The fruit of the service-tree.

Crato . . . utterly forbids all maner of fruits, as peares.
apples, plumms, cherries, strawberries, nuts, medlers,
serves, &c. Burton, Anat of Mel., p. 69.

serveet, . [ME., < OF. *servie, serve, service,
< servir, serve: see serve1 .'] Service.

And make goure selfe sogettys to be
To hem that owyn sow servee.

MS. Harl. 1701, f. 8. (Uattiu-eU.)

server (ser'ver), n. [< ME. server; < serve 1 +
-er1 .] 1. One who serves.

So are ye image-servers that is, idolaters.

Tyndale, Ans. to Sir T. More, etc. (Parker Soc., 1850), p. 52.

Specifically (a) In the Roman Catholic and Anglican
churches, an attendant on the priest at a low celebration
of the eucharist, who helps the priest to vest and unvest,
arranges the service-book, lights and extinguishes the al-

tar-lights, places the elements and cruets on the credence
and brings them to the priest at the offertory, brings the

Eriest

the basin and towel and pours the water at the

ivabo, pours out the ablutions of wine and water, and
ministers in other ways. The server is usually a boy or
other layman, and represents, as far as a layman can, the

priest's assistants and the choir at a high celebration, (b)
One who serves up a meal, or sets the dishes on table.

Byfore the cours tho stuarde comes then,
The seruer hit next of alle kyn men
Mays way. Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 316.

The medieval baron removed from one to another of his

castles with a train of servants and baggage, his chaplains
and accountants, steward and carvers, servers, cupbearers,
clerks, squires, yeomen, grooms and pages, chamberlain,
treasurer, and even chancellor.

Stubbs, Const. Hist., g 473.

(c) In the game of tennis or of lawn-tennis, the player who
serves or strikes the ball first See laim-tennis.

The game begins by serving the ball upon the left wall
of the Hazard Court (which the server faces).

Tribune Book of Sports, p. 105.

2. That which serves or is used in serving.
Specifically (a) A salver or small tray. (6) A utensil for



server

distributing articles of food at the table, differing from the

ordinary implement, such as spoon or fork : as, an oyster-

server; an asparagus-serner. (ct) A conduit.

They . . . derived rilles and servers of water into every
street. Holland, tr. of Caniden, p. 248. (Danes.)

Servetian (sr-ve'shan), H. [< Serretus (see

def.) + -iViii.] A follower of Servetus (died

1553), who maintained substantially the views

regarding the nature of Christ afterward known
as Norhiutiiixm. [Rare.]

serviablet, Same as serviceable. Cath. Aug.,
P. :$3l.

Servian (ser'vi-an), a. and . [< NL. Servia (F.
.sViT/e = Gt. SerKien = Buss. Serbiya ; < E. Serb
= F. Serbe = Gr. Serbe = Russ. Scrbii, < Serv.

AV'i, a Servian) 4- -tan.] I. a. Pertaining or

belonging to Servia, a kingdom of Europe, situ-

ated south of the Austrian empire, and former-

ly subject to Turkey; pertaining to the Ser-
vians or to their language.

II. . 1. A native or an inhabitant of Servia
;

a member of a branch of the Slavic race dwell-

ing in Servia : the term is applied by extension
to inhabitants of Bosnia, Herzegovina, Monte-

negro, Croatia, etc., allied in race and language
to the inhabitants of Servia. 2. A Slavic lan-

guage spoken in Servia, Bosnia, Herzegovina,
Montenegro, Dalmatia, Croatia, etc. The dialect

spoken in Croatia is often called Croatian, Servian being
restricted to the other dialects ;

the whole group of dia-

lects is sometimes called Serbo-Croatian. Abbreviated
Sen.
Also Serbian.

service 1
(ser'vis), . [Early mod. E. (and dial.)

also sarrice; < ME. service, servycc, servise, ser-

vyse, < OF. servise, service, F. service = Pr. ser-

visi = Sp. serricio = Pg. servigo = It. sercizio, <

L. sercitium, ML. also servicium, service, servi-

tude, < servire, serve: see serve 1
.} 1. The act

of serving, or attendance, in any sense; the

rendering of duty to another; obedience; the

performance of any office or labor for another.

As glad, as humble, as bisy in servyse,
And eek in love, as she was wont to be,
Was she to him in every maner wyse.

Chaucer, Clerk's Tale, 1. 549.

Upon your oath of service to the pope.
Shak., K. John, v. 1. 23.

Reason, however able, cool at best,
Cares not for service, or but serves when press'd.

Pope, Essay on Man, ill. 86.

Should this first master claim
His serrice, whom does it belong to ? him
Who thrust him out, or him who saved his life ?

Tennyson, Lover's Tale, iv.

Specifically 2. Spiritual obedience, rever-

ence, and love.

Present your bodies as a living sacrifice, holy, accepta-
ble unto God, which is your reasonable service.

Rom. xli. 1.

God requires no man's service upon hard and unreason-
able terms. Tillotson, Sermons.

3. The duty which a tenant owes to a lord for
his fee : thus, personal service consists in hom-
age and fealty, etc.

;
annual service in rent, suit

to the court of the lord, etc. ; accidental service*
in heriots. reliefs, etc. 4. Place or position of
a servant

; employment as a servant
;
state of

being or acting as a servant; menial employ
or capacity: as, to be out of service.

To leave a rich Jew's service, to become
The follower of so poor a gentleman.

Shak., M. of V.,li. >. 156.

To the judge's house shee did enquire,
And there shee did a service get.

The Merchant's Daughter (Child's Ballads, IV. 385).

Answer that ... a poor servant is not to be blamed if

he strives to better himself ; that service is no inheritance.

Swift, Advice to Servants (General Directions).

5. Labor performed for another; assistance

rendered; obligation conferred; duty done or

required ;
office.

As thou lovest me, Camillo, wipe not out the rest of thy
services

by leaving me now
; the need I have of thee thine

own goodness hath made. Shak., W. T., iv. 2. 12.

He [Temple] did not betray or oppress his country : nay,
he rendered considerable services to her.

Macaulay, Sir W. Temple.

6. Duty performed in, or appropriate to, any
office or charge ; official function : as, the diplo-
matic serrice; the consular service; hence, spe-'
cifically, military or naval duty ; performance
of the duties of a soldier or sailor; formerly,
a bold and daring performance of such duties

;

also, the army or navy as a profession.
At this day, that Vocation [the esquire's] is growne to be

the first degree of gentry, taken out of the xerrice in the
warrs, from whence all the other degrees of nobility are
borowed. Booke of Precedence (E. E. T. S., extra ser.), i. 38.

He waylays the reports of services, and cons them with-
out book, damning himself he came new from them.

B. Jomon, Every Man out of his Humour, Pref.

5517
The best room in the dilapidated house was put at the

service of the commanding officer of the impress service.

Mrs. Gaskell, Sylvia's Lovers, xxiii.

Men in professions of any kind, except the two services,
could only belong to society by right of birth and family
connections. W. Besant, Fifty Years Ago, p. 85.

7. A useful office
;
an advantage conferred or

brought about
;
benefit orgood performed, done,

or caused; use; employment.
He causeth the grass to grow for the cattle, and herb for

the service of man. Ps. civ. 14.

I have done the state some service, and they know 't.

Shak., Othello, v. 2. 339.

All the vessels of the king's house are not for uses of

honour ; some be common stuff, and for mean services, yet

profitable. Spelman.

Tell Roderick Dhu I owed him naught,
Not the poor service of a boat,
To waft me to yon mountain side.

Scott, L.of the!., ii. 37.

8. Profession of respect uttered or sent: as,

my service to you, sir.

Pray do my service to his majesty.
Shak., Hen. VIII., iii. 1. 179.

Pray, give my service to . . . all my friends and acquain-
tance In general who do ask after me.

Steele, Tatler, No. 87.

9. Suit as a lover; professed love. [Archaic.]
Wel I woot my servyce is in vayn,

My gerdoun is but brestyng of myn herte.

Chaucer, Franklin's Tale, 1. 214.

Has Arthur spoken aught? or would yourself,
Now weary of my service and devoir,
Henceforth be truer to your faultless lord?

Tennyson, Lancelot and Elaine.

10. Public religious worship and instruction

conducted according to the forms or methods
prescribed by ecclesiastical law, precept, or

custom in any given communion: as, the ser-

vices for the following week are, etc.

The congregation was discomposed, and diviue service

broken off. Watts.

1 1 . A liturgical form prescribed for public wor-

ship; also, a form prescribed for public wor-

ship or ceremonial of some special character;
an office : as, the marriage service.

Ther was also a Nonne, a Prioresse, . . .

Ful wel she song the service divyne.
Chaucer, Gen. Prol. to C. T., 1. 122.

The next daye, Fryday, we went to Mounte Syon to

masse, and there sayde our seruyce.
Sir R. Guylforde, Pylgrymage, p. 35.

On Daya of Fasting and Thanksgiving, . . . the Min-
ister may appoint such Psalms as he shall think fit, ...
unless any shall have been appointed by the Ecclesiasti-

cal Authority in a Service set out for the Occasion.
Book of Common Prayer.

We should profane the service of the dead
To sing a requiem and such rest to her
As to peace-parted souls. Shak., Hamlet, v. 1. 259.

12. A full set of musical settings of the con-

gregational or choral canticles, chants, etc., of

a liturgy, especially of the Anglican liturgy, it

does not include metrical hymns or special anthems. The
full list of parts for the Anglican morning prayer, commu-
nion office, and evening prayer includes the Venite, Te
Deum, Benedicite, Benedictus (Dominus), Jubilate, Kyrie,
Nicene Creed, Sanctus, Agnus, Benedictus (qui venit),
Gloria in Excelsis, Magnificat, Cantate, Nunc Dimittis,
and Deus Misereatur

;
but all of these are not usually con-

tained in any one service.

13. Things required for use
;
furniture. Espe-

cially (a) A set of things required for table use: as, a
dinner-serpice ; a service of plate.

A dinner-party [was] given by a certain noble lord, at

which the whole service was of silver, a silver hot-water
dish being placed under every plate.

W. Besant, Fifty Years Ago, p. 120.

(b) An assortment of table-linen.

14. That which is served, (a) A course served up
at table.

Your fat king and your lean beggar is but variable ser-

vice, two dishes, but to one table
;
that 's the end.

Shak., Hamlet, iv. 3. 26.

Service is ready to go up, man ; you must slip on your
coat, and come in ; we lack waiters pitifully.

B. Jomon, Case is Altered, i. 1.

The entertainment is of a pretty substantial kind. Be-
sides tea, there is a service of cheese, of bacon and beef

fried, etc. Jamieson, Diet, (under rocking).

(V) The portion served to an individual ; an allowance of

food or drink.

And whanne thou seest afore thee thi seruice,
Be not to hasti upon breed to bite.

Babees Book(E. E. T. S.), p. 29.

The women, having eaten, drank, and gossiped sufficient-

ly, were each presented with "a Service of Sweetmeats,
which every Gossip carried away in her Handkerchief."

J. Aihton, Social Life in Reign of Queen Anne, I. &
With farthing candles, chandeliers of tin,
And services of water, rum, and gin.

Chattfrton, Kew Gardens.

Ill spread your service by the door,
That when you eat you may behold
The knights at play where the bowls are rolled.

R. H. Stoddard, The Squire of Low Degree.

serviceable

15. In fair. See serrice of a in-il, etc., below,
and scree, c. t., 17. 16. In lairii-tetinis, that

striking of the ball with the racket which
commences a turn of play; also, the ball thus
struck: as, he made a swift serrice. 17. The
small cordage wound round a rope in serving.
Also serving. 18. That which is supplied or

furnished
;
the act or means of supplying some-

thing which is in general demand, or of furnish-

ing specific accommodation : said of transpor-
tation: as, railway or mail service; cab sen' ire:

also of the distribution of water and light : as,

electric-light service.

A short squat omnibus, . . . which was then the daily
service between Cloisterhnm and external mankind.

Dickens, Edwin Drood, vi.

19. A service-pipe.
I had taken up about a dozen services when I approached

one that had been only a comparatively short time in duty.
Sci. Amer. Supp., p. 9100.

Active service. See active. At one's service, placed
at one's disposal ; free for one to use or enjoy. At your
service, ready to serve you : a phrase of civility.

I am, sir, a practitioner in panegyric, or, to speak more
plainly, a professor of the art of puffing, at your service

or anybody else's. Sheridan, The Critic, i. 2.

Breakfast-service, a set of utensils required for the
breakfast-table. Compare dinner-service. Burial, cho-
ral, church, civil service. See the qualifying words.
Civil-service reform. See reform. claim in a ser-
vice. See rfoi7i. Constructive service. See person-
al service (a), under personal. Covenanted civil ser-
vice. See civil. Dessert-service. See dessert. Din-
ner-service, a set of dishes, plates, and other table-uten-

sils, usually of porcelain or of fine earthenware, sometimes
of plate, etc., intended for use at the dinner-table. It may
include what is needed for all the courses of an elaborate

dinner, but more generally excludes the dessert-service,
and also the silverware, knives, etc. Divine service.
See divine. Dry service. See dry mass, under massl.
Free services. See free. Full service, (a) A setting of
the musical parts of a church service for a chorus, without
solos. Compare full anthew, underantAem. (6) A service
in which music is used as much as possible. General
service. See service of an heir, below. Harlequin,
heriot, honorary, life-saving service. See the quali-
fying words. Lunch-service, a set of the utensils re-

quired for the lunch-table. Merchant, personal ser-
vice. See the adjectives. Plain service, in Anglican
usage, an office which is simply read, sung on one note, or

pronounced without any musical or choral accompani-
ment. Predial services. See predial. Preventive
service. See coast-guard. Real services. Sameaspre-
dial services. Revenue-cutter service. See revenue.
Secret service. See secret. Service of an heir, in Scots

law, & proceeding before a jury for ascertaining and deter-

mining the heir of a person deceased. It is either general
or special. A general service determines generally who is

heir of another ; a special service ascertains who is heir to
him in respect of particular lands, etc. Service of a
writ, process, etc., in (air, the communication of it to
the person concerned in the manner required by law, as

by delivering It to him, or by reading it to him, or by leav-

ing an attested copy with him. Service Of the Horn.
Same as carnage, 1. Service paste. See pastel. Sub-
stituted service, or service by substitution, a mode
of serving a process upon a defendant by posting it up in
some conspicuous or public place, or delivering it to a

neighboring person, or both: allowed when entrance to
his dwelling cannot be effected. The phrase is also ap-
plied to publication and mailing when allowed (as in some
cases of absence, etc.) as substitutes for personal service.

Table-service, a set of utensils for the table, of any
one kind or material : as, a cut-glass table-service, a silver

table-service, etc., in any case including the articles com-
monly made of the material in question or required for the
purpose in question. Tenure by divine service. See
divine. Three hours' service. See hour. To have
seen service, (a) To have been in active military or na-
val service ; to have made campaigns. (6) Figuratively,
to have been put to hard use or wear.

If this be a horseman's coat, it hath seen very hot ser-

vice. Shak., W. T., iv. 3. 71.

Uncovenanted civil service. See civil. Yeoman's
service. See yeoman.

service2 (ser'vis), n. [An extended form of
serve2

,
due to some confusion with service1 : see

serve2 . The word has nothing to do, as some
have supposed, with L.cej-eiiisi'a,beer.] 1. Same
as service-tree. 2. The fruit of the service-tree.

October is drawn in a garment of yellow and carnation ;

in his left hand a basket of services, medlars, and other
fruits that ripen late. Peacham.

serviceability (ser"vi-sa-biri-ti), . [< service-
able + -ity (see -btlity)."] Same as serriceablc-
ness. [Recent.]
There are adjustments by which serviceability . . . has

power still further to improve all adaptations by some pro-
cess of self-edification. Pop. Sci. Mo., XXXIII. 73.

serviceable (ser'vi-sa-bl), a. [< ME. servisable,

serviceable, servysiabylle. < OF. servisable, < ML.
servidabilis, serving, < L. servitium, ML. also

servicium, service: see service1 and -able.} 1.

Disposed to be of service; willing; diligent; at-
tentive.

Curteys he was, lowely and servi/sable.

Chaucer, Gen. Prol. to ('. T., I. 99.

The servants [were] not so many in number as cleanly in

apparel and serviceable In behaviour.
Sir P. Sidney. Arcadia, i.



serviceable

And Enid . . . boil'd the flesh and spread the board,
And stood behind and waited on the three ;

And, seeing her so sweet and serviceable,
Geralnt had longing in him evermore
To stoop and kiss the tender little thumb
That crossed the trencher. Tennyson. Oeraint.

2f. Connected with service ; proffering service.

There is an inward reasonable, and there is a solemn
outward serriceable worship belonging unto God.

Hooker, Eccles. Polity, v. 4.

And all about the courtly stable

BHght-harness'd Angels sit, in order serviceable.

Milton, Nativity, 1. 244.

3. Capable of rendering useful service; pro-

moting happiness, interest, advantage, or any
good; useful; beneficial; advantageous.

Religion hath force to qualify all sorts of men, and to

make them, in public affairs, the more serviceable.

Hooker.

His gold-headed eane, too a serviceable staff, of dark

polished wood had similar traits.

Uau'thorne, Seven Gables, iv.

4. Durable
; admitting of hard or long use or

wear: as, a serviceable fabric.

serviceableness (ser'vi-sa-bl-nes), . 1. The
state or character of being serviceable

;
useful-

ness in promoting good of any kind
;
beneficial-

ness.

All action being for some end, its aptness to be com-
manded or forbidden must be founded upon its sermce-
ableness or disserviceableness to some end. JVorro.

2. Helpfulness; readiness to do service.

He might continually be in her presence, shewing more
humble tterviceableness and joy to content her than ever
before. Sir P. Sidney.

serviceably (ser'vi-sa-bli), adv. In a service-

able manner; so a,s to be serviceable.

serviceaget (ser'vi-saj), . [< service1 + -age.]
A state of servitude.

His threats he feareth, and obeyes the raine
Of thraldome base, and seruiceage, though loth.

Fairfax, tr. of Tasso's Godfrey of Boulogne, viii. 83.

service-berry (ser'vis-ber'i), n. [Early mod.
E. also serrice-bcrrie, sarvice-berrie ; < service'*

+ berry*.] 1. A berry of the service-tree.

2. The fruit of the whitebeam, Pyrux Aria.

[Scotch.] 3. A North American shrub or
small tree, Amelanchier Canadensis, or its berry-

Service-berry {Amelanchitr CartattfHsis).

i, branch with flowers; 2, branch with fruit; a, flower; *, fruit.

like subacid fruit; the shad-bush or June-
berry. The name extends to the other species of
the genus, especially the western A. alnifolia.
service-book (ser'vis-buk), n. A book contain-

ing the forms for public worship appointed for

any given church
;
an office-book. The service-

book of the Anglican Church is the Book of Common
Prayer. Among the service-books of the Roman Catholic
Church are the Missal, Breviary, Ritual, Pontifical, etc.

Among those of the Greek Church are the Euchologion,
Horologion, Typicum, Mensea, Triodion, Pentecostarion,
Paracletice, Octoechns, and Menologion. A much greater
number of service-books was formerly in use in the West-
ern Church than now, such as the Gradual, Epistolary,
Evangeliary, etc.

Although to forbid the service-book there be much more
reason, as being of itself superstitious.

Milton, Eikonoklastes, rvi.

service-box (ser'vis-boks), n. A form of ex-
pansion-joint used in street-mains of steam-
heating systems, serving at once to provide for

expansion and contraction in the main pipes,
and to supply a convenient connection for the

service-pipes of distribution to houses.
service-Cleaner (ser'vis-kle'ner), n. A port-
able air-compressing pump and receiver used
to free gas service-pipes from obstructions.
The holder is fllled with compressed air, and connected
with the obstructed pipe by a short piece of hose. On

turning a cock, the compressed air suddenly escapes into
the pipe, and blows the obstruction before it.

service-line (ser'vis-lin), . In luirii-tfiniin, one
of the two lines drawn across the court twenty-
one feet from the net. See lairn-tenns.

service-magazine (ser'vis-mag-a-zen*), .

Milit., a magazine for the storage of ammuni-
tion intended for immediate use. It may be con-
structed either wholly or partly under ground or entirely
above ground. Its size is regulated by the number of
rounds to be held in readiness.

service-pipe (ser'vis-pip), . A pipe, usually
of lead or iron, for the supply of water, gas,
or the like from the main to a building.
service-tree (ser'vis-tre), n. [< service* + tree.']

1. A tree, Pyrus (Sorbus) domestica, native in

continental Europe. It grows from 20 to 60 feet high,
has leaves like those of the mountain-ash, and yields a
small pear-shaped or apple-shaped fruit which, like the

medlar, is pleasant only in an overripe condition. Its

wood is hard and close-grained, and is sought after for

mill-work and other purposes being preferred to all

other woods for making the screws of wine-presses. Old
or local names are citrine and checker-tree.

2f. In some old books, apparently, the common
pear. Wild service-tree, Pyrus torminalis, native
southward in Great Britain and on the continent of Eu-
rope. It bears a fruit, which in England is locally pro-
duced for market* of similar character to that of the ser-

vice-tree. See swallow-pear, under pear'.

servicioust, a. [ME. servycyoics, < ML. servi-

tiosux, serviciosug, serving, < L. servitium, ser-

vice: see service*.'] Doing service.

Serv[yc]yowse or servyable [var. servyeyou's or servicya-
ble, servysable], obsequiosus, serriciosus, servilis.

Prompt. Pan., p. 453.

servient (ser'vi-ent), a. [< L. servien(t-)s, ppr.
ofserrire : see serve*. Cf. servant, sergeant, from
the same source.] Subordinate.

My soul is from me fled awav.
Nor has of late inform 'd my body here,
But in another's breast doth lie,

That neither is nor will be I,

As a form eeririent and assisting there.

Couiey, The Soul.

Servient tenement, in law, a tenement which is subject
to an easement in favor of another than its owner, the
dominant tenement being that to which or to the owner of
which the service is due.

serviette (ser-vi-ef), . K F. serviette, OF.
serviette = Sp. senilleta = It. salvieta, a nap-
kin : origin uncertain, the forms being discor-

dant and appar. in part perverted, (a) In one
view, orig. It., salvieta, 'that which preserves
one's garments from soiling," < salt-are, pre-
serve, save (see save*), being in F. conformed
to serrir, serve. (6) In another view (Diez),
orig. P., serviette, for "senitettt, with dim. -ette,

< OF. servit (= Pr. servit = It. serrito), pp. of

servir, serve : see serve*, (c) Orig. F., serviette,

directly < servir, serve (cf. scrviable, service-

able), T -ette. None of these explanations is

free from difficulties.] A napkin.
servile (ser'vil), a. and n. [< ME. servile, < OF.
(and F. ) servile = Pr. Sp. Pg. servil= It. servile,
< L. servilis, of a slave, servile, < servus, a
slave: see serf and serve*.] I. a. 1. Of or per-
taining to slaves or servants.

Let not the Chairman with assuming Stride
Press near the Wall, and rudely thrust thy Side :

The Laws have set him Bounds ; his servile Feet
Should ne'er encroach where Posts defend the Street.

Gay, Trivia, iii. 153.

The servile wars of Sicily, and the still more formidable
revolt of Spartacus, had shaken Italy to its centre, and
the shock was felt in every household.

/,*?/, Europ. Morals, I. 320.

2. Consisting or made up of slaves
; belonging

to the class of slaves
;
held in subjection ; de-

pendent.
Every servile groom jests at my wrongs.

Marlowe, Doctor Faustns, iv. 11.

The unfree or nerrile class is divided by Tacitus into
two : one answering to the coloni of Roman civilisation,
and the other to slaves. Stubbs, Const. Hist., 14.

The employment of servile cultivators implies an in-

equality in the shares of the arable which they cultivate
for their respective masters. Stubbs, Const. Hist., 1 14.

3. Pertaining or appropriate to a slave or de-

pendent ;
fit or proper for a slave.

Leue seniile werkis * nyce aray ;

This is the thridde comaundement.
Hymns to Virgin, etc. (E. E. T. S.), p. 104.

Yet there is nothing of rigour used by the Master to his

Slave, except it be the very meanest, such as do all sorts
of servile work. Dampier, Voyages, II. i. 141.

4. Resembling a slave or dependent; charac-
teristic or worthy of a slave ; slavish

; hence,
mean-spirited; cringing; base; lacking inde-

pendence.
Scarce their Words of Insolency were out of their

Mouths when they fell to Words of most servile Submis-
sion. Baker, Chronicles, p. 139.

serving-man
Such as our motive is our aim must be

;

If this be servile, that can ne'er be free.

(.'iiirper. Charity, 1. 588.

A servile adoption of received opinions.
Story, Oration at Cambridge, Mass., Aug. 31, 1826.

Political talent andambition.havingno sphere foraction.

steadily decay, and servile, enervating, ami A icious habits

proportionately increase. Leeky, Europ. Morals, II. 276.

5. Obedient; subject.
A breath thoil art

Servile to all the skyey influences.

Shak., M. forM., ill. 1. 9.

He is a merchant, a mere wandering merchant,
Servile to gain.

Fletcher (and another), False One, iv. 2.

6. In yriim., of secondary or subordinate char-

acter; not independent, bvjt answering an or-

thographic purpose.
One of the three is ... a weak or servile letter, hardly

more than a hiatus.

Whitney, Lang, and Study of Lang., p. 302.

Case relations are denoted by added syllables, some of
which retain their form and sense as independent words,
and others have been degraded into servile particles.
JohnAvery, Trans. Amer. Philol. Ass., XVI., App. , p. xvii.

II. . 1. A slave; a menial.
From his foot, in sign of degradation, sprang the Sudra,

or serviles, Jooraed to menial duties.

L. Wallace, Ben-Hur, p. 19.

2. In gram., a servile element, whether sound
or character; a non-radical element,

servilely (ser'vil-li), adv. In a servile manner,
in any sense of the word servile.

servileness (ser'vil-nes), n. Same as servility.

servilism (ser'vil-izm), . [< servile + -ism.]
The existence of a servile class, regarded as an
institution. . [Recent.]
The remnants of domination and of servilism fin the

southern United States] will soon take themselves hence.

Congregatianalist, Nov. 17, 1880.

servility (ser-vil'j-ti), . [< F. servilite = Sp.
servilidad = Pg. servilidade = It. serviiita ; < L.
as if 'servilita(t-)s, < servilis, servile: see ser-

vile.] The state or character of being servile.

Especially (o) The condition of a slave or bondman;
slavery.

To be a queen in bondage is more vile

Than is a slave in base servility.

Shak., 1 Hen. VI., v. 3. 113.

Servility with freedom to contend.

Milton, P. L., vi. 109.

(b) Mean submission ; baseness
; slavishness

; obsequious-
ness

;
slavish deference.

This unhappy servility to custom.
Government of the Tongue.

Loyalty died away into servility.

Macaulay, Hallam's Const. Hist.

The servility and heart burnings of repining poverty.
Irving, Knickerbocker, p. 161.

A desire to conform to middle-class prejudices may pro-
duce quite as real a servility as the patronage of aristocra-
cies or of courts. Lecky, Eng. in 18th Cent., ill.

serving (ser'ving), n. [Verbal n. of serve*, .]

1. Same as service*, 1. 2. Naut., same as ser-

vice*, 17.

The core travels through another set of machines, which
first wrap it with a thick serving of tarred jute.

Scribner's Mag., VIII. 403.

serving-board (ser'ving-bord), . Xaut., a
piece of hard wood fitted with a handle, used
for serving spun-yarn on small ropes.
The second mate . . . has charge of the boatswain's

locker, which includes serving-boards, marline spikes, etc.

R. H. Dana, Jr., Before the Mast, p. 12.

serving-maid (ser'ving-mad), n. A female ser-

vant.

serving-mallet (ser'ving-mal'et), n. Naut., a

semicylindrical piece of wood, fitted with a

handle, and having a groove on one side to fit

a, serving-mallet: &,
" wonned" rope

"
parceled" with canvas;

f, serving-yarn.

the convexity of a rope. It is used for con-
venience in serving ropes, or wrapping them
round with spun-yarn, etc., to prevent chafing.
Serving-man (ser'ving-man), N. 1. A male
servant; a menial.

If ye will be a Seruin/tman,
With attendaunce doe begin,

Bailees Book (E. E. T. S. ), p. 82.



serving-man
Where 's the cook ? is supper ready ? ... the serving-men

in their new fustian? Shak., 1. of the S., iv. 1. 49.

2f. A professed lover. See servant, 4.

A serving-man, proud in heart and mind, that curled

my hair, wore gloves in my cap, served the lust of my
mistress' heart Shak., Lear, iii. 4. 87.

serviOUSt, . [< ME. m-rri/mcue, < OF. xerveux,

serving (used as a noun), < neifir, serve: see
.srm- 1

.] Obsequjous. Prompt. Parr., p. 453.

servisablet, seryiset. Middle English forms of

m-rricriihle, service 1
.

Servite (ser'vlt), . [< ML. Scrritx (also called
Ki-rri beatse Mariee), < L. senus, servant : see

serf, serve 1
.'} One of a mendicant order of

monks and nuns, entitled the Religious Servants
of the Holy Virgin, founded in Italy in the thir-

teenth century, and following the Augustine
rule. By Innocent VIII. it was granted privi-

leges and prerogatives equal to those enjoyed
by the other mendicant orders,

servitium (ser-vish'i-um), n. [L. : see service1 .]

In law, service
;
servitude.

servitor (ser'vi-tor), . [Early mod. E. also

servitour; < ME. servitOHr, servytour, < OF. ser-

ritour, serviteur, < F. serviteur = Pr. Sp. Pg. ser-

vidor= It. servidore, servitore,<. LL. servitor, one
who serves, < L. sereire, serve : see serve1.] One
who serves or attends; a subordinate; a fol-

lower; an adherent.
"No 'maister,' sire," quod he, "but servitour."

Chaucer, Suminoner's Tale, 1. 485.

Come, I have heard that fearful commenting
Is leaden servitor to dull delay.

Shak., Rich. HI., iv. 3. 52.

His words (by what I can expresse) like so many nimble
and airy servitors trip about him at command.

Milton, Apology for Smectymnuus.
Specifically (a) A male domestic servant

; a menial.

Se that ye haue seruytours semely the dlsches for to
here. Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 163.

There sat the lifelong creature of the house,
Loyal, the dumb old servitor.

Tennyson, Lancelot and Elaine.

(6t) One who serves in the army ; a soldier.

Of these souldiers thus trained the Isle it selfe is able
to bring forth into the field 4000. And at the instant of
all assaies appointed there bee three thousand more of
most expert and practiced servitours out of Hampshire.

Holland, tr. of Camden, p. 275. (Davies.)

I have been a poor servitor by sea and land any time
this fourteen years, and followed the fortunes of the best
commanders in Christendom.

B. Jonson, Every Man in his Humour, ii. 2.

(<:) Formerly, in Oxford University, an undergraduate who
was partly supported by the college funds, who was distin-

guished by peculiar dress, and whose duty it was to wait
at table on the fellows and gentlemen commoners. This
class of scholars no longer exists, and practically has not
existed for a century. The statement of Thackeray below
is inexact, inasmuch as the Oxford servitors did not corre-

spond to the Cambridge sizars, but to the subsizars.

The term subsizar became forgotten, and the sizar was
supposed to be the same as the servitor.

Gentleman's Magazine for 1787, p. 1147.

The unlucky boys who have no tassels to their caps are
called sizars servitors at Oxford (a very pretty and gen-
tleman-like title). A distinction is made in their clothes

becaus/ they are poor ; for which reason they wear a

badge/bf poverty, and are not allowed to take their meals
with their fellow-students. Thackeray, Book of Snobs, xiii.

(dt) One who
professes duty or service : formerly used in

phrases of civility.

With a constant Perseverance of my hearty desires to
serve your Lordship, I rest, my Lord, Your most humble
Servitor. Howell, Letters, I. vi. 23.

servitorship (ser'yi-tor-ship), w. [< servitor +
-ship.] The position of a servitor. See servi-

tor (c).

Dr. Johnson, by his interest with Dr. Adams, master of
Pembroke College, Oxford, where he was educated for
some time, obtained a servitorship for young M'Aulay.

Boswell, Tour to the Hebrides.

servitude (s6r'vi-tud), n. [< ME. scrvitute, <
OF. servitute, servituit, servitu, servitude, F. ser-
vitude = Pr. servitut = OSp. servitud = Pg. ser-

vidSo = It. seri'itil, < L. servitudo (-din-), mixed
in Rom. with servitu(t-)s, servitude, < servus, a
slave: see serf, serve1.] 1. The condition of a
slave or servant; the state of subjection to a
master; slavery; bondage.
Jeroboam and all Israel came and spake to Rehoboam,

saying, . . . Ease thou somewhat the grievous servitude
of thy father, and his heavy yoke that he put upon us.

2 Cnron. x. 4.

You would have sold your king to slaughter,
His princes and his peers to servitude.

Shak., Hen. V., ii. 2. 171.

To the victor, it was supposed, belonged the lives of his

captives; and. by consequence, he might bind them in

perpetual servitude. Sumner, Orations, I. 214.

The right of the citizens of the United States to vote
shall not be denied or abridged by the United States or
any State on account of race, color, or previous condition
of servitude. Const, of U. S., 15th Amendment, 1.

2. Menial service or condition.
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Sheila . . . devoted all her time to waiting upon her
two guests, until Lavender could scarcely eat, through
the embarrassment produced by her noble sermtude.

W. Black, A Princess of Thulc, v.

3. Compulsory service or labor, such as a crim-
inal has to undergo as a punishment: as, penal
wrritude. See penal.
When you were a little familiar with colonial phraseol-

ogy you at once understood that . . . Giles had "left his

country for his country'! good," not of his own free will,
anil was what was called a "free by servitude man "

i. e.,
a convict whose sentence of transportation had expired.

Nineteenth Century, XXVI. 705.

4. Service rendered in duty performed in the

army or navy. Compare service1
,
6. [Specific

Anglo-Indian use.] 5. A state of spiritual,
moral, or mental bondage or subjection ;

com-
pulsion ; subordination.

In greet lordshipe, if I wel avyse,
Ther is greet servitute in sondry wyse :

I may nat don as euery plowman may.
Chaucer, Clerk's Tale, 1. 742.

Though it is necessary that some persons in the world
should be in love with a splendid servitude, yet certainly
they must be much beholding to their own fancy that they
can be pleased at it. South.

6f. Servants collectively.
After him a cumbrous train

Of herds and flocks, and numerous servitude.

Milton, P. L., xiL 132.

7. In law, the burden of an easement
; the con-

dition of a tenement which is subject to some
right of enjoyment by another than the owner
of the tenement, in virtue of his ownership of
another tenement. (See easement.) inRomanlaw,
a right to use or deal with, in a given and definite man-
ner, a thing belonging to another. As to real estate, it is

nearly equivalent or correlative to the easement of the
common law, except that it also embraces rights to take
the fruits of the servient estate, which in English law are
not called easements, but profits d prendre. Affirmative
servitude. See negative servitude, below. Discontinu-
ous servitude, In law, an easement which consists in the
right to perform a series of distinct acts, as a right of way
or of common, or the servitude answering thereto, such
as cannot be enjoyed but by the intervention of man : dis-

tinguished from a continuous servitude, which consists in
a constant servitude, or in the reservation of some char-
acteristic of the servient tenement, as a right of view or
a right to a watercourse. Negative servitude, a servi-
tude or easement which consists in the right merely to
restrict the enjoyment of the owner of the servient tene-

ment, as distinguished from one which entitles one to do
an act which without the existence of the easement would
be a positive wrong to the owner of that tenement. Thus,
the right to receive light and air by windows over the
land of another is a negative servitude, whereas the right
to discharge water upon the land of another is an affirma-
tive servitude. Personal servitude, a right constituted
over a subject in favor of a person, without reference
to possession or property. Predial servitude, a right
constituted over one subject or tenement enjoyed by the
owner of another subject or tenement. Predial servi-
tudes are either rural or urban, according as they affect
land or houses. The usual rural servitudes are passage
or road, or the right which a person has to pass over
another's land; pasture, or the right to send cattle to

graze on another's land ; fail and divot, or the right to
cut turf and peats on another's land ; aqueduct, or the
right to have a stream of water conveyed through ano-
ther's land ; thirlage, or the right to have other people's
corn sent to one's own mill to be ground. Urban servi-
tudes consist chiefly in the right to use a party-wall, or
a common drain, or to have the rain from one's roof

drop on another's land or house ; the right to prevent an-
other from building so as to obstruct the windows of one's
house ; the right of the owner of a flat above to have his
flat supported by the flat beneath, etc. =Syn. 1. Serfdom,
thraldom, vassalage, peonage. 1 and 3. Servitude, Slavery,
Bondage. These words express involuntary subjection,
and are in the order of strength. Servitude is the general
word, its application to voluntary service being obsolete.

Slavery emphasizes the completeness and the degradation
of the state. Bondage, literally the state of being bound,
is used chiefly in elevated style or figurative senses : as,
bondage to appetite ; Egyptian bondage. Servitude is the
only one of these words that applies to compulsory and

unpaid service required as a legal penalty ; the phrase pe-
nal servitude is very common. See serf and captivity.

servituret (ser'vi-tur), n. [< ML. servitura, ser-

vice, < L. servire, "serve: see serve1.] 1. The
condition of servant or slave

; slavery. [Rare.]
A very serviture of Egypt is to be in danger of these pa-

pistic bishops. Bp. Bale, Select Works, p. 179.

2. Servants collectively; the whole body of
servants in a family. [Rare.]
The chorus of shepherds prepare resistance in their mas-

ter's defence, calling the rest of the serviture.

Milton, Plan of a Tragedy called Sodom.

3. Same as servitor (c). [Erroneous use.]
Trim 's a Critick

;
I remember him a Serviture at Oxon.

Steele, Grief A-la-Mode, ii. 1.

servitus (ser'vi-tus), n. [LL., service, servi-
tude : see servitude.] In Bom. late, the right of
a person not the owner of the thing to use it or
have it serve his interest in a particular man-
ner not wholly exclusive, but by way of excep-
tion to the general power of exclusive use be-

longing to the owner.
servt. An abbreviation of servant.

Sesamum

servulatet (ser'vu-lat), v. i. [< L. serrulits, a

young servant (dim. of xcrctis, a slave, servant),
+ -te2.] To do obsequious service. [A eu-

phiiistic use.]
Bri. I embrace their loves.

Eyre. Which we'll repay with servulating.
Fletcher (and another), Elder Brother (ed. 1637), i. 2.

servycet, . A Middle English form of service.

sest, A Middle English form of cease.

sesame (ses'a-me), H. [ME. syxrtme; < OF.
sesame, sisamc, F. sesame = Sp. sesamo = Pg.
sesamo = It. sesamo, sisamo = D. sesam(-knrid)
= G. Sw. Dan. sesam, < L. setiumum, sisanmm,
sesama, neut., sesima, sesuma, f. (= Turk. *<-

sdtn, susam), sesame, < Gr. oqaa/iov, Laconian

aarifiov, neut., the seed or fruit of the sesame-

plant, the plant itself, ar/ad/a/, {., the sesame-

plant. Cf. Ar. simnim, > Pers. simsim = Hind.

samsam, sesame. The E. word is pronounced
as if directly from the Gr. or/ad/i?/.] An annual
herbaceous plant, Sesamum Iridicutn (S. orien-

tate), widely cultivated and naturalized in trop-
ical and subtropical countries. Itsvaluelies chiefly
in its seeds, from which is expressed the gingili-, sesame-,
or til-oil. The seeds are also variously used as food. The
oil in large doses is laxative, and the leaves when macer-
ated yield a mucilaginous remedy, useful in cholera iti-

fantum, dysentery, etc. The plant is simple of culture,
and thrives in sterile soil. It is somewhat grown in the
southern United States. Also called benne.

Sysame in fatte soil and gravel is sowe,
Sex sester in oon acre lande is throwe.

Palladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 181.

Open sesame, the charm by which the door of the rob-
bers' dungeon in the tale of "Ali Baba and the Forty
Thieves" (in the "Arabian Nights' Entertainments") flew

open ; hence, a specific for gaining entrance into any
place, or means of exit from it.

It [a poet's philosophy] is rather something which is

more energetic in a word than in a whole treatise, and
our hearts unclose themselves instinctively at its simple
Open sesame! Lowell, Among my Books, 2d ser., p. 237.

Sesameae (se-sa'me-e), n. pi. [NL. (A. P. de

Candolle, 1819), < Sesamum + -ex.] A tribe of

gamopetalous plants, of the order Pedalineee.
It is characterized by a two-celled ovary divided into four
cells by false partitions, each cell containing numerous
ovules. It includes 4 genera, chiefly African and tropical,
of which Sesamum is the type.

sesame-oil (ses'a-me-oil), . Oil of sesamum.
See sesame and oil.

sesaminet (ses'a-min), a. [< F. sesnmin, < L.

sesaminus, < Gr. nrjnafiivof, of sesame (iAcuw ari-

cdfuvov, sesame-oil), < ofaa/tov, m/odfiy, sesame:
see sesame.] Derived from sesame.

They [Brachmanes] were annointed with Sesamine oyle,
wherewith, and with hony, they tempered their bread.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 454.

sesamoid (ses'a-moid), a. and n. [Cf. L. sesa-

moides, & plant resembling sesame ; < Gr.

/loeiffa, like sesame or its seeds, < ar/ad/jov,

sesame,+ tMof, form.] I. a. Having the shape
of a grain of sesame: especially applied in

anatomy to small independent osseous or car-

tilaginous bodies occurring in tendinous struc-
tures Sesamoid bones, bony nodules developed in
tendons where they pass over an angular projection. The
patella, in the tendon of the quadriceps extensor, is the
largest in the human body. Sesamoid cartilage of tlie

larynx, a small cartilaginous nodule occasionally devel-
oped at the side of each arytenoid, near the tip, in the peri-
chondrium. Sesamoid cartilages, cartilaginous nod-
ules which develop in tendons under the same conditions
as do the sesamoid bones. Sesamoid flbrocartllages.
Same as seta-moid cartilage*. Sesamoid nasal carti-
lages, small nodules of cartilage found on the upper mar-
gin of the alar cartilages. Also called epactal cartilages.

II. H. In anat., a bone developed in the ten-
don of a muscle at or near a joint ;

a scleroskel-
etal ossification, usually of a nodular shape.
The largest sesamoid of the human body is the patella
or kneepan. Smaller sesamoids. in pairs, are normally
developed in the metacarpophalangeal and metatarso-
phalangeal joints of the inner digits (thumb and great toe),
and in the black races of men, and many other animals, at
these joints of all the digits. Sesamoids may be devel-
oped at any joint, as the shoulder-joint of some birds. The
so-called navicular bone of the horse's foot is a sesamoid.
See cuts under Artiodactyla, hand, hoof, knee-joint, Perisso-

dactyla, pisiform, scapholunar, and solidungulate.

sesamoidal (ses-a-moi'dal), a. [< sesamoid +
-at.] Same as sesamoid.

sesamoiditis (ses'a-moi-di'tis), . [NL., < sesa-
moid + -itis.] Disease of the sesamoid bones
and enveloping tissues situated behind the

metacarpophalangeal or metatarsophalangeal
articulation (fetlock) in the horse.

Sesamum (ses'a-mum), . [NL. (Linnasus,
1753), < L. sesamum, < Gr. m/aauov, sesame : see

Ki'xiiine.] A genus of gamopetalous plants, type
of the tribe Sesameir in the order Pedalinese.
It is characterized by flowers with a corolla-tube curved
down and dilated above a short oblique base, terminating
in a somewhat two-lipped limb; with a regular ovary
which becomes a usually four-angled oblong capsule, par-
tially loculicidal, and at the apex unarmed, compressed,



Sesamnm
ami obtuse or shortly acuminate. There are 9 or 10 species,
all natives of tropical or southern Africa, though one, S.

Indicum, is thought by some
to be of Asiatic origin. They
are erect or prostrate herbs
with a rough and gummy
surface. They bear opposite
leaves below, alternate above,
and either entire or cleft. The
pale or violet flowers are soli-

tary in the axils. The one im-

portant species is 5. Indicum,
the sesame, widely natural-
ized and cultivated. See seta-

me, and cut under benne. Oil
ofsesamum. See sesame and
oil.

sesban (ses'ban), n. [<
F. sesban, < Ar. seiseban,

saisabdn, < Pers. sisaban,
the plant Scsbania JEgyp-
tiaca.] A plant, Ses-

liania Mjyptiaca, native

throughout the tropics
of the Old World. It is an elegant but soft-

wooded and short-lived shrub, from 6 to 10 feet

high. Also called ji/ntce.

Sesbania (ses-ba'ni-k), . [NL. (Persoon, 1807),
< sesban, q. v.] A genus of leguminous plants,
of the tribe Galegeee and subtribe Rnbiniex.
It is characterized by a beardless style with a small stig-

ma, and a long linear and compressed roundish or four-

winged pod which is within divided by cross-partitions
between the seeds. There are about 30 species, widely
dispersed through warm regions of both hemispheres.
They are herbs or shrubs, or small short-lived trees, bear-

ing abruptly pinnate leaves with numerous and entire

leaflets, and loose axillary racemes of yellow, white, or

purplish flowers on slender pedicels. They are known
as swamp pea-tree. S. maerocarpa, a smooth annual of
the southern United States, bears very slender pendulous
and curving pods about a foot long, and yellow and red

purple-dotted flowers ; it is thought to be the source of
the fiber known as Colorado-ricer hemp. For S. ^Kiji/pti-

aca, see sesban and jyntee. For other species, see pea-tree,
2, and dhunchee.

sescuncia (ses-kun'shi-a), n. [L., < sesqui-, one
half more, + unria, an ounce: see ounce 1

.] In
Bom. antiq., a weight of an ounce and a half;
in the sextantal system of coinage, a piece of

one and a half ounces, or one eighth of an as.

sescuple (ses'ku-pl), n. In one, pros., same as
hemioUc.

sese 1
!, i>. A Middle English spelling of seize.

sese2t, v. A Middle English form of cease.

sescli (ses'e-li), . [Formerly also seselie, sis-

ley, cicely (see cicely); < OF. seseli, sesel, F. se-

seli = Sp. Pg. It. seseli, < L. sesclis, < Gr. oeacfa,

ereerc/Uf, also attj, name of a plant, Tordylium offl-

cinale, or, according to others, of several um-
bellifers of different genera, one of them Sescli

tortuosum.] 1. A plant of the genus Seseli;

cicely. See cicely. 2. [cap.] [NL. (Linnaeus,
1737).] A genus of umbelliferous plants, type
of the tribe Seseliucee and subtribe Euseselese.
It is characterized by flowers with broad petals notched
and deeply inflexed at the apex, and smooth, woolly, or

bristly beakless fruit with mostly solitary oil-tubes, and
obtuse and nearly equal primary ridges, but without
corky thickening or secondary ridges. There are about
60 species, or only 40 which are clearly distinct, natives
of north temperate regions of the Old World, with 2 in
mountains of Australia. They are usually smooth peren-
nials with erect branching stems, tall or slender or rigid,

bearing ternately dissected leaves with narrow and often

thread-shaped segments. The white flowers are disposed
in compound umbels, usually with numerous undivided
bracts and bractlets, and often with prominent calyx-teeth,
an unusual feature in the order. Some species are known
as meadow-saxifrage and as hartwort. (Compare cicely.) S.

Hippomarathrum is known as horse-poppy and horse-fennel.

Seselinese (ses-e-liu'e-e), n. pi. [NL. (Koch,
1824), < Seseli + -ineee.] A large tribe of poly-
petalous plants, of the order Umbelliferse. it is

characterized by a fruit which is roundish in transverse
section or compressed on the back, with a broad commis-
sure, without conspicuous secondary ridges, and with its

lateral ridges either distinct or united into a nerve-like or
corky margin, but not dilated. It includes about 46 gen-
era, principally of the Old World, classed in 7 subtribes,
of which Seseli, Thecovtrpus, Cachrys, (Enanthe, Schulteia,
Selinum, and Angelica, are the types. See also Fcenicu-
lum, Prangos, Sttaus, Ligusticum, and Thaspium.
Sesha (sa'sha), n. [< Skt. yesha.] In Hind,
myth., the king of the serpents, with a thousand
heads, on which the world rests, and on which
Vishnu reclines while asleep: it was also used
as a rope in churning the ocean.
Sesia (se'shi-a), n. [NL. (Fabricius, 1775), < Gr.
afc (gen. ffeof, later arrrof), a moth.] A notable
genus of clear-winged moths, typical of the
family Sesiidse. it contains small or medium-sized
species, with antennae slightly thickened externally, or
with a brush of hair at the tip. The fore wings have two
or three clear spots, and the hind wings are hyaline. Most
of the European and North American species of the fam-
ily belong to this genus, .fjyeria is a synonym.
Sesiades (se-si'a-dez), . pi. [NL., < Scsia +
-ades.] A division of sphinxes, approximately
equivalent to the modern family Sexiidie.
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sesiid (ses'i-id), a. and n. I. a. Of or pertain-
ing to the family Sesiidse.

II. M. A moth of the family Sexiiilii:

Sesiidae (sf-si'i-de). n.pl. [NL. (Speyer, 1843,
as Sesidse)', < Sesia + -irfa?.] Same as JEgerUdeB.
Sesiidx is adopted by most late writers. AIsoSm'*?(Hub-
ner. 1816), Sesiariw (Boisduval, 1829), Sesiatiea (Graven-
horst, 1843), Sesiades, and Sesiadse.

Sesleria (ses-le'ri-a), . [NL. (Scopoli, 1771'),

named after L. Sesl'cr, a botanist of the 18th cen-

tury.] A genus of grasses of the tribe Festuccse,

type of the subtribe Sealeries'. It is characterized

by two- to six-flowered spikelets crowded into globose or

cylindrical spike-like panicles, and by usually three- to

five-nerved flowering glumes which are toothed or pointed
or short-awned. There are about 10 species, natives of

Europe and western Asia. They are perennial turf-form-

ing grasses with flat or convolute leaves, and usually with
short bluish or silvery-shining spikes. See moor-grass.

sesonH, and r.. A Middle English form of

season.

SCSOn'-'t, ". A Middle English form of seizin.

sesount, A Middle English form of season.

sesourst, A Middle English form of scissors.

sesqui- (ses'kwi). [=F. Sp. Pg. It. xexqui-, < L.

sesqui-, usually as a prefix, rarely as an inde-

pendent word, also xesque, one half more, more
by one half; perhaps contracted < "semisqite, <

semis, a half (see semi-), + -que (= Gr. Kai),

and.] A Latin prefix, meaning 'one half
more' that is, an amount equal to one and a
half times some unit, as in sesquitone ; or an
amount equal to a unit plus some part of itself,

as in sesquialtera, sesquitertia, etc. (a) In them.,
it is used to designate compounds in which there are one
and a half times as many atoms or radicals of one mem-
ber of the compound as of the other : thus, sesquioxid of

iron is an oxid containing two atoms of iron to three of oxy-
gen. (6) In arith., it expresses asuperparticular ratio that
is, a ratio in which the greater term contains the less once,
and one aliquot part over: thus, the ratio of 3 to 2 Is ses-

quialteral, that of 4 to 3 sesquitertial, that of 5 to 4 sesqui-
quartal, etc. But these words are rare In an English form.

Thus, T. Hills in 1600 writes : "If the quotient be U then
it is named sesquialtera, if \\ then sesquiterlia, if 11 then

sesquiquarta, if 1 then sesquiquinta, and so foorth infinite-

ly, which names cannot be englished otherwise but thus,
once and a halfe, once and a third, once and a quarter,
once and a lift, etc."

sesquialter (ses-kwi-al'ter), H. [NL., < L. ses-

quialter, one half more, < sesqui-, one half more,
+ alter, another.] In cntom., a large spot in-

closing a smaller one
;
a sesquiocellus.

sesquialtera (ses-kwi-al'te-ra), n. [L., fern, of

sesquialter, one half more :' see sesquialter.] In
music: (a) An interval having the ratio l:li or
2 : 3 that is, a perfect fifth. (6) A rhythm in

which three minims are made equal to a pre-
ceding two. Compare hemiolia. (c) In organ-
building, a variety of mixture.

sesquialteral (ses-kwi-al'te-ral), a. [< L. ses-

quuilter, one half more (see sesquialter), + -al.]

One and a half more; pnehalf more. Specifically
(a) In math.

, noting a ratio where one quantity or number
contains another once and a half as much more : thus, the
ratio 9 to 6 is sesquialteral, (b) In bot., noting that there
is half as much more as the number of some other part to
which a given part bears special relation, as where the sta-

mens are one half as many more as the petals or sepals, or
that a fertile flower is accompanied by an abortive one, as
in some grasses; also, noting a large fertile floret accom-
panied by a small abortive one. (c) In entom., noting any
part or ornament which is accompanied by another half
as large, or much smaller as (1) an ocellated spot having
a smaller one close to it, the two being generally inclosed

by a common ring of color (also called sesquialter and
zeftquiocellus) ', (2) a colored band crossing both of the out-

spread wings, and accompanied on either the primary or
the secondary wing alone by another band ; or (3) a cell or
areolet of the wing to which a much smaller one is ap-
pended.

sesquialterate (ses-kwi-al'te-rat), a. [< L. ses-

quialtei', one half more, + -ate1 .] Same as ses-

quialteral.

sesquialterous (ses-kwi-al'te-rus), a. [< L. ses-

quiaJter, one half more, + -out!.] Same as ses-

quialteral.

sesquibasic (ses-kwi-ba'sik), a. [< L. sesqui-,
one half more, + basis, a base : see basic.] In

client., noting a salt containing one and a half

equivalents of the base for each equivalent of

acid.

sesquiduple (ses-kwi-du'pl), a. [< L. sesqui- +
E. duple: a modern irregular formation.] Of
three and a half times.

sesquiduplicate (ses-kwi-dii'pli-kat), a. [< L.

sesqiti- + E. duplicate.] Being in the ratio of

2i to 1, or 5 to 2.

sesquih. In med., an abbreviation of L. sesqui-
hnra, an hour and a half.

sesquinona (ses-kwi-no'na). n. [< L. sesqui-,
one half more, + nonus, ninth : see none2 .] In
in unic, an interval having the ratio 1 : 1J or 9 : 10

that is, a lesser major second.

sesquinonal (ses-kwi-no'nal), a. [As sesquino-
na + -al.] Being in the ratio of 10 to 9.

sesquisextal

sesquiocellus (ses'kwi-o-sel'us), .; pi. x

<><< Hi (-1). [< L. sesqui-, one half more, + uri'l-

IHX, a little eye : see ocellus.] In cntom., a large
ocellate spot which has a smaller one within it,

as on the wings of certain butterflies; a sesqui-
alter. See sesquialteral (c) (I).

sesquioctava (ses"kwi-ok-ta'va), H. [< LL. set-

i/iiinrtiiva. fern. ofsesquioctavus,<. li.gesqui-, one
half more, + octants, eighth: see oetarc.] In

music, an interval having the ratio 1 : H or 8 : 9
that is, a greater major second.

sesquioctaval (ses-kwi-ok'ta-val), a. [As ses-

qiiiorttira + -al.] Being in the"ratio of 9 to H.

sesquioxid, sesquioxide (ses-kwi-ok'sid, -sid

or -sid), n. [< nesqiti- + oxid.] A compound
of oxygen and another element in the propor-
tion of three atoms of oxygen to two of the
other: as, iron nesquioxid, Fe2O3.
sesquipedal (ses'kwi-ped-al), a. and n. [< L.

tie.it/nijn-datix, of a foot and' a half, < sexqiii-, one
half more, -t- pes (ped-) = E./oot: see pedal.]
1. a. Same as sesquipedalian.

Fustian, big sesquipedal words.

Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 660

II. H. A person or thing a foot and a half

high. [Bare.]
I am but a sesquipedal [compared with the gianta of the

club], having only six foot and a half of stature.

Addison, Spectator, No. 108.

sesquipedalian (ses'kwi -pe-da'lian), a. [<

s(quij>edal + -ian.] 1. Containing or measur-

ing a foot and a half: as, a sesqui/ii'iltilian pyg-
my: often humorously said of long words, in

translation of Horace's sesquipedaUa verba

(words a foot and a half long).
This " ornate style

"
introduced sesquipedalian Latin-

isms, words of immense dimensions, that could not hide
then- vacuity of thought.

1. D'Israeli, Amen, of Lit., I. 195.

2. Addicted to the use of long words.

The words gathered size like snow-balls, and toward
the end of her letter Miss Jenkyns used to become quite
sesquipedalian. Mrs. (Jaslcell, C'ranford, v.

sesquipedalianism (ses"kwi-pe-da'lian-izm),
n. [<T sesquipedalian + -ism.] The condition
of being sesquipedalian ;

the practice of using,
or fondness for using, long words

; also, a long
word, or a style abounding in long words.

Are not these masters of hypernolysyllabic sesquipeda-
lianism using proper language ? F. Hall, Mod. Eng. , p. 39.

sesquipedalism (ses-kwi-ped'al-izm), w. [<

sesquipedal + -ism.] Same as sesquipedaliatt-
ism.

The era of galvanized sesquipedalism and sonorous ca-

dences, inaugurated by Johnson.
F. Hall, Mod. Eng., p. 148.

sesquipedality (ses'kwi-pf-dal'j-ti), n. [< *<?*-

quipeaai + -ity.] 1. The condition or property
of being sesquipedalian ; hence, the condition
of being over-large.

Imagine to yourself a little squat, niiconrtly figure of a
Doctor Slop, of about four feet and a half perpendicular
height, with a breadth of back, and a sesquipedality of

belly, which might have done honour to a Serjeant in

the horse-guards. Sterne, Tristram Shandy, ii. 9.

2. The practice of using long words.

sesquiplicate (ses-kwip'li-kat), a. [< L. sesqui-

plex (-j>lic-), taken one and a half times, < ses-

qui-, one half more, + plicare, pp. plictitus, fold :

see plicate.] Noting the ratio of a cube to a

square : as, the sesquiplicate proportion of the

periodical times of the planets.

sesquiquadrate (ses-kwi-kwod'rat), . [< L.

sesqui-, one half more, + quadratus, square:
see quadrate.] In astrol., an aspect of two
planets when distant from each other 135, or
a quadrant and a half.

sesquiquarta (ses-kwi-kwar'ta), w. [< L. sesqui-,
one half more, + quartus, fourth: see quart 1

.]

In music, an interval haying the ratio 1:1J or
4:5 that is, a major third.

sesquiquartal (ses-kwi-kwar'tal), a. [As ses-

quiquarta + -al.] Being in the ratio of 5 to 4.

sesquiquinta (ses-kwi-kwin'ta), n. [< L. ses-

qui-, one half more, + quintus,"fifth.] In miixii;

au interval having the ratio 1:1J or5:6 that

is, a minor third.

sesquiquintal (ses-kwi-kwin'tal), a. [As ses-

quiquinta + -al.] Being in the ratio of 6 to 5.

sesquiquintile (ses-kwi-kwin'til), . At a dis-

tance in the zodiac of about 108. [Bare.]

sesquiseptimal (ses-kwi-sep'ti-mal), a. [< L.

sesqui-, one half more, + xeptimiix, seventh, +
-al.] Being in the ratio of 8 to 7.

sesquisextal (sos-kwi-seks'tal), a. [< L. senqiii-.

one half more, + xcj'tux, sixth, + -al.] Being
ill the ratio of 7 to 6.



sesquisulphid

sesquisulphid, sesquisulphide (sos-kwi-sul'-

fid, -fid or -fid), it. [< xexqui- + snli>lii<l.] A
basic compound of sulphur with some other ele-

ment in the proportion of three atoms of sul-

phur to two of the other element.

sesquitertia (ses-kwi-ter'shia), n. [NL., < L.

."c.ii/iiitertia, fora, of xi-xqniu rtiim, containing one
and a third, bearing the ratio of four to three,
< sesqui-. one half more, + trrtinx, third, < tres,

three.] In music, an interval having the ratio

1 : Ijv or 3:4 that is, a perfect fourth.

sesquitertial (ses-kwi-ter'shal), a. [As sesqui-
tertin + -/il.] Same as sesqui tertian.

sesquitertian (ses-kwi-ter'shan), a. [As ses-

i/i/iti'/-liii
4- -an.] Being in the ratio of 4 to 3.

sesquitertianal (ses-kwi-ter'shan-al), a. [<

sesquitertian + -al.] Same as sesquitertian.

sesquitone (ses'kwi-ton), n. [< L. sesqui-, one
half more, + tonus, tone.] In music, a minor
third that is, an interval equal to a tone and a
half.

sessH(ses), v. t. [Also misspelled cess; byapher-
esis from assess : see assess and cess2 .] To as-

sess; tax.

The Grecians were contented a tax should be levied,
and that every city should be reasonably sessed accord-

ing to their wealth and ability.

North, tr. of Plutarch, p. 285.

BOSS 1
(ses), n. [Also misspelled cess ; < sessl,

cess2
,
v. : see cess2

, assess.] A tax.

sessa (ses), . [Perhaps a variant form and par-
ticular use of suss, soss, as in cesspool : see soss,

cesspool.] In soap-making, one of a number of

rectangular frames which are fitted one on an-

other, and secured together with screw-rods so
as to form a kind of well, in which the soap is

left to cool and solidify.
sessat (ses'a), interj. [A variant of sa sa, < D.
sa.' sa.' "come on, cheer up, quickly: an in-

terjection much used to stir up fighting dogs
"

(Sewel); a repetition of the sibilant syllable
sa, come on ! used to excite or encourage dogs,
etc.] A word used by Shakspere with uncer-
tain and disputed meaning.

Let the world slide : sessa !

Shak., T. of the 8., Ind., i. a
Still through the hawthorn blows the cold wind. . . .

Dolphin, my boy, my boy, sessa ! let him trot by.
Shak., Lear, iii. 4. 104.

sessile (ses'il), a. [= F. sessile = Sp. scsil

= Pg. sessil = It. sessile; < L. sessilis, pertain-
ing to sitting, < sedere, pp. sessus, sit: see se-

dent, session.] 1. In bot., attached without

any sensible projecting support ; sitting di-

rectly on the body to which it belongs without
a support ;

attached by the base : as, a sessile

1. Sessile Flower of Trillium sessile. 2. Sessile Leaves of Uvttlarin
Sfssili/olfa.

leaf, one issuing directly from the main stem
or branch without a petiole or footstalk ;

a ses-

sile flower, one having no peduncle; a sessile

stigma, one without a style, as in the poppy.
2. In zool. and anat. : (a) Seated flat or low

;

fixed by a broad base
;
not stalked or peduncu-

lated.

Such outgrowths ... are at first sessile, but become
elongated. Quain, Med. Diet., p. 12.

(6) Fixed
;
not free

; sedentary. [Rare.]
It is now important to observe that great numbers of

centrifugal animals are sedentary or sessile, while the lon-

gitudinal are vagrant, moving from place to place.
E. D. Cope, Origin of the Fittest, p. 193.

(r) Specifically, in Crustacea: (1) Having no
peduncle, as a cirriped ; belonging to the Sex-

silia. (2) Having no stalk or ophthalmite, as
an eye. (d) In conch., having no stalk or om-
matophore, as an eye. (e) In entom., not petio-
late, as an abdomen. (/) In Hydroida, not de-
tachable or separable, as a gonophore.
sessile-eyed (ses'il-id). . Having sessile eyes,
(a) Edriophthalmous, as a crustacean : opposed to stalk-

eyed. See Arthrostraca. (V) Basommatophorous ; not sty-
lommatophorous, as a gastropod.
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Sessiliat (so-sil'i-a), n. pi. [NL., neut. pi. of

L. sessilis, pertaining to sitting: see sessile.]

1. A group of fixed rotifers; the Flosculariidse

and MtUaertidte: opposed to Natantia. See
Pedata. 2. In Lamarck's classification (1801-
1812), one of two orders of Cirripedia, dis-

tinguished from Pedunculata, and containing
the sessile as distinguished from the peduncu-
late cirripeds ;

the sessile barnacles, as acorn-
shells.

Sessiliventres (ses"i-li-ven'trez), n. pi. [NL.,
< L. sessilis, pertaining to sitting, + venter

(ventr-), the belly.] In entont., same as Securi-

fera.
session (sesh'on), M. [< OF. (and F.)session =
Sp. sesion = Pg. sessao = It. sessione, < L. ses-

sio(n-), a sitting, session, < sedere, pp. sessus,

sit, = E. sit: see sit, sedent.] 1. The act of

sitting, or the state of being seated : now rare

except in the specific theological sense of

Christ's sitting or enthronement at the right
hand of God the Father. Also assession.

Christ . . . hath as Man, not as God only, supreme do-
minion over quick and dead, for so much his ascension
into heaven and his session at the right hand of God do

import. Hooker, Eccles. Polity, v. 55.

The French and Italian translations, expressing neither

position of session or recubation, do only say that he

placed himself at the table. Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., v. 6.

But Vivien . . .

Leapt from her session on his lap, and stood,

Tennyson, Merlin and Vivien.

2. The sitting together of a body of individu-
als for the transaction of business

;
the sitting

of a court, academic body, council, legislature,

etc., or the actual assembly of the members
of these or any similar body for the transac-
tion of business: as, the court is now in ses-

sion (that is, the members are assembled for

business).
This sessions, to our great grief we pronounce,
Even pushes 'gainst our heart: the party tried

The daughter of a king. Shak., W. T., iii. 2. 1.

The Stygian council thus dissolved, . . .

Then of their session ended they bid cry
With trumpets' regal sound the great result.

Milton, P. L., 11. 514.

3. The time, space, or term during which a

court, council, legislature, or the like meets

daily for business, or transacts business regu-
larly with out breaking up. Thus, a session of the

legislature commonly means the period from its assem-

bling to its adjournment for the year or season, in contra-
distinction to its daily sessions during that period. So a
session of Parliament comprises the time from its meeting
to its prorogation, of which there is in general but one in

each year. Technically at common law it was held that
a meeting of Parliament could not be called a session un-
less the sovereign passed an act. The session of a judicial
court is called a term. Also applied in the United States
to the daily or half-daily periods of work of a school.

During the twenty-five years of the York dynasty . . .

the sessions of those parliaments which really met ex-

tended over a very few months. Stitbbs, Const. Hist.,373.
The sessions of the Reichstag must be public ; it is not

within its choice to make them private. A private session

is regarded as, legally, only a private conference of the
members of the Reichstag, and can have no public author-

ity whatever. W. Wilson, State, 417.

4. pi. In law, a sitting of justices in court, ori-

ginally, as in England, upon commission: as,
the sessions of oyer and terminer. See oyer.

God is the ludge, who keeps continual! Sessions
In every place to punish all Transgressions.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, i. 7.

5. Eccles., the lowest court of the Presby-
terian Church, composed of the pastor and rul-

ing or lay elders of the local church, it has
the power to admit and discipline members, regulate the
times of service, and administer all the spiritual affairs

of the local church, and is answerable for its acts to the

presbytery. In the Established Church of Scotland it

is specifically called the kirk session (which see, under
kirk).

Wi' pinch I pat a Sunday's face on,
An' snooved awa' before the Session.

Burns, To a Tailor.

Clerk of the Session. See clerk. County sessions.
See rnmtyl. Court of Session, the supreme civil court
of Scotland, having jurisdiction in all civil questions,
and an appellate jurisdiction over the principal inferior
courts. It was instituted in 1532, and consists of a lord

president, a lord justice-clerk, and eleven ordinary lords.

They sit in two divisions, the lord president and three

ordinary lords forming the first division, and the lord

justice-clerk and other three ordinary lords the second
division. The first and second divisions form what is

called the inner house. There are five permanent lords

ordinary, each of whom holds a court, the courts of the
lords ordinary forming what is called the outer house.
The junior lord ordinary officiates in the bill-chamber
during session. See btttehamber. Court of Sessions,
Court of General Sessions, Court of Special Ses-
sions, in the United States, local criminal courts whose
jurisdiction does not generally extend to offenses of the
highest grades. General session of the peace, in
Great Britain, a meeting of the justices held for the pur-

sestina

pose of acting judicially for the whole district comprised
within their commission. The sessions that are held once

every quarter of the year are called the general quarter-
sessions of the peace. Lords of Council and Session.
See council. Ordinary of assize and sessions. See

ordinary, 1 (d). Petty sessions, the meeting of two or
more justices for trying offenses in a summary way under
various acts of Parliament empowering them to do so.

Quarter sessions. See quarter-sessions. Session of

Christ, i" thfol., the perpetual presence of the human
nature of Christ at the right hand of God. Sessions of
the peace, in Great Britain, the name given to sessions
held by justices of the peace, whether petty, special,

quarter, or general. Similar judicial arrangements pre-
vailed in most of the American colonies, also in some of
the States subsequently to the Revolution. Special
sessions, sessions held by justices acting for a division
of a county or riding, or for a burgh, for the transaction
of special business, such as granting licenses, etc.

sessional (sesh'on-al), a. [< session + -al.]

Relating or belonging to a session or sessions.

Each [English] county is divided by its Quarter Sessions
into petty sessional districts, and every neighborhood is

given thus its own court of Petty Sessions from which
in almost all cases an appeal lies to Quarter Sessions.

W. Wilson, State, 744.

Sessional orders, in Parliament, certain orders agreed
to by both Houses of Parliament at the commencement
of each session, which are renewed from year to year, and
not intended to endure beyond the existing session. Sir
E. May.
session-clerk (sesh'on-klerk), w. In Scotland,
an officer who officially records the transactions
and keeps the books and documents of a kirk

session.

sesslet(ses'l),p. i. [Origin obscure.] Tochange
seats very often. Halliicell.

sesspoolt, . See cesspool.

sester, '* A variant of sexier.

sesterce (ses'ters), . [< F. sesterce = Sp. Pg.
sestercio = It. sesterzio, < L. sestertius: see ses-

tertius.] A Roman coin : same as sestertius.

Put twenty into his hand, twenty sesterces I mean, and
let nobody see. B. Jmison, Poetaster, iii. 1.

A donative of ten sesterties,
I'll undertake, shall make 'em ring your praises
More than they sang your pleasures.

Fletcher, Valentinian, i. 3.

sesternet, A Middle English form of cistern.

sestertium (ses-ter'shi-um), n.
; pi. sestertia

(-a). [L. : see sestertius.] A money of account
used by the ancient Romans in reckoning large
sums : it was equal to a thousand sestertii.

sestertius (ses-ter'shi-us), n.\ pi. sestertii (-i).

[L., a silver coin (see def.), prop. adj. (sc. num-
mus, coin), two and a hall, for "semistertius, <

semis, half (see semi-),
+ tertius, third, < tres,

three.] 1. A silver

coin of the Roman
republic, first issued
in 269 B. c. It was
the quarter of the
denarius. See dena-
rius. In the quotation
there is a confusion of sestertius and sestertium.

The sestertius was a small silver coyne marked H. S. or
rather LL, valu'd 2 pound and half of silver, viz. 250 de-

narii, about 25 golden ducati. Evelyn, Diary, May 6, 1645.

2. The largest coin of copper alloy of the Roman
empire. It was coined in orichalc, or brass, a finer al-

loy than the bronze of the as and of the usual coinage
of antiquity. It was issued by Augustus and by some
of his immediate successors, and was equivalent to four
asses.

sestet (ses'tet), n. [< It. sestetto, dim. of sesto,

sixth, < L. sextus, sixth, < sex, six : see sixth, six.]
1. In music, same as sextet. 2. The two con-

cluding stanzas of a sonnet, consisting of three
lines each

;
the last six lines of a sonnet.

Milton . . . frequently disregards the law which makes
separate sections of octave and sestet, and welds the two.

Athetueum, Ho. 3253, p. 273.

sestetto (ses-tet'to), n. [It.: see sestet.] Same
as sextet.

sestina (ses-te'nS,), n. [It. -.seesestine.] Apoem
in fixed form, borrowed from the French, and
said to have been invented by the Provencal
troubadour Arnaut Daniel (thirteenth century).
It consisted originally of six stanzas of six unrimed
lines, with a final triplet or half-stanza, also unrimed
all the lines being of the same length. The terminal
words of stanzas 2 to 6 were the same as those of stanza
1, but arranged differently; and they were repeated in
the triplet or envoy, partly at the end and partly in the
middle of the lines. The modern sestina is written on
two or three rimes, and the formula for a two-rimed ses-

tina is thus given in the " Vers Francais et leur Prosodie
"

of the best French authority, M. de Gramont : 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 ;

6, 1, 6, 2, 4, 3; 3, 8, 4, 1, 2, 5; 5, 3, 2, 6, 1, 4; 4, 5,

1, 3, 6, 2 ; 2, 4, 6. 5, 3, 1
; triplet 2, 4, B at the end, and

1, 3, 5 at the beginning of the lines. In stanza 1, lines 1,

3, and 4 rime, and 2, 5, and 6 rime. Sestinas were written
in Italy by Dante and Petrarch, in Spain and Portugal by
Cervantes and Camocns, and in England by Drummond of
Hawthormlen (1585-1649). Mr. Swinburne (in "Poems
and Ballads," 2d ser.) has achieved a double sestina.

Obverse. Reverse.
Sestertius (silver). British Mu-

seum. (Size of original.)



sestina

A sestina is a poem written neither in rhyme nor blank

verse, but in so-called six-line stanzas, each one of which
has to take the last word of the stanza preceding it, and
twist it about into some new and fantastic meaning.

AUienxmn, No. 3141, p. 14.

sestine (ses'tin), . [< It. sestina, a kind <>!'

poem, = Sp. ncxtiiin, sextttla = Pg. srxtiini, wr-
tilhn = F. sextine, < L. sexttis, sixth, ordinal of

sex, six : see six, sixth. Doublet of sextain.] In

pros., same as sestiitu.

The day was so wasted that onely his riming Sestine,

delivered by one of great account among them, could ob-

tain favor to bee heard. Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, iv.

sestole (ses'tol), . [< It. sesto, sixth, + -ole.]

In mmic, same as sextuplet, 2.

sestolet (ses'to-let), n. [< sestole + -et.] Same
as sextuplet, 2.

sesun1
!, . A Middle English form of season.

S6SUn2t, . A Middle English form of seizin.

Sesuvium (se-su'vi-um), . [NL. (Linneeus,
1762).] A genus of apetalous plants, of the or-

der Ficoidese and tribe Aizoidex. it Is character-
ized by flowers with a flve-lobed calyx, five or more sta-

mens, and a three- to rive-celled ovary with axillary pla-

centce, numerous ovules, and a circumscissile capsule.
There are 4 species, natives of tropical shores throughout
the world. They are erect or prostrate branching and
succulent herbs, sometimes slightly shrubby. They bear

opposite, fleshy, linear or oblong leaves without distinct

stipules, and with axillary, solitary or clustered, usually
reddish or purplish flowers. They are known as sea-purs,
lane. S. Portulacastrum is a widely diffused species, use-
ful with others in binding sea-sands, and in western Asia
eaten as a salad. See purslane.

set1
(set), '.

; pret. and pp. net, ppr. netting.

[Early mod. E. also sett, sette; < ME. setten (pret.
sette, ssette, &\&o settide, pi. settiden, pp. set, sette,

i-set, y-set, i-sett, i-sette), < AS. settan (pret.
sette, pp. geset), set, = OS. settian = OFries.
setta = MD. setten, D. eetten = MLG. LG. set-

ten = OHG. sazzan, sezzan, setzan, MHG. G.
setzen = Icel. set/a = Sw. satta = Dan. ssette =
Goth, satjari, set, put, place, etc. (in a wide

variety of applications), lit. cause to sit, causal
of AS. sittan (pret. sset), etc., sit: see sit. Cf.

beset, seize. The verb set, orig. transitive, by rea-
son of its reflexive use, and ult., by omission of
the object, its intransitive use, and by reason of
its phonetic similarity or identity in some forms
with the primitive verb sit (also dial, set, obs.
or dial. pret. and pp. set), has become more or
less confused and involved in its later uses. In
the sense 'sink,' as the sun or stars, it is partly
of Seand. origin, < Icel. refl. setasl', set, as the

sun, etc. Many uses are highly idiomatic, the
verb, like put, its nearest equivalent, and do,

make, get, etc., having become of almost uni-
versal application, and taking its distinctive
color from the context.] I. trans. 1. To make
or cause to rest as on a seat ; cause to be put,
placed, or seated

; place in a sitting, standing,
or any natural or normal posture; put: as, to
set a box on its end or a table on its feet : often
with up or down : as, to set up a statue or a flag-
staff; to set down a burden.

Thei. castynge her clothis on the colt, setten Jhesu on
hyiu. Wyclif, Luke xix. X,.

He tooke, he tooke him up a,
All by the lilly-white hand,
And set him on his feet.

By Lands-dale Hey Ho (Child's Ballads, V. 482).

The dishes have feet like standing holies, and are so set
one upon another that you may eat of each without re-

moving of any. Sandys, Travailes, p. 51.

No man, when he hath lighted a candle, covereth it, . . .

but setteth it on a candlestick. Luke viii. 16.

Lo ! as a careful housewife runs to catch
One of her feather'd creatures broke away,
Sets down her babe and makes all swift despatch.

Shak., Sonnets, cxliii.

2. To put in a certain place, position, direc-

tion, or relation
; put ; place ;

fix
; establish.

With mete & drynke be-fore the sette,
Hold the plesyd, & aske no bette.

Bailees Book (E. E. T. S.X p. 23.

Roben set hes home to hes mowthe,
And blow a blast that was foil god.

Robin Hood and the Potter (Child's Ballads, V. 29).

I do set my bow in the cloud. Gen. ix. 13.

He set his horse head to the water,
Just thro' it for to ride.

Earl Richard (Child's Ballads, III. 269).

Come, boy, set two chairs ; and ... we will, it you
please, talk of some other subject.

Cotton, in Walton's Angler, ii. 239.

A design to beguile thee of thy salvation, by turning thee
from the way in which I had set thee.

Bunyan, Pilgrim's Progress, p. 97.

More specifically- (a) To arrange ; dispose ; adjust ; place
station; post.

They went and made the sepulchre sure, sealing the
stone, and setting a watch. Mat. xxvii. 6.

Set we our squadrons on yond side o' the hill
In eye of Cassar's battle. Shak., A. and C., iii. 9. 1.
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If his Princely wisedome and powerfull hand, renowned

through the world for admirable government, please but
to set these new Estates into order, their composure will
be singular. Capt. John Smith, True Travels, I. 69.

Then she cast off her lad's attire ;

A maiden's weede upon her backe she seemely *>-t

The Merchant's Daughter (< 'hild's Uallads, IV. 335).

I ... could not effecte y' which I aimed at, neither
can yet sett things as I wished.

Cushman, quoted in Bradford's Plymouth Plantation, p. 36.

(b) To place or plant firmly : as, he set his foot upon his op-
ponent's neck.

To lond he him sette,
And fot on si imp sette.

King Horn (E. E. T. S.X I. 757.

Set him breast-deep in earth, and famish him.
Shak., Tit. And., v. 3. 179.

In mosses mixt with violet
Her cream-white mule his pastern set.

Tennyson, Sir Launcelot and Queen Guinevere.

(c) To establish, as in a certain post, office, or relation ; ap-
point; ordain: as, to set a person over others; tosetaman
at the head of affairs.

Theose sixe ben i-set to saue the castel ;

To kepe this wommon this wyse men ben charget.
Piers Plmrman (A), x. 22.

Behold, this child is set for the fall and rising again of

many in Israel. Luke ii. 34.

Well set thee to school to an ant. Shak., Lear, ii. 4. 68.

I look upon myself as one set to watch the manners and
behaviour of my countrymen and contemporaries.

Addison, Spectator, No. 435.

(rf) To place before the mind : often with a direct and an
indirect object.

Herein she sets me good example of a patience and con-
tentment hard for me to imitate,

n. D. Blackmore, Lorna Doone, xx.

(e) To adjust, as an instrument : as, to set a clock, a tele-

scope, an alarm, or a metronome ; to set the feed of a sew-
ing-machine ;

to set the focus of a microscope.

Hath some frolic heart .-/ back the hand
Of fate's perpetual clock? Quarles, Emblems, v. 7.

The Overseer of the Poor
Is setting the Workhouse Clock.

Hood, The Workhouse Clock.

3. Specifically (o) To put (a domestic fowl
when broody) in position for incubation

; place
(a broody hen or other fowl) on a nest con-

taining eggs, for the purpose of hatching them.
What woman cannot sette an hen on broode
And bryng her briddes forth?

PaUadius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.X p. 22.

(b) To place (eggs) under a broody hen or other
bird in a nest, or in an incubator, for the pur-
pose of hatching them. 4. To cause or pro-
cure to be or do

; dispose ; put from one state
into another : followed by an object with a pred-
icate to it: as, to set at ease; to set in order;
to set matters right. See also phrases below.

I am come to set a man at variance against his father.
Mat. x. 35.

Law addressed herself to set wrong right.
Browning, Ring and Book, I. 152.

5. To make or cause to do, act, or be
; start

;
be-

stir; employ; busy: followed by an object with
a further predicate determining the object's ac-
tion : as, to set a faucet running ;

to set a man to

work; to set one's self to improve matters.

A wys wpmman wol sette [Tar. busy] hire evere in oon
To get hire love ther as she hath noon.

Chaucer, Prol. to Wife of Bath's Tale, 1. 209.

Where be ... your flashes of merriment, that were
wont to set the table on a roar? Shak., Hamlet, v. 1. 210.

We were set to wipe the feet of the kings horses, and to
become ordinarie slaues in the said Court.

Webbe, Travels (ed. ArberX p. 18.

Come, what 's here to do? you are putting the town-
pleasures in her head, and setting her a-longing.

Wyeherley, Country Wife, iii. 1.

How utterly they are at a stand until they are set a-going
by some paragraph in a newspaper.

Steele, Spectator, No. 4.

Blow, bugle, blow, set the wild echoes flying.

Tennyson, Princess, iii. (song).

When now
The good things of the hall were set aglow
By the great tapers.

William Morris, Earthly Paradise, II. 151.

The twilight that sends the hens to roost sets the fox to

prowl. J. Ward, Encyc. Brit., XX. 42.

6. To fix. (a) To make rigid or immovable : as, rust had
set the weathercock.

Peace, set your countenance then, for here he comes.
Middleton (and others), The Widow, v. 1.

Set are her eyes, and motionless her limbs.
Garth, tr. of Ovid's Metamorph., xiv.

(b) To make stiff, firm, or solid : as, to set milk with ren-
net.

They [liquors] are then evaporated to crystallizing point,
. . . When set, . . . the masses of crystals are drained.

Spons' Encyc. Mamif., I. 33.

The coated plate is then left on the stand until it [the
gelatin] is quite set. Workshop Receipts, 1st ser.

, p. 279.

set

(c) To make fast or permanent, as a color : as, to set a blue
with alum, (d) To nx for preservation ; prepare for exam-
ination, as a specimen of natural history : technically said,

especially in entomology, of transfixing an insect on a pin,
and adjusting its wings, legs, and feelers so that these
shall dry in a desired position ; also, of placing insects thus
set in rows in proper boxes ; also, in taxidermy, of mount-
ing or posing a stuffed specimen, as a bird on its perch.
In some of these processes a simple instrument called a

:'i-itin n needle is much used.

7. To fix or settle authoritatively or by arrange-
ment, (o) To appoint or determine, as a time or place
for a specific purpose.

The king said unto me, . . . For how long shall thy
journey be? and when wilt thou return ? So . . . I et him
a time. Neh. ii. 6.

I am to bruise his heel ;

His seed, when is not set, shall bruise my head.

Milton, P. L., x. 499.

Lord Dingwall courted this lady gay,
And so he set their wedding-day.

Lord Dingwall (Child's Ballads, I. 289).

(6) To assign or prescribe, as a copy or a task.

Set 'him such a task, to be done in such a time, as may
allow him no opportunity to be idle.

Locke, Education, 5 127.

8. To fix, determine, or regulate beforehand, as
a price, value, or amount: as, to set a price on
a house or a horse.

And as for these whose ransom we have set,

It is our pleasure one of them depart.
Shak., 2 Hen. VI., iv. 1. 139.

Do you not see what feigned prices are set upon little

stones or rarities? Bacon, Riches (ed. 1887).

9. To put in order or trim for use
;
make ready :

as, to set a razor (that is, to give it a fine edge) ;

to set a saw (to incline the teeth laterally to the

right and left in order that the kerf may be
wider than the thickness of the blade) ;

to set a

trap ;
to set the table for dinner

; to set a scene
on the stage.

She gan the hons to dyghte,
And tables for to .'"' and beddes make.

Chaucer, Clerk's Tale, 1. 839.

Yeomen of Chambre, IIII, to make beddes, to here or
hold torches, to sette bourdes.

Quoted in Babees Book, p. 313, note.

Sir, the scene is set, and everything is ready to begin, if

you please. Sheridan, The Critic, ii. 1.

An elaborate scene is set when it is arranged upon the

stage, and " struck
" when it is removed.
Hew York Daily Tribune, July 14, 1889.

10. To plant, as a shrub, tree, or vegetable :

distinguished from sow : often with out : as, to
set out strawberry-plants.

To serue hym for euere,
Bothe to sowe and to tette, the while I swynke myghte.

Piers Plouman (B), v. 548.

Ill not put
The dibble in earth to set one slip of them.

Shak., W. T., iv. 4. 100.

An honest and laborious servant, whose skill and pro-
fession was to set or sow all wholesome herbs.

Milton, On Def. of Humb. Remonst.

11. To frame or mount, as a precious stone in

gold, silver, or other metal : as, to set a dia-
mond.

Onyx stones, and stones to be set, glistering stones, and
of divers colours. 1 Chron. xxix. 2.

He had flue emrauds set in golde, which were woorth
flue hundred or sixe hundred crownes.

Hakluyfs Voyages, II. 249.

Never so rich a gem
Was fi't in worse than gold.

Shak.,M. of V., ii. 7. 55.

12. To adorn with or as with one or more
precious stones, or with ornaments of any kind ;

stud : as, to set a miniature with diamonds; to
set a snuff-box with pearls or gold beads ;

a lawn
set with statues and vases.

Oon or two
With gemmes fele aboute on hem ysette.

Palladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 74.

High on their heads, with jewels richly set,

Each lady wore a radiant coronet.

Dryden, Flower and Leaf, 1. 167.

A cup o' the good red goud,
Weel set wi' jewels sae fair to see.

Alison Gross (Child's Ballads), I. 169.

He had a most rich George in a sardonyx set with dia-
monds. Evelyn, Diary, Feb. 9, 1705.

The old Knight . . . bid me observe how thick the

City was set with Churches. Addison, Spectator. No. 383.

A rosebud set with little wilful thorns.

Tennyson, Princess, Prol.

13. To reduce from a state of dislocation or

fracture, and fix, if necessary, in a position suit-

able for recovery: as, to set a bone or a leg.

In order to get firm osseous union in a case of fracture,
the great points to attend to are accurate apposition of
the fragments and complete rest of the broken bone. Ac-
curate apposition is termed "getting the fracture"; this is

best done by the extension of the limb and coaptation of
the broken surfaces. Encyc. Brit., XXII. 682.
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14. To fix with settled or earnest purpose; di-

rect or fix intently, as the hopes or affections ;

bend : as, she had set her heart on going.

In you haue I sette all my hope.
Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iii. 680.

I have set my affection to the house of my God.
1 Chion. xxix. 3.

K. John having now gotten a Vacation, and a Time of

Ease which agreed much better with his Nature than

Wars, sets his Mind wholly upon Pleasures.

Baker, Chronicles, p. 69.

Minds altogether set on trade and profit. Addison,

15. To stake at play; wager; risk; also, to bet

with.
I have set my life upon a cast,

And I will stand the hazard of the die.

Shak., Rich. III., v. 4. 9.

Give you him all you play for ; never set him ;

For he will have it. B. Jonson, Alchemist, i. 1.

16. To embarrass; perplex; pose; bring to a

mental standstill.

Learning was pos'd ; Philosophic was set;

Sophisters taken in a fisher's net.

0. Herbert, The Church Militant.

To shew how hard they are set in this particular, there

are several who for want of other materials are forced to

represent the bill ... as a kind of grievance.
Addison, Freeholder, No. 20.

I was hard set what to do. It was rudeness to refuse,

but I could not stand it, and sent it away.
The Century, XXXVIII. 662.

17. In music: (a) To fit, as words to music or

music to words; adapt; arrange for musical

performance; also, to arrange or transcribe for

a particular voice or instrument.

Set thy own songs, and sing them to thy lute. Dryden.

He had been very successful in setting such old songs

as "Orpheus with his lute."

Tennyson, The Window, Prefatory Note.

In the same year Purcell set Sir Charles Sedley's Ode

for the queen's birthday, Love's Goddess sure was blind.

Grove, Diet Music, III. 49.

Music, set to madrigals,
Loitered all day through groves and halls.

D. 0. Kossetti, Dante at Verona.

(6) To pitch.
I had one day set the hundredth psalm, and was singing

the first line, in order to put the congregation into tune.

Spectator.

18. To hold; keep (see keep, v. t. and i., 1);

heed; regard: followed by an object noun or

pronoun expressing value (store, much, etc., es-

pecially small value, mite, groat, haw, straw, tare,

cress (kers), etc., lite, little, naught, short, etc.),

with the thing in question, preceded by by

(sometimes of), in the sense of 'about, con-

cerning.' The object pronouns much, lite, little, naught
were taken later as adverbs, and the transitive verb, by
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All his faults observed,

Set In a note-book, learn'd, and conn'd by rote.

Shak., J. C., iv. 3. 98.

24f. To flute or crimp; adjust the plaits of:

as, to set a ruff with a poking-stick.
His linen collar labyrinthian set,

Whose thousand double turnings never met.

Bp. Hall, Satires, III. vil. 39.

25f. To point out or mark, as game-birds, by
crouching, or standing stiffly, with the muzzle

directed toward the scent ; point : as, a dog sets

a covey of partridges. See setter1 . Hence 26.

To mark or designate for prey, in allusion to a

dog which sets birds
; hunt, as game, with a set-

ter
; formerly, also, to take, as birds, with a net.

He with his squadron overtakes a coach which they

had set overnight, having intelligence of a booty of four

hundred pounds in it.

Memoirs of Du Vail, 1670 (Harl. Misc., III. Sll). (Dames.)

A combination of sharpers, it seems, had long set him

as a man of fortune.

Richardson, Sir Charles Grandison, IV. 294. (Dames.)

27. See the quotation.
A bell of about 52 cwt. at Hereford, which he and some

other boys used to raise and set (i. e. ring till it stands

mouth upwards).
Sir E. Beckett, Clocks and Watches, p. 370.

28. To push ; propel by pushing with a pole

against the bank or bottom of the stream : said

of boats. See setting-pole. [Local, Eng., and

U. S.]
With rowing, drawing, and getting [our boats], we went

this day 7 miles more. Hakluyts Voyages, I. 860.

29. To direct or accompany part or all of the

way : as, to set one home ; to set one on one's

way.
He directed me to the Wicket-Gate, which else I should

never have found, and so set me into the way that hatli

led me directly to this house.

Bunyan, Pilgrim's Progress, p. 118.

He went out with Will ;
he said he were going to set him

a Dart of the way. ... So the two lads set off together.
Mrs. GaskeU, Mary Barton, xxii.

30. To form, after fertilization, for develop-

ment, as fruit or seed.

Flowers legitimately fertilised set seeds under condi-

tions which cause the almost complete failure of illegiti-

mately fertilised flowers.

Darwin, Different Forms of Flowers, p. 28.

31. In printing: (a) To place in the proper
order for reading, as types representing let-

ters, spaces, punctuation-marks, etc.
; compose,

(ft) To put into type: as, to set a manuscript:
sometimes with up. (e) To put (newly printed

sheets) aside until the ink is perfectly dry, and

sets in the paper. 32. Naut. : (a) To loosen

and extend; spread to the wind: as, to set the

set

To set a paper, in university use, to prepare or formu-

late an examination-paper.

We are informed that at the Universities there is a

difficulty in finding persons capable of setting papers in

8prlsh. Quarterly Rev., CiAII. 43.

To set apart See aparfi, i (d).-To set a pole, in fth-

ing to fasten a pole(with a line and baited hook attached)

tosome support, to be left (generally over night) for fish

to take the bait. To set aside, (o) To omit for the

present ;
leave out of the question. -

will i

'

idiomatic phrase to set by) set by in the transitive use

being equivalent to a unitary verb, 'value, esteem, and

taking as such a passive construction.

I sette nat an haw of his proverbes.
Chaucer, Prol. to Wife of Bath's Tale, 1. 659.

He that good manners seemes to lack,
No wyse man doth set by ;

Wythout condicions vertuous,
Thou art not worth a flye.

Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 72.

Set nought by golde ne grotes,

Theyr names If I durst tell.

Skelton, Colyn Cloute, 1. 160.

I do not set my life at a pin's fee.

Shak., Hamlet, i. 4. 67.

Sir Thomas Clifford, who appears a very fine gentleman,
and much set by at Court for his activity in going to sea,

and stoutness every where, and stirring up and down.
Pepys, Diary, II. 456.

God knows how hard it is to help setting a good deal by

one's children. S. Judd, Margaret, ii. 1.

19t. To assume ; suppose ; posit.

I set the werste, lest that ye dreden this;

Men wolde wondren sen hym come or gon.
Chaucer, Troilus, ii. 367.

20. To contrive; plan.
Most freely I confess, myself and Toby
Set this device against Malvolio here.

Shak., T. N., v. 1. 368.

21. To put in opposition ; oppose; offset.

Will you set your wit to a fool's?

Shak., T. and C., ii. 1. 94.

22. To let to a tenant; lease. [Now prov.

Eng. and Scotch.]
For to save hym in his ryght
My goodes beth sette and solde.

Robin Hood, i. 11. (Halliwell.)

They care not ... at how unreasonable rates they set

their grounds. Bp. Hall, Cases of Conscience, i. 1.

About this time [1750] the custom of setting or leasing

a mine on tribute came into use.

R. Hunt, British Mining, p. 107.

23. To write ;
note

; enter, as in a book. Com-

pare to set doirn (ft), below.

land. 33." In leather-manuf.,

by wetting it, spreading it on a stone or table,

aiid beating it with the slicker until it adheres

to the table by atmospheric pressure. 34. To

become; suit.

Tak down, tak down the mast o' goud ;

Set up the mast o' tree ;

111 sets it a forsaken lady
To sail sae gallantlie.

Fair Annie of Lochroyan (Child's Ballads, II. 103).

Lath floated and set fair, lath laid and set. See

lathi. Set close, a printing-house order to compose

types in a compact style. Set her, him, or you UP, a

phrase of contempt applied to a person who makes undue

show or pretension : as, she must have her new carriage ;

set her up ! set you up with your fine company ! [Prov.

Eng and Scotch.] Set out, in printing: (a) [set, pp.]

Said of a case or a font of type that has been exhausted.

(6) [set, impv.] An order to compose types so as to occupy
much space.- Setting-out rod. See rodL- Setting

the wort. Same as pitching, 4. Setting-up screw.

See Twl. Set Wide, a printing-house order to space

words widely in composing. To be dead set against.

See dead. to set abroach. See abroach. TO set a

case, to assume ; suppose ; take for granted. Compare

put the case, under put'.

Yet sette I coax ye have bothe myght and licence for to

venge yow. Chaucer, Tale of Melibeus.

To set against, (a) To set in comparison ; oppose ; also,

to set in wager.

If he [Edward III.] would set his Kingdom of England,

though much meaner, against his of France, he would

then accept the Challenge, and meet him in the Field in

single Combat. Baker, Chronicles, p. 119.

Setting the probabilities of the story against the credit

of the witnesses.

(6) To prejudice against ; incline to an unfriendly opinion

of : as, to set one friend against another.

To set an example, to do that which may or should serve

as a pattern or model, as in conduct, manners, or morals.

Their Master Christ gave them this precept, and set

them this example. Milton, Apology for Smectymnuus.

And say, to which shall our applause belong, . . .

Or he who bids thee face with steady view

Proud fortune, and look shallow greatness through,

It must not be forgotten that, setting aside the coast

cities, the land in which Trieste stands has for ages been

a Slavonic land. E. A. Freeman, Venice, p. 76.

(6) To reject.

I'll look into the pretensions of each, and shew upon
what ground 'tis that I embrace that of the deluge, and

set aside all the rest.

Woodward, Essay towards a Nat. Hist, of the Earth.

(c) To discard; annul : as, to set aside a verdict. To set

at defiance. See dffiance. To set at ease, to quiet;

content : as, to set the mind at ease. To set at liberty,

to release from confinement or imprisonment ; free.

At the same time that I was Released there were set at

liberty about xx English men.
Webbe, Travels (ed. Arher), p. 29.

To set at naught. See naught. To set before, (o)

To present to the view of ; exhibit or display to.

Behold, I have set before thee an open door. Rev. iii. 8.

(b) To serve up to, as food or drink.

Whatsoever is set before you, eat. 1 Cor. x. 27.

The bishop shewed me the convent with great civility,

and set before us an elegant collation of dryed sweetmeats,

prunellas, and pistachio nuts.

Pococke, Description of the East, II. 98.

To set by. (a) To put aside or away.

It is a custom with the Arabs never to set by any thing

that comes to the table, so that, when they kill a sheep,

they dress it all. call in their neighbours and the poor

to finish every thing.
Pococke, Description of the East, I. 5i.

(b) See def. 18. To set by the ears. See earl. Jo
set down () To place upon the floor or ground ; de-

posit : as, to set down one's burden ; to set doicn a passen-

ger at the station.

The Dorchester man being set down at Connecticut, near

the Plimouth trading house, the governour, Mr. Bradford,

wrote to them, complaining of it as an injury.

Winthrop, Hist. New England, I. 198.

(6) To enter in writing ; make a note of ;
note.

My tables meet it is I set it down
That one may smile, and smile, and be a villain.

Shak., Hamlet, i. 5. 107.

Even the great Islands, E. Indies many of them, are

without Names, or at least so variously set down that I

find the same Islands named by divers Names.
Dampier, Voyages, I. 308.

(ct) To ordain ; fix ;
establish.

This law . . . which God before all others hath set down

with himself, for himself to do all things by. Hooker,

(d) To ascribe ; attribute : as, you may set his silence

down to diffidence, (e) To count ;
consider ; regard.

Set it down that a habit of secrecy is both politic and

moral. Bacon, Simulation and Dissimulation (ed. 1887X

You may set it down as mere bewilderment.

Fitch, Lects. on Teaching, p. 189.

(/t) To lower.

But 111 set down the pegs that make this music.

Shak., Othello, ii. 1. 203.

(g) To take to task; rebuke; snub. [Colloq.] To set

eyes on. Seeej/i.
No single soul

Can we set eye on.

Shak., Cymbeline, iv. 2. 131.

To set fire ont, set fire to, to apply fire to ; set on fire.

Thenne,

Though fire be sette on it, it shal not brenne.

Palladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 141.

To set forth, (o) To present to view or consideration ;

represent by words ;
make known fully ;

declare.

When we assemble and meet together ... to set forth

his most worthy praise, to hear his most holy Word.

Boo* ofCommon Prayer, Exhortation to Confession.

I ought diligently to hear and to learn the gospel, and

to set it forth both in word or talking and also in example
of living. J. Bradford, Works (Parker Soc.

, 1853), II. 258.

We wish to set forth that we in our island, you on your

continent, we in Middle England, you in New, are breth-

ren in one common heritage.
E. A. Freeman, Amer. Lects., p. 54.

(b) To publish ; issue.

All the fforesaid publique Readers of arte and the com-

mon lawes shall once within every six yeares set forth

some new hookes
Jnprint^ (E E T g _

^^ , ,

Mr. Rogers hath
-fgj*. ''"'^V^nd, I. 415.

(ct) To prepare and send out ; equip ;
furnish ; fit out.

They are very curious and ambitious in settingforth their

Funeralls. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 532.

We hope to sett forth a ship our selves with in this

Quoted in Bradford's Plymouth Plantation, p. 120.

(dt) To adorn ; decorate.

Every other day hightherto she hath a newe devyce of
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(c) To arrange ; draw up ; display.

l"p higher to the plain, where we'll set forth
In best appointment all our regiments.

Static., K. John, ii. 1. 295.

(/) To praise ; recommend.

Beauty itself doth of itself persuade
The eyes of men without an orator ;

What needeth then apologies be made
To set forth that which is so singular?

Shak., Lucrece, 1. 32.

To set forward, to further the interest of ; aid in advan-

cing; help onward.

Amongst them there are not those helps which others
have to set them/orwarrf in the way of life. Hooker.

To set hand to flstt. See hand. to set In, to put in

the way to do something ; give a start to.

If you please to assist and set me in. Jeremy Collier.

To set in order, to adjust or arrange ; attend to.

The rest will I set in order when I come. 1 Cor. xi. 34.

To set Off. (a) To adorn ; beautify ; enhance the appear-
ance of : as, a garment sets off the wearer.

Does . . . [she] want any jewels, in your eyes, to set off
her beauty? Goldsmith, She Stoops to Conquer, iii.

What strange Dress is this? It is all over set of with
Shells scollop'd, full of Images of Lead and Tin, and chains
of Straw-Work.

N. Bailey, tr. of Colloquies of Erasmus, II. 2.

(ft) To act as foil to ; display to advantage by contrast : as,
a dark beauty sets of a fair one.

My reformation, glittering o'er my fault,
Shall show more goodly and attract more eyes
Thau that which hath no foil toe< it of.

Shale., 1 Hen. IV., i. 2. 239.

(c) To put forward or plead as an equivalent; reckon
against.

It was also felt that though, in the ordinary course of
criminal law, a defendant is not allowed to set <;// hi> good
actions against his crimes, a great political cause should
be tried on different principles.

Hacaulay, Warren Hastings.
It (the English sparrow] must be regarded as an instance

of reciprocity, and be set of against the American weed
[choke-pondweed, Anacharis Canadensis] which chokes
our rivers. Atheiueum, No. 8068, p. 204.

('/) To mark off ; separate, as by a mark or line : as, this
clause is set of by a colon ; one field was set off from an-
other.

In modern it all printed trash is

Set o/with numerous breaks and dashes.

Suift, On Poetry.

(e) To explode; discharge: as, to set of fireworks. To
set on, to incite ; instigate ; put up.

Thou, traitor, hast set on thy wife to this.

Shak., W. T., ii. 8. 131.

To set one's capt. See cap'. To set one's cap at or
for. See capi. To set one's face, to turn, direct or ad-
dress one's self ; hence, to resolve

; determine resolutely.

He rose up, and passed over the river, and set his/ace
toward the mount Gilead. Gen. xxxi. 21.

For the Lord God will help me ; . . . therefore have I

set my face like a flint. Isa. 1. 7.

When a minority of two hundred, or even of eighty mem-
bers, set their faces to stop all legislation unless they get
their will, no rules of procedure which the wit of man can
devise will prevent waste of time.

Edinburgh Rev., CLXV. 295.

To set one's face against, to discountenance
; disap-

prove of ; oppose.

I will even set my face against that soul, and will cut him
off from among his people. Lev. xx. 6.

To set one's hand to, to sign ; affix one's signature to.

Lady Wishfort. You will grant me Time to consider?
Fainall. Yes, while the Instrument is drawing to which

you must set your Hand.
Congreve, Way of the World, v. 6.

To set one's heart at rest, to set one's heart on. See
heart. To set one's seal to. See seals. To set one's
shoulder to the wheel. See shoulder. To set one's
teeth, to press them together forcibly or passionately ;

hence, to take resolute or desperate measures. To set
one to the door. See door. To set on fire. See fire.
To set on foot. See/oo(. Tosetongroundt. Same

as to briny to ground (which see, under ground!). To set
out. (a) To assign ; allot : as, to set out the portion of
each heir of an estate. (ft) To publish, as a proclamation.
That excellent proclamation set out by the king. Bacon.
The other ministers also set out an answer to his sermon,

confuting the same by many strong arguments.
Winthrojt, Hist. New England, I. 264.

(f) To mark by boundaries ; define.

Determinate portions of those infinite abysses of space
and duration, get out, or supposed to be distinguished from
all the rest by known boundaries. Locke.

(d) To adorn ; decorate
; embellish.

A goldsmith's shop sets out a city maid.
Middleton, Chaste Maid, i. 1.

In this Church are two Altars set out with extraordinary
splendour, being deck'd with rich Miters, Embroider'd

Maundrell, Aleppo to Jerusalem, p. 99.

This day Mrs. Russel did give my wife a very fine St.
George in alabaster, which will set out my wife's closet
mightily. Pepys, Diary, II. 71.

(<) To equip and send out.

They set out a ship the last year with passengers and
goods for Providence.

Winthrop, Hist. New England, II. 15.

The Venetians pretend they could set out, in case of great
necessity, thirty men-of-war.

Addison, Remarks on Italy (Works, ed. Bohn I 389)
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(/) To show
; display ; demonstrate ; indicate.

What doe they else but, in the abounding of mans
sinne, set out the superabounding grace of God?

I'liffhas, Pilgrimage, p. 108.

Thus have I attempted to describe this duty [of praise],
to set out the great reasonableness, and to stir you up to
the practice of it. Bp. Atttrbury, Sermons, I. i.

(g) To recite; state at large : as, tosff oirtone'seomplaint.
(A) In engineering, to locate, (t) To place, as a stone in

masonry, so that it projects beyond the stone next ad-
joining, especially the stone or course next beneath;
cause to jut out ; corbel out.

The early Byzantine architects in Sta. Sophia for in-

stancedid fit pendentives to circular arches, but it was
with extreme difficulty, and required very great skill both
in setting nut and in execution.

J. Feryusson, Hist. Arch., I. 450.

To set over, (a) To appoint or constitute as director or
ruler over.

I have set thee over all the laud of Egypt. Gen. xli. 41.

(6) To assign ; transfer ; convey. To set right, to rec-

tify; correct; put right. To set sail (naut.). Seesail>.
To set seed, to form seed within the ovary: said of

ovules which develop and become seeds that is, do not
abort. See II., 3, below. To set shortt. See short.

To set the hand to. See hand. to set the head-
band, in bookbinding, to adjust the leather of the cover
so as to lap over the head-band. To set the heather on
fire, to set the land, to set the palette. See i,.,it/,,,.

faiidi palette. To set the river on fire. See lire. To
set the teeth on edge. See edge. To set the tem-
perament, in tuning a pianoforte, organ, or other instru-
ment in which tempered intonation is used, to tune a sin-

gle octave in accordance with the temperament desired,
so that the remaining octaves may be tuned at pure oc-
taves therewith. To set to rights. See right. To set
to salet. 8eeafel. Tosetup. (a) To erect; place up-
right ; put together in an upright or natural form, espe-
cially by means of articulating, stuffing the skin, or similar
processes ; mount : as, the skeleton of a mammoth has
been set up for the museum.
Nebuchadnezzar the king made an image of gold: . . .

he set it up in the plain of Dura. Dan. iii. 1.

(ft) In the army, to fit (a man) by drill for military move-
ments and parade. Wilhelm. (c) To begin, as a new enter-

prise, institution, or arrangement ; put in operation ; es-
tablish

; found; institute: as, to set up a factory ; to set up
a school.

There was another printer in town, lately set up.
Franklin, Autobiog., p. 45.

Is Perry going to set up his carriage, Frank? I am glad
he can afford it. Jane Austen, Emma, xli.

The large number of ice-making machines which have
recently been set up. Sci. Amer., N. S., LX1II. 10.

(d) To provide adequately ; supply ; furnish ; fit out ;

stock : as, I have enough capital to set me up in trade
;
she

is set up in winter gowns.
Two Deskes and a quire of Paper set him vp, where he

now sits in state for all commers.
Dp. Earle, Micro-cosmographie, An Atumey.

Some ends of verse his betters might afford,
And gave the harmless fellow a good word.
Set up with these, he ventur'd on the town,
And with a borrow'd play outdid poor Crowne.

Pope , Macer.
(e) To raise ; promote ; exalt.

Whom he would he set up, and whom he would he put
down. Dan. v. 19.

(/) To place in view ; display : as, to set up a notice or a
signal.

Set this [paper] up with wax
Upon old Brutus' statue. Shak., J. C., i. 3. 145.

On' all her olive-hills
Shall men net up the battle sign of fire.

Mrs. Uemans, Siege of Valencia.

It appears unlikely that Asoka would have been allowed
to set up two copies of his edicts in the dominions of such
powerful kings as Aira and his father seem to have been.

J. Fergusson, Hist. Indian Arch., p. 139.

(g) To utter loudly ; raise, as a noise, or as the voice.

I'll set tip such a note as she shall hear.

Dryden, Amaryllis, 1. 88.

Wherever in a lonely grove
He set up his forlorn pipes,
The gouty oak began to move,
And flounder into hornpipes.

Tennyson, Amphion.

(A) To advance ; propose for reception or consideration :

as, to set up a new doctrine, (i) To raise from misfortune
or dejection; encourage; restore: as, this good fortune
quite set him up. (i) To exhilarate: as, he was a little set

up. [Colloq.] (k) Naut., to haul taut, or take in the slack

of, as the standing rigging. (1) In printing: (!) To put
in type : as, to set up a page of copy.

He had only written the opening pages, and had them
set up. H. James, Jr., Harper's Mag., LXXVII. 107.

(2) To arrange in the proper order of words, lines, etc. ; com-
pose : as, to set up type, (m) To offer to bidders at auction :

as, the next three lots were set up together. (?) To bring
about; produce; establish: as, a permanent curvature of
the spine was set up.

Sometimes it [eczema] is set up as the result of local or
general irritation of the skin in certain occupations.

Encyc. Brit., XXII. 122.

(o) To place (an instrument) on its support : as, to set up
a theodolite. To set up a sidet.to become partners at
cards. To set up one's birse. See Wrse.fo set up
one's restt. (a) To make up one's mind

; resolve ; deter-
mine ; stake one's chances. [The origin of this phrase is

obscure, but is generally referred to the old game of pri-
mero, in which, it is alleged, a player who stood upon the
cards in his hand in the hope that they might prove

set

stronger than those held by his opponent was said to stand
ui><ni hi* red. Compare restt, n., 14.]

On which resolution the soldier xcfx up his rest, and com-
monly hazards the winning or loosing of as great a thing
as life may be worth.

Churchyard's Challenge, p. 62. (Nares, under rest.)

I have set up my rest to run away.
**-., M. of V., ii. 2. 110.

Could I set up my rest
That he were lost, or taken prisoner,
I could hold truce with sorrow.

Middleton, Spanish Gypsy, iv. 2.

(ft) To pause for rest; make a halt; sojourn.

"1'is also cheape living which causes travellers to set up
their rest here more than in Florence.

Evelyn, Diary, May 21, 1645.

= Syn. 1 and 2. Place, Lay, etc. Seeputl.
II. intrnii.1. 1. To sink, downward

;
settle

down; especially, to decline toward and pass
below the horizon, as the sun, moon, or stars.

Now, when the sun was setting, all they that had any
sick . . . brought them unto him. Luke iv. 40.

His smother'd light
May set at noon and make perpetual night.

Shak., Lucrece, 1. 784.

This day the ship heaved and set more than before, yet
we had but few sick.

Winthrop, Hist. New England, I. 11.

He keeped her sae late and Jang,
Till the evening set, and birds they sang.

Lord IKnywaU (Child's Ballads, I. 288).

2. To become fixed or firmly joined.
Maketh the teeth to set hard one against another.

Bacon,
(a) To become motionless or immovable.

The device [a car-brake] has a brake with a shoe con-
nected to a main body, combined with an interposed spring
or springs, to prevent the netting and sliding of the wheels.

Sci. Amer., N. 8., LVIII. 74.

(ft) To become firm, stiff, or solid : as, the jelly would not
M.
The frequent application of heat to gelatine destroys its

setting powers. Workshop Receipts, 1st ser., p. 278.

3. In l>ot. and hort., to develop the ovaries after

fertilization; begin the growth of fruit : as, the
blossoms were abundant, but failed to set; the

peaches set well, but were blasted; in fish-cul-
ture, to begin to germinate : said of eggs.

It appears that the setting of the flowers that is, the
production of capsules, whether good or bad is not so
much influenced oy legitimate and illegitimate fertilisa-

tion as is the number of seeds which the capsules contain.

Darwin, Different Forms of Flowers, p. 47.

4t. To engage in gambling; gamble, (a) To stake
money in gambling ; wager ; bet.

From six to eleven. At basset. Mem. Never set again
upon the ace of diamonds. Addison, Spectator, No. 323.

(6) To take part in a game of hazard
; play with others

for stakes.

Throw boldly, for he sets to all that write ;

With such he ventures on an even lay,
For they bring ready money into play.

Dryden, Secret Love, Prol., ii. (1667).

Sir John Bland and Offley made interest to play at
Twelfth-night, and succeeded not at play, for they lost
HOW. and 13001. As it is not usual for people of no higher
rank to play, the King thought they would be bashful
about it, and took particular care to do the honours of his
house to them, set only to them, and spoke to them at his
levee next morning. Walpole, Letters, II. 419.

5. To begin a journey, march, or voyage ; start :

commonly with on or out (see phrases below).
The king is set from London.

Shak., Hen. V., ii., Prol., L 34.

She giea the herd a pickle nits . . .

To watch, while for the barn she sets,

In hopes to see Tarn Kipples.
Burns, Hallowe'en.

6. To have motion in a certain direction
; flow ;

tend : as, the tide sets to the north
;
the current

sets westward.
The old bookseller with some grumbling opened his

shop, and by the twinkling taper (for he was setting bed-
wards) lighted out the relic from his dusty treasures.

Lamb, Old China.

And his soul set to grief, as the vast tide
Of the bright rocking Ocean sets to shore
At the full moon.

M. Arnold, Sohrab and Rustum.
Trust me, cousin, all the current of my being sets to thee.

Tennyson, Locksley Hall.

7. To point game by crouching, in the original
manner, now obsolete, of a setter dog; more
rarely, to hunt game with the aid of a setter

;

also, formerly, to catch birds with a large net.

When I go a-hawkingor setting, I think myself beholden
to him that assures me that in such a field there is a

covey of partridges. Boyle. (Johnson.)

8. To make a beginning; apply one's self: as,
to set to work.

If he sets industriously and sincerely to perform the
commands of Christ. Hammond.
The gale set to its work, and the sea arose in earnest.

A D. Blaclnnore, Maid of Sker, x.

9. To face one's partner in dancing.



set

They very often made use of a ... Step called Setting,
which I know not how to describe to you hut by telling

you that it is the very reverse of Hack to Back.

limtijrll. Spectator, No. 67.

She . . . sometimes makes one in a country-dance, with
only one of the chairs for a partner, . . . and seta to a
corner cupboard. Goldsmith, citizen of the World, xxviii.

A propensity on the part of that unlucky old lady . . .

to amble about, and xct to inanimate objects, accompany-
ing herself with a chattering noise, as in a witch dance.

Dickens, Bleak House, \\xiii.

10. To acquire a set or bend
; get out of shape ;

become bent; warp: said of an angler's rod.
11. To sit, as a broody hen: a wrong use, by
confusion with Kit. To set about, to take the first

steps in ; begin : as, to set about a business or enterprise.

Why, as to reforming, Sir Peter, I'll make no promises,
and that I take to be a proof that I intend to set about it.

Sheridan, School for Scandal, v. 3.

No nation in any age or in any part of the globe has
failed to invent for itself a true and appropriate style of
architecture whenever it chose to set about it in the right
way. J. Ferguson, Hist. Arch., I. 45.

To set alandt, to steer landward.

He made his ship alonde for to sette.

Chaucer, Good Women, 1. 2186.

To set around a pod. See pod. To set forth or for-

ward, to begin to march
; advance.

The sons of ershon and the sons of Merari set forward.
Num. x. 17.

I must away this night toward Padua,
And it is meet I presently set forth.

Shall., M. of V., iv. 1. 404.

I take this as an unexpected favour, that thou shouldst
get forth out of doors with me, to accompany me a little in

my way. Bunyan, Pilgrim's Progress, p. 2:17.

To set in. (a) To begin : as, winter in England usually
sets in about December.

Yet neither doe the wet or dry Seasons set in or go out

exactly at one time in all Years ; neither are all places
subject to wet or dry Weather alike.

Dampier. Voyages, II. iii. 77.

(6) To become settled in such or such a state.

When the weather was set in to be very bad. Addison.

(c) To flow toward the shore: as, the tide sets in: often
used figuratively.

A tide of fashion set in in favour of French in the Eng-
land of the thirteenth century.

E. A. Freeman, Amer. Lects., p. 159.

(d) To reappear after temporary absence or disappearance,
as a school of fish. (t) To go in

;
make an onset or as-

sault,

Neuertheles thei sette in a-monge hem, for thei were
moche peple and stronge, and the cristin hem resceyved
full fiercely. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iii. 588.

They had allready devoured Uncass & his in their hops ;

and surly they had done it in deed, if the English had not

timly sett in for his aide.

Bradford, Plymouth Plantation, p. 431.

To set Off. (a) To start, as on a journey.

Is it true . . . that you are setting off without taking
leave of your friends? Goldsmith, Good-natured Man, v.

(b) In printing, to deface or soil the next sheet : said of
the ink on a newly printed sheet when another sheet
comes in contact with it before it has had time to dry.

To prevent setting-o/, the leaves after copying should be
removed by blotting paper.

Workshop Receipts, 2d ser., p. 331.

(ct) To make a show or appearance ; appear.

I, now, but think how poor their spite sett off,

Who, after all their waste of sulphurous terms, . . .

Have nothing left but the unsavoury smoke.
B. Jonson, Apol. to Poetaster.

To set on. (a) [On, adv.] To begin; start; set out.

In the dawnynge of the day loke yesette on alle to-geder
ther as ye shull here an home blowe right high andlowde.

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iii. 383.

Ha! what strange music? . . .

How all the birds set on ! the fields redouble
Their odoriferous sweets !

Fletcher {and another ?), Prophetess, v. 3.

(6) [On (or upon), prep.] (1) To begin, as an enterprise.

He that would seriously set upon the search of truth

ought to prepare his mind with a love of it. Locke.

(2) To make an attack ; assault : as, they all set upon him
at once. See assail.

We met with v. Rovers or men of war, whom we set vp-

pon, and burnt their Admiral!, and brought those ships
into Narr. Webbe, Travels (ed. Arber), p. 19.

Gather we our forces out of hand,
And set upon our boasting enemy.

Shale., 1 Hen. VI., iii. 2. 103.

It seems to me the time to ask Mr. Lyon to take a little

rest, instead of setting on him like so many wasps.
George Eliot, Felix Holt, xxiv.

To set out. (a) To begin a journey, proceeding, or career :

as, to set out for London
;
to set out in business or in the

world.

Some there be that set out for this crown, and, after they
have gone far for it, another comes in and takes it from
them. Butiyan, Pilgrim's Progress, p. 152.

Thus arm'd, he set out on a ramble alack !

He set out, poor dear Soul ! but he never came back !

Barham, Ingoldsby Legends, II. 330.

After residing at Cambridge two years, he [Temple] de-

parted without taking a degree, ami x/'t out upon his trav-
els. Macaulay, Sir William Temple.
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(6) To flow out; ebb: as, the tide sets out at 4 P. M. To
Set to, to apply one's self; go at a piece of work.

I wish you were a dog; I'd set to this minute, and . . .

cut every strip of flesh from your liones with this whip.
Chariot/I- llr'iiif-', 1'rofi'ssor, v.

To Set up. (a) To begin business or a scheme of living :

as, to set up in trade ; to set up for one's self.

They say [she has gone) to keepe a Taverne in Foy, and
that M. Spencer hath given her a stocke to set up for her
selfe. Ueywood, Fair Maid of the West (Works, II. -27;.)!

If not the tradesman who set up to-day,
Much less the 'prentice who to morrow may.

Pope, Epil. to Satires, ii. 38.

At Bologna he had got into debt, and set up as tutor to
the young archdeacons.

Stubbs, Medieval and Modern Hist., p. 140.

(b) To make pretensions ; claim to be recognized, admired,
or esteemed : as, he sets up for a man of wit.

There is nothing more absurd than for a Man to set up
for a Critick without a good Insight into all the Parts of

Learning. Addison, Spectator, No. 291.

Besides, it is found by experience that those men who
set up for morality without regard to religion are gener-
ally virtuous but in part. Swift, Testimony of Conscience.

To set upon. See to set on (6).
= Syn. Attac/c, Set upon,

etc. See assail.

set 1
(set), p. a. 1. Placed; located; station-

ary ;
fixed : as, a set range ;

set tubs
;
a set smirk.

Why do you frown ? good gods, what a set anger
Have you forc'd into your face ! come, I must temper you.

Fletcher (and another), False One, iv. 2.

His love-fit 's upon him ;

I know it by that set smile and those congees.
How courteous he 's to nothing !

Fletcher (and another"!), Nice Valour, i. 1.

2. Fixed
;
immovable.

he 's drunk, Sir Toby, an hour agone, his eyes were set

at eight 1' the morning. Shale., T. N., v. 1. 205.

On coming up to him, he saw that Marner's eyes were
set like a dead man's. George Eliot, Silas Marner, i.

3. Regular; in due form; formal; deliberate:

as, a set discourse
;
of a battle, pitched.

Eail'd on Lady Fortune in good terms,
In good set terms, and yet a motley fool.

Shak., As you Like it, ii. 7. 17.

I do not love set speeches nor long praises.
Shirley, Love in a Maze, ii. 1.

She had been ... to bright hay-making romps in the
open air, but never to a set stately party at a friend's
house. Mrs. Gaskell, Sylvia's Lovers, xxx.

4. Fixed in opinion ;
determined

;
self-willed

;

obstinate : as, a man set in his opinions or way.
I se thou art sette my solace to reue [take away].

Alliterative Poems (ed. Morris), iii. 487.

No woman 's yet so fiercely set

But she'll forgive, though not forget.
Lady Anne Bothwell's Lament (Child's Ballads, IV. 127).

He was an amazing set kind of man, the cap'n was, and
would have his own way on sea or shore.

S. 0. Jewett, Deephaven, p. 153.

5. Established; prescribed; appointed: as, set

forms of prayer.
On a season isett assembled they bothe.

Alisaunder of Macedoine (E. E. T. S.), 1. 339.

An old Colledge Butler is none of the worst Students in
the house, for he keepes the set houres at his booke more
duly then any.
Bp. Eurle, Micro-cosmographie, An Old Colledge Butler.

We might now have expected that his own following
Praier should add much credit to set Formes ; but on the
contrary we find the same imperfections in it, as in most
before, which he lays heer upon Extemporal.

Milton, Eikonoklastes, xvi.

And all sorts of set Mourning, both Black and Gray, and
all other Furniture sutable to it, fit for any person of

Quality. Quoted in Ashton's Social Life in Reign of Queen
[Anne, I. 60.

The town of Berne is plentifully furnished with water,
there being a great multitude of handsome fountains
planted at set distances from one end of the streets to the
other.

Addison, Remarks on Italy (Works, ed. Holm, I. 619).

6. Formed
;
built ; made : noting the person :

as, well set; thick-set. See set up, below.
He [Butler] is of a middle stature, strong sett, high col-

oured, a head of sorrell haire, a severe and sound judge-
ment : a good fellowe. Aubrey, Lives, S. Butler.

7. Astounded; stunned. HalliwcJI. [Prov.
Eng.] A setmatcht. See matchi. Of set purpose,
with deliberate intention ; designedly.
For how should the brightness of wisdom shine where

the windows of the soul are of very set purpose closed ?

Hooker, Eccles. Polity, v. 2.

She would fall out with, and anger him of set purpose.
Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 485.

Set duster. See duster. Set piece (theat.), a piece of

scenery only moderately high, and permitting more distant
pieces to be seen over it,--Set scenes. See scene. Set
speech, a speech carefully prepared beforehand ; elabo-
rated discourse.

1 affect not set speeches in a Historic.

Hilton, Hist. Eng., ii.

He [Pitt] was no speaker of set speeches. His few pre-
pared discourses were complete failures.

Macaulay, William Pitt.

Setup, (a) Built; formed: noting the person : as, a tall

man, and well net up.

set

Very pretty damsels, and well set up.
R. D. Blackitwre, Lorna Doone, xxvii.

(b) In the army, noting a man fitted by drill for military
movements and parade.

The scouts . . . are lithe, and naturally well set up, as
the soldiers phrase it. The Century, XXXVIII. 644.

(c) Unduly uplifted or elated, as by success or prosperity.
[Colloq.J

Our nineteenth century is wonderfully set up in its own
esteem. The Century, XXVIII. 116.

Sharp-set, keen, as a saw ; hence, figuratively, eager ;

keen in the pursuit of any end; keenly resentful
; also, very

hungry ; ravenous.

The News of this Massacre, adding a new Edge of Re-
venge to the old Edge of Ambition, made the Danes
sharper get against the English than ever they had been
before. Baker, Chronicles, p. 13.

The perplexity of mannerlinesse will not let him feed,
and he is sharpe set at an argument when hee should cut
his meate.

Bp. Earle, Micro-cosmographie, A Downe-right Scholler.

By this light she looks as sharp-set as a sparrow-hawk I

Fletcher, Wit without Money, v. 4.

It is a well-known sporting-house, and the breakfasts
are famous. Two or three men in pink, on their way to
the meet, drop in, and are very jovial and sharp-set, as in-

deed we all are. T. Hughes, Tom Brown at Rugby, L 4.

set 1
(set), n. [Early mod. E. also sett (still used

archaically), sette; <. seft,i). According to Skeat,
set, in the sense of 'a number of things or per-
sons belonging together,' etc., is a conniption
of sept

1 and ult. of sect1 .] 1. A young plant fit

for setting out
;
a slip; shoot: as, sets of white-

thorn or other shrub; onion sets.

Syon, a yong sette. Palsgrave.

2. A rudimentary fruit : used especially of ap-
ples, pears, peaches, etc. : as, the peaches set

well, but the sets all dropped off. Compare
set1

,
t'. ., 3. 3. The setting of the sun or other

luminary; hence, the close, as of a day.
The weary sun hath made a golden set.

Shale., Rich. III., v. 3. 19.

If the sun shine pale, and fall into blacke clouds in his

set, It signifleth the winde is shifting into the North
quarter. Ueywood, Hierarchy of Angels, p. 183.

Thou that faintly smilest still,

As a Naiad in a well,

Looking at the set of day.
Tennyson, Adeline.

4f. A venture
;
a wager ;

a stake
; hence, a

game of chance; a match.
When we have match'd our rackets to these balls,
We will, in France, by God's grace, play a set.

Shall strike his father's crown into the hazard.

Shak., Hen. V., i. 2. 262.

I would buy your pardon,
Though at the highest set ; even with my life.

Beau, and Fl., Maid's Tragedy, iv. 1.

I give o'er the set, throw down the cards.

Middleman, Chaste Maid, 11. 1.

5. General movement; direction; drift; ten-

dency: used both literally and figuratively.

Individuals, alive to the particular evils of the age, and
watching the very set of the current. De Quincey, Style, i.

The set of opinion in England at present.
Davson, Nature and the Bible, App. C, p. 244.

When the storm winds prevail, the set is strong from the
east. Scribner's May., VIII. 101.

6. Build; conformation; form; hence, bearing ;

carriage : said of the person.
A goodly gentleman,
Of a more manly set I never look'd on.

Beau, and Fl., Custom of the Country, v. 6.

Should any young lady incline to imitate Gwendolen,
let her consider the set of her head and neck.

George Eliot, Daniel Deronda, vii.

He was a young man, and not over middle height ;
but

there was something effective and picturesque in the set

of his strongly built frame. Harpers Mag., LXXVI. 291.

7. A permanent change of shape caused by
pressure or by being retained long in one po-
sition; a bend, warp, or kink; hence, figura-
tively, a mental or moral warp or bias of char-
acter.

The behaviour of men to domestic animals must have
been, on the whole, more kind than the reverse. Had it

been otherwise, the set of the brute's brains, according to
modern theory, would have been that of shyness and dread
of us. F. P. Cobbe, Peak In Darien, p. 137.

8f. A settled state.

Y heate with a long net of faire and warm weather had
even ignited the aire and prepar'd the materials to con-
ceive the fire. Evelyn, Diary, Sept. 3, 1666.

9. The lateral deflection of a saw-tooth
;
the

effect produced in a saw by bending alternate
teeth slightly in opposite directions. See cuts
under saw-set.

The less set a saw has, the less wood it wastes.

Ure, Diet, IV. 961.

10f. One of the plaits or flutings of a ruff; also,
such plaited or fluted work.
The set of my ruff looked like so many organ pipes.

Randolph, Hey for Uonestie.



set

11. In plastering, the last coat of plaster on
walls prepared for papering. 12. Young oys-
ters, planted or fit for planting: occasionally
used improperly for spat or spawn; also, a bed
or plant of young oysters. Compare strike, seed.

At only a few places does a breed of oysters, or a set, as

it is termed, occur with any regularity, or of any conse-

quence. Fisheries of U. S., V. ii. 516.

13. In mining: (a) A mine or number of mines

(including the area necessary for their work-

ing) taken on lease: used with this meaning in

Cornwall and Devon chiefly, but also to some
extent in other coal-mining districts of Eng-
land. Not used in the United States. (6) One
of the frames of timber which support the roof
and sides of a level : same as durns, durnz, or

durnze (see dwrw1
) ; also, one of the horizontal

members of the timbering by which a shaft is

supported.
A gallery requires what are called frames (sets or

durnzes) for its proper support. A complete frame con-
sists of a sole-piece (foot-piece, sill, or sleeperX two side

props (legs or arms), and a crown (cap or collar).

Gallon, Lectures on Mining (trans.), i. 257.

(c) In some coal-mining districts of England,
nearly the same as lift

2
,
6 (6). (d) A measure

of length along the face of a stall by which
holers and drivers are paid: it is usually from
6 to 10 feet. Gresley. [Midland coal-fields,

Eng.] In all these senses commonly spelled
sett. 14. The pattern or combination of col-

ors of a tartan. [Scotch.]
A tartan plaid, spun of good hawslock woo,
Scarlet and green the sets, the borders blew.

Ramsay, Gentle Shepherd (ed. 1852^ i. 1.

The petticoat was formed of tartan silk, in the set or pat-
tern of which the colour of blue greatly predominated.

Scott, Legend of Montrose, ix.

15. lu theaters, a set scene. See set 1
, p. a., and

scene. 1 6. In type-founding, the type-founder's
adjustment of space between types of the same
font. Types with too much blank on one or both
sides are wide-set ; with too little space, close-
set. 17. In whaling: (a) Astroke; a thrust: as,
a set of the lance. (t>) A chance or opportunity
to strike with the lance : as, he got a good set,
and missed. 18. In much. : (a) A tool used to
close the plates around a rivet before upsetting
the point of the latter to form the second head.
(b) An iron bar bent into two right angles on
the same side, used in dressing forged iron. E.
H. Knight, (c) A hook-wrench having three
sides equal and the fourth long, to serve as a
lever. It is a form of key, spanner, or screw-
wrench for turning bolts, etc. 19. In saddle-

ry, the filling beneath the ground-seat of a sad-

dle, which serves to bring the top seat to its

shape. IS. H. Knight. 20. A number of things
which belong together and are intended to be
used together, (a) Such a collection when the arti-
cles are all alike in appearance and use : as, aset of chairs :

a get of table-knives ; a set of buttons ; a set of dominoes ;

a set of teeth.

I'll give my Jewels for a set of beads.

Shak., Rich. II., iii. 3. 147.

A set o
above m

r pack of cards, but not equally ancient with those
entioned, were in the possession of Dr. Stukeley.

Strutt, Sports and Pastimes, p. 432.

(&) Such a collection when of varied character and pur-
pose, but intended to be used together and generally of
similar or harmonizing design : as, a set of parlor furni-

ture; a dinner-set; a toilet-se(. Set was formerly used spe-
cifically of horses, to mean six, as distinguished from a pair
or four-in-hand.

He found the windows and streets exceedingly throng-
ed, . . . and in many places sets of loud music.

England's Joy (Arber's Eng. Garner, I. 30).

Shortly after, Bourchier, returning into England, he
bought a most rich Coach and Curious Sett of Six Horses
to it. T. Lucas, in Ashton's Social Life in Reign of Queen

[Anne, I. iii.

Here to-day about five o'clock arrived Lady Sarah Sad-
leir and Lady Betty Lawrence, each in her chariot-and-
six. Dowagers love equipage, and these cannot travel ten
miles without a sett. Richardson, Clarissa Harlowe, VI. 226.

21. A number of things having some other re-
lation to each other, as resemblance or natu-
ral affinity.
There are a set of heads that can credit the relations of

mariners, yet question the testimonies of St. Paul
Sir T. Browne, Religio Medici, i. 21.

I say a set rather than a "series," because the articles
were written on various occasions, and have therefore lit-
tle formal connection, or necessary logical sequence.

Nineteenth Century, XIX. 60.

22. A number of persons customarily or offi-

cially associated: as, a set of bankers; a set of
officers

; or a number of persons drawn together
by some affinity, as of taste, character, posi-
tion, or pursuits; hence, a clique or coterie:
as, he belonged to the fast set.
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There's nothing we Beaus take more Pride in than a

Sett of Genteel Footmen.
Tunbridge Walla, quoted in Ashton's Social Life in Reign

[of Queen Anne, I. 76.

We should be as weary of one Set of Acquaintance, tho'
never so good, as we are of one Suit tho' never so fine.

Congreve, Way of the World, iii. 10.

This set of ladies, indeed, as they daily do duty at court,
are much more expert in the use of their airs and graces
than their female antagonists, who are most of them bred
in the country. Addison, Meeting of the Association.

Choose well your set ; our feeble nature seeks
The aid of clubs, the countenance of cliques.

O. W. Uolmes, Urania.

23. A number of particular things that are
united in the formation of a whole : as, a set of
features. 24. In music and dancing: (a) The
five figures or movements of a quadrille or a
country-dance. (b) The music adapted to a

quadrille.
Then the discreet automaton [at the piano] . . . played

a blossomless, tuneless set.

Dickens, Our Mutual Friend, i. 11.

(c) The number of couples required to execute
a square dance.
Emma was . . . delighted to see the respectable length

of the set as it was forming, and to feel that she had so

many hours of unusual festivity before her.

Jane Austen, Emma, xxxviii.

Quadrilles were being systematically got through by two
or three sets of dancers. Dickens, Pickwick, ii.

25. One of a number of games or matches
which together make up a series: as, A won
the first set, B the second and third sets.

26. In ornith., specifically, the number of eggs
found in one nest at any time; especially, the
full number of eggs laid by any bird before

incubation; a clutch A dead set. (a) The act of
a setter dog when it finds the game, and stands stiffly

pointing; a point (originally, the crouching attitude of
the setter when making a

point, now wholly obsolete).
(b) A state or condition which precludes further progress.
(c) A concerted scheme to defraud a player in gaming.
Grose, (d) A determined stand in argument or in pro-
ceeding ; a determined attack. [Colloq.]

There should be a little filagree about a woman some-
thing of the coquette. . . . The more of a dead set she
makes at you the better. George Eliot, Middlemarch, x.

Clock-set, a set of three or more decorative pieces of
which the centerpiece is a clock, usually of bronze or
porcelain wholly or in part. Egg-set, a set of egg-cups
and spoons with a stand for holding boiled eggs, or, in
some cases, an egg-boiler with sand-glass and often sepa-
rate salt-cellars, the whole forming a more or less decora-
tive set. First set, in whaling. See first. Harlequin
set. See harlequin. Render and set; render, float,
and set. See render. Set or sett of a burgh, in
Scots law, the constitution of a burgh. The sets are either
established by immemorial usage, or were at some time or
other modeled by the convention of burghs. Set Of ex-
change, the different parts of a bill of exchange (the bill

and its duplicates), which are said to constitute a set.

Each part is complete by itself, but the parts are num-
bered successively, and when one part is paid the others
become useless. Set of the reed. Same as number of
the reed (which see, under number). Sets and eyes of
potatoes, slices of the tubers of the potato for planting,
each slice having at least one eye or bud.

set2 (set), v. i. A dialectal variant of sit, com-
mon in rustic use.

set2 (set). A form of the preterit and past par-
ticiple of sit, now usually regarded, in the

preterit, as an erroneous form of sat, or, in the

past participle, as identical with set, past par-
ticiple of sefl. See sit.

When he was set, his disciples came unto him.
Mat. v. 1.

set2 (set), . [Avar, of mf.] Fit
; way of con-

forming to the lines of the figure.
"The Marchioness of Granby," with her graceful figure

in profile, her hands at her waist, and her head turned
towards you as though she were looking at the set of her
dress in a glass. The Academy, May 25, 1889, p. 366.

set3t- A Middle English contracted form of set-

teth, third person singular present indicative
of set)-.

seta (se'ta), n.; pi. setse (-te). [NL., < L.

seta, ssetd, a thick stiff hair, a bristle; etym.
doubtful.] 1. In zool. and ana*., a bristle; a
chseta; a stiff, stout hair; a fine, slender spine
or prickle; any setaceous appendage, (a) One
of the bristles of swine and other mammals. See Settfera.

(V) One of the rough hairy appendages of the legs or other
parts of crustaceans. See cut under Podophthalmia. (c)
One of the mouth-parts characteristic of hemipterous
insects; a bristle. These lie within the rostrum; the
upper pair, or superior setae, are the mandibles, and the
lower pair, or inferior seta?, are the maxilla?. See cut un-
der mosquito, (d) A vibrissa ; a rictal bristle, asof abird,
or one of the whiskers of a cat Such setae show well in
the cut under Platyrhynchus. See also setirostral, and cuts
under Antrostomus, panther, and serval. (e) A chseta ; one
of the setaceous appendages of the parapodia of a chajto-

pod worm. These are supposed to be tactile seta? in some
cases. See cuts under Polynoe and pygidium. (/) In In-
fusoria, & hair-like flexible but non-vibratile cilium. W.
S. Kent.

2. In bot., a bristle of any sort; a stiff hair; a

slender, straight prickle; also, the stalk that

Sethite

supports the theca, capsule, or sporangium of
mosses.
setaceous (se-ta'shius), a. [< NL. setaceus, <
L. seta, sseta, a hair, bristle: see seta. Cf.

.s-cni-ce.] 1. In aa/. and zool.: (a) Bristly; seti-

form; having the character of a seta, cheeta,
or bristle, (b) Bristling; setiferous or seti-

gerous ; setose ; provided with bristles or stiff,

stout hairs. 2. In bot., bristle-shaped; hav-

ing the character of setse : as, a setaceous leaf
or leaflet Setaceous antenna or palpi, in entom.,
antennae or palpi in which the joints are cylindrical, and
closely fitted together, and the outer ones are somewhat
more slender than the others. They are a variety of the
filiform type.

setaceously (se-ta'shius-li),-arfi;. In bot., in a
setaceous manner; so as to form or possess
seta?.

setal (se'tal), a. [< seta + -al.'] Of or pertain-
ing to setse : as, the setal bands of a brachio-

pod, which may run along the pallial margin
and denote the site of the setse. T. Davidson.
Setaria (se-ta'ri-a), n. [NL. (Beauvois, 1807),
so called from the awned flower-spikes: see

setarious.'] A genus of grasses, of the tribe
Panicese. It is characterized by flowers with four
glumes, all crowded into a dense cylindrical spike or a
narrow thyrsus, the joints of which are set with rigid
bristles much longer than the ovate spikelets. There
are about 10 species, very variable and difficult of distinc-

tion, widely scattered through both tropical and temper-
ate regions, and some of them now cosmopolitan weeds of
cultivated land. They are annuals with flat leaves and
bristly spikes which are sometimes long and tail-like,
whence their popular names foxtail and pusstail. (For
S. Jtalica, see Italian millet (under millet) and Bengal
grass (under grass). For 5. ylauca. also known as bottle-

grass, see pigeon-grass.) S. mridis, the green foxtail-grass,
which accompanies the last, also furnishes an inferior

hay, and its seeds are a favorite food of poultry.

setarious (se-ta'ri-us), a. [< NL. setarius, < L.

seta, a bristle: see seta.] In entom., ending in
or bearing a bristle; aristate: specifically not-

ing aristate antennse in which the arista is

naked: opposed toplumate.
set-back (set'bak), n. 1. Same as backset, I.

[U.S.]

Every point gained by the political conservative is a
set-back and a hindrance to the attainment of the liberal's

greatest ends. Pop. Sci. Mo., XXXIII. 166.

2. Same as bad-set, 2. [U.S.] 3. A pool or
overflow setting back over the land, as from a
freshet. [U. S.] 4. In arch., a flat plain set-

off in a wall.

set-bolt (set'bolt), n. In ship-building, an iron
bolt for faying planks close to each other, or
for forcing another bolt out of its hole.

set-down (set'doun), n. A depressing or hu-

miliating rebuke or reprehension ;
a rebuff ;

an unexpected and overwhelming answer or

reply.
sete 1

!. A Middle English spelling of neat and
sat. Chaucer.

seteat, a. [ME., also sety, < Icel. sxtt, endura-

ble, suitable, (xitja, sit: seesit.] Suitable; fit.

Take ij. of the ffysshmongers, to be indifferently chosen
and sworn, to se that alle suche vytelle be able and sete

for mannys body. English Gilds (E. E. T. S.), p. 397.

And his Alekonner with hym, to taste and vndirstand
that the ale be gode, able, and .-<<//.

English Gilds (E. E. T. S.), p. 425.

sete*t, " A Middle English form of city.

setee, n. See settee*.

setelt, . A Middle English form of settle1 .

setent. A Middle English form of the past par-
ticiple of sit.

Seterdayt, n. An obsolete form of Saturday.
setewalet, An obsolete form of setwall.

set-fair (set'far), . 1. The coat of plaster used
after roughing in, and floated, or pricked up
and floated. 2. A word sometimes inscribed
on barometers at a point where the instrument
is supposed to indicate settled fair weather.
Also set fair.

set-foil (set'foil), n. Same as septfoil. [Rare.]
set-gun (set'gun), n. A spring-gun.
seth !

t,
adv. Same as sithl for since.

seth2 ,
n. Same as saith?.

set-hammer (sefham^er), H. A hammer of
which the handle is not wedged, but merely in-

serted or set in. It is the form used for being
struck on the work with a sledge-hammer.
setheH, A Middle English form of seethe.

sethe2t, " An obsolete form of saith%.

sethent, adv. Same as sithen for since.

Sethian (seth'i-an), n. Same as Sethite.

Sethite (seth'It), n. [< LL. "Setliitit, Sethoitie,
< Xcth (see def.).J One of a branch of the Gnos-
tic sect of Ophites. They received their name from
the fact that they regarded Seth, the son of Adam, as the



Sethite

first pneumatic (spiritual) man, and believed that he reap-

peared as Christ. Also Sethian.

Setifera (se-tif'e-ra), H. pi. [NL., neut. pi. of

setifcr: see getiferom."] A superfaraily of artio-

dactyl ungulates, whose body is covered with

stiff hairs or bristles
;
the swine. They are unguli-

grade and cloven-footed, with false hoofs not functional,

ized. The snout is more or less discoidal, and the nostrils

open forward in it. The mamma! are from four to ten,

ventral as well as inguinal. The Selifem comprise the

living families Phacoclioerids?, or wart-hogs; SiMse, or

swine proper; Dicotylidai, or peccaries ; and probably the

fossil Anthrocotheriidtf. Also Setigem. See cuts under

babirussa, boar, peccary, Phacochaerus, and Potamachoerus.

setiferous (se-tif 'e-rus), (i. [< NL. setifer, < L.

seta, steta, bristle" + ferre = E. 6e'l.] Bris-

tling; having bristles or bristly hairs; seta-

ceous; specifically, of or pertaining to the Se-

lifn-fi, as swine. Also setigerous.

setiform (se'ti-form), (i. [< L. seta, sseta, a

bristle, + forma, form.] Having the form of

a seta; shaped like or resembling a bristle; se-

taceous Setiform antennae, in entmn. : (a) Antennas

having a short and thick basal joint, 'he rest of the organ

being reduced to a bristle-like appendage, as in the

dragon-flies. (6) Same as setaceous antennae (which see,

under setaceous). Setiform palpi, palpi that are minute
and bristle-shaped, as in the bedbug.

setiger (se'ti-jer), n. [< L. setiger, ssetiger : see

setigerous.^ A setigerous or chsetopodous worm;
a member of the Setigera.

Setigera (se-tij'e-ra), n. pi. [NL., neut. pi. of

L. setiger, ssetiger, bristle-bearing : see setige-

rous."] If. In Vermes, same as Chsetopoda. 2.

In Illiger's classification (1811), a family of his

Mitltungulata ; the swine or Setifera.

setigerous (se-tij'e-rus), a. [< L. setiger, see-

tiger, bristle-bearing, having coarse hair, < seta,

sseta. a bristle, + gerere, bear.] Same as setif-

erous.

The head is bare of frontal horns, but carries a pair of

Sftiijerous antennae. W. B. Carpenter, Micros., 598.

set-in (set'in). ft. A beginning; a setting in.

The early and almost immediate set-in of the drift.

Virginia Car. N. Y. Tribune. (Bartlett.)

setiparous (se-tip'a-rus), a. [< L. seta, sseta, a

bristle, + pdrere, bear, bring forth.] Giving
rise to setsB

; producing bristles : applied to cer-

tain organs of annelids.

The setiparous glands of the inner row of seta;.

Molleston, Forms of Anim. Life, p. 125.

setireme (se'ti-rem), w. [< L. seta, seeta, a

bristle, a coarse stiff hair, + remus, an oar.]
The fringed or setose leg of an aquatic insect,

serving as an oar.

setirostral (se-ti-ros'tral), a. [< L. seta, sseta,

a bristle, + rostrum, 'bill.] Having the bill

furnished with conspicuous bristles along the

gape ; having long rictal vibrissse : opposed to

glabrirostral. P. L. Sclater.

Setirostres (se-ti-ros'trez), .
pi. [NL.: see

set irostral."] In ontith., a division of Capri-

mulginse, including those which are setiros-

tral, as the true goatsuckers or night-jars : dis-

tinguished from Gtabrirostres. See cuts under

fissirostral and night-jar. P. L. Sclater.

setlingt (set'ling), re. [Also, erroneously, set-

tling; < sefi + -ling
1

.']
A sapling; a young set

or shoot.

For such as be yet inttrm and weak, and newly planted
in the religion of Christ, and have taken no sure root in

the same, are easily moved as young settings, and carried

away. Beam, Early Works (Parker Soc.), p. 18.

For settlings they are to be preferred that grow near-

est the stock. Evelyn.

setness't (set'nes), n. [< ME. setnesse, < AS.

gesetnes, constitution, statute, appointed order

(of. G. gesetz, a law, statute ;
cf . also ME. aset-

nesse, < AS. asetnis, institute), < settan, set: see

sei1 .] A law; statute.

setness2 (set'nes), . [< set, pp. of set1 ,
+ -ness."]

The state or character of being set, in any sense.

set-net (set'net), n. A net stretched on a coni-

cal frame, which closes the outlet of a fishway,
and into which fish may fall.

set-Off (set'6f),n. ; pi. sets-off(setz'ot). 1. That
which is set off against another thing; an off-

set.

An example or two of peace broken by the public voice

is a poor set-off against the constant outrages upon hu-

manity and habitual inroads upon the happiness of the

country subject to an absolute monarch. Brougham.

He pleaded his desertion of Pompey as a set-off against
his faults. Froude, Csesar, p. 454.

2. That which is used to improve the appear-
ance of anything ;

a decoration ;
an ornament.

This coarse creature,
That has no more set-o/but his juggiings,
His travell'd tricks.

Fletcher, Wildgoose Chase, iii. 1.
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3. In arch., a connecting member interposed
between a lighter and a more massive structure

projecting beyond the former, as between a

lower section of a wall or a buttress and a sec-

tion of less thickness above ; also, that part of

a wall, or the like, which is exposed horizon-

tally when the part above it is reduced in thick-

ness. Also called offset.

The very massive lower buttress, c, is adjusted to the

flying buttress, b, by a simple set-o/, d.

C. H. Moore, Gothic Architecture, p. 78.

4. A counter-claim or -demand; a cross-debt;
a counterbalancing claim.

If the check is paid into a different bank, it will not be

"presented for payment, but liquidated by set-of against
other checks. J. S. Mill, Polit. Econ., III. xii. 6.

5. In law: (a) The balancing or countervailing

settee

set-out (set/out), w. 1. Preparations, as for be-

ginning a journey.
A committee of ten, to make all the arrangements and

manage the whole set-out. Dickens, Sketches, Tales, vii.

2. Company; set; clique. [Rare.]

She must just hate and detest the whole set-out of us.

Dickens, Hard Times, i. 8.

3. A display, as of plate, or china, or elabo-

rate dishes and wines at table; dress and ac-

cessories; equipage; turn-out.
" When you are tired of eating strawberries in the gar-

den, there shall be cold meat in the house." "Well, as

you please; only don't have a great set-out."

Jane Austen, Emma, xlii.

His "
drag

"
is whisked along rapidly by a brisk chestnut

pony, well-harnessed ;
the whole set-out, I was informed,

pony included, cost 50 when new.

Mayhew, London Labour and London Poor, II. 48.

is in privity. Set-off is that right which exists between a -t
L
_.._ /eer'niii'i

two persons each of whom, under an independent con- Set-pin (set pin), .

tract, owes an ascertained amount to the other, to set off set-pot (set'pot)

A dowelA dowel.
In varmsh-malang, a cop-

tract, owes an ascertained amount to te oter, o se o -
, . -, -

their respective debts, by way of mutual deduction, so per pan heated by a pipe or flue wound spirally
that the person to whom the larger debt is due shall re- akOut it : used to boil oil, gold-size, japans, etc.
cover the residue only after such deduction. (Kerr.) Set- , jrainhtcover te resue ony aer suc eucon. e. -

, an
of, counter-claim, and recoupment are terms often used in- * 5" '/SEj \ A -^ v, ti,Q
discriminately. Counter-claim is more appropriate of any set-ring (set'nng), n. A guide above the main
cross-demand on which the claimant might if he chose frame of a spoke-setting machine, on which the
maintain an independent action, and on which, should

gpo]jeg are rested to be set and driven into the
he establish it as a cause of action, either in such mde- ?^
pendent action or by way of counter-claim when sued, he ' uo. ,.,,.., , , A
would be entitled to an affirmative judgment in his own set-Screw (set'skro), n. (a) A screw, as m a

favor for payment of the claim except so far as his adver- cramp, screwed through one part tightly upon
sary's claim might reduce or extinguish it. This use of another, to bring pieces of wood, metal, etc.,
the word distinguishes it from such claims as may be set

f"^ "i" '
" "

tfl ,?t

P
TjT A sorew

'

sed to
'

fix ainto close contact. (D) A screw u,

pulley, collar, or other detachable part to a

snaft or to some other part of a machine, by

ngu
off In favor of a person, which yet would not sustain an

action by him, nor any affirmative judgment in his favor,

Recoupment is appropriate only to designate a cross-de-

iff' d ri ht to cut down the amount screwing through the detachable part and bear-

reco
8

veSe b'yTirtue of tt Tn these, which are the strict ing against the part to which it is to be fas-

senses of the words, a recoupment only reduces plain- tened. Such screws have usually pointed or

tiff's demand, and leaves him to take judgment for what CUp-shaped ends, which bite into the metal,
remains after the deduction; a set-o/ extinguishes the f^t^OMutA C^pt'stichtl a Stitched accord-
srnaller of two independent demands and an equal amount Set-StltCnea (S sticny,

a. ,

of the larger, but may leave the residue of the latter un- ing to a set pattern, bterne.

enforced ; a cmmter-claim is one that may be established sett, . See set1
,
set2 .

irrespective of the adversary's success or failure in estab-

lishing his claim, and, although subject to be reduced or

extinguished by the adversary's success, may otherwise

be enforced in the same action.

6. In printing, same as offset, 9. Also setting off.

Set-off Sheet, in printing, paper laid between newly

printed sheets to' prevent the transfer or set-off of moist oott_, . .ltl
j ,.

ink ; the sheet of tissue-paper put before prints in books. * set, v. ami .

(set'a-bl), a. [< sefl- + -able."] That

set, iii any sense of the verb.

They should only lay out set-table or tillable land, at

least such of it as should butt on y water side.

Bradford, Plymouth Plantation, p. 216.

An obsolete form of seft.
anel Mut UGIUIG piuiua 111 wvuno. j. S / j.-/\ rA 1 *-'^ ..

OF seton, sedon, F. seton settee 1
se-te'), . [A fanciful variation per-

) = It.^ c,<LL>Seto(-), haps orig. in trade use, of
settl^

n (th sub-

4H tlnnk stiff hair, also stitution of suffix -e&) : see Wfltol.] A seat or

seton (se'tou), .

(cf. Sp.sedal, aset<
,

< L. seta, sseta, a bristle, thick stiff hair, also
iff 1 ailV- SPB o,;3 intht ~\ In turn (a) A bench of a particular form, (a) A sofa ; especially,
(LL.) silk, see sail*, satin.) in surg. . i ij A & aofa Qf fiar pattern as a 8hort one tor two persons
skein of silk or cotton, or similar material, oniy (compare te-<i-e), or one having two or three chair-

passed under the true skin and the cellular tis- backs instead of a continuous back.

Ingenious Fancy . . . devised
The soft settee: one elbow at each end,
And in the midst an elbow it received,
United yet divided, twain at once.

Cowper, Task, i. 75.

There was a green settee, with three rockers beneath and
an arm at each end. E. Egyleston, The Graysons, i.

(b) A small part taken off from a long and large sofa by a

sue beneath, in order to maintain an artificial

issue.

Seton (in Surgery! is when the Skin of the Neck, or other

Part, is taken up and run thro' with a kind of Pack-Needle,
and the Wound afterwards kept open with Bristles, or a

Skeau of Thread, Silk, or Cotton, which is moved to and
fro to discharge the ill Humours by Degrees.

E. Phillips, 1706.

(b) The issue itself.

seton-needle (se'ton -ne"dl), n. In surg., a

needle by which a seton is introduced beneath
the skin.

Setophaga (se-tof'a-gii), H. [NL.,<Gr.o-fc, later

rniT6f ,
a moth,' + qdyelv, eat. ] The leading genus

of Setophaginse. The bill is broad and flat, with long
rictal bristles (as in the Old World Muscicapidse); the

wings are pointed, not shorter than the rounded tail ; the

slender tarsi are scutellate in front
;
and the coloration is

various, usually bright or strikingly contrasted. S. ruti-

citta is the common redstart. S. picta and S. miniata are

two painted fly-catching warblers, black, white, and car- sofa with tm> Settees, isth century,

mine-red. Numerous others inhabit subtropical and trop-

ical America. They are all small birds, about 5 inches kind of arm : thus, a long sofa may have a settee at each

long, insectivorous, and with the habits and manners of end partly cut off from the body of the piece,

flycatchers. See second cut under redstart. settee'2 (se-te'), H. [Also setee, < P. scetie, setie,

Setophaginse (se-tof-a-ji'ne), n. pi. [NL., < a]so scitie, setie, prob. < It. saettia, a light ves-

Setophaga + -inse."] American fly-catching war- se i : 8ee satty."] A vessel with one deck and a

biers, a subfamily of SylvicoUdse or Mniotiltidse, very long sharp prow, carrying two or three

chiefly inhabiting the warmer parts of America,

represented by several genera besides Seto-

phaga, as Myiodioctes, Cardellina, Basileuterus,
and about 40 species.

setophagine (se-tof'a-jin), a. Pertaining to the

Setophar/inse, or having their characters,

setose (se'tos), a. [< L. setosus, ssetosus, abound-

ing in bristles, < seta, sseta, a bristle, a coarse

stiff hair: see seta."] 1. In l>ot., bristly; hav-

ing the surface set with bristles: as, a setose

leaf or receptacle. 2. In zool. and anat.,

bristling or bristly; setaceous; covered with

set, or stiff hairs
;
setous. See cut under Hy-

iin ini/itera.

setous (se'tus), a. [< L. setosus, sietosus: see

setose."] Same as setose. [Bare.]



settee

masts with lateen sails, used on the Mediter-
ranean.

setter 1
(set'er), . [= D. setter = G. setter =

Sw. sattare = Dan. ssetter; as set1 + -er 1 .] 1.

One who or that which sets : as, a setter of pre-
cious stones; a setter of type (a compositor); a
setter of music to words (a musical composer):
chiefly in composition. Specifically (a) In hart.,
& plant which sets or develops fruit.

Some of the cultivated varieties are, as gardeners say,
"bad setters" i. e., do not ripen their fruit, owing to im-

perfect fertilization. Encyc. Brit., XXIV. 237.

(6) In the game of hazard. See hazard, I.

2. An implement or any object used in or for

setting. Specifically (a) In gun., a round stick for

driving fuses, or any composition, into cases made of pa-
per. (6) In diamond-cutting, a wooden handle into the end
of which is cemented the diamond to be cut. It is held in
the left hand of the workman, while the cutter is held in
the right, (c) In seal-engraving, a steel tool provided with
square wrench-like incisions, used in setting the tools in
the quill of the lathe-head, (d) In ceram., a variety of sag-
gar used for porcelain, and made to hold one piece only,
which it nearly fits, whereas the saggar often holds several

pieces.

The setters for china plates and dishes answer the same
purpose as the saggers, and are made of the same clay.
They take in one dish or plate each, and are "reared" in
the oven in "bungs" one on the other.

Ure, Diet., III. 614.

3. A kind of hunting-dog, named from its origi-
nal habit of settingorcrouching when it scented
game. These dogs are now, however, trained to stand
rigidly when they have found game. The setter is of about
the same size and form as the pointer, from which it differs

chiefly in the length of the coat. The ears are well fringed
with long hair, and the tail and hind legs are fringed or fea-
thered with hair still longer than that on the ears. There
are three distinct varieties of setters the Irish, which are
of a solid dark mahogany-red color ; the Gordon, black with
red or tan marks on each side of the muzzle from set on
of neck to nose, on the hind legs below the hocks, and on
the fore legs below the knees ; and the English, which
are divided into two classes, Llewelyns and Lavemcks, the
former being black, white, and tan in color, the latter black
and white.

Ponto, his old brown getter, . . . stretched out at full

length on the rug with his nose between his fore paws,
would wrinkle his brows and lift up his eyelids every now
and then, to exchange a glance of mutual understanding
with his master. George Eliot, Sir. Gilfll's Love-Story, i.

Hence 4. A man who is considered as per-
forming the office of a setting-dog that is,
who seeks out and indicates to his confederates
persons to be plundered.
Gads. Stand.
Fal. So I do, against my will.

Point. O, 'tis our setter : I know his voice.

Shale., I Hen. IV., ii. 2. 53.

Another set of men are the devil's setters, who continu-
ally beat their brains how to draw in some innocent un-
guarded heir into their hellish net. South.

We have setters watching in corners, and by dead walls,
to give us notice when a gentleman goes by.

Swift, Last Speech of Ebenezer Elliston.

Clock-setter (naut.), one who tampers with the clock to
shorten his watch ; hence, a busybody or mischief-maker
aboard ship; a sea-lawyer. Rough-setter, a mason who
merely builds rough walling, in contradistinction to one
who is competent to hew as well. Setter forth, one who
sets forth or brings into public notice ; a proclaimer ; for-

merly, a promoter.

He seemeth to be a setter.forth of strange gods.
Acts xvii. 18.

One Sebastian Cabota hath bin the chiefest setter forth
of this iourney or voyage. HaUvyt's Voyages, I. 2CS.

Setter Off, one who or that which sets off, decorates,
adorns, or recommends.

They come as refiners of thy dross
;
or gilders, setters

off, of thy graces.
Whittock, Manners of the English, p. 30. (Latham.)

Setter on, one who sets on ; an instigator ; an inciter.

I could not look upon it but with weeping eyes, in re-

membering him who was the only setter-on to do it.

Ascham.
Setter out, one who sets out, publishes, or makes known,
as a proclaimer or an author.

Duke John Frederick, . . . defender of Luther, a noble
setter out, and as true a follower of Christ and his gospell.

Ascham, Affairs of Germany.
Setter up, one who sets up, in any sense of the phrase.

Thou setter up and plucker down of kings.
Shak., 3 Hen. VI., ii. 3. 37.

Old occupations have
Too many setters-up to prosper ; some
Uncommon trade would thrive now.

Beau, and Fl., Honest Man's Fortune, U. 1.

I am but a young setter tip; the uttermost I dare ven-
ture upon 't is threescore pound.

Middleton, Michaelmas Term, ii. 3.

setter2 (set'er), v. t. [Appar. < 'setter
1

*, n. (as in

setter-grass, setterwort), a corruption (simulat-
ing setter*) of seton ().] To cut the dewlap
of (an ox or a cow), helleboraster, or setter-
wort, being put into the cut, and an issue there-
by made for ill-humors to vent themselves.
Compare tettencori. Hulliwell. [Prov. Eug.]

5528
Husbandmen are used to make a hole, and put a piece

of the root [setterwort] into the dewlap ... as a seton
In cases of diseased lungs, and this is called pegging or

fettering. Gerarde, Herbal, p. 979.

setter-grass (set'er-gras), n. [< late ME. .////-
i/n/xxe; appar. < 'setter2

,
n. (see setter?, v.), +

i/nixx.'] Same as settericort.

Setyr grysse, eleborus niger, herba est.

Cath. Ang., p. 331.

setterwort (set'er-wert), . [< 'setter'*, n. (see
setter*, v.), + wortl.] The bear's-foot or fetid

hellebore, Helleborus fcetidus. its root was former-
ly used as a "setter" (seto'u) in the process called nenerinj
(see setter*). The green hellebore, H. viridis, for a similar
reason was called peg-roots. (Dale, Pharmacologia(Prior).)
The former has also the names setter-grass, helleboraster,
and oxheal.

settirna, settimo (set'ti-ma, -mo), n. [It., fern,

and masc. respectively of settimo, < L. septim .v,

seventh, < septem, seven: see seven.] In w/ M.VIC.

the interval of a seventh.
settimetto (set-ti-met'to), n. [It., dim. of set-

timo, q. v.] A septet.
setting (set'ing), H. and a. [< ME. settynge;
verbal n. of set1

, .] I. n. 1. The act of one
who or that which sets, in any sense.

She has contrived to show her principles by the setting
of her commode ; so that it will be impossible for any
woman that is disaffected to be in the fashion.

Addison, The Ladies' Association.

Specifically 2. The adjusting of a telescope
to look at an object by means of a setting-cir-
cle or otherwise

; also, the placing of a microme-
ter-wire so as to bisect an object. 3. In music,
the act, process, or result of fitting or adapting
to music, or providing a musical form for: as,
a setting of the Psalms.
Arne gave to the world those beautiful settings of the

songs "Under the greenwood tree," "Blow, blow, thou
winter wind," . . . which seem to have become indissol-

ubly allied to the poetry. Grove, Diet. Music, I. 84.

4. Tlieat., the mounting of a play or an opera
for the stage ;

the equipment and arrangement
of scenery, costumes, and properties; the mise
en scene. 5. The adjusting of the teeth of a
saw for cutting.
The teeth [of a saw] are not in line with the saw-blade,

but . . . their points are bent alternately to the right
and left, so that their cut will exceed the thickness of the
blade to an extent depending upon the amount of this

bending, or set, as it is called. Without the clearance
due to this setting, saws could not be used in hard wood.

C. P. B. Shelley, Workshop Appliances, p. 55.

6. The hardening of plaster or cement; also,
same as setting-coat.

Setting may be either a second coat upon laying or ren-

dering, or a third coat upon floating.

Workshop Receipts, 1st ser., p. 121.

7. The hardening process of eggs: a term used

by fish-culturists. 8. The sinking of the sun
or moon or of a star below the horizon.

I have touched the highest point of all my greatness,
And from that full meridian of my glory
I haste now to my setting. Shak., Hen. VIII., iii. 2. 225.

The setting of a great hope is like the setting of the sun.

Longfellow, Hyperion, i. 1.

9f. The sport of hunting with a setter-dog. See
the quotation under sefl, v. i., 7. 10. Some-
thing set in or inserted.

And thou shalt set in it settings of stones, even four
rows of stones. Ex. xxviii. 17.

1 1 . That in which something, as a jewel, is set :

as, a diamond in a gold setting; by extension,
the ornamental surrounding of a jewel, seal,
or the like: as, an antique setting; hence, fig-

uratively, that which surrounds anything; en-
vironment.
Nature is a setting that fits equally well a comic or a

mourning piece. Emerson, Nature, i.

Heliacal setting. See heliacal. Setting off. (a) Adorn-
ment ; becoming decoration ; relief.

Might not this beauty, tell me (it 's a sweet one),
Without more setting-ofl, as now it is,

Thanking no greater mistress than mere nature,
Stagger a constant heart ?

Fletcher, Double Marriage, iii. 3.

(6) In printing, same as ofset, 9. Setting out. (a) An
outfit; an equipment. [Now provincial.]

Perseus's setting out is extremely well adapted to his un-

dertaking. Bacon, Fable of Perseus.

(b) Same as location, 3.

II. a. Of the sunset; western; occidental.

[Rare.]
Conceiv'd so great a pride,

In Severn on her East, Wyre on the setting side.

Drayton, Polyolliion, vii. 266.

setting-back (set'ing-bak'), n. In glue-making,
the vessel into which glue is poured from the
caldron, and in which it remains until the im-

purities settle.

setting-board (set'ing-bord), n. A contrivance
used by entomologists for setting insects with

settle

the wings spread. It is generally a frame made of
wood or cork, with a deep groove in which the bodies of
the insects lie while the wings arc spread out on flat sur-
faces at the sides, and kept in position with pins and card-
tioard braces or pieces of glass until they are dry.

setting-box (set'ing-boks), n. A box contain-

ing the setting-boards used by entomologists.
Several such boards may be fitted in the box like shelves,
and the box itself may resemble a dummy book to stand
on a shelf.

setting-circle (set'ing-ser"kl), . A graduated
circle attached to a telescope used in finding a
star. For a motion in altitude, the most con-
venient form of setting-circle is one carrying
a spirit-level.

setting-coat (set'ing-kot), n. The best sort of

plastering on walls or ceilings ; a coat of fine
stuff laid over the floating, which is of coarse
stuff.

setting-dog (set'ing-dog), n. A setter.

Will is a particular favourite of all the young heirs, whom
lie frequently obliges . . . with a setting-dog he has made
himself. Addixint, Spectator, No. 108.

setting-fid (set'ing-fid), . See Jid.

setting-gage (set'ing-gaj), . In carriage-bii titl-

ing, a machine for obtaining the proper pitch
or angle of an axle to cause it to suit the wheels

;

an axle-setter. E. H. Knight.
setting-machine (set'ing-ma-shen"), n. A ma-
cliiue for setting the wire teeth in cards for the

card-clothing of carding-machines.
setting-needle (sefing-ne'dl), . A needle,
fixed in a light wooden handle, used in setting
the wings of insects in any desired position.
setting-pole (set'ing-pol), n. See pole*, and
set*, v. t., 28.

Setting-poles cannot be new, for I find " some set [the
boats) with long poles

"
in Hakluyt.

Lowell, Biglow Papers, 2d ser., Int.

setting-punch (set'ing-punch), n. In saddlery,
a punch with a tube around it, by means of
which a washer is placed over the shank of a

rivet, and so shaped as to facilitate riveting
down the shank upon the washer. E. H. Knight.
setting-rule (set'mg-rol), . In printing, same
as composing-rule.
A setting-rule, a thin brass or steel plate which, being

removed as successive lines are completed, keeps the type
in place. . Encyc. Brit., XXIII. 700.

setting-stick (set'ing-stik),)i. If. A stick used
for adjusting the sets or plaits of ruffs.

Breton (Pasquil's Prognostication, p. 11) says that Dooms-
day will be near when "inaides will use no setting sticks."

Davies.

2. In printing, a composing-stick.
setting-sun (set'ing-sun'),. Abivalvemollusk
of the family Tellinidse, Psammobia vespertina.
It has a shell of an oblong oval shape, and of a whitish
color shading to a reddish-yellow at the beaks, and diver-
sified by rays of carmine and purplish or pinkish hue. The
epidermis is olivaceous brown. It inhabits the sandy
coast, and where it is abundant in some parts of Europe
it is used as manure, while in other places it is exten-

sively eaten.

settle 1
(set'l), . [< ME. settle, setle, setel, setil,

seotfl, < AS. sett = OS. sedal = MD. setel, D. zetel

= MLG. setel = OHG. sedal, sezal, sezzal, MHG.
sedel, sezzel, G. sessel= Goth, sitls, a seat, throne,
= L. sella (for *sedla) (> E. sell2 ), a seat, chair,

throne, saddle (see sell2 ),
= Gr. eipa, a seat,

base; from the root of sit: see sit. Cf. saddle.]
1. A seat; a bench; a ledge. [Obsolete or

archaic.]
Opon the setil of his mageste.

Hampole, Prick of Conscience, 1. 6122.

Then gross thick Darkness over all he dight. . . .

If hunger driue the Pagans from their Dens,
Ones [sic] 'gainst a settle breaketh both his shins.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii., The lawe.

From the high settle of king or ealdorman in the midst
to the mead-benches ranged around its walls.

J. R. Green, Hist. Eng. People, i.

2. Specifically, a seat longer than a chair; a
bench with a high back and arms, made to ac-
commodate two or more persons. Old settles
were usually of oak, and were often made with a chest or
coffer under the seat. Compare box-settle and long settle,

below.
On oaken settle Marmion sate,
And view'd around the blazing hearth.

Scott, Marmion, iii. 8.

By the fireside, the big arm-chair . . . fondly cronied
with two venerable settles within the chimney corner.

J. W. Palmer, After his Kind, p. 46.

3f. A seat fixed or placed at the foot of a bed-
stead.

Itm. an olde standing bedstead wth a settle unto it.

Archtrologia, XL. 327.

4. A part of a platform lower than another

part. 5. One of the successive platforms or

stages leading up from the floor to the great
altar of the Jewish Temple.



settle

From the bottom [of the altar] upon the ground even to

the lower settle shall be two cubits, and the breadth one
iMibit ; and from the lesser settle even to the greater settle

shall be lour cubits. Ezek. xliii. 14.

The altar (independently of the bottom) was composed
of two stages called settles, the base of the upper settle

being less than that of the lower.
Bible Commentary, on Ezek. xliii. 14.

Box-settle, a settle the seat of which is formed by the

top of a chest or coffer. Long settle, a bench, longer
than the ordinary modern settle, with a high solid back
which often reached to the floor. As a protection against
drafts, these settles were ranged along the walls of an-

cient halls, und drawn toward the ftre in cold weather.

settle 1
(set/1), v.

; pret. and pp. settled, ppr.
xi'ltling. [< ME. settlen, setlen, also stitlclcn, xl-

tlen, sullen, tr. cause to rest, intr. sink to rest,

subside, < AS. setlan, fix, = D. zetelen, < setel, a
seat (setl-f/aiif/, the setting of the sun), = Icel.

sjotlask, settle, subside: see settle^-, n. This
verb has been confused with another verb,
which has partly conformed to it : see settle'^.']

1. trans. 1. To place in a fixed or permanent
position or condition

;
confirm

; establish, as
for residence or business.

Til that youre [restored) sighte ysatled be a while,
Ther may ful many a sighte yow bigile.

Chaucer, Merchant's Tale, 1. 1161.

But I will settle him in mine house, and in my kingdom
for ever. 1 Chron. xvii. 14.

The God of all grace . . . stablish, strengthen, settle

you. 1 Pet. v. 10.

The land Salique is in Germany, . . .

Where Charles the Great, having subdued the Saxons,
There left behind and settled certain French.

Shak., Hen. V., 1. 2. 47.

Settled in his face I see
Sad resolution. Milton, P. L, vi. 540.

That the glory of the City may not be laid upon the tears
of the Orphans and Widows, but that its foundations may
be setled upon Justice and Piety.

Stittingfleet, Sermons, I. i.

2. To establish or fix, as in any way of life, or
in any business, office, or charge : as, to settle

a young man in a trade or profession ;
to settle

a daughter by marriage ;
to settle a clergyman

in a parish.
The father thought the time drew on

Of settling in the world his only son. Dryden.
I therefore have resolved to settle thee, and chosen a

young lady, witty, prudent, rich, and fair.

Steele, Lying Lover, ii. 1.

3. To set or fix, as in purpose or intention.

Settle it therefore in your hearts, not to meditate before
what ye shall answer. Luke xxi. 14.

Hoping, through the blessing of God. it would be a

means, in that unsettled state, to settle their affections

towards us. Good News from New-England, in Appendix
[to New England's Memorial, p. 367.

4. To adjust; put in position; cause to sit

properly or firmly : as, to settle one's cloak in

the wind; to settle one's feet in the stirrups.
Yet scarce he on his back could get,
So oft and high he did curvet,
Ere he himself could settle.

Drayton, Nymphidia.

5. To change from a disturbed or troubled
state to one of tranquillity, repose, or security ;

quiet; still; hence, to calm the agitation of;

compose : as, to settle the mind when disturbed
or agitated.
How still he sits ! I hope this song has settled him.

Fletcher, Mad Lover, iv. 1.

'Sfoote,
The Duke's sonne ! settle your lookes.

Tourneur, Revenger's Tragedy, i. 3.

King Eichard at his going out of England had so well
settled the Government of the Kingdom that it might well
have kept in good Order during all the Time of his Ab-
sence. Baker, Chronicles, p. 84.

Sir Paul, if you please, we'll retire to the Ladies, and
drink a Dish of Tea, to settle our heads.

Congreve, Double- Dealer, I. 4.

6. (a) To change from a turbid or muddy con-
dition to one of clearness

;
clear of dregs ;

clarify.
So working seas settle and purge the wine.

Sir J. Dames, Immortal, of Soul, Int.

(6) To cause to sink to the bottom, as sedi-

ment. 7. To render compact, firm, or solid;

hence, to bring to a dry, passable condition :

as, the fine weather will settle the roads.

Thou waterest her furrows abundantly ; thou seltlest

[margin, lowerest] the ridges thereof.
Ps. Ixv. 10 (revised version).

Cover ant-hills up, that the rain may settle the turf be-

fore the spring. Mortimer, Husbandry.

8. To plant with inhabitants
;
colonize

; peo-
ple : as, the Puritans settled New England.
No colony in America was ever settled under such favor-

able auspices as that which has just commenced at the

Muskingum.
Wanhuifftnn, quoted in Bancroft's Hist. Const., II. 117.

Provinces \\rsisettled after the flood. Mitford.
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9. To devolve, make over, or secure by formal
or legal process or act: as, to net t If an annuity
on a person Settled estate, in law, an estate held

by some tenant for life, under conditions, more or less

strict, defined by the deed. - Settled Estates Act, any
one of a number of modern English statutes (1856, 1874,

1876, 1877), facilitating the leasing and sale, through the
Court of Chancery, etc., of estates held subject to limita-

tions or in trust. See settlement. Settled Land Act,
either of the English statutes of 1882 (45 and 46 Viet,
c. 38) and 1884(47 and 48 Viet., c. 18), which authorize the

sale, exchange, or leasing of land, including heirlooms,
limited or in trust by way of succession. To settle the
land, to cause it to appear to sink by receding from it.

To settle the topsail-halyards (naut.), to ease off the

halyards a little so as to lower the yard slightly. =Syn. 1.

To tlx, institute, ordain.

II. intraus. 1. To become set or fixed; as-

sume a continuing, abiding, or lasting position,

form, or condition; become stationary, from a

temporary or changing state ; stagnate.
Out, alas! she 'scold;

Her blood is settled, and her joints are stiff.

Shak., R. and J., iv. 5. 26.

I was but just settling to work.

Dainpier, Voyages, II. ii. 128.

The Heat with which thy Lover glows
Will settle into cold Respect. Prior, Ode, st. 5.

The Opposition, like schoolboys, don't know how to

settle to their books again after the holidays.
Walpole, Letters, II. 498.

And ladies came, and by and by the town
Flow'd in, and settling circled all the lists.

Tennyson, Geraint.

The narrow strip of land ... on which the name of

Dalmatia has fettled down has a history which is strikingly
analogous to its scenery. E. A. Freeman, Venice, p. 85.

2. To establish a residence; take up perma-
nent habitation or abode.
Before the introduction of written documents and title-

deeds, the people spread over the country and settled

wherever they pleased.
D. W. Ross, German Land-holding, Notes, p. 171.

Now, tell me, could you dwell content
In such a baseless tenement? . . .

Because, if you would settle in it,

"Iwere built for love in half a minute.
F. Locker, Castle in the Air.

3. To be established in a way of life; quit an

irregular and desultory for a methodical life
;

be established in an employment or profession ;

especially, to enter the married state or the
state of a householder, or to be ordained or in-

stalled over a church or congregation: as, to

settle inlife: often with down. [Largely colloq.]

Having flown over many knavish professions, he settled

only in rogue. Shak., W. T., iv. 3. 106.

Why don't you marry, and settle?

Swtft, Polite Conversation, i.

My landlady had been a lady's maid, or a nurse, in the

family of the Bishop of Bangor, and had but lately mar-
ried away and settled (as such people express it) for life.

De Quincey, Opium Eater (reprint of 1st ed.), p. 25.

4. To become clear; purify itself; become
clarified, as a liquid.

Moab hath been at ease from his youth, and he hath
settled on his lees, and hath not been emptied from vessel
to vessel : . . . therefore his taste remaineth in him.

Jer. xlviii. 11.

5. To sink down more or less gradually; sub-
side

;
descend : often with on or upon .

Huntyng holliche that day . . .

Till the semli sunne was settled to rest.

William of Palerne (E. E. T. S.), 1. 2452.

Muche sorje thenne satteled vpon segge [the man] lonas.
Alliterative Poems(eA. Morris), iii. 409.

As doth the day light settle in the west,
So dim is David's glory and his gite.

Peele, David and Bethsabe.

Specifically (a) To fall to the bottom, as sediment,

By the settling of mud and limous matter brought down
by the river Nilus, that which was at first a continued sea
was raised at last into a arm and habitable country.

Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., vi. 8.

This reservoir is meant to keep up a stock, and to allow

mud, etc., to settle out.

O'Neill, Dyeing and Calico Printing, p. 450.

(b) To sink, as the foundations or floors of a building ;
be-

come lowered, as by the yielding of earth or timbers be-
neath : as, the house has settled, (c) To become compact
and hard by drying : as, the roads settle after rain or the

melting of snow, (d) To alight, as a bird on a bough or
on the ground.

And, yet more splendid, numerous flocks

Of pigeons, settling on the rocks.

Moore, Lalla Rookh, Paradise and the Peri.

6. To become calm
;
cease to be agitated.

Then, till the fury of his highness settle,

Come not before him. Shak., W. T., iv. 4. 482.

7. To resolve; determine; decide; fix: as, they
have not yet settled on a house.

I am settled, and bend up
Each corporal agent to this terrible feat.

Shak., Macbeth, i. 7. 79.

8. To make a jointure for a wife.

He sighs with most success that settles well. Garth.

settled

settle2 (set'l), r. ; pret. and pp. settled, ppr. set-

tliiKj. [< ME. sagtleti,tilitU-n, fni/i/ictden, sau^t-

It'ii, reconcile, make peace, also become calm,

subside, < AS. saht/ian, reconcile, < galtt, recon-

ciliation, adjustment of a lawsuit: see saui/lit.

This verb has been confused in form and sense

with settle^, from which it cannot now be

wholly separated.] I. trans. If. To reconcile.

For when a sawele is sagtled & sakred to drygtyn,
He holly haldes hit his & haue hit he wolde.

Alliterative Poems (ed. Morris), ii. 1139.

2. To determine; decide, as something in

doubt or debate
; bring to a conclusion

;
con-

clude ;
confirm

;
free from uncertainty or wa-

vering: as, to settle a dispute; to settle a vexa-
tious question; to settle one's mind.

1 am something wavering in my faith :

Would you settle me, and swear 'tis so !

Fletcher (and another), Noble Gentleman, iii. 1.

The governour told them that, being come to settle peace,

etc., they might proceed in three distinct respects.

Winthrop, Hist. New England, I. 81.

It will settle the wavering, and confirm the doubtful.

Swift.

When the pattern of the gown is settled with the milli-

ner, I fancy the terror on Mrs. Baynes's wizened face when
she ascertains the amount of the bill.

Thackeray, Philip, xxiii.

We are in these days settling for ourselves and our de-

scendants questions which, as they shall be determined
in one way or the other, will make the peace and prosper-

ity or the calamity of the next ages.
Emerson, Fortune of the Republic.

3. To fix; appoint; set, as a date or day.
The next day we had two blessed meetings ; one amongst

friends, being the first monthly meeting that was settled

for Vrieslandt Penn, Travels in Holland, etc.

4. To set in order; regulate; dispose of.

Men should often be put in remembrance to take order
for the settling of their temporal estates whilst they are in

health. Book of Common Prayer, Visitation of the Sick.

I several months since made my will, settled my estate,
and took leave of my friends. Steele, Taller, No. 164.

His wife is all over the house, up stairs and down, set-

tling things for her absence at church.
W. M. Baker, New Timothy, p. 69.

5. To reduce to order or good behavior; give
a quietus to : as, he was inclined to be insolent,
but I soon settled him. [Colloq.] 6. To liqui-
date

;
balance ; pay : as, to settle an account,

claim, or score To settle one's hash. See hashi.

II. intrans. If. To become reconciled; beat
peace.
I salle hym surelye ensure that mghelylle salle we never.

Morte Arthure (E. E. T. 8.), 1. 330.

The se sagtled ther-with, as sone as ho mojt.
Alliterative Poems (ed. Morris), iii. 232.

2. To adjust differences, claims, or accounts ;

come to an agreement: as, he has settled with
his creditors.
"
Why, hang it all, man, you don't mean to say your

father has not settled with you?
"

Philip blushed a little.

He had been rather surprised that there had been no set-

tlement between him and his father.

Thackeray, Philip, xiv.

Hence 3. To pay one's bill; discharge a
claim or demand. [Colloq.]

settle-bed (set'1-bed), n. 1. A bed which forms
a settle or settee by day ;

a folding bed. Com-
pare sofa-bed.
Our maids in the coachman's bed, the coachman with

the boy in his settle-bed, and Tom where he uses to lie.

Pepys, Diary, IV. 112.

But he kept firm his purpose, until his eyes involunta-

rily rested upon the little settle-bed and recalled the form
of the child of his old age, as she sate upon it, pale, ema-
ciated, and broken-hearted.

Scott, Heart of Mid-Lothian, xix.

2. A small bed having a narrow canopy: prob-
ably so called from the resemblance of this

to the small canopy sometimes attached to a
settle.

settled1 (set 'Id), p. a. [Pp. of settle^-, v.] 1.

Fixed; established; steadfast; stable.

Thou art the Rocke, draw'st all things, all do'st guide,
Yet in deep setled rest do'st still abide.

Heywood, Hierarchy of Angels, p. 107.

All these being against her, whom hath she on her Side
but her own Subjects, Papists yesterday and to-day Prot-
estants ! who being scarce settled in their Religion, how
shall they be settled in their Loyalty ?

Baker, Chronicles, p. 330.

His virtuous toil may terminate at last

In settled habit and decided taste.

Cowper, Tirocinium, 1. 778.

A land of settled government,
A land of just and old renown,
Where Freedom broadens slowly down

From precedent to precedent.
Tennyson, You ask me why, tho' ill at ease.

2. Permanently or deeply fixed; firmly seated;
decided; resolved: as, a settled gloom; a set-

tled conviction.



settled

This outward-sainted deputy,
Whose settled visage and deliberate word
Nips youth i' the head, and follies doth emmew.

Shak., M. for M., iii. t. 90.

U liy do you eye me
With such a settled look?

Fletcher, Valentinian, iii. 8.

I observed a settled melancholy in her countenance.

Addition, Omens.

3. Quiet ; orderly ; steady : as, he now leads a
xi-ttlcd, life.

Mercy on me ! he 's greatly altered and seems to have
a settled married look ! Sheridan, School for Scandal, ii. 3.

4. Sober; grave.
Youth no less becomes

The light and careless livery that it wears
Than settled age his sables and his weeds.

Shak., Hamlet, iv. 7.81.

settled2 (set'ld), p. a. [Pp. of settle?, r.] Ar-

ranged or adjusted by agreement, payment, or
otherwise : as, a settled account.
settledness (set'ld-nes), . The state of being
settled, in any sense of the word.
We cannot but imagine the great mixture of innocent

disturbances and holy passions that, in the first address
of the angel, did . . . discompose her settledness.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 27.

When ... we have attained to a settledness of disposi-
tion . . . our life is labour.

/.'/'. Ball, Occasional Meditations, 67.

settlement 1
(set'1-ment), n. [< settle1 + -mcnt.

Cf. settlement?.] 1. 'The act of settling, or the
state of being settled.

I went to Deptford, where I made preparation for my
settlement, no more intending to go out of England, but
endeavour a settl'd life. Evelyn, Diary, March 9, 1652.

(a) Establishment in life ; especially, establishment in a
business or profession or in the married state.

Every man living has a design in his head upon wealth,
power, or settlement in the world. Sir R. L'Estrange.

(6) The act of colonizing or peopling ; colonization : as,
the settlement of a new country.
The settlement of Oriental colonies in Greece produced

no sensible effect on the character either of the language
or the nation. W. Mure, Lit of Greece, I. v. 1.

The laws and representative institutions of England
were first introduced into the New World in the settlement
of Virginia.

J. R. Green, Short Hist. Eug. People, viii. 4.

(c) The ordination or installation of a minister over a
church or congregation. [Colloq.] (d) Adjustment of af-

fairs, as the public affairs of a nation, with special refer-
ence to questions of succession to the throne, relations of
church and state, etc. ; also, the state of affairs as thus ad-
justed. Compare the phrase Act of Settlement, below.

Owning ... no religion but primitive, no rule but
Scripture, no law but right reason. For the rest, always
conformable to the present settlement, without any sort of
singularity. Ecelyn, To Dr. Wotton, March 30, 1696.

2. In law : (a) The conveyance of property or
the creation of estates therein to make future
provision for one or more beneficiaries, usually
of the family of the creator of the settlement,
in such manner as to secure to them different

interests, or to secure their expectancies in a
different manner, from what would be done by
a mere conveyance or by the statutes of descent
and distribution. (See strict.) Thus, a marriage
settlement is usually a gift or conveyance to a wife or in-
tended wife, or to trustees for her benefit or that of her-
self for life and her husband or children or both after her,
in consideration of which she waives her right to claim
dower or to succeed to his property on his death.

An agreement to make a marriage settlement shall be
decreed in equity after the marriage, though it was to be
made before the marriage.

Blackstone, Com., I. xv., note 29.

Mr. Casaubon's behaviour about settlements was highly
satisfactory to Mr. Brooke, and the preliminaries of mar-
riage rolled smoothly along.

George Eliot, Middleman;!), ix.

(6) A bestowing or granting under legal sanc-
tion

;
the act of conferring anything in a formal

and permanent manner.
My flocks, my fields, my woods, my pastures take,With settlement as good as law can make.

Dryden, tr. of Idylls of Theocritus, xxvii.

3. A settled place of abode; residence; a right
arising out of residence

; legal residence or es-
tablishment of a person in a particular parish
or town, which entitles him to maintenance if
a pauper, and pledges the parish or town to his
support.

They'll pass you on to your settlement, Missis, with all
speed. You're not in a state to be let come upon strange
parishes 'ceptin' as a Casual.

Dickens, Our Mutual Friend, iii. 8.

4. A tract of country newly peopled or settled
;

a colony, especially a colony in its earlier
stages : as, the British settlements in Australia

;

a back settlement.

Raleigh . . . now determined to send emigrants with
wives and families, who should make their homes in theNew W orld

; and ... he granted a charter of incorpora-
tion for the settlement. Bancroft, Hist. U. S. I 83
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5. In sparsely settled regions of the United
(States, especially in the South, a small village,
as opposed to scattered houses.

There was a dealing of ten acres, a blacksmith's shop,
four log huts facing indiscriminately in any direction, a
snmll store of one story and one room, and a new frame
court-house, whitewashed and inclosed by a plank fence.
In the last session of the legislature, the Settlement had
been made the county-seat of a new county ; the addi-
tional honor of a name had been conferred upon it, but as

yet it was known among the population of the mountains
by its time-honored and accustomed title [i. e., the Settle-

ment}. M. S. ilurfree. In the Tennessee Mountains, p. 91.

6f. That which settles or subsides; sediment;
dregs; lees; settlings.
The waters (of the ancient baths) are very hot at the

sources ; they have no particular taste, but by a red set-

tlement on the stones, and by a yellow scum on the top of
the water, I concluded that there is in them both iron
and sulphur. Pococke, Description of the East, II. ii. 41.

7. In building, etc., a subsidence or sinking,
as of a wall or part of a wall, or the effect of
such subsidence, often producing a cracked or
unstable condition, binding or disadjustment
of doors or shutters, etc. 8. A sum of money
formerly allowed to a pastor in addition to his

regular salary. [U. S.]

Before the war began, my people punctually paid my
salary, and advanced one hundred pounds of my settle-

ment a year before it was due by contract.
Rev. Xath. Emmons, Autobiography. (Bartlett.)

9. A pastor's homestead as furnished by a
parish, by a gift either of land, with or with-
out buildings, or of money to be applied for its

purchase. [U. S.]

I had just purchased a settlement and Involved myself
in debt. Hev. A'otA. Emmons, Autobiography. {Bartlett.)

Act Of Settlement. Same as Limitation of the Crown
Act (which see, under limitation). Disposition and
settlement. See disposition. Family settlement, in

Eng. law, the arrangement now used instead of entail, by
which land is transferred in such manner as to secure it's

being kept in the family for a considerable period, usually
by giving it to one child, commonly the eldest son, for his

life, and then to his sons and their issue if he have any,
and on failure of issue then to the second son of the settlor
for his life, and then to his sons, and so on. Under such
a settlement a son to whom the land is given for life, and
his son on coming of age, can together convey an absolute
title and thus part with the family estates.

settlement'2 (set'1-ment), n. [< settle? + -meat.']
The act or process of determining or deciding;
the removal or reconciliation of differences or
doubts ; the liquidation of a claim or account

;

adjustment; arrangement: as, the settlement of
a controversy; the settlement of a debt.

Taking the paper from before his kinsman, he [Bob
Roy) threw it in the fire. Bailie Jarvie stared in his turn,
but his kinsman continued "That 's a Hieland settlement
of accounts." Scott, Rob Roy, xxxiv.

Ring settlement. Seerinj/i.

settler1
(set'ler), M. [< settle 1 + -cr1 .] 1. One

who settles; particularly, one who fixes his
residence in a new colony.
The vigor and courage displayed by the settlers on the

Connecticut, in this first Indian war in New England,
struck terror into the savages.

Bancroft, Hist. U. S., I. 316.

2. A separator; a tub, pan, vat, t>r tank in
which a separation can be effected by settling,
(a) In metal,, a tub for separating the quicksilver and
amalgam from the pulp in the Washoe process (which see,
under pani, 3). (6) In the manufacture of chlorin and
bleaching-powders, a tank for the separation of calcium
sulphate and iron oxid from the neutral solution of man-
ganese chlorid after treatment of acid manganese chlorid
with sodium carbonate, or one in which the manganese
peroxid formed by the treatment of the neutral manganese
chlorid with milk of lime settles in the form of thin black-
mud. The former is technically called a chlorid of man-
ganese settler, and the latter the mud settler. Settlers'
clock. Same as laughing jackass (which see, under jack-

settler2 (set'ler), n. [< settle* + -er1 .] That
which settles or decides anything definitely;
that which gives a quietus: as, that argument
was a settler; his last blow was a settler. [Col-
loq.]

settling1
(set'ling), n. [Verbal n. of settle1

, r.]
1. The act of one who or that which settles, in

any sense of that word. 2. pi. Lees; dregs;
sediment.

Winter Yellow Cotton Seed Oil, to pass as prime, must
be brilliant, free from water and settlings.

New York Produce Exchange Report, 1888-9, p. 292.

settling'
2
(set'ling), n. [< ME. sagtlyng; verbal

n. of settle2
, r.] Reconciliation.

Ho [the dove] brogt in hir beke a bronch of olyue, . . .

That wats the syngne of sauyt^ that sende hem oure lorde,& the sagtlyng of hymself with tho sely besteg.
Alliterative Poems (ed. Morris), ii. 490.

settling-day (set'ling-da), n. A day set apart
for the settling of accounts

; specifically, in the

stock-exchange, the fortnightly account-day for
shares and stocks.

seven

settlor (set'lor), n. [< settle'* + -or 1
. Cf. set-

tler2 .] In lair, the person who makes a settle-
ment.
set-to (set'to'), . A sharp contest; especial-
ly, a fight at fisticuffs; a pugilistic encounter;
a boxing-match; also, any similar contest, as
with foils. [Slang.]

They hurried to be present at the expected scene, with
the alacrity of gentlemen of the fancy hastening to a set-to.

Scott, St. Konan's Well, xxx.

As prime a set-to

And regular turn-up as ever you knew.
Barham, Ingoldsby Legends, I. 317.

set-trap (set'trap), n. A trap which works with
a spring or other device to be released and set
in operation by means of a

1

trigger, the animal
being caught when the trap is sprung. Most
traps are of this description.
setula (set'u-lii), n. ; pi. setulee (-le). [NL., dim.
of L. xftn. MM, a bristle: see seta.] A small
seta ; a little bristle ; a setule.

setule (set'iil), . [< NL. sctvla : see setnlii.
\

A setula.

setuliform (set'u-li-form), . [< NL. setula, a
setule, + L. forma, form.] In hot., having the
form of a setule, or little bristle

;
filamentous

;

thready.
setulose (set'u-los), . [< setule + --.] Finely
setose; covered with setules.

set-up (set'up), n. 1. Build; bearing; carriage.
[Colloq.]

They (English soldiers] have a set-vp not to be found in

any of the soldiers of the Continental armies.
T. C. Crawford, English Life, p. 147.

2. In metal., the steam-ram of the squeezer,
which operates on the ball of iron from the

puddling-furnace. It serves to upset or condense the
bloom longitudinally after it has been lengthened by the
action of the squeezer.
3. In bakiny, one of the wooden scantlings
placed like a frame around the loaves in the
oven to hold them in position. E. H. Knight.

4. A favorable arrangement of the balls in

billiards, croquet, etc., especially when left so

by one player forthe next. 5. Atreat. [Slang,
U. S.l

setwall (set'wal), n. [Formerly also setywatt;
< ME. setwale, setewale, setuale, cetewale, setwaly,
also sedwalc, nedewale, seduale, valerian, zedo-

ary, < AF. cetewale, OF. citoual, citoal, citouart,
F. zedoaire (> E. zedoary), < ML. sedoaria (AS.
sidewarc), < Pers. zadwar, zidwar, also jadtcar,
zedoary: see zedoary, another E. form of the
same name.] A name early transferred from
the Oriental drug zedoary to the valerian. The
root was highly popular for its sanatory properties, mixed
with many dishes to make them wholesome. The original
species was Valeriana Pyrenaica, a plant cultivated in

gardens, now naturalized in parts of Great Britain. Lat-

terly the name has been understood of the common offi-

cinal valerian, V. ojficinalis.

Set-work (set'werk), H. 1. In plastering, two-
coat work on lath. 2. In boat-building, the
construction of dories and larger boats in which
the streaks do not lap, but join edge to edge,
and are secured by battens upon the inside of
the boat. See lapsireak.

seurementt, . bee surement.

seurtet, seureteet, Obsolete variants of

surety.

sevadllla, . A variant of cevadilla.

seven (sev'n), a. and n. [Early mod. E. also
geaven; < ME. seven, sevene, seoven, seofen, sere,

seove, seofe, < AS. seofon, seofone = OS. sibun,
sivun = OFries. soven, saven, savn, siugun, sigun,
sogen = MD. seven, D. zeven = MLG. LG. seven
= OHG. sibun, MHG. siben, G. sieben = Icel.

sjau, mod. sjo = Svr.sju Dan. syv = Goth. sibun
= L. septem ( > It. sette = Sp. siete= Pg. sele, sette
= Pr. set = OF. set, sept, F. sept) = Gr. <?nrd = W.
saith= Gael. seachd=Ir. seacht, seven, = OBulg.
sebd- in "sebdmu, sedrnii, seventh, sedmi, seven,= Bohem. sedm = Pol. siedm = ORuss. seme,
sedmi, Russ. semi = Lith. septini = Lett, septini= Zend hapta = Skt. saptan, seven: ulterior

origin unknown.] I. a. One more than six;
the sum of three and four: a cardinal numer-
al. Seven is a rare number in metrology, perhaps its

only occurrences being in the seven handbreadths of the
Egyptian cubit (for the probable explanation of which, see
cubit), and in the seven days of the week, certainly early
connected, at least, with the astrological assignment of the
hours in regular rotation to the seven planets. This as-

trological association explains the identification by Pytha-
goras of the number seven with the opportune time (xai-

pos), as well as the fact that light was called seven by the
Pythagoreans. That they termed it

" motherless
"
may be

due to the " seven spirits
"
of the Chaldeans that is, the

planets being called ' fatherless and motherless." The
astrological association further explains why the number
seven has so frequently been suggested by the concep-
tion of divine or spiritual influence, and why it was



seven

made the number of intelligence by Philolaus. The com-
mon statement that seven implies perfection has no fur-

ther foundation than that the cabalistic meanings of all

odd numbers are modes of perfection. One IB the first,

and was with the PythuKoreans the number of essence

(ouai'a). Two involves otherness, and was the number of

opinion,
" because of its diversity." Throe involves medi-

ation, and was the number of beginning, middle, and end.
Four naturally suggests a square, and so equity, and was
commonly considered the number of justice ;

but it fur-

ther carries the suggestion of system, and often has that

signification. Five connects itself with the five fingers,
used in counting, and thus is an ordinary synecdoche for

a small group (' Five of you shall chase an hundred
"

Lev, xxvi. 8) ;
but the Pythagoreans, for some unknown

reason, made it the number of marriage. Six played an

important part in the sexagesimal system of the Chalde-
ans ; but its Pythagorean meaning is doubtfiil. In the

Apocalypse 66ti is the number of the beast. Eight, being
the first cube, would naturally suggest solidity ; but ac-

cording to Dr. Wordsworth it is the dominical or resurrec-
tion number. Nine, or three triads, was the number of
the great gods of Egypt, and was considered efficient in

all magical operations. Ten, for reasons connected with
the history of the Pythagorean brotherhood, was consid-
ered by them as the great number of power. To eleven no
particular significance is attached. Twelve was important
in the Chaldean division of the circle, and was the num-
ber of the great gods. Thirteen, according to Dr. Mahan,
is the number of schism. Seven was formerly used gener-
ally and vaguely to indicate a large number.

I can then thanke Sensuall Apetyte ;

That is the best daunce without a pype
That I saw this seven yere.

Interlude of the Four Elements, n. d. (Halliwell. )

And thou shalt number seven sabbaths of years unto
thee, seven times seven years. Lev. xxv. 8.

Teal's seven times salt
Burn out the sense and virtue of mine eye !

Shak., Hamlet, iv. 5. 164.

Case of the seven bishops. See bishop. Seven-
branched candlestick. See candlestick. Seven-day
fever. See feveri. Seven great hymns. See hymn.
Seven Psalms. See penitential pxaltm, under peniten-
tial. Seven-shilling piece. See shitting. Seven wise
men Of Greece. Same as the seven sages. Seven won-
ders of the world. See wonder. The bodies seven.
See body. The seven arts*. Same as the seven liberal

sciences.

Buy science vnder sonne, the seuene ars [var. arte] and
alle. Piers Plowman (C), xiii. 93.

The seven chief or principal virtues, faith, hope,
charity, prudence, temperance, chastity, and fortitude.
See cardinal and theolor/ical. The seven churches of
Asia, the churches to which special epistles are addressed
in the second and third chapters of the Book of Revela-
tion. The seven deadly sins. See sini. The seven
dolors of Mary. See dolors of the Virgin Mary, un-
der dolor. The seven gifts of the Holy Ghost, wis-

dom, understanding, counsel, ghostly strength or forti-

tude, knowledge, godliness, and the fear of the Lord.
The seven liberal sciences. See science. The seven
rishis. Seerwnl The seven sages. See sagei. The
seven sleepers (of Ephesus), seven Christian youths
who are said to have concealed themselves in a cavern
near Ephesus during the persecution under Decius (A. p.
249-261) and to have fallen asleep there, not awaking till

two or three hundred years later, when Christianity had
become the religion of the empire. The seven stars,
(at) The planets that is, the sun, the moon, Mercury,
Venus, Mars, Jupiter, and Saturn.

Oure sire [Lord] in his see aboue the seuene sterns
Sawe the many mysscheuys that these men dede.

Itichard the Redeless, iii. 362.

(b\) The constellation Ursa Major.

We that take purses go by the moon and the seven stars.

Shak., 1 Hen. IV., i. 2. 16.

The Seuen Starres, called Charles waine in the North.

Minsheu, 1617.

(c) The Pleiades. To be frightened out of one's seven
senses. SMMWI.

II. n. 1 . The number greater by one than

six; a group of things amounting to this num-
ber.

Of every clean beast thou shalt take to thee by sevens.

Gen. vii. 2.

Of every beast and bird, and insect small,
Came sevens and pairs. Milton, !'. I... xi. 736.

Of all numbers, there is no one which has exercised in

this way a wider influence, no one which has commanded
in a higher degree the esteem and reverence of mankind,
than the number Seven. J. Uadley, Essays, p. 32S.

2. The symbol representing this number, as 7,

or VII, or vii. 3. pi. In Eng. hymnology, a spe-
cies of trochaic meter having seven syllables to

the line, and properly four lines to the stanza.
Sevens double (7s, D.) has eight lines, and other varieties
are marked by the number of lines, as 7s, 61, or 7s, 31.

Sevens and fives is a trochaic meter having three lines of

seven syllables with one of five. Sevens and sixes is a

meter, usually of eight lines, in which trochaic lines of

seven syllables alternate with iambic lines of six syl-
lables. Other varieties occur. See meter*, 3.

4. A playing-card with seven spots or pips on it.

At sixes and sevens. See six. Cannon of sevent.
See cannon. The Seven, the Pleiades. To Set on
sevent. (a) To set in order.

Maria. The fader of heven, God omnypotent,
That sett alle on seven, his son has he sent.

Towneley Mysteries (Surtees' Soc.), p. 118.

(6) To set in confusion.

Thus he settez on seven? with his sekyre knyghttez ; . . .

And thus at the joyenyge the geauntez are dystroyede.
Morte Arthure (E. E. T. S.), 1. 2131.
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seveneyes (sev'n-iz), . Same as sereitholes.

sevenfold (sev'n-fold), a. [< ME. seovenfald,

sefenfald, seovevald, seovevoM, sevefeald, < AS.

seofon-feald= OFries. savnfalil = D. zeven^voud,

zeven-voudig = MLG. sevenralt, scvenvolt, seven-

valdich, sevenvoldich = OHG. sibenfaltig, MHG.
siben-vult, sibenvaltic, G. sicbenfdltig =: Icel.

sjiinj'uldr = Sw. sjufaldig = Dan. syv-fold; as

seven + -fold.] 1. Having seven plies, folds,
or thicknesses.

He said, and, rising, high above the field

Whiii'd the long lance against the sev'nfold shield.

Pope, Iliad, vii. 2%.

2. Repeated seven times; multiplied seven
times

; increased to seven times the size or

amount.
The light of the sun shall be sevenfold, as the light of

seven days. Isa. xxx. 20.

3. Consisting of seven ; having seven parts.
A high and stately Tragedy, shutting up and intermin-

gling her solemn Scenes and Acts with a sevenfold Chorus
of halleluja's and harping symphonies.

Milton, Church-Government, ii., Int.

From Heaven itself though sevenfold Nilus flows.

Pope, Windsor Forest, 1. 359.

sevenfold (sev'n-fold), adv. 1. Seven times as

much or often
;
in the proportion of seven to

one.
Whosoever slayeth Cain, vengeance shall be taken on

him sevenfold. Gen. iv. 15.

2. In seven coils or folds. [Rare.]
Till that great sea-snake under the sea ...
Would slowly trail himself sevenfold
Round the hall where I sate.

Tennyson, The Mermaid.

seven-foldedt, Same as sevenfold.
The upper marge

Of his sevenfolded shield away it tooke.

Spenser, F. Q.,11. v. 6.

seven-gilled (sev'n-gild), a. Having seven gill-

slits on each side: specifically noting a cow-
shark or seveugills.

sevengills (sev'n-gilz), n. A shark of the ge-
nus Heptanchus or Notidanus; a cow-shark.
See cut under Hexanchus.
sevenholes (sev'n-holz), re. The river-lamprey :

so called from the branchial apertures of each
side. Also seveneyes. [Local, Eng.]
sevennight (sev'u-nit or -nit), . [< ME.**eie-
nilit, seveniht, sovenyht, < AS. seofon niht: see

seven and night. Cf. contr. se'nnight.] The pe-
riod of seven days and nights; a week, or the
time from one day of the week to the next day
of the same denomination preceding or follow-

ing. See sennight.
Thilke day that she was sevennight old.

Chaucer, Nun's Priest's Tale, 1. 6S.

Having given this public notice of my court, I must fur-

ther add that I intend to open it on this day seven-night,

being Monday the twentieth instant.

Addison, Tatler, No. 250.

seven-point (sev'n-point), a. Related to seven

points: as, the seven-point circle. See circle.

seven-shooter (sev'n-sho"ter), n. A revolver,
or other form of firearm, having seven cham-
bers or barrels. [Colloq.]

seven-shooting (sev'n-sh6"ting), a. Discharg-
ing from seven chambers or barrels; firing
seven shots without reloading: as, a seven-

shooting rifle. [Colloq.]
sevensome (sev'n-sum), a. [< seven + some.
See some.] Consisting of seven things or parts ;

about seven. [Prov. Eng. or Scotch.]
Thair was bot sevensum of thame all.

Wyf of Auchtirmuchty (Child's Ballads, VIII. 118).

sevensomeness(8ev'n-sum-nes), n. Thequality
of being sevensome ; arrangement or gradation
by sevens. North British Rev. [Rare.]

seven-spotted (sev'n-spot'ed), a. Having seven

spots : as, the seven-spotted ladybird, Coccinella

scptenpunctnta.
seventeen (sev'n-ten'), a. and n. [< ME. seiien-

tene, sewintine, < AS. seofon-tyne = OS. sivontein

= OFries. siuguntine = D. zeventien = MLG.
seventein = MHG. siben-zehen, G. siebzehn =
Icel. sjantjdn, santjan, seytjan = Sw. sjutton
= Dan. sytten = L. septendecim = Gr. vra(Kai)-
SCKO = Skt. septadaca ; as seven + ten : see ten

and -teen.'] I. a. One more than sixteen or

less than eighteen, being the sum of seven and
ten: a cardinal numeral Seventeen-day fever.

See/earl. Seventeen-year locust. Seelocusti,3, and
cut under Cicadidse.

II. n. 1. The number greater by one than

sixteen; the sum of ten and seven. 2. A
symbol representing this number, as 17, or

XVII, or xvii.

seventeenth (sev'n-tenth'), a. and n. [With
restored n in the last syllable, < ME. *seventethe,

seven-thirty

sereutithe, < AS. seofon-tedtha = OFries. siugun-
tinda = D. zeven-tiende = MHG. siben-zelwnde,
G. siebzehnte = loel.seytjdi/ili. miii-tjaitdi, sjait-

tj/iiidi = Sw. sjuttonde = Dan. syttende ; as

mi-eitteen + -tlft.] I. a. 1. One next in order

after the sixteenth
;
one coming after sixteen

of the same class : an ordinal numeral : as, the

seventeenth day of the month. 2. Constitut-

ing or being one of seventeen equal parts into

which a thing may be divided.

II. n. 1. The next in order after the six-

teenth; the seventh after the tenth. 2. The

quotient of unity divided by seventeen; one
of seventeen equal parts of a whole. 3. In

music, the melodic or harmonic interval of two
octaves and a third; or an organ-stop giving
tones at such an interval from the normal pitch
of the digitals ;

a tierce.

seventh (sev'nth), a. and n. [< ME. sevenths,

seuend, sevctide, sefende, with restored n, for ear-

lier sevethe, seovethe, seofethe, sefthe, < AS. seofo-
tha = OS. sibhondo = OFries. sigunda = D. ze-

vende = MLG. sevende = OHG. sibunto, MHG.
sibende, G. siebente = Icel. sjaundi = Sw. sjunde
= Dan. syvende = Goth, "sibunda = Skt. septa-

tha, seventh
;
as seven + -tlfi. The L. Septimus,

Gr. efiSofiOf, seventh, have a diff. suffix, the same
as that in

"L.jtrimiis (AS.forma),
first: seeprime,

former1
.'] I. a. 1. Last in order of a series of

seven
; preceded by six of the same kind

;
next

in order after that which is sixth : an ordinal

numeral. 2. Constituting orbeing one of seven

equal parts into which a whole maybe divided:

as, the seventh part Seventh-day, the name used

by the Society of Friends for Saturday, the seventh day
of the week. To be in the seventh heaven. See

heaven, 3.

II. re. 1. One next in order after the sixth.

2. The quotient of unity divided by seven;
one of seven equal parts into which a whole is di-

vided. 3. In music : (a) A tone on the seventh

degree above or below a given tone
;
the next

tone to the octave. (6) The interval between

any tone and atone on the seventh degree above
or below it. (c) The harmonic combination of

two tones at the interval thus defined, (d) In
a scale, the seventh tone from the bottom; the

leading-tone : solmizated si, or, in the tonic

sol-fa system, ti. The typical interval of the seventh
is that between the first and the seventh tones of a major
scale, which is acoustically represented by the ratio 8 : 15.

Such a seventh is called major. A seventh a half-step
shorter is called minor; and one two half-steps shorter is

called diminished. All kinds of sevenths are classed as

dissonances, the minor seventh being the most beautiful
and the most useful of dissonant intervals. The seventh

produced by taking two octaves downward from the sixth

harmonic of the given tone is sometimes called the natu-
ral seventh; it is sometimes used in vocal music, and
on instruments, like the violin, whose intonation is not
fixed.

4. In early Eng. law, a seventh of the rents of

the year, or of movables, or both, granted or

levied by way of tax chord of the diminished
seventh, in music, a chord of four tones, consisting in

its typical form of the seventh, second, fourth, and sixth

tones of a minor scale, and made up, therefore, of three
minor thirds superposed. It is usually regarded as a
chord of the ninth with the root omitted. Several differ-

ent resolutions of it are possible. Such a chord on a key-
board instrument like the pianoforte is capable of four
enharmonic interpretations, so that it is possible to mod-
ulate immediately from it into any one of the keys of the

keyboard. Thus, in
the key of G minor,
the typical chord of
the diminished sev-
enth is (a), which on
the keyboard is iden-
tical with either (6)

in the key of Bb mi-

nor, or (c) in that of

CJ minor, or (d) in that of E minor. Chord of the
seventh, in music, a chord of four tones, comprising a
root with its third, fifth, and seventh ; a seventh-chord
or sept-chord. The most important seventh-chord is

that whose root is the dominant of the key ; it is often
called the chord of the dominant seventh. The resolution
of seventh-chords is highly important to the close and
satisfactory structure of a composition : usually the sev-

euth itself progresses downward. See chord, 4. Essen-
tial seventh. See essential.

seventh-chord (sev'nth-kord), n. In music,
same as chord of the seventh (which see, under
seventh and chord, 4). Also sept-chord.

Seventh-day (sev'nth-da), a. Pertaining to,

occurring upon, or observing in some special
manner the seventh day of the week, the Sab-
bath of the Jews Seventh-day Adventists. See
Adventint. Seventh-day Baptists. See Baptist.

seven-thirty (sev'n-ther'ti), a. and n. I. a.

Bearing interest at 7.30 per cent.: used of cer-
tain notes issued by the United States Govern-
ment. See II.

II. n. pi. The popular name for certain
notes issued by the government of the United



seven-thirty

States in 1861, 1864, and 1865, redeemable in

three years, and bearing interest at 7.30 per
cent. that is, 2 cents a day on $100.

seventhly (sev'nth-li), adv. In the seventh

place.
seventieth (sev'n-ti-eth), a. and n. [< ME.
secentiet/ie, < AS. *(hund)seofoittigotha = D.

zeventigste = G. siebenzigste, sicbzigste = Icel.

sjautugti = Sw. sjuttionde, seventieth
;
as seven-

ty + -etifi, -W2.] I. a . 1. Next in order after

the sixty-ninth: an ordinal numeral. 2. Con-

stituting or being one of seventy parts into

which a whole may be divided.

II. n. 1. One next in order after the sixty-

ninth; the tenth after the sixtieth. 2. The
quotient of unity divided by seventy; one of

seventy equal parts.

seventy (sev'n-ti), a. and n. [< ME. seofentig,

seoventi, serenti, < AS. liund-seofontig (the ele-

ment hunil- being later dropped: see Hundred)
= OS. sibuntig = OFries. niuguntich = D. ze-

ventig = MLG. seventich = OHG. sibunzug, sibun-

zo, MHG. siben-zic, G. siebenzig, siebzig = Icel.

sjautu.gr = Sw. sjuttio = Norw. sytti = Goth.

sibun-tehund, seventy: cf. L. septuaginta (> E.

Septuagint), Gr. epioiuiKovra, Skt. saptati, seven-

ty; as seven + -fy
1
.] I. a. Seven times ten;

one more than sixty-nine : a cardinal nu-
meral. The seventy disciples. See disciple.

II. n.
; pi. seventies (-tiz). 1. The number

which is made up of seven times ten. 2. A
symbol representing this number, as 70, or

LXX, or Ixx The Seventy, a title given (o) to
the Jewish sanhedrim ; (6) to the body of disciples men-
tioned in Luke x. as appointed by Christ to preach the

gospel and heal the sick ; (
<

) to the body of scholars who,
according to tradition, were the authors of the Septuagint :

so called from their number seventy-two (see Septuagint);
(d) to certain officials in the Mormon Church whose duty
it is, under the direction of the Twelve Apostles,

"
to travel

into all the world and preach the Gospel and administer
its ordinances

"
(Mormon Catechism).

seventy-four (sev'n-ti-for'), A ship of war
rated as carrying 74 guns ;

a 74-gun ship.

seven-up (sev'n-up'), n. A game, the same as

all-fours.
sever (sev'er), V. [< ME. severen, < OF. (and F.)
sevrer, also later separcr, F. separer = Pr. .ve-

brar = Sp. Pg. separar = It. sererare, sevrare,
also scparare, < L. separare, separate : see sepa-
rate, of which sever is a doublet, without the

suffix.] I. trans. 1. To separate; part; put or

keep distinct or apart.
And vynes goode of IV or V have mynde,
And severed by hemself sette everie kynde.

Palladium, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 66.

Here are sever'd lips
Parted with sugar breath.

Shak., M. of V., iii. 2. 118.

We see the chaff may and ought to be severed from the
corn in the ear. Bacon, Advancement of Learning, ii. 867.

2. To part, sunder, or divide
; separate into two

or more parts : as, to sever the body or the arm
at a single stroke.

Our state cannot be sever'd; we are one.

Milton, P. L., ix. 958.

The nat'ral bond
Of brotherhood is sever'd as the flax
That falls asunder at the touch of fire.

Camper, Task, ii. 10.

3. To separate from the rest: said of a part
with reference to the whole or main body of

anything : as, to sever the head from the body.
Than he severed a part of his peple, and seide to Pounce

Antonye and to ffrolle that the! sholde haue mynde to do
well, and breke her enmyes. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iii. 402.

The angels shall come forth, and sever the wicked from
among the just. Mat. xiil. 49.

A second multitude
With wondrous art founded the massy ore,

Severing each kind, and scumm'd the bullion dross.

Milton, P. L., i. 704.

His sever'd head was toss'd among the throng,
And, rolling, drew a bloody trail along.

Pope, Iliad, xi. 189.

4. To separate ; disjoin : referring to things that
are distinct but united by some tie.

No, God forbid that I should wish them sever'd
Whom God hath join'd together ; ay, and 'twere pity
To sunder them that yoke so well together.

Shak., S Hen. VI., iv. 1. 21.

Death's proper hateful office 'tis to sever
The loving Husband from his lawful Wife.

J. Beaumont, Psyche, iii. 159.

5. To distinguish; discriminate; know apart.
Expedient it will be that we sever the law of nature ob-

served by the one from that which the other is tied unto.

Hooker, Eccles. Polity, i. 3.

Volp. Am I then like him?
Mos. O sir, you are he :

No man can sever you.
B. Jonson, Volpone, v. 3.

He Is a poor Divine that cannot sever the good from the
bad. Selden, Table-Talk, p. 31.
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6. In law, to disunite; disconnect; part posses-
sion of.

We are, lastly, to inquire how an estate in joint-tenancy
may be severed and destroyed. Blackslone, Com., II. xii.

II. intrans. 1. To separate ; part; go asun-

der; move apart.

They seuerid and sondrid, ffor somere hem ffaylid . . .

All the hoole herde that helde so to-gedir.
Richard the liedeless, ii. 14.

Ho swege [stooped] doun, & semly hym kyssed,
Sithen ho seueres hym fro.

Sir Gawayne and the Green Knight (E. E. T. S.), 1. 179T.

What envious streaks
Do lace the severing clouds in yonder east !

Shale., R. and J., Iii. 5. 8.

Ac fond kiss, and then we sever;
Ae farewell, alas ! for ever !

Burns, Ae Fond Kiss.

2. To make a separation or distinction
;
dis-

tinguish.
The Lord shall sever between the cattle of Israel and the

cattle of Egypt. Ex. ix. 4.

3. To act separately or independently.
Preston, Ashton, and Elliot had been arraigned at the

Old Bailey. They claimed the right of severing in their

challenge. It was therefore necessary to try them sepa-
rately. Macaulay, Hist. Eng., xvii.

severable (sey'er-a-bl),
a. [< sever + -able.]

Capable of being severed.

several (sev'er-al), a. and . [< ME. severalle,
<! OF. several. < ML. *separalis (also, after OF.,
severalis), adj., separate, as a noun in neut.

separale, a thing separate, a thing that sepa-
rates, a dividing line, equiv. to L. separabilix,

separable (see separable), < separare, separate:
see separate, sever,'} I. a. If. Separated; apart;
not together.
So be we now by baptism reckoned to be consigned unto

Christ's church, several from Jews, paynims, Ac.

Tyndale, Ans. to Sir T. More, etc. (Parker Soc., 1850), p. 246.

If the King have power to give or deny any thing to his

Parlarnent, he must doe it either as a Person several from
them or as one greater. MUton, Eikonoklastes, xi.

2. Individual; not common to two or more;
separate; particular.
Let euery line beare his seuerall length, euen as ye

would haue your verse of measure.

Piittenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 74.

They haue neuerthelesse seuerall cloysters and seuerall

lodgynges, but they kepe all theyr dyuine seruyce in one
quere al togyther. Sir R. Guylforde, Pylgrymage, p. 79.

Both Armies having their several Reasons to decline the

Battel, they parted without doing any thing.
Baker, Chronicles, p. 118.

So different a state of things requires ^several relation.

Milton, Hist. Eng., II.

Let every one of us, in our several places and stations,
do our best to promote the kingdom of Christ within us,
by promoting the love and practice of evangelical purity
aim holiness. Bp. Atterbury, Sermons, I. iv.

3. Different; diverse; various: as, they went
their several ways; it has happened three ser-

eral times.
For on his back a heavy load he bare
Of nightly stelths, and pillage severall,
Which he had got abroad by purchas criminall.

Spetiser, F. Q., I. iii. 16.

A long coate, wherein there were many severall peeces of
cloth of divers colours. Coryat, Crudities, I. 11.

I thank God I have this Fruit of my foreign Travels,
that I can

pray to him every Day of the Week in a several

Language, and upon Sunday in seven.

Howell, Letters, I. vi. 32.

Through London they passed along.
Each one did passe a severall streete.

Dutehess of Sufolk's Calamity (Child's Ballads, VII. 800).

4. Single ; particular ;
distinct.

Each several ship a victory did gain.
Dryden, Annus Mirabilis, st. 191.

Each several heart-beat, counted like the coin
A miser reckons, is a special gift
As from an unseen hand. 0. W. Holmes, Questioning.

5. In law, separable and capable of being
treated as separate from, though it may be not

wholly independent of, another. Thus, a several

obligation is one incurred by one person alone, as a bond
by a single obligor, or concurrently with others, as in a

subscription paper, in which latter case, though his prom-
ise is in a measure dependent on that of the other sub-

scribers, the obligation of each may be several ; while, on
the other hand, in a contract by partners or an instrument
expressed to be joint, the obligors are not at common law
severally liable, but either has the right to have the oth-
ers joined in an action to enforce payment. So ^several es-

tate is one which belongs to one person alone, and, although
it may in a sense be dependent on others, it is not shared by
others during its continuance. (See estate, 5.) A joint and
several obligation is one which so far partakes of both quali-
ties that the creditor may in general treat it in either way,
by joining all or suing each one separately.

6. Consisting of or comprising an indefinite
number greater than one; more than one or

two, but not many; divers.

Adam and Eve in bugle-work ; . . . upon canvas . . .

several fllligrane curiosities. Steele, Tatler, No. 245.

severalty

At Paris I drove to several hotels, and could not get ad-

mission. Sydney Smith, To Mrs. Sydney Smith.

A joint and several note or bond, a note or bond exe-

cuted by two or more persons, each of whom binds himself
to pay the whole amount named in the document. Sev-
eral fishery, Inheritance, etc. See the nouns. Sev-
eral tenancy. See entire tenancy, under entire. =Syn.
2-4. Distinct, etc. See different.

II. w. It. That which is separate ;
a particu-

lar or peculiar thing ;
a private or personal pos-

session.

All our abilities, gifts, natures, shapes,
Severals and generals of grace exact, . . .

Success or loss, what is or is not, serves
As si nil for these two to make paradoxes.

Shak., T. and C., i. 3. 180.

Truth lies open to all
;

it is no man's several.

B. Jonson, Discoveries.

2f. A particular person ;
an individual.

Not noted, is 't,

But of the finer natures? by some severals
Of head-piece extraordinary?

Shak., W. T., i. 2. -22H.

3f. An inclosed or separate place ; specifical-

ly, a piece of inclosed ground adjoining a com-
mon field

; an inclosed pasture or field, as op-
posed to an open field or common.
We have in this respect our churches divided by certain

partitions, although not so many in number as theirs [the

Jews']. They had their several for heathen nations, their
several for the people of their own nation, their several for

men, their several for women, their several for the priests,
and for the high priest alone their several.

Hooker, Eccles. Polity, v. 14.

Of late he '- broke into a several
Which doth belong to me, and there he spoils
Both corn and pasture.

Sir John Oldcastle, iii. 1. (Hares.)

4. All outer garment for women, introduced
about 1860 and named in France from the Eng-
lish word, in allusion to the different uses to
which the garment could be put : its form could
be changed by folding, buttoning, etc., so that
it should make a shawl, a burnoose, or other

garment at pleasure In several, in a state of sepa-
ration or partition.

More profit is quieter found,
Where pastures in severall be,

Of one seely acre of ground,
Than champion maketh of three.

Tusser, Husbandry (Champion Country and Severall).

several! (sev'er-al), adv. [< several, a.] Sepa-
rately; individually; diversely; in different

ways.
We'll dress us all so several,

They shall not us perceive.
Jiobin Hood and the Golden Arrow (Child's Ballads,V. 886).

seVBralt (sev'er-al), r. t. To divide or break up
into severals; make several instead of com-
mon.
Our severalling, distincting, and numbring createth no

thing. Dee, Pref. to Euclid (1570).

The people of this isle used not to severall their grounds.
Harrison^ Descrip. of England, x.

seyeralityt (sev-e-ral'i-ti), . [< several +
-it\j.~\ The character of being several

; also,

any one of several particulars taken singly ;
a

distinction.

All the severalities of the degrees prohibited run still

upon the male. Bp. Hall, Cases of Conscience, iv. 6.

seyeralizet (sev'er-al-Iz), v. t. [< several +
-ize.] To separate ;

make several or individual
;

distinguish.
There is one and the same church of Christ, however

far disterminate in places, however segregated and infi-

nitely severalized in persons.
Bp. Hall, The Peace Maker, i. 3.

severally (sev'fer-al-i), adv. [< several + -ly'
2

.~\

Separately ; distinctly ; individually ; apart
from others Conjunctly and severally, in Scots

law, collectively and individually.

severalty (sev'er-al-ti), . [< ME. severalte,
< OF. "severaltc, < several, several : see several.

Cf. severality.] A state of separation from the

rest, or from all others : used chiefly of the ten-
ure of property.

And thi land shal be, after thi discesse plain,
Parted in partes I beleue shal be,
Neuer to-geders hold in seueralte.

Rom. of Partenay (E. E. T. S.), L 3640.

Further, there were lands of inheritance held in severalty

by customary titles, and derived originally, as it is pre-

sumed, out of common land.

F. Pollock, Land Laws, App., p. 190.

Estate In severalty, ownership by one without being
joined with other owners connected with him in point of

interest during his ownership : as distinguished from
joint tenancy, coparcenary, and tenancy in common.
Land in severalty, the system of ownership by individ-

uals, as distinguished from ownership or occupancy in

common. The phrase is used in reference to recent legis-
lation in the United States, under which Indian reserva-
tions in the occupancy of tribes of Indians without any
individual proprietorship have been divided, and specific

holdings allotted to the respective members of the tribe



severalty

In lir helil in severally, leaving the residue of the tribal

possession to lie Bold by the government, in part or in

whole, for the benefit of the tribe or members of it.

severance (scv'er-ans), . [< xetrr + -tniiT.

Cf. dixsrrcraitfc.] ''The act of severing, or the

state of being severed; separation; the act of

dividing or disuniting; partition.

A God, n Clod their severance ruled !

And bade betwixt their shores to be
The unpltimb'd, salt, estranging sea.

M. Arnold, Switzerland, v.

Severance of a joint tenancy, in law, a severance

made by destroying the unity of interest. Thus, when
there are two joint tenants for life, aifd the inheritance

is purchased by or descends upon either, it is a severance.

Severance of an action, the division of an action, as

when two persons are joined in a writ and one is non-

suited : in this case severance is permitted, and the other

plaintiff may proceed in the suit.

severe (se-ver'), a. [< OF. severe, F. severe =
Sp. Pg. It. severe, < L. severus, severe, serious,

grave in demeanor; perhaps orig. 'honored,'
'

reverenced,' being prob. < -\/ sev, honor, = Gr.

aifSeaffai, honor, reverence. Cf. serious, < L.

serins, prob. from the same root.] 1. Serious

or earnest in feeling, manner, or appearance ;

without levity; sedate; grave; austere; not

light, lively, or cheerful.
Then the justice, . . .

With eyes severe and beard of formal cut.

Shalt., As you Like it, ii. 7. 155.

Happy who in his verse can gently steer

From grave to light, from pleasant to severe.

Dryden, Art of Poetry, i. 76.

2. Very strict in judgment, discipline, or ac-

tion; not mild or indulgent; rigorous; harsh;

rigid; merciless: as, severe criticism; severe

punishment.
Come, you are too severe a moral er.

Shak., Othello, ii. 3. 301.

The boar, that bloody beast,
Which knows no pity, but is still severe.

Shak., Venus and Adonis, 1. 1000.

In Madagascar . . . the people are governed on the se-

verest maxims of feudal law, by absolute chieftains under
an absolute monarch. H. Spencer, Social Statics, p. 460.

'

I was sorry not to meet a well-known character in the

mountains, who has killed twenty-one men. ... He is

called, in the language of the country, a severe man.
Harper's May., LXXVIII. 270.

3. Strictly regulated by rule or principle ;
ex-

actly conforming to a standard; rigidly me-

thodical; hence, in lit., art, etc., avoiding, or

not exhibiting or permitting, unnecessary or

florid ornament, amplification, or the like
;
re-

strained; not luxuriant; always keeping mea-

sure; pure inline and form; chaste in concep-
tion ;

subordinated to a high ideal : as, a severe

style of writing; the severest style of Greek ar-

chitecture ;
the severe school of German music.

The near scene,
In naked and severe simplicity,
Made contrast with the universe.

Shelley, Alastor.

The habits of the household were simple and severe.

Froude, Csesar, vi.

A small draped female figure, remarkable for the se-

vere architectonic composition of the drapery.
C. T. Newton, Art and Archseol., p. 91.

4. Sharp; afflictive; distressing; violent; ex-

treme : as, severe pain, anguish, or torture
;
se-

vere cold; a severe winter.
See how they have safely surviv'd

The frowns of a sky so severe.

Cou'per, The Winter Nosegay.

This action was one of the severest which occurred in

these wars. Prescott, Ferd. and Isa., ii. 14.

5. Difficult to be endured ; trying; critical; rig-

orous: as, a severe test; a severe examination.

I find you have a Genius for the most solid and severest

sort of Studies. Hmeell, Letters, ii. 40.

Olympia and the other great agonistic festivals were, as

it were, the universities where this elaborate training was
tested by competitive examinations of the severest kind.

C. T. Newton, Art and Archwol., p. 323.

= Syn. 1 and 2. Harsh, Strict, etc. (see austere), unrelent-

ing. 3. Exact, accurate, unadorned, chaste. 4. Cutting,

keen, biting.

severely (se-ver'li), adv. In a severe manner,
in any sense of the word severe.

severeness (se-ver'nes), . Severity. Sir W.

Temple, United Provinces, i.

severer (sev'er-er), n. One who or that which
severs.

Severian (se-ve'ri-an), n. [< Secerns, a name,
+ -Jan.] IJccles. : (a) A member of an Encra-
tite sect of the second century. (b) A member
of a Gnostic sect of the second century : often

identified with (a), (c) A follower of Severus,

Monophysite patriarch of Antioch A. D. 512-

519, still honored by the Jacobites next after

Dioscorus. See Mimophynite.
severity (se-ver'i-ti), .

; pi. severities (-tiz).

[< OF. xrrrritt; F. xi'i'/'ritc = Sp. severidad =
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Pg. Kcn-ridnilc = It. xrrrrilii, < I/. yrri'riln(l-)>i,

earnestness, severity, < severuH, earnest, severe:

see severe.] The character or state of being
severe. Especially (a) Gravity; austerity; serious-

ness : the opposite of levity.

It is too general a vice, and severity must cure it.

Shak., Al. forM., iii. 2. 106.

Strict Age, and sour Severity,
With their grave saws in slumber lie.

Milton, Comus, 1. 109.

(b) Extreme rigor; strictness; rigidity; harshness.

Behold therefore the goodness and severity of God : on

them which fell, severity; but toward thee, goodness.
Rom. xi. 22.

Severity, gradually hardening and darkening into mis-

anthropy, characterizes the works of Swift.

Macaulay, Addison.

(c) Harshness; cruel treatment; sharpness of punish-
ment: as, severity practised on prisoners of war.

The Pharisaical Superstitions, and Vows, and Severities

to themselves in fetching blood and knocking their heads

against the walls. Stittimjfleet, Sermons, II. i.

(d) In lit., art, etc., the quality of strict conformity to an

ideal rule or standard ; studied moderation ; freedom from
all exuberance or florid ornament ; purity of line and form ;

austerity of style.

I thought I could not breathe in that fine air,

That pure severity of perfect light
I wanted warmth and colour, which I found
In Lancelot. Tennyson, Guinevere.

() The quality or power of afflicting, distressing, or pain-

ing; extreme degree ; extremity; keenness: as, the sever-

ity of pain or anguish ;
the severity of cold or heat ;

the

severity of the winter.

Lib'ral in all things else, yet Nature here
With stern severity deals out the year ;

Winter invades the spring.
Cowper, Table-Talk, 1. 209.

We ourselves have seen a large party of stout men trav-

elling on a morning of intense severity. De Quincey, Plato.

(/) Exactness ; rigor ; niceness : as, the severity of a test.

(g) Strictness ; rigid accuracy.

I may say it with all the severity of truth, that every line

of yours is precious. Dryden, Orig. and Prog, of Satire.

= Syn. (a) and (b) Asperity, Harshness, etc. (see acrimony),
unkindness. (6), (c), and (e) Sharpness, keenness, force.

See list under harshness.

severyt, . See civery. Also spelled sererey,

xeverie, sereree.

Sevillan (se-vil'an), a. [< Seville (Sp. Sevilla)

+ -OH.] Pertaining to Seville, a city and

province in southern Spain Sevillan ware, pot-

tery made in Seville ; specifically, an imitation of Italian

majolica, differing from the original in being coarser and

having a thinner glaze.

SCVOcationt (ev-o-ka'shon), n. [<L. serocare,

pp. sevocaius, call apart or aside, < se-, dis-

junct, prefix, + vocare, call.] A calling aside.

Bailey.
Sevres (savr), n. [< Sevres, a town of France,
near Paris, noted for its porcelain manufac-

tures.] Sevres porcelain. See porcelain
1

.

Jeweled Sevres, a variety of Sevres porcelain decorated
with small bubbles or drops of colored enamel, translucent

and brilliant, like natural rubies, emeralds, etc., or opaque,
like turquoises cut en cabochon. This decoration was in-

troduced about 1780, and is confined to the richest pieces,
the jewels being set in bands of gold slightly in relief, and

serving to frame medallion pictures.

sevum (se'vum), n. [NL., < L. serum, sebum,
suet: see sebaceous, sew2

, suet.'] Suet; the in-

ternal fat of the abdomen of the sheep (Ovis

aries), purified by melting and straining. It

is used in the preparation of ointments, etc.

V. S. Pharmacopceia.
sew1

(so), r.
; pret. sewed, pp. sewed or sewn, ppr.

setting. [Early mod. E. also sow (in accordance
with the pronunciation so, the proper historical

spelling being sew, pron. su; cf. shew, now
written show, pron. sho), < ME. semen, sowen,
souwen (pret. sewide, souwede, sewede, pp. sewed,

sowed), < AS. siwian, siwigan, seoman (pret.

siwode) = OFries. sia = OHG. siuwan, siwati,

MHG. siuwen, suwen, sen = Icel. syja = Sw.

si/ = Dan. sye = Goth, sinjan = L. snere (in

comp. con-sucre, sew together, in ML. reduced
to "cosire, eosere, eusire, > It. entire, cuscire =
Sp. Pg. coser, ciisir = Pr. coser, cuzir = F. COH-

dre, sew) = OBulg. "ajtiti, shiti = Serv. Bohem.
shiti = Pol.s2i/c = Russ. shift = Lith. siuti =
Lett, shut = Skt. y sw, sew. From the Teut.

root are ult. seam 1
, seamster, seamstress, etc.

;

from the L. are ult. suture, eonsute, conmililr,

etc.
;
from the Skt., sutra. The historical form

of the pp. is sewed; the collateral form sewn
is modern, due, as in shown, worn, and other

cases, to conformation with participles histori-

cally strong, as,wii'w, blown, etc.] I. trans. 1.

To unite, join, or attach by means of a thread,

twine, wire, or other flexible material, with or

without the aid of a needle, awl, or other tool.

The wotlnde to sewe fast he began to spede, . . .

And they yet say that the stytches brake.

JosepTi of Arimathie (E. E. T. S.), p. 45.

sew
"
Myself to medes |for my reward] wol the lettre sowe,"

And helde his liondes up, and til on knowe ;

" Now, gode nece, be it never so lite,

(iif me the labour it to sowe and plyte [fold]."

Chaucer, Troilus, ii. 1201.

Till over the buttons I fall asleep,
And sew them on in a dream !

Hood, Song of the Shirt.

2. To put together or construct, or to repair, as

a gannent, by means of a needle and thread.

And seouweth and amendeth chirche clothes.

Aneren Riwle, p. 420.

And 36, louely ladyes, with soure longe fyngres,
That 30 han silke and sendal, to sowe [var. feu-en}, whan

time is,

Chesibles for chapelleynes, cherches to honoure.
Piers Plowman (B), vi. 11.

I sew'd his sheet, making my mane.
The Lament o/ the Border Widow (Child's Ballads, III. 87).

Sewing at once, with a double thread,
A Shroud as well as a Shirt.

Hood, Song of the Shirt.

Sewed flexible, noting a book with unsawed sections,

on the back of which the cross-bands are placed, project-

ing outward, giving more flexibility. Sewed on bands,
noting a book on the back of which bands of tape or strips

of parchment are used instead of twine. Sewed on false

bands, noting a book sewed on bands that are drawn out

after the sewing has been done. Sewed on sunk bands,
noting a book that has its bands of twine sunk in the

grooves made by saw-cuts in the backs of the sections.

Sewn all along, noting a book sewed the whole length
of the back. To be sewed, or sewed up. (o) Saul., to

rest upon the ground, as a ship, when there is not suf-

ficient depth of water to float her. A ship thus situated

is said to be sewed, or sewed up, by as much as is the

difference between the surface of the water and her float-

ing-mark or -line. Also spelled sue in this sense, (b) To
be brought to a standstill ; be ruined or overwhelmed.

[Slang.]

Here's Mr. Vinkle reg'larly sewed up vith desperation.
Dickens, Pickwick, xl.

(c) To be intoxicated. [Slang.]

He ... had twice had Sir Rumble Tumble (the noble

driver of the Flash-o'-lightning-light-four-inside-post-

coach) up to his place, and took care to tell you that some
of the party were pretty considerably sewn up too.

Thackeray, Shabby Genteel Story, i.

To sew up. (a) To secure or fasten within some envel-

oping fabric or substance by means of stitches, (b) To
close or unite by sewing : as, to sew up a rent.

I commanded the sleeves should be cut out and sewed

up again. Shak., T. of the S., iv. 3. 148.

To sew up one's stocking, to put one to silence ; dis-

comfit one ; confute one. [Prov. Eng.]

At this home thrust Mrs. Wilson was staggered. . . .

"Eh! Miss Lucy, "cried she, . . . "but ye've got a tongue
In your head. Ye've sewed up my stocking."

C. Beade, Love me Little, xxvi.

II. intrans. 1. To practise sewing; join

things by means of stitches.

A time to rend, and a time to sew. Eccl. iii. 7.

Fair lady Isabel sits in her bower sewing,

Aye as the gowans grow gay.

Lady Isabel and the Etf-Kniyht (Child's Ballads, I. 195).

2. Naut., to be sewed, or sewed up. See phrase
above.

sew'-'t, n. [(n) < ME.-seic, seem, sewe, ssew, juice,

broth, gravy, < AS. sedw = OHG. MHG. sou

(souw-), juice, sap, = Skt. sava, juice, < / su,

press out (see soma). The ME. word has also

been referred to (6) OF. sui, sue, F. sue = Pr.

sue = Sp. suco = Pg. sumo, sticco = It. sticco, <

L. siicus, succus, juice, sap (see sew3 ), or to (c)

OF. sen, suis, suif, F. suif = Pr. sen = Sp.

Pg. sebo = It. sevo, < L. sebum, also sevum, tal-

low, suet, fat, grease (> ult. E. suet, formerly
sewet) ; perhaps akin to L. sapo, soap, and to

sapa, sap, juice: see soap, sap1
, sevum, suet.

Some confusion with these OF. forms may have
occurred. Cf. W. sewion, gravy, juice, jelly.]

Juice; broth; gravy; hence, a pottage; a made
dish.

Fele kyn flschej, . . .

Summe sothen [boiled] snmme in sewe, sauered with

spyces.
Sir Oawayne and the Green Knight (E. E. T. S.), 1. 892.

I wol nat tellen of her strange sewes.

Chaucer, Squire's Tale, 1. 59.

Droppe not thi brest with seew & other potage.
Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 81.

sew3 (su), f. [< ME. sewen, dry, wipe (the

beak), for "essewen, < OF. essuier, essuyer, essuer,

also in partly restored form essticquer, F. es-

stiyer, dry (pp. essuye, > E. dial, assue, drained,
as a cow), = Pr. eisugar, essugar, eehucar, is-

siigar = Sp. enjugar= Pg. enxugqr = It. asciug-

are, < L. exsueare, exsuccare, exucare, dry, de-

prive of moisture, suck the juice from, < ex-,

out (see ex-), + sums, succus, juice, sap, mois-

ture : see scir2 . succulent. Cf . sewer3.] I. trans.

1. To drain dry, as land; drain off, as water.

[Obsolete or prov. Eng.]
Rather breake a statute which is but penall then few a

pond that maye be perpetual).
Lyly, Euphues and his England, p. 414.



2t. In falconry, to wipe : said of a hawk that

cleans its beak. Berncrs. (ffalliwell.)

II. ititrans. To ooze out. [Prov. Kng.]
sew3 (su), n. [Also dial, seugh; <sew3

, v.~\ A
drain; a sewer. [Prov. Eng.]
The town sinke, the common sew.

Xomenclator (ed. 1585), p. 391. (Skeat.)

S6W4 t, P. ' [< ME. sewen, serve at table, lit.

act as a sewer, or bearer of dishes; a back-for-

mation, < sewer, one who sets the table, etc.:

see sewer^.~\ To serve at table, as by carving,

tasting, etc. Palsgrave.
To tewe at ye mete ; deponere. Cath. Ang., p. 331.

The sewer muste sewe, & from the borde conuey all

maner of potages, metes, & sauces.
Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 270.

sew5t,
" An obsolete spelling of sue.

sew6 . An obsolete or dialectal preterit of sow1
.

sewage (su'aj), w. [< new-, the apparent base
of sewer3

,
+ -age. Cf. sewerage.'] 1. The mat-

ter which passes through sewers
;
excreted and

waste matter, solid and liquid, carried off in

sewers and drains. Also sewerage.
Kivers which have received sewage, even if that sewage

has been purified before its discharge into them, are not
safe sources of potable water.

E. Frankland, Chemistry, p. 555.

2. Same as sewerage, 1. [An objectionable use. ]
= Syn. See sewerage.

sewage (su'aj),#. t.
; pret. and pp. setvaged, ppr.

New/aging. [< sewage, .] 1. To fertilize by
the application of sewage. [Recent.]
In irrigated meadows, though in a less degree than on

sewaged land, the reduction of the amount, or even the ac-

tual suppression, of certain species of plants is occasion-

ally well-marked. Encyc. Brit., XIII. 364.

2. To furnish with sewers ;
drain with sewers

;

sewer. Encyc. Diet.

sewage-fungus (su'aj-fung"gus), M. A name
applied, especially by engineers, to Bengiaton
alba, a schizomycetous fungus found in sul-

phureted waters and the waters discharged
from manufactories and sewage-works, it has
the remarkable power of extracting sulphur from the
water and storing It up in the form of minute refringent
globules.

sewage-grass(su'aj-gras), n. Grass grown upon
sewageu land; grass manured by the applica-
tion of sewage.
That sewage-grass is very inferior to normal herbage.

Science, XL 158.

sewantt, a. and n. See siiaiit.

sewelt, sewellt, . See shewel.

sewellel (se-werel), . [Amer. Ind. : see quot. ]

A rodent mammal of the family Haplodontidse,
Haplodon ruftis, inhabiting Washington and
Oregon and parts of California. It is most nearly
related to the beaver, but resembles the muskrat in size,

shape, and general appearance, except that it has almost
no tail. The length is about a foot. The color is uniform
rich dark brown, paler and grayer below. It is not aquat-
ic, lives in burrows, and feeds, on roots, herbs, and seeds.
A second species is sometimes distinguished as H. colifar-
nicus. The name sewellel first appears in print in this
form in the " Travels

"
of Lewis and Clarke, where the

authors say "sewellel is a name given by the natives to a
small animal found in the timbered country." On this
animal Rannesque based his Anisonyx rufa (whence Hap-
lodon rufus of Coues), and Richardson his Aplodontia lepo-
rina. See Haplodon. Also called boomer and mountain-
beaver.

Its name, in the Nisqually language, is showt'l (show-
hurll, Suckley). . . . The Yakima Indians call it squallah.
. . . The Chinook name for the animal itself is o-gwool-lal.
She-wal-lal (sewellel, corrupt) is their name for the robe
made of its skins.

Quoted in Coues, Monographs of North American
[Rodentia (1877), pp. 596, 597.

sewen, n. See sewin.

sewentt, a. See suant.

sewer1
(so'er), .. [< ME. sewer, soware, sawere;

< sew1 + -ei'1 .] One who sews oruses the needle.

Euery seruant that ys of the forsayd crafte [tailors] that
takyt wagys to the waylor of xx. s. and a-boffe, schall pay
xx. d. to be a ffre sawere to us.

English Gilds (E. E. T. S.), p. 314.

A sewer, filator, sutor-trix. Cath. Ang., p. 331.

Specifically (a) In bookbinding, the operator, usually a

woman, who sews together the sections of a book. (6) In
entom., the larva of a tortricid moth, one of the leaf-
rollers or leaf-folders, as Phoxopteris nubeculana, the ap-
ple-leaf sewer.

sewer2t (su'er), . [Early mod. E. also sewar ;
< ME. sewer, seicare, prob. short for assewer, as-

seour, which also occur, in household ordinances
and accounts; < AF. asseour (ML. adsessor),
one who sets the table, < asseoir, set, place, orig.
intr., sit by, < ML. assidere, sit by, assess, < L.
ad, to, by, + sedere, sit: see sit, assize, assess.
Cf. sew*. The word seems to have been con-
fused with sew5 , now sue, follow (as if 'an at-

tendant'), or with sew2
, juice, broth (as if 'a

kitchen officer
' or ' a cook ') .] A person charged
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with the service of the table, especially a head
servant or upper servant in such a capacity.

To be a sewere y wold y hed the connynge ; . . .

y wold se the sigt of a Sewere what wey he shewethe in

seruynge. Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 161.

Why are not you gone to prepare yourself?
May be you shall be sewer to the first course,
A portly presence! Fletcher, Rule a Wife, iii. 1.

sewer3
(su'er), n. [Early mod. E. also scwar,

sure, also shore (where sh is due to the pron. of

before the diphthongal ew or ); also dial.

(Sc.) sirer (like skiver = skewer); < late ME.
sewer, earlier 'sewere (AL. sen-era, suera), <

OF. seuwiere, a canal, as for conducting water
to a mill, or for draining a pond, < ML. as if

*exaquaria, equiv. to exaquatorium, a canal for

draining, < L. ex, out, + aqua, water: see ewe2 .

Similarly, E. ewer1
, a water-bearer, is ult. < L.

aquarius, and ewer'2
,
a water-pitcher, ult. < ML.

aquaria: see ewer1
,
ewer2 . The word setter3

has appar. been confused with sew3
, drain.]

1. A conduit or canal constructed, especially

oonoo
Cross-sections of Sewers.

A, B, C, D, E, forms used in London, Paris, and other European
cities ; F, G, H, I, T, K, L, special forms used in New York and other
American cities. V shows a method of repairing with tiles the bottom
of an oval sewer : a, concrete ; b, b' , tiles. G, tile-bottomed sewer :

a, tile bottom. H, barrel sewer, also called trunk stiver, of wood
txmnd with iron, for outlets at river-fronts, with a manhole at the top,
used under piers, etc. I, a form used for large sewers : t, foundation ;

a, stonework ; b, concrete ; c, an inverted arch of brickwork ; rf, arch.
I, section of pipe-sewer. K, half-section of sewer having section simi-
lar to B, but also provided with u spandrel, a. L, the aqueduct form,

i for large sewers only : it rests on a bed of concrete, t.

town or city, to carry off superfluous water,
soil, and other matters

;
a public drain.

Hect. Goodnight, sweet Lord Mcnelaus.
Ther. Sweet draught : sweet quoth-a? sweet sinke, sweet

sure. SAo*., T. and C. (ed. 1623), v. 1. 83.

Ay, marry, now you speak of a trade [informer] indeed ;

. . . the common-shore of a city ; nothing falls amiss into
them. Shirley, Love Tricks, i. 1.

Thither flow,
As to a common and most noisome sewer,
The dregs and feculence of every land.

Cowper, Task, i. 683.

2. In aniil. and rod'/., a cloaca Courts of Com-
missioners of Sewers, in England, temporary tribunals
with authority over all defenses, whether natural or arti-

ficial, situate by the coasts of the sea, all rivers, water-
courses, etc., either navigable or entered by the tide, or
which directly or indirectly communicate with such rivers.

Open sewer, a sewer of which the channel is open to
the air, instead of being concealed underground or covered
in.

sewer3 (su'er), v. t. [< sewer3 , n.~] To drain by
means of sewers; provide with sewers.
A few years ago the place was sewered, with the result

of a very substantial saving of life from all causes, and
notably from phthisis. Lancet, No. 3430, p. 1056.

sewerage (su'er-aj), n. [< sewer3 + -age.] 1.

The process or system of collecting refuse and
removing it from dwellings by means of sewers.
2. A system of sewers : as, the sewerage of Lon-
don. 3. Same as sewage, l. = Syn. Sewerage, Sew-
age. Sewerage is generally applied to the system of sew-
ers, and sewage to the matter carried off.

sewer-basin (su'er-ba"sn), n. A catch-basin
connected with a sewer, usually by a trap-
device.

sewer-gas (su'er-gas), n. The contaminated
air of sewers.
sewer-hunter (su'er-hun"ter), n. One who
hunts in sewers for articles of value.

The mud-larks, the bone-grubbers, and the sewer-hunt-
ers. Mayhew, London Labour and London Poor, 1. 5.

sewennan(su'er-man), n.; pi. sewermen (-men).
[< sewer3 + man.] A man who works in sew-
ers.

Sewers unhealthy ! Look at our stalwart sewermen.
N. and Q., 7th ser., IV. 191.

sewer-rat (su'er-rat), n. The ordinary gray
or brown Norway rat, Mus decumanus : so called
as living in sewers.
The sewer-rat is the common brown or Hanoverian rat,

said by the Jacobites to have come in with the first George,
and established itself after the fashion of his royal family.

Mayhew, London Labour and London Poor, II. 489.

sewin, sewen (su'in, -en), n. [< W. sewi/n, a

grayling, sewin.] The scurf, Salmo trutta cam-
Imcus.
Sewin . . . are the very best fish I catch.

R. D. Blaclnnore, Maid of Sker, i.

sewing-machine

sewing1
(so'ing), n, [< ME. sewynr/e; verbal n.

of scir 1
, )'.] 1. The act or occupation of one

who sews or uses the needle.

Asewynge; niatura, sutura. Cath. Ang., p. 331.

2. A piece of work with needle and thread.
3. In bookbinding, the operation of fastening
together with thread the sections of a book.
The thread is passed through the central double leaf of
the folded section at intervals of about 1J inches, and re-

versed around the cross-bands from the top to the bottom
of the book. It is distinct from stitching.

4. pi. Compound threads of silk wound,
cleaned, doubled, and thrown, to be used for

sewing. 5. In lace-making, the operation of

securing one piece of lace to another by any
process, as when fresh threads and bobbins are
introduced into the work, or when finished

pieces are combined by working the background
to both of them Plain sewing, needlework of a sim-
ple and useful sort, as the manufacture of garments, prepa-
ration of bed-linen, and the like.

sewing'2t (su'ing), n. [< ME. sewynge; verbal
n. of sew3

, .] The serving of food; the duty
of a sewer or server.

Than goo to the borde of sewynge, and se ye haue offy-
cers redy to conuey, & seruantes for to here, your dysshes.

Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 270.

Sewing3t, <* and n. See suing.

sewing-bench (so'ing-bench), n. Same as sew-

ing-prcss.

sewing-bird (so'ing-berd), H. A clamp used

by women to hold fabrics in position for stitch-

ing by hand. The bird is screwed to the edge of a table
or the like ; and its beak, which closes by a spring and can
be opened by a lever actuated by the tail, holds the mate-
rial. It is now little used. Compare sewing-clamp.

sewing-circle (so'ing-ser"kl), ?i, 1: A society
of women or girls who meet regularly to sew for
the benefit of charitable or religious objects.

Sewing-circles are maintained in the most populous
neighborhoods. ... A circle sews, not for the poor, for
there are none, but for some public object like an organ
for the Sunday meeting or a library for the Sunday school.

The Century, XL. 563.

2. A meeting of such an organization.
sewing-clamp (so'ing-klamp), n. A clamp for

holding firmly
material to be

sewed; especial-
ly, in saddlery, a
stout clamp for

holding leather
while it is being
stitched. Com-
pare sewing-bird. _

sewing-cotton
(so'ing-kot'n),
n. Cotton thread
made for plain
sewing in white
or printed cot-

ton goods.
sewing-horse
(so

'

ing - hors),
n. In saddlery,
a sewing-clamp
with its sup-
ports.

sewinglyt, adv.

A./'
Sewing-horse.

tt, seat; b, legs; c, c', clamping -jaws,
c' hinged to c at ft; e, strap fastened to
c' passing through c, and attached by the

chainyto the foot-lever^, the latter pivoted
at h; f, spring which opens the jaws when
not pulled together by e; &, ratch which g
engages to hold the jaws together.

sewing-machine (so'ing-ma-shen^), n. 1. A
machine for stitching fabrics, operated by foot
or other power. The sewing-machine is the outgrowth
of a very great number of experiments and inventions made
in France, England, and the United States, and first cul-

minating practically in the machine invented by Elias

Howe. It was developed through the simple type of ma-
chine using a needle which passes through the fabric a

type which sur-
vives in the Bonnaz
or embroidery ma-
chine. Then fol-

lowed the chain-
stitch machine
and the machines
making an inter-

woven stitch, and
lastly came the
lock-stitch ma-
chines, which are
the most approved
type at the pres-
ent day. The va-

rious kinds of sew-

ing-machines are
all essentially

alike, and have
been adapted, by
the aid of numer-
ous mechanical at-

tachments and de-

vices, to perform
Fig. i. Singer Sewing-machine.

,

almost every kind of sewing that can be done by hand. In
figs. 1 and 2 (Singer sewing-machine) a is the frame and
cloth-plate or bed-plate ; b, arm ; c, treadle ; e, pitman ; d,
main driving-wheel ; /, band ; g, small driving-wheel at-



sewing-machine
tached to shaft A; t, take-up cam with set-screw ; j, take,

up lever with roller and stud; It, presser-bar carrying

a

Fig. 2. Singer Sewing-:

presser-foot ; I, needle-bar ; m, spool-pin ; n, shuttle-pit-
man taking motion from crank o ; p, shuttle bell-crank ;

q, shuttle-carrier and shuttle
; r, thread-guide ; s, tension-

disk ; t, drawers. In flg. 3 a is

the body of shuttle for the same
machine; b, the tension spring ;

c, the bobbin. In flgs. 4 and 5

(Wheeler and Wilson machine)
a is the frame; 6, shaft crank
which rocks the hook-shaft e, re-

ceiving its motion from the dou-
ble crank on the upper shaft e' in

the arm g through the shaft-con-

nection c; d. band-wheel turned

by a band (not shown) from a

wheel on a treadle-shaft below the table ; /, feed-cam ; A,

feed-bar ; i, bobbin-case ; j, rotating hook which is at-

5535

ity the looperj;; (, vertically reciprocating needle-bar; n,

needle-bar nut which clamps the needle in the needle-bar,
both parts being moved together by the rock lever p,

pivoted by the lever-stud 2 and having its shorter end
connected with the crank on shaft b by the connecting-rod
z"', in, presser-foot attached to the vertically movable

presser-bar q, which is raised by the lifter r; o, needle-bar

screw ; s, take-up, through which and through the pull-off
u (a hole in the side of the lever p) the thread passes from
a spool on the spool-pin holder w when the machine is

working ; r, spool-pin ; x, automatic tension, under the

cap of which the thread is passed on its way from the

spool to the pull-off ; y, tension-rod ; t, embroidery-spring,
used only in embroidering, in which work the thread is

also passed through its loop ; z, ball-joint connecting the

rod z" with the lever p; z"', cap. See also cuts under

presser-foot.

2. In bookbinding, a machine used for sewing
together the sections of a book Hand sewing-
machine, (a) A form of sewing-machine having pivoted
jaws working like scissors, one part containing the bobbin
and looping-hook, and the other the needle. There are

various forms, (b) A small sewing-machine operated by
hand. Sewing-machine gage, a device connected with
a sewing-machine for guiding the fabric to the needle in

a direction parallel with the edge, hem, etc., at the will

of the operator. Sewing-machine hook, in the mecha-
nism of a sewing-machine, a device by which the needle-

thread is caught and opened beneath the work, so as to

form a loop, through which the next stitch is passed.

Sewing-machine needle, a needle used in a sewing-ma-
chine. These needles differ widely in size, form, etc., but

agree in having the eye near the point.

sewing-needle (so'lng-ne'dl), n. A needle used
in ordinary sewing, as distinguished from a sail-

needle, an embroidery-needle, and others.

sewing-press (so'ing-pres), n. In bookbinding,
a platform with upright rods at each end, con-

e

-ff

sexagene

protozoans, with, however, many exceptions here and there

among hermaphrodites. The distinction of sex is proba-

bly the most profound and most nearly universal single
attribute of organized beings, and among the higher ani-

mals at least it is accompanied or marked by some psycho-
logical as well as physical characteristics. The essential

attribute of the male sex is the generation of spermatozoa,
that of the female the generation of ova, accomplished in

the one case by a testis or a homologous organ, nnd in

the other by an ovary or a homologous organ. The act

of procreation or begetting in the male is the uniting of

spermatozoa to an ovum ; the corresponding function in

the female is the fecundation of an ovum by spermatozoa,

resulting in conception or impregnation. The organs by
which this result is accomplished are extremely varied in

physical character ;
and various organs which characterize

either sex, besides those directly concerned in the repro-
ductive act, are known as secondary sexual characters.

See gender, generation, reproduction, and quotation from
Buck under sexuality, 1.

Under his forming hands a creature grew,
Man-like, but different sex. Milton, V. L , viii. 471.

2. Either one of the two kinds of beings, male
and female, which are distinguished by sex;
males or females, collectively considered and
contrasted.

Think you I am no stronger than my sex,

Being so father'd and so husbanded ?

J. C.,ii. 1.296.

Fig. 4. Wheeler and Wilson Sewing-machine.

tached to e and oscillates with it; k, bobbin-holder; I,

presser ; m, presser-spi-ing ; n, needle-bar link ; o, needle-
bar ; p, take-up lever ; q, take-up cam ;

r, spool-holder; t, thread-leader; *,

face-plate covering parts I to p inclu-

sive (flg. 4) ; v, presser thumb-screw ; w,
thread-check ; x, tension-nut by which
tension is regulated ; y, tension-pulley
around which the thread is wound, and
which is caused to turn less or more
easily by the nut x; z, thread-guide and
-controller ; z", presser-foot. In flg. 6

(same machine) a is the bobbin-case ;

c, bobbin ; 6, thread wound on bobbin ;

d, projection from bobbin case which
keeps it from turning ; e, thread leading
out

;
and in flg. 7 a is the bobbin-holder,

partly opened to show hook 6, and bob-
bin-case c; d, feed-points ; e, presser-
foot. In fig. 8 (Wilcox and Gibbs ma-
chine) a is the frame, which in use is

fastened to the stand and which sup-

ports all the working parts except the treadle, main driv-

ing-wheel and its crank-shaft (not shown in the cut) ; 6,

Fig- 5-

Fig. 6.

shaft of small driving-wheel c, which is driven by the belt

<J from the main driving-wheel ; e, stitch-regulator, which.

r-X

Fig. 8. Wilcox and Gibbs Sewing-machine.

through the link t, regulates the reciprocating motion of the
feed-bar h and attached feed-surface j, and hence also the

length of the stitches, when it is turned into different posi-
tions numbered on its perimeter, which show through a slot
in the cloth-plate k ; /, rocker carrying at its upper extrem-

Sewing-press.

a, table with slot *, through which the cords c pass ; d, staples by
which the lower ends of the cords are held from passing through the

slot when stretched ; e, adjustable bar around which the upper ends
of the cords are looped ; f, screw-threaded rods upon which the nuts g
are turned, to adjust the bar e ; h, h', book-sections to be stitched to

the cords ; (', grooves cut in the backs of the sections for reception of

the cords ; j, needle and thread, illustrating method of stitching.

nected by a top crosspiece, on which strings are

fastened, and to which the different sections of

an intended book are successively sewed.

sewing-silk (so'ing-silk), . Silk thread made
for tailors and dressmakers, and also for knit-

ting, embroidery, or other work. The finer and

closely twisted is that which generally bears this name,
the others being called embroidery-sUks, floss-silk, etc.

China sewing-silk, fine white sewing-silk used by glove-
makers. Diet, of Needlework.

sewing-table (s6'ing-ta"bl),w. 1. A table con-
structed to hold all the implements for needle-
work. 2. In bookbinding, a table for the sew-

ing-press to stand upon,
sewn (son). A past participle of sew1

.

sewster (so'ster), n. [< ME. seicstare, sowstare,
< sew 1 -t- -ster. Cf. seamstcr and spinster."] A
woman who sews ; a seamstress. [Obsolete or

prov. Eng.]
Sewstare, or sowstare (sowares). Sutrix.

Prompt. Parv., p. 454.

At every twisted thrid my rock let
fly

Unto the sewster, who did sit me nigh.
B. Jonson, Sad Shepherd, ii. 1.

sewtt, n. and v. An obsolete spelling of suit.

SOX1
(seks), n. [< ME. sexe, cexe, < OF. (and F.)

sexe = Pr. sexe = Sp. Pg. sexo = It. sesso, < L.

nexus, also secus, sex; perhaps prig, 'division,'
i. e. 'distinction,' < secure, divide, cut: see

secant. A less specific designation for 'sex'
was L. genus = Gr. yevot;, sex, gender: see gen-
der, genus .] 1. The character of being either

male or female; the anatomical and physio-
logical distinction between male and female,
evidenced by the physical character of their

generative organs, and the part taken by each
in the function of reproduction ; gender, with
reference to living organisms. Sex is properly
predicable only of male or female, those organisms which
are neither male nor female being sexless or neuter. But
the two sexes are often combined in the same individual,
then said to be hermaphrodite or monoecious. Sex runs
nearly throughout the animal kingdom, even down to the

Which two great sexes animate the world.

Milton, P. L.,viii. 151.

3. Especially,
the female sex; womankind, by

way of emphasis: generally with the definite

article.

Twice are the Men instructed by thy Muse,
Nor must she now to teach the Sex refuse.

Gangrene, tr. of Ovid's Art of Love.

Not that he had no cares to vex ;

He loved the Muses and the sex.

Byron, Mazeppa, iv.

4. In bot., the character or structure of plants
which corresponds to sex in animals, there

being, except in the lowest orders, a clear dif-

ferentiation of male and female elements. In

flowering plants the male organ is the stamen, the female
the pistil; in cryptogams different designations are used

according to the class of plants, as antheridium, archegc-
tiiinii, etc. See malel, a., 2, and n., 2 ; female, n., 2 (6), and

a., 2 (6); and Linnean system, under Linnean. The fair

sex, the gentle (or gentler) sex, the softer sex, the
weaker sex, the female sex collectively ; womankind.

[Chiefly colloq.] The sterner sex, the male sex collec-

tively : opposed to the gentle (or gentler) sex. [Chiefly

colloq. ]

sex1 (seks), r. t. [< sex*-, n.'] To ascertain the

sex of (a specimen of natural history); mark
or label as male or female. [Colloq.]
The still more barbarous phrase of "

collecting a speci-
men " and then of "sexing" it.

A. Newton, Zoologist, 3d ser., XII. 101.

sex2,
a. and . An obsolete or dialectal form

of six.

sexadecimal (sek-sa-des'i-mal), a. [Prop.**ex-
denmaJ,(. L. sexdenm, sedecim, sixteen, < sex, =
E. six, + decem = E. ten.'} Sixteenth; relating
to sixteen.

sexagecuple (sek-saj'e-ku-pl), a. [Irreg. and
barbarous; < L. sexag(inta), sixty, + -c-uple, as
in decuple.] Proceeding by sixties : as, a sex-

agefiiple ratio. Pop. Encyc. (Imp. Viet.)

sexagenal (sek-saj'e-nal), o. [< L. sexageni,

sixty each (see sexagenary), + -al.~\ Same as

sexagenary.
sexagenarian (sek*sa-je-na'ri-an), a. and n. [<
L. sexagenariiis, belonging to sixty (see sexage-

nary), + -an.] I. a. Sixty years old; sexage-
nary.

II. n. A person sixty years of age, or between
sixty and seventy.
sexagenary (sek-saj'e-na-ri), a. and n. [< OF.
sexagenaire, F. sexagenaire = Sp. Pg. sexagena-
rio = It. sessagenario, < L. sexagenarius, belong-
ing to sixty, < sexageni, sixty each, distributive

of sexaginta, sixty, = E. sixty : see sixty.] I.

a. Pertaining* to the number sixty ; composed
of or proceeding by sixties ; specifically, sixty

years old
; sexagenarian . Also sexagenal.

I count it strange, and hard to understand,
That nearly all young poets should write old ;

That Pope was sexagenary at sixteen,
And beardless Byron academical.

Mrs. Browning, Aurora Leigh, i.

Sexagenary arithmetic. Same as sexagesimal arithme-
tic (which see, under sexagesimal). Sexagenary cycle.
See cycle*. Sexagenary table, a table of proportional
parts for units ana sixtieths.

II. n.; pi. sexagenaries (-riz). 1. A sexage-
narian.
The lad can sometimes be as dowff as a sexagenary like

myself. Scott, Waverley, xliii.

2. A thing composed of sixty parts or contain-

ing sixty.

sexagene (sek'sa-jen), M. [< L. sexageni, sixty
each : see sexagenary.] An arc or angle of 60 ;

a sixth of a circumference. See sexagesimal
fractions, under sexagesimal.



sexagene
Astronomers, for speed ami more commodious calcula-

tion, have devised a peculiar manner of ordering numbers
:ibout their circular motions, by texagenes and sexagesms,

by signs, degrees, minutes, etc.

Dee, Preface to Euclid (1570).

Sexagesima (sek-sa-jes'i-mii), H. [Earlier in

E. form, ME. sexaffesym. < OF. sexagesime, F. sex-

agesime = Sp. Sexagesima = Pg. Sexagesima =
It. sesagesima; < ML. sexagesima, sc. dies, the

sixtieth day, fern, of L. sexagesimals, earlier sex-

agensimus, sexagensumus, sixtieth, for *sexii</ni-

timus, ordinal of sexaginta, sixty: see sexage-

nary, sixty.] The second Sunday before Lent.

See Septuagesima.
sexagesimal (sek-sa-jes'i-mal), a. and n. [< L.

sexagesimus, sixtieth (see Sexagesima), + -al.]

I. a. Sixtieth ; pertaining to the number sixty.

Sexagesimal or sexagenary arithmetic, a method
of computation by sixties, as that which is used in divid-

ing minutes into seconds. It took its origin in Baby-
ion. Sexagesimal fractions, or sexagesimals, frac-

tions whose denominators proceed in the ratio of sixty :

as, Ar. iiAno nfc- Tnese fractions are also called astro-

nomical fractions, because formerly there were no others

used in astronomical calculations. They are still retained

in the division of the circle and of the hour. The circle

is first divided into six sexagenes, the sexagene into sixty

degrees, the degree into sixty minutes, the minute into

sixty seconds, and so on. The hour is divided like the

degree ; and in old writers the radius of a circle in the

same manner.

II. n. A sexagesimal fraction. See I.

sexagesimally (sek-sa-jes'i-mal-i), adv. By six-

ties.

:,:>:!<;

six years, or happening once in six years. /

Diet

sexennially (sek-sen'i-al-i), adr. Once in

fears,

i), a. [< L. sex, six, + fndere,
separate: see bite.] Inbot.,
xfid calyx or nectary.

[< L. sex, six, + E. .

or flower with

art,

feftr<* ,

six leaves.- 2.

Sexfoil. Clearstory window of St. Leu d'Esserent, France.

So the talent of the 80 grain system was sexayenmally
divided for the mina which was afterwards adopted by So-

lon. Encyc. Brit,, XXIV. 489.

sexagesm (sek'sa-jesm), n.

sixtieth: see Sexagesima.']

any unit. See sexagene.

etc., a figure of six lobes or foliations, similar

in character to the cinquefoil. Also sisefoil (in

heraldry).
sexhindmant (seks-tund'man), n. [ML. or ME.
reflex of AS. sixhi/nde-man, < six, syx, siex, six,

+ liund, hundred, + man, man.] In early Eng.
hist., one of the middle thanes, who were as-

_ sessed at 600 shillings.

sixtiethVart of sexiant (sek'si-ant), . A function whose van-

ishing shows that six screws are reciprocal to

[< L. sexagesimus,
A sixti

sexangle (sek'sang-gl), . [< L. sexaiKjulus,

six-cornered, hexagonal, < sex, six, + angiilus,

angle.] In geoni., a figure having six angles,
and consequently six sides; a hexagon.
sexangled (sek'sang-gld), a. [As sexangle +
-etf2.] Same as sexangular.

sexangular (sek-sang'gu-lar), a. [< L. sexan-

gulus, hexagonal (see sexanglc), + -ars .] Hav-

ing six angles ; hexagonal.
sexangularly (sek-sang'gu-lar-li), adv. With
six angles; hexagonally.
sexation (sek-sa'shon), n. [< sex1 + -ation.]

Sexual generation ; "genesis by means of oppo-
site sexes. See generation.

sexcentenary (sek-sen'te-na-ri), a. and n. [<
L. sex, six, + E. centenary.] I. a. Relating to

or consisting of six hundred, especially six hun-
dred years ;

made up of or proceeding by groups
of six hundred.

Bernoulli's Sexcentenary Table.

Philosophical Mag., XXV. 2d p. of cover.

Oxford was represented at the sexcentenary festival of

the University of Montpellier.
The Academy, May 31, 1890, p. 371.

II. n.j pi. sexcentenaries (-riz). 1. That which
consists of or comprehends six hundred (com-
monly the space of six hundred years). 2. A
six-hundredth anniversary.
sexdigitate (seks-dij'i-tat), a. [< L. sex, six,
+ digitm, finger: see digitate.] Having six

fingers or toes on one or both hands or feet, as
an anomaly of occasional occurrence in man ;

six-fingered or six-toed. See cut under poly-
dactylism. Also sedigitated.

sexdigitism (seks-dij'i-tizm), w. [< L. sex, six,
+ digitus, a finger, + -4sm.] The possession
of six fingers or toes on one or both hands or
feet

;
the state of being sexdigitate. It is a par-

ticular case of the more comprehensive term
polydactylism.

sexdigitist(seks-dij'i-tist), n. [As sexdigit(isni)
+ -ist.] A six-fingered or six-toed person;
one who or that which exhibits or is character-
ized by sexdigitism.
sexed (sekst), a. [< sex1 + -e<J2 .] 1. Having
sex; sexual; not being sexless or neuter. 2.

Having certain qualities of either sex.

Stay, Sophocles, with this tie up my sight ;

Let not soft nature so transform'd be
(And lose her gentle sex'd humanitie)
To make me see my Lord bleed.

Beau, and Fl., Four Plays in One.

Shamelesse double sex'd hermaphrodites,
Virago roaring girles.

John Taylor, Works (1630). (Fares.)

sexennial (sek-sen'i-al), a. [Cf. F. sexennal;
< L. sexennium (> It. "sessennio = Sp. sexenio =
Pg. sexennio), a period of six years, < sex, six,

s, year: see six and annals.] Lasting

(sek'si-fid), a. Same as sexfid.

sexillion (sek-sil'yon), n. Same as sextillion.

sexisyllabic (sek'sl'-si-lab'ik), a. [< L. sex, six,

+ sifllaba, syllable, + -4c.] Having six sylla-

bles.

The octosyllabic with alternate eexuyilabic or other

rhythms. Emerson, Letters and Social Aims, p. 41.

sexisyllable (sek'si-sil-a-bl). n. [< L. sex, six,
+ syllaba, syllable: see'syllable.] A word hav-

ing six syllables.
sexivalent (sek-siv'a-lent), a. [< L. sex, six,

sextant

or divided (whether for ornament or in con-

struction) into six parts, as a vault, an arch-

head, or any other structure, etc.

The arrangement and forms of the piers [of Senlis cathe-

drall indicate that the original vaults were sexpartite.

C. II. Moore, Gothic Architecture, p. 38.

sexradiate (seks-ra'di-at), a. [< L. sex, six, +
i-iiiliiiK, a ray: see radiate.] Having six rays,
as a sponge-spicule.
Growth in three directions along three rectangular axes

produces the primitive nexradiatc spicule of the Hexacti-

nellida. Encyc. Brit., XXII. 416.

sext, sexte (sekst), . [< F. sexte = Sp. Pg.
sexto = It. scsta, < ML. sexta, sc. liora, the sixth

hour, fern, of L. sextus, sixth (= E. sixth), < sex,

six: see six, sixth. Cf. sieqta, from the same

source.] 1. In the Roman Catholic and Greek

churches, in religious houses, and as a devo-

tional office in the Anglican Church, the office

of the sixth hour, originally and properly said

at midday. See canonical hours, under canoni-

cal. 2. "in music: (a) The interval of a sixth.

(6) In organ-building, a mixture-stop of two
ranks separated by a sixth that is, consisting
of a twelfth and a seventeenth.

sextactic (seks-tak'tik), a. [< L. sex, six, -f tac-

tus, touch : see tact.] Pertaining to a six-pointic
contact Sextactic points on a curve, points at

which a conic can be drawn having slx-pointic contact with
the curve.

sextain (geks'tan), n. [< F. "sextain = It. ses-

tano, < ML. as if "sextanus, < L. sextus, sixth,

< sex, six : see six. Cf. scstina.] A stanza of

six lines.

sextan (seks'tan), a. [< ML. "sextanus, < L.

sextus, sixth. "Cf. sextain.] Recurring every
sixth day Sextan fever. See/ewri.
sextans (seks'tanz), n. [L., a sixth part, < sex,

six: see sextant.] 1. A bronze coin of the an-

cient Roman republic, in value one sixth of the

as. (Seeas*.) Theobverse type is the head of Mercury;
the reverse type, the prow of a vessel, and two pellets ( )

as the mark of value.

2. [cap.] In astron., a constellation introduced

by Hevelius in 1690. It represents the instrument
used by Tycho Brahe in l"ranienborg (island of Hven,
Sweden), but it is placed between Leo and Hydra, two
animals of a fiery nature according to the astrologers, to

commemorate the burning of his own instruments and

papers in 1679. The brightest star of the constellation is of
" ' ' "

Also called Urania Sextans, and Sextant.

+ '

coming exchanged
Also sexvalent.

sexless (seks'les), a.

or as if having, no sex;
to gender.
Uttered only by the pure lips of sexless priests.

Kinysley, Hypatia, xviii. (Dames.)

sexlessness (seks'les-nes), . The condition or

character of being without sex
;
absence of sex.

sexlocular (seks-lok'u-lar), a. [< L. sex, six,

+ loculus, & cell : see locular.] Six-celled
;
hav-

ing six cells, loculi, or compartments.
sexly (seks'li), a. [< sex1 + -ly

1
.] Belonging

to or characteristic of sex, especially of the

female sex. [Rare.]
Should I ascribe any of these things to my sexly weak-

nesses, I were not worthy to live.

Queen Elizabeth.

sixth, < sex, six. Cf. quadrant.] 1. In math.,
the sixth part of a circle. Hence 2. An im-

portant instrument of navigation and survey-

sexpartite (seks'par-tit), a. [< L. sex, six, +
partitas, divided: see partite.] Consisting of

Sexpartite Vaulting.- Nave of Bourges Cathedral, France.

ing, for measuring the angular distance of

two stars or other objects, or the altitude of a
star above the horizon, the two images being
brought into coincidence by reflection from the

transmitting horizon-glass, lettered 6 in the

figure. The frame of a sextant Is generally made of

brass, the arc h being graduated upon a slip of silver. The
handle a is of wood. The mirrors b and c are of plate-

glass, silvered. The horizon-glass 6 is, however, only half

silvered, so that rays from the horizon or other direct ob-

ject may enter the telescope e. This telescope is carried

in the ring d, and is capable of being adjusted, once for

all, by a linear motion perpendicular to the plane of the

sextant, so as to receive proper proportions of light from
the silvered and unsilvered parts of the horizon-glass.
The figure does not show the colored glass shades which

may be interposed behind the horizon-glass and between
this and the index-glass c, upon which the light from one
of the objects is first received, in order to make the con-

tact of the images more distinct. This index-glass is at-

tached to themovalile arm/. The movable arm is clamped
by the screw i, and is furnished with a tangent screw j.

The arc is read by means of a vernier earned by the arm,



sextant

with the reading-lens ff. In the hands of a competent ob-

server, the accuracy of work with a sextant is surprising.

The first inventor of the sextant (or quadrant) was Xew-
ton, among whose papers a description of such an instru-
ment was found after his death not, however, until after
its reinvention hy Thomas Godfrey, of Philadelphia, in

1730, and, perhaps, hy lliulley, in 1731.

Chamenet, Astronomy, II. 78.

3. [e;>.] Same as Sextans, 2 Box-sextant, a sur-

veyors' instrument for measuring; angles, and for tilling in

the details of a survey, when the theodolite is used for long
lines and for laying out the larger triangles. Prismatic
sextant, a sextant in which a rectangular prism takes the

place of the common horizon-glass, and with which any
angle up to 180 can be measured,

sextantal (seks'tan-tal), " [< L. sextan(t-)s +
-/.] Of or pertaining to the ancient Roman
coin called sextans

; pertaining to the division
of the as into six parts, or to a system based
on such division.

Bronze coins of the end of the third century, with marks
of value and weights which show them to belong to the
sextantal system. S. V. Head, Uistoria Numorum. p. 38.

sextarius (seks-ta'ri-us), .
; pi. sextarii (-1).

[L. : see MBteryl.1 A Roman measure of ca-

pacity, one sixth of a congius, equal to If United
States pints or 4'tl imperial pint. Several of the
later Eastern systems had sextarii derived from
the Roman, and generally somewhat larger.

sextary1
(seks'ta-ri), w. ; pi. sextaries (-riz). [<

L. sextarius, a sixth part, also a sixteenth part,
< sextus, sixth, < sex, six: see six. Cf. sextet;

sester.] A sextarius.

Then must the quantity be two drams of castoreum, one
sextary of honey and oyle, and the like quantity of water.

Topsell, Beasts (1607), p. 49. (HalUwfJl.)

S6Xtary2t, . Same as sextry.

sexte, n. See sext.

sextent, w. An obsolete spelling of sexton.

sextennial (seks-ten'i-al), a. [< L. sextus,

sixth, + annus, a year, + -al. Cf. sexennial.]

Occurring every sixth year.
In the seventh place, the legislatures of the several

states are balanced against the Senate by xextennial elec-
tions. J. Adams, To J. Taylor (Works, VI. 468).

sexter (seks'ter), n. [Also sextar, sester; < ME.
sextcr, sexster, sester, < OF. sextier, sestier, sep-
tier, setier, a measure (of grain, land, wine, etc.)
of varying value, < L. sextarius, a measure : see

sextaryi, sextaritis.] A unit of capacity, ap-
parently a small variety of the French setter.

Weede hem wel, let noo weede in hem stande ;

V gexter shall suffice an acre lande.

Palladia*, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 106.

In the time of Edward the Confessor the sheriffwick of

Warwick, with the borough and royal manors, rendered
65. and "thirty-six sextan of honey, or 24 68. instead

of honey (pro omnibus quse ad mel pertinebant). . . . Now
... it renders twenty-four sextars of honey of the larger
measure." Encyc. Brit., XXIV. 380.

sextern (seks'tern), n. [< L. sex, six, + -tern,
as in quartern.] A set of six sheets: a unit of
tale for paper. Encyc. Brit., XVIII. 144.

sexteryt, n. Same as sextry.

sextet, sextette (seks-tef), . [< L. sextus,
sixth (see sext), + -et, -ette. Cf. sestet.] In mu-
sic : (a) A work for six voices or instruments.

Compare quartet and quintet. Also sestet, sex-

tuor. (b) A company of six performers who
sing or play sextets.

sextette (seks-tet'to), . Same as sextet.

Sextian (seks'ti-an), n. [< Sextus (see def.) +
-ian.] A member of a philosophical school at
Rome in the period of the empire, followers of
Sextus Empiricus. The Sextians held views
intermediate between those of the Cynics,
Stoics, and Pythagoreans.
sextic (seks'tik), a. and . [< L. sextus, sixth,+ -if.] I. n. Of the sixth degree ;

of the sixth
order Sextic curve. See curve.

II. n. A quaiitic, or equation, of the sixth

degree ; also, a curve of the sixth order An-
harmonic-ratio sextic, the equation of the sixth degree
which gives the six anharmonic ratios of the roots of an
equation of the fourth degree.

sextile (seks'til), a. [= F. Sp. Pg. sextil = It.

iH-xtilc, < L. sextilis, sixth, used only in the cal-

endar, sc. mcmis, the sixth month (later called

Augustus, August), < sextus, sixth, < sex, six: see
six. Cf. bissextile.] In astral., noting the as-

pect or position of two planets when distant
from each other sixty degrees or two signs.
This position is marked thus. if. The sextile, like the
trine, was considered one of the good aspects ; the square
or quartile an evil one. Used also as a noun.

That planet [the moon) receives the dusky light we dis-
cern in its Kfxtile aspect from the earth's benignity.

Glam-Ule, Vanity of Dogmatizing, xviii.

And yet the aspect is not in trine or sextile,
But in the quartile radiation
Or tetragon, which shows an inclination

Averse, and yet admitting of reception.
Randolph, Jealous Lovers, v. 2.
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sextillion (seks-til'yon), M. [More prop.
lion, < L. sex, six (sex'tits, sixth),+ E. (iii)illiiiii.]

According to English and original Italian nu-

meration, a million raised to the sixth power; a
number represented by unity with thirty-six ci-

phers annexed; according to French numera-
tion, commonly taught in America, a thousand
raised to the seventh power; a thousand quin-
tillions. [For a note on the nomenclature, see

trillion.]

sextinet, n. [A false Latin-seeming form, with
sense of E. sixteenth.] Sixteenth.

From that moment to this sextine centurie (or, let me not
I>e taken with a lye, rive hundred ninety-eight, that wants
but a paire of yeares to make me a true man) they [the
sands] would no more live under the yoke of the sea.

Xathe, Lenten Stuffe (Harl. Misc., VI. 150).

[Nashe seems to have considered that 1598 belonged to
the fifteenth century an erroneous nomenclature which
has only of recent years passed into complete desuetude.]

sextinvariant (seks-tin-va'ri-ant), n. [< scx-

t(ic) + inrarinnt.] An invariant of the sixth

degree in the coefficients.

sextipartite (seks'ti-par-tlt), a. [< L. sextus,

sixth, + partitas, pp. of partire, divide.] Made
into six parts; consisting of six parts ; sexpar-
tite.

This Device was resolved on : Oaths for Secrecy were
taken ; and Indentures, sextipartite for performing Condi-
tions agreed upon between them, sealed and delivered.

Baker, Chronicles, p. 159.

sextiply (seks'ti-pli), r. t.
; pret. and pp. sexti-

plied, ppr. sextiplyiug. [Irreg. (after multiply,
etc.) < L. sextus, sixth, + plicare, fold.] To
multiply sixfold.

A treble paire doth our late wracke repaire,
And xextiplies our mirth for one mishappe.

Dames, Microcosmos, p. 6. (Daviei.)

sexto (seks'to), . [< L. (NL.) sexto (orig. in

sexto), abl. of sextus, sixth: see sixth. Cf. quar-
to, octavo.] A book formed by folding each
sheet into six leaves.

sextodecimo (seks"t6-des'i-m6). n. [L. (NL.)
sexto decimo (orig. in sexto decimo), abl. of sex-
tus deeimus, sixteenth: sextus, sixth; decimus,
tenth.] A sheet of paper when regularly fold-
ed in 16 leaves of equal size

; also, a pamphlet
or book made up of folded sheets of 16 leaves :

usually indicated thus, Vomo or 16 (commonly
read sixteenmo). Also used adjectively. When
the size of paper is not named, the 16mo leaf untrimmed
is supposed to be of the size 4J by 6j inches. Also decimo-
sexto.

sextole (seks'tol), n. [< L. sextus, sixth, + -olf.]
Same as scxtuplet, 2.

sextolet(seks'to-let),M. [< sextole + -et.] Same
as sextuplet, 2.

sexton (seks'ton), . [Also dial, saxton (which
appears also in the surname Saxton beside Sex-

ton) ; early mod. E. also sextcn, sextin ; < ME.
sextein, sexteyne, sexesten, sexestein, contr. of sac-

ristan, secristan, a sexton, sacristan: see sacris-

tan. Cf. sextry, similarly contracted.] 1. An
under-officer of a church, whose duty it is to act
as janitor, and who has charge of the edifice,

utensils, furniture, etc. In many instances the sex-
ton also prepares graves and attends burials. Usually, in
the Church of England, the sexton is a life-officer, but in
the United States he is hired in the same manner as the
janitor of any public building. See sacristan.

The sexegten went [weened] welle than
That he had be a wode man.

MS. Cantab. Ff. ii. 38, f. 240. (HaUimll.)

The sexton of our church is dead,
And we do lack an honest painful man
Can make a grave, and keep our clock in frame.

Dekker and Webster (?), Weakest Ooeth to the Wall, Hi. 1.

They went and told the sexton,
And the sextan toll'd the bell.

Hood, Faithless Sally Brown.

2. In eiitoiii., a soxton-beetle; a burying-beetie;
any member of the genus Necrophorus. See
also cut under Necrophorus.

Sextons, or Sexton-beetles (Necrophorus , burying .1 dead bird.

sexual

sexton-beetle (seks'ton-be'tl), . A coleop-
terous insect of the genus .\ci-r<i/>li<>i'iix : same
as linri/iiiij-biiHi'.

sextoness (seks'ton-es), . [< scj-ton + -<*..-.]

A female sexton. [Rare.]
still the darkness increased, till it reach'd such a pass
That the sextoness hasten'd to turn on the gas.

Barham, Ingoldsby Legends, II. 43.

As the ftextrtnexs had personally seen it [the coffin of ,Tef-

ferys] before 1803, the discovery of 1810 can only be called
the rediscovery in a manner that made it more public.

2V. and Q., 7th ser., II. 182.

sextonryt (seks'ton-ri), n. [Early mod. E. also

sextenry ; a contraction of sacristanry, as sexton
of sacristan; < sexton + -n/.] Sextonship.
The same maister retayned to hymselfe but a small

lyueng, and that was the sextenry of our lady churche in

Renes, worthe by yere, if he be resydent, a ('. frankes.

Berners, tr. of Froissart's Chron., II. cxcvii.

Sextonship (seks'ton-ship), n. [< sexton +
-ship.] The office of a sexton.

sextryt (seks'tri), >i. [Early mod. E. also sex-

tery, sextary, saxtry ; < ME. scxtrye, a corruption
ot sacristy: see sacristy.] A sacristy; vestry.
A Sextry, sacrarium. Levins, Manip. Vocab., p. 105.

Sextry land, land given to a church or religious house
for the maintenance of a sexton or sacristan.

sextubercular (seks-tu-ber'ku-liir), . [< L.

sex, six, + tuberculum, a boil, tubercle: see tu-

bercular.] Having six tubercles: as, a sextu-
bercular molar. Nature, XLI. 467.

sextumvirate (seks-tum'vi-rat), n. [Errone-
ously (after dunlin-irate) for sexvirate.] The
union of six men in the same office; the office

or dignity held by six men jointly; also, six

persons holding an office jointly.
A sextumvirate to which all the ages of the world can-

not add a seventh. Su>\ft, Gulliver's Travels, iii. 7.

sextuor (seks'tu-6r), n. [< L. sextus, sixth, +
(quatt)uor, four.] In music, same as sextet (a).

sextuple (seks'tu-pl), a. [< OF. (and F.)
sextuple = Sp. sextuple = Pg. sextupJo = It. ses-

tuplo, < ML. as if "sextuplus, < L. sextus, sixth,
+ -plus, as in duphis, double, etc.

;
cf. duple,

quadruple, septuple, etc.] Sixfold
;

six times
as much.
Which well agreeth unto the proportion of man ; whose

length that is, a perpendicular from the vertex unto the
sole of the foot is sextuple unto his breadth.

Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., iv. 5.

Sextuple rhythm or time, in music, a rhythm charac-
terized by six beats or pulses to the measure. It has two
distinct forms, the one derived from duple rhythm by sub-

dividing each part into three secondary parts, making a
triply compound duple rhythm ; and the other derived
from triple rhythm by subdividing each part into two
secondary parts, making aduply compound triple rhythm.
The term is usually applied to the former, especially when
indicated by the rhythmic signature S or ;.

sextuple (seks'tu-pl), D. t.
; pret. and pp. sex-

tupled, ppr. scxiupling. [< sextuple, a.] To
multiply by six.

We have sextupled our students.

Maine, Village Communities, p. 248.

sextuplet (seks'tu-plet), n. [< sextuple + -et.]
1. A union or combination of six things: as,
a sextuplet of elliptic springs. 2. In music, a
group of six notes to be performed in the time
of four; a double triplet. Also sestole, sextole,

sextolet, etc. Compare triplet, decimole, etc.

sextuplex fseks'tu-pleks), v. t. [< 'sextuplex,
a., < L. sextus, sixth, + -plex as in quadruplex,
etc.] In telen., to render capable of conveying
six messages at the same time.

If the line is already duplexed, the phonophore will

quadruplex it. If it is already quadruplexed, the phono-
phore will Kextvplex or octuplex it.

Elect. Rev. (Amer.), XIV. 6.

sextus (scks'tus), n. [ML., sixth: see sext,

sixth.] In medieval music for more than four

voice-parts, the second additional voice or part.
sexual (sek'su-al), a. [= F. sexuel = Sp. Pg.
sexual It. sessualc. < L. sexualis, < sexus

(sexu-), sex: see sex'i.] 1. Of or pertaining to
sex or the sexes in general : as, sexual char-
acteristics. 2. Distinctive of sex, whether
male or female

; peculiar to or characteristic
of either sex

; genital : as, sexual organs ; the
sexual system. 3. Of the two sexes

; done by
means of the two sexes; reproductive: as, sex-
ual intercourse

;
sexual reproduction. 4. Pe-

culiar to or affecting the sexes or organs of sex ;

venereal: as, sexual disease or malformation.
5. Having sex; sexed; separated into two

sexes
; monoecious : the opposite of asexual: as,

a sexual animal Secondary sexual characters
some or any characteristics, not immediately concerned
in reproduction, which one sex has and the other sex has
not ; any structural peculiarity, excepting the organs of
generation, which distinguishes male from female. Thus,
the hair on a man's face and breast, the antlers of the
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deer, the train oJ the peacock or any other difference in

the plumage of a bird between the male and the female,
the scent-glands of any male, the claspers of a fish, and

many other features are regarded as secondary sexual

characters, and are concerned in sexual selection. Sex-
ual affinity, (a) The unconscious or instinctive attrac-

tion of one sex for the other, as exhibited by the prefer-

ence or choice of any one individual, rather than of any
other, of the opposite sex, as a matter of sexual selection.

In man such selection is often called elective affinity (after

Goethe). (6) Such degree of affinity between the sexes of

different species as enables these species to interbreed

or hybridize. Sexual dimorphism, difference of form

or of other zoological character in the members of either

sex, but not of both sexes, of any animal. Thus, a species
of ciiTipeds which has two kinds of males, or a species of

butterflies whose females are of two soils, exhibits sexual

dimorphism. The term properly attaches to the adults

of perfectly sexed animals, and not to the many instances

of dimorphism among sexless or sexually immature or-

ganisms. Thus, the honey-bee is not a case of sexual

dimorphism, as there is only one sort of perfect males

(the drones) and one of perfect females (the queen),

though the hive consists mostly of a third sort of bees

(workers or undeveloped females). Sexual dimorphism
is common among invertebrates, rare in the higher ani-

mals Sexual method, in bnt., same as sexual system

(b). Sexual organs, organs immediately concerned in

sexual intercourse or reproduction ; the sexual system.
Sexual reproduction, reproduction in which both

sexes concur; gamogenesis. Sexual selection. See se-

lection. Sexual system. (") In zoiH. and mini . the

reproductive system ; the sexual organs, collectively con-

sidered, (b) In but., a system of classification founded
on the distinction of sexes in plants, as male and female.

Also called sexualmethod, artificial system, Linnean system.
See Linnean.

sexualisation, sexualise. See sexualization,
sexualize.

sexualist (sek'su-al-ist), n. [< sexual + -ist."]

One who maintains the doctrine of sexes in

plants ;
one who classifies plants by the sexual

system.
sexuality (sek-su-al'i-ti), n. [< sexual + -ity.~]

1. The character of sex; the state of being
sexual or sexed or having sex

;
the distinction

between the sexes; sex in the abstract.

It was known even before the time of Unnrcus that cer-

tain plants produced two kinds of flowers, ordinary open,
and minute closed ones ; and this fact formerly gave rise

to warm controversies about the sexuality of plants.

Darwin, Different Forms of Mowers, p. 310.

Sex is a terra employed with two significances, which
are often confused, but which it is indispensable to dis-

tinguish accurately. Originally sex was applied to the or-

ganism as a whole, in recognition of the differentiation of

the reproductive function. Secondarily, sex, together
with the adjectives male and female, has been applied to
the essential reproductive elements, ovum and spermato-
zoon, which it is the function of the sexual organisms (or

organs) to produce. According to a strict biological defi-

nition sexuality is the characteristic of the male and fe-

male reproductive elements (genoblasts), and sex of the
individuals in which the reproductive elements arise. A
man has sex, a spermatozoon sexuality.

Bmk's Handbook of Med. Sciences, VI. 438.

2. Recognition of sexual relations. [Rare.]
You may . . . say again, as I have heard you say ere now,

that the popular Christian paradise and hell are but a
Pagan Olympus and Tartarus, as grossly material as Ma-
homet's, without the honest thoroughgoing sexuality
which, you thought, made his notion logical and consis-
tent. Kimjsley, Yeast, viii. (Danes.)

sexualization (sek"su-al-i-za'shon), w. [< sex-
ualize + -ntzow.] The attribution of sex or of

sexuality to (a person or thing). Also spelled
sexualisation. [Rare.]
We are inclined to doubt Pott's confident assumption

that sexunlization is a necessary consequence of personifi-
cation. Classical Rev., III. 391.

sexualize (sek'su-al-iz), v. t.
; pret. and pp.

sexualized, ppr. sexualizing. [< sexual + -i:e.~]

To separate by sex, or distinguish as sexed;
confer the distinction of sex upon, as a word
or a thought ; give sex or gender to, as male or
female. Also spelled sexualise.

Sexualiziny, as it were, all objects of thought
Whitney, Lang, and Study of Lang., p. 215.

sexually (sek'su-al-i), adv. By means of sex
;

in the sexual relation ; after the manner of the
sexes : as, to propagate sexually.
sexus (sek'sus), n.

; pi. sexus. [L.] Sex
; also,

either sex, male or female.
sexvalent (seks'va-lent), a. Same as sexiva-
lent.

Sey1
t,

*> An obsolete form of say'
1

.

sey2t. A Middle English form of'the preterit of
see1 .

sey3 ,
v. A Scotch form of sie1 .

sey4t, n. and v. Same as say?, sai/3,

seyf (sa), n. [Prob. < Icel. segi, siffi, a slice, bit,
akin to sag, a saw, saga, cut with a saw, etc. :

see saw1
. The word spelled scye appears to be

the same, misspelled to simulate F. scier, cut.]
Same as scye. [Scotch.]
seybertite (si'bert-it), n. [Named after H. Seu-

bert, an American mineralogist (1802 -83).] In
mineral., same as cliittonite.
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Seychelles COCOanut. Same as double cocoa-
nut (which see, under cocou >i n t) .

seyd, a. Same as nayid.

seyet, seynt. Middle English past participles
Ol wel.

seyghet. A Middle English form of the preterit
of .vet'l.

Seymeria (se-me'ri-a), n. [NL. (Pursh, 1814),
named after Henry Seymer, an English amateur
naturalist.] A genus of gamopetalous plants
of the order Scrophularinese, tribe Gerardieee,
and subtribe Eu/ierardiese. It is characterized by
bractless flowers with a bell-shaped calyx having narrow
and slender lobes, a short corolla tube with broad open
throat and five spreading lobes, four short woolly stamens,
smooth and equal anther-cells, and a globose capsule with
a compressed pointed or beaked apex. There are 10 spe-
cies, of which one is a native of Madagascar and the rest all

of the United States and Mexico. They are erect branch-

ing herbs, often turning black in drying, usually clammy-
hairy, and bearing chiefly opposite and incised leaves, and
yellow flowers in an interrupted spike or raceme. For
S. macrophylla, of the Mississippi valley, see mullen fox-
glove, nnderfoxylove.

seyndt. A Middle English past participle of

sengc, singe.

seyntt, A Middle English spelling of saint1 .

seyntuariet, n. A Middle English form of sanc-

tuttrtj,

sey-pollack, . The coalfish. [Local, Eng.]
sf. An abbreviation of sforzando or sforzato.

sfogato (sfo-ga'to), a. [It., pp. of sfogare, evap-
orate, exhale, vent.] Exhaled; in music, not-

ing a passage to be rendered in a light, airy
manner, as if simply exhaled Soprano sfogato,
a thin, high soprano.

'sfoott (sfut), inter). [Also written 'udsfoot,

'odsfoot; abbr. < God's foot; cf. 'sblood.] A
minced imprecation.

'Itfoot, 111 learn to conjure and raise devils.

Shak., T. and C., ii. 3. 6.

S/oot, what thing is this?
Beau, and Ft., Laws of Candy, 11. 1.

Sforzando (sfor-tsan'do), a. [It., ppr. of sfor-

:are, force, < L. ex, out, T ML./ortta, force : see

force
1
.'] In music, forced or pressed ;

with sud-

den, decided energy or emphasis: especially
applied to a single tone or chord which is to be
made particularly prominent. Abbreviated sf.

and xfz., or marked > , A Sforzando pedal See
pedal.

sforzato (sfor-tsa'to), a. [It., pp. of sforzare,
force : see sforzando.] Same as sforzando.
sfregazzi (sfre-gat'si), n. [It., < sfregare, rub,
< L. ex, out, + fricare, rub: see friction."] In

painting, a mode of glazing adopted by Titian
and other old masters for soft shadows of

flesh, etc. It consisted in dipping the finger in the
color and drawing it once, with an even movement, along
the surface to be painted. Fairhalt.

sfumato (sfo-ma'to), a. [It., smoked, < L. ex,

out, +fiimaius, pp.of/uware, smoke: seefume,
r.] In painting, smoked: noting a style of paint-
ing wherein the tints are so blended that out-
lines are scarcely perceptible, the effect of the
whole being indistinct or misty.

sfz. An abbreviation of sforzando or sforzato.

sgraffiato (sgraf-fia'to), n.
; pi. sgrafflati (-ti).

Same as sgraffito.

Sgraffito (sgraf-fe'to), n.; pi. sgraffiti (-ti). [It.:

see graffito."] 1. Same as graffito decoration

(which see, under graffito).

Its [the Austrian Museum of Art and Industry's) exterior
is beautifully adonied by sgraffiti frescoes and majolica
medallions of celebrated artists and masters.

Harper's Mag., LXXVIII. 571.

2. (a) Same as graffito ware (which see, under
graffito), (b) A kind of pottery made in Eng-
land, in which clays of different colors are laid

one upon another and the pattern is produced
by cutting away the outer layers, as in cameos
and cameo-glass. [The term is improperly applied in
this case, and is in a sense a trade-mark.] Sgraffito
painting. See graffito painting, under graffito.

sh. [ME. sli, gsh, sell, occasionally ch, sg, x, ear-
lier sc, partly an assibilated form of AS. sc (as
in most of the following words in sh-, as well,
of course, medially and terminally, in many
others), partly when medial representing OP.
-ss-, as in the verbal termination -igfc*

;
the AS.

sc = OS. sk, sc = OFries. sk = D. sch = MLG.
LG. sell = OHG. sc, sk, MHG. G. sch = Icel. sk
= Sw. Dan. sk = Goth. sk. The palatalization,
so called, of the orig. c or k, which, when the c

or Jc was not preceded by s, became OF. and
ME. ch, mod. E. ch (pron. tsh), mod. F. ch (pron.
sh), led to the change of s, as combined with the

palatalized c or t, into another sibilant, which
in the earlier Teut., as well as in L. and Gr.,
was unknown, or was not alphabetically repre-
sented, and which, at first represented by sc,

shack

later commonly by sc/i and occasionally by ch,

ss, or x, came to be written reg. s/i. The cum-
brous form sc/(, representing the same sound, is

still retained in German. (See.S'.) Many words
exist in E. in both the orig. form sc- or sk- (as

sc6, scoft, scrubl, etc. ) and the assibilated form
in sh- (as shab, shaft, shrubl, etc.).] A digraph
representing a simple sibilant sound akin to s.

See S, and the above etymology.
sh. An abbreviation of sliilliiii/.

sha(sha), . [Chin.] A very light, thin silken
material made in China; silk gauze.
shab (shab), n. [< ME. shab, *scl<ab; an assibi-

lated form of scnfi, M. Cf. shabby.] If. A scab.

lie shrapeth on his shabbes.

Political Songs (ed. Wright), p. 239.

2. A disease incident to sheep ;
a kind of itch

which makes the wool fall off; scab: same as

ray& or rubbers.

shab (shab), v. [An assibilated form of scoft, v.
;

cf. shab, n.] I. trans. To rub or scratch, as a

dog or cat scratching itself To shab off, to get
rid of.

How eagerly now does my moral friend run to the devil,

having hopes of profit in the wind ! I have shabbed him
off purely. Farquhar, Love and a Bottle, iv. 3. (Davits.)

II. intrans. To play mean tricks; retreat or

skulk away meanly or clandestinely. [Old
cant.]
shabbedt (shab'ed), a. [< ME. shabbid, shab-

byd, schabbed; < shab + -ed'A] 1. Scabby;
mangy.

All that ben sore and shabbid eke with synne
Kather with pite thanne with reddour wynne.

Lydijate. (IlalKwett.)

Thyne sheep are ner al shabbyd.
Piers Plowman (C), x. 264.

2. Mean; shabby.
They mostly had short hah*, and went in a shabbed con-

dition, and looked rather like prentices.
A, Wood, Atheme Oxon., II. 743. (Toad.)

shabbily (shab'i-li), adv. In a shabby manner,
in any sense of the word shabby.
shabbiness (shab'i-nes), n. Shabby character
or condition. Especially (o) A threadbare or worn-
out appearance, (b) Meanness or paltriness of conduct.

shabblet, See shable.

shabby (shab'i), a. [An assibilated form of

scabby."] 1. Scabby; mangy. Halliwell. 2.

Mean; base; scurvy.

They were very shabby fellows, pitifully mounted, and
worse armed. Clarendon, Diary, Dec. 7, 1688.

He 's a shabby body, the laird o' Monkbarns ; . . . hell
make as muckle about buying a fore quarter o' lamb in

August as about a back sey o' beef. Scuff, Antiquary, xv.

3. Of mean appearance; noting clothes and
other things which are much worn, or evidence

poverty or decay, or persons wearing such

clothes; seedy.
The dean was so shabby, and look'd like a ninny.

Swift, Hamilton's Baron, an. 1729. (Richardson.)

The necessity of wearing shabby coats and dirty shirts.

Macaitlay.

Her mother felt more and more ashamed of the shabby
fly in which our young lady was conveyed to and from
her parties of her shabby fly, and of that shabby cavalier

who was in waiting sometimes to put Miss Charlotte into

her carriage. Thackeray, Philip, xxii.

They leave the office, the cotton-broker keeping up a

fragmentary conversation with the shabby gentleman.
W. M. Baker, New Timothy, p. 163.

shabby-genteel (shab'i-jen-teT), a. Retaining
in present shabbiness traces of former gentility ;

aping gentility, but really shabby.
As ... Mrs. Oann had . . . only 60*. left, she was obliged

still to continue the lodging-house at Margate, in which
have occurred the most interesting passages of the shabby
genteel story. Thackeray, Shabby Genteel Story, ix.

shablet (shab'i), n. [Also shabble; a var. of

sable2 ,
itself an obs. var. of sabre, saber: see

saber.] A saber. [It is denned in 1680 as shorter

than the sword, but twice as broad, and edged
on one side only.]

[He was] mounted upon one of the best horses in the

kingdom, with a good clashing shable by his side.

Urqvhart, tr. of Rabelais, i. 42.

He tugged for a second or two at the hilt of his shabble,
. . . finding it loth to quit the sheath.

Scott, Rob Roy, xxviii.

Shabrack (shab'rak), n. [Also schabrack,

schabraque (< F.); = D. Sw. schabrak = Dan.
skaberak = F. chabraque, schabraque, < G. sciiab-

racke, < Pol. csaprak= Russ. chai>raku= Sloven.

chaprag = Lith. shabrakas = Lett, shabraka =
Hung, csdbrdr/, < Turk, chaprak.'] A saddle-

cloth or housing used in modern European
armies.

shack 1 (shak), r. /. [A dial. var. of shake."] 1.

To be shed or fall, as corn at harvest. 2. To
feed on stubble, or upon the waste corn of the



shack

field. 3. To hibernate, as an animal, especial-
ly the bear: also said of men who ''lay up" or
"hole up" for the winter, or go into winter

quarters. [Western U. S.]
shack 1 (shak),. [<. shack1

, v.] 1. Grainfallen
from the ear and eaten by hogs, etc., after har-

vest; also, fallen mast or acorns. [Prov. Eng.]
2. Liberty of winter pasturage. [Prov. Eng.]
3. In the fisheries, bait picked up at sea by

any means, as the flesh of porpoises or of sea-

birds, refuse fish, etc., as distinguished from
the regular stock of bait carried by the vessel
or otherwise depended upon. Also shack-bait.

[New Eng.] 4. [< shack1
, v., 3.] A very

roughly built house or cabin, especially such
a one as is put up for temporary occupation
while securing a claim under the United States

preemption laws. [Western U. S.]
The only . . . thing in the shape of a boat on the Little

Missouri was a small flat-bottomed scow in the possession
of three hard characters who lived in a shock or hut some
twenty miles above us. The Century, XXXVI. 42.

Common of shack, the right of persons occupying lands
lying together in the same common field to turn out their
cattle after harvest to feed promiscuously in that field.

shack2
(shak), v. [Origin obscure; perhaps a

particular use of shack*; cf. shake and shog in
like senses.] I. intrans. To rove about, as a
stroller or beggar.

II. trans. To go after, as a ball batted to a
distance. [Local, U. S.]
shack2 (shak), n. [Cf. sliacTfl, v.] A strolling
vagabond: a shiftless or worthless fellow

;
a

tramp. [Prov. Eng. and New Eng.]
Great ladies are more apt to take sides with talking flat-

tering Gossips than such a shack as Fitzharris.

Roger North, Exatnen, p. 293. (Davies.)

I don't believe Bill would have turned out such a miser-
able shack if he'd a decent woman for a wife.

New England Tales,

shackaback (shak'a-bak), n. Same as shack-

bag. [Prov. Eng.]
shackatoryt (shak'a-to-ri), n. [Origin obscure :

said to be "for shake a Tory" (Imp. Diet.),
where Tory is presumably to be taken in its

orig. sense.] An Irish hound.
No shackatory comes neere him ; if hee once get the start,

hee's gone, and you gone too.

The Wandering Jew. (Salliwell.)

That Irish shackatory beat the bush for him.
Dekker and Middleton, Honest Whore, ii.

shackbag (shak'bag), n. [Also shackaback, ; cf.

shake-ran and shake-bag.'] An idle vagabond.
[Prov. Eng.]

shack-bait (shak'bat), n. Same as shack1
,
3.

shack-bolt (shak'bolt), re. Same a.sshackle-bolt,3.
shacked (shakt), a. A dialectal variant of

shagged.
shack-fisherman (shak'fish"er-man), . A ves-
sel which uses shack for bait.

Shack-fishing (shak'fish"ing), n. Fishing with
shack for bait.

shackle1
(shak'l), re. [Early mod. E. also shack-

il; < ME. schakkyl, schakylle, schakle, scheakel,
< AS. sceacul, scacul, sceacel, scecel, shackle,
fetter, prob. also in the general sense,

' a link or

ring of a chain '

(=MD. schaeckel, later schakel, a
link of a chain, ring of a net, = Icel. skokull, the

pole of a carriage, = Sw.skakel, the loose shaft
of a carriage (cf. Sw. dial, skak, a chain), =
Dan. skaale, a trace for a carriage) ;

lit.
' a

shaking thing,' with adj. suffix -ol, -ul, < sceacan,
scacan, shake : see shake. Cf. ramshackle1 .]
1. A bent or curved bar, as of iron, forming a
link or staple used independently and not form-
ing part of a continuous chain, (a) The bar of a
padlock which passes through the staple. (6) An iron
link closed by a movable bolt. Shackles are mostly used
to connect lengths of chain cable together. See cuts
under mooring-swivel and anchor-shackle, (c) A long link
securing two ankle-rings or wrist-rings together, or an
ankle-ring to a wrist-ring, so as to secure a prisoner;
hence, in the plural, fetters ; manacles.

What, will thy shackles neither loose nor break?
Are they too strong, or is thine arm too weak?

Quarles, Emblems, v. 9.

(d)
A form of insulator used for supporting telegraph-

wires where the strain is considerable. It is usually of

porcelain, with a hole through the center through which
a bolt passes. This bolt secures the insulating spool to
two iron straps by which it is secured to the pole or other
support.
Hence 2. Figuratively, anything which hin-

ders, restrains, or confines.

The fetters and shackles which it [sin] brings to enslave
men with must be looked on and admired as ornaments.

Stillingfleet, Sermons, II. iii.

There Death breaks the Shackles which Force had put on.

Prior, Thief and Cordelier.

3. In her., some part of a chain or fetter used
as a bearing, usually a single long, narrow
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link. 4. The wrist. [Prov. Eng.]=syn. 1 (c).

Shackle. Gyves, Manacle, Fetter. Shackle and gyves are
general words, being' applicable to chains for either the
arms or the legs, or perhaps any other part of the body,
but gyves is now only elevated or poetic. By derivation,
manacles are for the hands, and fetters for the feet.

shackle1
(shak'l), v. t. ; pret. and pp. shackled,

ppr. shackling. [< ME. schakkleit, schaklen;
< shackle^, n.] 1. To chain; confine with

shackles; manacle or fetter; hence, figura-
tively, to confine or bind so as to prevent or

impede free action
; clog; embarrass; hamper;

impede; trammel.
You must not shackle him with rules about indifferent

matters. Locke, Education.

And what avails a useless brand
Held by a captive's shackled hand?

Scott, Kokeby.iv. 17.

2. To join or make fast with a shackle.

Shackle2 (shak'l), n. [Dim. of shack1
, or as if

a diff. application of shackle1 as 'that which
shakes' in the wind, etc., < shake, v. : see shake,
and cf. shackle'1 .] Stubble. [Prov. Eng.]
shackle3 (shak'l), n. A rafBe. [Local, U. S.]

[He] stated that he went to defendant's house on Dec.

24, and was asked by a young man to join in a shackle for
live tame rabbits. He consented, and a box was brought
containing three threepenny pieces, and those who threw
the highest gained the rabbits.

Western Gazette, Jan. 30, 1885, quoted in N. and Q., 6th
[ser., XI. 245.

shackle-bar (shak'1-bar), n. The coupling-bar
or link of a railroad-car. [U. S.]
shackle-bolt (shak'1-bolt), n. 1. A bolt hav-

ing a shackle or clevis on the end. 2. A bolt
which is passed through the eyes of a clevis or
shackle. E. H. Knight. 3. A shackle. Also
shack-bolt. 4. In her., a bearing representing
a fetlock for hobbling a horse. Compare span-
celed. Also called prisoner's-bolt.

"What device does he bear on his shield?" replied Ivan-
hoe. "Something resembling: a bar of iron, and a padlock
painted blue on the black shield." "A fetterlock and
shackle-bolt azure," said Ivanhoe ; "I know not who may
bear the device, but well I ween it might now be mine
own." Scott, Ivanhoe, xxix.

shackle-bone (shak'l-bon),. [AlsoSc.*7(cA;fe-
bane; <.shackle^ + bone1 .] The wrist. [Scotch.]
shackle-crow (shak'1-kro), n. A bolt-extrac-
tor having a shackle in place of a claw, used
on shipboard.
shackle-flap (shak'1-flap), n. A cover for a
manhole which is attached to the plate by a
shackle. E. H. Knight.
shackle-hammedt (shak'1-hamd), . Bow-
legged. Halttwell.

A brave dapper Dicke, . . . his head was holden uppe
so pert, and his legges shackle-ham'd, as if his knees had
beene laced to his thighes with points.

Greene, Quip for Upstart Courtier (Harl. Misc., V. 403).

shackle-jack (shak'1-jak), re. An implement
used to attach the thills of a vehicle to the
shackle on the axle when a box of india-rubber
is used to prevent rattling.

Shackle-joint (shak'l-joint), n. A joint involv-

ing the principle of the shackle. Specifically, in

anat., a kind of articulation,
found in the exoskeleton of
some fishes, formed by the

passing of a bony ring of one
part through a perforation of
another part, the two being thus
movably linked together.

The spines of some Teleostei

present us with a peculiar kind
of articulation a shackle-joint,
the base of a spine forming a

ring which passes through an-
other ring developed from an ossicle supporting it.

Mivart, Elem. Anat., p. 277.

shaddock
The swarthy smith spits in his buckehorne flst,

And bids his men brinjj out the five-fold twist,
His shackles, shacklockes, hampers, gyves, and chaines,
His linked bolts. W. Browne, Britannia's Pastorals, i. 5.

shackly (shak'li), . [< shack 1 + -ly
1

;
cf.

shack/el, shackling.] Shaky; rickety; totter-

ing; ramshackle; especially, in feeble health.

[TJ. S.]
A very small man, slender and brittle-looking, or what

old colored nurses call shackly.
J. W. Palmer, The New and the Old, p. 55.

They had come to a short lane, from the opening of

which was visible an unpainted and shackly dwelling.
The Century, XXXV. 672.

shackragt (shak'rag), n. Same as shrike-rag.
shad1

(shad), n. sing, and pi. [Early mod. E.

shadde, chad; < ME. "scltad, < AS. sceadda, a
kind of fish (explained by Somner, Lye, etc.,
as a skate, but from the form prob. the shad),
= G. dial, schade, a shad. Cf . W. ysgadenyn (pi.

ysgadan) = Ir. Gael, sgadan, a herring.] 1. A
clupeoid fish of the genus Alosa, in which there
are no palatal teeth and the cheeks are deeper
than they are long. The common shad of America, A .

sapidissima, is one of the most important food-fishes along

Shackle-joint of a large
spine with a bony plate of
the skin of a siluroid fish.

shackle-pin (shak'1-pin), re. The small pin of
wood or iron that confines a shackle-bolt in

place.

Shackle-punch (shak'l-punch), n. A punch for

driving out shackle-bolts,

shackle-veint (shak'1-van), re. A vein of the

horse, apparently the median antebrachial,
from which blood used to be let.

The cure is thus : let him blood of his two breast vaines,
of his two shackle vaines, and of his two vaines above the
cronets of his hinder hooves.

Topsell, Beasts (1607), p. 400. (Halliwett.)

Shackling (shak'ling), a. [< shackle 1
, taken ad-

jeetively (cf . ramshackle1
),+ -ing%. Cf . shackly.']

Shackly ; rickety. [U. S.]

The gate itself was such a shackling concern a child
couldn't have leaned on it without breaking it down.

J. T. Trowbridge, Coupon Bonds, p. 387.

shack-lock (shak'lok), . [Short for shackle-

lock, < shacklr1 + lock1
, n.] A shackle-bolt

;
a

sort of shackle.

American Shad (Alosa sapidissitna).

the Atlantic coast of the United States, and has lately been
introduced on the Pacific coast. It is anadromous, ascend-

ing rivers to spawn. It is usually from 18 to 28 inches long,
of stout compressed form, the body being comparatively
deep. The color is silvery, becoming bluish on the back,
with a dark spot behind the opercle,and sometimes several
others along the line dividing the color of the back from
the white of the sides. The mouth is large, the fins are

comparatively small, and the dorsal is much nearer to the
snout than to the base of the caudal fin. The shad is

taken with the seine, and is highly esteemed for its ex-
cellent flavor. The British shad are of two species : the

allice-shad, A. vulffaris, and the twaite, A. Jinta. The Chi-
nese shad is A. reevesi.

And there the eel and shad sometimes are caught.
J. Dennys (Arber's Eng. Garner, I. 171).

2. In the Ohio valley, a clupeoid. Pomolobus
chrysochloris, with persistent and well-devel-

oped teeth in the premaxillaries and front of
the lower jaw. 3. With a qualifying word,
one of several other fishes. See gizzard-shad,
and phrases below Green-tailed shad, hard-
head or hard-headed Shad, the menhaden. [Local,
U. S.] Long-boned shad, any food-fish of the family
Gerridse or genus Gerres. as found along the Atlantic coast
of the United States and in the Bermudas. Ohio shad,
Pomolobus chrysochloris. See def. 2. Rebel shad, a
small shad about as large as a herring or alewife. [Hud-
son river.] White-eyed shad. Same as mud-shad.
White Shad, the true shad of America. See def. 1.

Yellow-tailed shad, the menhaden. [Local, U. S.]

shad2t. A Middle English past participle of
shed1

.

shad-bellied (shad'bel "id), a. 1. Having little

abdominal protuberance : as, a shad-bellied per-
son.

He was kind o'mournful and thin and shad-bellied.

H. B. Stowe, Oldtown, p. 8.

2. Sloping away gradually in front
; cutaway:

as, a shad-bellied coat.
In this Livingston Company many wore three-cornered

hats, shad-bellied coats, shoe and knee buckles.
S. Judd, Margaret, i. 13.

shad-bird (shad'berd), . 1. The common
American snipe, Gallinago wilsoni or G. deli-

cata. See cut under Gallinago. [Delaware.]
2. The common European sandpiper, Trin-

goides hypoleucus. [Shropshire, Eng.] Both
birds are so called with reference to their ap-
pearance at the shad-fishing season.
shad-blossom (shad'blos"um), . The flower
or bloom of the shad-bush

; also, the plant it-

self.

shad-bush (shad'bush), . The June-berry
or service-berry, Amelanchier Canadensis: so
named in New England because it blossoms
just when shad appear in the rivers. (Gray.)
The name is sometimes given (erroneously) to the flow-

ering dogwood, Cornus florida. Also shad-jlomr. See cut
under service-berry.

shaddeH. A Middle English preterit and past
participle of shed1 .

shadde2t, n. A Middle English form of shed?.

shaddock (shad'ok), . [Prob. first in the comp.
shaddock-tree; named after a Capt. Shaddock,
who brought it to the West Indies, early in the
18th century.] A tree, Citrus decumana, of the

orange genus ; also, its fruit. The tree grows 30 or



Leaf of Shad-
dock (Citrus ik-

fitmana}.

shaddock
40 feet high, and is the most handsome of the genus. It

is a native of the Malayan and Polynesian islands, now
cultivated in many warm countries. The
fruit is globose or pyriform and orange-
like, but very large, weighing sometimes
15 pounds, and of a pale-yellow color ;

the

pulp is yellow, green, pink, or crimson,
and is wholesome ; the rind and partitions
are very bitter. There are numerous va-

rieties, some very juicy and refreshing.
The shaddock proper is, however, gener-

ally inferior to its smaller variety, the

grape-fruit or pomelo, which is further

distinguished by bearing its fruit in clus-

ters. Both are to some extent grown in

Florida, the latter becoming a considera-
ble article of export to the North. Also

pompelmous. See gmj>e-Jruit and pomflo.
shaddowt, An obsolete spelling
of shadow.
shade1 (shad), n. [< ME. schade (Kentish used),

partly < AS. sceadu (gen. sceadwe, sceade), f.,

partly < scead (gen. sceades, scenes), neut., shade,
the form sceadu (gen. sceadwe, etc.) producing
reg. E. shadow : see shadow, to which shade is re-

lated as mead2 is to meadow. Cf. shed2
, .] 1.

The comparative obscurity, dimness, or gloom
caused by the interception or interruption of

the rays of light.
The buschys that were blowed grene,
And leued ful louely that lent grete eclia.de.

William of Palerne (E. E. T. S.), 1. 2-2.

Sit you down in the shade, and stay but a little while.
/. Walton, Complete Angler, p. 6T.

The fainty knights were scorch'd, and knew not where
To ran for shelter, for no xhailr was near.

Dryden, Flower and Leaf, 1. 382.

2. A place or spot sheltered from the sun's

rays ;
a shaded or shady spot ; hence, a secluded

or obscure retreat.

Let us seek out some desolate shade, and there

Weep our sad bosoms empty.
SAa*., Macbeth, iv. 3. 1.

These shades
Are still the abodes of gladness.
Bryant, Inscription for Entrance to a Wood.

3. ]il. Darkling shadows; darkness which ad-
vances as light wanes ;

darkness : as, the shades
of evening.

Then thus I turn me from my country's light
To dwell in solemn shades of endless night.

Shak., Rich. II., i. 3. 177.

See, while I speak, the shades disperse away ;

Aurora gives the promise of a day.
Addison, tr. of Ovid's Metamorph., ii.

4. In painting, the dark part or parts of a pic-
ture; also, deficiency or absence of illumination.

'Tis ev'ry painter's art to hide from sight,
And east in shades, what seen would not delight.

Dryden.

5. Degree or gradation of defective luminosity
in a color: often used vaguely from the fact
that paleness, or high luminosity combined with
defective chroma, is confounded with high lu-

minosity by itself: as, a dark or deep shade;
three different shades of brown. See color,
hue1

,
and tint.

White, red, yellow, blue, with their several degrees or
shades and mixtures, as green, scarlet, . . . and the rest,
come in only by the eyes.

Locke, Human Understanding, II. iii. 1.

Her present winter garb was of merino, the same soft
shade of brown as her hair. Charlotte Bronte, Shirley, vi.

It is when two shades of the same color are brought side

by side that comparison makes them odious to each other.
0. W. Holmes, Emerson, v.

6. A small or scarcely perceptible degree or
amount

;
a trace

;
a trifle.

In the golden hour of friendship, we are surprised with
shades of suspicion and unbelief. Emerson, Friendship.

She takes, when harsher moods remit,
What slender shade of doubt may flit,

And makes it vassal unto love.

Tennyson, In Memoriam, xlviii.

7. A person's shadow. [Poetical.]
Since every one hath, every one, one shade.

Shak., Sonnets, liii.

Envy will merit, as its shade, pursue.
Pope, Essay on Criticism, 1. 466.

8. The soul after its separation from the body:
so called because supposed to be perceptible
to the sight, but not to the touch; a departed
spirit; a ghost: as, the shades of departed he-
roes.

I shall be made,
Ere long, a fleeting shade ;

Pray come,
And doe some honour to my tomb.

Herrick, To the Yew and Cypresse to Grace his Funerall.

Unknowing to command, proud to obey,
A lifeless King, a Royal Shade I lay

Prior, Solomon, ii.

Peter Bell excited his [Byron's] spleen to such a degree
that he evoked the shades of Pope and Dryden, and de-
manded of them whether it were possible that such trash
could evade contempt? Macaulay, Moore's Byron.
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The ghost or phantasm seen by the dreamer or the

visionary is like a shadow, and thus the familiar term of
the shade comes in to express the soul.

E. B. Tylor, Prim. Culture, I. 388.

9. jit. The departed spirits, or their unseen
abode ; the invisible world of the ancients

;
Ha-

des : with the definite article.

See! on one Greek three Trojan ghosts attend,
This, my third victim, to the shades I send.

Pope, Iliad, xiii. 561.

10. A screen
; especially, a screen or protection

against excessive heat or light ; something used
to modify or soften the intensity of heat or

light: as, a shade for the eyes ;
a window-.v/m^r;

a sunshade.
To keepe vs from the winde we made a shade of another

Mat. Quoted in Capt. John Smith's Works, I. 204.

He put on his grey cap with the huge green shade, and
sauntered to the door.

Thackeray, Fitz-Boodle Papers, Dorothea.

Specifically (a) A colored glass used in a sextant or
other optical instrument for solar observation, for toning
down and coloring the sun's image, or that of the hori-

zon, in order to make the outlines more distinct and per-
ceptible. (6) A globe, cylinder, or conic frustum of glass,

porcelain, or other translucent material surrounding the
flame of a lamp or candle, a gas-jet, or the like, to confine
the light to a particular area, or to soften and diffuse it.

(c) A hollow perforated cylinder used to cover a night-
light.

She had brought a rushlight and shade with her, which,
with praiseworthy precaution against fire, she had sta-

tioned in a basin on the floor. Dickens, Pickwick, xxii.

(d) A hollow glass covering for protecting ornaments, etc.,
from dust.

Spar figures under glass shades.

Mayhew, London Labour and London Poor, I. 3S.

(e) A more or less opaque curtain of linen, muslin, paper,
or other flexible material, used at a window to exclude

light, or to regulate the amount admitted ; a blind. Shades
are usually attached to a roller actuated by a spring with-
in it, or by a cord.

11. Milit., same as -timbrel. 12f. Guise; cover.

So much more full of danger is his vice
That can beguile so under shade of virtue.

B. Joneon, Volpone, iv. 2.

13. In eiitom., a part of a surface, generally
without definite borders, where the color is

deepened and darkened either by being inten-
sified or by admixture of black: applied espe-
cially to dark, ill-defined spaces on the wings of

moths, which in some cases are distinguished
by specific names: as, the median shade. 14.
Same as shutter (<): as, the shades of the swell-
box in a pipe-organ.-Median shade, in entom. See
mediani.=ayTL 1. Shade, Shadoic. Shade differs from
shadow, as it implies no particular form or definite limit,
whereas a shadtnc represents in form the object which in-

tercepts the light. Hence, when we say, let us resort to
the shade of a tree, we have no thought of form or size, as
of course we have when we speak of measuring a pyramid
or other object by its shadow. 8. Apparition, Specter, etc.
See ghost.

shade 1 (shad), r. t.
; pret. and pp. shaded, ppr.

shading. [< aftode1
, *. The older verb is shad-

ow, q. v.
;
no ME. *$hadcn appears.] 1. To

shelter or screen from glare or light ;
shelter

from the light and heat of the sun.

There, while I went to crop the sylvan scenes,
And shade our altars with their leafy greens,
I pulled a plant. Dryden, ^Eneid, iii. 35.

Leicester drew the curtain, heavy with entwined silk
and gold, so as completely to shade his face.

Scott, Kenilworth, xxxii.

2. To hide; screen: shelter; especially, to shel-
ter or screen from injury.

Ere in our own house I do shade my head.
Shak., Cor., ii. 1. 211.

Leave not the faithful side
That gave thee being, still shades thee, and protects.

Milton, P. L., ix. 266.

Let Myrrha weeping Aromatick Gum.
And ever-living Lawrel, shade her Tomb.

Congreve, On the Death of Queen Mary.

3. To cast a shade over; overspread with dark-
ness, gloom, or obscurity; obscure; east into
the shade.

Bright orient pearl, alack, too timely shaded !

Shak., Passionate Pilgrim, 1. 133.

The Piece by Virtue's equal Hand is wrought,
Mixt with no Crime, and shaded with no Fault.

Prior, Carmen Seculare (1700), st. 12.

4. In drawing and painting: (a) To paint in

obscure colors; darken. (6) To mark with
gradations of color. 5. To cover with a shade
or screen

;
furnish with a shade or something

that intercepts light, heat, dust, etc. 6f. To
typify ;

foreshow
; represent figuratively.

A Goddesse of great powre and soverainty,
And in her person cunningly did shade
That part of Justice which is Equity.

Spenser, F. Q., V. vii. 3.

How fain would I paint thee to all men's eyes,
Or of thy gifts at least shade out some part !

Sir P. Sidney (Arber's Eng. Garner, I. 543).

shadow

7. To place something near enough to the top
of (an open organ-pipe) to affect the vibrating
air-column, and thus raise the pitch of its tone.

8. To place (a gun-barrel) so that about half
tlic interior shall be in shadow, for the purpose
of testing the straightness of the bore.

shade- (shad). A dialectal form of tilted2
,
shed 1

,

;iiid .tlirath.

shaded (sha'ded), p. a. 1. Marked with gra-
dations of color.

Let Thalestris change herself into a motley party-col-
oured animal : the pearl necklace, the flowered stomach-

er, the artificial nosegay, and shaded furbelow may be of
use to attract the eye of the beholder, and turn it from the

imperfections of her features and shape.
Steele, Tatler, No. 151.

2. Screened; sheltered.
He was standing with some papers in his hand by a ta-

ble with shaded candles on it.

Dickens, Our Mutual Friend, iii. 6.

Shade-fish (shad'fish), n. [Tr. of L. umbra,
shade.] A book-name of the maigre.
Shadeful (shad 'ful), a. [< shadel + -fid.]

Shady.
The eastern Avon vaunts, and doth upon her take
To be the only child of shadeful Savernake.

Drayton, Polyolbion, iii. 78.

shadeless (shad'les), a. [< shade + -tew.] With-
out shade or shelter from the light, heat, or the
like : as, shadeless streets.

A gap In the hills, an opening
Shadeless and shelterless. Wordsworth.

shader (slia'der), n. [< sliade^, *., -t- -er1 .]
One who or that which shades.

shade-tree (sbad'tre), n. A tree planted or
valued for its shade, as distinguished from one

planted or valued for its fruit, foliage, beauty,
etc.

shad-flower (shad'flou"er), n. 1. An abun-
dant low herb like a miniature sweet alyssum,
blooming when the shad appear in the rivers;
the whitlow-grass, Erophila rulgaris, better
known as Draba verna. [Local, U. S.] 2.
Same as shad-bush.

shad-fly (shad'fli), n. An insect which appears
when shad are running; a May-fly; a day-fly.
The name is given to various Phryganeidx, Perlidx, and
especially Ephemeridse. The shad-fly of the Potomac river
is Palingenia bilineata. See cuts under caddis-worm and

shad-frog (shad'frpg), n. A sort of frog, Rana
halecina, of the United States, so called because
it becomes active in the spring at the same time
that shad begin to run. It is a large, handsome,
and very agile frog, able to jump 8 or 10 feet.

shad-hatcher (shad'hach"er), n. One who en-

gages in the artificial propagation of shad.

shadily (sha'di-li), adv. In a shady manner;
umbrageously.
shadine (sha-den'), n. [< shad1 + -me, in imi-
tation of sardine1 .] The menhaden, prepared
and put up in oil like the sardine. Also called

American sardine.

shadiness (sha'di-nes), n. Shady character or

quality: as, the shadiness of the forest; the
shadiness of a transaction.

shading (sha'ding), . [Verbal n. of shade1
, .]

1. The act or process of making a shade;
interception of light; obscuration. 2. That
which represents the effect of light and shade
in a drawing; the filling up of an outline.

shading-pen (sha'ding-pen), n. A pen with a
broad flat nib, which when used with the flat

side makes a broad ink-mark, with the edge a
narrow mark. By changing the position a great variety
of marks useful in ornamental penmanship can be made.

shadoet, " An obsolete spelling of shadow.

shadoof, shaduf (sha-dof), n. [Ar. shdd-iif.~}
A contrivance extensively employed in Egypt
and the East generally for raising water, it
consists of a long stout rod suspended on a frame at about
one fifth of its length from the end. The short end is

weighted so as to serve as the counterpoise of a lever, and
from the long end a bucket is suspended by a rope. The
shadoof is extensively used in Egypt for lifting water from
the Nile for irrigation. The worker dips the bucket in
the river, and, aided by the counterpoise weight, empties
it into a hole dug on the bank, from which a runnel con-
ducts the water to the lands to be irrigated. In the cut

(see the following page) two shadoofs are shown, employed
side by side.

shadow (shad'6), n. [Early mod. E. also shad-

dow, sliadoe; < ME. schadowe, schadewe, shadwe,
schadue, < AS. sceadu, sceado (gen. sceadwe, scea-

de), f. (also scead (gen. sceades, scedes), neut.),
= OS. skado = MD. schaeduwe, schaedue, schaede,
D. schaduw = MLG. schadwce, schadewe, schede
= OHG. scato, MHG. schate, G. schatten = Goth.

skadns, shadow, shade, = Olr. scath, Ir. sgath,
Gael, saath, shade, shadow, shelter (cf. Olr.
scdil. shadow), perhaps= Gr. o-KoYof (also anoria),

darkness, gloom, < ^/ ska, cover; perhaps akin
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12. Anything unsubstantial or unreal, though
having the deceptive appearance of reality; an
image produced by the imagination.

Shadows to-night
Have struck more terror to the soul of Richard
Than can the substance of ten thousand soldiers.

Shak., Rich. III., v. 3. 216.

What shadows we are, and what shadows we pursue !

Burke, Speech at Bristol, Sept. 9, 1780.

13. A phantom; a shade; a spirit; a ghost.
Then came wandering by

A shadow like an angel.
Shak., Rich. III., i. 4. 53. watch secretly and continuously : as, to shadow

Are ye alive? or wandering shadows, a criminal. [Colloq.]

lotl Mud'l7s
6arth "" >e rCTeal

Shadow-bird (shadV-berd;, ,,. The African
Fletcher (and another), Sea Voyage, i. 3. umbre, umbrette, or hammerhead, Scopus um-

14. A shaded or shady spot or place; an ob- bretto. See cut under Scopus.

scure, secluded, or quiet retreat. Shadowed (shad od), p. <i. In her., same as

In secret shadow from the sunny ray
On a sweet bed of lilies softly laid. Spenser. ShadOW-ngUre (shad O-ng"ur), II. A silhouette.

The tlere draw to the dale,
And leve the liilles bee,
And nfittdutc hem in the leves grene,
Vndur the grene-wode tre.

Robin Hood and the Monk (Child's Ballads, V. 1).

They seek out all shifts that can be, for a time, to shad-
ow their self-love and their own selves.

J. Bradford, Works (Parker Soc., 1853), II. 351.

Let every soldier hew him down a bough,
And bear 't before him : thereby shall we shadow
The numbers of our host. Shak., Macbeth, v. 4. 5.

6. To attend closely, like a shadow; follow
about closely in a secret or unobserved manner :

Raising Water by Shadoofs.

also to Gr. o/ua, shade, shadow, an?/vt/, a tent

(> E. scene), Skt. chhmja, shade, etc. Hence
the later form shade1

, q. v.] 1. The fainter

light and coolness caused by the interruption
or interception of the rays of light and heat
from the sun; shade.

Vnder a tri appeltre . . .

That was braunched ful Ijrode & bar gret schadue.
William ofPalerne(E. E. T. 8.), 1. 754.

And for further beautie, besides commoditie of shadow,
they plant trees at their dores, which continue greene all
the yeare long. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 43.

2. pi. Same as shade1
, 3.

Night's sable shadows from the ocean rise.

Sir J. Denham, Destruction of Troy.

3. Shade within defined limits; the dark figure
or image projected by a body when it inter-

cepts the light. In optics shadow may be defined as
a portion of space from which light is shut off by an
opaque body. Every opaque object on which light falls
is accompanied with a shadow on the side opposite to the
luminous body, and the shadow appears more intense in

proportion as the illumination is stronger. An opaque
object illuminated by the sun, or any other source of light
which is not a single point, must have an infinite number
of shadows, though these are not distinguishable from each
other, and hence the shadow of such an opaque body re-
ceived on a plane is always accompanied by a penumbra,
or partial shadow, the complete shadow being called the
umbra. See penumbra. .

There is another Hille, that is clept Athos, that is so
highe that the Schadewe of hytn rechethe to Lempne
that Is an He. Mandeville, Travels, p. IB.

The shadow sits close to the flying ball.

Emerson, Woodnotes, ii.

4. Anything which follows or attends a person
or thing like a shadow; an inseparable com-
panion.
Sin and her shadow, Death. Stilton, P. L., ix. 12.

5f. An uninvited guest introduced to a feast
by one who is invited: a translation of the
Latin umbra.

I must not have my board pester'd with shadows,
That under other men's protection break in
Without invitement.

Massinger, Unnatural Combat, ill. 1.

6. A reflected image, as in a mirror or in

water; hence, any image or portrait.
Harcissus so himself himself forsook,
And died to kiss his shadow in the brook.

Shak., Venus and Adonis, 1. 182.

TheBasutos . . . think that, if a man walks on the river
bank, a crocodile may seize his shadow in the water and
draw him in. E. B. Tylor, Prim. Culture, I. 388.

7. The dark part of a picture ;
shade

; repre-
sentation of comparative deficiency or absence
of light.
Take such advantageous lights, that after great lights

great shadows may succeed.

Dryden, tr. of Dufresnoy's Art of Painting.

8. Type; mystical representation. Compare
eidolon &n& paradigm.

Types
And shadows of that destined seed to bruise.

Milton, P. L., xii. 233.

9. An imperfect and faint representation;
adumbration

;
a prefiguratiou ;

a foreshowing ;

a dim bodying forth. .

The law having a shadow of good things to come, and
not the very image of the things, can never with those
sacrifices which they offered year by year continuallymake the comers thereunto perfect. Heb. x. 1.

In the glorious lights of heaven we perceive a shadow
of his divine countenance. Raleigh.

10. The faintest trace; a slight or faint ap-
pearance : as, without a shadow of doubt. 1 1 .

Disguise; pretext; subterfuge.
Their [the priests'] teaching is but a lest and shadow to

get money. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 915.

Ill go find a shadow, and sigh till he come.
Shak., As you Like it, iv. 1. 222.

15. Shade; retirement; privacy; quiet; rest.

Men cannot retire when they would, neither will they snadow-honspt (shad'o hoiislwhen it were reason, but are impatient of privateness,
s"<iaow nusei IS),

The shadow-figures sold this winter by one of my in-
formants were of Mr. and Mrs. Manning, the Queen,
Prince Albert, the Princess Royal, and the Prince of Wales.

Mai/hew, London Labour and London Poor, I. 311.

A summer-
even in age and sickness, which require the shadow.

Bacon, Of Great Place (ed. 1887).

16. Shelter; cover; protection; security.

One garden, summer, or shadowe house covered with
blue slate, handsomely benched and waynscotted in parte.

Archjfoloyia, X. 419. (Dames.)He that dwelleth in the secret place of the Most High ,, --i__j , \ A>- au j
shall abide under the shadow of the Almighty. Ps. xci 1. SnadOWineSS (shad o-l-lies), n. Shadowy or

I doubt not but your honours will as well accept of this
unsubstantial character or quality,

as of the rest, & Patronize it under the shadow of your Shadowing (shad o-ing), . [< ME. shadoiriinj ;
most noble vertues. Capt. John Smith, True Travels, Ded. verbal n. of shadow.'] If. Shade.
17t. That which shades, shelters, or protects,
as from light or heat; specifically, a sunshade,
a parasol, or a wide-brimmed hat for women.
Item, for a cale and shadoe 4 Sh.

Wardship of Richard Fennor (1580).

They [Tallipoies] haue a skin of leather hanging on a
string about their neckes, whereon they sit bare-headed
and bare-footed, with their right armes bare, and a broad
Sombrero or shadow in their hands, to defend them in Sum-
mer from the Sunne, and in Winter from the raine. ahadnwish CshaH'o ih) n

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 460.
SnaQOWlSfl (Ml a o-isn), a.

Xarcisus, shortly to telle,

By aventure com to that welle
To resten hym in that shadowing.

Rom. of the Rose, 1. 1503.

2. Shading; gradation of light and shade
; also,

the art of representing such gradations.
More broken scene made up of an infinite variety of in-

equalities and shadowing* that naturally arise from an
agreeable mixture of hills, groves, and valleys. Addison.

[(shadow + -is/fi.]
, bhadowy. [Rare.]IB. A light four-cornered sail used bv vachts
:_ *:_, .

* * Men will answer, as some have done, "that, touchingm tair winds. It has a special gaff, and is set on the the Jews, first their religion was of far less perfection andforemast of schooners and on the mainmast of cutters dignity than ours is, ours being that truth whereof theirs
and sloops. waa Dut a giutd,,,^ preflgurative resemblance."
19. In cntom., a very slight and undefined dark- Ilooker, Eccles. Polity, VIII. iii. 1.

er color on a light ground, as on the wings of shadowless (shad'o-les), a. [< shadow + -less.]
Lenia.vptcra. Earthquake-shadow. See earthquake. Having no shadow; hence,weird; supernatural.Line of shadows. Same as quadrat, 2. Shadow of
death, approach of death or dire calamity ; terrible dark-
ness. Job iii. 5.; Ps. xxiii. 4. = Syn, 3. Seeshadei.
Shadow (shad'6), v. t. [< ME. sliadwen, schadow-
en, schadeweii (Kentish ssedwi), <

wian, scadeician = OS. skadoian, skadowan = D.
schaduwen = OLG. scadowan = OHG. scatetcen,
MHG. schalewen, G. iiberschatten = Goth, skad-
wjan (in comp. itfar-skadivjan, overshadow) ;

She [the nurse] had a large assortment of fairies and
shadowless witches and banshees.

Miss Edgeworth, Ennui, iii.

AS. scead- shadow-stitch (shad'6-stich), n. In lace-mak-

ing, a mode of using the bobbins so as to pro-
duce delicate openwork borderings and the
like, the thread crossing from one solid part
of the pattern to another in a sort of ladder-
stitch.from the noun. Cf. shade1

, t\] 1. To cover
or overspread with shade; throw into shade; shadow-test (shad'6-test), n. Same as skias-

cast a shadow over; shade.
With grene trees shadwed was his place.

Chaucer, Gen. Prol. to C. T., 1. 607.

The warlike Elfe much wondred at this tree,
So fayre and great, that shadowed all the ground.

Spenser, F. Q., II. vii. 56.

As the tree
Stands in the sun and shadows all beneath,
So in the light of great eternity
Life eminent creates the shade of death.

Tennyson, Love and Death.

2. To darken
;
cloud

;
obscure

;
bedim

; tarnish.
Mislike me not for my complexion,
The shadow'd livery of the burnish'd sun,
To whom I am a neighbour and near bred.

Shak., M. of V., ii. 1. 2.

Yet further for my paines to discredit me, and my call-

ing it New-England, they obscured it and shadowed it with
the title of Cannada.

cow.
Shadow-vane (shad'6-van), n. The part of a
back-staff which received the shadow, and so
indicated the direction of the sun.

shadowy (shad'o-i), a. [< ME. sliadewy; < shad-
ow + -y^. Cf. shady.'] 1. Full of. causing, or

affording shadow or shade
; shady ; hence, dark ;

gloomy.
Of all these bounds, even from this line to this,
With shadmvy forests and with champains rich'd.
With plenteous rivers and wide-skirted meads,We make thee lady. Shak., Lear, i. 1. 65.

The close confines of a shadowy vale.

Wordsworth, Evening Voluntaries, xiii.

2. Faintly representative ; typical.
Those shadowy expiations weak,
The blood of bulls and goats.

Milton, P. L., xii. 291.

3. Like a shadow; hence, ghostlike; unsub-Quoted in Capt. John Smith's Works, II. 262.

3. To mark with or represent by shading; mark stantial; unreal; obscure; (Tim.
with slight gradations of color or light; shade;
darken slightly.

If the parts be too much distant, ... so that there he
void spaces which are deeply shadomd, we are then to
take occasion to place in those voids some fold, to make
a joining of the parts.

His [the goblin's] shadowy flail hath thresh'd the corn
That ten day-labourers could not end.

Milton, L'Allegro, 1. 108.

And summon from the shadowy Past
The forms that once have been.

Longfellow, A Gleam of Sunshine.
Drydentv. of Dufresnoy's Art of Painting, xxii. 4 Indulging in fancies or dreamy imagina-n r(l xlittiln'ii} I'MrntiHnna onil ol] vulliuira f.'

vIt is good to shadow ns, and all yellows.
Peacham.

4. To represent in a shadowy or figurative way ;

hence, to betoken; typify; foreshow: some-
times with forth or out.

The next figure [on a medal] shadow's out Eternity to us,
by the sun in one hand and the moon in the other.

Addison, Dialogues on Medals, ii.

tions.
Wherefore those dim looks of thine,
Shadowy, dreaming Adeline?

Tennyson, Adeline.

shad-salmon (shad'sam"un). ii. A coregonoid
fish, Coregonus clupeiformis, the so-called fresh-
water herring of the Great Lakes of North
America. See cut under whitefish.The tales of fairy-spiriting may shadow a lamentable shad-seine (shad'san), n. See'seine

Lamb, chimney-sweepers. shad-spirit (shad'spir'it), n. The common
5. lo shelter; screen; hide; conceal; dis- American snipe, Gallinago irilsoni ; the shad-
guise. bird. See snipe, and cut under CaUinago.



shad-spirit

The fishermen when drawing their seines at night often
start it from its moist resting place, and hear its sharp
cry as it flies away through the darkness. They do not
know the cause of the sound, and from the association

they have dubbed its author the shad-spirit.
O. B. GrinneU, The Century, Oct., 1883.

shad-splash (shad'splash), . Same as shad-

wash.

shaduf, . See shadoof.
shad-waiter (shad'wa'ter), n. A coregonoid
fish, the Menomonee whitefish, Coregonus quad-
rilateralis, also called pilot-fish and roundfish.

Shad-waiter (Coregonus quadrilattralis}.

shad-wash (shad'wosh), . The wash, swish,
or splash of the water made by shad in the act
of spawning; hence, a place where shad spawn.
The shad spawn generally at night* and select shallow
water. They run side by side in pairs, male and female,
and come suddenly out of the water as the female depos-
its her spawn, and the male ejects the milt upon it. Also

shad-splash.

shad-working (shad'wer"king), n. The arti-

ficial propagation of shad,

shady (sha'di), a. [= G. schattig; as shade +
-i/

1
. Ct'. shadowy.'] 1. Abounding with or af-

fording shade.

Their babble and talk vnder bushes and thadie trees,
the first disputation and contentious reasoning.

Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 30.

Shady coverts yield a cool retreat.

Addison, tr. of Virgil's Georgics, iv.

2. Sheltered from glare or sultry heat ; shaded :

as, a shady place.
Cast it also that you may have rooms . . . shady for

summer and warm for winter. Bacon, Building (ed. 1887).

We will go home through the wood : that will be the
shadiest way. Charlotte Bronte, Jane Eyre, xxxvii.

3. Such as cannot bear the light; of doubtful

honesty or morality : as, a shady transaction.

[Colloq.]
There were admirers of Putney : workmen of rebellious

repute and of advanced opinions on social and religious
questions ; nonsuited plaintiffs and defendants of shady
record, for whom he had at onetime or another done what
he could. Howells, Annie Kilburn, xxv.

His principal business seems to have been a billiard-

marker, which he combined with much shadier ways of

getting money. The Century, XXXV. 558.

On the shady side Of, beyond : used with reference to

age: as, to be on the shady side of forty. [Colloq.] To
kee-D shady, to keep dark. ISlang.]

shafflet (snaf'l), r. i. [Perhaps in part a dial.

var. of shuffle; but cf. Sc. shachle, shochle. Cf.

also> shaffling.] To walk shamblingly; hobble
or limp,
shaffling (shaf'ling), a. and n. [Cf. sliaffle, r.]
1. 17. Indolent.

II. n. An awkward, insignificant person.
Halliwett. [Prov. Eng.]
shaffornet, shaffront, . Obsolete forms of

cliamfron.
Shafiite (shaf'i-It), n. [< Ar. ShdfPi, name of
the founder, + -/fe2.] A member of one of the
four divisions or sects into which the orthodox

Mohammedans, or Sunnites, are divided.

shafnett, n. [A corrupt form of shaftment.']
Same as shaftmond.
Shaft 1

(shaft), . [< ME. shaft, schaft, scJieft,

saeft, an arrow, shaft, rod, pole (of a spear), <

AS. sceaft, a shaft (of a spear), dart (= OS. skaft
= D. sckacht = MLG. LG. schacht (ch for /, as
also in D. lucht for luft, air) = OHG. scaft,
MHG. G. schaft = Icel. skapi, prop, skaft,

shaft, missile, = Sw. Dan. skaft, a handle, haft),
with formative -t, prob. orig. pp., lit. 'a shaven
or smoothed rod or stick,' < scafan, shave : see
shave. The L. scapus, a stalk, stem, shaft, Gr.

mj/iruv, aKaxTov, antjn-Tpov, a "staff, maybe from
the same root : see scope2 , scepter. Cf. shaft

2
,

shafts. ] i . A long slender rod forming the body
of a spear or lance; also, the spear or lance
itself.

Hade he no helme ne hawb[e)rgh nauther, . . .

Ne no scha.fte, ne no schelde, to scheone, ne to smyte.
Sir Qawayne and the Green Knight (E. E. T. S.X 1. 205.

His sleep, his mete, his drynk is him byraft,
That lene he wex, and drye as is a shaft.

Chaucer, Knight s Tale, 1. 604.

2. An arrow
; a long arrow, used with the long-

bow, as distinguished from the bolt, or quarrel,
used with the crossbow. See arrow, broad-
arrow, flight-arrow.
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The sent-strong Swallow sweepeth to and fro,
As swift as shafts fly from a Turkish Bowe.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, 1. B.

From the hour that first

His beauty she beheld, felt her soft bosom pierc'd
With Cupid's deadliest stiuft.

Drayton, Polyolbion, ii. 311.

Shafts
Of gentle satire, kin to charity.

Tennyson, Princess, ii.

3. Something resembling an arrow or a missile
in shape, motion, or effect : as, shafts of light.

A mitre . . .

Was forged all of fyne gold, and fret fulle of perrils,
si i .-,i staffulle of stanes that strait out bemes
As it ware schemerand schaftis of the schlre sonne.

King Alexander, p. 53, quoted in Alliterative Poems (ed.

[Morris), cjloss.. p. 189.

A thousand shafts of lightning pass.
Bryant, Legend of the Delawares.

4. A body of a long cylindrical shape ; an un-
branched stem, stalk, trunk, or the like; the
columnar part of anything. Specifically (o) In
arch. : (1) The body of a column between the base and the

capital ; the fust or trunk. It generally diminishes in

diameter, sometimes from the bottom, sometimes from a

quarter or from a third of its height, and sometimes it has a

slight swelling, called the entasis. In Ionic and Corinthian
columns the difference of the upper and lower diameters
of the shaft varies from a fifth to a twelfth of the lower
diameter. See column. (2) In medieval architecture, one
of the small columns often clustered around main pillars,

applied against a wall to receive the impost of a rib, an

arch, etc., or used in the jambs of doors and windows, in

arcades, etc. Bee cuts underjamb-shaft and pillar. (3) The

spire
of a steeple. (4) The part of a chimney which rises

aoove the roof, (b) In ornilh. : (1) The cora humming-
bird, Thaumastitra cora. See cut under sheartail. (2) The
main stem, stock, or scape of a feather, Including both
calamus and rachis. (c) In anat.: (1) The part of a hair
which is free and projects beyond the surface of the skin,
between the root and the point, or as far as the pith ex-

tends. See hair, n., 1. (2) The continuity or diaphysis of
a long bone, as distinguished from its articular extremi-

ties, condyles, or epiphyses. c/i In entotn., the cylindri-
cal basal part of an organ when it supports a larger head
or apex. Specifically (1) The basal joint or scape of an
antenna. (2) The scape or stipe supporting the capit-
ulum In the halter or poiser of a dipterous insect. Also
called scapus and stipes, () In mack. : (1) A kind of

large axle : as, the sin/ ft of a fly-wheel ;
the shaft of a

steamer's screw or paddles ; the shaft or crank-axle of a
locomotive. See cuts under paddle-wheel, screw propeller,
and seaming-machine. (2) A revolving bar or connected
bars serving to convey the force which is generated in an
engine or other prime mover to the different working ma-
chines, for which purpose it is provided with drums and
belts, or with cog-wheels. See cuts under scroll-wheel,

shafting, and oil-mill.

5. A handle, as of a tool, utensil, instrument,
or the like : as, the shaft of a hammer, ax,

whip, etc. 6. A long lath at each end of

the heddles of a loom. 7. One of the bars or
trams between a pair of which a horse is har-
nessed to a vehicle

;
a thill ; also, the pole or

tongue of a carriage, chariot, or the like.

When Alexander came thif her, he had a great desire to
see the tower in which was the palace of Gordius & Mydas,
that he might behold the shafts or beam of Gordius his

cart, & the indissoluble knot fastned thereto.

Pttrchae, Pilgrimage, p. 325.

Cloth-yard shaft. See cloth-yard. Regulator-shaft.
See regulator. To make a shaft or a bolt of it. to make
or do what one can with the material in hand ; hence, to
take the risk and make the best of it. The shaft was the
arrow used with the longbow, the bolt that used with the
crossbow.

Ill make a shaft or a bolt on 't.

Shalt., M. W. of W., ill. 4. 24.

The Prince is preparing for his Journey ; I shall to it

[my business] again closely when he is gone, or make a

Shaft or a Bolt of it. Uowett, Letters, I. ill. 24.

shaft- (shaft), n. [In this sense not found in

ME. or AS., and due to G. influence (from
German miners in England) ;

= Dan. skakt, <

G. schacht, MHG. schaht, shaft (of a mine), prop,
a LG. form, used only in tliis sense (G. schacht
also a square rood), < MLG. liG.(&lsot>.) schacht,
a shaft (in a mine), a particular use, appar. in

allusion to its being straight and narrow, of

schacht, a shaft or rod (as of a spear): see

shaft
1
."] 1. In mining, a vertical or inclined

excavation made in opening the ground for

mining purposes. A shaft may be sunk vertically,
without regard to the dip of the lode, or it may be sunk

by an incline following the lode, either closely or approxi-
mately, according as its dip is more or less regular. When
it is expected that extensive operations will be carried

on. the shafts are usually sunk vertically, and connected
with the lode at various depths by cross drifts or levels.

When, however, the dip of the lode is pretty uniform and
its thickness considerable, all the shafts of the mine may
be sunk upon it as inclines. This is the case with the

largest mines on Lake Superior. Shafts have various forms,
some being round, others oval ; but the most common
shape is rectangular. In large mines the shaft is usually
divided into several compartments, one being used for

the pumpinp-machinery, two or more for hoisting ore. and
another for lowering heavy timbers. In the English coal-
mines the shafts are mostly circular in section ; in Bel-

gium, polygonal : in the anthracite region of Pennsyl-

shafting
van fa the winding shafts are always square or rectangular,
and there the largest shafts have a length of from 44 to 52

feet, and a width of 10 or Ii

2. In milit. mining, a vertical pit the bottom of

which serves as a point of departure for a gal-

lery or series of galleries leading to mines or
chambers filled with explosives. 3. The inte-

rior space of a blast-furnace above the hearth,
and especially the part where the diameter re-

mains nearly the same, or that which is above
the boshes. More often called the body of the
furnace. Pumping-shaft. in mining, the shaft in
which is placed the "pit-work, or the pumping-machinery
used in raising water from the lower portions of the mine.

shaft3t, n. [ME. shaft, schaft, < AS. sceaft, a

creature, gesccaft, gescseft, gesceft, the creation,
a created thing or being, a creature, decree,
fate, destiny (= OS. gisefti, decree of fate, =
OHG. gascaft, creation, creature, fate, = Goth.

gaskafts, creation; cf. AS. gesceap, a creation,
creature, decree of fate, destiny, etc.), < ge-. a

generalizing prefix (see i-1 ), + sceajjan, shape,
form: see mape.] 1. Creation; a creation; a
creature. Halliwcll. 2. Make; form; figure.

For be a man faire or foule, it falleth nouste for to lakku
The shappe ne the shafte that god shope hymselue ;

For al that he did was wel ydo.
Piers Plowman (B.\ xL 387.

shaft-alley (shaft'al"i), . A fore-and-aft pas-
sage in the after part of a ship, extending from
the engine-room to the stern-bearing, and con-

taining the screw-shaft and couplings: known
in England as screw-alley.

shaft-bearing (shWt'bSr'ing), n. In mack., a

bearing for a shaft; a journal-box or pillow-
block for shafting, whether resting on the floor,
on a bracket, or suspended from the ceiling.
When suspended from a celling, such bearings are called

shafting-hangers, or simply hangers. See cut under jour-
nal-bearing.

shaft-bender (shaffben^der), n. A person who
bends timber by steam or pressure.
shaft-coupling (shaft'kup'ling), n. 1. A de-
vice for connecting two or more lengths of

shafting together. See coupling. 2. A de-
vice for connecting the shafts of a wagon to
the front axle Shaft-coupling Jack, a tool for

bringing the shaft-eye and the axle-clip of a vehicle into
their proper relative position, so that the connecting-bolt
will pass through them.

shafted (shafted), a. [< shafft + -ed2.] Hav-
ing-a shaft or shafts. Specifically (a) In her., noting
a spear, arrow, or similar weapon, and denoting a differ-

ence of tincture in the shaft from thatof the head, feathers,
etc. Thus, an arrow shafted gules, flighted and barbed
argent, denotes that the head and feathers are of argent,
while the shaft only is of gules. (i>) Ornamented with
shafts or small clustered pillars ; resting upon shafts : as,
a shafted arch. See cut under impost.

When the broken arches are black in night,
And each shafted oriel glimmers white.

Scott, L. of L. M., 1L 1.

(o) In urnith., having the shafts (of feathers) of a specified
character : used in composition : as, afterAo/ted, Ted-shaft-
ed, yellow-shafted. Shafted imposts. See impost, 2.

shaft-eye ( shaft'!), n. A hole in a shaft of any
kind, through which a pin or bolt is passed.
shaft-furnace (shaft'fer'nas), n. An upright
furnace; one of which the stack or body occu-

pies a vertical position: a term used rarely,
and chiefly in contradistinction to the reverber-

atory furnace, in which the body is horizontal.
Boasting-furnaces In which the pulverized ore falls down
a shaft through an ascending vertical current of flame, as
in the Stetefeldt furnace, are also sometimes called shaft-

furnaces.

shaft-horse (shaft'h6rs). n. The horse that

goes in the shafts or thills of a cart, chaise, or
other vehicle.

shafting (shafting), n. [< shaftl + -iwfir
1
.] In

mach., the system of shafts which connects ma-
chinery with the prime mover, and through

c
Shafting.

a, shaft
; *,*', pulleys; c, c', belts ; et, ef , hangers; e, drip-cup to

receive oil dropping from the bearing in ff.

which motion is communicated to the former by
the latter. See shaffl, 4 (e ) Flexible shafting,
a form of shafting composed of a number of wires wound
spirally one over another, used to convey power for short
distances to tools that require to be moved about, or

changed in position or direction.



shafting-box

shafting-box (shaf'ting-boks), n. An inclosed

bearing for a shaft. Such a bearing sometimes con-
sists of a perforated box within another box, the latter

being kept filled with oil.

shaft-jack (shaft'jak), H. In a vehicle, a coup-
ling by which the shafts are secured to the
axle ; a shaft-coupling jack.

shaft-line (shat't'lin), n. A narrow sharp line

of color produced in plumage by the shaft of a
feather when it is differently colored from the
vanes. Cones.

shaft-loop (shaft'lop), n. In harness, a loop or

tag on a saddle, serving to support a shaft of
a vehicle. Also called shaft-tug.

Sa
mond.

. .

shaftmentt, shaftmant, . Same as shaft-

shaftmondt, . [Also shaftmound, shaftmont,
shaftment, shaftmon, shaftman, shafman, shaf-
met, shafitet, etc.

;
< ME. scliaftmonde, < AS.

sceaftmund, scseftmund (Bosworth), a palm, a
palm's length, < sceaft, a shaft, + mund, a

hand, also protection, guardianship, = OS.
mund, hand, = OFries. mund, guardian, guar-
dianship, = OHG. MHG. munt, palm, hand,
cubit, protection, protector, G. mund = Icel.

mund, hand, a hand's measure : see shaft1 and
MOtmol.] A span, a measure of about 6 inches.

Thorowe scheldys they schotte, and scherde thorowe
males,

Bothe schere thorowe schoulders a schaftmonde large !

Storte Arthure(E. E. T. 8.), 1. 2546.

Therefore let your bow have good big bend, a shaftment
and two fingers at the least for these which I have spoken
of. Ascham, Toxophilus (ed. 1864), p. 104.

shaft-monture (shaft'mou"tur), n. See mou-
ture.

shaft-spot (shaft'spot), n. A short shaft-line
of color somewhat invading the vanes. See
shaft-litw. P. L. Selater.

shaft-stripe (shaft'strip), n. Same as shaft-
line.

shaft-tackle (shaft'tak'l), . Same &&poppet-
head, 2.

shaft-tip (shaft'tip), n. A cap or ferrule of
metal forming a finish at the end of a wagon-
shaft.

shaft-tug (shaft'tug), n. Same as shaft-loop.
shaft-tunnel (shaft'tun'el), n. Same as screw-

alley or shaft-alley.

shag1
(shag), i. and a. [< ME. "shagge, < AS.

sceacga, hair, = leel.sker/g Sw. skagg, a beard,
= Dan. sJcseg, a barb, beard, wattle; perhaps
akin to Icel. skaga, jut out, skagi, a eape, head-
land (> E. skaw). Cf. shogV, shock^, a rough-
coated dog. Hence shagged, shaggy.] I. H.

1. Rough matted hair, wool, or the like.

Of the same kind is the goat hart, and differing onely
in the beard and long shay abont the shoulders.

Holland, tr. ol Pliny, viii. 33.

A sturdy veteran . . . who had cherished, through
a long life, a mop of hair not a little resembling the
shag of a Newfoundland dog.

Irving, Knickerbocker, p. 316.

Hence 2. The nap of cloth, especially when
long and coarse.

True Witney Broad Cloth, with its Shay unshorn,
Unpierc'd is in the lasting Tempest worn.
Be this the horseman s fence. Gay, Trivia, i. 47.

3. Any cloth having a long nap.
Chiorze, where Buls as big

As Elephants are clad in silken shag,
Is great Sems Portion.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii., The Colonies.

The King, says Petion, wore a coat of dark shag, and his
linen was not clean. Fortnightly Rev., N. 8., XLII. 294.

4. A strong tobacco cut into fine shreds.
The fiery and wretched stuff [tobacco] passing current

as the labourer's and the ploughman's "shag" and "roll"
of to-day. Nineteenth Century, XXIV. 574.

II. a. 1 . Rough and coarse
; hairy ; shaggy.

Oxen of great strength, with tailes like vnto horses, and
with long shagge haire vpon their backes.

Hakluyts Voyages, 1. 116.

Fetlocks shag and long. Sfta*.,Venus and Adonis, 1. 295.

2. Made of the cloth called shag.
A new shay gown, trimmed with gold buttons and twist.

Pepys, Diary, Oct. 31, 1663.

I am going to buy a shag ruff.

Middleton and Del-leer, Roaring Girl, ii. 1.

Shag tobacco. See I., 4.

shag1
(shag), v.

; pret. and pp. shagged, ppr.
shagging. [< shag*, n.] I. trans. To roughen
or make shaggy : used chiefly in the past par-
ticiple.

Where very desolation dwells,
By grots and caverns shagg'd with horrid shades.

Milton, Comus, 1. 429.

Where the rude torrent's brawling course
'

with thorn and tangling sloe.

Soott, Cadyow Castle.
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The eye reposes on a secret bridge,
Half gray, half shaygeil with ivy to Its ridge.

Wordsworth, Evening Walk.

II. intrans. To hang in or form shaggy clus-
ters.

With hollow eyes deepe pent,
And long curld locks that downe his shoulders shagged.

Spenser, F. CJ., V. ix. 10.

Shag2
(shag), n. [Prob. < shag1

,
with ref. to its

tuft. Cf. Icel. skegg-lingr, mod. skeggla, a kind
of bird, supposed to be the green cormorant.]
In ornith., a cormorant; especially, the crested

cormorant, or scart, J'halacrocorax gracitlus, of

Europe, so called in Great Britain, it is smaller
than the common cormorant, when adult of a rich dark
glossy green varied with purple and bronze, and in the

breeding season has the head crested with bundles of long
curly plumes.

shaganappy (shag-a-nap'i), n. [Also shaggi-
nappi, UOgfrfneppi, etc. ; Amer. Ind.] Raw hide

;

also, adjectively, tough; rough. [Western U.S.]
Shaganappi in this part of the world does all that lea-

ther, cloth, rope, nails, glue, straps, cord, tape, and a num-
ber of other articles are used for elsewhere.

0. M. Grant, Ocean to Ocean, p. 129.

Shagbark (shag'bark), n. 1. A kind of hick-

ory, Bicoria ovata (Carya alba), which yields
the best hickory-nuts. Also called shellbark

(which see), and shagbark walnut. [U. S.]
2. Same as savonette, 2. [West Indies.]
shag-busht (shag'bush), n. A hand-gun. Hal-
liwell.

shag-dog (shag'dog), n. A dog with shaggy
hair. Ford, Lady's Trial, iii. 1.

shag-eared (shag'erd), a. Having shaggy ears.

Thou liest, thou shag-ear'd villain !

Shak., Macbeth, iv. 2. 83.

[Some editions read shag-hair'd.]

shagebusht, . A corrupt form of sackbut.

shagged (shag'ed), a. [< ME. *shagged, < AS.
sceacgede, sceagode, hairy (= Icel. skeggjathr= Dan. sksegget, bearded), < sceacga, hair: see

shag1
.'] 1. Rough, coarse, thick, or unkempt;

long and tangled ; shaggy.
In raging mood

(Colossus-like) an armed Giant stood;
His long black locks hung shagged (slouen-like)
A-down his sides.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii., The Trophies.
The animal he bestrode was a broken-down plough-

horse, thathad outlived almost every thing but his vicious-
ness. He was gaunt and shagged, with a ewe neck and a
head like a hammer. Irving, Sketch- Book, p. 436.

2. Figuratively, covered with scrub, or with
some scrubby growth; rugged; rough: as, shay-
ged hillsides.

shaggedness (shag'ed-nes), n. Same as shag-
giness. Dr. H. More.

shaggily (shag'i-li), adv. [< shaggy + -fi/2.]

Roughly ;
so as to be shagged : as, shaggily pi-

lose,

shagginess (shag'i-nes), . [< shaggy + -ness.]
1. The state of being shagged or shaggy;
roughness produced by long hair or wool

;
hir-

suteness. 2. Roughness of any sort caused
by irregular, ragged projections, as of a tree, a
forest, or a person in rags.

shaggy (shag'i), a. [= Sw. skaggig, shaggy; as
shag1 4- -y

1
.] 1. Rough, coarse, or unkempt;

thick, rough, and irregular.
Their masks were accommodated with long shaggy

beards and hair. Scott, Kenilworth, xxxvii.

His dark, square countenance, with its almost shaggy
depth of eyebrows, was naturally impressive.

Hawthorne, Seven Gables, viii.

2. Rough ; covered with long coarse or bushy
hair, or with something resembling it.

Liberally the shaggy Earth adorn
With Woods, and Buds of fruits, of (lowers and corn.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, i. 2.

The sapling tree
Which then was planted stands a shaggy trunk,
Moss-grown, the centre of a mighty shade.

Bryant, Fifty Years.

3. In bot., pubescent or downy with long and
soft hairs; yillous. 4. In embryol, villous:

noting specifically that part of the chorion
which develops long villous processes, and thus
enters into the formation of the placenta, the
rest of the chorion remaining smooth.
shag-haired (shag 'hard), a. Having rough,
shaggy hair.

Full often, like a shag-hair'd crafty kern,
Hath he conversed with the enemy.

Shak., 1 Hen. VI., iii. 1. 367.

shagling (shag'ling), a. [Appar. a var. of shack-

ling.] Shackling; rickety; tottering; infirm.

Edmund Crispyne of Oriell coll., lately a shagling lec-
turer of physic, now one of the Proctors of the University.

A. Wood, Fasti Oxon., i. 72.

shagragt (shag'rag), n. Same as shake-rag. (pret. shook, schook, shok, schok, pp. schaken,

shake

shagreen (sha-gren'), n. and a. [Formerly also

chagrin = D. segrijn = G. xrl/agriii = Sw. scha-

grdiig = Dan. chagrin = Russ. shagrinu, < F.
cliniirin, < It. dial. (Venetian) gagrin, It. zi-

grino = Pers. nagliri, shagreen, < Turk, saghri,
saghri, shagreen, lit. 'the back of a horse' (this
leather being orig. made of the skin of the back
of the horse, wild ass, or mule). Hence ult., in
a fig. sense, chagrin?, q. v.] I. n. 1. A kind of
leather with a granular surface, prepared with-
out tanning from the skin of the horse, ass, and
camel, and sometimes the shark, sea-otter, and
seal. Its granular appearance is produced by embed-
ding in the skin, while soft, the seeds of a species of Che-
nopodium, and afterward shaving down the surface, and
then, by soaking, causing the parts of the skin which had
been indented by the seeds to swell up into relief. It is

dyed with the green produced by the action of sal ammo-
niac on copper filings. Specifically called Oriental sha-

green, having been originally and most extensively pro-
duced in Eastern countries.

A bible bound in shagreen, with gilt leaves and clasps,
never opened but once. Steele, Taller, No. 245.

2. Specifically, the skin of a shark or some re-
lated selachian, which is roughened with calci-
fied papillee (placoid scales), making the sur-
face harsh and rasping. See cut under scale1

,

and compare seplien.

The integument [of sharks, etc.] may be naked, and it

never possesses scales like those of ordinary fishes ; but
very commonly it is developed into papillse, which be-
come calcified, and give rise to tooth-like structures;
these, when they are very small and close-set, constitute
what is called shagreen. Huxley, Anat. Vert., p. 111.

3. An imitation of genuine shagreen, made by
passing raw hide in a moist state through roll-

ers in contact with a roughened copper plate.
4f. Chagrin. See chagrin*.

II. a. Made of the leather called shagreen.
Two Table-Books in Shagreen Covers,
Fill'd with good Verse from real Lovers.

Prior, Cupid and Ganymede.

Shagreen ray, a batoid fish, Raia fullonica, about 30
inches long and a foot or more broad, covered with sha-

green, common off the British coasts.- Shagreen skate.
Same as shagreen ray.

shagreened (sha-grend'), a. [< shagreen +
-ed*.] 1. Having a rough surface like that of
shark-skin. 2. Covered with shagreen.
shah (sha), n. [Formerly schah, show; = F.

schah, a shah, = Ar. Turk. Hind, shah, < Pers.

shah, a king; cf. Skt. kshatra, dominion (see
satrap). From the Pers. shah, king, are also
ult. E. check1

, chess1
,
checker1

, exchequer, etc.
Cf. also padishah, pasha, bashaw, etc.] In the
Persian language, the ruler of a land, as either

sovereign or vassal. The monarch of Persia

(usually called the Shah by English writers)
is designated by the compound appellation of

padishah.
Shaheen (sha-hen'), n. [Also shdhin; < Hind.
slid/tin, < Pers. shdhin, a falcon.] A falcon of
the peregrine type which does not travel, like
the peregrine, all over the world. The true sha-
heen is Indian, and nearly confined to India. Its techni-
cal names are Falco peregrinator (Sundevall, 1837) ; F. sha-
heen (Jerdon, 1839) ; F. sultaneus (Hodgson, 1844) ; and F.
ruber (Schlegel, 1862). The adult female is 10 inches long,
the wing 12, the tail 6}.

shahi (sha'i), n. [< Pers. shahi, royal, also roy-
alty, <shah, king: see shah.] A current cop-
per coin of Persia. Two-shahi and four-shahi pieces,
worth respectively H and 3 United States cents, are also
struck in copper. The shahi was originally struck in sil-

ver, and weighed in the eighteenth century 18 grains.

shaik, . See sheik.

shail '

t (shal), v. i. [Early mod. E. also shayle,
shale; < ME. schaylen, scheylen. also skailen; cf.

G. schielen = Sw. skela = Dan. skele, squint;
Icel. skelgjask, come askew: see shallow.] To
walk crookedly.
You must walk straight, without skiewing and shailing

to every step you set. Sir R. L'Estrange.

shai!2t (shal), . [Appar. a var. of shewelQfE.
schawles) : see sheircl.] A scarecrow.

The good husbande, whan he hath sowen his grounde,
settethe up cloughtes or thredes, whiche some call shailes,
some blenchars, or other like showes, to feare away birdes.

Sir T. Elyot, The Governour, i. 23.

shaird (shard), n. A Scotch form of shard.
shairl (sharl), n. [Named from the shairl goat.]
A very fine fabric, a kind of cashmere, made
from the wool of the shairl goat, a variety of

goat domesticated in Tibet.
shakal (shak'al), H. Same as jackal.

Howling like a hundred shakals.
E. Moor, Hindu Pantheon (1810), p. 118.

shake (shak), r.
; pret. shook (formerly also

shaked), pp. shaken (formerly or dialectally also

shook), ppr. slinking. [< ME. shaken, schaken
;ho(

'



shake
*

shaken, shake, ixchuke ; also weak pret. schrkwl,

etc.), < AS. sceacan, scacan (pret. node, seede, pp.

sceacen, scacen), shake, move, shift, flee, = OS.

xkakan, move, flee, = Icel. xktika (pret. nkiik,

pp. skekinii), shake, = Sw. skaka = Dan. skage,

shift, veer; akin to D. schokken, LG. scliucl.i-n,

MHG. tschockeii, shock (> ult. E. shock1 ), G.

schankeln, agitate, swing. Hence ult. shack 1
,

shackle2 ,
shock1

, shog1
, jog.~\ I. trans. 1. To

cause to move with quick vibrations
;
move or

sway with a rapid jolting, jerking, or vibratory
motion

;
cause to tremble, quiver, or shiver ;

agitate : as, to shake a carpet ;
the wind shakes

the trees ; the explosion shook the house
;
to

shake one's fist at another; to shake one's head
as in displeasure or negation.

With many a tempest hadde his herd ben shake.

Chaucer, Gen. Prol. to C. T., 1. 406.

And as he was thus sayinge he shaked his heade, and
made a wrie mouthe, and so he helde his peace.

Sir T. More, Utopia (tr. by Robinson), i.

Now the storm in its might would seize and shake the
four corners of the roof, roaring like Leviathan, in anger.

.fi. L. Steoenson, The Merry Men.

2. To loosen, unfasten, remove, throw off or

aside, expel, dispel, or get rid of, by a jolting,

jerking, or abrupt vibrating action or motion,
or by rough or vigorous measures: generally
with away, down, off, out, up, etc. : as, to shake

offdrowsiness ;
to shake out a reef in a sail; also,

in colloquial use, absolutely : as, to shake a bore.

And but I it had by other waye atte laste I stale it,

Or pryuiliche his purse shake vnpiked his lokkes.
Piers Plowman (B), xiii. 368.

Shake off the golden slumber of repose.
Shalt., Pericles, iii. 2. 23.

Who is in evil once a companion
Can hardly shake him o/, but must run on.

Fletcher (and another), Queen of Corinth, iv. 4.

When he came an hundred miles neerer, his terrible

noyse shooke the teeth out of all the Roman heads.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 223.

At the first reproof he shook off, at once and for ever,
the practice of profane swearing, the worst if not the only
sin to which he was ever addicted.

Southey, Hum an, p. E4.

3. To weaken or impair in any respect; make
less firm, sure, certain, solid, stable, or coura-

geous ; impair the standing, force, or character

of; cause to waver or doubt: as, a searching
cross-examination failed to shake the testimony
of the witness.

His fraud is then thy fear ; which plain infers

Thy equal fear that my firm faith and love
Can by his fraud be shaken or seduced.

Milton, P. L., ix. 287.

I would not shake my credit in telling an improbable
truth. Sterne, Tristram Shandy, i. 11.

But, though the belief in witchcraft might be shaken, it

still had the advantage of being on the whole orthodox
and respectable.

Lowell, Among my Books, 1st ser.
, p. 140.

4. To agitate or disturb; rouse: sometimes
with up.

How he shook the King,
Made his soul melt within him, and his blood
Run into whey. Beau, and Ft., Philaster, i. 1.

Sudden he starts,
Shook from his tender trance.

Thomson, Spring, 1. 102S.

The coachman shook up his horses, and carried them
along the side of the school close ... in a spanking trot.

T. Hughes, Tom Brown at Rugby, i. 5.

5. To give a tremulous sound to; trill: as, to
shake a note in music. 6. To steal. [Slang,
Australia.]

I got betting and drinking, . . . as young chaps will, and
lost my place, and got from bad to worse till I shook a nag
and got bowled out and lagged.

H. Kingsley, Geoflry Hamlyn, xijt.

To shake a cask, to knock off the hoops and pack toge-
ther the staves and head of a cask. To Shake a foot or
a leg, to dance. [Provincial and slang.]

And I'd like to hear the pipers blow.
And xhakr afut with Fanny there !

Thackeray, Mr. Molony's Account of the Ball.

To shake a loose leg. See ley. To shake a vessel in
the wind, to bring a ship's head so near the wind as to
shiver the sails. To shake down or together, to shake
into place ; compact by shaking.

Good measure, pressed down, and shaken together.
Luke vi. 38.

To shake hands, (a) To greet or salute by grasping one
another's hands

; hence, to shake hands with, figura-
tively, to take leave of

; part with
; say good-by to.

Shake hands with earth, and let your soul respect
Her joys no farther than her joys reflect

Upon her Maker's glory.

Quarles, Emblems, iii., Entertainment.

Nor can it be safe for a king to tarry among them who
are shaking hands with their allegiance. Eikon BasiKke.

(b) To come to an agreement ; agree fully : as, to shake
hands over a bargain.

5544
When two such personages

Shall meete together to shake hands in peace.
Heywood, 2 Edw. IV. (Works, ed. Pearson, 1874, 1. 106).

To shake off the dust from one's feet, to disclaim or
renounce solemnly all intercourse or dealings with a per-
son or a locality.

And whosoever will not receive you, . . . shake off the

very dust from your feet for a testimony against them.
Luke ix. fi.

To shake out a reef, to let it out and thereby enlarge a
sail. To shake the bellst. See belli. To shake the
elbow. See elbow. to shake the head, to move the
head from side to side a movement expressing disap-
probation, reluctance, dissent, refusal, negation, reproach,
disappointment, or the like.

When he shakes his head at any piece of public news,
they all of them appear dejected.

Steele, Spectator, No. 49.

To shake up. (a) To restore to shape or proper condition

by shaking : as, to shake up a pillow, (b) To shake or jar
thoroughly or in such a way as to damage or impair ; shock :

as, he was badly shaken up in the collision, (c) To up-
braid ; berate.

Adam. Yonder comes my master, your brother.
Orl. Go apart, Adam, and thou shalt hear how he will

shake me up. Shak., As you Like it, i. 1. 30.

H. intrant. 1. To be agitated with a waving
or vibratory motion

; tremble
;
shiver

; quake :

as, a tree shakes with the wind
;
the house shook

in the. tempest.
But atte laste the statue of Venus shook
And made a signe.

Cliaucer, Knight's Tale, 1. 1407.

The foundations of the earth do shake. Isa. xxiv. 18.

Under his burning wheels
The steadfast empyrean shook throughout,
All but the throne itself of God.

Milton, P. L., vi. 833.

2f. To fall ; jump.
Out of the sadil he schok. Sir Perceval, 1. 604.

3f. To go quickly; hasten.

Golde and oper goodes gripe it by dene,
And shote into our shippes, shake on our way.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 3178.

4. In music, to use shakes or trills
; perform a

shake or trill
;

trill.

Bedford, to hear her song, his dice forsakes,
And Nottingham is raptur'd when she shakes:
Lull il statesmen melt away their drowsy cares
Of England's safety in Italian Airs.

Hughes, Tofts and Margaretta.
A minstrel's fire within me burned ;

I'd sing, as one whose heart must break,
Lay upon lay ; I nearly learned

To shake. C. S. Calverley, Changed.

5. To steal. [Slang, Australia.] 6. To shake
hands: usually in the imperative: as, shake,
stranger. [Colloq.,western U. S.] Shaklngpal-
sy, paralysis agitans (which see, underparalysis). Shak-
ing prairie. See trembling prairie, under tremble. To
shake down, to betake one's self to a shake-down ; to

occupy an improvised bed. [Colloq.]

An eligible apartment in which some five or six of us
shook down for the night, and resigned ourselves to the
musquitoes and to slumber.

W. H. Russell, Diary in India, 1. 40.

To Shake together, to come to be on good terms ; get
along smoothly together ; adapt one's self to another's

habits, way of working, etc. [Colloq.]

The rest of the men had shaken well together.
T. Hughes, Tom Brown at Oxford, I. xi.

To shake up. Same as to shake together.

I can't shake up along with the rest of you. ... I am
used to hard lines and a wild country.

W. Collins, Hide and Seek, U. 1.

= Syn. 1. Swing, Roll, etc. See roc*2.

shake (shak), . [< ME. schak; < sliake, r.] 1.
A rapid jolt or jerk one way and then the other

;

an abrupt wavering or vibrating motion : as,

give it a shake; a shake of the head.
Your pencil rivals the dramatic art of Mr. Puff in the

Critic, who crammed a whole complicated sentence into
the expressive shake of Lord Burleigh's head.

Scott, Bride of Lammermoor, i.

2. A shock or concussion
; especially, a shock

that disarranges or impairs; rude or violent
attack or treatment.

The great soldier's honour was composed
Of thicker stuff, which could endure a shake.

G. Herbert, The Church Porch.

His brain has undergone an unlucky shake.

Swift, Tale of a Tub, ix.

3. A tremor; a quaver; a shiver.

"Tis he ; I am caught ;
I must stand to it stoutly,

And shew no shake of fear. Fletcher, Rule a Wife, iv. 1.

But Hepzibah could not rid herself of the sense of some-
thing unprecedented at that instant passing, and soon to
be accomplished. Her nerves were in a shake.

Hawthorne, Seven Gables, xvi.

4. A trembling-fit ;
a chill

; specifically, in the

plural and with the definite article, the shakes,
ague; intermittent fever; also, delirium tre-

mens. [Colloq.] 5. In music, a melodic embel-
lishment consisting of the rapid alternation of a

principal tone with a tone one degree above it
;

shaker

a trill : indicated by the mark tr., with or with-
out the sign -w. According to modern usage, the prin-
cipal tone is sounded first, and receivesthe accent through-
out; but in old music the reverse was the case. If the

subsidiary tone is chromatically altered, this is indicated

by a sharp or a flat added to the sign of the shake. A shake
is usually concluded with a turn, and often preceded by
a prefix of one or more tones ; in the latter case it is said
to be prepared. A shake occurring in two or three voice-

parts at once is called double or triple. A succession of
shakes is called a chain. A shake inserted in the midst of
a rapid or flowing melody is called passing.
6. A brief moment; an instant: as, to do a

thing in a couple or brace of shakes, or in the
shake of a lamb's tail (that is, to do it imme-
diately). [Slang.]

ITi be back in a couple of shakes,
So don't, dears, be quivering and quaking.

Barham, Ingoldsby Legends, II. 166.

Now Dragon [a mastiff] could kill a wolf in a brace of
shakes. C. Keade, Cloister and Hearth, xciii. (Davies.)

7. A crack or fissure in timber, produced dur-

ing growth by strain of wind, sudden changes
of temperature, or causes not well determined,
or formed during seasoning. Nearly all exogenous
woods are in some degree subject to this defect, which
appears in several forms. Heart-shake is a fissure through
the center or pith, slight or serious, in its simplest form
running the length of the trunk in one plane, in some
specimens twisted. Another cleft may cross at right
angles. Star-shake consists of radial fissures, sometimes
even reaching the circumference. Cup-shake consists of
clefts between the concentric layers, occurring most often
near the root All these shakes are commonly called
wind-shakes.

It [the teak] shrinks very little in seasoning, and has
no shakes upon the outer surface of the log.

Laslett, Timber, p. 113.

8. A fissure in the earth. [Prov. Eng.] 9.
A long shingle or stave : same as clapboard, 2.

10. In printing, a blurred or doubled print
made by a shaking or moving of the sheet un-
der impression. [Eng.] 11. The redshank,
Totanus calidris: so called from its constant

nodding or bobbing of the body. See cut under
redshank. C.Swain/ion. [Connemara, Ireland.]
Great shakes, literally, a thing of great account; some-

thing extraordinary ; something of value or worth : usu-

ally in the negative. [Slang.]

I had my hands full, and my head too, just then, so it

["Marino Faliero"] can be no great shakes. I mean the
play. Byron, To Murray, Sept. 28, 1820.

It were th' Queen's drawing-room, they said, and th'

carriages went bowling along toward her house, some wi'
dressed up gentlemen ... in 'em, and rucks o' ladies in
others. Carriages themselves were great shakes too.

Mrs. Gaskell, Mary Barton, ix.

shake-bag (shak'bag), . [< shake, v., + obj.

bag 1
.'] A large-sized game-cock. Halliwell.

Wit. Will you go to a cock-match?
SirWil. With a wench, Tony? la she A shake-bag, sirrah?

Congreve, Way of the World, iv. 11.

Shake-bucklert (shak'buk"ler), . [< shake, v.,
+ obj. buckler.'] A swaggerer ;

a swashbuck-
ler; a bully.

Let the parents ... by no means suffer them to live

idly, nor to be of the number of such Sim Shake-bucklers
as in their young years fall unto serving, and in their old

years fall into beggary. Beeon, Works, II. 355. (Dailies.)

shake-down (shak'doun), n. A temporary bed
made by shaking down or spreading hay,
rushes, or the like, or also quilts or a mattress,
with coverings, on the floor, on a table, etc.

[Colloq.]
I would not choose to put more on the fioor than two

beds, and one shake-down, which will answer for five.

Miss Edgeworth, Rose, Thistle, and Shamrock, i. 3.

In the better lodging-houses the shake-downs are small

palliasses or mattresses ; in the worst, they are bundles of

rags of any kind ; but loose straw is used only in the coun-
try for shake-downs.

Mayhew, London Labour and London Poor, I. 272.

shake-fork (shak'fdrk), n. [Also dial, sliaek-

fork; < shake + forA'.] A fork with which to
toss hay about; in her., a bear-

ing resembling the pall, but not

reaching the edges of the es-

cutcheon: the three extremities
are usually pointed bluntly.
shaken (sha'kn), p. a. 1. Im-
paired; weakened; disordered;
undermined: as, one shaken in
health.
Be mov'dwith pitty at the afflicted state of this oarshaken

Monarchy, that now lies labouring under her throwes.

Milton, Reformation in Eng., ii.

2. Cracked or split: as, shaken timber.

Nor is the wood shaken nor twisted, as those about Cape
Town. Barrow, Travels.

shaker (sha'ker), n. [< shake, v., + -er1 .] 1.

One who or that which shakes.

Thou Earth's drad Shaker (at whose only Word
Th' Eoliau Scouts are quickly still'd and stirr'd),
Lift vp my soule.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, i. 1.



shaker

2. Specifically, any mci-haiiiral contrivance for

shaking: as, a carpct-x//Aw. 3. ['/'.] A
member of a religious denomination founded
in Manchester, England, about the middle of

the eighteenth century: so called, popularly,
from the agitations or movements which form

part of their ceremonial. Its members call them-
selves "the United Society of Believers in Christ's Sec-

ond Appearing," which they maintain took place in 1770

through Mother Ann Lee, their founder, and continued in

those who embraced her testimony. They hold that God
is male and female, and that he has given to man four

revelations, through the patriarchs as the Great Spirit,

through the law of Moses and the prophets as Jehovah,
through Christ and the primitive disciples as the Father,
and through Ann Lee and her successors as the Eternal
Mother: the last is to he continuous. They practise oral

confession, celibacy, and community of goods, and hold
the doctrines of continence, non-resistance, and non-par-
ticipation in any earthly government. They wear a pecu-
liar dress, and engage chiefly in agriculture (especially the

production of herbs) and the manufacture of simple arti-

cles, such as brooms and mats. Their principal settle-

ment is at New Lebanon ill New York, where they have
been since about 1780.

4. The quaking-grass, Briza media. [Prov.
Eng.] 5. A breed of domestic pigeons. See

pigeon, I (c).

:> ."i i .",

Xhtikiii>rr<; Nlmkrxprri', dkaketpeoF, Shakespeare,
shitkspraiT, Shaekespeare, and in many other

ways, the usage iii Shakspere's time varying,
as with other surnames. The common forms
are Nlniki:tpi-iir (as in Aubrey, Kowe, Pope,
Haimier, Warburtoii, and others), Shakspeare
(as in Malone, Steeveus, Johnson, Douce,
Drake, Ritson, Bowdler, Boswell, Chalmers,
Coleridge, and others), Shakespeare (as in the
first folio), and Slitikxperc (as in one of Shak-

spere's own signatures). Shakspere is the form

adopted in the publications of the New Shak-

spere Society of London, and in this diction-

ary. According to the etyin. (< shake, v., +
obj. spear), the proper mod. spelling is Shake-

spcar.] I. a. Of or pertaining to William Shak-

spere (1564-1616), the great English dramatist
ami poet, or his dramas; found in or charac-

teristic of the writings, plays, or poems of Shak-

spere ; relating to Shakspere, or in his style.
No one type of character, feeling, or belief occurs as

Shakewarian; the word suggests what is vivid and many-
sided, and nothing else. Contemporary Rev., XLIX. 87.

II. . A Shaksperian scholar ;
a specialist in

ke-ragt (shak'rag), , [Also shaekrag, shak- the study of Shakspere.

, shaorag; < shake, v., + obj. rag 1
. Cf. shack- Als

,
Shakspeanan, Shakspearean, Shakespear-

ian. Shakespertan, etc. See the etymology.
Shaksperiana (shak-spe-ri-a'na), n. pi. [< Shak-

spere (see def.) + -i-anfi.] Items, details, or

collections of lore of all kinds pertaining to

Shakspere and his writings.

Shaksperianism (shak-spe'ri-au-izm), H. [<

Shaksperian + -/'*(.] Something specifically

relating to or connected with Shakspere; espe-
cially, a word or locution peculiar to Shakspere.

rag,

bag.] A ragged fellow
;
a tatterdemalion : also

used attributively.
Was ever Jew tormented as I am ?

To have a shay-ray knave to come
Three hundred crowns and then five hundred crowns!

Marlowe, Jew of Malta, iv. 5. 83.

I'd hire sonieAa<7-rar or other for half azequine to cut 's

throat. Chapman, May-Day, ii. 2.

He was a shake-ray like fellow, . . . and, he dared to

say, had gipsy blood in his veins.

Scott, Guy Mannering, xxvi.

Shakeress (sha'ker-es), n. [< Shaker + -ess.]

A female Shaker.
Shakerism (sha'ker-izm), u. [< Shaker + -ism.]
The principles and practices of the denomina-
tion called Shakers.

shake-scenet (shak'sen), n. [< shake, v., + obj.

scene.] A scene-shifter: so called in contempt
(in the passage quoted, with a punning allusion
to the name of Shakspere).
There is an vpstart Crow beautified with our Feathers,

that with his Tygres heart, wrapt in a Players hyde, sup-
poses hee is as well able to bombast out a Blanke verse
as the best of you ; and, being an absolute lohannes fac-

totem, is in his owne conceyt the only Shake-scene in a

Countrey. Greene, Groatsworth of Wit.

Shakespearian, Shakesperian, etc., a. See

Shaksperian.
shake-up (shak'up), H. [< shake up, verb

phrase.] A shaking or stirring up; commo-
tion; disturbance. [Colloq.]

shake-willy (shak'wil'i), n. In cottoii-iuanuf.,
a willy or willowing-machine.
shakily (sha'ki-li), adv. In a shaky, trembling,
or tottering manner ; feebly.
shakiness (sha'ki-nes), n. Shaky character or
condition.

shaking (sha'king), n. [Verbal n. of shake, v.]
1. The act or process of moving with a rapid
vibratory motion, jolting, agitating, etc.

There are also nodding movements and lateral shakings
of the head. Lancet, No. 3485, p. 1294.

Specifically 2. A violent jolting or agitation:
as, give him a good shaking. 3. pi. Small

pieces of cordage, rope, yarn, or canvas used
for making oakum or paper.
Shaking-frame (sha'king-fram), )i. 1. Ingnn-
powder-manuf., a form of sifting-machine used
in graining, in which a set of sieves are agi-
tated by means of a crank or otherwise. 2.
A form of buddle, or ore-sorting sieve.

shaking-machine (sha'kiug-ma-shen"), n. A
tumbling- box.

Shaking-Quaker, n. Same as Shaker, 3.

shaking-shoe (sha'king-sho), . Same as shoe,
3 (/).

shaking-table (sha'king-ta
//

bl), n. Same as

joggling-table.
shako (shak'6), n. [Also schaJco; = F. shako
= G. schako = Pol. tzako, < Hung, csako, a
shako.] A head-dress worn by soldiers, espe-
cially infantry, in the eighteenth and nine-
teenth centuries. It is in form a cylinder or truncated
cone, stiff, with a vizor in front, and generally has a plume
or pompon.
He had been on duty that morning, and had Just come

in. His sabre was cast upon the floor before him, and his
shako was on the table.

H. Kingsley, Ravenshoe, xxxi. (Dames.)

shakragt, n. Same as shake-rag.
Shaksperian (shak-spe'ri-an), a. and H. [<

Skakgpere (see def.) + -ian. The surname
Shakspere has been variously written namely,

I think that the spirit of modern Shakspearianimi,
among readers, critics, and actors, is quite false to Shak-

speare, himself, because true to the traditions of our own
times. Contemporary Rev., XLX. 250.

Shaksperize (shak'sper-iz), v. [< Shakspere
(see Shaksperian) + -i:e.] I. trans. To bring
into special relation to Shakspere ; especially,
to imbue with the spirit of Shakspere.
Now, literature, philosophy, and thought are Shakespear-

ized. His mind is the horizon beyond which, at present,
we do not see. Emerson, Shakespeare or the Poet.

II. intraiis. To imitate Shakspere.
The English dramatic poets have Shakespearized now for

two hundred years. Emerson, Misc., p. 78.

[Bare in both uses.]
shaku (shak'o), n. [Jap., = Chinese chih, a

foot.] The Japanese foot, containing 10 tsuu or

inches, and equal to about llf English inches.

shakudo (shak'o-do'), n. [Jap., < Chinese ch'ih

t'ung, flesh-colored copper: shak& (= Chinese

ch'ih), red, flesh-colored; do (= Chinese tung),

copper.] A Japanese alloy of copper with
from one to ten per cent, of gold, much used
for ornamental metal-work. It has a bluish-black

patina produced by boiling in a solution of copper sul-

phate, alum, and verdigris, which removes some of the

copper and exposes a thin film of gold.

In addition to the castings, the repousse' work should be
mentioned ; . . . the inlaying of this kind of ware is some-
times of extraordinary delicacy and beauty. The dark blue
colour shown by a great number of smaller pieces is that
of the shakudo, composed of copper, and 3 or 4 per cent,
of gold. Workshop Receipts (3d ser.)> p. 28.

shaky (sha'ki), a. [< shake + -y
1
.] 1. Disposed

to shake or tremble
; shaking; unsteady: as, a

shaky hand. 2. Loosely put together; ready
to come to pieces. 3. Full of shakes or cracks

;

cracked, split, or cleft, as timber. 4. Feeble;
weak. [Colloq.]

I feel terribly shaky and dizzy ; . . . that blow of yours
must have come against me like a battering-ram.

George Eliot, Adam Bede, xxviii.

5. Wavering; undecided; uncertain: as, there
are a good many shaky voters in the district.

[Colloq.]
Four of the latter [delegation] are adverse, and several

others shaky. N. Y. Tribune, Jan. 21, 1858.

6. Of questionable integrity, solvency, or abil-

ity. [Colloq.]
Other circumstances now occurred, . . . which seemed

to show that our director was what is not to be found in

Johnson's '*
Dictionary

"
rather shaky.

Thackeray, Great Hoggarty Diamond, x.

Shalder 1
(shal'der), r. i. [Origin obscure ; cf.

shold, shout1
,
shelve2.] To give way; tumble

down. HalttweU.

Two hils, betwixt which it ran, did shalder, and so choke
vp his course.

Harrison, Descrip. of Britain, xv. (Holinshed's Chron., I.).

shalder- (shal'der), n. [Origin obscure.] 1.

A kind of slate. 2. A broad, flat rush. [Prov.
Eug. in both uses.] Halliwell.

shale 1
(shal), H. [Early mod. E. also shaile;

< ME. shale, schale, assibilated form of scale, <

shall

AS. sceale. a shell, husk, rind, scale : see scale*.

Cf. shale?.] A shell or husk.

I saugh him earien a wind-melle
Under a walshe-note shale.

Chaucer, House of Fame, 1. 1281.

Your fair show shall suck away their souls,

Leaving them but the shales and husks of men.
Shak., Hen. V., iv. 2. 18.

shale 1
(shal), v. t.; pret. and pp. shaled, ppr.

shalirtff. [E. dial, alsosheal, shcel; < ME. schaleii,

assibilated form of scaleti, scale, shell: see scale1
,

and cf. shell, v.] To take off the shell or coat of.

I have beene skaling of peascods.
Marston, The Fawne, iv.

shale2 (shal), n. [< G. schale, a scale, shell, husk,
a slice, a thin layer (schalen-gebirge, a mountain
formed of thin strata), = E. scale, shale: see

scale1
,
shale1

.] Clay, or argillaceous mate-

rial, which has a fissile structure, or which

splits readily into thin leaves. Shale differs from
slate in being decidedly less firmly consolidated ;

but there
is often a gradual passage of one into the other. Alum
shale. See alum. Bituminous shale. See bituminous.

Kinuneridge shale. See Kimmeridgian. Lorraine
shale, a local name in New York (Jefferson county) for

a shaly division of the Hudson River group. Niagara
shale, a division of the Niagara group, especially interest-

ing from its relation to the recession of Niagara Falls. It

is there a shaly rock, and it underlies a more compact lime-

stone, each division being at the present Falls about 80
feet thick. The shale wears away more rapidly than the

limestone, which is thus undermined and breaks off in

large fragments, greatly aiding the work of the water in

causing the recession of the Falls. Tarannpn shale, a

group of slates and shaly rocks forming a division of the

Upper Llandovery series in Wales, and from 1,000 to 1,500
feet in thickness. They were first described by Sedgwick
under the nun e of paste-rock, and have also been called the

pale slates. They are named from the river Tarannon, on
which (in Montgomeryshire, near Uauidloes) the group is

especially well-developed.

shaledt (shald), a. [< shale1 + -ed'2.] Having
a shale or shell.

Hasellnuts, . . . as good and thin shaled ware ourFil-
berds. Hakluyt's Voyages, I. 397.

shale-oil (shal'oil), n. The trade-name of a cer-

tain grade of naphtha.
shalkt, [ME., also schalk, < AS. sceale =
OS. scale = OFries. skalk, schalk = D. MLG.
schalk = OHG. scale, scalk, sealch, MHG. schale,

schalch, G. schalk = Icel. skdlkr = Sw. Dan.
skalk = Goth, skalks, a servant. Cf. It. scalco
= OF. escalque, < OHG. ;

see also seneschal and
marshal1

.] A servant; man.
He translated it into latyn for likyng to here ;

But he shope it so short that no shalke might
Haue knowlage by course how the case felle.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), L 72.

shall 1
(shal), originally v. t., now only auxiliary.

Pres. 1 shall, 2 shalt, 3 shall, pi. shall; imperf.
1 should, 2 shouldest or shouldst, 3 should, pi.
should. Shall has no participles, no imperative,
and no infinitive. [A defective verb, classed
with can, may, will, etc.: (1) Pres. 1st and 3d

pers. shall, also dial. (Sc.) sail, sal, < ME. shal,

sehal, schalle, schel, ssel, scheal,sceal, seal, also sal,

sel, seel, < AS. sceal; 2d pers. shalt, < ME. shalt,

schalt, ssalt, salt, < AS. scealt; pi. shall, < ME.
shul, shulcn, shullen, schulen, schullen, sholen,

sculeii, scullen, sulen, sullen, etc.. < AS. sculon,

sculuii, sceolon; (2) pret. 1st and 3d pers. should,
dial. (Sc.) suld, < ME. sholde, scholde, ssolde,

scolde, seulde, solde, < AS. scolde, sceolde; 2d

pers. shouldest, shouldst, < ME. schuldest, etc.
;

pi. should, < ME. sholden, scholden, ssolden, scol-

de, sitlden, etc., < AS. scoldon, sceoldon; inf.

ME. schulen, < AS. sculan; = OS. skal, seal (pret.
skulda, skolda, sculda, scolda, inf. skulan) =
OFries. skil, skel, schel (pret. skolde, inf. skila,

skela, schcla, sela) = D. zal (pret. zoude, inf.

zullen) = OHG. seal, seal, sal, sol (pret. scolta,

solta, inf. sculan, scolan, solan, suln), MHG. sol

(pret. solte, inf. scholn, soln), G. soil (pret. sollte,
inf. sollen) = Icel. skal (pi. skulum, pret. skyldi,

skyldu, inf. skulu) = Sw. skall (pret. skulle, inf.

skola) = Dan. skal (pret. skulde, inf. skulle) =
Goth, skal (pi. skulum, pret. skulda, inf. skulan) ;

a preterit-present verb, the AS. sceal, etc., be-

ing orig. pret., from Teut. -\/ skal, owe, be in

debt, be liable (whence also AS. scyld = D. G.
schuld = Sw. skuld, skull = Dan. skyld, fault,

debt, guilt); cf. Litli. skelu, I am indebted,
skilti, owe, be liable; L. scelus, guilt (> E. scel-

erate, scelerous, etc.); Skt. -\/ skhal, stumble.]
A.t As an independent transitive verb. To
owe

;
be indebted or under obligation for.

Lhord, ich ne habbe huer-of makt the yeldinge ; uoryef
me thet ich the ssel. Ayenbite o/Imcyt (E. E. T. S.), p. 115.

By that feith I shul to God and yow.
Chaucer, Troilus, iii. 1849.

Euerych cart[load of wool] y-seld in the town, to men
out of frauncbyse, shal to the kynge of custome an hal-

peny. English Gilds (E. E. T. S.\ p. 355.



shall

B. As an auxiliary. 1. Am (is, are, was, etc.)

obliged or compelled (to); will (or would) have

(to); must; ought (to): used with an infinitive

(without to) to express obligation, necessity, or

duty in connection with some act yet to be car-

ried out.

Men seyn that sche schalle so endure in that forme.

MandeviUe, Travels, p. 23.

For ye shul nat tarye,

Though in this toun is noon apotecarie,
I ahal myself to herbes techen yow.

Chaucer, Nun's Priest's Tale, L 127.

To folewe that lord we schuUen be fayn,
in what degree that euere we stood.

Hymns to Virgin, etc. (E. E. T. S.), p. 33.

This is a ferly thinge that thow hast seide, I sholde ven-

quyse myn enmyes in a litere. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), i. 93.

The baner of a kynge sholde not ben hidde, and namly
in bataile, but to be born in the forraest fronte.

Hferlin (E. E. T. S.), iii. 405.

I should report that which I say I saw,
But know not how to do it.

Shak., Macbeth, v. 6. 81.

To subdue or expell an usurper should be noe u njust en-

terprize nor wrongfull warre. Spenser, State of Ireland.

When Kings rise higher than they should, they exhale

Subjects higher than they would.
If. Ward, Simple Cobler, p. 49.

2. Am (is, are, was, etc.) to (dp something spe-
cified by the infinitive): forming verb-phrases
having the value of future and conditional

tenses, and usually (and properly enough)
called such, (a) Shall is used in direct assertion to
form the first persons singular and plural of the future
and future-perfect tenses, the second and third persons
in these tenses being formed by unit. In this connection
shall simply foretells or declares what is about to take
place : as, I shall go to town to-morrow ; we shall spend
the summer in Europe. The future tense of the verb go
thus becomes

I shall
)

Thou wilt vgo;
He mil )

We shall
)

You will fgo.
They will )

" The use of shall instead of will in the first person is proba-
bly due to the fact that the act thus announced as about
to take place ensues from the duty or obligation arising
outwardly but contemplated inwardly as proper, and con-

sequently as now about to take place in virtue of a tacit
act of the speaker's will. Should the will or resolution of
the speaker intervene, or be prominent in his mind, then
will would be the proper word to express the futurity of
the act: thus, 'I will go' means 'I am determined to go,
'

I have made up my mind to go.'
' I shall go home this

evening' announces a future event as settled by consid-
eration outside of the speaker's self ;

'

I will go home this

evening
'

announces a future event having both its cause
and its accomplishment in the speaker's own mind." (Dr.
Beard.) In indirect assertion shall may express mere fu-

turity in the second and third persons : as, he says that he
shall go ; he said that he should go : in these sentences
"he" refers to one and the same person, the one who
"says." If it referred to any other person, will would be
used and not shall.

That woman had to water her soup with her furtive
tears, to sit of nights behind hearts and spades, and brood
over her crushed hopes. If I contemplate that wretched
old Niobe much longer, I shall begin to pity her.

Thackeray, Philip, II. xiii.

"
Well, we shall all miss you quite as much as you will

miss us," said the master.
T. Hughes, Tom Brown at Kugby, ii. 8.

I shall stay and sleep in the church.

George Eliot, Eomola, xiv.

(6) In the second and third persons shall implies author-
ity or control on the part of the speaker, and is used to

express (1) promise : as, you shall receive your wages ; (2)
command : as, thou shall not steal ; (3) determination :

as, you shall go.

My glass shall not persuade me I am old,
So long as youth and thou are of one date.

Shak., Sonnets, xzii.

Ne'er stare nor put on wonder, for you must
Endure me, and you shall.

Beau, and Fl., Philaster, i. 1.

But she shall have him ; I will make her happy, if I
break her heart for it. Col-man, Jealous Wife, ii.

(4) Certainty or inevitability as regards the future.

And if I die, no man shall pity me [that is, it is certain
no man will pity me). Shak., Eich. III., v. 3. 201.

(c) Interrogatively, shall or will is used according as the
one or the other would be used in reply, and accordingly
'shall I go?' 'shall we go?' 'shall he go?' 'shall they go?'
ask for direction, or refer the matter to the determination
of the person asked that is, 'shall I go?' anticipates the
answer 'you shall go.'

Pan. But will you tell me ? Shall I marry ?

Trouil. Perhaps. Urquhart, tr. of Rabelais, iii. 36.

I was employ'd in passing to and fro,
About relieving of the sentinels :

Then how or which way should they first break in?

Shak., 1 Hen. VI.
,

ii. 1. 71.

(d) After conditionals, such as if or whether, and after
verbs expressing condition or supposition, shall expresses
simple futurity in all persons, the idea of restraint or
necessity involved originally in the word shall being ex-
cluded by the context thus :

(
I (or we) shall

v\ Thou shall, or you shall V say.
( He (or they) shall }

'
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// then we shall [that is, are to) shake off our slavish yoke,
Imp out our drooping country's broken wing,
Away with me! Shak., Rich. II., ii. 2. 291.

A man would be laugh'd at by most people who should
maintain that too much money could undo a nation.

B. Manderille, Fable of the Bees, p. 213.

That man would do a great and permanent service to
the ministry who should publish a catalogue of the books
in history . . .

Southey, Wesley, I. 309, note (quoted in F. Hall's False

[Philol., p. 49).

In the older writers, as for instance in the authorized
version of the Bible, shall was used of all three persons.

Whose wprcheth bi wil, wraththe maketh ofte;
I sigge hit bi thi-seluen, thou schalt hit sone fyude.

Piers Plowman (A), iv. 57.

Lord, howe je vs lere,
Full wele we take rewarde,
And certis we schall not rest.

York Plays, p. 152.

The London fleet of twenty sail (whose admiral shall be
Captain Philpot, a Kentish man, who heretofore fought a
duel between the two armies in the Low Countries), being
all ready, have this fortnight been suing for their despatch.

Court and Times of Charles I., I. 161.

filmll, like other auxiliaries, is often used with an ellipsis
of the following infinitive.

Men dreme of thing that nevere was ne shal.

Chaucer, Nun's Priest's Tale, L 274.

It shall [so. go] to the barber's with your beard.

Shak., Hamlet, ii. 2. 521.

From the Devil they came, and to the Devil they shall

[so. assuredly go]. Baker, Chronicles, p. 58.

You have not pushed these diseased neither with side
nor shoulder, but have rather strewed their way into the
Palace with flowers, as you should.

Bunyan, Pilgrim's Progress, ii.

3. The past tense should, besides the uses in
which it is merely the preterit of shall, as above,
has acquired some peculiar uses of its own. in
some of these uses should represents the past subjunctive,
not the past indicative. It is not used to express simple
past futurity, except in indirect speech : as, I said I should
[was to] go ;

I arranged that he should [was to] go. Should
is often used to give a modest or diffident tone to a state-

ment, or to soften a statement from motives of delicacy or
politeness : thus,

'
I should not like to say how many there

are
'

is much the same as '

I hardly like,' or 'I do not like,'
etc. Similarly, 'it sluwlil seem '

Is often nearly the same
as 'it seems.'

Be is no suitor then ? So it should seem.
B. Jonson.

Should was formerly sometimes used where we should
now use might.

The scribisand Pharisees aspiedenhym that theischulden
fynde cause whereof thei schulden accuse hym.

Wycftf, Luke vi. 7.

The distinctions in the uses of shall and will and of
should and would are often so subtle, and depend so much
upon the context or upon subjective conditions, that they
are frequently missed by inaccurate speakers and writers,
and often even by writers of the highest rank. There is a

tendency in colloquial English to the exclusive use of mil
and (except after a conditional word) would. See icilli.

Ceesar should [would] be a beast without a heart
If he should stay at home to-day for fear.

Shalt., J. C., ii. 2. 42.

I will win for him an I can ; if not, I wOl [shall] gain
nothing but my shame and the odd hits.

Shak., Hamlet, v. 2. 183.

Nay, if you find fault with it, they shall [will] whisper,
tho I did not like it before ; I'll ha' no body wiser than
myself. Wycherley, Gentleman Dancing-Master, Iv. 1.

=Syn. Ought, Should. See oughts.
shall2

(shal), n. [Ar.] An African siluroid fish
of the genus Synodontis; specifically, S. schalot
the Nile, a kind of catfish with a small mouth,
long movable teeth in the lower jaw, a nuchal
buckler, and six barbels. Also schal.

shall! (shal'i), n. [Also challi, challis; appar.
same as Anglo-Ind. shalee, shaloo, < Hind.
sdlu, a soft twilled cotton stuff of a Turkey-red
color.] A red or otherwise colored cotton stuff
or piece-goods of soft texture, made in India,
and much worn by the poorer natives. The later
and finer shallis of England and France seem to be modi-
fications of the Indian fabric.

A large investment of piece-goods, especially of the
coarse ones, Byrampauts, chelloes, and others, for the
Guinea market. Grose, Voyage to the East Indies, I. 99.

shallon (shal'on), n. [Amer. Ind. (reported in
this form by Lewis and Clarke) ;

cf . salal-berry.'}
The salal-berry, Gaultheria Shallon.

shalloon (sha-lon'), n. [< ME. chalon, chaloun,
a coverlet (see ehalon) (= Sp. chalon, chalun =
MHG. schaliine, G. schalun, shalloon), < OF.
chalons (cf. F. ras de Chdlotis, Chalons cloth),
so called from Chalons, F. ClulIons-sur-Marne,
a town in France, < L. Catalauni, a tribe that
lived in the neighborhood. For similar cloth-
names of local origin, see cambric, muslin,
worsted-, etc.] A light woolen stuff used for
the linings of coats and for women's dresses.

Shalloon, a sort of woolen stuff, chiefly used for the lin-

ings of coats, and so call'd from Chalons, a city of France,
where it was first made. E. Phillips, 170fi.

shallow

In addition to the woollen fabrics, shalloons, caliman-
coes, and tammies were made in considerable numbers in

this town and neighborhood [of Colne].

Baines, Hist. Lancashire, II. 30.

Shallop (shal'op), n. [= G. schaluppe, < OF.
chaluppe = Sp. Pg. clialupa = It. scialnppa, a

shallop; origin unknown, but prob. Amer. or
E. Ind. Cf. sloop.] A light boat or vessel, with
or without a mast or masts

;
a sloop.

A little bote lay hoving her before ; . . .

Into the same shee lept, and with the ore
Did thrust the shallop from the floting strand.

Spenser, F. Q., III. vii. 27.

A shallop of one Henry Way of Dorchester having been
missing all the winter, it was found that the men in her,
being five, were all killed treacherously by the eastern
Indians. Winthrop, Hist. New England, I. 95.

shallot (sha-lof), n. [Also schallot, and for-

merly shalot, schalote, chalot, eschalot (= D.

sjalot = G. scltalotte = Sw. sclialott = Dan.
skalot) ;

< OF. eschalote, esvlialotte, F. Schalote,
an altered form, simulating a dim. term., of
OF. eschalone, escalogne, escalone, whence E.
scallion: see scallion.'] A vegetable of the onion
kind, Allium Ascalonicum, native in Syria, and
elsewhere cultivated ; the scallion or cibol. The
bulb forms bulblets or cloves in the axils of the scales,
like the garlic and rocambole. The shallot is considered
milder than the onion, and is used in cookery and esteemed
for pickles.

Insipid taste, old friend, to them who Paris know.
Where rocombole, shallot, and the rank garlic grow.

W. King, Art of Cookery, 1. 336.

shallow 1
(shal'6), a. and n. [< ME. shalow, sclial-

owe, shallow, prob. lit. 'sloping, shelving,' for

"schelowe, < AS. *seeolh (in comp. scelg-, sceol-,

seal-, scyl-), sloping, oblique, squint (found only
in comp. scelff-egede, sceol-egede, scul-egede, scyl-

egede, scyl-cdgede, sceol-ege, sceol-ige, squint-
eyed), = MD. schelwe, ssheel, D. scheel = MLG.
schel = OHG. scelah (scelh-, scelaw-), MHG.
schelch, schel (schelh-, schelw-), G. scheel, slop-
ing, crooked, squint, = Icel. skjdlgr, oblique,
wry, squint (as a noun, applied to the crescent

moon, to a fish, and as a nickname of a person),= Sw. dial, skjalg, oblique, wry, crooked (not
found in Goth. ) ; perhaps, with a formative gut-
tural, from a base *skel = Gr. am^tof, crooked,
wry, akin to oKa'Jiqvoe, uneven, scalene, anc/Mf,
crook-legged: see scoliosis, scalene. The sense
'shallow' appears only in E. The E. forms
are somewhat irregular, the ME. forms shaloic,
schalowe being associated with other forms of
Scand. origin, schald, schold, etc., early mod.
E. shold, E. shoal, Sc. shaul, shallow, which, to-

gether with the related verbs shail1 and shelve2
,

exhibit variations of the vowel, as well as ter-

minal variations due to the orig. guttural. See

shoali, sliaiP-, shelve2
, shelf

2
.] \ o . j. Not

deep; of little depth: as, a shallow brook; a
shallow place ;

a shallow vessel or dish.

Deep sounds make lesser noise than shallow fords.

Shak., Lucrece, 1. 1329.

Shallow water, crisp with ice nine months of the year, is

fatal to the race of worms. Nodes Ambrosianse, Feb., 1832.

2. Not deep intellectually ; superficial : as, a
shallow person ;

a shallow mind.

My wit 's too shallow for the least Designe
Of thy drad Counsails sacred, and divine.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, i. 7.

In my shallow Apprehension your Grace might stand
more firm without an Anchor. Howell, Letters, I. iv. 18.

Shallow ground, land with gold near the surface. [Min-
ing slang, Australia.]

II. . A place where the water is not deep;
a shoal ;

a shelf
;
a flat

;
a bank.

There is a tide in the affairs of men
Which, taken at the flood, leads on to fortune ;

Omitted, all the voyage of their life

Is bound in shallows and in miseries.

Shak., J. C.,iv. 3.221.

Thou hast left Life's shallows,
And dost possess the deep.

Lowell, A Requiem.

shallow1
(shal'6), v. [< shallow^, a. Cf. shoal1

,

v., and shelve2 , v.) I. trans. To make shallow;
decrease the depth of.

In long process of time, the silt and sands shall . . .

choke and shallow the sea in and about it [Venice].
Sir T. Browne, Misc. Tracts, xii.

That thought alone thy state impairs,
Thy lofty sinks, and shallows thy profound.

Young, Night Thoughts, ix.

II. intrans. To become shallow; decrease in

depth : as, the water shallows rapidly as one

approaches the bar.

The involution is regular, being deepest in the centre,
and shalloiving in all directions towards the edge.

Micros. Set., N. S., XXX. 524.

Shallow2 (shal'6), n. [Cf . shallow^.] The rudd,
a fish. [Local, Eng.]



shallow

The rudd, or red-eye, is the shallow of the Cam.

Yarrell, Hist. British Fishes. (Latham.)

shallow-brained (shal'6-brand), a. Of no

depth of intellect; empty-headed.
To this effect the policie of playes is verie necessarie,

however some shallow-brayned censurers (not the deepest

serchers into the secrets of gouemment) mightily op-

pugne them. Nashe, Pierce Penilesse, p. 59.

shallow-hearted (shal'6-har"ted), a. Incapa-
ble of deep or strong feeling or affection.

Ye sanguine, shallow-hearted boys !

Shak., Tit. And., iv. 2. 97.

Shallowling (shal'o-ling), n. [< shallow* +
-ling

1
.] A shallow or silly person.

Can Wee suppose that any Shallmvling
Can flnde much Good in oft-Tobacconing?

Sylvester, Tobacco Battered.

shallowly (shal'o-li), adv. In a shallow man-

ner; with little 'depth; superficially; without

depth of thought or judgment ;
not wisely.

Most shallowly did you these arms commence.
Shak., 2 Hen. IV., iv. 2. 118.

shallowness (shal'o-nes), n. The character of

being shallow; lack of depth or profundity,
either literally or figuratively; superficiality:

as, the shallowness of a river; shallowness of

mind or wit.

shallow-pated (shal'6-pa'ted), a. Of weak

mind; silly.

Some shallow-pated Puritan, in reading this, will shoot

his Bolt, and presently cry me up to have a Pope in my
Belly. Howell, Letters, iv. 36.

,ri-shal"i), adv. [An accom.
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They find themselves fooled and shammed into a con-

viction. Sir K. L'Estrange.

Law. Why, I'm sure you joked upon me, and shammed
me all night long.
Man. Shammed! prithee what barbarous law-term is

Free. Shamming is telling you an insipid dull Lie with

a dull Face, etc. [see this quotation under sham, n., 2).

Wyeherley, Plain Dealer, iii. 1.

2f. To obtrude by fraud or imposition.

We must have a care that we do not . . . sham fallacies

upon the world for current reason. Sir R. L'Estrange.

3. To make a pretense of in order to deceive;

feign ;
imitate : as, to sham illness.

But pray, why does your master pass only for ensign?

now if he had shamm'd general indeed.

Sheridan, The Rivals, i. 1.

TO Sham Abraham, to pretend to be an Abraham-man ;

hence as used by seamen, to pretend illness in order to

avoid doing duty in the ship, etc. See Abraham-man.

II. intrans. To pretend; make false pretenses;

pretend to be, do, etc., what one is not, does

not, does not mean, etc.

Then all your Wits that fleer and sham,
Down from Don Quixote to Tom Tram.

Prior, To Fleetwood Shepherd.

Heshammed ill, and his death was given publicly out in

the French papers. Scott, Rob Roy, xxxvn.

sham-Abraham (sham'a'bra-ham), a. Pre-

tended; mock; sham. See to sham Abraham,
under sham, v. t.

I own I laugh at over-righteous men,
I own I shake my sides at ranters,

And treat sham Abr'am saints with wicked banters.

flood, Ode to Rae Wilson.

shall If marking hesitation ;
now by variation

Same as T

shame

in which butchers expose meat for sale
; hence,

a flesh- or meat-market.

Whatsoever is sold in the shambles, that eat.

1 Cor. x. 25.

Many there are of the same wretched Kind,
Whom their despairing Creditors may find

Lurking in Shambles; where with borrow'd Coin

They buy choice Meats.

Congreve, tr. of Juvenal's Satires, xi.

4. pi. A slaughter-house ; a place of butchery :

sometimes treated as a singular.

Far be the thought of this from Henry's heart,

To make a shambles of the parliament-house !

Shak.,SHea. VI., i. 1.71.

I will therefore leaue their shambles, and . . . will vis-

ite their holies and holy places.
Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 844.

Straightway Virginius led the maid a little space aside,

To where the reeking shambles stood, piled up with horn

and hide. Macaulay, Virginia, 1. 148.

5f. In mining. See shammel, 2. Clerk of the

market and shambles. See clerk.

shamble 1 (sham'bl), v. t.
; pret. and pp. sham-

bled, ppr. shambling. [< shamble1, re.] To

slaughter; destine to the shambles. [Kare.]

Must they die, and die in vain,

Like a flock of shambled sheep?
The Century, XXXVIII. 730.

shamble2 (sham'bl), v. i. ; pret. and pp. sham-

bled, ppr. shambling. [An assibilated form of

scamble. ] To walk awkwardly and unsteadily,

as if with weak knees.

Such was the appearance of Ichabod and his steed, as

they shambled out of the gate of Hans Van Ripper.
Irving, Sketch-Book, p. 437.

shamble2 (sham'bl), n. [< shamble?, v.] A sham-

bling walk r-

stride half sliamble, went out of the Raleigh, and disap-

peared. J. E. Cooke, Virginia Comedians, I. xviii.

Obsolete variants of

shalott, shalotet, Obsolete forms of shallot.

Shalt (shalt). The second person singular of

shall1 .

shaltowt. A Middle English reduction of shalt

than.

Shaly (sha'li), a. [< shaW + -y
1
.] Pertaining

to, containing, or of the nature of shale; re-

sembling shale : as, a shaly soil.

Sham (sham), n. and a. [A dial, form of shame

(like shack tor shake, tak for take, etc.). The
noun depends in part on the verb (see sham, .).

It came into general literary use, in the later

senses, in the last quarter of the 17th century,
as if apiece of slang.] I. n. 1. Shame; dis-

grace; fault. [Prov. Eng.] 2. A trick put

upon one; a trick or device that deludes or

disappoints expectation; fraud; imposture;
make-believe; humbug: as, an age of shams.

Two young gent, that heard S'. H. tell this sham so

gravely rode the next day to St. Alban's to enquire ;
come-

ing there, nobody had heard of any such thing, 'twas al-

together false. Aubrey, Lives, Henry Blount.

Shamming is telling you an insipid dull Lie with a dull

Face, which the sly Wag the Author only laughs at him-

self ; and, making himself believe 'tis a good Jest, puts the

Sham only upon himself. Wyeherley, Plain Dealer, iii. 1.

That Sham is too gross to pass on me.

Congreve, Way of the World, v. 10.

the

and .^r, Hin,

professor or priest of Shamanism ;
a wizard or pace or gait.

conjurer among those who profess Shamamsm.
ich old

The connexion of the shamans or sorcerers with fetish-

ail'* magic costume to contain spirits helpful to their

owner in his magic craft.

E. B.

Dryden, Spanish Friar, i. 2.

shambling (sham'bling), p. a. Characterized

by an awkward, irregular, clumsy, weak-kneed
motion or gait: as, a shambling trot; sham-

II. a. Relating to Shamanism.
Shamanic (sha-man'ik), a. [< Shaman + -ic.~\

Of or pertaining to Shamans or Shamanism.

Shamanism (sham'an-izm), n. [< Shaman +
-ism.'] A general name applied to the idola-

trous religions of a number of barbarous na-

tions, comprehending those of the Finnish race,

as the Ostiaks, Samoyeds, and other inhabi-

tants of Siberia as far as the Pacific Ocean.
These nations generally believe in a Supreme Being, but

to this they add the belief that the government of the

world is in the hands of a number of secondary gods both

benevolent and malevolent toward man, and that it is

absolutely necessary to propitiate them by magic rites

and spells. The general belief respecting another life

appears to be that the condition of man will be poorer
and jnore wretched than the present ;

hence death is re-

garded with great dread.

The earliest religion of Accad was a Shamamsm resem-

bling that of the Siberian or Samoyed tribes of to-day.

Encyc. Brit., III. 192.

Shamanist (sham'an-ist), n. [< Shaman + -isf.]

A believer in Shamanism.
lie (sham-a-nis'tik), a. [< Shaman-

, shambling youth.
Lamb, Christ's Hospital.

'bro), n. [Origin <

ship or caravel, with two or three masts. Berry.

shame (sham), n. [< ME. shame, schame,

comp.) = MLG. schame

= OHG. scama, MHG. schame, scham, G. scham,

shame,= Icel. *fcomm(staw-),shame.a wound,
= Sw. Dan. skam, shame ;

akin to AS. sceand,

second, scand, scond = D. G. schande = Goth.

skanda, shame, disgrace (see shand), and per-

haps to Skt. / kshan, wound: see scathe, etc.

Cf. s/jam,orig. adial. formof sfeaie.] 1. Apain-
ful feeling or sense of degradation excited by
a consciousness of having done something un-

i own previous idea of one's ex-

cellence
;

also, a peculiar painful feeling or

sense of being in a situation offensive to de-

bring contempt upon the per-

undre a Palme Tree, sc!

a child.

You put upon me, when I first came to Town, about

being orderly, and the Doctrine of wearing Shams, to make
Linen last clean a Fortnight. Steele, Conscious Lovers, i. 1.

(6) A false pillow-cover ;
a pillow-sham, (c) A strip of fine

linen, often embroidered, put under the upper edge of the

bed-coverings and turned over, as if forming the upper end

of the sheet, (a) pi. Gaiters. [Local, Eng.]

II. a. False; counterfeit; pretended: as, a

sham fight.

The Discovery of your Sham Addresses to her, to con-

ceal your Love to her Heice, has provok'd this Separation.

Vongreve, Way of the World, i. 1.

The other two packets he carried with him to Halifax,

where he stayed some time to exercise the men in sham
attacks upon sham forts. B. Franklin, Autobiog., p. 257.

Sham answer, sham defense, sham plea, in law, a

pleading so clearly false in fact as to present no substan-

tial issue. The phrase is commonly taken to imply a

pleading formally sufficient, and interposed for the mere

purpose of delay. = Byn. Mock, spurious, make-believe,

sham (sham), v. ; pret. and pp. shammed, ppr.

shamming. [< sham, n.
; orig. a var of shame,

>.] I. trans. 1. To deceive; trick; cheat; de-

lude with false pretenses.

ir J. Lubbock, Orig. of Civilisation, p. 225.

shamble1 (sham'bl), n. [Early mod. E. also

shammel, shamell; < ME. schambylle, earlier

shamel, schamel, schamil, schamylle, scheomel, a

butchers' bench or stall, orig. a stool, < AS.

scamol, scamel, sceamul, a stool (fot-scamel, a

footstool), = OS. scamel, scamil, stool (fot-sca-

mel, a footstool), = OHG. scamal, scamil, MHG.
schemel, schamel, G. schamel, schemel = Icel. ske-

mill = Dan. skammel, a footstool, = OF. scamel,

eschamel, < L. scamellum, a little bench or stool;

cf. scabellum, a footstool (> It. sgabello, a joint-

stool, = F. eseabeau, escabelle, a stool) ; dim. of

scamnum, a step; cf. L. scapns, a shaft, stem,

stalk, Gr. aKt/vreiv, prop, etc. : see scape
2

, scep-

ter, shaft
1
.] If. A footstool.

Vor thi alle the halewen makeden of al the worlde ase

ane scheomel to hore uet [feet]. Ancren Riwle, p. 166.

2. A bench ; especially, a bench or stall in a

market on which goods are exposed for sale.

Specifically 3. pi. The tables or stalls on or

...in that sche had childed
ret schame that sche hadde
Mandeville, Travels, p. 133.

In all humility,
And with no little shame, I ask your pardons.

Fletcher and Rowley, Maid in the Mill, i. 2.

Shame ... is an uneasiness of the mind upon the

thought of having done something which is indecent, or

will lessen the valued esteem which others have for us.

Locke, Human Understanding, II. xx. 17.

2. Tendency to feel distress at any breach

of decorum or decency, especially at any un-

seemly exposure of one's person.

My purpos hathe ben longe my hert thus to chast,

And til this yeres day y ne durst for schame.

Political Poems, etc. (ed. Furnivall), p. 39.

When a woman shall be inflamed with ire, the man
ought to suffer her, and after the flame is somewhat

_ jleaue the house with yels.

Guevara, Letters (tr. by Hellowes, 1577), p. 305.

Have you no modesty, no maiden shame,
No touch of bashfulness?

Shak., M. N. D., iii. 2. 285.

3. A thing or person to be ashamed of ;
that

which brings or is a source or cause of con-
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tempt, ignominy, or reproach; a disgrace or for if he once glue him selfe to hourd, . . . he shall euery
dishonor JaJ' '"" into a thousand enils, shames, and confusions.

Why. thou shame of women, Guevara, Letters (tr. by Hellowes, 1577), p. 250.

Whose folly or whose impudence is greater The rose with its sweet, shamefaced look.

Is doubtful to determine ! W. Mothermll, Certain Pleasant Verses.
Fletcher (and another), Love's Cure, iv. i

shamefacedly (sham'fast-li), adr. Bashfully ;

And then eleven great Stars thought it no shame with excessive modesty.
. [A cor-

To crouch before me who admired them. qha.mpfarpr]np<! ( nam'ffist
J. Beaumont, Psyche, i. ill.

snameiacei s (sn,

It isn't for want of cleverness he looks like a poor man,
Miss Lyon. I've left off speaking, else I should say it 's a
sin and a shame. George Eliot, Felix Holt, xxii.

4. Grossly injurious or ignominious treatment
or acts ; ignominy ; disgrace ;

dishonor ; deri-

sion; contempt; contumely.
Whenne he to his lorde come,
The lettre sone he hym nome,
And sayde. Alle gose to schoine !

And went his way.
MS. Lincoln, A. i. 17, f. 130. (UaUiwdl.)

Many shames that the lues hym diden ; and after that
he suffred bitter deth tor vs upon the crosse.

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), i. 59.

God geve yow bothe on shames deth to dyeu.
Chaucer, Merchant's Tale, 1. 1133.

Ye have borne the shame of the heathen.
r./i-k. xxxvi. 6.

I think the echoes of his shames have deaf'd
The ears of heavenly justice.

Fletcher (and another), Two Noble Kinsmen, i. 2.

5. The parts of the body which modesty re-

quires to be covered.

ruption of shamefastness, q. v.]
excess of modestv.

Bashfulness ;

shammy
shameless, < sceamu, scanni, shame,+ -Iran, E. -less.'] 1. Having no shame

;
lack-

ing in modesty ; immodest ; impudent ; auda-
cious

;
insensible to disgrace.

Thanne Mede for here mysdedes to that man kneled,
And shroue hire of hire shrewednesse shamelees, I trowe.

Piers Plowman (li). in. -14.

To tell thee whence thou earnest, of whom derived,
Were shame enough to shame thee, wert thou not shame-

lest. Shale., 3 Hen. VI., i. 4. 120.

2. Done without shame
; indicating or charac-

terized by lack of shame : as, a shameless dis-

regard of honesty.
The shameless denial hereof by some of their friends,

and the more shameless justification by some of their flat-

terers, makes it needful to exemplify. Jialeiyh.
= Syn. 1. Unblushing, brazen

; profligate, reprobate, aban-
doned, incorrigible.

est; bashful. [Obs"oleteTr archaic*: see 8/mme- shamelessly (sham'les-li), adc. In a shameless

faced, the form now usual.] manner; without shame
; impudently.

ShamefaM she was in mayden's shamefastnesse.
ShameleSSneSS (sham'les-nes), ,,. The state

Chaucer Doctor's Tale 1 55
or Character of being shameless; utter want ot

It is a lamentable thing to see, that a mother shal send
*hame

'
.

lack
,

of sensibility to disgrace or dis-

her sonne to the house of a Gentleman, clad, shod, shame- honor
; impudence.

fast, honest, solitarie, well manered, and deuoute, and at shamelyt (sham'li), ode. [ME. schamvli, schonu-
the yeares end the poore young man shall retume ragged, /,/, schameliche, schomeliclie, < AS. sceamlic (=

The embarrassed look of shy distress,
And maidenly shamefacediiess.

Wordsworth, To a Highland Girl.

shamefast (sham'fast), a. [< ME. sltumi-fnxt,

sehamefast, schamfast, sceomefest, < AS. sceam-

feest, scamfeest, modest, lit. 'firm' or 'fast in

shame,' i. e. modesty, < sceamu, scamit, shame,+ feest, fast, firm : see shame and fart1
.] Mod-

bare legged, dissolute, .

"

. and a quareller.
Guevara, Letters (tr. by Hellowes, 1577), p. 151.

I'll not meddle with it [conscience] : ... 'tis a blush-
ing shamefast [nhamefae'd in f. 1823] spirit that mutinies
in a man's bosom. Shot., Hich. III., i. 4. 142.

Thy nakedness shall be uncovered, yea, thy shame shall shamefastneSS (sham'fast-nes), . [Early mod.
be seen.

"

Isa. xlvii. 8.

For shame! an interjectional phrase, signifying 'you
should be ashamed !

' ' shame on you !

'

For shame now ; here is some one coming.
Sheridan, The Rivals, ii. 2.

To put to shame, to cause to feel shame
;
inflict shame,

disgrace, or dishonor on.

Seeing they crucify to themselves the Son of Ood afresh,
and put him to an open shame. Heb. vi. 8.

= Syn. 1. Mortification. 4, Opprobrium, odium, oblo-
quy, scandal.

shame (sham), v.; pret. and pp. shamed, ppr.
shaming. [< ME. shamen, schamen, schamieii,
schomien, scheomien, seomien, < AS. sccamian,
seamian, sceomian, scomian, intr. be ashamed,
tr. (refl.) make ashamed, = OS. seamian = D.
schameii = OHG. seamen, scamon, MHG. scha-

men, G. schamen = Icel. xlcamma = Sw. skdmma
= Dan. skamme = Goth, skaman, refl., make
ashamed; from the noun. Ci.ashamc, ashamed.]
1. intrants. To be or feel ashamed.
And the! seyn that God made Adam and Eve all naked,

and that no man scholde shame that is of kyndely nature.

Mandeville, Travels, p. 178.

I do shame
To think of what a noble strain you are,
And of how coward a spirit.

Shalt., Pericles, iv. 3. 23.

Art thou a man ? and sham'st thou not to beg ?

B. Jonson, Every Man in his Humour, ii. 3.

II. trans. If. To be ashamed of.

For who so schameth me and my wordis, mannus sone
schal schame hym, whanne he cometh in his maieste and
of the fadris, and of the hooli aungels.

Wyclif, Luke ix. 26.

2. To make ashamed; cause to blush or to
feel degraded, dishonored, or disgraced.
Shame enough to shame thee, wort thou not shameless.

Shale., 3 Hen. VI., i. 4. 120.

Who shames a scribbler? break one cobweb through,He spins the slight, self.pleasing thread anew.

OHG. scamalih, MHG. xehamelieli, schemelich =
Sw. skamlig = Dan. skammelig), shameful, <

sceamu, shame, + -lie, E. -fy
2
.] Shamefully.

Bot, I trow, ful tyd, ouer-tau that he [Jonah] were,
So that schmnelit to schort he schote of his ame.

Alliterative Poems (E. E. T. S.), iiL 128.

... Callous or insen-
sible to shame.

E. also shamfastnes ; < ME. shamefastnessi; , .,
,

schameffutnessc ; < shame + fasti + .,.] Shame-proof (sham prof), a.

Modesty; bashfulness; shamefacedness.
solete or archaic.]

And ye, sir clerk, let be your shamefastiiesse.
Chaucer, Gen. ProL to C. T.,

To blush with a genuine shamefastness.
E. H. Plumptre, Sophocles, xxxiii.

shame-flower (sham'flou'^r), n. Same as
blush u-ort.

shameful (sham 'ful), a. [< ME. schamfiil,

. 840.

King. They will shame us ; let them not approach.
Knit. We are shame-proof, my lord.

Shale., L. L. L., v. 2. 518.

shamer (sha'mer), n. [< shame + -fri.] One
who or that which makes ashamed.

My means and my conditions are no shamers
Of him that owes 'em, all the world knows that,
And my friends no reliers on my fortunes.

Fletcher, Tamer Tamed, L 3.

schemneful (= Sw. skamfull = Dan. skamfuM), shameragt, . An obsolete form ot shamrock.
modest; < shame + -ful.] If. Modest; shame- shame-reel (sham'rel), n. In some parts of
faced. Scotland, the first reel or dance after the cele-

bration of a marriage. It was performed by
the brjde aj]d begt mftn an(j thg bridegroom
aud best maid. Jamiesoii.

"tamevoust,a [ME., irreg. < shame + -evous

bounteous, plenteous.-]

\Vhri rhi he would have hid
His shamefull head. Spenser, . Q., III. v. 18.

For certain, sir, his bashfulness undoes him,
For from his cradle he had a shameful face.

fletcher (and another), Queen of Corinth, iv. 1.

2f. Full of shame
; tinged or permeated with

a feeling of shame.

Shameful reflections on all our past behaviours.
C. Mather, Mag. Chris., iv. 7.

3. That brings or ought to bring or put to shammatha (sha-ma'tha), n. [< Heb. sham-
shame; disgraceful; scandalous: as, shameful mdtha'.'] The highest degree of excommunica-

tion among the ancient Jews, consisting in final

yff atwlx8t his handi9 he hym haue m
He wold make hym ende, and shameuous deth dight !

Rom. of Partenay (E. E. T. S.), 1. 3444.

conduct.
And Phii-bus, flying so most shamefull sight,
His blushing face in foggy cloud implyes.
And hydes for shame. Spenser, F. Q., I. vi. 6.

Who submitted himselfe to a death in itselfe bitter,
before men shamefull, and of God accursed.

Purchat, Pilgrimage, p. 32.

A change so shameful, say, what cause has wrought?
Pope, niad, xiii. 147.

Shameful reel. Same as shame-reel. [Scotland.]
'

"Win up, win up, now bride," he says,
"And dance a shamefu' reel."

Sweet Willie and Fair Jlaisry (Child's Ballads, II. 338).

exclusion from the Jewish church for life.

shammelt (shain'el), n. 1. An obsolete form
ot shamble 1

. Specifically 2. In mining, a stage
or shelf-like arrangement of boards, or a plat
cut in the rocks, upon which the ore was shov-
eled by the miner in the ancient method of

working a mine, "cast after cast
;

" as it was
called. The shammels were about six feet apart.
Also called shamble. [Cornwall, Eng.]

If the lode was wide and the walls of it and the adjoin-

3. To cover with reproach or ignominy ; dis-

grace.
Alle tho that ben of his kyn, or pretenden hem to ben

his Frendes, and thei come not to that Feste, thei ben re-
preved for evere and schamed, and maken gret doel.

Mandeville, Travels, p. 202.

Thou hast in a few days of thy short reign,
In over-weening pride, riot, and lusts
Sham'd noble Dioclesian and his gift.

Fletcher (and another T), Prophetess, v. 1.

4. To force or drive by shame.
In female breasts did sense and merit rule,
The lover's mind would ask no better school ;

Shamed into sense, the scholars of our eyes,
Our beaux from gallantry would soon be wise.

Sheridan, The Rivals, Epil.

5f. To shun through shame.
My master sad for why, he shames the court
Is fled away. Greene, James IV., v. 6. (Davies.)

6f. To mock at
; deride

; treat with contumely
or contempt.

ing country very hard, solid ground, it was in such case
more easy for them to make shammels or stages, with such
timber, Ac., as was cheapest and nearest at hand. Pryce.

Pope, Prol. to Satires, 1. 89.
shamef'ullyTsham'ful-i), adv. [< ME. 'scham- shammelt (sham'el), f. i. [< shammel, .] In

= Syn. 3. Dishonorable, disreputable, outrageous, villain-

ous, heinous, nefarious.

fully, ssamvolliehe ; < shameful + -ty
2
.] In a

shameful manner; with indignity or indecency ;

disgracefully.
But thou in clumsy verse, unlicked, unpointed,
Hast shamefully defied the Lord's anointed.

Dryden, Abs. and Achit, ii. 503.

shamefulness (sham'ful-nes), n. [< ME. schame-
fulnes; < shameful + -ness.'] If. Modesty; dif-

fidence.

mining, to work a mine by throwing the mate-
rial excavated on to a shammel (which see) in
the "cast after cast" method, which was the
usual way before the art of regular mining by
means of shafts and leads had been introduced.

[Cornwall, Eng.]
This, with streaming, I take to be the plain simple state

of mining in general three centuries ago, and from hence
is derived the custom of shammelingboth above and under
ground at this time. Pryce.

To suche as shall see it to be oner presumptuous, let shammer (sham'er), n. [< sham + -erl.] One
them lay the fault Upon your honour, whiche did first n-hr, U>. ,,,,< an Imnnatnr- a HOT" a ti-inlruta>-
write unto me, and riot on me, that do aunswere with

W " ' an imPostor >
a llar

>
a trickster.

shamefulnesse. I shou'd make the worst Shammer in England ; I must
Guevara, Letters (tr. by Hellowes, 1577), p. 75. always deal ingenuously. Wycherley, Plain Dealer, iii. 1.

2. Shameful character; disgracefulness. 3. shammisht (sham'ish), a. [< sham + -wfti.]

Shame; disgrace. Deceitful.

The overture was very shammish.

Roger North, Exam en, p. 100. (Davies.)

shammockt (sham'ok), r. i. [Origin obscure.]
To idle; loaf; lounge.
Pox take you both for a couple of shammocldng rascals :

. . . you broke my tavern, and that broke my heart.

Tom Brown, Works, II. 184. (Davies.)

The king debated with himself
If Arthur were the child of shamefulness,
Or born the son of Gorlois.

Tennyson, Coming of Arthur.

Ye have shamed the counsel of the poor.

=Syn. 2. To mortify, humiliate, abash.
shamefaced (sham'fast), a. [A corruption of shameless (sham'les), a.

shamefast, simulating face: see shamefast.'] shamelees, schameles, schomeles, schomeleas,< AS. shammy (sham'i), .; pi. shammies (-iz). [Also
Modest; bashful: originally shamefast. sceamleds, scamleds (= D. schaamteloos = MLG. xhaiuoy; formerly shamoig, shamoys, cliamoix, <

Men shamefaced and of noble mindes haue greate cause schamelos = OHG. scamalos, MHG. schamelos, F. chamois: see chamois.] 1. Same as cha-
to beware that they begin not to hourd or laye vp mony : G. schamlos = Icel. skammlauss = Sw. Dan. mois, 2.

Ps. xiv. 8. shamelt, shamellt, . Obsolete forms of gliam-

[< ME. shameles,



shammy
Love thy brave man of war, and let thy bounty
Clap him in shamoit.

Beau, and Fl., Scornful Lady, ii.

The day after to-morrow we go in cavalcade with the

Duchess of Richmond to her audience ; I have got my
cravat and shammy shoes.

//. Walpole, To Gen. Conway, Jan. 12, 1766.

2. A bag of chamois leather in which miners

keep their gold-dust. [Australia.]

shamoyt, n. An obsolete form of sliammi/,

shamoy (sham'oi), r. t. [_< shamoy, n.] To pre-

pare (leather) by working oil into the skin in-

stead of the astringent or ammonium chlorid

commonly used in tanning; dress or prepare in

the way chamois leather is prepared.
Skivers are split grain sides of sheep skins tanned in

sumach, and similarly finished the flesh split being
xlni iniii/i'il for Inferior qualities of shamoy or wash leather.

Knci/c. fin*.. XIV. 388.

shampoo (shani-po'), r. t. [Also xhiimpo, and
more prop, champoo, ehampo; < Hind, elidiiijina

(impv. chantpo\ shampoo, lit. 'join, press, stuff,

thrust in.'] 1. To rub and percuss the whole
surface of (the body), and at the same time to

extend the limbs and rack the joints, in con-

nection with a hot bath, for the purpose of

restoring tone and vigor to the system : a prac-
tice introduced from the East. Such kneading
and rubbing of the whole body is now com-

monly called maxxage. Also used figuratively.

Old women and amateurs [at an auction-sale] have in-

vaded the upper apartments, pinching the bed-curtains,

poking into the feathers, shampooing the mattresses, ami

clapping the wardrobe drawers to and fro.

Thackeray, Vanity Fair, xvii.

2. To lather, wash, and rub or brush (the head)

thoroughly.
shampoo (sham-po'), n. [< shampoo, I'.J The
act or operation of shampooing, in either sense.

shampooer (sham-po'er), ?i. One who sham-

pooes, in either sense of the word.

shamragt, . An obsolete form of shamrock.

shamrock (sham'rok), n. [Early mod. E. also

xhamroke, shamrag, shamerag; < Ir. seamrog (=
Gael, seamrag), trefoil, dim. of seamar, trefoil.]

A plant with trifoliate leaves: the national em-
blem of Ireland. According to recent authority (Brit-
ten and Holland, "English Plant Names") the plant at

the present day most in repute as the true shamrock is

one of the hop-clovers, Trifolium minus, a slender trail-

ing species with small yellow heads, perhaps a variety of

T. procumbens. It is in use in many counties of Ireland,
and forms a great part of the shamrock sold in London
on St. Patrick's day. The black medic, Medicago lupn-
lina, is also thus used ; but the white clover, T. repens,
is widely understood to be the common shamrock. The
identity of the original shamrock which, according to tra-

dition, St. Patrick used to illustrate the doctrine of the

Trinity is uncertain. It has been variously supposed to

be the common white clover, T. repens (which, however,
is believed to be of late introduction in Ireland) ; the red

clover, T. pratense; the wood-sorrel, Oxalis Aceto sella

(locally called shamrock in England) ; and even the water-
cress (though its leaves are not trifoliate).

Yf they founde a plotte of water-cresses or sham-rokes.
there they flocked as to a feast Spenser, State of Ireland.

Whilst all the Hibernian kerns, in multitudes.
Did feast with shamerags stew'd in usquebagh.

John Taylor, Works (1630), II. 4. (HaUiweU.)

Blue-flowered shamrock. See Parochetus. Indian
shamrock, the birthroot, Trillium erectum.

shamrock-pea (sham'rok-pe), n. See Paroche-
tus.

shan1 (shan), n. [Cf. shand, .] Naut., a de-

fect in spars, most commonly from bad collared

knots; an injurious compression of fiber in

timber; the turning out of the cortical layers
when the plank has been sawed obliquely to

the central axis of the tree.

shan2 (shan), re. [Cf.afcanny
1
.] Same ass/mum/1

.

shand (shand), n. and a. [< ME. shandc,

schond, schonde, sconde, also schend (in comp. ), <

AS. sceand, scand, sceond, scond = D. schandc =
MLG. schande = OHG. scanta, MHG. G. schande
= Dan. skand (in comp. skand-skrift, libel) =
Goth, skanda, shame; akin to AS. sceamu, etc.,

shame: see shame.'] I. n. If. Shame; scandal;
disgrace.

Forr thatt wass, alls he wisste itt wel,
Hiss :I;;]H nn shame and shande.

Ormulum, 1. 11966.

My dere dojttur,
Thou most vndor-stonde

For to gowerne well this nous,
And saue thy selfe frow schond.

Booke of Precedence (E. E. T. S.
,
extra ser.), i. 39.

God shilde his cors fro shonde.

Chaucer, sir Thopas, 1. 19".

2. Base coin. [Scotch.]
"

I doubt Glossin will prove but shand after a', Mis-

tress," said Jabos; . . . "but this is a glide half-crown

ony way." Scott, Guy Mannering, xxxii.

II. a. Worthless. [Scotch.]
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shandry (shan'dri). .; pi. xhandries (-driz). A
shortened form of xltainlri/dan.

In a pause of Mrs. Robson's sobs, Hester heard the wel-

come sound of the wheels of the returning shandry, bear-

ing the bride and bridegroom home.
Mrs. Uaskell, Sylvia's Lovers, xxix.

shandrydan (shan'dri-dan), H. [Also shandei'y-
iliui ; appar. of Ir. origin.] A light two-wheeled
cart or gig; any old rickety conveyance.
An ancient rickety-looking vehicle of the kind once

known as shandrydan. Comhill Mag., V. 440.

shandygaff (shan'di-gaf), 11. [Origin obscure.]
A mixture of bitter ale or beer with ginger-
beer. The original English recipe is a pint of bitter

beer with a small bottle of old-fashioned ginger-beer; but

porter or stout or lager-beer is sometimes substituted for

the bitter beer, and ginger-ale for the ginger-beer.

If the sun is out, one feels, after scrambling over the

rocks and walking home by the dusty road, like taking a

long pull at a cup of shandygaff.
C. D. Warner, Their Pilgrimage, p. 187.

Shangan. <. See xhnngie.

shanghai (shang-hi'). n. [So called from Sliani/-

hai, Shanghae, a city of China.] 1. A very
long-legged hen with feathered shanks, reputed
to have been introduced from Shanghai, China.
The breed (if, despite its great vogue at one time, it could
ever claim to be one) is now obsolete, having been devel-

oped or differentiated into the different varieties of brah-

mas and cochins. Also called brahmaputra, brahmapootra.
Hence 2. A tall person ; especially, a tall dan-

dy. [Slang, U. S.] 3. A long, slender oyster;
a stick-up or stuck-up; a coon-heel, rabbit-ear,
or razor-blade. [Connecticut.] 4. A kind of

tish-hook. Xorrix.

shanghai (shang-hi'), r. t. [Lit. to ship to Sliinig-

liai, tilianghae, a port of China, representing any
distant port to which persons so treated are

shipped.] Navt., to render insensible, as a per-

son, by drugs, liquor, or violence, and ship him
on a vessel wanting hands, for the purpose of

fraudulently securing advance-money and any
premium offered for procuring seamen.

shangie, shangan (shang'i, -an), n. [Origin
obscure; perhaps < OF. chaine, F. chalne, a

chain: see chain.] 1. A shackle; the shackle

that runs on the stake to which a cow is bound
in a cow-house. Jamieson. 2. A ring of straw
or hemp put round a jumper by miners to pre-
vent the water in the bore-hole from squirting

up. 3. A stick cleft at one end, in which the

tail of a dog is put by way of mischief. [Scotch
in all uses.]

Shangti (shang'te'), . [Chin., < silting, high,

supreme, + ti, ruler.] One of the names (liter-

ally, 'supreme ruler') used among Christians

in China for God, the others being Shin ('god'
or 'gods,'

'

spirit' or
'

spirits'), used (sometimes
with the prefix chin, true) by those who object
to the use of Shangti and Tien-elm ('lord of

heaven'), used by Eoman Catholics. Also

Shangte.
shaning (shan'ing), n. Same as shannyl.
shank 1 (shangk), . [< ME. shanke, schanke,

schonkc, scconke, sconke, < AS. sceanca, scanca,

sceonca, the bone of the leg, also a hollow bone,
= OFries. skunka, schonk = D. schonk, a bone, =
LG. schunkc, also schake, leg, = Sw. xkank =
Dan. skank, leg, shank; cf. dim. D. schenkel =
MHG. G. schenkel, shank, leg, thigh, = Icel.

xkekill, shank ;
allied to OHG. scincho, scincha,

shank, hollow bone (> It. dial, schinco, stinco,

shin-bone), MHG. schinke, G. schinken, ham, =
Sw. skinka = Dan. skinke, ham. From the same
ult. source is derived E. skinki.] 1. The leg,
or the part of the leg which extends from the

knee to the ankle
;
the tibia or shin-bone.

Eftsoones her white streight legs were altered

To crooked crawling shankes, of marrowe empted ;

And her faire face to fowleand loathsome hewe,
And her fine corpes to a bag of venim grewe.

Spenser, Muiopotmos, 1. 350.

His youthful hose, well saved, a world too wide
For his shrunk shimk.

Shak., As you Like it, ii. 7. 161.

(a) Technically, in anat. and zoiil., the shin, cms, or leg

proper, between the knee and the ankle; the second seg-
ment of the hind limb, represented by the length of the
tibia. (6) In a horse, popularly, the part of the fore leg
between the so-called knee and the fetlock, corresponding
to the metacarpus. See cut under horse.

2. In a bird, popularly, the part of the foot be-

tween where the feathers usually end and the

roots of the toes, commonly held upright and

appearing like a part of the leg, not of the foot,
as it really is

;
the tarsometatarsus. 3. In <-

torn., the tibia: same &sshin, 5. 4. In bot., the

footstalk or pedicel of a flower. 5. A stock-

ing, or the part of a stocking which covers the

leg; specifically, a stocking in the process of

shank-shell

being knitted (a Scotch use) ; also, a legging
or leg-covering.

All the riche clothynge was awaye
That he byfore sawe in that stede ;

Hir a [one| schanlce blake, hir other graye,
And all hir body lyke the lede.

Thomas of Ersseldoune (Child's Ballads, I. 102).

Four or five pairs of heavy woollen socks cover his feet,

and over them is placed a pair of caribou shanks (leggings
made of the skin of the caribou worn with the hair out-

side]. Harper's Mag., LXXVII. 610.

6. That part of an instrument, tool, or the like

which connects the acting part with a handle or

the part by which it is held or moved. Specifi-

cally () The stem of a key, between the bow and the bit.

(fr) The stem of an anchor, connecting the arms and the

stock, (c) The tang of a knife, chisel, etc., or part which
is inserted in the handle, (d) That part of a fish-hook

which is toward the head; the straight part above the

bend, (e) The straight part of a nail between the head and
the taper of the point. (/) In printing, the body of a type,
or that part which is between the shoulder and the feet.

See cut under type. (17) The eye or loop on a button, (h)

That part of an ax-head which is between the edge and
the back, which in some old forms is drawn out long and
thin, (i) Of a spur, one of the two cheeks or side-pieces.

(j) Of a spoon, the slender part between the flattened

handle and the bowl.

7. That part of a shoe which connects the broad

part of the sole with the heel. See cut under
boot. 8. In metal., a large ladle to contain

molten metals, managed by a straight bar at

one end and a cross-bar with handles at the

other end, by which it is tipped to pour out the

metal. 9. The shaft of a mine. [Scotch.]
10. pi. Flat pliers with jaws of soft iron used
for nibbling glass for lenses preparatory to

grinding. See nibhlitig. 11. Inarch.: (a) The
shaft of a column, (6) The plain space between
the grooves of the Doric triglyph . 1 2f. A kind
of fur, mentioned as used for trimming outer

garments in the sixteenth century, and as de-

rived from the legs of animals. 13. The latter

end or part of anything. [Colloq.]

Bimeby, to'rdsde shank er de evenin', Brer Babbit sorter

stretch hisse'f, he did, en 'low hit 's mos' time fer Brer Fox

tergit 'long home. J. C. Harris, Uncle Remus, xv.

Shanks' mare. See marei.

shank 1 (shangk), r. [< shank1
, .] I. intrans.

1. To be affected with disease of the pedicel or

footstalk
;
fall off by decay of the footstalk : of-

ten with off.

The germens of these twelve flowers all swelled, and ul-

timately six flue capsules and two poor capsules were pro-

duced, only four capsules shanking of.

Dartvin, Different Form of Flowers, p. 83.

2. To take to one's legs: frequently with an

impersonal it: as, to xhank it. (that is, to make
the journey on foot). [Scotch.]
II tranx. 1. To send off without ceremony.

[Scotch.]
Some say ye suld baith be shankit art till Edinburgh

Castle. Scott, Antiquary, xxxvi.

2. In the making of lenses, to break off (the

rough edges) with pliers of soft iron To shank
ane's sel' awa', to take one's self off quickly. Scott, An-

tiquary, xxvli. [Scotch.]

shank'2 (shangk), n. A shell: same as chank'*.

shank-cutter (shangk 'kut^er), . In slioe-

manuf., a machine ortool for cutting out shanks.

E. H. Knight.
shanked (shangkt), a. [< shank1 + -erf2.] 1.

Having a shank; having a shank or shanks of

a kind specified: as, spindle-shanked; yellow-
shanked. 2. Affected with disease of the

shank or footstalk.

shanker (shang'ker), n. An Anglicized spell-

ing of chancre.

shanking (shang'king), n. [Verbaln. ofshank1
,

.] The process by which lenses are roughly
brought to a circular form : same as nibbling, 2.

The pressure of the pliers applied near the edges of the

glass causes it to crumble away in small fragments, and
this process, which is called shanking or nibbling, is con-

tinued until the glasses are made circular.

Ure, Diet., III. 106.

shank-iron (shangk^'ern), n. In shoe-manuf. :

(a) A shaping-tool or former for shoe-shanks.

(6) A plate 01 iron inserted as a stiffening be-

tween the leather parts of a shank.

Shank-laster (shangk'las'"ter), H. A shoemak-
ers' tool, combining a gripping-jaw and a lever,

for fitting the upper-leather over the shank of

the last. E. H. Knight.

shank-painter (shangk'pan'ter), . Naut., a
short rope and chain sustaining the shank and
flukes of an anchor against the ship's side, as

the stopper fastens the ring and stock to the

cat-head.

shank-shell (shangk'shel), n. Same as ehanlfl.

The shank-shell is carved by the Cingalese ; when found
reversed it is considered sacred.

P. P. Carpenter, Mollusca, p. 33.



shank-spring

shank-spring (shangk'spring), . A small piece
of elastic steel used to join the sole and heel of

a boot or shoe so as to give an elastic support
to the instep.
shank-wheel (shangk'hwel), . In shoemaking,
a tool for giving an ornamental finish to a
shank.
shanna (shan'a). A Scotch form of shall not.

shanny1
(shan'i), n.; pi. shannies (-iz). [Also

shan, shaning ; origin uncertain.] The smooth

blenny, Blennius (or Pholis) leevis, a fish of an

oblong form with a smooth skin, and without
filaments or appendages to the head. It is found
along the coasts of England and of Europe generally, chiefly
lurking under stones and in seaweed between tide-marks.

By means of its pectoral fins it is able to crawl upon land,
and when the tide ebbs will often creep on the shore un-
til it finds a crevice wherein it can hide until the tide re-

turns.

shanny2 (shan'i), a. [Origin obscure; cf.

shand.] Giddy; foolish. [Prov. Eng.]
Shanscritt, n. A former spelling of Sanskrit.

sha'n't (shant). A contraction of shall not.

[Colloq.]

shanty1
(shan'ti), a. [Also shawnty, shunty;

var. of janty, jaunty, q. v.] Jaunty; gay;
showy. [Prov. Eng.]
shanty2 (shan'ti), n.

; pi. shanties (-tiz). [For-
merly also shaiitee ; origin obscure. It has been
variously guessed to be (a) of Ir. origin, < IT.

sean, old (or sion, weather, storm), + tig, a

house; (b) < F. chantier, a yard, timber-yard,
< L. canterins, cantherius, a rafter: see cant1

-,

cantle; (c) < a supposed F. *chiente, as if lit.

'dog-kennel,' < chien, a dog: see kennel1
.] 1.

A hut or mean dwelling; a temporary build-

ing of rough and flimsy character. Compare
boisfi.

This was the second season that le Bourdon had occu-

pied "Castle Meal," as he himself called the shanty.
Cooper, Oak Openings, p. 26.

The diamond town of Kimberley is still a huge aggrega-
tion of shanties traversed by tramways and lit by electric

light. Sir C. W. Dilke, Probs. of Greater Britain, iii. 1.

2. A public house, or place where liquor is sold.

[Slang.] giy grog-shanty, a place where liquor is

sold without a license. [Slang, Australia.]

shanty2 (shan'ti), v. i.; pret. and pp. shantied,

ppr. shantying. [< shanty?, n."] To live in a
shanty, as lumbermen do: common in Mani-
toba and the lumber regions of North America.

shanty3 (shan'ti), n. [Also chantey; prob. < F.

chanter, sing: see chant."] A song with a bois-
terous chorus, sung by sailors while heaving at
the capstan or windlass or hoisting up heavy
weights, to enable them to pull or heave to-

gether in time with the song.
Shanty-man1

(shan'ti-man), n. [< shanty? +
man.] One who lives iii a shanty; hence, a
backwoodsman

; a lumberer.

shanty-man2 (shan'ti-man), n. [Also chantey-
man; < shanty3 + man.']' The sailor on board
ship who leads the shanty to which the sailors
work in heaving at the capstan, hoisting sail,
etc.

The shanty-man the chorister of the old packet-ship
hasleft no successors. . . . It was in the windlass-songs

that the accomplished shanty-man displayed his fullest

powers and his daintiest graces.
Harper's Mag., LXV. 281, 283.

shapable (sha'pa-bl), a. [< shape + -able.'}

1. Capable of being shaped.
My task is to sit and study how shapeable the Indepen-

dent way will be to the body of England.
N. Ward, Simple Cobler, p. 38.

Soft and shapeable into love's syllables. Ruskin.

2+. Having a proper shape or form; shapely.
I made [earthenware] things round and shapeable which

before were filthy things indeed to look on.
De Foe, Robinson Crusoe, x.

Also shapeable.
shape (shap), v.; pret. and pp. shaped (pp. for-

merly shapen), ppr. shaping, [(a) < ME. sha-

pen, schapen (pret. shoop, shop, schop, schope,
scop, pp. shapen, schapen, shape, yshapen,
yschape), < AS. sceapan, scapan (pret. scop,
sceop, pp. sceapen, scapen), form, make, shape,= OS. scapan = OFries. skeppa, scheppa (pret.
skop, schop) = MD. schappen, do, treat, = OHG.
scaffan, MHG. G. schaffen, shape, create, pro-
duce, = Icel. skapa = Sw. skapa = Dan. skabe
= Goth. *skapjan, ga-skapjan (pret. ga-skop),
create, form, shape ;

also in secondary forms,
partly merged with the preceding, namely (6)
ME. shapen, schapen, schapien, schepien (pret.

de, pp. shaped), < AS. sceppan,
scyppan, scippan = OS. sceppian = OHG. scep-
fen, skeffen, create, form; (c) OHG. scaffon,
MHG. G. schaffen, procure, obtain, furnish, be
busy about, > MD. D. schaffen = Dan. skaffe =
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Sw. skaffa, procure, furnish
;
< Teut. / skap,

supposed by some to have meant orig. 'cut

(wood) into shape,' and to be connected with
AS. scafan, etc., shave: see shave. Hence ult.

shaft3 and -ship.] I. trans. 1. Toform; make;
create; construct.

Swithe go shape a shippe of shides and of hordes.
Piers Plowman (B), ix. 131.

O blake Nyght ! as folk in bokes rede,
That shapen art by God this world to hyde
At certein tymes with thy derke wede,
That under that men myghte in reste abyde.

Chaucer, Troilus, iii. 1480.

Behold, I was shapen in iniquity ; and in sin did my mo-
ther conceive me. Ps. H. 5.

2. To give shape or form to
; cut, mold, or make

into a particular form: as, to shape a garment;
to shape a vessel on the potters' wheel.

To the forge with it then ; shape it.

Shak., M. W. of W., iv. 2. 239.

But that same weed ye've shaped for me,
It quickly shall be sewed for thee.

John Thomson and the Turk (Child's Ballads, III. 866).

A Ribbon bound and shap'd her slender WaUt.
Prior, Colin's Mistakes, viii.

Only those items which I notice shape my mind.
W. James, Prin. of Psychol., I. 402.

Wordsworth was wholly void of that shaping imagina-
tion which is the highest criterion of a poet.

Lowell, Study Windows, p. 116.

3. To adapt, as to a purpose ; cause to conform
;

adjust; regulate: with to or unto.

Good sir, shape yourself
To understand the place and noble persons
You live with now. Fletcher, Mad Lover, i. 1.

Charm 'd by their Eyes, their Manners I acquire.
And shape my Foolishness to their Desire.

Prior, Solomon, ii.

So, as I grew, I rudely shaped my life

To my immediate wants. Browning, Pauline.

4. To form with the mind ; plan ; contrive ;
de-

vise; arrange; prepare.
At which the God of Love gan loken rowe,
Right for despit, and shop to ben ywroken.

Chaucer, Troilus, 1 207.
You may shape, Amintor,
Causes to cozen the whole world withal,
And yourself too.

Beau, and Fl., Maid's Tragedy, iii. 2.

I see the bottom of your question ; and, with these gen-
tlemen's good leave, I will endeavour to shape you an an-
swer. Bv.ni/an. Pilgrim's Progress, p. 166.

5f. To get ready; address (one's self to do

something).
Upon the chaungynge of the moone,

Whan lightlees is the world a nyght or tweyne,
And that the welkin shap hym for to reyne,
He streight o morwe unto his nece wente.

Chaucer, Troilus, iii. 551.

"j[e, certes," quath he, "that is soth," and shop hym to
walke. Piers Plowman (C), xiv. 247.

6. To direct (one's course) ; betake (one's
self) : as, to shape one's course homeward.
He will aray hym full rad with a route noble,
And shape hym to our shippes with his shene knightes.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.X 1. 1144.

Now to shores more soft
She [the Muse] shapes her prosperous sail.

Drayton, Polyolbion, vii. 5.

Behold, in awful march and dread array
The long-expected squadrons shape their way !

Addison, The Campaign.

7. To image ;
conceive

;
call or conjure up.

Oft my jealousy
Shapes faults that are not.

Shak., Othello, iii. 3. 148.

Guilt shapes the Terror ; deep within
The human heart the secret lies

Of all the hideous deities.

Whittier, The Over-Heart,

8f. To dress
; array.

Assemble you soudiours, sure men & nobill,
Shapyn in shene ger, with shippis to wynde,
The Grekys to greue, & in grem brynge.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), L 2572.

I wol erly shape me therfore.

Chaucer, Gen. ProL to C. T., L 809.

9. To destine
;
foreordain

; predestine.
If so be my destine be shape

By eterne word to deyen in prisoun,
Of oure lynage have sum compassioun.

Chaucer, Knight's Tale, L 260.

To Shape up, to give form to by stiff or solid material,
so that the shape will be retained : said of articles covered
with needlework or of textile fabrics.

H. intrans. 1. To take shape or form; be or
become adapted, fit, orcomformable. [Rare.]

Their dear loss,
The more of you 'twas felt, the more it shaped
Unto my end of stealing them.

Shak., Cymbeline, v. 5. 346.

2f. To turn out
; happen.

So shop it that hym fll that daye a tene
In love, for whiche in wo to bedde he wente.

Chaucer, Troilus, ii. 61.

shapeless

shape (shap), n. [< ME. shape, schape, shap,
schap, schappe, scheap, shape, way, < AS. ge-
sceap, a creature, creation, fate, destiny, form,
figure, shape, pi. gesceapu, the genitals, = MD.
schap = OHG. scaf, form, MHG. geschaf, a crea-

ture, = Icel. skap, state, condition, temper,
mood; from the verb. Cf. shaft3 ."] 1. Form;
figure ;

outward contour, aspect, or appear-
ance

; hence, guise : as, the two things are dis-

similar in shape ; the shape of the head
;

in

man's shape.
First a charming shape enslaved me,
An eye then gave the fatal stroke ;

Till by her wit Corinna saved me,
And all my former fetters broke. Addison.

Tulip-beds of different shape and dyes,
Bending beneath the invisible Wst-wind's sighs.

Moore, Lalla Rookh, Veiled Prophet.
The martyrdom which in an infinite variety of shapes

awaits those who have the heart, and will, and conscience
to fight a battle with the world.

Haicthorne, Seven Gables, vii.

When we say that a body can be moved about without
altering its shape, we mean that it can be so moved as to

keep unaltered all the angles in it.

W. K. Clifford, Lectures, 1. 312.

2. That which has form or figure ;
a mere form,

image, or figure ; an appearance ; a phantasm.
Tis strange he will not let me sleep, but dives
Into my fancy, and there gives me shapes
That kneel aud do me service, cry me king.

Beau, and Fl., Philaster, L 1.

The other shape,
If shape it might be called that shape had none
Distinguishable in member, joint, or limb.

Milton, P. L., ii. 666.

He hears quick footsteps a shape flits by.

Whittier, Mogg Megone, i.

3. Concrete embodiment or form, as of a

thought, conception, or quality.
I am so busy with this frivolous project, and can bring

it to no shape, that it almost confounds my capacity.
Ford, Love's Sacrifice, iii. 2.

Yet the smooth words took no shape in action.
Froude, Hist Eng. (ed. 1804), II. 128.

4. Appearance; guise; dress; disguise; specifi-

cally, a theatrical costume (a complete dress).

Why, quod the somonnour, ride ye than or goon
In sondry shape, and nat alway in oon ?

Chaucer, Friar's Tale, 1. 172.

Now for her a shape,
And we may dress her, and I'll help to fit her
With a tuft-taffata cloke. B. Jonson, New Inn, ii. 1.

Einaston, the boy, had the good turn to appear in three

shapes : first as a poor woman in ordinary clothes to please
Morose ; then in fine clothes, as a gallant, and in them
was clearly the prettiest woman in the whole house

; and
lastly, as a man. Pepys, Diary, Jan. 7, 1661.

A scarlet cloth shape (for Richard).
Sale Catalogue of Covent Garden Theatre, Sept., 1829, p. 33.

5. Way; manner.
But schortly for to telle the schap of this tale,
the duk hade the doujtiere men to deme the sothe.

William of Palerne (E. E. T. S.), L 1160.

But are ye in any shape bound to this birkie Pepper-
cull 1 Scott, Fortunes of Nigel, xxxv.

6. In industrial art: (a) A pattern to be followed

by workmen ; especially, a flat pattern to guide
a cutter. (6) Something intended to serve as
a framework for a light covering, as a bonnet-
frame. 7. In cookery, a dessert dish consist-

ing of blanc-mange, rice, corn-starch, jelly, or
the like cast in a mold, allowed to stand till it

sets or firms, and then turned out for serving.
8. The private parts, especially of a female.

[Obsolete or prov. Eng.] TO lick into shape.
See lick. To take shape, to assume a definite form,
order, or pian. = Syn. 1. Form, Fashion, etc. (see figure),
outline, mold, cut, build, cast

shapet. An obsolete form of the past partici-
ple of shape.
shapeable, a.

See shapable.

shaped (shapt),

p. a. Having
a varied orna-
mental form :

noting an ob-

ject such as is

usually of sim-

ple form, as a

tray or a panel
of a piece of fur-

niture, which,
instead of be-

ing rectangu-
lar, round, or

oval, is broken
up into various
curves.

A Shaped Mirror, I8th century.

shapeless (shap'les), a. [< ME. schaples, schape-
; < shape, n., + -less.'] 1. Destitute ofregu-



shapeless

larform; wanting symmetry of dimensions; de-

formed ; amorphous.
He is deformed, crooked, old and sere,

Ill-faced, worse bodied, shapeless everywhere.
Shak., C. of E., iv. 2. 20.

The shapeless rock or hanging precipice.

Pope, Essay on Criticism, 1. 158.

2f. That has no shaping tendency or effect
;

that effects nothing.
Wear out thy gentle youth with shapeless idleness.

Shak., T. O. of V., i. 1. 8.

shapelessness (shap'les-nes), n. Shapeless
character or condition; lack of regular or defi-

nite form.

Shapeliness (shiip'li-nes), n. [< ME. schaply-

nesse; < shapely + -ness.] The state of being

shapely ; beauty of form,

shapely (shap'li), a. [< ME. shapely, schaply,
shapelich, schapelich; < shape, n., + -ly

1
.] I.

Well-formed; having a regular and pleasing

shape; symmetrical.
Unknown to those primeval sires

The well-arch'd dome, peopled with breathing forms

By fair Italia's skilful hand, unknown
The shapely column. J. Warton, Enthusiast.

The moon on the east oriel shone

Through slender shafts of shapely stone.

Scott, L. of L. M., ii. 11.

2f. Fit; likely.
Tho sleightes yit that I have herd yow steere,
Ful shapely ben to faylen alle yfeere.

Chaucer, Troilus, iv. 1450.

shapent. An obsolete past participle of shape.

shaper (sha'per), n. [< ME. shapere, schapare
(= OHG. scaffari,MHG. schaffeere, G. schopfer=
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MabyllthesAsputer. . . maketh surplys, shertes, breches,

keverchiffs, and all that may be w

share

[Some take the word here to be shard-born,
'

produced in

shard or dung.')rvrought of lynuen cloth. = - ,

Caxton, Boke for Travellers. (Nares.) sharded (sharded), a. [< shard 1 + -ed'.]

shaping (sha'ping), n. [< ME. sliapyng; verbal

n. of shape, v.] 1. The act of forming or re-

ducing to shape. Specifically 2f. The cutting
and fitting of clothes; tailoring.

Ye [tailors] schall take no howse to okepaey shapyng
unto th tyme ye be amyttyd, by th M. and VVardons,

gode and abell to okewpy shapynlg}.
English Gilds (E. E. T. S.), p. 317.

3. Representation ; imagination ;
that which is

formed or imagined.
How oft, my Love, with shapings sweet
I paint the moment we shall meet !

Coleridge, Lines written at Shurton Bars.

shaping-machine (sha'ping-ma-shen"), n. 1.

A shaper. 2. In block-making", a machine for

turning the outsides of wooden blocks for

tackle and rigging, consisting essentially of a

rotating horizontal wheel to the periphery of

Having shards or elytra, as a beetle; coleop-
terous.

Often, to our comfort, shall we find

The sharded beetle in a safer hold

Than is the full-wing'd eagle.

Shak., Cymbeline, iii. 3. 20.

shardy (shiir'di), a. [< shard*- + -i/
1
.] Resem-

bling a shard; like shards; sharded.

The hornet's shardy wings.
J. S. Drake, Culprit Fay, vii.

share1 (shar), n. [Early mod. E. also schare;
< ME. schare, schere, < AS. scearu, *scaru, scaro,

a cutting, shearing, tonsure, also a part or di-

vision (chiefly in comp., land-scearu, a share of

land, folc-scearu, a division of the people, etc.),

< sceran (pret. scser, pp. scoren), cut, shear: see

shear*. Identity of the AS. word with OHG.
slcara, MHG. schar, G. schaar, schar, troop,

which a series of blocks are fixed, and brought tost, division of an army, is not probable, as

against a cutter which moves in an arc. When the orig. (OHG.) sense appears to be troop.

one face of the block has been cut, the wheel is stopped, Cf. share2
, share*.] If. A piece cut off; a part

and the blocks are turned one quarter round to receive cut out; a cut; a slice.
the next cut.

3. In hat-making, a machine, adjustable for va-

rious sizes, forgiving the final blocking to hats.

shapournet, n. In her., another form of cha-

pournet.

Frae her sark he cut a share.

Clerk Colvill (Child's Ballads, I. 193).

shaps (shaps), n. pi. [Abbr. of Sp. chaparejos.]
Stiff leather riding-overalls or -leggings. [West-
ern U. S.]
The spurs, bit, and revolver silver-mounted, the shaps

of sealskin, etc. T. Roosevelt, Hunting Trips, p. 8.

Icel. skapari = Sw. skapare = Dan. skaber), <
gfcarbatt, n. An obsolete form of sherbet.

shape +' -eri.] 1. One who makes, forms, or

shapes.
The Lord thi shapere, that bente heuenes, and foundede

the erthe. Vydif, Isa. 11. 13.

Unconsciously, and as it were in spite of themselves,
the shapers and transmitters of poetic legend have pre-
served for us masses of sound historical evidence.

E. B. Tylor, Prim. Culture, I. 376.

2. In metalr-work, a combined lathe and planer,
which can be used, with attachments, for do-

A large share it hewd out of the rest.

Spenser, F. Q., I. ii. 18.

2. A part or portion.
I found afterwards they expected I should let them

have a share of everything I had ; for it is the nature of

the Arabs to desire whatever they see.

Pococke, Description of the East, I. 81.

The gold could not be granted,
The gallows pays a share,

And it 's for mine offence I must die.

William Guiseman (Child's Ballads, III. 52).(shard), n. [Also sherd, and formerly
shearA (So. shaird) ; < ME. sclierd, scheard, shord,

schord, scheord, < AS. sceard, a broken piece, a

fragment (= MD. schaerde, a fragment, a crack,
D. schaard, a fragment, a shard, = MLG.scftnrt, , ,,DV>Jiiv< iv,,. .

LG. schaard, a fragment, a crack, = G. scharte, ber of equaj parts into which the capital stock
a shard) ;

< sceard, broken, cut off_(= OS;
seora of a trading company or corporation is or may

be divided: as, shares in a bank; shares in a

railway ;
a ship owned in ten shares. See stock.

I thinke it conscionable and reasonable yt you should

3. A part or definite portion of a thing owned

by a number in common ; that part of an undi-

vided interest which belongs to any one of the

proprietors; specifically, one of the whole num-

Shaper for Metals.

a, frame; 6, b, horizontal ways; c, c, vertical ways; d, work-
table ; d', extra detachable work-table ; e, screw for vertical adjust-
ment of the table if," f, adjusting-crank ; g, vise for holding work ;

ft, screw for vertical adjustment ofvise ; i, crank-shaft which operates
gear for adjustment of vise; /, cone-pulley which drives the feed-

mechanism and the cutter-head or -stock k, which moves either verti-

cally, or in lines inclined to the vertical, or longitudinally on the ways
b, or transversely in the transverse way /, or in directions compounded
of two or more of these motions ; m, vertical hand-adjusting screw for

cutter-head k; n, longitudinally adjusting hand-wheel operating a

pinion engaging a rack, for longitudinal movement by hand of the

saddle & on the ways A: f, quick return transverse stroke gear; q,

feed-mechanism forsaddleo; r, mandrel for holding work ; s, centers
for chucking work to be rotated by hand.

= OFries. skerde = OHG. scart, MHG. schart =
Icel. skardhr, diminished, hacked) : with orig.

pp. suffix -d (see -d2
,
-ed2 ), < sceran, cut, shear:

see shear1
, and cf . shard'2. In the sense of 'shell'

or '

wing-case
' shard1 may be due in part to OF.

escharde, F. echarde, a splinter, = Olt. scarda,

scale, shell, scurf.] 1. A piece or fragment,
as of an earthen vessel

;
a potsherd ;

a fragment
of any hard material.

For charitable prayers,

Shards, flints, and pebbles should be thrown on her.

Shak., Hamlet, v. 1. 254.

And scarce ought now of that vast City 's found
But Shards and Rubbish, which weak Signs might keep
Of forepast Glory, and bid Travellers weep.

Cowley, Davideis, ii.

And when the auld moon 's gaun to lea'e them
The hindmost shaird, they'll fetch it wi' them.

Burns, To William Simpson.

2. A scale; a shell, as of an egg or a snail.

A dragon whos scherdes schinen as the sonne.

Gamer, Conf. Amant., III. 68.

3. The wing-cover or elytrum of a beetle.

They are his shards, and he their beetle.

Shak., A. andC., iii. 2. 19.

Like the shining shards of beetles.

Longfellow, Hiawatha, xii.

shard2 (shard), . [< ME. "shard (not found in

this sense ?), prob. < Icel. skardh = D. schaard
= MLG. schart, a notch, = OHG. scarti, MHG.

beare your shares and proportion of ye stock.

Sherley, quoted in Bradford, Plymouth Plantation, p. 259.

4. An allotted part ;
the part that falls to, or

belongs naturally or of right to, one in any di-

vision or distribution among a number; appor-
tioned lot: as, to have more than a fairfare
of work, responsibility, or blame

;
to claim a

share in the profits.

Such oft is the share of fatherlesse children.

Capt. John Smith, True Travels, I. 2.

Their worth and learning cast a greater share of busi-

nesse upon them. Milton, Prelatical Episcopacy.

While Fortune favoured . . .

I made some figure there
;
nor was my name

Obscure, nor I without my share of fame.

Dryden, ,Kndd, ii. 115.

And, oh ! when Passion rules, how rare

The hours that fall to Virtue s share !

Scott, Rokeby, v. 23.

Deferred shares. See de/erz, v. t. Lion's share. See
lion. Ordinary shares, the shares which form the com-
mon stock of a company or corporation. Preference
shares, or preferred shares. See preference. Share
and share alike, in equal shares : used to indicate a divi-

sion in which all share alike, or are equally interested.

To go Shares. Same as to go halves (which see, under go).
= Syn. 2. Portion, Division, etc. See part. 3 and 4. In-

terest, allotment, apportionment, quota.

ing a great variety of work. 3. A form of G scharte, a notch, cut, fissure,' saw-wort; of share1
(shar), v.

; pret. and pp. shared, ppr
stamping-machine or stamping-press for sheet-

metal. 4. In wood-working, a paneling- or

molding-machine for cutting moldings of irreg-
ular forms.

shaperoont, n. An obsolete form of chaperon.
J. Taylor.

shaper-plate (sha'per-plat), n. A pattern-
plate, as a plate in a lathe, by which the cut of

the tool is regulated. E. H. Knight.
shaper-vise (sha'per-vis), n. A form of vise for

holding the work to a planer at any horizontal

angle. E. H. Knight.
shapesmith (shap'smith), n. [< shape + smith.]
One who undertakes to improve the form of the

body. [Burlesque.]
No shape-smith set up shop and drove a trade
To mend the work wise Providence had made.

Garth, Cleremont, 1. 98.

shapestert, shapstert, . [< ME. shapster,

sltepster, shappester; < shape + -ster.~\ A female
cutter or shaper of garments; a milliner or
dressmaker.

like origin with shard* namely, < AS. sceard

= OHG. scart = Icel. skardhr, etc., adj., cut,
notched: see shard1 .] 1. A notch. Halliwell.

2. A gap in a fence. Stanihurst. 3. An
opening in a wood. Halliwell. 4. A bourn or

boundary; a division.

Upon that shore he spyed Atin stand,
There by his maister left, when late he far'd

In Pheedrias flitt barck over that perlous shard.

Spenser, F. Q., II. vi. 38.

5. The leaves of the artichoke and some other

vegetables whitened or blanched.

Shards or mallows for the pot.

Dryden, tr. of Horace's Epodes, ii. 82.

[Obsolete or provincial in all uses.]
shard3 (shard), n. [Cf. shard*-, sharn.] Dung;
excrement; ordure. [Prov. Eng.]

Such souls as shards produce, such beetle things.

Dryden, Hind and Panther, i. 321.

shard-beetle (shiird'be"tl), n. One of the Geo-

tnjjiinse.

Lyke a sha.ppesters sheres. Piers Plou-man (C), vii. 75.
shard-bornet (shard'born), a. Borne along by

Auenge me fele tymes other frete my-selue
shards or scaly Wing-covers. [Rare.]

The shard-borne beetle with his drowsy hums.
Shak., Macbeth, iii. 2. 42.

Wyth-inne, as a
cursed !

ihepnter shere
;

i-shrewed men and
Piers Plowman (S), xiii. 331.

sharing'. [< 'share^n.] I. trans. 1. To divide

in portions ; apportion among two or more.

He part of his small feast to her would share.

Spenser, F. Q., IV. viii. 6.

The latest of my wealth I'll share amongst you.
Shak., T. of A., iv. 2. 23.

Take one day ; share it Into sections ; to each section

apportion its task. Charlotte Bronte, Jane Eyre, xxi.

2. To partake, suffer, bear, or enjoy with
others ; seize and possess jointly or in common.

Great Jove with Csesar shares his sov'reign sway.
Logic. (Latham.)

In vain doth Valour bleed,
While Avarice and Rapine share the land.

Milton, Sonnets, x.

Light is the task when many share the toil.

Bryant, tr. of Homer's Iliad, xii. 493.

3. To receive as one's portion ; enjoy or suf-

fer
; experience.

When their brave hope, bold Hector, march'd to field,
Stood many Trojan mothers, sharing joy
To see their youthful sons bright weapons wield.

Shak., Lucrece, 1. 1431.

= Syn. Participate, etc. See partake.

II. intrans. To have part; get one's portion;
be a sharer

; partake.



share

And think not, Percy,
To share with me in glory any more.

Shak., 1 Hen. IV., v. 4. 64.

In which sickness the seamen shared also deeply, and
many died, to about the one half of them before they went
away. ff. Morton, New England's Memorial, p. 51.

Arightof inheritance gave every one . . . atitletoaAarc
in the goods of his father. Locke, Of Government, 91.

share2 (shar), n. [< ME. share, schare, shaar,

schar, snare, < AS. seear (= OFries. xktrr, srlii-n-

= D. schaar, in eomp. ploeg-xchaar. plowshare,
= OHG. scaro, MHG. schar, G. schaar, in comp.
pflug-schaar = Dan. plopskjser, plowshare), a

plowshare, < sceran (pret. scser), shear: see
shear1 . Gf. share*.] 1. The broad iron ov blade
of a plow which cuts the bottom of the furrow-
slice

;
a plowshare. See cut under plow.
He sharpeth shaar and knltour bisily.

Chaucer, Miller's Tale, 1. 577.

If in the soil you guide the crooked share,
Your early breakfast is my constant care.

Gay, Shepherd's Week, Tuesday.

2. The blade in a seeding-machine or drill

which makes a furrow for the seed.

share3 (shar), . [< ME. seliare, schore, scherc,
< AS. scaru, scare, the pubes, < sceran (pret.
Kceer), cut: see share1

, slum?.] Thepubis; the

pubic bone ;
the share-bone ; the private parts.

Heo thurh'Stihten dsboset adun into the schere.

Ancren Ritrle, p. 272.

Clad in a coat beset with embossed gold, like unto one
of these kings servants, arrayed from the heele to the
share in manner of a nice and pretie page.

Holland, tr. of Anmiianus Marcellinus (1609). (Xares.)

They are vexed with a sharpe fever, they watch, they
rave, and speake they wot not what : they vomite pure
choler, and they cannot make water ; the ehare becometh
hard, and hath vehement paine.

Barrough, Method of Physick (1624). (Xares.)

share4 (shar), r. t. ; pret. and pp. shared, ppr.
sharing. [A var. of shear*, depending partly
on share*-, share'*.'] To cut; shear; cleave.

Hur skarlet sieve he schare of then,
lie seyde, lady, be thys ye shalle me ken.

MS. Cantab. Ff. ii. 88, f. 89. (Hattiwett.)

Scalp, face, and shoulders the keen steel divides,
And the shar'd visage hangs on equal sides.

It was a thin oaten cake, shared into fragments.
Charlotte Bronte, Jane Eyre, v.

share-beam (shar'bem), n. That part of a plow
to which the share is fixed.

share-bone (shar'bon), . The pubic bone, or
os pubis ;

the pubis.
share-broker (shar'bro'k^r), n. A dealer or
broker in the shares and securities of joint-
stock companies, etc.

shareholder (shar'h61"der), n. One who holds
or owns a share or shares in a joint-stock or in-

corporated company, in a common fund, or in

some property : as, a shareholder in a railway,
a mining or banking company, etc.

share-line (shar'lin), . The summit line of
elevated ground ; the dividing line. Imp. Diet.

Share-list (shar'list), . A list of the prices of
shares of railways, mines, banks, government
securities, etc.

shareman (shar'man), . Same as sharesmaii.

share-pennyt (shaf'pen"'i), n. [< share*, ;., +
obj. penny.] A niggardly person; a skinflint;
a miser.

I'll go near to cosen old father ihare-penny of his daugh-
ter.

Wilt/ Beguiled (Hawkins's Eng. Dr., III. 299). (Daviet.)

sharer (shar'er), n. 1. One who shares, di-

vides, or apportions. 2. One who shares with
others, (a) A shareholder or proprietor ; a stockholder.

They directed a letter to me and my fellow-Aarer8.
B. Jonson, Poetaster, iv. 2.

(6) One who participates in anything with another or
others ; one who enjoys or suffers in common with an-
other or others

;
a partaker.

But who are your assistants? though I am
So covetous of your glory that I could wish
You had no sharer in it.

Fletcher, Double Marriage, i. 1.

Happy is thy cottage, and happy is the sharer of it.

Sterne, Sentimental Journey, p. 113.

sharesman(sharz'man),w.;pl..s*ares>en(-men).
[< shares, pi. of share1

,
+ man.] A member of

the crew of a fishing-vessel who assumes part
of the risk of a voyage and has a share in the
profits instead of wages.
sharewort (shar'wert), n. [< shares + wort*:

tr. L. inguinalis, so. herba, a plant supposed to
cure diseases of the share or groin.] An old

plant-name commonly referred to Aster Tripo-
UHIII, but really belonging to Pallems spinosa,
a composite plant of southern Europe. Britten
and Holland, Eng. Plant Names.
shark1 (shark), n. [Not found in ME. (the ME.
name therefor being hound-fish): usually de-
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rived < L. carchariis, < Gr. napxapiaf, a kind of

shark, so called from its sharp teeth, < Ka/>xapnf,

jagged (of teeth); cf. napiavof, a crab; Skt.

kni-kata, a crab, karkara, hard. But the re-

quisite OF. forms intermediate between E.
shark and L. earcharits are not found, and it is

not certain that the name was orig. applied to
the fish

;
it may have been first useil of a greedy

man (see shark-).] A selachian of the subclass

I'lagiostom i, of an elongate form, with the pec-
toral fins moderately developed, the branchial

apertures lateral, and the mouth inferior (rarely
terminal). Over 150 species are known as inhabitants
of the modern seas, and sharks formed a very important
or even predominant contingent to the fauna? of early
epochs. The internal differences manifested by spccifs
having a considerable resemblance externally are so great
as to have led some naturalists to propose for them three
distinct orders, which have been named Anarthri, I'ro-

arthri, and Optetharthri. Most living sharks belong to the
tlrst order and represent therein 15 families, while of the
I'roarthri only one family with 4 species is known, and of
the OpistJiarthri two families with 6 or 7 species. Most
sharks are carnivorous, and some of them eminently so ;

their dentition corresponds to this character, the teeth
being often compressed, with trenchant and frequently
serrated edges, arranged in many rows, and folded back
on the jaws, leaving only the outermost erect for action.
These rows of teeth successively come into functional posi-
tion. In others, however, the teeth are flattish anu not
erectile. In a few, also, which attain a large size, the teeth
are extremely small, and the animal feeds upon very small
animals, being not truly carnivorous. The skin is generally
covered witli small scales or plates flrmly adherent to the
skin and overlapping, forming shagreen. (See cut under
(-<//. i .) But various deviations are manifested in different

forms, and in one, Echinorhinidx, the surface is mostly
naked, only some thorn-like plates beingdeveloped. Sharks
inhabit for the most part tropical and warm waters ; the
larger ones live in the open sea, but a few species extend
into high north and south latitudes. The largest shark is

Rhinodon typicus, the whale-shark, said to attain a length
of over 50 feet. Next in size is the great basking-sbark,
Cetorhinus maximus. which is reported occasionally to
reach a length of 40 feet. (See Cetorhinus, and cut under

hark.) Another large species is Carchnrodon ron-

Man-eating Shark (Carrharodott rondeletf).

deleti, among those known as man-eaters. The ordinary
carnivorous sharks belong to the family Oaleorhinida or
Carchariida, as the common blue sharks. The topes also

belong to this family. (See cut under Galeorhinus.) The
hammer-headed sharks belong to the family Sphyrnidee or

Zyysenidee. Fox-sharks or threshers are Alopeciida. The
porbeagles or mackerel-sharks are Lamnid/f. (See cut un-
der mackerel-shark.) Gray sharks or cow-sharks are A'o-

tidanidse. (See cut under Hexanchus.) Dogfishes are
sharks of the families Spinacidx and Scylliorhinidte. False
sharks are the chimeras or Holocephali. Angel-Shark,
the angel-fish or monk-fish, Squatina angelus. See cut
under angel-fish. Beaumaris shark, the porbeagle,
Lamna cormtbica. Blue shark, a shark of the genus
Carcharhinv* of De Blainville, or Carcharias of Cuvier,
as the European blue shark, ' '. glaucus. See cut under
Carcharhinus. Bonnet-headed shark, a hammer-

Bonnet-headed Shark (Retticefi titntro).

headed shark of the genus Renieeps. Also called shovfl-

headed shark. Dog-shark, Triads or Rhinotriacis semi-

fasciatus of California. See also dogfish, Scyllium, and
ScyUwrhiims. Dusky shark, Carcharhinus obscunis.
one of the blue sharks common on the Atlantic coast of
the United States, of moderate size and not formidable.
Fresh-water shark, a pike or pickerel. [0. 8.]

Gray Shark, the sand-shark, Carcharias americanus.
Hammer-headed shark. See hammerhead, 1, Sphyrna,
and Ziigeena. Hound-shark, a shark of the genus Mus-
telus, as M. hinnulus; also, of Galeorhinus, as O. ranis.

Liver-Shark, Cetorhinus maximus, the great basking-
shark: so called from its liver, which may afford several
barrels of oil. See def. above, and cut under basking-shark.
Man-eater shark. See def. above. Nurse-shark.

Same as mine, 7. See also cut under mermaid's-purse.
Oblique-toothed shark, Scoliodon ttrrse-nma,. See

Scoliodnn. Port Jackson shark, a shark of the family
HeterofiontidteorCextrarinntiilff; anycestraciont: notable
from their relationship with extinct forms. See Cestracion-

tida, and cut under selachian. Shark's manners. See
inami-l. Sharp-nosed Shark, Immmphndon limba-
tus; also, Scolwdonterrte-norif. Shovel-headed shark.
Same as bonnet-headed shark. Smooth-toothed shark
a species of Aprionodon. Splnous Shark, a shark of the
genus Echinorhinut, as E. spinoma. See cut under Echi-

sharnbod

norhinus. White Shark, a man-eater shark, Carcharodon
rondeleti. (See also basking-shark, bone-shark, cow-shark,
fox-shark, mackerel-shark, oil-shark, sand-shark, sleeper-
shark, thresher-shark, tiger-shark, vhale-shark. See also cut
under Pristiophorus.)

Shark 1 (shark), r. i. [< shark*, .] To fish for
or catch sharks.

shark2
(shark), . [Now regarded as a trans-

ferred use of shark*, but prob. orig. of diff.

origin (and perhaps itself the source of shark1
) ;

associated with shark'^, r.] 1. A sharper; a

olicat; a greedy, dishonest fellow who eagerly
preys upon others; a rapacious swindler.

A thread-bare shark; one that never was a soldier, yet
lives upon lendings.

B. Jonson, Every Man out of his Humour, Pref.

We do take away the possibility of a " corner
"
or of

speculation on the part of the bullion owners, and give the
Secretary of the Treasury some opportunity to defend
himself and the Treasury against the sharks who might
attempt at the end of each month to force him to pur-
chase at a fabulous price the amount directed by law.

Concessional Record, XXI. 7783.

2t. The sharp practice and petty shifts and
stratagems of a swindler or needy adventurer.

Wretches who live upon the shark.

South, Sermons, n. vi.

Land-shark, a sailor's name for a sharper.
shark2 (shark), r. [Prob. < shark'*, n. (accord-
ing to the usual view, < shark*). Cf. shirk,
which is thought to be a var. of shark?.] I.

intrant. Toplaythe shark orneedy adventurer;
live by one s wits; depend on or practise the
shifts and stratagems of a needy adventurer

;

swindle: sometimes with an impersonal it : as,
to shark for a living.

I left the route,
And closely stole away, having defraide
A great part of the reckning ; which I paide . . .

Because they should not think I came to sharke

Only for vittailes. Times' Whistle (E. E. T. S.), p. 85.

Ah, captain, lay not all the fault upon officers! you
know you can shark, though you be out of action.

Beau, and Ft., Honest Man's Fortune, iii. 3.

He was one of those vagabond cosmopolites who shark
about the world, as if they had no right or business in it.

Irving, Knickerbocker, p. 834.

To Shark out, to slip out or escape by low artifices.

[Vulgar.]

II. trans. To pick up; obtain or get together
by sharking : with np or out.

Young Fortinbras . . .

Hath in the skirts of Norway here and there
Shark'd up a list of lawless resolutes.

Shak., Hamlet, i. 1. 98.

If to dig they are too
lazy,

to beg ashamed, to steal

afraid, to cheat want wit, and to live means, then thrust
in for a room in the church ; and, once crept in at the win-

dow, make haste to shark out a living.
Rev. T. Adams, Works, I. 453.

What a detestable set of characters has Ford here
sharked up for the exercise of his fine talents !

Giford, note in Ford's 'Tis Pity, ii. 4.

sharker (shar'ker), n. [< shark? + -er1 .] One
who lives by sharking; an artful swindler or

adventurer; a sharper.

Though y' are sure of this money again at my hands, yet
take heed how this same Lodovico get it from you ; he s a

great sharker. Chapman, May- Day, ii. 5.

Men not worth a groat, bat mere sharkers, to make a
fortune. Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 490.

sharking (shar'king), a. [< shark2 , n., + -ing
2

."]

Prowling or voracious like a shark
; greedy ; al-

ways on the outlook for something to snap up.

Alguazeir ; a sharking panderly constable.
Fletcher (and another), Love's Cure (ed. 1679); Dram. Pers.

His hair hung in straight gallows-locks about his ears,
and added not a little to his sharking demeanor.

Irving, Knickerbocker, p. 334.

shark-moth (shark'moth), n. A noctuid moth
of the subfamily CucMiinie: so called popu-
larly in England from their shape when at rest.
Cucullia umbratica is an example. C. chamomiUge is the

camomile-shark, C. tanaceti the tansy-shark, C. lactucat

the lettuce-shark, etc.

shark-mouthed (shark'moutht), a. Having a
mouth like a shark's; selachostomous.
shark-oil (shark'oil), i. Oil obtained from the
liver of sharks: used sometimes in place of

cod-liver oil. See lirer-shark (under shark 1
),

and cut under banking-shark.

shark-ray (shark'ra), . 1. A beaked ray; a

selachian of the family Bhinobatidx. 2. The
angel-fish.
shark'S-mouth (sharks'mouth), . Naitt., the

opening in an awning to admit a mast or stay.
sharn (sharn). . [Also scarn, shcani, shern;
< ME. sellarn, 'si-hern. < AS. scearn, scsern, xrcm
= OFries. skern = Icel. Sw. Dan.skarn, dung.]
The dung of cattle. [Scotch.]
sharnbodt, . [ME. xliarnbndflr, sharnbudc, <

AS. "sccarnbttfMa (in a gloss, "scarabseus,
scearnbiiiliMi uel bitdda"), a beetle, < scearn,



sharnbod

dung (see sliani), + budda, beetle.] A duns-
beetle.

The ssarnboddes . . . beuleth [avoid] the floures and
louieth tllet dong. Ayenbite of Inuyt (E. E. T. 8.), p. 61.

Nowe s/iarnebodde encombreth the bee.
Pursue on him that slayne anoon he be,

Palladim, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 173.

sharp (sharp), a. and n. [< ME. sharp, scharp,
.-l,irp, ssarp, scserp, < AS. sccarp = OS. scarp= OFries. skerp, sciicr/*. xclnirp = I), xchei-p =
MLG. LG. XC/KII-/I = OHG. scarf, scarph (rare),MHG. scliarf, scltarpf, G. scliarf = Icel. skarpr= Sw. Dan. skarp (Goth, not recorded), sharp;
appar. connected with AS. screpan (pret . scrstp),
scrape, sceorpan, scrape, and perhaps with
sceorfaii, cut up, cut off: see scrape, scarpi
scarf1, etc. The OHG. MHG. sarf, sharp, Icel.

stMrpr, sharp, are prob. not connected with
sharp. The words of similar form and sense
are very numerous, and exhibit considerable
phonetic diversity, indicating that two or more
orig. diff. words have become more or less en-
tangled.] I. a. 1. Having a fine cutting edge
or point; acute; keen: opposed to blunt: as, a
sharp sword

;
a sharp needle.

Fyrste loke that thy handes be clene,
And that thy knyf be sharpe & kene;
And cutte thy breed & alle thy mete
Ryjth euen as thon doste hit ete.

Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 14.

He dies upon my scimitar's sharp point
That touches this my first-born son and heir '

Shale., Tit. And., iv. 2. 91.

2. Terminating in a point or peak; peaked:
opposed to obtuse, blunt, or rounded: as, a
sharproof; a s/iarp ridge. 3. Clean-cut; well-
defined

; distinct : opposed to blurred, misty, or
hazy ; specifically, in optics and photon., per-
fectly focused.

Sometimes it was carved in sharp relief
With quaint arabesques of ice-fern leaf.

Lowell, Vision of Sir Launfal, ii., Prel.

5553
One of those small but sharp recollections that return

lacerating your self-respect like tiny pen-knives.
Charlotte Bronte, .Shirley, xii.

It was a sharp fever that destroyed him.
Q. Ticknor, Span. Lit., I. 868.

9. Acute; quick; keen; strong: noting the
senses of sight and hearing: as, a sharp eye;
a sharp ear.

He had a sharp and piercing sight,
All one to him the day and night.

Drayton, Nymphidia.
AH ears grew sharpTo hear the doom-blast of the trumpet.
Whittier, Tent on the Beach.

Hence 10. Vigilant; attentive: as, to keep
a sharp lookout for thieves or for danger.
The only way for us to travel was upon the county

roads, always keeping a sharp ear for the patrol, and not
allowing ourselves to be seen by a white man.

The Century, XL. 615.

11. Acute of mind; keen-witted; of quick or
great discernment

; shrewd; keen: as, a sharp
man.

Skelton asharpe Satirist, but with more raylingaml scof-
fery than became a Poet Lawreat.

Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 50.

To seem learned, to seem judicious, to seem sharp and
conceited. B. Jonson, Epico3ne, ii. 3.

Hence 12. Keenly alive to one's interests;
quick to see favorable circumstances and turn
them to advantage ; keen in business

; hence,
barely honest; "smart": applied to both per-
sons and things: as, sharp practices.
They found that the Don had been too sharp for them.

Dampier, Voyages, I. 22!

A crag just over us, two thousand feet high, stood out
clear and sharp against the sky. Frtmde, Sketches, p. 76.

4. Abrupt; of acute angle : as, a sharp turn of
the road: said also of the yards of a square-
rigged vessel when they are braced at the most
acute angle with the keel. 5. Angular and
hard

; not rounded : as, sharp sand.
Two parts clean, sharp sand.

C. T. Dams, Bricks and Tiles, p. 319.

6. Angular ; having the bones prominent, as in
emaciation or leanness : as, a sharp visage. 7.
Keenly affecting the organs of sense. (ffl) Pun-
gent in taste ; acrid ; acid ; sour ; bitter : as, sharp vinegar.

Sharp physic is the last. Shak., Pericles, i. 1. 72.

In the suburbs of St. Priv<5 there is a fountayneofshamwater wd> they report wholesome against the stone.
Evelyn, Diary, Sept. 21, 1844.

Its taste is sharp, in vales new-shorn it grows,Where Mella's stream in watery mazes flows.

Addition, tr. of Virgil's Georgics, iv.

((>) Shrill or piercing in sound : as, a sharp voice.

You shall find the sound strike so sharp as vou can
scarce endure it. Boom, Nat Hist

, 138.

The wood-bird's plaintive cry,
The locust's sharp reply.

Whittier, The Maids of Attitash.

(c) Keenly cold
; piercing ; biting ; severe : as, a sharp

frost ; sharp weather.

The Winter is long and sharpe, with much snow in Cibo-
la, and therefore they then keepe in their Cellers which
are in place of Stoues vnto them.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 778.
I felt the sharp wind shaking grass and vine.

Intensely bright.
*, Laus Veneris.

8. Cutting; acrimonious; keen; severe; harsh;
biting: as, sharp words

;
a sharp rebuke.

The loss of libertyNo doubt, sir, is a heavy and sharp burden
To them that feel it truly.

Beau, and Fl., Knight of Malta, iii. 4.

Be thy words severe,
sharp as he merits

; but the sword forbear

There is nothing makes men sharper, and sets their
hands and wits more at work, than want.

Addison, Remarks on Italy (Works, ed. Bonn, 1. 361).
I will not say that he is dishonest, but at any rate he is

sharp. Trollope, Framley Parsonage, ix.

13. Disposed to say cutting things; sarcastic.
Your mother is too sharp. The men are afraid of you,

Maria. I ve heard several young men say so.

Thackeray, Philip, iv.

14. Subtle; nice; witty; acute: said of things.
Sharp and subtile discourses procure very great ap-

plause.
*
Hooktr.

He pleaded still not guilty, and alleged
Many sharp reasons to defeat the law.

Shak., Hen. VIII., ii. 1. 14.

Shee hath a wit as sharpe as her needle.
Heywood, Fair Maid of the Exchange.

15. Eager or keen, as in pursuit or quest.
Then he shope hym to ship in a sharp haste,And dressit for the depe as hym dere thught.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 1780.

My falcon now is sharp and passing empty.
Shak., T. of the S., iv. 1. 193.

To satisfy the sharp desire I had
Of tasting those fair apples.

Milton, P. L., ix. 584.

16. Keenly contested: as, a sharp race. 17.
Quick; speedy: as, a sharp walk

; sharp work.
Away goes the Tally-ho into the darkness, forty-five

seconds from the time they pulled up ; Ostler, Boots and
the Squire stand looking after them under the Peacock
lamp. "Sharp work," says the Squire, and goes in again
to his bed, the coach being well out of sight and hearing.

T. Hughes, Tom Brown at Rugby, i. 4!

18. In phonetics, noting a consonant pro-
nounced or uttered with breath and not with
voice; surd; non-vocal: as, the sharp mutes,
p, t, k.19. In music: (a) Of tones, above a
given or intended pitch: as, a piano is sharp,
(b) Of intervals, either major or augmented:
as, a sharp third (a major third); a sharp fifth

(.) Stern ; rigid; eating.
Apter to blame than knowing how to mendA sharp, but yet a necessary friend.

Dryden andSoamee, tr. of Boileau's Art of Poetry iv 1093

struggle"^coXr'
016"'' imPetUOa8 = *: * ^rp

The contention was so sharp between them that they
departed asunder one from the other. Acts xv. 39
Though some few shrunk at these first conflicts & sharp

beginnings (as it was no marvell), yet many more cameon with fresh courage.

Bradford, Plymouth Plantation, p. 15.

(c) Poignant ; painful or distressing ; afflictive : as, a sharp
fit of the gout ; a sharp tribulation.

Sharp misery had worn him to the bones.
Shak., R. and J., v. 1. 41.

(an augmented fifth).

"

(c) Of keys or tonali-
ties, having sharps in the signature: as, the
key of D is a sharp key. (rf) Of organ-stops,
noting mutation- or mixture-stops that give
shrill tones. Opposed to flat in all senses but
the last sharp dock. See docki, l. Sharp im-
pression, in printing, a clear print which shows the
sharp edges of every type without any overlapping of ink= Syn. 1. Sharp, Keen, Acute. Sharp is the general word'
and is applicable to edges, long or short, coarse or fine
Jr to points. Keen is a strong word, and applies to long
edges, as of a dagger, sword, or knife, not to points. Acute
is not very often used to express sharpness ; when used, it
applies to a long, fine point, as of a needle. 6 (a) Biting
pungent, hot, stinging, piquant, highly seasoned, (c) Nip-
Ping 8. (c) Poignant, intense. 11. Astute, discerning,
quick, ready, sagacious, cunning. 13. Caustic, tart.

II. n. 1. A pointed weapon; especially, a
small sword

;
a dueling-sword, as distinguished

from a blunted or buttoned foil: as, he fences
better with foils than with sharps. [Obsolete
or slang.]

Mony swoujninge lay thorw schindringe of scharpe
Joseph of Arimathie (E. E. T. S.), p. 17.

If butchers had but the manners to go to sharps gen-
tlemen would be contented with a rubber at cuffs

Jeremy Collier, Essays, Duelling.

sharp
The Coast is once more clear, and I may venture myCarcase forth again though such a Salutation as the last

wouil make me very unfit for the matttr in hand The
Battoon I cou'd bear with the Fortitude and Courage of a
Hero

; but these dangerous Sharps I never lov'd.

Aphra Behn, Feigned Curtizans, iii.

2. pi. One of the three usual grades of sewing-
needles, the others being blunts and betweens.
The sharps are the longest and most keenly
pointed. 3. A sharper; a shark.

Gamblers, slugging rings, and pool-room sharps of every8naPe - Elect. Jiev. (Amer.), XII. 6.

4. An expert : as, a mining sharp. [Slang.]
One entomological sharp, who is spoken of as good au-

thority, estimates the annual loss in the United States
from this source [insect parasites] at $300,000,000

Sci. Amer., N. S., LVII. 249.

5. pi. The hard parts of wheat, which require
grinding a second time : same as middlings. See
middling, n., 3. 6. A part of a stream where
the water runs very rapidly. C. Kingsley. (Ii/i/i.

Diet.) [Prov. Eng.] 7. An acute or shrill
sound.

It is the lark that sings so out of tune,
Straining harsh discords and unpleasing sharps.

Shak., R. and J., iii. 5. 28.

8. In music : (a) A tone one half-step above a
given tone : as, the sharp of F (that is, F sharp).

The lutenist takes flats and sharps,And out of those so dissonant notes does strike
A ravishing harmony.

Randolph, Muses' Looking-Glass, iv. 5.

(6) On the pianoforte, with reference to any
given key, the key next above or to the right.bee flat, n., 7 (b). (c) In musical notation, the
character j, which when attached to a note Di-

staff-degree raises its significance one half-
step. Opposed to flat in all senses. 9. A
sharp consonant. See I., 18. 10. In dia-

mond-cutting, the edge of the quadrant when
an octahedral
diamond is

cleft into
four parts.
11. Akindof
boat used by
oystermen.
Also sharpie,
sharpy Dou-
ble sharp, in
music : (a) A
tone two half-

steps higher
than a given
tone ; the sharp of a sharp, (b) On the pianoforte, a keynext but one above or to the right of a given key. (c) The
character X, which when attached to a note or to a staff -

degree raises its significance two half-steps To fight or
Play at sharpt, to fight with swords or similar weapons.

Nay, sir, your commons seldom Jight at sharp,But buffet in a warehouse.
Fletcher (and another

1

!), Nice Valour, v. 3.

The devil, that did but buffet St. Paul, plays methinks
at sharp with me. Sir T. Browne, Religio Medici, ii. 7.

sharp (sharp), v. [< ME. sharpen, scharpen, <
AS. scerpan, scyrpan (= OS. scerpan = MD. D.
scherpen = MLG. scharpen, scherpen = MHG
seherfen, scherpfen, G. scharfen = Sw. skarpa =Dan. skjxrpe'), make sharp, < scearp, sharp: see
sharp, a.] I. trans. 1. To sharpen; make keen
or acute.

He sharpeth shaar and kultour bisily.

Chaucer, Miller's Tale, 1. 577.

To sharpe my sence with sundry beauties vew
Spenser, To all the gratious and beautifull Ladies' in the

[Court.
Then Lammikin drew his red, red sword,And sharped it on a stane.

Lammikin (Child's Ballads, III. 811).

2. In music, to elevate (a tone); specifically,
to apply a sharp to (a note or staff-degree)
that is, to elevate it a half-step. Also sharpen- To sharp the main bowline. See bou-iine.

U.mtrans. 1. To indulge in sharp practices;
play the sharper; cheat.

Among the rest there are a sharping set
That pray for us, and yet against us bet.

Dryden, King Arthur, Pro!., 1. 38.

Went plungin'on the turf; got among the Jews ; . .

sharped at cards at his club.
J. W. Palmer, After his Kind, p. 128.

2. In music, to sing or play above the true
pitch. Also sharpen.
sharp (sharp), adv. [< ME. sharpe; < sharp, a.l
1. Sharply.

And cried "Awake !

"
ful wonderliche and sharpe.

Chaucer, Troilus, i. 729.

No marvel, though you bite so sharp at reasons.
_ . Shak., T. and C., ii. 2. 33.

2. Quickly.
Knights gather, riding sharp for cold.

Swinburne, Laus Veneris.



sharp

3. Exactly; to the moment; not a minute later.

[Colloq.]

Captain Osborne . . . will bring him to the 150th mess
at five o'clock sharp. Thackeray, Vanity Fair, xxvii.

4. In music, above the true pitch: as, to sing

sharp To brace sharp. See brace'. To look sharp.
See (ooil.

sharp-cedar (sharp'se'dar), . A tree, .limi-

pems Oxycedrus, of the Mediterranean region ;

also, a tree, Acacia Oxycedrus, of Australia.

sharp-cut (sharp'kut), a. Cut sharply and
clearly; cut so as to present, a clear, well-de-
fined outline, as a figure on a medal or an en-

graving; hence, presenting great distinctness
;

well -defined; clear.

sharpen (shar'pn), v. [< ME. sliarpenen ; <

nharp + -en 1
.] I. traits. 1. To make sharp or

sharper; render more acute, keen, eager, ac-

tive, intensive, quick, biting, severe, tart, etc. :

as, to sharpen a sword or a knife; to sharpen
the appetite ;

to sharpen vinegar.
To scharpen her wittes.

Piers Plowman's Crede (E. E. T. S.\ 1. 778.

Good Archers, sharpning their Arrowes with fish bones
and stones. Pmchas, Pilgrimage, p. 431.

Iron gharprneth iron ; so a man sharpeneth the counte-
nance of bis friend. Prov. xxvii. 17.

All this served only to sharpen the aversion of the no-
bles. Preseott, Ferd. and Isa., ii. 17.

2. In music, same as sharp, v., 2.

II. intrans. 1. To make something sharp;
put a keen edge or sharp point on some-
thing.

Cres. I prithee, Diomed, visit me no more.
Ther. Now she sharpens; well said, whetstone !

Shall., T. and C., v. 2. 75.

2. To grow or become sharp.
Driven In by Autumn's sharpening air
From half-stripped woods and pastures bare,
Brisk Robin seeks a kindlier home.

Wordsworth, The Eedbreast.

3. In music, same as sharp.
sharpener (sharp'ner), n. One who or that
which sharpens.
Sharper (shar'per), . [< sharp + -eri.] 1.
A man shrewd in making bargains; a tricky
fellow

;
a rascal

;
a cheat in bargaining or gam-

ing.

Sharpers, as pikes, prey upon their own kind.
Sir J{. L'Estrange.

A Sharper that with Box and Dice
Draws in young Deities to Vice.

Prior, Cupid and Ganymede.

2. A sharpener ;
an instrument or tool used for

sharpening.
Engine lathes, hand lathes, upright drills, milling-ma-

chines, sharpers, etc. Elect. Rev. (Amer.), XV. vii. 10.

3. A long, thin oyster. [Florida to Texas.]
Sharp-eyed (sharped), a. Sharp-sighted.

To sharp-eyed reason this would seem untrue.

Dryden.

Sharpey's fibers. See fiberi.

sharp-fin (sharp'fin), . An acanthopterygian
fish. U. S. Cons. Rep., No. Ixviii. (1886), p. 586.

sharp-ground (sharp'ground), a. Ground upon
a wheel till sharp ; sharpened.
Hadst thou no poison mix'd, no sharp-ground knife,
No sudden mean of death, though ne'er so mean,
But " banished

"
to kill me t Shale., E. and J., iii. 3. 44.

sharp-headed (sharp'hed"ed), a. Having a
sharp head Sharp-headed ftnner. Seejinneri.

sharpie (shar'pi). . Same as sharpy.
sharpling, sharplin (sharp'ling, -lin), . [= G.
scharfling, the stickleback; as sharp + -ling

1
.]

The stickleback, a fish of which there are sev-
eral species. Also jack-sharpling. See stickle-
back and Gasterosteus. [Prov. Eng.]

Th 1

hidden loue that now-adaies doth holde
The Steel and Load-stone, Hydrargire and Golde,
Th 1 Amber and straw

; that lodgeth in one shell
Pearl-fish and sharpling.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas'a Weeks, ii., The Furies.

sharp-looking (sharp 'luting), a. Having the
appearance of sharpness; hungry-looking; ema-
ciated

; lean.

A needy, hollow-eyed, sharp-looking wretch.
Shalt., C. of E., v. 1. 240.

sharply (sharp'li), adv. [< ME. scharply, sharpe-
ly, scharpliche (= G. scharflich) ;

< sharp + -fy2.]
In a sharp or keen manner, in any sense of the
word sharp.
sharpnails (sharp'nals), . The stickleback,
or sharpling: more fully jack-sharpnails.
sharpness (sharp'ues), n. [< ME. scharpnes,
scharpnesse ; < sharp + -ness.] The state or
character of being sharp, in any sense of that
word.
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And the best quarrels in the heat are cursed
By those that feel their sharpness.

Shalt., Lear, v. 3. 57.

That the Tree had power to giue sharpnesse of wit.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 24.

God sent him sharpness and sad accidents to ensober his

spirits. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 834.

Hans Reinier Oothout, an old navigator famous for the

sharpness of his vision, who could see land when it was
quite out of sight to ordinary mortals.

Irving, Knickerbocker, p. 143.

sharp-nosed (sharp'nozd), a. 1. Having a

sharp, pointed, or peaked nose : specifically said
of the common eel, Anguilla vulgaris, also called
A. oxyrhyncha. See cut under Anguilla. 2.
Keen of scent; .having a good nose or faculty
of smell, asadog Sharp-nosed shark. SeeAor*i.

sharp-saw (sharp'sa), . Same as saw-sharp-
ener. [Local, Eng.]
sharp-set (sharp'set), a. Having a sharp ap-
petite.
What was still more unfortunate, the fare which they

were content to live upon themselves was so new to us,
that we could not eat it, sharp set as we were.

B. Ball, Travels in North America, II. 178.

sharp-shinned (sharp'shind), a. Having slen-
der shanks: specifically noting a hawk, Acci-

piter fuscus, one of the two commonest of the
small hawks of North America. The adults are

dark-plumbons or slate-gray above, barred transversely

Sharp-shinned Hawk (AtcipittrfuscMS) \ adult female.

below with rufous on a white ground, and marked length-
wise with blackish shaft-lines. The tail is crossed with
four blackish bars and tipped with whitish ; the primaries
are also barred or indented. The male is 10 or 12 inches
long, and 21 in extent of wings ; the female, 12 or 14 inches
long, and 251 in extent.

sharp-shod (sharp'shod), a. Having shoes with
calks or sharp spikes for safety in moving over
ice: correlated with rough-shod, smooth-shod.

sharp-shooter (sharp' sh6 'ter), n. 1. One
skilled in shooting with firearms, especially with
the rifle; specifically, in military use, a skir-

misher, or the occupant of a rifle-pit, posted to
cut off outlying parties of the enemy, artiller-

ists, or the like, or to prevent approach by the

enemy to a ford or other object of importance.
2. A swift, clipper-built schooner. [Massa-

chusetts.]

sharp-shooting (sharp'sho'ting), n. The act
of shooting accurately and with precise aim;
practice or service as a sharp-shooter. See
sharp-shooter.

sharp-sighted (sharp'si'ted), a. 1. Hav-
ing quick or acute sight: as, a sharp-sighted
eagle or hawk. 2. Having or proceeding from
quick discernment or acute understanding: as,
a sharp-sighted opponent; sharp-sighted judg-
ment.
An healthy, perfect, and sharp-sighted mind.

Sir J. Dames, Immortal, of Soul, iii.

Sharp's rifle. See rifle'*.

sharptail (sharp'tal), n. 1. The sharp-tailed
grouse. See Pedwecetes. 2. One of the many
synallaxine birds of South America. See Sy-
nallaxiwe. 3. The pintail duck, Dafila acuta.

[Local, U. S.]

sharp-tailed (sharp'tald), a. In ornith.: (a)
Having a sharp-pointed tail: as, the sharp-
tailed grouse, Pedicecetes phasianellus or colitm-

bidiius, the common prairie-hen of northwest-
ern parts of America. See cut under Pedice-
cetes. (b) Haying acute or acuminate tail-

feathers: specifically said of a finch, Ammo-
dromits caudaeutus, a small sparrow of the
marshes of eastern parts of the United States
and Canada, and of a sandpiper, Actodnn<i
acmninata, of Alaska and Asia.

Sharp-visaged (sharp'viz'ajd), a. Having a

sharp or thin face.

= Syn.
n. i

shaul

The Welch that inhabit the mountains are commonly
sharp-visayed. Sir M. Hale, Grig, of Mankind.

sharp-witted (shiirp'wit'ed), a. Having an
acute mind.
The sharpest tritted lover in Arcadia.

Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia.

Yet ... I have known a number of dull-sighted, very
sharp-irilted men. Sir H. Wotton, Reliquiae, p. 82.

sharpy (shar'pi), i.
; pi. sharpies (-piz). [Also

sharpie; < sharp + dim. -#
2
.] Same as shurji.

n., 11.

sharrag (shar'ag), . Same as nhcarliog.

shasht, . An obsolete form of sash 2 .

shaster, Shastra (shas'ter, -trji), n. [Also sas-
tra ; < Skt. gastra, < / gas, govern, teach.] A
text-book or book of laws among the Hindus:
applied particularly to a book containing the
authorized institutes of their religion, and con-
sidered of divine origin. The term is applied, in a
wider sense, to treatises containing the laws or institutes
of the various arts and sciences, as rhetoric.

shathmontt, Same as jktflmemA.
shatter (shat'er), v. [< ME. schateren, scatter,
dash (of falling water) ;

an assibilated form of
scatter: see scatter. ] I. trans. If. To scatter;

disperse.
I come to

pluck your berries harsh and crude,
And with forced fingers rude
Shatter your leaves before the mellowing year.

Milton, Lycidas, 1. 5.

2. To break or rend in pieces, as by a single
blow

; rend, split, or rive into splinters, flinders,
or fragments.

He raised a sigh so piteous and profound,
As it did seem to shatter all his bulk.

Shak., Hamlet, ii. 1. 95.

Here shattered walls, like broken rocks, from far
Rise up in hideous views, the guilt of war.

Addison, The Campaign.

3. To break; disorder; derange; impair; de-

stroy: as, shattered nerves ; a constitution shat-
tered by dissipation.
No consideration in the World doth so break in pieces

and confound and shatter the Spirit of a Han, like the ap-
prehension of God's wrath and displeasure against him
for his sins. StUlingfeet, Sermons, II. ix.

I was shattered by a night of conscious delirium.

Oeorye Eliot, Mill on the Floss, vii. 3.

1. Smash, etc. See dash,

intrans. To scatter; fly apart; be broken
or rent into fragments.
Some [fragile bodies] shatter and fly in many pieces.

Bacon, Nat Hist., 8 841.

In welt'ring waves my ship is tost,

My shattering sails away be shorn.
Sonnet (Arber's Eng. Garner, I. 460).

Shatter (shat'er), . [< shatter, .] 1. One
part of many into which anything is broken

;
a

fragment: used chiefly in the plural, and in the

phrase to break or rend into shatters.

You may likewise stick the candle so loose that it will
fall upon the glass of the sconce, and break it into shatters.

Swift, Advice to Servants (Butler).

2. A shattered or impaired state.

If the nerves are to be continually hi a shatter with want
of sleep. Carlyle, The Century, XXIV. 23.

shatterbrain (shat'er-bran), . A careless,

giddy person ;
a scatterbrain. Imp. Diet.

shatter-brained (shat'er-brand), a. Disorder-
ed in intellect; intellectually weak; scatter-
brained.
You cannot . . . but conclude that religion and devo-

tion are far from being the mere effects of ignorance and
imposture, whatever some shatter-brained and debauched
persons would fain persuade themselves and others.

Dr. J. Goodman, Winter Evening Conferences, iii.

shatter-pated (shat'er-pa"ted), a. Same as
sha tter-brained.

shattery (shat'er-i), n. [< shatter +
-y^ .] Brit-

tle
; that breaks and flies into many pieces ;

not

compact; loose of texture.

A coarse gritstone, ... of too shattery a nature to be
used except in ordinary buildings.

Pennant, Journey from Chester, p. 272.

shauchle 1
, shaughle1

(shach'l), v. i.; pret.
and pp. shaiichled, sliaughled, ppr. shauchling,
shatighling. [Sc., also schachle, shochel; cf.

shaffle.] To walk with a shuffling gait, as one
lame or deformed. [Scotch.]
Shauchle2

, shaughle2
(shach'l), r. t.

; pret.
and pp. shaucliled, shaughled, ppr. ghaiichling,

shaughling. [Sc., also schachle (and shach);
prob. in part < shauchle^, v., but perhaps in part
associated with Icel. skelgja-sl; come askew, <

skjdlgr, wry, oblique, squinting, sloping: see
shallow1

,
s/ioa/1 .] To distort; deform; render

shapeless or slipshod. [Scotch.]
And how her new shoon fit her auld shachl't feet.

Burns, Last May a Braw Wooer.

shaul (shal), . and n. A Scotch form of shoal1
.



shaup

shaup, shawp (shap), M. [Assibilated form
of waupl.] A husk or pod: as, a pea-x/(H/>.

[Scotch.]
shave (shav), c. ; pret. and pp. xliaved (pp. some-
times xliiircii), ppr. nliariHij. [< ME. stutrai,

seliaven (pret. schoof, sciiof, also scharyde, pp.
shaven. Mow, i-schaven, y-schave"), < AS. sceaj'n n ,

scafan (pret. sco/, pp. sea/en), shave, = D. MLG.
scltaven, scrape, plane, = OHG. seaban, sca/ian,
MHG. G. schaben, scratch, shave, scrape, = Icel.

skafa = Sw. skafi-a = Dan. sfcace = Goth, ska hint,

scrape, shave; prpb.
= L. scabere, scratch,

scrape; cf. Gr. aKairreiv, dig, = Lith. skapoti,
shave, cut; skopti, hollow out; Euss. kopati,

dig; skobli, scraping-iron. From share are de-
rived shaveling, perhaps shafft, shaft

2
;
from the

same ult. source are scab, shah, scabby, shabby.]
1. trans. 1. To remove by a slicing, paring,
or sliding action of a keen-edged instrument;
especially, to remove by cutting close to the
skin with a razor: sometimes with off: as, to
shave the beard.

Also thei seye that wee synne dedly in schavynge cure
Berdes. Mandeville, Travels, p. 19.

Neither shall they shave of the corner of their beard.
Lev. xxi. 5.

2. To make bare by cutting off the hair, or the
like : as, to share the chin or head ; also, to re-

move the hair or beard of with a razor: as, to
shaves, man: often used figuratively.
Bot war the wel, if thou be waschen wyth water of schryfte,
& polysed als playn as parchmen schauen.

Alliterative Poems (ed. Morris), ii.

For I am shave as nye as any frere.

Chaucer, Complaint to his Purse, 1. 19.

The labourer with a bending scythe is seen,
Shaving the surface of the waving green.

Gay, Rural Sports, i. 41.

3. To cut down gradually by taking off thin

shavings or parings: as, to shave shingles or

hoops.
And ten brode arowis held he there,
Of which nve in his right honde were,
But they were shaven wel and dight,
Noked and tethered aright.

Rom. of the Rose, \. 941.

The third rule shall be, the making of some medley or
mixture of earth with some other plants bruised or shaved
either in leaf or root. Bacon, Nat. Hist., 528.

4. To skim along or near the surface of
; pass

very close to
;
come very near touching or graz-

ing. Compare shave, n., 3.

He scours the right-hand coast, sometimes the left ;

Now shaves with level wing the deep.
Milton, P. L., ii. 634.

5. To strip ; fleece; cheat; swindle.

I have been shaved mischiefe and a thousand divells
cease him ! I have been shaved !

Marston, Dutch Courtezan, iii. 1.

Shaven latten. See latten.To shave notes, to pur-
chase promissory notes at a rate of discount greater than
is customary. [U. S.)=Syn. 1 and 2. Peel, Shave of, etc.
See twzrei, v. (.

II. intrans. 1. To remove the beard with a

razor; use a razor in removing the beard or
hair from the face or head. 2. To be hard or
extortionate in bargains; specifically, to pur-
chase notes or securities at a greater discount
than is common. [U. S.]
shave (shav), . [< shave, v.] 1. The act or

operation of shaving; the being shaved.
The proprietors of barbers' shops, where a penny shave

had been the staple trade, burst forth as fashionable per-
fumers. First Year ofa Silken Reign, p. 74.

2. A shaving; a thin paring. 3. Motion so
close to something as almost to scrape or graze
it; a very close approach; hence, an exceed-

ingly narrow miss or escape : often with close
or near.

The next instant the hind coach passed my engine by a
sham. Dickens.

"By Jove, that was a near shave !
"
This exclamation was

drawn from us by a bullet which whistled within an inch
of our heads. W. U. Russell, Diary in India, xxi.

4. A knife with a long blade and a handle at
each end, for shaving hoops, spokes (a spoke-
shave), etc.; a drawing-knife, used by shoe-
makers.

Wheel ladder for harvest, light pitch-forks, and tough,
Shave, whip-lash well knotted, and cart-rope enough.

Tusser, Husbandly Furniture, st. 6.

5. In stock transactions, a premium or consid-
eration paid for an extension of time of deliv-

ery or payment, or for the right to vary a con-
tract in some particular. 6. The proportion of

receipts paid by a local theatrical manager to
a traveling company or combination. [Theat-
rical cant.] 7. One who is close or hard in

bargaining; specifically, one who shaves notes.
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[Oolloq.] 8. A trick; a piece of knavery,
especially in money matters; hence, by exten-

sion, any piece of deception.
The deep gloom of apprehension at first "a shave of

old Smith's,' then a well-authenticated report.
W. U. Russell, Diary in India, xii.

shavet. A Middle English past participle of

shave.

shave-grass (shav'gras), n. Same as scouring-
nisli.

shave-hook (shav'huk), w. A tool used for

cleaning the surfaces of metal preparatory to

soldering, and for smoothing and dressing off

solder. Tinmen use a triangular plate of steel with

sharpened edges ; plumbers have a stouter form of scraper.
See cut under soldering-tool.

shaveling (shav'ling),w. [<.share + -Knj;
1
.] A

shaven person ; hence, a friar or religious : an

opprobrious term. Compare beardling.
About him stood three priests, true shavelings, clean

shorn, and polled. Motteux, tr. of Rabelais, iv. 45.

It maketh no matter how thou live here, so thou have
the favour of the pope and his shavelings.

J. Bradford, Works (Parker Soc., 1853), II. 291.

Then Monsieur le Cure' offers you a pinch of snuff, or a

poor soldier shows you his leg, or a shaveling his box.

Sterne, Tristram Shandy, vii. 16.

News spread fast up dale and fiord how wealth such as
men never dreamed of was heaped up in houses guarded
only by priests and shavelings, who dared not draw sword.

J. R. Green, Conq. of Eng., ii. 63.

shaven (sha'vn). A past participle of shave.

shaver (sha'ver), . [< ME. schaver, a barber:
see shave.'] 1. One who shaves, or whose oc-

cupation it is to shave
;
a barber.

She 's gotten him a shaver for his beard,
A comber till his hair.

Young Bekie (Child's Ballads, IV. 11).

The bird-fancier was an easy shaver also, and a fashion-
able hair-dresser also

;
and perhaps he had been sent for

... to trim a lord, or cut and curl a lady.
Dickens, Martin Chuzzlewit, xix.

2. One who makes close bargains, or is sharp in
his dealings; one who is extortionate or usu-

rious, or who fleeces the simple.

By these shavers the Turks were stripped of all they had.

Knolles, Hist. Turks.

Whoo ! the brace are flinch'd,
The pair of shavers are sneak'd from us, Don.

Ford, Lady's Trial, ii. 1.

"He pays well, I hope?" said Steerforth. "Pays as he
speaks, my dear child through the nose. . . . None of

your close shavers the Prince ain't."

Dickens, David Copperfleld, xxii.

3. A fellow; a chap; now, especially with the

epithet little or young, or even without the epi-
thet, a young fellow

;
a youngster. [Colloq.]

Bar. Let me see, sirrah, are you not an old shaver >

Slave. Alas, sir ! I am a very youth.
Marlowe, Jew of Malta, iii. 3.

If he had not been a merry shaver, I would never have
had him. Wily Beguiled (Hawkins's Eng. Drama, III. 375).

And all for a "Shrimp
"
not as high as my hat

A little contemptible "Shaver
"
like that !

Barham, Ingoldsby Legends, II. 127.

shave-weed (shav'wed), n. Same as seoitring-
rush.

shavle (sha'vi), . [Also skavie, perhaps < Dan.
skew, wry, crooked, oblique, = Sw. skef= Icel.

skeifr D. scheef = MLG. schef = G. schief,

skew, oblique: see skew.] A trick or prank.
[Scotch.] .

But Cupid shot a shaft,
That play'd the dame a shavie.

Burns, Jolly Beggars.

shaving (sha'ving), n. [Verbal n. of shave, r.]
1. The act of one who shaves; the removal of
the beard or hair of the head with a razor; the
use of a razor for removing the beard.

As I consider the passionate griefs of childhood, the
weariness and sameness of shaving, the agony of corns,
and the thousand other ills to which flesh is heir, I cheer-

fully say, for one, I am not anxious to wear it forever.

Thackeray, Adventures of Philip, xvii.

Before Alexander's time only the Spartans shaved the

upper lip, but after that shaving became more general.
Encyc. Brit., VI. 456.

2. A thin slice pared off with a shave, a knife,
a plane, or other cutting instrument; especial-
ly, a thin slice of wood cut off by a plane or a

planing-machine.
Rippe vp the golden Ball that Nero consecrated to

Jupiter Capitollinus, you shall haue it stuffed with the

shauinges of his Beard. S. Qosson, The Schoole of Abuse.

3. In leather-nianuf., a process which follows

skiving, and consists in removing inequalities
and roughnesses by means of the curriers' knife,

leaving the leather of uniform thickness, and
with a fine smooth surface on the flesh side.

4. The act of fleecing or defrauding; swin-

dling.

shawl-strap
And let any hook draw you either to a fencer's supper,

or to a player's that acts such a part for a wager ; for by
this means you shall get experience, by being guilty to
their abominable shaving. Dekker, Gull's Hornbook, p. 166.

shaving-basin (sha'ving-ba/'sn), n. Same as
barber's basin (which see, under barber).

shaving-brush (sha'ving-brush), . A brush
used in shaving for spreading the lather over
the face.

shaving-cup (sha'ving-kup), H. A cup used to

hold the soap and lather for shaving.
shaving-horse (sha'ving-hors), n. In carp.,
a bencn fitted with a clamping device, used to
hold a piece of timber as it is shaved with a

drawing-knife.
shaving-machine (sha'ving-ma-shen"), . 1.

In hat-mamif., a pouncing-niachine. 2. A
machine for shaving stereotype plates. E. H.
Knight.
shaving-tub (sha'ving-tub), n. In bookbind-

ing, the wooden tub or box into which the cut-

tings of paper are made to fall when the for-

warder is cutting the edges of books.

shaw1
(sha), n. [< ME. sham, schaw, schawe,

schowe, schage, < AS. scaga, a shaw; cf. Icel.

skogr Sw. skog = Dan. skov, a shaw; per-

haps akin to Icel. sknggi = AS. scua, scuwa, a

shade, shadow : see show1
, skyi. ] 1 . A thicket

;

a small wood; a shady place ;
a grove.

A nos on the north syde & nowhere non ellez

Bot al echet in a schaje that schaded ful cole.

Alliterative Poems (ed. Morels), 1. 452.

Gaillard he was as goldfynch in the shave.

Chaucer, Cook's Tale, 1. 3.

I have mony steads in the forest schaw.

Santf of the Onflow Murray (Child's Ballads, VI. 37).

Close hid under the greenwood slum:

Fairfax, tr. of Tasso's Godfrey of Boulogne, viii. 52.

2. A stem with the leaves, as of a potato or

turnip.
[Now only North. Eng. or Scotch in both

senses.]
shaw2

(sha), v. An obsolete or dialectal form
of show1

.

Shaw3
t, . An obsolete form of shah.

shaweret, An obsolete form of shoicer2 .

shaw-fowl (sha'foul), n. [< shaw2
, show, +

fowl1 .] A representation or image of a fowl
set up by fowlers to shoot at for practice.
[Scotch and North. Eng.]
shawl1

(shal), a. and n. A Scotch form of
shoal1 .

shawl2 (shal), w. [= F. chdle = Sp. chal = Pg.
chale = It. sciallo = D. sjaal = G. schawl, shawl,
= Sw. Dan. schal, sjal (< E.) = Ar. Hind, shal, <

Pers. shal, a shawl or mantle.] A square or ob-

long article of dress, forming a loose covering
for the shoulders,worn chieflyby women. Shawls
are of several sizes and divers materials, as silk, cotton,
hair, or wool ; and occasionally they are made of a mix-
ture of some or all of these staples. Some of the East-
ern shawls, as those of Cashmere, are very beautiful and
costly fabrics. The use of the shawl in Europe belongs
almost entirely to the present century. Compare chudder,
cashmere. Camel's-hair shawl. See camel. Shawl
dance, a graceful dance originating in the East, and made
effective by the waving of a shawl or scarf.

She's had f best of education can play on t' instru-

ment, and dance t

'

shau'l-dance.
Mrs. Gaslcell, Sylvia's Lovers, xxxix.

Shawl muscle. Same as trapezius and cucullaris.

shawl2 (shal), v. t. [<. shawl?, n.] Tocoverwith
a shawl; put a shawl on. [Rare.]
Lady Clonbrony was delighted to see that her son as-

sisted Grace Nugent most carefully in shau'ling the young
heiress. Miss Edgeworth, Absentee, iii.

The upper part of Mrs. McKillop's body, bonneted and
shawled, cautiously displayed itself in the aperture.

L. W. m. Lockhart, Fair to See, xxxviii.

shawl-loom (shal'lom), n, A figure-weaving
loom.
shawl-mantle (shal'man"tl), n. A mantle or
cloak for women's wear, made of a shawl, and
usually very simple in its cut, having no
sleeves, and often resembling the burnoose.
Shawl-material (shal'ma-te'ri-al), n. A tex-
tile of silk and wool used for dresses and parts
of dresses for women. The material is soft and
flexible, and is usually woven in designs of Ori-
ental character.

Shawl-pattern (shal'pat"ern), . A pattern
having decided forms and colors, supposed to
be like those of an Eastern shawl, applied to
a material or a garment usually of plainer de-

sign: also used adjectively: as, a shawl-pattern
waistcoat.

Shawl-pin (shal'pin), . A pin used for fasten-

ing a shawl.

Shawl-Strap (shiil'strap), n. A pair of leather

straps with buckles or automatic catches, fitted

to a handle, for carrying shawls, parcels, etc.



shawl-waistcoat

shawl-waistcoat (sha,rwast"kot), . A vest

or waistcoat with a large prominent pattern
like that of a shawl.

He had a shawl waistcoat of many colors ; a pair of loose

blue trousers ; . . . a brown cutaway coat.

Thackeray, Shabby Genteel Story, viii.

shawm, shalm (sham), . [Early mod. E. also

shaume, shaulm, shalme, shautme; < ME. ghalme,

shaume, shalmie, shalmye = D. scalmel = MLG.
LG. schalmeide = MHG. schalmie, G. schalmei
= Sw. skalmeja = Dan. skalmeie, < OP. chalemie,
F. dial, chalemie (ML. reflex scalmeia), a pipe,
a later form (< L. as if "calamia) for chalemelle,

f., cttalemel, chalumeau, m., < ML. calamella, f.,

calamellus, m., a pipe, flute, < LL. calamellus,
a little pipe or reed, dim. of L. calamus, a

pipe, reed: see calamus, and cf. chalumeau
and calumet.] A musical instrument of the
oboe class, having a double reed inclosed in

a globular mouthpiece. It was akin to the mu-
sette and the bagpipe, and passed over into the bas-

soon. The word survives in the chalumeau register of

the clarinet It is inaccurately used in the Prayer-book
version of the 98th Psalm for cornet or horn. Compare
bombard, 6.

Many thousand tymes twelve,
That maden londe menstralcyes
In cornemuse and shalmyes.

Chaucer, House of Fame, 1. 1218.

As the minstrelles therefore blewe theyr shaulmes, the
barbarous people drew neare, suspecting that noyse to

bee a token of warre, whereupon they made ready theyr
bowes and arrowes.
K. Eden, tr. of Sebastian Munster (First Books on Amer-

[fca, ed. Arber, p. 35).

Cit. What stately music have you 'I Have you shawm* f

Prot. Shawms? No.
Cit. No? I am a thief if my mind did not give me so.

Ralph has a stately part, and he must needs haveAau>nu:
I'll be at the charge of them myself, rather than that well
be without them.

Beau, and /'/.. Knight of Burning Pestle, I ml.

shawp, . See shaup.

shay, n. See chay 1
.

shayak (sha'yak), . [Tripoli.] A coarse
woolen cloth manufactured at Tripoli and else-

where in northern Africa.

shaya-root (sha'a-rot), n, [Also che-root, choy-
root; prop, chaya-root (also simply chay); <

Tamil chaya, a root of Oldenlandia nmbellata, +
E. root1 .] The root of Oldenlandia umbellata,
or the plant itself, also called Indian madder.
The outer bark of the roots furnishes a dye, in India in

great repute, the source of the durable red for which the
Indian chintzes
are famous. The
plant grows wild
on the Coroman-
del coast, and is

also cultivated
there. The leaves
are considered by
the native doctors
as expectorant.

shaykh, .

Same as sheik.

Shaysite (sha'-

zit),n. [< Shays
(see def.) +
-tf2.] In U. S.

hist., a fol-

lower or sup-
porter of
Daniel Shays,
who in 1786-7
led an unsuc-
cessful insur-
rection against the government of Massachu-
setts, in the western part of that State.

she (she), pron. and n. [< ME. she, sche, sheo,
schee, sho, scho, in the earliest form of this type,
scee (in the AS. Chronicle), she, pron. 3d pers.
fern., taking the place of AS. heo, ME. he, ho,
she, but in form irreg. < AS. se6 = OS. siu =
D. zij = MLG. se, LG. se = OHG. siu, si, MHG.
sie, si, G. sie = Icel. su, sjd = Goth, so, the, fern,

of the def. art., AS. se = Icel. sd= Goth, sa, the,
orig. a demonstrative pron. meaning 'that'; =
Euss. siia (fern, of set), this, = Gr. n, fern, of 6,

the, = Skt. sa, she, fern, of sag, he, < / sa, that,
distinct from -y/ ki, > E. he, etc. The change
from AS. sed to ME. sche, scho, etc., was irreg.,
and due to some confusion with heo, ME. he, ho,
the reg. fern. pron. of 3d pers. fern, of he, he : see
fee1 , her."] I. pron. 3d pers. fern., possessive her
or hers, objective her; nom. pi. they, possessive
their or theirs, objective them. The nomina-
tive feminine of the pronoun of the third per-
son, used as a substitute for the name of a
female, or of something personified in the
feminine. Compare lie1

, especially for the forms
her, hers.

Shaya-root (Oldettlandia umbcllata).
a, flower ; b, pistil and calyx.
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And she was cleped Madame Eglentine.

Chaucer, Uen. Prol. to C. T., 1. 12L

Then followeth site; and lastly her slaves, if any have
been given her. Sandys, Travailes (1652), p. 52.

Then Sarah denied, saying, I laughed not ; for she was
afraid. Gen. xviii. 15.

She was the grandest of all vessels,
Never ship was built in Norway
Half so fine as she ! Lonnfellou; King Olaf.

She is often used by people of small education or of com-
paratively secluded lives for the female that is chief in

importance to the speaker, especially a wife ; in this case
it has a peculiar emphasis, separating the person referred
to from all other women : as, "Sit down, gfte'll be here in

a minute." Compare the similar use of hr.

She was formerly and is still dialectally sometimes used
as an indeclinable form.

Yet will I weep, vow, pray to cruel She.

Daniel, Sonnet IV. (Eng. Garner, i. 582).

In the English of the Scotch Highlanders she is commonly
used for he; so her for his.

II. ti. 1. A female person ; a woman: correl-

ative to he, a man. [Now only humorous.]
Lady, you are the cruell'st she alive.

Shak., T. N., 1. 5. 259.

Whoe'er she be,
That not impossible she,
That shall command my heart and me.

Craihaw, To his Supposed Mistress.

I stood and gaz'd at high Mall till I forgot 'twas winter,
so many pretty she's marched by me.

Stcele, Lying Lover, i. 1.

2. A female animal ;
a beast, bird, or fish of the

female sex: correlative to he, a male animal:
hence used attributively or as an adjective pre-
fix, signifying

'

female,' with names of animals,
or, in occasional or humorous use, of other be-

ings : as, a sAe-bear, a sAe-cat, a sAe-devil, etc.

See Ae1
, n., 2.

You would think a smock were a A-angel, he so chants
to the sleeve-hand and the work about the square on 't.

Shak., W. T., iv. 4. 211.

This is a Dopper, a she Anabaptist !

B. Jonton, Staple of News, iii. 1.

They say that . . . the Hee and the She Eel may be
distinguished by their fins.

7. Walton, Complete Angler (ed. 1653X x.

shea (she'a), n. The tree yielding shea-butter :

same as karite. Also shea-tree.

shea-butter (she'a-but'er), n. See vegetable
butters (under butter1

), gutta-shea, and karite.

sheading (she'ding), . [< ME.scheding, shsed-

ing, schodinge, division, separation, verbal n.

of scheden, separate: seesAed1
.] In the Isle of

Man, a riding, tithing, or division in which
there is a coroner or chief constable. The isle

is divided into six sheadings.
sheaf 1

(shef), n.
; pi. sheaves (shevz). [< ME.

sheef, scheef, shef, scheffe, schof, shaf (pi. sheves),
< AS. sceaf (pi. scedfas), a sheaf, pile of grain
(= D. scAoo/= MLG. LG. schof= OHG. scoub,

scoup, MHG. schoup (schoub-), G. dial, schaub =
Icel. gkauf, a sheaf), lit. a pile of grain

' shoved '

together, < scufan (pret. scedf), shove: see

shore."] A bundle or collection.

I am so haunted at the court, and at my lodging, with

your refined choice spirits, that it makes me clean of an-
other garb, another shea/, I know not how !

/>'. Jonson, Every Man out of his Humour, ii. 1.

Jerrnyn, looking gravely and steadily at Felix while he
was speaking, at the same time drew forth a small shea/
of papers from his side-pocket, and then, as he turned his

eyes slowly on Harold, felt in his waistcoat-pocket for his

pencil-case. George Eliot, Felix Holt, xvii.

Specifically (a) A quantity of the stalks of wheat, rye,

oats, or barley hound together; a bundle of stalks or
straw.

The Virgin next, . . .

Milde-proudly marching, in her left hand brings
A sheaf of Corn, and in her right hand wings.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, i. 4.

The fanners laughed and nodded, and some bent
Their yellow heads together like their sheaves.

Longfellow, Birds of Killiugworth.

(b) A bundle of twenty-four arrows, the number furnished
to an archer and carried by him at one time.

A sheef of pecok arwes brighte and kene
Under his belt he bar ful thriftily.

Chaucer, Gen. Prol. to C. T., 1. 104.

And, at his belt, of arrows keen
A furbish'd sheaf bore he.

Scott, L. of L. M., iii. 17.

(<) A bundle of steel containing thirty gads or ingots.

As for our steele, it is not so good for edge-tooles as

that of Colaine, and yet the one is often sold for the other,
and like tale vsed in both that is to saie, thirtie gads to

the she/e, and twelue sheffes to the burden.
Holinshed, Descrip. of Eng., ii. 11.

(d) In geom., a doubly infinite manifold of curves or sur-

faces comprising all which fulfil certain general conditions
and also pass through certain fixed points ; especially, a
manifold of points or planes passing through one fixed

point. Center of a sheaf. 8eenfwl.=Syn. (a) Sheaf,
Shock, Stack, Jitck. A sheaf is about an armful of the stalks

of any small grain, tied at the middle into a bundle ; a shock

is a pile of sheaves, generally from ten to twelve, standing

shear

upright or leaning together, sometimes with two or three
laid across the top to turn olf rain

; a stack or rick is a
much larger pile, constructed carefully to stand for &ome
time, and thatched or covered, or so built as to keep out
rain. In the United States the word stack is much more
common than rick.

Oak returned to the stack-y&rd, . . . There were five

wheat-ricto in this yard, and three stacks of barley. . . .

"Mrs. Tall, I've come for the key of the granary, to get
at the rtcfr-cloths." . , . Next came the barley. This it

was only possible to protect by systematic thatching. . . .

She instantly took a sheaf upon her shoulders, clambered

up close to his heels, placed it behind the rod, and de-

scended for another.
T. Hardy, Far from the Madding Crowd, xxxvi., xxxvii.

And he would feed them from the shock
With flower of finest wheat.

MMon, Ps. Ixxxi., 1. 66.

When the wild peasant rights himself, the rick

Flames, and his anger reddens in the heavens.

Tennyson, Princess, iv.

sheaf 1
(shef), r. [< sheaf1,

n. Cf. sheave1
.]

I. trans. To collect and bind; make sheaves of.

II. intrans. To make sheaves.

They that reap must *ea/and bind.

Shak., As you Like it, iii. 2. 113.

sheaf2
(shef), n. Same as sheare?.

Sheaf-binder (shef'bm'der), . A hand-tool
for facilitating the binding of sheaves of grain
with twine. One form consists of a large wooden needle
with a hook at the point, which serves to tighten the
cord round the sheaf and form it into a knot. Another
form consists of a wooden block, which is attached to the
cord and used to make a slip-knot, the block being left on
the sheaf.

sheafy (she'fi), . [< sheaf* + -y
1
.] Pertain-

ing to, consisting of, or resembling a sheaf or
sheaves.

Ceres, kind mother of the bounteous, year,
Whose golden locks a sheafy garland bear.

Gay, tr. of Ovid's Metamorph., vi. 190.

Sheah, >. Same as Shiah.

sheal1
(shel), M. [Also shiel; a dial, form of

shell, partly also of the related shale1
."] A

shell, husk, or pod. [Obsolete or prov. Eng.
and Scotch.]
sheal 1

(shel), f. t. [Also sheet, skill ; a dial.

form of shell, c. Cf. sheal1
, .] To take the

husks or pods off; shell. [Obsolete or prov.
Eng. and Scotch.]
That 's a shealed peascod. Shak., Lear, i. 4. 219.

sheal2 (shel), n. [Also sheel, sheil, shiel; either

(a) < Icel. sl-dli = Norw. skaale, a hut; or (6) <

Icel. skjol, a shelter, cover, skyli, a shed, shelter

(cf.styla, screen, shelter, ski/ling, a screening),
= Sw. Dan. skjul, a shelter, a shed: all < ^ skv,

cover, Skt. -^ sku, cover: see sky1 , shaic 1
,
shade1

.

sAerf2.] A hut or cottage used by shepherds,
fishermen, sportsmen, or others as a tempo-
rary shelter while engaged in their several pur-
suits away from their own dwellings; also, a
shelter for sheep on the hills during the night.
Also shealing. [Prov. Eng. and Scotch.]
A martiall kinde of men, who from the moneth of April

unto August lye out scattering and Summering (as they
tearme it) with their cattell, in little cottages here and
there, which they call sheales and shealings.

Holland, tr. of Camden, p. 508. (Dames.)

To be wi' thee in Hieland shiel

Is worth lords at Castlecary.
Ballad of Lizie Baillie, ii. (Chambers's Scottish Song, iii.

U44).
The swallow jinkin' round my shiel.

Burns, Bess and her Spinning-Wheel.

sheal2 (shel), c. t. [< sAa(2, .] To put under
cover or shelter: as, to sheal sheep. [Prov.
Eng. and Scotch.]

shealing 1
(she'ling), n. [< sheafl + -ing

1
.] 1.

The act of removing the shell or husk. 2.
The outer shell, pod. or husk of pease, oats,
and the like. [Prov. Eng.]
shealing2 (she'ling), n. [AlsosJieeling, shelling,

shieling; < sAeoi2 + -ing
1
.] Same as sAeo/2 .

[Scotch.]
You might ha'e been out at the shealin,
Instead o' sae lang to lye.

Lizzie Lindsay (Child's Ballads, IV. 66).

shealing-hill (she'ling-hil), n. A knoll near a

mill, where formerly the shelled oats were win-
nowed. Scott, Old Mortality. [Scotch.]
shear1

(sher), v.
; pret. sheared or (archaic) shore,

pp. sheared or shorn, ppr. shearing. [< ME. she-

ren, scheren, sceren (pret. shar, schar, schare, scar,

pp. schoren, schorn, schore), < AS. sceran, sciran

(pret. scser, pi. sc&iron, pp. scoren), shear, clip,

cut, = OFnes. skera, schera = D. scheren =
MLG. LG. scheren =OHG. sceran, MHG. schern,
G. scheren = Icel. skera = Sw. skdra = Dan.

skjfere, shear, cut; prob. = Gr. Keipeiv (for *onei-

pctv), shear, < -\/ skar = L. scr-, cut, in CMC/MX

(for 'scurtus), short (see short1
). From shear1

or its orig. form are ult. E. share1
,
sho re-, share$,



shear

shard!, xlmnf^, scar2
, score!, perhaps m'/v 1

,

x/ii'in--, xlK'iirx. xli<-er'*, shred, shore!, etc.] I.

trims. 1. To cut; specifically, to clip or cut with

a sharp instrument, as a knife, but especially
with shears, scissors, or the like : as, to shear

sheep; to shear cloth (that is, to clip the nap).
The mete that she schar.

Sir Degrecant (Thornton Romances), I. 801.

Eftsoones her shallow ship away did slide.
More swift then swallow sheres the liquid sky.

Spenser, . Q., II. vl. 5.

God tempers the wind, said Maria, to the shorn lamb.

Sterne, Sentimental Journey (Paris).

How strong, supple, and living the ship seems upon the
billows !

With what a dip and rake she shears the flying sea !

H. L. Stevenson, Virginibus Puerisque, i.

2. To clip off
;
remove by clipping : as, to shear

a fleece.

And sleping in hir barm upon a day,
She made to clippe or shere his heer awey.

Chaucer, Monk's Tide, 1. 77.

How many griefs and sorrows that, like shears,
Like fatal shears, are shearing off our lives still !

Fletcher (and another V), Prophetess, iii. 3.

But she, the wan sweet maiden, shore away
Clean from her forehead all that wealth of hair.

Tennyson, Holy Grail.

Hence 3. To fleece; strip bare, especially by
swindling or sharp practice.

Thus is he shorne
Of eight score poundes a year for one poore corne
Of pepper. Times' Whistle (E. E. T. S.), p. 68.

In his speculation he had gone out to shear, and come
home shorn. Mrs. J. H. Riddell, City and Suburb, xxvii.

4f. To shave.

Not only thou, but every myghty man,
Though he were shorn ful hye upon his pan,
Sholde have a wyf.

Chaucer, Prol. to Monk's Tale, 1. 64.

The seventeenth King was Egbert, who after twenty
Years Reign forsook the World also, and shore himself a

Monk. Baker, Chronicles, p. 6.

5. To cut down or reap with a sickle or knife :

as, to shear grain. [Old Eng. and Scotch.]
And ye maun shear it wi' your knife,
And no lose a stack [stalk] o' 't for your life.

The Elfin Knight (Child's Ballads, I. 129).

6f. To make or produce by cutting.
Till that I see his body bare,
And sithen my fyngir putte in thare within his hyde,
And fele the wound the spere did schere rijt in his syde ;

Are schalle I trowe no tales be-twene. York Plays, p. 453.

7. To produce a shear in. See shear!, n ,
t
3.

II. intrans. 1. To cut; cut, penetrate, or di-

vide something with a sweeping motion.

This heard Geraint, and, grasping at his sword, . . .

Made but a single bound, and with a sweep of it

Shore thro' the swarthy neck. Tennyson, Geraint.

2. In mining, to make a vertical cut in the coal,
or a cut at right angles to that made in " hol-

ing." See hole1
,
v. t., 3. 3. To receive a strain

of the kind called a shear. See shear!, n., 3.

shear1
(sher), n. [< shear1

,
v. Cf. share!.} l.

A shearing or clipping: used in stating the

age of sheep: as, a sheep of one shear, a two-
shear sheep (that is, a sheep one or two years
old), in allusion to the yearly shearing. 2. A
barbed fish-spear with several prongs. E. H.

Knight. 3. A strain consisting of a compres-
sion in one direction with an elongation in the
same ratio in a direction perpendicular to the
first. Thus, in fig. 1, suppose a body in which the axis

AC is compressed to ac. Suppose there is an axis of equal
elongation, upon which take BD equal h
to ac, so that after elongation it will

be brought to bd, equal to AC. Then,
all planes perpendicular to the plane
of the diagram and parallel either to
AB or to AD will remain undistorted,
being simply rotated into positions
parallel to ab or ad. If the body while

undergoing strain be so rotated that
a and b remain in coincidence with A
and B (see fig. 2), the shear willbeseen

B

d
Fig. i.

to be an advance of all planes parallel

li U c

Fig. 2.

to be an advance of all planes parallel
to a fixed plane in parallel lines in those

;

lanes by amounts proportional to their
istances from the fixed plane. A shear

is often called a simple shear, meaning
a shear uncompounded with any other
strain. Any simple strain may be re-

solved into a shear, a positive or negative elongation per-
pendicular to the shear, and a positive or negative ex-

pansion.
4. Deflection or deviation from the straight ;

curve or sweep; sheer : as, the shear of a boat.

Some considerable shear to the bow lines will make a
drier and safer boat. Sportsman's Gazetteer, p. 568.

Complex Shear, a strain compounded of two or more
simple shears. Double Shear, (a) In dynam., a com-
pound of two shears. (6) In practical mech., a twofold

doubling and welding.

shear-t, [< ME. shere, schere, < AS. sceara

(also in early glosses scerero, sceruru) (=
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OFries. skere, schere = D. schaar = OHG. skdr,

skdra, pi. scan', MHG. schsere (prob. pi.), G.

scheere, schere = Icel. skseri, shears; cf. Sw.

skara, a reaping-hook, Dan. skjser, skjsere, plow-
share, colter), < seeran (pret. scser), shear: see

shear*. Cf. shared] Same as shears.

This Sampson never sider drank ne wyn,
Ne on his heed cam rasour noon ne shere.

Chaucer, Monk's Tale, 1. 86.

shear3
!,

* An obsolete form of sheer3 .

shearbill (sher'bil), n. The scissorbill, cut-

water, or black skimmer; the bird Rhynchops
iiii/i-ii : so called from the bill, which resembles
a pair of shears. See cut under Rhynchops.
sheardt, . An obsolete spelling of shard!.

shearer (sher'er), n. [< ME. scherere, scherer

= D. scheerder = OHG. scerari, skerare, MHG.
G. scherer, a barber; as shear! + -er!.~\ 1. One
who shears, (a) One who clips or shears sheep; a

sheep-shearer. (6) One who shears cloth ; a shearman,

(c) A machine used to shear cloth, (d) One who cuts
down grain with a sickle ; a reaper. [Scotland and Ire-

land.]

2. A dyadic determining a simple shear.

shear-grass (sher'gras), n. One of various

sedgy or grassy plants with cutting leaves, as
the saw-grass, Cladium Mariscus.

shearhog (sher'hog), n. A sheep after the first

shearing. Also, contracted, shernig, sharrag.

[Prov. Eng.]
He thought it a mere frustration of the purposes of

language to talk of shearhogs and ewes to men who ha-

bitually said sharrags and yowes.
George Eliot, Mr. GilflTs Love Story, i. (Dames.)

shear-hooks, n. pi. See sheer-hooks.

shear-hulk, n. See sheer-hulk.

shearing (sher'ing), n. [Verbal n. of shear!,

.] 1. The act or operation of cutting by
means of two edges of hardened steel, or the

like, which pass one another closely, as in or-

dinary shears and scissors, and in machines
made on the same principle. 2. That which
is shorn or clipped off

;
that which is obtained

by shearing: as, the shearings of cloth; the
whole shearing of a flock. 3. A shearling.
4. The act, operation, or time of reaping ; har-
vest. [Scotland and Ireland.]

O will ye fancy me, O,
And gae and be the lady o' Drum,
And lat your shearing abee, ?

Laird of Drum (Child's Ballads, IV. 118).

5. The process of producing shear-steel by
condensing blistered steel and rendering it

uniform. 6. In geol., the compression, elon-

gation, and deformation of various kinds to

which the components of rocks have frequent-
ly been subjected in consequence of crust-

movements
;
the dynamic processes by which

shear-structure has been produced. 7. In

mining, the making of vertical cuts at the ends
of a part of an undercut seam of coal, serv-

ing to destroy the continuity of the strata and
facilitate the breaking down of the mass.
8. In dynam., the operation of producing a
shear.

shearing-hookst (sher'ing-huks), n. pi. [Also
sheering-hooks ; < ME. shering-hokes.} A contri-

vance for cutting the ropes of a vessel. Com-
pare sheer-hooks.

In goth the grapenel so ful of crokes,
Among the ropes rennyth the shering-hokes.

Chaucer, Good Women, 1. 641.

shearing-machine (sheVing-ma-shen*), n. 1.

A machine used for cutting plates and bars
of iron and other metals. 2. A machine for

shearing cloth, etc.

shearing-stress (sher'ing-stres), n. A stress

occasioned bv or tending to produce a shear.

shearing-table (sher'mg-ta"bl), w. A portable
bench fitted with straps or other conveniences
for holding a sheep in position for shearing.
shear-legs (sher'legz), n. pi. Same as sheers, 2.

Shear-legs . . . are now frequently used by marine en-

gineers for the purpose of placing boilers, engines, and
other heavy machinery on board large steamers.

Sci. Amer., N. 8., LIV. 39.

shearlesst (sher'les), a. [Also sheerless; < shear2
,

shears, + -less.} Without shears or scissors.

And ye maun shape it knife*, sheerless,
And also sew it needle-, threedless.

The Elfin Knight (Child's Ballads, I. 129).

shearling (sher'ling), n. [< shear! + -ling!.] A
sheep of one shear, or that has been once shorn.

In the European provinces lambs do not pay the tax
until they are shearlings. J. Baker, Turkey, p. 388.

shearman (sher'man), H.
; pi. shearmen (-men).

[Formerly also sheerman, sherman ; < ME. scher-

waH,tteharifin; < shear! + man. Hence the sur-

sheartail

name Shearman, Sherman.} 1. One whose oc-

cupation it is to shear cloth.

Villain, thy father was a plasterer,
And thou thyself a shearman, art thou not?

Shalt., 2 Hen. VI., iv. 2. 141.

This Lord Cromwell was born at Putney, a Village in

Surrey near the Thames Side, Son to a Smith ; after whose
Decease his Mother was married to a Sheer-man.

Baker, Chronicles, p. 288.

2f. A barber.

Scharman, or scherman. Tonsor, attonsor.

Prompt. Pan., p. 444.

shearn, . Same as sham.
shears (sherz), n. sing, and pi. [Formerly also

sheers (still used in naut. sense : see sheers) ; <

ME. sheres, sclicres, pi., also schere, shere, sing.,

Purchase-shears for cutting Metal.

a and c, levers connected by a
link-bar A, and respectively piv-
oted at/ andy to the frame e.

By the arrangement of the levers
the movable blade d, attached to

'
, acts with a strong purchase in

combination with tne stationary-
blade cf, rigidly attached to the
frame e.

Shears for cutting Cloth.

a, screw-pivot on which as a fulcrum each blade with its handle works.

shears: sees/tear2 .] 1. A cutting- or clipping-
instrument consisting of two pivoted blades

with beveled edges
-**

facing each other,
such as is used for

cutting cloth, or of a

single piece of steel

bent round until the
blades meet, the elas-

ticity of the back
causing the blades to

spring open when the

pressure used in cut-

ting has ceased. The
latter is the kind used

by farriers, sheep-shearers,
weavers, etc. Shears of the
first kind differ from scis-

sors chiefly in being larger. Implements of similar form
used for cutting metal are also called shears. See also

cuts under clipping-shears and sheep-shears.

Think you I bear the shears of destiny?
Shale., K. John, iv. 2. 91.

Time waited upon the shears, and, as soon as the thread
was cut, caught the medals, and carried them to the river
of Lethe. Bacon, Advancement of Learning, ii. 132.

Puddled bars are also generally sheared hot, either by
crocodile or guillotine shears, into lengths suitable for

piling. W. H. Greenwood, Steel and Iron, p. 347.

2. Something in the form of the blades of

shears, (at) A pair of wings.

Two sharpe winged sheares,
Decked with diverse plumes, like painted Jayes,
Were fixed at his backe to cut his ayery wayes.

Spenser, F. Q., II. viii. 5.

(6) In bookbinding, a long, heavy, curved knife, with a
handle at one end and a heavy counterpoise at the other
end of the blade, which cuts thick millboards, scissors-

fashion, against a fixed straight knife on the side of an
iron table, (c) An apparatus for raising heavy weights.
See sheers, 2.

3. The ways or track of a lathe, upon which
thelathe-head, poppet-head, andrest are placed.

4. A shears-moth Knight of the shears. See

knight. Perpetual shears! Same as revolving shears.

Revolving shears, a cylinder around which thin
knife-blades are carried in a spiral, their edges revolving
in contact with a fixed straight-edge called the ledger-
blade. The machine is used to trim the uneven fibers

from the face of woolen cloth. Rotary shears. See

rotary. Sieve and Shears. See sieve and coscinomancy.
There goes but a pair of shearst. See pairi.

shears-moth (sherz'mdth), . One of certain
noctuid moths ;

a shears or sheartail, as Hadena
dentina : an English collectors' name. Mames-
tra glauca is the glaucous shears; Hadena di-

dyma is the pale shears.

shear-steel (sher'stel), . [So called from its

applicability
to the manufacture of shears,

knives, scythes, etc.] Blister-steel which has
been fagoted and drawn out into bars under
the rolls or hammer: a repetition of the pro-
cess produces what is known as double-shear

Steel. The density and homogeneousness of the steel

are increased by this process, and it is generally admitted
that a better result is attained by hammering than by
rolling. See steel.

shear-structure (sher'struk"tur), . In geol.,
a structure superinduced in rocks by shearing ;

a structure varying from lamellar to schistose,
somewhat resembling the so-called "fluxion-
structure" often seen in volcanic rocks, but

produced by the flowing, not of molten, but of

solid material, as one of the consequences of

the immense strain by which the upheaval or

plication of large masses of rock has been ac-

companied.
sheartail (sher'tal), . 1. A humming-bird
of the genus Tltaiimastiira, having a very long
forficate tail, like a pair of shears, as T. cora,
T. henicura, etc. In the core hummer (to which the



shear-tail

genus Thaumastura is now usually restricted, the others

formerly referred to it being placed In Doricha) the struc-

ture of the tail is peculiar; for the
middle pair of feathers is so short as

to be almost hidden by the coverts,
while the next pair Is suddenly and

extremely lengthened, and then the

other three pairs rapidly shorten
from within outward. In Voricha

(D. henicura, etc.) the shape of

the tail is simply forlicate, as
the feathers lengthen from the

shortest middle pair to the

longest outer pair, like a

Sheartail ( Thaumaslura Cera).

tern's. In all these cases the long feathers are very
narrow and linear, or of about uniform width to their
ends. The peculiar formation is confined to the males.
T. '"/'/ has the tail (in the male) about 4 inches long,
though the length of the bird is scarcely 6 inches; It

is golden-green above and mostly white below, with a
metallic crimson gorget reflecting blue in some lights,
and the tail black and white. The female is S\ inches
long, the tail being i ;. It inhabits Peru. Five species
of Doricha, range from the Bahamas and parts of Mexico
into Central America.

2. A sea-swallow or tern: from the long forked
tail. See cut under roseate. [Prov. Eng.]
3. A British shears-moth, as Hadena dentina.

shearwater (sher'wa'ter), n. [Formerly also

skeerwater, sherewater; <. shear, v., + obj. ma-
ter.'] 1. A sea-bird of the petrel family, Pro-

cellariidie, and section Puffinese, having a long
and comparatively slender, much-hooked bill,

short nasal tubes obliquely truncate and with
a thick nasal septum, long pointed wings, short

tail, and close oily plumage. There are many spe-
cies, mostly of the genus Piiffinus, found on all seas, where
they fly very low over the water, seeming to shear, shave,
or graze it with their long blade-like wings (whence the
name). Some of them are known as hags or hagdens.
Three of the commonest are the greater shearwater, P.

major; the Manx shearwater, P. anolorum; and the sooty
shearwater, P.fvliginomt, all of the North Atlantic. They
nest in holes by the seaside, and the female lays one white
egg. See cut under ttagden.
2. Same as cutwater, 3. See lihynchons.
sheat 1

!, An obsolete form of sheet*.

Sheat2 (shet), n. [Prob. a var. of shote? (cf.

slieafi, var. of shote*). Cf. sheat-fish.] The
shad. Wright. [Prov. Eng.]
sheat3

,
>i. An obsolete or dialectal form of

.

sheat4t, a- [Origin obscure.] Apparently, trim,
or some such sense.

Neat, sheat, and fine,
As brisk as a cup of wine.

Greene, Friar Bacon, p. 163.

sheat-fish (shet'fish), . [Formerly also (er-

roneously) sJieath-fish ; appar. < sheat2
,
a shote,

+ fisW-.'} A fish of the family Siluridje, espe-
cially Silurus glanis, the great catfish of central
and eastern Europe, the largest fresh-water fish
of Europe except the sturgeons, attaining a
weight of 300 or 400 pounds. The flesh is edible,
the fat is used in dressing leather, and the sound yields a
kind of gelatin. It is of elongate form with a small dor-
sal, no adipose fin, a long anal, and a distinct caudal with
a roundish margin ; there are six barbels. It takes the
place in Europe of the common catfish of North America,
and belongs to the same family, but to a different sub-

family. (See cut under Siluridee.) With a qualifying term,
sheat-fish extends to some related families. See phrases
following.

At home a mighty sheat-fish smokes upon the festive board.

Kingsley, Hypatia, x. (Davits.)

Electric sheat-fishes, the electric catflshes, or Malapte-
ruridse. Flat-headed sheat-fishes, the Aspredinida.
Long-headed sheat-fishes, the Ptenmotidie. Mail-

ed sheat-fishes, the Luricariidit. Naked sheat-fishes,
the Pimelodidee. True sheat-fishes, the SUurida.

sheath (sheth), n. [< ME. shethe, schethc, also

shede, < AS. scseth, scdth, scedth = OS. scethia,
seedia = D. scheede = MLG. schede, LG. schede,
sehee = OHG. sceida, MHG. G. scheide = Icel.

skeithir, fern, pi., also skithi, a sheath, = Sw.
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skida, a sheath, a husk or pod of a bean or pea,= Dan. skede, sheath: appar. orig. applied (as
in Sw.) to the husk of a bean or pea, as 'that
which separates,' from the root of AS. scddaii,

xceudan, etc., separate : see shed1
, v. Cf. shide.}

1. A case or covering, especially one which fits

closely: as, the sheath of a sword. Compare
scabbard^.

His knit he drajh out of his schethe,
& to his herte hit wolde habbe ismlte
Nadde his moder hit vnder hete.

King Horn (E. E. T. S.), p. 104.

Put up thy sword into the sheath. John xviii. 11.

A dagger, in rich sheath with jewels on It

Sprinkled about in gold.

Tennyson, Aylmer's Field.

2. Any somewhat similar covering, (a) in bot.,
the part of an expanded organ that is rolled around a stem
or other body, forming a tube, as in the
lower part of the leaves of grasses, the
stipules of the Polygonacex, the tubular
organ inclosing the seta of mosses, etc. ;

a vagina ; also, un arrangement of cells

inclosing a cylindrical body, as the med-
ullary sheath. See cuts under Eguise-
turn, exogen, and ocrea.

The cleistogamic flowers are very small,
and usually mature their seeds within
the sheaths of the leaves.

Darwin, Different Forms of Flowers, p.

[333.

(b) In Z"'it., some sheathing, enveloping,
or covering part. (1) The preputial
sheath into which the penis is retracted
in many animals, aa the horse, bull, dog,
etc. This sheath corresponds in the
main with the foreskin of man, and is

often called prepuce. (2) An elytron,
wing-cover, or wing-case of an insect (3)
The horny covering of the bill or feet of
a bird ; especially, a sort of false cere of
some birds, as the sheathbills, jagers, etc.

See cuts under pujfin. (4) The lorica or
test which envelops many infusorians or
other protozoans, some rotifers, etc. (5)

lie claws of
Leaf of l.oliutii

perennt, show-
ing sheath.

The fold of skin into which thi

a cat or other feline may be retracted, (c)

In anat., specifically, a membrane, fascia,
or other sheet or layer of condensed con-
nective tissue which closely invests a part or organ, and
serves to bind it down or hold it in place. Such sheaths

may be cylindrical, as when investing a nerve or blood-
vessel and extending In Its course

;
or flat and expansive,

as when binding down muscles. A layer of deep fascia

commonly forms a continuous sheath of all the muscles
of a limb, as notably in the case of the fascia lata, which
envelops the thigh, and is made tense by a special muscle
(the tensor fasciee latse). See/owta, 7.

3. A structure of loose stones for confining a
river within its banks. Carotid, chordal, corti-

cal, crural, femoral sheath. See the adjectives
Cirrus-sheath. See cirrus. Dentinal sheath of Neu-
mann, the proper sheath of the dentinal fibers ; the wall
of the dentinal canaliculi. Also called dental sheath.

Leaf-sheath, in tat.: (a) The sheath of a leaf. Specifi-

cally (b) The membranous toothed girdle which sur-
rounds each node of an Equisetum, corresponding to the

foliage of the higher orders of plants. See cut under

Equisetum. Medullary, mucilaginous, penial, peri-
vascular, rostral sheath. See the adjectives. Pro-
tective sheath, in bot.. the sheath or layer of modified

parenchyma-cells surrounding a flbrpvascular bundle.
Sheath of Henle, a delicate connective-tissue envelop of
a nerve-fiber outside of the sheath of Schwann, being a
continuation of the perineurium. Sheath of Mauthner,
the protoplasmic sheath underneath Schwann's sheath,
and passing inward at the nodes of Ranvier to separate
the myelin from the axis-cylinder. It thus Incloses the

myelin in a double sac. (Ranvier.) The outer leaf be-
comes thickened about the middle of the internode, in-

closing a nucleus Sheath of Schwann. Same as /<

rilemma, or primitive sheath (which see, under primitive).
Sheath of the optic nerve, that continuation of the

membranes of the brain which incloses the optic nerve.

Sheath of the rectus, the sheath formed, above the fold
of Douglas, by the splitting of the aponeurotic tendon of
the internal oblique muscle, and containing between its

layers most of the rectus muscle.

sheath (sheth),*. /. Same as sheathe.

sheathbill (sheth'bil), n. A sea-bird of the

family Chionididse. There are two species, Chionis
alba, in which the sheath is flat like a cere, and C. (or

Chionarchtts) minor, in which the sheath rises up like the

sheave

pigeon. They are known to sailors as kelp-pigeon and
sore-eyed pigeon.

Sheath-billed (sheth'bild), a. Having the bill

sheathed with a kind of false cere. See shctith-

bill.

Sheathclaw (sheth'kla), n. A lizard of the

genus fhecodactylus.
sheathe (sheTH), v. t.

; pret. and pp. sheathed,

ppr. sheathing. [Also sometimes sheath, which
is proper only as taken from the mod. noun,
and pron. sheth

;
< ME. schethen, sclieden = Icel.

skeitha, sheathe; < sheath, .] 1. To put into
a sheath or scabbard; inclose in or cover with
or as with a sheath or case: as, to sheatlii- a
sword or dagger.

Tis in my breast she sheathes her dagger now.
Dryden, Indian Emperor, Iv. 4.

Sheathe thy sword,
Fair foster-brother, till I say the word
That draws it forth.

William Morris, Earthly Paradise, II. 273.

2. To protect by a casing or covering; cover
over or incase, as with armor, boards, iron,
sheets of copper, or the like.

It were to be wished that the whole navy throughout
were sheathed as some are. Raleigh.

The two knights entered the lists, armed with sword
and dagger, and sheathed in complete harness.

Prescott, Ferd. and Isa., ii. 11.

3. To cover up or hide.

Her eyes, like marigolds, had sheathed their light.
Shak.

, Lucrece, 1. 397.

In the snake, all the organs are sheathed ; no hands, no
feet, no tins, no wings. Emerson, Civilization.

4. To render less sharp or keen
; mask; dull.

Other substances, opposite to acrimony, are called de-
mulcent or mild, because they blunt or sheathe those sharp
salu ; as pease and beans. Arbuthnot.

To sheathe the sword, figuratively, to put an end to war
or enmity ; make peace.

Days of ease, when now the weary sword
Was sheath'd, and luxury with Charles restored.

Pope, Imit. of Horace, II. I. 140.

sheathed (sheTHd),^>. a. 1. Put into a sheath
;

incased in a sheath, as a sword
; specifically, in

bot., zool., and anat., having a sheath; put in
or capable of being withdrawn into a sheath;
invaginated ; vaginate. 2. Covered with

sheathing or thin material, inside or outside.

sheather (she'THer), n. [< ME. scJiethere; <

sheathe + -erl.] One who sheathes, in any
sense.

sheath-fish (sheth'fish), n. A false form of

sheat-fish. Encyc. Brit.
;
Web. Int. Diet.

sheathing (she'THing), n. [Verbal n. ofsheathe,

.] 1. The act of one who sheathes. 2. That
vhi

pommel of a saddle. Both inhabit high southern lati-

tudes, as the Falkland Islands and Kerguelen Land; the

plumage is pure-white, and the size is that of a large

which sheathes, covers, or protects, or may be
used for such purpose. Specifically (a) In carpen-
ter-work, boarding applied to any surface, or used to cover
a skeleton frame ; especially, such boarding when forming
the inner or rough covering intended to receive an outer

coating of any sort, (b) Thin plates of metal used for cov-

ering the bottom of a wooden ship, usually copper or yel-
low metal, and serving to protect it from the boring of ma-
rine animals ; also, a covering of wood applied to the parts
under water of many iron and steel vessels, to prevent cor-

rosion of the metal and to delay fouling of the bottom, (c)

Anything prepared for covering a surface, as of a wall or
other part of a building : applied to tiles, metallic plates,

stamped leather hangings, etc.

Mural sheathinffs imitative of the finest Persian patterns.
Art Jour.,X. S., VII. 36.

(a) A protection for the main deck of a whaling-vessel, as

pine boards, about one inch in thickness, laid over the deck
to prevent it from being cut up by the spades, being burned
while trying out oil, etc.

sheathing (she'THing), p. a. Inclosing by or

as by a sheath : as, the sheathing base of a leaf;

sheathing stipules, etc. See cut under sheath, 2.

Sheathing canal. See canali.

sheathing-nail (she'THing-nal), . A nail suit-

able for nailing on sheathing. That used in nail-

ing on the metallic sheathings of ships is a cast nail of an

alloy of copper and tin.

sheathing-paper (she'THing-pa^per), n. A
coarse paper laid on or under the metallic

sheathing of ships, and used for other like pur-

poses; lining-paper.
sheath-knife (sheth'nif), n. A knife worn in

a sheath attached to the waist-belt, as by mer-
chant seamen and by riggers.
sheathless (sheth'le's), a. [< sheath + -less.']

Having no sheath
;
not sheathed ; evaginate.

sheath-winged (sheth'wingd), a. Having the

wings sheathed or incased in elytra, as a beetle
;

sharded; coleopterous; vaginipennate.
sheathy(she'thi), o. [< sheath + -#!.] Sheath-
like. Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., iii. 27.

shea-tree, . Same as shea.

sheave 1 (shev), '. t.
; pret. and pp. sheared, ppr.

shearing. [< xheuf1
,

n. Cf. sheaf1 , c., and



sheave

< leaf
1

, etc.] To bring together into

sheaves; collect into a sheaf or into sheaves.

sheave2 (shev), n. [Also shceve, sheaf; a var.

of shire : see shire.] 1. A slice, as of bread
;
a

cut. [Scotch.]
She begs one sheave of your white bread,
But and a cup of your red wine.

Young Beichan and Susie Pye (Child's Ballads, IV. 8).

2. A grooved wheel in a block, mast, yard, etc.,
on which a rope works; the wheel of a pulley;

Block-sheave.

a. sheave ; #, brass bushing ; c, pin.

a shiver. See cut under block1
. 3. A sliding

scutcheon for covering a keyhole. Dumb
sheave, an aperture through which a rope reeves with-
out a revolving sheave. Patent Sheave, a sheave fitted

with metal rollers to reduce friction,

sheaved (shevd), a. [< sheaf1 + -ed2 .] If. Made
of straw.

Her hail 1

,
nor loose nor tied in formal plat,

Proclaim'd in her a careless hand of pride ;

For some, untuck'd, descended her sheaved hat,

Hanging her pale and pined cheek beside.

Shak., Lover's Complaint, 1. 81.

2. Finished around the top with a flare, like

that of a sheaf.

A vreM-sheaved wine glass could be made only in Eng-
land. . . . Wine glasses with tops as veil-sheaved as the
best English work. Report* to Society of Arts, II. 134.

sheave-hole (shev'hol), n. A channel cut in a

mast, yard, or other timber, in which to fix a
sheave.

sheaves, H. Plural of sheafi and of sheave2 .

she-balsam (she'bal"sam), n. See balsam-tree.

shebander (sheb'an-der), . [E. Ind. (!).] A
Dutch East India commercial officer.

shebang (she-bang'), . [Supposed to be an
irreg. var. of 'shebeen.'] A shanty; place; "con-
cern": as, who lives in this shebang? he threat-
ened to clean out the whole shebang. [Slang,
U. S.]
There'll be a kerridge for you. . . . We've got a shebang

fixed up for you to stand behind in No. 1's house, and don't

you be afraid. Mark Twain, Roughing It, xlvii.

Shebat, n. See Sebat.

Shebbel (sheb'el), n. A certain fish. See the

quotation.
The catching of the shebbel or Barbary salmon, a species

of shad, is a great industry on all the principal rivers of
the coast [of Morocco], and vast numbers of the fish,
which are often from 5 to 15 pounds in weight, are dried
and salted. Encyc. Brit., XVI. 834.

shebeck (she'bek), re. Same as xebec.

shebeen (she-ben'), . [Of Ir. origin.] A shop
or house where excisable liquors are sold with-
out the license required by law. [Ireland and
Scotland.]
shebeener (she-be'ner), . [< shebeen + -er1.]
One who keeps a shebeen. [Ireland and Scot-

land.]

Shebeening (she-be'ning), n. [< shebeen +
-/Hi/

1
.] The act or practice of keeping a she-

been. [Ireland and Scotland.]
Shechinah, Shekinah (she-M'na), n. [< Chal.
and late Heb. shekhinah, dwelling, < Heb. sha-

khaii, dwell (the verb used in Ex. xxiv. 16, Num.
ix. 17, 22, x. 12).] The Jewish name for the

symbol of the divine presence, which rested in
the shape of a cloud or visible light over the

mercy-seat.
shecklatont, . Same as ciclaton.

shed1
(shed), v.

; pret. and pp. shed, ppr. shed-

din//. [Early mod. E. also shead, shede ; < ME.
xhviien, seheden, schoden, shseden (pret. shedde,
xliadde, schadde, ssedde, shode, pp. shad, i-sched),
< AS. sceddan, (sceadan), scddan (pret. seed,

seeod, pp. scedden, scelden), part, separate, dis-

tinguish, = OS. skethan = OFries. sketha, skeda,
xeheda D. scheiden = MLG. seheden = OHG.
sceidan, MHG. G. scheiden, part, separate, dis-

tinguish, = Goth. skiiidini. separate ;
akin to

AS. scid, E. sliide. AS. seeeth, E. sheath, etc.
;

Teut. -^ skill, part, separate; cf. Lith. skedzu,
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skedw, I part, separate, L. scindere (pert', scidi),

split, Gr. axi(,eiv, split, a^a, a splinter, Skt.

y chid, split: see scission, schedule, schism, etc.

Cf. sheath, shide, skid, from the same ult. source.

The alleged AS. "sceddan, shed (blood), is not

authenticated, being prob. an error of reading.
The OFries. schedda, NFries. schoddjen, push,
shake, G. schutten, shed, spill, cast, etc., go
rather with T&. shudder.] I. trans. 1. To part;

separate ;
divide : as, to shed the hair. [Now

only prov. Eng. and Scotch.]
Yif ther be any thing that knytteth and felawshippeth

hymselfe to thilke mydel poynt it is constreyned into

symplicite, that is to seyn unto immoeveablete, and it

ceseth to ben shad and to fletyn dyversly.
Chaucer, Boethius, iv. prose 6.

But with no crafte of combis brode,
They myxte hire hore lokkis schode.

Gower. (HalliweU.)

Scriminale, . . . a pin or bodkin that women vse to di-

uide and shed their haires with when they dresse their

heads. Florio.

Then up did start him Childe Vyet,
Shed by his yellow hair.

Childe Vyet (Child's Ballads, II. 77).

2. To throw off. (a) To cast off, as a natural covering :

as, trees shed their leaves in autumn.

Trees which come into leaf and shed their leaves late
last longer than those that are early either in fruit or leaf.

Bacon, Hist. Life and Death, Nature Durable, 20.

(&) To molt, cast, or exuviate, as a quadruped its hair, a
bird its feathers, a crab its shell, a snake its skin, or a deer
its antlers, (c) To throw or cause to flow off without pene-
trating, as a roof or covering of oil-cloth, or the like.

3. To scatter about or abroad; disperse; dif-

fuse : as, to shed light on a subject.
"Some shal sowe the sakke," quod Piers,

"
for shedyng of

thewhete." Piers Plowman (B), vi. 9.

Yf there were English shedd amongest them and placed
over them, they should not be able once to styrre or mur-
mure but that it shoulde be knowen.

Spenser, State of Ireland.

The love of God is shed abroad in our hearts by the Holy
Ghost. Rom. v. 5.

All heaven,
And happy constellations, on that hour
Shed their selectest influence ; the earth
Gave sign of gratulation, and each hill.

Milton, P. L., viii. 513.

That still spirit shed from evening air !

Wordsworth, Prelude, ii.

4. To sprinkle ; intersperse. [Bare.]
Her hair,

That flows so liberal and so fair,
Is shed with gray.

B. Jonson, Masque of Hymen.

5. To let or cause to flow out; let fall; pour
out; spill: used especially in regard to blood
and tears : as, to shed blood

;
to shed tears of joy .

Thou schalt schede the oile of anoyntyng on his heed.

WycHf, Ex. xxix. 7.

And many a wilde hertes blood she shedde.

Chaucer, Monk's Tale, 1. 267.

The Copies of those Tears thou there hast shed . . . are

Already in Heaven's Casket bottled.
J. Beaumont, Psyche, ii. 150.

But, after looking a while at the long-tailed imp, he
was so shocked by his horrible ugliness, spiritual as well
as physical, that he actually began to shed tears.

Hawthorne, Seven Gables, xi.

II. intrans. 1. To cast, part with, or let fall

a covering, vestment, envelop, or seed; molt;
lose, cast, throw off, or exuviate a covering:
as, the bird sheds in August; the crab sheds m
June.
White oats are apt to shed most as they lie, and black

as they stand. Mortimer, Husbandry.
- The shedding trees began the ground to strow.

Dryden, Hind and Panther, lit 439.

2f. To be let fall
; pour or be poured ; be spilled.

Schyre schedeg the rayn in schowres ful warme,
Sir Oawayne and the Green Knight (E. E. T. S.), 1. 506.

Swich a reyn doun fro the welkne shadde
That slow the fyr, and made him to escape.

Chaucer, Monk's Tale, 1. 741.

Faxe fyltered, & felt Dosed hym vrnbe,
That schod fro his schulderes to his schyre wykes.

Alliterative Poems (ed. Morris), ii. 1690.

shed1
(shed), n. [Early mod. E. also shead,

shede, also dial, shode; < ME. sheed, schede,
schead, shode, schode, schood, schad, sheed, sep-
aration, division, the parting of the hair, the
temple or top of the head, < AS. scdde, the top of
the head, a division, separation, t/e-scedd, divi-

sion, separation, = OS. sceth = OFries. skethe,

shed, scheid = OHG. sceit, MHG. G. scheit, dis-

tinction, division, etc. ; cf . D. (haar-)scheel, a
tress of hair, = MLG. schedel = OHG. sceitila,
MHG. G. scheitel, the parting of the hair, the top
of the head, the hair thereon ; from the verb.
The noun ghed is most familiar in the comp.
water-shed.] 1. A division or parting: as, the

shedding

slii-d of the hair (obsolete or provincial); a
water-,s7i(>(/.

In heed he had a sheed biforn. Cursor Mundi, 1. 18837.

Her wav'ring hair disparpling Hew apart
In seemly shed.

T. Hudson, tr. of Du Bartas's Judith, iv.

2. In icearing, a parting or opening between
sets of warp-threads in a loom, made by the

action of the heddles, or by the Jacquard at-

tachment, for the passage of the shuttle and
the weft-thread.

A double shed ... is used when two tiers of shuttles

are used at one time. A. Barlow, Weaving, p. 112.

3. The slope of land or of a hill: as, which way
istheshedt 4f. The parting of the hair; hence,
the top of the head

; temples.
Ful streight and even lay his joly shode.

Chaucer, Miller's Tale, 1. 130.

Shed2 (shed), n. [< ME. "shed, "shad, in pi.

shaddys; perhaps a particular use of ME. "shed,

writtensserf, a Kentishform ofshade: see shade!.

The particular sense is prob. due to association

with the diff. word shud, a shed: see shud?.]
1. A slight or temporary shelter; a penthouse
or lean-to; hence, an outhouse; a hut or mean
dwelling: as, a snow-shed; a wood-*Ae<7.

Houses not inhabited, as shoppis, celars, shaddys, ware-

houses, stables, wharfes, kranes, tymbre hawes.
Arnold's Chron. (1502), ed. 1811, p. 72.

Courtesy,
Which oft is sooner found in lowly sheds
With smoky rafters than in tap'stry halls

And courts of princes. Milton, Comus, 1. 323.

But when I touched her, lo ! she, too,
Fell into dust and nothing, and the house
Became no better than a broken shed.

Tennyson, Holy Grail.

2. A large open structure for the temporary
storage of goods, vehicles, etc. : as, a shed on a

wharf; a railway-sftetZ; an engine-*Ae<J.
These [wagons] filled the inn-yards, or were ranged side

by side under broad-roofed sheds.

LoweU, Cambridge Thirty Years Ago.

shed3
t, n. [Appar. ult. < L. scheda, a sheet of

paper: see schedule.] A sheet. [Rare.]
Scheda . . . Angl. A sheet or shed of paper. . . . Sched-

ula . . . Angl. A little sheet or scrow of paper.
Calepini Dictionarium Undecim Linyuarum, ed. 1590.

shed4 (shed),)!. [Origin obscure.] The smolt,
or young salmon of the first year. [Local, Eng.]
shedder (shed'er), . [< shedi + -er1 .] 1. One
who sheds, pours out, or spills.

A son that is a robber, a shedder of blood.
Ezek. xviii. 10.

2. In zool., that which sheds, casts, or molts;
especially, a lobster or crab which is shedding
its shell, or has just done so and is growing a
new one.

I'm going to make a cast, as soon as you drop the anchor
and give me some of that bait which, by the way, would
be a great deal more tempting to the trout if it were a
shedder or " buster" instead of a hard-shell crab.

St. Nicholas, XVII. 639.

3. An adult female salmon after spawning.
shedding1

(shed'ing), n. [< ME. sheding, shed-

yng, sheeding; verbal n. of shed1
, v.~\ 1 . A part-

ing ; separation ;
a branching off, as of two roads

or a water-shed; hence, the angle or place where
two roads meet. [Obsolete or prov. Eng.]
Forr Farisew [Pharisee] bitacneth uss shsdinng inn

Ennglissh speeche. Orminn, 16863.

Then we got out to that shedding of the roads which
marks the Junction of the highways coming down from
Glasgow and Edinburgh. V. Black, Phaeton, xxix.

2. A pouring out or spilling ; effusion: as, the

shedding of blood.

I thank the, lord, with ruful entent
Of thi peynus and thi turment,
With earful hert and dreri mod,
For scheJynd of thi swet Mod.

Holy Rood (E. E. T. S.), p. 194.

Almost all things are by the law purged with blood ;

and without shedding of blood is no remission. Heb. ix. 22.

3. The act of letting fall, casting off, or part-
ing with something, as a plant its seed when
ripe, or a covering husk: as, the shedding of
wheat.

Promptly with the coming of the spring, if not even in
the last week of February, the buffalo begins the shedding
of his winter coat.

W. T. Hornaday, Smithsonian Report, 1887, ii. 412.

4. That which is shed, cast off, or exuviated ;

a cast or exuvium.

shedding2 (shed'ing), w. [< shed'2 + -ing*.]
A collection of sheds, or sheds collectively.

[Colloq.]
Self-contained Roofs in spans up to 30 ft., of Malleable

Iron Columns requiring no foundations, are the most eco-
nomical forms of durable shedding that can be erected.

The Engineer, LXIX., p. xv. of adv'ts.



shedding-motion

shedding-motion (slu'd
/

ing-m6"shgn), -n. In

weaving, the mechanism for separating the

warp-threads in a loom, to form an opening
between them for the passage of the shuttle:

a dobby : more particularly used with reference
to the Jacquard loom. See loon/ 1

.

shed-line (shed'Hn), . The summit line of

elevated ground; the line of a water-shed.

shed-roof (shed'rOf), n. Same as pent-roof.

shedulet, An obsolete form of schedule.

Sheeah, . Same as Shinli.

sheeft, n. An obsolete form of sheaf*.
sheel. See sheal*, sheal'2 .

sheeling (she'ling), . Same as sheaP.
sheen 1

(shen), . [Early mod. E. also xhiuc

(simulating shine*, .); < ME. sheene, shene,

schene, scheene, scene, sceone, scone, < AS. scene,

scyne, scedne, scidne =OS. skoni, sconi = OFries.

skene, schen, schon = D. schoon = MLG. sclione,
LG. schone, schon = OHG. sconi, MHG. scheene,
G. schon, fair, beautiful, = Sw. skon = Dan.
skjon, beautiful (cf . Icel. skjoni, a piebald horse),
= Goth, skauns, well-formed, beautiful (cf . ibna-

skauns, of like appearance,
*
skauns, n., appear-

ance, form, in comp. qutha-skaunei, the form of

God) ; prob., with orig. pp. formative -n, from
the root of AS. scedwian, etc., look at, show:
sees/ioic 1

.] Fair; bright; shining; glittering;
beautiful. [Obsolete or archaic.]
"After sharpest shoures," quath Pees, "mostA<!n is the

sonne." Piers Plowman (C), xxi. 456.

Youre blisful suster, Lucina the sheene,
That of the see is chief goddesse and queene.

Chaucer, Franklin's Tale, 1. 317.

So faire and sheene
As on the earth, great mother of us all,
With living eye more fayre was never seene.

Spenser, F. Q., II. i. 10.

By fountain clear, or spangled starlight sheen.

Shak., M. N. D., ii. 1. 29.

sheen 1
(shen), r. i. [< sheen*, a.; in part a va-

riant of shine*,'] To shine
; glisten. [Obsolete

OP archaic.]
But be lay still, and sleeped sound,
Albeit the sun began to sheen.

Clerk Saunders (Child's Ballads, II. 48).

Ye'll put on the robes o' red,
To .-./.,.;, thro' Edinbruch town.

Mary Hamilton (Child's Ballads, III. 326).

This town,
That, sheening far, celestial seems to be.

Byron, Chllde Harold, i. 17.

sheen1
(shen), . [<.sheen.*-,v. or.] Brightness;

luster; splendor. [Chiefly poetical.]
And thirty dozen moons with borrow'd sheen.

Shak., Hamlet, iii. 2. 167.

The sheen of their spears was like stars on the sea.

Byron, Destruction of Sennacherib.

sheen'2t (shen), n. An obsolete (Scotch) plural
of shoe.

She lean'd her low down to her toe,
To loose her true love's sheen.

Willie and Lady Maisry (Child's Ballads, II. 58).

Four-and twenty fair ladies
Put on that lady's sheen.

Young Hastings the Groom (Child's Ballads, I. 189).

sheenlyt (shen'li), adv. [< ME. scheenely; <
sheen* + -ly'

2
.~] Brightly.

Seuin sterres that stounde stontlich imaked,
Hee showes forthe scheenely shynand bright.

Aliiaunder of Macedoine (E. E. T. S.), 1. 631.

Sheeny1
(she'ni),fl. [< sheen* + -y*.] Bright;

glittering; shining; beautiful. [Poetical.]
Did of late Earth's sons besiege the wall
Of sheeny Heaven, and thou, some goddess fled,

Amongst us here below to hide thy nectar'd head?
Milton, Death of Fair Infant, 1. 48.

Many a sheeny summer-morn
Adown the Tigris I was borne.

Tennyson, Arabian Nights.

sheeny2 (she'ni),n.; pi. sheenies (-niz). [Origin
obscure.] A sharp fellow; hence, a Jew: a
term of opprobrium, also used attributively.
[Slang.]

sheep1
(shep), n.

; pi. sheep. [< ME. sheep, shep,
scheep, schepe, sceap, ssep, sep (pi. sheep, scheep),
< AS. scedp, seep (pi. scedp, see})) = OS. scdp =
OFries. skip, schep = D. schaap = MLG. schap
LG. schaap = OHG. scdf, MHG. G. schaf, sheep ;

root unknown. Not found in Goth., where lamb
(=E. taw6)isused,nor in Scand.,where Icel. feer= Sw. f&r = Dan./aar, sheep, appears (see Par-
oese).~\ 1. A ruminant mammal of the family
Bovidse, subfamily Orinte, and genus Ovis; spe-
cifically, Ocisaries, domesticated in many varie-
ties, and one of the animals most useful to man.
The male is a ram, the female a ewe, and the young a lamb ;

the flesh of the adult is mutton ; of the young, lamb ; the
coat or fleece is wool, a principal material of warm cloth-
ing ; the prepared hide is sheepskin, used for many pur-
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poses; the entrails furnish sausage-cases, and are also
dried and twisted into strings for musical instruments
("catgut"); the prepared fat makes tallow or suet; and
the twisted horns of the ram are used in the manufac-
ture of various utensils. The milk of the ewe is thicker
than that of the cow, yielding a relatively greater quan-
tity of butter and cheese. The sheep is one of the most
harmless and timid of animals. The artificial breeds of
0. aries are numerous ; it is not known from what wild
stock or stocks they are descended. The mouflon is a
probable ancestor of some at least of the domestic va-

rieties, especially those with short tail and crescentic
horns. The principal English varieties of the sheep
are the large Leicester, the Cotswold, the Southdown,
the Cheviot, and the black-faced breeds. The Leicester
comes early to maturity, attains a large size, has a fine
full form, and carries more mutton, though not of
thirst quality, in the same apparent dimensions than any
other ; the wool is not so long as In some other breeds,
but is considerably finer. The Cotswolds have been im-
proved by crossing with Leicesters; their wool is fine,
and their mutton fine-grained and full-sized. Southdowna
have short, close, and curled wool, and their mutton is

highly valued for its flavor ; they attain a large size. All
these require a good climate and rich pasture. The
Cheviot is much hardier, and is well adapted for the
green, grassy hills of Highland districts ; the wool is short,
thick, and fine. TheCheviot possesses good fattening qual-
ities, and yields excellent mutton. The black-faced is

hardiest of all, and adapted for wild heathery hills and
moors ; its wool is long and coarse, but its mutton Is the
very finest. The Welsh resembles the black-faced, but is

less hardy ; its mutton is delicious, but its fleece weighs
only about 2 pounds. The foreign breeds of sheep are

numerous, some of the more remarkable being (a) the
broad-tailed sheep, common In Asia and Egypt, and re-

markable for its large heavy tail ; (b) the Iceland sheep,
having three, four, or five horns ; (c) the fat-rumped
sheep of Tatary, with an accumulation of fat on the
rump, which, falling down in two great masses behind,
often entirely conceals the tail; (2) the Astrakhan or
Bucharian sheep, with the wool twisted in spiral curls,
and of very fine quality ; () the Wallachian or Cretan
sheep, with very large, long, and spiral horns, those of
the male being upright, and those of the female at right
angles with the head. All the wild species of (Ms have
the book-name sheep, and also particular designations.
(See argali, bighorn, mouflon, jnusimon.) The only indi-

genous form in the New World is the Rocky Mountain
sheep, or bighorn, 0. montana. Certain Omnac of modern
genera detached from Ovis are called sheep with a quali-
fying term, as the aoudad, or Barbary sheep. See cuts un-
der aoudad, bighorn, merino, Ovis, quadricom, and Rvmi-
nantia.

In that Lond ben Trees that beren Wolle, as thoghe it

were of Scheep. Mandeville, Travels, p. 268.

2. Leather made from sheepskin, especially
split leather used in bookbinding. 3. In con-

tempt, a silly fellow. Barbary sheep, the bearded
argafi, or aoudad. Black sheep, one who In character or
conduct does little credit to the nock, family, or commu-
nity to which he belongs ; the reprobate or disreputable
member: as, the black sheep of the family.

Jekyl ... is not such a black sheep neither but what
there are some white hairs about him.

.Scott, St Ronan's Well, xxxvi.

Indian sheep*, the llama.- Marco Polo's sheep, Ovis

poli, one of the finest species of the genus. Merino
sheep. See merino. Peruvian slieept, the llama.

Rocky Mountain sheep, the bighorn. Sheep's eye
or eyes, a bashful, diffident look; a wishful glance; a
leer ; an amorous look.

Go to, Nell ; no more sheep's eyes; ye may be caught, I
tell ye ; these be liquorish lads.

Heytcood, 1 Edw. IV. (Works, ed. Pearson, 1874, 1. 51).

Well, but for all that, I can tell who is a great admirer
of miss ; pray, miss, how do yon like Mr. Spruce? I swear
I have often seen him cast a sheep's eye out of a calf's head
at you ; deny it if you can. Sv^ft, Polite Conversation, i.

Those [eyes] of an amorous, roguish look derive their
title even from the sheep ; and we say such a one has a

sheep's eye, not so much to denote the innocence as the

simple slyness of the cast. Spectator.

A ng for their nonsense and chatter ! suffice it, her
Charms will excuse one for casting sheep's eyes at her.

Barham, Ingoldsby Legends, II. 334.

Sheep's-foot trimmer, a shears or cutting-pincers for

removing superfluous growth from a sheep's foot.

Sheep's-head porgy. See porgy. Vegetable sheep.
Same as sheep-plant. See Raoulia.

sheep2t, n. [ME., also scheep, schepe, < AS.
*scepe, one who takes charge of sheep, < scedp,
sheep: see sheep

1
. Cf. herd?, < herd1

.] A
shepherd.
In a somer seson, whan soft was the sonne,
I shope me in shroudes as I a shepe [var. scheep (A), shep-

herde (C)] were. Piers Plowman (B), Prol. ,1.2.

sheep-backs (shep'baks), n.pl. Same as roches
moutonnees.

The rounded knolls of rock along the track of a glacier
have been called sheep-backs (roches moutonnees), in allu-

sion to their forms.
J. D. Dana, Man. of Geol. (rev. ed.), p. 699.

sheepberry(shep'ber"i), n .
; pi. sheepberries (-iz) .

1. A small tree, Viburnum Lentago, of eastern
North America. It bears small white flowers
in cymes, and black edible drupes. 2. The
fruit of the above tree, so called from its

fancied resemblance to sheep-droppings. Also

iiiiiniy-lierry.

sheep-bitert (shep'bi'ter), . A mongrel or ill-

trained shepherd-dog which snaps at or worries

sheepish

sheep; hence, one who cheats or robs the simple
or those he should guard ;

a petty thief, or per-
haps a faultfinding, backbiting, or censorious

person. Compare bite-sheep.
Wouldst thou not be glad to have the niggardly rascally

sheep-biter come by some notable shame?
Shale., T. N., ii. 5. 8.

I wish all such old sheep-biters might dip their fingers in
such sauce to their mutton. Chapman, May-Day, iii. 1.

There are political sheep-biters as well as pastoral ; be-

trayers of public trust as well as of private.
Sir K. L'Estrange.

sheep-biting (shep'bi"ting), n. Given to biting,
snapping at, or worrying sheep or simple or de-
fenseless persons; hence, given to robbing or

backbiting those under one's care.

Why, you bald-pated, lying rascal, jiflu must be hooded,
must you ? Show your knave's visage, with a pox to you !

Show your sheep biting face, and be hanged an hour !

Shale., M. for M., v. 1. 359.

Sheep-biting mongrels, hand-basket freebooters !

Middleton, Chaste Maid, il. 2.

sheep-bot (shep'bot), n. A bot-fly, (Kutnix HI-IK,

or its larva. It is a large yellowish-gray fly, which de-
posits its young larvse in the nasal orifices of sheep. The
larvte crawl back into the passages of the nostrils or throat,
and usually into the frontal sinuses, where they remain

5
Sheep-bot (Otstriii ot/ij).

i, adult fly, with wings closed ; a, same, with wings expanded ; 3,

empty puparium ; 4, full-grown larva, dorsal view : a, mouth-hooks ;

5, nil [-grown larva, ventral view: *, anal appendages; 6, young larva :

t
, anal stigmata.

feeding upon the mucous membrane for nine months,
when they crawl out, drop to the ground, and transform
to pupee, issuing as flies in six weeks or more. They are
a source of great damage to sheep, and are frequently the
indirect or even direct cause of death. The sheep-bot is

common to Europe and America, and has been carried in

exported sheep to many other parts of the world,

sheep-cote (shep'kot), n. [< ME. schep-cote; <

sheep* + cote*.'] A small inclosure for sheep
with a shepherd's house in it; a pen.

Pray you, if you know,
Where in the purlieus of this forest stands
A sheep-cote fenced about with olive trees?

Shak., As you Like it, iv. 3. 78.

sheep-dip (shep'dip), M. Same as slteep-wasli.

Sheep-dog (shep'dog), . 1. A dog trained to
watch and tend sheep; especially, a collie.

2. A chaperon. [Slang.]
" Some men are coming who will only bore you. I would

not ask them, but you know it 's for your good, and now I
have a sheep-dog, I need not be afraid to be alone." "A
sheep-dog a companion \ Becky Sharp with a companion \

Isn't it good fun? thought Mrs. Crawley to herself.

Thackeray, Vanity Fair, xxxvii.

Sheep-faced (shep'fast), a. Sheepish ;
bashful.

sheep-farmer (shep'far'mer), n. A farmer
whose occupation is the raising of sheep.

Sheepfold (shep'fold), . [Early mod. E. sheepe-
fould; < ME. schepfalde; < sheep* + fold*, .]

A fold or pen for sheep.
sheephead (shep'hed), n. Same as sheepshead,
a fish.

In fishes which live near the bottom and among the
rocks, such as the sea-bass, red snapper, shcephead, and
perch, the scales are usually thick. Science, XV. 211.

sheep-headed (shep'hed'ed), a. Dull; simple-
minded; silly; stupid.
And though it be a divell, yet is it most idolatrously

adored, honoured, and worshipped by those simple sheepe-
headed fooles whom it hath undone and heggered.

John Taylor, Works (1630). (Nares.)

sheepherdet, . A Middle English form of

shepherd.
sheep-holder (shep'hol'der), M. A cradle or
table for holding a sheep during the process of

shearing; a sheep-table. E. IT. Knight.

sheep-hook (shep'huk), n. [< sheep^ + hook."]
A shepherds' crook.

Thou a sceptre's heir,
That thus affect'st a sheep-hook .'

Shak., W. T., iv. 4. 431.

sheepish (she'pish), a. [< ME. shepisshe ; <

sheep* + -ifth*,"\ If. Of or pertaining to sheep.



sheepish
Of other shepherds, some were running after their sheep,

strayed beyond their bounds ; . . . some setting a bell for

an ensign of a sheepish squadron.
Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, i.

Of their sheepish Astarte yee heard euen now, and of

their Legend of Dagon. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 91.

2. Like a sheep ; having the character attrib-

uted to sheep or their actions
;
bashful ;

timor-

ous to excess; over-modest; stupid; silly.

I haue reade oner thy sheepish discourse of the Lambe
of God and his Enemies, and entreated my patience to bee

good to thee whilst I read it

Nashe, Pierce Penilesse, p. 45.

Wanting there [at home] change of company, ... he

will, when he comes abroad, be a sheepish or conceited

creature. Locket Education, 70.

I never felt the pain of a sheepish inferiority so misera-

bly in my life. Sterne, Sentimental Journey, p. 20.

Reserved and sheepish; that's much against him.

Goldsmith, She Stoops to Conquer, i. 1.

sheepishly (she'pish-li), adv. In a sheepish
manner; bashfully; with mean timidity or dif-

fidence; sillily.

sheepishness(she'pish-nes), n. The character
of being sheepish ; bashfulness; excessive mod-

esty or diffidence
;
mean timorousness.

sheep-laurel (shep'la"rel), i. The lambkill,
Kalmia angtistifolia, an American shrub the
leaves of which are reputed poisonous to ani-

mals. Also sheep-poison, calfkill, wiclcy.

sheep-louse (shep'lous), w. [Cf. ME. schepys

lowce, 'sheep's louse': see sheep^ and louse1 .']

1. A parasitic dipterous insect, Melophagus ovi-

; a sheep-tick. See Melophagns, and cut
under sheep-tick. 2. A mallophagous parasite,
Trichodectcs sphserocephalus, 1 millimeter long,

infesting the wool of sheep inEurope andAmer-
ica : more fully called red-headed sheep-louse.

sheepman (shep'man),.; pi. sheepmen (-men).
A sneep-farmer or sheep-master.

Unless reserved or protected, the whole region will soon
or late be devastated by lumbermen and sheepmen.

The Century, XL. 667.

sheep-market (shep'mar
//

ket), . A place
where sheep are sold. John v. 2.

sheep-master (shep'mas"ter), n. An owner of

sheep ;
a sheep-farmer.

Suche vengeaunce God toke of their inordinate and vnsa-
ciable couetousnes, sendiuge amonge the shepe that pes-
tiferous morrein, whiche much more iustely shoulde haue
fallen on the shepe-masters owne heades.

Sir T. Mare, Utopia (tr. by Robinson), i.

I knew a nobleman in England that had the greatest
audits of any man in my time a great grazier, a great
sheepmaster, a great timber man, a great collier.

Bacon, Riches (ed. 1887).

sheep-pen (shep'pen), n. An inclosure for

sheep ;
a sheepfold.

sheep-pest (shep'pest), n. 1. The sheep-tick.
2. In bot., a perennial rosaceous herb, Acxna

ovina, found in Australia and Tasmania. The
hardened calyx-tube in fruit is beset with barbed spines,

making it a serious nuisance in wool.

sheep-pick (shep'pik), n. A kind of hay-fork.
See sheppicJc.
His servant Perry one evening in Campden-garden

made an hideous outcry, whereat some who heard it com-
ing in met him running, and seemingly frighted, with
a sheep-pick in his hand, to whom he told a formal story
how he had been set upon by two men in white with naked
swords, and how he defended himself with his sheep-pick,
the handle whereof was cut in two or three places.

Examination of Joan Perry, etc. (1676). (Dames.)

sheep-plant (shep'plant), . See BaouUa.

sheep-poison (shep'poi"zn), . 1. Same as

sheep-laurel. 2. A Californian plant, Lupinus
densiflorus.

sheep-pox (shep'poks), n. An acute conta-

gious febrile disease of sheep, accompanied by
an eruption closely resembling that of small-

pox ;
variola ovina. It appears in epizootics, the mor-

tality ranging from 10 to 50 per cent., according to the type
of the disease. The virus is transmitted through the air,

as well as by direct contact. The disease, not known in
the United States, has been greatly restricted on the con-
tinent of Europe in recent years by the strict enforcing of

sanitary and preventive measures. Thus, in 1887 it pre-
vailed to a slight extent in France, Italy, and Austria. In

Rumania, on the other hand, it attacked during the same
year 64,000 sheep. Inoculation was practised during the
ftrst half of the present century, and frequently became
the source of fresh outbreaks. It is now recommended
only when the disease has actually appeared in a flock.

The formidable disorder of sheep-pox is confined chiefly
to the continent of Europe. Encyc. Brit., XXIV. 204.

sheep-rack (shep'rak), u. 1. A building for

holding sheep, especially for convenience in

feeding them. It is provided with suitable gates or

doors, and is fitted with a rack for hay and with troughs.
It is sometimes mounted on a frame with wheels, so as to
be movable.

2. The starling, Sturnux vulgaris: so called from
its habit of perching on the backs of sheep to

feed on the ticks. [Prov. Eng.]
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sheep-range (shep'ranj), n. See range, 7 (a).

sheep-reevet (shep'rev), . [< ME. nhcpe-refe;
< shcep^ + reeve1

.']
A shepherd.

Item, where as Brome ys not well wyllyng yn my maters,

whych for the wrong takyng and wyth haldyng my shepe
I ought take a accioun ayenst hym ; for declaracioun in

whate wyse he dyd it, John Bele my sheperefe can enforme

you best, for he laboured about the recuvere of it.

Paston Letters, I. 175.

sheep-rot (shep'rot), n. A name given to the

butterwort, Pinguicula vulgaris, and the penny-
wort, Hydrocotyle vulgaris, marsh-plants sup-
posed to produce the rot in sheep. See rot, 2,

sheep's-bane, ftukewort, and Hydrocotyle. Britten

and Holland, Eng. Plant Names. [Prov. Eng.]
sheep-run (shep'run), re. A large tract of grax-

ing-country fit for pasturing sheep. A sheep-run
is properly more extensive than a sheepwalk. It appears
to have been originally an Australian term.

sheep's-bane (sheps'ban), . A species of pen-
nywort in England Hydrocotyle vulgaris, and
in the West Indies H. umbellata : so named from
their association with sheep-rot. See Hydro-
cotyle and pennyrot.
sheep's-beard (sheps'berd), n. A composite
plant of the genus Urospermum (formerly Arno-

pogon), related to the chicory. There are two spe-

cies, natives of the Mediterranean region. IT. Dalechampii,
a dwarf tufted plant with large lemon-colored heads, is

handsome in cultivation.

sheep's-bit (sheps'bit), n. A plant, Jasione
montana : so called, according to Prior, to dis-

tinguish it from the devil's-bit scabious. The
name is somewhat extended to other species of

the genus. See Jasione. Also called sheep's-
scabious.

sheep's-eye (sheps'I), H. See sheep's eye, under

sheep
1

.

sheep's-fescue (sheps'fes"ku), n. A grass, Fes-

tuca ovina, native in many mountain regions,
also cultivated elsewhere. It is a low tufted per-
ennial with fine leaves and culms, perhaps the best of

pasture-grasses in sandy soils, forming the bulk of the

sheep-pasturage in the Scotch Highlands. It is also an
excellent lawn-grass.

sheep's-foot (sheps'fut), . In printing, an
iron hammer with a split
curved claw at the end
which serves for a han-
dle. The claw is used as

sheep's-foot. a pry for lifting forms
from the bed of a press.

sheep-shank (shep'shangk), w. 1. The shank or

leg of a sheep ; hence, something lank, slender,
or weak: in the quotation applied to a bridge.
I doubt na', frien', ye'll think

ye're nae sheepshank,
Alice ye were streekit o'er

frae bank to bank 1

Burns, Brigs Of Ayr. Sheep-shank,

2. JV<.,akindof knot,

sheepswool
There are two feasts annually held among the fanners,

. . . but not confined to any particular day. The first is

the sheep-shearing, and the second the harvest home.
Strutt, Sports and Pastimes, p. 467.

Sheep-shearing machine, a machine for shearing
sheep. The cutlers usually reciprocate between guard-
teeth, like the knives of a mowing-machine.

sheep-shears (shep'sherz), . sing, and pi. A

hitch, or bend made on a rope to shorten it

temporarily.
sheepshead (sheps'hed), . If. A fool; a silly

person.
Ah errant Sheepes-head, hast thou liu'd thus long,
And dar'st not looke a Woman in the face?

Chapman, All Fools (Works, 1873, 1. 136).

2. A sparoidfish, Archosargus or Diploduspro-
balocephalus (formerly known as Sargus ovis),

abundant on
the Atlantic
coast of the
United States,
and highly es-

teemed as a
food-fish, it is

a stout- and
very deep-bodied
fish, with a steep
frontal profile, of

Sheepshead {ArchosargHS frobatocefhalus). a grayish color
with about eight

vertical black bands, and the fins mostly dark. It attains

a length of 30 inches, though usually found of a smaller
size.

3. A scieenoid fish of the fresh waters of the
United States, Haplodmotus grntmiens. Also
called drum, croaker, and thunder-pumper.
Sheepshead (or sheep's-head) porgy. See porgy.
Three-banded sheepshead. Same as moonfish (rt).

sheepshead (sheps'hed), v. i. To fish for or

catch sheepshead. [U. S.]

sheep-shearer (shep'sher'er), . One who
shears or clips sheep.
Judah was comforted, and went up unto his sheep-

shearers to Timnath. Gen. xxxviii. 12.

sheep-shearing (shep'sherlng), n. 1. The act

of shearing sheep. 2. The time of shearing
sheep ; also, a feast made on that occasion.

I must go buy spices for our sheep-shearing.
Shot., W. T.,iv. 3. 125.

Multiple-bladed Sheep-shears.

a, a, handles joined by coiled spring c ; b, b'
, plates joined to the

handles and slicfing upon each other, the motion beintf limited by the

screwyworking in slot ; tf, d, blades.

kind of shears used for shearing sheep. The

pointed blades are connected by a steel bow,
which renders them self-open-

ing,

sheep-silver (shep'siFvei-), .

1. A sum of money formerly
paid by tenants for release

from the service of washing
the lord's sheep. 2. Mica.
Also sheep's-silver. [Scotch.]
The walls and roof . . . composed

of a clear transparent rock, incrusted
with sheeps-silver, and spar, and vari-

ous bright stones.

Child .Rowfcmd(Child's Ballads, 1. 249).

sheepskin (shep'skin), n. 1.

The skin of a sheep; especial-

ly, such a skin dressed or pre-
served with the WOOl On, and Sheep-shears.

used as a garment in many
parts of Europe, as by peasants, shepherds, etc.

The skin of a sheep fastened to the end of a long stick is

used in Australia for beating out bush-fires.

Get the women and children into the river, and let the

men go up to windward with the sheep-skins.
H. Kingsley, Geott'ry Hamlyn, xxiv.

2. Leather made from the skin of a sheep. See

sheep1 ,
2. 3. A diploma, deed, or the like en-

grossed on parchment prepared from the skin
of the sheep. [Colloq.]
Where some wise draughtsman and conveyancer yet

toils for the entanglement of real estate in the meshes of

sheepskin. Dickens, Bleak House, xxxii.

sheep-sorrel (shep'sor^el), n. A plant, Butnex

Acetosella, a slender weed with hastate leaves
of an acid taste, abounding in poor dry soils.

Also field-sorrel. See cut under Eumex.
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S-parsley (sheps'pars"li), n. 1. An um-
belliferous

plantj
Anthriscus sylvestns. 2.

Another umbelliferous plant, Chxrophyttmn
temulum. [Prov. Eng. in both senses.]

sheep-split (shep'split), . The skin of a sheep
split by a knife or machine into two sections.

sheep's-scabious (sheps'ska"bi-us), . Same as

sheep's-bit.

sheep's-silyer, n. See sheep-silver, 2.

sheep-Station (shep'sta"shon), n. A sheep-
farm. [Australia.]

sheep-stealer (shep'ste"ler), n. One who steals

sheep.
sheep-stealing (shep'ste"ling), n. The steal-

ing of sheep : formerly a capital offense in

Great Britain.

sheepswool (sheps'wul), n. A kind of sponge,
Spongia equina, var. gossypina, of high commer-
cial value, found in Florida. Another sponge,
of unmarketable character, is there called bas-

tard sheepswool.
The sheepswool sponges are by far the finest in texture

of any of the American grades.
Fisheries of U. S., V. ii. 820.

Sheep-tic crvinus}, eight times natural size.



sheep-tick

sheep-tick (shep'tik), n. 1. A pupiparous dip-
terous insect of the family Hippoboscidee, Me-

loph<if/ns oi'inus, which infests sheep. It is com-
mon i'a pasture-grounds about the commencement of

summer. The pupsc laid by the female are shining oval

bodies, like the pips of small apples, which are to be seen

attached by the pointed ends to the wool of the sheep.
From these issues the tick, which is horny, bristly, of a

rusty-ocher color, and destitute of wings. It fixes its head
in the skin of the sheep, and extracts the blood, leaving
a large round tumor. Also called sheep-louse. See cut on

preceding page.
2. Same as sheep-louse, 2.

sheepwalk (shep'wak), . A pasture for sheep;
a tract of considerable extent where sheep feed.

See sheep-run.
It is only within the last few years that the straths and

glens of Sutherland have been cleared of their inhabitants,
and that the whole country has been converted into an im-
mense sheep walk.

Quoted in Mayhem's London Labour and London Poor,
[II. 310.

sheep-walker (shep'wa/'ker), n. A sheep-mas-
ter; one who keeps a sheepwalk. Encyc. Diet.

[Colloq.]

sheep-wash (shep'wosh), H. 1. Alotionprwash
applied to the fleece or skin of sheep, either to
kill vermin or to preserve the wool. 2. A
sheep-washing (preparatory to sheep-shearing),
or the feast held on that occasion.

A seed-cake at fastens ; and a lusty cheese-cake at our
sheepe-wash.

Two Lancashire Lovers (1640), p. 19. (UaUiwell.)

Also slieep-dip.

sheep-Whistling (shep'hwis"ling), . Whis-
tling after sheep ; tending sheep.
An old sheep-whistling rogue, a ram-tender.

Shak., W. T., iv. 4. 805.

sheep-worm (shep
'

werm), n. A nematoid
worm, Trichocephalus affinis, infesting the cte-

cum of sheep.
sheepy (she'pi), a. [< sheep

1 + -i/
1
.] Pertain-

ing to or resembling sheep ; sheepish. Chaucer.
sheer1

(sher), a. [< (a) ME. siiere, scheere, schere,

skere, < AS. as if "sciere = Icel. skxrr = Sw. skdr
= Dan. skjeer, bright, clear, sheer, pure; merged
in ME. with (b) ME. shire, schire, schi/re, shir, <

AS. scir, bright, = OS. sicir, skiri = OFries. skire
= MD. schir = MLG. schir, LG. schicr = MHG.
schir, G. schier, clear, free from knots, = Icel.

skirr = Sw. skir = Goth, skeirs, bright, clear;
< Teut. -\/ ski, in AS. scinan, etc., shine : see

shine.'] If. Pure; clear; bright; shining.
The blod schot for scham in-to his schyre face.

Sir Gawayne and the Green Knight (E. E. T. S.), 1. 317.

Had lifte awey the grave stone,
That clothed was as snow shire.

Cursor Mundi, MS. Coll. Trin. Cantab, f. 106. (HaUiwell.)

Thou sheer, immaculate, and silver fountain,
From whence this stream through muddy passages
Hath held his current and denied himself !

Shall., Rich. II., v. 3. 61.

2. Uncombined with anything else
; simple ;

mere
;
bare

; by itself.

If she say I am not fourteen pence on the score for sheer

ale, score me up for the lyingest knave in Christendom.
Shalt., T. of the 8., Ind., ii. 25.

Thou never hadst in thy house, to stay men's stomachs,
A piece of Suffolk cheese, or gammen of bacon,
Or any esculent, but sheer drink only.

ilamiiujer, New Way to Pay Old Debts, iv. 2.

3. Absolute; utter; downright: as, sheer non-
sense orignorance; s/ieerwaste; sheer stupidity .

Poor Britton did as he was bid then went home, took
to his bed, and died in a few days of sheer fright, a victim
to practical joking.

J. Ashlon, Social Life in Reign of Queen Anne, II. 37.

Here is a necessity, on the one side, that I should do that

which, on the other side, it appeal's to be a sheer impossi-
bility that I should even attempt, De Quintey.
A conviction of inward defilement so sheer took posses-

sion of me that death seemed better than life.

H. James, Subs, and Shad., p. 126.

Mr. Jonathan Rossiter held us all by the sheer force of
his personal character and will, just as the ancient mari-
ner held the wedding guest with his glittering eye.H . B. Stowe, Oldtown, p. 424.

4. Straight up or straight down ; perpendicu-
lar; precipitous; unobstructed: as, a sheer de-
scent.

This "little cliff
"
arose, a sheer unobstructed precipice

of black shining rock. Poe, Tales, I. 161.

Upon a rock that, high and sheer,
Rose from the mountain's breast.

Bryant, Hunter's Vision.

5. Very thin and delicate; diaphanous: espe-
cially said of cambric or muslin.
Fine white batistes, French lawns, and sheer organdies

delicately hemstitched.
New York Evening Post, March 8, 1890.

Sheer 1
(sher), adv. [< ME. "schere (= MLG.

schire = G. schier); < sheerl, .] Quite; right;
straight; clean.
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You give good fees, and those beget good causes

;

The prerogative of your crowns will carry the matter,
Carry it sheer. Fletcher, Spanish Curate, iii. 1.

Sturdiest oaks,
Bow'd their stiff necks, loaden with stormy blasts,
Or torn up sheer. Milton, P. R., iv. 419.

Sheer he cleft the bow asunder.

Longfellow, Hiawatha, vii.

She, cut off sheer from every natural aid.

Browning, Ring and Book, IV. 720.

Then we came to the isle _*olian, where dwelt .-Kiilus,

... in a floating island, and all about it is a wall of
bronze unbroken, and the cliff runs up sheer tram the sea.

Butcher and Lang, Odyssey, x.

sheer1
! (sher), v. t. [< ME. (a) sheren, scheren,

skeren (= OSw. skeera = ODan. skeere), (b) also

schiren, skiren, make bright or pure ;
(. sheer^, a.~\

To make pure ;
clear

; purify.
sheer2

!, v. An obsolete spelling of shear1 .

sheer3 (sher), v. i. [Formerly also shear, shere;
a particular use of sheer2 , now spelled shear,
due to D. influence, or directly < D. scheren,

shear, cut, barter, jest, refl. withdraw, go away,
warp, stretch, = G. scheren, refl., withdraw, take
oneself off: see shear1 .'] Naut., to swerve or
deviate from a line or course

;
turn aside or

away, as for the purpose of avoiding collision

or other danger : as, to sheer off from a rock.

They boorded him againe aa before, and threw foure

kedgers or grapnalls in iron chaiues : then shearing off,

they thought so to have torne downe the grating.
Capt. John Smith, True Travels, I. 52.

As ye barke shered by y canow, he shote him close under
her side, in ye head.

Bradford, Plymouth Plantation, p. 317.

If they're hard upon you, brother, . . . give 'em a wide
berth, sheer off and part company cheerily.

Dickens, Dombey and Son, \\xix.

To Sheer alongside, to come carefully or by a curving
movement alongside any object.

sheer3 (sher), n. [< sheer3
, t'.] 1 . The rise from

a horizontal plane of the longitudinal lines of
a ship as seen in looking along its side. These
lines are more or less curved ; when they do not rise no-

ticeably at the bow and stern, as is most common, the

ship is said to have a straight sheer or little sheer. See
cut under forebody.

The amount of rise which gives the curvilinear form of
the top side, decks, etc., is termed the sheer of these lines.

Thearle, Naval Arch., 90.

In side-wheel boats the guards are wide enough to in-

close the paddle-boxes. There is a very slight sheer, or

rise, at the bows, and a smaller rise at the stern, so that

the deck is practically level The Century, XXVUI. 365.

2. The position in which a ship at single anchor
is placed to keep her clear of the anchor. 3.

The paint-strake or sheer-strake of a vessel.

4. A curving course or sweep ;
a deviation or

divergence from a particular course.

When she was almost abeam of us they gave her a wide
sheer; this brought her so close that the faces of the peo-
ple aboard were distinctly visible.

W. C. Russell, Sailor's Sweetheart, v.

[Nautical in all uses.]
Sheer draft. Seedrajtl. Sheer plan. SameassAeer
draft. Sheer ratline. See ratline. To break sheer.
See break. To quicken the sheer, in ship-building, to

shorten the radius of the curve. To Straighten the
Sheer, to lengthen the radius of the curve.

sheer-batten (sher'bat'n), n. 1. Naut., same
as sheer-pole, 2. 2. In ship-building, a strip
nailed to the ribs to indicate the position of
the wales or bends preparatory to bolting the

planks on.

sheer-hooks (sher'huks), n, pi. [Prop, shear-

hooks; cf. shearing-hooks. Sheer is the old spell-

ing, but retained prob. because of association
with the also nau-
tical sheer3

.']
A /-?

combination of u
hooks having the
inner or concave

sheet

Sheer-hooks.

curve sharpened, so as to cut through whatever
is caught; especially, such hooks formerly used
in naval engagements to cut the enemy's rig-

ging.
sheer-hulk (sher'hulk), . An old dismasted

ship, with a pair of sheers mounted on it for

masting ships. Also shear-hulk. See cut in

next column.

Here, a sheer hulk, lies poor Tom Bowling,
The darling of the crew

;

No more he'll hear the tempest howling,
For Death has broached him to.

C. Dibdin, Tom Bowling.

sheering-hookst, pi- See shearing-hooks.

sheer-leg (sher'leg), n. 1. One of the spars
forming sheers. 2. pi. Same as sheers.

sheerlesst, . See shearless.

sheerly (.sher'li), adv. [< ME. schyrly; < sheer1

+ -ly'
2
.] Absolutely; thoroughly; quite.

There he schrof hym schyrly, & schewed his mysdedez
Of the more & the mynne, & merci besechez,
& of absolucioun he on the segge calles.

Sir Gawayne and the Green Knight (E. E. T. S.), 1. 1880.

Turn all the stories over in the world yet,
And search through all the memories of mankind,
And find me such a friend ! h' 'as out-done all,

Outstripp'd em sheerly, all, all, thou hast, Polydore !

To die for me ! Fletcher, Mad Lover, v. 4.

sheermant, An obsolete form of shear-
man.
sheer-mold (sher'mold), n. In ship-building, a

long thin plank for adjusting the ram-line on
the ship's side, in order to form the sheer of
the ship. One of its edges is curved to the ex-
tent of sheer intended to be given.
sheer-pole (sher'pol), n. 1. One of the spars
of a sheers, or a single spar stayed by guys,
and serving as a substitute for sheers of the
usual form. 2. Naut., an iron rod placed hori-

zontally along the shrouds on the outside, just
above the deadeyes, and seized firmly to each
shroud to prevent its turning. Also sheer-bat-

ten.

sheers (sherz), n. pi. If. An obsolete spelling
of shears, 2. A hoisting apparatus used in

masting or dismasting ships, putting in or

taking out boilers, mounting or dismounting
guns, etc., and consisting of two or more
spars or poles fastened together near the

top, with their lower ends separated to form
a base. The legs are steadied by guys, and from the top
depends the necessary tackle for hoisting. Permanent
sheers, in dockyards, etc., are sloped together at the top,
and crowned with an iron cap bolted thereto. The sheers
used in masting, etc., are now usually mounted on a

wharf, but were formerly placed on an old ship called a
sheer-hulk. The apparatus is named from its resemblance
in form to a cutting-shears. Also shears, shear-legs.

sheer-strake (sher'strak), . [< sheer3 +
stroke.] In ship-building, same as paint-strake.

Sheer strokes are the strakes of the plating (generally
outer) which are adjacent to the principal decks.

Thearle, Naval Arch., 298.

Sheer Thursday (sher-therz'da). [<ME. shere

Tlmrsdai, schere Thorsdai, scere Tliorsdai, <

Icel. skiri-thorsdagr (= Sw. skdr-torsdag =
Dan. skjeer-torsdag), < skira, cleanse, purify,

baptize (< skirr, pure), + thorsdagr, Thursday:
see sheeri, a., and Thursday.] The Thursday
of Holy Week; Maundy Thursday. Compare
Chare Thursday.
And the nexte daye, that was Shyre Thursdaye, aboute

noone, we landed at Kyryell in Normandy, and rode to

Depe the same nyght. Sir E. Guyl/orde, Pylgrymage, p. 3.

Sheerwatert, An obsolete form of shear-
water.

sheesheh (she'she), n. [< Pers. word signify-
ing

'

glass.'] An Eastern pipe with long flex-

ible stem: like the narghile, except that the
water-vessel is of glass.
Sheet 1

(shet), n. [Under this form (early mod.
E. also sheat) are merged three words of differ-

ent formation, but of the same radical origin:
(a) < ME. shete, schete, scheete, ssete, < AS. scete,

scyte (not "scyta as in Lye), pi. scytan, a sheet

(of cloth) ; (6) < ME. schete,< AS. scedta, the foot
of a sail (scedt-line, a line from the foot of a sail,

a sheet), = MD. "schote, D. schoot= MLG. scliote,

LG. schote, > G. scliote, a line from the foot of

a sail; the preceding being secondary forms of

the more orig. noun ; (c) < ME. schete, scet, < AS.

scedt, scet, pi. scedtas, scedttas, scetas, a sheet

(of cloth), a towel, the corner or fold of a

garment, also a projecting angle (tltry-scedt,

three-cornered, etc.), a part (eortliuu ncedt,



sheet

foldan sctdt, & portion of the earth, a region,
the earth; sx seedt, a portion of the sea, a

gulf, bay, etc.), = OFries. skat, xclidt, tlie fold

of a garment, the lap, = D. sellout = MLG.
se/io<= OHG. sco:, also score, seosa, MHG. sclio:,

G. schoss, scliooss, the fold of a garment, lap,

bosom, = Icel. shout, the corner of a square
cloth or other object, a corner or quarter of

the earth or heavens, a line from the foot of a

sail, the skirt or sleeve of a garment, the lap,

bosom, a hood, = Sw. sk&te = Dan. skjod, the

flap of a coat, the lap, bosom, = Goth, skauts,
the hem of a garment ; appar. orig. in sense of

'projecting corner,' so called as jutting out, or
less prob. from the resemblance to the head of

a spear or arrow (cf . gore2 , a triangular piece
of cloth or ground, ult. < AS. gar, spear) ;

from
the root of AS. sceotan (pret. sccdt), etc., shoot :

see shoot. The forms of these three groups
show mixture with each other and with forms
of shoot, n., and shot1 , >i.] 1. A large square
or rectangular piece of linen or cotton spread
over a bed, under the covers, next to the sleeper:
as, to sleep between sheets.

Se the shetes be fayre & swete, or elles loke ye have dene
shetes ; than make up his bedde manerly.

Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 283.

Ne shetis clene to lye betwene,
Made of thred and twyne.

The Nutbroime Maide (Child's Ballads, IV. 151).

How bravely thou becoiuest thy bed, fresh lily,
And whiter than the sheets !

Shak., Cymbeline, ii. 2. 15.

2. In general, a broad, usually flat, and rela-

tively thin piece of anything, either very flex-

ible, as linen, paper, etc., or less flexible, or

rigid, as lead, tin, iron, glass, etc. (a plate).
Oure lady her hede sehe schette In a schete,
And ,;it lay still doted and dased,
As a womman mapped and mased.

Iloly Rood (E. E. T. S.), p. 216.

(a) One of the separate pieces, of definite size, in which
paper is made ; the twenty-fourth part of a quire. In the

printing-trade the sheet is more clearly defined by naming
its size : as, a sheet of cap or a sheet of royal (see sizes of
paper, under paper) ; in bookbinding the sheet is further
defined by specifying its fold : as, a sheet of quarto or a
sheet of duodecimo.

I would I were so good an alchemist to persuade you
that all the virtue of the best affections that one could
express in a sheet were in this rag of paper.

Donne, Letters, xxxiii.

(lit A newspaper : so called as being usually printed on a

large piece of paper and folded.

That guilty man would fain have made a shroud of his

Morning Herald. lie would have flung the sheet over his
whole body, and lain hidden there from all eyes.

Thackeray, Philip, xvi.

(o) t>f. Leaves and pages, as of a book or a pamphlet.
[Rare.]

In sacred sheets of either Testament
'Tis hard to flnde a higher Argument.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, i. 1.

The following anecdote is also related of him, but with
what degree of truth the editor of these sheets will not
pretend to determine. Life of Quin (reprint 1887), p. 23.

(d) In math., a separate portion of a surface, analogous
to the branch of a curve ; especially, one of the planes of
a Riemann's surface.

{Sheet is often used in composition to denote that the sub-
stance to the name of which it is prefixed is in the form of
sheets or thin plates: as, sheet-iron, sheet-gives, iheet-tln.]

3. A broad expanse or surface : as, a sheet of

water, of ice, or of flame.

Such sheets of fire, such bursts of horrid thunder.

Shut., Lear, iii. 2. 46.

We behold our orchard-trees covered with a white sheet
of bloom in the spring.

Darwin, Cross and Self Fertilisation, p. 400.

When the river and bay are as smooth as a sheet of

beryl-green silk. 0. W. Holmes, Autocrat, p. 196.

4t. A sail.

A deeper Sea I now perforce must saile,
And lay my sheats ope to a freer gale.

Heywood, Anna and Phillis.

5. Naut., a rope or chain fastened to one or both
of the lower corners of a sail to extend it and
hold it extended, or to change its direction.
In the square sails above the courses the ropes by which
the clues are extended are called sheets. In the courses
each clue has both a tack and a sheet the tack being
used to extend the weather clue and the sheet the lee
clue. In fore-and-aft sails except gaff-topsails, where
the reverse is the case the sheet secures the after lower
corner and the tack the forward lower corner. In stud-

dingsails the tack secures the outer clue and the sheet the
inner one.

6. In (mat. and zool., a layer; a lamina or la-

mella, as of any membranous tissue. 7. In

mining, galena in thin and continuous masses.
The ore itself is frequently called sheet-mineral.

[Upper Mississippi lead region.] Advance-
sheets. See advance. n., 6. A sheet in the Wind,
somewhat tipsy ; fuddled ; hence, to be or have three
sheets in the wind, to be very tipsy or drunk.
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Though S. might be a thought tipsy a sheet or so in
the u-ind he was not more tipsy than was customary with
him. He talked a great deal about propriety and steadi-

ness, . . . but seldom went up to the town without coming
down three sheets in the wind.

R. H. Dana, Jr., Before the Mast, p. 185.

Flat sheets. See blanket-depottit. Flowing sheets.
Hee flowing. In sheets, not folded, or folded but not
bound : said especially of printed pages : as, a copy of a
book in sheets. Oiled sheets. See oil. Set-off sheet.
See set-off. Sheet and a half, in printing, a sheet of pa-
per, or a folded section, which contains one half more pa-
per or pages than the regular sheet or section. To flow
a Jib or staysail sheet. Seeytowi. To gather aft a
sheet, see gather. To haul the sheets flat aft. See

flatl.

sheet1
(shet), r. t. [< sheet1

, n.~\ 1. To furnish
with sheets: as, a sheeted couch. 2. To fold
in a sheet; shroud; cover with or as with a

sheet.

Like the stag, when snow the pasture sheets,
The bark of trees thou browsed'st.

Shak., A. and C., i. 4. 66.

A little ere the mightiest Julius fell,

The graves stood tenantless, and the sheeted dead
Did squeak and gibber in the Roman streets.

Shak., Hamlet, i. 1. 115.

The strong door sheeted with iron the rugged stone
stairs. Bvlwer, My Novel, xii. 5.

3. To form into sheets
; arrange in or as in

sheets.

Then sheeted rain burst down, and whirlwinds howl'd
aloud.

Scott, Vision of Don Roderick, The Vision, st. 3.

To sheet home (naut.). See home, adv.

Our topsails had been sheeted home, the head yards
braced aback, the fore-topmast staysail hoisted, and the

buoys streamed. B. U. Dana, Jr., Before the Mast, p. 70.

sheet2 (shet). An old variant of sltoot, used in

sheet-anchor, and common in dialectal speech.
sheet-anchor (shet'ang'kgr), n. [Formerly also

shoot-anchor, shoot-anker, shot-anchor; lit. an-
chor to be 'shot' out or suddenly lowered in

case of great danger ;
< shoot, sheet*,+ anchor1

.]

1 . One of two anchors, carried on shores in the

waist, outside, abaft the fore-rigging, and used

only in cases of emergency. The sheet-anchors were
formerly the heaviest anchors carried, but they are now of
the same weight as the bowers.

Hence 2. Figuratively, chief dependence;
main reliance

;
last resort.

This saying they make their shoot-anker.

Cranmer, Ans. to Gardiner, p. 117.

sheet-bend (shet'bend), n. Naut., a bend very
commonly used for fastening two ropes to-

gether. It is made by passing the end of one rope up
through the bight of another, round both parts of the

bight, and under its own part.

Sheet-cable (shet'ka/bl), n. The chain-cable

belonging to or used with the sheet-anchor.
Also called sheet-chain.

sheet-calender (shet'kaFen-der), n. A form
of calendering-machine in which rubber, paper,
and other materials are pressed into sheets
and surfaced. E. H. Knight.
sheet-copper (shet'kop'er), n. Copper in sheets
or broad thin plates.

sheet-delivery (shet'de-liv"er-i), . In print-
ing, the act or process of delivering the printed
sheet from the form to the fly. E. H, Knight.
sheeted (she'ted), p. a. [< sheet1 + -ed%.~\ 1.

Having a broad white band or patch around
the body: said of a beast, as a cow. 2. In

printing, noting presswork which requires the

placing of a clean sheet over every printed
sheet to prevent the offset of moist ink.

sheetent (she'tn), it. [< sheet1 + -en 2.] Made
of sheeting.

Or wanton rigg, or letcher dissolute,
Do stand at Powles-Crosse in a sheeten Bute.

Dames, Paper's Complaint, 1. 250. (Daties.)

sheet-glass (shet'glas), . A kind of crown-

glass made at first in the form of a cylinder,
which is cut longitudinally and placed in a fur-

nace, where it opens out into a sheet. sheet-
glass machine, a machine for forming glass in a plastic
state into a sheet. It consists of an inclined table, on
which the molten glass is poured, with adjustable pieces
on the sides of the table to regulate the width of the

layer. From the table the sheet of glass passes to rollers,
which bring it to the desired thickness.

sheeting (she'ting), n. [< sheet1 + -ing
1
.] 1.

The act or process of forming into sheets or ar-

ranging in sheets : as, the sheeting of tobacco.
2. Stout white linen or cotton cloth made wide
for bed-sheets : it is sold plain or twilled, and
bleached or unbleached. 3. Inhydraul. engin.,
a lining of timber to a caisson or coffer-dam,
formed of sheet-piles, or piles with planking
between; also, any form of sheet-piling used
to protect a river-bank. 4. In milit. engin.,
short pieces of plank used in conjunction with

shekel

frames to support the earth forming the top
and sides of galleries Calico sheeting, cotton
cloth used for bed-sheets. [Eng.]

sheeting-machine (she'ting-ma-shen"), ii. A
wool-combing machine.

sheeting-pile (she'ting-pil), . Same as sli<-i-/-

pile.
sheet-iron (shet'i'ern), H. Iron in sheets or

broad thin plates.
sheet-lead (shet'led'), n. See lead2 .

sheet-lightning (shet'lit-ning), n. See 'light-

ning1 ,
2.

No pale sheet-lightnings from afar, but fork'd
Of the near storm, and aiming at his head.

Tennyson, Aylmer's Field.

sheet-metal (shet'met"al), n. Metal in sheets
or thin plates Sheet-metal die, one of a pair of
formers between which sheet-metal is pressed into vari-

ous shapes. Sheet-metal drawing-press, a form of

stamping-machiue for forming seamless articles from
sheet-metal. Sheet-metal gage, a gage, usually work-
ing by a screw, for measuring the thickness of sheet-metal.

Sheet-metal polisher, a machine with scouring sur-

faces, between which metallic plates are passed to remove
scale or foreign matters preparatory to tinning, painting,
etc. Sheet-metal scourer, a machine in which sheet-
metal is scoured by means of wire brushes, and polished
by rollers covered with an elastic or fibrous material and
carrying sand. Sheet-metal Btraightener, a machine
for straightening sheet-metal by the action of rollers or

pressure surfaces applied transversely to the bend or
buckle of the plate.

sheet-mineral (shet'min
//

e-ral), . A name
given to galena when occurring in thin sheet-
like masses, especially in the upper Mississippi
lead region. See sheet1

, 7.

sheefr^pile (shet'pil), . A pile, generally formed
of thick plank shot or jointed on the edge, and
sometimes grooved and tongued, driven be-
tween the main or gage piles of a coffer-dam or

other hydraulic work, either to retain or to ex-
clude water, as the case may be. Also sheeting-
pile. See cut under sea-wall.

Sheet-work (shet'werk), n. In printing, press-
work in which the sheet is printed on one side

by one form of type, and on the other side by
another form : in contradistinction to. half-sheet

work, in which the sheet is printed on both
sides from the same form.

sheeve, n. See sheared

shefet, n. An obsolete form of sheaf 1
.

sheik, sheikh (shek or shak), . [Also scheik,

shaik, sheyk, sheykh, shaykh, formerly sheck; =
OF. esceque, seic, F. cheik, scheik, cheikh = G.
scheik = Turk, sheykh, < Ar. sheikh, a chief,

shaykh, a venerable old man, lit. 'old' or 'elder'

(used like L. senior: see senior, sire, seigneur,
etc.), < shdkha, grow old, be old.] In Arabia
and other Mohammedan countries, an old man

;

an elder, (a) The head of a tribe or village ; a chief.

Here wee should have paid two dollars apeice for our
heads to a Sheck of the Arabs. Sandys, Travailes, p. 119.

We may hope for some degree of settled government
from the native sultans and sheikhs of the great tribes.

Nineteenth Century, XXVI. 862.

I resolved to take a Berberi, and accordingly summoned
a Shaykh there is a Shaykh for everything down to
thieves in Asia and made known my want.

B. F. Burton, EMIedinah, p. 62.

(b) A religions chief among Mohammedans
;
a title of

learned or devout men ; master. Sheik ul Islam, the
title of the grand mufti at Constantinople, the chief au-

thority in matters of sacred law of the Turkish empire ;

the presiding official of the hierarchy of Moslem doctors
of law.

Sheil, shelling, M. Same as slieaft.

shekarry (she-kar'i), n. See shikaree.

shekel (shek' el), n. [Formerly also side (< F.) ;

= D. sikkel = G. Sw. Dan. sekel = Icel. .tikill, <

OF. side, cide, F. side = Sp. Pg. It. siclo, < LL.
sidtis, < Gr. <r?.of, aiytos, a Hebrew shekel, a

weight and a coin (expressed by 6i6pax/u>v
in

the Septuagint, but equal to 4 Attic opaxpnl in

Josephus; the Persian oiy'/.of was one three-
thousandth part of the Babylonian talent), <

Heb. sheqel, a shekel (weight), < shdqal, As-
syrian shdqual = Ar. tliaqal, weigh.] i. A
unit of weight first used in Babylonia, and
there equal to one sixtieth part of a mina. As
there were two Assyrian minas, so there were two shekels,
one of 17 grams (258 grains troy), the other of 8.4 grams
(129 grains). A trade shekel had a weight of 8.2 grams
(127 grains). Modified both in value and in its relation
to the iiiitiit, the shekel was adopted by the Phenicians,
Hebrews, and other peoples. There were many differ-

ent Phenician shekels, varying through 15.2 grains (234

grains), 14.5 grams (224 grains), 14.1 grams (218 grains),
down to 13.5 grams (208 grains). The Hebrew shekel, at
least under the Maccabees, was 14.1 grams. See also

siglos.

2. The chief silver coin of the Jews, probably
first coined in 141 B. c. by Simon Maccabseus.
Obverse,

" Shekel of Israel," pot of manna or a sacred ves-

sel; reverse, "Jerusalem the holy," flower device, sup-
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Obverse. Reverse.

Jewish Shekel. British Museum. <Size of original.)

posed to be Aaron's rod budding. Specimens usually
weigh from 212 to 220 grains. Half-shekels were also
struck in silver at the same date.

3. pi. Coins; coin; money. [Slang.]
From their little cabinet-piano were evoked strains of

enchanting melody by fingers elsewhere only to be bought
by high-piled shekels. The Century, XL 577.

shekert, n. An obsolete form of checker1
.

Shekinah, . See Shechinah.
Sheld1

t, An obsolete form of shield.

sheld2 (sheld), a. and n. An obsolete or dialec-
tal form of shold1 for shoal1 .

sheld3 (sheld), <i. [Also, erroneously, shelled

(Halliwell); appar. only in comp., as in shel-
drake and sheldapple, being the dial, or ME.
sheld, a shield, used of 'spot' in comp.: see
sheld1

, sheldapple, sheldrake.'] Spotted; varie-

gated. Coles.

sheldaflet, See sheldapple.
sheldapple (shel'dap-1), . [Also in obs. or dial,
forms sheldappel, sheld-aple, sheldafle (appar. by
error), also shell-apple, sheel-apple, early mod.
E. sheld appel, appar. for *sheld-dapple, < sheld1

,

shield, + dapple. The second element may,
however, be a popular perversion of alp

2
, a

bullfinch. Cf. D. schildi'ink, a greenfinch, lit.

'shield-finch.' Cf. sheldrake.] 1. The chaf-
finch. [Prov. Eng.] 2. The crossbill, Loxia
curvirostra. See cut under crossbill.

sheld-fowl (sheld'foul), n. [< sheld (as in shel-

drake) +fown.~\ The common sheldrake. [Ork-
ney.]
Sheldrake (shel'drak), . [Formerly also shell-
drake (also shieldrake, shield-drake, shildrake,
appar. artificial forms according to its orig.
meaning), < ME. seheldrak, prob. for *sheld-

drake, lit.
'

shield-drake,' < sheld, a shield (in
allusion to its ornamentation) (< AS. scyld, a
shield, also part of a bird's plumage), + drake:
see shield and drake1 . Cf. Icel. skjolduiigr, a
sheldrake, skjoldottr, dappled, < skjold, a shield,
a spot on cattle or whales; Dan. skjoldet, spot-
ted, brindled, < skjold, a spot, a shield. Cf . shel-

duck, sheld-fowl. The Orkney names sheldrake,
skeelduck, skeelgoose appar. contain a corrupted
form of the Scand. word cognate with E. sheld1

,

shield.'] 1. A duck of either of the genera Ta-
dorna and Casarca. The common sheldrake is T.
vulpanser, or T. cornuta, the so-called links goose, sly goose,
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breasted merganser, also called vheMnck. fy.
The canvasback duck. [Virginia.]
Shcldrach or canvasback.

Jefferson, Notes on Virginia (1788).

shelduck (shel'duk), . [Also shellduck, for

orig. "sheld-duck, < sheld (as in sheldrake), +
duck?.] 1. Same as sheldrake, 3. 2. The fe-
male of the sheldrake. 3. The red-breasted

merganser, Mergus serrator. Yttrrell. [Local,
Ireland.]
shelf 1

(shelf), n.
; pi. shelves (shelvz). [< ME.

schelfe, shelfe (pi. schelves, shelves), < AS. scylfe,
a plank or shelf, = MLG. schelf, LG. schelfe, a
shelf, = Icel. skjdlf, a bench, seat (only in comp.
lilidh-skjdlf, lit. 'gate-bench,' a name for the seat
of Odin); prob. orig. 'a thin piece'; cf. Sc. shelve,
a thin slice

; D. sehilfer, a scale, schilferen, scale

off, LG. schelfern, scale off, peel, G. schelfe, a
husk, shell, paring, schelfen, schelfern, peel off;
Gael, sgealb, a splinter, split. Cf. shelf?.] 1.
A thin slab or plank, a piece of marble, slate,
wood, or other material, generally long and
narrow, fixed horizontally to a wall, and used
for supporting small objects; in general, a
narrow flat surface, horizontal or nearly so,
and raised above a larger surface, as of a floor
or the ground.
In the southern wall there is a ... little shelf of com-

mon stone, supported by a single arch; upon this are
placed articles in hourly use, perfume bottles, coffee cups,
a stray book or two. R. F. Burton, El-Medinah, p. 18S.

2. In ship-building, an inner timber, or line of

timbers, following the sheer of the vessel, and
bolted to the inner side of ribs, to strengthen
the frame and sustain the deck-beams. See
cut under beam, 3.

The ends of the deck-beams rest upon a line of timbers
secured on the inside surface of the frames. This com-
bination of timbers is termed the shelf.

Thearle, Naval Arch., 201.

3. The charging-bed of a furnace.
The bed of the furnace is divided Into two parts ; the

"working bed," that nearest the fire, is 6 in. or so lower
than the shelf or charging bed.

Spans' Encyc. Manuf., I. 290.

4. In scissors, the bottom of the countersink
which receives the head of the screw uniting
the two bladesTo put, lay, or cast on the shelf,
to put aside or out of use ; lay aside, as from duty or active
service; shelve.

The seas
Had been to us a glorious monument,
Where now the fates have cast us on the shelf
To hang 'twix ah- and water.

Heywood, Fortune by Land and Sea.

shelf1
(shelf), v. t. [< shelf

1
,
n. Cf. shelve1

,
the

more common form of this
shelve1 .

is verb.] Same as

Sheldrake (TaJorna cornuta or -vulpanser).

skeelgoose or sketlduck, burrow- or barrow-duck, bergan-
der, etc., of Great Britain and other parts of Europe Asia
and Africa. This is a duck, though with somewhat the
figure and carriage of a goose, and belongs to the Ana-
tinss (having the hallux unlobed), but is maritime and
notable for nesting in underground burrows. It is about
as large as the mallard, and has a similar glossy greenish-
black head and neck ; the plumage is otherwise varied with
black, white, and chestnut in bold pattern ; the bill is car-
mine, with a frontal knob, and the legs are flesh-colored.
This bird is half-tamed in some places, like the eider-duck
and laid under contribution for its eggs. The ruddy shel-
drake or Brahminy duck is T. casarca, or Casarca rutila
wide-ranging like the foregoing. Each of these sheldrakes
is represented in Australian, Papuan, and Polynesian re-
gions by such forms as Tadorna radjah, Casarca tador-
notdes, and C. iiariegata. No sheldrakes properly so called
are American.
2. The shoveler-duck, Spatula clypeata, whose
variegated plumage somewhat resembles that
of the sheldrake. .[Local, Eng.] 3. A mer-
ganser or goosander; especially, the red-

shelf 2
(shelf), )i.; pi. shelves (shelvz). [Re-

garded as a particular use of shelf
1

,
but in part

at least, in the sense of 'shoal 'or 'sand-bank,'
due to association with shelve^, and thus ult.

practically a doublet of shoal1
, sheld2,

shallow1
:

see shelve*, shoal1
, shallow1

.'] 1. A rock, ledge
of rocks, reef, or sand-bank in the sea, render-
ing the water shallow and dangerous to ships ;

a reef or shoal; a shallow spot.
To auoyde the daungiours of suche shalowe places and

shelfes, he euer sent one of the smaulest carauelles before,
to try the way with soundinge.

Peter Martyr (it. in Eden's First Books on America, ed.

What sands, what shelves, what rocks do threaten her !

B. Jonson, Catiline, iii. 1.

On the tawny sands and shelves

Trip the pert faeries and the dapper elves.

Milton, Comus, 1. 117.

Ships drift darkling down the tide.
Nor see the shelves o'er which they glide.

Scott, Eokeby, iv. 27.

2. A projecting layer or ledge of rock on land.
3. The bed-rock; the surface of the bed-rock;

the rock first met with after removing or sink-

ing through the superficial detritus. [Eng.]
shelfy (shel'fi), a. [< shelf? + -y

1
.'] Full of

shelves ; shelvy. (a) Abounding with sand-banks or
rocks lying near the surface of the water, and rendering
navigation dangerous : as, a shelfy coast.

Advent'rous Man, who durst the deep explore,
Oppose the Winds, and tempt the shelfy Shoar.

Congreve, Birth of the Muse.

(6) Full of rocky up-cropping ledges.

The tillable fields are in some places so ... tough that
the plough will scarcely cut them, and in some so ihelfie
that the corn hath much adoe to fasten its roote.

R. Caren, Survey of Cornwall, p. 19.

shell (shel), n. [< ME. schelle, shelle, < AS. seel,

scell, scill, set/I, scyll, scelU, a shell, = D. schel,
also schtl, shell, cod, peel, rind,web (of the eye),
bell, = Icel. skel, a shell, = Goth, skalja, a tile ;

akin to scale1 . Cf. sheal1
,
a doublet of shell.']

Shell

1. A scale or husk; the hard outer covering of
some kinds of seeds and fruits, as a cocoannt.
In /Egypt they fill the shell with milk, and let it stand

some time, and take it as an emetic.

Pococke, Description of the East, II. i. 233.

2. In zoiil,, a hard outer case or covering; a

crust; a test; a lorica; a carapace; an indu-
rated (osseous, cartilaginous, cuticular, chiti-

uous, calcareous, silicious, etc.) integument or

part of integument. (See exoskeletoii.) Specin-
cally (a) In mammal., the peculiar integument of an ar-

madillo, forming a carapace, and sometimes also a plas-
tron, as in the fossil glyptodons. (6) An egg-shell.

This lapwing runs away with the shell on his head.

Shak., Hamlet, v. 2. 193.

(e) In herpet, a carapace or plastron, as of a turtle
; spe-

cifically, tortoise shell, (a) In ichth., the-box-like integu-
ment of the ostracionts. (e) In Molluscd, the test of any
mollusk ; the valve or valves of a shell-fish ; the chitinized
or calcified product of the mantle

; a conch. A shell in
one, two, or several pieces is so highly characteristic of
mollusks that these animals are commonly called shell-

fish collectively, and many of them are grouped as Testa-
cea, Conchifera, etc. In some mollusks, as dibranchiate
cephalopoda, the shell is internal, constituting the pen
or cuttle (see calamary) ; in others there is no shell. The
shell is secreted chiefly by a mantle or folds of the mantle
which are developed around the soft parts, and is usually
composed of carbonate of lime. It is generally univalve
and spiral, as in most gastropods. In chitons there are
eight valves imbricated in a longitudinal series, bound
together by a marginal band. In bivalves two shells are
developed from and cover the sides of the animal, right
and left. (See cuts under bivalve.) Some mollusks other-
wise bivalve have accessory valves. (/) In Brachiopoda
there are two valves, but one covers the back and the other
the abdominal region, so that the valves are dorsal and
ventral. These shells are sometimes composed chiefly of
phosphate of lime, as in lingulas. (g) In Crustacea, the
hard chitinous or calcareous integument or crust, or some
special part of it : as, the shell of a crab or lobster. (A) In
entom. : (1) The wing-case of a beetle ; an elytron ; a shard :

as, "cases or shells (elytra)," Summon and Shuckard. (2)
The cast skin of a pupa, especially of lepidopterous in-
secta ; a pupa-shell, (t) In echinoderms, the hard crust
or integument, especially when it coheres in one hollow
case or covering ; a test : as, the shell of a sea-urchin, (j)
In Venues, the tube or case of a tubicolous worm, when
hard, thick, or rigid, like a mollusk's shell: as, the shell
of a serpula. (k) In some Protozoa, a silicious or calca-
reous test or lorica of any kind. Such shells are present
under numberless modifications, often beautifully shaped
and highly complicated, perforated, camerated, etc., as in

foraminifers, radiolarians, sun-animalcules, many infuso-
rians, etc.

3. In anat., some hard thin or hollowed part,
(a) A tnrbinate bone ; a scroll-bone. (6) A hollow or cylin-
dric cast or exfoliation, as of necrosed bone ; a squama.
4. The outer ear, auricle, or conch : as, pearly
shells or pink shells. [Chiefly poetical.]
The whole external shell of the ear, with its cartilages,

muscles, and membranes, is in Man a useless appendage.
. Haeckel, Evol. of Man (trans.), II. 437.

5. A shelled or testaceous mollusk ; a shell-fish.
In this sense shell may be added, with or without a hyphen,
to numerous words, serving to specify mollusks or groups
of mollusks. Some of the best-established of such com-
binations are noted after the phrases given below.

6. The outer part or casing of a block which
is mortised for the sheave, and bored at right
angles to the mortise for the pin which forms the
axle of the sheave. See cuts under block1 .

A block consists of a shell, sheave, pin, and strap (or
strop). The shell is the frame or case.

Qualtrouyh, Boat Sailer's Manual, p. 13.

7. The thin film of copper which forms the
face of an electrotype, and is afterward backed
with type-metal to the required thickness. 8.

Something resembling or suggesting a shell in
structure or use. (a) A frail structure or vessel inca-

pable of sustaining rough handling, or of which the inte-
rior has been destroyed ; as, the house is a mere shell.

His seraglio, which is now only the shell of a building,
has the air of a Roman palace.

Pococke, Description of the East, II. i. 91.

The ruin'd shells of hollow towers.

Tennyson, In Memoriam, Ixxvi.

(6) Any framework or exterior structure regarded as not
being completed or filled in.

The Marquis of Medina Cidonia, in his viceroyalty, made
the shell of a house, which he had not time to finish, that
commands a view of the whole bay, and would have been
a very noble building had he brought it to perfection.

Addison, Bemarks on Italy (Works, ed. Bohn, I. 426).

(c) A kind of rough coffin ; also, a thin coffin designed to be
inclosed by a more substantial one. (d) A racing-boat of

light build, long, low, and narrow (generally made of cedar

Shell or Shell-boat.

A, side-view ; B, cross-section : a, shell ; b, sliding-seat ; d, tf,

outriggers : t, e' , oars.

orpaper), rowed by means of outriggers, and (as now made)
with the ends covered over to a considerable distance from
both bow and stern, to prevent water from washing in ; a
scull ; a gig.
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\Vhen rowing alone in a single gig or shell the amateur
will encounter in his early lessons the novel experience of

considerable difficulty In maintaining the balance of his

boat. Tribune Book of Sports, p. 820.

(e) Collectively, the outside plates of a boiler.

0. A hollow object of metal, paper, or the like,

used to contain explosives. Especially (a) In

pyrotechny, a sort of case, usually of paper, thrown into the

air, often by the explosion of another part of the firework,

and bursting by the ignition of the charge from a fuse

usually lighted by the same explosion. (6) Milit., a metal

case containing an explosive, formerly spherical and
thrown from mortars or smooth-bore cannon, now gener-

ally long and partly cylindrical with a conical or conoidal
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shell. See the adjectives. Left-handed shell, a sin-

istral or sinistrorse shell of a univalve. See sinistral.

Mask-shell, a gastropod of the genus Persona, resem-

bling a triton. P. P. Carpenter. Metal Shell, a car-

tridge-case of thin, light metal charged with powder and
shot (or ball), for use in breech-loading guns and rifles,

sheller

The varnish is usually applied more than once, each coat

hi'in^ thoroughly rubbed, so th:it the piuvs <>f the wood
are filled up and the surface is left smooth, but without

any thick coat of varnish covering it. Shellac varnish,
a varnish made by dissolving shellac in some solvent, as

alcohol, with sometimes the addition of a coloring matter.___ _ _
and fitted with a cap or primer for firing by percussion. shellac (she-lak' or shel'ak), v. t. ; pret. and pp.
They are used and loaded like paper shells (see below), andey are use an oae pae es eo, ../.^///r/i/.^/y TV c/>/>7//-,/-Hi/j r

canbeflredandrechargedmanytimes. Simitarmetal shells
sle

<!
acke<i

, ppr. si ,ll,i, I. <>,. LAIS

are almost universally used for the fixed ammunition of Shellac, 11.] io coat with shellac.

revolving pistols, but for shot-guns they are largely su

perseded by paper shells. See cut under shot-en rtridyc.

ell,

In the finishing of this class of rods they are polished
with pumice stone, their pores are filled with whiting and

water, and they are shellacked and varnished.
Sci. Amer., N. S., LXII. 198.

Valuta vespertilio. Pavel shell, (a) A case made of

successive layers of paper pasted one on another, and shell-apple (shel'ap"!), n. bee sheld-apple.
filled with a small bursting-charge of powder, and va- shell-auger (shera"ger), n. An auger which
rious pyrotechnic devices. It is fired from a mortar hag a ilonow shell extending several inches
and is fitted with a fuse so regulated as to explode it at .,

t(.- .,. tnwnvfi rlip rmnrilp"
'*, of its trajectory. (6) A cartridge-case of paste- BOBJ the cutting edge toward me handle.

aining a charge of powder and shot, to be ex- shellback (shel'bak), n. An old sailor; a sea-

center-fire or rim-fire percussion, now much dog; a barnacle. [Slang.]

-Money-shell, a money-cowry. See cowry. Pallia!
shell. See pallial. Panama shell, a certain volute,

ploded by
used for breech-loading shot-guns instead of metal shells.

Shell for use in Army and Navy Breech-loading Rifled Ordnance.

a, body of shell, of cast-iron for ordinary use, or of steel for pene-
trating armor ; *, rotating ring of copper, which engages the rifle-

grooves and imparts axial rotation to the shell ; c, powder-charge ;

a, Hotchkiss percussion-fuse.

point ;
a bombshell. Shells are exploded either by a fuse

calculated to burn a definite length of time and ignited by
the blaze of the gun, or by the concussion of striking.

Spherical shells were formerly used also as hand-grenades.
See cut under percussion-fuse.

10. A copper cylinder used as a roller in print-

ing on paper or calico, the design being en-

graved upon the outer surface : so called be-

cause it is thin and hollow, and is mounted

upon a wooden roller when in use. 11. A
part of the guard of a sword, consisting of a
solid plate, sometimes perforated, attached to

the cross-guard on either side. The combina-
tion of the two shells resulted in the cup-guard.

I imagined that his weapon had perforated my lungs,
and of consequence that the wound was mortal ; there-

fore, determined not to die unrevenged, I seized hisshell,
which was close to my breast, before he could disentan-

gle his point, and, keeping it fast with my left hand, short-

ened my own sword with my right, intending to run him
through the heart.

Smollett, Roderick Random, lix. (Dairies.)

A Silver and Gold hilted Sword of a Trophy Pattern,
with a man on Horseback on the Middle of the Pommel,
and the same in the Shell.

Quoted in Ashton's Social Life in Reign of Queen Anne,
[I. 157.

12. A shell-jacket. 13. A concave-faced tool

of cast-iron, in which convex lenses are ground
to shape. The glass is attached to the face of a runner,
and is worked around in the shell with aswinging stroke.

E. H. Knight.

The grinding and polishing tools ... for concave lenses
consist of a concave rough grinding- tool of cast iron, call-

ed a shell . . . Ure, Diet, III. 105.

14. A gouge-bit or quill-bit. 15. In weaving,

thepi
' -'"-- '

reed
and under shells. E. S. Knight.
cal instrument such as a lyre, the first lyre be-

ing made, according to classic legend, of strings
drawn over a tortoise's shell.

When Jubal struck the corded shell.

Dryden, Song for St. Cecilia's Day.

When Music, heavenly maid, was young, . . .

The Passions oft, to hear her shell,

Thronged around her magic cell.

Collins, The Passions.

Cheered by the strength of Ronald's shell,

E'en age forgot his tresses hoar.

Scott, Olenfinlas.

17. In some public schools, an intermediate
class or form.

The sixth form stood close by the door on the left. . . .

The fifth form behind them, twice their number and not

quite so big. These on the left ; and on the right the lower

fifth, shell, and all the junior forms in order.

T. Hughes, Tom Brown at Rugby, i. 5.

" The shell
"

[at Harrow School), observed Bertram,
" means a sort of class between the other classes. Father 's

so glad Johnnie has got into the shell."

Jean Ingelow, Fated to be Free, xlx.

18. Outward show, without substance or real-

ity.

So devout are the Romanists about this outward shell

of religion that, if an altar be moved, or a stone of it

broken, it ought to be reconsecrated. Aylife, Parergon.

Baptismal shell. See baptismal. Blind shell (a) A
bombshell which, from accident or a bad fuse, has fall-

en without exploding, (b) A shell filled with fuse-com-

position, and having an enlarged fuse-hole, used at night
to determine the range, (c) A shell whose bursting-
charge is exploded by the heat of impact. Bombay
shell, a name in India for the Cassis rufa, one of the hel-

met-shells, imported at Bombay in large quantities from

Zanzibar, and reshipped to England and France to make
cameos. Chambered Sheila. *ee cha mbered.~ Chank-
or shank-shell. Same as chank'2. Chaslesian shell.
See Chaslesian. Coat-of-mail shell, a chiton. See
cuts under Polyplacophora and Chitonidx. Convolute
shell. See convolute. Incendiary, live, magnetic

They are made in enormous quantities for sportsmen, of

different sizes to fit the usual bores, and of various patterns
in respect of the devices for firing. Some have pretty solid

metal heads, with nipples for percussion-caps, and such

may be reloaded like metal shells, though they are not gen-
erally used after once firing. They are loaded by special
machines for the purpose, including a device for crimping

Had a landsman heard me say that I had changed my
name, then, unless I had explained that property was the

cause, he would straightway have suspected me of arson,

forgery, or murder; . . . these two shell-backs asked no

questions, suspected nothing, simply said
"
Hegerton it

is," and so made an end of the matter.
W. C. Russell, Jack's Courtship, xx.

the open end down over the shot-wad, and take different ghell-bank (shel'bangk), n. A shelly bank or
charges of powder and shot according to the game for kill-

, Uillir oi liio-Vi Hrlo tV>rm i no-
oar, usually COveied at high t

ing which they are designed to he used. See cut under

shot-cartridge, (c) A rowboat made of paper. See def.

8 (d). Perspective shell. See perspective and Solari-

um. Pilgrim's shell. See pili/rim. Purple-shell, a

gastropod affording a dyestuff. See Murex, furpura, and
purple, K. Ram's-horn shell, an ammonite. Reverse
Shell. See reverse. Right-handed Shell, a dextral

or dextrorse shell of a univalve. See dextral. Shell

couching. See couching1
,
5. Slit top-shell-any mem-

ber of the Scissurellidx. P. P. Carpenter. watering-
pot Shell. See asperyulum and watering-pot. (See also

acorn-shell, agate-shell, apple-shell, ark-shell, auaer-shell,

basket-shell, boat-shell, bubble-shell, cameo-shell, carrier-shell,

clink-shell, cone-shell, date-shell, ear-shell, egg-shell, fan-

favorite feeding-grounds for various fishes.

[U. S.]
ihellbark (shel'bark), H. Either of two hick-

ories of eastern North America, so named from
the loose, flat, strap-like scales of the bark on
old trees. The principal one is Carya alba (Hicoria
ovata); the big or bottom shellbark, thriving particularly
on bottom-lands in the west, is C. (H.) sulcata. Both are

important hard-wood timber-trees, and both yield sweet
and oily marketable nuts, those of the former being
smaller, thinner-shelled, and sweeter. Also thai/bark. See

shell, fig-shell, gold-shell, helmet-shell, idol^hett, jingle-shell, -uii VIA /,>,] 'v>it1 i; A tvmVal form of tl

ladder-shell, lamp-shell, lantern-shell, nutshell, pheasant- Shell-bit (Sliel Dit;, . A typical loim O

shell, razor-shell, rice-shell, rock-shell, rosary-shell, scorpion- bit forboring in wood. It is shaped like a gouge
shell, screw-shell, shuttle-shell, silver-shell, tooth-shell, top-

shell, trumpet-shell, tube-shell, tulip-shell, tun-shell, turban-

shell, tusk-shell, wedge-shell, wing-shell, worm-shell.)

shell (shel), v. [< ME. *schellen, schyllen, shell

(= D. schillen, pare, peel), < shell, n. Cf. scale1 ,

so as to shear the fibers round the circumfer-
ence of the holes.

shell-blow (shel'blo), n. A call sounded on a
horn made of a large shell, usually the conch

._. I. trans. 1. To strip off or remove the

shell or outer covering of
;
take out of the shell :

as, to shell nuts.

For duller than a shelled crab were she. J. Baillie. gjiell-boat (shel'bot), .

Under the largest of two red-heart cherry-trees sat a shell-bOX(sherboks), .

frame placed on
a wagon Qr fQr tne urpose of can ing haVi

straw, etc.

Same as shell, 8 (d).

1. A box divided into
girl shelling peas. She had a professional way of inserting compartments for keeping small shells of dif-
her small, well-curled thumb into the green shales, oust- ., 5

t ..;,-;., -{ nf a cmiptmlocHpnl r>nl
ing their contents with a single movement. terent vaneties as part (

Harper's Xag., LXXVI. 31. lection. 2. A box decorated by the applica-

2. To remove from the ear or cob: as, to shell <>n of shells arranged in ornamental patterns.

corn.-3. To cover with or as with a shell
;
in- shell-button (shel'but/'n) . A hollow button

case in or as in a shell. made of two Pieces, front and back, joined by
a turnover seam at the edge and usually cov-

Shell thee with steel or brass, advised by dread, , ...
.,,

, , ,

Death from thecasque will pull thy cautious head. jred
Wltn silk or Clotn.

Cotton, tr. of Montaigne, xvi. (Dames.) shell-cracker (shel'krak"er), H. Akmdofsun-

4. To cover or furnish with shells, as an oyster-
sh, Eupomotis speciosus. [Florida.]

bed; provide shells for spat to set; also, to shell-crest (shel'krest), n. Among pigeou-fan-

cover (land) with oyster-shells as a fertilizer. lfs.
fo of cres .nmng around the back

of the head in a semicircle : distinguished fromThe planter now employs all his sloops, and hires extra nf>n i. :..../

men and vessels, to distribute broadcast, over the whole P ,, j!,,. . , ,.,,.
tract he proposes to improve that year, the many tons of Shell-dllllSk (Sliel ail* isk), n. Ihe dulse, Rho-
shells that he has been saving all winter. . . . Sometimes dymenia palmata : so called from its growing
the same plan is pursued with seed that has grown natu. amonK mussel-shells near low-water mark. See
rally, but too sparingly, upon a piece of uncultivated hot- j

/ -jji]j,,i. Kliniliimfnin rit-planrl ~\

torn ; or young oysters are scattered there as spawners. dltlif
aMisk, Itiodi/nnma. Upland. J

and the owner waits until the next season before he shells shell-dove (shel'duv), n. A ground-dove of the
the tract. Fisheries of V. S., V. ii. 643. genus Scardafella, as S. xquamata or S. inca; a

5. To throw bombshells into, upon, or among; scale-dove. See cut under Scardafella.
bombard : as, to shell a fort or a town. shelldraket, An obsolete form of sheldrake.

There was nothing to prevent the enemy shelling the Shellduck, H. See shelduck.

city from heights within easy range. shell-eater (shel'e"ter), n. The open-beaked
Gen. ilcClellan, quoted in The Century, XXXVI. 393. stork : same as clapper-bill. See cut under open-

6. See the quotation. WK.

Bigot. Formerly a beat of drum while men who were Shelled (sheld), . Having a sheU, in any sense;
as applied to animals, testaceous, conchiferous.

ostracous, ostracodermatous, entomostracous,
thoracostracous, coleopterous, loricate, thick-

To shell out, to hand over; deliver up: as, shell out

your money ! [Slang. ]

Will you be kind enough, sir, to shell out for me the

shelled (a French punishment, the severest next to death)
were paraded up and down the ranks previous to their

being sent to their destination. WUhelm, Mil. Diet.

skinned, etc. (see the specific words).

,

price of a daacent horse fit to mount a man like me?
Miss Edgeworth, Love and Law, i. 1.

II. intrans. 1. To fall off, as a shell, crust,
or exterior coat. 2. To cast the shell or ex-
terior covering: as, nuts shell in falling. 3.
To deal in or nave to do with oyster-shells in

anyway; transport, furnish, or make use of

oyster-shells as an occupation. See I., 4. [Lo-
cal, U. S.]
shellac (she-lak' or shel'ak), n. [Also shellack,

shell-lac, shell-lack; < shell + /oc2 .] Seed-lac
melted and formed into thin plates. This is the
form in which it is generally sold for making
varnish and the like. See lac2 shellac finish,
a polish, or a polished surface, produced by the application
of shellac varnish and subsequent rubbing of the surface.

Mr. Cumberland used to say that authors must not be
thin-skinned, but shelled like the rhinoceros.

7. D'lsraeli, Calam. of Authors, p. 216.

sheller (shel'er), n. [<7ieK + -er1 .] One who
shells or husks, or a tool or machine used in

shelling or husking: as, a com-sheller ; pea-
shellers.

These young rascals,
These pescod-sAeWerg, do so cheat my master
We cannot have an apple in the orchard
But straight some fairy longs for't.

Randolph, Amyntas, iii. 4.

Specifically (a) A machine for stripping the kernels of
maize or Indian corn from the cob; a corn-sheller. (b)
One who makes a business of opening bivalves for market ;

an opener; ashucker; a sticker. [NewJersey.]
The clams are thoroughly washed before they are given

over to the knives of the "
shellers," or "openers" as they

are sometimes called. Fisheries of IT. S., V. ii. 693.



Shelley's case

Shelley's case. See case1 .

shell-fire (shel'fir), . Phosphorescence from

decayed straw, etc., or touchwood. Halliiri'll.

[Prov. Eng.]
shell-fish (shel'fish), 11. sing, and pi. [Early
mod. E. shelfish, slielfisslie, < ME. shelfish, <

AS. scelfisc, scylflsc (= Icel. skelfiskr), < seell,

scyll, shell, + fise, fish.] An aquatic animal,
not a fish, having a shell, and especially one
which comes under popular notice as used for

food or for ornament. Specifically -(a) A testa-

ceous or conchiferous molluak, as an oyster, clam, scallop,

whelk, piddock, etc. ; collectively, the Mollusca.

The inhabitantes of this Ilande (Molucca), at suche tyme
as the Spanyardes came thether, toke a shelf'yeshe [Tridacna
gigas] of suche houdge bignes yat the fit-she therof wayed
.zlvij. pound weyght. Wherby it is apparaunt yat great
pearles should be found there, forasmuch aa pearles are
the byrth of certayn shel/ishes.
R. Eden, it. of Sebastian Minister (First Books on Amer-

[ica, ed. Arber, p. 34).

(b) A crnstaceous animal, or crustacean, as a crab, lobster,
shrimp, or prawn.

shell-flower (shel'flou'Ar), . 1. See Molu-
cella. 2. The turtlehead or snakehead, Che-
lone glabra, and other species. 3. One of va-
rious species of Alpinia of the Zingiberacex.

shell-follicle (shel'fol'i-kl), . A shell-sac;
the integument of a mollusk, in the form of an
open follicle or sac in which the shell primarily
lies, out of and over which it may and usually
does extend.

shell-gage (shel'gaj), n. A form of calipers
with curved detachable interchangeable arms
and a graduated arc, for determining the thick-
ness of the walls of a hollow projectile.

shell-gland (shel'gland), n. 1. The shell-se-

creting organ of a mollusk. It appears at a very
early period of embryonic development, and is the active

secretory substance of the shell-sac or shell-follicle. The
original shell-gland of the embryo may be transient and
be replaced by a secondary shell-forming area, or may be
permanently retained in a modified form.

2. An excretory organ of the lower crusta-

ceans, as entomostracans, forming a looped ca-
nal in a mantle-like fold of the integument, one
end being cascal, the other opening beneath the
mantle : so called from its position beneath the
shell. See cuts under Apus and Daplniia.
At the anterior boundary of the head, the double, black,

median eye . . . shines through the carapace, and at the
sides of the latter two coiled tubes with clear content!*,
the so-called shell-gland*, are seen.

Huxley, Anat Invert., p. 235.

Shell-grinder (shel'grin'der), n. The Port
Jackson shark. See Cestraciontidse, and cut
under selachian. Encyc.Srit., XX. 174.

shell-gun (shel'gun), . A cannon intended to
be used for throwing shells ; especially, such
a cannon used for horizontal firing, as distin-

guished from a mortar, which is used for verti-
cal firing.

shellhead (shel'hed), n. The dobson or hell-

grammite. [Georgia.]
shell-heap (sherhep),M. A large accumulation
of shells, usually mixed with bones of animals,
ashes, bits of charcoal, and utensils of various

kinds, the whole being the remains of a dwell-

ing-place of a race subsisting chiefly on shell-
fish. Such accumulations are found in many places in

Europe and America, along coasts and rivers. They are
sometimes of prehistoric age, but similar accumulations
may be forming and are forming at the present time in any
part of the world where savage tribes find the conditions
favorable for the support of life on shell-fish. See kitchen-
midden.

shell-hook (shel'huk), . An implement for

grappling and carrying projectiles.
shell-ibis (shel'i"bis), w. A stork of the genus
Anastomus. See cut under operibill.

shell-ice (shel'is), . Ice left suspended by the
withdrawal of the water beneath. Such ice may
be either over ice formed earlier and then overflowed or
over the land ; the thickness ranges upward from a film,
but the name is generally applied only to ice that is shell-
like in thinness.

Shelling (shel'ing), n. [Verbal n. of shell, r.]
1. The act of removing the shell. 2. The act
of bombarding a place. 3. A commercialname
for groats. Simmonds.
Shell-insectst (shel'in"sekts), n. pi. An old
name of entomostracous crustaceans; the in-
sectes d. coquilles of the French. Also shelled
insects.

shell-jacket (shel'jak'et), n. An undress mili-

tary jacket.

Three turbaned soldiers in tight shell-jackets and baggy
breeches. Harper's Mag., LXXX 396.

shell-lac (shel-lak'), n. Same as shellac.

shell-less (shel'les),n. [<shell+ -less.'] Hav-
ing no shell; not testaceous

;
tunicate: as, the

5566

shell-less mollusks (that is, the ascidians). See
Nuda (6). Curler (trans.); Huxley.

shell-lime (shel'lim), n. Lime obtained by
burning sea-shells.

shell-limestone (shel'lim'ston), H. A deposit
of shells, in a more or less fragmentary condi-

tion, which has become imperfectly solidified

by pressure or by the infiltration of calcareous
or sandy material. Shell-limestone, or shelly lime-

stone, is called in Florida coquina. The muschelkalk, a
division of the Triassic, Is a shell-limestone, and this is

a literal translation of the German name for this rock. See
Triateic and muscheVtalk.

shellman (shel'man), .
; pi. shellmen (-men).

One of a gun's crew on board a man-of-war
whose duty it is to pass shells for loading.
shell-marble (shermar

;i

'bl), n. An ornamental
marble containing fossil shells. See marble, 1.

shell-marl (shel'marl), n. A white earthy de-

posit, crumbling readily on exposure to the air,
and resulting from the accumulation of more
or less disintegrated fragments of shells. Such
deposits are of frequent occurrence at the bottom of lakes
and ponds, or where such bodies of water have formerly
existed.

shell-meat (shel'met), M. Shelled food; some
edible having a shell, as shell-fish or eggs.

[Bare.]
Shellmeati may be eaten after foul hands without any

harm. Fuller, Holy State, p. 386. (Latham.)

shell-mound (shel'mouud), . A mound or

heap chiefly made of shells of mollusks which
have in former times been used for food; a

shell-heap (which see).
shell-Ornament (sherdr'na-ment), n. Orna-
mentation of which forms studied from natu-
ral shells form an important part ; any piece of

decoration of which any shell-form is a charac-
teristic part.

shell-parrakeet (shel'par'a-ket), n. The Aus-
tralian undulated, waved, or zebra grass-parra-
keet, Melopsittacus undulatus. See cut under

Melopsittacus.
shell-parrot (shel'par'ot), w. Same as shell-

parrakeet.

shell-proof (shel'prof), . Same us bomb-proof.
shell-pump (shel'pump), . In well-boring, a

sand-pump.
shell-quail (shel'kwal), n. An American quail
of the genus CalUpepla, as C.squamaia; a scale-

quail. See cut under CalUpepla.
shell-reducer (shel're-du'ser), . A tool

made on the principle of pincers, with which
a die or a plug is used to reduce or expand
a cartridge-shell in order to make it fit the
bullet.

shell-room (shel'rom), n. A room on board

ship below the berth-deck, constructed and
lighted like a magazine, and used for the stow-

age of loaded shell.

shell-sac (shel'sak), n. Same as shell-follicle.

shell-sand (shel'sand), n. Sand chiefly com-
posed of the triturated or comminuted shells
of mollusks, valuable as a fertilizer.

shell-snail (shel'snal), n. A snail with a shell;

any such terrestrial gastropod, as distinguished
from slugs, which have a small shell, if any.
Both these forms used to be called snails.

shellum (shel'iim), n. Same as schelm, skellum.

[Old Eng. and Scotch.]
shell-work (shel'werk), . Ornamental work
made up of marine shells, usually small, com-
bined in various patterns and glued to a sur-

face, as of wood or cardboard. See sea-bean, 2.

shell-worm (shel'werm), n. 1. A worm with a
shell

;
a tubicolous annelid with a hard case, as

a serpula. See cut under Scrpula. 2. A mol-
lusk of the family Dentaliidee; a tooth-shell.

See cut under tooth-shell.

Shelly
1
(shel'i), a. [< shell + -yl.] 1. Abound-

ing in, provided with, or covered with shells.

The Ocean rolling, and the shelly Shore,
Beautiful Objects, shall delight no more.

Prior, Solomon, ill.

Go to your cave, and see it in its beauty,
The billows else may wash its shelly sides.

J. Baiilie.

2. Consisting of a shell or shells
; forming or

formed by a shell.

The snail . . .

Shrinks backward in his shelly cave.

Shak., Venus and Adonis, 1. 1034.

3. Of the nature of a shell; testaceous; con-

chylious ; chitinous, as the carapace of a crab
;

calcareous, as the shell of a mollusk
; silicious,

as the test of a radiolarian.

This membrane was entirely of the shelly nature.

Goldsmith, Hist. Earth, IV. v.

sheltron

shelly2 (shel'i), H. ; pi. xliellir'.* (-in). [Appur.
an abbr. dim. of shell-apple, shehl-apple.] Same
as chaffinch, 1. Macgillivray.
shelm, n. See schelm.

shelook (she-lok'), . [< Ar. slialulc.~\ An Ara-
bian name for any hot, dry, dust-bearing des-
ert wind, excluding the simoom.
shelter (shel'ter), . [An altered form of shel-

tron, sheltrum, q. v. The formation of tliis

word became obscured, and the terminal ele-

ment conformed to the common termination

-ter, the first syllable being prob. always more
or less vaguely associated with shield, ME. and
dial, sheld, its actual origin, and perhaps in part
with x/iea/2.] 1. A cover or defense from ex-

posure, attack, injury, distress, annoyance, or
the like; whatever shields or serves as a pro-
tection, as from the weather, attack, etc.

;
a

place of protection : as, a shelter from the rain
or wind

;
a shelter for the friendless.

I will bear thee to some shelter.

Shale., As you Like it, ii. 6. 17.

The healing plant shall aid,
From storms a shelter, and from heat a shade.

Pope, Messiah, 1. 18.

2. The protection or immunity from attack,

exposure, distress, etc., afforded by a place or

thing; refuge; asylum.
Your most noble vertues, . . . under which I hope to

have shelter against all storms that dare threaten.

Capt. John Smith, True Travels, Ded.

It happened to be a very windy evening, so we took
shelter within the walls of some cottages.

Pococke, Description of the East, II. i. 164.

If a show'r approach,
You find safe shelter in the next stage-coach.

Cowper, Retirement, 1. 492.

The tribunals ought to be sacred places of refuge,
where . . . the Innocent of all parties may find shelter.

Macaulay, Sir J. Mackintosh.

=Syn. 1. Screen, shield. 2. Cover, covert, sanctuary,
haven. See the verb,

shelter (shel'ter), r. [< shelter, H.] I. trails.

1. To protect from exposure, attack, injury,
distress, or the like ;

afford cover or protection
to; hence, to harbor: as, to shelter thieves.

The weeds which his broad-spreading leaves did shelter.

Shale., Rich. II., ill 4. 60.

Why was not I deform'd, that, shelter'd in

Secure neglect, I might have scap'd this sin ?

J. Beaumont, Psyche, ii. 142.

In vain I strove to check my growing Flame,
Or shelter Passion under Friendship's Name.

Prior, Celia to Damon.

Near thy city-gates the Lord
Sheltered his Jonah with a gourd.

D. G. Rossetti, The Burden of Nineveh.

A lonely valley sheltered from the wind.
William Morris, Earthly Paradise, I. 325.

2. To place under cover or shelter; seek shel-

ter or protection for
;
house

;
with a reflexive

pronoun, to take refuge ;
betake one's self to

cover or a safe place.

They sheltered themselves under a rock. Abbot

Another royal mandate, so anxious was he to shelter

himself beneath the royal shadow, he [Cranmer] caused
to be addressed to his own officers, to cite his own clergy
to Lambeth. R. W. Dixon, Hist. Church of Eng., xxf.

= Syn. 1. To Defend, Protect, etc. (see keep), shield, screen,
shroud, house, ensconce, hide.

II. in trans. To take shelter.

There oft the Indian herdsman, shunning heat,
Shelters in cool. Milton, P. L., ix. 1109.

shelterer (shel'ter-er), . One who shelters,

protects, or harbors : as, a shelterer of thieves
or of outcasts.

shelterless (shel'ter-les), . [< shelter + -less.']

1. Affording no shelter or cover, as from the

elements; exposed: as, a shelterless roadstead.

No more orange groves and rose gardens ; but the tree-

less, shelterless plain, with the fierce sun by day and frosts

at night Froude, Sketches, p. 211.

2. Destitute of shelter or protection ;
without

home or refuge.

Now, sad and shelterless, perhaps, she lies,

Where piercing winds blow sharp, and the chill rain

Drops from some pent-house on her wretched head.

Rome, Jane Shore, v. 1.

shelter-tent (shel'ter-tent), . See tent.

sheltery (shel'ter-i), a. [< shelter + -y
1
.] Af-

fording shelter. [Rare.]
The warm and sheltery shores of Gibraltar.

Gilbert White, Nat. Hist Selborne (ed. 1876), p. 114.

sheltie, See shelty
1

.

sheltopusick, n. See scheltopusik. Huxley.
sheltront, sheltrumt, [Early mod. E. shel-

tron, occurring in the var. form jeltron ; < ME.
sheltron, sheltrone, sheltroun, slieltrun, scheltron,

scheltrone, scheltroun, schiltroun, sheltrum, schil-

trum, ischeldtrume, slieldtrume,shultrom, Sc. chel-



sheltron

drome, childrome(AJ?. fhiltron), a body of guards
or troops, squadron, hence defense, protection,
shelter, < AS. sci/ld-truma, lit.

'

shield-troop,' a

guard of men with shields, < scyld, a shield, +
irunia, a band or troop of men (of. getritm, a

cohort), < tritm, firm, steadfast: see shield and
trim. Hence shelter, q. v.] 1. A body of troops
in battle array ;

a squadron; a battalion.

Thaire shippis in sheltrons shotton to loud,
Knyt horn with cables & with kene ancres.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. 8.), 1. 6033.

His archers on aythere halfe he ordaynede ther-aftyre
To schake in a sheltrone, to schotte whene thame lykez.

Morte Arthurs (E. E. T. S.), 1. 1992.

A-gein hem myght endure noon harneys, ne no kynge,
ne warde, ne sheltron, were it neuer so clos.

Merlin. (E. E. T. S.), ii. 326.

2. Shelter
; refuge ; defense. See shelter.

For-thi mesure we vs wel and make owre faithe owre schel-

troun,
And thorw faith cometh contricioun conscience wote wel.

Piers Plowman (B), xiv. 81.

shelty1
, sheltie (shel'ti), .

; pi. shelties (-tiz).

[Also slialt, sholt; said to be an abbr. dim. of
Shetland pony.'] A small sturdy horse

;
a Shet-

land pony. [Scotch.]
Three shelties . . . were procured from the hill little

shagged animals, more resembling wild bears than any
thing of the horse tribe, yet possessed of no small degree
of strength and spirit. Scott, Pirate, xi.

shelty2 (shel'ti), n.
; pi. shelties (-tiz). [Cf.

sJieafi (?).] A sheal ; a cabin or shanty.
The Irish turf cabin and the Highland stone shelty can

hardly have advanced much during the last two thousand
years. A. R. Wallace, Nat. Select., p. 212.

shelve1
(shelv), v. t.

; pret. and pp. shelved, ppr.
shelving. [Also shelf; < sfiflf

1
, n.} 1. To place

on a shelf: as, to shelve books. 2. To lay by
on a shelf

; put away or aside as disposed of
or not needed

; hence, to put off or neglect :

as, to shelve a question or a claim.

But even though he die or be skeined, the race of trai-

tors will not be extinct. W. Phillips, Speeches, etc., p. 79.

3. To furnish with shelves, as a room or closet.

shelve2 (shelv), v.
; pret. and pp. shelved, ppr.

shelving. [Prob. ult. < Icel. skelgja-sk, refl.,
become askew, lit. 'slope itself '(= Sw. dial.

skjalgas, skjalgas, refl., become crooked, twist),<
skjdlgr, wry, oblique, hence sloping, = Sw. dial.

skjalg, crooked, skjeelg, oblique, awry : see shal-
low1

,
shoal1

,
sheld2

,
of which shelve2 is thus

practically the verb. The change of the final

guttural g to v appar. took place through w,
which appears in shallow and some of its cog-
nate forms.] I. intrans. To slope ; incline.

After we had, with much ado, conquered this hill, we
saw in the midst of it the present mouth of Vesuvio,
which goes shelving down on all sides till above a hun-
dred yards deep.

Addison, Remarks on Italy (Works, ed. Bohn, I. 439).

At Keeling atoll the shores of the lagoon shelve gradu-
ally where the bottom is of sediment.

Darwin, Coral Eeefs, p. 40.

In the stillness she heard the ceaseless waves lapping
against the shelving shore.

Mrs. Gaikett, Sylvia's Lovers, xlv.

II. trans. To incline or tip (a cart) so as to

discharge its load. [Prov. Eng.]
shelve2 (shelv), n. [< shelve'*, v., or a variant
of sfieZ/

2
.] A shelf or ledge. [Rare.]

Couch'd on a shelve beneath its [a cliff's] brink, . . .

The wizard waits prophetic dream.
Scott, L. of the L., iv. 5.

Above her, on a crag's uneasy shelve,

Upon his elbow raised, all prostrate else,
Shadow'd Enceladus. Keats, Hyperion, ii.

shelver (shel'ver), n. [< shelve* + -er1 .} A
wagon or truck shelving or sloping toward the
back.

shelves, . Plural of shelf.

shelving1
(shel'ving), n. [Verbal n. of shelve1

,

v.} 1. Materials for shelves, or shelves collec-

tively. 2. The act of placing or arranging on a
shelf or shelves : as, the shelving of one's books

;

hence, the act of putting away, off, or aside.
3. In husbandry, an open frame fitted to a wagon
or cart to enable it to receive a larger load of
some light material, as hay or leaves.

shelving2 (shel'ving), H, [Verbal n. of shelve^,

v.} 1. Sloping. 2. A shelvy place; a bank or
reef. [Rare.]

He spoke, and speaking, at his stern he saw
The bold Cloanthus near the shelmngs draw.

Dryden, ^Eneid, v. 219.

shelvy (shel'vi), a. [< shelve?, shelf'*, + -y
1
.}

Shelving; sloping; shallow.
I had been drowned but that the shore was shelvy and

shallow. Shalt., M. W. of W., ill. 5. 15.

The bat in the shelvy rock is hid.
J. R. Drake, Culprit Fay.
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shemeringt, . A Middle English form of shim-

nieriii;/.

Shemite (shem'it), n. [< Shem + -itc%. Cf.

Semite.} Same as Semite.

Shemitie (she-mit'ik), a. [< Shemite + -ic. Cf.

Semitic.} Same as Semitic.

Shemitish (shem'i-tish), a. [< Shemite + -ish 1 .}
Same as Semitic.

Shemitism (shem'i-tizm), i. [< Shemite + -ism.}
Same as Semitism.

shenanigan (she-nan'i-gan), . [Origin ob-

scure.] Nonsense; humbug; deceit: as, now,
no shenanigan about this. [Slang.]
shendt (shend), v. [< ME. shenden, schenden,
scenden, < AS. scendnn, bring to shame, dis-

grace, harm, ruin, = OS. scendan = OFries.
schanda = MD. D. schenden = MLG. schenden
= OHG. scentan, MHG. schenden, G. schanden
= Sw. skanda = Dan. skjsende, bring to shame,
disgrace; from the noun: AS. scand, sceand,
scond, sceond = OHG. scanta, MHG. G. schande,
etc., = Goth, skanda, shame, disgrace, ruin:
see shand.~\ I. trans. 1. To put to shame;
bring reproach, disgrace, or ignominy upon;
disgrace.

We be all shent,
For so fals a company in englond was nevar.

Political Poems, etc. (ed. Furnivall), p. 10.

Debatefull strife, and cruell enmity,
The famous name of knighthood fowly shend.

Spenser, F. Q., II. vi. 35.

2. To blame; reprove; reproach; scold; revile.

Though that I for my prymer shal be shent,
And shal be beten thryes in an houre,
I wol it conne, our lady for to honoure.

Chmuxr, Prioress's Tale, 1. 89.

For silence kepynge thon shall not be shent,
Where as thy speache May cause thee repent.

Babees Book(E. E. T. S.), p. 344.

Alas, sir, be patient. What say you, sir? IamAn<for
speaking to you. Shak., T. N., iv. 2. 112.

3. To injure ;
harm

; spoil ; punish.
Herowde the kyng has malise ment,
And shappia with shame yow for to ghende,
And for that ge non harmes shulde hente,
Be othir waies God will ye wende.

York Plays, p. 137.

Hasty processe will shende it euery dele,
Avise yow wele and do be good councell.

Oenerydes (E. E. T. S.X L 1657.

4. To ruin; destroy.
Of me unto the worldes ende

Shal neither ben ywriten nor ysonge
No goode worde, for this bokes wol me ghende.

Chaucer, Troilus, v. 1060.

Such a dream I had of dire portent
That much I fear my body will be shent ;

It bodes I shall have wars and woeful strife.

Dryden, Cock and Fox, 1. 110.

5. To defeat; outdo; surpass.

Anthony is thent, and put hire to the flighte.

Chaucer, Good Women, 1. 652.

That did excell
The rest, so far as Cynthia doth shend
The lesser starres. Spenser, Prothalamion, L 122.

6. To forbid. HaUiwell.T. To defend ; pro-
tect.

Not the aide they brought,
Which came too late, nor his owne power could shend
This wretched man from a moste fearfull end.

Times' Whistle (E. E. T. S.), p. 68.

Let David's harp and lute, his hand and voice,
Give laud to him that loveth Israel,
And sing his praise that shendeth David's fame,
That put away his sin from out his sight,
And sent his shame into the streets of Oath.

Peele, David and Bethsabe.

II. intrans. To be ruined
; go to destruction.

Less the tender grasses shende.
Rom. of the Rose, 1. 1400.

Shendfult (shend'ful), a. [ME. schendful, schind-

ful; < shand, "shend, n., + -ful.} Ignominious.
She is ful glad in hir corage,
If she se any gret lynage
Be brought to nought in schynfvl wise.

Rom. of the Rose, 1. 259.

Swuch was Codes death o rode pinful and shendful
ouer alle othre. Ancren Ritcle, p. 356.

shendfullyt (shend'ful-i), adv. [ME. schendful-
liche; < shendful + -ly

2
.} Ignominiously ;

mis-

erably; shamefully.
Spec hire scheome schendfuliche. Ancren Riwle, p. 316.

As the bible telleth,
God sende to seye that Saul schulde dye,
And al his seed for that sunne schendjfulliche ende.

Piers Plowman (A), iii. 261.

The enemyes of the lande were shendfully chasyd and
utterly confounded. Fabyan.

shendshipt (shend'ship), n. [< ME. shend-

nhipe, schendschip, schenschip, schenship, schen-

chip, schendshepe; < shand, *shend, n., + -ship.']

Shame; punishment; injury; harm.

shepherd
And thair schendschepe salle be mare
Than ever had any man here in thoght.

Hampole, Prick of Conscience, 1. 7146.

To much defouled for shendshipe that man is worthy to
have. Chaucer, Parson's Tale.

shenet, a. and v. A Middle English form of
sheen 1

.

Shenshai (shen'shi), n. A member of one of
the two sects into which the Parsees of India
are divided. Compare Kadmee.
shentt. Preterit and past participle of shend.

she-oak (she'ok). . [Cf. she-pine.} One of va-
rious shrubs and trees of the peculiar, chiefly
Australian, genus Casuarina. They are without
true leaves, the place of these being supplied by whorls of
slender deciduous branchlets. The latter are of an acidu-
lous taste, and are relished by cattle. The wood is very
hard, excellent as fuel, and valuable for fine or coarse
woodwork

;
its appearance gives to some species the name

of beefwood. The species specifically called she-oak are
C. stricta (C. quadrivalvis), the coast she-oak (sometimes,
however, called he-oak), C. glauca, the desert she-oak, and
C. suberosa, the erect she-oak. See Casuarina.

Sheol (she'61), n. [Heb. she'ol, a hollow place,
a cave, < shd'al, dig, hollow out, excavate.]
The place of departed spirits : a transliteration
of the Hebrew. The original is in the authorized ver-
sion generally rendered grave, hell, or pit; in the revised
version of the Old Testament the word Sheol is substituted.
It corresponds to the word Hades in Greek classic litera-
ture and in the revised version of the New Testament.
See helli.

sheolic (she-6'lik), a. [< Sheol + -ic.} Per-

taining to Sheol or hell. N. and Q., 7th ser.,
vi. 398. [Bare.]
shepeH, An old spelling of sheep1

, sheep'*.

shepe2
t, [ME., < AS. scipe, wages.] Wages;

hire.

In withholdynge or abreggynge of the shepe, or the

hyre, or of the wages of servauntz.

Chaucer, Parson's Tale.

shepent, An obsolete form of shippen.

shepherd (shep'erd), n. [Early mod. E. also

shephard, shepheard, sheepherd (also as a sur-

name Shepherd, Sheppard, Shepard); < ME.
scheepherde, shepherd, shephirde, schepherd,

schephurde, schepphirde, scheperde, schepparde,
< AS. scedphyrde, scephyrde (= G. schafhirte),
a keeper ofsheep, shepherd (of. sceapheorden, a

sheepfold), < scedp, sheep, + hyrde, a herd, a

guardian: see sheep1 and herd%.} A man who
herds, tends, and guards sheep in pasture; a

pastor.
In the Weye to Jerusalem, half a Myle fro Betheleem,

is a Chirche, where the Aungel seyde to the Scheppardes
of the Birthe of Crist. Mandeville, Travels, p. 72.

The Lord is our shepherd, and so called in more places
than by any other name. Donne, Sermons, vii.

Shepherd kings, or Hyksos, a race or dynasty probably
of Semitic origin, who took Memphis, and rendered the
whole of Egypt tributary. The conquest appears to have
taken place about 2200 or 2100 B. C., and dynasties XV.
and XVI. were probably Hyksos. Their rule in Egypt
may have lasted from 200 to 500 years. Attempts have
been made to connect their expulsion with the narrative
in the book of Exodus. Shepherd's crook, a long staff

having its upper end curved so as to form a hook, used by
shepherds. Shepherd's dog, a variety of dog employed
by shepherds to protect the flocks and control their move-
ments. It is generally of considerable size, and of power-
ful, lithe build, with the hair thick-set and wavy, the tail

inclined to be long and having a bushy fringe, the muzzle
sharp, and the eyes large and bright. The collie or sheep-
dog of Scotland is one of the best-known and most intelli-

gent dogs of this wide-spread and useful variety. Shep-
herd's flute, either a flageolet or an oboe of simple con-

struction, such as is used by shepherds. Also shepherd's
pipe. Shepherd's plaid. Same as shepherd's tartan.

Shepherd's tartan. See tartan. Shepherd's wea-
ther-glass, the pimpernel, Anagallis arvensis. Also poor-
man's weather-glass. These and the names shepherd's-dock,
-watch, -calendar, and -sundial, and John-go-to-bed-at-noon
allude to the closing of its flowers early in the afternoon
or at the approach of bad weather. See pimpernel, 4.

The Good Shepherd, a title given to Jesus Christ (John
x. 11). The Shepherds, a fanatical sect which origi-
nated among shepherds in northern France about 1251,

professedly for the deliverance of Louis IX. (St. Louis), who
had been prisoner in Egypt. The Shepherds were fiercely
opposed to the clergy and monks, and usurped priestly
functions. They held possession of Paris for a while, and
committed many outrages, especially upon the Jews. The
movement was soon suppressed. An outbreak of mendi-
cants similarly named took place under Philip V. in 1320,
but this also soon came to an end.

shepherd (shep'erd), r. t. [< shepherd, n.} 1.
To tend or guide as a shepherd.

Multitudes of dense white fleecy clouds
Were wandering in thick flocks along the mountains,
Shepherded by the slow, unwilling wind.

Shelley, Prometheus Unbound, ii. 1.

2. To attend or wait on ; gallant. [Jocose.]

Shepherding a lady. Edinburgh Rev.

3. To watch over, as a mining claim, and estab-
lish a right to it by doing a certain amount of
work on it : said especially of digging small

pits in the neighborhood of a rich deposit of

gold ; hence, to attend or hang about (a person)



shepherd

on the chance of getting something out of him.

[Slang, Australia.]
The speculators who sat dangling their legs in their in-

fant pits, shepherding their claims, awaiting with anxiety

. . . the run of the vein.

Percy Clarke, New Chum in Australia, p. 71.

shepherd-bird (shep'erd-berd), n. A book-
name of the rose-starling, Pastor roseus. See
cut under pastor.

shepherd-dog (shep'erd-dog), . [< ME. sehep-
erde doge, schepphirde dogg; < shepherd + dog.]
Same as shepherd's dog (which see, under shep-

herd).

shepherdess (shep'er-des), n. [< shepherd +
-ess.] A woman who tends sheep ;

a rural lass.

She put herself into the garb of a shepherdess.
Sir P. Sidney.

Shepherdia (she-per'di-a), n. [NL. (Nuttall,

1818), named after John' Shepherd (died 1836),
curator of the botanic garden at Liverpool.] A
genus of apetalous plants, of the order Elasag-
i/ui'i :i . It is distinguished from the two other genera
of the order by its opposite leaves, and by dioecious flowers
with a four-cleft, somewhat spherical or ovoid calyx, and a
thick disk with eight lobes, the male flowers with eight
stamens and the ovary in the female with one cell and one
ovule. There are 3 species, all natives of North America,
chiefly in the western United States one, S. Canadensis.
with yellowish flowers and insipid reddish fruit, extend-

ing east to Vermont. They are small shrubs covered with
a silvery or rusty shining scurf, and bearing petioled ob-

long and entire leaves, small flowers in short spikes or ra-

cemes, and numerous fleshy berries (each formed of the
thickened calyx) persistent around the true fruit, which is

a small achene. S. argenUa, the buffalo-berry, also known
as rabbit-berry and beefsuet-tree, is an abundant spiny shrub
found from New Mexico and the Missouri to Hudson's
Bay ; its branches are covered in autumn with clusters of
scarlet berries of the size of currants, containing an edible
acid and mealy pulp, once an important article of food with
the Utah Indians.

shepherdish (shep'er-dish), a. [< shepherd +
-islil .] Resembling a shepherd ; suiting a shep-
herd; pastoral; rustic.

The fair Pamela . . . had . . . taken on shepherdish ap-
parel, which was of russet cloth. Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, i.

shepherdism (shep'er-dizm), n. [< shepherd +
-ism.] Pastoral life or occupation. [Rare.]
shepherdling (shep'erd-ling), n. [Formerly
also shephardlinf/, shepheardliiig ; < shepherd T
-lingi.] A little or young shepherd. [Rare.]

The Fourth 's another valiant Shepheardliny,
That for a Cannon takes his silly sling,
And to a Scepter turns his Shepheards staff,
Great Prince, great Prophet, Poet, Psalmograph.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii., The Handy-Crafts.

On a hillock thou mayst sing
Unto a handsome shephardlina.

Herriclr, To His Muse.

shepherdlyt (shep'erd-li), . [< shepherd +
-ly'.] Pastoral; rustic.

Their poems were named Eglogues or shepheardlyisdke.
Pnttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 80.

shepherd's-bag (shep'erdz-bag), . Same as

shepherd's-purse.

shepherd' S-club (shep'erdz-klub), n. The com-
mon mullen, Vcrbaaeum Thapsun. See cut un-
der mullen. [Eng.]
shepherd's-cress (shep'erdz-kres), M. A dwarf
European cruciferous plant, Teesdalia nitdi-

caulis. [Prov. Eng.]
shepherd s-joy (shep'erdz-joi), . A plant of
one or two species, forming the liliaceous genus
GeitonopJesium, found in Australia, New Cale-

donia, and the Pacific isl-

ands. It is an evergreen
twiner climbing to a con-
siderable height, bearing
purplish-green flowers in

cymes. [Australia.]
shepherd's-knot (shep'-
erdz-not), n. The herb

tormentil, Potentilla Tor-
mentilla.

shepherd's-myrtle (shep'-
erdz-mer"tl), n. See Bus-
cus.

shepherd's-needle (shep'-
erdz-ne"dl), n. Same as

lady's-comb.

shepherd-spider (shep'-
erd-spi"der), . A harvest-
man or daddy-long-legs;
any phalangiid.
shepherd's-pouch (shep'-
erdz-pouch), n. Same as

, IP ' Plant with Flowers and
Sliepnerd S-pttrSe. Fruits of Shepherd's-purse

shepherd's-purse (shep'- iSf^Tow'TpS
erdz-pers), w. A common
cruciferous weed, Capsella Bursa-pastoris. it
has a cluster of toothed or pinnatifid root-leaves, and a
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short stem with longer wiry branches upon which small
white flowers are racemed. These are followed by flat

obcordate-triangular pods, suggesting the common name.
The plant has been used as an antiscorbutic and in hema-
turia. It has also been called shepherd's pouch or -bay,

caseweed, clappede-pouch, mother's-heart, etc.

shepherd's-rod (shep 'erdz- rod), . A small
kind of teasel, Dipxacus pilostis, growing in Eu-
rope.

shepherd's-staff (shep'erdz-staf), n. Same as

shepherd's-rod.

she-pine (she'pln), n. [Cf. she-oak.] A large
Australian conifer, Podocarpus elatn.

Sheppey argentine. See argentine and pfiirl-

side.

sheppickt (shep'ik), . [Also sheppeck; a var.

of sheep-pick.] A kind of hay-fork. Nares.

sheppy (shep'i), n.
; pi. sheppies (-iz). [Also

sheppey; of. shepen, shippen.] A sheep-cote;
a sheep-shed.

I took the two finest and heaviest [sheep], and with one
beneath my right arm, and the other beneath my left, I

went straight home to the upper sheppey, and set them in-

side and fastened them.
.ft. />. fltaclctiKtre, Lorna Doone, xlii.

shepstare (shep'star). n. [Also shepster, chep-
ster; < sheep

1 + stare*.] The starling, Sturnus

rulgaris. Compare sheep-rack, 2. [Prov. Eng.]
Sometime I would betray the byrds
That lyght on lymed tree,

Especially in Shepstare tyme,
When thicke in flockes they flye.

Qooge, Eglogs, vi. (Vanes.)

shepstarling (shep'star'ling), n. Same as shep-
stare.

shepster 1t(shep'ster),. [< sheep 1 + -ster.] A
sheep-shearer. Palsgrare. (Halliwell.)

shepster2 (shep'ster), n. Same as shepstare.

shepster3
t, See shapester.

Sherardia (she-riir'di-a), n. [NL. (Dillenius,

1719), named after W."Sherard (1659-1728), an

English botanist.] A genus of gamopetalous
plants, of the order Rubiacrte. It is unlike all others
of the tribe Qaliex in having lanceolate and persistent
calyx-lobes, and is characterized by subsessile flowers Bur-

rounded by an involucre, and by a two-branched style and
capitate stigma. It has a funnel-shaped corolla with four
ovate spreading lobes, four stamens, and a two-celled ovary
containing two ovules and ripening into twin nutlets. The
only species, S. arvensis, the field-madder, also known as

spurwort, is a native of Europe and the Mediterranean re-

gion from Persia westward. It is a slender, roughish, and
procumbent herb, with four-angled branches, and lanceo-
late prickly-pointed leaves four or six in a whorl. The
small pink or blue flowers are borne in clusters surrounded
by an involucre formed of united bracts.

sherbertt, An obsolete form of sherbet.

sherbet (sher'bet), n. [Formerly also scherbet,

sherbert, zerbet; < Turk, sherbet = Pers. Hind.

sharbat, < Ar. sharbat, a drink, sip, beverage,
syrup, < shariba, he drank. Cf. sorbet, a doub-
let of sherbet, and shrub2

, shrab, si/rup,
from

the same AT. source.] 1. A favorite cooling
drink of the East, made of fruit-juices diluted

with water, and variously sweetened and fla-

vored. It is cooled with snow when this can be

procured. 2. A water-ice, variously flavored.

sherbetlee (sher'bet-le), n. A seller of sher-

bet; especially, an itinerant sherbet-seller in

the streets of a Levantine city.
sherbetzide (sher'bet-zld), n. An itinerant ven-
der of sherbet, syrup, etc., in Eastern towns.
sherd (sherd), n. Same as shard1

.

shereH, and . A Middle English form of

shear1
,
sheer1

, sheer3 .

shere2t (sher), n. In minting, the deviation
from standard weight permitted by law, now
called the remedy. Encyc. Brit., XVI. 482.

shereef, n. See sherif.
shereefee (she-re'fe), . [Ar. "sharifi, cf. ashrafi,
a counter of gold, < sharif, noble : see sherif. Cf .

noble, the name of an English coin.] A gold
coin formerly current in Egypt and Turkey, of

the value of 9s. 4d. English (about $2.24). Also
called altoon.

shere-grasst, n. An obsolete form of shear-

grass.

sheregrig (sher'grig), n. An unidentified ani-

mal : so named in the following quotation.
Weasels and polecats, sheregrigs, carrion crows,
Seen and smelt only by thine eyes and nose.

Wolcot (P. Pindar), p. 186.

shereiuan, . A dialectal form of shireman.

Shere Thursdayt. See Sheer Thursday.
sherewatert, An obsolete spelling of shear-
water.

sherif, Shereef (she-ref'), M. [Also sheriff, sche-

rif, sherrife, cherif; = F. cherif = Sp. jerife =
Pg. xarife, xerife, cherif, a sherif (cf. Sp. xarifo,

adorned, well-dressed), = Turk, sherif= Hind.

sharif, noble, illustrious, a prince, a descendant
of Mohammed, = Pers. sharif, noble, < Ar. sha-

sheriffalty

rif, lofty, noble, applied to the descendants of
Mohammed through his daughter Fatima, wife
of Ali

;
cf. sharaf, elevation, nobility, sharfa, a

pinnacle, etc.] 1. A descendant of Mohammed
through his daughter Fatima.

The relations of Mahomet, called in Arabic Sherif or

noble, by the Turks Emir or prince, have the priviledge
of being exempt from appearing before any judge but
their own head. Pococke, Description of the East, I. 171.

2. A prince or ruler
; specifically, the chief ma-

gistrate of Mecca.
sheriff 1

(sher'if), w. [Also sometimes in the
restored or explanatory form shire-reere; also

sometimes contracted shrieve, early mod. E.

sheriffe, schereff, shireeve, etc., < ME. sherere,

scherrere, shirere, shirrere, sckyrere, sehirreve,

syrreve (pi. skireven, schirreres', shrives), < AS.
scir-gerefa, 'shire-reeve,' < scire, shire, + gere-

fa, a reeve, officer: see shire1 and reeve1
. Cf.

/mi ureeve, portreeve.] The chief civil officer

charged with administering justice within a

county, under direction of the courts, or of the
crown or other executive head of the state, and
usually having also some incidental judicial
functions, (a) In England, the chief officer of the
crown in every county or shire, who does all the sov-

ereign's business in the county, the crown by letters pat-
ent committing the custody of the county to him alone.

Sheriffs are appointed by the crown upon presentation of

the judges in a manner partly regulated by law and partly
by custom (see pricking) ; the citizens of London, however,
have the right of electing the sheriffs for the city of Lon-
don and the county of Middlesex. Those appointed are
bound under a penalty to serve the office, except in speci-
fied cases of exemption or disability. As keeper of the

queen's peace, the sheriff is the first man in the county,
and superior in rank to any nobleman therein during his

office, which he holds for a year. He is specially intrust-
ed with the execution of the laws and the preservation of
the peace, and for this purpose he has at his disposal the
whole civil force of the county in old legal phraseology,
the posse comitatus. He has also some judicial functions,
less extensive now than formerly. The most ordinary of

his functions, which he always executes by a deputy called

under-sheriff, consists in the execution of writs. The sher-
iff performs in person such duties only as are either purely
honorary, such as attendance upon the judges on circuit,
or of some dignity and public importance, such as the pre-
siding over elections and the holding of county meetings,
which he may call at any time.

A shirrene hadde he been and a couutour.

Chaucer, Gen. Prol. to 0. T., 1. 369.

Erlez of Ynglande with archers ynewe :

Schirreoes schaiply schiftys the comonns.
Marie Arthvre (E. E. T. S.X 1. 725.

"Rise vp," he seid, "thou prowde schereff."RMn Hood and the Monk (Child's Ballads, V. 6).

The reeve of the shire had doubtless been a fiscal of-

ficer from the beginning. It was the Sheriff who had to

see to the King's profit and his own in every corner of his
shire. E. A. Freeman, Norman Conquest, V. 294.

(5) In Scotland, the chief local judge of a county. There
are two grades of sheriffs, the chief or superior sheriffs

and the sheriffs substitute (besides the lord lieutenant of
the county, who has the honorary title of sheriff-principal),
both being appointed by the crown. The chief sheriff,

usually called simply the sheriff, may have more than one
substitute under him, and the discharge of the greater
part of the duties of the office now practically rests with
the sheriffs-substitute, the sheriff being (except in one or
two cases) a practising advocate in Edinburgh, while the
sheriff-substitute is prohibited from taking other employ-
ment, and must reside within his county. The civil juris-
diction of the sheriff extends to all personal actions on
contract, bond, or obligation without limit, actions for

rent, possessory actions, etc., in which cases there is an
appeal from the decision of the sheriff-substitute to the

sheriff, and from him to the Court of Session. He has
also a summary jurisdiction in small-debt cases where
the value is not more than 12. In criminal cases the
sheriff has jurisdiction in all offenses the punishment for

which is not more than two years' imprisonment. He has
also jurisdiction in bankruptcy cases to any amount. (<}

In the United States, except in New Hampshire and Rhode
Island, sheriffs are elected by popular vote, the qualifi-
cation being that the sheriff must be a man, of age, a citi-

zen of the United States and of the State, and a resident
in the county ; usually he can hold no other office, and
is not eligible for reelection until after the lapse of a
limited period. In all the States there are deputy sheriffs,
who are agents and servants of the sheriff. In New York
and some other States there is, as in England, an under-

sheriff, who acts in place of his chief in the latter's ab-

sence, etc. The principal duties of the sheriff are to

preserve peace and order throughout the county, to at-

tend the courts as the administrative officer of the law,
to guard prisoners and juries, to serve the process and
execute the judgments of the courts, and to preside at

inquisitions and assessments of damages on default.

High sheriff, the sheriff as distinguished from the under-
sheriff and other deputies. Joint Sheriff, two persons
jointly appointed sheriff, or one of such persons. Sheriff
Of Middlesex case, a decision in 1840, noted in English
constitutional history, on the relative powers of Parlia-

ment,to imprison for contempt and the courts to discharge
on habeas corpus. Sheriff's Jury. See jury. Sheriff
turn, in early Eng. lair, the periodical court or session

held by a sheriff successively In the various hundreds of

his county, at which the freeholders were bound to appear
as a part of their service. Statute Of Sheriffs. See
statute.

Sheriff-, . See sherif.

sheriffalty (sher'if-al-ti), n. [< sheriff+ -nlti/.

after the equiv. shrievalty.] 1. The office or



sheriffalty

jurisdiction of sheriff ; sheriffship : shrievalty.
2. Term or period of office as sheriff.

Sir Rowland Meredith, knighted in Ills slirri/allii, on
occasion of an address which he brought up to the king
from his county. Ilichardstm. Sir Charles firandisun, viii.

The Year after I had Twins; they came in Mr. Pent-

wcazel's sheri/nllii. Fixitc, Taste, i. 1.

sheriff-clerk (sher'if-klerk), n. In Scotland,
the clerk of the sheriff's court, who has charge
of the records of the court. He registers the

judgments of the court, and issues them to the

prcpper parties.
Sheriffdom (sher'if-dum). n. [< sheriff+ -dom.~\

1. The office of sheriff
; shrievalty.

Hereditary sherifdomx. Stubbs, Const. Hist., 98.

2. The district or territory over which a sher-

iff's jurisdiction extends.

Wigtown was probably created a sherifdom in the 13th

century. Encyc. Brit., XXIV. 564.

sheriffess (sher'if-es), . [< sheriff + -ess.]

A female sheriff. [Rare.]

Elizaheth, widow of Thomas Lord Clifford, was zheri/-
ess of Westmoreland for many years.

T. n'arttm, Hist. Eng. Poetry (ed. 1871), II. 180, note.

sheriffhood (sher'if-hud), n. [< ME. *//,/-

liode, sliorefliode ; < sheriff + -hood.'] The of-

fice of sheriff.

The furst Artycle. Weteth that we haue graunted and

by our charter present confenned to the citezens of Lon-
don the Share/hade of London and of Middelsex, wyth all

thingis and custumes that fallith to the same sherefhold
of London w l in the cite and wythout, by lande and bi

water.
Charter of London (Rich. II.), in Arnold's Chron., p. 14.

sheriff-officer (sher'if-of"i-ser), it. In Scotland,
an officer connected with the sheriff's court, who
is charged with arrests, the serving of pro-
cesses, and the like.

sheriffryt, . [< sheriff + -ry, syncopated form
of -en/.] Sheriffship.

sheriffship (sher'if-ship), . [< sheriff+ -xl/i/i.~]

The office or the jurisdiction of a sheriff; shriev-

alty.
sheriff-tootht (sher'if-toth), . A tenure by the
service of providing entertainment for the
sheriff at his county courts: a common tax

formerly levied for the sheriff's diet. Wharton.

sheriffwick (sher'if-wik), n. [< sheriff + wick,
as in bailiwick, constablewick.'] The district un-
der a sheriff's jurisdiction.

sherkt,
' An obsolete form of shirk.

shermant, . An obsolete form of shearman.
shern (shern), n. Same as sham.

sheroot, . See cheroot.

sherris, Same as sherry. [Obsolete or ar-

chaic.]
The second property of yonr excellent xherris is, the

warming of the blood. Shalt., 2 Hen. IV., iv. 3. 111.

sherris-sackt, See sacks.

sherrug (sher'ug), n. Same as shcarhog.

sherry (sher'i),.; -p\. sherries (-iz). [Earlymod.
E. sherris, from which, mistaken as a plural, the

supposed singular sherry was formed (cf . elter-

ryi,lMal, similarly formed from *cheris, pease1
,

etc.); abbr. of Sherris-wine (or Sherris-xnck) (=
D. Xeres-wijn = G. Xeres-wein; F. tin de Xeres =
Pg. vinho de Xerc:), < Sherris, also written Sher-

ries (with sh for Sp. x), also Xeres, Xerez, < Sp.
Xeres, now Jerez, prop. Jerez de la Frontera,
in southern Spain, near Cadiz, where the wine
is still made

;
< L. Csesaris, gen. of Csesar, Cffisar,

after whom the town was named: see Csesar.

Cf. Sp. Sarayossa, contr. < L. Csesarea Augusta.]
1. Originally, the wine of Xeros; hence, a gen-
eral name for the strong white wines of the
south of Spain, of all qualities except the low-
est. It is a wine that is much manipulated, differences
of color being often produced by artificial means, and a very
large part of the exported wine being fortified with brandy
or alcohol, and otherwise disguised. Compare amontillado.

I have
A bottle of sherry in my power shall beget
New crotchets in your heads.

Bean, and Ft., Coxcomb, i. 1.

2. A small wine-glass of the size and form
commonly used for sherry and similar wines.

sherry-cobbler (sher'i-kob'ler), . A cobbler
made with sherry. See eofi&fcr2

,
1.

Sherry-vallies (sher'i-vaFiz), . i>1. [Perhaps,
through a F. or Sp. form, ult. < LL. ftaraballa,

a, wide trousers such as are woni in

the East, < Heb. (Ohaldee) sarbalin (translated
"hosen" in Dan. iii. 21).] Overalls of thick

cloth or leather, buttoned or tied round the legs
over the trousers as a guard against mud or

dust when traveling on horseback; leggings.
[Western U. S.]

shertet, . A Middle English spelling of shirt.
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She-sole (she'sol), H. The whiff, a fish. [Irish.]

shet, r. An obsolete or dialectal form of shut*.

shetet. A Midd'e English form of shtnit, xluvl 1
.

Shetert, . A Middle Kng!isli form of.s-/m/r;-.

sheth (sheth), H. The post or standard of a

plow, which is attached at its upper extremity
to the plow-brain, and affords below an attach-

ment for the mold-board and land-side and in-

directly for the plowshare.
shethet, A Middle English form of shcnth,

Shetland argus. See Anjux.
Shetlander (shet'land-er), . A native or an
inhabitant of Shetland, a group of islands

lying to the north-northeast of the mainland
of Scotland, and forming, with the Orkney Isl-

ands, the most northerly county of Scotland.

Shetland lace. A needle-made openwork or-

namental trimming, like needle-point lace in

all respects except that it is made of woolen

yarn, and is therefore coarse and large in pat-
tern, and capable of being made very warm.
Shawls, scarfs, etc., are made of it.

Shetland pony. See shelly.
Shetland wool. See irool.

sheuch, sheugh (shueh or shuch), n. [Also
x'-ncli, .ii-irrli; perhaps a form of sew2.] A fur-

row; a ditch; a gully. [Scotch.]
It neither grew in syke nor ditch,
Nor yet in ony sheuch;

But at the gates o' Paradise
That birk grew fair eneuch.

The Clerk's Tica Sons o' Owsenford (Child's Ballads, II. 70).

I saw the battle sair and teugh,
And reekin' red ran mony a sheugh.

Burns, Battle of Sheriff-Muir.

sheva (she-vii'), H. [Also shcwa, shira; < Heb.

sherd', sheicff, prob. same as slide', slidw', evil,

emptiness, < slid', crash, be destroyed.] In
Heb. gram. : (a) An obscure vowel-sound, simi-

lar to or identical with that known as the neu-
tral vowel, (b) The vowel-point representing
such a sound. Simple sheva consists of two dots placed
thus, , under a consonant, and represents the neutral
vowel or the absence of a vowel-sound after a consonant.
In the latter capacity it is called silent sheva. in the former
sheva mobile. Compound sheva consists of the points rep-
resenting short a, e, and o respectively, with a simple
sheva placed at the right (thus, ^n-, ^r ~\ and indi-

cates sounds intermediate in nature between these and
the neutral vowel. A neutral vowel in the Aryan lan-

guages is also sometimes called shew.

I would suggest that the original word was irpoira.\aici<a
= 7rpo*aA<ciw (the TT by labiation for q, and the second a
a xheva, as in juaAaieos). Classical Rev., II. 251.

shew (sho). An archaic form of show1
,
show&.

shewbread, . See showbrcad.

shewelt, sewelt (sho'-, su'el), . [Also semeU ;

early mod. E. also shaile, < ME. schawle, a scare-

crow; perhaps from the root of shy
1

; usually
referred to shew, shoie 1

."]
A scarecrow.

Thou [the owl] seist that gromes [men] the ifoth [take],
And heie on rodde the anhoth [hang],
And the to-twichet and to-schaketh
And summe of the schawles maketh.
Old and Nightingale (Morris's Spec. Early Eng.), 1. 1648.

Any thyng that is hung up is called a Sewel. And those
are used most commonly to amaze a Deare, and to make
him refuse to passe wher they are hanged up.

Turberville, Books of Hunting (ed. 1575), p. 98.

So are these bugbears of opinions brought by great
clerks into the world to serve as Khewcls to keep them
from those faults whereto else the vanity of the world
and weakness of senses might pull them.

Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, iii.

shewert, . A Middle English form of shoin r-.

shewink (she-wink'), n. Same as oltetciiik.

sheyk, sheykh, . See sheik.

Shiah (she ii), H. [Also Sheeah, Sheah; = Pers.
Hind. Ar. shi'a, shi'ah, orig. Ar., lit. 'sect.'] A
member of that division of the Mohammedans
which maintains that Ali, first cousin of Mo-
hammed and husband of his daughter Fatima,
was the first legitimate imam or successor of

the Prophet, and rejects the first three califs of

the Sunnis (the other great division) as usurp-
ers. The Shiahs "are also called the Imamiyahs, be-

cause they believe the Muslim religion consists in the
true knowledge of the Imam or rightful leaders of the
faithful" (Hnyhts, Diet. Islam). (See imam and calif.)

They claim to be the orthodox Mohammedans, but arc
treated by the Sunnis as heretics. The Shiahs comprise
nearly the whole Persian nation, and are also found in

Ondh, a province of British India ; but the Mohammedans
of the other parts of India are for the most part Sunnis.
Also Shiite.

We have seen above that the Shi'a were divided into
several sects, each holding for one of the direct descen-
dants of 'Ali, and paying him the reverence due toadeity.

Encyc. Brit., XVI. 598.

shibboleth (shib'6-leth), n. [= F. schibboleth =
G. schiboleth = LL. scibbolcth, < Heb. shibboleth,
an ear of corn, a stream (in the case mentioned
prob. used in the latter sense, with ref. to

shield

the river Jordan), < "shi'ihlinl, increase, flow,

grow.] A Hebrew word, meaning
' ear of corn '

or 'stream,' used by Jephtliah, one of the

judges of Israel, as a test-word by which to dis-

tinguish the fleeing Kphraimites (who could
not pronounce (he xh in shibboleth) from his

own men, the Gileadites (Judges xii. 4-6);
hence, a test-word, or the watchword or pet
phrase of a party, sect, or school. Similarly, dur-

ing the massacre of the Sicilian Vespers, the French be-

trayed their nationality by inability to pronounce cor-

rectly the Italian word ciceri.

Without reprieve, adjudged to death,
For want of well pronouncing shibboleth.

Hilton, S. A., 1. 289.

So exasperated were they at seeing the encouragement
the Flemish and French tongues met with, that a general
massacre took place of all who had the shibboleth of those

languages upon them.
Goldsmith, On Propagation of Eng. Language.

Nowadays it is a sort of sibboleth and shibboleth by
which to know whether anyone has ever visited the place
[Tangier] to note whether he adds the final s or not.

The Academy, July 6, 18b9, p. 4.

Shick-shack-day (shik'shak-da), . [AlsoShig-
shaa-day; origin obscure.] The 29th of May,
or Royal Oak day. Hallitcell. [Local, Eng.]
When I was at the College School, Gloucester, some

twenty years ago, almost every boy wore an oak-apple
(some of which were even gilded) in bis buttonhole on
the '29th of May. Those who had not this decoration were
called sotto voce in the school-room and yelled after in

the grove, Shi'j-fhag ! this opprobrious epithet, when ut-

tered at close quarters, being generally accompanied
by three pinches. >"o boy who cared for his peace of
mind and wished to save himself some '

nips and tweaks
"

would appear in school without at least an oak-leaf in

honour of the day.
S. It. Townshcnd Mayer, in N. and Q., 5th ser., IV. 176-7.

shide (shid), n. [Early mod. E. also shyde,

sclnjrlc; < ME. shide, schide, schyde, < AS. scid,

a splinter, a billet of wood (scid-weall, a paling
fence). = OFries. skid = OHG.scif, MHG.*c/i,
G. scheit = Icel. skidh, a billet of wood, = Sw.
skid, a wooden shoe or sole, a skate, = Norw.
skid, a snow-shoe, = Dan. ski, a piece of wood,
a billet, a snow-shoe (see ski) ; cf. Lith. skeda,
ske<lra, Lett, skaida, a splinter, Gr. o-^fa, a

splinter (see schedule, schism) ;
related to sheath,

ult. from the root of shed1
: see shed 1

. Doublet
of skill 1

.']
A piece of wood; a strip; a piece

split off; a plank. [Old and prov. Eng.]
And [he] come to Noe anon and bad hym noujt lette :

"Swithe go shape a shippe of shides and of hordes."
Piers Plowman (B), ix. 131.

Both holmes, and beeches broad, and beams of ash, and
shides of okes,

With wedges great they clive.

Phaer's Virgil (1600). (Sares.)

shie, v. See sliif*.

shiel, n. Same as sheafi, sheaV2 .

shield (sheld), n. [Early mod. E. also sheild; <

ME. sheeld, sheelde, scheeld, sheld, scheld, shelde,

schelde, < AS. scild, scield, sceld, set/Id, a shield, =
OS.scd=OFries.,fJteM=D.scM<t:=MLG..scft),
LG. schild = OHG. scitt, MHG. seltilt, a shield,
G. schild, shield, coat of arms, trade-sign,= Icel.

skjiildr (pi. xkildir) = Sw. skold = Dan. skjold, a
shield, skilt, badge, trade-sign, = Goth, skildits, a
shield : root unknown. Some connect the word
with shell and scale1

,
as denoting a thin piece of

wood or metal (see shell and scale1 ), others with
Icel. skella,skjalla, clash, rattle.] 1. A frame
or rounded plate made of wood, metal, hide, or

leather, carried by warriors on the arm or in the

hand, as a defense, from remote antiquity until
the perfection of firearms rendered it more an

Shield of Mounted Man-
at-arms.

A.closeof i4th century; B,
'

/ close of rjth century ; C, first

I half of I3th century.

encumbrance than
a safeguard, and by

savage peoples to the

present day. Specifically,
as distinguished from the buck-
ler, a large implement of the

sort, covering the body at least

on one side, and carried on the



shield

arm, which passeil through rings or straps on its inner

side, or hung arouiul tlu: neck by a guige or strap. The
shield of the middle ages was in the tenth century very
long, pointed at the bottom and rounded at the top. (See

kite-shield, below.) At later periods it was changed in size

and shape, becoming shorter and smaller, at first triangu-
lar and afterward broad, short, and pointed. (See t'-cn,

and fitting-shield (below).) In the fifteenth century the
shield proper was relegated to the just, and soon after

disappeared altogether. (For the hand-shield used for par-

rying blows, see buckler; for the large shield used in

sieges, see paviae.) Shields of barbarous peoples differ

greatly in size, shape, and material: thus, those of the

peoples of South Africa, made of hide, are nearly six feet

long; those of the Mussulman nations are much smaller
and usually round. See also cuts under buckler, enarme,
hoplite, orle, pavise, pelta, rondache, and gcidwn.

What signe is the levest
To haue schape in thi scheld to scheue armes?

William of Palerne (E. E. T. S.\ 1. 3214.

So to the fight the thick battalions throng,
Shields urg'd on shields, and men drove men along.

Pope, Iliad, iv. 485.

2. Anything that protects or is used as a pro-
tection, (a) A movable screen, usually of steel, serving
to protect heavy guns and the gunners while serving them.

Six-inch Breech-loading Rifle rm the United States Cruiser Atlanta.
a, shield

A similar contrivance is used by sappers, (b) In mining,
a framework erected for the protection of a miner in work-

ing an adit, pushed forward as the work progresses, (c)
In submarine work, a construction at the head of a tunnel
to keep back the silt or clays as the tunnel is advanced.
In some operations the shield is left permanently in place,
being covered in by the brickwork that follows close be-
hind the excavation.

The work of excavating in the tunnel will be done with

large steel shields, 22 feet in diameter.
Sci. Amer., N. 8., LX. 41.

(d) A fender-plate attached to the share of a corn-plow
to prevent clods from rolling on to the young plants.
E. B. Knight, (e) In zool.: (1) A protective or defen-
sive plate, buckler, or

cuirass, of some deter-
minate size, shape, or

position ; a scute, scu-

tum, or scntellum : a lo-

rica ;
a carapace : as, the

shields or bucklers of a

ganoid fish ; the shields

of a turtle, an armadillo,
etc. See cuts under car-

apace, leaf-roller, scale,

armadillo, and coluber.

(2) Some part, place,
or mark likened to a

shield; a thyroid forma-
tion. See cut under lar-

ynx. (/) In dressmak-

ing, a piece or strip of
some repellent fabric used to protect a dress from mud,
perspiration, etc. : as, a skirt-shield; an arm-shield.

3. Figuratively, a shelter, protection, or de-
fense

;
a bulwark.

Fear not, Abram: I arn thy shield, and thy exceeding
great reward. Gen. xv. 1.

My counsel is my shield. Shalt., Rich. III., iv. a 66.

4. In hot., any flat, buckler-like body that is

fixed by a stalk or pedicel from some part of
the under surface, as the apothecium in certain
lichens. (See apotliccinm.) In the Charace/t each of
the eight flat disk-shaped cells composing the antheridi-
um is called a shield. See shield-shaped.

Some of the species of Platanthera . . . have curious con-

trivances, such as a channelled labellum, lateral shields,
Ac., compelling moths to insert their proboscides direct-

ly in front. Danrin, Fertil. of Orchids by Insects, p. 75.

5. In her. : (a) The shield-shaped escutcheon
used for all displays of arms, except when

..,_.' Europea
nule (Galtinula chlorofus), (2) Amer-
ican r.allinulc (Gallinula fateata).

Kite-shield, Nor-
in, of loth or nth

Shields.

,

red) ,

second and third gu
cross silver or white).

Shields.

argent, a chevron gules (that is, the field silver and the chevron
; *, quarterly, first and fourth argent, a chevron gules (as in a),
nd and third gules, a cross argent (that is, the field red and the
< silver fir wtiitct.

borne by women and sometimes by clergy-
men. See esctitclieoti and JojeMj/e. (6) A bearing
representing a knightly shield. 6f. A French
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crown (in French, ecu), so called from its hav-

ing on one side the figure of a shield.

He was bounden in a reconyssaunce
To paye twenty thousand eheeld anon.

Chaucer, Shipman's Tale, 1. 331.

7. The semi-transparent skin of the sides of a

boar-pig, which is of considerable thickness,
affording shield-like protection against the at-

tacks of an adversary : apparently used former-

ly to furnish a shield for burlesque or mimic
contests. N. and Q., 2d ser., X. 478.

He looks like a shield of brawn at Shrovetide, out of date.
B. Jonson, Every Man out of his Humour, iv. 4.

We will drink in helmets,
And cause the souldier turn his blade to knives,
To conquer capons, and the stubble goose ;

No weapons in the age to come be known
But shield of bacon and the sword of brawn.

Randolph, Jealous Lovers (1646). (Nam.)

8. A breed of domestic pigeons, of which there
are four varieties, black, red,

blue, and silver. Cephalic,
cephalothoraeic, frontal, pygal
shield. See the adjectives. Kite-
shield, the tall, long-pointed shield
of the early middle ages. Norman
shield, a name given to the Irite-ithield.

Shield a bouche, a shield having
in its right side or upper right-hand
corner an opening or indentation for
the lance or sword-blade. Seebouche, 4.

Shield of pretense. See pretense,
and escutcheon of pretense (under es-

cutcheon). Shield of the Passion, a

pretended escutcheon in which the
attributes of the Passion are depicted
like the bearings of a coat of arms.

Standing shield, (a) Same aspaeise.
(b) More properly, a mantlet or wood-
en bulwark for crossbowmen and the

like.-Tilting-shield, a shield borne cenYury!

by a knight in the just or tlltlng-lists.

shield (sheld), . [Early mod. E. also sheild; <

ME. sheldeti, schelden, shilden, schilden, schylden,

srilden, < AS. scitdan, scyldan, gescildan = Icel.

skjalda, protect, guard, defend, shield; from
the noun.] I. trans. 1. To protect, defend, or
shelter from danger, calamity, distress, annoy-
ance, or the like: as, to shield one from attack;
to shield one from the sun

;
to shield a criminal.

And shflde hem fro poverte and shonde.

Chaucer, House of Fame, 1. 88.

Shouts of applause ran ringing through the field,
To see the son the vanquished father shield.

Drydtn, *neid, x. 1185.

2f. To ward off.

They brought with them theyr usual! weedes, fltt to
sheild the cold, and that continual! frost to which they
had at home bene enured. Spenser, State of Ireland.

A cobweb over them they throw, . . .

To shield the wind if it should blow.

Drayton, Nymphidia.

3. To forfend; forbid; avert. [Obsolete or

archaic.]
Take what yow list, God shilde that ye spare.

Chaucer, Shipman's Tale, 1. 286.

God shield I should disturb devotion.

Shale., E. and J., iv. 1. 41.

II. intmits. To act or serve as a shield; be a
shelter or protection.

That schene sayde, that god wyl schylde.
Alliterative Poems (eA. Morris), 1. 964.

The truly brave,
When they behold the brave oppressed with odds,

Are touch'd with a desire to shield and save.

Byron, Don Juan, viii. 106.

shield-animalcule (sheld'an-i-mal'kul), n. An
infusorian of the family Aspidiscidee.
shield-backed (sheld'bakt), a. Having a very
large pronotum extended like a shield over the
next two thoracic segments : specifically noting
a

group^
of wingless grasshoppers (Locustidie)

known in the United States as western crickets,
as of the genera Tliyreonottts and Anabrus. J.

H. Comstoel:

shield-bearing (sheld'bar'ing), a. In 2067., hav-

ing a shield ; scutate or scutigerous ; squamate ;

loricate; cataphract.
shield-beetle (sheld'be'tl), n. Any coleopter-
ous insect of the family CossypMdse. A. Adams,
Man. Nat, Hist.

shield-belt (sheld'belt), n. In her., a guige
used as a bearing. This is rare as an independent
bearing, but often occurs in connection with a shield,
which is hung by it from a boss, or held up by a sup-

porter,
human or animal.

shield-bone (sheld 'bon), n. [< ME. sheeld-

bone ; < shield + 6oel.] A blade-bone. [Prov.
Eng.]

Some of his bones in Warwicke yett
Within the castle there doe lye :

One of his sheeld-boiies to this day
Hangs in the citye of Coventrye.

Legend of Sir Guy. (Halliwell. )

shield-toad

shield-brooch (sheld'broch), M. A brooch rep-
resenting a shield. Particularly (a) A small model,
as of an ancient buckler, (b) At the present time, a more
elaborate composition, as of a shield surrounded by wea-

pons, standards, or the like.

shield-budding (sheld'bud'iug), . Budding
by means of a T-shaped incision, the most or-

dinary method; T-budding. See budding, 3.

shield-bug (sheld'bug), n. A heteropterous in-

sect of the family Scutelleridee : so called from
the size of the scutellum.

shield-centiped (sheld'sen"ti-ped), n. A cen-

tiped of the family Cermatiidx. See cut under
.

shield-crab (sheld'krab), n. Any crab of the

family Dorippidse.
shield-dagger (sheld'dag'er), . An imple-
ment of war carried in the left hand, and serv-

ing as a buckler and on occasion as an offensive

weapon ; specifically, a weapon used by certain
Indian tribes, in which a pair of horns of some
variety of antelope are secured together by
crosspieces. It is capable of inflicting formi-
dable wounds.
shield-drake (sheld'drak), . Same as shel-

drake.

shield-duck (sheld'duk), . Same as sheldrake.

shielded (shel'ded), a. [< shieW + -ed'A] In

roo/., shield-bearing; scutigerous; cataphract;
loricate. See cut under phylloxera-mite.
shielder (sheTder), n. [< ME. schelder; < shield

+ -eri.] One who shields, protects, or shel-

ters.

shield-fern (sheld'fern), n. Any fern of the

genus Aspidium: so called from the form of

the indusium of the fructification. The sori or
fruit-dots are roundi&h and scattered or arranged in ranks ;

the indusla are solitary, roundly peltate or kidney-shaped,
fixed by the middle or edge. For further characterization,
see Aspidium. Christmas shield-fern, an evergreen
fern, Aspidium acrostichoides, with rigid lanceolate fronds,
much used in decoration at Christmas-time. The pinnfe
are linear-lanceolate, somewhat scythe-shaped or half-

halberd-shaped at the slightly stalked base, the upper
ones only fertile. It is a native of eastern North America
from Canada to Florida.

shield-gilled (sheld'gild), a. Scutibranchiate.
/'. P. Carpenter.
shield-headed (sheld'hed"ed), , Inzool.: (a)

Stegocephalous, as an amphibian. (6) Pelto-

cephalous, as a crustacean.
shield-lantern (sheld'lan'tern), n. A lantern
so arranged and protected as to throw light

through an opening in a shield outward, so that
the bearer of the shield sees his enemy while
unseen himself : a rare device of the later mid-
dle ages.
shieldless (sheld'les), . [< shield + -less.]

Without shield or protection.

Are eunuchs, women, children, shieldless quite
Against attack their own timidity tempts?

Browning, Ring and Book, I. 235.

shieldlessly (sheld'les-li), adv. In a shieldless

manner or condition
;
without protection.

shieldlessness (sheld'les-nes), n. Unprotected
state or condition.

shield-louse (sheld'lous), . A scale-insect;

any coccid, but especially a scale of the sub-

family Diaspinx.
shield-plate (sheld'plat), . A plate, usually
of bronze and circular, thought to have formed
the nmbo of a circular shield the other parts
of which have decayed. Such plates are numerous
in graves of northern Europe ; they are often richly deco-
rated with circular bands, spiral scrolls, and other de-

vices.

shieldrake (shel'drak), . Same as sheldrake.

shield-reptile (sheld'rep''til), . A shielded
or cataphract reptile ;

a turtle or tortoise ; an

alligator or crocodile; anymember of the Cata-

phracta. J. E. Gray, Catalogue of the Shield

Reptiles in the British Museum.
shield-shaped (sheld'shapt), a. Shaped like a

shield, or suggesting a shield in figure; scu-

tate
; peltate ; thyroid. The forms of shields being

various, the term is equally indefinite ; but in botanical
use it means, specifically, plane and round or oval, with a
stalk or support attached to some part of the under sur-

face, as the leaves of Brasenia, Kelumbium, Hydrocotyle
umbellata, the indusia of certain ferns (AspitHwri), and
the apothecia of many lichens. See scutate, peltate, apothe-
cium, indusium, and cut under larynx.

shield-ship (sheld'ship), n. A vessel of war
carrying movable shields to protect the heavy
guns except at the moment of firing: super-
seded bv the turret-ship. E. H. Knight.

shield-slater (sheld'sla'ter), . A cursorial

isopod of the genus I'asxidiiin.

shieldtail (sheld'tal), n. A snake of the fam-
ilv Uropelttdte.
shield-toad (sheld'tod), . A turtle or tortoise.



shield-urchin

Shield-urchin (sheld'er"chin), n. A clypeas-
troid sea-urchin ; an echinoid of flattened and

irregular or circular form; especially, a mem-
ber of the Scutcllidse. See cut under Cli/iif-

astridtt,

shieling (she'ling), n. Same as sheaft.

shier, shiest (shi'er, shi'est), a. Forms of the

comparative and superlative of shy.

Shift (shift), v. [< ME. shiften, schiften, shyf-

ti'ii, < AS. xciftait, sfiiftan, divide, separate, =
D. schifteii = MLG. schiften, schichten, LG. schif-

ten, divide, separate, turn, = Icel. skipta (for

''H/.-ifta) = Sw. skifta = Dan. slifte, divide, part,

shift, change ; cf. Icel. skifa, shive, cut in slices :

sees/lire.] I. trans. 1. To divide; partition;
distribute; apportion; assign: as, to shift lands

among coheirs. [Obsolete or prov. Eng.]
Witness Tybnrces and Valerians shrifte,
To whiche God of his bountee wolde shifte
Corones two of floures wel smellinge.

Chaucer, Second Nun's Tale, 1. 278.

2. To transfer or move, as from one person,

place, or position to another: as, to shift the

blame; to shift one's quarters; to shift the load
to the other shoulder.

For good maner he hath from hyni schifte.
Babees Book (K E. T. S.), p. 36.

Unto Southampton do we shift our scene.

Shak., Hen. V., ii., Prol., 1. 42.

You are a man, and men may shift affections.

Fletcher (and another), Sea Voyage, iv. 2.

And now supine, now prone, the hero lay,
Now shift* his side, impatient for the day.

Pope, Iliad, xxiv. 18.

The shepherd shifts his mantle's fold,
And wraps him closer from the cold.

Scott, Marmion, i., Int.

3f. To cause or induce to move off or away ;

get rid of, as by the use of some expedient.
Whilst you were here o'erwhelmed with your grief, . . .

Cassio came hither ; I shifted him away.
v Shak., Othello, iv. 1. 79.

Then said Christian to himself again, These beasts

range in the night for their prey, and if they should meet
with me in the dark how should I shift them ? how should
I escape being by them torn in pieces?

Bunyan, Pilgrim's Progress, p. 116.

4. To remove and replace with another or

others; put off and replace; change: as, to

shift one's clothes; to shift the scenes on a

stage.
Sir, I would advise you to shift a shirt.

Shak., Cymbeline, i. 2. 1.

It rained most part of this night, yet our captain kept
abroad, and was forced to come in in the night to shift his
clothes. Winthrop, Hist. New England, I. 26.

5. To clothe (one's self) afresh or anew
; change

the dress of.

As it were, to ride day and night ; and . . . not to have
patience to shift me. Shak., 2 Hen. IV., v. 5. 23.

6. To alter or vary in character, form, or other

respect; change.
For who observes strict policy's true laws
Shifts his proceeding to the varying cause.

Drayton, Barons' Wars, i. 57.

Every language must continually change and shift its

form, exhibiting like an organized being its phases of

growth, decline, and decay.
C. Elton, Origins of Eng. Hist, p. 103.

Shift the helm. See helmi. To shift a berth (naut.\
to move to another place in the same harbor. To shift
Off. (a) To delay ; defer : as, to shift off the duties of re-

ligion, (b) To put away ; disengage or disencumber one's
self of, as of a burden or inconvenience.

Il.t intrant. 1. To make division or distribu-
tion.

Everich hath of God a propre gifte,
Som this, some that, as hym liketh to shifte.

Chaucer, Prol. to Wife of Bath's Tale, 1. 104.

2. To change, (a) To pass into a different form ; give
place to something different : as, the scene shifts.

The sixth age shifts
Into the lean and slipper'd pantaloon.

Shak., As you Like it, ii. 7. 157.

If ... the ideas of our minds . . . constantly change
and shift in a continual succession, it would be impossi-
ble, may any one say, for a man to think long of any one
thing. Locke, Human Understanding, II. xiv. 13.

(6) To change place, position, direction, or the like ; move.
Most of the Indians, perceiving what they went about,

shifted overboard, and after they returned, and killed such
as remained. Winthrop, Hist. New England, I. 146.

Thou hast shifted out of thy tale into telling me of the
fashion. Shak., Much Ado, iii. 3. 151.

You vary your scene with so much ease, and shift from
court to camp with such facility. Steele, Lying Lover, i. 1.

Here the Baillie shifted and fidgeted about in his seat.

Scott.
The wind hardly shifted a point during the passage.

R. II. Dana, Jr., Before the Mast, p. 286.

(c) To change dress, particularly the nnder-garments.
When from the sheets her lovely form she lifts,
She begs you just would turn you, while she shifts.

Youny, Love of Fame, vi. 42.
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3. To use changing methods or expedients, as

in a case of difficulty, in earning a livelihood,
or the like

; adopt expedients ; contrive in one

way or another
;
do the best one can

;
seize

one expedient when another fails : as, to shift
for a living; to shift for one's self.

And dressed them in redynes with suche thynges as

they thought shuld best releue them and helpe theym at
the shore to saue theyr lyues, and wayted for none other,
but euery man to shyfte for his escape as Almyghty God
wolde yeue theym grace.

Sir R. Gw/lforde, Pylgrymage, p. 60.

I must shift for life,

Though I do loathe it.

Beau. andFl., Philaster, iv. 3.

After receiving a very indifferent education, she is left

in Mrs. Goddard's hands to shift as she can.
Jane Austen, Emma, viii.

4. To pick up or make out a livelihood
;
man-

age to succeed.

She that hath wit may shift anywhere.
Middleton, Chaste Maid, ii. 2.

Every man would be forced to provide winter fodder for

his team (whereas common garrons shift upon grass the

year round).
Sir W. Temple, Advancement of Trade in Ireland.

5. To practise indirect methods.

All those schoolmen, though they were exceeding witty,

yet better teach all their followers to shift than to resolve

by their distinctions. Raleigh.

6. In playing the violin or a similar instrument,
to move the left hand from its first or original

position next to the nut. To shift about, to turn

quite round to a contrary side or opposite point ; vacillate.

To shift for one's self, to take care of or provide for

one's self.

I will be cheated. . . . Not in grosse, but by retaile,
to try mens severall wits, and so learne to shift for my-
selfe in time and need be.

Brome, The Sparagus Garden, ii. 3.

Let Posterity shift for itself.

Congreve, Way of the World, i. 1.

= Syn, 2. To vary, veer chop.

Shift (shift), n. [< ME. shift, schift= Icel. skipti

(for *skifti) =. Sw. Dan. skifte, a division, ex-

change, shift: see shift, .] 1. Change; altera-

tion or variation in kind, character, place, posi-
tion, direction, or the like

;
the substitution of

one thing, kind, position, direction, or the like

for another.

He had shifte of lodgings, where in euery place his host-

esse writte vp the wofull remembrance of him.

Oreene, Groatsworth of Wit.

Languages are like Laws or Coins, which commonly re-

ceive some change at every Shift of Princes.

Howell, Letters, iv. 19.

With the progress of the Teutonic tribes northwestward
they came to use for each smooth mute the corresponding
rough, for a rough the corresponding middle, for a middle
the corresponding smooth. This first shift is believed to

have been completed during the third century.
F. A. Starch, Anglo-Saxon Gram., 41.

2. In playing the violin or a similar instru-

ment, any position of the left hand except
that nearest the nut. When the hand is close to the

nut, so that the first finger produces the next tone to that
of the open string, it is said to be in the first position;
when it is moved so that the first finger falls where the
second was originally, it is in the second position or at the

half-shift. The third position is called the whole shift,
and the fourth position the double shift. When the hand
is not in the first position, it is said to be on the shift.

3. The substitution of one thing or set of

things for another; a change: as, a shift of
clothes.

They told him their comming was for some extraordinary
tooles, and shift of apparell : by which colourable excuse

they obtained sixe or seauen more to their confederate.
Quoted in Capt. John Smith's Works, I. 213.

4. A woman's under-garment ;
a chemise.

At home they (the women at Loheia] wear nothing hut
a long shift of flue cotton-cloth, suitable to their quality.

Bruce, Source of the Nile, I. 307.

Having more care of him than of herself,
So that she clothes her only with a shift.

Longfellow, tr. of Dante's Inferno, xxiii. 42.

5. In mining, a slight fault or dislocation of a
seam or stratum, accompanied by depression
of one part, destroying the continuity. 6. A
squad or relay of men who alternate with an-
other squad or relay in carrying on some work
or operation ; hence, the time during which such
a squad or relay works : as, to be on the day
shift; a night shift; the day is divided into
three shifts of eight hours each.

Each shift comprised 1 foreman, 4 drill-men, 4 assistant

drill-men, 1 powder-man, 1 car-man, and 2 laborers.

Appleton's Ann. Cyc., 1886, p. 318.

7. Turn; move; varying circumstance.

Truth's self, like yonder slow moon to complete
Heaven, rose sixain, and, naked at his feet,

Lighted his old life's every shift and change.
Browning, Sordello, vi.

shifting

8. An expedient, device, or contrivance which
may lie tried when others fail

;
a resource.

If 1'iiul had had other shift, and a man of age as meet
for the room, he would not have put Timothy in the office.

Tyndalc, Ana. to .Sir T. More, etc. (Parker Soc., 1850), p. 18.

I'll find a thousand shift^o get away.
Shak., K. John, iv. 3. 7.

The shifts to which, in this difficulty, he has recourse
are exceedingly diverting.

Alacavlay, Sadler's Ref. Refuted.

Hence 9. A petty or indirect expedient;
a dodge ;

a trick
;
an artifice.

Me thinkes yat you smile at some pleasannt shift.

Lyly, Euphucs, Anat. of Wit, p. 82.

I see a man here needs not live by shifts,
When in the streets he meets such golden gifts.

Shak., C. of E., iii. 2. 187.

10. In liiiMiiifl, a mode of arranging the tiers

of bricks, timbers, planks, etc., so that the

joints of adjacent rows shall not coincide.
Shift of crops, in agri., a change or variation in the
succession of crops ; rotation of crops : as, a farm is

wrought on the five years' shift or the six years' shift.

To make shift, to contrive; find ways and means of

doing something or of overcoming a difficulty.

I hope I shall make shift to go without him.

Shak, M. of V., i. 2. 97.

Acres. Odds crowns and laurels! your honour follows you
to the grave.

David. Now, that 's just the place where I could make a

ehift to do without it. Sheridan, The Kivals, iv. 1.

=Syn. 8. Device, Resort, etc. (see expedient), stratagem.
9. Subterfuge, etc. (see evasion), dodge, ruse, wile, quirk.

shiftable (shif'ta-bl), a. [< shift + -able.] Ca-

pable of being shifted or changed.
Shifter (shifter), n. [< shift + -eel.] 1. One
who shifts or changes : as, a scene-shifter. 2f.

Naut., a person employed to assist the ship's
cook in washing, steeping, and shifting the salt

provisions. 3. A contrivance used in shifting.
(o) A kind of clutch used in shifting a belt from a loose to

a fixed pulley. (o) In a knitting-machine, a mechanism,
consisting of a combination of needles or rods, serving to

move the outer loops of a course and to put them on the
next needles, within or without, in order to narrow or to

widen the fabric. K. H. Knight, (c) A locomotive used
for shunting cars.

4. One who is given to change ;
a fickle person ;

also, one who resorts to petty shifts or expedi-
ents

;
one who practises artifice

;
a dodger ;

a

trickster; a cozener.

Go, thou art an honest shifter ; I'll have the statute re-

pealed for thee. B. Jonson, Poetaster, iii. 1.

He scornes to be a changeling or a shifter; he feares

nothing but this, that hee shall fall into the Lord your
fathers hands for want of reparations.
Heywood, Royal King (Works, ed. Pearson, 1874, VI. 38).

Car-truck shifter, a mechanism for facilitating the

change of car-trucks on railroads where the gage varies, or
where trucks are to be repaired or to be replaced by others.

shifter-bar (shifter-bar), n. In a knitting-

machine, a bar having projections or stops
which serve to stop one needle-carrier bolt

while they lift the corresponding one. E. H.

Knight.
shiftiness (shifti-nes), . The character of be-

ing shifty, in any sense.

shifting (shifting), n. [< ME. schifting ; ver-

bal n. of shift, v.~) 1. A moving or removal;
change from one place, position, or state to an-

other; change.
.Elian therefore compares them to Cranes, & Aristides

to the Scythian Nomades ; alway by this shifting enjoying
a temperate season. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 362.

The . . . vicissitudes and shiftings of ministerial m
sures. Burke, Conciliation with Ameri

2. Recourse to shifts, or petty expedients ;
arti-

fice; shift.

Nought more than subtill shiftings did me please,
With bloodshed, craftie, undermining men.

Mir. for Mags., p. 144.

shifting (shif'ting), p. a. 1. Changing; change-
able or changeful ; varying ;

unstable : as, shift-

ing winds.
Neither do I know how it were possible for Merchants

in these parts to Trade by Sea from one Country to an-

other, were it not for these shifting Monsoons,

Dampier, Voyages, II. iii. 23.

The great problem of the shifting relation between pas-
sion and duty is clear to no man who is capable of appre-
hending it. Oeorge Eliot, Mill on the Floss, vii. 2.

2. Shifty.
Seducement is to be hindered ... by opposing truth

to errour, no unequal match : truth the strong, to errour
the weak, though sly and shifting. Milton, Civil Power.

Shifting ballast, ballast capable of being moved about,
as pigs of iron or bags of sand. Shifting bar, in printing,
a movable cross-bar that can be fitted in a chase by dove-

tails, as required. E. H. Knight. Shifting beach, abeach
of gravel that is shifted or moved by the action of the sea

or the current of a river. Shifting center. Same as meta-
center. Shifting clause. See clause. Shifting coup-
ling. See coupling. 4 (i). Shifting rail, a temporary or

removable bark to the seat of a vehicle. Shifting use,
in law. See use.

ea-

ica.



shifting-boards

shifting-boards (shif'ting-bordz), . /</.
Fore-

and-aft bulkheads of plank put up in a ship's
hold to prevent ballast from shifting from side

to side.

shiftingly (shif'ting-li), adr. In a shifting

manner; by shifts and changes; deceitfully.
shiftless (shift'les), tt. [< shift + -less.] 1.

Lacking in resource or energy, or in ability to

shift for one's self or one's own
;
slack in de-

vising or using expedients for the successful

accomplishment of anything; deficient in or-

ganizing or executive ability ; incapable ;
inef-

ficient; improvident; lazy: as, a shiftless fel-

low.

The court held him worthy of death, in undertaking the

charge of a shiftless maid, and leaving her (when he might
have done otherwise) in such a place as he knew she must
needs perish. Winthrop, Hist. New England, I. 290.

He was a very friendly good-natured man as could be,
but shiftlesse as to the world, and dyed not rich.

Aubrey, Lives, Winceslaus Hollar.

Her finale and ultimatum of contempt consisted in a

very emphatic pronunciation of the word "shiftless" ; and
by this she characterized all modes of procedure which
had not a direct and inevitable relation to accomplish-
ment of some purpose then definitely had in mind. Peo-

ple who did nothing, or who did not know exactly what
they were going to do, or who did not take the most direct

way to accomplish what they set their hands to, were ob-

jects of her entire contempt.
H. B. Stowe, Uncle Tom's Cabin, xv.

2. Characterized by or characteristic of slack-

ness or inefficiency, especially in shifting for
one's self or one's own.

Forcing him to his manifold shifts, and shiftlesse re-

mouings. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 33.

Yet I was frighten'd at the painful view
Of shiftless want, and saw not what to do.

Crabbe, Works, VII. 78.

shiftlessly (shift'les-li), adv. In a shiftless

manner.
shiftlessness (shift'les-nes), n. Shiftless char-
acter or condition

;
lack of resource

; inability
to devise or use suitable expedients or mea-
sures; slackness; inefficiency; improvidence.
And there is on the face of the whole earth no do-nothing

whose softness, idleness, general inaptitude to labor, and
everlasting, universal shijtlesimess can compare with that
of this worthy, as found in a brisk Yankee village.

H. B. Stoiee, Oldtown, p. 20.

Shifty (shif'ti), a. [< shift + -#!.] 1. Change-
able; changeful; shifting; fickle; wavering:
a,e,shifty principles. [Rare.] 2. Full of shifts;
fertile in expedients; well able to shift for
one's self.

She had much to learn in this extended sphere ; and she
was in many ways ushifty and business-like young person,
who had early acquired a sense of responsibility.

W. Block, In Far Lochaber, xxiii.

3. Given to or characterized by shifts, tricks, or

artifices; fertile in dodges or evasions; tricky.
His political methods have been shifty and not straight

forward. The American, VII. 213.

Scholars were beginning to be as shifty as statesmen.
Fortnightly See., N. 8., XIJ.1I. 51.

shigram (shi-gram'), . [< Marathi shiglir, <
Skt. ayhra, quick.] A kind of hack gharry:
so called in Bombay.

I see a native "swell
"
pass me in a tatterdemalion shi-

gram, or a quaint little shed upon wheels, a kind of tray
placed in a bamboo framework.

W. B. Russell, Diary in India, 1. 146.

Shiism (she'izm), it. [< Shi(ali) + -ism.] The
body of principles or doctrines of the SMahs.
In the course of time, when the whole of Persia had

adopted the cause of the family of 'All, Shl'ixm became
the receptacle of all the religious ideas of the Persians,
and Dualism, Gnosticism, and Manicheism were to be
seen reflected in it. JEncyc. Brit., XVI. 592.

Shiite (she'it), n. [= F. schiite ; as Shi(ah) +
-tte1 .] Same as Shiah.

Shiitic (she-it'ik), a. [< Shiite + -ic.1 Of or
pertaining to the Shiahs or Shiites: as, "Shi-
itic ideas," Encyc. Brit., XVII. 238.

shikar (shi-kar
v
), n. [Hind, shikar, hunting.]

In India, hunting; sport. Yule and Burnett.

shikaree, shikari (shi-kar'e), n. [Also shi-

karry, shekarry, shikary, chickary, chikary ; <
Hind, shikari, a hunter, sportsman, < shikar,
hunting: see shikar.] In India, a hunter or
sportsman.
shiko (shik'o), n. [Burmese.] In Burma, the

posture of prostration with folded hands as-
sumed by a native in the presence of a supe-
rior, or before any object of reverence or wor-
ship.

shilbe, n. See schilbe, 2.

shilf (shilf), n. [== OHG. seilwf, MHG. G. schilf,

sedge; prob. akin to or ult. same as OHG.
sceliva, MHG. schelfe, shell or hull of fruit, G.

sohelfe, a husk, shell, paring, = D. schelp, a
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shell: see srall<>i>, xc(tl/>
1
,. /(/''.] Straw. [Prov.

Eng.]
shill 1

(shil), n. and r. A variant of shtal1 .

Shill-t, r. /. and /. [ME. schillfii. xkillen = OHG.
scellan, scellen, shellen, schellen, MHG. schellen

= Icel. sheila, skjalla = Goth. *skiHUH (not re-

corded) (cf. It. sqitittare, < OHG.), sound loud
and clear, ring. Hence the adj. shill2 , and the

noun, OHG. seal, MHG. schal, G. schall, sound,
tone (whence the secondary verb, MHG. G.

schallen, sound, resound), and prob. also ult.

'E. shilling.'] To sound; shrill. Sainte Marhe-
rete (E. E. T. S.), p. 19.

shiU2t, a. [ME. shill, schille, schylle, < AS. xei/ll

= MD. schel = MHG. schel, sounding loud and
clear, shrill: see shill2

, r.] Shrill.

Schylle and scharpe (var. schille, lowde), acutus, sono-
rus. Prompt. Pare., p. 44(i.

shillalah (shi-la'la), . [Also shillelah, shillaly :

said to be named from Nhillflagh. a barony in

County Wicklow, Ireland, famous for its oaks;
lit. 'seed or descendants of Elach,' < Ir. siol,

seed (= W. sileu, seedling; silio, spawn), +
Elaigh, Elach.] An oak or blackthorn sap-
ling, used in Ireland as a cudgel,
shilling (shil'ing), n. [< ME. shilling, shillyn//,

schilling, < AS. stilling, scylling, a shilling, =
OS. OFries. shilling = D. schelling = MLG.
schillink, LG. schilling = OHG. scillinc, MHG.
schillinc, G. schilling (> Icel. shillingr=Sw. Dan.
shilling) = Goth, skilliggs, a shilling (cf. OF.
schelin, escalin, cskallin, F. escalin = Sp. dtelin

= It. scellino = OBulg. shuknzt, shlenzi, a coin,
= Pol. sselang, a shilling, = Russ. shelegii, a
counter, < Teut.); prob. orig. a 'ringing' piece,
with suffix -ing'* (as also in farthing^and orig. in

penny, AS.pening, etc.), < Goth, "shillan =OHG.
scellan, etc., E. (obs.) shill, ring: see shill2

,
r.

According to Skeat (cf. Sw. skilje-mynt = Dan.

skille-mynt, small, i. e. 'divisible,' change or

money), < Tent. \/ skil (Icel. skilja, etc.), divide,
-r- -lingl, as in AS. feorthling, also feorthing,
a farthing.] 1. A coin or money of account,
of varying value, in use among the Anglo-Sax-
ons and other Teu-
tonic peoples. 2.
An English silver

coin, first issued by
HenryVII., in whose
reign it weighed 144

grains. The coin has
been issued by succeed-

ing English rulers. The
shilling of Victoria

weighs 87.3727 grains
troy. Twenty shillings
are equal to one pound
(1 = 4.84), and twelve
pence to one shilling
(about 24 cents). (Ab-
breviated s.,sh.) At the
time when the decimal
system was adopted by
the United States, the

shilling ortwentieth part
of the pound in the cur-

rency of New England
and Virginia was equal to
one sixth of a dollar ; in
that of New York and
North Carolina, to one
eighth of a dollar ; in
that of New Jersey, Penn-
sylvania, Delaware, and
Maryland, to two fif-

teenths of a dollar ; and
in that of South Carolina
and Georgia, to three
fourteenths of a dollar. Beckoning by the shilling is still

not uncommon in some parts of the United States, espe-
cially in rural New England. See also cuts under pine-tree,

portcullis, 4, and accolated. Boston or Bay shillings.
See pine-tree money, under pine-tree. Mexican shil-

ling. See W2, 7. Seven-Shilling piece, an English gold
coin of the value
of seven shillings,

being the third

part of the guinea,
coined by George
III. from 1797 to
1813 inclusive.

Shrub-shilling, a

variety of the pine-
tree shilling. See

pine-tree money,un-
der pine-tree. To
cut off with a

shilling. See<(. To take the shilling, or the King's
or Queen's shilling, in Great Britain, to enlist as a sol-

dier by accepting a shilling from a recruiting-officer.
Since the passing of the Army Discipline and Regulation
Act of 1879 this practice has been discontinued.

The Queen's shilling once being taken, or even sworn to
have been taken, and attestation made, there was no help
for the recruit, unless he was bought out.

J. Ashton, Social Life in Reign of Queen Anne, II. 203.

Shillyt, adr. [ME. schylly; < shill2 + -Iy
2

.~\

Shrilly.

shilling of Henry VIII.- British Mu-
seum. (Size of original.)

Obverse. Reverse.

Seven-shilling Piece. British Museum.
(Size of original.)

shimmer
and scharply (or loudly), acute, aspere, sonore.

Prompt. Parv., p. 446.

shilly-shallier (shil'i-shaF'i-er), ?i. One who
shilly-shallies ; an irresolute person.

mercy ! what shoals of silly shallow ghillff-xhaUyerx
in all the inferior grades of the subordinate departments
of the lowest walks of literature overflow all the land !

Nodes Ambrosianfe, April, 1832.

shilly-shally (shil'i-shal"i), r. i. [Formerly
also .ilii/li, slmUi ; a variation of shatty-shatty,

reduplication of shall If a. question indicating
hesitation. Ct.nJially-sbally, willy-nilly.] To act
in an irresolute or undecided manner; hesitate.

Make up your mind what you will ask him, for ghosts
will stand no shilly-shallying.

Thackeray, Bluebeard's Ghost.

shilly-shally (shil'i-shal'i), tfSv. [Formerly
also shill I, shall I: see the verb.] In an irreso-
lute or hesitating manner.

1 am somewhat dainty in making a resolution, because,
when I make it, I keep it ; I don't stand shill J, shall I
then ; if I say 't, I'll do 't.

Congreve, Way of the World, iii. 15.

shilly-shally (shil'i-shal'i), n. [< shilly-shally,

r.] Indecision; irresolution; foolish trifling.

[Colloq.]
She lost not one of her forty-five minutes in picking and

choosing. No shilly-shally in Kate.
De Quincey, Spanish Nun.

The times of thorough-going theory, when disease in

general was called by some bad name, and treated ac-

cordingly without shilly-shally.

George Eliot, Middlemarch, xv.

shilpit (shil'pit), a. [Origin unknown ; perhaps
connected with Sw. skall, watery, thin, taste-

less.] 1. Weak; washy; insipid. [Scotch.]

Sherry 's but Mlpit drink. Scott, Redgauntle^ xx.

2. Of a sickly paleness; feeble-looking.
[Scotch.]
The laird . . . pronounced her to be but a shilpit thing.

Miss Ferrier, Marriage, xxiv.

shily. adv. See shyly.
shim> (shim), n. [Formerly also shimm; (a) <

ME. 'shimme, *shiie (in adj. shimmed), < AS.
scima, shade, glimmer, = OS. scimo, a shade,
apparition, = MD. sciiimmc, scheme, shade,
glimmer, dusk, D. schim, a shade, ghost, =
MHG. schime, scheme, schim, G. schemen, a

shade, apparition; (6) cf. AS. scima, bright-
ness, = OS. scimo = OHG. scimo, skimo, MHG.
schime. brightness, = Icel. skimi, skima, a gleam,
= Goth, skcima, a torch, lantern

; with forma-
tive -ma, < Teut. t/ ski (ski, skf), shine, seen also

in AS. scinan, etc., shine: see shine. Hence ult.

shim2 , shime, r., shimmer.] 1. A white spot, as
a white streak on a horse's face. [Prov. Eng.]
The shimm, or rase downe the face of a horse, or strake

down the face.

Hare's M.S. Additions to Bay's North Country Words.
[(llalliwell.)

2. An ignis fatuus. [Prov. Eng.]
shim1

!, '' Same as shime.

shim2 (shim), n. [Perhaps due to confusion of

shiml, in the appar. sense '

streak,' with shin,
in the orig. sense 'splint.'] 1. Broadly, in

mach., a thin slip (usually of metal, but often
of other material) used to fill up space caused

by wear, or placed between parts liable to wear,
as under the cap of a pillow-block or journal-
box. In the latter case, as the journal and box wear and
the journal gets loose, the removal of one or more shims
allows the cap to be forced down by its tightening bolts
and nuts against the journal to tighten the bearing.

When off Santa Cruz the engines were slowed down on
account of a slight tendency to heating shown by the
cross-head of one of the high-pressure cylinders, and were
finally stopped to put shim under the cross-head to re-

lieve this tendency. New York Evening Post, May 9, 1889.

2. In stone-u'orking and quarrying, a plate used
to fill out the space at the side of a jumper-hole,
between it and a wedge used for separating a
block of stone, or for contracting the space in

fitting a lewis into the hole. 3. A shim-plow
(which see, under plow).
In the isle of Thanet they are particularly attentive to

clean their bean and pea stubbles before they plough. . . .

For this purpose they have invented an instrument called

a shim. A. Hunter, Georgical Essays, III. x.

shim2 (shim), v. t.
; pret. and pp. shimmed, ppr.

shimming. [< skim2 , .] To wedge up or fill

out to a fair surface by inserting a thin wedge
or piece of material.

shimet, ?'. [ME. schiiien,< AS. scimian, sci-

man (= OHG. sciman), shine, gleam, < scima,

brightness, gleam: see S/MMJ!.] To gleam.
shimmer1 (shim'er), v. i. [< ME. shimeren,
scMmeren, shemeren, schcmercn, < AS. scimriati,

scymrian (= MD. schcmeren, schemelen, D. schc-

meren, MLG. schemeren, LG. schemmeren, > G.
schimmern = Sw. skimra), shimmer, gleam, freq.



shimmer
from wiiita, etc., shade, glimmer: see shim 1

,

nh i me.'] To shine with a veiled, tremulous

light; gleam faintly.

Twinkling faint, and distant far,

Shimmers through mist each planet star.

Scott, L. of L. jr., i. 17.

The beauty that shimmers in the yellow afternoons of
October who ever could clutch it?

Emerson, Misc., p. 24.

shimmer 1
(shim'er), . [Ml). wlu-HH-i: xchcmel

= D. ncliemcr = G. .-ichiiniiii-r = Sw. xkimmcr ;

from the verb.] A faint or veiled and tremu-
lous gleam or shining.
The silver lamps . . . diffused ... a trembling twi-

light or seeming shimmer through the quiet apartment.
Scott.

shimmer2 (shim'er), . [< shim? + -er-.~\ A
workman in cabinet-work or other fine wood-
work who fills up cracks or makes parts fit by
the insertion of shims or thin pieces.
shimmering (shim'er-ing), ii. [< ME. schimi-r-

ini/r, nhcmcriiiij (D. sehemering = MLG. schemer-

inye, shimmering, = Dan. skumring, twilight) ;

verbal n. of shimmer 1
, v.~\ A faint and tremu-

lous gleaming or shining.
shimming (shim'ing), n. [Verbal n. of sliim 2

,

r."] The insertion of thin pieces of material to
make two parts fit, or to fill out cracks or un-
even places ; also, the thin pieces so used.

Shimming has been used in fitting on car-wheels when
the wheel-seat of the axle was a little too small.

Car-Builder's Diet.

shim-plow (shim'plou), . See under7>/O!P.
shin 1

(shin), n. [< ME. shinne, schynne, shine,
shync, schine, seliene, seine (pi. shinties, shines),
< AS. scina, scyne, shin (scin-ban, shin-bone),
= MD. schene, D. scheen = MLG. schciie, shin,
shin-bone, := OHG. scina, scena, sciena, MHG.
schine, schin, G. schiene, a narrow slice of metal
or wood, a splint, iron band, in OHG. also a
needle, prickle (MHG. schinebein, G. schienbein,

shin-bone), = Sw. skena, a plate, streak, tire

(sken-ben, shin-bone), = Dan. skinne, a splint,

band, tire, rail (skinne-been, shin-bone); orig.
appar. a thin piece, a splint of bone or metal.
Hence (< OHG.) It. schiena, the backbone, =
Sp. esquena, spine of fishes, = Pr. enquina, es-

quena = OF. eschine, F. echine, the backbone,
the chine

; It. sehiniera, a leg-piece : see chine2
,

which is thus a doublet of shin 1
. Perhaps akin

to skin: see skin.'] 1. The front part of the
human leg from the knee to the ankle, along
which the sharp edge of the shin-bone or tibia

may be felt beneath the skin.

And Shame shrapeth his clothes and his shynes wassheth.
Piers Plowman (B), xi. 423.

But gret harm it was, as it thoughte me,
That on his shinne (var. schyne) a mormal hadde he.

Chaucer, Gen. Prol. to 0. T., 1. 386.

I shall ne'er be ware of my own wit till I break my
shins against it. Shak., As you Like it, ii. 4. 60.

Mugford led the conversation to the noble lord so fre-

quently that Philip madly kicked my shins under the ta-
ble. Thackeray, Philip, xxi.

Hence 2. The shin-bone. 3. The lower leg;
the shank: as, stshinof beef. 4. Inonii/7<.,the
hard or scaly part of the leg of a bird

; the shank.
See sharp-shinned. [An incorrect use.] 5. In
entont., the tibia, or fourth joint of the leg. Also
called shank. See cut under coxa. 6. A fish-

plate.
shin1

(shin), v. ; pret. and pp. shinned, ppr. shin-

ning. [< shin 1
, .] L intrans. 1. To use the

shins in climbing ;
climb by hugging with arms

and legs: with up: as, to shin up a tree.

Nothing for it but the tree
; so Tom laid his bones to it,

shinning up as fast as he could.
T. Uuyhes, Tom Brown at Rugby, i. 9.

2. To go afoot; walk: as, to shin along; to
shin across the field.

I was up in a second and thinning down the hill.
Mark Twain, Adventures of Huckleberry Finn, iv.

II. trans. 1. To climb by grasping with the
arms and legs and working or pulling one's self

up: as, to shin a tree. 2. To kick on the shins.
A ring ! give him room, or he'll shin you stand clear !

Barham, Ingoldsby Legends, II. 351.

Shin2 (shin), . [Chin. -Jap.] A god, or the
gods collectively; spirit, or the spirits; with a

capital, the term used by many Protestant mis-
sionaries in China, and universally among Prot-
estant Christians in Japan, for the Supreme
Being; God. (See kami.) Sometimes the ad-
jective chin,

'

true,' is prefixed in Chinese. See
Shangti and Shinto.

shinbaldet, . [ME., also scht/nbawde; < shin 1

+ -balde, appar. connected with Weld, protect.]
In medieval armor, same as greaves1

.
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shin-bone (shin'bon), n. [< ME. scltyiibtmr,
ykinbon, <.AK.sciiili(iii (= D.nrlit'fiibi'rii = MLG.
schenebein = MHG. xchiiirbi-in, G. m-liimbiin =
Sw. xkenben = Dan. skinnebeen). < HCIIHI, shin, +
ban, bone: see shin 1 and bone1

.']
The tibia. See

cuts under eras, fibula, and skeleton.

I find I am but hurt
In the leg, a dangerous kick on the shin-bone.

Beau, and Fl., Honest Man's Fortune, ii.

shin-boot (shin'bot), n. A horse-boot with a

long leather shield, used to protect the shin of
a horse from injury by interference.

shindig (shin'dig), n. [Cf. shindy.] A ball
or dance ; especially, a dance attended with a

shindy or much uproar and rowdyism. [West-
ern U. S.]
shindlet (shin'dl), n. [Early mod. E. also xhin-

del; < ME. "shindel, found only in the corrupted
form shingle (> mod. E. shinale), prob. < AS.
"scindel (which, however, with the other LG.
forms, is not recorded, the notion being gener-
ally expressed by AS. tigel, etc., tile, also of L.

origin) = OHG. scintila, MHG. G. schindel, a

shingle, splint (cf. Serv. shindra, also irimltt,

Bohem. sliindel, Upper Serbian shindsliel =
Little Russ. shyngla = Hung, zsindel = Turk.
sliindere, a shingle, < G.), < LL. scintliila, a

shingle, wooden tile, a dim. form, prob. orig.
identical with *scidula, written schedula, a leaf
of paper (> ult. E. schedule), dim. of L. seiila,
written scheda, a strip of papyrus, schidia, a

chip, splinter, < scindere, split, cleave : see scis-

sion and shidc, and cf. schedule, where the ir-

regularities in this group of L. words, due to
confusion with the Gr. ax'i&, etc., are explain-
ed. The LL. ML. scindula, a shingle (cf. Gr.

oxivda/.ap6<;, a shingle), may, however, be merely
a later form, simulating scindere, split, of L.
scandula (> It. dial, scandola = F. cchandole), a

shingle, which is usually referred to scandere,
climb (in ref. to the 'steps' which the over-

lapping shingles form), but which is more prob.
a perverted form of scindula, which in turn was
prob. orig. "sciiluln. Hence, by a perversion
which took place in ME., the now exclusive
form shingle

1
, q. v.] 1. A shingle. Minsheit.

The bourds or shindies of the wild oke called robur be of
all others simply the best. Holland, tr. of Pliny, xvi. 10.

2. A roofing-slate.
shindlet (shin'dl), v. t. [< shinale, n. Cf. shin-

gle
1

, v."] To cover or roof with shingles. Hol-
land.

shindy (shin'di), n.
; pi. shindies (-diz). [Cf.

shinty, shinny, shindig.] 1 . The game of shinny,
hockey, or bandy-ball. [U. S.] 2. A row, dis-

turbance, or rumpus: as, to kick up a shindy.
[Slang.]
You may hear them for miles kicking up their wild

shindy. Barham, Ingoldsby Legends, II. 101.

I've married her. And I know there will be an awful
shindy at home. Thackeray, Pendennis, Ixxii.

We usen't to mind a bit of a shindy in those times; if a
boy was killed, why, we said it was " his luck," and that it

couldn't be helped.
Mr. and Mrs. S. C. Halt, Ireland, I. 429.

shine 1
(shin), v.

; pret. and pp. shone, ppr. shin-

ing (shined, pret. and pp., is obsolete or vulgar).
[< ME.sfeiwew, schincn,sckynen (pret. shon,shoon,
schoon, schon, schone, schane, pp. sliinen), < AS.
scinan (pret. scan, pi. scinon, pp. scinen) = OS.
skinan = OFries. skina, schina = D. schynen =
MLG. schinen, LG. schinen= OHG. scinan, MHG.
schinen, G. scheinen = Icel. skina = Sw. skina =
Dan. skinne = Goth, skeinan, shine

;
with pres-

ent-formative -na, < Teut. / ski, shine, whence
also ult. E. shim 1

, shime, shimmer1
, etc., also E.

(obs.) s/iire2
, and sheer1

, bright, etc.; prob. akin
to Gr. mid, a shadow (whence ult. E. squirrel),
axipov, sunshade, parasol.] I. intrans. 1. To
send forth or give out light or brightness, lit-

erally or figuratively : as, the sun shines by day,
the moon by night.
But ever the sone shyneth ryght cler and hole.

Torkington, Diarie of Eng. Travel!, p. 21.

After which long night, the Sunne of Righteousnesse
shone unto the Syrians. Pmchai, Pilgrimage, p. 86.

If the Moon shine they use but few Torches, if not, the
Church is full of light. Dampier, Voyages, I. 127.

Ye talk of Fires which shine but never burn ;

In this cold World they'll hardly serve our Turn.
Cowley, The Mistress, Answer to the Platonicks.

2. To present a bright appearance; glow:
gleam; glitter.

His heed was balled, that schon as eny glas.
Chaucer, Gen. Prol to C. T. (ed. Morris), 1. 198.

A dragon, . . .

Whose scherdes shinen as the sonne.

Gou'er, Conf. Amant., III. 68.

shine

His eyes, like glow-worms, xtn'iit' when he doth fret.

Shak., Venus and Adonis, 1. 621.

The walls of red marble shined like fire, interlaid with
gold, resembling lightning. J'urchas, Pilgrimage, p. 457.

3. To beam forth; show itself clearly or con-

spicuously; be noticeably prominent or bril-

liant.

In this gyfte schi/nex contemplacyone.
Ilaiiipoh, Prose Treatises (E. E. T. S.), p. 12.

Her face was veil'd, yet to my fancied sight
Love, sweetness, goodness, in her person shined
So clear as in no face with more delight.

Milton, Sonnets, xviii.

4. To excel
;
be eminent, distinguished, or con-

spicuous: as, to shine in society, or in conver-

sation; to shine in letters.

This proceeds from an ambition to excel, or, as the term
is, to shine in company. Steele, Taller, No. 244.

He bade me teach thee all the ways of war,
To shine in councils, and in camps to dare.

Pope, Iliad, ix. 571.

5f. To present a splendid or dazzling appear-
ance; make a brave show.

He made me mad
To see him shine so brisk and smell so sweet.

Shak., IHen. IV., i. 3. 54.

Some put on the gay green robes,
And some put on the brown

;

But Janet put on the scarlet robes,
To shine foremost through the town.

Fair Janet (Child's Ballads, 1 1. 90).

To cause (ormake) the face to shine*, to be propitious.
The Lord make his face shine upon thee, and be gracious

unto thee. Num. vi. 25.

To Bhine up to, to attempt to make one's self pleasing
to, especially as a possible suitor ; cultivate the admira-
tion and preference of : as, to shine up to a girl. [Low,
U. S. ]

Mother was always hecterin' me about gettin' married,
and wantin' I should shine tip to this likely girl and that,
and I puttin' her off with a joke.

The Congregationalist, Feb. 4, 1888.

= Syn. 1. To radiate, glow. Shine differs from the words
compared under glare, ., in that it generally stands for a

steady radiation or emission of light. It is with different

thoughts of the light of the fixed stars that we say that
they shine, sparkle, gleam, or glitter.

II. trans. To cause to shine, (a) To direct or
throw the light of in such a way as to illuminate some-
thing ; flash : as, the policeman shmie his lantern up the
alley. (6) To put a gloss or polish on, as by brushing or
scouring : as, to shine shoes ; to shine a stove. [Colloq,]

And thou hintest withal that thou fain would'st shine
. . . These bulgy old boots of mine.

C. 5. Calverley, The Arab.

To shine deer, to attract them with fire by night for the
purpose of killing them. The light shining on their eyes
makes them visible in the darkness to the hunter. See
jack-lamp, 2.

shine1
(shin), n. [= OS. scin, skin = D. shijn= OHG. scin, schin, MHG. schin, G. schein =

Icel. skin = Sw. sken = Dan. skin; from the
verb.] 1. Light; illumination.

The Earth her store, the Stars shall leave their measures,
The Sun his shine.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, It., The Handy-Crafts.

Ashtaroth . . .

Now sits not girt with tapers' holy shine.

Milton, Nativity, 1. 202.

2. Sunshine ; hence, fair weather.
Be it fair or foul, or rain or shine. Dryden.

Their vales in misty shadows deep,
Their rugged peaks in shine.

Whittier, The Hilltop.

3. Sheen; brilliancy; luster; gloss.
The shine of armour bright.

Sir J. Harington, tr. of Ariosto, xxxvii. 15. (Nares )

He that has inured his eyes to that divine splendour
which results from the beauty of holiness is not dazzled
with the glittering thine of gold.

Decay of Christian Piety.

4. Brightness; splendor; irradiation.

Her device, within a ring of clouds, a heart with thine
about it. B. Jonson, Cynthia's Revels, v. S.

That same radiant shine
That lustre wherewith Nature's nature decked
Our intellectual part.

Marston, Scourge of Villanie, vll. 8.

This addition
Of virtue is above all shine of state,
And will draw more admirers.

Shirley, Hyde Park, v. 1.

5. A fancy; liking: as, to take a shine to a per-
son. [Low, U. S.] 6. A disturbance; a row;
a rumpus; a shindy. [Slang.]
I'm not partial to gentlefolks coming into my place, . . .

there 'd be a pretty shine made if I was to go a wisiting
them, I think. Dickens, Bleak House, Ivii.

7. A trick
;
a prank : as, to cut up shines. [Low,

She needn't think she's goin' to come round me with
any o' her shines, going over to Deacon Badger's with ly-
ing stories about me. H. B. Stove, Oldtown, p. 236.

To take the shine out of, to cast into the shade ;
out-

shine ; eclipse. [Slang.]
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As he goes lower in the scale of intellect and manners,
so also Mr. Dickens rises higher than Mr. Thackeray
his hero is greater than Pendennls, and his heroine than

Laura, while "my Aunt" might, alike on the score of ec-

centricities and kindliness, take the shine nut of Lady Rock-
minster.

Phillips, Essays from the Times, II. 333. (Dames.)

shine2t (shin), a. [A yar.
of sheen1

, simulating
sAine1 .] Bright or shining ; glittering.

These warlike Champions, all in armour shine,

Assembled were in field the chalenge to define.

Spenser, F. Q., IV. iii. 3.

shiner (shi'ner), . [< shinel + -er1 .] 1. One
who or that which shines. Hence 2. A coin,

especially a bright coin
;
a sovereign. [Slang.]

Sir George. He can't supply me with a shilling. . . .

Loader. . . . To let a lord of lands want shiners ! 'tis a

shame. Foote, The Minor, ii.

Is it worth fifty shiners extra, if it 's safely done from
the outside? Dickens, Oliver Twist, xix.

3. One of many different small American fresh-

water fishes, mostly cyprinoids, as minnows,
which have shining, glistening, or silvery scales,

(a) Any species of Minmlus, as M. eornutus, the redfin or

dace, (b) A dace of the genus Squalius, as S. elongatus,
the red-sided shiner, (c) Any member of the genus Note-

migomts, more fully called golden shiner, as 2V. chrusoleu-
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rough shingles. E. II. Knight. Shingle-planing ma-
chine, a machine in which rough shingles are faced by
planing in the direction of the grain of the wood.

Shiner or Silverfish (Netetnifonus chrysolcucus}.

cus, one of the most abundant and familiar cyprinoids
from New England to the Dakotas and Texas. This is re-

lated to the fresh-water bream of England, and has a com-

pressed body, with a moderately long anal fln (having
about thirteen rays), and a short dorsal (with eight rays).
The color is sometimes silvery, and in other cases has gold-
en reflections, (d) A surf-fish or embiotocoid of the genus
Abeona, as A. minima and A. aurora; also, the surf-fish

Cymatogaster aggregate, (e) The young of the mackerel.

Day. [Scotch.]

4. In angling, a hackle used in making an arti-

ficial fly. 5. A fishtail, silvertail, or silver-

fish
; any insect of the genus Lepisma. See cut

under silverfi*h Blunt-nosed shiner. Same as

horse-fish, 1. Milky-tailed shiner. See milky-tailed.

shinesst, re. An obsolete form of shyness.

shing (shing), n. [Chin.] A Chinese measure of

capacity, equal to about nine tenths of a United
States quart.

shingle1
(shing'gl), re. [< ME. shingle, shyngyl,

shyngul, scingle, single, a corruption of shindle,
shindel : see shindle. The cause of the change
is not obvious

;
some confusion with single^, a.,

or with shingle^, orig. *single, or with some OF.
word, may be conjectured. It is noteworthy
that all the words spelled shingle (shingle^,

shingle
2

, shingles) are corrupted in form.] 1.

A thin piece of wood having parallel sides and

a, block prepared for sawing into shingles ; b, shingles as bunched
for market ; c, a shingle ; cf, plain shingles laid on a roof; e, fancy
shingles laid.

being thicker at one end than the other, used
like a tile or a slate in covering the sides and
roofs of houses

;
a wooden tile. In the United

States shingles are usually about 6 inches in width and 18
inches long, and are laid with one third of their length
to the weather that is, with 12 inches of cover and 6
inches of lap.

Shyngle, whyche be tyles of woode suche as churches
and steples be covered wyth, Scandnlee. Hulocl.

The whole house, with its wings, was constructed of the
old-fashioned Dutch shingles broad, and with unround-
ed corners. Poe, Landor's Cottage.
Another kind of roofing tile, largely used in pre-Norman

times and for some centuries later for certain purposes,
was made of thin pieces of split wood, generally oak ;

these are called shingles. Encyc. Brit., XXIII. 388.

2. A small sign-board, especially that of a pro-
fessional man: as, to hang out one's shingle.

[Colloq., U. S.] Metallic shingle, a thin plate of

metal, sometimes stamped with an ornamental design,
intended for use in place of ordinary wooden shingles.
Shingle-jointing machine, a machine, on the princi-
ple of the circular saw or plane, for truing the edges of

.

shingle1
(shiug'gl), r. t. ; pret. and pp. s/iiiiyli'd,

ppr. ali ini/liii </. [< ME. sehitiijlcii ; < shingle^, n. ]

1. To cover with shingles: as, to shingle a roof.

They ghinule their houses with it.

Evelyn, Sylva, II. iv. 1.

2. To cut (the hair) so that streaks of it over-

lap like rows of shingles; hence, to cut (the

hair, or the hair of) very close. 3. In pud-
dling iron, to hammer roughly or squeeze (the
ball of metal). This is done after the ball is taken
from the furnace, in order to press the slag out of it, and

prepare it to be rolled into the desired shape.

shingle2
(shing'gl), n. [An altered form, ap-

par. simulating shingle^ (with which the word
is generally confused), of 'single, < Norw. singel

(also singling), coarse gravel, shingle, so called

from the 'singing' or crunching noise made by
walking on it

;
< singla = Sw. dial, singla, ring,

tinkle (of. singla-skalla, a bell fora horse's neck;
singel, bell-clapper), freq. form of singa, Sw.

sjunga = Icel. syngja, sing, = AS. singan, > E.

sing: see sing. Cf . singing sands, moving sands
that make a ringing sound.] A kind of water:

worn detritus a little coarser than gravel: a

term most generally used with reference to

debris on the sea-shore, and much more com-

monly in the British Islands than in the United
States.

On thicket, rock, and torrent hoarse,

Shingle and scrae, and fell and force,
A dusky light arose.

Scott, Bridal of Triermain, iii. 8.

The baffled waters fell back over the shingle that skirted

the sands. Mrs. Gaskett, Sylvia's Lovers, vitt.

Shingle ballast, ballast composed of shingle.

shingle^t (shing'gl), n. [A corrupt form of

*single, early mod. E. also sengle, prop, tingle,

< OF. cengle, sengle, sangle, F. sangle, < L. cin-

gula, girdle, girth: see (Angle, surcingle. Hence
shingles.'] Girth

; hence, the waist
;
the middle.

She hath some black spots about her shingle.

HoweU, Parly of Beasts, p. 51.

shingled1
(shing'gld), a. [(shingle + -ed?.] 1.

Covered with shingles : as, a shingled roof.

The peaks of the seven gables rose up sharply; the

shingled roof looked thoroughly water-tight.
Hawthorne, Seven Gables, xiii.

2f. Clincher-built; built with overlapping

planks : as, shingled ships.
Alle shal deye for his dedes bl dales and bi hulles,
And the foules that fleeghen forth with other bestes,

Excepte oneliche of eche kynde a couple,
That in tin shynyled shippe shul ben ysaned.

Piers Plowman (B), ix. 141.

Shingled2 (shing'gld), a. [< shingle* + -ed?.]

Covered with shingle.
Round the shiiujled shore,

Yellow with weeds. W. E. Henley, Attadale.

shingle-machine (shing'gl-ma-shen*), n. A
machine for making shingles from a block of

wood. One form is an adaptation of the machine-saw ;

another splits the shingles from the block by means of a

knife. The latter form is sometimes called a Mngle-riv-
ing-machine. Also called shingle-mM.

shingle-mill (shing'gl-mil), . 1. Same as

shingle-machine. 2. A mill where shingles are

made.
shingle-nail (shing'gl-nal), n. A cut nail of

stout form and moderate size, used to fasten

shingles in place.

shingle-oak (shing'gl-ok), . An oak, Quercus
imbricaria, found m the interior United States.
It grows from 70 to 90 feet high, and furnishes a timber of

moderate value, somewhat used for shingles, clapboards,
etc. From its entire oblong shining leaves it is also called

laurel-oak.

shingler (shing'gler), n. [< sliingle
1 + -er1

.]

One who or that which shingles. Especially (a)
One who roofs houses with shingles. (6) One who or a

machine which cuts and prepares shingles, (c) A work-
man who attends a shingling-hammer or -machine. (</)

A machine for shingling puddled iron, or making it into

blooms.

shingle-roofed (shing'gl-roft), a. Having a
roof covered with shingles.

shingles (shing'glz), n. pi. [PI. of shingle
3

(cf.

L. zona, a girdle, also the shingles) : see tingle,

surcingle.] A cutaneous disease, herpes zoster.

See herpes.

shingle-trap (shing'gl-trap), re. In hydraulic
engin., a row of piles or pile-sheeting sunk on
a beach to prevent the displacement of sand
and silt, and to protect the shore from the wash
of the sea.

shingle-tree (shing'gl-tre), n. An East Indian

leguminous tree, Acrocarpus fraxinifolius. It

is an erect tree, 50 feet high below the branches : its

wood is used in making furniture, for shingles, and for

general building purposes.

shinny

shinglewood (shing'gl-wud), n. A middle-
sized West Indian tree, Sectandra leueaiitlia,
of the laurel family.

shingling (shiiig'gling), n. [Verbal u. of xliin-

gle^, r.] 1. The act of covering with shingles,
or a covering of shingles. 2. In metal., the act

or process of squeezing iron in the course of

puddling. See shingle^-, v., 3. Also called bloom-

ing.

shingling-bracket (shing'gling-brak"et), n. A
device, iu the form of an adjustable iron claw
or stand, intended to form a support for a tem-

porary platform on an inclined roof, as for use
in the operation of shingling.

shingling-hammer (shing'gling-ham"er), n.

The hammer used in shingling. See shingle^,
..&

shingling-hatchet (shing'gling-hach'et), n.

A carpenters' tool used in shingling a roof, etc.

It is a small hatchet with which are combined
a hammer and a nail-claw.

shingling-tongS (shing'gling-tfingz), n. sing.
and pi. In metal., a heavy tongs, usually
slung from a crane, used to move a ball of

red-hot iron for a trip- or steam-hammer.
E. H. Knight.
shingly1

(shing'gli), a. [< shingle
1 + ^y

1
.] Cov-

ered with shingles.
The painted shingly town-house.

WUttier, Last Walk in Autumn.

Shingly2 (shing'gli), a. [< shingle
1* +

-i/^.~\

Composed of or covered with shingle.

Along Benharrow's shingly side.

Scott, L. of the L., iii. 1.

shininess (shi'ni-nes), . Shiny or glossy char-

acter or condition; luster; glossiness; sheen.

Certain makes [of wheels], however, may be considered

practically free from these faults under all general condi-

tions, a slight shininess of surface being the visible indi-

cation. Jour. Franklin Inst., CXXIX. 193.

shining (shi'ning), re. [< ME. schynyng ; verbal
n. of shine 1

, t'.J 1. Brightness; effulgence;

light; sheen.
This Emperour hathe in his Chambre, in on of the Fyl-

eres of Gold, a Rubye and a Charboncle of half a fote long,
that in the nyght gevethe so gret clartee and schynynge
that it U als light as day. Mandeville, Travels, p. 19.

The stars shall withdraw their shining. Joel ii. 10.

2f. Lightning. 3. An effort to eclipse others
or to be conspicuous; ostentatious display.

[Rare.]
Would you both please and be instructed too,
Watch well the rage of shining to subdue.

Stillingjleet.

4. The hunting of deer by attracting them with
fire by night; jack-hunting. See to shine deer,
under shine 1

.

shining (shi'ning), p. a. [< ME. schynyng; ppr.
of shine1

, r.] 1. Emitting or reflecting light ;

bright; gleaming; glowing; radiant; lustrous;

polished; glossy.
And then the whining school-boy, with his satchel

And shining morning face, creeping like snail

Unwillingly to school. Shak., As you Like it, ii. 7. 146.

Fish that with their fins and shining scales

Glide under the green wave. Milton, P. L., vii. 401.

2. Splendid; illustrious; distinguished; con-

spicuous; notable: as, a shining example of

charity.
Since theDeath of the K. of Sweden, a great many Scotch

Commanders are come over, and make a shining shew at

Court. Howell, Letters, I. vi. 23.

I cannot but take notice of two shining Passages in the

Dialogue between Adam and the Angel.
Addiian, Spectator, No. 345.

Shining flycatcher or flysnapper, the bird Phawiopepla
nitens. See Phainopepla, and cut under flysnapper.
Shining gurnard, a fish, Trigla Iveerna, called by Cornish
fishermen the long-finned captain. = Syn. Resplendent,
effulgent, brilliant, luminous. See shinei, v. i.

shiningly (shi'ning-li), adv. [< ME. schynyngli;
< shining + -fy

2
.] Brightly; splendidly; con-

spicuously.
shiningness (shi'ning-nes), n. Brightness ;

lus-

ter; splendor. [Rare.]
The Epithets marmoreus, ebumeus, and Candidas are

all applied to Beauties by the Roman Poets, sometimes as

to their Shape, and sometimes as to the Shiningness here

spoken of. Spence, Crito, note k.

shinleaf (shin'lef), n. A plant of the genus Py-

rola, properly P. elliptica : said to be so named
from the use of its leaves for shinplasters.

Shinnert (shin'er), . [<Ml+ -r1.] A stock-

ing.
An hose, a nether stocke, a shinner.

Ifomenclator, an. 1585, p. 167.

shinny (shin'i). . [Also shinney, shinnie, also

xJihiti/, xhiiiti<; also shinnock; origin obscure; <

Gael, sinteag, a skip, bound.] 1. The game of



shinny

hockey or bandy-linn. See hockey 1
-. 2. The

club used in this game.
shinny (shiu'i), v. .

; pret. and pp. xhiniiieil,

ppr. shin-Hying. [< xliinni/, .] To play shinny;
knock the ball at shinny SMnny on your own
Side, keep or act within your own lines. [Colloq.]

Shinotawaro fowls. See Japanese long-tailed

fowls, under Japanese.

shin-piece (shin'pes), . In the middle ages, a

piece of armor worn over the chausses to pro-
tect the fore part of the leg. Compare bain-

berg.

shiriplaster (shin'plas"ter), n. 1. A small

square patch of brown paper, iisually saturated

with vinegar, tar, tobacco-juice, or the like,

applied by poor people to sores on the leg.

[U. S.] Hence, humorously 2. A small pa-

per note used as money; a printed promise
to pay a small sum issued, as money without

legal security. The name came into early use in the

United States for notes issued on private responsibility,
in denominations of from three to fifty cents, as substi-

tutes for the small coins withdrawn from circulation dur-

ing a suspension of specie payments ; people were there-

fore obliged to accept them, although very few of them
were ever redeemed. Such notes abounded during the

financial panic beginning with 1837, and during the early

part of the civil war of 1881- 5. After the latter period

they were replaced by the fractional notes issued by the

government and properly secured, to which the name was
transferred. [Slang, U. S.]

shinti-yan, shintigan (shin'ti-yan, -gan), .

Wide, loose trousers or drawers worn by the

women of Moslem nations. They are tied around
the waist by a string running loosely through a hem, and
tied below the knees, but are usually full enough to hang
lower than this, the loose part sometimes reaching to the

feet. They are generally made of cotton, or silk and cot-

ton, with colored stripes.
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Shinto (shin'to'), . [Also Sintoo,Sintu; Chin.-

michi. See kami.'] The system of nature- and

hero-worship which forms the indigenous reli-

gion of Japan. Its gods number about 14,000, and are

propitiated by offerings of food and by music and dancing.
The chief deity is Amaterasii, the sun-goddess (that is, the

sun), the first-born of Izanagi and Izanami, the divine

creative pair. The system inculcates reverence for ances-

tors, and recognizes certain ceremonial defilements, such

as contact with the dead, for purification from which
there are set forms. It possesses no ethical code, no doc-

trinal system, no priests, and no public worship, and its

temples and shrines contain no idols. See harm.

Shintoism (shin'to-izm), n. [Also Sintoism,

Sintooism; = F. siiltoisme, sintisme; as Shinto

+ 4sm.] Same as Shinto.

Shintoist(shin'to-ist),m. [< Shinto + -ist.] One
who believes in or supports Shintoism.

shinty (shin'ti), n. Same as shinny.

shiny (shl'ni), a. and n. [Early mod. E. shinie;

< shine'1 - + -y
1
.] I. . Clear; unclouded; lighted

by the sun or moon.
The night

Is shiny; and they say we shall embattle

By the second hour. Shak., A. and C., iv. 9. 3.

From afar we heard the cannon play,

Like distant thunder on a shiny day.

Dryden, To the Duchess of York, 1. 31.

2. Having a glittering appearance ; glossy.

Yet goldsmithes cunning could not understand
To frame such subtile wire, so shinie cleare.

Spenser, F. Q., IV. vi. 20.

"But how come you to be here?" she resumed ;
"and

in such a ridiculous costume for hunting? umbrella,

shiny boots, tall hat, go-to-meeting coat, and no horse !

"

Whyte MelmUe, White Eose, II. XT.
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ship

II. n. Gold; money. Also xhiiicy. [Slang.]

We'll soon fill both pockets with the shiney in Cali-

fornia. C. Rea.de, Never too Late, i.

ship (ship), n. [< ME. ship, schip, schup, xxip,

xchi2>pc (pi. xhippes, schipex), < AS. sci]>, x<:yi>

(pi. seipu) = OS. skip = OFries. skip, schip =
D. schip = MLG. schip, schep, LG. schipp =
OHG. gcif, scef, MHG. schif, G. schiff (hence (<

OHG.) It. schifo = Sp. Pg. esquife = F. esquif,

> E. skiff, a boat) = Icel. skip = Sw. skepp =
Dan. skib = Goth, skip, a ship; ef. OHG. self,

a containing vessel, sciphi, a vial (cf. E. vessel, a

containing utensil, and a ship) ;
root unknown.

There is no way of deriving the word from AS.

scapan, etc., shape, form, of which the secon-

dary form scippau, scyppan, has no real rela-

tion to scip (see shape) ;
and it cannot be re-

lated to L. scapha, < Gr. amijiri, also o-/ca0of, a

bowl, a small boat, skiff, prop, a vessel hol-

lowed out, < oK&irruv, dig (see scapha').'] 1.

A vessel of considerable size adapted to navi-

gation: a general term for sea-going vessels

of every kind, except boats. Ships are of various

sizes and fitted for various uses, and receive different

names, according to their rig, motive power (wind or

steam or both), and the purposes to which they are ap-

plied, as war-ships, transports, merchantmen, barks, brigs,

schooners, luggers, sloops, xebecs, galleys, etc. The name

ship, as descriptive of a particular rig, and as roughly im-

plying a certain size, has been used to designate a vessel

furnished with a bowsprit and three masts a mainmast,
a foremast, and a mizzenmast each of which is composed
of a lower mast, a topmast, and a topgallantmast, and car-

ries a certain number of square sails. The square sails on

the mizzen distinguish a ship from a bark, a bark having

only fore-and-aft sails on the mizzen. But the development
of coastwise navigation, in which the largest vessels have

generally a schooner rig and sometimes four masts, has

i, hull ; 2, bow ; 3, stern ; 4, cutwater ; 5, stem ; 6, entrance ; 7, waist ;

8, run ; 9, counter ; ro, rudder ; n, davits ; la, quarter-lxjat ; 13, cat-

head ; 14, anchor ; 15, cable ; 16, bulwarks ; 17, taffrail ; 18, channels ;

ip, chain-plates ; 20, cabin-trunk ; 21, after deck-house ; 22, forward
deck-house ; 23, bowsprit ; 24, jib-boom ; 25, flying-jib boom ; 26, fore-

mast ; 27, mainmast ; 28, mizzenmast ; 29, foretopmast ; 30, maintop-
mast; 3r, mizzentopmast ; 32, foretopgallantmast ; 33, tnaintopgal-
lantrnast ; 34, mizzentopgallantmast ; 35, foreroyalmast ; 36, main-

royalmast ; 37, mizzenroyalmast ; 38, foreskysailmast ; 39, mainsky-
sailmast ; 40, inizzenskysailmast ; 41, foreskysail-pole ; 42, mainsky-
sail-pole ; 43, mizzenskysail-pole ; 44, fore-truck ; 45, main-truck ; 46,
mizzen-truck ; 47, foremast-head ; 48, mainmast-head; 49, mizzenmast-
head ; 50, foretopmast-head ; 51, maintopmast-head ; 53, mizzentop-
mast-head ; 53, foretop ; 54, maintop; 55, mizzentop; 56, dolphin-
striker ; 57, outriggers ; 58. foreyard ; 59, mainyard ; 60, crossjack-

yards fit, fore lower topsail-yard; 62, main lower topsail-yard ; 63,
mizzen lower topsail-yard ; 64, fore upper topsail-yard ; 65, main up-
per topsail-yard ; 66, mizzen upper topsail-yard ; 67, foretopgallant-
yard ; 68, maintopgallant-yard ; 69, mizzentopgallant-yard ; 70, fore-

royal-yard ; ?r, mainroyal-yard ; 72, mizzenroyal-yard ; 73, foresky-
sail-yard ; 74, mainskysail-yard ; ?<;, mizzenskysail-yard ; 76, spanker-
boom ; 77, spanker-gaff; 78. maintrysail-gaff ; 79, monkey-gaff; 80,

lower studdingsail-yard ; 81, foretopmast studdingsail-boom ; 82, fore-

topmast studdingsail-yard ; 83, matntopmast studdingsail-boom ; 84,

maintopmast studdingsuil-yard ; 85, foretopgallantstuddingsail-boom ;

86. foretopgallant stu<Klingsail-yard ; 87, maintopgallant studdtaffaall-

liopm ; 88, maimopgallant studdingsail-yard ; 89, foreroyal studding-
sail-lxx>m : 90, foreroyal studdingsail-yard; 91, mainroyal studding-
sail-bnom ; 92, mainroyal studdmgsail-yard ; 93, bobstays ; 94, bow-
sprit-shrouds ; 95, martlnffale-KuyB ; 96, martingale-stays; 97, fore-

chains; 98, main chains; 99, mizzen-chains ; 100, fore-shrouds; tor,

Merchant Sailing Ship.

main-shrouds ; 102, mizzen-shrouds ; 103, foretopmast-shrouds ; ro4,

maintopmast-shrouds ; 105, inizzentopmast-shrouds ; 106, foretopgal-
lant-shrouds ; 107, maintopgallant-snrouds ; icS, mizzentopgallant-
shrouds; 109, futtock-shronds ; 110, futtock-shrouds : in, futtock-

shrouds; 112, forestay ; 113, mainstay; 114, mizzenstay; 115, fore-

topmast-stay ; 116, maintopmast-stay ; ir7, spring-stay ; 118, mizzen-

topmast-stay ; 119, jib-stay ; 120, flying-jib stay ; 121, foretopgallant-
stay; 122, maintopgallant-stay ; 123, rnizzentopgallant-stay ; 124,

foreroyal-stay; 125, mainroyal-stay ; 126, mizzenroyal-stay ; 127, fore-

skysail-stay; 128, mainskysail-stay ; 129, mizzenskysail-stay; 130, fore-

topmast-backstays; 131, maintopmast-backstays; 132, mizzentopmast-
backstays; 133, foretopgallant-backstays; 134, maintopgallant-back-
stays; 135, mizzentopgallant-backstays; 136, foreroyal-backstays ; 157,
mamroyal-backstays ; 138, mizzenroyal-backstays ; 139, foreskysail-
backstays ; 140, mamskysail-backstays ; r4i,mizzenskysail-backstays ;

143, foresail or forecourse ; nj, mainsail or maincourse ; 144, cross-jack ;

145, fore lower topsail ; 146, main lower topsail ; 147, mizzen lower top-
sail ; 148, fore upper topsail ; 149, main upper topsail ; 150, mizzen up-
per topsail ; 151, foretopgallant-sail : 152, maintopgallant-sail ; 153,

mizzentopgallant-sail; 154, foreroyal ; 155, mainroyal ; 156, mizzen-
royal; 157, foreskysail ; 158. mainskysai! ; 159, mizzenskysail ; 160,

spanker ; 161, mizzenstaysail ; 162, foretopmast-staysail ; 163, main-
topmast lower staysail ; 164, maintopmast upper staysail ; 165, miz-

zentopmast-staysail ; i66,jib; 167, flying jib ; 168, jib-topsail; 169,

inaintopgallant-staysail ; 170, mizzentopgallant-staysail ; 171, mam-
royal-staysail ; 172. mizzenroyal-staysail; 173, lower studdingsail ;

174, foretopmast-studdingSLiil ; 175, maintopinast-studdiiigsail; 176,

foretopgallant studdingsail ; 177, maintopgallant-studdingsail ; 178,

foreroyal-studdingsail ; 179, mninroyal-studdingsail ; 180, forelift;

181, mainlift; 182, crossjack-lift ; 183, fore lower topsail-lift; 184,
main lower topsail-lift; 185, mizzen lower topsail-lift; 186, spanker-

boom topping-lift ; 187, monkey-gaff lift ; 188, lower studdingsail-hal-
yards ; 189, lower studdingsail inner halyards ; 190, foretopmast stud-

dingsail-halyards; 191, maintopmast studdingsail-halyards; 192, fore-

topgallant studdingsail-halyards; 193, maintopgallant studdingsail-
halyards; 194, spanker peak-halyards; 195, signal-halyards; 196,

weather jib-sheet; 197, weather flying-jib sheet; 198, weather jib top-
sail-sheet ; 199, weather fore-sheet ; 200, weather main-sheet ; 201.

weather crossjack-sheet ; 202, spanker-sheet ; 203, mizzentopgallant

staysail-sheet; 204, mainroyal staysail-sheet; 205, mizzenroyal stay-
sail-sheet ; 206, lower studdingsail-sheet ; 207, foretopmast studding-
sail-sheet; 208, foretopmast studdingsail-tack ; 209. maintopmast
studdingsail-sheet; 210, maintopmast studdingsail-tack : 211, foretop-

gallant studdingsail-sheet; 212, foretopgallant studdingsail-tack ;

213, maintopgallant studdingsail-sheet ; 214, maintopgallant studding-
sail-tack ; 215, foreroyal studdingsail-sheet ; 216, foreroyal studding-
sail-tack ; 217, mainroyal studdingsail-sheet ; 218, mainroyal stucl-

dingsail-tack ; 219. forebrace ; 220, mainbracc ; 22t, crossjack-brace ;

222. fore lower topsail-brace ; 223, main lower topsail-brace ; 224, miz-
zen lower topsail-brace ; 225, fore upper topsail-brace ; 226, main up-

per topsail-brace; 227, mizzen upper topsail-brace: 228, foretopgal-
lant-brace ; 229, maintopgallant-brace ; 230, mizzentopgallant-brace ;

231, foreroyal-brace ; 232, mainroyal-brace ; 233, mizzenroyal-brace ;

234, foreskysail-brace ; 235, mainskysail-brace ; 236, mizzenskysail-
brace ; 237, upper maintopsail-dowuhaul ; 238, tipper mizzentop-
sail-dowrihaul ; 239, foretopmast studdingsail-downnaul ; 240, main-

topmast studdingsail-downhaul ; 241, foretopgallant studdingsail-
ciownhaul; 242, maintopgallant studdingsail-downhaul; 243, clue-

garnets; 244, clue-lines; 245, spanker-brails ; 246, spanker-gaff vangs;
247, monkey-gaff Vang* ; 248, main bowline ; 249, bowline-bridle ; 250,

foot-ropes ; 251, reef-points.



ship

gone far toward rendering this restricted application of the
word of little value. Owing to increase of size, and espe-

cially increase in length, some sailing vessels now have
four masts, and this rig is said to have certain advantages.
Until recent times wood, such as oak, pine, etc., was the
material of which all ships were constructed, but it is being
rapidly superseded by iron and steel ; and in Great Britain,
which is the chief ship-building country in the world, the

tonnage of the wooden vessels constructed is small com-
pared with that of vessels built of iron. The first iron

vessel classed at Lloyd's was built at Liverpool in 1838, but
iron barges and small vessels had been constructed long
before this. Four-masted vessels which are square-rigged
on all four masts are c&lledfour-masted ships ; those which
have fore-and-aft sails on the after mast are called four-
masted barks. .See also cuts under beam, 3, body-plan,
counter, forebody, forecastle, keel, poop, and prow.

Swithe go shape a shippe of shides and of bordes.
Piers Plomnan (B), ix. 131.

Simon espyed a ship of warre.
The Noble Fisherman (Child's Ballads, V. 33-2).

2f. Eccles., a vessel formed like the hull of a

ship, in which incense was kept: same as navi-

cula, 1. Tyndale.

Aeerra, a schyp for censse.
Nominate MS., xv. Cent. (Hallimll.)

A ship, such as was used in the church to put frankin-
cense in. Baret, 1580. (HaUiweU.)
About ship! See ready about, under about, ode. Anno
Domini ship, an old-fashioned whaling-vessel. [Slang.]
Armed ship. See armed. Barbette Ship. See bar-

bette. Flee snip, a neutral vessel. Formerly a piratical
craft was called a free ship. Hamersly. General ship,
a ship open generally for conveyance of goods, or one the
owners or master of which have engaged separately with
a number of persons unconnected with one another to

convey their respective goods, as distinguished from one
under charter to a particular person. Guinea ship, a
sailors' name for Physolia pelaffica, a physophorous si-

phonophorous hydromedusan, or jellyfish, better known
as Portuguese man-of-war. See cut under Physalia.
Merchant ship. See merchant. Necessaries of a
ship. See necessary. Register ship. See reyisteri.
Registration of British ships. See reyistration. Re-
peating ship. Same as repeater, 6 (a). Ship of the
line, before the adoption of steam navigation, a man-of-
war large enough and of sufficient force to take a place in
a line of battle. A modern vessel of corresponding class
is known as a battle-ship. Ship's company. See com-
pany. Ship's corporal. See corporal?, Ship's hus-
band. See husband. Ship's papers, the papers or docu-
ments required for the manifestation of the property of
a ship and cargo. They are of two sorts namely, (I)
those required by the law of a particular country, as the
register, crew-list, shipping articles, etc., and (2) those re-

quired by the law of nations to be on board neutral ships
to vindicate their title to that character. Ship's regis-
ter. See register!. Ship's Writer, a petty officer in the
United States navy who, under the immediate direction of
the executive officer, keeps the watch-muster, conduct,
and other books of the ship. Sister ships. See sister^.

The eyes of a ship. Sec /i. To bring a ship to
anchor, to clear a ship for action, to drive a ship,
to overhaul a ship, to prick the ship off, to pump
ship, etc. See the verbs. To take ship, to embark.

ship (ship), v. ; pret. and pp. shipped, ppr. ship-
ping. [< ME. shipen, schipen, < AS. seipian =
D. sehepen = MLG. sehepen = MHG. G. sehif-
fen, ship, = Norw. skipa, skjepa, sksepa = Sw.
skeppa = Dan. skibe, ship: see ship, n. Cf.

equip.] I. trans. 1. To put or take on board
a ship or vessel: as, to ship goods at Liverpool
for New York.

It was not thought safe to send him [Lord Bury] through
the heart of Scotland

; so he was shipped at Inverness.

Walpole, Letters, II. 18.

The tane is shipped at the pier of Leith,
The tother at the Queen's Ferrie.

The Laird o' Logie (Child's Ballads, IV. 113).

2. To send orconvey by ship; transport by ship.
This wicked emperor may have shipp'd her hence.

Shak., Tit. And., iv. 3. 23.

At night, I'll ship you both away to Ratcliff.
B. Jonson, Alchemist, iv. 4.

Hence 3. To deliver to a common carrier,
forwarder, express company, etc., for transpor-
tation, whether by land or water or both : as, to

sliip by express, by railway, or by stage. [Com-
mercial.] 4. To engage for service on board
any vessel: as, to ship seamen. 5. To fix in

proper place : as, to ship the oars, the tiller, or
the rudder To ship a sea, to have awave come aboard ;

have the deck washed by a wave. To ship off to send
away by water.

They also [at Joppa] export great quantities of cotton
in small boats to Acre, to be ship'd of tor other parts.

Pococke, Description of the East, II. i. 3.

To ship on a lay. See layi. TO ship one's self to
embark.

But, 'gainst th
1

Eternal], lonas shuts his eare,
And ships himself to sail another-where.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii., The Schisme.

The next day, about eleven o'clock, our shallop came to
us, and we shipped ourselves.

Mourt's Journal, in Appendix to New England's Me-
[morial, p. 350.

To ship the oars. See oari.

II. intrans. 1. To go on board a vessel to
make a voyage ;

take ship ; embark.
Fii-ste, the Wednysday at nyght in Passyon weke that

was ye .viij. day of Apryll in the .xxi. yere of the reygne

5576
of our soueraygne lord kynge Henry the .vij., the yere of
our Lorde God ,M.D.vj., aboute .x. of y<- cloke the same
nyght, we stnjpped at Rye in Sussex.

Sir Ii. Guylforde, Pylgrymage, p. 3.

2. To engage for service on board a ship.
-ship. [< ME. -scliipe, -scliepe. -schupe, < AS.
-scipe, -scype= OFTies. -skipe= OS. -scepi, rarely
-caft = MD. -scap, D. -schtip = OHG. MHG.
-isciif, also -scaft, G. -schaft = Icel. -nkupr = Sw.
-skap = Dan. -skab (not found in Goth.) ;

< AS.
scapan, etc., E. shape. This suffix also occurs
as -scape and -skip i n hi n dscapt, landskip,i[.\

w

.] A
common English suffix, which may be attached
to any noun denoting a person or agent to de-
note the state, office, dignity, profession, art, or

proficiency of such person or agent: as, lord-

ship, fellowship, friends/dp, elerk*Mp, steward-

ship, horsemans/uj}, worship (orig. worthship),
etc.

ship-biscuit (ship 'bis "kit), n. Hard biscuit

prepared for long keeping, and for use on board
a ship ; hardtack. Also called pilot-bread.
Ship-board (ship'bord), . [< ship + board, n.,

l.J A board or plank of a ship.

They have made all thy ship-boards of fir-trees of Senir.

Ezek. xxvii. 5.

Shipboard (ship'bord), n. [< ME. schip-bord (=
Icel. skipborth, skipsborth ; < ship + board, n.,

13.] The deck or side of a ship: used chiefly
or only in the adverbial phrase OH shipboard":
as, to go on shipboard or a-shipboard.
Let him go on shipboard. Abp, Bramhall.

They had not been a-shipboard above a day when they
unluckily fell into the hands of an Algerine pirate.

Addigon, Spectator, No. 198.

ship-boat (ship'bot), . A ship's boat; a small
boat.

The greatest vessels cast anker, and conueighed al theyr
vytailes and other necessaries to lande with theyr shippe
boatfs. Peter Martyr (tr. in Eden's First Books on

[America, ed. Arber, p. 111).

The shipboat, striking against her ship, was over-
whelmed. Milton, Hist. Moscovia, v.

ship-borer (ship'b6r"er), n. A ship-worm.
ship-borne (ship' born), a. Carried or trans-

ported by ship.
The market shall not be forestalled as to flap-borne

goods. Enjlish Gads (E. E. T. S.), p. 342.

ship-boy (ship'boi), . A boy who serves on
board of a ship.

ship-breacht (ship'brech), . [ME. shipbreclie,

schipbruche; < ship + breach.] Shipwreck.
Thries Y was at shipbreehe, a nyjht and a dai Y was in

the depnesse of the see. Wyclif. 2 Cor. xi. 25.

Ship-breaker ( ship'bra"Ker), n. A person whose
occupation it is to break up vessels that are un-
fit for sea.

More fitted for the ship breaker's yard than to be sent
to carry the British flag into foreign waters.

Contemporary Rev., LI. 262.

Shipbreakingt, . [ME. schyppbrel.-ynge ; < ship+ breaking.] Shipwreck. Prompt. Pan-.,
p. 446.

shipbrokent, . [< ME.*schipbroken,schypbroke;
<ship + broken.] Shipwrecked. Prompt. Pare.,
p. 446.

All schipmen and marinaris allegeing thame selffls to
be schipbrokin without they have sufficient testimonials,
salbe takin, adjudged, estemit, and pwnist as strang beg-
garris, and vagabundis.

Scotch Laws, 1579, quoted in Rihton-Turner's Vagrants
[and Vagrancy, p. 346.

ship-broker (ship'bro'ker), n. 1. A mercan-
tile agent who transacts the business for a ship
when in port, as procuring cargo, etc., or who
is engaged in buying and selling ships. 2. A
broker who procures insurance on ships.
ship-builder (ship'bil"der), n. One whose oc-

cupation is the construction of ships; a naval
architect ; a shipwright.
ship-building (ship'bil"ding), n. Naval archi-
tecture

;
the art of constructing vessels for nav-

igation, particularly ships and other large ves-
sels carrying masts: in distinction from boa t-

bnilding.

ship-canal (ship'ka-nal"), n. A canal through
which vessels of large size can pass ;

a canal
for sea-going vessels.

Ship-captain (ship'kap"tan), n. The commander
or master of a ship. See captain.

ship-carpenter (ship'kar"pen-ter), n. A ship-
wright ;

a carpenter who works at ship-build-
ing.

ship-carver (ship'kar"ver), n. One who carves
figureheads and other ornaments for ships.
ship-chandler (ship'chand"ler), n. One who
deals in cordage, canvas, and other furniture
of ships.

ship-money

ship-chandlery (ship'chand"ler-i), H. The bus-
iness and commodities of a ship-chandler.

ship-deliverer (ship'df-liv'to-6r), . A person
who contracts to unload a vessel. Siinniotids.

shipen, . See shippen.
ship-fever (ship'fe'ver). n. Typhus fever, as
common on board crowded ships. See fever.
shipful (ship'f ill), i/. [< ship + -fill.] As much
or many as a ship will hold; enough to fill a

ship.

ship-holder (ship'hoT'der), . The owner of a
ship or of shipping; a ship-owner.
ship-jack (ship'jak), n. A compact and port-
able form of hydraulic jack used for lifting
ships and other heavy objects. A number of such
jacks may be used in combination, according to the weight
to be lifted. E. H. Kniijhl.

Ship-keeper (sliip'ke'per), H. 1. A watchman
employed to take care of a ship.

If the captains from New Bedford think it policy to
lower for whales, they leave the vessel in charge of a
competent person, usually the cooper the office being
known as ship-keeper. Fisheries of the U. S., V. ii. 222.

2. An officer of a man-of-war who seldom goes
on shore.

shipless(ship'les), a. [< ship + -less.] Desti-
tute of ships.
While the lone shepherd, near the shiplfss main,
Sees o'er the hills advance the long-drawn funeral train.

Rogers, Ode to Superstition.

shiplett (ship'let), H. [< ship + -let.] A little

ship.

They go to the sea betwixt two hits, whereof that on
the one side lieth out like an arme or cape, and maketh
the fashion of an hauenet or peere, whither shiplete some-
time doo resort for succour.

Harrison, Descrip. of Britain, vi. (Holinshed's Chron.).

Ship-letter (ship'lef'er), H. A letter sent by a
vessel which does not carry mail,

ship-load (ship'lod), w. A cargo; as much in

quantity or weight as can be stowed in a ship,
shipman (ship'man), .; pi. shipmen (-men).
[< ME. shipman, schipman (pi. shipmen, ssipmen),
< AS. scipmann (= Icel. skipiuathr, skipamathr),
< scip, ship, + man, man.] 1. A seaman or

sailor; a mariner.
And the Schipwen tolde us that alle that was of

Schippes that weren drawen thidre be the Adamauntes,
for the Iren that was in hem. Mandeville, Travels, p. 271.

The dreadful spout
Which shipmen do the hurricane call.

Shale., T. and C., v. 2. 172.

2f. The master of a ship. Chaucer Shipman's
cardt, a chart.

Shypmans carde, carte. Palsgrave.
All the quarters that they [the winds] know
I' the shipman's card. Shak., Macbeth, i. 3. 17.

Shipman's stonet, a lodestone.

Aftre that men taken the Ademand, that is the Schip-
manties Stan, that drawethe the Xedle to him.

Mandeville, Travels, p. 161.

shipmaster (ship'mas"ter), n. [< ME. schi/p-

mayster; < ship + master1
.] The captain, mas-

ter, or commander of a ship.
The shipmaster came to him, and said unto him, What

meanest thou, O sleeper? Jonah i. 6.

shipmate (ship'mat), n. [< ship + mate*.]
One who serves in the same vessel with another

;

a fellow-sailor.

Whoever falls in with him will find a handsome, hearty
fellow, and a good shipmate.

R. H. Dana, Jr., Before the Mast, p. 96.

shipment (ship'ment), 11. [< ship + -ment.]
1. The act of despatching or shipping; espe-
cially, the putting of goods or passengers on
board ship for transportation by water : as, in-

voices visaed at the port of shipment; goods
jeady for shipment. 2. A quantity of goods
delivered at one time for transportation, or con-

veyed at one time, whether by sea or by land
;

a consignment : as, large shipments of rails have
been sent to South America.

ship-money (ship'mun"i), . In old Eng. law,
a charge or tax imposed by the king upon sea-

ports and trading-towns, requiring them to

provide and furnish war-ships, or to pay money
for that purpose. It fell into disuse, and was included
in the Petition of Right as a wrong to be discontinued.
The attempt to revive it met with strong opposition,
and was one of the proximate causes of the Great Rebel-
lion. It was abolished by statute, 16 Charles I., c. 14

(1640), which enacted the strict observance of the Petition
of Right.

Mr. Noy brought in Ship-money first for Maritime
Towns. Selden, Table-Talk, p. 107.

Thousands and tens of thousands among his [Milton's]
contemporaries raised their voices against Ship-money
and the Star-chamber. Macatday, Milton.

Case of ship-money, the case of the King . John
Hampden, before the Star Chamber in 1C37 (3 How. St. Tr.,

825), for resisting the collection of a tax called ship-



ship-money
money, which hail not been levied for many years, and
which Charles I. attempted to revive without the authori-
zation of rai'liament. Though the case was decided in

favor of the king, the unpopularity of the decision led to a
debate in Parliament, and the virtual n-jK-il of the right
to ship-raoney by 10 Charles I., c. 14 (1640). Also called

Itampilen'n case.

ship-owner (ship'6"ner), n, A person who has
a right of property in a ship or ships, or any
share therein.

stoppage (ship'aj),/;. T<&ip+ -age.] Freight-

age. Daries. [Rare.]
The cutting and shippage [of granite] would be articles

of some little consequence. tt'alpole, Letters, II. 400.

shipped (shipt),j). a. 1. Furnished with a ship
or sliips.

Mon. Is he well shipp'd ?

Cas. His bark is stoutly timber'd, and his pilot
Of very expert and approved allowance.

Shak., Othello, 11. 1. 47.

2. Delivered to a common carrier, forwarder,
express company, etc., for transportation.

shippen (ship'n), n. [< ME. schupene, scliipne,

ulitpne, a shed, stall, < AS. scypen, with forma-
tive -eit (perhaps dim.), < sceoppa, a hall, hut,

shop: see shop1
.] A stable; a cow-house. Also

xhi/ipon, sliipen. [Local, Eng.]
The shepne brennynge with the Make smoke.

Chaucer, Knight's Tale, 1. 1142.

At length Kester got up from bis three-legged stool on

seeing what the others did not that the dip-candle in

the lantern was coming to an end, and that in two or three
minutes more the shippon would be in darkness, and so

his pails of milk be endangered.
Mrs. Gaskell, Sylvia's Lovers, xv.

ship-pendulum (ship'pen"du-lum), . A pen-
dulum with a graduated arc, used to ascertain
the heel of a vessel. Also called clinometer.

shipper (ship'er), u. [< ME., = D. sclripper (> E.

skipper) G. schiffer, a shipman, boatman (in
def. 2, directly < ship, r., + -er l

). Doublet of

skipper.'] If. A seaman; a mariner; a skipper.
The said JIarchants shal . . . haue free libertie . . .

to name, choose, and assigne brokers, shippers, . . . and
all other meet and necessary laborers.

Haklutjt's Voyages, I. 206.

2. One who delivers goods or merchandise to

a common carrier, forwarder, express company,
etc., for transportation, whether by land or wa-
ter or both.

K the value of the property ... is not stated by the

shipper, the holder will not demand of the Adams Express
Company a sum exceeding fifty dollars for the loss.

Express Receipt, in Maguire v. Dinsmore, 60 N. Y. 168.

3. A mechanical device for arranging parts or

appendages of dress in their proper places : as,
a belt shipper.

shipping (ship'ing),)). [< ME. schyppynge ; ver-

bal n. of ship, v. (< ship, v., + -inn1); in def. 3

merely collective, < ship, H., + -ing
1
.] If. The

act of taking ship; a voyage.
God send 'em good shipping .'

Shak., T. of the S., v. 1. 43.

2. The act of sending freight by ship or other-

wise. 3. Ships in general; sliips or vessels of

any kind for navigation ; the collective body of

ships belonging to a country, port, etc.
; also,

their aggregate tonnage: as, the shipping of
the United Kingdom exceeds that of any other

country: also used attributively: as, shipping
laws.

The Gouernour, by this meanes being strong in shipping,
fitted the Caruill with twelue men, vnder the command of
Edward Waters formerly spoken of, and sent them to Vir-

ginia about such businesse as hee had conceiued.

Quoted in Capt. John Smith's Works, II. 142.

Lloyd's Register of British and Foreign Shipping.
See Lloyd's. To take shipping!, to take passage on a
ship or vessel ; embark.

The morne aftyr Seynt Martyn, that was the xij Day of

novembr, at j of the clok att aftyr noon, I toke shippyng at
the Eodis. Tarkington, Diarie of Eng. Travel!, p. 58.

Take, therefore, shipping post, my lord, to France.

Shale., 1 Hen. VI., V. 5. 87.

An it were not as good a Deed as to drink to give her
to him again I wou d I might never ta!ce Shipping.

Congreve, Way of the World, v. 9.

shipping-agent (ship'ing-a"jent), . The agent
of a vessel or line of vessels to whom goods are

consigned for shipment, and who acts as agent
for the ship or ships.

shipping-articles (ship'ing-ar"ti-klz), n. pi. Ar-
ticles of agreement between the captain of a
vessel and the seamen on board in respect to

the amount of wages, length of time for which
they are shipped, etc.

shipping-bill (ship'ing-bil), n. An invoice or
manifest of goods put on board a ship.

shipping-clerk (ship'ing-klerk), . An em-
ployee in a mercantile house who attends to
the shipment of merchandise.
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shipping-master (ship'ing-mas'ter), H. The
nllieial before whom sailors engaged for a voy-
age sign the articles of agreement, and in

whose presence they are paid off when the voy-
age is finished. In British ports the shipping-master
is under the Local Marine Board, and is subject to the
Board of Trade.

shipping-note (ship'iug-not), M. A delivery or

receipt note of particulars of goods forwarded
to a wharf for shipment. Simmonds.

shipping-Office (ship'ing-of'is), H. 1. The of-

fice of a shipping-agent. 2. The office of a

shipping-master, where sailors are shipped or

engaged.
ship-plate (ship'plat), n. See plate.

shippo (ship'po'), H. [Jap., lit. 'the seven pre-
cious things,' in allusion to the number and
value or richness of the materials used ; < Chi-

nese ts'ih pao : ship (assimilated form of shiehi,

shitsii before p, = Chinese ts'ih), seven; po (=
Chinese ^MJo), a precious thing, a jewel.] Japa-
nese enamel or cloisonne

1

. See cloisonne.

shippon, a. See xliippen.

ship-pound (ship'pound), n. A unit of weight
used in the Baltic and elsewhere. Its values
in several places are as follows:



shire

In the earlier use of the word, shire hud simply answered
to division. The town of York was parted into seven sudi

shires. J. R. Green, Conquest of England, p. 230.

2. Originally, a division of the kingdom of Bug-
land under the jurisdiction of an ealdormau,
whose authority was intrusted to the sheriff

('shire-reeve')> on whom the government ulti-

mately devolved ; also, in Anglo-Saxon use, in

general, a district, province, diocese, or parish ;

in later and present use, one of the larger divi-

sions into which Great Britain is parted out

for political and administrative purposes ;
a

county. Some smaller districts in the north of England
retain the provincial appellation of shire, as Kichmond-
shire, in the North Riding of Yorkshire, and HallamgAtre,
or the manor of Hallam, in the West Riding, which is near-

ly coextensive with the parish of Sheffield. See knight of
the shire, under knight.

Of maystres hadde he moo than times ten,
That were of lawe expert and curious ; . . .

An able for to helpen al a schire

In any caas that mighte falle or happe.
Chaucer, Gen. Prol. to C. T. (ed. Morris), 1. 684.

The foole expects th' ensuing year
To be elect high sherif of all the sheire.

Times' Whistle (E. E. T. 8.), p. 46.

The name scir [AS. scire] or shire, which marks the divi-

sion immediately superior to the hundred, merely means
a subdivision or share of a larger whole, and was early
used in connexion with an official name to designate the
territorial sphere appointed to the particular magistracy
denoted by that name. So the diocese was the bishop's
scire, and the stewardship of the unjust steward is called

in the Anglo-Saxon translation of the Gospel his grce/seire.
We have seen that the original territorial hundreds may
have been smaller shires. The historical shires or coun-
ties owe their origin to different causes.

Stubbi, Const. Hist, 48.

3f. A shire-moot. See the quotation under

shire-day The Shires, a belt of English counties run-

ning in a northeast direction from Devonshire and Hamp-
shire, the names of which terminate in shire. The phrase
is also applied in a general way to the midland counties :

as, he comes from the shires; he has a seat in tin 1 shires.

shire2t, a. and r. An obsolete form of sheer1 .

shire-Clerk (shir'klerk), n. In England, an of-

ficer appointed by the sheriff to assist in keep-
ing the county court; an under-sheriff

; also, a
clerk in the old county court who was deputy
to the under-sheriff.

shire-day (sher'da), . A day on which the

shire-moot, or sheriffs court, was held.

Walter Aslak, ... on the shyre-day of Norffolk, balden
at Norwiche, the xxviij. day of August, in the seyd secunde

yeer, beyng there thanne a grete congregacion of poeple by
cause of the seyd shyre, . . . swiche and so many manaces
of deth and dismembryng maden. Paston Letters, I. 13.

shireevet, An obsolete form of sheriff
1

.

shire-gemot (sher'ge-mot*), . [AS. sciregemot,

scirgemot: see shire-moot.'] Same as shire-moot.

Whether the lesser thanes, or inferior proprietors of land,
were entitled to a place in the national council, as they
certainly were in the shiregemot, or county-court, is not

easily to be decided. Hallam, Middle Ages, i. 8.

shire-ground (sher'ground), it. Territory sub-

ject to county or sliire administration.

Except the northern province and some of the central

districts, all Ireland was shire-ground, and subject to the
crown [of England], in the thirteenth century.
Leland, Itinerary, quoted in Hallam 's Const. Hist., xviii.

shire-host (sher'host), . [< shire 1 + host 1
.

There is no corresponding AS. compound.]
The military force of a shire.

When the shire-host was fairly mustered, the foe was
back within his camp.

J. B. Green, Conquest of England, p. 85.

shire-houset (sher'hous), . [< ME. schirehows;
< shire1 + 7iow.se1.] A house where the shire-
moot was held.

And so John Dam, with helpe of other, gate hym out of

thescAire-AoM'8, and with niocne labour brought hym unto
Sporyer Kowe. Patton Letters, I. 180.

shire-land (sher'land), n. Same as shire-ground.
A rebellion of two septs in Leinster under Edward VI.

led to a more complete reduction of their districts, called
Leix and O'Fally, which in the next reign were made shire-

land, by the names of King's and Queen's county.
Hallam, Const. Hist, xviii.

shireman (sher'man), n.
; pi. shiremen (-men).

[Also dial, shereman; < ME. shireman (> ML.
schirma>ms),<. AS. scireman. scirman (also scires-

man), < scire, shire, + man, man.] 1. A sheriff.

Compare earl.

The shire already has its shireman or shire-reeve.
J. It. Green, Conquest of England, p. 223.

2. A man belonging to "the shires" (which see,
under shire).

Shire-man. Any man who had not the good fortune to
be born in one of the sister counties, or in Essex. He is a
sort of foreigner to us ; and to our ears, which are acutely
sensible of any violation of the beauty of our phraseology,
and the music of our pronunciation, his speech soon be-

wrays him. "
Aye, I knew he must be a there-man by his

tongue." Forby, p. 296. llalli'mll.
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shire-moot (sher'mot), w. [Also sliiremotc; <

AS. si'iri-i/ciiiiil. ai-iriji'iiii'it. also sciircsniitt (>
ML. si'i/ri'-iiioliiM), shire-moot, < .idre, shire. +
i/niidt, meeting: seeshire1 and moot 1

. Cf.folk-
mnot, witena-gemot.] Formerly, in England, a
court or assembly of the county held periodi-

cally by the sheriff along with the bishop of

the diocese, and with the ealdorman in shires

that had ealdormen.
The presence of the ealdorman and the bishop, who

legally sat with him [the sheriff] hi the Mre-moot, and
whose presence recalled the folk-moot from which it

sprang, would necessarily be rare and irregular, while
the reeve was bound to attend : and the result of this is

seen in the way in which the shire-moot soon became known
simply as the sheriff's court.

J. K. Green, Conquest of England, p. 230.

The shiremoot, like the hundredmoot, was competent
to declare folkright in every suit, but its relation to the
lower court was not, properly speaking, an appellate juris-
diction. Its function was to secure to the suitor the right
which he had failed to obtain in the hundred.

Stubbs, Const. Hist, 60.

shire-reevet (sher'rev), n. [See sheriff
1
.] A

sheriff.

shire-town (shir'toun), . The chief town of

a shire; a county town.
shire-wickt (sher'wik), . A shire

;
a county.

Holland.
shirk (sherk), v. [More prop, sherk ; appar. the
same as shark (cf. clerk aud dark, ME. dcrk and
E. dark1

): see shark?.] I. intrans. If. To
practise mean or artful tricks

;
live by one's

wits; shark.
He [Archbishop Laud] might have spent his time much

better . . . than thus sherking and raking in the tobacco-

shops. State Trials (1640), H. Orimstone.

2. To avoid unfairly or meanly the perform-
ance of some labor or duty.
One of the cities shirked from the league.

Byron, To Murray, Sept. 7, 1820.

There was little idling and no shirking in his school.
H. B. Storn, Oldtown, p. 425.

To shirk off, to sneak away. [Colloq.]

II. trans. It. To procure by mean tricks;
shark. /'J>. Diet. 2. To avoid or get off

from unfairly or meanly ;
slink away from : as,

to shirk responsibility. [Colloq.]

They would roar out instances of his . . . shirking some
encounter with a lout half his own size.

T. Hughes, Tom Brown at Eugby, i. 8.

shirk (sherk), w. [See shirk, v., and shark2
, .]

It. One who lives by shifts or tricks. See
shark'*. 2. One who seeks to avoid duty.
shirker (sher'ker), n. [< shirk + -er1 .] One
who shirks duty or danger.
A faint-hearted shirker of responsibilities.

Cornhill Mag., II. 109.

shirky (sher'ki), a. [< shirk + -y
1
.] Disposed

to shirk; characterized by shirking. Imp.
Diet.

shirl1
(sherl), r. and a. An obsolete or dialec-

tal form of shrill.

shirl2 (sherl), v. t. [Also shurl ; prop, 'sherl,

a freq. of shear1
.] To cut with shears. Halli-

icell. [Prov. Eng.]
shirl3 (sherl), r. i. [Perhaps prop. *sherl, freq.
of sheer1

;
otherwise due to shirl2.] 1. To slide.

My young ones lament that they can have no more
shirting in the lake : a motion something between skating
and sliding, aud originating in the iron clogs.

Southey, Letters, 1826.

2. To romp about rudely. Halliicell.

[Prov. Eng. in both uses.]
shirl4 (sheri), n. [< G. schirl, for schorl : see

schorl, shorl.] Schorl. [Rare.]
shirly (sher'li), adv. An obsolete or dialectal

form of shrilly.

shirpt, *'

'

[Imitative. Cf. chirp
1
.] To puff

with the mouth in scorn.

Du/a, the dispisyng Waste of the mouthe that we call

shirpyng. Thomas, Italian Diet. (HaUiweU.)

shirr, shir (sher), v. t. [Origin obscure ; hardly
found in literature or old records; perhaps a

dial, form (prop. *sher) and use of sheer2
, i:]

1 . To pucker or draw up (a fabric or a part of a

fabric) by means of parallel gathering-threads :

as, to shirr an apron. 2. In cookery, to poach
(eggs) in cream instead of water.

shirr, shir (sher), w. [< shinf, i:] 1. A pucker-
ing or fulling produced in a fabric by means
of parallel gathering-threads. 2. One of the

threads of india-rubber woven into cloth or rib-

bon to make it elastic.

shirred (sherd), p. a. 1 . (a) Puckered or gather-
ed, as by shirring : as, a shirred bonnet. [U. S.]

(1) Having india-rubber or elastic cords woven
in the texture, so as to produce shirring.

[Eng.] 2. In cookery, poached in cream : said

of eggs.

shirt-frill

shirrevet, An earlier form of sin
'''.//'

shirring (shi'r'inj;), n. [Verbal n. of shirr, i

1

.]

1. Decorative needlework done by gathering
the stuff in very small gathers, and holding it

at more than one point, either by stitching, or

by cords which pass through it and gather it

more or less closely at pleasure. 2. Manu-
factured webbing, and the like, in which an
elastic cord or thread gives the effect described
above. Also called elastic.

shining-string (sher'ing-string), n. A string
or cord passed between the two thicknesses of

a double shirred fabric, so as to make the small

gathers closer or looser at pleasure. Several
such cords are put in side by side.

shirt (shert), H. [< ME. sliirte, sehirte, schyrt,
xcliirt, .ilirrte, sscrte, shurte, scurte, scorte, either

< AS. 'sceorte or *scijrte (not found), or an as-

sibilated form, due to association with the re-

lated adj. short (< AS. sceort), of skirt, nkirte, <

Icel. skyrta, a shirt, a kind of kirtle, = Sw.

skjorta, skort = Dan. skjorte, a shirt, skjiirt, a

petticoat, = D. schort = MLG. schortc = MHG.
schu)-;, G. schurz, schilrze, an apron; from the

adj., AS. sceort = OHG. scurz, short (cf. Icel.

skortr, shortness) : see short. Doublet of skirt.]

1. A garment, formerly the chief under-garmeut
of both sexes. Now the name is given to a garment
worn only by men and a similar garment worn by infants.

It has many forms. In western Europe and the United

States, the shirt ordinarily worn by men is of cotton, with
linen bosom, wristbands, and collar prepared for stiffen-

ing with starch, the collar and wristbands being usually

separate and adjustable. Flannel and knitted worsted
shirts or under-shirts are also woni.

The Emperour a-non
A-lihte a-doun and bis clothus of caste euerichon,
Anon to his schurte. Holy Hood (E. E. T. S.), p. 55.

"You must wear my husband's linen, which, I dare say,
is not so fine as yours." "Pish, my dear ; my shirts are

good shirts enough for any Christian," cries the Colonel.

Thackeray, Virginians, xxii.

2t. The amnion, or some part of it.

Ayneliere, the inmost of the three membranes which en-

wrap a womb-lodged infant ; called by some midwives the

coif or biggin of the child ; by others, the childs shirt.

Cotgrave.

3. In a blast-furnace, an interior lining A
boiled Shirt, a white or linen shirt : so called in allusion

to the laundrying of it [Slang.]

There was a considerable inquiry for "store clothes," a

hopeless overhauling of old and disused raiment, and a

general demand for boiled shirts and the barber.
Bret llarte, Fool of Five Forks.

Bloody shirt, a blood-stained shirt, as the symbol or to-

ken of murder or outrage. Hence, "to wave the bloody
shirt" is to bring to the attention or recall to mind, in

order to arouse indignation or resentment, the murders
or outrages committed by persons belonging to a party,
for party advantage or as a result of party passion : spe-

cifically used in the United States with reference to

such appeals, often regarded as demagogic and insincere,
made by Northern politicians with reference to murders
or outrages committed in the South during the period of

reconstruction and later (see Kuklux Klan), or to the civil

war.

Palladius who . . . was acquainted with stratagems
invented . . . that all the men there should dress them-

selves like the poorest sort of the people in Arcadia, hav-

ing no banners but bloody shirts hanged upon long staves,
with some bad bagpipes instead of drum and fife.

Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, i.

The sacred duty of pursuing the assassins of Othman
was the engine and pretence of his [Moawiyah's] ambition.
The bloody shirt of the martyr was exposed in the mosch
of Damascus.

Gibbon, Decline and Fall (ed. Smith, 1866), VI. 277.

He [M. Leon Foucher, reviewing Guizot's translation of

Sparks's Washington] adds :

" It is by spreading out the
miseries of the workmen, the bloody shirt of some victim,
the humiliation of all, that the people are excited to take
arms." . . . He then proceeds to state, apparently as a

corollary of what may be called his bloody-shirt principle,
that our Revolution was not popular with what he terms
the inferior classes. . . . But most assuredly the Americans
did not want a visible signal to push them on ; and he who
should have displayed a bloody shirt for that purpose
would have been followed by the contempt of the specta-

tors, and saluted with stonesby every idle boy in the streets.

L. Cass, France, its King, etc., p. 44.

Hair shirt. SeeAafri.

shirt (shert), r. t. [< shirt, n.] To clothe with
a shirt ; hence, by extension, to clothe

;
cover.

Ah, for so many souls, as but this morn
Were clothed with flesh, and warmed with vital blood,
But naked now, or skirted but with air !

Dryden, King Arthur, ii. 1.

shirt-buttons (shert'buf'nz), n. A kind of

chickweed, Stellaria Holostea, with conspicuous
white flowers. [Prov. Eng.]
Shirt-frame (shert'fram), . A machine for

knitting shirts or guernseys. E. H. Knight.
shirt-frill (shert'fril), . A frill of fine cam-
bric or lawn, worn by men on the breast of the

shirt a fashion of the early part of the nine-

teenth century.



shirt-front

shirt-front (shert'fruiit), n. 1. That part of a
shirt which is allowed to show more or less in

front; the part which covers the breast, and
is often composed of finer material or orna-

mented in some way, as by ruffles or lace, or by
being plaited, or simply starched stiffly. Or-

namental buttons, or studs, or breastpins are

often worn in connection with it.

First came a smartly-dressed personage on horseback,
with a conspicuous expansive shirtfruiLt ami figured satin

stock. Oeori/e Eliot, Felix Holt, xi.

2. A dicky.

shirting (sher'ting), it. [< shirt + -in<j
l

.~] 1.

Any fabric designed for making shirts. Specifi-

cally (a) A tine holland or linen.

Cand. Lookeyou, Gentlemen, your choice : Cambrickes?
Cram. No sir, some shirtiny.

Dekker and Middleton, Honest Whore, I. i. 10.

(b) Stout cotton cloth such as is suitable for shirts : when
used without qualification, the term signifies plain white
bleached cotton.

2. Shirts collectively. [Rare.]
A troop of droll children, little hatless boys with their

galligaskins much worn and scant shirting to hang out.

George Eliot, Middlemarch, xlv.

Calico shirting, cotton cloth of the quality requisite for

making shirts. [Eng.] Fancy shirting, a cotton cloth
woven in simple patterns of one or two colors, like ging-
ham, or printed in colors in simple patterns.

shirtless (shert'les), a. [< shirt + -less."] With-
out a shirt; hence, poor; destitute.

Linsey-woolsey brothers,
Grave mummers ! sleeveless some, and shirtless others.

Pope, Duuciad, iii. 116.

shirt-sleeve (shert'slev), n. The sleeve of a
shirt.

Sir Isaac Newton at the age of fourscore would strip up
his shirt-sleeve to shew his muscular brawny arm.

Sir J. Hawkins, Johnson, p. 440, note.

In one's shirt-sleeves, without one's coat.

They arise and come out together in their dirty shirt-

sleeves, pipe in mouth. W. M. Baker, New Timothy, p. 185.

shirt-waist (shert'wast), n. A garment for
women's and children's wear, resembling a
shirt in fashion, but worn over the undercloth-

ing, and extending no lower than the waist,
where it is belted.

slush-work (shish'werk), n. [< Hind. Pers.

shisha, glass, + E. work.] Decoration pro-
duced by means of small pieces of mirror in-

laid in wooden frames, and used, like a mosaic,
for walls and ceilings. Compare ardisli, in

which a slightly different process is followed.

shist, n. See schist.

shitepoke (shlt'pok), n. The small green her-
on of North America, Butorides virescens, also

called^ofre, chalk-line, aTidfly-up-the-creek. The
poke is 16 to 18 inches long, and 25 in alar extent. The
plumage of the crest and upper parts is mainly glossy-
green, but the lance-linear plumes which decorate the back
in the breeding-season have a glaucous-bluish cast, and the

wing-coverts have tawny edgings ; the neck is rich pur-
plish-chestnut, with a variegated throat-line of dusky and

Shitepoke (BtttoHdes virescens).

white ; the under parts are brownish-ash, varied on the
belly with white ; the bill is greenish-black,with much of
the under inaudible yellow, like the lores and irides ; the
legs are greenish-yellow. This pretty heron abounds in

suitable places in most of the United States; it breeds
throughout this range, sometimes in heronries with other
birds of its kind, sometimes by itself. The nest is a rude
platform of sticks on a tree or bush ; the eggs are three to
six in number, of a pale-greenish color, elliptical, 1 j inches
long by l^j broad. There are other pokes of this genus, as
B. brunnescens of Cuba.

shittah-tree (shit'a-tre), . [< Heb. shittah, pi.

shittln, a kind of acacia (the medial letter is

teth).~\ A tree generally supposed to be an
acacia, either Acacia Arabica (taken as in-

cluding A. vera) or A. Seyal. These are small
pirtrk'tl ;iml thorny trees suited to dry deserts, yielding
gum arable, and affording a hard wood that of one being,
as supposed, the shittim wood of Scripture. See cut un-
der Acadtt.
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I will plant in the wilderness the cedar, the shittah tree

and the myrtle, and the oil tree. Isa. xli. 19.

shittim-WOOd (shit'im-wud), n. [< shittim (F.

neti>n),< Heb.sMttfm (see sltittah-tree), + wood 1
.}

1. The wood of the shittah-tree, prized among
the Hebrews, and, according to Exodus and
Deuteronomy, furnishing the material of the
ark of the covenant and various parts of the

tabernacle. It is hard, tough, durable, and

susceptible of a fine polish.
And they shall make an ark of shittim wood. Ex. xxv. 10.

2. A tree, Bwnelia lanuginosa, of the southern
United States, yielding a wood used to some
extent in cabinet-making, and a gum, called

gum-elastic, of some domestic use. The small
western tree Bhammus Purshiana is also so

called.

shittle1
(shit'l), n. An obsolete or dialectal

form of shuttle1 .

Shittle2t, a. An obsolete form of shuttle?.

shittle-brainedt, shittlecockt, etc. Same as

shuttle-brained, etc.

Shiva, n. Same as Siva.

shivaree (shiv'a-re), . A corruption of chari-

vari. [Vulgar,"southern U. S.]

shivaree (shiv'a-re), v. t. [< shivaree, .] To
salute with a mock serenade. [Southern U. S.]

The boys are going to shivaree old Poquelin to-night.
G. W. Cable, Old Creole Days, p. 202.

shive (shiv), n. [< ME. schive, schife, prob. <

AS. "scife, *scif (not recorded) = MD. *sehijve,
D. schijf, a round plate, disk, quoit, counter (in

games), etc., = MLG. schive, LG. schive = OHG.
sciba, scipa, a round plate, ball, wheel, MHG.
schibe, G. scheibe, a round plate, roll, disk, pane
of glass, = Icel. skifa, a slice, = Sw. skifva =
Dan. skive, a slice, disk, dial, sheave

; perhaps
akin to Gr. ovcoiTrof, a potters' wheel, tsKlirwv, a

staff, L. scipio(n-), a staff. The evidence seems
to indicate two diff. words merged under this

one form, one of them being also the source of

shiver1
, q. v. Cf. sheave2

,
a doublet of shive.]

1 . A thin piece cut off
;
a slice : as, a shive of

bread. [Old and prov. Eng.]
Easy it is

Of a cut loaf to steal a shive, we know.
Shak., Tit. And., ii. 1. 86.

This sort of meat ... is often eaten in the beer shops
with thick shines of bread.

Mayhew, London Labour and London Poor, II. 255.

2. A splinter: same as shiver1
,
2. 3. A cork

stopper large in diameter in proportion to its

length, as the flat cork of a jar or wide-mouthed
bottle. 4. A small iron wedge for fastening
the bolt of a window-shutter. Halliwell. [Prov.

Eng.]
shiver1

(shiv'er), B. [< ME. shiver, schivere,

schyvere, schyvyr, shever, schevir (pi. scivren,

scifren), prob. < AS. *scifera (not recorded), a
thin piece, a splinter, = OHG. skivero, a splin-
ter of stone, MHG. schivere, schiver, schever, a

splinter of stone or wood, esp. of wood, G.

schiefer (> Sw. skiffer = Dan. skifer), a splinter,

shiver, slate
;
with formative -er (-ra), < Tent.

Vskif, separate, part, whence AS. sciftan, part,

change, etc. : see shift. Prob. connected in part
with shive: see skive. Hence shiver1

, v., and
ult. skiver, skewer, q. v.] If. Same as shive, 1.

Of youre softe breed nat but a shyvere.

Chaucer, Summoner's Tale, 1. 132.

Tho keruer hym parys a schyuer so fre,
And touches tho louys yn quere a-boute.

Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 322.

2. A broken bit; a splinter; a sliver; one of

many small pieces or fragments such as are

produced by a sudden and violent shock or

blow. Also shive.

Scip arne [ran] to-gen scip
Tha hit al towode to scifren.

Layamon, 1. 4537.

To fill up the fret with little shivers of a quill and glue,
as some say will do well, by reason must be stark nought.

Ascham, Toxophilus(ed. 1864), p. 115.

Bussius saith that the rootes of reed, being stampt and
mingled with hony, will draw out any thorne or shiver.

Topsell, Beasts (1607), p. 421. (Halliu-ell.)

He would pun thee into shivers with his fist, as a sailor

breaks a biscuit. Shak., T. and C., ii. 1. 42.

Thorns of the crown and shivers of the cross.

Tennyson, Balin and Balan.

3. In mineral., a species of blue slate; schist;
shale. 4f. Naut., a sheave; the wheel of a

pulley. 5. A small wedge or key. E. H.

Knight.
shiver1

(shiv'er), v. [< ME. shiveren, schyveren,
scheveren (= MD. scheveren, split, = MHG.
Hchiveren, G. schiefcrn, separate in scales, ex-

foliate); <. shiver 1
, .] I. trans. To break into

shivery

many small fragments or splinters ;
shatter

;

dash to pieces at a blow.

Anil round about a border was entrayld
< n broken bowes and arrowes shivered short.

Spenser, F. Q., III. xi. 46.

Shiver my timbers, an imprecation formerly used by
sailors, especially in the nautical drama. =Syn. Shatter,
etc. See '/"/,.

II. intrans. To burst, fly, or fall at once into

many small pieces or parts.
Ther shyveren shaftes upon sheeldes thikke.

Chaucer, Knight's Tale, 1. 1747.

The reason given by him why the drop of glass so much
wondered at shivers into so many pieces by breaking only
one small part of it is approved for probable.

Aubrey, Lives, Thomas Hobbes.

The hard brands shiver on the steel,

The splinter'd spear-shafts crack and fly.

Tennyson, Sir Galahad.

shiver2 (shiv'er), r. [Early mod. E. also shever ;

an altered form, perhaps due to confusion with
shiver1 , of ehiver, chyver, < ME. chiveren, cheveren,

ehyveren, chivelen, chyvelen; appar. an assibi-

lated form of "kiveren, supposed by Skeat to

be a Scand. form of quiver: see quiver
1

. The
resemblance to MD. schoeveren, "to shiver or

shake "(Hexhain), is appar. accidental; the verb
is trans. inKilian.] I. intrans. To shake; shud-
der

;
tremble

; quiver ; specifically, to shake
with cold.

The temple walles gan chiuere and schake,
Veiles in the temple a-two thei sponne.

Holy Rood (E. E. T. S.), p. 144.

And as a letheren purs lolled his chekes,
Wei sydder than his chyn thei chiueled [var. ychiueled] for

elde. Piers Plowman (B), v. 182.

And I that in forenight was with no weapon agasted . . .

Now shiuer at shaddows. Stanihurst, jEneid, ii. 754.

At last came drooping Winter slowly on, ...
He quak'd and shiver'd through his triple fur.

J. Beaumont, Psyche, iv. 64.

= Syn. Shiver, Quake, Shudder, Quiver. We shiver with
cold or a sensation like that of cold ; we quake with fear ;

we shudder with horror. To quiver is to have a slight
tremulous or fluttering motion : as, her lip quivered ; to

quiver in every nerve.

II. trans. Naut., to cause to flutter or shake
in the wind, as a sail by trimming the yards or

shifting the helm so that the wind strikes on
the edge of the sail.

If about to bear up, shiver the mizzen topsail or brail up
the spanker. Luce, Seamanship, p. 367.

shiver2 (shiv'er), n. [< shiver2
, v.'] A tremu-

lous, quivering motion ;
a shaking- or trembling-

fit, especially from cold.

Each sound from afar is caught,
The faintest shiver of leaf and limb.

Whittier, Mogg Megone, i

It was a night to remember with a shiver lying down
in that far-off wilderness with the reasonable belief that

before morning there was an even chance of an attack of

hostile Indians upon our camp.
S. Bowles, In Merriam, II. 83.

The Shivers, the ague ;
chills : as, he has the shivers

every second day. [Colloq.J

shivered (shiv'erd),^). a. In her., represented as
broken into fragments or ragged pieces: said

especially of a lance.

shivering1
(shiv'er-ing), n. [< shiver1 + -ing

1
.]

A sliver; a strip. [Rare.]
In stead of Occam they vse the shiuerings of the barke

of the sayd trees. Hakluyt's Voyages, II. 270.

shivering2 (shiv'er-ing), n. [Verbal n. of shiv-

er?, v.] A tremulous snaking or quivering, as

with a chill or fear.

Four days after the operation, my patient had a sudden
and long shivering:. Dr. J. Brown, Eab.

shiveringly (shiv'er-ing-li), adv. With or as
with shivering or slight shaking.
The very wavelets . . . seem to creep shiveringly to-

wards the shallow waters.
Pall Mall Gazette, March 31, 1886. (Encyc. Diet.)

shiver-spar (shiv'er-spar), M. A variety of cal-

cite or calcium carbonate: so called from its

slaty structure. Also called slate-spar.

shivery1
(shiv'er-i), . [< shiver1 + -y

1
.] Easi-

ly falling into shivers or small fragments; not

firmly cohering ;
brittle.

There were observed incredible numbers of these shells

thus flatted, and extremely tender, in shivery stone.

Woodward.

shivery2 (shiv'er-i), a. [< shiver2 + -y
1
.] 1.

Pertaining to or resembling a shiver or shiver-

ing; characterized by a shivering motion: as,

a shivery undulation. 2. Inclined or disposed
to shiver.

The mere fact of living in a close atmosphere begets a

shivery, susceptible condition of the body.
Jour, of Education, XVIII. 149.

The frail, shivery, rather thin and withered little being,

enveloped in a tangle of black silk wraps.
H. B. Stowe, Oldtown, p. 294.



shivery

3. Causing shivering ;
chill.

The chill, shivery October morning came; . . . the Oc-

tober morning of Milton, whose silver mists were heavy
fogs. Mrs. Gaskell, North and South, xxxi.

shizoku (she-zo'ku), . [Jap. (= Chinese **/-

(or sze-) tsu/i,
' the warnor or scholar class'), <

shi (ors;c), warrior, scholar, + -oM (= Chinese

tsuh), class.] 1. The military or two-sworded
men of Japan; the gentry, as distinguished
on the one hand from the kuicazoku or nobles,
and on the other from the heimin or common
people. 2. A member of this class.

SD.O l
,pron. An obsolete or dialectal form of she.

sho-(sho), interj. Same &spshaw: [Colloq.,Nevv
Eng.]
shoad '

t, shoad2 . See shade1
,
shade2 .

shoal 1
(shol), a. and . [Early mod. E. also

shole, Sc. shaul, shawl ; early mod. E. also should,

ahold (dial, nheld, Sc. shauld, schald, shaud,
shawd), < ME. nchold, scholde ; with appar. un-

orig. d (perhaps due to conformation with the

pp. suffix -(ft), prob. lit.
'

sloping,'
'

slant,' < Icel.

skjdlgr, oblique, wry, squint, = Sw. dial, skjali/,

OSw. skalg, oblique, slant, wry, crooked, = AS.
*sceolh (in comp. sccol-, scelff-), oblique: see

shallow, a doublet of shoal1 .] I. a. Shallow;
of little depth.

Schold, or schalowe, nogte depe, as water or other lyke.
Basea [var. bassus]. Prompt. Pare., p. 447.

The 21 day we sounded, and found 10 fadorae ; after that
we sounded againe, and found but 7 fadome ;

so shoalder
and shoalder water. Hakluyt's Voyages, I. 236.

The River of Alvarado is above a Mile over at the Mouth,
yet the entrance is but ithole, there being Sands for near
two Mile off the shore. Dampier, Voyages, II. ii. 123.

The shoaler soundings generally show a strong admix-
ture of sand, while the deeper ones appear as purer clays.

Amer. Jour. Sci., 3d ser., XXIX. 479.

II. n. A place where the water of a stream,
lake, or sea is of little depth : a sand-bank or

bar; a shallow; more particularly, among sea-

men, a sand-bank which shows at low water:
also used figuratively.

Wolsey, that once trod the ways of glory,
And sounded all the depths and shoals of honour.

Shale., Hen. VIII., iii. 2. 438.

So full of sholds that, if they keepe not the channell in
the milkiest, there is no sayling but by daylight.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 707.

The tact with which he [Mr. Gallatin] steered his way
between the shoals that surrounded him is the most re-

markable instance in our history of perfect diplomatic
skill. H. Adatns, Albert Gallatin, p. 522.

shoal1
(shol), v. [< shoal1 , a.] I. intrans. To

become shallow, or more shallow.

A splendid silk of foreign loom,
Where like a shoaling sea the lovely blue
Play'd into green. Tennyson, Geraint.

The bottom of the sea off the coast of Brazil shoals

gradually to between thirty and forty fathoms.

Darn-in, Coral Reefs, p. 77.

II. trans. Naut., to cause to become shallow,
or more shallow; proceed from a greater into a
lesser depth of : as, a vessel in sailing shoals her
water. Marryat.
shoal'2 (shol), it. [Early mod. E. also shole; an
assibilated form of scole, also scool, school, scoll,

scull, skull, < ME. scole, a troop, throng, crowd,
< AS. scolu, a multitude, shoal: see school^, of
which shoafi is thus a doublet. The assibila-
tion of scole (scool, school, etc.) to shole, shoal is

irregular, and is prob. due to confusion with
shoal1 .

~\
A great multitude ;

a crowd; a throng;
of fish, a school : as, a shoal of herring ;

shoals
of people.

I sawe a shole of shepeheardes outgoe
With singing, and shouting, and jolly chere.

Spenser, Shep. Cal., May.
As yet no flowrs with odours Earth reuiued :

No scaly shoals yet in the Waters diued.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, i. 1.

A shoal
Of darting fish, that on a summer morn . . .

Come slipping o'er their shadows on the sand.

Tennyson, Geraint.

Shoal2 (shol), v. i. [Early mod. E. also shole;
< shoaft, n.] To assemble in a multitude

;

crowd; throng; school, as fish.

Thus pluckt he from the shore his lance, and left the waues
to wash

The waue-sprung entrailes, about which fausens and other
fish

Did shole, to nibble at the fat. Chapman, Iliad, xxi. 191.

shoaldt, a. An obsolete form of shoal1 .

Shoal-duck (shol'duk), w. The American eider-

duck, more fully called Isles of Shoals duel;
from a locality off Portsmouth in New Hamp-
shire. See cut under eider-duck.

shoaler (sho'ler), .. [< shoal1 + -er1 .] A
sailor in the coast-trade; a coaster: in dis-

5580

tinction from one who makes voyages to for-

eign ports. Shoaler-draft, light draft: used with
reference to vessels.

shoal-indicator (sh6rin
//

di-ka-tor), >i. A buoy
or beacon of any form fixed on a shoal as a

guide or warning to mariners.
Shoaliness (sho'li-nes), n. The state of being
shoaly, or of abounding in shoals.

shoaling (sho'ling), p. a. Becoming shallow

by filling up with shoals.

Had it llnvereskl been a shoaling estuary, as at present,
it is difficult to see how the Romans should have made
choice of it as a port. Sir C. Lyell, Geol. Evidences, iii.

shpal-mark (shol'mark), n. A mark set to in-

dicate shoal water, as a stake or buoy.
He . . . then began to work her warily into the next

system of shoal-marks.
S. L. Clemens, Life on the Mississippi, p. 140.

shoalness (shol'nes), . [Early mod. E. also

shohhtesse; < shoal 1 + -ness.] The state of be-

ing shoal
; shallowness.

These boats are . . . made according to the sholdnesse
of the riuer, because that the riuer is in many places full

of great stones. llaicluyt's Voyages, II. 213.

The shoalnegs of the lagoon-channels round some of the
islands. Darwin, Coral Reefs, p. 168.

shoalwise (shol'wlz), adv. [< shoal'J + -wise2.]
In shoals or crowds.

When he goes abroad, as he does now shoalu'ise, John
Bull finds a great host of innkeepers, &c. Prof. lilac/fie.

Shoaly (sho'li), a. [< shoal1 + -y
1
.] Full of

shoals or shallow places ; abounding in shoals.

The tossing vessel sailed on shoaly ground.
Dryden, JEnelA, v. 1130.

shoart. An obsolete spelling of share 1 and
shore%.

shoat, n. See shote?.

shock 1
(shok), H. [Formerly also chock (< F.

choc) ;
< ME. "schok (found only in the verb), <

MD. schock, D. schok = OHG. scoc, MHG. schoc,
a shock, jolt (> OF. (and F.) choc = Sp. Pg.
choquc, a shock, = It. cicoco, a block, stump) ;

appar. < AS. scacan, sceacan, etc., shake: see
shake. The varied forms of the verb (shock, >

shot), > jog, also shuck) suggest a confusion of

two words. The E. noun may be from the

verb.] 1. A violent collision ; a concussion; a

violent striking or dashing together or against,
as of bodies; specifically, in seismology, anearth-

quake-shock (see earthquake).
With harsh-resounding trumpets' dreadful bray,
And grating shock of wrathful iron arms.

Shak., Rich. II., i. 3. 136.

At thy command, I would with boyst'rous shock
Go run my selfe against the hardest rock.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii., Eden.

One of the kings of France died miserably by the chock
of an hog.
Up. Patrick, Divine Arithmetick, p. 27. (Latham, under

(chock).
It was not in the battle :

No tempest gave the shock.

Cowper, Loss of the Royal George.

2. Any sudden and more or less violent physi-
cal or mental impression.

A cup of water, . . . yet its draught
Of cool refreshment, drain'd by fever'd lips,

May give a shock of pleasure to the frame.

Talfourd, Ion, i. 2.

With twelve great shocks of sound, the shameless noon
Was clash'd and hummer'd from a hundred towers.

Tennyson, Godiva.

There is a shock of likeness when we pass from one

thing to another which in the first instance we merely
discriminate numerically, but, at the moment of bringing
our attention to bear, perceive to be similar to the first

;

j ust as there is a shock of difference when we pass between
two disslmilars. W. James, Prin. of Psychology, I. 529.

Specifically (a) In elect., a making or breaking of, or

sudden variation in, an electric current, acting as a stim-

ulant to sensory nerves or other irritable tissues. (6)

In pathol., a condition of profound prostration of volun-

tary and involuntary functions, of acute onset, caused by
trauma, surgical operation, or excessive sudden emotional
disturbance (mental shock). It is due, in part at least, to

the over-stimulation and consequent exhaustion of the
nervous centers, possibly combined with the inhibitory
action of centers rendered too irritable by the over-stimu-

lation or otherwise.

The man dies because vital parts of the organism have
been destroyed in the collision, and this condition of shock,
this insensibility to useless pain, is the most merciful

provision that can be conceived. Lancet (1887), II. 306.

(c) A sudden attack of paralysis ; a stroke. [Colloq.]

3. A strong and sudden agitation of the mind
or feelings ;

a startling surprise accompanied
by grief, alarm, indignation, horror, relief, joy,
or other strong emotion: as, a shock to the
moral sense of a community.
A single bankruptcy may give a shock to commercial

centres that is felt in every home throughout all nations.

Channing, Perfect Life. p. 132.

shock

She has been shaken by so many painful emotions . . .

that I think it would be better, for this evening at least,
to guard her from a new shock, if possible.

Georrjc Eliot, Janet's Repentance, xxii.

The shock of a surprise causes an animated expression
and stir of movements and gestures, which are very much
the same whether we are pleased or otherwise.

A. Bain, Emotions and Will, p. 563.

Erethismic shock, in pathol. See erethwnic.. Shock
Of the glottis. See ylottfe. = Syn. Shock, Collie-ion, Con-

cussion, Jolt. A shock is a violent shaking, and may be

E
reduced by a collision, a heavy jolt, or otherwise ; it may
e of the nature of a concussion. The word is more often

used of the effect than of the action : as, the shock of battle,
a shock of electricity, the shock from the sudden announce-
ment of bad news. A collisiim is the dashing of a moving
body upon a body moving or still : as, a railroad collision;
collitiion of steamships. Concussion is a shaking together ;

hence the word is especially applicable where that which
is shaken has, or may be thought of as having, parts : as,
concussion of the air or of the brain. Collision implies the

solidity of the colliding objects: as, the collision of two
cannon-balls in the air. A jolt is a shaking by a single ab-

rupt jerking motion upward or downward or both, as by a

springless wagon on a rough road. Shock is used figura-

tively ; we speak sometimes of the collision of ideas or of
minds ; concussion and jolt are only literal.

shock1
(shok), r. [< ME. scttokkfH, < MD. schock-

en, D. schokken= MLG. schocken = MHG. schock-

en (> F. choquer), shock, jolt; from the noun.
Cf. shoo1

, joy, shuck1
.] I. trans. 1. To strike

against suddenly and violently ;
encounter with

sudden collision or brunt; specifically, to en-

counter in battle : in this sense, archaic.

Come the three corners of the world in arms,
And we shall shock them. Shak., K. John, v. 7. 117.

2. To strike as with indignation, horror, or dis-

gust; cause to recoil, as from something as-

tounding, appalling, hateful, or horrible; of-

fend extremely ; stagger ;
stun.

This cries, There is, and that, There is no God.
What shocks one part will edify the rest.

Pope, Essay on Man, iv. 141.

A nature so prone to ideal contemplation as Spenser's
would be profoundly shocked by seeing too closely the

ignoble springs of contemporaneous policy.
Lowell, Among my Books, 2d ser., p. 144.

= Syn. 2. To appal, dismay, sicken, nauseate, scandalize,
revolt, outrage, astound. See shocks, n.

II. intrans. 1. To collide with violence; meet
in sudden onset or encounter.

Chariots on chariots roll ;
the clashing spokes

Shock ; while the madding steeds break short their yokes.
Pope, Iliad, xvi. 445.

"Have at thee then," said Kay; they shock'd, and Kay
Fell shoulder-slipt Tennyson, Gareth and Lynette.

2f. To rush violently.

He schodirde and schrenkys, and schontes [delays] bott

lyttile,
Bott schokkes in scharpely in his schene wedys.

Morte Arthure (E. E. T. S.), 1. 4236.

But at length, when they saw flying in the darke to be
more suerty vnto them then fighting, they shocked away in

diners companies. J. Brende, tr. of Quintus Curtius, iv.

3. To butt, as rams. Jfalliwell. [Prov. Eng.]
shock2 (shok), n. [< ME. schokke, a shock,< MD.
schocke = MLG. schok, a shock, cock, heap, =
MHG. schoche, heap of grain, aheap,= Sw. skock,
a crowd, heap, herd; prob. the same as OS. scok
= D. schok = MLG. schok = MHG. schoc, G.
schock = Sw. skock = Dan. skok, threescore,
another particular use of the orig. sense, 'a

heap'; perhaps orig. a heap 'shocked' or

thrown together, ult. < shock1
(cf. sheaf1,

ult.

< shove). Cf. shook2 .] 1. In agri., a group of

sheaves of grain placed standing in a field with
the stalk-ends down, and so arranged as to shed
the rain as completely as possible, in order to

permit the grain to dry and ripen before hous-

ing. In England also called shook or stook.

The sheaves being yet in shocks in the field.

North, tr. of Plutarch, p. 85.

He . . . burnt up both the shocks and also the standing
corn. Judges xv. 5.

2. A similar group of stalks of Indian corn or

maize, not made up in sheaves, but placed sin-

gly, and bound together at the top in a conical

form. Such shocks are usually made by gather-

ing a number of cut stalks around a center of

standing corn. [U. S.] 3f. A unit of tale,

sixty boxes or canes, by a statute of Charles II.

= Syn. 1 and 2. Stack, etc. See sheafi.

shock2 (shok), v. [< ME. schokken = MD. schock-

en = MLG. schocken = MHG. schochen, heap to-

gether in shocks; from the noun.] I. trans.

To make up into shocks or stocks : as, to shock

corn.

Certainly there is no crop in the world which presents
such a gorgeous view of the wealth of the soil as an Amer-
ican corn-field when the com has been shocked and has

left the yellow pumpkins exposed to view.
New Princeton Rev., II. 184.

II. intrans. To gather sheaves in piles or

shocks.



shock

Bind fast, shock apace, have an eye to thy corn.

Tusse-r, August's Husbandry.

shock3 (shok), H. and </. [Early mod. E. also nhnij,

also xhoiit/li. xhoiri/hc ; usually regarded as a va-

riant otshag; but phonetic considerations are

against this assumption, except as to *// :

see shay 1
.] I. n. 1. A dog with long rough

hair
;
a kind of shaggy dog.

Showghes, Water-Rugs, and Demy-Wolues are dipt
All by the Name of Uogges.

Shak., Macbeth (folio 1623), iii. 1. 94.

No daintie ladies nsting-hound,
That lives upon our Britaine ground,
Nor mungrell cur or shog.

Jnhn Taylor, Works (1030). (Hares.)

2. A thick, disordered mass (of hair).

Slim youths with shocks of nut-brown hair beneath their

tiny red caps, J. A, Symonds, Italy and Greece, p. 70.

II. a. Shaggy.
A drunken Dutchman . . . fell overboard ;

when he
was sinking I reached through the water to his shock pate,
and drew him up. B. Franklin, Autobiog., p. 34.

shock4 . ('. t. A dialectal variant of shuck'2 .

[U. S. j

When brought to the shore, some [oysters] are sent to

market, while others are shocked, and sold as solid meats.
Stand. Nat. Hist., I. 259.

shock-dog (shok'dog), . A rough-haired or

woolly dog ; specifically, a poodle.
You men are like our little shock-dogs: if we don't keep

you off from us, but use you a little kindly, you grow so

fiddling and so troublesome there is no enduring you.
Wycherley, Gentleman Dancing-Master, ii. 2.

The shock-dog has a collar that cost almost as much as

mine. Steele, Tatler, No. 245.

shocker 1
(shok'er), n. [< shockl + -er1.] 1.

One who shocks: specifically, a bad charac-
ter. Halliwell. [Prov. Eng.] 2. That which
shocks ; specifically, a vulgarly exciting tale or

description. Compare penny dreadful, under

dreadful, n. [Colloq.]
The exciting scenes have a thrill about them less grue-

some than is produced by the shilling shocker.

The Academy, Oct. 12, 1889, p. 235.

shocker2 (shok'er), n. [< shock2 + -eel.] A
machine for shocking corn : same as ricker.

shock-head (shok'hed), a. and . I. a. Same
as shock-headed; by extension, rough and bushy
at the top.

The shock-head willows two and two
By rivers gallopaded. Tennyson, Amphion.

II. . A head covered with bushy or frowzy
hair

;
a frowzy head of hair.

A shock-head of red hair, which the hat and periwig of
the Lowland costume had in a great measure concealed,
was seen beneath the Highland bonnet.

Scott, Rob Roy, xxxii.

shock-headed (shok'hed"ed), a. Having thick
and bushy or shaggy hair, especially when
tumbled or frowzy.
Two small shock-headed children were lying prone and

resting on their elbows.

George Eliot, Mill on the Floss, i. 11.

shocking (shok'ing), p. a. Causing a shock of

indignation, disgust, distress, or horror; ex-

tremely offensive, painful, or repugnant.
The grossest and most shocking villanies.

Seeker, Sermons, I. xxv.

The beasts that roam over the plain
My form with indifference see ;

They are so unacquainted with man,
Their tameness is shocking to me.

Cowper, Alexander Selkirk.

=Syn. Wicked, Scandalous, etc. (see atrocious), frightful,

dreadful, terrible, revolting, abominable, execrable, ap-
palling.

shockingly (shok'ing-li), adr. In a shocking
manner ; alarmingly ; distressingly.
You look most shockingly to-day.

Goldsmith, Good-natured Man, i.

In my opinion, the shortnessof a triennial sitting would
. . . make the member more shamelessly and shockingly
corrupt. Burke, Duration of Parliaments.

shockingness (shok'ing-nes), . The state of

being shocking.
The shockingness of intrusion at such a time.

The American, IX. 215.

shod1
(shod). Preterit and past participle of

shoe1
.

shod2
(shod), v, A dialectal preterit of shedl.

shodden (shod'n). A past participle of shoe1
.

shoddy (shod'i), . and a. [Not found in early
use, and presumably orig. a factory word

;
in

this view it is possible to consider shoddy as a
dial, form (diminutive or extension) of dial.

shode, lit. 'shedding,' separation, shoddy being
orig. made of flue or fluff

' shed ' or thrown oft in
the process of weaving, rejected threads, etc. :

see shode^, slicd 1
, .] I. n. 1. A woolen mate-

rial felted together, composed of old woolen

.-,.-, si

cloth torn into shreds, the rejected threads from
the weaving of finer riot Us, and the like. Com-
pare MUH//0 1

. 2. The inferior cloth made from
this substance; hence, any unsubstantial and
almost worthless goods. The large amount of shod-

dy in the clothing furnished by contractors for the Union
soldiers in the earlier part of the American civil war gave
the word a sudden prominence. The wealth obtained liy

these contractors and the resulting ambition of some of

them for social prominence caused shoddy (especially as an

adjective) to be applied to those who on account of lately

acquired wealth aspire to asocial position higher than that

to which their birth or breeding entitles them.

Hence 3. A person or thing combining as-

sumption of superior excellence with actual

inferiority; pretense; sham; vulgar assump-
tion. [Colloq.]

Working up the threadbare ragged commonplaces of

popular metaphysics and mythology into philosophic shod-

dy. The Academy, May 11, 1889, p. 325.

A scramble of parvenus, with a horrible consciousness
of shoddy running through politics, manners, art, litera-

ture, nay, religion itself. Loicell, Study Windows, p. 56.

II. a. 1. Made of shoddy : as, shoddy cloth.

Hence 2. Of a trashy or inferior character:

as, shoddy literature. 3. Pretending to an ex-

cellence not possessed; pretentious; sham;
counterfeit; ambitious for prominence or in-

fluence not deserved by character or breeding,
but aspired to on account of newly acquired
wealth : as, ashoddy aristocracy. See I. , 2. [Col-

loq.] Shoddy fever, the popular name of a kind of

bronchitis caused by the irritating effect of floating par-
ticles of dust upon the mucous membrane of the trachea
and its ramifications.

shoddy (shod'i), v. t.; pret. and pp. shoddied,

ppr. slioddi/iiif/. [< shoddy, .] To convert into

shoddy.
While woolen and even cotton goods can be shoddied,

... no use is made of the refuse of silk.

ifayhew, London Labour and London Poor, II. 33.

shoddyism (shod'i-izm), . [< shoddy + -ism.]

Pretension, on account of wealth acquirednew-
ly or by questionable methods, to social posi-
tion or influence to which one is not entitled by
birth or breeding. See shoddy, n.,2.
The Russian merchant's love of ostentation is of a pe-

culiar kind something entirely different from English
snobbery and American shoddyism. ... He never affects

to be other than he really is.

D. M. Wallace, Russia, p. 170.

shoddy-machine (shod'i-ma-shen"), n. A form
of rag-picker used for converting woolen rags,
etc., into shoddy.
shoddy-mill (shod'i-mil), . A mill used for

spinning yarn for shoddy from the refuse ma-
terial prepared by the willower.

shodeH (shod), . [Also shoad; < ME. shodc,

schode, < AS. scedd, "scdde, *sceade (cf. gescedd),

separation : see shedl, of which shode1 is a doub-
let. Cf. also shode2 and shoddy, also show3

.'] 1.

Separation; distinction. 2. Achasmorravine.
Hem bituen a gret schode,
Of gravel and erthe al so.

Arthmtr and Merlin, p. 56. (Halliwett. )

3. The line of parting of the hair on the head
;

the top of the head.

Ful streight and evene lay his joly shade.

Chaucer, Miller's Tale, 1. 130.

shode2
(shod), H. [Also shoad; prob. another

use of shode1
,
lit.

'

separation' : see shade1
.] In

mining, a loose fragment of veinstone
;
a part

of the outcrop of a vein which has been moved
from its original position by gravity, marine
or fluviatile currents, glacial action, or the like.

[Cornwall, Eng.]
The loads or veins of metal were by this action of the

departing water made easy to be found out by the shoads,
or trains of metallick fragments borne off from them, and
lying in trains from those veins towards the sea, in the
same course that water falling thence would take.

Woodward.

shode2
(shod), v. i.; pret. and pp. shaded, ppr.

shodiiifl. [< shaded, n.] To seek for a vein or
mineral deposit by following the shodes, or

tracing them to the source from which they
were derived. [Cornwall, Eng.]
shode-pit (shod'pit), n. A pit or trench
formed in shoding, or tracing shodes to their

native vein.

shoder (sho'der), n. [< shode1 + -erl.] A gold-
beaters' name for the package of skin in which
the hammering is done at the second stage of

the work. See cutclfi and mold, 11. E. H.
Knif/ht.

shode-stone (shod'ston), n. Same as shade2 .

Shoe 1
(sho), H.

; pi. shoes (shoz), archaic pi..thooii

(sh8n). [Early mod. E. shoo, shooe (reduced to

shoe, like doe, now do, for "done, doo ; the <

being not a diphthong, but orig. long o, pron.
o, followed by a silent e), < ME. shoo, scho, sho,

shoe

!in. sxn, xrliu (pi. xhooii, xclnxni, xlion, xrlion,

; SI-/I/IIH. also aceo.f), < AS. need (seed),
c-ontr. of "xrcuh (*sccoh) (pi. scroit, collectively

= OS. xkoli. .sroft = OFries. sko = D.
= MLG. LG. scho = OHG. scuoli, MHG.

tu'liitoch, G. ttrliiili, dial, xelineh = Icel. skor (pi.

nkiinr, xkiir) = Sw. Dan. sko = Goth, sktihs, a
shoe. Koot unknown

; usually referred, with-
out much reason, to the ^ ska or -\/ xku, cover,
whence ult. E. ski/

1
, L..sr/w, a shield, etc.] 1.

A covering for the human foot, especially an
external covering not reaching higher than the

ankle, as distinguished from bunt, buskin, etc.
Shoes in the middle ages were made of leather, and of cloth
of various kinds,
often the same as
that used for other

parts of Jhe cos-

tume, and even of

satin, cloth of gold,
and other rich fab-

rics for persons of

rank. They were
sometimes embroi-

dered, and even
set with precious
stones. The fas-

tening was usually
of very simple
character, often a

strap passing over
the instep, and
secured with a button or a hook. Buckled shoes were
worn in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. At
the present time shoes are commonly of leather of some

Shoe, 9th century. (From V'iolIet-le-Duc's
" Diet, du Mobilier fran9ais."t

Duckbill Shoes, close of 151)1 century.

kind, but often of cloth. For wooden shoes, see sabot ; for

ivater-proof shoes, see rubber and galosh. See also cuts
under cracow, pcntlaine, sabbaton, sabot, and sandal.

Two thongede schetm. Ancren Riwle, p, 362.

His shoon of cordewane. Chaucer, Sir Thopas, 1. 21.

Loose thy shoe from off thy foot
;
for the place whereon

thou standest is holy. Josh. v. 15.

Her little foot . . . was still incased in its smartly buckled
shoe. Mrs. Gaskell, Sylvia's Lovers, iv.

2. A plate or rim of metal, usually iron, nailed
to the hoof of

an animal, as a
horse, mule, ox,
or other beast
of burden, to de-
fend it from in-

jury. 3. Some-
thing resem-

bling a shoe in

form, use, or po-
sition, (o) A plate A, shoe for fore foot ; B, shoe for hind foot :

of iron or slip of , toe-calks; *, heel-calks,

wood nailed to the
bottom of the runner of a sleigh or any vehicle that slides
on the snow in winter. (6) The inclined piece at the bot-
tom of a water-trunk or lead pipe, for turning the course
of the water and discharging it from the wall of a build-

ing, (c) An iron socket used in timber framing to receive
the foot of a rafter or the end of a strut ; also, any piece,
as a block of stone or a timber, interposed to receive the
thrust between the base of a pillar and the substructure,
or between the end of any member conveying a thrust
and the bearing surface.

Its [an Ionic column's at Bassre] widely spreading base
still retains traces of the wooden origin of the order, and
carries us back towards the times when a shoe was neces-

sary to support wooden posts on the floor of an Assyrian
hall. J. Fergtisson, Hist. Arch., I. 255.

(d) A drag into which one of the wheels of a vehicle can be
set; a skid. It is usually chained to another part of the ve-

hicle, and the wheel resting in it is prevented from turn-

ing, so that the speed of the vehicle is diminished : used
especially in going downhill, (e) The part of a brake
which bears against the wheel. (/) An inclined trough
used in ore-crushing and other mills ; specifically, a slop-
ing chute or trough below the hopper of a grain-mill, kept
in constant vibration by the damsel (whence also called

shakiiig-shoe\ for feeding the grain uniformly to the mill-
stone. See cuts under milli. (g) The iron ferrule, or like

fitting, of a handspike, pole, pile, or the like. (A) Milit..
the ferrule protecting the butt-end of a spear-shaft, handle
of a halberd, or the like. It is often pointed or has a

sharp edge for planting in the ground, or for a similar
use. (t) In metal., a piece of chilled iron or steel at-

tached to the end of any part of a machine by which grind-
ing or stamping is done, in order that, as this wears away
by use, it may be renewed without the necessity of repla-
cing the whole thing, (j) A flat piece of thick plank slight-
ly hollowed out on the upper side to receive the end of
a sheer-leg to serve in moving it. (t) The step of a mast
resting on the keelson. (J) The outer piece of the forefoot
of a ship, (m) In printing, a rude pocket attached to a

composing-stand, for the reception of condemned type.
(71) In ornith., & formation of the claws of certain storks

suggesting a shoe. Another pair of shoes, something
entirely different. [Colloq.]



shoe

My gentleman must have horses, Pip ! . . . Shall colo-

nists have their horses (and blood 'mis, if you please, good
Lord!) and not my London gentleman? No, no ! We'll

show 'em another pair of shoes than that, Pip, won't us?

Dickens, Great Expectations, xl.

Cutting shoe. See cutting-shoe. Dead men's shoes.
See dead. Piked shoont. See pilaH, n., 1 (e). San-
daled shoes. See miidalnl. Shoe of an anchor,
(a) A small block of wood, convex on the back, with a

hole to receive the point of the anchor-fluke, used to

prevent the anchor from tearing the planks of the ship's

bow when raised or lowered. (6) A broad triangular piece
of thick plank fastened to an anchor-fluke to extend its

area and consequent bearing-surface when sunk in soft

ground. Shoe Of gold or of silver, in the far East, a

name given to certain ingots of precious metal supposed to

have the form of a shoe, but more like a boat. They were

formerly current in trade, and were known by this name
to foreigners in China as late as 1875. Yule and Burnell.

I took with me about sixty pounds of silver shoes and
twenty ounces of gold sewed in my clothes, besides a small
assortment of articles for trading and presents.

The Century, XLI. 6.

To be in one's shoes or boots, to be in one's place. [Col-

loq.] To die in one's shoes or boots, to suffer a vio-

lent death; especially, to be hanged. (Slang.]

And there is M'Fuze,
And Lieutenant Tregooze,

And there is Sir Carnaby Jenks, of the Blues,
All come to see a man die in his shoes!

Ingoldsby Legends, I. 286.

To hunt the clean shoe. See hunt. To know or feel
where the shoe pinches. See pinch. To put the
shoe on the right foot, to lay the blame where it be-

longs. |
r. ill,,q. | To win one's shoes*, to conquer in

combat : said of knights.

It es an harde thyng for to save
Of doghety dedis that hase bene done.

Of felle feghtynges and batelles sere,
And how that thir knyghtis hase wone thair schone.

MS. Lincoln A. i. 17, f. 149. (Hattivxll.)

shoe1
(sho), v, t.

; pret. and pp. shod (pp. some-
times shodden), ppr. shoeing. [Early mod. E.

also shooe; < ME. schoen, schon, shon (pret.

schoede, pp. shod, schod, shodde, ischod, iscod),
< AS. sceoian (also gescygian, < gescy, shoes) =
D. schoeijen = MLG. schoen, schoien, schoigen
= OHG. scualtan, MHG. schuohen (cf. G. be-

schuhen) = Icel. skua, skua = Sw. Dan. sko,

shoe; from the noun.] 1. To fit with a shoe
or shoes, in any sense: used especially in the

preterit and past participle.
Dreme he barefote or dreme he shod.

Chaucer, House of Fame, i. 98.

For yche a hors that ferroure schalle scho,
An halpeny on day he takes hym to.

Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 319.

His horse was silver shod before,
With the beaten gold behind.

Child Noryce (Child's Ballads, II. 40).

What a mercy you are shod with velvet, Jane ! a clod-

hopping messenger would never do at this juncture.
Charlotte Bronte. Jane Eyre, xx.

When our horses were shodden and rasped.
R. D. Blackmore, Lorna Doone, Ixii.

2. To cover or arm at a point, as with a ferrule.

The small end of the billiard stick, which is shod with
brass or silver. Evelyn.

He took a lang spear in his hand,
Shod with the metal free.

Battle ofOtterbourne (Child's Ballads, VII. 20).

To shoe an anchor. SeeancAori.

shoe2
, pron. A dialectal form of she.

shoebeak (sho'bek), n. Same as shoebill.

Shoebill (sho'bil), . The whalehead, Bttlse-

niceps rex. See cut under Balseniceps. P. L.
Sclater.

shoe-billed (sho'bild), a. Having a shoe-shaped
bill: boat-billed: as, the shoe-billed stork.

shoeblack (sho'blak), M. [< shoe1 + black, r.] A
person who cleans and polishes shoes and boots,
especially one who makes a living by this.

shoeblack-plant (sho'blak-plant), . An East
Indian rose-mallow, Hibiscus Bosa-sinensis, of-

ten cultivated in hothouses, it is a tree 20 or so
feet high, with very showy flowers 4 or 5 inches broad,
borne on slender peduncles. Tile flowers contain an as-

tringent juice causing them to turn black or deep-pur-
ple when bruised, and used by Chinese women for dye-
ing their hair and eyebrows, and in Java for blacking
shoes (whence the name). Also shoe-flower and Chinese
rose.

shoeblacker (sho'blak'er), n. [< shoe1

+ blacker.] Same as shoeblack. [Bare.]
shoe-blacking (sho

' blak "
ing) ,

n .

Blacking for boots and shoes.
Shoe-block (sho'blok), n. Naiit., a
block with two sheaves, whose axes
are at right angles to each other,
used for the buntlines of the courses.
shoe-bolt (sho'bolt), . A bolt with
a countersunk head, used for sleigh-
runners. E. H. Knight.
shoeboy (sho'boi), . A boy who
cleans shoes.

5582
When you are in lodgings, and no shoe-boy to be got,

clean your master's shoes with the bottom of the curtains,
a clean napkin, or your landlady's apron.

Su-ift, Advice to Servants (Footman).

shoe-brush (sho'brush), . A brush for clean-

ing, blacking, or polishing shoes.

shoe-buckle (sho'buk"!), . A buckle for fas-

tening the shoe on the foot, generally by means
of a latchet or strip passing over the instep,
of the same material as the shoe, shoes were se-

cured by buckles throughout the latter part of the seven-
teenth century and nearly the whole of the eighteenth.
They were worn by both men and women. Such buckles
were sometimes of precious material, and even set with
diamonds. In the present century the fashion has been
restored at intervals, but most contemporary shoe-buckles
are sewed on merely for ornament.

shoe-fastener (sho'fas'ner), n. 1. Any device
for fastening a shoe. 2. A button-hook.
shoe-flower (sho'flou'er), n. Same as shoe-

black-plant.
shoe-hammer (sho'ham*er),n. Ahammerwitha
broad and slightly convex
face for pounding leather
on the lapstone to con-
dense the pores, and for

driving sprigs, pegs, etc.,
and with a wide, thin, shM .hammer .

rounded peen used to

press out the creases incident to the crimping
of the leather. Also called shoemakers' hammer.
Shoe-hom (sho'hdrn), n. Same as shoeing-
horn, 1.

shoeing (shS'ing), n. [Early mod. E. also shoo-

ing; < ME. schoynge; verbal n. of shoe1
, v.] 1.

The act or process of putting on shoes or fur-

nishing with shoes.

Schoynge. of hors. Ferracio. Prompt. Pan., p. 447.

Outside the town you find the shoeing forges, which are

relegated to a safe distance for fear of tin-.

Harper's Mag., LXXIX. 13.

2. Foot-covering; shoes collectively. [Obso-
lete or colloq.]

Schoynge of a byschope ; . . . sandalia.
Cath. Any., p. 337.

The national sandal is doubtless the most economical,
comfortable, and healthy shoeing that can be worn in this

country. U. S. Com. Rep., No. lix. (1885), p. 234.

shoeing-hammer (sho'ing-ham'er), n. Alight
hammer for driving the nails of horseshoes.
E. H. Knight.
shoeing-horn (sho'ing-horn), ?i. [Early mod. E.

&lsosliooing-horne; < ME.schoynge-hornc; (shoe-

ing + horn.] 1. An implement used in putting
on a shoe, curved in two directions, in its width
to fit the heel of the foot, and in its length to

avoid contact with the ankle, used for keeping
the stocking smooth and allowing the counter
of the shoe to slip easily over it. such imple-
ments were formerly made of horn, but are now commonly
of thin metal, ivory, bone, wood, or celluloid. Also shoe-

horn.
Sub. But will he send his andirons?
Face. His jack too,
And 's iron shoeing-horn.

B. Jonson, Alchemist, ii. 1.

2. Figuratively, anything by which a transac-
tion is facilitated.

By little and little, by that shoeing-horn of idleness,
and voluntary solitariness, melancholy, this feral flend is

drawn on. Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 246.

Hence (a) A dangler about young women, encouraged
merely to draw on other admirers.

Most of our fine young ladies readily fall in with the
direction of the graver sort, to retain in their service . . .

as great a number as they can of supernumerary and in-

significant fellows, which they use like whifflers, and com-
monly call shoeing-horns. Addison, Spectator, No. 536.

(6t) An article of food acting as a whet, especially in-

tended to induce drinking of ale or the like.

A slip of bacon . . .

Shall serve as a shoeing-horn to draw on two pots of ale.

Bp. Still, Gammer Gurton's Needle, i. 1.

Haue some shooing horne to pul on your wi n e, as a rasher
of the coles, or a redde herring.

Nathe, Pierce Penilesse, p. 64.

shoe-jack (sho'jak), n. An adjustable holder
for a last while a shoe is being fitted upon it.

E. H. Knight.
shoe-key (sho'ke), n. In shoemaking, a hook
used to withdraw the last from a boot or shoe.
E. H. Knight.
shoe-knife (sho'mf), . A knife with a thin

blade fixed by a tang in a wooden handle, used

by shoemakers for cutting and paring leather.

shoe-lace (sho'las), n. A shoe-string.
Shoe-latchet (sho'lach^et), . [Early mod. E.
shoo-latchet ; (.shoe^ + latchet.] A thong, strap,
or lace for holding a shoe on the foot

; also, in

Scrip., a strap used to fasten a sandal to the
foot. Compare shoe-tie.

shof

Shoe-leather (shii'leTH'er), . 1. Leather for
shoos.

This hollow cylinder is fitted with a sucker, . . . upon
which is nailed a good thick piece of tanned shoe-leather.

Boyle, Spring of the Air.

2. Shoes, in a general sense, or collectively: as,
he wears out plenty of shoe-leather. [Colloq.]
shoeless (sho'les), a. [< shoe + -less.] Desti-
tute of shoes, whether from poverty or from
custom.

Caltrops very much incommoded the shoeless Moors.
Addison.

shoemaket, . An old spelling of sumac.
shoemaker (sho

' ma "
ker), . [= D. schoen-

iiin/.Tr= MLG. schomakcr, schomekcr = MHG.
schiiochmacher, G. schulnnacher=Sw. skomakare
= Dan. skomager; as shoe 1 -f

'

maker.] A maker
of shoes; one who makes or has to do with

making shoes and boots Coral shoemaker. See
coral.

shoemaker's-bark (sho'ma'kerz-bark), n.

Same as muriuri-bark.

shoemaking (sho'ma'king), n. The trade of

making shoes and boots.

shoepack (sho'pak), n. A shoe made without
a separate sole, or in the manner of a moc-
casin, but of tanned leather. [Lake Superior.]
shoe-pad (sho'pad), n. In farrier;/, a pad some-
times inserted between the horseshoe and the
hoof. E. H. Knight.
shoe-peg (sho"peg), . In shoemaking, a small

peg or pin of wood or metal used to fasten parts
of a shoe together, especially the outer and
inner sole, and the whole sole to the upper.
Before recent improvements in shoeniiiking machinery,
cheap shoes were commonly pegged, especially in the
United States. See cuts under pey and peg-strip.

shoe-pocket (sho'pok'et), . A leather pocket
sometimes fastened to a saddle for carrying ex-
tra horseshoes.
shoer (sho'er), n. [Early mod. E. shooer, < ME.
schoer, also shoer, horseshoer; < shoe1 + -er1

.]

One who furnishes or puts on shoes; especially,
a blacksmith who shoes horses.

A schoer; ferrarius. Cath. Ang., p. 337.

shoe-rose (sho'roz), . See rose 1
,
3.

shoes-and-stockings (shoz'and-stok'ingz). n.

The bird's-foot trefoil, Lotus corniculatus : less

commonly applied to some other plants.
shoe-shaped (sho'shapt), a. Shaped like a shoe

;

boat-shaped; slipper-shaped; cymbiform. See
Paramecium.
shoe-shave (sho'shav), n. A tool, resembling a

spokeshave, for trimming the soles of boots and
shoes.

shoe-Stirrup (shci'stir"up), n. A stirrup or foot-
rest shaped like a shoe, as the stirrups of side-

saddles were formerly made.
shoe-stone (sho'ston), n. A cobblers' whet-
stone.

shoe-strap (sho'strap), n. A strap usually pass-
ing over the instep and fastened with a buckle
or button, to secure the shoe on the foot.

shoe-Stretcher (shp'strech"er),
. A last made

with a movable piece which can be raised or
lowered with a screw, to distend the leather of

the shoe in any part.

shoe-String (sho'string), . A string used to

draw the sides of a shoe together, so as to hold
it firmly upon the foot.

Shoe-strings had gone out, and buckles were in fashion ;

but they had not assumed the proportions they did in af-

ter years.
J. Ashton, Social Life in Reign of Queen Anne, I. 154.

shoe-thread (sho'thred), . [Early mod. E.

shoothred; < shoe1 + thread.] Shoemakers'
thread.

shoe-tie (sho'ti), w. A ribbon or silk braid for

fastening the two sides of a shoe together, usu-

ally more ornamental than a shoe-string, and
formerly very elaborate: hence used, humor-

ously, as a name for a traveler.

Shoe-ties were introduced into England from France, and
Shoe-tye, Shoo-tie, ete., became a characteristic name for a
traveler. Nares.

Master Forthlight the tilter, and brave Master Shooty
the great traveller. Shak., M. for M., iv. 3. 18.

They will help you to shoe-tie* and devices.

B. Jonson, Cynthia's Revels, iv. 1.

shoe-valve (sho'valv), . A valve in the foot

of a pump-stock, or in the bottom of a reservoir.

E. H. Knight.
shoe-worker (sho'wer'ker), n. A worker in a

shoe-factory; one who has to do with the mak-
ing of shoes in any capacity.
The shoeworkers' strike and lock-out.

Philadelphia Ledger, Nov. 23, 1888.

shoft. An obsolete strong preterit of shove.



shofar

shofar, . Seo nhophar.
shofet. A Middle English preterit of shnre.

shog1
(shog), . ; pret. and pp. xhogf/cil, ppr.

shagging. [< ME. schoagcn, a, var. of shoe/fen,
shock (perhaps influenced by \V. ysgogi, wag,
shake) : see shock1

,
and cf. jog.] I. trans. To

shake
; agitate.

And the boot in the myddil of the see was schoggid with
waivis. Wyclif, Mat. xiv. 24.

II. intrans. To shake; jog; hence, with off or

on, to move off or move on
;
be gone.

Shall we shog ? the king will be gone from Southampton,
Shak., Hen. V., ii. 3. 47.

Nay, you must quit my house ; shog on.

Uassinger, Parliament of Love, iv. 5.

Laughter, pucker our cheekes, make shoulders shog
With chucking lightnesse !

Marston, What you Will, v. 1.

shog1
(shog), n. [< shog1

, .] A jog; a shock.

Another's diving bow he did adore,
Which with a shog casts all the hair before.

Dryden, Epil. to Etheredge's Man of Mode, 1. 28.

"Lads," he said, "we have had a shog, we have had a
tumble; wherefore, then, deny it?"

R. L. Stevenson, Black Arrow, ii. 1.

Shog2t (shog), . An obsolete variant of shocks.

shogging (shog'ing), n. [Verbal n. of shog1
, v,~\

A concussion
; shaking ; jogging.

One of these two combs . . . [in machine lace-makingl
has an occasional lateral movement called shagging, equal
to the interval of one tooth or bolt. Ure, Diet., III. 31.

shoggle (shog'l), v. t.
; pret. and pp. shogglecl,

ppr. shoggling. [Also (So.) schoggle, shogle ;

freq.of sXofl1.] To shake; joggle. [Provincial.]
shogun (sho'gon'), n. [Jap. (= Chin. tsiang kiun,
handle (or lead) the army), < sho (= Chin, tsiang),
take, hold, have charge of, or lead in fight, +
gun (= Chin, kiun, kun), army.] General: the
title of the commander-in-chief or captain-gen-
eral of the Japanese army during the continu-
ance of the feudal system in that country. More
fully called tai shogun ('great general'), or set-itai-sho-

gun, 'barbarian-subduing-great-general' theearlierwars
of the Japanese (when this form of the title was first used)
having been waged against the ' barbarians

'

or aboriginal
inhabitants of the country. The office was made heredi-
tary in the Minamoto family in 1192, when the title was
bestowed on a famous warrior and hero named Yoritomo,
and continued in that family or some branch of it until
1868, when it was abolished, and the feudal system virtu-

ally came to an end. From the first a large share of the
governing power naturally devolved on the shogun as the
chief vassal of the mikado. This power was gradually
extended by the encroachments of successive shognns,
especially of lyeyasu, founder in 1603 of the Tokugawa
line, and in course of time the shoguns became the virtual
rulers of the country always, however, acknowledging
the supremacy of the mikado, and professing to act in his
name. This state of things has given rise to the common
but erroneous opinion and assertion that Japan had two
emperors "a spiritual emperor"(the mikado), living in
Kioto, and " a temporal emperor

"
(the shogun), who held

court in Yedo (now called Tokio). In the troubles which
arose subsequent to 1858 in connection with the ratifica-
tion and enforcement of the treaties which the shogunate
had made with foreign nations, establishing trade rela-

tions, etc., many of the daimios, tired of the domination
of the shogun and disapproving of the treaties, sided with
the emperor ;

this led in 1867 to the resignation of the sho-
gun of the time, and in the following year the offlce was
abolished, the reigning mikado undertaking to govern the
country in person. See daimin and tycoon.

shogunal (sho'gon-al), a. [< shogun + -al]
Pertaining to a shogun or the shoguns, or to the
period when they flourished,

shogunate (sho'gon-at), w. [< shogun + -fe3.]
The office, power, or rule of a shogun ;

the gov-
ernment of a shogun.
The succession to the shogunate was vested in the head

branch of the Tokugawa clan. Encyc. Brit., XIII. 683.

shola (sho'la), H. [< Tamil sliolai.'] In south-
ern India, a thicket or jungle.
sholdH, ". and . An obsolete form of shoal 1

.

shold-'t, sholdet. Obsolete preterits of shall.

sholdret, . A Middle English form of shoulder.
Halliweh.

sholeH, >i; ., and r. An obsolete form of
shoal1

shole'2t, n. An obsolete form of shoal2 .

shole3 (shol), . [Prob. a var. of sole1
,
confused

with shore2 .] A piece of plank placed under
the sole of a shore while a ship is building, it is
used to increase the surface under the shore, so as to pre-
vent its sinking into soft ground.

sholt (sholt), n. [Cf. */iote2 .] 1 . A shaggy dog.
Besides these also we haue sholte or curs dailie brought

out of Iseland, and much made of among vs bicause of
their sawcinesse and quarrelling.
Harrison, Descrip. of England, vii. (Holinshed's Chron., I.).

2. Same as sheltie.

shomet, . and v. A Middle English form of
MOflM.

shondeH, and n. See shand.
shonde2t, Same as shande.
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shone (shon, sometimes shon). Preterit and
past participle of xhiiit '.

shongablet, . See slmiiiKjarrl.

shoo't, n. An obsolete spelling of nhac 1
.

shoo- (sho), intcrj. [Formerly also sliooc, shite,

nhii, xlirr, xliiiiii/li, < late ME. schowe, xsou, etc.;
cf. F. chou, It. scioia, Gr. o-ofj, aov, shoo! a vocal-
ized form of 'sh or 'ss, a sibilatipn used to attract
attention. Not connected with G. scheuclieu,
scare off, etc. (see shy 1

, shewel).] Begone! off!

away! used to scare away fowls and other ani-
mals.

Scioare, to cry shooe, shone, as women do to their hens.

Florio, ed. 1611.

Shough, though ! up to your coop, pea-hen.
Fletcher and Rowley, Maid in the Mill, v. 1.

shoo2 (sho), f. [<oo2, infer/.] I. intrans. To
cry or call out "

Shoo," as in driving away fowls.
II. trans. To scare or drive away (fowls or

other creatures) by calling out "Shoo."
He gave her an Ivory wand, and charged her, on her life,

to tell him what she would do with it, and she sobbed out
she would shoo her mother's hens to roost with it.

The Century, XXXVII. 788.

shood (shod), n. [Also shade; prob. a dial. var.
of shade1

, orig. 'separation': sea shade1
, shade2 .

Cf. ulso showS.] 1. Chaff of oats, etc. [Scotch.]
2. The husks of rice and other refuse of rice-

mills, largely used to adulterate linseed-cake.
Simmonds. 3. Broken pieces of floating ice.
Jamieson. [Scotch.]
shooft. An obsolete strong preterit of shore.
shook 1

(shuk). Preterit of shake.
shook2

(shuk), M. [Cf. shock2.] A set of staves
and headings sufficient for one hogshead, bar-
rel, or the like, prepared for use and bound
up in a compact form for convenience of trans-

port. Boards for boxes prepared or fitted for use and
packed in the same way bear the same name.

All Empty Barrels must have six hoops, and be deliv-
ered in form, shooks or staves not being a good delivery.

New York Produce Exchange Report, 1888-9, p. 280.

shook2 (shuk), v. t. [< shook2
, .; a var. of

shock2.] To pack in shooks.
shook3

(shuk), n. Same as shock2
,

1.

shool1
,

n. and r. A dialectal (English and
Scotch) variant of shovel1 .

shool2 (sho'l), v. i. [Origin obscure.] To saun-
ter about; loiter idly; also, to beg. [Prov.Eng.]
They went all hands to shoaling and begging, and, be-

cause I would not take a spell at the same duty, refused
to give me the least assistance.

Smollett, Roderick Random
,
xll. (Dairies.)

shooldarry(shol-dar'i), n.
; p\.shooldarr!es(-iz).

[Alsoshoaldarree; < Hind, chholdari.] In India,
a small tent with a steep roof and low sides.
shoon (shb'n), . An archaic plural of shoe1 .

shoongavelt, n. [ME. shongable; < shoon +
gavel1

.] A tax upon shoes.

Euerych sowtere that maketh shon of newe rothes le-
ther shal bote, at that feste of Estre, twey pans, in name
of shongaMe. English Gilds (E. E. T. 8.), p. 359.

shoopt. A Middle English preterit of shape.
shoot (shot), v.

; pret. and pp. shot, ppr. shoot-

ing (the participle shotten is obsolete). [< ME.
shoten, schoten, also sheten, sheeten, scheten,
sseten (pret. schot, shet, schet, sset, shette, schette,

pi. shoten, schoten, pp. shoten, schoten, schuten),
<! AS. sceotan (pret. scedt, pp. scoten) (the E.
form shoot. < AS. sceotan, being parallel with
choose, < AS. cedsan, both these verbs having
ME. forms with e) (ME. also in weak form
shoten, schoten, schotien (pret. schotte), < AS.
scotian, shoot, dart, rush) ;

= OS. sceotan, skeo-
tan = OFries. skiata, schiata = D. schieten =
MLG. scheten, LG. scheten = OHG. sciozan,
MHG. schiezen, G. schiessen = Icel. skjota = Sw.
skjuta = Dan. skyde = Goth, "skiutan (not re-

corded), shoot, i. e. orig. dart forth, rush or
move with suddenness and rapidity; perhaps
akin to Skt. / skantl, jump, jump upward, as-

cend, L. scandere, climb : see scan. From the
verb shoot in its early form, or from its cog-
nates, are ult. E. sheet1

, shot1 ,
shot2

, shut, shut-
tle1

, shuttle2
,
scot2

, scud, scuttle2
, scuttle'**, skit1

,

skittish, skittle, etc.] I. intrans. 1. To dart
forth; rush or move along rapidly; dart along.

Certain stars shot madly from their spheres,
To hear the sea-maid's music.

Shak., M. N. D., ii. 1. 153.

As the rapid of life
Shoots to the fall. Tennyson, A Dedication.

2. To be emitted, as light, in darting rays or
flashes: as, the aurora shot up to the zenith.

There shot a streaming lamp along the sky.
Dryden, Xneid, ii. 942.

There shot no glance from Ellen's eye
To give her steadfast speech the lie.

Scott, L. of the L.,iv. 18.

shoot

Between the logs
Sharp quivering tongues of flame shut out.

M. Arnold. Balder Dead.

3. To dart along, as pain through the nerves;
hence, to be affected with sharp darting pains.

Stiff with clotted blood, and pierc'd with pain,
That thrills my arm, and shoots thro' ev'ry vein.

Pope, Iliad, xvl. 838.

When youthful love, warm-blushing, strong,
Keen-shivering, shot thy nerves along.

Burn*, The Vision, ii.

These preachers make
His head to shoot and ache. 0. Uerbert, Misery.

And when too short the modish Shoes are worn,
You'll judge the Seasons by your shooting Corn.

Gay, Trivia, I. 40.

4. To come forth, as a plant ; put forth buds
or shoots

; sprout ; germinate.
Behold the flg tree, and all the trees ; when they now

shoot forth, ye see . . . that summer is now nigh at hand.
Luke xxi. 30.

Onions, as they hang, will shoot forth. Bacon.

Delightful task ! to rear the tender Thought,
To teach the young Idea how to shoot.

Thomson, Spring, 1. 1151.

5. To increase rapidly in growth ; grow quickly
taller or larger : often with up.

I am none of those that, when they shoot to ripeness,
Do what they can to break the boughs they grew on.

Fletcher, Wildgoose Chase, i. 3.

The young lord was shooting up to be like his gallant
father. Thackeray, Henry Esmond, xi.

The young blades of the rice shoot up above the water,
delicately green and tender.

J. A. Symonds, Italy and Greece, p. 260.

6. To send out spicula ; condense into spicula
or shoots, as in crystallization.

If the menstruum be overcharged, . . . the metals will
shoot into certain crystals.

Bacon, Physiological Remains, Minerals.

7. To lie as if pushed out
; project; jut; stretch.

Those promontories that shoot out from the Continents
on each side the Sea. Dampier, Voyages, II. iii. 7.

Its [Tyrol's] dominions shoot out into several branches
that lie among the breaks and hollows of the mountains

Addison, Remarks on Italy (Works, ed. Bonn, I. 538).

8. To perform the act of discharging a missile,
as from an engine, a bow, or a gun ; fire.

For the! schott well with Bowes.
Mandeville, Travels, p. 154.

Pipen he conde, and fissile and nettes beete,
And turne coppes, and wel wrastle and sheete.

Chaucer, Reeve's Tale, 1. 8.

Who's there? . . . speak quickly, or I shoot.

Shak., K. John, v. 6. 2.

9. Specifically, to follow or practise the sport
of killing birds or other game, large or small,
With a gun; hunt Close-shooting firearm. See
closes, adv. To Shoot ahead, to move swiftly forward
or in front; outstrip competitors in running, sailing
swimming, or the like. To shoot at rovers. See rover.
To shoot flying, to shoot birds on the wing.
From the days when men learned to shoot flying until

some forty years ago, dogs were generally if not invaria-
bly used to point out where the covey . . . was lodged.

Encyc. Brit., XVIII. 332.

To shoot over, in sporting language: (a) To go out
shooting with (a dog or dogs) : said of sportsmen.
This holiday he was about to spend in shooting oter his

two handsome young setters, presumably now highly ac-
complished. The Century, XXXV. 671.

(6) To hunt upon: as, to shoot over a moor. To shoot
over the pitcher, to brag about one's shooting. [Slang
Australia.]

II. trans. 1 . To send out or forth with a sud-
den or violent motion; discharge, propel, ex-
pel, or empty with rapidity or violence

; espe-
cially, to turn out or dump, as the contents of a
cart by tilting it.

Percevelle sayde hafe it he wolde.
And schott owtt alle the golde ;

Righte there appone the faire molde
The ryng owte glade. Sir Perceval, 1. 2114.

Now is he gone ; we had no other means
To shoot him hence but this.

B. Jonson, Volpone, i. 1.

When sharp Winter shoots her sleet and hardened hall.

Drayton, Polyolbion, ii. 69.

The law requires him to refrain from shooting this soil
in his own yard, and it is shot on the nearest farm to
which he has access.

Mayhem, London Labour and London Poor, II. 510.

2. To emit, as a ray ;
dart.

And Glory shoots new Beams from Western Skies.

Prior, Carmen Seculare (1700), st. 5.

The sun obliquely shoots his burning ray.
Pope, R. of the L., iii. 20.

3. To drive, cast, or throw, as a shuttle in

weaving.
An honest weaver, and as good a workman as e'er shot

shuttle. Bean, and Fl., Coxcomb, v. 1.

Other nations in wealing shoot the woof above the
Egyptians beneath. A. Barlow, Weaving, p. 57.



shoot

4. To push or thrust sharply in any direction ;

dart forth; protrude.
All they that see me laugh me to scorn ; they shnot out

the lip, they shake the head.

Where Hibernia shoots

Her wondrous causeway far into the main.

Cowper, To the Immortal Memory of the Halibut.

Safe bolts are shot not by the key, as in an ordinary

lock, but by the door handle. Encyc. Brit., XXI. 144.

5. To put forth or extend in any direction by
growth or by causing growth : as, a tree shoots

its branches over the wall: often with up or

out.
The high Palme trees . . .

Out of the lowly vallies did arise,

And high shoote tip their heads into the skyes.

Spenser, Virgil's Gnat, 1. 192.

When it is sown, it groweth up, and becometh greater
than all herbs, and fthooteth out great branches.

Mark iv. 32.

All the verdant grass
The spring shot up stands yet unbruised here
Of any foot. Fletcher, Faithful Shepherdess, ii. 2.
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And Philip the terse King foule was maimed ;

A schaft with a scharp hed shet oute his yie.

Alisaundcr of Macedoine (E. E. T. S.), 1. 277.

To Shoot spawn, to spawn, as certain fish. For example,
the male and female shad, in spawning, swim about in

circles, probably following: the eddies of the stream,
sometimes with the dorsal fins out of the water; when
suddenly the whole shoal, as if seized by a common im-

pulse, dart forward and discharge clouds of milt and spawn
into the water. To shoot the compass (naut.), to go
wide of the mark. To SQOOt the pit. See jrffi. To
shoot the sun, to take the sun's altitude. [Nautical

slang.] To shoot to spoil, to dump (excavated mate-

rial) on an inclined surface in such a manner that it will

shoot or roll down on the declivity.

The question is simply this whether it is easier to

chip away 50,000 yards of rock, and shoot it to spoil (to

borrow a railway term) down a hill-side, or to quarry
60,000 cubic yards of stone, remove it, probably a mile at

least, to the place where the temple is to be built, and
then to raise and set it.

J. Fergusson, Hist Indian Arch., p. 338.

shoot (shot), H. [< ME. sliole, sctiote, a shooting,

throwing, shoot; from the verb. Of. shoft,

which is the older form of the noun from this

verb. In senses 8-13 shoot is in part confused
6. To let fly, or cause to be propelled, as an rD. l wiis in part co,

^rnwhvreleksinc, the bowstring or a bullet or with chute (also spelled shute) of like mean

shooting

I have hunted every wet rock and shute from Rillage
Point to the near side of Hillsborough.

Kinsley, 1S49 (Life, I. 161). (Dames.)

12. An artificial contraction of the channel of

a stream in order to increase the depth of the

water. [U. S.] 13. A part of a dam perma-
nently open or opened at pleasure for any pur-
pose, as to relieve the pressure at a time of high
water or to permit the downward passage of tim-

ber or boats.

At the tails of mills and arches small,
Where as the t-hoot is swift and not too clear.

J. Denmjs (Arber's Eng. Garner, I. 171).

14. Thegameofshovelboard. ffnlliirell. [Prov.

Eng.] 15. A crick in the neck. HaUiwell.

[Prov. Eng.] 16. A narrow, steep lane. Hal-
liirell. [Isle of Wight.]
shootable (sho'ta-bl), . [< shoot + -<Me.~\ 1.

That can or may be shot.

I rode everything rideable, shot everything shootable.

M. W. Savage, Reuben Medlicott, iii. 3. (Dames.)

2. That can or may be shot over. [Colloq.]

arrow by releasing the bowstring, or a bullet or

ball by igniting the charge.
Than he shette a-nothir bolte, and slowgh a malarde.

Merlin. (K E. T. S.), ii. 167.

If the large coverts are not easily shootable.

Daily News (London), Oct. 8, 1881. (Encyc. Diet.)

ing and pronunciation but of diff. origin: see
8lloot_ancllort . [Early mod. E. shoteanrre ;

chute] 1. The act of shooting; the discharge, < K,tmi + (lnc};orl j An obsolete form of sheet-
as of a missile weapon ;

a shot.

You are the better at proverbs, by how much "A fool's

bolt is soon shot." Shak., Hen. V., iii. 7. 132.

And such is the end of all which flght against God and
their Soueraigne : their arrows, which they shoote against
the clouds, fall downe vpon themselues.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 157.

7. To discharge (a missile weapon), as a bow
by releasing its string, or a gun by igniting its

charge: often with off.

We shot off a piece and lowered our topsails, and then

she brailed her sails and stayed for us.

Winthrop, Hist. New England, I. 25.

But man . . . should make examples
Which, like a warning-piece, must be shot off,

To fright the rest from crimes.

Dryden, Spanish Friar, v. 2.

kill with a missile discharged from a weapon ;

put to death or execute by shooting.

End thy ill aim before thy shoot be ended.

Shak., Lucrece, 1. 579.

When a man shoe
foremost finger ant. - - D

Ascham, Toxophilus (ed. 1864), p. 101.

anchor.
This wise reason is their shoteancre and all their hold.

Tyndale, Works, p. 264.

shoot-board (shot'bord), n. Same as shooting-
board. Encyc. Diet.

He straight commaunded the" g'inner of~ t ne'b'alwarke ShOOted (sho'ted), fl. [< xlioot_
+ -CfP.] Planed

next vnto vs to shoote three shootes without ball. or pared, as with a chisel : said of boards ntted
Hakluyt's Voyages, II. 186. together. Also shot.

2. A match at shooting ; also, a shooting-party. Boards without shooted edges (undressed).

And therefore this marcke that we must shoot at, set V. S. Com. Jlep., No. Iv. (1885), p. 665.

vp wel in our sight, we shal now meat for y shoot, and shooter (sho'ter), M. [< ME. shoter, sheter, sse-
consider how neare toward or how farre of your arrowes ^ ssietere, < AS. seeotere, a shooter, < sccotan,

- - shoot: see shootl.] 1. One who shoots: most

commonly used in composition, as in the term

sharp-shooter.
The ssetares donward al uor nost vaste slowe to grounde,

8. To strike with anything shot ; hit, wound, or 3 ^ young branch which shoots out from the So that Harald thoru the neye [eye] yssotte was dethe's
i_;n :n, A ...:.; i. . i ;...!,..,.,.... i f*r\m -, w^or^n *

. , . .*i _ ii_ - wounde. Jiob. of Gloucester, 1. 159.

See then the quiver broken and decay'd,
In which are kept our arrows ! Rusting there, ,

Apollo, with Jupiter's connivance, shot them all dead
ivith his arrows. Bacon, Political Fables, vi.

Oh ! who would flght and march and countermarch,
Be shot for sixpence in a battle-field?

Tennyson, Audley Court.

9. To pass rapidly through, under, or over : as,

to shoot a rapid or a bridge.
She sinks beneath the ground

With furious haste, and shoots the Stygian sound
To rouse Alecto. Dr>/den, -Uneid, vii. 450.

10. In mining, to blast.

They [explosives] are used in the petroleum industry to

shoot the wells, so as to remove the parafline which pre-

vents the flow of oil. Smbner's Mag., III. 576.

11. To set or place, as a net; run out into

position, as a seine from the boat; pay out;

lay out : as, the lines were shot across the tide.

[Drift-nets] ... are cast out or shot.

Encyc. Brit., IX. 251.

12. To hunt over; kill game in or on

loq.]
We shall soon be able to shoot the big coverts in the

hollow. Daily News (London), Oct. 6, 1881. (Encyc. Diet.)

13. In carp., to plane straight, or fit by planing.

Two pieces of wood that are shot that is, planed or

pared with a paring-chisel. Moxon.

14. To variegate, as by sprinkling or inter-

mingling different colors ; give a changing
color to; color in spots, patches, or threads;

streak; especially, in wearing, to variegate or

render changeable in color by the intermixture

Sir T. More, Cumfort against Tribulation (1573), fol. 33.

At the great shoots which took place periodically on his

estate he was wont to be present with a walking-stick in

his hand. W. E. Norris, Major and Minor, xxv.

main stock; hence, an annual growth, as the

annual layer of growth on the shell of an oyster.

The bourderis about abasshet with leuys,
With shotes of shire wode shene to heholde.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 330.

Overflowing blooms, and earliest shoots

Of orient green, giving safe pledge of fruits.

Tennyson, Ode to Memory.

4t. A sprouting horn or antler.

Thou want'st a rough pash [head] and the shoots that I have
To be full like me. Shak., W. T., i. 2. 128.

5t. Range; reach; shooting distance; shot.

Compare ear-shot, and shoft, n., 5.

Hence, and take the wings
Of thy black infamy, to carry thee

Beyond the shoot, of looks, or sound of curses.

Beau, and Fl., Honest Man's Fortune, iv. 2.

Every night vpon the foure quarters of his house are

foure Sentinels, each from other a slight shoot.

Capt. John Smith, Works, 1. 142.

6. The thrust of an arch. 7. One movement
of the shuttle between the threads of the warp,

They shame their shooters with a random flight.

Cowper, Task, ii. 807.

[Formerly used attributively, in the sense of 'useful for

shooting, as for bows in archery.'

The shetere ew [yew], the asp for shaftes pleyne.
Chaucer, Parliament of Fowls, 1. 180.

The shooter ewe [yew], the broad-leav'd sycamore.
Fairfax.]

2. An implement for shooting; a pistol or gun :

usually compounded with some descriptive
word, forming a compound term denoting the
kind of weapon : as, a pea-shooter; & six-shooter

(a revolver). 3. A shooting-star. [Rare.]

Methought a star did shoot into my lap ; . . .

But I have also stars, and shooters too.

G. Herbert, Artillery.

4. The guard of a coach.

He had a word for the ostler about "that gray mare,"
a nod for the " shooter

" or guard, and a bow for the drags-
man. Thackeray, Shabby Genteel Story, ipp , '**j vyv..^v. v .~wv_ ~- .._- r man. I nacKtruy, rMiauuy oeiiteei otoij, I.

toward the right or left; also, the thread put into
shooter.SIln ( 8h6'ter-sun), n. [Prob. an accom.

U-r, Tiljiiin i n -nrah Kir rhio mrvir>OYir \n-tn-i> tj******"^**
its place in a web by this movement ; hence,
a thread or strand of the weft of any textile.

8. In mining: (a) An accumulation or mass of

ore in a vein, of considerable extent and having
some regularity of form ; a chimney. See cMm-
nei/,4 (b). In some mines the shoots or chimneys of ore

have, although narrow, a remarkable persistency in depth
and parallelism with each other. (6) Any passage-

way or excavation in a mine down which ore,

coal, or whatever is mined is shot or allowed
to fall by gravity : a term used chiefly in coal-

in the past participle. See shoft, p. a.

Her [Queen Elizabeth's] gown was white silk, . . . and
over it a mantle of bluish silk shot with silver threads.

P. Hentmer (1602), quoted in Draper's Diet., p. 300.

Great elms o'erhead
Dark shadows wove on their aerial looms,
Shot through with golden thread.

Longfellow, Hawthorne.

wore a pink satin robe, shot with sil-

First Year of a Silken Meign, p. 60.

lellLItn ClliilltiC^ULC 111 ^WlWA l/Y LUC imJ^luJXAVUiv ' *
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of a warp and weft of different colors: chiefly mines, and sometimes spelled chute and shute
- ~ - -

It is synonymous with nnll and pass in metal-

mines. 9. A sloping trough, or a long narrow
box vertically arranged, for conveying articles

to a receptacle below, or for discharging ballast,

ashes, etc., overboard from a ship ; also, an in-

clined waterway for floating logs: as, a shoot

for grain, for coal, for mail-matter, for soiled

clothes, etc.
; also, a passageway on the side of

a steep hill down which wood, coal, etc., are

thrown or slid. 10. A place for shooting rub-

bish into.

Two of the principal shoots by the river side were at

Bell-wharf, Shadwell, and off Wapping-street.
Mayhem, London Labour and London Poor, II. 287.

11. A river-fall or rapid, especially one over

which timber is floated or through which boats

or canoes can shoot.

A single shoot carried a considerable stream over the

face of a black rock, which contrasted strongly in colour

with the white foam of the cascade.

Scott, Heart of Mid-Lothian, 1.

Her Majesty
ver.

As soon as the great black velvet pall outside my win-
dow was shot with gray, I got up.

Dickens, Great Expectations, ii.

I'll be shot, a mild euphemistic imprecation. [Vulgar.]

I'll be shot if it ain't very curious ; how well I knew that

picture ! Dickens, Bleak House, vii.

To be shot of, to get quit of : be released from. See to be

shut of, under shut. [Colloq.]

Are you not glad to be shot of him? Scott.

To shoot Off or out, to remove or separate from its place
or environment by shooting : as, to shoot off the plume
from a helmet ; an arm was shot off by a cannon-ball.

E. form of some E. Ind. name.] An Indian sea-

serpent of the genus Hydrophis, H. obscura, of

the waters off Madras.

shooting (sho'ting), H. [< ME. shetynge, < AS.

sceotung, verbal n. of sceotan, shoot: see shoot,

V.I 1. The act of one who shoots, (a) The act

or practice of discharging missile weapons.

Thei satte and laped.aml pleyed with hymalleto-geder;
and of the shetynge that thei hadde seyn. and of the wordes
that he hadde seide to the kynge.

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ii. 170.

Our king hath provided a shooting match.
KoKn Hoods Progress to Nottingham (Child's Ballads,

[V. 291).

(b) Especially, at the present day, the killing of game with

firearms; gunning.
Some love a concert, or a race :

And others shooting, and the chase.

Cou-per, Love of the World Eeproved.

2. A right, purchased or conferred, to kill game
with firearms, especially within certain limits.

[Great Britain.]

As long as he lived, the shooting should be Mr. Palmer's,

to use or to let, and should extend over the whole of the

estate. George MacDonald, What's Mine's Mine, xli.

3. A district or defined tract of ground over

which game is shot. [Great Britain.] 4. A
quick dart; a sudden and swift motion.

Quick shootings, like the deadly zigzag of forked light-

Daily Telegraph (London), Sept. 15, 1885. (Encyc. Diet.)

5. A quick, glancing pain, often following the

track of a nerve.



shooting

I fancy we film]

corns.

,11 have some rain, by the tthnntiii'i of my
llMnni'th. Vicnr, XV.

6. In ntrp., the operation of planing the edge
of a board straight. =Syn. 1 ('<). llmMity, etc. See

gunning.

shooting-board (sho'ting-bord), . A board or

planed metallic slab with a device for holding
the object fixed while its edge is squared or re-

duced by a side-plane. It is used by carpenters and

joiners, and also by stereotypes in trimming the edges of

stereotype plates. Also shoot-board.

shootihg-box (sho'ting-boks), n. A small house
or lodge for the accommodation of a sportsman
or sportsmen during the shooting-season.

shooting-coat (sho'ting-kot), n. An outer coat

commonly used by sportsmen, generally made
of corduroy, dogskin, or duck, and containing
one or more large inside pockets for holding
game. Also called shooting-jacket.

Shooting-gallery (sho'ting-'gal"er-i), n. A long
room or gallery, having a target of some kind,
and arranged for practice with firearms.

shooting-iron (sh6'ting-I"ern), . A firearm,

especially a revolver. [Slang, U. S.]

Timothy hastily vaulted over the fence, drew his shoot-

ing-iron from his boot-leg, and, cocking it with a metallic

click, sharp and peremptory in the keen wintry air, . . .

Harper's Mag., LXXVI. 78.

shooting-jacket (sho'ting-jak"et), n. A short

and plain form of shooting-coat; in general,
same as shooting-coat.
Ainslie arrived in barracks . . . without uniforms, and

without furniture, so he learned a good deal of his drill

in a shooting-jacket. Whyte Melmlle, White Rose, I. xiii.

shooting-needle (sho'ting-ne"dl), n. A blast-

ing-needle ;
a metallic rod used in the tamping

of a drill-hole, with the object of leaving a cav-

ity through which the charge may be fired, it

is kept in the hole while the tamping is being done, and
withdrawn after that operation iscompleted. The general
use of the safety-fuse has almost entirely done away with
the old and more or less dangerous method in which the

shooting-needle or pricker was employed. See needle, 3

(b). Also called nau.

shooting-plane (sho"ting-plan), w. In carp., a

light side-plane for squaring or beveling the

edges of stuff. It is used with a shooting-board.
E. H. Knight.
shooting-range (sho'ting-ranj), . A place used
for practising shooting, especially rifle-shoot-

ing, where various ranges or shooting distances

are measured off between the respective firing-

points and the targets.

Shooting-Star (sho'ting-star'), TO. 1. Same as

falling-star. See star. 2. The American cow-

slip, Dodecatheon Meadia : so called from the

bright nodding flowers, which, from the lobes

of the corolla being reflexed, present an ap-

pearance of rapid motion.

ShOOting-stick (sho'ting-stik), n. In printing,
a piece of hard wood or

metal, about ten inches

long, which is struck by
shooti,,g-stick.

a mallet to tighten or loosen the quoins in a

chase.

Small wedges, called quoins, are inserted and driven for-

ward by a mallet and a shooting-stick, so that they grad-
ually exert increasing pressure upon the type.

Encyc. Brit., XXIII. 700.

Shootresst (shot'res), n. [< shooter + -ess.] A
woman who shoots; a female archer.

For that proud shootress scorned weaker game.
Fairfax, tr. of Tasso's Godfrey of Boulogne, xi. 41.

Shooty (sho'ti), a. [< shoot + -y
1
.] Of equal

growth or size
; coming up regularly in the rows,

as potatoes. [Prov. Eng.]
shop1

(shop), n. [< ME. shoppe, schoppe, ssoppc,

shape (> ML. shoppa), < AS. sceoppa, a stall or

booth (used to translate LL. gazophylacium, a

treasury), = MD. schop = LG. schuppc, schoppr,

schup, a shed, = OHG. scopf, scof, MHG. schopf
(> OF. eschoppe, escho/ie, F. echoppe), a booth,
G. dial, schopf, a building without walls, a ves-

tibule; cf. G. schoppen, schuppen (< MD. LG.),
a shed, covert, cart-house. Hence ult. shippen,
q. v.] If. A booth or stall where wares were
usually both made and displayed for sale.

Ac marchauns metten with hym and made hym abyde,
And shutten hym in here shoppes to shewen here ware.

Piers Plowman (C), iii. 223.

A prentys whilom dwelled in cure citee,
And of a craft of vitailliers was hee ; . . .

He loved bet the taverne than the shoppe.
Chaucer, Cook s Tale, 1. 12.

A sumptuous Hall, where God (on euery side)
His wealthie Shop of wonders opens wide.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Uartas's Weeks, i. 1.

Hence 2. A building, or a room or suite of

rooms, appropriated to the selling of wares at
retail.
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Mr. Hollar went with him ... to take viewes, land-

scapes, buildings, *c., reniarqueable in their journey, wi>
wee see now at y print shoppes.

Aubrey, Lives, Winceslaus Hollar.

The polish'd counter, and approving none.

Cowper, Task, vi. 279.

[In the rural districts and smaller towns of the United
States the term store takes almost exclusively the place of

the Britistish shop, but the latter word is in occasional and _v-_ y,jii

ing use in this sense in large cities.

shopmate
the thundering old jail so silent that I could almost have

beat my brains out. Dickens, Oliver Twist, xvi.

An obsolete preterit of xliiipt:

1 (shop'bel), n. A small bell so hung
To give notice automatically of the opening

of a shop-door.
But, at this instant, the shop-bell, right over her head,

tinkled as if it were bewitched.
Hau'thorne, Seven Gables, iii.

'bil), n. An advertisement of a

Thopke'eper's business, or a list of his goods,
I was amused by observing over one of the stores, as f frilmtin

the shops are called, a great, staring, weli-wigged figure printed for C

painted on the sign, under which was written Lord Eldon. shop-board (shop'bord), . A broad board or

Capt. B. Hall, Travels in North America, I. 8.] bench on which work (especially tailors' work)
is done.

No Error near his [a tailor's] Shop-board lurk'd ;

He knew the Folks for whom he work'd.

Prior, Alma, i.

shop-book (shop'buk), . A book in which a

tradesman keeps his accounts.

I will study the learned languages, and keep my shop-
book in Latin. Beau, and Fl., Woman-Ha

3. A room or building in which the making,

preparing, or repairing of any article is car-

ried on, or in which any industry is pursued :

as, a machine-s*o/) ; a repair-sftop; a barber's

shop : a carpenter's s/iop.

And as for yron and laten to be so drawen in length, ye
shall se it done in xx shoppis almost in one strete. -.,-, t, .

-
.,

-

Sir T. More, Works, p. 127. 600* in Latin. Beau, and Fl., Woman-Hater, n. 2.

Like to a censer in a barber's shop. shop-boy (shop'boi), n. A boy employed in a

Hence, figuratively 4f. The place where any- shopet. An obsolete preterit and past partici-

thing is made
;
the producing place or source,

pie of shape.

Shopent. An obsolete past participle of shape.

shop-girl (shop'gerl), w. A girl employed in a

shop.
Her personal beauty was an attraction to customers,

and he valued her aid as shop-girl.
S. Judd, Margaret, i. 12.

^ ^ [Heb.] An ancient He-
brew musical instrument, usually made of the

curved horn of a ram. Also written shofar.

Then [he] gan softly feel

Her feeble pulse, . . .

Which when he felt to move, he hoped faire

To call backe life to her forsaken shop.

Spenser, F. Q., II. i. 43.

Because I [the belly] am the store-house and the shop
Of the whole body. Shak., COT., i. 1. 137.

Galen would have the Liver, which is the Shop and Shophar (sho'far),
Source of the Blood, and Aristotle the Heart, to be the

first framed. Howell, Letters, I. iii. 30.

5. In glass-malting, a team or set of workmen, shopholder (shop'hoFder), . A shopkeeper.
See the quotation.

They [glass-makers] are grouped into sets or shops of

three or four, who work together and share profits to-

gether on a well-understood grade of division. General-

ly four constitute a shop, the most skilful workman (the

blower) at the head, the gatherer (a young fellow) next,
and two boys, one handling moulds or tools, and the other

carrying the products to the annealing oven.

Harper's Mag., LXXIX. 259.

6. One's own business, craft, calling, or pro-

fession; also, talk specifically relating to this:

used in a ludicrous or contemptuous sense.

Compare to talk shop, below.

Had to go to Hartley Row for an Archdeacon's Sunday-
school meeting, three hours useless (I fear) speechifying
and shop. Kingsley, Letter, May, 1856. (Dames.)

All men, except the veriest, narrowest pedants in their

craft, avoid the language of the shop.
Q. P. Marsh, Lects. on the Eng. Lang., xi.

Chow-chow shop. See chow-chow. Fancy shop.

[Bare.]
Hit ys ordeyned by the M. and Wardens that at euery

coste of ale that ys geven into the forsayde ffraternyte and
Gyld euery shopholder shall spend ther-to j. d.

English Gilds (E. E. T. S.), p. 315.

shopkeeper (shop'ke"per), n. [< shop1 + i

cr.\ 1. One who keeps a shop for the sale of

goods; a trader who sells goods in a shop or

by retail, in distinction from a merchant, or

one who sells by wholesale
;

in general, a
tradesman.
To found a great empire for the sole purpose of raising

up a people of customers may at tlrst sight appear a pro-

ject fit only for a nation of shopkeepers.
Adam Smith, Wealth of Nations, IV. vii. 3.

2. An article that has been long on hand in a

shop: as, that chair is an old shopkeeper. [Col-

loq.]
see shopkeeping (shop'ke"pmg), .

, ._. hop. of keeping a shop for the sale of goods by retail.

See/or/.-Thepther.shOp,a rival ,nst,tut,onorestaD.
shopU&t ?8nOp'llft), n. [< sfcopl + K/k] A

fancy store, under fancy. Forfeits in a barber's shop.
See forfeit. The other shop, a riv:

'

lishment of any kind. [Ludicrous.]

"Senior Wrangler, indeed; that's at the other shop."
" What is the other shop, my dear child ?" said the lady.
" Senior Wranglers at Cambridge, not Oxford," said the

scholar. Thackeray, Vanity Fair, xxxiv.

To Shut up Shop, figuratively, to withdraw from or aban-
don any enterprise. [Colloq.]

I'll quite give o'er, and shut up shop in cunning.
Middleton, Women Beware Women, ii. 2. Shoplifter (shop lifter), n.

If it go on thus, the commissioners may shut up shop.
' '

tl., II. 21.

The business

shoplifter.
This is to give notice that those who have sustained any

loss at Sturbridge Fair last, by Pick Pockets or Shop lifts,

If they please to apply themselves to John Bonner in Shorts

Gardens, they may receive information and assistance

therein. Quoted in Ashton's Social Life in Reign of

[Queen Anne, II. 232.

[< shop* + lifter*. ]

One who purlo'ins goods from a shop; particu-
larly, one who under pretense of buying takes
occasion to steal.

(shop 'lifting), n. Larceny of

goods committed in a shop ;
the stealing of

goods from a shop.
More honest, well-meaning people were bubbled out of

their goods and money by it [Gravity] in one twelve-month
than by pocket-picking and shop-lifting in seven.

Sterne, Tristram Shandy, i. 11.

Court and Times of Charles j

To sink the Shop, to refrain from talking about one's

business, or matters pertaining to it [Colloq.] L,ke tho8e women they call gkop-Hfters, who when they
There was only one thing he [Story] did not talk about, are challenged for their thefts appear to be mighty angry

and that was law ; as the expressive phrase goes, he sunk and affronted. Svift, Examiner, No. 28.

the shop; though this same "shop" would have been a , , .

subject most interesting.
Jonah Quincy, Figures of the Past, p. 193.

To talk shop, to converse in general society about mat-
ters pertaining to one's own calling or profession. [Col-

loq.]

Actors and actresses seem the only artists who are never
ashamed of talking shop.

Whyte Melmlle, White Rose, II. vii. 8nOplike (shop'lik), a. [< shop* + likcS.] Hav-
Shop 1

(shop), v.
; pret. and pp. shopped, ppr. mg the manners or ways of a shop; hence,

shopping. [< shop'-, .] I. intrans. To visit tricky; vulgar.
shops or stores for the purpose of purchasing Be 8

"

he never w shnp .lite or meretricious,
or examining goods. B. Jonson, Discoveries.

We have been a-shopping, as Mrs. Mirvan calls it, all shop-maid (shop'mad), n. A young womanwho
this morning, to buy silks, caps,

gauze^and "wtorth^ ^
tends a shop ;

a shop-girl.

She had gone shopping about the dty,Peking entire
The ^opmaid, who is a pert wench. Spectator, No. 277.

depAts of splendid merchandise, and bringing home a rib- shopman (shop'man), n.; pi. shopmen (-men).

[< shop + man.'} 'A retail trader; a shopkeep-
er

; also, a salesman in a shop.
The shopman sells, and by destruction lives.

Dryden, To his Kinsman, John Dryden, 1. 108.

I am sure there are many English in Paris who never

boh. Hawthorne, Seven Gables, xii.

II. trans. To shut up ; put behind bars
;
im-

prison. [Cant.]
A main part of his [a bum-bailiff's] office is to swear and

bluster at their trembling prisoners, and cry,
" Confound

us. why do we wait? Let us shop him."
Four for a Penny (1678) (Harl. Misc., IV. 147). (Dames.)

They had likewise shopped up themselves in the highest
of their house.

W. Patten, Exped. into Scotland, 1548 (Eng. Garner,
(III. 86).

It was Bartlemy time when I was shopped. . . . Arter I

was locked up for the night, the row and din outside made

speak to any native above the rank of a waiter or shopman.
Thackeray, Philip, xxi.

A Shopman to a Tradesman in Fore-street.

Quoted in X. and Q., 7th ser., IX. 243.

shopmate (shop'mat), . [<.s)iop
l + nifei.] A

fellow-workman or a fellow-clerk or -attendant

in a shop. .



shopmate
I called the attention of a shopmate, a grizzled old vet-

eran, to the peculiar behavior of the chisel.

Sei. Amer., X. S ,
LIX. 212.

shopocracy (sho-pok'ra-si), H. [< shop
1 + -o- +

-cracy, after analogy of <lemoer<i<-y, p/iitm-racy.']

The body of shopkeepers. [Humorous or con-

temptuous.]
The balls at Cranworth Court, in which Mr. Cranworth

had danced with all the belles of the shapocracy of EC-

eleston. Mrs. Oaskell, Ruth, xxxili.

Shopocracy . . . belongs to an objectionable class of

words, the use of which is very common at the present
day. but which ought to be carefully avoided.

JV. and Q., 7th ser., V. 92.

shopper (shop'er), it. [< s/iop
1 + -fl.] One

who shops; one who visits shops for the pur-

pose of buying or examining goods.
A day's shopping is a sort of campaign, from which the

Chopper returns plundered and discomfited, or laden with

the spoil of vanquished shopmen.
Jlmt-flls, Venetian Life, xx.

shopping (shop'ing), H. [Verbal n. of shopl, r.]

The act or practice of visiting shops for the

purchase or examination of goods : as, she is

very fond of shopping.
What between shopping and morning visits with mam-

ma, . . I contrive to enjoy myself tolerably.
Mrs. H. More, Cuilebs, xxili.

There was an army of dressmakers to see, and a world

of shopping to do. C. D. Warner, Backlog Studies, p. 277.

shoppish (shop'ish), a. [< shop 1 + -Mil.] Hav-

ing the habits and manners of a shopman.
shoppy (shop'i), a. [< xhop 1 + -v 1 .] 1. Per-

taining to or characteristic of a shop or shops;
shoppish ; belonging to trade

;
commercial : as,

xhoppy people.
" His statement about being a shop-ly was the thing

I liked best of all." "I am surprised at you, Margaret,"
said her mother. " You who were always accusing people
of being shoppy at Ililstone !"

Mrs. <?<*<, North and South, xi.

2. Characterized by the presence of shops;
abounding with shops: as, a shoppy street.

The street book-stalls aremost frequent in the thorough-
fares which are well-frequented, but which, as one man
in the trade expressed himself, are not so shoppy &s others.

tlayhcw, London Labour and London Poor, I. 292.

3. Given to talking shop: as, he is apt to be

shoppy in conversation. 4. Concerning one's

own business, profession, or pursuit.

They [artists] associate chiefly with one another, or

with professedly art-appreciating people whose conversa-

tion, if not uniutellectual, is generally shoppy.
The Century, XXXI. 399.

[Colloq. in all uses.]

shop-ridt (shop'rid), a. [< s/iop
1 + -rid, as in

bedrid.'] Shop-worn.
May the moths branch their velvets, and their silks only

be worn before sore eyes ! may their false lights undo
'em, and discover presses, holes, stains, and oldness in

their stuffs, and make them shop rid.

Beau, and Fl., Philaster, v. 3.

shop-shiftt (shop'shift), . A shift or trick of

a shopkeeper ; cheating.
There 's a shop-shift .' plague on 'em. B. Jonson.

shop-thief (shop'thef ), n. One who steals goods
or money from shops ;

a shoplifter.

shop-walker (shop'wa'ker), . Same as^oor-
u-alker.

shop-window (shop'win'do), n. A window of

a sliop, especially one of the front windows in

which goods are displayed for sale
;
a show-

window.
Some may think more of the manner of displaying their

knowledge to a monetary advantage, like goods in a shop-

window, than of laying hold upon the substance.

Gladstone, Gleanings of Past Years, I. 20.

shop-woman (shop'wum"an), n. A woman who
serves in a shop.
shop-worn (shop'worn), n. Somewhat worn or
defaced by the handling received in a shop or

store, or by exposure outside a shop.

shorage (shor'aj), . [Also shoreage ; < shore 1

+ -age.] Duty paid for goods brought on shore.

shore 1 (shor), . [Early mod. E. also shoar;
< ME. schore, < AS. "score, shore (Somner, Lye,
etc.

,
without a reference) (=MD. schore, schoore,

schoor, shore, alluvial land, foreland, = MLG.
schore, schor, schare, shore, coast) ; prob. orig.
land 'cut off' (cf. scoren cKf, 'shorn cliff,' a

precipice), (.sceran (pp. scoren), cut, shear: see
s/ienr1

,
and cf. score1

.] 1. The coast or land

adjacent to a considerable body of water, as an
ocean or sea, or a lake or river; the edge or

margin of the land; a strand.

On wyther half [the opposite side] water com donn the
schore. Alliterative Poems (ed. Morris), i. 230.

Upon a raw and gusty day,
The troubled Tiber chafing with her shores.

Shak..J. C., i. 2. 101.

ame of a Vessel sup-
ported hy Shores.
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He (Canute) caus'd his Royal Seat to be set on the shoar

while the Tide was coming In. Milton, Hist, Eng., vi.

2. Ill law, the space between ordinary high-
water mark and low-watermark; foreshore.

In the Roman law, the shore included the land as high

up as the largest wave extended in winter. Burrill.

Lee shore. See fefi. Shore cod-liver oil. see cod-

liver. Shore fish. SeeJMii. Shore-grounds, inshore

llshing-grounds. [Gloucester, Massachusetts.] - Shore-
pool, a fishing-place for shore-seining. [Delaware River,
Aew Jersey. J Shore sandpiper. See sandpiper.

shore 1
(shor), v. t. ; pret. and pp. shored, ppr.

xlmring. [< shore 1
, .] To set on shore.

1 will bring these two moles, these blind ones, aboard
him

;
if he think it fit to shore them again, ... let him call

me rogue for being so far officious. Shale.
,
W. T., Iv. 4. 89.

shore2 (shor), w. [Early mod. E. also shoar; <

ME. seliore = D. scltoor, a prop, = Norw. skora, a

prop, = 8w. dial. si-Are, a piece of cut wood (cf.

Icel. sl-ordha, a prop, esp. under a boat, =
Norw. sfrorda, a prop); prob. orig. a piece 'cut

off'of a suitable length/ AS. seeran (pp. se ;<).

cut, shear: see shear1
,
and cf. sAoreX] A post

or beam of timber or iron for the temporary
support of something; a prop.

Schore, undursettynge of a thynge that wolde falle ; . . .

suppositorium. Prompt. Pan., p. 448.

As touching props and shores to support vlne, the best

(as we have said) are those of the oke or olive tree.

Holland, tr. of Pliny, xvii. 22.

The sound of hammers, blow on blow,

Knocking away the shores and spurs.

Longfellow. Building of the Ship.

Especially (a) A prop or timber obliquely placed, acting
as a strut on the side of a building, as when the wall is in

danger of falling, or when alterations are being made In

the lower part of it, the upper end of the shore resting

against that part of the wall on which there is the greatest
stress. See dead-shore, (b) In ship-building: (1) A prop
fixed under a ship's side or bottom
to support her on the stocks, or

when laid on the blocks on the

slip. See also cut under launch-

imj-nays. (2) A timber set tempo-
rarily beneath a beam to afford ad-

ditional support to the deck when
taking in the lower masts. See

dogshore, skeyshore, and spur, (c)

A stake set to prop or bear up a

net in hunting. Hattiwell. [Prov. Eng.] (d) A post used

with hurdles in folding sheep. HalliweU. [Prov. Eng.]

shore2 (shor), r. t.; pret. and pp. shored, ppr.

shoring. [Early mod. E. also shoar; < ME.
schoren (= D. schoren) ;

< shore*, .] To sup-

port by or as by a post or shore
; prop, as a wall,

particularly when some more permanent sup-

port is temporarily taken away : usually with

up : as, to shore up a building.

If I can but flnde the parental! roote, or formal! reason

of a Truth, I am quiet ; if I cannot, I shore up my slender

judgement as long as I can. with two or three the hand-

somest props I can get. Jf. Ward, Simple Cobler, p. 16.

The most of his allies rather leaned upon him than
shoared him up. Sir B. Wotton, Reliquhc, p. 238.

A huge round tower . . . Mores up with its broad shoul-

ders the beautiful palace and garden-terrace.
Longfellow, Hyperion, I. 6.

shore3 (shor). An obsolete or archaic preterit

(and obsolete past participle) of shear1
.

shore4
(shor), r. t. and t. [An assibilated form

of score1
.] To count; reckon. [Scotch.]

shore5 (shor), t. t. ; pret. and pp. shored, ppr.

shoring. [Sc. also schore, schor, schoir; per-

haps an assibilated form of score1 ,
in a similar

sense (cf. shore4 ); or another form of sure, v.,

eouiv. to assure (cf. shorel, var. of sewer3).)
1." To threaten; warn. [Scotch and prov.

Eng.]
But, like guid mi there, shore before you strike.

Burns, Prologue for Sutherland's Benefit Night.

2. To offer. [Scotch.]
A panegyric rhyme, I ween,
Even as I was he shor'd me.

Burns, Petition of Bruar Water.

shore6t, An obsolete form of share3 .

shore7 ,
n. An obsolete or dialectal form of

seicer$.

Shorea (sho're-a), w. [NL. (Roxburgh, 1805),

named after John Shore, Baron Teignmouth
(1751-3834), governor-general of India.] A ge-
nus of polypetalous plants, of the order Diptero-

carpese. It is characterized by flowers with a very short

calyx-tube unchanged in fruit, and imbricated calyx-lobes,
some or all of which become much enlarged and wing-
like and closely invest the hard nut-like fruit, which is

usually one-seeded, but formed from an ovary of three

cells and six ovules. There are about 25 species, all natives

of tropical Asia. They are resin-bearing trees, smooth,
hairy, or scurfy, bearing entire or repand leaves with p-

shoreweed

shore-anchor (sh6r'ang"kor), . The anchor

lying toward the shore.

shore-beetle (shor'be'tl), . Any beetle of the

family J'inie/iiilrC : more fully called uiirrnu'int/

show-beetle. .1. Adams.
shore-bird (shor'berd), . 1. A bird that fre-

quents the sea-shore, the mouths of rivers, and
estuaries

;
a limicoline wading bird, or any

member of the Limicotee : so called in distinc-

tion from paludicole wadiug birds. (See Li-

ntimlit.) Many of these birds are also called

bay-birds or bay-snipe. 2. The river-swallow,
.ami-martin, or bank-swallow, Cotile or ( '/iria/ln

iii. [Local, British.] Crouching shore-bird,

-

rows. ,S. robusta is the sal-tree, or Indian sal. See sals.

shoreage, >< See sliorage.

the pectoral sandpiper, or squat-snipe. See krieker.

llaird, Brewer, ana ItidffU'ay.

shore-cliff (shoi-'klif), . A cliff at the water's

fdije or extending along shore.

[He] saw once a great piece of a promontory,
That had a sapling growing on it, slide

Knim the long shore-cliff's windy walls to the beach.

Tennyson, Oeraint.

shore-crab (shor'krab), H. A littoral crab of

the family Cureiiiidie; specifically, ('iirdims

mcenas. See cuts under Jiraehytira, Carcinus,

Mti/alops, and Zosea.

shore-grass (shor'gras), >i. Same as shoreicced.

shore-hopper (shor'hop'er), . A sand-hopper
or beach-flea

;
a small crustacean of one of the

families Orehestiidse. Gammaridee, etc., as Or-

ehestia littorea. See cut under Orrhextift.

shore-jumper (shor'jum'per), . A beach-flea.

shore-land (shor'land), . Land bordering on
a shore or sea-beach.
shore-lark (shor'liirk), . A bird of the genus
Eremophila (or Otocoryx); a horned lark, as
E. alpestris. See cut under Eremophila.
shoreless (shor'les), . [< shore + -less.~\ Hav-
ing no shore or coast ;

of indefinite or unlimited
extent.

Through the short channels of expiring time,
Or shoreless ocean of eternity.

Young, Night Thoughts, ix.

shore-line (shor'lin), n. The line where shore

and water meet.

Considering the main body of Lake Bonneville, it ap-

pears from a study of, the shorelines that the removal of

the water was accompanied, or accompanied and followed,

by the uprising of the central part of the basin.
Amer. Sat., .May, 1390.

shoreling (shor'ling), n. Same as shorting.
shoreman (shor'man), n.

; f\. shoremen (-men).
A sewerman.

Tbeshoremen, however, do not collect thelumps of coal

and wood they meet with on their way, but leave them as

the proper perquisites of the mud-larks.

Mayheic, London Labour and London Poor, II. 168.

shore-oil (shor'oil), . The purest kind of cod-

liver oil.

shore-pipit (shor'pip''it), H. The rock-pipit,

shore-plover (shor'pluv'er), . A rare book-
name of Esacus magnirostris, an Australian

plover.
shorer (shor'er), n. [< ME. shorter, shoryer; <

shore? + -er1 .] That which shores; a prop.
"Thees thre shoryeres," quath he, "that bereth vp this

plonte,
Thei by-tokneth trewely the Trinite of heuene."

Piers Plowman (C), xix. 25.

Then setteth he to it another shorer, that all thinge is In

the Newe Testament fulfilled that was promysed before.
Sir T. More, Works, p. 473.

shore-service (shor'ser'vis), . In the United
States navy, any duty not on board a sea-going

ship.

shore-shooting (shor'sh6"ting), w. The sport
or practice of shooting shore-birds.

shoresman (shorz'man), n.
; pi. shoresmen

(-men). 1 . One engaged in the fisheries whose
duties keep him ashore, as the owner of a ves-

sel, or the proprietor of, or an employee or la-

borer in, a packing-house ; especially, a sole or

part owner of a vessel. 2. A longshoreman.
shore-snipe (shor'snip), . The common sand-

piperof Europe, Trinyoidcshypoleucus. [Perth.]
shore-teetan (shor'te'tan), n. The rock-pipit:
same as (jutter-teetan. [Orkney.]
shore-wainscot (sh6r'wan"skot), n. A British

moth, Leucania littoralis, found among sand-

hills.

shoreward (shor'ward), adv. [<7wel -1- -mtrd.}
Toward the shore.

This mounting wave will roll us shoreward soon.

Tennyson, Lotos-Eaters.

shoreweed (shor'wed), n. [< shore^ + weed!.]
A low herb, Littorella lacustris, growing in mud
and wet sand in northern or mountainous parts
of Europe . It has a tuft of linear radical leaves and monoe-
cinus flowers, the pistillate hidden among the leaves, the



shoreweed

staminate on scapes an inch high with long filaments, the

most conspicuous part of the plant. Also ikorMVOflL

Shore-Whaling (shor'hwfi-ling). . The pur-
suit or capture of the whale near the shore. It

was the earliest method practised in America. The boats

were launched from the beach, ami the captured whale
was towed ashore, to be cut in and tried out. Most shore-

whaling in America is now done on the Pacific coast, and
the men employed are mainly foreigners. California shore-

whaling was begun at Monterey in lsf.1 by Captain Daven-

port, and conducted much as it had been for ifo years in

New England. This method is distinguished from both

coast-whaling and deep-sea whaling. See vhalin'j.

shoring 1
(shor'ing), (i. [Appar. < ikore1 +

-/(/-.] Awry; aslant. Halliirell. [Prov. Eng.j
shoring- (shor'ing), n. [Verbal n. of shore2

, v.]

1. The act of supporting with shores or props.
2. A number or set of shores or props taken

collectively.

shorl, shorlaceous. See schorl, schorlaceous.

shorling (shor'ling), >i, [Also shoreline; < shore*

(shorn) + -//H;/
1
.] 1 . A sheep of the first year's

shearing; a shearling; a newly shorn sheep.
2. See the quotation.

Shorling and morling, or mortling, are words to distin-

guish fells of sheep, shorlinff being the fells after the

fleeces are shorn off the sheep's back, and morling the

fells flayed otf after they [the sheep] die or are killed.

Timlin, Law Diet. (Latham.)

3f. A shaveling: a contemptuous name for a

monk or priest.
After that this decree and doctrine of transubstantia-

tion eame in, no crying out hath there been to receive it

(no, that is the prerogative of the priests and shaven shor-

ting*). J. Bradford, Works (Parker Soc., 1853), II. 276.

This Babylonish whore, or disguised synagogue of shore-

lings, sitteth upon many waters or peoples that are fan-

tastical, fickle, or foolish.

Up. Bale, Image of Both Churches, xvli. C.

shorn (shorn). Past participle of shear1 .

short (short), a. and . [< ME. short, schort,

scheort, ssort, sceort, scort, < AS. sceort, scort =
OHG. scurz, short, = Icel. *skrtr, short (skortr,

shortness); otherwise found only in derivatives

(see short,v., shirt, skirt*-); rootunknown. The
word represented by E. curt (= OS. kurt =
OFries. hurt = D. kort = MLG. kort = OHG.
cliur:, G. Tcurz = Icel. kortr = Sw. Dan. kort, < L.

curtus, short) appears to have taken the place,
in L. and G. and Scand., of the orig. Teut. adj.

represented by short. The Teut. forms, AS.
sceort. OHG. scurz, etc., are commonly sup-
posed to be identical with L. curtus (assumed
to stand for *scurtus), but the phonetic condi-
tions do not agree (AS. t = L. rf). They are
also supposed to be derived, with formative -to,

from AS. sceran (pp. scoren), etc., cut, shear, as

if lit.
' shorn'

;
but the sense requires the forma-

tive to be -d, E. -d2 (as in old, cold, etc.), and
the adj. word formed from sceran with this pp.
suffix is in fact AS. sceard (see sharrli). The
root of sceort remains unknown. Hence ult.

shirt, skirt.} I. a. 1. Not long; having little

length or linear extension : as, a short distance
;

a short flight; a short stick or string.
This Weye is most schort for to go streyghte unto Bahi-

loyne. Mandeville, Travels, p. 56.

Now draweth cut, er that we ferrer twynne ;

He which that hath the shortest^ shal bigynne.
Chaucer, Gen. 1'rol. to C. T., 1. 836.

What is right and what is wrang?
A short sword and a lang.

Burns, Ye Jacobites by Name.

2. Not tall; low in stature.

Be merry, be merry, my wife has ail ;

For women are shrews, both short and tall.

Shale., 2 Hen. IV., v. 8. 36.

The Nymph too short her Seat should seldom quit,
Lest, when she stands, she may be thought to sit.

Congrevf, tr. of Ovid's Art of Love, iii.

3. Not long iii time; of brief duration.

For but [unless] ich haue bote of mi bale, bi a schorl time,
1 am ded as dore-nail. William ofPalerne(K E. T.S.),1. 028.

The triumphing of the wicked is short. Job xx. 5.

4. Not up to a required standard or amount
;

not reaching a certain point ; lacking ;
scant :

insufficient; deficient: as, a short supply of

provisions; short allowance of money; short

weight or measure.
She passes praise ; then praise too short doth blot

Shak., I,. L. L., iv. 3. 241.

Some silk they Ipeople of Chios] make, and some cottons
here grow, but short in worth unto those of Smyrna.

Sandys, Travailes, p. 10.

You have detected a baker in selling short weight; you
prosecute him for the cheat.

Bentham, Introd. to Morals and Legislation, xi. 24.

In this sense much used predicatively, followed by of, in

comparative statements, (a) Less than; inferior to: as.

his escape was little shorl of a miracle.

His brother . . . was no whit short of him in the know-
ledge of fiod's will, though his youth kept him from dar-

ing to offer himself to the congregation.
WiiMrop, Hist. New England, 1. 149.

One Snake, whom I have detected in a matter little

*lii>rt f forgery. Sheridan, School for Scandal, iii. 1.

(h) Inadequate to
;
incommensurate to.

Immoderate praises the foolish lover thinks short o/his
mistress, though they reach far beyond the heavens.

Sir J'. Sidney.

That merit which with favour you enlarge
Is far, far short of this propos'd reward.

Beau, and Ft., Knight of Malta, I. 3.

(c) On the hither side of; not up with or even with; not

having reached or attained : as, you are short of the mark.

The body of the maid was found by an Indian, about

half a year after, in the midst of thick swamp, ten miles

short of the place he said he left her in.

Winthrop, Hist. New England, I. 290.

Put a grasshopper on your hook, and let your hook hang
a quarter of a yard short of the water.

/. Walton, Complete Angler, p. 68.

5. Deficient in wisdom or discretion; defec-

tive
;
at fault ;

in error.

My wit is short, ye may wel understonde.

Chaucer, Gen. Prol. to C. T., 1. 74fi.

He was . . . shorte in resting on a verbal! order from
them ; which was now denyd, when it came to a perticu-
ler of loss. Bradford, Plymouth Plantation, p. 282, note.

In doctrine, they were in some things short; in other

things, to avoid one extreme they ran into another.

Penn, Rise and Progress of Quakers, i.

6. Insufficiently provided or supplied (with);

scantily furnished (with); not possessed of the

required or usual quantity or amount (of): often

with of: as,we have not received our allowance,
we are still short; to be short of funds, mate-

rials, or tools.
Achates and his guest,

. . . short of succours, and in deep despair,
Shook at the dismal prospect of the war.

Dryden, ^Eneid, viii. 690.

Whether sea-going people were short of money about
that time, or were short of faith, ... I don't know ; all I

know is that there was but one solitary bidding.
Dickens, David Copperneld, 1.

7. In exchange transactions : (a) Noting some-

thing that has been sold short (see under short,

adv.); not in hand or possession when contract

to deliver is made : as, short stocks. (6) Noting
transactions in values not possessed at the time
of contract, but to be procured before the time
of delivery: as, short sales, (c) Not possessed
of a sufficiency to meet one's engagements:
with of: as, to be short ofX preferred, (d) Of
or pertaining to those who have sold short: as,

the short interest in the market (that is, the

"bears," or those persons who have sold short,
and whose interest it is to depress prices).
8. Not far in the future ; not distant in time

;

near at hand. [Now rare.]

Sore offended that his departure should be so short.

Spenser.

He commanded those who were appointed to attend
him to be ready by a short day. Clarendon.

9. Limited in power or grasp ; not far-reaching
or comprehensive ;

not tenacious or retentive :

said of mental faculties: as, a short memory.
Since their own short understandings reach

No farther than the present. Since.

10. Brief; not lengthy; concise, (o) Said of that

which is spoken or written.'

Sliort tale to make, we at Saint Alban's met.
Shak., 3 Hen. VI., ii. 1. 120.

Nor grandeur hear with a disdainful smile
The short and simple annals of the poor.

Gray, Elegy,
(b) Said of a speaker or writer.

What 's your business ?

And, pray ye, be short, good friends ; the time is precious.
Fletcher, Spanish Curate, ii. 2.

To be short, euery speach wrested from his owne natu-
rail signification to another not altogether so naturall is a

kinde of dissimulation, because the wordes beare contrary
countenaunce to th' intent.

Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. l,
r
5.

My advice to you is only that in your pleadings you are
short and expressive. Addison, Charge to the Jury.

11. Curt; brief; abrupt; sharp; petulant;
crusty; uncivil: as, a short answer.

I will be bitter with him and passing short.

Shak., As you Like it, iii. fl. 138.

How, pretty sullenness,
So harsh and short ! B. Jonson, Catiline, ii. 1.

The French and English Ambassadors, interceding for a

Peace, had a short. Answer of Philip II.

Howell, Letters, I. II. 15.

12. In archery, not shot far enough to reach
the mark.

Standinge betwixt two extremes, eschewing short, or

gone, or either side wide.

Ascham, Toxophilus (ed. 1864X p. 22.

13. Brittle; friable; breaking or crumbling
readily; inclined to flake off; defective in point
"t coherence or adherence: as, pastry is made
>ili nrt with butter or lard; iron is made cold-
uliort by phosphorus, and hot-atari by sulphur;

short

the presence of coal-cinders makes mortar
short.

Wast thou fain, poor father,
To hovel thee with swine, and rogues forlorn,
In shirrt and musty straw V Shak., Lear, iv. 7. 40.

The rogue 's made of pie-crust, he 's so short.

Hiialeton, Blurt, Master-Constable, i. 2.

The flesh of him |the chub] is not firm, but short and
tasteless. /. Walton, Complete Angler, p. 66.

14. Not prolonged in utterance; less in dura-

tion than times or sounds called long: said

of times, vowels, and syllables. Specifically

(a) In pros., not exceeding in duration the unit of time

(mora, semeion), or so regarded. The ordinary short

vowel of ancient pronunciation varied somewhat in ac-

tual duration, but seems to have usually been uttered

as rapidly as was consistent with full distinctness of

sound^ (See long', n., 2.) Sometimes in metrical or

rhythmical treatment a short syllable occupied less time
in utterance than a normal short (was a diminished short,

^payela /ij4eiu>neVi)), and in what is commonly known
as elision the first of two vowel-sounds, although still

audible, was shortened to such a degree as to be entirely

disregarded in metrical composition. A syllable con-

taining a short vowel was regarded as short unless the
vowel stood in position (which see). Rhythmical or mu-
sical composition occasionally allowed itself the liberty
of treating a prosodic short as a long (an auginented short,

/Jpaxeia r;i>fijnei'i)), and vice versa. In metrical composi-
tion a short syllable usually did not take the ictus ; hence,
in modern versification, an unaccented syllable, whatever
its duration, is said to be short. A short time, vowel, or

syllable is marked by a curved line written independently
or above the vowel : thus, *, A.

What better [than a song will) teach the foreigner the

tongue,
What's long or short, each accent where to place?

Pope, Imit. of Horace, II. i. 207.

(ft) In Eng. orthorpy, noting the pronunciation of the
vowels a, e, i, o, v. exemplified in the words fat, met, sit,

not, nut. See longi,a., 5(6).

15. Unmixed with water; undiluted; neat, as

spirits; hence, strong: as, something short (a

glass of spirits as distinguished from beer or

other mild beverage). [Colloq.]
"There an't no drain of nothing short handy, is there?"

said the Chicken, generally. "This here sluicing night is

hard lines." Dickens, Dombey and Son, xxxii.

Come, Jack, shall us have a drop of some'at short?

Trollope, Dr. Thome, xvii.

16. Small (and hence portable). Halliwell.

[Prov. Eng.] A short bit. See KW.-A short
horse Is soon curried, a simple matter or plain business
is soon disposed of. At Short sight, a phrase noting a
bill which is payable soon after being presented to the

acceptor or payer. At short words*, briefly ; in short.

At short wordes thou shall trowen me.
Chaucer, Troilus, ii. 956.

In short meter. See meter?. short allowance, less

than the usual or regular quantity served out, as the re-

duced allowance to sailors or soldiers during a protracted
voyage, march, siege, or the like, when the stock of pro-
visions is running low, with no present prospect of a fresh

supply. In the British navy officers and men are paid the
nominal value of the provisions so stopped, snch sum be-

ing called short-allowance money. Hence, a scanty supply
of anything. Short and. Same as ampersand. Short
appoggiatura. See appoggialura. Short bill, in com.,
a bill having less than ten days to run. Short Circuit,
a shunt or side circuit of relatively low resistance connect-

ing two points of an electric circuit so as to carry the

greater part of the current. Short clothes, (a) Same
as small-clothes.

Will you wear the short clothes,
Or will you wear the side?

Earl Richard (Child's Ballads, III. 272).

(6) The petticoats or the whole dress of young children
who have left otf the long clothes of

early infancy. Short
coats, the shortened skirts of a young child when the long
clothes of its earliest Infancy are discarded. Short com-
missure. See commissure. Short commons. See
commons. Short cross, in printing, the thick and short
cross-bar of a chase. See chase'*,!. Shortcut. Seeeut,n.,
10. Short division, see division. Short elytra, in

entom., elytra which cover less than half of the abdomen,
as in the rove-beetles. Shorter Catechism. See cate-

chism. Short fever. See/wi . Short gown, a full,
loose jacket formerly worn with a skirt by women ; a

bed-gown.
Brisk withered little dames, in close crimped caps, long-

waisted shortgowns, homespun petticoats, with scissors

and pincushions and gay calico pockets hanging on the
outside. Irving, Sketch-Book, p. 439.

Short haul. See long haul, under longl. Short hose,
the stockings of the Scottish Highlander, reaching nearly
to the knee ; a name originating in the sixteenth century
or earlier, when Englishmen wore hose covering the

thigh, leg, and foot in one piece, and perhaps used in dis-

crimination from the trews. The short hose were com-

monly cut from tartan cloth, and not knitted. Short lay.
See lay!, 6. Short leet, meter, mordent. See the
nouns. Short number, in printing, said of an edition

of 250 copies or less. Short oat, octave. See the nouns.

Short of. See defs. 4, 6, and 7. Short Parliament.
See parliament. Short pull, in printing, a light impres-
sion on a hand-press, which requires only a short pull of

the bar. Short reduction, in logic. See reduction.

Short rib. (a) One of the lower ribs, which are shorter

than some of the upper ones, and do not reach to the
breastbone ; a false rib, or floating rib.

A gentleman was wounded in a duel : the rapier entered
into his right side, slanting by his shortribs under the
muscles. Wiseman, Surgery.

(&) pi. The right or left hypochondrium ; the hypochon-
driac region, where the short or floating ribs are. Short



short

score. See scorei, 9. Short sea, shrift, sixes, splice,

stitch, suit, warp,whist, etc. See the nouns. To come
short, to come short of. See come. To cover short
sales. See coeeri . To enter a Dill short. See enteri .

To fall short. See/aid. To go short, (a) To fail

to equal or match : generally with of.

Drake was a Dy'ilapper to Mandeville.

Candish, and Hawkins, Furbisher, all our voyagers
Went shm-l of Mandeville. Brrnne, Antipodes, i. 6.

(b) On the stock-exchange, to sell largely, expecting to buy
later as many shares as may have been previously sold.

To heave a cable short. See heave. To make short
boards. See board. To make short work of, with,
etc. See work.

II. . 1. A summary account : as, the short ot

the matter: see the long and the short, under

long
1

.

The short is this :

'Tis no ambition to lift up myself
Urgeth me thus.

Beau, and Fl., Maid's Tragedy, v. 3.

The short is that your sister Gratiana
Shall stay no longer here.

Chapman, All Fools, iii. 1.

2. In pros., a short time or syllable. See longi,

n., 2.

The average long would occupy rather less than twice
the time of the average short, J. Hadley, Essays, p. 264.

The sounds being divided into longs and shorts.

S. Lanier, Sci. of Eng. Verse, p. 68.

3. Whatever is deficient in number, quantity,
or the like.

In counting the remittances of bank notes received for

redemption during the year, there was found $25,528 in

overs, being amounts in excess of the amounts claimed,
and #8,246 in shorts, being amounts less than the amounts
claimed. Rep. of Sec. of Treasury, 1886, p. 100.

This [coin-package] is a self-counter, in which there can
be no danger of short* or overs.

Sci. Amur., N. S., IVII. 194.

4. pi. The bran and coarse part of meal, in mix-
ture. 5. pi. In rope-making, the toppings and
tailings of hemp, which are dressed for bolt-

ropes and whale-lines; also, hemp inferior to

that used in making staple ropes. 6. pi.

Small-clothes; knee-breeches: a term intro-

duced when but few persons still wore this

dress, trousers being more common.
A little emphatic man, with a bald head, and drab

shorts, who suddenly rushed up the ladder, at the immi-
nent peril of snapping the two little legs encased in the
drab shorts. Dickens, Pickwick, xxxiii.

We can recall a pair of drab shorts worn as part of a

walking dress, with low quartered shoes and white-cotton

stockings, nearly as late as 1829 or 30.

Quarterly Ret., CXLVI. 195.

The little old gentleman . . . follows him, in black
shorts and white silk stockings.

W. Besa.nl, Fifty Years Ago, p. 49.

7. pi. In printing, the copies that have been or
should be reprinted to make full a deficient

edition. 8. In exchange dealings : (a) A short
sale: as, to cover one's shorts. (6) One who
has made short sales, or has sold short. See
to sell short, below. 9. In base-ball, same as

short-stop. For short, by way of abbreviation : as, her
name is Elizabeth, but she is called Betfor short. [Colloq.]

The property-man, or, as he is always called, "props,"
for short. New York Tribune, July 14, 1889.

In Short, in few words ; in brief ; to sum up briefly.

Now I must telle in shorte, for I muste so,
Youre observauace that ye shalle done at none.

Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 5.

Gay and sunny, pellucid in air and water, we are sure
that Smyrna is in short, everything that could be wished.

De Quincey, Homer, L
To cover shorts. See caverl.

short (short), adv. [< short, .] In a short

manner, in any sense
; briefly or curtly ;

not at

length; insufficiently; friably.

Speak short, and have as short despatch.
Fletcher, Humorous Lieutenant, i. 1.

If the cakes at tea ate short and crisp, they were made
by Olivia. Goldsmith, Vicar, xvi.

He answer'd not,
Or short and coldly.

Tennyson, Lancelot and Elaine.

To blow short. See Wowi. To cut short. See cut.

To sell short, in exchange dealings, to sell what the
seller does not at the time possess, but hopes to buy at a
lower rate before the time specified for delivery. To
set short*, to regard or treat as of little value. Com-
pare to set light, etc.

For-thy ich consaille alle creatures no clerk to dispise,
No sette short by here science what so thei don hemselue.

Piers Plowman (CX xv. 65.

To take up Short, to check abruptly ; answer or inter-

rupt curtly ; take to task unceremoniously or uncivilly.

When some of their Officers that had been sent to ap-
prehend him came back with admiration of him, and said,
Never man spake like this man, they take them up short,
and tell them, They must believe as the Church believes.

Stulingfleet, Sermons, II. x. i.

He was taken up short., as one that spoke irreverently of

a mystery. Swift, Tale of a Tub, ii.
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shortt (shdrt), r. [< ME. shorten, schorten, <

AS. sceortian (= OFries. km-tii, 1,'crtn, Icirta =
D. korten = MLG. korten = OHG. curzen, kttr-

zen, kilrzen, MHG. schurzcn, l,'iii'-fn, G. kiirzen

= Sw. korta = Dan. kortc), become short, <

sceort, short: see short, n.~\ I. intnnix, 1. To
become short; shorten.

His sight wasteth, his wytte mynysheth, his lyf shorteth.

The Book of Good Manners (I486).

2. Naut., to take in the slack; haul in.

We layd out one of those ankers, with a hawser which
he had of 140 fadom long, thinking to haue warpt in, but
it would not be ; for as we shorted vpon y said warpe the
anker came home. Hakluyt's Voyages, I. 277.

II. trans. 1. To make short; shorten.

And eek I praye, Jhesu shorte hir lyves
That nat wol be governed by hir wyves.

Chaucer, Wife of Bath's Tale, 1. 405.

Which affray shorttyd the lyffdayes of the sayd Phil-

lippe, whtche dyed withynne shorte tyme after the said

affray. Paston Letters, I. 278.

But let my loves fayre Planet short her wayes
This yeare ensuing, or else short my dayes.

Spenser, Sonnets, Ix.

2. To make the time appear short to
;
amuse

;

divert : used reflexively.
Furth I fure ... to schort me on the sandis.

Sir D. Lindsay.

shortage (shdr'taj), n. [< short + -age.'} A
deficit

; deficiency ;
the amount by which any-

thing is short.

On all Grain blown and screened to lighters for harbor

delivery, shortage in excess of one bushel per thousand
bushels will not be guaranteed.

yew York Produce Exchange Report, 1888-9, p. 236.

short-armed (short'armd), a. Having short

arms; not reaching far
; hence, feeble.

Which short-armed ignorance itself knows.
Shak.,1. andC., il. 3. 15.

short-ax (short 'aks), n. A battle-ax with a

short handle, adapted for wielding with one

hand, and especially for mounted knights : dis-

tinguished from the poleax;
which was essen-

tially the arm of a foot-soldier.

short-billed (short'bild), a. In ornith., having
a short bill

;
brevirostrate or brevirostral : spe-

cifically applied to many birds: as, the short-

billed kittiwake, Bissa brevirostris ; the short-

billed marsh-wren, Cistothorus stellaris.

short-bread (shdrt'bred), n. Same as short-

cake (a). [Scotch.]
All kinds of cake were there, and soda-scones, short-

bread, marmalade, black-currant jam, and the like.

W. Black, In Far Lochaber, 11.

short-breathed (short'bretht), a. Having short

breath or hurried respiration ; dyspnoeic.
One strange draught prescribed by Hippocrates for a

short-breathed man is half a gallon of hydromel with a lit-

tle vinegar. Arbuthnot.

shortcake (shdrt'kak), n. A rich crisp tea-

cake, made short with butter, sweetened, and
baked rather thin, (a) A broad, flat, thin cake made
crisp and short with lard or butter, and served up hot. (i>)

Pie-crust or pastry baked in small cakes and eaten with-
out the filling, (c) A thin, light, tender cake, shortened,
sometimes sweetened, and served either hot or cold. It

is often prepared in layers with fruit between them, to

be eaten with cream, as strawberry shortcake, peach short-

cake, etc. [U. S.)

Sweet cakes and short cakes, ginger cakes and honey
cakes, and the whole family of cakes.

Irving, Sketch-Book, p. 440.

short-circuit (sh6rt'ser"kit), v. i. To complete
an electric circuit by a conductor of low resis-

tance
;
introduce a shunt of low resistance.

short-cloak (sh&rt'klok), n. A British geomet-
rid moth, Cidaria pieata: more fully called

short-cloak carpet.
short-coarse (shdrt'kors), . One of the grades
of wool into which a fleece is divided.

short-coat (shdrt'kot), v. t. [< short coat-s (see
under short, a.).] To dress in the first short

garments, so as to leave the legs free for stand-

ing and walking; put short clothes on: said of

infants.

A spoiled, pettish baby, just short-coated, could not have
befooled me more. E. S. Sheppard, Counterparts, xxxviii.

"I really do believe," continued the young matron
slowly, ..." that we shall have to short-coat him before
the three months are out."

Mrs. L. B. Walford, The Baby's Grandmother, xxiv.

Manitoba is as yet in its headstrong youth, and the
North-West Territories are waiting to be shortcoated.

Atheneeum, No. S252, p. 238.

shortcoming (sh6rt'kum''ing), n. [Verbal n.

of come short (see under come).'] 1. A falling-
off of the usual produce, quantity, or amount,
as of a crop. 2. A failure of performance, as
of duty; a coming short; a delinquency.

shortening
It would argue a just sensibleness . . . of our unworthy

shortcomings, in not having more strenuously endeavoured
to prevent this course of defection, ... if for this we
were mourning. M l

Ward, Contendings (1723), p. 222.

I ... have not

Completed half my task ; and so at times
The thought of my shurtcomiiujs in this life

Falls like a shadow on the life to come.

Longfellow, Golden Legend, iv.

Very little achievement is required in order to pity an-

other man's shortcomings. George io,Middlemarch,xxi.

short-dated (shorfda'ted), a. Having little

time to run.

The course of thy short-dated life.

Sandys, Paraphrase upon Eccles, , U.

short-drawn (short'dran), a. Drawn in incom-

pletely; imperfectly inspired: as, short-drawn
breath.

short-eared (short'erd), a. In ornith., having
short plumicorns : as, the short-eared owl, Asio

aceipitrimis, formerly Strix brachyotus or Bra-

chyotus palustris.

shortelichet, adv. An obsolete variant of shortly.
shorten (shdr'tn), . [< short + -en 1

.] I. in-

trans. 1. To become short or shorter; con-

tract; diminish in length: as, ropes shorten

when wet.

Futurity still shortens, and time present sucks in time
to come. Sir T. Browne, Christ. Mor., iii. 13.

The short'ning winter day is near a close.

Burns, Cottar's Saturday Night.

2. To make anything short: used with in in

the nautical phrase to shorten in on the cable, to

heave in short or shorter. 3. To come short;
fail.

They had at that present but one Minister, nor neuer
had but two, and they so shortned of their promises that
but onely for meere pity they would haue forsaken them.

Quoted in Capt. John Smith's Works, II. 163.

To shorten in, in hort., to prune.

Some people imagine that when they have taken a pair
of hedge shears or some such instrument* and shorn off

the ends of the shoots on the outside of the tree indis-

criminately,theyaresAortenin#in; and so they are, as they
would a hedge ! P. Barry, Fruit Garden, p. 267.

II. trans. 1. To make short or shorter;

abridge ;
curtail : as, to shorten hours of work

;

to shorten the skirt of a dress.

I am sorry that by hanging thee I can
But shorten thy life one week.

Shak., W. T., iv. 4. 433.

But here and elsewhere often, when he telleth tales out
of Schoole, the good mans tongue is shortned.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 90.

In pity to us, God has shortened and bounded our view.

Bp. AUerbury, Sermons, II. xxii.

The race that shortens its weapons lengthens its boun-
daries. 0. W. Holmes, Autocrat, i.

2. To make appear short: as, pleasant com-

panionship shortens a journey ;
a concave mir-

ror shortens the face.

We shortened, days to moments by love's art.

Suckling, Detraction Execrated.

There, lost behind a rising ground, the wood
Seems sunk, and shorten'd to its topmost boughs.

Couyer, Task, i. 80S.

3. Figuratively, to make inefficient or incapa-
ble. Compare short-armed.

Behold, the Lord's hand is not shortened, that it cannot
save. Isa, lix. 1.

4. To take in; contract; lessen in extent or

amount: as, to shorten sail; to shorten an al-

lowance.
Grind their joints

With dry convulsions, shorten up their sinews
With aged cramps. Shak., Tempest, iv. 1. 260.

5. To check ; confine ;
restrain.

Here, where the subject is so fruitful, I am shortened by

my chain. Dryden.

6. To deprive.
Dishonest with lopped arms the youth appears,

Spoiled of his nose, and shortened of his ears.

Dryden, JJneid, vi. 669.

7. To cause to come short or fail.

By the discovery
We shall be shorten'd in our aim, which was
To take in many towns ere almost Rome
Should know we were afoot. Shak., Cor., i. 2. 23.

8. To make short or friable, as pastry with
butter or lard. 9. To pronounce or measure
as short: as, to shorten a vowel or syllable.
To shorten sail See mill.

shortener (sh6rt'ner), n. [< shorten + -er>.]

One who or that which shortens.

The gout ... is not usually reckoned a shortener of life.

Swift Inquiry into the Behaviour of the Queen's Last

[Ministry, ii.

shortening (short'ning), . In cookery, lard,

butter, or other substance used to make pastry
short or flaky.



shorthand

shorthand (short'hand), H. und . [Formerly
filso short-hitud, short IHIIK/; < short + linml.]

I. n. A system of writing briefer than that in

general use (which is distinctively culled l<i</-

liiiiid) ;
a method of writing in which abbrevia-

tions or arbitrary simple characters or sym-
bols are more or less systematically employed,
in order to write words with greater rapidity
than in the ordinary method of writing; bra-

chygraphy; stenography; tachygraphy. Theva-
rieties of shorthand now in use are nearly all based on
the phonetic principle. The system introduced by Isaac

I'itinan in 1S37, and known as phonography (which see)
from 1840, has, in its various modifications by its origi-
nator and others, a very wide currency wherever the Eng-
lish language is spoken. After the issue of the ninth edi-

tion of his work, in 1853, Pitman introduced extensive

changes (especially in the vowel-system). The following
is a comparative view of Pitman's later and earlier systems
and that of a modification of them by J. E. Munson of New
York (1800) :

Pitman, Munson, and Pitman's Ninth Edition :

\p,\b, |t, |d, /ch, /j, _k,_g, ^
^ v. ( th, ( dh, )s, ) z, Jsh, Jzh, ^m,^,n,

.-,589

are easily fattened, and the flesh is of excellent quality,
but for dairy purposes they are inferior to some other
breeds. The word is often used adjectively : as, the short-

horn breed. Also called Durham and Teeswater. Kncyc.
Brit., I. 387.

short-horned (sh6rt'hornd), a. 1. Havingshort
horns, as cattle : specifically noting the breed of

cattle called shorthorns. 2. Having short an-

tennas, as an insect. Short-horned flies, the sub-

order Brachycera. Short-horned grasshoppers, the

family Acridiidx. See grasshopper and locust^, 1.

Shortia (shor'ti-a), n. [NL. (Torrey and Gray,
1842), named after Charles W. Short, an Ameri-
can botanist (1794-1863).] A genus of gamo-
petalous plants, of the order Diapemiacese and
tribe Galacinex. It is characterized by scaly-bracteo-
late flowers, with a five-parted persistent calyx, ftve-lobed

bell-shaped corolla, flve stamens and five scale-shaped in-

curved staminodes, and a globose three-celled ovary,
which ripens into a three-valved capsule crowned with
the Aliform style, and containing very numerous small

seeds. There are but 2 species, S. uniflara of Japan, and

Pitman :

Munson :

"9th Ed."

VOWELS.



short-toed

lime (formerly Palm qallicus and Aquila liracliydactyla),

a bird of prey Inhabiting all the countries bordering tilt-

Mediterranean, and thence eastward to the whole of the

Indian peninsula and part of the Malay archipelago. The
male is 20 inches long ;

the female, 30 inches; the pointed

wings are more than half as long again as the tail ;
the tarsi

are mostly naked ; the nostrils are oval perpendicularly ;

the head is crested with lanceolate feathers ; and in the

adult the breast is white, streaked with brown. This bin!

is the Jean-le-Blanc of early French ornithologists ; its

book-name short-toed eagle is not very happy, as it is a

poor example of an eagle, with nothing noticeable about

its toes. Also called snake-buaard (where see cut).

short-tongued (short'tungd), a. Having a

short, thick, fleshy tongue, as a lizard
;
crassi-

lingual.
short-waisted(8h6rt'was''ted), a. 1. Having a

short waist or body : applied to persons, and also

to dresses, coats, or other garments covering the

body. 2. Pertaining to garments of this char-

acter: as, short-waisted fashion or style. 3.

Short-tempered ; touchy ; crusty. [Prov. Eng.]
short-winded (shdrf winded), . [< ME.
shortwynded ; < short + wind^ + -ed*.] 1.

Breathing with difficulty; dyspnoeic. 2. Un-
able to bear long-continued violent exertion,
as running, without difficulty of breathing ;

out
of breath.
Whan the! saugh the Saisnes well chased and short in/tul-

ed, the! lete renne at hem. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ii. 245.

Pains. [Reads] "I [Falstaff] will imitate the honour-
able Romans in brevity :

" he sure means brevity in breath,
short-winded. Shak., 2 Hen. IV., ii. 2. 13.

3. Panting; characterized by difficulty of

breathing.
Find we a time for frighted peace to pant,
And breathe short-winded accents of new broils.

Shak., 1 Hen. IV., i. 1. 3.

short-windedness(sh6rt'win"ded-nes), . The
character or state of being short-winded ; dysp-
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bination with the name of the weapon or mis-
sile. us a rough measure of length.
Therby is an other churche of our I-ady, distance from

the churche of Bethlem .v. arrow ihatttt.

Sir K. (JiiiiUiirde, Pylgrymage, p. 38.

And she went, and sat her down . . . a good way off, as
it were a bows/iof. (Jen. xxi. IB.

He show'd a tent
A stone shot off. Tennyson, Princess, v.

Hence 5. Range in general; reach: as, within

Balm, taken fasting, ... is very good against short-

windedness* Rev. T. Adams, Works, I. 374.

short-winged (short'wingd), a. Having com-

paratively or relatively short wings: specifi-

cally noting certain hawks used in falconry, as

the goshawk, Asturpalumbarius, in comparison
with the true falcons, as the peregrine or ger-
falcon.

shprt-witted (short'wifed), . Haying little

wit
;
not wise

;
of scanty intellect or judgment.

Piety doth not require at our hands that we should be
either short-mtttd or beggarly.

Sir .17. Hale, Remains, p. 200. (Latham.')

shory (shor'i), . [< shore 1 + -0
1
.] 1. Lying

near the shore or coast. [Bare.] 2. Shelving.
There is commonly a descent or declivity from the shore

to the middle part of the channel, . . . and those shory
parts are generally but some fathoms deep.

T. Burnet, Theory of the Earth, I. 13.

shostt. A Middle English contracted form of

shoitldest, the second person singular of the pret-
erit of shall1

.

shot1 (shot), >i. [Early mod. E. also shotte; <

ME. sliot, scliot, < AS. ge-sceot, ge-scot, imple-
ments for shooting, an arrow or dart (= OFries.

skot, a shot, = D. schot, a shot, shoot, = MLG.
schot, implements for shooting, an arrow, am-
munition, = OHG. scoz, MHG. scho~, G. schoss,
schnss = Icel. skot = Sw. skott = Dan. skud, a

shot, a shooting), < scedtan (pp. scoten), shoot:
see shoot, v. Cf. shoot, n.,shot*, .] If. A mis-
sile weapon ;

an arrow; a dart.

No man therfore, up peyne of los of lyf,

No maner shot, ne pollax, ne short knyf
Into the lystes sende, or thider brynge.

Chaucer, Knight's Tale, 1. 1686.

2. A projectile ; particularly,
a ball or bullet

;

also, such projectiles collectively. Projectils* for

large guns are seldom called by this name without some
qualifying term : as, solid shot, round shot, grape-shot. The
term properly denotes a missile not intended to explode, as

distinguished from ashell or bomb. Projectiles of unusual

character, but solid and not explosive, are usually called
shot with some descriptive word : as, bar-shot, buck-shot,
chain-shot.

Storm 'd at with shot and shell.

Tennyson, Charge of the Light Brigade.

3. A small ball or pellet, of which a number
are combined in one charge; also, such pellets
collectively. They are made by running molten lead
combined with a little arsenic through a sieve, or pouring
it from a ladle with a serrated edge from the top of a

high tower (see shot-tower) into water at the bottom. The
stream of metal breaks into drops which become spheri-
cal. To obviate the use of the high tower, various ex-

pedients have been tried, such as dropping the metal

through a tube up through which a strong current of air

is driven, or dropping it through a column of glycerin or
oil. Such shot is assorted by sizes of the pellets, distin-

guished by letters (as BB, spoken double-B), or by numbers
(usually Nos. 1 to 10 or 12), or by specific names (as swan-

shot, etc.).

4. The distance passed over by a missile or

projectile in its flight; range: used, in com-

Keep you in the rear of your affection,
Out of the flint and danger of desire.

Shak., Hauilet, i. S. 35.

6. Anything emitted, cast, or thrown forth
;
a

shoot.
Violent and tempestuous storm and shots of rain.

Ray, Physico-Theological Discourses, p. 221.

7. Among fishermen, the whole sweep of nets
thrown out at one time; also, one cast or set

of the nets; also, the number of fish caught
in one haul of the nets. See shoot, r. t., 11.

8. A place where fishermen let out their nets.

See shoot, r. t., 11. 9. The act of shooting;
discharge of, or the discharge from, a bow, gun,
or other missile weapon.
Whan he moughte no lenger sustaine the xhniii- of dartes

and arowes, he boldly lepte in to the see.

Sir T. Elyot, The Governour, i. 17.

And y had a bow, be the rode,
On [one] schot scholde yow se.

Robin Hood and the Potter (Child's Ballads, V. 26).

That 's a perilous shot out of an elder-gun !

Shak., Hen. V., Iv. 1. 210.

10. One who shoots, especially with a firearm.

(at) A man armed with a musket or harquebus, as dis-

tinguished from a pikeman, bowman, or the like
;
also, a

number of men so armed, collectively.

A guard of chosen shot I had,
That walked about me every minute while.

Shak., 1 Heu. VI., 1.4. 53.

In his passage from his lodging to the court were set

in a ward flue or sixe thousand shot, that were of the Em-
perors gard. Ilakluyt's Voyages, I. 459.

(b) A marksman, especially with reference to his skill : as,

a good shot ; a crack shot; a wing-sAof.

He was a capital cricketer ; was so good a shot that any
house desirous of reputation for its bags on the 12th or 1st

was glad to have him for a guest.
Mrs. Qaskell, Wives and Daughters, xiii.

1 1 . In weaving, a single thread of weft carried

through the warp at one run of the shuttle.

12. A defect, of the nature of a streak, in the
texture of silk and other textiles, caused by
the interweaving of a thread or threads differ-

ing from the others in color, quality, or size.

Compare shot1
, p. a., 3. 13. In mining, a blast.

14. A nook; an angle; a plot of land; spe-

cifically, a square furlong of land; a group of

strips or allotments, each one furlong in length,
and together a furlong in width, in the open-
field system. See field.

The Infield is divided into three shotn or parts, much
about eighteen acres in all.

Scott of Rossie (Maxwell's Sel. Trans., p. 32). (Jamieson.)

He claps down an enclosure in the middle of my bit

shot of corn. Scoff, Pirate, xxx.

15. A move or stroke in a game, as in curl-

ing or billiards. 16. A stitch in one's side.

Hnlliicell. [Prov. Eng.] 17. A handful of

hemp. Halliwcll. [Prov. Eng.] 18. Sperma-
ceti

;
whale-shot A bad Shot, a wrong guess ; a mis-

take. [Colloq.]
'
I think he was fair, "he said once, but it turned out to

be a bad shot, the person in question being as black as a

coal. Mrs. L. B. Watford, Cousins, i.

A shot In the locker, a reserve of money or provisions ;

funds; resources. [Colloq.]

My wife shall travel like a lady. As long as there 's a
shot in the locker she shall want for nothing.

Thackeray, Vanity Fair, xxvi.

A snap Shot. -See snap. Barbed Shot. See barbedi.

Bird-shot, drop-shot of a size used for birds and small

game generally, especially one of the finer sizes, as No. 7

or 8. The finest is usually called mustard-seed or dust-

shot. Some of the largest may also take distinctive names,
as swan-shot. Canister-shot. Same as case-shot, 1.

Chilled shot. See chilli. Drop-shot, (a) Shot made
by dropping or pouring melted lead, as opposed to such
as are cast, as buck-shot and bullets. See def. 3, above.

The thick covering of feathers and down with which
they [swans] are protected will turn the largest drop shot.

Sportsman's Gazetteer, p. 185.

(6) Same as dropping fire (which Bee, under drop). Also
called dropping shot. fancy shot. Seefancy. Flower-
ing shot. Same as Indian-shot. Flying shot, a shot
fired at something in motion, as a bird onttie wing ; also,

one who fires such a shot; a wing-shot. Gallery shot.
See gallery. Head-mold shott. See head-mold. In-
dian shot. See Indian-shot Mustard-seed shot. See
mustard-seed. Parthian, random, red-hot, ricochet
Shot. See the qualifying words. Round Shot, a spheri-
cal shot; a cannon-ball. Shot of a cable (naut.). (at)
The splicing of two cables together, or the whole length
of two cables thus united. (o) A length of rope as it

comes from the ropewalk ; also, the length of a chain-

shot-cartridge

cable between two shackles, generally fifteen fathoms.
To arm a shot, drop to shot, etc. See the verbs. (See
also bean-shut, buck-shut, dust-shot, feather-shot, map-shot,
stcan-xtiot, winy-xhot.)

shot 1
(shot),!', t.

; pret. and pp. shotted, ppr.
shotting. [</(/', .] To load with shot : as,

to shot a gun.
His order to me was " to see the top chains put upon

the cables, and the guns shotted."

It. Knox (Arber's Eng. Garner, I. 345).

shot1
. Preterit and past participle of shoot.

shot 1
(shot), p. a. [Pp. of shoot, t1

.] If. Ad-
vanced .

Well shot in yeares he seem'd. Spenser, F. Q., V. vi. 19.

2. Firm; stable; secure. Hallitcell. [Prov.
Eng.] 3. Having a changeable color, like that

produced in weaving by all the warp-threads
being of one color and all the weft of another;
chatoyant. Silk is the usual material thus

woven, but there are also shot alpaca and other

goods.
Hoarse

With a thousand cries is its stream,
And we on its breast, pur minds
Are confus'd as the cries which we hear,

Changing and x7iof as the sights which we see.

M. Arnold, The Future.

4. Same as shooted.

shot'2 (shot), n. [An assibilated form of scot2 :

see scoft, and of. s/ioi1.] 1. A reckoning, or a

person's share of a reckoning; charge; share
of expenses, as of a tavern-bill.

I'll to the alehouse with you presently ; where, for one
Aof of five pence, thou Shalt have five thousand welcomes.

Shak., T. G. of V., ii. 5. 9.

"Come, brothers, be merry," said Jolly Robin,
" Let us drink, and never give ore ;

For the shot I will pay, ere I go my way,
If it cost me live pounds and more."
Robin Hood and the Butcher (Child's Ballads, V. 36).

You have had a feast, a merry one ; the shot

It now to be discharged.
Shirley, Love's Cruelty, iv. 1.

2f. A supply or amount of drink, perhaps paid
for at a fixed rate.

About noon we returned, had a shot of ale at Slathwaite.

Meeke, Diary, Jan. 23, 1691. (Dames.)

Rescue shott. See rescue. To pay the shot. See

poi/i. To stand shot, to meet tne expense; pay the
bill.

Are you to stand shot to all this good liquor?
Scott, Kenllworth, xix.

"
Bring him some victual, landlord," called out the re-

cruiting Serjeant. "I'll stand shot."

Mrs. Gaskell, Sylvia's Lovers, xxxiv.

shot3 (shot), n. [As shote1 , < ME. 'scliote, < AS.
sccotti, a trout. < scedtan, shoot: see shaft. Cf.

Aofel.] 1. The trout, Salmo fario. [West-
moreland, Eng.] 2. The grayling, Thywallus
rulgaris. Also shut, shutt. [Teme river, Eng.]
shot4 (shot), w. [Prob. so called as 'shot' or

rejected: see shot 1
. Cf. s/iote2.] 1. An infe-

rior animal taken out of a drove of cattle or a

flock of sheep. 2. A young hog; a shote.

shots t. A Middle English past participle of

xltufl.

shot-anchort (shot'ang"kor), n. Same as shoot-

anchor for sheet-anchor.

shot-belt (shot'belt), n. A shoulder- or waist-

belt, usually of leather, to which a receptacle is

secured, or several receptacles, for small shot :

a common form is that which has but a single

long bag or pouch, with a metal charger at the
lower end. See cut B under shot-jiouch.

shot-borer (shot'bdr'er), . A small lignivor-
ous beetle of the family Scolytidap, as Xylobons
tlispur, which bores holes in trees to such an ex-

tent that they seem to have been peppered with

bird-shot; a pin-borer. See cuts under borer

and pin-borer. [U. S. and Canada.]
Shot-bush (shot'bush), . The wild sarsaparilla,
Araliu inidiraulis: from its shot-like fruit.

shot-cartridge (shot'kar'trij), M. A cartridge

containing snot
instead of a a. A
bullet, and in-

tended to serve
various pur-

poses, (a) For
convenience in

loading a breech-

loader, the powder
and shot being
packed in a metal
or paper case which
has the percussion-
cap at the end. See

f h
10 -

<?>.

T
capsut filleffwS-sho, U. powder'charee;

keep the SilOt toge- rf paper partition between the rear end of
ther and prevent the capsule and the powder. B. rt, paper
immediate scatter- case to which is fitted the brass base *, with

intr an it li'-ivt-si thp a reinforcement of layers of paper, c, ce-
ing as it leaves tne

l)iented togethcr; rf> cjoth or fittwadt; <.

niUZZle, the Car- po^er ; yTshot ; g, paper shot-wad, half as

tridge of this kind thick as one of the wadsrf; h, primer.

Shot-cartridges.

:ase ; b, primer ; wooden



shot-cartridge

being made commonly of wire and pasteboard, and the

charge of shot being inclosed in a wire net. Distinctively
called wire-cartridye.

shot-clogt (sliot'klog), it. A person who is a

mere clog on a company, but is tolerated be-

cause he pays the shot for the rest.

A gull, a rook, a shot-clog, to make suppers, and be

laughed at? B. Jonson, Poetaster, i. 1.

Drawer, take your plate. For the reckoning there 's

some of their cloaks ; I will be no xhot-cloy to such.

Amends far Ladies, p. 51. (tlallittell.)

shot-compressor (shot'kom-pres"or), n. Iii

miiy., a forceps used to secure the ends of a

ligature by fastening a split leaden shot upon
them, instead of tying them.
shot-corn (shot'koru),H. A small shot. [Rare."]

A gun was levelled at Clarke by some one very near at

hand. One single shot-corn struck him in the inside of

the right thigh. N. and Q., 7th ser., III. 221.

shot-crossbow (shot'kros'bo), . A crossbow
in the stock of which a gun-barrel was inserted,
and which served at will as a firearm or an
arbalist.

shote1 (shot), re. [Also shot, a trout (see shot3 ) ;

< ME. *schote, < AS. sceota, a trout, < seedtan,
shoot: see shoot.'] Same as shot3 .

The skote, peculiar to Devonshire and Cornwall, in shape
and colour resembleth the trout

; howbeit, in bigness and
goodness cometh far behind him.

R. Carew, Survey of Cornwall.

shote2 (shot), n. [Alsoshoat, E. dial, also shoot,

shot,formerly also shete: see shot*, and cf . sholt.']

1. A young hog; a pig.

Yong shoates or yong hogs, nefrendes.
Withals' Diet. (ed. 1608), p. 72. (Nare.)

Cachet, a Cockerel or Cock-chick ; also a shote, or shete,

Pig. Cotgmve.

2. A thriftless, worthless fellow : used gener-
ally with some derogatory adjective, as poor or

miserable. [Prov. Eng. and TJ. S.]

shotert, Same as shatter.

shpt-flagon (shot'flag"on), K. The host's pot,

given where the guests have drunk above a

shilling's worth of ale. Halliuiell. fProv.
Eng.]
shot-free (shot'fre), a. Same as scot-free, 2.

As. But pray, why must they be punish'd that carry off

the Prize?
But. Lest their too great Felicity should expose them

to Envy, if they should carry away the Prize and go Shot-

free too. N. Bailey, tr. of Colloquies of Erasmus, I. 428.

shot-gage (shot'gaj), . An instrument for

testing cannon-projectiles. Shot-gages are of two
kinds ring-gages and cylinder-gages. Two sizes of the
first kind are employed for each caliber. The shot or
shell must pass through the larger, but not through the
smaller. It is afterward rolled through the cylinder-
gage, any jamming or sticking in which causes the rejec-
tion of the projectile.

shot-garland (shot'gar"land), ii. 1. See shot

garland, under garland. 2. In land-batteries,
an iron or wooden stand on which shot and
shell are piled in order to preserve them from
deterioration.

shot-glass (shot'glas), it. In weaving, same as

cloth-prover : so called because fitted for count-

ing the shots in a given piece of textile.

shot-gromet (shot'grom"et), n. See grotnet.

shot-gun (shot'gun), H. A smooth-bore gun
used for firing small shot, as in the chase of
birds and small quadrupeds; a fowling-piece:
commonly called gun simply, in implied- dis-

tinction from rifle or other small-arm. Some
shot-guns are too heavy to be brought to the shoulder.

(See punt-gun, duckiny-ffun.) Shot-guns are usually either

single-barreled or double-barreled ; rarely a third barrel is

added ; sometimes one of the barrels is rifled (see the

quotation). Besides being smooth-bored, a shot-guii dif-

fers from any form of rifle in having no hind-sight and
a simple pin as fore-sight. Shot-guns are also distin-

guished as muzzle-loaders and breech-loaders; the former
are little used now. Though the bore is always smooth,
it is often contracted toward the muzzle to concentrate
the discharge. (See choke-bore.) The standard shot-gun now
most used by sportsmen is the double-barreled breech-
loader, of 7 to 10 pounds weight, about 30 inches length of

barrel, length and drop of stock fitting the shooter, often
with pistol-grip, caliber usually 10, 12, or 14, and taking
corresponding sizes of paper or metal shot-cartridges (see
shell) with center-fire primers or percussion-caps and an
automatic ejector; such as have the cock or hammer
concealed in the mechanism of the lock are specified
as hammerless. The special makes are numberless, hut
decided variations from the standard pattern are rare.

Shot-guns are seldom fitted with hair-triggtrs, but usual-

ly with rebounding locks, in which the hammer flies back
to half-cock on delivering the blow on the plunger. A
special form of shot-gun, used by naturalists, is described
under cane-ijun.

The combination of a rifle and shot-gun in one double-
barrel weapon is much esteemed by South African sports-
men. W. W. Greener, The Gun, p. 192.

Shot-gun policy, in U. S. polit. slany, a name used by par-
tizan extremists in the North to denote the alleged politi-
cal control of negro voters in the South by violence and
intimidation. Snot-gun prescription, in med., a pre-
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scription which contains a great number of drugs of vary-
ing properties. [Colloq.] Shot-gun quarantine. Sec

qimrantine.
shot-hole (shot/hoi), n. A hole made by the

passage of a shot tired from a gun ; also, a

blasting-hole or drill-hole charged and pre-
pared for a blast or "shot," as this term is

sometimes used by miners.

shot-ice (shot'is), it. A sheet of ice. Hnlli-

iccll. [North. Eng.]
shot-line (shot'lin), . In the life-saving scn/cr.

a light cord attached to a ball which is fired

from a gun or mortar so as to fall over a vessel
in distress. By means of the cord a heavier rope can
then be hauled from the shore to the vessel. In the United
States service a cord of braided linen is used.

shot-locker (shot'lok"er), n. A compartment
for containing cannon-balls, especially on ship-
board. See locker1 .

shot-pepper (shot'pep"er), n. See pepper.

shot-plug (shot'plug), re. A tapered wooden
plug formerly used on board a wooden man-of-
war to stop up holes made by shot. It is often
covered with fearnaught or some similar ma-
terial to insure a closer fit.

shot-pouch (shot'pouch), H. 1. A receptacle
for the small shot used in hunting small game.
Such pouches were formerly made of different material
and of many different forms, but generally of leather, and

fitted with a metal charger, or device for measuring a de-

sired charge of shot. Like the powder-flask or powder-
horn, the shot-pouch has almost disappeared with the

nearly universal use of breech-loaders, which take fixed

ammunition in the form of shot-cartridges.

He searched under his red flannel shirt, beneath the

heavy tangle of shot-pouche*, and powder-flask, and dan-

gling chargers of antelope-horn, and the like.

W. M. Baiter, New Timothy, p. 11.

2. The ruddy duck, Erismatura rubida: so
called in allusion to the quantity of shot often

required to kill it. See cut under Erismatura.

[Local, U. S.]

Shot-proof (shot'prof), a. Proof against shot
or missile weapons.

Arete's favour makes any one shot-proof against thee,

Cupid. B. Jonson, Cynthia's Kevels, v. 3.

shot-prop (shot'prop), n. An arrangement for

filling a shot-hole which is low in a ship's side
and is likely to admit water. It is a plug braced
from within by means of a timber or several timbers,
which support it firmly in place.

shot-rack (shot'rak), ii. Same as shot-garland, 1.

shotrelt, [Appar. < shot3 + -er-el, as in pick-
erel.'] A pike in the first year.
As though six mouths and the cat for a seventh be not

sufficient to eat an harlotry shotrel, a pennyworth of

cheese, and half a score sparlings.

Oascoigne, Supposes, ii. 8. (Davies.)

shot-sorter (shot's6r"ter), . A frame holding
a series of rotary screens for sorting shot into
various sizes.

shot-star (shot'star), n. The alga Nostoc com-
mune.
shott (shot), re. [Ar.] In northern Africa, the
bad of an old saline lake which has become
dried up by excess of evaporation over pre-
cipitation, and is now filled with deposits of
salt and gypsum mingled with sand blown from
the adjacent desert. The word is frequently used

by writers in English and other languages on the physi-
cal geography of northern Africa.

shot-table (shot'ta/bl), .. A rotating table

having an annular groove or channel in which
a round shot is placed to cool after casting.
It is designed to cause the metal to shrink

equally in all directions.

shotted (shot'ed),p. a. 1. Loaded with a ball
as well as with the cartridge of powder: said
of cannon.
Once fairly kindled, he [Carlyle] is like a three-decker

on fire, and his shotted guns go off, as the glow reaches
them, alike dangerous to friend and foe.

Lowell, Study Windows, p. 148.

2. Having a shot attached
; weighted with shot, and top of the chest

;

shoulder

His heavy-Aottr<f hammock-shroud
Uvops in his vast and wandering grave.

Tennyson, In Memoriam, vi.

Shotted line. See line-.

shotten (shot'n), //.
. [< ME. echote*. < AS.

xciitcn, pp. of sceotan, shoot, rush : see shoot, .]

1. Shot out of its socket; dislocated, as a bone.
Se'e the quotation under shoitlder-shotten. 2.

Having spawned ; spent, as a fish.

If manhood, good manhood, be not forgot upon the

face of the earth, then am I a shotten herring.
Shak., 1 Hen. IV., ii. 4. 142.

Dismally shrunk, as Herrings shotten. Prior, The Mice.

3. Sour; curdled, as milk. Halliicell. [Prov.

Eng.] Shotten herring, (a) Seedef. 2. (b) See her-

ring.

shotten-souledt (shot'n-sold), a. Having lost

or got rid of the soul
;
soulless. [Rare.]

Upbraid me with your benefits, you pilchers,
You shotten-soul'd, slight fellows !

Fletcher, Wit without Money, iii. 4.

shottert (shot'er), n. [Also shoter; appar. <

shoot, shot, + -e'l
;
cf . shoufi.] A large fishing-

boat.

Boats "called shatters of diverse burthens between six

and twenty-six tonn, going to sea from Aprill to June for

macrell," are mentioned in a MS. dated 1580 relating to

the Brighton fishermen. Hare*.

shot-tower (shot'tou"er), 11. A high round tow-
er in which small shot are made by dropping
molten lead from the top. See shot1

, ., 3.

shotty (shot'i), . [< shaft + -yi.] Shot-like;

resembling shot, or pellets of lead.

Purpuric eruptions, . . . shotty to the feel.

Quain, lied. Diet., p. 226.

Weathered barley has a dull and often a dirty appear-
ance, quite distinct from the bright shotty character of

good samples. Ure, Diet., III. 185.

shot-Window (shot'win
//

d6), n. [ME. nliotiryit-

dowe, schotwyndoice; < shot, shooting, + tcindoir :

prob. orig. applied to loopholes for archers. The
explanation < shot, for shut, + window, is un-
tenable on various grounds.] A special form
of window projecting from the wall. See the

quotation from Chambers.
He . . . dressed hym up by a shot u-yndowe
That was upon the carpenteris wal.

Chaucer, Miller's Tale, 1. 172.

Then she has ta'en a crystal wand,
And she has stroken her troth thereon ;

She has given it him out at the thot-vniutme,
Wi' mony a sad sigh, and heavy groan.

Clerk Saunders (Child's Ballads, II. 50).

Go to the shot-window instantly, and see how many there
are of them. Scott, Pirate, v.

By shot-window is meant a certain species of aperture,
generally circular, which used to be common in the stair-

cases of old wooden houses in Scotland, and some speci-
mens of which are yet to

be seen in the Old Town
of Edinburgh. It was cal-

culated to save glass in

those parts of the house
where light was required,
but where there was no
necessity for the exclu-
sion of the air.

Chambers'e Scottish Sonyn,
[III. 216, note.

shought. An obsolete
form of shock3

,
shoo2 .

should (shud). Pret-
erit of shall1 .

shoulder (shol
'

der),
H. [Early mod. E.

also sholder, Sc.shoit-

ther, etc.; < ME.
scholdre, shulder,

schnlder, schuldere,
shuldre (pi. scholdres,

schylderez, ssoldren,

scliuldreri), < AS.
sculder, sculdor, scul-

dur (pi. sculdru, scul-

dra, collectively ge-

sculdru, gesculdre)
= OFries. skulder,
scholder = D. sehou-
der = MLG. schul-

dere, sclntlder, LG.
schulder, schuller =
OHG. scultarra, scvl-

tra, MHG. G. schulter
= Dan. skulder =
Sw. skuldra, shoul-
der: root unknown.]

,
, ,

J

1 . A part 01 the DOay
at the Side and back
of the bottom of the

neck, and at the Side

CL
A

_
Bones of the Left Shoulder and Up-

per Extremity, from the front.

A, acromion; C, coracoW; CA.

of * scapula ; P, phalanges, proxi-
s ' T| he f h"'



shoulder

collectively, the partsabout the scapula orblade-
bone

;
the scapular region, including both bony

and soft parts; especially, in man, the lateral

prominence of these parts, where the upper arm-
bone is articulated, having as its bony basis the

united ends of the collar-bone and the blade-

bone, overlaid by the mass of the deltoid mus-
cle. See also cut under *lioitldtr-blad<:

In another Vie, toward the Southe, duellen folk of foulo
Stature and of cursed kynde, that han no Hedes, and here

Eyen ben in here Scholdres. MandevUle, Travels, p. 203.

As did .^Eneas old Anchises bear,
So bear I thee upon my manly shoulders.

Sha.lt., 2 Hen. VI., v. 2. 63.

I commend thy iudgement for cutting thy cote so lust
to the bredth of thy shoulders.

Chapman, Masque of the Middle Temple and Lincolns

(Inne.

Ammon's great son one shoulder had too high.
Pope, Prol. to Satires, 1. 117.

2. Figuratively, sustaining power ; strength to

support burdens: as, to take the work or the
blame on one's own shoulders.

The government shall be upon his shoulder. Isa. Ix. 6.

Her slanderous tongue,
Which laid their guilt upon my guiltless shoulders.

Shak., Rich. III., 1. 2. 98.

3. The shoulder-joint. 4. The parts of an
animal corresponding to the shoulder of man,
including some other parts, and sometimes the
whole fore quarter of an animal : thus, a shoul-
der of mutton includes parts of the neck, chest,
and foreleg.

I'll assure your worship,
A shoulder of mutton and a pottle of wine, sir.

Fletcher, Humorous Lieutenant, 1. 1.

5. In ornith., the carpal joint, or wrist-joint, of
a bird's wing; the bend of the wing, which,
when the wing is folded, fits against the shoulder

roper, and appears in the place of this. The dis-

nctlvely shaded or white parts which show in the cuts un-
der Agelseina and sea-eagle are the shoulders in this sense.

Robert of Lincoln [the bobolink) is gayly drest, . . .

White are his shoulders and white his crest.

Bryant, Robert of Lincoln.

6. Some part projecting like a shoulder; spe-
cifically, in anat., the tuberculum of a rib, sep-
arated from the head by the neck, and usually
articulating with the transverse process of a
vertebra. See tuberculum, and cut under rib.

7. A prominent or projecting part below the

top ;
a rounded projection : as, the shoulder of

a hill ; especially, a projection on an object to

oppose or limit motion or form an abutment;
a horizontal or rectangular projection from the

body of a thing.
We already saw the French flag floating over the shoulder

of the mountain. B. Taylor, Lands of the Saracen, p. 42.

Out of the shoulders of one of the towers springs a tall

young flr-tree. Harper's Mag., LXXVI. 462.

Then they resumed their upward toll, following the
rough path that zigzagged up the mighty shoulders and
slopes [of Ben Nevis]. W. Black, In Far Lochaber, vi.

Specifically (a) The butting-ring on the axle of a vehi-
cle, (b) The projection of a lamp-chimney just below the
contraction or neck, (c) In carp., the finished end of a
tenoned rail or mullion ; the part from which the tenon
projects, and which fits close against the piece In which
the mortise is cut. See cut under mortise, (d) In print-
ing, the projection at the top of the shank of a type be-
yond the face of the letter. See cut under type, (c) In
archeru, the broadest part of a barbed arrow-head ;

the
width across the barbs, or from the shaft to the extremity
of one of the barbs. (/) The upper part of the blade of a
sword. (17) In a vase, jug, bottle, etc., the projection be-
low the neck.

The body of this vase is richly ornamented : . . . round
the shoulder is a frieze of Scythians.

C. T. Sewton, Art and Archieol., p. 381.

(A) In a knife, the enlarged part between the tang and the
blade, (i) In angling, a feather to the body of an artificial

fly. 0') The back part of a sail.

The wind sits in the shoulder of your sail.

Shak., Hamlet, 1. 3. 66.

8. A projecting edge or ridge ;
a bur.

What constitutes a good plate in photo-engraving is deep
sharp lines free from dirt or shoulders.

Scribner's Mag., VIII., p. 90 of Adv'ts.

9. In fort., the angle of a bastion included
between the face and the flank. Also called

shoulder-angle. See cut under bastion. 10. In
the leather-trade, a name given to tanned or
curried hides and kips. 1 1. In eiitom. : (a) One
of the humeri or front upper corners of an in-
sect's thorax : but in Coleoptera, Hemiptera, and
Orthoptera the term generally denotes the upper
front angles of the wing-covers. (6) A shoul-
der-moth Head and shoulders. See head. Over
the left shoulder. See lefti . Point of the shoulder,
the acromial process of the scapula ; the acromion. For-
merly also called shoulder-pilch. See cuts under shoulder
and *AouWer-Wad.-Shoulder-of-mutton sail. See
ami, and cut under sharpie. Shoulder to shoulder,
with united action and mutual cooperation and support.'
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Exchanging that bird's-eye reasonableness which soars
to avoid preference and loses all sense of quality, for the

generous reasonableness of drawing shoulder to shoulder
with men of like inheritance.

George Eliot, Daniel Deronda, Ixiii.

To give, show, or turn the cold shoulder. See cold.

The Countess's dislike didna gang farther at first than
just nhowing o' the canld shouther. Scott, Antiquary, xxxiii.

"Does he ever come back?" . . . "Ay, he comes back,'
said the landlord, "to his great friends now and again,
and gives the cold shoulder to the man that made him."

Dickens, Great Expectations, lii.

To put or set one's shoulder to the wheel, to assist in

bearing a burden or overcoming a difficulty ; exert one's
self ; give elfective help ; work personally.

And I then set my shoulder to the wheel in good earnest.

Sydney Smith, in Lady Holland, vii.

With one shoulder', with one consent ; with united ef-

fort. Compare shoulder to shoulder.

That they may all call upon the name of the Lord, to
serve him urith one shoulder. Zeph. iii. 9 (margin).

shoulder (shol'der), i: [Early mod. E. also

sholder; < ME. schuldren = D. schouderen = G.
schultern = Sw. skyldra,skylbra = D&n. skuldre,
shoulder; from the noun.] I. trans. 1. To push
or thrustwith the shoulder energetically or with
violence.

That new rotten sophistrie began to beard and sholder

logicke in her owne long.
Ascham, The Scholemaster, p. 136.

Approching nigh unto him, cheeke by cheeke,
He shouldered him from off the higher ground.

Spenser, F. Q., V. ii. 49.

But with his son, our sovereign Lord that is,

Youthful Theodiick was prime man In grace.
And quickly shouldered Ethelswick from Court.

Broome, Queens Exchange, iii.

2. To take upon the shoulder or shoulders : as,
to shoulder a basket

; specifically (milit. ), to car-

ry vertically or nearly so, as a musket in one
hand and resting against the arm and the hollow
of the shoulder, the exact position varying in

different countries and at different times.

The broken soldier . . .

Shoulder'd his crutch, and show'd how fields were won.
Goldsmith, Des. Vii., 1. 138.

Playing, at the beat of drum, their martial pranks,
Should'ring and standing as if struck to stone.

Cowper, Table-Talk, 1. 137.

At their head came Thor,
Shouldering his hammer. M. Arnold, Balder Dead.

Down in the cellars merry bloated things
Shoulder'd the spigots, straddling on the butts
While the wine ran. Tennyson, Guinevere.

3. To form a shoulder or abutment on, by
cutting or casting, as in a shaft or a beam.
Shoulder arms, the order given to infantry to shoulder
their muskets.

U. in trans. To push forward, as with the
shoulder foremost ; force one's way by or as if

by using the shoulder, as through a crowd.
All [serving-men] tramped, kicked, plunged, shouldered,

and jostled, doing as little service with as much tumult
as could well be imagined. Scott, Rob Roy, T.

Then we Shoulder'd thro' the swarm.
Tennyson, Audley Court.

shoulder-angle (shol'der-ang'gl), n. In fort.,
same as shoulder, 9.

Shoulder-belt (shol'der-belt), n. Milit., a belt
wo:-n over the shoulder, for use or ornament.
See bandoleer, baldric, guige, sword-belt.

Up, and put on my new stuff -suit, with a shoulder-belt,
according to the new fashion. Pepys, Diary, May 17, 1668.

shoulder-blade (shol'der-blad), n. [< ME.
achitlderblad = D. sehouderblad = MLG. scltid-

derblat, G. schulterblatt = Dan. Sw. skulderbtad;
us shoulder + blade."] The scapula (which see).
The human shoulder-blade is somewhat peculiar in shape,
and some of its parts are named in terms not applicable
or seldom applied to scapulae in gen-
eral. It is a compound bone, includ-

ing a coracoid as a mere process, and
develops from seven centers of ossi-

fication, two of which are coracoid.
It is commonly said to have two .-"/

.faces, three borders, and three an-

gles. Of these, the ventral surface,
which lies upon the ribs, is the ven-

ter; the other surface is the dorsuin.
This latter is unequally divided into
two parts by the development of a

high ridge, the spine, extended into
a stout process, the acromion. The
flat part above the spine is the supra-
spinous fossa ; that below the spine,
tne infraspinvus fossa; the venter
is also called the subscapular fossa, border ; c , coracoUl ; .

These three fossa indicate the primi-
Bienoid cayitj,

for artic

tively prismatic and rod-like char-
acter of the bone ; and they corre-

spond respectively to the prescapu-
lar, postscapular, and subscapular
surfaces of a more general nomen- ..,.
clature. The spine being actually tending from
in the axis of the scapula, it follows
that the long vertebral border (a^ to a.t in the figure) is the

proximal end of the bone. The ijlenoCd fogga is at the other
end of the bone, at its confluence with the coracoid. The

Human Shoulder-
blade or Scapula
(right), dorsal surface.

i, superior angle;
tin, inferior angle: af,

jillary

ilation with hutnerus;
is. infraspinous fossa ;

n, neck and suprascap-
ul;ir notch in superior
border ; s, spine ; ss,

supraspinous fossa ; v,
vertebral border, ex-

shouldering

axillary border is one edge of the primitive prism ;
the

superior border is another ; and the third is along the free

edge of the spine. The suprascapular notch in the superior
border (converted into a foramen by a ligament) denotes
the passage there of the vessels and nerve called by the
same name. The peculiarities of the human scapula re-

sult mainly from its extensive growth downward to the
inferior angle (o2X with consequent lengthening of the

axillary border and of the so-called vertebral '

border,"
and from great development of the spine and acromion.
This bone, as usual in the higher vertebrates, has two ar-

ticulationswith the clavicle and with the humerus ; ex-

cepting the acromioclavicular articulation, it is attached to
the trunk solely by muscles, of which sixteen (sometimes
seventeen) arise from or are inserted into the bone. (Com-
pare the shape of the rabbit's shoulder-blade, figured un-
der metacromion, and of a bird's, under scapula.) See also
cut under shoulder.

I fear, sir, my shoulder-blade is out.

SKak., W. T., iv. 3. 77.

AB for you and me, my good Sir, are there any signs of

wings sprouting from our shoulder-blades?

Thackeray, Philip, v.

shoulder-block '(shol'd^r-blok), n. Naut., a

large single block having a projec-
tion on the shell to prevent the rope
that is rove through it from becoming
jammed.
shoulder-bone (shol'der-bon), . [<
ME. gcholderbon, schuldirbon, schuldre-

bone; < shoulder + bone1
.'] 1. The hu-

merus. 2. The shoulder-blade.

My sonys hed hath reste none,
but leneth on the schuldre bone.

Holy Rood (E. E. T. S.X P. 200.

To nee how the bear tore out his shoulder-bone.

Shak., W. T., lii. S. 97.

shoulder-brace (sbol'der-bras), 11. A surgical
appliance for treating round shoulders.

shoulder-brooch (shol'der-broch), n. A brooch
such as is used in the costume of the Scottish

Highlanders to secure the plaid on the shoulder.

shoulder-callosity (shol'der-ka-los'i-ti), n. See

prothoracic shoulder-lobes, under prothoracic.
shoulder-cap (shol'der-kap), n. The piece of
armor which covers the point of the shoulder,
forming part either of the articulated epaulet
or of the pauldron.
shoulder-clappert (sh61'der-klap''er), n. One
who claps another on the shoulder, as in famil-

iarity or to arrest him-; in the latter sense, a
bailiff.

A back-friend, a shoulder-clapper, one that countermands
The passages of alleys, creeks, and narrow lands.

Shale., C. of E., iv. 2. 37.

shoulder-cover (sh61'der-kuv"er), n. In en torn.,

same as shoulder-tippet. See patagium (c).

shouldered (shol'derd), a. [< ME. yshuldred; <

xhoulder + -erf2.] Having shoulders, of this or

that character: as, \sio&A-shouldered, round-

fthoiildered, Ted-shouldered.

Take oxen yonge, . . .

Yshuldred wyde is goode, and huge brest.

Palladium, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.X p. 129.

Kro&d-shouldered was he, grand to look upon.
William Morris, Earthly Paradise, II. 282.

shoulder-girdle (shorder-gfer^dl), . The pec-
toral or scapular arch or girdle. See pectoral
girdle, under girdle, and cuts under epipleura,
interelavicle, omosternum, sternum, scapula, scap-
ulocoracoid, and shoulder.

shoulder-guard (shol'der-gard). . 1. Same
as epauliere. 2. Armor of the shoulder, espe-
cially when added to the hauberk or gambeson
as an additional defense. See cuts under epau-
let, 2, and pauldron.
shoulder-hitter (sh61'der-hit"er), n. One who
hits from the shoulder: one who in boxing de-
livers a blow with the full weight of his body;
hence, a pugilist; a bully; a rough. [Colloq.,
U. S.j
A band of shoulder-hitters and ballot-box stuffers.

Sew York Tribune, Sept. 30, 1858.

shouldering (shol'der-ing), n. [Verbal n. of

xhoulder, 0.J 1. The act of pushing or crowd-

ing with the shoulder or shoulders.

Some thought to raise themselves to high degree
By riches and unrighteous reward ;

Some by close shouldring ; some by flatteree.

Spenser, F. Q., II. vii. 47.

Those shoulderings aside of the weak by the strong,
which leave so many " in shallows and in miseries."

a. Spencer, Pop. ScL Mo., XXV. 151.

2. A shoulder; a sloping projection or bank.

When there is not a kerb there should be a shoulderinff
of sods and earth on each side to keep the road materials
in place, and to form with the finished surface the water
tables or side channels in which the surface drainage is

collected. Encyc. Brit., XX. 683.

3. In slating, a bed of haired lime placed be-
neath the upper edge of the smaller and thicker
sorts of slates, to raise them and aid in making
the joints water-tight.



shouldering-file

shouldering-file (shol'dt-r-ing-fil), . A flat,

safe-edged file, the narrower sides of which are

parallel and inclined. SeeT-Jile. E.H. Kniijlit.

shoulder-joint (ahol'der-joint), . The joint
between the humerus and the pectoral girdle.
In most mammals the humerus and scapula are alone con-

cerned, but in the monotremes and lower animals the
coracoid bone also takes part. The joint is a ball-and-
socket or enarthrodial one, permitting extensive move-
ments. See cuts under shoulder, sternum, and interclavicle.

shoulder-knot (shol'der-not), . 1. A knot of

ribbon or of metal lace worn on the shoulder.
The fashion was introduced from France in the time of
Charles II. It is now confined to servants in livery.

Sir, I admire the mode of your shoulder-knot; methinks
It hangs very emphatically, and carries an air of travel in

it
; your sword-knot too is ... modish.

Farquhar, Constant Couple, i. 1.

I could not but wonder to see pantaloons and shoulder
knots crowding among the common clowns [on a jury].

Roger North, Lord Guilford, I. 289.

It is impossible to describe all the execution that was
done by the shoulder-knot, while that fashion prevailed.

Steele, Taller, No. 151.

2. An epaulet. 3. A piece of jewelry made
to wear on the shoulder, as a brooch or simple
ornament: most generally a diamond pin set
with many stones. 4. One of certain noctuid
moths : an English collectors' name. Hadenii
basilinea is the rustic shoulder-knot Shoulder-
knot grouse, the ruffed grouse, Bonasa umbellus. Also
tippft-grouse. J. Latham, 1783 ; J. Sabine, 18'23.

shoulder-knotted (sh61'der-not"ed), a. [<
shoiddfr-knot + -ed2.] Wearing a shoulder-
knot.

A shoulder-knotted Puppy, with a grin,
Queering the threadbare Curate, let him in.

Caiman the Younger, Poetical Vagaries, p. 144. (Davies.)

shoulder-lobe (shol'der-lob), . Seeprothora-
clc shoulder-lobes, \mderprothoracic.

Shqulder-mpth (shol'der-mdth), n. One of cer-
tain noctuid moths: an English collectors'
name. Agrotis plecta is the flame-shoulder.
shoulder-note (shol'der-not), n. See note1

,
5.

shoulder-pegged (shol'der-pegd), a. Gourdy,
stiff, and almost without motion: applied to
horses.

Shoulder-piece (shol'der-pes), n. A shoulder-

strap ;
a strap or piece joining the front and

back of a garment, and passing over the shoul-
der.

It [the ephod] shall have the two shoulderpieces thereof
joined at the two edges thereof ; and so it shall be joined
together. Ex. xxviii. 7.

Shoulder-pitcht (shol'der-pich), n. The point
of the shoulder; the acromion.
Acromion. The shoulder pitch, or point, wherewith the

hinder and fore parts of the necke are joyned together.
Cotgrave.

shoulder-pole (shol'der-pol), n. A pole to be
carried on the shoulders of two persons to sup-
port a burden slung between them.
The double gate was thrown open to admit a couple of

fettered convicts carrying water in a large wooden bucket
slung between them on a shoulder-pole.

The Century, XXXVII. 35.

Shoulder-screw (shol'der-skro), n. An external
screw made with a shoulder which limits the
distance to which it can be screwed in.

shoulder-shield (shol'der-sheld), . 1. Same
aspauldron. 2. An outer and additional piece
of armor worn in the just or tourney, general-
ly on the left shoulder only.
shoulder-shotten (sh6rder-shot"n),. Sprain-
ed in the shoulder, as a horse.

Swayed in the back and shoulder-shotten.

Shak., T. of the S., iii. 2. 56.

Shoulder-slip (shol'der-slip), n. A slip or

sprain of the shoulder; a dislocation of the

shoulder-joint.
The horse will probably take so much care of himself

as to come off with only a strain or a shoulder-slip.
Swift, Advice to Servants (Groom).

shoulder-slipped (shol'der-slipt), a. Having
a slip of the shoulder

; suffering dislocation of
the shoulder-joint.

Mr. Floyd brought word they could not come, for one
of their horses was shoulderslipt.

Roger North, Examen, p. 173.

He mounted him again upon Rosinante, who was half
shoulder-slipped.

Jarvis, tr. of Don Quixote, I. i. 8. (Davies.)

Shoulder-splayed (shol'der-splad), a. Same as
s/i mi l/ler-slipped.

shoulder-spotted (shol'der-spot'ed), a. Hav-
ing spotted shoulders: as, the shoulder-spotted
roquet, Liocephalw ornatus, a tropical Ameri-
can lizard.

shoulder-strap (shol'der-strap), w. 1. A strap
worn over the shoulder to support the dress or
some article to be carried.
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He then mends the shoulder-strap of his powder-horn

and pouches. W. St. Baker, New Timothy, p. 203.

2. A narrow strap of cloth edged with gold bul-

lion, and in most cases ornamented with gold or
silver bullion, worn on the shoulder by naval
and military commissioned officers as a badge of
rank. The color of the cloth in the United States army
distinguishes the various corps, while in the navy a pecu-
liar ornament in addition to the insignia of rank is used
to designate the corps. A strap without a bar signifies
a second lieutenant, the corresponding navy grade being
the ensign ; one bar, first lieutenant in the army and ju-
nior lieutenant in the navy ; two bars, captain in the army
and lieutenant in the navy; a gold leaf, major and lieu-
tenant-commander ; a silver leaf, lieutenant-colonel and
commander ; a silver eagle, colonel and captain ; a silver

star, brigadier-general and commodore
;
two silver stars,

major-general and rear-admiral ; three silver stars, lieu-

tenant-general and vice-admiral ; four silver stars, general
and admiral.

In the army of the United States the rank of officers
is determined by the insignia on the epaulettes and
shoulder-straps. Wilhelm, Mil. Diet., p. 475.

3. Same as epauliere.

shoulder-tippet (sh61'der-tip"et), 11. In en-

tom., a patagium. See patagium (c).

Shoulder-wrench (shol'der-rench), n. A
wrench, strain, or sprain of the shoulder.

shouler, . A dialectal form ofshoveler2 .

shoup (shoup), n. [Also dial. choup(-tree); <

ME. schowpe, scope(-tre); perhaps ult. connected
with hip

2 (AS. hedpe, etc.): see Afp
2
.] Same as

hip
2

. Cath. Aug., p. 338. [Prov. Eng.]
shourt, shouret, . Middle English forms of
shower^.
Shout 1

(shout), r. [Early mod. E. also showt,
shoute, showte; < ME. shouten, schouten; origin
unknown.] I. in trans. 1. To utter a loud sig-
nificant call or outcry, either inarticulate, as
in laughter, calls, signals, etc., or articulate;

speak in a very loud and vehement manner.
It is generally applied to loud utterance or calling ouffn
order to express joy, applause, or exultation, to give an
alarm, to draw attention, or to incite to an action.

With that gan al hire meyne for to shoute :
" A ! go we se, caste up the gates wide."

Chaucer, Troilus, ii. 614.

All the sons of God shouted for joy. Job xxxv iii. 7.

2. To order drink for another or others as a
treat. [Slang, Australia and U. S.]
And so I shouted for him and he shouted for me, and at

last I says
"
Butty," says I,

" who are these chaps round
here on the lay?

"
U. Kingsley, Geoffry Hamlyn, p. 336.

He must drink a nobbier with Tom, and be prepared to
shout for all hands at least once a day.

A. C. Grant, Bush Life in Queensland, I. 243.

To Shout at, to deride or revile with shouts.

That man would be shouted at that should come forth
in his great-grandsire's suit, though not rent, not discol-
oured.

Up. Hall, Fashions of the World, Sermon, Horn. xii. 2.

II. trans. To utter in a loud and vehement
voice

; utter with a shout
; express with raised

voice.

They threw their caps, . . .

Shouting their emulation. Shak., Cor., i. 1. 218.

The people cried, . . .

Shouting, "Sir Galahad and Sir Percivale !

"

Tennyson, Holy Grail.

shout1
(shout), . [< ME. showte, schowte ; <

shoufl, .] A vehement and sudden outcry, ex-

pressing joy, exultation, animated courage, or
other emotion

; also, a loud call to attract atten-
tion at a distance, to be heard by one hard of

hearing, or the like. A shout is generally near a mid-
dle pitch of the voice, as opposed to a cry, scream, shriek,
or screech, which are all at a high pitch, and a roar, which
is at a low pitch.

Than a-roos a showte and so grete noyse that alle thei
tho turned to flight, and the chase be-gan that longe en-
dured, for from euensonge it lasted vnto nyght.

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ii. 223.

Thursday, the vij Day of Januarii, the Maryoners made
a grett Showte, seyng to vs that they sey londe.

Torkington, Diarie of Eng. Travel!, p. 60.

The universal host up sent
A shout that tore hell's concave.

Milton, P. L., i. 542.

Great was the shout of guns from the castles and ship.
Pepys, Diary, April 9, 1660.

shout2 (shout), .

[Prpb. a var. of scout* in like

sense; otherwise a dial. var. of shoot, and so
called with ref . to its light movement.] A small
boat, nearly flat-bottomed and very light, used
for passing over the drains in various parts of
Lincolnshire: when broader and larger it is

used in shooting wild ducks in the marshes,
and is then called a gunning-shout. [Prov.
Eng.]
And from two boats, forfeited anew in this year, of

which one dung-boat, called a showte, nothing here, be-
cause not yet appraised, but remaining in the custody of
the accomptant of waifs and estrays.

Archjeologia, XXIV. 303. (llallimll.)

shove

shouter (shou'ter), n. 1. One who shouts.

A peal of loud applause rang out,
And thin'd the air, tilt even the birds fell down
Upon the shouter*' heads. Dryden, Cleomenes, i. 1.

Hence 2. A noisy or enthusiastic adherent
of a person or cause. [Slang, U. S.]
shoutmant (shout'man), H. [< shout2 + man.]
One who manages or uses a shout. See shout'*.

Archieologia, XXIV. 303.

shove (shuv), .
; pret. and pp. shoved, ppr.

shoving. [< ME. shoven, schouen, shoofen, ssofen
(weak verb, pret. shorede), usually schoureii,
shoicven (strong verb, pret. shof, pp. slioeen,

shove), < AS. ncofian (weak verb, pret. scofode),
usually scufan (strong verb, pret. sceaf, pi. scu-

fon, pp. scofen) = OFries. skuva = D. schniven =
MLG. schuven = OHG. sciupan, sceopan, MHG.
G. schieben = Icel. skufa, skijfa = Sw. skuffa =
Dan. skubbe = Goth, skiuban, shove

;
allied to

Skt. T/ kshubh, become agitated, in causal form
agitate, shake, impel; cf. Lith. skubti, hasten,
OBulg. skubati, pull, pluck. Hence ult. shove1 ,

sheaff, scuffle
1
, shuffle.'] I. trans. 1. To press or

push along by the direct application of strength
continuously exerted

; particularly, to push
(something) so as to make it slide or move along
the surface of another body, either by the hand
or by an instrument: as, to shore a table along
the floor; to shore a boat into the water.

Brennynge brymstone and lede many a barelle fulle,

They shoofedde hit downne rygte as shyre watur.
MS. Cott. Calig. A. ii., f. 115. (Halliwell.)

The hand could pluck her back that shoved her on.

Shak., A. and C., i. 2. 131.

The players [at shovel-board] stand at the end of the ta-

ble, . . . each of them having four flat weights of metal,
which they shove from them one at a time alternately.

Strutt, Sports and Pastimes, p. 395.

The maiden lady herself, sternly inhospitable in her
flrst purposes, soon began to feel that the door ought to
be shoved back, and the rusty key be turned in the reluc-
tant lock. Hawthorne, Seven Gables, iv.

2f. To prop ; support.
Hit [a tree] hadde shoriers to shoue hit up.

Piers Plouman (U), xix. 20.

3. To push roughly or without ceremony;
press against ; jostle.

Of other care they little reckoning make
Than how to scramble at the shearers' feast,
And shove away the worthy bidden guest !

Milton, Lycidas, 1. 118.

He used to shove and elbow his fellow-servants to get
near his mistress. Arbuthnot.

4f. To push ; bring into prominence.
If that I live, thy name shal be shove
In English, that thy sleighte shal be knowe.

Chaucer, Good Women, 1. 1381.

To Shove by, to push aside or away ; delay or reject.

Offence's gilded hand may shove by justice.

Shak., Hamlet, iii. 3. 58.

To shove down, to overthrow by pushing.
And on Friday, after sakeryng, one come fro cherch

warde, and scho/e doune all that was thereon, and trad on
the wall and brake sum, and wente over.

Paston Letters, 1. 217.

A strong man was going to shove down St. Paul's cupola.
Arbuthnot.

To shove Off, to thrust or push off or away ; cause to
move from shore by pushing with poles or oars : as, to
shove off a boat.

The country-folk wasted their valor upon entrenchments
which held them easily at bay till the black boats were
shoved o/to sea again. J. Jt. Green, Conq. of Eng., p. 85.

To shove the queer. See queeri. =Syn. 1. To push, pro-
pel, drive. See thrust.

II. intrans. 1. To press or push forward;
push ;

drive
;
move along.

He Ao/ay on, he to and fro was sent.

Chaucer, Troilus, iii. 487.

And here is greet hevyng an shovyng be my Lord of
Suffolk and all his counsell for to aspye hough this mater
kani aboute. Paston Letters, I. 41.

2. To move in a boat by pushing with a pole or
oar which reaches to the bottom of the water
or to the shore: often with off or from.

Every man must know how much water his own vessel
draws, and not to think to sail over, wheresoever he hath
seen another . . . shove over. Donne, Sermons, XIII.

He grasp'd the oar,
Receiv'd Ills guests aboard, and shov'd from shore.

Garth.

3. To germinate; shoot; also, to cast the first

teeth. Halliwell. [Prov. Eng.]
shove (shuv), n. [< ME. shoffe (= Sw. slcuff =
Dan. skub) ;

< shove, r.] 1. The act of shoving,
pushing, or pressing by strength continuously
exerted; a strong push, generally along or as
if along a surface.

Than thei ffrusshed in so rudely that thei threwe CCC at
the nrste shoffe in theire comynge.

Merlin (R. E. T. S.), ii. 219.



shove

I rested two minutes, and then gave the boat another
uliuri'. Sicift, Gulliver's Travels, 1. 8.

An' 'e ligs on 'is back I' the grip, wi' noan to lend 'ini a

shone. Tennyson, Northern Farmer, New Style.

2. The central woody part of the stem of flax or

hemp ; the boon. 3. A forward movement of

packed and piled ice; especially, such a move-
ment in the St. Lawrence river at Montreal,
caused in the early winter by the descent of the

ground-ice from the Lachine Rapids above,
which, on reaching the islands below the city, is

packed, thus forming a dam. The body of water
formed by the dam bursts the crust of ice on its surface,
and the current shoves or pushes the ice in great cakes or

blocks, forming in some places masses over 80 feet high.
In the spring the shove is caused by the breaking or honey-
combing of the ice by the heat of the sun and the pressure
of the ice brought from Lake St. Louis by the current.

[Local, Canada.]

Some gentlemen were looking at the tons of ice piled

upon the dike Wednesday, and the conversation turned

upon the power of the ice during a shove,

Montreal (Canada) Witness, Feb. 7, 1889.

shove-boardt (shuv'bord), n. [< shove + board ;

appar. suggested by shoee-groat, < shove + obj.

groat. The other form, shovel-board, appears to

be earlier.] Same as shovel-board, 1 and 2.

With me [a shilling of Edward VI.) the unthrifts every day.
With my face downward, do at shove-board play.

John Taylor, Travels of Twelve-pence. (Hares.)

shove-groatt (shuv'grot), . [< shore + obj.

pfMfcJ Same as shovel-board, 1 and 2.

Pist. Thrust him down stairs ! know we not Galloway
nags?

/'"/. Quoit him down, Bardolph, like a shove-yroat shil-

ling. Shak., -2 Hen. IV., ii. 4. 208.

Made it run as smooth off the tongue as a shove-groat
shilling. B. Jonson, Every Man in his Humour, iii. 2.

shove-halfpennyt (shtiv'ha'pe-ni), n. Same
as shoccl-board, 1 and 2.

I remarked, however, a number of parallel lines, such
as are used for playing shove halfpenny, on a deal table in
the tap-room frequented by them.

Mat/heir, London Labour and London Poor, II. 198.

shovel 1
(shuv'l), ii. [< ME. shmele, sehovel,

Kchorele, showe/l, schonle, sholr (> E. dial, shottl,

shool), < AS. scofl, scofle, in oldest form scobl (=
D. schoffel = Sw. skofvel = DttTi.skovl ; cf. (with
long vowel) MLG. sehufelc, schSfle, schiiffcle, LG.
schiifel, sclntffel = OHG. seuealn, MHG. schii-

fele, schiifel, G. schaufel), a shovel, < scufan (pp.
scofen), shove: see shove."} 1. An instrument

consisting of a broad scoop or concave blade
with a handle, used for taking up and removing
loose substances, as coal, sand, earth, gravel,
corn, coin, etc. The most common form of shovel is

that used for removing loose earth, coal, or the like; it

is made of thiii iron, the blade square and fiat, with low
sides nearly at right angles with it, and a wooden handle
somewhat curved, about two feet six inches in length, and
terminating in a bow-handle. See fire-shovel.

Tho nome hi spade and schole and ner the place wende
Depe hi gonne to delue. Holy Rood (E. E. T. S.), p. 42.

To knock him about the sconce with a dirty shovel.

Shak., Hamlet, v. 1. 110.

2. A shovel-hat. [Colloq.]
A queer old hat, something like a doctor of divinity's

ehovel. T. Hughes, Tom Brown at Rugby, i. -2.

3. In fool., a formation suggesting a shovel.
See cuts under paddle-fish and shorelcr". 4.
See the quotation. [Slang.]
In the early days after the Crimean War, the engineers

in the Navy were a rough lot They were good men, but
without much education. They were technically known
as shovels. The Engineer, LXVIL 344.

Mouth of a shovel. See mouth. Pronged shovel, a
shovel made with prongs instead of an undivided blade:
used for moving broken stone, etc.

shovel1
(shuv'l), r. ; pret. and pp. shoceled or

shovelled, ppr. shoveling or shovelling. [< ME.
sehocelen (= D. schoffelex, hoe, = G. schaufeln= Sw. skofla = Dan. skovle, shovel); from the
noun. Cf. shoul."] I. trans. 1. To take up and
move with a shovel.

In winter, to shovel away the snow from the side-walk.

Hawthorne, Seven Gables, iv.

2. To move or throw in large quantities, hastily
and clumsily, as if with a shovel: as, to shovel
food into the mouth with a knife To shovel up.
(a) To throw up with a shovel, (b) To cover up with earth
by means of a spade or shovel.

Oh ! who would fight and march and countermarch,
Be shot for sixpence in a battle-field,
And shovell'd up into a bloody trench
Where no one knows ? Tennyson, Audley Court.

II. intrans. To use a shovel : as, to shovel tor
one's living.
Shovel2t, [A particular use of shovel 1

,
or

abbr. of shoveler2
, shovelbill."] Same as shoveler^.

Bollyband, 1593. (Balliwell, under shovell.)
Shovel3t, v. [< ME. shmelen; a var. of shuffle,

q. v.] An obsolete form of shuffle.
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Shoveliny [var. stumblende] forth.

Wiidit, Tobit xi. 10. (Strattnann.)

They heard him quietly, without any shoceUinij of feet,
or walking up and down.

Latimer, 8th Sermon bef. Edw. VI., 1549.

fhovelart, " An obsolete spelling of -.

shovelardt (shuv'el-ard), H. [< ME. schocelerd,
xrlirrrlurd (ef. contr. shoulerd, < ME. "sclioo-

lai'd, scholarde) ;
a var. of showier2

,
with accom.

suffix -aril. Cl.shoiilerd."} 1. An obsolete form
of shovelerz

,
1.

No manner of deer, heron, shovelard a species of duck.
Statute S3 Hen. VIII., quoted in 8. Dowell's Taxes in

[England, III. 284.

2. An obsolete form of shoveler2
,
2.

shovelbill (shuv'1-bil), n. Same as shoveler'^, 1.

[Local, U. S.]

shovel-board, shuffle-board (shuv'l-bord,
shuf'1-bord), . [Early mod. E. also shoojle-

board, shoofleboord ; < shovel*, shuffle, + board.
Cf. shoveboard, which is appar. later, but on

etymological grounds is prob. earlier.] 1. A
game in which the players shove or drive by
blows of the hand pieces of money or counters
toward certain marks, compartments, or lines

marked on a table. As the game Is played in recent

times, the players strive to shove the counters beyond a
certain line and as near the end of the table as possible,
without shoving them entirely off. Formerly also shore-

board, and (because often played with silver pieces), slioce-

yroat, slide-groat, shovel-penny, or shove-halfpenny.

On a night when the lieutenant and he for their disport
were plaieing at slidegrote or shoojteboord.

Stanihurst, Chron. of Ireland, an. 1528 (Holinshed's
(Chron.).

The game of shovelboard, though now considered as ex-

ceedingly vulgar, and practised by the lower classes of the

people, was formerly in great repute among* the nobility
and gentry ; and few of their mansions were without a
shovel-board. Strutt, Sports and Pastimes, p. 16.

31 The table or board on which the game of

shovel-board is played ; also, the groat, shilling,
or other coin used in the game.
Away slid I my man like a shovel-board shilling.

Middleton and Dekker, Roaring Oirl, v. 1.

3. A game played on shipboard by pushing
wooden or iron disks with a crutch-shaped
mace or cue so that they may rest on one of

the squares of a diagram of nine numbered
squares chalked on the deck Edward shovel-
boardt, a shilling of Edward VI., formerly used In play-

ing shovel-board.

Seven groats in mill-sixpences, and two Edward xhovel-

boards, that cost me two shilling and twopence a-piece.
Shak., M. W. of W., i. 1. 159.

shoveler 1
, shoveller 1 (shuv'l-er), . [< ME.

sctioreler; < xhovel1 + -!.] One who shovels.

The Hllers-in, or shovellers of dust into the sieves of sift-

ers. Mayhm; London Labour and London Poor, II. 194.

shoveler-, shoveller2 (shuv'l-er), . [Early
mod. E. also shoveler, dial, contr. shoider; < ME.
xchoceler (cf . var. shorelar, shovelard, shoulerd) ;

a particular use of shoreler1
,
or formed indepen-

dently < shoreH + -rrl
; so called with ref. to its

broad bill (from which it is also called broad-
bill and spoonbill)."] 1. A duck, Spatula cly-

peata, having a very broad bill which widens
toward the end. It is a medium-sized fresh-water
duck of the subfamily Anatina, inhabiting Europe. Asia,

show
greenish-gray. The shoveler is one of the best ducks for
the table. More fully called Uue-m>ujed or red-breasted

xliocelcr, and mud-shtivelcr; &\&o shovelbill, spoonbill, spoon-
billed duck, spoon-billed teal or uidyeon, broadbill, broody,
and sicaddlebill.

2. The spoonbill Platalea Icucorodia.

The shovelar with his brode beck. Skellon.

shovel-fish (shuv'1-flsh), n. Same as xhoi-rl-

hi'iiil.

shovel-footed (shuv'l-fufed), a. [< ME. srlior-

I'/lc-J'otnlc ; < sliorel 1 + foot + -c(ft.~\ Having
feet like shovels; having broad and flat feet.

Rehovelle-fotede was that schalke, and schaylande hyme
semyde,

With schankez unschaply, schowande [shoving, knocking]
to-gedyrs. Morte Arthure (E. E. T. S.), 1. 1098.

shovelful (shuv'l-ful), n. [i shovell + -//.]
As much as a shovel will hold or will readily
lift at one time.

Not a shovelful of earth had been thrown up in those
three weeks to fortify either the Federal camps or the ap-
proaches to the depot of Pittsburg Landing.

Comte de Paris, Civil War in America (trans.), I. 535.

shovel-hat (shuv'1-hat), . A broad-brimmed
hat, turned up at the sides and projecting in

front, worn by clergymen of the Church of Eng-
land.

The profession of this gentleman's companion was un-
mistakable the shovel-hat, the clerical cut of the coat,
the neck-cloth without collar. Bulwer, My Novel, xi. 2.

Whereas the English Johnson only bowed to every
Clergyman, or man with a shovel-hat, I would bow to every
Man with any sort of hat, or with no hat whatever.

Carlyle, Sartor Resartus, Iii. 6.

shovelhead (shuv'l -hed), u. 1. The shovel-

headed sturgeon, Scd^hirhyitflinjiis phityrlii/ii-

Shoveler (Spatula clyfeata).

Africa, and America. The male is of showy party-colored
plumage, with glossy dark-green head like a mallard's,
white breast, purplish-chestnut abdomen, sky-blue wing-
coverts, and rich green speculum set in black and white,
black rump and tail-coverts, blackish bill, orange eyes,
and vermilion or red feet. The female is much less gaudy.
The length is from 17 to 21 inches. The eggs are about 8
in number, little over 2 by U inches in size, pale-drab or

Shovel-headed Sturgeon (Staphirtiyncltops platyrhytKhus}.

chas, or another of the same genus. 2. The
bonnet-headed shark, Sphynin or Senicepg ti-

buro. See cut under shark^, n.

shovel-headed (shuv'l-hed"ed), . Haying a

broad, flat snout, like a shovel : specifically

noting the shovelheads Shovel-headed shark.
See shark*.

shoveling-flat (shuv' ling-flat), w. In naval

nrch., a flat surface in a fire-room or coal-

bunker where coal may be shoveled conve-

niently. It is generally made of thicker iron

to resist the wearing of the shovels.

shoveller, . See nhovelerl, shoveler'2 .

Shovelnose (shuv'1-noz), H. 1. The shovel-
nosed sturgeon. 2. One of two different

shovel-nosed sharks, (a) The sand-shark, Carcharias

(or Qdontaspis) americanus. (&) A cow-shark of the Pacific

coast of the United States, Hexanchus (or jfotidanug) cori-

nut.

shovel-nosed (shuv'1-nozd), . Same as shovel-

headed.

shovel-pennyt(shuv'l-pen*i),H. Same asshm-el-

hoard, 1.

shovel-plow (shuv'1-plou), n. A plow, with a

simple triangular share, used for cultivating
the ground between growing crops.
shover (shuv'er), . [= D. schiiiver = MLG.
achuver; as shove, v., + -!.] One who or that

which shoves. Specifically () One who pushes, poles,
or sets a boat. [Local, U. S.]

The moon is at its full in September or October, and the

perigee, or in shover parlance "pagy," tides take place.

Sportsman's Gazetteer, p. 177.

(6) A pole with which the mouth of the tunnel of a flsh-

pound is opened and closed. [Lake Michigan. ] Shover
of the queer, one who passes counterfeit coin. [Slang. 1

show 1
(sho), r.

; pret. showed, pp. shown or

showed, ppr. showing. [Also archaically shew

(the older form); < ME. sheweti, sehewen,

schaweii, scheawen, scheauwen, seawen, scawen, <

AS. scedman (pret. scedicode, pp. scedwod), see,

behold, also make to see, show, = OS. skawon
= OFries. skaicia, skoicia, sehoia, skua = D.

xchouwen, inspect, view, = MLG. schouwen =
OHG. scawon, scauiron, seowon, scouwon, see,

look at, consider, MHG. schowen, schouwen, G.

schauen, see, behold, = Dan. skue, behold, =
Goth, "sl-awjan (in comp. us-skaujati, awake),

"skaijijvon. see ;
cf. Goth, sktiygwa, a looking-

glass; OHG. srucar, scncliar, a looking-glass;
AS. sciia = OHG. scuwo = Icel. skugyi, shade

(see ^-<7) ;
Icel. skygna, spy, skodha, spy, skyn,

insight, perception ; < Teut. / **" see Per-

i-eive, = L. cavere (/ "scar), take heed, be care-

ful, orig. look about, = Gr. HOUV, notice; cf.

Skt. ///. wise ; OBulg. chilli, know, perceive, =
Sloven. Serv. cliuti, hear, =Bohem. rhiti = Po\.

ezue, feel, = Russ. eiiuyatl, feel, dial, cluiti,



show
hear. From the root ofgJiou 1 are nlt.'E.aeuvage

1
,

scavaycr, seal-eager, etc., sheen 1
, etc., xkuy, etc.

The pp. shown (like mnrn, w , etc.) is modern,
conformed to the analogy of aoini, hloini, etc.]
1. frail*. 1. To let be seen; manifest to the

sight ;
disclose

;
discover.

Than be-gan the tlay for to clere, and the sonne to shewe
out his bemea and dryed theire hartleys.

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iii. 44:1

All the more it seeks to hide itself,
The bigger bulk it shows.

Shak., Tempest, iii. 1. SI.

The sportive wind blows wide
Their flutt'riiig rags, and shows a tawny skin.

Cowper, Task, L 568.

2. To exhibit or present to the view
; place in

sight; display.
The men, which wonder at their wounds,

And shelve their scarrea to euery commer by.
Oascuiijne, Steels Glas, etc. (ed. Arber), p. 65.

Go thy way, >uu- thyself to the priest. Hat. viii. 4.

I was shown in it a sketch of bombs and mortars as they
are now used.

Addition, Remarks on Italy (Works, ed. Bonn, I. 371).

3. To communicate
;
reveal

;
make known

;
dis-

close.

They knew when he fled, and did not shew it to me.
1 Sam. xxii. 17.

0, let me live !

And all the secrets of our camp I'll shout.

Shale., All's Well, iv. 1. 93.

Know. I am sent
To show thee what shall come in future days.

Milton, P. L., id. 357.

4. To prove ; manifest; make apparent or clear

by evidence, reasoning, etc.
; demonstrate ;

ex-

plain.
Whan thei herden what he was, the! seiden as gladde

peple that he shewed well fro whens he was comen.
Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iii. 462.

This continual! course and manner of writing or speech
sheweth the matter and disposition of the writers minde
more than one or few wordes or sentences can shew.

Puttenhain, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 123.

He draws upon life's map a zigzag line.
That shows now far 'tis safe to follow sin.

Cowper, Hope, I. 608.

Show your good breeding, at least, though you have for-

got your duty. Sheridan, The Rivals, iv. -2.

5. To inform; teach; instruct.

One of the black ones went with me to carry a quarter
of beef, and I went ... to show her how to corn it.

W. M. Baker, New Timothy, p. 223.

6. To mark; indicate; point out.

"We secha the kynge Arthur." ... At this worde an-
suerde Nascien, ..." My feire sones, lo, hym yonde,"
. . . and sheu'de hym with his fynger.

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ii. 371.

An altar of black stone, of old wrought well,
Alone beneath a ruined roof now showed
The goal whereto the folk were wont to crowd.

William Morris, Earthly Paradise, I. 326.

7. To point out the way to; guide or usher;
conduct.

Come, good sir, will you show me to this house?
Shak., XI. of V., iv. 2. 20.

0, gentlemen, I beg pardon for not showiny you out
;

this way. Sheridan, School for Scandal, iv. 2.

8. To bestow
;
confer

;
afford : as, to show favor

or mercy.
And eke, o lady myn, Facecia!
My penne thow guyde, and helpe vnto me shewe.

Jlabees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 2.

Felix, willing to shew the Jews a pleasure, left Paul
bound. Acts xxiv. 27.

The Commons of England . . . treated their living cap-
tain with that discriminating justice which is seldom
ehown except to the dead. Macaulay, Lord Clive.

9. To explain ; make clear; interpret; expound.
What this montaigne bymeneth and the merke dale
And the felde ful of folke, I shal sow faire scheme.

Piers Plowman (B), i. 2.

Interpreting of dreams, and shewing of hard sentences
and dissolving of doubts. Dan. v. 12.

10. Figuratively, to exercise or use upon,
usually in a slight and superficial way; barely
touch with. [Colloq. and humorous.]
As for hair, tho' it 's red. it 's the most nicest hair when

I've time to just show it the comb.
Uood, The Lost Heir.

Tomsllo,_w a Ieg- See l"J- T. To snow cause. See came.
TO snow fight, to manifest a disposition or readiness

to resist. To show forth, to manifest; publish; pro-
claim.

O Lord, open thou my lips ; and my mouth shall shew
forth thy praise. ps. \\_ ls .

To show off, to set off : exhibit in an ostentatious man-
ner : as, to show off one's accomplishments. To show
one's colors. See color. To show one's hand See
hand. To show one the door, tu dismiss one from the
room or house. To Show the cloven hoof. See cloven.
-To show the cold shoulder. See cold. To show
the elephant. See depha lit. - To show the heels, showa clean pair of heels, see heeli. TO show the white
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feather. See white feather, under feather. To show
up, to expose ; hold up to animadversion, ridicule, or con-
tempt : as, to show vp an impostor.
How far he was justified in shimmy up his friend Mack-

lin may admit of question.
Jon Bee, Essay on Samuel Foote, p. Ixxix.

It would be unprofitable to spend more time in disen-
tangling, or rather in showing up the knots in, the ravelled
skeins of our neighbours.

up
Huxley, Lay Sermons, p. 30.

shower

They seein'd a while tobestirr them with HS/IOT of dili-

gence in thir new affairs. Hilton, Hist. Eng., iii.

6. The first sanguinoleiit discharge in labor;
also, the first indication of the menses. [Col-
loq.] 7. A sign; indication; prospect; prom-
ise : as, a show of petroleum ;

a xhoir of gold.
[U. S. and Australia.]
The depth to which a well is drilled is generally regu-

II. intrans. 1. To be seen; appear; become lated by the depth of the producing wells in the immedi-

visible or manifest
; come into sight, or, figura- ?'

e v
!?'.

n
'7/

and sometimes by the shmv, as it is called, of
i_. i_ . .

6 ' ' b the oil in the well. Con* and Johns. Petrolia. n. 144.
tively, into knowledge.
The Almykanteras in her astrolabies ben streyhte as a

line so as shewyth in this figure.

Chaucer, Astrolabe, it 26.

The fire i' the flint

Shows not till it be struck.

Shak., T. of A., i. 1. 23.

The painter, whose pictures show best at a distance, but
very near, more unpleasing.

the oil in the well. Com and Johns, Petrolia, p. 144.

8. Chance; opportunity. [Colloq., U. S.]
Tom may be innocent

;
and he ought to have a fair show,

anyhow. E. Eygleston, The Graysons, xi.

[Used attributively to indicate display or effect : as, this
is a show day at the club ; B was the show figure of the
party. ] A show of hands, a raising of hands, as a means
of indicating the sentiments of a meeting upon some prop-
osition. Dumb Show. See dumb-show. Show Sun-

Bunyan Pilgrim's Progress i day, the Sunday before Commemoration at Oxford Uni-

A faint green light began to show vers.ty.-To make a show, to show off ; make a display.

Far in the east. Hee seemes not sincerely religious, especially on sol-

emne daies : for he comes oft to Church to make a shew.

Bp. Earle, Micro-cosmographie, An Alderman.
William Morris, Earthly Paradise, I. 233.

Cuckoo, calling from the hill,

Swallow, skimming by the mill,
.Mark the seasons, map our year,
As they show and disappear.

=Syn. 1 and 2. Sight, representation. 3. Display, Parade,
etc. (see ostentation), flourish, dash, pageantry, splendor,
ceremony. 5. Color, mask.

M. Arnold, Poor Matthias, show2
,

i'. A dialectal variant of shove.

2. To make one's (or its) appearance ;
be visi- show3 (sho), n. [Also shew ; prob. a reduced

1">]<1 * l-o i-i*tisjan*- rXT^iir f*f\\1r\*-, ~\ iVtVTrt rf -fl/*n/Y/'l sh/tftfl lit * aoT\ai*at-i5r*v ' aitnlinflble
;
be present. form of shode1

, shood, lit. 'separation,' applied-, -., [Now colloq.] , --f -- -c*-
Sche lyethe in an olde Castelle, in a Cave, and scliewcthe

to various uses: see shade 1
, shode"*, shood.]

twyes or thryes in the Zeer. Mandeville, Travels, p. 23. Refuse : used in the plural.
The ladies, . . . finding the rapid gallops and easy leaps

of the "light lands
"
greatly to their taste, always showed

in good numbers. J. C. Jeafreson, Live it Down, xi.

To show off, to make a show
; make a conscious and more

or less obvious display of one's accomplishments or ad-
vantages ; display one's self. See also showing-off.

Young gentlemen . . . show off to advantage beside the
befustianed, rustic, and inebriate portion of the crowd.

Grenmlle Murray, Round about France, p. 226.

To show up, to appear ; put in an appearance ; attend
or be present. [Colloq. ]

He ... recommends that the ground immediately un-
der the stem of the oak. birch, and other trees which de-
mand most attention shall be covered with a substance
called shews, being the refuse of a flax-mill, which of
course serves to exclude the drought, like the process
which gardeners call mulching.

Scott, Prose Works, XXI. 142.

Coal used to be quarried in Scholes. ... It must . . .

have been worked at a very early period, and the heaps
of shows (refuse and cinders . . .) would naturally give a
name to the place.

Quoted in A", and Q., 7th ser., IX. 255.show1
(sho), n. [Also archaically shew; <ME.

schewe, < AS. sceciice, a show, = D. schouw (in
Show-bill (sho bil), . A placard or other ad-

schouw-spel, a spectacle, show) = MLG. schouwe vertisement, usually printed, containing an au-

= G. schau = Dan. skue, a show, view
;
from the

n
puncement of goods for sale ;. also, such a

verb.] 1. The act of showing or exhibiting to Placard announcing a show,

the view; exposure or exhibition to view or no- ShOW-bOX (sho boks), n. ,A box containing
some object or objects of curiosity exhibited
as a show, as the box for a Punch and Judy
show.
Mankind are his show-box a friend, would you know

him?
Pull the string, ruling passion the picture will show him.

Burns, Fragment Inscribed to Fox.

tice; manifestation; demonstration.
But I have that within which passeth show ;

These but the trappings and the suits of woe.

Shak., Hamlet, i. 2. 86.

Nor doth this grandeur and majestick show
Of luxury, though call'd magnificence,
. . . allure mine eye. Milton, P. E., iv. 110.

Not long alter the Admiral's Death the Protector was Showbread, shswbre.ld (sho'bred), . [= G.
invaded with several Accusations

; wherein the Earl of schaubrod = Sw. skddebrM = Dan. skuebrod

%%!&^$S**'i!s&? -"r
1 + *rf ] Amrg

^
heancie

s
t^:

the bread which was placed every Sabbath
?;._

A
?pe,

a
,

rance ' whether true or false; sem- before Jehovah on the table of shittira-wood
overlaid with gold, set in the holy place, on
the north side of the altar of incense, it con-
sisted of twelve loaves, to represent the twelve tribes of
Israel, and was made of fine flour, sprinkled with in-
cense. It was accounted holy, remained on the golden
table during an entire week, and was eaten in the sanc-
tuary by the priests alone.

Have ye not read . . . how he entered into the house
of God, and did eat the shewbread. which was not lawful
for him to eat, . . . but only for the priests? Mat. xii. 4.

His intellectual eye pierces instantly beneath the shows show-Card (sho'kard), n. A tradesman's card
of things to the things themselves, and seems almost to r>mitaininir an annniiTipnment- oU-r, ,>J|
behold truth in clear vision. Whipple, Ess. and Rev , 1. 22 2rf announcement, also, a card on

which patterns are exhibited in a shop.
show-case (sho'kas), n. A case or inclosure of
which all or some of the sides are of glass, in-
tended to keep small and delicate or valuable

SSr#3ES$: ?t**tB from dust and injury, while leaving
them in plain sight, whether in a museum or in

.. a place of sale.

Addison, Remarks on Italy (Works, ed. Bohn, I. 362). show-end (sho'end), n. That end of a piece of

4. A sight or spectacle; an exhibition
;
a pa-

stuff
' as woolen cloth, which forms the outside

geant ; a play : as, the Lord Mayor's show of * roll
>
and is unrolled to be shown to cus-

speeifically, that which is shown for money: as tomers - is often ornamented and lettered
a traveling show; a flower-s/iow; a cattle-sfcou;

Wlth sllk or other thl-ead woven into the piece.
Some delightful ostentation, or show, or pageant, or an-

showed (shou'er), n. [Early mod. E. also

tique, or firework. Shak., L. L. L., v! 1. 118.
showre ; < Mt,. snow, slioure, schour, schowre,

Was my Lo. Major's shew, with a nnmberof sumptuous
SCnUr

i < AS. scur, a storm, shower (heegles sew,
pageants, speeches, and verses. hagal-scur, a hail-shower, rejjna scur, ren-scftr, a

Evelyn, Diary, Oct. 29, 1662. rain-shower, wolcna sew, 'c'loud-shower,'/aim
Here raree shows are seen, and Punche's Feats, scur, a shower of arrows, scw-boqa shower-And Pocket's pick'd in Crouds and various Cheats bow, rainbow), also poet, conflict, battle, =OS.

The shrill call, across the general din,
""' sk&r

'
a conflict, battle, = OFries. schur, a fit,"

Roll up your curtain ! Let the show begin !" paroxysm, = D. schoer = MLG. schur = LG.
Whittier, The Panorama, schure, schuur = OHG. scur, MHG. schur, G.

5. A feint; a deceptive or plausible appear- schemer, a shower, storm, fit, paroxysm, = Icel.
ance

; a pretense of something, designed to skur = Sw. skur = Goth, skura, a storm (skura
mislead; pretext. windis, a storm of wind) ; perhaps orig. 'a thick

In shew to keepe the straits, in deed to expect the euent.
llark cloud, rain-cloud '

;
cf . L. obscurus, and see

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 386. ***] 1. A light, or moderately heavy, fall of
Beware of the scribes, . . . which devour widows' ra '"> nailj or sleet; used absolutely, a fall of

houses, and for a shew make long prayers. Luke xx. 47. rain.

blance; likeness.

Long she thus travelled, . . .

Yet never shew of living wight espyde.
Spenser, F. Q., I. ill. 10.

Of their Fruits, Ananas is reckoned one of the best, in
taste like an Apricocke, in shew a farre off like an Arti-
choke, but without prickles, very sweete of sent.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 505.

Nor was this opinion destitute of a show of reason.

Macaulay, Hist. Eng., vi.

3. Ostentatious display ; parade ; pomp.
Plain without pomp, and rich without a show.

Dryden, Flower and Leaf, 1. 187.

In the middle ages, the love of show was carried to an
extravagant length.

The city [Geneva] itself makes the noblest show of any
in the world.



shower

But graceles gostis, golourB of hem-self,
That neuere had harnesse ne \\ny\e-schmirig.

Richard the Reddens, i. 26.

Whan that Aprillc with his shoures soote

The droghte of Marche hath perced to the roote.

Chaucer, Gen. Prol. to C. T., L 1.

Fast falls a fleecy show'r, the downy flakes

Descending. Camper, Task, iv. 326.

2. Figuratively, a fall of any liquid in drops, or

of solid objects in large number.
So fro heuen to belle that hatel schor [of Bends] laste.

Alliterative Poems (ed. Morris), ii. 227.

In the three and twentieth Year a Shower of Blood rained
in the Isle of Wight two Hours together.

Baker, Chronicles, p. 69.

How quick they wheel'd, and, flying, behind them shot

Sharp sleet of arrowy showers against the face
Of their pursuers. Milton, P. E., iii. 324.

3. A copious supply bestowed; liberal distri-

bution.
Sweet Highland girl, a very shower
Of beauty is thy earthly dower !

Wordsworth, To .a Highland Girl.

4. In pyrotechny, a device in which small stars

of a slow-burning composition fall from rockets
or shells, presenting the appearance of a shower
of fire. 5f. An attack; an assault; a conflict;
a battle.

To put the of peril i haue ney perisched oft,

And many a scharp schour for t hi sake tholed.
William of Palerne (E. E. T. S.), 1. 4614.

In the laste shour, soth for to telle,
The folk of Troye hemselven so mysledden
That with the worse at nyght homeward they fledden.

Chaucer, Troilus, iv. 47.

Than thei yaf hem a sharpe shour that the! were discou-
nted and chaced oute of the place.

Merlin (E. E. T. 8.), ii. 363.

Meteoric showers. See meteoric.

shower1 (shou'er), r. [Early mod. E. also

xhowre; < shower 1
, .] I. trans. 1. To water

with or as with a shower; wet copiously with
rain.

Or serve they as a flowery verge to bind
The fluid skirts of that same watery cloud,
Lest it again dissolve, and shmcer the earth?

Milton, P. L., xl. 883.

2. Hence, to wet copiously with water or other

liquid in the form of spray or in drops : as, to

shower plants from a watering-pot; to shower
one's head in bathing; to shower a convict as
a punishment. 3. To discharge in a shower;
pour down copiously and rapidly; bestow lib-

erally; distribute or scatter in abundance.
Once more

I shower a welcome on ye.
Shak., Hen. VIII., i. 4. 63.

We thoicer'd darts

Upon them, but in vain ; they reach'd their ships.
Fletcher (and another), False One, v. 4.

On their naked limbs the flowery roof
Shower'd roses. Milton, P. L., iv. 773.

II. intrans. To rain in showers; fall as a
shower: as, tears showered down his cheeks.

Sir, all the accumulations of honour showre down upon
you. Brorne, Northern Lass, v. 2.

Before me shower'd the rose in flakes.

Tennyson, Princess, iv.

shower2
(sho'er), n. [Also, archaically, shewer;

< ME. shewer, seheicer, a shower, a looking-glass,
< AS. sceawere, a looker, spy, < scedirian, look,

see, show: see show 1
. For the sense 'looking-

glass,' cf. OHG. seuear, scuehar, a looking-glass :

see under show 1
.'] 1. One who or that which

shows or exhibits. In Scots law, showers in Jury
causes are two persons named by the court, usually on the
suggestion of the parties, to accompany the jurors when
a view of the property which the cause relates to is al-

lowed. See viewer.

It [the star of Bethlehem] schon to the schepherdes a
schewer of blisse. Piers Plowman (B), xii. 163.

To check this, the mayor was commanded, if any such
reports or writings got abroad, to examine as to the first

showers and utterers thereof, whom, when found, he was
to commit to prison and sharply to punish, as an example
to others. J. Gairdner, Bichard III., vi.

2f. A looking-glass ;
a mirror.

He made a brasun lauatorye, with his foot, of the shew-
ers of wymmen. Wyclif, Ex. xxxviii. 8.

He puttyth in hys pawtener
A kerchyf and a comb,
A shewer, and coyf
To bynd with hys loks.

Poem on the Times of Edwd. II. (ed. Hardwick), st. 16.

shower-bath (shou'er-bath), n. 1. A bath in

which water is showered upon the person from
above. 2. An apparatus for pouring a shower
of water upon the body.
showeriness (shou'er-i-nes), n. The state of

being showery.
showerless (shou'er-les), o. [(.shower

1 + -less.']

Without showers.
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Scarce in a shoit'erlestt day the heavens indulge
Our melting clime.

Armstrong, Art of Preserving Health, i.

showery (shou'er-i), a. [< shower 1
, n., + -y

1
.]

1. Raining in showers; abounding with fre-

quent falls of rain.

Murranus came from Anxur's showery height.
Addison, Remarks on Italy (Works, ed. Bohn, I. 423).

2. Like a shower; frequent or abounding, like

the drops in a shower.

Dew'd with showery drops,
Up-clomb the shadowy pine.

Tennyson, Lotos-Eaters.

showfullyHsho'ful-i), adv. [< *shoicful(<ifhoic
l

[< *sh

howil

The Torch-bearers habits were likewise of the Indian
garb, but more strauagant than those of the Maskers ; all

showfully garnisht with seueral-hewd fethers.

Chapman, Masque of the Middle Temple and Lincoln's

[Inn.

show-glass (sho'glas), a. 1. A glass in which
something is seen; a mirror; especially, amagic
mirror, or a glass in which things not present
are made to appear. 2. A show-case.

The maid, who views with pensive air

The show-glass fraught with glitt'ring ware,
Sees watches, bracelets, rings, and lockets.

Cowper, Pineapple and Bee.

showily (sho'i-li), adv. In a showy manner;
pompously; with parade.
showiness (sho'i-nes), n. The state of being
showy ; pompousness ; great parade.
showing (sho'ing), . [Also, archaically, shew-

ing ; < ME. shewing, schewynqe, < AS. scedwunr/,
verbal n. of scedwian, look, show : see show1

, t'.]

1. Appearance; coming into view.

And the child ... was in the deserts till the day of his

shewing unto Israel. Luke i. 80.

2f. Aspect; looks.

Thanne, al abawed in shewing,
Anoon spak Drede, right thus seiyng.

Rom. of the Rose, \. 4041.

3. A setting forth or demonstration by words :

as, he is wrong by his own showing.

The first remark which . . . suggests itself is that, on
this showing, the notes at least of private banks are not

money. J. S. Mill, Pol. Econ., III. xii. 7.

4f. A warning ;
a prophecy. Halliwell.

shpwing-off (sho'ing-of), n. 1. Ostentatious

display. 2. In a specific use, technical in or-

nithology, the peculiar actions or attitudes of

many male birds in mating, when such are very
marked or conspicuous; amatory antics or dis-

play. The showiug-ofl is a characteristic habit of the

peacock, turkey, and many other gallinaceous birds (see
cut under peafotrl) ; of some pigeons (pouters are devel-

oped from this trait, for example); of the bustards, in

some of which the inflation of the neck becomes enor-
mous ; of various waders (the cut under ruff shows the
ruff in the act); and of the sand-hill and other cranes, etc.

showish (sho'ish), a. [< show 1 + -fg/il.] Showy ;

gaudy; ostentatious. [Rare.]

They are as showish, and will look as magnificent, as if

he was descended from the blood royal.

Swift, Bickerstalf Papers.

showman (sho'man), n.; pi. showmen (-men).
[< shoiv1 + man.

1

] One who exhibits a show,
especially the proprietor of a traveling exhibi-
tion.

shown (shon). A past participle of shoic 1
.

show-place (sho'plas), n. 1. A place for pub-
lic exhibitions. 2. A gymnasium (which see).

[Rare.]
The common show-place where they exercise.

Shak., A. and C., iii. 6. 12.

show-room (sho'rom), n. 1. A room or apart-
ment in which a show is exhibited.

The dwarf kept the gates of the show-room. Arbuthnot.

2. A room or apartment, as in a warehouse,
where goods are displayed to the best advantage
to attract purchasers ; or, in a hotel, an apart-
ment set aside for the use of commercial trav-

elers, in which they can exhibit samples to their

customers.
Miss Knag darted hastily up stairs with a bonnet in

each hand, and presented herself in the show-room.

Dickens, Nicholas Nickleby, xviii.

show-stone (sho'ston), . A polished quartz
crystal serving as a magic mirror in certain in-

cantations.

Among these [Dr. Dee's magical apparatus] was a .-/<-

stone, or an angelical mirror, placed on a pedestal. . . .

E. E., looking into the showstone, said, "I see a garland
of white rose-buds about the border of the stone ; they be
well opened, but not full out."

I. D'Israfli, Amen, of Lit., II. 296, 298.

Showtet, r. and n.

of shunt.

A Middle English spelling

shrapnel

show-up (sho'up), n. Exposure of something
concealed, as a fraud or an absurdity, to ridi-

cule or animadversion. [Colloq.]
We can forgive Samuel Johnson the mode he adopted

of expressing his apprehensions of Foote's satire, because
it was immediate, and treading closely on the heels of a
threatened show up.

Jon Bee, Essay on Samuel Foote, p. Ixxvii.

show-window (sh6'win"do), n. A window in

a shop arranged for the display of goods.
Showy (sho'i), a. [< show 1 + -i/

1
.] 1. Making

a show or striking appearance ; gay; brilliant;

gaudy; effective.

The men would make a present of everything that was
rich and showy to the women whom they most admired.

Addiwn, Spectator, No. 434.

In Europe our golden-rod is cultivated in the flower-

gardens, as well it might be. The native species is found
mainly in woods, and is much less showy than ours.

J. Burroughs, The Century, XX. 100.

2. Given to show or display ; ostentatious.

The effect of "moral "
interests appears in habits with-

out which the scholar or artist is not properly free for his

work, nor exempt from the temptation to be showy instead
of thorough in it.

T. U. Green, Prolegomena to Ethics, 148.

She was so used now to the ways of the Italians, and
their shmvy affection, it was hard for her to realize that

people could be both kind and cold.

Harper's Mag., LXXVII. 136.

Showy orchis. See Orchis, 2. = Svn. Gorgeous, magnifi-
cent, sumptuous, pompous, grand, flashy, glaring, garish,
dressy.

show-yard (sho'yard), n. An inclosure for the
exhibition of horses, stock, machinery, or other

large objects at a show.
The railway was pitched down, so to speak, anyhow in

the showyard. The Engineer, LXVIII. 13.

The great agricultural societies . . . began ... to offer

prizes at their shows for milch cows and dairy produce,
and to exhibit a working dairy in the showyard.

Quarterly Rev., CXLV. 298.

shrab (shrab), . [< Hind, shardb, wine, spiritu-
ous liquor, < Ar. sharab : see shrulft, sherbet.]
Sherbet ; hence, wine or spirits.
"Of what caste are you?" asked an Englishman of a

native of India. "Oh, replied the native, "I'm a Chris-
tianI take brandy shrab and get drunk, like you."

Nature, XXXVIII. 269.

When I tasted the brandy, he said it was Shrub (the
general name for wine and spirits).

Proc. Soc. Psych. Research, II. 20.

shrag (shrag), n. [< ME. schragge, an assibi-

lated form of scrag1
.] 1. Something lopped

off; a clipping; especially, a twig. [Prov. Eng.]
" Yar linrm owt ta ha' fine shrugs." This was said to a

man about to dress recently thrashed barley for market.
The clippings of live fences. Moor, Suffolk Words.

2. A rag; a jagged piece.
With flatte ferthynges the freke was floreschede alle over,

Many schredys and schragges at his skyrttes hynnges.
Marte Arthure (E. E. T. S.), 1. 3474.

shragt (shrag), v. t. [Also dial, shreg, shrig; <

ME.schraggett; <.shrag, .] Toclip; lop ; shred;
also, to ornament with tags or shreds. Prompt.
Parv., p. 448.

A red hod on hir heved, shragid al of shridis,
With a riche riban gold be-gon.

MS. Arund. Coll. Arm., 27, f. ISO. (Halliwell.)

To shrag trees, arbores putare. Baret.

shraggert (shrag'er), 11. [< ME. schreggare; <

shrug, t., 4- -er1 .] One who lops; one who
trims trees. Huloet.

shram (shram), v. t. [An assibilated form of

"scram, var. of *
scrim, scrimp : see scrimp.]

To cause to shrink or shrivel, as with cold
;

benumb. Halliwell. [Prov. Eng.]
shrank (shrangk). A preterit of shrink.

shrap 1
(shrap), . [Origin obscure.] A thicket.

Halliwell. [Prov. Eng.]
shrap2 (shrap), n. Same as scrap

3
.

You fell, like another dove, by the most chaffy shrap
that ever was set before the eyes of winged fowl.

Bp. Bedell, Letters (1620), p. 339.

Setting silver lime twigs to entangle young gentlemen,
and casting foorth silken shraps to catch woodcocks.

Nashe, Pierce Penilesse, p. 15.

shrape (shrap), v. t. and i. [< ME. shrapen,
an assibilated form of scrape1

, q. v.] If. To
scrape.
For lat a dronken daffe in a dyke falle, . . .

And Shame shrapeth his clothes and his shynes wassheth.
Piers Plowman (B), xi. 423.

Herly in the morowe to shrapyn in the vale,

To fynde my dyner amonge the wormes smale.

Lydgate, The Chorle and the Bird.

2. To scold. [Prov. Eng.]
shrapnel (shrap'nel), n. [Named after the Brit-

ish Gen. Shrapnel (died 1842).] A shell filled

with bullets and a small bursting-charge just
sufficient to split it open and release the bullets

at any given point, generally about 80 yards be-



shrapnel

fore reaching the object aimed at. After the

explosion of the shell, the bullets and frag-
ments fly onward in a shower Boxer shrapnel,
a cylindrical iron shell, interiorly grooved, lined with pa-
per filled with balls and rosin, carrying a bursting-charge
in a tin chamber at the base, and having a wooden head
overlaid witli sheet-iron. The charge is connected with
a fuse in an iron tube.

shreadt, ''. ' An obsolete form of xhri'il.

shread-head(shred'hed),. [FoT*shred-head(D:
see shred and head.] In arch., same as jerkin-
hefifl. Imp. IHct.

shred (shred), p. t.
; pret. and pp. shred (some-

times shredded), ppr. shredding. [Early mod. E.

tUsoshread; < ME.shreden,schreden (pret. *Ara/,

xi-hri'd,xcliredile, ipp.schred, schrede), <AS. scred-
ilinn (pret. "screddode) (in comp. be-screddian),
orig. strong, *screddan (pret. *screod), cut up,
shred (> serendung, shredding, and scredde, a
shred), = OFries. skreda = MD. schrooden,
schrooijeii, shred, clip, = MLG. schrodcn, schrd-

den, scrodeii = OHG. scrotan, MHG. schroten.

hew, cut, lop,G. schroten,eut, saw, gnaw, nibble,
bruise, grind, = Dan. skraae, cut, lop; not re-
corded in Goth. Hence shred, n., screed, and
ult. shroud 1

, scroll, scrow. Cf. AS. scrudiii/in,
OHG. scroton, investigate, L. scratari, investi-

gate : see scrutiny.] 1 . To cut or tear into small

pieces ; also, to cut or tear pieces from.

Wortes, or othere herbes times ofte,
The whiche she shredde and seeth for hir living.

Chaucer, Clerk's Tale, 1. 171.

One . . . found a wild vine, and gathered thereof wild
gourds his lap full, and came and shred them into the pot
of pottage. 2 Ki. iv. 39.

This sword shall shred thee as small unto the grave
As minced meat for a pie.

B. Jonson, Tale of a Tub, iv. 3.

2. To tear into pieces, either small and irreg-
ular, or long in proportion to their width

; tear
into ragged bits, scraps, or strips: as, to shred
old linen. 3. To prune; lop; trim, as a pole
or a hedge. [Now only prov. Eng.]
Then they lerned to shred their vynes, and they lerned

to plant and graffe their olyues.
A. Goldiny, tr. of Justin, fol. 178.

The superfluous and wast sprigs of vines, being cut and
shreaded off, are called sarmenta.

Withals, Diet. (ed. 1608), p. 103.

shred (shred), . [Also screed, an unassibilated
form, known chiefly in a differentiated sense

;

< ME. shrede, schrede, schread, < AS. scredde,
a piece, strip, shred, = OFries. skred, sclired
= MD. schroode = MLG. schrode, schrdde, a
piece cut off, = OHG. scrot, a cut, MHG. schrot,
a cut, stroke, wound, a piece cut or sawed off,
G. schrot, apiece, shred, block, = Icel. skrjodhr,
a shred, = Dan. skrot, rubbish

; from the (orig.
strong) verb: see shred, v. Shred also appears
in the forms screed and scrow, the latter from
LG. through OF. : see screed, scrow, scroll.] 1.
A bit, scrap, fragment, rag, or strip made by
cutting or tearing up something: used specifi-
cally of cloth or list for nailing up plants.

Schrede, or clyppynge of clothe or other thynge, Scis-

Bura, presegmen. Prompt. Pan., p. 448.

A cutpurse of the empire and the rule, . . .

A king of shreds and patches.
Shale., Hamlet, iii. 4. 102.

He munched a shred of toast, and was off by the omni-
bus to chambers. Thackeray, Lovel the Widower, iii.

2. Figuratively, a bit ; a particle ; also, some-
thing that is like a scrap or fragment in being
worn or valueless, or in having a forlorn ap-
pearance.

That poor shred [a tailor]
Can bring more to the making up of a man
Than can be hoped from thee ; thou art his creature.

Massinger and Field, Fatal Dowry, iii. 1.

There was not a shred of evidence against his client, and
he appealed to the magistrates to discharge him at once.

H. Smart, Struck Down, x.

The cockroach has retained some shred* of reputation
by eating mosquitoes.

P. Robinson, tinder the Sun, p. 203.

shred-COCk (shred'kok), n. The fieldfare, a
thrush, Turdus pilaris. C. Stcainson. [Local,
Eng.]
shredding (shred'ing), n. [< ME. schredynge,
gckrfdyng, < AS. screddung, verbal n. of "scred-
iliin. scrcddiini, cut, shre'd: see shred, v.] 1.
The act of tearing or cutting into shreds; also,
the act of pruning or clipping.

Schredynge, of trees and other lyke, sarmentacio, sarcu-
lacio. Prompt. Pan., p. 448.

2. That which is shred
;
a ragged strip ;

a frag-
ment

;
a scrap.

Yet many things in it [our form of prayer] they say are
amiss; ... it hath a number of short cuts or shreddings
which may be better called wishes than prayers.

Hooker, Eccles. Polity, v. 27.
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3. />!. In fiir\>., short, light pieces of timber
liM-il MS bearers below a roof, forming a straight
line with the upper side of the rafters. Also
culled J'urri iii/.i.

shredding-knife (shred'ing-nif), n. A priming-
knife.

shreddy (shred'i), . [< nhrcd + -y
1
.] Con-

sisting of shreds
;
torn into shreds; ragged.

Small bits of shreddy matter fall to the bottom of the
vessel. J. R. Nichols, Fireside Science, p. 24.

shred-pie (shred'pl), . Mince-pie: so called
from the shredding or thin shaving of the in-

gredients. [Eng.]
Beef, mutton, and pork, shred pies of the best,
Pig, veal, goose, and capon, and turkey well drest.

Tusser, Christmas Husbandly Fare.

In winter there was the luxury of a shredpie, which is a
coarse north country edition of the pie abhorred by puri-
tans. Southey, The Doctor, viii. (Davits.)

shreek't, <' An obsolete spelling of shriek.

shreek2
(shrek), n. Same as shrike?.

shreetalum, shreetaly (shre'ta-lum, -li), n. [E.
Ind.] The talipot-palm, Corypha umbraculifera.
shrew1

(shro), n. and a. [Formerly also shrow;
< ME. shrew, shrewe, schrewe, shrowe, also Unas-
sibilated screwe, wicked, evil, as a noun a wick-
ed person (the shrewe, the evil one, the devil), <
AS. "scredwa, a wicked person, found only in

another sense, scredwa, a shrew-mouse (see
shrew2); both supposed to mean lit. 'biter'

(the bite of a shrew-mouse was formerly con-
sidered venomous), < ^/ skru, cut, seen in shred
and shroud1

. For the later use of the noun as
an adj., and the still later extension of the adj.
with pp. suffix -erf2

, -<f2
,
in shrewd, cf. wicked,

which has a similar history in these respects.
Cf. screw2

,
a doublet of shrew 1

.] I. n. If. A
wicked or evil person; a malignant person.
And alle that worche with wronge wenden hij shulle
After her deth day and dwelle with that shrewe [Satan].

Piers Plowman (B), i. 127.

For unto shrewes joye it is and ese
To have her [their] felawes in peyne and disese.

Chaucer, Prol. to Canon's Yeoman's Tale, 1. 193.

The wickid aungil bad him be boold
To calle bothe fadir <fe modir schreins.

Hymns to Virgin, etc. (E. E. T. S.), p. CO.

2. A woman of a perverse, violent, or malig-
nant temper; a scold; a termagant.
Shrews . . . cannot otherwise ease their cursed hearts

hut by their own tongues and their neighbours' ears.
O. Harcey, Four Letters, iii.

The man had got a shrew for his wife, and there could
be no quiet in the house with her. Sir R. L'Estrange.

3f. An evil thing ;
a great danger.

Than seide Dodinell the sauage that it were a shrewe to

go, for in this foreste is noon rescettes, and cure horse
sholde dyen for the faute and for hungir.

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iii. 568.

4f. A planet of evil or malignant aspect or in-
fluence.

That he be nat retrograd, ne combust, ne joigned with
no shrewe in the same signe. Chaucer, Astrolabe, ii. 5.

Il.t Wicked; evil; ill-natured; unkind.
Yet was he to me the moste shrewe,

That feele I on my ribbes al by rewe.
Chaucer, Prol. to Wife of Bath's Tale, 1. 505.

shrew1
(shro), v. t. [< ME. schrewen, ssrewen,

make evil, curse, < schrewe, an evil person: see
shrew 1

,
n. Cf. beshrew and shrewd.'] If. To

make evil
; deprave.

Schrewyn, pravo. Prompt. Pan., p. 449.

2. To curse
;
beshrew.

O vile proude cherl, I shrewe his face.

Chaucer, Summoner's Tale, 1. 526.

Shrew me
If I would lose it for a revenue
Of any king's in Europe.

SA<z*.,Cymbeline, ii. 3. 147.

Shrew2 (shro), n. [< ME. *
shrewe, < AS. scredwa,

the shrew-mouse: supposed to mean lit. 'biter':
see shrew 1

. Cf. G. dial, schermaus, a mole, <
scheren (= E. shear), cut, + mans = E. mouse.]A small insectivorous mammal of the genus
Sorex or family Soricidse; a shrew-mouse. They
are all small, greatly resembling mice in size, form, color,
and general appearance (whence the name shrew-mouse),
but belong to a different order (Insectfvora, not Rodentia).
They may be distinguished at a glance by the long sharp
snout. They are widely distributed, chiefly in the north-
ern hemisphere, and the species are numerous, of several
different genera, particularly Sorex, which contains more
than any other. The little animals are very voracious, and
devour great quantities of insects and worms ; but there
is no foundation in fact for the vulgar notion that shrews
are poisonous, or for any other of the popular supersti-
tions respecting these harmless little creatures. The
shrews have usually a musky odor, due to the secretion
of some special subcutaneous glands with which they are
provided, and in some of the larger kinds this scent is

very strong. Among the shrews are the most diminutive
of all mammals, with the head and body less than 2 inches

shrewd

long ; others are two or three times as large as this. The
common shrew of Europe is flnrex vulyari*. The common-

America Water-shrew (Neosortx
falttstris).

Common European Shrew (Sorex -VHlgarii).

est in the United States is a large short-tailed species,
Blarina bremcauda. The teeth of shrews are generally
chestnut or reddish-

black, but some
shrews are white-

toothed, as those of
the genus Crocidu-
ra; some are aquatic,
as the oared or oar-
footed shrew, Cros-

sopus fodietis of Eu-
rope, and Neosorex
palwtris of North
America. The name
is extended, with a

qualifying term, to
related animals of a
different family, as
the shrew-moles and
desmans. See shrew-mole, elephant-shrew, marsh-shrew,
mole-shrew, musk shrew , squirrel-shrew, water-threw, and
cuts under Blarina, desman, Petrodromus, Ptilocercus,
Rhynchocyon, and Tupaia.

Museragno [It.], akindeof mouse called a shrew, deadlie
to other beasts if he bite them, and laming anybodieif he
but touch them, of which that curse came, I beshrew thee.

Florio, 1598.

In Italy the hardy shrews are venomous in their biting.

Holland, tr. of Pliny, viii. 58.

Broad-nosed shrew, the common Sorex platyrhinus of
North America. Ciliated shrew, Crocidura suaveolens,
a very diminutive shrew of southern Europe. House
Shrew, Crocidura aranea, of parts of Europe, Asia, and
Africa. Indian shrew, the musk-shrew. Oared or
oar-footed shrews, aquatic shrews, of the genera Cros-

gopus and Neosorex. See def. Rat-tailed shrew, the
musk shrew. Short-tailed shrew, any species of the
American genus Blarina, specifically B. brencauda.
shrew-ash (shro'ash), . An ash-tree into a
hole in the body of which a shrew-mouse has
been plugged alive. Its twigs or branches, when ap-
plied to the limbs of cattle, were formerly supposed to
give them immediate relief from the pains they endured
from a shrew-mouse having run over them.
shrewd (shrod), a. [Early mod. E. also shrowd ;

< ME. shrewed, sehreiced, schrewid, depraved,
wicked, lit. 'accursed,' pp. of schrewen, curse,
beshrew: see shrew1

. Cf. cursed, curst, former-
ly used in the sense of 'having a violent tem-
per' ; cf . also wicked1

. For the partial elevation
of sense from ' cursed '

through
'

mischievous,
cunning,' to 'astute, sagacious,' cf. pretty,
which has passed from '

tricky, cunning,' to

'fine, beautiful.'] If. Evil; accursed; malig-
nant; wicked.

God shal take veniaunce on alle swiche preestes,
Wei harder and grettere on suche shrewede faderes,
Than euere he dude on Ophni and Fineee.

Piers Plowman (C), i. 122.

Helle repreued tho the deuel sathan,
And horribli gan him dispice;" To me thou art a schrewide captayn,
A combrid wretche in cowardise."

Hymns to Virgin, etc. (E. E. T. S.), p. 53.

If a man be good and doth or seith a thing to good en-
tente, the bakbiter wol turne al thilke goodnesse up-so-
doun to his shrewed entente. Chaucer, Parson's Tale.

There are shrewd books with dangerous Frontispices set
to sale. Milton, Areopagitica, p. 24.

2f. Having a curst temper; scolding; vixenish;
shrewish.

Thowe shalte bettyr chastise a shrodevyte with myrthe
then with strokes or smytyng.

Political Poems, etc. (ed. Furnivall), p. 30.

As curst and shrewd
As Socrates' Xantippe.

Shak., T. of theS.,i. 2. 70.

3t. Annoying; mischievous; vexatious; trou-

blesome; malicious.

He may do his ennemy a schcrewd turne and never far
the warse in hys howsholde, tier the lesse men abowthe
hym. Potion Letters, I. 297.

An ant is a wise creature for itself, but it is a shrewd
thing in an orchard or garden.

Bacon, Wisdom for a Man's Self (ed. 1887).

Byrlady, a shrewd business and n dangerous!
Middleton, More Dissemblers besides Women, iii. 2.

> State was much offended, and his father suffered a
shrmt'tl check, and he had order to apprehend him for it.

Bradford, Plymouth Plantation, p. 150.

4. Sharp; keen; biting; harsh.

To lift shrewd steel against our golden crown.
Shak., Rich. II., iii. 2. 59.



shrewd

While I spake then, a sting of shrewdest pain

Ran shrivelling thro' me.
Tennyim, St. Simeon Stylltes.

The sky is harsh, and the sea shrewd and salt.

D. G. Kossetti, Ruggiero and Angelica.

5. Sly; cunning; artful; spiteful.

Either I mistake your shape and making quite.

Or else you are that shrewd and knavish sprite

Call'd Robin Goodlellow. Shalt., M. N. l>., ii. 1. 38.

Is he shrewd and unjust in his dealings with others?

South, Sermons, vi.

6. Astute; sagacious; discriminating; discern-

ing; smart; sharp: as, a shrewd man of the

world.
Patriots are grown too nhreifd to be sincere.

Coieper, Task, v. 49J.

Shmrd was the good St. Martin ; he was famed
For sly expedient* and devices quaint.

Bryant, Legend of St. Martin.

7 Indicating shrewdness ;
due to shrewdness ;

involving or displaying sagacity or astuteness : shrew-.

as, a shreied remark; a shrewd face.

I know not what he said ;
but I have a shrewd guess

what he thought.
B. Jonson, Every Man in his Humour, ill. 1.

We desire to learn Sydney Smith's opinion on any mat-

ter of public interest, . . . because we know it will gener-

ally be shrewd, honest, independent.
Whipple, Ess. and Rev., I. 140.

A shrewd many t, a great number.

Caul. He threw twice twelve.
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shrewishness (shro'ish-nes), . Tho character

of being shrewish; the conduct of a shrew.

I have no gift at all in shrewishnem,
I am a right maid fur my cowardice.

Shalt., M. N. D., iii. 2. 301.

shrew-mole (shro'mol), . A North American
insectivorous mammal of either of the genera
Smlops and ,s'cn;)rtN. The shrew-moles are the char-

acterlstic moles of North America, outwardly reMmbllng
very closely the true Old World moles, but distinguished

by technical characters of the dentition, etc. The com-

mon shrew-mole of the United States is Sealop* iniatieiii;

others areTownsend's, Scapanui tnflUHuK, and the hairy-

tailed, Scapanus americanus. See cut under Sealops.

Silvery Bhrew-mole, a variety of the common shrew-

mole Scalnps aquaticus aryentatns, of a lustrous light

color, common on the prairies of the western United

.States.

[< win - +

shright

ME. shrrnilti-i-: <. xlirirrei + -al-ti/.] 1. The
office or jurisdiction of a sheriff. Arnold's

Clirtni., p. 42.

It was ordained by statute 28 Edw. I., c. 8, that the peo-

ple should have election of sheriffs in every shire where
the shrievalty is not of inheritance.

Bias/atone, Com., I. Ix.

Spenser . . . was recommended in a letter from Queen
Elizabeth for the shrireatty of the county of Cork.

Lowell, Among my Books, 2d ser., p. 152.

2. The period during which the office of sheriff

is held.

For the twelve Sessions, during his Shrievalty.
Krone, Antipodes, iii. 2.

That 1000 fine which was imposed upon him [Sir Wal-

ter Long] in the Star Chamber, lor absence out of his coun-

ty in time of shrievalty.
Court and Timer of Charles I., II. 162.

shrew-mouse (shvo'mous), n. \t am*.*,-

_.J The common shrew of Europe; any shrieveit (shrev) , . [Alsorirwfr; acontracted

smnll true shrew, like a mouse. See cuts under torm of sheriff (ME. shirrerc, etc.):

A sheriff.

shrew-struck (shro'struk), n. Poisoned by a

shrew ;
smitten with a malady which a shrew

was superstitiously supposed to impart by it*

bite or even its touch.

If a child was scalded, a tooth ached, n piece of silver
ghrieve'-t, I'.

Mayors and nhriece* may yearly nil the stage :

A king's or poet's birth doth ask an age.
B. Jonson, New Inn, Kpil.

Now mayors and shrietes all hush'd and satiate lay.

Pope, Dunciad, i. 91.

An obsolete form of shrivel.

A Middle English form of

Cred. By 'r lady, n shreicd many.
Cartu-riijM, Ordinary.

[< ME. schruden; a var
To'

damsel croi

in, and Luc;

shricht, < and
shriek.

(Hares.) Shridet (shrid), f. /
..

=Svn. 6 Artful Sly etc (see maaingi), wily, subtle.- of shred or shroud*.] To hew or lop (wood).

6 Acute' Keen etc. (see ocwte), discerning, penetrating. Hooke to hewe wode, or schrydynge [var. hoke to hev

politic, ingenious. with woode, or schraggynye], sirculus ivar. sarculusj.

shrewdly (shrod'li), adr. [Early mod. E. also Prompt. Parv., p. 242.

shroicdly, shroudly, slirntidly ; < ME. shrewdly, shriefet, An obsolete form of sheriff
1

,

shmrdely: see shreied and -ty
2
.] In a shrewd shriek (shrek), r. [Early mod. E. also strike,

manner, (at) Accursedly; wickedly. schryke; < IUE.(ftrtM, shryken. schriken, skril'-

Were it not better that we went alle to dye with good en, scriken (pret. schriked, striked, skryked,

herte in the servise of

cowardes shrewdely oon

was stolen, a heifer shmr-rtrmlt, a pig bewitched, a young !._<.
( Rhrift), ft. [X ME. shrift, xhryj't, sclirift,

>st in love, Lucy [a "white witch' J was called """"
.y

5"
j/' "'A t__^.__:^J _ *?i_i_J!_:

cy found a remedy. Kingsley, Westward Ho, iv. * ryft, < AS. SCscrift, confession or absolution

(= Icel. skript = Sw. skrift Dan. skrifte, con-

fession, absolution; cf. OHG. scrift, MHG. G.

that we'went alle to dye with good en, scriken (pret. schriked, skriked, skryked,
of oure lorde . . . than to dye as

schrykede, also shrighte, sliryghte),< Icel. skrik-
n with-oute a.nother? shriek (found only in sense of 'titter') (cf.

Merlm(E. E. T. S.), ii. 313. J >

ahHpk i_ = Sw . .,!.;. _ T>an . gkriae.

(6t) Mischievously; injuriously; maliciously; ill.

What, lo, my chert, lo, yet
how shreicedly

Unto myconfessour to day he spak.
Chaucer, Summoner's Tale, 1. 536.

xkrxkja, shriek), = 8w. skrika = Dan. skrige,

shriek; cf. Gael, sgreach =W. ysgrechio, shriek,

scream. The word also appears as shrike*,

screak, screech, q. v. As with other words de-

This practice [artifice] hath most shrewdly pass'd upon noting sounds, it was regarded as more or less

thee. Shak., T. N., v. i. 360. imitative, and suffered variation.] I. tntrans.

(c) Sharply ; keenly ; severely.

Ham. The air bites shrewdly. It is very cold.

Har. It is a nipping and an eager air.

Shak., Hamlet, i. 4. 1.

I knew one shrewdly gor'd by a Bull.

Dampier, Voyages, II. 11. 99.

(rf) Astutely ; in a discerning or discriminating manner ;

sagaciously.

The aforesaid author observes very shrewdly that, hav-

ing no certain ideas of the terms of the proposition, it is

to him a mystery. Waterland, Works, I. 219.

shrewdness (shrod'nes), n . [< ME. sclireicdnes,

shrcwednesae, schreteidnesse ; < shreicd + -ness.']

1. The state or quality of being shrewd, (at)

Badness; wickedness; iniquity.

Thanne Mede for here mysdedes to that man kneled,

And shroue hire of hire shrewednesse.
Piert Plowman (B), Hi. 44.

Thoughte I, as greet a fame han shrewes

Thogh hit be naught for shrewedneste,

As gode folk han for godenesse.
Chaucer, House of Fame, 1. 1853.

(6) Sagaciousness ;
astuteness ; sharpness : as, a man of

great shrewdness and penetration.

Her impatience, which not wanted
Shrewdness of policy too.

Shak., A. and C., 11. 2. 69.

Not being bred
To barter, nor compensating the want

By shrewdness, neither capable of lies.

Tennyson, Enoch Arden.

[An old

To utter a sharp, shrill cry; cry out more or less

convulsively, at a pitch above that of a scream,

as in great and sudden fright, in horror, or in

extreme pain : used sometimes, by hyperbole,
of laughter.

Shrinhtt Emelyn and howleth Falamon.
Chaucer, Knight's Tale, 1. 1959.

Therwithal they shrykedc and they houped.
Chaucer, Nun's Priest's Tale, 1. 580.

Downe in her lap she hid her face, and lowdly shright.

Spenser, F. Q., III. viii. 32.

It was the owl that shriek'd. Shak., Macbeth, ii. 2. 3.

I shriek, start up, the same sad prospect flnd.

Pope, Eloisa to Abelard, 1. 247.

II. trans. To utter with a shriek or a shrill

wild cry.
On top whereof ay dwelt the ghastly Owle,
Shriekinti his balefull note.

Spenser, F. Q., I. ii. 33.

Berkley, whose fair seat hath been famous long,

Let thy sad echoes shriek a deadly sound.

Drayton, Barons' Wars, v. 67.

shriek (shrek), n. [Early mod. E. also shrike,

< ME. shrike (= Sw. skri'k. skri = Dan. skrig);

from the verb.] A sharp, shrill outcry : as, the

shriek of a whistle; shrieks of laughter. See

shriek, v.

Whi made the childe this shrike' wilt thow slene it?

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), i 15.

The messenger of death, the ghastly owle.

With drery shriekes did also her bewray.
Spenser, F. Q., I. v. SO.

Not louder shrieks to pitying heaven are cast

When husbands or when lapdogs breathe their last.

Pope, R. of the L., iii. 157.

2f. A company or group (of apes).

hunting term.]
When beasts went together in companies, there was

said to be ... a shrewdness of apes.

Strutt, Sports and Pastimes, p. 80.

=Syn. 1. (o) See shreird.

Shrew-footed (shro'fut'ed), o. Having feet
^SyJL

Screech, etc See scream.
,,.;,.,..

like those of a shrew: as, the shrew-fooled urop- shneker (shre'kfer), n. [= Sw. slnlnre ,

sile, Uropsilvs soricipes.
shriek + -erL] 1. One who shrieks.

Shrewheadt [ME. schreuJiede ; < shrew1 + Again the shrieking charmers how they rend

-head.'] Wickedness. Early Eng. Poems (ed.
The gentle air - the shriekers

Purnivall), xxiv. 31. (Stratmann.) ,

Shrewish (snro'isb.), a. [< shreu-1 + -wftl.] 2. The bar-tailed godwit, Lrmosn lappo,ue.

Havi.ig the qualities of a shrew; given to ex- [Local, Eng.]
hibitions of ill temper; vixenish: applied to shrietowl jahrek oull^

n.

women.
My wife is shrewish when I keep not hours.

Shak., C. of E., iii. 1. 2.

Puppet toafather's threat, and servile to zshrewish tongue!
Tennyson, Locksley Hall.

shrewishly (shro'ish-li), adr. In a shrewish

1. A screech-owl

2. The swift, Cypselm apus. [Local, Eng.]
shrieval (shre' val), ft. [< shrieve^ + -aZ.] Of

Or pertaining to a sheriff.

Chaste were his cellars, and his shrieval board

The grossness of a city feast abhorr'd.

manner; with scolding or rating. shrievalty (shre'val-ti), n. [Formerly also

He speaks very shrewishly. Shot., T. N., 1. 5. 170, slirivalty, sln-evtiH,/ (also later sheriflaHy); < late

see shrire1 .] iTThe penitential act of confes-

sion to a priest, especially in the case of a dy-

ing penitent.
No receipt openeth the heart but a true friand, to

whom you may impart . . . whatsoever lieth upon the

heart to oppress it, in a kind of civil shrtft or confession.

Bacon, Friendship (ed. 1887).

Address you to your shrift; . . .

And be yourself; for you must die.

Jtowe, Jane Shore, IT. 1.

2. Absolution received after confession ; par-
don.

Enuye with heny herte asked after schrifte,

And carefullich mea culpa he comsed to shewe.
Piers Plmcman (B), v. 76.

Be plain, good son, and homely in thy drift :

Riddling confession finds but riddling shrift.

Shak., R. and J., ii. 3. 56.

3. The priestly act of confessing and absolv-

ing a penitent.
In shrift, 1" prechynge is my diligence.

Chaucer, Summoner's Tale, 1. 110.

Call your executioner, and off with Barnardine's head ;

I will give him a present shrift, and advise him for a bet-

ter place. Shak., M. for M., iv. 2. 223.

In shrift, (a) In confession.

Yet I have call'd my conscience to confession.

And every syllable that might offend

I have had tn shrift.
Fletcher and another, Love's Pilgrimage, L 2.

(M) Figuratively, in strict confidence; as if in confession.

But sweete, let this be spoke tn shrift, so was it spoke to

me. Warner, Albion's Eng., xii. 18. (Sares.)

Short shrift, the infliction of punishment without delay :

implying execution shortly after condemnation, as leaving

little time for confession and absolution,

shrift (shrift), r. t. [= Icel. skripta = Sw.

skrifta = Dan. skrifte, give shrift, shrive;

from the noun.] To confess and absolve;
shrive. [Rare.]

I saw a gray Frier shrift a faire Gentlewoman, which I

mention because it was the first shrifting that ever

I 8aw . Coryat, Crudities, I. 44.

ohritVfather (shrift'fa/THer), n. [< ME. shrtft-

>-, schrift-fader (= Sw. Dan. skriftefader) ;

!jr
t + father.] A father confessor.

I shrewe thise shrifte-fadres everychoon.
Chaucer, Friar's Tale, 1. 144.

How and where he doth that synne.
To hys schryffader he mote that mynne.

J. .Vyrc, Instructions for Parish Priests (E. E. T. S.), 1. 233.

And virgin nuns in close and private cell,

Where (but shrift fathers) never mankind treads.

Fairfax, tr. of Tasao's Jerusalem, xL 9.

, Q Shrigt (shrig). v. t. [Prob. a var. of shrug.] To
'

contract ; reduce, as by pruning or thinning.

Atticus is of opinion That the shaddow of elmes is

one of the thickest and most hurtful : . . . marie, if the

braunches thereof, or of any tree within-lorth, be shngged

(constricts), I thinke that the shade will doe no narme at

all. Holland, tr. of Pliny, xvii. 12. (Richardson.)

Those of the other hoped, if all men were shrigged of

their goods, and left bare, they should live in safetie, grew

at length to open proscriptions and hanging of silly mno-

Ce
/foFi<md, tr. of Ammianus Marcellinus (1609). (Nans.)

shrightt. An obsolete preterit of shriek.

shrightt, [< ME. shright; < shriek or shrike,

pret. slirifilit.'] Shrieking; sobbing.

With brokyn vois, al hors for shright, Cryseyde
To Troylus thise like wordes seyde.

dumcer, Troilus, Iv. 1147.



shright
That with their piteous cryes, and yelling xhrighUs,
They made the further shore resounden wide.

Spenser, V. Q., II. vii. 67.

shrike't, ''. and . An obsolete form
shrike- (shrik), . [Also shreek: < ME. *xkriki;

< AS. scrie, a shrike or thrush (glossed by L.

turdutt), = Icel. xkrikja, a shrike (butcher-bird).
so called from its cry: see xltrikr 1

, r. (T. .ilirite.

a thrush.] 1. A dentirostral oscine passerine
bird of the family Lfiniidse, having a notably
strong hooked and toothed bill, and of actively
predaceous nature

;
a butcher-bird ; a nine-

killer; a wood-chat. The species are very numerous,
and are found in most parts of the world. The most char-

aeteristic habit of these birds at least of those of tin-

^>nus Laniiix and of some allied genera is to catch ami
kill more insects, small birds, and small quadrupeds than

they devour at once, and to impale these victims on a

thorn or sharp twig. The (treat gray or cinereous shrike
of Kurope is Laniun excubitor, of which the corresponding
American species is the northern buteher-bird, L. borealin.

The loggerhead shrike of the United States is L. hidovicia-

nus. The red-backed shrike of Europe is Lanius or En-
neoctonux collurio (see wood-chat). See cuts under butcher-

bird, Liinif :, and Pachycephala.
2. One of many different birds that resemble
shrikes, or were held to belong to the genus La-
H i Hit. This was a Linnean genus, of amplitude and elas-

ticity, and all the birds that were put in it used to be re-

corded in the books as shrikes of some sort, whence many
English phrase-names, now practically obsolete except in

some hyphenated compounds. Among these birds were
various thrushes, ant-thrushes of both worlds, flycatchers,
starlings, etc. See phrases below, and bush-shrike, dron-

!if>-<hrike, swallow-shrike, Artamidte, Dicruridx, and Tham-
nophUituf. Cubla shrike. Same as cubla. Dubious
shrike*. See Scissirostrum. Fiscal shrike, a shrike of

the genus Fiscus, as F. cottarig; a fiscal. Fork-tailed
shrike. See fork-tailed. Frontal shrike, falcunculus
.frontatm of Australia, with a strong curved and toothed
bill, a crest, above greenish-yellow, below bright-yellow,
the plumage also varied with black and white, the length 7

inches. Great northern shrike, the American butcher-

bird, Lanius borealis. Green shrike*, Leptopteruschabert
(not ashrikc)of Madagascar. Hook-billed shrike, Van-
ga cunirostris of Madagascar. See I'anya. Keroula
Shriket, Tephrodornispondicerianus(not a shrike), inhab-

iting India and China. See cut under Tephroctornis. Ru-
fous shrike, Vanga nifa of Madagascar. See Vanga.
Senegal shrike, Telephonus senegalus. See Telephonus.
Spotted shrike, a (South American bush-shrike, Thaw-

nophilu* nxriits, Thick-headed shrikes, the shrikes
of the genus Pachycephala and related forms, sometimes
grouped as Pachycephalime. Varied shrike, Laniarius
multicolor of western Africa. White-headed Shrike,
Artamia leucocephala of Madagascar. It is 7J inches long,
and greenish-black in color, with the rump, head, and un-
der parts white. Yellow-browed shrike, Laniarius

sulphureipectus, of the whole Ethiopian region.

shrike-crow (shrik'kro), n. A bird of the genus
Rurita. Smainson.

shrill (shril), r. [Also, by transposition, Sc. shirl,
also unassi Dilated skirl ;< ME. schrillen, scrillen

= G. schrillen, sound shrill; cf. Norw. skryla,
skrala, cry shrilly, = Sw. skr'&la = Dan. skraule,

squall (of children); Icel. skrolta, resound

shrilly. = AS. scraUetan, cry aloud; partly from
the adj., but mainly original, from a common
root *skrel, "skral. See shrill, a. Cf. shilft,

shrill.] I. intrans. 1. To utter or emit a keen,
piercing, high-pitched sound.

Then gan the bagpypes and the homes to shrill

And shrieke aloud. Spenser, F. Q., VI. viii. 46.

Like a locust shrills the imprisoned sap.
Lmcell, Sir Launfal, i.

The shrilling of the male [cricket] is a sexual call, made
by raising the fore wings and rubbing them on the hind
wings. Packard, Guide to the Study of Insects, p. 563.

2. To sound shrilly ;
be shrill.

The horrid yells and shrilling screams.

Burke, Rev. in France.

Idly list the shrilling lay
With which the milkmaid cheers her way.

Scott, Mannion, i., Int.

II. trans. 1. To cause to give out a shrill

sound.
About me leap'd and laugh'd
The modish Cupid of the day,
And shrill'd his tinsel shaft.

Tennyson, Talking Oak.

2. To utter or produce with a shrill sound.
How poor Andromache shrills her dolours forth !

Shale., T. andC.,v. 8. 84.

The locust shrills his song of heat.

Whittier, The Summons.

shrill (shril), n. [E. dial. (Sc.) also, transposed,
shirl; < ME. /i?'i7, schryt, schrylle = D. gchril =
LG. schrell, > G. dial, schrill, shrill ; appar. from
the verb or noun: see shrill, r.] 1. Sharp and
piercing in sound; high and keen (somewhat
disagreeably so) in voice or note : the common
use of the word.

Shyrle as ones voyse is . . . trenchant.

Palsgram. L'Eclaircissement, p. 323.

Thy small pipe
Is as the maiden's organ, shrill and sound.
And all is semblative a woman's part.

Shak., T. N., i. 4. 33.
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Some female vendor's scream, belike

The very shrillest of all London cries.

Wordmcorth, Prelude, vii.

2. Emitting or capable of emitting a sharp,

high, piercing sound.
Hear the shrill whistle which doth order give
To sounds confused. Shak.. Hen. V., iii., Pro!., 1. 9.

Wind the thrill horn, or spread the waving net.

Pope, Windsor Forest, 1. Oti.

3. Piercing: sharp; affecting the senses sharp-

ly or keenly ; bright. [Obsolete or archaic.]

Quen glem of glodez agaynz hem glydez
Wyth schynierynge schene ful tearyui thay [silver leaves!

schynde. Alliterative Poems (ed. Morris), 1. 80.

The Lady's-head upon the prow
Caught the thrill salt, and sheer'd the gale.

Tennyson, The Voyage.

shrill (shril), n. [< ithrill, .] A keen or pier-

cing sound. [Rare.]
I heard a voyce, which loudly to me called,
That with the suddein shrill I was appalled.

Spenser, Ruins of Time, 1. 581.

You may . . . almost fancy you hear the shrill of the

midsummer cricket.
H. James, Jr., Trans. Sketches, p. 151.

shrill (shril), adr. [< ME. schrille, schirle; <

shrill, a.] In a shrill manner; shrilly.

The hounds and horn
Through the high wood echoing shrill.

Milton, L'Allegro, 1. 63.

shrill-edged (shril'ejd), a. Acute, sharp, or

piercing in sound. [Bare.]
I heard

The shrill-edged shriek of a mother divide the shuddering
night. Tennyson, Maud, i. 4.

shrill-gorged (shril'gdrjd), a. Having a gorge
or throat that gives a shrill or acute sound;
having a clear or high-pitched voice or note.

Look up a-height ; the shrill-gorged lark so far

Cannot be seen or heard. Shak., Lear, iv. 6. 58.

shrilling (shril'ing), n. [Verbal n. of shrill, .]

A shrill noise or cry: as, the shrilling of the lo-

cust.

As if in revenge, some relative of the murdered katydid
found its way into the room, and began its vibrant shrill-

ing near her bed. Harper's Mag. ,
LXXVI. 37.

shrillness (shril'nes), . The quality of being
shrill

;
acuteness of sound

; high pitch and

sharpness or fineness of tone or voice.

Sure, this voice is new,
Whose shrillness, like the sounding of a bell,

Tells me it is a woman.
Fletcher, Faithful Shepherdess, ii. 4.

shrill-tongued (shril'tungd), a. Speaking in

a high and shrill voice.

Is she shrill-tongued or low? Shak., A. and C., iii. 3. 16.

shrill-voiced (shril'voist), a. Having a shrill

or piercing voice.

What shrill-voiced suppliant makes this eager cry ?

Shak., Rich. II., v. 3. 76.

Shrilly (shril'i), a. [< shrill + -#!.] Some-
what shrill.

Some kept up a shrilly mellow sound.

Keats, Endymion, L

Shrilly (shril'li),<Kfe. [< shrill + -ly2.~\ In a shrill

manner; acutely; with a sharp sound or voice.

Mount up aloft, my Muse ; and now more shrilly sing.
Dr. H. More, Psychathanasia, II. ii. 40.

The small philosopher . . . cries out shrilly from his

elevation. Landor, Epicurus, Leontion, and Ternissa.

shrimp 1 (shrimp), >. t. and i. [Assibilated form
of scrimp. Cf. shruinp.'] To contract; shrink.

shrimp2
(shrimp), n. [< ME. "shrimp, slirymp,

sclirymp; < *shrimp, assibilated form of scrimp,

scanty, small: see shrimp1
, v,, scrimp, .] 1. A

salt-water long-tailed
ten-footed crustacean of

the family Crangonidse,
and especially of the ge-
nus Crangon. C.vulgarisits
the common shrimp of Great
Britain, about 2 inches long,

greenish-gray dotted with

brown, of fragile structure,
somewhat translucent, and
esteemed a delicacy as food.
It boils to a brown color, not
red as is usual with crusta-
ceans. The shrimps are close-

ly related to prawns, and one
of the prawns, Pandalus an-

nulicornis, a British
species,

is often miscalled shrimp.
The name is also extended to
various related crustaceans.

Among those bearing this

name in the United States are
some Gammaridtt, as Gam-
marus .fasciatus; species of

Pandalus, as P. annulicomix,
the deep-water shrimp, and
P. danx. which is dried in shri,,lp (Cranptn
California for exportation to natural size.

shrine

China ;
the river-shrimp, Paleemon ohimiis; and Penaul

Irraxilieivtis of the C'aroluias. Florida, etc. See also cut
under Gammarus.

Schrymp, fysche, Stingus. Prompt. Parv., p. 449.

2. A little wrinkled person ;
a dwarfish crea-

ture
;
a manikin : in contempt.

We borel men been shrympes;
Of fleble trees ther comen wrecched ympes.

Chaucer, Prol. to Monk's Tale, 1. 67.

Alas, this is a child, a silly dwarf!
It cannot be this weak and writhled shrimp
Should strike such terror to his enemies.

Shak., 1 Hen. VI., ii. 3. 23.

Fresh-water shrimp. sue/A-water. Mountebank
shrimp, a beach-flea or sand-hopper : so called from its

agility.

shrimp 12 (shrimp). /. i. [< shrimp'*, .] To
catch or fish for shrimps.
shrimp-chaff (shrimp'chaf), 11. Refuse win-
nowed from dried shrimps by Chinese in Cali-

fornia, and exported to China as a fertilizer

for tea-plants. The meat of the shrimp is an
article of food. [California.]

Shrimper (shrim'per), . [< shrimp1 + -er1
.]

A person who catches shrimps; a shrimp-
catcher.

The shrimpers, who wade nearly to their middle for

hours. E. P. Wright, Animal Life, p. 53S.

Fishers and shrimpers by name, smugglers by opportu-
nity. Harper's Mag., LXXVI. 742.

shrimping (shrim'ping), n. [Verbal n. of

shrimp*, r.] The occupation or business of

catching shrimps.
shrimp-net (shrimp'net), n. A fishing-net
adapted to the capture of shrimps; a small-
meshed bag-net or scoop-net with a longwooden
handle.
shrinal (shri'nal), a. [< shrine + -n?.] Of or

pertaining to a shrine
; containing a shrine

;
of

the nature of a shrine. [Rare.]
There appears to have been a pagan Saxon household

close outside the east gate of the City of Exeter, whereof
the four daughters became Christian two of them mar-

tyrs, of whom one has left her name, St. Sidwell, in a
shrinal church on the blood-stained spot.

N. and Q., 6th ser., IX. 251.

shrine (shrin), . [< ME. shrync, sehrin, schryne,
scryne, < AS. serin, an ark (used with ref. to

the ark of the covenant), = D. schrijn = MLG.
sehrin = OHG. serial, MHG. sehrin, G. schrein
= Icel. skrin = Sw. Dan. skrin = OF. serin,

escrin(> E. scrine), F. fyyrin = Pr. cscrin = OSp.
escrinio, eserifto, a box, shrine, = It. serigno =
OBulg. skriniya, skrina = Serv. skrinya = Bo-
hem, skrzhine = Pol. skrzynia, krzynia = Russ.

skrynya, skrinu= Hung, szekreny = Lith. skrine
= Lett, skrine, skritiis, a shrine, = L. scrinium,
a chest, box, case, letter-case, escritoire, casket,
ML. (eccles.) a shrine; root unknown. Chest,

box, and ark are also derived through AS. from
L. (box ult. from Gr.) ; case is also derived from
L. through F.] 1. A box; an ark; a chest.

She [Cleopatre] . . .

Made hir subtil werkmen make a shryne
Of allc the rubies and the stones fyne
In al Egipte that she koude espye ; and forth she fette
This dede cors, and in the shryne it shette.

Chaucer, Good Women, 1. 672.

2. A box for holding the bones of saints or
other sacred relics; a reliquary. Portable shrines

containing relics were commonly arched boxes covered
with precious metal, enamels, and engraving, and in
churches were generally placed near the altar. See cut
under monstrance.

He [Ethelred] bestows the reliques of St. Alban in a
shrine of Pearl and Gold. Milton, Hist. Eng., iv.

Over the high altar are preserved, in a very large
wrought shrine of massy gold, the relicks of St. Firmin,
their patron saint. Gray, Letters, I. 18.

Hence 3. A tomb of a canonized or other
sacred person; the mausoleum of a saint; a
tomb of shrine-like configuration.
Howbeit there is a merualous fayre shryne for hym,

wrought all of fyne whyte marble, of wonderful curyous
and sumptuous werke.

Sir R. Guytforde, Pylgrymage, p. 79.

It was a national as well as a religious feeling that drew
great multitudes to the shrine of Becket, the first Eng-
lishman who since the Conquest had been terrible to the

foreign tyrants. Macaulay, Hist. Eng., i.

4. An altar, small chapel or temple, or other
sacred object or place peculiarly consecrated
to and supposed to be hallowed by the presence
of some deity, saint, mythological hero, or other

personality reputed sacred. See cut on follow-

ing page, and cut under octastyle.

For a certain man named Demetrius, a silversmith,
which made silver shrines for [of, R. V.] Diana, brought
no small gain unto the craftsmen. Acts \ix. 24.

Forsooth, a blind man at Saint Alban's shriitf.

Within this half-hour, hath received his sight.

Shak., 2 Hen. VI., ii. 1. 68.



shrine

Shrine ot St. Calmine, Duke of Aquitaine, in enameled and gilded
copper ; early ijth century.

(From Viollet-le-Duc's " Diet, du Mobilier francais.")

It [sculptured relief with figure of a goddess] is in the
form of a small ihrine (fnunoc la little temple]).

Harrison and Verratt, Ancient Athens, p. 44.

8f. Erroneously, an image.
From the four corners of the earth they come,
To kiss thissAriw, this mortal-breathing saint

Shot., M. of V., ii. 7. 40.

Hearing us praise our loves of Italy,
... for feature, laming

The ihrine of Venus, or straight-pight Minerva.
Shak., Cymbeline, x. 5. 164.

6. Metaphorically, a thing or place hallowed
and consecrated by its history or past associa-

tions, or supposed to be the incarnation of some
object of worship.

Shrine of the mighty ! can it be
That this is all remains of thee?

Byron, The Giaour, 1. 106.

I ... worshipped at innumerable shrines of beauty.
Willis, Florence Gray.

7f. A charnel-house. Hollyband. (Halliirell.)
Bell-shrine ,

a cover put over a bell when it is not in
use: an ecclesiastical utensil, and as such usually deco-
rated with religious emblems, especially in early Irish art.

shrine (shnn), c. t.
; pret. and pp. shrined, ppr.

shrining. [< ME. shrunen, schrynen, enshrine,
canonize; < shrine, n. Cf. enshrine.} 1. To
place in a shrine

;
enshrine

; hence, figurative-
ly, to deify or canonize.

Ye might be shryned for your brotelnesse,
Bet than Dalyda, Creseide, or Candace.

Against Women (Inconstant.

The Almighty Father, where he siU
Shrined in his sanctuary of heaven secure.

Milton, P. L., vi. 672.

2. To inclose in something suggestive of the

great preciousness of what is inclosed: as, the

jewel was shrined in a velvet casket.

In painting her I shrined her face
'Mid mystic trees. D. G. Rossetti, The Portrait.

shrink (shringk), t1

.
; pret. shrank and shrunk,

pp. shrunk and shrunken (formerly also shrinked),
ppr. shrinking. [< ME. shrinben, schrinken,
scrinken (pret. schrank, schrotik, pp. shrunken,
shrunke), < AS. scrincan (pret. scranc, pp.
scruncen), contract, shrivel up (chiefly in comp.
for-scrincan), = MD. schrinken, shrink; in cau-
sal form OHG. screnchan, screnken, schrenken,
MHG. schrenken, G. schrdnken, cause to shrink,
intr. sink, go aside; cf. Sw. skrynka, a wrinkle,
skrynkla, wrinkle, rumple, dial, skrukka, shrink

together, Icel. skrenkr, shrunk; prob. akin to

shrimp1
, scrimp. Cf. scringe, shrng.~\ I. in trans.

1. To contract spontaneously; draw or be
drawn into less length, breadth, or compass by
an inherent property : as. woolen cloth shrinks
in hot water

;
a flaxen or hempen line shrinks

in a humid atmosphere.
He touched the hollow of Jacob's thigh in the sinew

that shrank. Gen. xxxii. 32.

Water, water everywhere,
And all the boards did shrink.

Coleridge, Ancient Mariner, ii.

2. To diminish
; reduce.

O mighty Caesar ! dost thou lie so low ?

Are all thy conquests, glories, triumphs, spoils,
Shrunk to this little measure? Shak., J. C., iii. 1. 160.

Philosophy, that lean'd on Heaven before,
Shrinks to her second cause, and is no more.

Pope, Dunciad, iv. 644.

3. To shrivel; become wrinkled by contraction,
as the skin.

I am a scribbled form, drawn with a pen
Upon a parchment, and against this flre
Do I shrink up. Shak.

,
K. John, v. 7. 34.

And shrink like parchment in consuming flame.

Dryden, Annns Mirabilis, st. 266.

4. To draw back or retire, as from danger; re-
coil physically, as in fear, horror, or distrust;
sometimes, simply, to go aside.
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But no way he saw he could so much pleasure them as

by leaving the two friends alone, who being shrunk aside
to the banqueting house, where the pictures were, there
Palladius recounted unto Pyrocles his fortunate escape
from the wreck and his ensuing adventures.

Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, i.

It is shamefull for a King to boast at Table and shrink
in flght. Milton, Hist. Eng., v.

E'en as a bather might
Shrink from the water, from the naked night
She shrank a little.

William Morris, Earthly Paradise, III. 316.

5. To decline or hesitate to act, as from fear;
recoil morally or mentally, as in fear, horror,
distrust, distaste, and the like.

The proud have had me exceedingly in derision
; yet

have I not shrinked from thy law.
Book of Common Prayer, Psalter, Ps. cxix. 51.

I have seen him do such things belief would shrink at
Fletcher, Humorous Lieutenant, i. 1.

He shrunk from no deed of treachery or violence.

Prescott, Ferd. and Isa., ii. 1.

6. To express fear, horror, or pain by shrug-
ging or contracting the body; wince; flinch.

The gray mare
Is ill to live with, when her whinny shrills
From tile to scullery, and her small good-man
Shrinks in his arm-chair. Tennyson, Princess, v.

= Svn. 3. See shrivel. 4-6. To flinch, blench.

II. trans. 1. To cause to contract: as, to
shrink flannel by immersing it in boiling water.

To shrink mine arm up like a wlther'd shrub.

Shak., 3 Hen. VI., iii. 2. 156.

The first is merry drunk,
And this, although his braines be somewhat shrtink
I'th' wetting, hath, they say, but little hart
In his demeanour. Times' Whistle (E. E. T. S.), p. 63.

Keep it from coming too long, lest it should shrink the
corn In measure. Mortimer, Husbandry.

2. To make smaller
; make appear smaller.

He had some other drawbacks as a gardener. He shrank
the very place he cultivated. The dignity and reduced
gentility of his appearance made the small garden cut a
sorry figure. R. L. Stevenson, An Old Scotch Gardener.

3. To withdraw: formerly with in.

The Lihyck Hammon shrinks his horn.

Milton, Nativity, 1. 203.

His [Beelzebub's] awful Horns above his crown did rise,
And force his friends to shrink in theirs.

J. Beaumont, Psyche, i. 16.

That the Mountains should shrink in their heads, to fill

up the vast places of the deep.
StiUinyfleet, Sermons, I. ill.

Another-while onder the Crystoll brinks
Her alabastrine well-shap't Limbs she shrinks,
Like to a Lilly sunk into a glaase.
Sylvester, tr. of Du BarUs's Weeks, ii., The Trophies.

To shrink on. to fix firmly by causing to shrink : thus, the
tire of a wheel or the hoop or Jacket of a cannon is shrunk
on by making it slightly smaller than the part it is to fit,

expanding it by heat till it can be slipped into place, and
then rapidly cooling it.

This mortar was strengthened by heavy wrought-iron
bands shrunk on it. Jiissler, Mod. High Explosives, p. 72.

shrink (shringk), H. [< shrink, .] 1. The act
of shrinking; a spontaneous drawing into less

compass.
Although they [horses] be striken cleare through, or

that the bullets do still remaine in them, they after the
first shrinck at the entring of the bullet doo passe their
Carrire as though they had verie little or no hurt

Sir J. Smyth, in Ellls's Letters, p. 55.

2. A contraction.

There is in this a crack, which seems a shrink or con-
traction in the body since it was first formed. Woodward.

3f. A shrug.

shrive

I have also sulijri-tnl the cortex to the action c.f (tlycc-
rine, with more remarkable results in the way of shrink-
aye. Alien, and Keurol., VI. 559.

2. Figuratively, a similar reduction of any
kind, as loss of weight ; especially, loss of val-
ue: as, shrinkage in real estate. 3. Amount of
diminution of surface or bulk, weight or valur:

as, the shrinkage of cast-iron by cooling is one
eighth of an inch to a foot

; the xhrinkiigi' n t ln>

goods was 10 per cent. 4. In gun., the differ-

ence between the outside diameter of the inner

cylinder and the inside diameter of the outer

cylinder of a built-up gun. The quantity by which
the former exceeds the latter Is often called the absolute

shrinkage, and is expressed in the decimal parts of an
inch. Relative shrinkage is the ratio obtained riy dividinc
the absolute shrinkage by the interior diameter of the
outer cylinder. It is expressed in thousandths and deci-
mal parts of thousandths of an inch, and represents the
absolute shrinkage per linear inch of the diameter of the
outer cylinder. The theoretical shrinkage for a particular
gun is that deduced by mathematical computation from
known and assumed conditions and dimensions. Theoc-
tual shrinkage is that actually obtained in practice, and
varies from the theoretical shrinkage on account of the
imperfections of manufacture.

Shrinkage-crack (shring'kaj-krak), n. One of
various small cracks such as are occasionally
seen to form a kind of network on the surface
of a bed of rock, and which appear to have
been caused by shrinkage soon after that par-
ticular layer had been deposited and while it

was being dried by exposure to the sun and
air; a sun-crack.

An entirely different kind of shrinkage-crack is that
which occurs in certain carbonised and flattened plants,
and which sometimes communicates to them a marvellous
resemblance to the netted under surface of an exogenous
leaf. Dawson, Geol. Hist, of Plants, p. 33.

shrinkage-rule (shring'kaj-rol), n. A rule,
used by pattern-makers, in which the gradua-
tions are so much larger than the normal mea-
surements that the patterns measured off by
such a rule will be large enough to allow for

shrinkage, without any computation on the part
of the workman. The rule must be graduated
with special reference to the metal to be cast.

shrinker (shring'ker), n. One who shrinks; one
who withdraws from danger.
shrinking-head(shring'king-hed), . Amass
of molten metal poured into a mold to com-
pensate for the shrinkage of the first casting.
Also called sinking-head and riser.

shrinkingly (shring'king-li), adr. In a shrink-

ing manner ; by shrinking.
Shrite (shrit), . [Prob. a var. of shrike, < ME.
"shrike, < AS. scric, a thrush : see shrike2

."] The
mistlethrush, Turdus riscivorus. Macgillivray.
See cut under mistlethrush.

shrivaltyt, . An obsolete spelling of shrievalty.
shrive 1

(shriv), v. ; pret. shrore, shrived, pp.
rly also

We
That tread the path of public business
Know what a tacit shrug is, or a shrink.

B. Jonson, Magnetick Lady, i. 1.

You cannot blame the Spaniard to be satyrical against
Q. Elizabeth ; for he never speaks of her but he fetcheth
a Shrink in the Shoulder. Howell, Letters, ii. 71.

4. A diminution; a falling away ; shrinkage.
I saw a visible shrink in all orders of men among us,

from that greatness and that goodness which was in the
first grain that our God brought from three sifted king-
doms into this land, when it was a land not sown.

C. Mather, Mag. Chris., Hi., Int.

5. A withdrawing from fear or horror; recoil.

Not a sigh, a look, or shrink bewrays
The least felt touch of a degenerous fear.

Daniel, Civil Wars, i. 52.

Shrinkable (shring'ka-bl), a. [< shrink +
-nble.~\ Capable of being shrunk; able or liable
to shrink.

shrinkage (shring'kaj), n. [< shrink + -age.'}
1. The contraction of a material to a smaller
surface or bulk, whether by cooling after be-

ing heated, as a metal, or by drying, as timber
or clay, or by wetting, as cord or fabrics.

There are some grades of imported wool on which the
shrinkage and loss in manufacture are so great that the
compensating duty is not excessive.

Tautsig, Tariff History, p. 211.

shriven, shrived, ppr. shriring. [Formerly
shrieve; < ME. shriven, shryven, schriven, schry-
ren, schryfen (pret. shrore, shrof, schrof, schraf,
pp. shriven, schriven, scriven, screffe, y-shryre),
< AS. scrifan (pret. scrdf, pp. scrifen), pre-
scribe penance, hear confessions, = OFries.

skriva, shrive ; cf. Icel. skripta, shrive, confess,
impose penance. = Sw. skrifta = Dan. skrifte,
confess (from the noun represented by E.

shrift); usually identified, as orig. 'write,' with
OS. scribhan = OFries. skriva = D. sehrijren =
MLG. schriren = OHG. scriban, MHG. schriben,
G. schreiben, write, < L. scribere, write, draw up
(a law, decree, charge, etc.), enroll: see scribe,
v. Cf. shrift, Shrovetide.] I. trans. 1. To pre-
scribe penance to for sin

; impose penance on.

Persie, beleeue me, thou shryvest me verie neere in this
latter demaund, which concerneth vs more deeply than
the former, and may worke vs more damage than thou art
aware of. Nashe, Pierce Penilesse, p. 67.

"In the week immediately before Lent, every one shall

go to his confessor," said the Ecclesiastical Institutes,
"and confess his deeds; and his confessor shall so shrive
him as he then may hear by his deeds what he is to do."

Rock, Church of our Fathers, III. ii. 61,

2. To receive a confession from (a penitent)
and grant absolution

; hence, to receive an ac-

knowledgment (of a fault) from, and pardon.
In that chapelle, yf thou wolte crave,
vii M yere thou myghtest have,
And so many lenttis more
yff thowe Tie screffe, thou mayste have BOO,

Political Poems, etc. (ed. Furnivall), p. 130.

I had rather he should shrive me than wive me.
Shak., M. of V., i. 2. 144.

Let me go hence,
And In some cloister's school of penitence,
Across those stones, that pave the way to heaven,
Walk barefoot, till my guilty soul be shriven .'

Lowjfelltnr, Wayside Inn, King Robert of Sicily.

3. To acknowledge a fault; confess to a priest
and receive absolution : used reflexively.



shrive

A scolere at Pares had done many full synnys, the

whylkc he hade schame to schryfc hi/in of.

llainpiile, rinse Treatises (E. E. T. S.), p. 7.

Thanne Mede for here mysdedes to that man kneled,
And shraue hire of hire Hhrcwednesse shamelees, I trowe.

rirrx riomnan(K),m. 44.

I am bound, ... if I have hurt my neighbor, to shrive

miinelf unto him, and to make him amends.

Tyndate, Ans. to Sir T. More, etc. (Parker Soc., 1850), p. 23.

Bid call the ghostly man
Hither, and let me shrive me clean and die.

Tennyson, Lancelot and Elaine.

II. intrans. 1. To receive a confession, im-

pose the necessary penance, and grant absolu-

tion.
Per. It fell upon a holy eve,
Wtt. Hey, ho, hallidaye !

Per. When holy fathers went to shrieve;
Wit. Now ginneth this roundelay.

Spenser, Shep. Cal., August.
2. To make confession.

And who art thou, thou Gray Brother,
That I should shrine to thee?

Scott, Gray Brother.

shrive2 (shriv), v. t. ; pret. and pp. shrived, ppr.

shriving. [Origin obscure
;
the form suggests

a confusion of skive with shred or shroud3 in

similar meanings.] To prune (trees). [Prov.

Eng.]
shrivel (shriv'l), v.; pret. and pp. shriveled or

shrivelled, ppr. shrireling or shrivelling. [Not
found in ME.

;
a freq. form, perhaps ult. based

on ONorth. screpa, pine away ;
cf. Norw.sJcrypa,

waste, from the adj., Norw. shryv, transitory,

frail, = Sw. dial, skryp, weak, feeble, frail, =
Icel. skrjupr, brittle, frail (cf. Sw. skroplig =
Dan. skrobelig, feeble) ; perhaps ult. connected
with shrimp1

,
shrink. The relations of these

forms are not clear.] I. intrans. To contract;
draw or be drawn into wrinkles; shrink and
form corrugations, as a .leaf in the hot sun, or
the skin with age.

When, shriveling like a parched scroll,

The flaming heavens together roll.

Scott, L. of L. M., vi. 31.

The century shrivels like a scroll,
The past becomes the present.

0. W. Holmes, Burns's Centennial Celebration.

And the vines shrivelled in the breath of war.

Whittier, Mithridates at Chios.

= Syn. To shrivel is to become wrinkled or corrugated
by contraction ; to shrink is, as a rule, to contract while

preserving the same general form.

II. trans. 1. To contract into wrinkles;
cause to shrink into corrugations.

A fire from heaven came and shrivell'd up
Their bodies, even to loathing.

Shak., Pericles, ii. 4. 9.

Dipping the bough of life, so pleasant once,
In fire which shrivelled leaf and bud alike.

Browning, Ring and Book, I. 289.

2. To make narrow
;
limit in scope.

None but shrivelled souls with narrow vision of the facts

of life can entertain the notion that Philosophy ought to

be restricted within the limits of the Logic of Signs.
O. H. Lewes, Probs. of Life and Mind, I. i. 221.

3. To wither; blight; render impotent.
Milton was less tolerant ; he shrivelled up the lips of his

revilers by the austerity of his scorn.

Landor, Imaginary Conversations, Southeyand Porson.ii.

shriven (shriv'n). A past participle of shrive1 .

shriver (shri'ver), . [< ME. schryfer, ssrivere;
< shrive1 + -er1

.'] One who shrives; a con-
fessor.

He ssel zigge his zennes clyerliche and nakedliche, zuo
thet the ssriuere izi [may see] openlichethe herte ... of

him that him ssrifth.

Ayenbite of Inwift (E. E. T. S.), p. 174.

When he was made a shriver, 'twas for shrift.

Shak., 3 Hen. VI., iii. 2. 108.

shriving (shri'ving), n. [Verbal n. of shrive1
, D.]

Shrift
;
the act of one who shrives, or (as a

priest) hears confession.

Better a short tale than a bad long shriving.

Spenser, Mother Hub. Tale, L 543.

Shriving-pewt (shri'ving-pu), . Same as con-

fessional, 1.

To the Joyner for takynge downe the shryvyng pew, and
making another pew in the same place.

Churchwardens Accounts (1548) of S. Michael's, Corn-
[hill (ed. Overall, p. 69). (Davies.)

shroadly, adv. An obsolete or dialectal form
of shrewdly.
shrockled (shrok'ld), a. [Pp. of 'shrockle, ap-
par. a freq. of *shrock, var. of shrug, ult. < Sw.
dial, skrukka, etc., shrink: see shrink, slirn;/.]
Withered. Halliwell. [Prov. Eng.]

shroff ]
t, See shruff.

shroff 2
(shrof), w. [A syncopated form of An-

glo-Ind. slut raj', xaraff, < Hind, surraf, common-
ly saraf, vernacularly saraph, sardpe, sardpu,
etc., < Ar. siirrdf, xairtif (initial sad), a money-
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changer, a banker (cf. Heb. soref, a goldsmith),
< niirafn, change (money), spend (money).] 1.

In India, a banker or money-changer. 2. In

China, Japan, etc., a native teller or silver-ex-

pert, employed by banks and mercantile estab-

lishments to inspect and count all dollars that

reach the firm, and detect and throw out the
bad or defaced ones.

shroff'2 (shrof), D. *. [< shroff^, n.] To inspect
for the purpose of detecting and throwing out
what is bad: as, to shroff dollars. [Ports of

China and Japan.]
shroffage (shrof'aj), . [< shroff^ + -age.'} 1.

The examination of coins by an expert, and the

separation of the good from the debased or de-

faced. 2. The expense of such expert inspec-
tion.

shrog (shrog), n. [An assibilated form of scrag.]
A shrub : same as scrog.

They cutt them downe two summer shroggs
That grew both under a breere,

And sett them threescore rood in twaine
To shoote the prickes y-fere.

Rabin Hood and Guy of Oisborne (Percy's Reliques).

shrood (shrod), v. t. A variant of shroud^.

shroud1
(shroud), w. [Earlymod. E. also shrowd;

< ME. shroud, schroud, schrowde, shrud, schrud,

srud, < AS. scrud, a garment, clothing, = Icel.

skrudh, the shrouds of a ship, standing rigging,

tackle, gear, appendages, ornaments, the fur-

niture of a church, also a kind of stuff, = Norw.

skrud, dress, ornament, = Sw. Dan. skrud, dress,
attire

; prob. orig. a piece of stuff
'

cut,' < Teut.

/ skrud, whence also shred: see shred.'] 1. A
garment; a covering of the nature of a gar-
ment

; something which envelops and conceals
;

clothing.
I shope me in ehroudes as I a shepe [shepherd] were,
In habite as an heremite vnholy of workes.

Piers Plowman (B), Prol., 1. 2.

Than bycometh the ground so proude
That it wol have a newe shroude.

Ram. of the Rose, 1. 64.

Glue my nakednes
Some shroud to shelter it.

Chapman, Odyssey, vi. 274.

And Jura answers, through her misty shroud,
Back to the joyous Alps, who call to her aloud !

Byron, Childe Harold, iii. 92.

2. A winding-sheet; apiece of linen or other
cloth in which a dead body is enveloped ; hence,
by extension, a garment for the dead, as a long
white robe or gown, prepared expressly for the

burial.

The shroud wherein our Saviours blessed body was

wrapped when it was put into the Sepulchre.
Coryat, Crudities, I. 79.

The knell, the shroud, the mattock, and the grave.
Young, Night Thoughts, iv. 10.

3f. Protection.
But it would warm his spirits

To hear from me you had left Antony,
And put yourself under his shrowd,
The universal landlord.

Shak., A. and C., iii. 13. 71.

4f. A place of shelter; covert; retreat.

To schewe his lyjte in every shrowed and shade.

Lydgate, MS. Soc. Antiq. 134, 1 23. (Halliwell.)

Vnto a selly shrowde,
A sheepecote closely builte
Amid the woodds.

Oascoiyne, Philomene (ed. Arber), p. 97.

The shroud to which he won his fair-eyed oxen.

Chapman.
Hun to your shrouds within these brakes and trees.

Milton, Comas, L 147.

5. A place under ground, as the burrow of an

animal, a vault, the crypt of a church, etc.:

sometimes in the plural, used collectively as a

singular.
The shrowds, ... a covered space on the side of the

church [St. Paul's], to protect the congregation in inclem-
ent seasons. Pennant, London (ed. 1813), p. 512.

The shrouds or crowds, as we learn from Stow, was a

chapel under the choir of St. Paul's Church, where sermons
were preached in the winter, and when the weather would
not permit an audience to stand in the churchyard.

Latimer, Sermon of the Plough, note.

6. One of the two annular plates at the periph-
ery of a water-wheel which form the sides of

the buckets.
shroud1 (shroud), v. [Earlymod. E. also shrowd;
< ME. schrouden, sehruden, scruden, also schre-

den, shriden, sriden (pret. sehrudde, also schred,

grid, pp. shrid, schred, ischrud, iscrud), < AS.

scrydan, scridan (= Icel. skrytha), clothe, <

scrud, a garment : see shroud1
,
n. Cf. enshroud."]

I. trans. 1 . To cover as with a garment or veil ;

especially, to clothe (a dead body) for burial.

Thus shrotcding his body in the skinne, by stalking he

approacheth the Deere.

Capt. John Smith, True Travels, I. 134.

shroud

The trestle-bearers and the persons who held the flam-

beaux were shrouded from forehead to foot in white sheeta

with holes pierced for the eyes.
T. B. Aldrich, Ponkapogto Pesth, p. 33.

2f. To clothe one's self in; put on.

Ligber [Lucifer] he mdde a dere srud,
An he wurthe in him-seluen prud.

Genesis and, Exodus (E. E. T. S.), 1. 271.

3. To cover or deck as with a garment ;
over-

spread; inclose; envelop.
Ther is neither busk nor hay

In May, that it nyl shrouded ben.
Rom. of the Rose, 1. 55.

Thy Virgin Womb in wondrous sort shall shrowd
Jesus the God. Cowley, Davideis, ii.

The portraits of my forefathers, shrouded in dust, like

the forms they represent. Irving, Knickerbocker, p. 146.

4. To cover so as to disguise or conceal
;
veil

;

obscure.
Sorrow close shrouded in hart,

I know, to kepe is a burdenous smart.

Spenser, Shep. Cal., September.

Take heed thou hast not, under our integrity,
Shrouded unlawful plots. Ford, Broken Heart, iii. 1.

And sometimes too he shrowds
His soaring Wings among the Clouds.

Cowley, Pindaric Odes, i. 9.

6. To shelter; screen; hide.

Millions of birds sange ghrowded in the shade.

Puttenham, Partheniades, ix.

Those terrors of slaves, and mirrors of fools, ... for

all their puissance, are glad to run into a hole, and cow-

ardly shroud themselves. Rev. T. Adams, Works, II. 549.

Beneath an abbey's roof
One evening sumptuously lodged ;

the next

Humbly, in a religious hospital ;

Or haply shrouded in a hermit's cell. Wordsworth.

Shrouded gear, shrouded pinion, a gear or pinion in

which the ends of the teeth are protected and strength-
ened by flanges extending usually as high as the point of

the teeth.

II. intrans. 1. To put one's self undercover;
take shelter.

I will here shroud till the dregs of the storm be past.
Shak., Tempest, ii. 2. 43.

We see a cloud,
And, fearing to be wet, do run and shroud
Under a bush.

Randolph, An Eclogue to Master Jonson.

If your stray attendance be yet lodged,
Or shroud within these limits, I shall know.

Milton, Comus, 1. 316.

2. To gather together, as beasts do for warmth.

Palsgrave. (Halliwell.)
shroud2 (shroud), n. [Early mod. E. also

shrowd; < ME. 'schroud (in naut. sense), < Icel.

skrudh, the shrouds of a ship, standing rigging,

tackle, gear, = Norw. skrud, shrouds, tackle,

orig.
'

dress,' = Sw. Dan. skrud = AS. scrud,
dress: see shroud1

.'] One of a set of strong
ropes extending from a ship's mastheads to

each side of the ship to support the mast. The
shrouds of the lower masts and topmasts are generally
spoken of as rigging: as, the fore-, main-,or mizzen-rigging.
The topmast-shrouds extend from the topmast-heads to the

top-rims. The topgallant-shrouds extend from the top-
gallantmast-heads to the outer ends of the topmast^cross-
trees, and frequently thence to the tops. The bowsprit-
shrouds support the bowsprit on both sides. The fut-
tock-shrouds, to which the lower ends of the topmast- and
topgallant-shrouds are secured, extend from the outer
rims of the tops and crosstrees to a spider-band round the
lower mast or topmast. The lower ends of the fore-,

main-, and mizzen-shrouds are set up to chain-plates
bolted to the side of the ship. See cuts under channel?
and *liijt.

Such a noise arose
As the shrouds make at sea in a stiff tempest.

Shak., Hen. VIII., iv. 1. 72.

Twice the Saylours had essayd
To heaue him o're. . . .

And now the third time stroue they him to cast ;

Yet by the shrowds the third time held he fast.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, i. 5.

Bentinck shroudst. See bentinck.

shroud3 (shroud), v. t. [Mso shrowd, shrood; a
var. of shred (due in part to association with
the ult. related shroud1 ) : see shred, *>.] To lop
the branches from; trim, as a tree. [Prov.
Eng.]
A fellow in North Wales, shrawding of a tree, fell down

on his head, and his braine fractured, and lay for dead.

Aubrey's Wiltshire, MS. Ashmole. (Halliwell.)

By the time the tree was felled and shrouded.
T. Hughes. (Imp. Diet.)

shroud3t (shroud), n. [A var. of shred, or di-

rectly from the verb shroud*, q. v.] 1. A cut-

ting, as of a tree or plant ; a slip.

The lyke they affirme of plantes or shrouddes of younge
vines. Peter Martyr (tr. in Eden's first Books on Amer-

[ica, ed. Arber, p. 73).

2. A bough; a branch; hence, collectively, the

branching top or foliage of a tree.

A cedar in Lebanon, with fair branches and with a shad-

owing shrmtd. Ezek. xxxi. 3.



shroud

Where like a mounting Cedar he should beare

His plumed top aloft into the ayre,
And let these shrubs sit vnderneath his shrowdes,
Whilst in his armes he doth embrace the clowdes.

Drayton, Queen Margaret to Duke of Suffolk.

In ellum-sAnmd* the hangliird clings.

Lowell, Biglow Papers, vi.

shrouding (shrou'ding), n. [< shroud
1 + -ing

1
.']

The sides of a water-wheel which form the ends
of the buckets.

shrouding-gear (shrou'ding-ger), . A cog-

gear in which the cogs are protected or strength-
ened by a flange at the side which comes out

even with the face
of the wheel, and
makes the cogs in ef-

fect mortises in the
face of the wheel. E.
H. Knight.
shroud-knot
(shroud'not), n. A
knot by which the
two parts of a shroud
which has been bro-

ken or shot away are

reunited.

shroudless (shroud'les), a. [< shroud* + -less.']

1. Without a shroud: especially noting a dead

body unburied, or buried hastily.

To where a mangled corse,

Expos'd without remorse,
Lies shroudless, uneutomb'd he points the way.

Dodsley, Melpomene.
2. Unveiled; unobscured.

Above the stars in shroudless beauty shine.

C. Swain, quoted in Southey's Doctor, Ixxviii. (Dames.)

Shroud-knots.

o. Resembling ashroudlike (shroud
'

Ilk),

shroud; hence, funereal.

And thou, whose hands the shroudlike cypress rear.

Dryden, tr. of Virgil's Georgics, i. 25.

shroud-plate (shroud'plat), . 1. Naut., same
as chain-plate. See cut under channel'*. 2. In

Dutch., same as shroud*, 6.

shroud-rope (shroud 'rop), n. Rope fit to make
a ship's shrouds of.

shroud-Stopper (shroud'stop"er). n. Xaut., a

piece of rope made fast above and below the

damaged part of a shroud which has been in-

jured by shot or otherwise, in order to secure it.

See stopper.

shroudy (shrou'di), o. [< shroud* + -y
1
.] Af-

fording shelter. [Rare.]
If your stray attendance be yet lodg'd

Within these shroudie limits.

Milton, MS. of Comus, Trinity College, Cambridge. (Rich.)

shrove 1
(shrov), n. [Found only in comp. Shrove-

tide, Shroee Tuesday, and the derived verb

shrove; < ME. *shrof (in comp. shrofday: see

Shrove-day), < AS. scrifan (pret. scraf), shrive :

see shrive*. Cf. shrift.] Shrift; shriving: used

only in composition ,
or in such phrases as Shroee

Tuesday. See shrift and shriring Shrove Mon-
day, the day before Shrove Tuesday. Also Collop Mon-
day. Shrove Sunday, the Sunday before Shrove Tues-

day; Quinquagesima Sunday. Snrove Tuesday, the

Tuesday before the first day in Lent, or Ash Wednesday :

so called from the custom of making confession on that

day, in preparation for Lent. The day formerly was, and
in some places still is, passed in sports and merrymaking.
Also called Pancake Tuesday (see pancake). Fastens Tues-

day, in Scotland Fasteriis-een or Fastens E'en, and by the
French Mardi grot. See Shrovetide.

As fit as ... a pancake for Shrove Tuesday.
Shak., All's Well, ii. 2. 25.

Cock-fighting and throwing at cocks on Shrove-Tuesday,
and playing at hand-ball for tansy-cakes at Easter-tide.

Strutt, Sports and Pastimes, p. 451.

shrove1
(shrov), . i.

; pret. and pp. shroved, ppr.
shroving. [< shrove*, .] To take part in the
festivities of Shrovetide

; hence, in general, to

make merry.
As though he went

A shrouing through the city.
Fletcher (and another), Noble Gentleman, iii. 1.

Berlinyacciont; one that loueth to shroue ever and make
good cheere. Florio, 1611.

shrove2 (shrov). Preterit of shrive*.

shrove-cake (shrov'kak), n. 1 . A pancake made
at Shrovetide, and holding an important place
in the merrymaking of the season. 2. A small
cake made to give to children at Shrovetide.
Halliwell.

Shrove-dayt, n. [ME. shrofday; < shrove* +
day.] Same as Shrove Tuesday.
shrove-prenticet (shrov'pren'tis), n. One of
a set of ruffianly fellows who took at Shrove-
tide the name of "London Prentices."

More cruell then shrove-prentices, when they,
Drunk in a brothell house, are bid to pay.

Davenant, Madagascar (1648X p. 28. (Halliwell.)
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shrover (shro'ver), H. One who goes in com-

pany with others from house to house singing
for cakes at Shrovetide. [Prov. Eng.]
Shrovetide (shrov'tid), n. Time of confession ;

specifically, the period between the evening of

the Saturday before Quinquagesima Sunday
and the morning of Ash Wednesday, as being
the period when people were shriven in prepa-
ration for Lent : still further restricted to des-

ignate Shrove Tuesday.
And welcome merry Shrove-tide.

Shalt., 2 Hen. IV., v. 3. 38.

In Essex and Suffolk, at Shrovetide or upon Shrove-Tnes-

day, after the confession, it was usual for the farmer to

permit his ploughman to go to the barn blindfolded, and
"thresh the fat hen," saying, "if you can kill her then

give it thy men ; and go you and dine on fritters and pan-
cakes.

"
Strutt, Sports and Pastimes, p. 451.

Shrove-tide, or the week before Lent, brought along with
it more than one religious and ritual observance.

Rode, Church of our Fathers, III. ii. 61.

shrovingt (shro' ving), . [Verbal n. of shrove1
,

.] The celebration of Shrovetide; hence, in

general, any merrymaking or festivity.

All which we on this stage shall act or say
Doth solemnize Apollo's shroving day;
Whilst thus we greete you by our words and pens,
Our shroving bodeth death to none but hens.

W. Hawkins, Apollo Shroving (1626X p. 6. (Saxes.)

Eating, drinking, merry-making, . . . what else, I be-

seech you, was the whole life of this miserable man here,
but in a manner a perpetual shroving ?

Hales, Sermon on Luke xvi. 26.

shroving-time (shro'ving-tim), . Shrovetide.

If thir absolute Determination be to enthral us, before
so long a Lent of Servitude they may permit us a little

Shroviny-time first, wherin to speak freely, and take our
leaves of Liberty. Milton, Free Commonwealth.

shrovy (shro' vi), a. A dialectal variant, assibi-

lated and transposed, of scurvy*. Halliwell.

shrowt, . An obsolete form of shrew*.

shrub 1 (shrub), n. [< ME. shrob, schrub, sehrob,
an assibilated form of scrub, "scrob, < AS. scrob,
a shrub; preserved in Scrob-scire, Shropshire,

Scrobbes-byrig, Shrewsbury (lit. Shrubsbury),
Scrobbes-byrig-scyre, Shrewsburyshire, the older

name of Shropshire; cf. scrybbe, a shrubbery.
Cf. E. dial, shruff, also scroff, refuse wood. See
scrub1

.] A woody plant with stems branched
from or near the ground, and, in general, small-
er than a tree

;
a bush, or woody vine. The line

which divides trees from shrubs is to a large extent ar-

bitrary, and is often very unsatisfactory In application, but
in general the name shrub may be applied to a woody
plant of less size than a tree, with several permanent
woody stems dividing from the bottom, more slender and
lower than in a tree. The line between shrub and herb
is also indistinct, as many herbaceous plants are more or
less woody. For practical purposes shrubs are divided
into the deciduous and evergreen kinds. There are many
very ornamental flowering shrubs, among the best-known
of which are those belonging to the genera Rosa, Rhodo-

dendron, Kalmia, Viburnum, Philadelphus, Vaccinium.

Among evergreen shrubs are the box and various heaths.

Compare tree, herb.

If the Cedar be so Weather-beaten, we poor Shrubs must
not murmur to bear Part of the Storm.

Howett, Letters, ii. 76.

So thick entwined,
As one continued brake, the undergrowth
Of shrubs and tangling bushes had perplex'd
All path of man or beast that pass'd that way.

Milton, P. L., iv. 176.

Gooseberries and currants are shrubs ; oaks and cherries
are trees. Locke.

Sweetly-smelling Shrubs the Ground o'ershade.

Congreve, tr. of Ovid's Art of Love.

The laurel-Ar!>8 that hedge it around.

Tennyson, The Poet's Mind.

High-water shrub. See Iva. Sweet or sweet-scent-
ed shrub, the Carolina allspice. See Calycanthus. =Syn.
Bush, Herb, etc. See vegetable, n.

shrub1
(shrub), v. t.

; pret. and pp. shrubbed,

ppr. shrubbing. [< shrub1
, .] 1. To prune

down so that a shrubby form shall be preserved.

Though they be well shrttbbed and shred, yet they begin
even now before the spring to bud, and hope again in

time to flourish as the green bay-tree.

Anderson, Expos, of Benedictus (1573), fol. 64.

2. To reduce (a person) to poverty by winning
his whole stock : a word used at play. Halli-

well. [Prov. Eng.]
shrub2 (shrub) . [A var. of shrab (< Ar.

sharab), or a transposed form of *shurb, < Ar.

shurb, shirb, a drink, a beverage, < shariba,
drink. Cf. shrub, sherbet, and syrup, from the

same source.] A drink or cordial prepared
from the juice of fruit and various other in-

gredients, (o) A drink made by boiling currant-juice
about ten minutes with an equal weight of sugar, and
adding a little rum : it is also made with other fruits, and
sometimes with brandy.
There never was any liquor so good as rum-8^r&, never ;

and tbe sausages had a flavor of Elysium.
Thackeray, Philip, ii.

shruff

Shrub, again rum shrub is there any living man who
now calls for shrub? W. Bezant, Fifty Years Ago, p. 170.

(6) A cordial or syrup consisting of the acid juice of some
fruit, as the raspberry, cooked with sugar and vinegar,
and diluted with water when used. [U. S.]

"Mr. Peckham, would you be so polite as to pass me a

glass of shrub ?
"

Silas Peckham . . . took from the table

a small glass cup, containing a fluid reddish in hue and
subacid in taste. 0. W. Holmes, Elsie Venner, vii.

King and Forbes, sipping their raspberry shrub in a re-

tired corner of the barroom, were interested spectators of

the scene. C. D. Warner, Their Pilgrimage, p. 206.

shrub3t, v. An obsolete form of scrub'*.

"As how, as how?" said Zadock, shrugging and shrub-

bing. Xashe, Unfortunate Traveller (1594). (Kares.)

shrubbed (shmbd), a. [< shrub* + -ed?.]

Shrubby.
The woods in all these northern parts are short and

shrubbed. Knox (Arber's Eng. Garner, I. 419).

Neere at hand were growing diuers shrubbed trees.

Warner, Albion's England, ii.

shrubberied (shrub'er-id), a. [< shrubbery +
-erf2.] Abounding in shrubbery.
Oxford itself, with its quiet, shady gardens, and smooth,

grassy lawns, . . . and shrubberied "
parks," is attractive

to many birds. Athenaeum, No. 3240, p. 747.

shrubbery (shrub'er-i), n. ; pi. shrubberies (-iz).

[< shrub* + -ery-1 1. Shrubs collectively; low

shrubby bushes.
While grey evening lull'd the wind, and call'd

Fresh odours from the shrubbery at my side,

Taking my lonely winding walk, I mus'd.

Cmeper, Four Ages.

They passed, and, opening an iron gate, came suddenly
into a gloomy maze of shrubbery that stretched its long
vistas up the valley. H. Kingsley, Kavenshoe, xC

2. A plantation of shrubs, as in a garden or

pleasure-ground .

A modern shrubbery, formed of a selection of the most
agreeable flowering shrubs. V. Knox, Essays, No. 115.

She would give her adyice as to the trees which were
to be lopped in the shrubberies, the garden-beds to be dug,
the crops which were to be cut.

Thackeray, Vanity Fair, x.

shrubbiness (shrub'i-nes), . The state or

quality of being shrubby. Bailey, 1727.

shrubby (shrub'i), a. [< shrub* + -y*. Cf.

scrubby.] 1. Abounding in shrubs.

Lad. Gentle villager,
What readiest way would bring me to that place?
Com. Due west it rises from this shrubby point.

Milton, Comns, 1. 306.

Farther inland, in a sandy and shrubby landscape, is

Kendall Green, a private cemetery.
C. D. Warner, Their Pilgrimage, p. 122.

2. Consisting of shrubs.

The goats their shrubby browze
Gnaw pendent. J. Philips, Cider, i.

These are their bread, the only bread they know ;

These and their willing slave the deer, that crops
The shrubby herbage on their meagre hills.

Armstrong, Art of Preserving Health, 1. 314.

3. Shrub-like ; scrubby : said of stunted tree-

growths.
The land about it is dry and sandy, bearing only a few

shrubby trees. Dampier, Voyages, vi.

4. Somewhat woody : said of herbaceousplants
with the stem more or less lignified in the older

parts.
The woods began to be very full of thorns and shrubby

bushes. Knox (Arber's Eng. Garner, I. 419).

Shrubby althsaa, bittersweet, horsetail. See the
nouns. Shrubby trefoil. See ftelea.

shrubless (shrub'les), a. [< shrub* + -less.']

Destitute even of shrubs.

Among the stones I stood a stone,
And was, scarce conscious what I wist,
As shrubless crags within the mist.

Byron, Prisoner of Chillon, ix.

shrub-shilling (shrub'shiFing), n. See shilling.

shrub-snail (shrub'snal), . A European snail,

Helix arbustorum.

shrub-yellowroot (shrub'yel"6-rot), n. A low

shrubby ranunculaceous plant, Xanthorrhiza

apiifolia, of the Alleghany region. Its bark and its

rootstock are deep-yellow and bitter, and were once used

by the Indians for dyeing.

shniff 1
(shruf), . [A form of scruff, which

is a transposed form of scurf*. Cf. shruff
2

.']

Dross of metals.

shruff2 (shruf), . [< ME. schroff; an assibilated

form of scruff, scroff, refuse wood; perhaps
connected with shrub*, scmb*.~\ 1. Lightrefuse
wood, used as fuel. Halliwell. [Prov. Eng.]

Thus baterid this bred on busshes aboute,
And gaderid gomes on grene ther as they walkyd,
That all the schroff and schroup sondrid ffrom other.

Richard the Kedeless, ii. 154.

2. Refuse; rubbish.

But these mad legers do besides inixe among their

other sacks of coles store of shru/e dust and small cole to

their great advantage.
Greene, Discovery of Ooosnage (1591). (Sores.)



shrug

shrug (shrug), v.
; pret. and pp. shruaged, ppr.

tirvgging. [< ME. scliruggeii, tkrvJOem, < Sw.
dial, skntkka, also n/,nii/a, huddle oneself up,
sit in a crouching position, = Dan. skrukke,
sbnigge, stoop (tkfut-rygget, humpbacked; cf.
Icel. ikruklca, an old shrimp); a secondary
form of the verb represented by AS. sorinean
(pp. scruncen = Sw. assimilated skritkken),
shrink: see shrink.] I. intraiis. 1. To shrink
or shiver with or as with cold

; draw up the
limbs in a nervous shiver. Prompt. Pan.,
p. 449.

The touch of the cold water made a pretty kind of shrug-
ging coma over her body, like the twinkling of the fairest
among the fixed stars. Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, ii.

The French lackey and Irish footboy shrugging at the
doors, with their masters' hobby-horses, to ride to the new

Deleter, Gull's Hornbook, p. 130.

Robin the bird, In its cage, shrugs and folds itself into
its feathers, as if it were night. S. Judd, Margaret, i. 17.

2. To raise or draw up and contract the shoul-
ders with a sudden, nervous movement : an ex-
pression usually of doubt, indifference, discon-
tent, dislike, contempt, etc. See shrug, n., 1.

Nor pikynge, nor trifelynge, ne shrukkynge as than* ye
wold sawe. Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 135.

Some few may cry, "Twas pretty well," or so,"But "
and there shrug in silence.

Ford, Broken Heart, Epil.
What 's in agitation now,

That all this muttering and shrugging, see,
Begins at me ? Browning, Strafford.

II. trans. If. Eeflexively, to draw up the
shoulders of in a shrug.
The good man of the house shrugged him for joy think-

ing to himself I will make some pastime with you anon.
Harman, Caveat for Cursetors, p. 94.

2. To draw up with a sudden, nervous move-
ment

; contract in a shrug.
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To flx the standard of measurement of shucked oysters

in the State. Appleton's Ann. Cyc., 1886, p. 524.

Tom ... led Rachel's horse to the stable, . . . and
then he delayed long enough to shuck out and give him
eight or ten ears of corn.

E. Eggleston, The Graysons, xxx.

2. To take
; strip : with off. [Slang, U. S.]

He'd get mad as all wrath, and charge like a ram at a
gate-post ; and, the first thing you knowed, he'd shuck of
his coat to fight.

A. B. Longstreet, Southern Sketches, p. 31.

He shrugs his shoulders when you talk of securities.

Addt-son.

Shrug (shrug), n. [< shrug, .] 1. An expres-
sive drawing up of the shoulders : a character-
istic manner of expressing doubt, indifference,
discontent, contempt, etc., or, rarely, relief or
resignation.

The shrug, the hum or ha, these petty brands
That calumny doth use. Shak., W. T., ii. 1. 71.

Who 's not familiar with the Spanish garbe,
Th' Italian shrug, French cringe, and German hugge?

Brome, Antipodes, i. 6.

As Spaniards talk in dialogues
Of heads and shoulders, nods and shrugs.

S. Butler, Hudibras, III. ii. 1492.

With long-drawn breath and shrug, my guest
His sense of glad relief expressed.

Whittier, The Meeting.

2f. A hitching up of the clothes.
All the effect this notable speech had was to frighten

my uncle, and make him give two or three shrugs extra-
ordinary to his breeches.

H. Walpole, To Mann, July 7, 1742.

Shrump (shrump), v. i. [A secondary form of
shrimpi.] To shrug; shrink. Halliwell. [Prov.
Eng.]
shrunk (shrungk). Preterit and past participle
of shrink.

Shrunken (shrung'kn), p. a. [Pp. of shrink, .]

Having shrunk
; shriveled up; contracted: as,

a shrunken limb.

Shrunken synewes. Spenser, F. Q., I. ix. 20.

Shrups (shrups), n. The American woodcock,
Philohela minor. C. S. Westcott, 1874. [Penn-
sylvania.]

Shu, interj. Another spelling of shoo2 .

shuck1
(shuk), v. t. and i. [A dial, form of

shock* or of shake (through the pret. shook, var.
.v/i <*).] To shake. Halliwell. [Prov. Eng.]
Shuck2 (shuk), n. [Origin obscure

; the near-
est similar forms, shuck?, shake, shuck*, shock^,
a heap, shocks, shaggy, do not explain the word.
If the verb is original, it may perhaps be a
dial, form of shockl, and so belong with s/tjicfc1 .]
1. A husk or pod: used especially of the epi-
carp of hickory-nuts and walnuts, the prickly
involucre of chestnuts, etc., also, in England,
of the pods of peas, etc., and, in some parts of
the United States, of the husks of maize. 2
The shell of the oyster. [U. 8.] 3. A case or
covering, as that of tho larva of a caddis-fly.

Larva? . . . before emerging from the shuck.
The Field, Jan. 23, 1886. (Kncyc. Diet.)

Not to care Shucks, to care nothing. [Vulgar, U. S.]Not worth shucks, good for nothing ; worthless [Vul-
gar, U. S.J

shuck2
(shuk), v. t. [See shuck*, .] 1. To re-

move the husk, pod, or shell from : in the United
States said especially of the husking of corn or
the shelling of oysters.

(BartleU.)

shuck3
(shuk), n. [A var. of shock?, shook*.]A shock

;
a stock. [Prov. Eng.]

shuck4
t (shuk), . [Found only in early ME.

schucke, scuckc, < AS. scucca, sceocca, the devil
;

cf. G. scheuche, a scarecrow, < MHG. schiech,
G. scheu, shy: see s%!.] The devil.

Hire eorthliche modres . . . teameth hire in horedom
of the lathe vnwiht the hellene schucke.

Halt Meidenhad (E. E. T. S.), p. 41.

Al so age thu wel wutt schenden thene schucke.
Ancren RiuHe, p. 316.

shuck5
(shuk), interj. [Cf. sc3.] A call to

pigs. Halliwell. [Prov. Eng.]
shuck-bottom (shuk'bof'um), a. Having a
seat made of the shucks or husks of corn.
[Local, U. S.]
She sank down on a shuck-bottom chair by the door of

the tent. E. Eggleston, The Graysons, x.

shuck-bottomed (shuk'bof'umd), . [Ass/jwcfc-
bottom + -erf2 .] Same as shuck-bottom.
He drew up another shuck-bottomed chair in such a way

as to sit beside and yet half facing her.
E. Eggleston, The Graysons, xxxi.

shucker (shuk'er), . [< shuck? + -erl.] One
who shucks

; one who shells nuts, corn, oysters,
or the like. [U. S.]

Estimating the average amount made by the shuckers at
*6 a week, or $192 for the season, it is seen that there are
six hundred and forty men steadily employed for nearly
eight months of the year in opening oysters for local con-
sumption in Baltimore. Fisheries of U. S., V. ii. 553.

Shucking (shuk'ing), n. [Verbal n. of shucW,
0. ] 1 . The act of freeing from shucks or husks.
[Provincial.]

Lads and lasses mingle
At the shucking of the maize.

Bun Gaultier Ballads, Lay of Mr. Colt, ii.

2. A husking-bee ; a husking. [Local, U. S.]
Let me have some of your regular plantation tunes that

you used to sing at corn-shuckings.
Musical Record, No. 344, p. 8.

shuckish (shuk'ish), a. [< shuck (?) + -fa/il.]
Unpleasant; unsettled; showery: generally
applied to the weather. Halliwell. [Prov.
Eng.]
shucklet, i'. An obsolete variant of chuck/el
Florio.

shucks (shuks), interj. [Prob. an exclamatory
use of shucks, pi. of shuck*, used also to denote
something worthless. It can hardly be an ex-
clamatory use of shuck* ('the devil! the
deuce!'), as that word became obsolete in early
ME.] An interjection indicating contempt,
especially a contemptuous rejection of some
suggestion or remark: as, oh, shucks! I don't
believe it. [Vulgar, U. S.]
Shud 1

t(shud),. [Prob. ult., like shode^,<shed^:"""1 31 n A husk; that which is shed. Davies.

shuffle

The schafte scodyrde and schott in the schlre byerneAnd soughte thorowowte the schelde, and in the schalke
rystez. Iforte Arthure (E. E. T. S.), 1. 2169.

When the strong neighings of the wild white Horse
Set every gilded parapet shuddering.

Tennyson, Lancelot and Elaine.

2. Hence, in particular, to tremble with a
sudden convulsive movement, as from horror,
fright, aversion, cold, etc.

;
shiver

; quake.
He schodirde and schrenkys, and schontes bott lyttile,
Bott schokkes in scharpely in his schene wedys.

Morte Arthure(E. E. T. S.), 1. 4235.
She starts, like one that spies an adder

The fear whereof doth make him shake and shudder.
Shak., Venus and Adonis, 1. 880.

"Oh, for mercy's sake, stop this!" groans old Mr.
Tremlett, who always begins to shudder at the sound of
poor Twysden's voice. Thackeray, Philip, xxi.

3. To have a tremulous or quivering appear-
ance, as if from horror. [Bare.]

O ye stars that shudder over me,O earth that soundest hollow under me,
Vext with waste dreams !

Tennyson, Coming of Arthur.
= Syn. Quake, etc. See shivers.

Shudder (shud'er), n. [< shudder, .] 1. A
tremulous motion; a quiver; a vibration.
The actual ether which fills space is so elastic that the

slightest possible distortion produced by the vibration of a
single atom sends a shudder through it with inconceivable
rapidity for billions and billions of miles. This shudder
is Light.
W. K. Clifford, Lectures and Essays, The Unseen Universe.
2. Specifically, a quick involuntary tremor or
quiver of the body, as from fear, disgust, hor-
ror, or cold

;
a convulsive shiver.

I know, you'll swear, terribly swear
Into strong shudders and to heavenly aguesIhe immortal gods that hear you spare your oaths.

Shak., T. of A., iv. 3. 137.

Shuddering (shud'er-ing), p. a. [Ppr. of shud-
der, t'.] 1. Shaking; trembling; especially
shivering or quivering with fear, horror, cold
etc.

The shuddering tenant of the frigid zone.

Goldsmith, Traveller, 1. 65.

The goblin . . . deftly stripsThe ruddy skin from a sweet rose's cheek
Then Wows the shuddering leaf between his lips.

Hood, Plea of the Midsummer Fairies, st, 7.

2. Marked or accompanied by a shudder; trem-
ulous.

But what shall be done with all the hard refuse the
long buns, the stalks, the short shuds or shiues?

Holland, tr. of Pliny, xix. 1.

Shud2
(shud), . [< ME. schudde, prob. < Sw.

skydd, protection, skydda, protect, shelter;
akin to L. scutum, a cover, shield, etc., and to
sky: see skyl. Cf. Med2.] A shed; a hut.
Prompt. Pan., p. 449. [Obsolete or prov. Eng 1

shudder (shud'er), v. i. [< ME. schuderen,
schudren, shodcren, shoddren, schoderen, scode-
ren (not recorded in AS.) = MD. schudderen,
shake, tremble, shiver, shudder, also shake
with laughter, = LG. schuddern, shake, shud-
der (> G. schaudern, shudder), also schuddeln,
shake, shudder, = G. schuttern, shake, tremble,
also OHG. scutilon, shake, agitate ( > It. scotolare,
swingle flax),MHG. schuteln, G.sc/iwefa, shake
freq. (with freq. formative -er, -el) from a simple
verb, AS. 'scuddan (not found except as in the
doubtful once-occurring ppr. scudende, which
may stand for *scttddende, trembling) = OS
skuddian, tr., shake, = OFries. schedda, NFries'
schoddjen = MD. D. sclmdden, shake, tremble,
tr. shake, agitate. = MLG. LG. schuddeti, shake,
shudder, = OHG. scutten, scutcn, MHG. schut-
ten, schuten, schutten, shake, agitate, swing G
schuttcii, shoot (corn, etc.), pour, shed; Teut,V skud, perhaps orig. a var. of / skiit, whence
shoot: see shoot. Cf. .s-cwrf.] 1. To shake-
quiver; vibrate.

How all the other passions fleet to air,As doubtful thoughts, and rash-embraced despairAnd shuddering fear, and green-eyed jealousy !

Shak., M. of V., iii. 2. 110.
We seem to ... hear the shuddering accents with whichhe tells his fearful tale.

Jlacaulay, Dante.
Gazing down with shuddering dread and awe

William Morris, Earthly Paradise, I. 178.

shudderingly (shud'er-ing-li), adv. With a
shudder; tremblingly; tremulously.

The bare boughs rattled shudderingly.
Lou-ell, Vision of Sir Launfal, ii.

The shrewmouse eyes me shudderingly, then flees.
C. S. Calaerley, Sad Memories.

Shudderyt, n. [E. Ind.] See the quotation.
A small thin shuddery or lawn.

S. Clarke, Geog. Descrip. (1671), p. 30.

shude1
,

. See shood.
Shude2

(shod), . The white bream. [Local
Ireland.]

Shuff (shuf), r . i. [A dial, form (in Halliwell
spelled shuf) of 'shough, an unrecorded form
preserving the orig. guttural (AS. scedh, adi )
of s/i: see %l,?.] To shy. Halliwell. [Prov

g.]
Shuffle (shuf1), v.

; pret. and pp. shuffled, ppr.
shuffling. [Formerly also *shoffle, skoffel (mIE. shovelen: see shovel*); = MD. sclniffeleti
drive on, run away, = LG. schuffelii, schiifelnmove dragging the feet, shuffle, mix or shuf-
fle (cards), play false, eat greedily; a freq
form, also in unassibilated form scuffle ,

of shove

u- 1 m part conf sed with the verb shored
which is ult. from the same verb shove: see
shove, scuffle^.-} I. trans. 1. To shove little by
little

; push along gradually from place to place
hence, to pass from one to another: as, to shuf-
fle money from hand to hand.

Yon cottager, who weaves at her own door, .

Shuffling her threads about the livelong day.

'

Courper, Truth, 1. 320.
2 Specifically, to change the relative positions

dea/inf and
in a

h ?haCk) '.,

ThiS '8 U8Uallv done be' re

hSr?n ? Th '^ cards face dow'i, the object
being to mix them thoroughly, so that they may fall tothe players in random order.

Hearts by Love strangely shuffled are,lhat there can never meet a Pair!
Cou-ley, The Mistress, Distance.

1
,
m " st

,

co 'n Plai" the cards are ill shuttled till I have a
good hand. Su\ft, Thoughts on Various Subjects.



shuffle

3. To thrust carelessly or at random
; change

by pushing from place to place; hence, to con-

fuse; mix; intermingle.
But anon

Bids all be let alone ; and calls for books,
Sho/els Divinity and Poetry,
Phylosophy and Historical together,
And throws all by. Brmne, Queen's Exchange, iii.

4. To put or bring (in, off, out, up, etc.) under
cover of disorder, or in a confused, irregular,
or tricky way.
And she shuffles up a quantity of straw or hay into some

pretty corner of the barn where she may conveniently lie.

Hannan* Caveat tor Cursetors, p. 103.

He shall likewise shuffle her away,
While other sports are tasking of their minds.

Shak., M. W. of W., iv. 6. 29.

To shuffle up a summary proceeding by examination
without trial of Jury. Bacon.

I scorn to speak anything to the diminution of these
little creatures, and should not have minded them had
they been still shuffled among the crowd.

Addison, The Tall Club, Spectator, No. 108.

5. To drag with a slovenly, scraping move-
ment

;
move with a shuffle.

Men, women, rich and poor, in the cool hours,
Shuffled their sandals o'er the pavement white,
Companion'd or alone. Keats, Lamia, i.

6. To perform with a shuffle.

I remember the time, for the roots of my hair were stirr'd

By a shuffled step, by a dead weight trail'd, by a whisper'd
'right. Tennyson, Maud, i.

To Shuffle Off, to thrust aside ; put off.

When we have shuffled of this mortal coil.

Shak., Hamlet, ill. 1. 67.

But they thought not of shuffling off upon posterity the
burden of resistance. Everett, Orations, p. 105.

II. intrans. 1. To push; shove; thrust one's
self forward.
He that shall sit down frightened with that foolery
Is not worth pity : let me alone to shuffle.

Fletcher and Shirley, Night-Walker, i. 1.

You live perpetual in disturbancy ;

Contending, thrusting, shuffling for your rooms
Of ease or honour, with impatiency.

Daniel, Civil Wars, Till. 100.

2. To mix up cards in a pack, changing their
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Your life, good master,

Must shuffle for itself.

Shak., Cymbeline, v. 5. 105.

Tom was gradually allowed to shuffle through his lessons
with less rigor. George Eliot, Mill on the Floss, ii. 4.

While it was yet two or three hours before daybreak, th

shunt

shug- (shujr), iiijrrj. _[Cf. sitf

call to O'ew

obsolete form Mimtldcr.

shule, shull, sh61, shul, 11. Dialectal forms of

xlinul, a co
. hullent, s

6. W. Cable, Old Creole Days, p. 265. of sltalft.

sleep-forsaken little man arose, shuffled into his garments xlinul, a contracted form of sliorcl.
and in his stocking-feet sought the corridor.

'

shullent, shullet, shult. Obsolete plural forms

= Syn. i To equivocate, quibble, sophisticate, dodge. shultromt, ~
shuffle (shuf'l), n. [< shuffle, P.] 1. A shov- shulwaurs (shuFwftrz),"*".^. A kind of paia-
ing or pushing; particularly, a thrusting out mas, or long drawers ; also, loose trousers worn
f place or order; a change producing dis- by Asiatics of both sexes.

shumact, shumacht, shumackt, . Obsolete
A goodly huge cabinet, wherein whatsoever singular- spellings of sumac.

ity, chance, and the shuffle of things hath produced shall shun fshunl r wpr nnflrm nJmnnrrl nnr <tl,,,n
be sorted and included.

n
^f?S2|

* '
' Pret ' a'K1 PP-

<-""", ppr. slum-

Bacon, Works (ed. Spedding), I. 335.
m"9- [<ME. shunnen, shonnen,, shunen, schnimm,
schunen, scluiiiii'ii.nlionen, schonen, shonien, shon-

yen, sconnen, scunien, < AS. scunian (not scunian )

(pp. "gescuned, geseunned), shun, usually in

comp. d-scunian, hate, detest, shun, avoid, ac-

Tlie unguided agitation and rude shuffles of matter.

Bentley, Sermons.

2.
Specifically,

a changing of the order of cards
in a pack so that they may not fall to the play-
ers in known or preconcerted order. See shuf-
fle, v. t., 2. 3. The right or turn of shuffling or
mixing the cards: as, whose s/wffleisitf 4. A
varying or undecided course of behavior, usu-

cuse, on-scunuin, ini-sciiiiian, oH-seconian, on-

scynian, regard with loathing, fear, or disfavor,

reject, shun, also irritate; connections uncer-
tain ; not used in AS. in the physical sense '

go
aside from,' and for this reason and others

ally for the purpose of deceiving; equivoca-
' 3m

'
an(

tion; evasion; artifice. prob. not connected with*cynd, hasten, asc#-tion; evasion; artifice.

With a slye shuffle of counterfeit principles chopping
and changing till hee have glean'd all the good ones out
of their minds. Milton, On Def. of 1 1 u nib. Remonst, Pref.

The gifts of nature are beyond all shams and shuffles.
Sir R. L'Estrange,

The country had a right to expect a straightforward pol-
icy instead of the shirk and shuffle which had been foisted
upon it. Westminster Rev., CXXV. 444.

5. A slow, heavy, irregular manner of moving;
an awkward, dragging gait. 6. In dancing, a
rapid scraping movement of the feet; also, a
dance in which the feet are shuffled alternately
over the floor at regular intervals. The double
shuffle differs from the shuffle in each movement being ex-
ecuted twice in succession with the same foot.

The voice.of conscience can he no more heard in this
continual tumult then the vagient cries of the infant Ju-
piter amidst the rude shuffles and dancings of the Cretick
Corybantes. Dr. U. More, Immortal, of Soul, ii. 18.

positions so that they may fall to the players shuffle-board, M. See shorel-board.
in irregular and unknown order. Compare I., 2. shuffle-cap (shuf'1-kap), n. A play performed

by shaking money in a hat or cap.Mr. Rodney owns he was a little astonished at seeing
the Count shuffle with the faces of the cards upwards.

Walpole, Letters, II. 143.

The paralytic . . . borrows a friend's hand
To deal and shuffle, to divide and sort
Her mingled suits and sequences.

Cmcper, Task, i. 474.

3. To move little by little
;

shift gradually ;

shift.

He lost his money at chuckfarthing, shuffle-cap, and all-

fours. Arbuthnnt.

shuffler (shuf'ler), n. [< shuffle + -eri.] 1. One
who shuffles, in any sense of the verb.

Unless he were the greatest prevaricator and shuffler
imaginable. Waterland, Works, III. 150.

The stars do wander,
And have their divers influence ; the elements
Shuffle into innumerable changes.

2. Same as raft-duck : so called from its shuf-

fling over the water. See cut under scaup.
3. The coot, Fulica americana. [Local, U. S.]

Shirley, The Traitor, ii. 2. shuffle-SCale (shuf'1-skal), n. A tailors' mea-
These [tornadoes) did not last long, sometimes not a

sure graduated at both ends, each end admitting
of independent adjustment. E. H. Knight.
Shufflewing (shuf '1- wing), . The hedge-
chanter, Accentor moriularis. Macgillivray. See
cut under accentor. [Local, Eng.]

1. Moving clum-

quarter of an hour ; and then the Wind would shuffle about
to the Southward again, and fall flat calm.

Dampier, Voyages, I. 79.

4. To shift to and fro in conduct
;
act undecid-

edly or evasively; hence, to equivocate; pre- shuffling (shuf'ling), p. a.

varicate; practise dishonest shifts. sily; slovenly.
I myself sometimes, . . . hiding my honour in mine

necessity, am fain to shuffle. Shak., M. W. of W., ii. 2. 25.

If any thing for honesty be gotten,
Though 't be but bread and cheese, I can be satisfied

;

If otherwise the wind blow, stiff as I am,
Yet I shall learn to shuffle. Fleteher, Mad Lover, I. 1.

You sifted not so clean before, but you shuffle as foulely
now. Milton, On Def. of Humb. Remonst.
The Rajah, after the fashion of his countrymen, shuffled,

solicited, and pleaded poverty.
Macaulay, Warren Hastings, shufflingly (shuf'ling-li), adv.

5. To move in a slow, irregular, lumbering
fashion

; drag clumsily or heavily along a sur-

face; especially, to walk with a slovenly, drag-
ging, or scraping gait.

A shoeless soldier there a man might meet
Leading his monsieur by the arms fast bound ;

Another his had shackled by the feet,Who like a cripple shuffled on the ground.
Drayton, Battle of Agincourt.

The boy-bridegroom, shuffling in his pace,Now hid awhile and then exposed his face.

Crabbe, Works, I. 75.

The aged creature came,
Shuffling along with ivory-headed wand.

Keats, Eve of St. Agnes, st. 11.

6. To shove the feet noisily to and fro on the
floor or ground ; specifically, to scrape the floor
with the feet in dancing.

Passengers blew into their hands, and shuffled in their
wooden shoes to set the blood agog.

R. L. Stevenson, Inland Voyage, p. 224.

7. To proceed awkwardly or with difficulty;
struggle clumsily or perfunctorily.

He knew him by his shuffling pace.
Somenille, The Happy Disappointment.

2. Evasive; prevaricating,
shuffling (shuf'ling), n. [Verbal n. of shuffle,

r.] The act of one who shuffles, in any sense.

With a little shuffling you may choose
A sword unbated, and in a pass of practice
Requite him for your father.

Shak., Hamlet, iv. 7. 138.

In a shuffling
manner; with a shuffle. Especially (a) With an
irregular, dragging, or scraping gait.

I may go shufflingly at first, for I was never before walked
in trammels. Dryden, Spanish Friar, i. 2.

(6) Undecisively ; evasively ; equivocatingly.

dan, take away; cf. shunt. But the physical
sense appears in scoon, sconl, skip, which are

appar. variants of scun2
,
an unassibilated form

of shun: see *cwn2
, scoon, and cf. scoundrel,

schooner, etc.] I. trans. I. To detest; abhor;
shrink from. [Obsolete or archaic.]
Hu ancren owen to hatien ham, and schunien.

Ancren Biwle, p. 82.

So let me, if yon do not shudder at me,
Nor shun to call me sister, dwell with you.

Tennyson, Guinevere.

2. To go or keep away from
; keep out of the

neighborhood of; avoid.

And jif him wrattheth be ywar and his weye shmije.
Piers Plowman (B), Prol., 1. 174.

Which way wilt thou take?
That I may shun thee, for thine eyes are poison
To mine, and I am loath to grow in rage.

Beau, and Fl., Philaster, iv. 2.

See how the golden groves around me smile,
That shun the coast of Britain's stormy isle.

Addison, Letter from Italy.

3. To try to escape from; attempt to elude,
generally with success; hence, to evade; escape.

Weak we are, and cannot shun pursuit.
Shak., 3 Hen. VI., ii. 3. 13.

No man of woman born,
Coward or brave, can shun his destiny.

Bryant, Iliad, vi. 625.

4. To refrain from
; eschew; neglect; refuse.

If I sothe shall saie and shonne side tales.

Richard the Redcless, iii. 170.

I have not shunned to declare unto you all counsel of
God. Acts xx. 27.

Whose Fingers are too fat, and Nails too coarse,
Should always shun much Gesture in Discourse.

Congreve, tr. of Ovid's Art of Love.

5. To shove; push. Bailey, 1731; Halliwell.

[Prov. Eng.]
H.t intrans. 1. To shrink back; fall back;

retreat.

Ne no more schoune fore the swape of their scharpe
suerddes

Then fore the faireste flour thatt on the folde growes !

Morte Arthure (E. E. T. 8.), 1. 314.

2. To avoid or evade danger or injury.
Whether hade he no helme ne hawb[e]rgh nauther, . . .

Ne no schafte, ne no schelde, to schrnie ne to smyte.
Sir Gawayne and the Green Knight (E. E. T. 8.), I. 206.

3. To withhold action or participation; re-

frain, as from doing something.
It [Abraham's sacrifice of Isaac] is goddis will, it sail be

myne,
Agaynste his saande sail I neuer schone.

York Plays, p. 63.

Shuncht. v. t. [Avar, of shun.} Same as shun, 5.

Halliwell.The death of Hexam rendering the sweat of the honest ,
man's brow unprofitable, the honest man had shufflingly ShUnlCSS (snuil les), a. [< shun + -less.} Not
declined to moisten his brow for nothing. to be shunned, escaped, or evaded

; unavoid-
Dickens, Our Mutual Friend, i. 16.

able; inevitable. [Rare.]
Shuffling-plates (shuf'ling-plats), n.pl. Inlock- Alone he enter'd

making, a series of isolated slabs or boards The mortal gate of the city, which he painted
made to advance in a given plane, then to drop

with Anfes destiny. Shak., Cor., ii. 2. lie.

and return on a lower level beneath another shunner (shun'er), n. [< shun + -er1.} One
set of advancing plates, and then rise to repeat who shuns or avoids.
the movement. E. H. Knight.
shug1

(shug), p. i.
; pret. and pp. shugged, ppr.

iJutgging. [A var. of sho;/
1

;
in def. 2 perhaps

confused with shrtitj : see shoy^ and shrug.} If.
To crawl

;
sneak.

There I'll shug in and get a noble countenance. Ford.

2. To shrug; writhe the body, as persons with
the itch; scratch. Hallitcell. [Prov. Eng.]

oh, these be Fancy's revellers by night ! . . .

Diana's motes, that flit in her pale light,
Shunners of sunbeams in diurnal sloth.

Hood, Plea of the Midsummer Fairies, st 99.

shunt (shunt), v. [< ME. shunten, schuiitm,

schonten, shounten, schounten, schowntcn, start

aside; prob. a variant (due to some interfer-

ence, perhaps association with shoten, shetcti,

shoot, or shutten, shut) of shunden, which is



shunt

itself prob. a variant (due to association with
shun) of *sliinden (of. xhutten, var. of shitten,

shut), < AS. scyndan, hasten (in eomp. a-scii>i<lnii,

take away, remove), = OHG. seuntan, urge on,
= Icel. skynda, skunda = Norw. skunda = Sw.

skynda = Dan. skynde, hasten, hurry, speed;
prob. connected (at least later so regarded)
withs/mx: see shun.'] I. intrans. 1. To start

aside or back; shrink back; flinch; of a horse,
to shy. [Obsolete or prov. Eug.]
Ne beo nawt the skerre hors iliche that schuntes.

Ancren Iliwle, p. 242, note d.

With sliame may thou shunt fro thi shire otlies,
So fals to be founden, <te thi faithe breike.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 729.

The kynge schonte for no schotte, ne no schelde askys,
Bot schewes hym scharpely in his sehene wedys.

Morte Arthure (E. E. T. S.), 1. 2428.

2. To turn back or away; turn aside.

Ne shamys you not shalkes to shunt of the flld,
Ffor the weiknes of wemen woundis a litell !

Turnes yow full tyte, & taries a while.
Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 10998.

Then I drew me down into a dale, whereas the dumb deer
Did shiver for a shower ; but I shunted from a freyke.

Little John Nobody (about 1550). (Halliwell.)

.Specifically (a) In rail., to turn from one line of rails to
another; switch. [Chiefly Eug.] (6) In elect., to use a
shunt. See shunt, n., 3.

3f. To escape,
ga werpes tham [the gates] up quoth the wee, and wide

open settes,
If at ge schap jow to schonnt unschent of oure handes.

King Alexander, p. 73.

4. To turn aside from a topic, purpose, line of

thought, course of action, etc.; shift one's

thoughts, conversation, proceedings, etc., into
a different direction. 5f. To hold back; de-

lay.

Qwene alle was schyppede that scholde, they schounte no
lengere,

Bot ventelde theme tyte, as the tyde rynnez.
Morte Arthure (E. E. T. S.), 1. 736.

6. To slip down, as earth. Hattiwell. [Prov.
Eng.]

II. trans. 1. To shun; move from. [Prov.
Eng.] 2. To move or. turn aside. Specifically
(a) In rail., to shift (a railway-train, or part of it) from the
main line to a siding; switch off. [Chiefly Eng.] (6) In
elect., to shift to another circuit, as an electric current

;

carry off or around by means of a shunt ; join to points in
a circuit by a shunt : as, to shunt a current.

This interpolar resistance is made up of the connecting
wires, of whatever resistance is interposed, and that of
the shunted galvanometer.

J. Trowbridge, New Physics, p. 256.

3. To give a start to; shove. Bailey, 1731.

[Prov. Eng.] Hence 4. To shove off; put out
of one's way ;

free one's self of, as of anything
disagreeable, by putting it upon another.

It is not wonderful that old-fashioned believers in " Prot-
estantism

"
should shunt the subject of Papal Christian-

ity into the Limbo of unknowable things, and treat its re-
nascent vitality as a fact of curious historical reversion.

Cardinal Manning.
He had assumed that she had also assimilated him, and

his country with him a process which would have for its

consequence that the other country, the ugly, vulgar, su-
perfluous one, would be, as he mentally phrased it to him-
self, shunted. H. James, Jr., Harper's Mag., LXXVII. 108.

5. To ward off injury, trouble, or danger from ;

remove from a position of trouble or danger.
And let other men aunter, abill therfore,
ft'or to shunt vs of shame, shend of our foos,
And venge vs of velany & of vile gremy.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 2544.

The dislocation of the real and the ideal the harsh
shock of which comes on most men before forty makes
him look out all the more keenly for the points where he
can safely shunt himself.

Dr. J. Brown, Spare Hours, 3d ser., Post-Pref.

shunt (shunt), n. [< ME. schunt; < shunt, v.']

If. A drawing or turning back.

Oawayn . . . schranke alytel with the schulderes, for the
scharp yrne.

That other schalk wyth a schunt the sehene wyth-haldez& thenne repreued he the prynce with mony prowde
wordez.

Sir Oawayne and the Green Knight (E. E. T. S.), 1. 2268.

2. A turning aside ; specifically, in rail, a turn-
ing off to a siding, or short line of rails, that the
main line may be left clear. 3. In elect., a con-
ductor, usually of relatively low resistance, join-
ing two points in an electric circuit, and form-
ing a desired circuit or path through which a
part of the current will pass, the amount de-

pending on the relative resistance of the shunt
and that part of the principal circuit whose ex-
tremities itconnects. Any number of shunts may be
applied to a conductor, and the current distributed among
them in any desired manner. The current passing through
a galvanometer or other measuring-instrument may be re-
duced in any desired degree by the introduction of a shunt ;

and the factor by which the current indicated by the in-
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strument must be multiplied in order to give the total
current is called the shunt-multiplier. See/iWd shunt, un-
der field. Shunt dynamo. See dynamo, and electric

machine- (under electric).

shunter (shun'ter), n. [< shunt + -!.] 1.

One who or that which shunts; specifically, a

railway-servant whose duty it is to move the
switches which transfer a train or carriage from
one line to another. 2. A hand-lever used to
start and move a railroad-car, it is fitted with a
hook to be slipped over the car-axle, and a lug to press
against the face of the wheel. Sec pinch-bar and car-
starter.

shunt-gun (shunt'gun), . A muzzle-loading
rifled cannon with two sets of grooves, one
deeper than the other. Bosses or studs on the pro-
jectile flt the deeper grooves loosely and lie in these while
the projectile is being driven home, and at the breech of
the gun the projectile is revolved slightly, so that the
bosses correspond with the shallower grooves, and it binds
on these strongly when expelled by the charge.

shunting-engine (shun'ting-en"jin), H. A yard-
engine or switching-engine. [Eng.]
Shunt-off (shunt'of), n. In elect., a shunt, or a
device for introducing a shunt.

At present we have to deal simply with the shunl-ofs
and cut-outs. Elect. Rev. (Eng.), XXVI. 143.

shunt-Out (shunt'out), n. Same as shunt-off.
In most instances these shunt-outs are self-restoring or

permanently acting, and do not break the circuit.
Elect. Jtev. (Eng.), XXVI. 143.

shunty (shun'ti), a. Same as shanty
1

.

shure (shiir). A Scotch form of shore, preterit
of shear1 .

Robin shure in hairst,
I shure wi' him.

Burns, Robin Shure in Hairst.

shurf (sherf), n. [Perhaps a particular use of

scurf1 . Of. shruff
1
.] A puny, insignificant

person ;
a dwarf. [Scotch.]

When Andrew Pistolfoot used to come stamplin' in to
court me i' the dark, I wad hae cried, . . . Get away wi'

ye, ye bowled-like shurf!
Hogg, Brownie of Bodsbeck, II. 226. (Jamieson.)

shurkt, v. i. An obsolete spelling of shirk.

shurl, v. t. See shirl'2 .

shut1
(shut), v.

; pret. and pp. shut, ppr. shutting.
[Also dial, shet; < ME. shutten, schutten, shet-

ten, shitten, schitteit (pret. shutte, shette, shitte,

pp. shut, shet, etc.), < AS. scyttan, shut, bar (=
D. schutten, shut in, lock up, = MLG. schutten
= MHG, schutzen, G. schutzen, shut in (water),
dam, protect, guard); a secondary form, lit.

'cause (so. a bar or bolt) to shoot' (push a bar
or bolt into its staple), of scedtan (pret. scofen),
shoot

;
or perhaps lit. 'bar,' 'bolt,' from a noun,

AS. as if *scut, a bar, bolt (cf . "scytels, scyttels,
a bar, bolt of a door : see shuttle1 ), = MD. schut,
an arrow, dart, = OHG. scuz, a quick move-
ment, = Dan. skud, a bar, bolt of a door (the
D. sdM<<, a fence, partition, screen, = MHG.
schuz, a dam, guard, protection, G. schutz, a
dam, dike, mole, fence, sluice, protection, de-

fense, is rather from the verb); lit. 'a thing
that shoots or moves quickly,' < AS. sceotan

(pp. scoten), etc., shoot: see shoot."] I. trans.
1 . To shoot, as the bar or bolt or other fasten-

ing of a door or gate, or of a chest, etc.
; push

to
; adjust in position so as to serve as a fas-

tening.
This angels two drogen loth [Lot] in,
And shetten to the dure-pin.

Genesis and Exodus (E. E. T. S.), 1. 107a

To the trunk again, and shut the spring of it.

Shak., Cymbeline, ii. 2. 47.

2. To make fast by means of a bolt, bar, or the
like ; hence, in later use, to close, with or with-
out fastening; place in or over a place of en-
trance so as to obstruct passage in or out: as,
to shut a door, gate, lid, cover, etc. : often fol-

lowed by down, to, or up.
As doujti men of dedes defence for to make
gerne schetten here sates & jemed the walles.

William of Palerne (E. E. T. S.), 1. 3267.

With that word his countour dore he shette.

Chaucer, Shipman's Tale, 1. 249.

This powerful key
Into my hand was given, with charge to keep
These gates forever shut. Milton, P. L., ii. 776.

3. To prevent passage through; cover; ob-
struct

;
block : sometimes followed by up.
Shet was every wyndow of the place.

Chaucer, Troilus, v. 634.

When the other way by the Narve was quite shult upp,
. . . they should assnre themselves neither to have the
English nor any other Marchant to trade that way to the
Port of St. Nicholas.

G. Fletcher (Elite's Literary Letters, p. 83).

Third Watch. 'Tis to be doubted he would waken him.
First Watch. Unless our halberds did shut wp his passage.

Shak., 3 Hen. VI.. iv. 3. 20.

shut

Their success was very near doing honour to their Ave
Marias; for, . . . shutting up their windows to prevent
any of their lights from being seen, they had some chance
of escaping ; but a small crevice in one of the shutters
rendered all their invocations ineffectual.

Anson, Voyages, ii. 5.

4. To close the entrance of
; prevent access to

or egress from: as, to shut a house
;
to shut a

box
;
to shut one's ears : often followed by up.

These have power to shut heaven, that it rain not in the
days of their prophecy. Rev. xi. 6.

Hell, her numbers full,
Thenceforth shall be for ever shut.

XUton,P.L., Hi. 333.

She . . . shut the chamber up, close, hush'd, and still.

Keats, Lamia, ii.

5. To bring together the parts of. (a) To bring
together the outer parts or covering of, as when inclosing
something : as, to shut the eyelids, or, as more commonly
expressed, to shut the eyes (hence, also, to shut the sight).

He hedde thet mestier [craft] uor to ssette the porses of
the wrechchen thet hi ne ssolle by open to do elmesse.

Ayenbite of Inwyt (E. E. T. S.), p. 188.

Therwith a thousand tymes, er he lette,
He kiste tho the letre that he shette.

Chaucer, Troilus, ii. 1090.

Let not the pit shut her mouth upon me. Ps. Ixix. 15.

She left the new piano shut. Tennyson, Talking Oak.

I shut my sight for fear. Tennyson, (Enone.

(6) To fold or bring together ; bring into narrow compass
from a state of expansion : as, to shut a parasol ; to shut a
book.

The happiest youth, viewing his progress through,
What perils past, what crosses to ensue,
Would shut the book [of fate], and sit him down and die.

Shak., 2 Hen. IV., iii. 1. 56.

"A lawyer may well envy your command of language,
Mr. Holt," said Jermyn, pocketing his bills again, and
shutting up his pencil. George Eliot, Felix Holt, xvii.

6. To bar or lock in
; hence, to confine

;
hem

in
; inclose ; environ

;
surround or cover more

or less completely : now always followed by a

preposition or an adverb, as in, into, among,
up, down, etc.

Crysede also, right in the same wise,
Of Troylus gan in hire herte shette

His worthinesse, his lust, his dedes wyse.
Chaucer, Troilus, iii. 1549.

Having shut them mder our Tarpawling, we put their
hats vpon stickes by the Barges side.

Quoted in Capt. John Smith's True Travels, I. 181.

He pass'd, shut up in mysteries,
His mind wrapp'd like his mantle. Keats, Lamia, i.

7. To bar out; separate by barriers; put or

keep out; exclude, either literally or figura-
tively; preclude: followed by an adverb or a

preposition denoting separation.
In such a night

To shut me out! Shah., Lear, iii. 4. 18.

If any one misbehave himself, they shut him out of their

Company. Selden, Table-Talk, p. 89.

Shutfrom every shore and barred from every coast.

Dryden, jEneid, i. 321.

8. To catch and pinch or hold fast by the act
of shutting something: as, to shut one's fingers
or one's dress in a door; to shut one's glove in
a window. 9. To do; manage. Hattiwell.

[Prov. Eng.] 10. To weld (iron). Halliwell.
See to shut up (c), and shutting, n. [Prov. Eng.]
To shut in the land. See landl. To shut off, to turn

off
; prevent the passage of, as gas or steam, by closing a

valve, or in some other way. To shut one's eyes to, to
be blind to

; overlook or disregard intentionally : as, to shut
one's eyes to disagreeable facts. To shut up. (fflt) To con-
clude ; terminate ; end.

To shut up what I have to say concerning him, which
is sad, he is since become a sordid man in his life.

N. Morton, New England's Memorial, p. 206.

I shall now shut up the arguing part of this discourse
with a short application. Bp. Atterbury, Sermons, I. i.

(6) To reduce to inaction or silence, especially the latter.

It shuts them up. They haven't a word to answer.

Dickens, Little Dorrit, i. 13.

A mere child in argument, and unable to foresee that
the next "move "(to use a Platonic expression) will "shut
him up." Jou'ett, tr. of Plato's Dialogues, III. 8.

(c) To unite, as two pieces of metal by welding. To shut
up shop. SeesAopi.

II. intrans. I. To be a means of bolting,
locking, or closing.

Two massy keys he bore of metals twain
;

The golden opes, the iron shuts amain.

Milton, Lycidas, 1. 111.

2. To close itself ; be closed: as, the door *Ate
of itself; certain flowers *'/<< at night and open
in the day.

A gulf that ever shuts and gapes.
Tennyson, In Memoriam, Ixx.

3. To be extravagant. Halliwell. [Prov. Eng.]
To shut down, to stop working ; become or be idle:

as, the mill will shut down for the next two weeks. [Col-
loo,.] To shut down on or upon, to put an end to ; sup-
press; stop. [Colloq.]

He shut down upon his wrath, and pleaded with all the
ingenuity he was master of. The Century, XXXVII. 885.



shut

To shut In, to settle down or around ;
fall : said of night,

the close of day, or the like.

This year, on the 26th of January, at the shutting in of

the evening, there was a very great earthquake.
N. Morton, New England's Memorial, p. 288.

Usually after Supper, if the day was not shut in, I took

a ramble about the Village, to see what was worth taking

notice of. Dampier, Voyages, II. i. 90.

To shut up. (t) To terminate ;
end.

Actions begunne in glory shut up in shame.

Bp. Hall, Contemplations, ii. 2.

(b) To desist ; leave off ; especially, to stop talking. [Col-

loq.]

So, having succeeded in contradicting myself in my first

chapter, ... I shall here ehut up for the present
T. Hughes, Tom Brown at Rugby, i. 1.

"I want Harry! "said the child. "Well, you can't

have Hairy ; and I won't have ye bawling. Now ehut up
and go to sleep, or I'll whip you !"

H. B. Stowe, Oldtown, p. 115.

(c) In sporting, to give out, as one horse when challenged

by another in a race. Krik's Guide to the Turf.

shut 1
(shut), p. a. [Pp.

of shut, i>.] 1. Made
fast or close ;

closed ;
inclosed. See shut1

,
v.

A delicnt* blush, no fainter tinge is born
I' the shut heart of a bud. Browning, Paracelsus.

In still, shut bays, on windy capes,
He heard the call of beckoning shapes.

Whittier, Tent on the Beach.

2. Not resonant or sonorous ;
dull : said of

sound. 3. In orthoepy, having the sound sud-

denly interrupted or stopped by a succeeding
consonant, as the i in pit or the o in got. 4.

Separated, precluded, or hindered ; hence, free
;

clear ;
rid : followed by of: used chiefly in such

phrases as to get shut of, to be shut of. Also

sliet. [Prov. Eng. and I). 8.]

Ehud the son of Oera, a Benjamite, a man lefthanded

[margin, ihut of his right hand). Judges ill. IS.

We are shut of him,
He will be seen no more here.

Massinger, Unnatural Combat, ill. 1.

We'll bring him out of doors.

Would we were shut of him.

Shirley, Maid's Revenge, li. '.

I never knew how I liked the gray garron till I was shut

of him an' Asia. K. Kipling, The Big Drunk Draf'.

shut1 (shut), n. [< shaft, .] 1. The act of

shutting, in any sense of the word. 2. The
time of shutting.

In a shady nook I stood, . . .

Just then return'd at shut of evening flowers.

Milton, P. L., Ix. 278.

It was the custom then to bring away
The bride from home at blushing shut of day.

Keats, I ,;imi:i, ii.

3f. That which shuts, closes, or covers; a shut-

ter.

At Eton I ... find all mighty fine. The school good,
and the custom pretty of boys cutting their names in the

shuts of the windows when they go to Cambridge.
Pepys, Diary, II. 358.

When you bar the window-A(s of your lady's bed-

chamber at nights, leave open the sashes, to let in the

fresh air. Swtft, Directions to Servants, viii.

4. The point or line of shutting; specifically,
the line where two pieces of metal are united

by welding. 5. A riddance. Hallmell. [Prov.

Eng.] Cold shut, (o) An Imperfection of a casting
caused by the flowing of liquid metal on partially chilled

metal, (b) An imperfect welding in a forging, caused by
the inadequate heat of one surface under working.

Shut2
(shut), n. [Also shutt; a var. of shoft,

shote1 .] The grayling Thymallusvulgaris. Day.
[Local, Eng. (on the Teme).]

shut-down (shut'doun), n. [< sJnit down, verb-

phrase under shut1
, v.] A shutting down; a

discontinuance, especially of work in a mill,

factory, or the like.

So far from there having been a cave-in of the supply
[of oil], says

"
Engineering," there has really been a shut-

down of a large number of wells, to check a wasteful over-

production. Science, XIV. 283.

shute1
,

. See chute, shoot.

shute2 (shot), n. Same as tram in the sense
of ' twisted silk.'

shuther, . and n. A dialectal variant of shud-
der.

shut-off (shut'df), n. [< shut off, verb-phrase
under shut1 , .] That which shuts off, closes,

stops, or prevents ; stoppage of anything; spe-
cifically, in hunting and fishing, the close-sea-

son for game.
Shutt, n. See shut?.

shuttance (shut'ans), n. [< shufl + -ance.]
Riddance. Hallticell. [Prov. Eng.]
Shutten Saturday! (shut'n sat'er-da). The
Saturday in Holy Week, as the day on which
the Saviour's body lay inclosed in the tomb.
Hftlliwell.

shutter (shut'er), n. [< shut1 + -er1 .] One
who or that which shuts, (o) A lid ; a cover ; a cas-

ing.
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This picture is always cover'd with 3 shutters, one of

which is of massie silver. Evelyn, Diary, May 21, 1645.

Hence, specifically (b) A frame or panel of wood or iron

or other strong material used as a cover, usually for a

window, in order to shut out the light, to prevent spec-
tators from seeing the interior, or to serve as a protection
for the aperture. There are inside and outside shutters.

Inside shutters are usually in several hinged pieces which
fold back into a recessed casing in the wall called a box-

ing. The principal piece is called the front shutter, and
the auxiliary piece a back flap. Some shutters are ar-

ranged to be opened or closed by a sliding movement
either horizontally or vertically, and others, particularly
those for shops, are made in sections, so as to be entirely
removable from the window. Shutters for shop-fronts
are also made to roll up like curtains, to fold like Vene-
tian blinds, etc.

If the Sun is incommodious, we have thick folding Shut-

ters on the out-Side, and thin ones within, to prevent
that. N. Bailey, tr. of Colloquies of Erasmus, 1. 198.

Surely not loath

Wast thou, Heine ! to lie

Quiet, to ask for closed

Shutters, and darken'd room.
M. Arnold, Heine's Grave.

(c) In organ-building, one of the blinds of which the front

of the swell-box is made. By means of a foot-lever or

pedal the shutters of the box can be opened so as to let

the sound out, or closed so as to deaden It. (d) That which
closes or ends.

That hour
The last of hours, and shutter up of all.

B. Jonson, Underwoods, cii.

() In photog. ,
a device for opening and again closing a lens

mechanically, In order to make an exposure, especially a

so-called instantaneous exposure occupying a fraction of

a second. The kinds of shutters are Innumerable, the

simplest being the drop or guillotine shutter, in which a

thin perforated piece slides in grooves by gravity when
released, so that the perforation in falling passes across

the field of the lens. The more mechanically elaborate

shutters are actuated by springs, and are commonly so ar-

ranged that the speed of the exposure can be regulated.
Bolt and shutter. See (wi. Boxed shutter, a win-

dow-shutter so made as to fold back into a recessed box

or casing. Shutter In. (a) A plank, called a stroke, that

is fitted with more than ordinary accuracy to the planks
between which it is placed. All the measurements in re-

gard to its width and bevelings are taken with the greatest
care, (6) Evening. BalliweU. tProv. Eng.]

Shutter (shut'er), v. t. [< shutter, .] 1. To

provide or cover with shutters.

Here is Garraway's, bolted and shuttered hard and fast!

Dickens, Uncommercial Traveller, xxi.

The School-house windows were all shuttered up.
T. Hughes, Tom Brown at Rugby, ii. 9.

2. To separate or hide by shutters. [Bare.]

A workman or a pedlar cannot shutter himself off from
his less comfortable neighbors.

R. L. Stevenson, Inland Voyage, p. 75.

shutter-dam (shut'er-dam), n. In hydraul. en-

gin., a form of barrage or movable dam employ-
ing large gates or shutters which are opened
and closed by means of a turbine : used in slack-

water navigation. See barrage.

shutter-eye (shut'er-I), . An eye or socket for

supporting a shutter. It has a projecting flange,
and is built into the wall. E. H. Knight.
shutterless (shut'er-les), a. [< shutter + -less.'}

Having no shutters.

As they entered the garden they saw through the shut-

terless window two men, one of whom was seated, while

the other was pacing the floor.

Harper's Mag., LXXX. 353.

shutter-lift (shut'er-lif t), n. A handle fixed to

a shutter for convenience in opening or clos-

ing it.

shutter-lock (shut'er-lok), n. In carp., a mor-

tise-lock in the edge of a shutter or door.

E. S. Knight.
shutter-screw (shut'er-skro), . A screw by
which a shutter is secured, passing through a

socket from the interior to be protected, and

engaging a nut so mortised in the inner side of

the shutter as not to be exposed on the outside.

shutting (shut'ing), n. [Verbal n. of shufl, .]

The act indicated by the verb shut in any of its

senses
; specifically, the act of joining or -weld-

ing one piece of iron to another. Also called

shutting up or shutting together.

shutting-post (shut'ing-post), n. A post against
which a gate or door closes. E. H. Knight.

shuttle1
(shut'l), n. [Early mod. E. also shit-

tle, shyttell; < ME. schyttyl, schytle, schitel, sche-

tyl, ssettel, a shuttle, a bolt of a door, < AS. "scy-

tels, scytteJs (pi. scyttetsas), the bolt of a door

(cf. Sw. dial, skyttel, skottel = Dan. skyttel, a

shuttle; cf. also' Dan. stytte, Q. (weber-)schutz,
a shuttle, Sw. skot-spol = D. schiet-spoel = G.

schiess-spuhle, a shuttle, lit. 'shoot-spool'), <

sceotan, shoot : see shoot, and cf. shufl. Cf.

skittle.] If. A bolt or bar, as of a door.

God zayth ine the hoc of loue, "My zoster, my lemman,
thou art a gardin besset myd tuo ssetteles."

Ayenbite of Inwyt (E. E. T. ..), p. 94.

Schyttyl, or [var. of] sperynge. Pessulum vel pessellum.
Prompt. Parv., p. 447.

shuttle-check

2. An instrument used by weavers for passing
or shooting the thread of the weft from one side

of the web to the other between the threads of

the warp. The modern shuttle is a sort of wooden car-

riage tapering at each end, and hollowed out in the mid-

a, body of shuttle ; *, yarn wound on the bobbin d; c, eye through
wltich the yarn is led, ana then passed out through holey"/ t, t, metal

points.

die for the reception of the bobbin or pirn on which the

weft is wound. The weft unwinds from this bobbin as the

shuttle runs from one side of the web to the other. It is

driven across by a smart blow from a pin called a picker or

driver. There is one of these pins on each side of the loom,
and the two are connected by a cord to which a handle Is at-

tached. Holding this handle in his right hand, the weaver
moves the two pins together in each direction alternately

by a sudden jerk. A shuttle propelled in this manner
is called a fly-shuttle, and was invented in 1738 by John

Kay, a mechanic of Colchester, England. Before this in-

vention the weaver took the shuttle between the finger
and thumb of each hand alternately and threw it across,

by which process much time was lost. There are also a

great variety of automatic picker-motions for driving the

shuttles of looms. Compare picker-motion.

Sc[h)ytyl, webstarys instrument. Prompt. Parv., p. 447.

Their faces run like shittles; they are weaving
Some curious cobweb to catch flies.

B. Jonson, Sejanus, Hi. 1.

3. In sewing-machines, the sliding thread-hold-

er which carries the lower thread between the

needle and the upper thread to make a lock-

stitch. See cuts under sewing-machine. 4. The

gate which opens to allow the water to flow on
a water-wheel. 5. One of the sections of a

shutter-dam. E. H. Knight. 6. A small gate
or stop through which metal is allowed to pass
from the trough to the mold. 7t. A shuttle-

cock
; also, the game known as shuttlecock.

Schytle, chyldys game. Sagittella.
Prompt. Parv., p. 447.

Positive-motion shuttle, a device, invented by James

Lyall of New York, for causing the shuttle to travel

through the shed with a positive, uniform motion. The
shuttle travels on a roller-carriage drawn by a cord in the

shuttle-race below the warp-threads, and having also a set

of upper rollers. The shuttle has also a pair of under

rollers, one at each end, and travels over the lower series

of warp-threads through the shed, being pushed along by
the carriage while the warp-threads are passed, without

straining them, between the upper rollers of the carriage
and the rollers of the shuttle. Compare positive-motion

loom, under loom. Weaver's-shuttle, in conch., a shut-

tle-shell, as Jiatlius votva. See cut under shuttle-shell.

shuttle1
(shut'l), v.

; pret. and pp. shuttled, ppr.

shuttling. [< shuttle*, .] I. trans. To move
to and fro like a shuttle.

A face of extreme mobility, which he shuttles about

eyebrows, eyes, mouth and all in a very singular manner
while speaking. Carlyle, in Froude, I. 152.

II. intrans. To go back and forth like a

shuttle
;
travel to and fro.

Their corps go marching and shuttling in the interior of

the country, much nearer Paris than formerly.
Carlyle, French Rev., II. vL 1.

Those [olive groves) in the distance look more hoary and

soft, as though a veil of light cunningly woven by the

shuttling of the rays hung over them.
The Century XXXVII. 422.

shuttle2 (shut'l), a. [Early mod. E. also shit-

tie; < ME. schityl, schytyl, schytylle; with adj.

formative -el, < AS. sceotan (pp. scoten), shoot :

see shoot, n. Cf. shuttle*, shyttell.] If. Head-

long; rash; thoughtless; unsteady; volatile.

Shyttell, nat constant, . . . variable. Palsgrave, p. 323.

2. Slippery; sliding. HalUwell. [Prov. Eng.]
shuttle-binder (shut'l-bin"der), n. In a loom,
a device in a shuttle-box to prevent the recoil

or rebound of the shuttle after it is thrown by
the picker. Also called shuttle-check. E. H.

Knight.
shuttle-board (shut'1-bord), n. A shuttle-

cock. Halliwell. [Prov. Eng.]
shuttle-box (shut'1-boks), . A receptacle for

holding shuttles, especially one near the loom
and attached to it, intended to receive the shut-

tle at the end of its race or movement across

the web ; a pattern-box. Shuttle-boxes are combined

together so as to form a set of compartments for holding
the shuttles carrying threads of different colors, w hen such

are in use in weaving.

shuttle-brainedt (shut'l-brand), a. Scatter-

brained; flighty; thoughtless; unsteady of

purpose.
Metellns was so shuttle-brained that euen in the middes

of his tribuneship he left his office in Rome, and sallied to

Pompeius in Syria.

Udatt, tr. of Apophthegms of Erasmus, p. 341.

shuttle-check (shut'1-chek), . Same as

shuttle-binder.



shuttlecock

Shuttlecock (slmt'1-kok), w. [Early mod. E.
also shuttel-eock, skittleoock, shyttteeocke, ahyttcl-
cocke (also sliiltleeork, which some suppose to
be the orig. form); < shuttle1 + cock1 (used
vaguely, as in other compounds). Cf . shuttle*,

n., 7.] 1. A piece of cork, or of similar light
material, in one end of which feathers are stuck,
made to be struck by a battledore in play ; also,
the play or game. See phrase below.

But and it were well sought,
I trow nil wyll be nought,
Nat worth a shyttel cocke.

Sleetton, Why Come ye nat to Court? 1. 361.

A thousand waves lie them could entertaine,
With all the thriftles games that may be found; . . .

With dice, with cards, with halliards farre unfit,
With shuttelcocks, misseeming mantle wit.

Spenser, Mother Hub. Tale, 1. 804.

In the " Two Maids of Moreclacke," a comedy printed
in 1609, it is said, "To play at shuttle-cock methinkes is

the game now." Strutt, Sports and Pastimes, p. 401.

2. A malvaceous shrub, Periptera punicea of

Mexico, the only species of a still dubious ge-
nus. It has crimson flowers and a many-celled
radiate capsule, one or other suggesting the
name. Battledore and shuttlecock, a game played
with a shuttlecock and battledores by two players or
sides. The shuttlecock is knocked back and forth from one
player or side to the other, until one fails to return it.

shuttlecock (shut'1-kok), v. t. [< shuttlecock,
n.] To throw or bandy backward and forward
like a shuttlecock.

" Dishonour to me ! sir,
"
exclaims the General. "

Yes,
if the phrase is to be ehuttlecocked between us !

"
I answered

hotly. Thackeray, Virginians, Ixxvii.

On the other hand, that education should be shuttle-
cocked by party warriors is the worst evil that we have to
endure. The Academy, April 6, 1889, p. 235.

shuttlecorkt (shut'l-k6rk), n. Same as shuttle-

cock. Also shittlecork.

How they have shuffled up the rushes too, Davy,
With their short figging little shitUecork heels !

Middleton, Chaste Maid, iii. 2.

shuttle-crab (shut'1-krab), M. A paddle-crab;
a pinniped or fin-footed crab, having some of
the legs fitted for swimming, as the common
edible crab of the United States, Callinectes
hastatlis. When taken from the water they flap their

legs energetically, suggesting the flying of shuttles. See
cut under paddle-crab.

shuttle-headt (shut'1-hed), n. A nighty, in-
considerate person.

I would wish these shuttle-heads, that desire to rake in
the embers of rebellion, to give over blowing the coals
too much, lest the sparks fly in their faces, or the ashes
choke them.

Ttnn Nash his Ghost, p. 10. (Old Book Coll. MisceU.)

shuttle-headedt (shut'l-hed"ed), a. [Early
mod. E. also shittleheaded ; < shuttle

1* + head +
-ed?.] Flighty; thoughtless; foolish. Halli-
well.

shuttle-motion (shut'l-mo"shon), re. An auto-
matic mechanism for controlling the different
shuttles in a shuttle-box, as in figure-weaving,
so that they may pass through the shed in a

predetermined order.

shuttlenesst (shut'1-nes), re. [Early mod. E.

shittlenesse, shyttelnessc ; < shuttle* + -ness.']
Rashness

; thoughtlessness ; flightiness ;
un-

steadiness. Palsgrave.
The vaine shittlenesse of an unconstant head.

Baret, 1580. (Halliwell.)

shuttle-race (shut'1-ras), n. A sort of smooth
shelf in a weavers' lay, along which the shuttle
runs in passing the weft.

shuttle-shaped (shut'l-shapt), a. Shaped like
a shuttle ; fusiform Shuttle-shaped dart, a Brit-
ish moth, Agrotis puta.

shuttle-shell (shut'1-shel), n. A gastropod of
the family OmiUda and genus Radius, as R. vol-

va, of long fu-

siform shape,
the ends of
the lips being
greatly drawn
out: so called
from the resemblance to a weavers' shuttle.
shuttle-train (shut'1-tran), n. A train running
back and forth for a short distance like a shut-
tle, as over a track connecting a main line with
a station at a short distance from it.

shuttle-winder (shut'l-w!n"der), n. An at-
tachment to a sewing-machine for reeling the
thread upon shuttles. See bobbin-winder.
shuttlewise (shut'1-wlz), adv. Like a shuttle

;

with the motion of a shuttle.

Life built herself a myriad forms,
And, flashing her electric spark, . . .

Flew shuttleicise above, beneath,
Weaving the web of life and death.

Atheneeum, No. 3221, p. 87.

Shuttle-shell (Radius volva}, one third
natural size.
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shuttle-Wit (shut'1-wit), . A shuttle-brained

person.
Now, those poor shuttle-u-its of Babbletown, that had been

so a-singlng that high and mighty gentleman's praises to
the skies, they were a bit took a-back by this behavior
as one might plainly see. St. Nicholas, XVII. 554.

Shuttle-witted (slmt'l-wit"ed), a. [Early mod.
E. also shittlewitted ; < ME. scliyttyl-wytli/il ;

< shuttle? + wit + -crf2.] Shuttle-brained;
flighty; foolish. [Obsolete or archaic.]

I am aferd that Jon of Sparham is so schyttyl-wyttt/d
that he wyl sett hys gode to morgage to Heydon, or to
sum other of ywre gode frendys. 1'aston Letters, I. 69.

I wondered what had called forth in a lad so shuttle-mt-
ted this enduring sense of duty. R. L. Stevenson, Olaila.

shwanpan, swanpan (shwan'pan, swan'pan),
n. [Chinese, lit. 'reckoning-board.' < shicini,

swan, reckon, + pan, a board.] The abacus
or reckoning-board in use among the Chinese.
Called in Japanese soroban. See abacus.

shy1
(shi), a.

; compar. shyer, superl. shyest
(sometimes shier and shiest). [Early mod. E.
also shie; Sc. skey, skeigh; < ME. *shey, schey,
also skey, skygg (< Sw.), earlier sceouh, shy, timid,
scrupulous, < AS. sccoh = D. schuw = MLG.
sehuwe = OHG. *scioh, MHG. schiech (G. scheit,
after the verb and noun) = Sw. skygg, dial, sky= Dan. sky, shy, timid, skittish. Hence shy1 ,

v.

From OHG. comes It. schiuo = Sp. esquivo, shy.]
1. Readily frightened away; easily startled;
skittish; timid.

Loketh thet ge ne beon nont iliche the horse thet is

scheouh, and biencheth uor one scheadewe upo the heie
brugge. Ancren Riwle, p. 24i

Maggie coost her head fu' heigh,
Look'd asklent an' unco skeigh.

Burns, Duncan Gray.
The antelope are getting continually shyer and more dif-

ficult to flag. T. Roosevelt, Hunting Trips, p. 195.

2. Shrinking from familiarity or self-assertive-

ness; sensitively timid ; retiring; bashful; coy.
A shy fellow was the duke ;

and I believe I know the
cause of his withdrawing. Shak., M. for M., iii. 2. 138.

She [the Venus de Medicis] is represented in ... a shy,
retiring posture, and covers her bosom with one of her
hands. Addison, Guardian, No. 100.

She had heard that Miss Darcy was exceedingly proud ;

but the observation of a very few minutes convinced her
that she was only exceedingly shy.

Jane Austen, Pride and Prejudice, xliv.

3. Keeping away from some person or thing
through timidity or caution; fearful of ap-
proaching ; disposed to avoid : followed by of.

The merchant hopes for a prosperous voyage, yet he is

shy of rocks and pirates. Rev. T. Adams, Works, III. 96.

They [negroes] were no way shy of us, being well ac-

quainted with the English, by reason of our Guinea Fac-
tories and Trade. Dampier, Voyages, I. 78.

The two young men felt as shy of the interview with
their master under such unusual relations of guest and
host as a girl does of her first party.

Mrs. Qaskell, Sylvia's Lovers, xiv.

4. Cautious; wary; careful: commonly followed

by of or about.

We grant, although he had much wit,
He was very shy of using it.

S. Butler, Hudibras, 1. 1. 46.

Opium ... is prohibited Goods, and therefore, tho many
asked for it, we were shy of having it too openly known
that we had any. Dampier, Voyages, II. i. 160.

We have no such responsible party leadership on this
side the sea ; we are very shy about conferring much au-

thority on anybody. W. Wilson, Cong. Gov., vi.

5. Elusive; hard to find, get at, obtain, or ac-

complish.
The dinner, I own, is shy, unless I come and dine with

my friends ; and then I make up for banyan days.
Thackeray, Philip, xix.

As he [Coleridge] was the first to observe some of the
sky's appearances and some of the shyer revelations of
outward nature, so he was also flrst in noting some of the
more occult phenomena of thought and emotion.

Lowell, Coleridge.

6f. Morally circumspect ; scrupulous.
Nif he nere scoymus & skyg & non scathe louied.

Alliterative Poems (ed. Morris), ii. 21.

7. Keen; piercing; bold; sharp. Halliwell.

[Prov. Eng.] 8f. Sly; sharp; cunning.
Mine own modest petition, my friend's diligent labour,

. . . were all peltingly defeated by a shy practice of the
old Fox. G. Harvey, Four Letters.

9. Scant. The wind is said to be shy when it

will barely allow a vessel to sail on her course.
To fight shy of. See fight. To look shy at or on, to

regard with distrust or suspicion.
How will you like going to Sessions with everybody

looking shy on you, and you with a bad conscience and an
empty pocket ? George Eliot, Middlemarch, vi.

= Syn. 2. Diffident, shamefaced. See bashfulness.

shy1
(shi), v.

; pret. and pp. shied, ppr. nhyiiii/.

[Not found in ME. (f); = MD. schuiren, schon-

icen, D. schuwen = MLG. schuwen, JjGr.sehuKen,

si

xi-hiiiitii = OHG. Kciiihfii, urulwii, MHG. srliiii-

IIIH, srhimceii, G. sclifiii-lii-ii, xi-ln inn, get out of
the way, avoid, shun, = Sw. skyijga = Dan. ../,(/ ,

from the adj. Hence ult. (through OF. < OHG.)
eschew.'] I. intniiis. To shrink or start back or

aside, as in sudden fear: said specifically of a
horse.

"He don't *%, does he?" inquired Mr. Pickwick. "Shi/,
sir? He wouldn't shy if he was to meet a vaggin-load of

monkeys with their tails burnt olf." Dickens, Pickwick, v.

These women are the salt of New England. . . . No
fashionable nonsense about them. What 's in you, Forbes,
to shy so at a good woman ?

C. D. Warner, Their Pilgrimage, p. 93.

II. trims. To avoid; shun (a person). [Prov.
Eng.]

All who espied her
Immediately shied her,

And strove to get out of her way.
Barham, Ingoldsby Legends, II. 219.

Shy1
(shl), n.; pi. shies (shiz). [< shy 1

, r.] A
sudden start aside, as from fear, especially one
made by a horse.

shy- (shi), v.
; pret. and pp. shied, ppr. shying.

[Also shie; prob. another use of shy1
, v., but

evidence is lacking, the word shy in this sense

being of prov. origin and still mainly colloq.
or slang.] I. trans. 1. To fling; throw; jerk;
toss.

Gyrations . . . similar to those which used to be famil
iar to one when the crown of a lower boy's hat had been
kicked out and shied about the school-yard.

Nineteenth Century, XXVI. 772.

He has an abject fear of cats they're witches, he says
and if he can shy a stone at one when it doesn't see him,

that is delight. W. Black, In Far Lochaber, vi.

Though the world does take liberties with the good-
tempered fellows, it shies them many a stray favour.

Lever, Davenport Dunn, xx.

2. To throw off; toss or send out at random.
I cannot keep up with the world without shying a letter

now and then. Scott, Diary, March 26, 1827. (Lockhart.)

II. intrans. To throw a missile; specifically,
to jerk.
The Anglo-Saxon race alone is capable of propelling a

missile in the method known as shying.
Nineteenth Century, XXVI. 801.

shy'
2

(shl), re.; pi. shies (shiz). [< shy
2

, .] 1.

A quick, jerking, or careless throw
;
a fling.

Where the cock belonged to some one disposed to make
it a matter of business, twopence was paid for three shies
at it, the missile used being a broomstick.

Chambers's Book of Days, I. 238.

2. A fling; a sneer; a gibe. [Slang.]
" There you go, Polly ; you are always having a shy at

Lady Ann and her relations," says Mr. Newcome, good-
naturedly.

" A shy ! how can you use such vulgar words,
Mr. Newcome?" Thackeray, Newcomes, xvi.

3. A trial
;
an experiment. [Slang.]

I went with my last ten florins, and had a shi/ at the
roulette. Thackeray, Pendennis, Ixxv.

"An honest man has a much better chance upon the
turf than he has in the city." "How do you know?"
asked Norma, smiling.

" Because I've had a shy at both,
my dear." W. E. Norris, Miss Shafto, viii.

shyly (shi'li), adv. [Formerly also shily ; < shy1

+
-/}/'

2
.] In a shy or timid manner; timidly;

coyly; diffidently.

shynet, and re. A Middle English spelling of
shine1 .

shyness (shi'nes), . [Formerly also shiness; <

shy
1 + -ness."] The quality or' state of being

shy; especially, a shrinking from familiarity
or conspicuousness ; diffidence; lack of self-

assertiveness.

Shyness, as the derivation of the word indicates in sev-
eral languages, is closely related to fear ; yet it is distinct
from fear in the ordinary sense. A shy man no doubt
dreads the notice of strangers, but can hardly be said to
be afraid of them. Danrin, Express, of Emotions, p. 332.

= Syn. Diffidence, Coyness, etc. See bashfulness.

shynfult, ". A Middle English form of shendful.
shyster (shi'ster), n. [Origin obscure. Usu-
ally associated with shy1

,
as if < shy1

, sharp,
sly, + -ster; but shy in that sense is not in use
in the U. S.] One who does business trickily;
a person without professional honor: used
chiefly of lawyers: as, pettifoggers and sini-

ster*. [U. S.]
The Prison Association held its monthly meeting last

night. The report was rich in incidents and develop-
ments about the skinners, sharks, and shysters of the
Tombs. New York Express, quoted in Bartlett's

[Americanisms, p. 591.

si (se), n. [See gamut,] In solmizatlon, the

syllable used for the seventh tone of the scale,
or the leading tone. In the scale of C this tone is B,
which is therefore called si in France, Italy, etc. This
syllable was not included in the syllables of Guido, be-
cause of the prevalence in his time of the hexachord the-

ory of the scale
; it is supposed to have been introduced

about 1UOO. In the tonic sol-fa system, Ii (U) is used in-



si

stead, to avoid the confusion between the syllables of the

seventh tone and of the sharp of the fifth. Si contra fa,

Same as mi contra fa (which see, under mi).

Si. The chemical symbol of silicon.

siaga, n. Same as aliu.

siagnopod (si-ag'no-pod), n. [Prop. */"""-
pod, < Gr. aiayav, the jaw-bone, + Trofcf (jrod-)

= E. foot] A maxilla of a crustacean. In e.

Spence' Bate's nomenclature there are three siagnopods,
of which the first and second are the first and second max-
illre and the third is the flrst maxilliped of ordinary lan-

guage.

siagon (si'a-gon), . [NL., < Gr. ova/we, the jaw-
bone.] 1*1x6 mandible of a crustacean, ll'i-nt-

wood; Buti'.

sialagogic, sialagogue. See sialogogic, sialo-

gugilf.
Sialia (si-a'li-a), . [NL. (Swainson, 1827), <

Gr. <j(oXi'f, a kind of bird.] A genus of turdoid
oscine passerine
birds, commonly
referred to the

family Turdidse
and subfamily
Saxicolinse, in

which blue is the

principal color;
American blue-
birds. Three dis-

tinct species are
common birds of the
United States S.

stalls, >'. mexicana,
and S. arctiea.

Sialida (si-al'i-

d&),n.pl [NL.,
< Stalls + -ida.']
A superfamilyof
neuropterousiu-
sects, of the suborder Planipennia, represented
by such families as Sialidas and Saphidiidae.
Sialidae (si-al'i-de), n. pi. [NL. (Stephens,
1836), < Stalls + -irf.] An important family
of neuropterous insects, typified by the genus
Stalls, having a large prothorax and reticulate

wings, the posterior ones with a folded anal

space. They are mostly large insects, whose larvse are

aquatic and carnivorous. Corydalus comutus, the hell-

grammite-fly, is a conspicuous member of the family.
(Sec Corydalus.) Chaulwdes and liaphidia are other im-

portant genera.
Sialidan (si-al'i-dan), a. and n. I. a. Pertain-

ing to the family Sialidae, or having their char-
acters.

II. n. A member of the family Sialidae.

Sialis (si'a-lis). n. [NL. (Latreille, 1809), < Gr.

ff/a/Uf, also euwvipif, a kind of bird.] The typ-
ical genus of the Sialida?. They have no ocelli, a

quadrangular prothorax, and wings without a pterostigma.
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sialolitb. (si'a-lo-lith), n. [< Gr. aictiev, spit-
tle, saliva, + /.itiof, stone.] A salivary calcu-
lus.

sialolithiasis (si'a-lo-li-thi'a-sis), . [NL., <

Gr. oia'Aov, spittle, saliva, + /.iBiaaif, the disease
of the stone: BeeUtMasie.] The production of

salivary calculi.

sialorrhea, sialorrhcea (sl"a-lo-re'a), . [NL.,
< Gr. aia/.ov, spittle, saliva, T poia, a flow, <

peiv, flow.] Excessive flow of saliva
; ptyalism ;

salivation.

sialoschesis (si-a-los'ke-sis), . [NL., < Gr.

aia'Aov, spittle, saliva, +
o^fff'f, retention, <

exeiv, axeiv, hold.] Suppression or retention of

the salivary secretion.

siamang (se'a-mang), n. [= F. si<iiini/,i/, < Ma-
lay sidmana.'f The gibbon Hylolxitiv syiidiiftylus
or Siamanga syndactyla, the largest of the gib-
bons, with extremely long arms, and the second

Common Hasten or Wilson's Bluebird
stalls}.

Sialis infitmata, twice natural size.

The larvae are aquatic and predatory, living usually in

swift-running streams, and leaving the water to pupate in
earthen cells under ground. S. lutaria is a common Euro-
pean species, the larva of which is used for bait. S. infu-
mata is a common species in the eastern United States.

sialismus (sl-a-lis'mus), n. [NL., < Gr. otaAto-

/*of, a flow of saliva, < otaMfctv, slaver, foam, <

m'a/lof, spittle, saliva.] Salivation; ptyalism.
sialisterium (si*a-lis-te'ri-um), n.

; pi. sialiste-

ria (-a). [NL., <' Gr. atafaarf/ptov, a bridle-bit,
< aiaXov, spittle, saliva.] One of the salivary
glands of an insect. Kirby.
sialogogic (si"a-lo-goj'ik), a. and n. [Also siala-

gogic (see sialogogue) ;
< sialogogue

+ -tc.] I.
. Provoking or promoting an increased flow

of saliva
; tending to salivate

; ptyalogogic.
II. . A sialogogue.

sialogogue (si-al o-gog), a. and n. [Also siala-

gogue, the less common but etymologically more
correct form

;
< Gr. aiaZov, Ionic ene/ov, spittle,

saliva, + ayuy6f, leading, drawing forth, < ayeiv,

lead.] I. a. Producing a flow of saliva; pty-
alogogue.

II. n. A drug which produces a flow of saliva.

sialoid (si'a-loid), a. [< Gr. oia~/.av, spittle,

saliva, + rldof, form.] Pertaining to or resem-

bling saliva.

Siamang {Siatnanga syndactyla).

and third digits united to some extent. It is

a
very

active arboreal ape, inhabiting Sumatra
and the Malay peninsula. See gibbon.

Siamanga (si-a-mang'gS), n. [NL. (J. E. Gray),
< siamung, q. v.] That genus of gibbons, or

subgenus of Hylobatcs, which the siamaug rep-
resents.

Siamese (si-a-meV or -meV), a. and n. [= F.

Siamois; &s"Siam (see def.) + -ese.~\ I. a. Of
or pertaining to the kingdom, the people, or (in
a limited sense) the dominant race of Siam.
Siamese architecture, that form of the architecture of

the far East which was developed in Siam. The most char-
acteristic edifices are pagodas, of which the apex has a con-

vexly conical or domical shape. On civic buildings slen-

der spire-like pinnacles and combinations of steep gables
are characteristic. The profusion and elaborateness of or-

nament in relief and in color are of a barbarous richness.

Siamese coupling, in fire-engines, a Y-shaped coupling
by which the power of two or more engines may be united
on one hose. Scribner's Mag., IX. 63. The Siamese
twins, two Siamese men, Chang and Eng (1811-74), who
were joined to each other on the right and the left side re-

spectively by a short tubular cartilaginous band, through
which their livers and hepatic vessels communicated, and
in the center of which was their common umbilicus. They
were exhibited in Europe and America, and married and
settled in North Carolina.

II. it. 1. sing. andpZ. An inhabitant or a na-

tive, or inhabitants or natives, of Siam, a king-
dom of Farther India, or Indp-China; specifi-

cally, a member or the members of the domi-
nant race of the kingdom, who constitute less

than half of the population. 2. The prevalent
language of Siam, which in its basis is mono-
syllabic and inflexible, exceptionally abound-

ing in homonyms distinguishable only by vari-
ations of tone.

Siamese (si-a-meV or -mez'), v. t. [< Siamese,
.] To join in the manner of the Siamese

twins
;
inosculate. Compare Siamese coupling,

under Siamese. [Recent.]
Siam fever. See/erer1 .

Siam ruby. A name sometimes erroneously ap-
plied to the dark ruby spinel found with the
rubies of Siam.

sib (sib), n. [Early mod. E. also sibbe; < ME.
sib, sibbe, sybbe, relationship, affinity, peace, a

relation, < AS. sift, sibb, syb, sybb, relationship,
adoption, affinity, peace (ONorth. pi. sibbo, rel-

atives), = OS. sibbia, relationship, = OFries.
sibba = MLG. sibbe = OHG. sibba, sippa, rela-

tionship, peace, MHG. G. sippe, relationship
(G. sippen, pi., kinsmen), = Icel. sif, in sing.

personified Sif, a goddess, pi. sifjar, relation-

ship, affinity (cf. sift, affinity), = Goth, sibja,

relationship ; cf . Skt. sabliya, fit for an assem-
bly, trusty, < sabhd, an assembly, family, tribe.

Cf. sib, a., sibred, and see gossip.] 1. Kindred;

Siberian

kin; kinsmen; a body of persons related by
blood in any degree.

Hure frendes sche callid hure to,
Hure fibbe & hure kynnes men,
With reuful steuene sche spak to hem.

Kimj Hum (E. E. T. S.), p. 80.

What's sib or sire, to take the gentle slip,
And in th' exchequer rot for suretyship?

Bp. Hall, Satires, V. i. 97.

For the division of the clan there are appropriate words
in the old language. These words are Sib or Kin for the
one part, and for the other part the Wic. ... It is not
clear whether the lower division ought to be called the
kin or the sib. W. E. Uearn, Aryan Household, p. 288.

2. A kinsman
;
a relative, near or remote

;

hence, one closely allied to another; an inti-

mate companion.
Queen. . . . Lord Valois, our brother, king of France,

Because your highness hath been slack in homage,
liath seized Normandy into his hands. . . .

K. fc'dic. . . . Tush, Sib, if this be all,

Valois and I will soon be friends again.
Marlowe, Edward II., ill. 2.

Our puritans very fibs unto those fathers of the society
[the .Jesuits!.

Bp. Montagu, Appeal to Caesar, p. 139. (Latham.)

[Obsolete or provincial in both uses.]
sib (sib), a. [Early mod. E. also sibbe; < ME.
sib, sibbe, syb, sybbe, ysyb, < AS. sib, sibb, gesib,

gesibb, gesyb, related, kindred, = OFries. sibbe,
sib = MLG. sibbe = OHG. sibbi, sippi, sippe,
MHG. sippe = Icel. sif, related, having kinship
or relation, = Goth, "sibjis (in comp. itn-sibjis,

lawless, wicked; cf. AS. unsib, discord, dissen-

sion) ; with orig. formative -ya, < AS. sib, sibb,

etc., kinship, relation: see sib, n. Sib, a., is

thus a derivative of sib, n., with a formative
which has disappeared. In its later use it is

partly, like kindred, kin 1
, a., the noun used ad-

jectively.] Having kinship or relationship ; re-

lated by consanguinity ; having affinity ; akin;
kindred. [Now only prov. Eng. or Scotch.]
Youre kynrede nys but a fer kynrede, they been but litel

gyb to yow, and the kyn of youre enemys been ny syb to
hem. Chaucer, Tale of Melibeus.

Let
The blood of mine that 's rib to him be suck'd
From me with leeches.

Fletcher (and another), Two Noble Kinsmen, i. 2.

By the religion of our holy church, they are ower sibb

theglther. Scott, Antiquary, xxxiii.

Sibt (sib), r. t. [< sib, n. Cf. AS. sibbian, make
peace.] To bring into relation; establish a re-

lationship between
;
make friendly.

Lat 's try this income, how he stands,
An' eik us sib by shakin' hands.

Tarras, Poems, p. 14.

As much sibb'd as sieve and ridder that grew in the same
wood together. Kay, Proverbial Simile, p. 225. (Kares.)

sibaryt. n. Same as circry.
Sibbaldia (si-bal'di-a), n. [NL. (Linnaeus,
1737), named after Sir Robert Sibbald, a Scot-
tish physician (died about 1712).] A former

genus of rosaceous plants, now classed as a
section of Potentilla, from which its type, con-
nected by intermediate species, is distinguished
by polygamously dioecious flowers with usually
less numerous stamens and carpels. The 5 spe-
cies are procumbent arctic and alpine perennials, the
chief of which, 5. (Potentilla) procumbent, is a well-known
arctic plant, native of North America from the White and
Rocky Mountains and .Sierras to Greenland and the Aleu-
tian Islands, also in northern Asia and Europe, where in

some of the Scotch Highlands it forms a characteristic

part of the greensward. It bears small yellow flowers,
and leaves of three wedge-shaped leaflets.

sibbendy (si-ben'di), . Same as sebimdy.
sibbens, sivvens (sib'enz, siv'enz), n. [Also
sibbins ; said to be so called from its resembling
a raspberry, < Gael, stibliag, pi. sttbhan, a rasp-

berry.] A severe form of syphilis, with skin-

eruptions resembling yaws, endemic in Scot-
land in the seventeenth and eighteenth centu-
ries.

sibboleth, . See shibboleth.

Siberian (sl-be'ri-an), a. and . [= F. Siberien;
< NL. Siberia O F. Siberie, Sw. Dan. Siberieii),
G. Sibirien, < Russ. Sibiri, Siberia.] I. a. Of or

pertaining to Siberia, a large Russian posses-
sion in northern Asia, extending from the Chi-

nese empire to the Arctic ocean Siberian apri-
cot. See Pnmtw. Siberian aquamarine, the blue-

green aquamarine or beryl found in .Siberia. The name is

often incorrectly applied to the light-blue and pale-green
Siberian topaz, which very strikingly resembles aquama-
rine. Siberian bell-flower, Watiictidmi grandijlfirum,
of the Campanulace/e, a desirable hardy garden flower
with blue or white blossoms. - Siberian boil-plague,
that form of anthrax of domestic animals which is ac-

companied by carbuncles on various regions of the body,
in the mouth, and on the tongue. These boils are most
common in the anthrax fever of horses and cattle. Sibe-
rian buckthorn. See tiuttltorn, i. Siberian crab,
Pyrus baccata and (more commonly) P. pnmifolia. They
are cultivated for their flowers, but more for their abun-
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dant red and yellow fruit, which is highly ornamental and Slboma (Sl-bo'ina), !.

also excellent for jelly, sweet pickles, etc. Siberian dog. a ma ,ii. word.] A ^
uoid fishes related to

[NL. (C. Girard, 1856), sibylline (sib'i-lin or -lin), a. [= OF. sibyllin,

us of American cypri- sibiliii, F.xiliylliii = Sp. gibilino = Pg. MMUfNO,

, variously lim- sibyllino = It. siltilliiui, < L. aibyUinug, of a sibyl

.^,..... ..,= - r^ _- ---- r,,,, uajl^,.:. taming to the sibyls or their productions,
frozen snow.- Siberian oat. sec oat, l^a)

-
1 iberian _ibred ,

(sib'red), n. K ME. sibredc, sibredrii, uttered, written, or composed by sibyls; like
oilseed, oea-tree. nine, see the mmns.-Siberian red- "k.kV _.,^..__.V:^ / .-,.' the productions of sibyls: as, sibylline leaves;

fibylliiie oracles; sibylline verses.

Some wild prophecies we have, as the Haramel in the

elder Kdda; of a rapt, earnest, sibylline sort. Carlyle.

2. Prophetical ; especially, obscurely or enig-

matically oracular ; occult; cabalistic.

used for the purpose of draft. In many northern countries

Siberian dogs are employed for drawing sledges over the

frozen snow. Siberian oat. see oat, l (a). Siberian

oilseed, pea-tree, pine, see the nouns. Siberian red-

wood. Same as xih'riun buckthorn. - Siberian rhodo-
dendron see rhiiilmitiulriiii . 2. Siberian sable, topaz,
etc. See the nouns. Siberian stone-pine. See stone-

pine (c), under piitei. Siberian subregion, in znngeog., a

subdivision of the Palearctic region, of which Siberia is

the greatest section, approximately represented by Asia

north of the Himalayas.

II. n. An inhabitant of Siberia.

siberite ( si-be 'rit), n. [< F. siberite; as Si-

bma + -ite3 .] Rubellite (red tourmalin) from
Siberia. . -- ,, ,_

Sibiconjugate (sib-i-kon'jo-gat), a. and n. [< L. A kind of ground-squirrel which occurs in the

sibi, dat. sing, and pi. (gen. sui, ace. se), them- southern provinces of Morocco. Encyc. Brit.,

selves (see se), + conjugatus, conjugate.] I. XVI. 833.

o. Having parts conjugate to other parts; self- Sibthorpia (sib-thor'pi-a), n. [NL. (Linnffius,

1737), named after John Sibthorp, an English
botanist (1758-96).] A genus of gamopota-
lous plants of the order Scroplndariiiese and
tribe Digitalese, type of the subtribe Sibthor-

piese. The flowers have a bell-shaped calyx, a corolla

with very short tube and five to eight nearly equal spread-

ing lobes, and four to seven stamens with sagittate an-

ited, by some restricted to X.
'

crasxicauda, of (xi'lujlliiti libri <>r verstu, the sibylline books or

California. The species are sometimes called verses), <
titytta,

a sibyl: see sibyl.] ^ L^rer-
i and iinilli'/.

sybredyne, < AS! sibrseden, relationship, < sib,

relationship, + rxueii, condition : see -red, and
cf. kindred, gossipred.] Relationship; kindred.

Ffor the sybredyne of me, fore-sake noghte this offyce
That thow ne wyrk my wylle, thow whatte watte it menes.

ifarte Arthure (E. E. T. S.), 1. 691.

For every man it schulde drede,
And nameliche in his sibrede.

Qower, Conf. Amant., viii.

sibsib (sib'sib), n. [Imitative; cf. sicsac,.etc.]

The sibylline minstrel lay dying in the City of Flowers.

Stedman, Viet. Poets, p. 149.

selves (see se), + conjugatus, conjugate.] I.

. Having parts
conjugate Sibiconjugate triangle, atriangle which

with reference to a given conic has each side the polar of

the opposite angle. The modern theory of conies rests

'y "JUg

II. n. A value self-conjugate, or conjugate to

itself. Thus, the sibiconjugates of the involution (o, b;

c, d) are the two values of a: for which

1, 2z,

1, a + b, ab

sibylline prophe . .

one of the early Christians who gave forth or

accepted the oracular utterances which were
collected in so-called sibylline books.

Celsus charges the Christians with being sibyllisls.

S. Sharpe, Hist. Egypt from Earliest Times, xv. 55.

To show among some of the Sikylliits a very close ac-

quaintance with the Teaching of the Apostles.
Amer. Jour. Phttol., VI. 401.

cd
=0.

1, c + d,

sibilance (sib'i-lans), . [< sibilan(t) + -ce.]

The character or quality of being sibilant;

also, a hissing sound.

sibilancy (sib'i-lan-si), n. [As sibilance (see

-cy).] Same as sibilance.

There are 6 species, natives of western Europe, Africa,

and mountains in Nepal and South America. They are

prostrate, rough-hairy herbs, often rooting at the joints,

bearing alternate or clustered roundish scalloped or cleft

leaves, and red or yellowish axillary flowers. S. Europsea,
from its round leaves, is known as pennywort, penny-pies,
and Cornish moneywort.

sibyl (sib'il), n. [Formerly also sibylt ; often

{! r sik\ a

(sik)>
. Scotch form of such.

[L. sic, OL. seie, sice, so, thus,

< *si, locative form of pron. stem sa, that, +-ee,

a demonstrative suffix.] So; thus: a word of-

ten inserted within brackets in quoted matter

after an erroneous word or date, an astonishing

statement, or the like, as an assurance that

the citation is an exact reproduction of the

original : as, "It was easily [sic] to see that he

Certainly Milton would not have avoided them for their misspelled sybil, sybill ; also used as L., Sibylla ; was angry." Sic passim, so generally or through-

sOrilaney, tie who wrote . . . verses that hisslike Medusa's

head in wrath. Lowell, Among my Books, II. 280.

Sibilant (sib'i-lant), a. and n. [= F. sibilant

= Sp. Pg. It. sibilante, < L. sibilan(t-)s, ppr. of

sibilare, hiss : see sibilate."] I. a. Hissing; mak-

ing or having a hissing sound : as, s and s are

sibilant letters.

If a noun ends in a hissing or sibilant sound, . . . the

added sign of the plural makes another syllable.

Whitney, Essentials of Eng. Grammar, 123.

Sibilant rale. See dry rale, under rAle.

= D. sibille = G. sibylle = Sw. Sibylla = Dan. out ;
the same everywhere (in the book or writing men-

or to sheep.

Zeus (A/oV, gen. of Zeuf, Zeus, Jove
;

will); or 'the will of God,' < fedf (Doric ai6f),

god, + fiovX?i, will
;
but such explanation is un-

tenable. The root is appar. aifi-, which is per-

^ _ [Also Sigam-
briaii; <~L. Sicambri, Syyambri, Stigambri (Gr.

^ii-yau/^poi, Zoirya/ifipoi, Zo'vKa/ippot), a German
tribe (see def.).] A member of a powerful Ger-

manic tribe in ancient times.afterward merged
. . -,

-

haps = L sib- in per-sibus, acute, wise, and re- in the confederation of the t ranks.

II. n. An alphabetic sound that is uttered
iated to Gr. a<xf>6f, wise (see sophist), and L.

with hissing, as s and r, and sli and :li (in azure, sapere, be wise, perceive: see sapient, sage*.]

etc.), also ch (tsli) and j (dzli). 1. In anc. myth., one of certain women reputed

Captive epithets, like huge Sicambrians, thrust their

broad shoulders between us and the thought whose pomp
they decorate. Lowell, Among my Books, 1st ser., p. 184.

The' identification of the iriwtote is the most difficult to possess"speciaTpowers of prophecy o/divi- sicamoret, An obsolete form of sycamore.

problem connected with the transmission of the Phceni- natjon an(j intercession with the gods in behalf I'cucham.
clan alphabet to the Greeks.

AlDhabet 93 of those who resorted to them. Different writers Sicanian (si-ka'ni-an), a. and n. [< L. Sicanuts,
laylor, ic

mention from one to twelve sibyls, but the number com- Sicanian, < Stcamis, a., Sicam (Gr. Zuavoi, > 2(-

monly reckoned is ten, enumerated as the Persian or Baby-

lonian, Libyan, Delphian, Cimmerian, Erythraean, Samian,
Sibilate (sib'i-lat), . t.

; pret. and pp. sibilated,

pr. sibilutinq. [< L. sibilatus, pp. of sibilare,* S T-. ^1 _ 7 .-J..-7..^ /\ T4.
_,. also sifilare, hiss, whistle, < sibilus (> It.

Pg. sibilo = Sp. silbido), a hissing or whistling;
with formative -ilus, < / sib, prob. imitative of

a whistling sound. Cf. OBulg. osipnati, Russ.

sipnuti, become hoarse, Bohem. sipeti, hiss,
'. , . . -,* ii_j__

Russ. sij

and E. sip, sup,

Cumaian, Hellespontine or Trojan, Phrygian, and Tibur-

tine. Of these the most celebrated was the Cumsean

sibyl (of Cumse in Italy), who, according to the story, ap-

peared before Tarquin the Proud and offered him nine

books for sale. He refused to buy them, whereupon she

Russ. sipofka, a pipe, sipli, a cockchafer, etc.,

regarded ult. imitative.

Hence (from L? through F.) E. siffle, q. v.] To

pronounce with a hissing sound, like that of the

letter s or s; also, to mark with a character in-

dicating such a pronunciation,
sibilation (sib-i-la'shon), n. [= F. sibilation, <

L. sibilare, pp. sibilatus, hiss : see sibilate.] The
act of sibilating or hissing; the utterance or

emission of sibilant sounds; also, a hissing

sound; in style, predominance or prominence
of the sound of s.

All metalls quenched in water give a sibilation or hissing
sound. Bacon, Nat. Hist., 176.

If sibilation is a defect in Greek odes, where the soften-

ing effect of the vowel sounds is so potent, it is much
more so in English poetry, where the consonants domi-
nate. Encyc. Brit., XIX. 273.

sibilatory (sib'i-la-to-ri), a. [< sibilate + -ory.]

Producing a hissing or sibilant effect. [Rare.]
sibilous (sib'i-lus), a. [< L. sibilus, hissing,

whistling, < sibilus, a hissing: see sibilate.]

Hissing; sibilant. [Rare.]
The grasshopper-lark began his sibilous note in my

fields last Saturday. G. White, Nat. Hist, of Selborne, i. 16.

Sibilus (sib'i-lus), n. [NL., < L. sibilus, a hiss-

ing: seexibilate.] 1. A small flute or flageo-
let used to teach singing birds. 2. A sibilant -jvii-
rale

;
the presence of sibilant rales.

sibnesst (sib'nes), n. [< ME. sibnesse,

burned three, and offered the remaining six at the original '. "JJ",^^ ?', ;:/ ^ r
price. On being again refused, she destroyed three more, SICariUS (si-ka ri-us), n., pi. Sicaru(-l).

and offered the remaining three at the price she had asked LGr. Smdpioi, the Jewish Sicaril), < sica, a

Kavia (L. .Sicania), timviKuf), the Sicanians (see

def.).] I. a. Of or pertaining to the Sicani-

ans.

II. n. One of the primitive inhabitants of

Sicily, found there on the arrival of the Sicu-

lians, or Sicilians proper.
[L. (<

forthenine. Tarquin, astonished at this conduct, bought
the books, which were found to contain directions as to

the worship of the gods and the policy of the Romans.
These sibylline books, or books professing to have this

origin, written in Greek hexameters, were kept with

ger.] An assassin; specifically leap.], one of

a class of assassins and zealots in Palestine in

the later years of Nero's reign. They are re-

ferred to in Acts xxi. 38.

great care at Rome, and consulted from time to time by s}cca (sik'a), a. K Hind, silcka, in some dia-
under the direction of the senate. They , \JMSW.*KI <>;Mv7 sil-a. alects sika,"Marathi sikka, sika, a coin so call-

ed, also a coining-die, a mark, seal, signet, =
oracle-keepers _
were destroyed at the burning of the temple of Jupiter in

83 B. C. Fresh collections were made, which were finally

d<

ferred
astical lit

Chi
from th
be of vs

third century after Christ. of"the'Great'Mogul. "lhe"slcca rupee was abolished as

Sibylle [F.], . . . Sybill, one of the tenne SybUls, ... a current coin in 1836. It was richer in silver than the

a Prophetesse. Cvtyrave. "Company's rupee."

Hence- 2. An old woman professing to be a siccan (sik'an), a. [Formerly also sicken, sickin

prophetess or fortune-teller; a sorceress. (= an -

^kken):
see Ci, such.] Such; such

like; such kind of: as, siccan a man; stccaw

times. [Scotch.]
Thair heidis heisit with sickin saillis.

Maitland, Poems, p. 185. (Jamieson.)

A sibyl, that had numher'd in the world
The sun to course two hundred compasses.

Shak., Othello, iii. 4. 70.

A sibyl old, bow-bent with crooked age,
That far events full wisely could presage.

Hilton, Vac. Ex., 1

And so, ae morning, siccan a fright as I got !

Scott, Waverley, Ixiv.

I know a maidei
these antiq

n aunt of a great family who is one of
sjccant (sik'ant), a. [< L. siccan(t-)s, ppr. of- and prophesie8 me s to w -

< AS.

r

,/r.wWw, (Lye), relationship, < yesib, related: .

fe

'

m (si
.birik) _ [= Pg . gimieo su,,mco ;

ee &,.] Relationship; kmdred. "
s sibyl + -ic.] Of sibylline ch

David, thou were bore of my kyn ;

For thi godnesse art thou myn ;

More frr thi godnesse
Then for eny sibnesse.

llummifj ><}' Hell, p. 27. (Halliwell.)

i character; like a

sibyl. [Rare.]
"H. H." . . . can, when she likes, be sibyllic enough to

be extremely puzzling to the average mind.
The Nation, XI. 390.

Addison, Spectator, No. 7. siccar (sik'iir), a. See sicker.

siccate (sik'at), v. t.; pret. and pp. siccated,

ppr. siccating. [< L. siccatus, pp. of siccare,

dry, dry up, < rictus, dry. Cf. sacA-3, desiccate.]

To dry ; especially, to dry gradually for preser-
vation in unaltered form, as a plant or leaf.

siccation (si-ka'shon), . [< L. siccatio(n-), a

drying, < siccare, dry: see sicca te.] The act or

process of drying; especially, gradual expul-
sion of moisture.



siccative

siccative (sik'a-tiv), a. and . [= F. sicratif. <

LL. siccatifiis,"that makes dry, < L. siccare, dry:
see siccate."} I. a. Drying; causing to become
dry, or to dry up.
So did they with the juice of Cedars, which by the ex-

tream bitternesse and siccative faculty . . . forthwith sub-

dued the cause of interior corruption.
Sandys, Travailes, p. 105.

It is well known that cotton-seed oil is a semi-drying
oil having strong siccative properties at the temperature
of 212 F. Set. Amer., N. S., LVIII. 261.

II. n. In painting, any material added to an

oil-paint to hasten the drying of the oil; a dryer.
Siccative is more of a book-word, dryer being
the term commonly used by painters,

siccific (sik-sif'ik), a. [< L. siccus, dry, + fa-
cere, make : see -fie.'] Causing dryness.
Siccity (sik'si-ti), n. [< F. sicciU = Pr. siccitat

= It. siccita, < L. siccita(t-)s, dryness, < siccus,

dry: see siccate.~\ Dryness; aridity; absence
of moisture.

Fire doth predominate in calidity,
And then the next degree is siccity.

Times' Wkistle(E. E. t. S.), p. 117.

They speak much of the elementary quality of ticcity or
drieness. Bacon, Hist. Life and Death,

sice 1
(sis), n. [Also size, and formerly syse, syiss,

sis, sise; < ME. sis, sys, < OF. six, < L. sex, six:

see six.] 1. The number six at dice.

Thy sys Fortune hath turned into as.

Chaucer, Monk's Tale, 1. 671.

But then my study was to cog the dice,
And dexterously to throw the lucky sice.

Dryden, tr. of Persius's Satires, ill. 93.

2. Sixpence. Halliwell. [Eng. cant.]
sice2, syce (sis), n. [Also saice; < Hind, sdis,

mis, < Ar. sdis, seyis, a horse-keeper.] In Ben-
gal, a groom; a horse-keeper; an attendant
who follows on foot a mounted horseman or a

carriage.
All visits are made on horseback in Simla, as the dis-

tances are often considerable. You ride quietly along, and
the gaice follows you, walking or keeping pace with your
gentle trot, as the case may be. -

F. M. Crawford, Mr. Isaacs, Iv.

Siceliot (si-sel'i-ot), a. and . [Also Sikeliot;
< Gr. 2/cf/l(ur^f, a Sicilian Greek or a Siculian,
< SoccXia, Sicily: see Sicilian.] I. a. Of or per-
taining to the Siceliots.

These Siceliot cities formed a fringe round the Siceli
and Sicani of the interior. Encyc. Brit., XI. 95.

II. a. 1. A Greek settler in Sicily. 2. A
Siculian.

sicert, . [ME. : see cider.] Strong drink.

This Sampson never steer drank ne wyn.
Chaucer, Monk's Tale, 1. 66.

sich1
(sich), n. and pron. A variant of *c/i, for-

merly in good use, but now only dialectal.
He . . . rather ioyd to bee then seemen sick,

For both to be and seeme to him was labor lich.

Spenser, F. Q., III. vii. 29.

sich2 (sich), r. and n. A Scotch form of sigh
1

.

Sicht1
(sicht), n. A Scotch form of sightl.

sicht2 (sicht), v. and n. A Scotch form of /</7ii.

Sicilian (si-sil'ian), a. and n. [= F. sicilien =
Sp. Pg. It. Siciliano (cf. L. Siciliensis), < L.

Sicilia, Gr. SmMa, Sicily, < Siculi, Gr.
fucefoi,

the Sicilians, Siculns, Gr. S<KE/IO?, Sicilian (a.
and n., adj. usually 2fA</Sf).] I. a. Of or per-
taining to Sicily (a large island in the Medi-
terranean, south of Italy, now belonging to the

kingdom of Italy) or its inhabitants Sicilian
architecture, a special development of medieval archi-
tecture peculiar to Sicily. It is characterized by a fusion
of the Norman and the later French Pointed styles of the
foreign race dominant from the eleventh to the thirteenth
ceutury.with local Byzantine and Saracenic elements. Sev-

Sicilian Architecture.

Interior of Cathedral of Monreale, near Palermo.

era! of its monuments are of superb effect, particularly in
their interior decoration, notably the Capella del Pala-
dini in the royal palace at Palermo, and the great cathe-
dral of Monreale, the whole interior wall-surfaces of both
being covered with mosaics which are among the most
magnificent in color that exist. There is also decora-
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tive sculpture of great excellence. Sicilian beet. See
beeti. Sicilian embroidery, fancy work done with thin
translucent materials, and consisting in the application
of a pattern cut out of cambric, or the like, upon a back-
ground of similar material, so that the pattern shows
thicker and more opaque than the ground. Sicilian
pottery. See pottery. Sicilian saffron, an autumnal
crocus, C. longifnnu (C. odorus), or the product said to be
obtained from it. Sicilian sumac. See sumac. Si-
cilian Vespers, the name given to a general massacre
of the French residents of Sicily by the native inhabitants,
in 1282, in revenge for the cruelties of the former as the
dominant race under the French king of Sicily and Na-
ples, Charles of Anjou. The rising began in Palermo on
Raster Monday, at the stroke of the vesper-bell, the con-
certed signal, and resulted in the expulsion of Charles and
the introduction of Spanish rule.

II. n. A native or a naturalized inhabitant
of Sicily; specifically, a member of the indige-
nous Sicilian race, now a mixture of many
races who in former times successively colo-
nized parts of the island. See Siculian.

Siciliano, siciliana (si-sil-i-a'no, -nil; It. pron.
se-che-li-a'no, -na), n. [It., masc. and fern.:

see Sicilian.] 1. A dance of the peasants of

Sicily in rather slow movement, accompanied
with singing. 2. Music for such a dance or in
its rhythm, which is sextuple and moderately
slow, resembling the pastorale, and frequently
written in the minor mode. It was common in the
last century in vocal music and as the slow movement
of sonatas. Also marked alia siciliana.

sicilienne (si-sil-i-en'), n. [P., fern, of sicilien,

Sicilian.] A textile fabric of silk with a ribbed
surface

;
a superior kind of poplin.

sick1
(sik), a. [< ME. sik, sic, si/k, sike, syke,

seek, seke, sek, seok, < AS. sedc, sick, having dis-

ease or wounds (fylle-seoc, 'fall-sick,' having
thefallingsickness,epileptic, de6fol-seoc, 'devil-

sick,' possessed by a devil, demoniac, monath-
sedc, 'month-sick' (moon-sick), lunatic), = OS.
sioc, scok, siak, siec = OFries. siek, siak, sek =
MD. siek, D. ziek = MLG. sek, LG. siek = OHG.
siuh, sioh, MHG. G. siech= Icel. sjukr= Sw. sjuk= Dan. syg = Goth, siuks, sick ; from a strong
verb, Goth, siukan (pret. sauk). be sick; per-
haps related to OHG. "swah, MHG. swach, G.
schwach (> Dan. Sw. svag), weak, feeble.] 1.

Affected with or suffering from physical disor-

der; more or less disabled by disease or bad
health; seriously indisposed; ill: as, tofallsi'cA-;
to be sick of a fever; a very sick man.
And ther myself lay seke by the space of vj wekys.

TorHngtan, Diane of Eng. Travel], p. 57.

I have been minded many times to have been a friar,

namely when I was sore sick and diseased.

Latimer, Remains, p. 332.

In poison there is physic ; and these news,
Having been well, that would have made me sick,

Being sick, have in some measure made me well.

Shak., 2 Hen. IV., i. 1. 188.

And when Jesus was come into Peter's house, he saw
his wife's mother laid, and tick of a fever. Mat viii. 14.

A kindlier influence reign'd ; and everywhere
Low voices with the ministering hand
Hung round the sick. Tennyson, Princess, vii.

2. In a restricted sense, affected with nausea;
qualmish ; inclined to vomit, or actually vomit-

ing ;
attended with or tending to cause vomit-

ing : as, sick at the stomach. Formerly, and still

generally in the United States, so used without conscious
differentiation from sense 1. See syn. below.

I was pitifully sick all the Voyage, for the Weather was
rough, and the Wind untowards. Howell, Letters, I. i. 5.

Whenever a sea was on they were all extremely tick.

W. S. Gilbert, Bumboat Woman's Story.

Figuratively 3. Seriously disordered, infirm,
or unsound from any cause; perturbed; dis-

tempered; enfeebled: used of mental and emo-
tional conditions, and technically of states of
some material things, especially of mercury in

relation to amalgamation : as, to be sick at

heart
;
a sicfr-looking vehicle.

I charge you, . . . tell him that I am sick of love.

Cant. v. 8.

"Tis meet we all go forth
To view the sick and feeble parts of France.

Shak., Hen. V., ii. 4. 22.

It was a tone
Such as sick fancies in a new-made grave
Might hear. Shelley, Revolt of Islam, v. 27.

The quicksilver constantly became tick, dragged in

strings after the mullers, and lost apparently all its nat-
ural affinity for gold. Ure, Diet., II. 696.

4. In a depressed state of mind for want of

something; pining; longing; languishing: with
for: as, to be sick for old scenes or friends.

Compare homesick.
It well may serve

A nursery to our gentry, who are sick
Far breathing and exploit.

Shak., All's Well, i. 2. 16.

5. Disgusted from satiety; having a sickening
surfeit : with of: as, to be siek of flattery or of
drudgery.

sick

The commonwealth is sick of their own choice
;

Their over-greedy love hath surfeited.

Shak., 2 Hen. IV., L 8. 88.

She 's sick of the young shepherd that bekissed her.
B. Jonson, Sad Shepherd, i. 2.

6. As a specific euphemism, confined in child-

bed; parturient. 7. Tending to make one sick,
in any sense. [Rare.]

Yon have some sick offence within your mind.

Shak., J. C., it 1. 268.

8. Indicating, manifesting, or expressive of

sickness, in any sense ; indicating a disordered
state

; sickly : as, a sieJc look. [Now only col-

loq. or slang.]

Why, how now ? do you speak in the sick tune ?

Shak., Much Ado, ill. 4. 42.

9. Spawning, or in the milk, as an oyster ; poor
and watery, as oysters after spawning. 10.
Xaut., out of repair; unfit for service: said of

ships or boats. Sometimes used in compounds,
denoting the kind of repairs needed : as, iron-

sick, nail-nick, paint-sicfc.
If you put the Limber out to-night she'll be turned over

. . . and sucked down by the swell. And the Shelley, she
lays down at X, nick of paint.

E. S. Sheppard, Counterparts, Int.

My boat's kinder giv' out. She ain't nothin' more 'n

nail-mot, though. Harper's Weekly, XXXIV. 564.

Ministers of the sick. See minister. Oil of the sick.
See holy oil, under oil. The sick man. See man. To
be sick of the Idlest. See idle. [Sick is used as the first or
the second element of some compounds, the other element
in the former case naming something used for or on ac-
count of the sick or a sick person, and in the latter ex-

pressing the cause or occasion of sickness : as, mdr-bed,
-room, -diet, etc.; love-sick; home*icjt.]= 8yn. Sick, 111,

Ailing, Unwell, Diseased, Morbid, Sickly. Sick and ill are

general words for being positively out of a healthy state,
as ailinff and unwell are in some sense negative and there-
fore weaker words for the same thing. There has been
some tendency in England to confine sick to the distinc-
tive sense of 'nauseated,' but in America the word has con-
tinued to have its original breadth of meaning, as found
in the Bible and in Shakspere. Diseased follows the ten-

dency of disease to be specific, as in diseased lungs, or a
diseased leg that is, lungs or a leg affected by a certain
disease

; but the word may be used in a general way. Mor-

bid is a more technical or professional term, indicating
that which is not healthy or does not act in a healthy way :

the word is also the one most freely used in figurative
senses: as, morbid sensitiveness, self-consciousness, or ir-

ritability. Sick and ill apply to a state presumably tem-

porary, however severe
; sickly indicates a state not quite

equal to sickness, but more permanent, because of an un-

derlying lack of constitutional vigor. See illness, debility,
disease.

My daughter has been sick, and she is now far from well.

Howells, Undiscovered Country, xi.

And now my sight fails, and my brain is giddy.
O me ! come near me ;

now I am much iff.

Shak., 2 Hen. IV., iv. 4. 111.

A voice
Of comfort and an open hand of help . . .

To ailing wife or wailing infancy
Or old bedridden palsy.

Tennyson, Aylmer's Field.

The lady on my arm is tired, unwell,
And loyally I've promised she shall say
No harder word this evening than . . . good-night.

Mrs. Browning, Aurora Leigh, v.

Diseased nature oftentimes breaks forth
In strange eruptions. Shak., 1 Hen. IV., iii. 1. 27.

Most evidently all that has been morbid in Christian
views of the world has resembled the sickliness of early
youth rather than the decay of age.

J. R. Seeley, Nat. Religion, p. 145.

Then moving homeward came on Annie pale.
Nursing the sickly babe, her latest-born.

Tennyson, Enoch Arden.

sick1
(sik), v. [< ME. syken, siiken, seeken, se-

ken = D. zieken = OHG. siuchan, ttiuhhan, siu-

chen, siuhhen, siuhlion, MHG. G. siechen; from
the adj. ;

cf. Goth, siukan (strong verb), fall

sick: see sick1
, a.] I. intrans. To grow sick;

become sick or ill.

Our great-grandsire, Edward, sick'd and died.

Shak., 2 Hen. IV., iv. 4. 128.

II. trans. To make sick; sicken.

His piercing beams I never shall endure,
They sicke me of a fatall Calenture.

Beywood, Apollo and Daphne (Works, 1874, VI. 289).

sick2 (sik), v. t. [A var. pron. of seek.~\ 1. To
seek ; chase

;
set upon : used in the imperative

in inciting a dog to chase or attack a person or
an animal : often with prolonged sibilation : as,
sick or s-s-sick 'im, Bose!

"Sic 'em, Andy!" screamed Granny. "Sic 'em, Bud!
Sic 'em ! sic 'em !

" The growls and snarls of the fighting
animals [dogs and racoons] . . . made a terrific din.

Golden Days (Philadelphia), Sept. 6, 1890.

Hence 2. To cause to seek or pursue ; incite

to make an attack ;
set on by the exclamation

"Sick!" as, to sick a dog at a tramp; I'll sick

the constable on you. [Prov.,iJ. S.]

That thar 'Cajah Green, he sick-ed him [a dog) on all

the time. H. X. Hurfree, Great Smoky Mountains, xi.



sick-bay

sick-bay (sik'ba), n. A compartment on board
a man-of-war or a troop-ship for the accommo-
dation and treatment of sick and wounded.
sick-bed (sik'bed), n. A bed to which one is

confined by sickness.

Pray, Mother, be careful of yourself, and do not over-
walke yourself, for that is wont to bring you upon a sick

bed. John Strype, in Ellis's Letters, p. 177.

sick-berth, (sik'berth), . Same as sick-bay.
sick-brained (sik'brand), a. Mentally disor-

dered.

sick-call (sik'kal), . 1. A military call, sound-
ed on a drum, bugle, or trumpet, to summon sick
men to attend at the hospital. 2. A summons
for a clergyman to minister to a sick person.
sicken (sik'u), . [= Icel. sjukna = Sw. sjukna
= Dan. sygne, become sick ; as sick1 + -en1 . Cf .

sick1
, v.] I. intrans. 1. To fall sick; fall into

ill health
;
become ill : used of persons, animals,

or plants : as, the fowl sickened; the vine sick-

ened.

My Lord of Southampton and his eldest Son sickened at

the Siege, and died at Berghen. Howell, Letters, I. iv. 15.

Some who escape the Fury of the Wave
Sicken on Earth, and sink into a Grave.

Prior, Ode to George Villiers.

2. To experience a sickening sensation; feel

nauseated or disgusted : as, to sicken at the sight
of squalor.

The stars awhile withheld their gleamy light,
And sick'ned to behold the fatal night.

W. L. Lewis, tr. of Statius's Thebaid, v.

I hate, abhor, spit, sicken at him.

Tennyson, Lucretius.

3. To lose force or vitality; become weakened,
impaired, or deteriorated: said of things (in
technical use, especially of mercury : compare
mortification, 1 (d) ).

When love begins to sicken and decay,
It useth an enforced ceremony.

Shak., J. C., iv. 2. 20.

All pleasures sicken, and all glories sink.

Pope, Essay on Man, iv. 46.

It [mercury] sickens, as the miner puts it, and "flours,"
forming into a sort of scum on the surface.

Sci. Amer., N. S., LXII. 410.

II. trans. 1 . To make sick
; bring into a dis-

ordered state or condition
;
affect with disease,

or (more commonly) with some temporary dis-

order or indisposition, as nausea, vertigo, or

languor : as, the bad odors sickened him.

Why should one Earth, one Clime, one Stream, one Breath,
Raise this to Strength, and sicken that to Death?

Prior, Solomon, i.

Through the room
The sweetness sickened her
Of musk and myrrh.

D. G. Rossetti, The Staff and Scrip.

2. To make mentally sick; cause to feel nau-

seating contempt or disgust. See sickening.
Mr. Smith endeavored to attach himself to me with such

officious assiduity and impertinent freedom that he quite
sickened me. Miss Burney, Evelina, xlvi.

3. To make nauseatingly weary (of) or dissat-

isfied (with) ; cause a disgusted dislike in : with

of: as, this sickened him of his bargain. 4f. To
bring into an unsettled or disordered state

;
im-

pair ; impoverish : said of things.
I do know

Kinsmen of mine, three at the least, that have
By this so sickerid their estates that never

They shall abound as formerly.
Shak., Hen. VIII., i. 1. 82.

Sickener (sik'n-er), re. Something that sickens,
in any sense; especially, a cause of disgust,
antipathy, or aversion

;
a reason for being sick

of something. [Rare.]
It was plain this lucky shot had given them a sickener

of their trade. R. L. Stevenson, Master of Ballantrae, ii.

sickening (sik'n-ing), p. a. Making sick
; caus-

ing or tending to cause faintness, nausea, dis-

gust, or loathing: as, sickening sounds; sick-

ening servility.

Alp turu'd him from the sickening sight.

Byron, Siege of Corinth, xvii.

Life hung on her consent
; everything else was hopeless,

confused, sickening misery.
George Eliot, Mill on the Floss, vi. 13.

sickeningly (sik'n-ing-li), adv. In a sickening
manner; so as to sicken or disgust.
Then ensued a sickening contest, sickeningly described.

Athenaum, No. 3254, p. 302.

sicker (sik'er), a. [So. also siccar, sikker, etc.
;

< ME. siker, sikir, sekir, syker, sicur, < AS. "sicor,
late AS. siker = OS. sicur, sicor = OFries. siker,
fiikur = D. zeker = MLG. sekcr = OHG-. sichur,
sihhar, sichure, sichiure, MHG. G. siclier = Dan.
sikker = Sw. sdker = W. sicr (< E.), without
care, secure, safe, < L. securus (later securtts,
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with recession of the accent, as the Teut. forms
indicate), without care: see secure and sure,
which are thus doublets of sicker. The intro-

duction of a L. adj., having appar. no special
eccl. or legal or other technical meaning, into
Teut. at so early a period (before the 7th cen-

tury) is remarkable; prob. a technical use ex-
isted, or the adj. came in through the verb
(OHGr. sihhoron, justify, clear (in a court), etc.).]

Sure; certain; assured; Secure; firm; safe.

[Old Eng. and Scotch.]
With me the! lefte alle theire thyng,
That I am sicur of theire comyng.

MS. Cantab. Ff. v. 48, f. 48. (Halliwell.)

Setting my staff wi' a' my skill

To keep me sicker.

Burns, Death and Doctor Hornbook.

"I doubt," said Bruce, "that I have slain the Red Co-

myn." "Do you leave such a matter to doubt?" said

Kirkpatrick. "I will make sicker."

Scott, Tales of a Grandfather, 1st ser., vi.

sickert (sik'er), adv. [< ME. "sikere, sekere; <

sicker, a.] Certainly; indeed; surely; firmly;
securely; confidently; safely.

That shall help the of thy doloure,
As sekere as bred ys made of floure.

Political Poems, etc. (ed. Furnivall), p. 217.

Sicker, now I see thou speakest of spight.

Spenser, Shep. Cal., May.
The nurice she knet the knot,
And O she knet it sicker.

Laird of Waristoun (Child's Ballads, III. 111).

sickert (sik'er), v. t. [< ME. sikeren, sekiren (=
OS. sicoron = OFries. sikria, sikeria, sikura
= MLG. sekeren = OHG. sihhoron, MHG. G.
sichern = Dan. sikre), make safe, secure

;
from

the adj.] To secure; assure; make certain or

safe; plight; betroth.

Now be we duchesses, bothe I and ye,
And sikered to the regals of Athenes.

Chaucer, Good Women, 1. 2128.

gife I say the sothely, and sekire the my trowthe,
So surggone in Salarne salle save the bettyre.

Morte Arthure (E. E. T. S.), 1. 2585.

sickerlyt (sik'6r-li), adv. [< ME. sikerly, syk-
erly, sekerly, sikirly, sikerliche, sikerlike (= D.

zekerlijk = MLG. sekerliken, sekerken = OHG.
sichurlicho, MHG. sicherliche, G. sicherlich = Sw.
sakerligen = Dan. sikkerlig) ; < sicker + -ly%.
Doublet of securely and surely.] Same as sicker.

Heere-aftir y hope ful sikirly
For to come to that blis ageyn.

Hymns to Virgin, etc. (E. E. T. S.), p. 51.

Whoso wille go be Londe thorghe the Lond of Baby-
lone, where the Sowdan dwellethe commonly, he moste
gete Grace of him and Leve, to go more sikerly thorghe
tho Londes and Contrees. Mandeville, Travels, p. 34.

sickerness (sik'er-nes), n. [< ME. sikentesse,

sykernes, sikirnesse, sykirnes, sekirnes; < sicker
+ -ness. Doublet of secureness and sureness.]
The state of being sicker or secure

; security ;

safety. [Obsolete or Scotch.]
A ful grete charge hath he with-outyne faile that his

worship kepithe in sikernesse.

Political Poems, etc. (ed. Furnivall), p. 76.

Thus mene I, that were a gret folye,
To putten that sykernesse in jupartye.

Chaucer, Troilus, iv. 1512.

In sickernesst
, assuredly ; certainly ; of a truth.

He is a foole in sikernesse,
That with daunger or stoutenesse
Rebelleth there he snulde plese.

Rom. of the Rose, 1. 1935.

sick-fallen (sik'fa'ln), a. Struck down with
sickness or disease. [Rare.]

Vast confusion waits,
As doth a raven on a sick-fall'n beast.

Shak., K. John, iv. 3. 152.

sick-flag (sik'flag), n. A yellow flag indicating
the presence of disease, displayed at a quaran-
tine station, or on board a ship in quarantine,
to prevent unauthorized communication. Also
called quarantine-flag.
sick-headache (sik'hed'ak), n. Headache ac-

companied by nausea
; especially, megrim,

sickish (sik'ish), a. [< sick1 + -ish1 .'] 1. In a
disordered condition or state of health

;
out of

proper condition; sickly.
Not the body only, but the mind too (which commonly

follows the temper of the body) is sickish and indisposed.
HakevM, Apology, p. 296.

Whereas the soul might dwell in the body as a palace
of delight, she flnda it a crazy, sickish, rotten cottage, in

danger, every gust, of dropping down.
Rev. T. Adams, Works, I. 330.

2. Somewhat sick ornauseated; slightly qualm-
ish; disgusted: as, a sickish feeling. 3. Mak-
ing slightly sick

; sickening; nauseating: as, a
sickish taste or smell.

sickishly (sik'ish-li), adv. In a sickish man-
ner.

sickless

sickishness (sik'ish-nes), n. The state of being
sickish.

sicklatount, . Same as ciclaton.

sickle (sik'l), n. [< ME. sikel, sykel, sykyl, sikul,

side, < AS. sicol, sicul, sicel = MD. sickel, D.
sikkel = MLG. sekele, LG. sekele, sekel = OHG.
xililtild, sihila, sichila, MHG. G. sichel = Dan.

set/I, a sickle, = It. segolo, a hatchet, < L. secu-

la, a sickle (so called by the Campanians, the
usual L. word being falx: see falx), < secure,
cut: see secant. Cf. scythe (AS. sigthe, sitlie)

and saw1 (AS. saga), from the Teut. form of

the same verb.] 1. A reaping-hook; a curved
blade of steel (anciently also of bronze) having
the edge on the inner
side of the curve, with a
short handle or haft, for

cutting with the right
hand grain or grass
which is grasped by the
left. The sickle is the oldest
of reaping-instruments, and
still continues in use for some
purposes, including in certain Sickle with Serrated Edge,
localities the gathering of

crops. Sickles were formerly sometimes serrated, or made
with sharp sloping teeth; the ordinary smooth-edged
sickles are now sometimes called grass-knives or grass-
hooks.

Knyves crooked
For vyne and bough with sithes, sides hocked,
And croked sithes kene upon the bake.

Pattadius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 42.

Thou shalt not move a sickle unto thy neighbour's
standing corn. Deut. xxiii. 25.

In the vast field of criticism on which we are entering
innumerable reapers have already put their sickles.

Macaulay, Milton.

2. A sickle-shaped sharp-edged spur or gaff

formerly used in cock-fighting.
Note that on Wednesday there will be a single battle

fought with Sickles, after the East India manner. And on

Thursday there will be a Battle Royal, one Cock with a

Sickle, and 4 Cocks with fair Spurs.
Quoted in Ashton's Social Life in Reign of Queen Anne,

[I. 301.

The Sickle, a group of stars in the constellation Leo, hav-

ing the form of a sickle.

sick-leave (sik'lev), . Leave of absence from
duty granted on account of physical disability.

Sir Thomas Cecil was returning on sick-leave from his

government of the Brill.

Motley, Hist. Netherlands, I. 424.

sicklebill (sik'1-bil), n. A name of various
birds whose bill is sickle-shaped or falciform ;

a saberbill. (a) Those of the genera Drepanis, Dre-

panornis, and some allied forms. (6) Those of the genus
Epimachus. (c) The humming-birds of the genus Eutcx-

eres, in which the bill is falcated in about the quadrant
of a circle, (d) The saberbills of the genus Xiphorhynchus.
(e) The long-billed curlew of the United States, Numenius
longirostris. See cuts under Drepanis, Epimachus, Eu-
toxeres, saberbill, and curlew.

sickle-billed (sik'1-bild), a. Having a falcate
or falciform bill, as a bird; saber-billed.

sickled (sik'ld), a. [< sickle + -ed2 .'] Furnished
with or bearing a sickle.

When autumn's yellow lustre gilds the world,
And tempts the sickled swain into the field.

Thomson, Autumn, 1. 1322.

Sickle-feather (sik'l-feTH"er), n, One of the

paired, elongated, falcate or sickle-shaped mid-
dle feathers of the tail of the domestic cock;
strictly, one of the uppermost and largest pair
of these feathers, which in some varieties at-

tain remarkable dimensions. See Japanese long-
tailed fowls, under Japanese.
sickle-head (sik'1-hed), . In a reaping-ma-
chine, the pitman-head which holds the end of
the cutter-bar. E. H. Knight.
sickleheal (sik'1-hel), . See Prunella^, 2.

sickleman (sik'1-man), n.
; pi. sickle-men (-men).

[< sickle + man."] One who uses a sickle
;
a

reaper.
You sunburnt sicklemen, of August weary,
Come hither from the furrow and be merry.

Shak., Tempest, iv. 1. 134.

Like a Held of corn
Under the hook of the swart sickleman.

Shelley, Hellas.

sickle-pear (sik'1-par'), . See seckel.

Sicklepod (sik'1-pod), n. An American rock-

cress, AraMs Canadensis, with flat drooping
pods, which are scythe-shaped rather than
sickle-shaped.
Sickler (sik'ler), n. [< sickle + -er1

."]
A reaper;

a sickleman.

Their sicklers reap the corn another sows.

Sandys, Paraphrase upon Job, xxiv.

Sickle-shaped (sik'l-shapt), a. Shaped like a
sickle

;
falcate in form

;
falciform

; drepaniform.
Sicklesst (sik'les), a. [< sick1 + -less."] Free
from sickness or ill health.



sickless

Give me long breath, young beds, and sicklessr. ease.

Marston, Sophouisba, iv. 1.

SlCkleweed (sik'1-wed), . Same as si<-l;lnrnrt.

Sicklewort (sik'1-wert), H. The self-heal, Itni-

iicUn (I'l-iiiicHii) vulgaris: from the form of the

flower as seen in profile. See Prunella'*, 2.

sicklify (sik'li-fi), v. t. ; pret. and pp. sicklijinl,

ppr. sieklifying. [< sickly + -fy.~\ To make sick-

ly or sick'ish. [Vulgar.]
All I felt was giddy ;

I wasn't to say hungry, only weak
and sicklitied.

Slayhetc, London Labour and London Poor, II. 88.

sicklily (sik'li-li), adv. In a sickly manner; so

as to appear sickly or enfeebled. [Bare.]
His will swayed tiddily from side to side.

Brmming, Sordello, il.

sickliness (sik'li-nes), n. The state or quality
of being sickly, in any sense

; tendency to be
sick or to cause sickness ; sickly appearance or

demeanor.
I do beseech your majesty, impute his words
To wayward sicklinesg and age in him.

Shalr., Eich. II., ii. 1. 142.

The sickliness, healthfulness, and fruitfulness of the sev-

eral years. Graunt.

sick-list (sik
'

list), n. A list of persons, espe-

cially in military or naval service, who are dis-

abled by sickness. Sick-lists in the army are contain-

ed in the sick-report books of the companies of each regi-

ment, and are forwarded monthly, with particulars as to

each case, to the authorities. On a man-of-war the sick-

list is comprised in the daily report (the sick-report) sub-

mitted by the senior medical officer to the commander.
See also binnacle-list.

Grant's army, worn out by that trying campaign, and
still more by the climate than by battle, counted many on
the sick-list, and needed rest.

Comte tie Para, Civil War in America (trans.), I. 500.

Can we carry on any summer campaign without having a

large portion of our men on the tick-list?

The Century, XXXVI. 676.

To be or go on the sick-list, to be or become invalided,
or disabled from exertion of any kind by sickness.

sick-listed (sik'lis'ted), a. Entered on the sick-

list; reported sick.

Sickly (sik'li), a. [< ME. sikly, siklielie, sekli,

sukh (= D. zieketijk = Icel. sjtikligr = Sw. sjuk-

lig= Va,n.sy!/elig); <sick* + -ly
1
.] I. Habitu-

ally ailing or indisposed ;
not sound or strong

as regards health or natural vigor; liable to be
or become sick: as, a sickly person, animal, or

plant ;
a sickly family.

Ywis thou nedeles

Conseylest me that sikliche I me feyne,
For I am sik in ernest, douteles.

Chaucer, Troilus, ii. 1528.

She was sickly from her childhood until about the age
of fifteen. Saifl, Death of Stella.

While he lay recovering there, his wife
Bore him another son, a sickly one.

Tennyson, Enoch Arden.

2. Pertaining to or arising from a state of im-

paired health
;
characteristic of an unhealthy

condition : as, a sickly complexion ;
the sickly

look of a person, an animal, or a tree.

And he smiled a kind of sickly smile, and curled up on the
floor. Bret Harte, Society upon the Stanislaus.

3f. Pertaining to sickness or the sick; suitable

for a sick person.
Give me my Gowne and Cap, though, and set mee charily

in my sickly chaire. Brume, The Sparagus Garden, iv. 6.

When on my sickly couch I lay,

Impatient both of night and day, . . .

Then Stella ran to my relief.

Swift, To Stella visiting him in his Sickness.

4. Marked by the presence or prevalence of
sickness : as, a sickly town ;

the season is very
sickly.

Physic but prolongs thy sickly days.

Shak., Hamlet, iii. 3. 96.

Under date of May 4, 168S, by which time the weather
was no doubt exceedingly hot, Capt. Stanley writes, "Wee
haue a Sickley Shipp." If. and Q., 7th ser., VI. 502.

5. Causing sickness, in any sense ; producing
malady, disease, nausea, or disgust ; debilitat-

ing; nauseating; mawkish: as, a sickly climate ;

sickly fogs ; sickly fare.

Prithee, let ns entertain some other talk ;

This is as sickly to me as faint weather.
Beau, and Fl., Captain, i. 2.

Freedom of mind was like the morning sun, as it still

struggles with the sickly dews and vanishing spectres of
darkness. Bancroft, Hist U. 8., II. 458.

6. Manifesting a disordered or enfeebled con-
dition of mind

; mentally unsound or weak : as,

sickly sentimentality.
I plead for no sickly lenity towards the fallen in guilt.

Channiny, Perfect Life, p. 76.

7. Faint; languid; feeble; appearing as if

sick.

The moon grows sickly at the sight of day. Dryden.
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Versification in a dead language is an exotic, a far-

fetched, costly, sickly imitation of that which elsewhere

may be found in healthful and spontaneous perfection.
Macmday, Milton.

= Syn. 1. l/nwell, 111, etc. See sicW.

sickly (sik'li), adv. [< sickly, a.'] In a sick,

sickly, or feeble manner; so as to show ill

health or debility.

Bring me word, boy, if thy lord look well,
For he went sickly forth. Shak., J. C., ii. 4. 14.

Altho' I am come sately, I am come xickly.

BoweU, Letters, I. ii. 1.

sickly (sik'li), v . t.
; pret. and pp. sicklied, ppr.

sicklying. [< sickly, .] To make sickly ; give
a sickly or unhealthy appearance to. [Rare.]

Thus the native hue of resolution
Is sicklied o'er with the pale cast of thought.

Shak., Hamlet, iii. 1. 85.

They [meteors] flung their spectral glow upon the

strangely cut sails of the vessel, upon her rigging and
spars, sickling [properly sicklying} all things to their starry
color. W. C. JtusseU, Death Ship, xi.

sickness (sik'nes), n. [< ME. siknesse, seknesse,

secnesse, sykenesse, sekenesse, < AS. sedcness, sick-

ness, < seoc, sick: see sick1 and -ness.} 1. The
state of being sick or suffering from disease ;

a diseased condition of the system ; illness; ill

health.
I pray yow for that ye knowe wele that I have grete

fckeneste, that he will telle yow what deth I shall deye,

yef he knowe It Merlin (E. E. T. S.), L 51.

I do lament the sickness of the king.

SAa*.,Eich. III., ii. 2. 9.

Trust not too much your now resistless charms,
Those age or sickness soon or late disarms.

Pope, To Miss Blount, 1. 60.

2. A disease; a malady; a particular kind of

disorder.

He that first cam-doun in to the sisterne, aftlrthemou-

yng of the watir, was maad hool of what euere sUmesse he
was holdun. Wyd\f, John v. 4.

Of our soul's sicknesses, which are sins.

Donne, Letters, xxvii.

His sicknesses . . . made It necessary for him not to stir

from his chair. Bp. Fell, Hammond.

3. A derangement or disturbance of the stom-

ach, manifesting itself in nausea, retching, and

vomiting: distinctively called sickness of the

stomach. 4. A disordered, distracted, or en-

feebled state of anything.
A kind of will or testament which argues a great sickness

in his judgement that makes it Shak., T. of A., v. 1. 31.

Look upon my steadiness, and scorn not
The sickness of my fortune.

Ford, Broken Heart, v. 2.

Ceylon sickness. Same as beriberi. Comltial sick-
ness*. See wmitial. Country sickness. Same as

nostalgia. Creeping sickness, a chronic form of ergot-
ism. Falling sickness. See falling-sickness. Yellow
sickness of the hyacinth. See hyacinth, 1.

Wakker has recently described a disease in the hyacinth
known in Holland as the yellow sickness, the characteristic

symptom of which is the presence of yellow slimy masses
of Bacteria in the vessels. De Bary, Fungi (trans.), p. 482.

= 8yn. 1 and 2. Ailment, etc. See illness and c*i. 2.

Disorder, distemper, complaint.

Sick-report (sik're-port"), n. 1. A sick-list.

2. A report rendered at regular or stated inter-

vals, as daily or monthly, by a military or naval

surgeon to the proper authority, giving an ac-

count of the sick and wounded under his charge.
Sick-room (sik'rom), . A room occupied by
one who is sick.

Art . . . enables us to enjoy summer in winter, poetry

among prosaic circumstances, the country in the town,
woodland and river in the sick-room.

Fortnightly Jim., N. S., XLIII. 222.

sick-thoughted(sik'tha'ted), a. Full of sick

or sickly thoughts ;
love-sick. [Rare.]

Sick-thouyhted Venus makes amain unto him,
And like a bold-faced suitor 'gins to woo him.

Shak., Venus and Adonis, 1. 5.

siclatount, n. See ciclaton.

sicleH, [< F. side, < LL. siclus, a shekel :

see shekel.] Same as shekel.

The holy mother brought five sides, and a pair of turtle-

doves, to redeem the Lamb of God from the anathema.
Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 64.

8icle2t, -A- Middle English form of sickle.

siclike (sik'lik), a. and adv. [A Sc. form of

suchlike.'] Of the same kind, or in the same
manner ;

similar or similarly. [Scotch.]

sicomoret, . An obsolete spelling of sycamore.

sicophantt, n. An obsolete spelling of syco-

phant.
sicoriet, An obsolete spelling of chicory.

sicsac, ziczac (sik'sak, zik'zak), n. [Egyp-
tian name, prob. imitative.] The Egyptian
courser, crocodile-bird, or black-headed plover,
Plitvianus eegyptiiis (formerly and better known
as Charadrius melanocejihahix). It is supposed to

be the classic trochilus, a distinction also attached by
some to the spur-winged plover Hoplopterus spinosus.

side

Both are common Nile birdsof similar habits, and enough
alike to be uncritically confounded. See cuts under Plu-
vifinus and spitr-winged.

Siculian (si-kii'li-an), a. and n. [< L. Kiriili,

< Or. 2iKf'/oi, Sicilians, Siculians: see Sicilian.]

I. a. Of or pertaining to the Siculi, an ancient

people, probably of Aryan race, of central and
southern Italy, who at a very early date colo-

nized and gave name to the island of Sicily.

II. n. One of the Siculi
;
an ancient Sicilian

of the race from whom the island was named.

Compare Sicanian, Siceliot.

Siculo-Arabian (sik"u-16-a-ra'bi-an), a. Modi-
fied Arabian or Arabic as found in Sicily:

noting some Sicilian art.

Siculo-Moresque(sik"u-16-mo-re8k'), a. Modi-
fied Moresque or Moorish as found in Sicily :

noting some Sicilian art.

Siculo-Punic (sik"u-16-pu'nik), a. At once Si-

cilian and Carthaginian or Punic: especially

noting art so characterized, as, for instance,
the coins of Carthage executed by Sicilian-

Greek artists and presenting Sicilian types.
We have still to mention the main characteristics of the

true Siculo-Punic coins that is, those actually struck by
the Carthaginians in Sicily. Kneyc. Brit., XVII. 639.

Sicyoidese (sis-i-oi'de-e), n. pi. [NL. (Endli-

cher, 1836), < Sicyos + -mdex.] A tribe of

polypetalous plants of the order Cucurbitaceie

and series Cremosjtermex. it is characterized by
flowers with from three to five commonly united stamens,
and a one-celled ovary with a solitary pendulous ovule,
and includes genera, natives of warmer parts of America,
or more widely distributed in the type Sicyos (see also

Sechimn). The others, except Sicyosperma, a prostrate
Texan annual, are high climbing perennials or shrubby
vines of Mexico and further south, bearing heart-shaped
leaves and fleshy fruit.

Sicyonian (sis-i-6'ni-an), a. and n. [< L. Sicy-
onius (Gr. 2cu(iv>f),'< Sicyon, < Gr. Ztitvuv, Si-

cyon (see def.).] I. a. Of or pertaining to

Sicyon, an ancient city of northern Pelopon-
nesus in Greece, or its territory Sicyonia, cele-

brated as an early and fruitful center of art-

development. Also written Sikyoniaii.
II. . A native or an inhabitant of Sicyon or

Sicyonia.
Sicyos (sis'i-os), n. [NL. (Linnaeus, 1737), < Gr.

ainvof, a cucumber or gourd.] A genus of

plants of the order Cucurbitacex, the gourd fam-

ily, and type of the tribe Sicyoidcee. It is char-
acterized by monoecious flowers, with broadly bell-shaped
or flattened flve-toothed calyx, and five-parted wheel-

shaped corolla, the stamens in the male flowers united into

a short column bearing from two to five sessile curved or

Hexuous anthers. The ovary in the female flowers is

bristly orprickly, and is crowned with a short style divided
into three stigmas, producing a small flattened coriaceous
or woody fruit with acute or long-beaked apex, commonly
set with many sharp needles, and filled by a single large
seed. There are about 31 species, natives of warm parts
of America, one, S. angulatus, extending to Kansas and

Canada, found also in Australia and New Zealand. They
are smooth or rough-hairy climbers, or sometimes prostrate
herbs, and bear thin, angled leaves, three-cleft tendrils,
and small flowers, the fertile commonly clustered at the

base of a staminate raceme. For S. angulatus, see one-

seeded or star cucumber, under cucumber.

Sida (si'da), n. [NL. (Linnaeus, 1737), < Gr.

aifiri, the "pomegranate, a water-lily, also, in

Theophrastus, a plant of the genus Althsea or

other malvaceous plant.] 1. A genus of poly-

petalous plants of the order Malvaceee and tribe

Malvese, type of the subtribe Sidese. It is char-

acterized by solitary pendulous ovules and an ovary of a

single ring of five or more carpels, which finally fall away
from the axis and are each without appendages and inde-

hiscent, or are sometimes at the summit two-valved, bris-

tle-tipped or beaked. There are about 90 species, natives

of warm climates, mostly American, with about 23 in Aus-
tralia and 8 in Africa and Asia. They are either herbs or

shrubs, generally downy or woolly, and bearing flowers

sometimes large and variegated, but in most species small

and white or yellow. Five or six American species are now
naturalized as weeds in almost all warm countries, among
which S. spinosa, a low yellow-flowered annual, extends
north to New York and Iowa. Several species are known
as Indian mallow; S. Napsea, a tall white-flowered plant
with maple-like leaves, occasional in the eastern United

States, is sometimes cultivated under the name Virginian
mallow; S. rhombifolia (from its local use named Canary
Island tea-plant), a species widely diffused in the tropics,
with its variety retusa, yields a fiber considered suitable

for cordage- and paper-making, which, from receiving at-

tention in Australia, has been called Queensland hemp.

2. In zool., the typical genus of Sididse.

Siddow (sid'6), a. [Origin obscure; appar.
based on seethe (pp. sodden), but the form of

the termination -ow remains to be explained.]
Soft ; pulpy. [Old and prov. Eng.]

Theyl wriggle in and in,

And eat like salt sea in his siddowe ribs.

Marxian, Antonio and Mellida, II., iv. 2.

In Gloucestershire, peas which become pulpy soft by
boiling are then said to be siddow.

Balliwell, Note to Marston.

side 1
(s*id), n. and a. [< ME. side, sade, rarely

Kithe, < AS. side = OS. sida = OFries. side =



side

MD. sijde, D. :ijdc = MLG. side, LG. side, siede

= OHO. Hit/i, sitta, MUG. site, G. xeite = Icel.

Killnt = S\v. *id = Dun. xide (not recorded in

Goth.), side; perhaps orig. that which hangs
down or is extended, < AS. aid, long, wide, spa-

cious, = Icel. sitlir, long, hanging down: see

side-, (,'f. bexi/le, liesidex.]' I. n. 1. One of the two
terminal surface's, margins, or lines of an object
or a space situated laterally to its front or rear

aspect ;
a part lying on the right or the left hand

of an observer, with reference to a definite

point of view : as, the sides of a building (in

contradistinction to its front and rear or back,

or to its ends) ;
the sides of a map or of a bed

(distinguished from the top and bottom, or from
the head and foot, respectively).
Men fynden there also the Appulle Tree of Adam, that

han a byte at on of the sydes. Mandccille, Travels, p. 49.

A sylvan scene with various greens was drawn,
Shades on the sides, and in the midst a lawn.

tfryden, Pal. and Arc., ii. 620.

2. Specifically, with reference to an animal

body : (a) Either half of the body, right or left,

which lies on either hand of the vertical me-
dian longitudinal plane; the entirety of any
lateral part or region: as, the right side; the

left side, (ft) The whole or a part of the body
in front of or behind a vertical transverse

plane: as, the front side; the hinder side; the

dorsal side, (c) A part of the body lying lat-

erally with reference to any given or assumed

axis, and opposed to another similar or corre-

sponding part: as, the front or back side of

the arm. (d) A surface or extent of any body,
or part of any body, that is external or inter-

nal, considered with reference to its opposite:

as, the inner or outer side. See inside, outside,

(e) Especially, that part of the trunk of an ani-

mal which lies or extends between the shoulder

and the hip, and particularly the surface of

such part ; the lateral region or superficies of

the chest and belly.
Seche thre strokes he me gate.
Yet they cleffe by my seydys.

Robin Hood and the Potter (Child's Ballads, V. 19).

Pinch them, arms, legs, backs, shoulders, sides, and shins.

Shak., M. W. of W., v. 5. 58.

Nor let your Sides too strong Concussions shake [with

laughter],
Lest you the Softness of the Sex forsake.

Congreee, tr. of Ovid's Art of Love, iii.

(/) One of the two most extensive surfaces of

anything, being neither top or bottom, nor end,
nor edge or border. [Since every organism, like any
other solid, has three dimensions, to the extent of which
in opposite directions side may be applied, it follows that

there are three pairs of sides, the word having thus three

definitions ; a fourth sense is that which relates to the ex-

terior and the (often hollow) interior ; a fifth is a definite

restriction of right and left sides; and a sixth is a loose

derived application of the word, without reference to any
definite axes or planes.]

3. One of the continuous surfaces of an object
limited by terminal lines; one of two or more

bounding or investing surfaces ;
a superficial

limit or confine, either external or internal: as,

the six sides of a cube (but in geometry the

word is not thus used for face, but as synony-
mous with edge) ;

the side of a hill or moun-
tain (hillside, mountain-side); the upper and
under sides of a plank; the right and wrong
sides of a fabric or garment (see phrase below) ;

the sides of a cavern or a tunnel. The word side

may be used either of all the bounding surfaces of an ob-

ject, as with certain prisms, crystals, and geometrical fig-

ures, or as exclusive of parts that may be called top, bot-

tom, edge, or end, as with a cubical box, a plank, etc.

Men seith that dune-is [hill's] stthen on
Was mad temple salamon.

Genesis and Exodus (E. E. T. S.), 1. 1295.

The tables were written on both their sides; on the one

side and on the other were they written. Ex. xxxii. 15.

I saw them under a green mantling vine,
That crawls along the side of yon small hill.

Milton, Comus, 1. 295.

4. One of the extended marginal parts or courses
of a surface or a plane figure ;

one of any num-
ber of distinct terminal confines or lateral divi-

sions of a surface contiguous to or conterminous
with another surface : as, the opposite sides of

a road or a river
;
the east and west sides of the

ocean ;
all sides of a field. The outer parts of an ob-

long or an irregular surface may all be called sides, or dis-

tinguished as the long and short sides, or as sides and ends,

according to occasion. Side in this sense is more compre-
hensive than margin, edge, border, or verge (commonly
used in defining it), since it may be used so as to include

a larger extent of contiguous surface than any of these

words. Thus, the sides of a room may be all the parts of

its floor-space not comprised in a central part reserved or

differentiated in some special way. The sides of a table

are those marginal parts upon which food is served. The
east and west sides of a continent may constitute jointly

the whole of it, or may consist of larger or smaller mar-
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(final strips or divisions, according as they are considered
as s. 'painted by a mesial line or by some intervening re-

gion. The amount of latitude with which the word may
be used in particular cases does not admit of definitive

discrimination ; but there is usually no difficulty in de-

ti'i-miniiiK the intention of a writer or speaker in his em-

ployment of it.

A great market-place
Upon two other sides fills all the space.

William Morris, Earthly Paradise, I. 4.

5. Position or place with reference to an in-

termediate line or area; a space or stretch di-

vided from another by the limit or course of

something: preceded by on and followed by of,

either expressed or (sometimes) understood:

as, a region on both sides of a river
;
we shall

not meet again this side the grave.
For we will not inherit with them on yonder side Jordan,

or forward ; because our inheritance is fallen to us on this

side Jordan eastward. Num. xxxii. 19.

There are a great many beautiful palaces standing along
the sea-shore on both sides of Genoa.

Addison, Remarks on Italy (Works, ed. Bohn, I. 382).

They had by this time passed their prime, and got on

the wrong side of thirty. Steele, Spectator, No. 282.

6. A part of space or a range of thought ex-

tending away from a central point ; any part of

a surrounding region or outlook; lateral view

or direction; point of compass: as, there are

obstacles on every side; to view a proposition
from all sides.

The crimson blood
Circles her body in on every side.

Shak., Lucrece, 1. 1739.

Fair children, borne of black-faced ayahs, or escorted by
their bearers, prattled on all sides.

W. II. Russell, Diary in India, I. 213.

7. An aspect or part of anything viewed as

distinct from or contrasted with another or

others ;
a separate phase ;

an opposed surface

or view (as seen in the compounds inside and

outside) : as, the side of the moon seen from the

earth; a character of many sides; to study all

sides of a question ; that side of the subject has

been fully heard.
So turns she every man the wrong side out.

Shak., Much Ado, iii. 1. 68.

You shall find them wise on the one side, and fools on
the other. Burton, Anat. of Mel., To the Reader, p. 73.

My friend Sir Roger heard them both, upon a round

trot, and, after having paused for some time, told them,
with the air of a man who would not give his judgment
rashly, that much might be said on both sides.

Addison, Spectator, No. 122.

As might be expected from his emotional nature, his

pathetic side is especially strong.
A. Dobson, Selections from Steele, Int., p. xlvl.

8. Part or position with reference to any line

of division or separation; particular standing
on a subject; point of view: as, to take the

winning side in politics, or one's side of a dis-

pute ;
there are faults on both sides.

Tho bi-gan that batayle on bothe sides harde,
Feller saw neuer frek from Adam to this time.

William of Palerne (E. E. T. S.), 1. 3814.

The Lord is on my side : I will not fear. Ps. cxviii. 6.

We stood with pleasure to behold the surprize and ten-

derness and solemnity of this interview, which was exceed-

ingly affectionate on both sides. Dampier, Voyages, 1. 86.

TheBaharnagash.on his ritfe.made the return with a very
fine horse and mule. Bruce, Source of the Nile, II. 145.

In 1289 he [Dante] was present at the battle of Campal-
dino, fighting on the side of the Guelphs, who there utterly
routed the Ghibellines.

Lowell, Among my Books, 2d ser., p. 9.

9. A party or body separated from another in

opinion, interest, or action; an opposing sec-

tion or division ;
a set of antagonists : as, to

choose sides for a game or contest of any kind
;

different sides in religion or politics.

Piety left the field,

Grieved for that side, that in so bad a cause

They knew not what a crime their valour was.
B. Jonson, Catiline, v. 8.

More, more, some fifty on a side, that each

May breathe himself. Tennyson, Princess, v.

10. A divisional line of descent; course of de-

scent through a single ancestor: chiefly with

reference to parentage: as, relatives on the

paternal or the maternal side; to be well born
on the mother's side.

Brother by the mother's side, give me your hand.

Shak., K. John, i. 1. 163.

I fancy her sweetness only due
To the sweeter blood by the other side.

Tennyson, Maud, xiii. 3.

lit. Respect; regard.
Or ells we er noghte dlsposede by clennes of lyffynge in

other sydis for to ressayue his grace.

Hampole, Prose Treatises (E. E. T. S.), p. 41.

12. In technical uses: (a) One of the halves

of a slaughtered animal, divided through the

spine : as, a side of beef or mutton. (6) Specif-

ically, the thin part of the side of a hog's car-

side

cass; the flank of a hog: as, to live on xide or

Hide-meat. [Colloq., western U. S.]

.v/./c-meat, in the South and West, is the thin flank of a

porker, salted and smoked after the fashion of hams, and

in those parts of the Southwest it was . . . the staple ar-

ticle of food. St. Nicholas, XVIII. 39.

(c) One half of a tanned hide or skin divided

on a medial longitudinal line through the neck

and butt. Compare diagram of tanned skin un-

der leather, (d) pi. The white fur from the sides

of the skin of a rabbit. Ure. (e) Of cloth, the

right or dressed side. E. H. Knight. (/) In

billiards, a bias or spinning motion given to a

ball by striking it sidewise : in American bil-

liards called English. 13. In her., a bearing

consisting of a part of the field cut off palewise,
either on the dexter or sinister part: it should

not exceed one sixth of the field, and is usually
smaller than that. 14. One surface of one fold

of a paper; a page.
Adieu ! here is company ; I think I may be excused leav-

ing off at the sixth side. Walpole, To Mann, 1744, July 22.

15. In (/com., a line bounding a superficial

figure, whether the latter be considered by it-

self or be the face of a solid. Sense 3, above,
common in ordinary language, is strictly exclud-

ed from mathematics, for the sake of definite-

ness. 16. In arith. and alg., the root or base

of a power. 17. In alg., position in an equa-
tion either preceding or following the sign of

equality. 18. A pretentious or supercilious

manner; swagger. [Recent slang.]
You may know the White Hussars by their "side," which

is greater than that of all the Cavalry Regiments on the

roster. R. Kipling, Rout of the White Hussars.

The putting on of side, by the way, is a peculiarly mod-
ern form of swagger : it is the assumption of certain qual-

ities and powers which are considered as deserving of re-

spect. W. Besanl, Fifty Years Ago, p. 112.

Blind side See Mindi. Born on the wrong side of

the blanket. See blanket. Cantoris side. See canto-

ris. County-side, the side or part of the county con-

cerned ;
the people of a particular part of a county. [Eng. ]

A mighty growth ! The county side

Lamented when the Giant died,
For England loves her trees.

F. Locker, The Old Oak-Tree at Hatfleld Broadoak.

Debit, decani, distaff, exterior side. See the qualify-

ing words. Epistle side of the altar equity side of

the court, gospel side of the altar. See epistle, equity,

gospel. Hanging side. Same as hanging wall (which see,

under wall). Heavy side. See heavyi. Instance side

of the court. See instance. Interior side, in fort. ,
the

line drawn from the center of one bastion to that of the

next or the line of the curtain produced to the two ob-

lique radii in front. Jack on both sides*. See jackl.

New Side, a name given to a party in the Presbyterian
Church of the United States, which opposed the Old Side,

and attached great importance to practical piety. The
breach between the factions was healed in 1758. North
side of an altar. See north. Of all sldest, with one

consent; all together.

And so of all sides they went to recommend themselves

to the elder brother of Death. Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, i.

Old Side, a name given to a party in the Presbyterian
Church of the United States, in the middle of the eigh-

teenth century, which insisted strongly on scholarship in

the ministry. Compare New Side. On the shady side.

See shady. On this side, on the side leading hitherward

from a locality ; on the hither side : in Middle English
sometimes written as a single word (athissid, a-thysside):

as, athisside Rome (that is, anywhere).

Full goodly leuid hys lit here entire ;

And as that man non here more wurthy
Was not a-thys-side the Romayns truly.

Rom. ofPartenay (E. E. T. S.), 1. 2469.

Right or wrong Side, the side of anything designed to be

turned outwara or inward respectively; especially, the

side of cloth, carpeting, leather, or the like designed to be

exposed to view or the contrary, on account of some differ-

ence in surface. Some materials are said to have no right

or wrong side, from having both surfaces alike, or both

equally fitted for exposure. Shinny on your own side.

See shinny. Side bearings. See bearing. Side by
side, placed with sides neartogether ; parallel in position
or condition ; in juxtaposition.

Ther-of toke the kynge Leodogan goode hede, that by
hem satte side by st/de at the heede of the table.

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ii. 226.

Two sons of Priam in one chariot ride,

Glitt'ring in arms, and combat side by side.

Pope, Iliad, v. 205.

Side bysidevittt the intellectual Brahman caste, and the

chivalrous Rajput, are found the wild Bhll and the naked
Gond. J. Fergusson, Hist. Indian Arch., p. 3.

Side Of bacon, that part of a hog which lies outside of

the ribs and is cured as bacon. Side of work, in coal-

mining. See man-of-war, 2. Silver side. See silrer.

Spear side of the house, spindle side of the house.
See spear, spindle. The seamy side. See seamy. To
Choose sides, to select parties for competition in exer-

cises of any kind.- To one side, in a lateral situation;

hence, out of reach ; out of sight or out of consideration.

It must of course be understood that I place his private
character entirely to one side. Contemporary Rev., LI. 64.

To pull down a sldet. See pull. To set up a sldet.

See c(l. TO take a Side, to embrace the opinions or

attach One's self to the interest of a party in opposition to

another.
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II. ft. 1. Being at or on one side; lateral.

Take of the blood, and strike it on the two side posts
[better, side-posts). Ex. xii. 7.

Leave on either side ground enough for diversity of side

alleys. Bacon, Gardens (ed. 1887).

2. Being from or toward one side; oblique; in-

direct; collateral: as, a side view
;
a side blow;

a side issue.

They presume that . . . law hath no side respect to

their persons. Hooker.

One mighty squadron, with a side wind sped.
Dryden, Annus Mirabilis, st. 236.

It is from side glimpses of things which are not at the
moment occupying our attention that fresh subjects of

enquiry arise in scientific investigation.

Tyndall, Forms of Water, p. 116.

A side hand t. See hand. Low side window. Same
as lychnoscope. Side altar. Same as by-altar, 1. Side
board. See sideboard, 1. Side bone. See side-bone, 1,

4. Side fillister. See fillister. Side glance, a glance
to one side ; a sidelong glance. Side issue, a subordi-
nate issue or concern ; a subject or consideration aside

from the main issue or from the general course of thought
or action.

Any consideration of this aspect of the matter by inter-

ested persons is likely to be complicated by side-issues.

If. Y. Med. Jour., XL. 17.

His successes have been aide-issues of little significance.
The Academy, Jan. 18, 1890, p. 41.

Side jointer. See jointer. Side judge. See judge.
Side lay, in printing, the margin allowed or prescribed
on the broader end of a sheet to be printed. Side part-
ner, an equal coadjutor of another in duty or employment ;

one who acts alongside of or alternately with another in
the same function, especially in the police. [U. S.]

The arrest was made by the witness's side partner [a

policeman], it being his night off.

New York Evening Post, May 23, 1890.

Side post, roller, snipe, tackle. See the nouns. Side
timber, side waver. Same as purlin. side view, an
oblique view ; a side look.

side 1
(sld), v.

; pret. and pp. sided, ppr. siding.

[< sj'rffl, )i.] I. intrans. 1. To take part with,
or the part of, another or others

; place one's
self on the same side in action or opinion, as

against opposition or any adverse force ; con-
cur actively : commonly followed by with.

The nobility are vex'd, whom we see have sided
In his behalf. Shak., Cor., iv. 2. 2.

May fortune's lilly hand
Open at your command,

With all the luckie birds to side

With the bridegroom and the bride.

Herrkk, An Epithalaraie.

The town, without siding with any [party], views the
combat in suspense. Goldsmith, Citizen of the World, crili.

2. To take or choose sides; divide on one side
and the other; separate in opposition. [Rare.]
Here hath been a faction and siding amongst us now

more then 2. years.
Quoted in Bradford's Plymouth Plantation, p. 199.

All side in parties and begin th' attack.

Pope, R. of the L., v. 39.

3. In ship- and boat-building, to have a breadth
of the amount stated, as a piece of timber: as,
it Sides 14 inches To side away, to make a clear-
ance by setting things aside

; put encumbrances out of
the way, as in arranging a room. [Prov. Eng.]
Whenever things are mislaid, I know it has been Miss

Hilton's evening for siding away ! Mrs. Gaskell, Ruth, ii.

II. trans. If. To be, stand, or move by the
side of

;
have or take position beside

;
come

alongside of.

Your fancy hath been good, but not your judgment,
In choice of such to side you.

Fletcher, Double Marriage, i. 1.

Euery one of these horse had two Moores, attir'd like
Indian slaues, that for state sided them.
Chapman, Masque of Middle Temple and Lincoln's Inn.

He sided there a lusty lovely lasse.

Fairfax, tr. of Tasso's Godfrey of Boulogne, xix. 77.

2f. To be on the same side with, physically
or morally ;

be at or on the side of
; hence, to

countenance or support.
But his blinde eie, that sided Paridell,
All his demeasnure from his sight did hide.

Spenser, F. Q., III. ix. 27.

My honour'd lord, fortune has made me happy
To meet with such a man of men to side me.

Beau, and Fl., Thierry and Theodoret, ii. 3.

3f. To stand on the same level with
;
be equal

to in position or rank
; keep abreast of

;
match

;

rival.

Whom he, upon our low and suffering necks,
Hath raised from excrement to side the gods.

B. Jonson, Sejanus, iv. 5.

I am confident
Thou wilt proportion all thy thoughts to side

Thy equals, if not equal thy superiors.
Ford, Perkin Warbeck, i. 2.

4f. To place or range on a side; determine the
side or party of.

Kings had need beware how they side themselves, and
make themselves as of a faction or party.

Bacon, Faction (ed. 1887).
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If there be factions, it is good to side a man's self whilst

he is in the rising, and to balance himself when he is

placed. Bacon, Great Place (ed. 1887).

5. To flatten off a side or sides of (timber) by
hewing it with a side-ax or broadax, or by
sawing.
Frames : Cedar roots, natural crooks of oak, or pieces

of oak bent after steaming, moulded 2 inches at the keel,
sided 1J inches, and tapering to 1 j by 1} inches at the gun-
wale. Tribune Book of Sports, p. 220.

6. To cut into sides; cut apart and trim the
sides of, as a slaughtered animal

; also, to carve
for the table : as, to side a hog.
Syde that haddocke. Babees Book (E. E. T. 8.), p. 265.

7. To push aside.

The terrace is, indeed, left, which we used to call the

parade ; but the traces are passed away of the footsteps
which made its pavement awful ! . . . The old benchers
had it almost sacred to themselves. . . . They might not
be sided or jostled. Their air and dress asseited the

parade. You left wide spaces betwixt you when you
passed them. Lamb, Old Benchers of the Inner Temple.

8. To place at one side; set aside. [Colloq.]
Mrs. Wilson was tiding the dinner things.

Mrs. Gaskell, Mary Barton, x.

side'2 (sld), a. [Early mod. E. also syde; < ME.
side, syde, syd, < AS. sid, wide, spacious, = MLG.
sit, LG. sied, low, = Icel. sithr = Sw. Dan. sid,

long, hanging down; cf. side1 , n.] 1. Wide;
large; long; far-reaching. [Now only North.

Eng. and Scotch.]
AH Auffrike & Europe are vnder there power,

Sittyn to bom subiecte, & mony syde londes.
Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 2265.

[A gown] set with pearls, down sleeves, side sleeves, and
skirts, round underborne with a bluish tinsel.

Shak., Much Ado, iii. 4. 21.

I will not wear the short clothes,
But I will wear the side.

Earl Richard (Child's Ballads, iii. 273).

It 's gude to be syde, but no to be trailing. Jamieson.

2. Far; distant. [Now only Scotch.]
Side'2t (sid), adv. [< ME. side, syde, < AS. side (=
MLG. side), widely, < sid, wide: see side'l, .]

Widely; wide; far.

He sende his sonde oueral Burgoynes londe,
And wide and side he somnede ferde.

Layamon, L 4963.

And as a letheren purs lolled his chekes,
Wei sydder than his chyn thei cbiueled for elde.

Piers Plowman (B), v. 193.

side-arms (sid'armz), n.pl. Weapons carried

by the side or at the belt, in contradistinction
to musket, lance, etc. : especially applied to

the swords of officers, which they are sometimes
allowed to retain in the case of a capitulation,
when other arms are surrendered to the victor.

The gunners in this battery were not allowed side-arms.
The Century, XXXVI. 103.

side-ax (sid'aks), n. An ax so made as to guard
the hand which holds it from the danger of

striking the wood which is to be hewed, as by
having the bevel of the head all one side, or by
having a bend in the handle, or in both ways :

the broadax is usually of this character.

side-bar (sid'bar), . 1. In carriages: (a) A lon-

gitudinal side-piece, especially in a military
traveling forge or a battery-wagon. (6) One
of two elastic wooden bars placed one on each
side of the body of some forms of light wagon
or buggy to connect it with the gearing and to

serve both as a support and as a spring. The
device gives the vehicle a motion sidewise in place of
the pitching motion of a buggy with ordinary springs. It
is of American origin, and gives name to a system of car-

riage-suspension known as the side-bar suspension.

Light vehicles of the side-bar description.
Set. Amer., N. S., LVIII. 91.

2. In saddlery, one of two plates which unite
the pommel and cantle of a saddle. E. H,

Knight, 3. In the Scottish Court of Session,
the name given to the bar in the outer parlia-
ment-house, at which the lords ordinary for-

merly called their hand-rolls. Imp. Diet.
Side-bar rule, in Eng. law, a common order of court of
so formal a nature (such as to require a defendant to plead,
or the sheriff to return a writ) as to be allowed to be entered
in the records by the clerk or master, on request of the

attorney, etc., without formal application at bar in open
court.

side-beam (sid'bem), . In marine engin., either
of the working-beams of a side-beam engine.
Side-beam marine engine, a steam-engine having

working-beams low down on both sides of the cylinder,
and connecting-rods extending upward to the crank-shaft
above.

sideboard (sid'bord), . [< ME. syde bordc,

nyde burde, sidbord; < side*- + board.] 1. A
side-table, as an additional dining-table ; later,
a more elaborate form of side-table, having the

cupboard for plate combined with it. The mod-
ern sideboard usually contains one or more small closets,

side-cutting

several drawers, and a number of shelves, in addition to

the broad top, which is usually of a convenient height from
the floor for receiving articles in immediate use in the ser-

vice of the table. .Sideboards are often fixed permanently,
and form an important part of the decoration of the din-

ing-room.

Thise were digt on the des, & derworthly serued,
& sithen mony siker segge at the sidbordez.

Sir Gawayne and the Green Knight (E. E. T. S.), 1. 115.

Pacience and I were put to be macches,
And seten by owre seme at a syde-borde.

Piers Plowman (B), xiii. :;.

No side-boards then with gilded Plate were dress'd.

Congreve, tr. of Juvenal's Satires, xi.

He who has a splendid sideboard should have an iron

chest with a double lock upon it, and should hold in re-

serve a greater part than he displays.

Landor, Imag. Convers., Southey and Porson, i.

2. A board forming a side, Or part of a side, of

something. Specifically (a) One of the additional
boards sometimes placed on the side of a wagon to en-

large its capacity.

The sideboards were put up, and these were so adjusted
that when they were on the wagon the inclosing sides
were rendered level at the top and capable of holding
nearly double the load contained without the boards.

J. Eggleston, The Graysons, xxxiii.

(6) A vertical board forming the side of a carpenters'
bench next to the workman, containing holes for the in-

sertion of pins to hold one end of a piece of work while
the other end is held by the bench-screw or clamp, (c)
Same as lee-board.

3. pi. (a) Standing shirt-collars. (6) Side-
whiskers. [Slang in both uses.] Pedestal side-

board, a sideboard of which the upper horizontal part,
forming the slab or table, rests upon apparently solid up-
rights, usually cupboards, instead of light and thin legs.

Compare pedestal table, under table.

side-bone (sid'bon), . 1. The hip-bone. 2.
An abnormal ossification of the lateral elastic

cartilage in a horse's foot. Side-bones occur

chiefly in the fore feet of draft-horses, and are
an occasional cause of lameness. 3. The dis-

ease or disordered condition in horses which
causes the lateral cartilages above the heels to

ossify. See the quotation under ring-bone. 4.
In carving, either half, right or left, of the pel-
vis of a fowl, without the sacrarium

;
the hip-

bone or haunch-bone, consisting of the coa-
lesced ilium, ischium, and pubis, easily sepa-
rated from the backbone. The so-called "second
joint

"
of carvers is articulated at the hip-joint with the

side-bone. The meat on the outside of the side-bone in-

cludes the piece called the oyster, and the concavity of the
bone holds a dark mass of flesh (the kidney). See cuts
under sacrarium.

side-box (sld'boks), n. A box or inclosed com-
partment on the side of the stage in a theater.

Why round our coaches crowd the white-gloved beaux?
Why bows the side-box from its inmost rows?

Pope, R. of the L., v. 14.

side-boy (sid'boi), n. One of a number of boys
on board a man-of-war appointed to attend at

the gangway and hand the man-ropes to an
officer entering or leaving the ship.
side-chain (sid'chan), n. In locomotive engines,
one of the chains fixed to the sides of the ten-
der and engine for safety, should the central

drag-bar give way.
side-chapel (sid'chap"el), w. A chapel in an
aisle or at the side of a church.

In this cathedral of Dante's there are side-chapels, as is

fit, with altars to all Christian virtues and perfections.
Lowell, Among my Books, 2d ser., p. 101.

side-coatst (sid'kots), . pi. [< side^ + coat2.]
The long trailing clothes worn by very young
infants.

How he played at blow-point with Jupiter, when he
was in his side-coats. A. Brewer, Lingua, iii. 2.

side-comb (sid'kom), . A comb used in a
woman's head-dress to retain a curl or lock on
the side of the head, usually in front of the
ear : before 1850 such combs, generally of thin

tortoise-shell, were in common use.

An inch-wide stripe of black hair was combed each way
over her forehead, and rolled up on her temples in what,
years and years ago, used to be called most appropriately
"flat curls" these fastened with long horn side-combs.

Mrs. Whitney, Leslie Goldthwaite, vii.

side-COUSin (sid'kuz"n), n. One distantly or

indirectly related to another
;
a remote or pu-

tative cousin.

Here 's little Dickon, and little Robin, and little Jenny
though she 's but a side-cousin and all on our knees.

Tennyson, Queen Mary, ii. 3.

side-cover (sid'kuv*er), . In entom., same as

fjripleura, 3.

Side-cutting (sid'kut'ing), n. In civil etigin. :

(a) An excavation made along the side of a
canal or railroad in order to obtain material to

form an embankment. (6) The formation of a
road or canal along the side of a slope, where,
the center of the work being nearly on the sur-

face, the ground requires to be cut only on the
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upper side to form one half of the work, while
the material thrown down forms the other half.

sided (sl'ded), a. [< side1 + -crfa.] 1. Having
a side or sides; characterized by a side or sides

of a specified kind: almost always iu compo-
sition: as, one-sided; many-sided; chestnut-
sided (that is, marked with chestnut color on
the sides). 2. Flattened on one or more sides,
as by hewing or sawing: said of timber.

side-dish (sid'dish), . A dish considered as

subordinate, and not the principal one of the
service or course

; hence, any dish made some-
what elaborate with flavorings and sauce, as

distinguished from a joint, pair of fowls, or
other substantial dish.

Affecting aristocratic airs, and giving late dinners with

enigmatic side-dishes and poisonous port.

George Eliot, Amos Barton, i.

" Don't dish up the side-dishes," called out Mugford to

his cook, in the hearing of his other guests. "Mr. Lyon
ain't a coming." They dined quite sufficiently without
the side-dishes, and were perfectly cheerful.

Thackeray, Philip, xvi.

side-drum (sid'drum), . A small double-
headed drum used in military bands for mark-
ing the rhythm of marching and for giving sig-
nals. It is suspended at the player's side by a strap hung
over hia shoulder, and is sounded by strokes from two
small wooden sticks. It is played only on one head, and
the other or lower head has rattling or reverberating cat-

gut or rawhide strings called snares stretched across upon
it : hence the name snare-drum. The tone is noisy and
penetrating, almost devoid of genuine musical quality.
Side-drums are, however, sometimes used in loud orches-
tral music, either for sharp accents or to suggest military
scenes.

side-file (sid'fil), . A file used to trim up the
outer edges of the cutting-teeth of saws after

setting. E. H. Knight.
Side-fin (sid'fin), . The pectoral fin or flipper
of a seal, or of a whale or other cetacean.

side-flap (sid'flap), . In a saddle, a leather

flap which hangs between the stirrup-strap and
the skirting. E. H. Knight.

side-fly (sid'fll), . A parasitic dipterous in-

sect whose larva is a rough whitish maggot iu

the rectum of the horse
;
a bot-fly, apparently

Gastrophilus equi.

1 have also seen a rough whitish maggot, above two
inches within the intestinum rectum of horses. ... I
never could bring them to perfection, but suspect the
tide fly proceeds from it.

Derham, Physico-Theology, vlii. 6, note.

side-guide (sid'gid), . See guide.
side-Hatchet (sid'hach"et), n. A hatchet of
which only one side of the blade is cham-
fered.

side-head (sid'hed), n. 1. An auxiliary slide-

rest on a planing-machine. 2. In printing, a

heading or a subhead run in at the beginning
of a paragraph, instead of being made a sepa-
rate line. See Head, 13.

side-hill (sid'hil), n. A hillside; an acclivity;

especially, any rise or slope of ground not too

steep for cultivation or other use : as, a house
built on a side-hill; a side-hill farm. The word
is nearly equivalent to the Scotch brae. [U. S.]

Side-hill cut, in ertffin., a railroad-cut which is part-
ly in excavation and partly in embankment. Side-hill

plow. See plow.

Side-hook (sld'huk), w. In carp., a piece of

wood having projections at the ends, used for

holding a board fast while being operated on
by the saw or plane. E. H. Knight.
side-hunt (sid'hunt), n. A competitive hunt,
in which the participants are divided into
sides. The game killed is scored according to a fixed
scale of credits for each kind, and that side wins which
scores the highest total of credit-marks. [U. S.)

side-keelson (sid'kel'son), n. In ship-build-

ing, same as sister keelson (which see, under
keelson).
sideless (sid'les), a. [< side1 + -less.'} Desti-
tute of sides or side-parts ; completely open at
the side or sides. A sideless and sleeveless kirtle,

cote-hardie, or over-tunic was worn in many formsby both
men and women for nearly two hundred years from the

early part of the fourteenth century. It left the sides,

sleeves, and sometimes part of the front of the under-tu-
nic exposed, and either extended to the feet in a full or a

partial skirt, or terminated at the knees or the waist.

It appears also to have been a never-failing usage in

connection with this fashion of a sideless kirtle to display
the girdle of the under-tunic, which rested loosely on the

hips, as it passed under the sideless garment both before
and behind. Encyc. Brit., VI. 467.

side-light (sld'lit), n. 1. Light coming from
the side or in a sidewise manner: as, to take
a photograph by side-light. Hence 2. An ob-

lique or incidental illustration or exposition.
It [a book] throws a valuable side-light upon the charac-

ter and methods of the Emperor.
The Nation, XLVII. 458.
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3. A light or window characterized by its posi-
tion beside some other feature, as, especially,
one of the tall narrow windows frequently in-

troduced on each side of the entrance-door of
a house.
The dusty side-lights of the portal.

Hawthorne, Seven Gables, iv.

4. A window in the wall of a building, in con-
tradistinction to a skylight. 5. A plate of

glass in a frame fitted to an air-port in a ship's

side, to admit light. 6. A lantern placed at

the gangway of a man-of-war at night. 7. One
of the red or green lights carried on the side of

a vessel under way at night.
side-line (sid'lin), n. 1. A line pertaining or

attached to the side of something ; specifical-

ly, in the plural, lines by which the fore and
hind feet on the same side of a horse or other
animal are tied to prevent straying or escape.
Farrow; Sportsman's Gazetteer. 2. A line or
course of business aside from or additional to

one's regular occupation. [Trade cant.]
Wanted Salesman to carry as a side-line a new line of

advertisement specialty.
Sew York Trilmne (adv.), March 9, 1890.

side-line (sid'lin), v. t. To hobble, as a horse.

[Western U. S.]
sideline! (sid'li'ner), . A sidewinder, side-

wiper, or massasauga.
sideling (sid'ling), adv. [< ME. sideling, sid-

ling, sydlyng, sidelinges, sydlyngs (= D. zijdc-

lings = MLG. sidelinge = MHG. sitelingen, G.

settlings), < side1 + -ling
2

. Cf. sidelong, back-

ling, headlong.] Sidewise
; sidelong ;

aslant
;

laterally; obliquely.

Prothenor, a pert knight, preset hym ner,
Set hym a sad dynt sydlyng by-hynd ;

Vnhorsit hym heturly, er he hede toke.
Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 7320.

A fellow nailed up maps in a gentleman's closet, some
sideling, and others upside down, the better to adjust
them to the pannels. Swift.

But go sideling or go straight, Uncas had seen the move-
ment, and their trail led us on to the broken bush.

J. F. Cooper, Last of Mohicans, xii.

sideling (sid'ling), a. and n. [< sideling, adv.]
1. a. Inclined

; sloping ; having an oblique po-
sition or motion

; sidelong : as, sideling ground ;

a sideling approach.
Some on the stony star-fish ride, . . .

Some on the sideling soldier-crab.
J. R. Drake, Culprit Fay, xiii.

II. n. The slope of a hill
;
a line of country

whose cross-section is inclined or sloping.
[Prov. Eng.]

side-lock (sid'lok), . A separate lock of hair
at the side of the head, formerly sometimes
worn as a distinguishing mark.
The wavy sidelock and back hair recall the archaic Greek

sculptures and vase-paintings. Nature, XXXIX. 128.

Because he had not reached the throne at the time of
his death, the monuments represent him as a prince and
nothing more, still wearing the side-lock of juniority.

The Century, XXXVIII. 710.

sidelong (sid'16ng), adv. [A later form of side-

ling, simulating long1 ."] 1. Laterally; oblique-
ly; sidewise; in the direction of the side.

His frantic chase

Sidelong he turns, and now 'tis bent
Right up the rock s tall battlement.

Scott, Kokeby, ii. 14.

2. On the side; with the side horizontal.

[Bare.]
If it prove too wet, lay your pots sidelong.

Evelyn, Calendarium Hortense, July.

Sidelong as they sat recline
On the soft downy bank damask'd with flowers.

Milton, P. L., iv. 333.

sidelong (sid'16ng), a. [< sidelong, adv.] Tend-
ing or inclining to one side; sloping; having
a lateral course or direction; hence, indirect;
one-sided; oblique; devious.

The reason of the planets' motions in curve lines is the
attraction of the sun, and an oblique or sidelong impulse.

Locke.
He had a dark and sidelong walk.

Wordsworth, Peter Bell.

Here was ambition undebased by rivalry, and incapable
of the sidelong look. Loiaell, Cambridge Thirty Years Ago.
Place the silo on sidelong ground.

H. Robinson, Sewage Question, p. 223.

sidelong (sid'long), v. t. [< sidelong, adv.] To
fetter, as a preventive from straying or break-

ing pasture, by chaining a fore and a hind foot
of the same side together. Halliwell. Com-
pare side-line. [Yorkshire, Eng.]
Side-mark (sid'mark), n. The mark or gage
on a printing-press for the narrower side of
a sheet, against which the feeder or layer-on
puts the sheet to be printed.

sidereal

side-meat (sid'met), . See side1
,
11 (b).

sidenesst(sid'nes),H. [< tide
2 + -ness.] Length.

Palsgrave.
side-note (sid'not), n. A note at the side of a

printed or written page; a marginal note, as

distinguished from a foot-note.

Dr. Calvert kindly procured us permission to inspect the

MS., whereupon the full significance of these fide-notes at

once appeared. The Academy, Jan. 4, Ih90, p. 11.

side-piece (sid'pes), . 1. A piece forming a
side or part of a side, or fixed by the side, of

something. 2. In entom., a pleurite.

side-piercing (sid'per'sing), a. Capable of

piercing the side; hence, affecting severely;
heart-rending.
O thou side-piercing sight '. Shak., Lear, iv. 6. 86.

side-pipe (sid'plp), . In the steam-engine, a
steam- or exhaust-pipe extending between the

opposite steam-chests of a cylinder.

side-plane (sirl'plan), . A plane whose bit is

presented on the side, used to trim the edges
of objects which are held upon a shooting-board
while the plane moves in a race. E. H. Knight.

side-plate (sid'plat), . 1. The longitudinal
stick surmounting the posts of a ear-body. Car-
Builder's Diet. 2. In saddlery, a broad leather

trace-strap, which reaches back a little beyond
the point at which it is connected to the breech-

ing. E. H. Knight.
side-pond (sid'pond), n. In hydraul. engin., a
reservoir placed at one side of a canal-lock, at

a higher level than the bottom, for storing a

part of the water when the lock is operated.
Such ponds are usually in pairs, and when used together
economize a great part of the water needed to pass a boat

through the lock.

side-post (sid'post), . See post1 .

Sidefl (si'der), n. [< side1 + -er1
.] 1. One

who sides with or takes the side of another, a

party, or the like
;
a partizan. [Rare.]

Such converts ... are sure to be beset with diverse
sorts of adversaries, as the papists and their aiders.

Sheldon, Miracles (1616), Pref. (Latham.)

2. One living in some special quarter or on
some special side, as of a city : as, a west-sider.

Sydney slder, a convict. [Slang, Australia.]

A Sydney sider, sir, very saucy, insists upon seeing you.
H. Kingsley, Hillyars and Burtons, xv.

sider2t, An obsolete but more correct spell-

ing of cider.

Side-rail (sid'ral), . 1. A short piece of rail

placed beside a switch as a guide for the wheels
in passing the switch. 2. A hand-rail on the
outside of the boiler of a locomotive.
sideral (sid'e-ral), a. [< OF. sideral, syderal,
F. sideral, < L."sideralis, pertaining to a star
or the stars, < nidus (sider-), a constellation, a

star.] 1. Relating to the constellations
;
side-

real. [Bare.]
This would not distinguish his own hypothesis of the

sideral movements from the self-styled romances of Des-
cartes. Sir W. Hamilton.

2. Supposed to be produced by the influence
of certain constellations ; baleful. [Bare.]
These changes in the heavens, though slow, produced
Like change on sea and land : sideral blast,

Vapor, and mist, and exhalation hot,
Corrupt and pestilent. Milton, P. L., x. 693.

The vernal nippings and cold sideral blasts.

J. Philips, Cider, i.

sideratedt (sid'e-ra-ted), a. [< L. sideratus, pp.
of siderari, be planet-struck or sunstruck, in
ML. be palsied (< sidus (sider-), a heavenly
body), + -ed2.] Blasted, as if by an evil star;

planet-struck.
So parts cauterized, gangrenated, siderated, and morti-

fied become black. Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., vi. 12.

siderationt (sid-e-ra'shon), n. [Formerly also

syderation; < OF. sideration, syderation, the

blasting of trees by heat or drought, the blast-

ing of a part of the body, < L. sideratio(n-), a

blight or blast produced by the stars or the sun,
also a group or configuration of stars, < side-

rari, pp. sideratus, be planet-struck or sun-
struck: see siderated.] The state of being sid-

erated
; a blasting, palsy, atrophy, or the like.

Compare cataplexij.
The contagious vapour of the very eggs themselves pro-

dncing a mortification or syderation in the parts of plants
on which they are laid. Kay, Works of Creation, p. 304.

siderazote (sid'er-a-zof), n. [< Gr. oifr/poc, iron,
+ azoic, q. v.] In mineral., a nitride of iron

occurring as a thin coating over lava at Mount
Etna : observed by O. Silvestri, and sometimes
called silrextriti'.

sidereal (si-de're-al), a. [Formerly also side-

rial; < L. sidercus'(> It. Sp. Pg. sidereo), < si-

dus (sider-), a constellation, a star. Cf. sideral.]



sidereal

Pertaining or relating to the constellations or

fixed stars ; consisting of or constituted by fixed

stars: as, the xidrreul regions; sidereal calcula-

tions; a sidereal group or system. Sidereal distinc-

tively refers rather to stars in the aggregate or us urnuiizcd

in constellations or groups than' to a star considered

singly. It is, therefore, not a precise synonym of stellar

or cutral, and still less, of course, of starry; although in

many phrases it is interchangeable with stellar. Thus,
the "sidereal spaces" are the "stellar spaces," and "side-

real gold
"

is "starry spangles."

The sun, which is the organ and promptuary of all ter-

restrial and siderial light. Urquhart, tr. of Rabelais, i. 10.

And o'er the deserts of the sky unfold
Their burning spangles of sidereal gold.

W. Broome, Paraph, of Ecclus. xliii.

The conjunction of the planets Jupiter and Saturn is

one of the rarest of sidereal events.

Harper's Mag., LXXVI. 169.

Sidereal clock or chronometer, a clock or chronometer
that keeps sidereal time. Sidereal day, hour, month.
See the nouns. Sidereal magnetism, according to the
believers in animal magnetism, the influence of the stars

upon patients. Imp. Diet. Sidereal system, the sys
tern of stars. The solar system is considered a member of

the sidereal system, in the same sense as the earth with
its moon, and Saturn with its satellites, are considered
members of the solar system. Sidereal time, time as

measured by the apparent diurnal motion of the stars.

The sidereal day, the fundamental period of sidereal time,
is taken to begin and end with the passage over the merid-
ian of the vernal equinox, the first point of Aries, or the

origin of right ascension (three names for the same thing).
There is just one more sidereal than mean solar day in a
sidereal year. The sidereal day is 3m. 55.91s. shorter than
a mean solar day. The sidereal time of mean noon is

hours on March 22d (21st, leap-years), 6 hours on June 21st,
12 hours on September '20th (21st, years preceding leap-

years), and 18 hours on December 21st (20th, leap-years).
These dates are for the meridian of Washington. For
Greenwich it is hours on March 22d in all years, and
6 hours on June 22d in years preceding leap-years. Side-
real time is the only uniform standard of time-measure-
ment

;
and this cannot be absolutely uniform, since the

friction of the tides must tend to retard the motion of
the earth. Sidereal year, the time in which the earth
makes one complete revolution round the sun. The ratio

of the sidereal year to the tropical year is that of unity
to unity minus the quotient of the yearly precession by
360 that is, it is longer than the tropical year by 20m.
23.3s. ; its length is thus :;;> days 6 hours !> minutes 9.5

seconds.

side-reflector (sld're-flek*'tor), . In microsco-

py, a small concave mirror used to illuminate
the object by directing the light upon it from
the side.

sidereoust (si-de're-Tis), a. [< L. sidercus, per-
taining to a constellation, or to a star or stars:

see sidereal."] Sidereal.

The genial or the sidereous sun. Sir T. Browne.

side-rib (sld'rib), n. In a carbine, a rod at the

side, to which the sling is fastened. E. H.
Knight.
siderism 1

(sid'e-rizm), . [< stilus (sider-), a

constellation, a star, + -ISM.] The doctrine
that the stars influence the destinies of men
and produce other terrestrial effects.

siderism'2 (sid'e-rizm), w. Same as siderixmus.

siderismus (sid'-e-ris'mus), w. [NL., < Gr. ai-

fir/ppi;, iron.] A name given by the believers iu
animal magnetism to the effects produced by
bringing metals and other inorganic bodies into
a magnetic connection with the human body.
Imp. Did.
siderite (sid'e-rit), . [Formerly also syderite ;

< OF. siderite, < L. sideritis, the lodestone, also
a precious stone so called, also vervain, < Gr.

atSt/piriK, of iron (mS/iplm; 'Aidof, the lodestone), <

oi&qpof, iron.] 1. The lodestone. The Latin word
was also used by Pliny to designate a mineral which he
classed with the diamond, but which cannot be identified
from his description. It may possibly have been blende.
See siderolite.

Not flint, I trowe, I am a Iyer ;

But syderite that feeles noe fier.

Puttentiam, Partheniades, vii.

2. Native iron protocarbonate, a mineral of a
yellowish or brownish color, crystallizing in
the rhombohedral system with perfect rhom-
bohedral cleavage. It is isomorphous with calcite
(calcium carbonate) and the other rhombohedral carbon-
ates of magnesium, zinc, and manganese. It also occurs
in granular, compact forms ; in spheroidal concretionary
forms with fibrous structure (sphserosiderite) ; and in
earthy or stony forms, impure from the presence of sand
or clay, and then called day ironstone. It is one of the
important ores of iron. Also called chalybite, spathic or
sparry iron, junckerite, junkerite. The term siderite is used
only as meaning chalybite, spathic iron, or carbonate of
iron by scientific men at the present time.

Sideritis (sid-e-ri'tis), n. [NL. (Tournefort,
1700), < L. sideritis, vervain, < Gr. ov<%>mf, an
uncertain herb, fern, of atiijpcnif, of iron: see
siderite."] A genus of gamopetalous plants of
the order Labiates, tribe Stachydese, and sub-
tribe Marrttbieif. It is characterized by flowers with
aflve-toothed tubular calyx within which the corolla-tube,
stamens, and style are nil included, a corolla with the up-
per lip flattish and the lower with a larger middle lobe,
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and four didynamous stamens, the anthers of the forward
or longer pair usually only half-formed, those of the other

jiiiiruf two diverging cells. There are about 45 species,
natives of the Mediterranean region, abundant in western
Asia and extending west to the Canaries. They are herbs
or shrubs, usually densely woolly or velvety, with entire or
toothed leaves, and small and generally yellowish flowers
in axillary whorls or crowded into a dense spike. The
species are known as ironwort; S. Canariensig and S.

Syriaca (S. Cretica), the latter known as sage-leafed iron-

wort, are sometimes cultivated in gardens, and are remark-
able for their woolly leaves.

siderpconite (sid-e-rok'o-mt), . [< Gr. aidn-

pof, iron, + K6vif, d'ust, H- -ife2.] In mineral., a

variety of calcite colored yellow or yellowish-
brown by hydrated iron oxid.

side-rod (sld'rod), n. In marine engin. : (a)
Either of the rods of a side-beam engine which
connect the cross-head on the piston-rod with
the working-beam. (6) Either of the rods of

a side-beam engine which connect the working-
beams with the cross-head of the air-pump.
siderograph (sid'e-ro-graf), n. [< siderogra-

pli-y.j An engraving produced by siderogra-

phy.
sitlerographic (sid'e-ro-graf'ik), a. [< siderog-

raph-y + -ic."\ Pertaining to siderography;
produced from engraved plates of steel: as,

siderographie art; siderographic impressions.
Siderographical (sid"e-ro-graf'i-kal), a. [<

siderographic + -al.'] Same as siderographic.

siderographist (sid-e-rog'ra-fist), n. [< side-

rograph-y + -int.] 'One wto engraves steel

plates, or performs work by means of such

plates.

Siderography (sid-e-rog'ra-fi), n. [< Gr. ai6r/-

pof, iron
?
+ -j [tafia, < ypafyetv, write.] The art

or practice of engraving on steel: particularly

applied to the transfer process of Perkins. In
this process the design is first engraved on a steel block,
which is afterward hardened, and the engraving trans-

ferred to a steel roller under heavy pressure, the roller

being afterward hardened and used as a die to impress
the engraving upon the printing-plate.

siderolite (sid'e-ro-lit), n. [< Gr.
ai&r/pps, iron,

+ X/0of, stone.] 1. A name first given by
N. S. Maskelyne (in the form aero-siderolite) to

those meteorites which G. Eose had previously
called pallasites. For meteorites consisting chiefly of

metallic (nickeliferous) iron the name siderite was pro-

posed by C. U. Shepard, and that of holosiderite by Pau-
bree ; but the former is not admissible, because this name
was long ago preoccupied by a well-known and widely dis-

tributed mineral species, and the lattercannotbe accepted,
because the majority of. the specimens so designated are
not wholly of iron. The name siderolite has therefore
been transferred by M. E. Wadaworth to those meteorites
which are composed chiefly of iron in most cases, how-
ever, inclosing more or less irregular and nodular masses
of pyirhotite, schreibersite, graphite, etc. The same au-
thor includes in siderolite masses of iron of similar cnar-
acter although of terrestrial origin, as those of Ovifak in

Greenland. See meteorite, under which the meaning of

pallaxite is given.
2. In :ool., same as siderolith.

siderolith (sid'e-ro-lith), n. [<Gr. nifypof, iron,
+ USoc., stone. ] A fossil nummulite of star-

like or radiate figure.

sideromagnetic(sid"e-ro-mag-net'ik),a. [< Gr.

aiSt/pof, iron, + //aj-w/f (-IT-), magnet, + -i'e.]

Ferromagnetic; paramagnetic.
Some authorities use the term "

ferro-magnetic.
"

"Side-

ro-maynetic
" would be less objectionable than this hybrid

word. S. P. Thompson, Meet, and Mag., p. 300, note.

sideromancy(sid'e-ro-man-si), w. [< Gr. aifr/pof,

iron, + fiavreia, divination.] A species of divi-

nation performed by burning straws, etc., upon
red-hot iron, and observing their bendings, fig-

ures, sparkling, and burning.
sideronatrite (sid*e-ro-na'trit), n. [< Gr. ov<%-

pof, iron, + NL. nairuin + -ite2.] In mineral., a

hydrated sulphate of iron and sodium occur-

ring in crystalline masses of a dark-yellow
color: it is found in Peru.

siderpphyllite (sid'e-ro-fil'it), w. [< Gr. aiSri-

poc, iron, + QvMiTiK, of or belonging to leaves:
see phyllite.] In mineral., a kind of mica, allied

to biotite, but characterizedby the presence of a

large amount of iron protoxid and the almost

complete absence of magnesia: it is found near
Pike's Peak in Colorado.

sideroscope (sid'e-ro-skop), n. [< Gr. aidr/pof,

iron, + OKoirsiv, look at, examine.] An instru-
ment for detecting small quantities of iron in

any substance by means of a delicate combina-
tion of magnetic needles.

siderpsis (sid-e-ro'sis), n. [NL., < Gr. aidr/pu-

ovr, ironwork, < atfr/povv, overlay with iron, <

ciSripni;. iron.] Pneumonoconiosis in which
the particles are metallic, especially iron.

siderostat (sid'e-ro-stat), n. [< L. sidvs (sider-),
a constellation, a heavenly body, + Gr. ororof,

standing: see static.'] A heliosfat regulated to

sidereal time. See cut under heliostitt.

side-slip

siderostatic (sid"e-ro-stat'ik), (i. [< Ki

+ -i'c.] Connected with a siderostat: applied
to a telescope which is fixed in a permanent
position, usually horizontal, and receives (lie

rays from the object by reflection from the mir-

ror of a siderostat.

siderotechny (sid'e-ro-tek-ni), 11. [< Gr. a'tftn-

pof, iron, 4- re^vri, aft.]' The metallurgy of iron.

side-round (sid'round), n. In joinery, a plane
for cutting half-round moldings. Such planes
are made in pairs, a right and a left. E. H.

Knight.
Sideroxyleae (sid'e-rok-sire-e), n. pi. [NL.
(Kadlkofer, 1887), (Siderorylon + -ex.'] A tribe

of gamopetalous trees and shrubs of the order

Sapotacese, including six tropical genera, and
one genus (Argania) native of Morocco. See

Achrax, fiideroxylon (the type), and organ-tree.

Sideroxylon (sid-e-rok'si-lon), n. [NL. (Dil-

leuius, 1732), lit.
'

ironwood,' so called from its

strength, < Gr. ai6t/pof, iron, + fi'Aov, wood.] A
genus of gamopetalous trees or shrubs of the or-

der Sapotacese, and type of the tribe Siderorylrtr.
It is characterized by regular and symmetrical flowers
with both calyx and corolla usually divided into five simi-

lar imbricated broad and obtuse lobes, and commonly
Inclosing five stamens, five staminodes, and a five-celled

ovary which ripens into a roundish berry containing from
one to five hard and shining seeds, with fleshy albumen
and broad leaf-like cotyledons. There are 60 or 70 species,

widely scattered through the tropics, a few occurring be-

yond them, in South Africa, Australia, and New Zealand,
and one in Madeira. They are trees or shrubs, either

smooth or hairy, bearing thin and veiny but rigid leaves,
destitute of stipules. The somewhat bell-shaped and usu-

ally small flowers are borne in sessile or pedicelled axillary

clusters, which are commonly white or whitish. The spe-
cies are known In general as ironu'ood, especially 5. Capense
of Cape Colony. One yellow-flowered species extends into

Florida, for which see mastic-tree. For S. australis, the

wycanlie of the native Australians, see wild plum (e), un-
der pJuttii. S. ruffosum is known in Jamaica as beef-

appte and bull-apple tree, and bears large yellowish berries
with a rigid rind. S. dulcificum, of the coast of western

Africa, is there called miraculous-berry by English resi-

dents, from the duration of its sweet flavor upon the palate.

siderurgical (sid-e-rer'ji-kal), a. [< siderurg-y
+ -ic-oT.] Of or pertaining to siderurgy. Ure,

Diet., IV. 470.

Sidemrgy (sid-e-rer'ji), n. [< Gr. aiiripovpfia,

iron-working, \ ai6r/povpy6f, an iron-worker, <

aiiripof, iron, + ipyov, work.] The manufacture
of iron in any state

;
iron- and steel-working.

side-saddle (sid'sad'l), n. A saddle the occu-

pant of which sits with both feet on the same
side of the horse: used chieflyby women. During
the middle ages and until a late epoch such saddles were of
the nature of a chair, having one or two broad stirrups for

the feet, and the pommel carried along the opposite side of

the saddle so as to constitute a kind of parapet ; the mod-
ern side-saddle has a horn over which the right knee is

put, the left foot resting in a stirrup. See cut under saddle.

The horse came, in due time, but a side saddle is an
article unknown in the arctic regions, and the lady was
obliged to trust herself to a man's saddle.

B. Taylor, Northern Travel, p. 289.

sidesaddle-flower (sid'sad-l-flou'
i

'er), n. A
plant of the genus Sarracenia, especially S.

purpvrea: from a fancied resemblance of the
flower to a side-saddle. (See Sarracenia and
pitcher-plant.) Varlingtonia Californica has
been called Californium sidesaddle-flower.
side-screw (sid'skro), w. 1. In firearms, one of

the screws by which the lock-plate is fastened
to the stock. These screws pass through the stock,
and are held by side-screw washers or a side-screw plate.
E. H. Knight. See cuts under gun and

pun-lock.
2. A screw on the front edge of a joiners' bench,
for holding the work securely.
side-scription (sid'skrip'shon), . In Scots law,
the mode of subscribing deeds in use before the
introduction of the present system of writing
them bookwise. The successive sheets were pasted
together, and the party subscribing, in order to authenti-
cate them, signed his name on the side at each junction,
half on the one sheet and half on the other.

side-seat (sid'set), . In a vehicle of any kind,
a seat with the back against the side of the

vehicle, as usually in a horse-car or omnibus.
Side-show (sid'sho), n. A minor show or ex-

hibition alongside of or near a principal one;
hence, an incidental diversion or attraction

;
a

by-play.

Presently the gilded dome of the State House, which
marked our starting-point, came into view for the second
time, and I knew that this side-show was over.

The Atlantic, LXV. 268.

It was a six weeks' fete, . . . with rifle-galleries, swings,
and all sorts of side-shorn. The Century, XL. 176.

side-slip (sld'slip), w. 1. A slip or twig taken
from the side; an oblique offshoot ; hence, an

unacknowledged or illegitimate child.

The old man . . . left it to this fide-flip of a son that
he kept in the dark. Georyc Elwt, Middlemarch, xl.



side-slip 5<il7

2. A division :it the side of the stage of a the- side-transit (s!d'tran"sit), H. A transit-instru-
ater, where the scenery is slipped off and on. ment having the eyepiece in the axis, with a

reflecting prism interposed between the eye-
piece and the objective. See trangit-tMtnt-

sidesman (sidz'man), n.; fl^gidetmeti (-men).
[< side's, poss. of sitlti 1

,
+ man.'] 1. A person

who takes sides or belongs to a side ; a party-
man or partizan. [Obsolete or rare.]
How little leisure would they[divines] find to be the most

practical sidesmen, of every popular tumult and sedition !

Miltnn, Tenure of Kings and Magistrates.

2. In the <'!i. of Kiiy., an assistant to a church-

warden; a deputy churchwarden. Sidesmen are

appointed in large parishes only. The office of sidesman

III! III.

side-tree (sld'tre), n. One of the principal or
lower main pieces of a made mast. Totten.

side-view (sid'vu), . 1. A view of anything
as seen from the side. 2. Specifically, in hot.,
of diatoms, that aspect in which the surface of
the valve is turned toward the observer : same
as valve-view.

was a continuation of that of the early synodsman, also mHpwalk fldd'wAkl 11 A footwalk bvtho sidn
called quatman, a layman whose duty it was to report on SI jewaiK 1,81(1 w aK;, n. A lootwaiK Dy tne sideniuc w CMIV ^nm iTOOk/f ^ iwuwtiin. uy me

of a street or road
; specifically, a paved or

otherwise prepared way for pedestrians in a
town, usually separated from the roadway by
a curb and gutter. Also (in Great Britain near-

ly always) celled pavement.

the moral condition of the parish and make presentments
of ecclesiastical offenders to the bishop.
3. In some parts of Great Britain, an assistant
or assessor to a public civil officer.

The Sides-men [of Beaumaris] are assistants merely to
the town stewards, and similarly appointed.

Municip. Carp. Report, 1835, p. 2685.

side-Snipe (sid'snip), . In joinery, a molding
side-plane.
side-Space (sid'spas), . On a railway, the Side-Walker (sid'wa'ker), n. A laterigrado
space left outside of a line of rails. spider ;

a spider which walks or moves sidewise

side-splitting (sld'splif'ing), a. Affecting the or otherwise with apparently equal ease, as
sides convulsively or with a rending sensation

;
Salticus scenicus. See Laterigradx.

producing the condition in which a person is sideward, sidewards (sid'ward, -wardz), adv.
said to "hold his sides": as, side-splitting [= G. seitwarts; as sidel + -ward, -wards.] In

He loved few things better than to look out of the
arched window, and see a little girl driving her hoop along
the sidewalk, or school-boys at a game of ball.

Hawthorne, Seven Gables, xi.

or from a lateral direction; toward the side;
sidewise.

laughter; a side-splitting farce. [Colloq.]
side-step (sld'step), n. 1. A stepping to one
side or sidewise. 2. Something to step on in

going up or down the side or at the side of

anything. The side-steps of a wooden ship are pieces
of wood bolted to the side, instead of which in iron ships
an iron ladder is used. A side-step of a street-car is usu-
ally a plate of wrought-iron fixed below the level of the
platform.

sidestick (sid'stik), n. In printing, a strip of
wood or metal laid at the side of a form in a

chase, or of type in a galley, having a taper cor- Sldeway (sid'wa), n. and a. I. n. Lateral space
responding to that of the quoins driven be- for passage or movement, as by the side of a

tween it and the chase or galley in locking up. carriageway; a sidewalk. [Rare.]

When it is requisite only to make a horse go sidewards,
it will be enough to keep the reins equal in his [the rider's]
hand, and with the flat of his leg and foot together, and a
touch upon the shoulder of the horse with the stirrup, to
make him go sideward either way without either advan-
cing forward or returning backwards.

Lord Herbert of Cnerbury, Life (ed. Howells), p. 65.

Frenzied blasts came to buffet the steamer forward,
sideward. Harper's Mag., LXXVI. 740.

side-Stitch (sid'stich), .

See stitch, n. [Bare.]

A stitch in the side.

For this, be sure, to-night thou shall have cramps,
Side-stitches that shall pen thy breast up.

Shak., Tempest, 1. 2. 328.

side-strap (sld'strap), n. In saddlery, a strap
which passes forward from the breectiing-rings
to the tug at the back-band. E. H. Knight.
Side-stroke (sid'strok), . 1. A stroke having

Every inch of roadway, except the path kept open by
the police for the Premier's carriage, and every inch of
sideway, . . . was covered by people.

hiaPhiladelphia Times, April 9, 1886.

II. a. Pertaining to lateral movement; mov-
ing to or along the side. [Bare.]

This joint leaves the pipe quite free endwise, and also
allows all necessary sideway freedom.

The Engineer, LXVIII. 253.

or giving a side direction, as one made with a sideways, sideway (sid'waz, -wa), adv. Same
pen upon paper, with a skate upon ice, with a as s^ewise -

i* : ot-ii,; v.n 4- ;j- 1- - UK. But the fair blossom hangs the head
, ,

bat in striking a ball to one side, or the like.

2. A stroke given from or upon the side of the
object struck. Compare English, n., 5.

The side-stroke [in billiards] is made by striking the ob-
ject-ball on the side with the point of the cue.

Encyc. Brit., HI. 676.

side-table (sid'ta"bl), n. [< ME. syd-table; <
sidel + table.] A table made to stand near the
wall of an apartment, especially in a dining-
room; a table smaller than the dining-table,
used in many ways in the service of the house-
hold.

Pacience and ich weren yput to be mettes,
And seten by ous selue at a syd-table.

Piers Plowman (C), xvi. 42.

I was then so jroung as to be placed at the side-table
in that large dining-room.

Sideways, as on a dying bed.

Milton, Ep. M. of Win.
The faint gleam . . . showed the blanched paleness of

her cheek, turned sideway towards a corner.

Hawthorne, Seven Gables, vi.

side-wheel (sid'hwel), . and a. 1. n. A
wheel placed at the side, as of a machine or a
vehicle; specifically, one of a pair of paddle-
wheels at the sides of a steam-vessel, as dis-

tinguished from the single stern-wheel used on
some steamboats. Side-wheels have been superseded
on ocean steamships and on many smaller steam-vessels
by the screw propeller. See cuts under paddle-wheel.

II. a. Having side-wheels : as, a side-wheel
steamer.
A wagon is a side-wheel craft [in whalers' idiom).

The Century, XL. 509.

n. A side-wheel

Lady Holland, Sydney Smith, v.

Side-taking (sid'ta'king), . [< side^ + taking,
side-wheeler (sid'hwe"ler),

verbal n. of take, t>.] A taking of sides; eii- steamboat,

gagement with a party.
What furious sidetakings, what plots, what bloodsheds !

Bp. Uatt, Kemains, p. 72. ., ..
Side-tool (sid'tol), n. In wood-working, any

Slde-whisker (aid hwis"ker),

tool with a cutting edge at the end and side.
Such tools are made in

pairs, and are called re-

spectively right-side and left-side toots.

Side-track (sid'trak), . A short line of rails

siding

Sidewinder (sid'wm'der), n. 1. The small
horned rattler or rattlesnake of the southwest-
ern parts of the United States, Crotal/is (tEch-
iiiii/ilii-i/ft) cerastes. It is common in the desert region
of the (iila and Colorado rivers in Arizona. The supra-
orbital plate is developed into a little horn over each eye,much like those of the African horned viper figured under
Cerastes, whence the specific (and also the subgeneric)
name. Compare sidewiper.
2. A heavy swinging blow from the side, which
disables an adversary. Webster.

Side-wings (sid'wingz), . pi. The openings in
the wings of a theater affording side views of
the stage.

It seems as if ceitain actors in some preceding comedy
of his were standing at the side-icings, and critically watch-
ing the progress of the after-piece.

The Atlantic, XLVIII. 402.

side-wipe (sld'wip), H. An indirect censure.
IMIiieell. [Prov. Eng.]

sidewiper (sid'wi"per), n. One of several
small rattlesnakes, as the massasauga, which
appear to wriggle sidewise with ease

;
a side-

winder. [Western U. S.]
sidewise (sid'wlz), adv. [< side* + -wise.] 1.
Toward one side; in an inclining position: as,
to hold the head sidewise.

If they beate spice, the morter must lie side-wise, for
distinctions sake of the day [the Passover].

Pmchas, Pilgrimage, p. 207.

2. Laterally; on one side: as, the refraction of

light sidewise.
Also sideways.

sidewise (sld'wlz), . [< sidewise, adv.] Di-
rected or tending to one side

; lateral in course
or bearing; sideling: as, a sidewise glance ;

to
make a sidewise leap. [Bare or colloq.]

sidi (se'di), H. [Also siddee, seedy, formerly
siddie, syddic, seddee; < Hind, suit, < Marathi
siddhi, lord, master, < Ar. saiyidi, my lord, <

saiyid, seiyid, lord. Cf. CM?.] 1. In western
India, an honorific appellation given to African
Mohammedans. 2. A Moor or African

;
a ne-

gro : so styled in the ports of western India.

Among the attendants of the Cambar Nabob . . . are
several Abyssinian and Caffree slaves, called by way of
courtesy Seddees, or Master.

J. Forbes, Oriental Memoirs, III. 167.

Sididae (sid'i-de), n.pl. [NL., < Sida + -idx.~\A family of daphniaceous orcladocerous crusta-
ceans, typified by the genus Sida, having nata-
torial antennae with two unequal rami, and the
intestine simple.
siding (si'ding), . [Verbal n. of side*, v.] 1 .

The act of taking sides; the attaching of one's
self to a party; division into sides or parties.
[Archaic.]
Discontents drove men into sidings. Eikmi Basilike.

As here hath been a faction and siding amongst us now
more than two years, so now there is an utter breach and
sequestration amongst us.

Mass. Hist. Soc., Collections, III. 29. (From Gov.
[Bradford's Letter Book.)

2. On railroads, a short additional track placed
at the side of a main line, and connected at
one or both ends with the main lines of rails

by means of switches or points. It serves for ena-
bling trains to pass each other in opposite directions, for
withdrawing a slow train to allow a fast train moving in
the same direction to pass, and for other uses.
3. The covering or boarding of the sides of
a frame building, or the material used for

The Miami, a powerful and very fast side-wheeler, suc-
ceeded in eluding the Albemarle without receiving a blow
from her ram. The Century, XXXVI. 426.

,, n. That part of
a man's beard which grows on the cheek; a
whisker: generally in the plural: as, he wore
side-whiskers, but no beard or mustache. [Col-
loq.]

branching off by a switch fromlheWinZ'e Side-winch(sid'wiiich), , A hoisting-appara-
of a railroad, and either returning to it or not

1 ' f ? - ght wei?hts ' consisting of a drum ac-

at the further end, for use in turning out, shift-

ing rolling-stock, etc.
; a siding. [U. S.]

side-track (sid'*
1-'- - " ~ j-

l by a crank and pinion, the whole 1

secured to the side of a beam or other support.

the main line of a railroad to a subsidiary one ;

shunt.
When the cars return empty, they are side-tracked at

the packing house. Sci. Amer., N. S., LX. 115.

2. Figuratively, to divert to one side; turn
aside from the proper or the practicable course.

II. intrans. To pass to a side-track; come
to rest on a siding.
One train had side-tracked to await the train from the

opposite direction. Harper's Hag., LXXVI. 650.

[U. S. in all uses.]
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one side so that a ship may lay her course.
Also called beam-iriiii/.

Wee set salle againe, and sayled West alongst the coast
with a fresh fide-winde. Hakluyt's Voyages, II. 105

Taking the advantage of a side-wind, we were driven
back in a few hours' time as far as Monaco.

Addison, Remarks on Italy (Works, ed. Bonn, I. 360).

2. Figuratively, an indirect influence or
agency; an oblique method or means.

I am a straightforward man, I believe. I don't go beat-
ing about for side-mnds. Dickens, Hard Times, ii. 9.

Siding.
A, siding of vertically matched boards a, with battens b nailed

over the vertical joints; B, siding of diagonally arranged matched
boards/.- f, studs; rf, sheathing of unmatched boards; e, paper
sheathing; C. clapboard siding, g being rabbeted at the lower mar-
gins and g simply overlapped ; c, d, t as in B.

that purpose, as weather-boards, or boards or
shingles otherwise prepared. 4. The dressing
of timbers to their correct breadth, as in ship-
building; also, the timbers so dressed.
The assorting of the sidings is subjected to the same

general principles in the matter of qualities and widths.
U. S. Cons. Rep., No. Ixviii. (1886), p. 597.



siding-hook

Siding-hook (si'ding-huk), n. A carpenters'
tool used for marking accurately lengths of ma-
terial to be fitted into determined spaces, as in

fitting weather-boarding between a window-
frame and a corner-board.

siding-machine (si'ding-ma-shen"), 11. A ma-
chine for sawing timber into boards

;
a resaw-

ing-maehine.
sidingst, dr. [ME. sidinges, syddynges; with
adverbial gen. suffix -es, < side2 + -"iff

1
.] Side-

ways ;
to one side.

Hot thow moste seke more southe, syddynges a lyttille,

ffor he wille hafe sent liym-selfe sex myle large.
Morte Arlhure (E. E. T. 8.), 1. 1039.

sidle (si'dl), r. ; pret. and pp. sidled, ppr. sidling.

[< side1 , through the adj. sideling, taken as ppr.]
1. intrans. 1. To move sidewise or obliquely;

edge along slowly or with effort; go aslant, as

while looking in another direction.

He . . . then sidled close to the astonished girl. Scott.

"Bobby, come and sit on my knee, will you?" but

Bobby preferred sidling over to his mother.
Charlotte Bronte, Jane Eyre, x.

This is his [Carlyle's] usual way of treating unpleasant
matters, sidling by with a deprecating shrug of the shoul-

ders. Lowell, Study Windows, p. 146.

2. To saunter idly about in no particular di-

rection. Halliwell. [Prov. Eng.]
II. trans. To cause to move in , sidling man-

ner; direct the course of sidewise. [Bare.]

Reining up Tomboy, she sidled him, snorting and glow-
ing all over, close to the foot-path.

Whyte Melville, White Rose, II. viii.

sidlingt, adv. A Middle English form of side-

ling.
Sidbnian (si-do'ni-an), a. and n. [Also Xidoni-

an; < L. Sidonius, < Sidon, < Qr. Sitiuv, < Heb.
Tsidhdn (lit. 'fishing-place'), Sidon.] I. a. Of
or pertaining to Sidon, on the coast of Syria,
the most important city of ancient Phenicia be-

fore the rise of Tyre, now called Saida.

II. H. An inhabitant of ancient Sidon
; espe-

cially, a Phenician living in Sidon or in the ter-

ritory subject to it.

sie 1
(si), v. [Also sigh, Sc. sey ; (a) < ME. sien,

si/en, sigeit, < AS. sigan (pret. sah, pi. "sigon, pp.

sit/en), fall, sink, slide down, = OS. sigan =
OFries. siga = OHG. sigan, MHG. sigcn = Icel.

xiija, fall, sink, slide down, refl. let oneself

drop; orig. identical with (6) ME. sihen, < AS.
*siltan, contr. sedn (pret. *s(ih, pp. *sigen), flow

through, percolate, filter, sift, = MD. sijglien,

D. zijgen = OHG. sihaii, MHG. sihen, G. seiheii,

let flow or trickle, strain, filter, pass through a

sieve, = Icel. tsia (weak verb), filter; akin to

AS. sicerian (= G. sickern), trickle, OHG. seih-

han, MHG. G. seiehen = LG. seken, make water,
urinate, OHG. MHG. seicli, G. seiche, urine;
Teut. root *siliw ; of. OBulg. sichati, make wa-

ter, siclii, urine, Gr. k/iof, moisture, Skt. -\/ sich,

pour out. Hence ult. sig, sigger, sike1
,

sile 1
,

silt. Cf. sag, sink.'] I. intrans. If. To sink;
fall; drop; fall, as in a swoon. Prompt. Pan.,
p. 455.

For when she gan hire fader fer espie,
Wei neigh doun of hire hors she gan to sye.

Chaucer, Troilus, v. 182.

2. To drop, as water; trickle. [Prov. Eng.]
The rede blod eeh ut. Old Eng. Horn. (E. E. T. 8.), 1. 121.

II. trans. If. To sift. Prompt. Parv., p. 455.

2. To strain, as milk. Palsgrave. [Prov.
Eng.]

sie1
! (si), . [< sie1

, v.~\ A drop.
sie2t. An obsolete preterit of see1 .

Sieboldia (sf-bol'di-a), H. [NL. (Bonaparte),
named from Philipp Franz von Siebold, a Ger-
man traveler in Japan (1796-1866).] A genus
of urodele amphibians, containing the largest
living representative of the whole order, S.

maximus of Japan, the giant salamander. Also
called Cryptobranclms and Megalobatrachus
(which see).

Sieclet, See seclc.

Many trifling poemes of Homer. Ouid, Virgill, Catullus,
and other notable writers of former ages ... are come
from many former siecles vnto our times.

Puttenham, Arte of Eug. Poesie (ed. Arber), p. 125.

siegburgite (seg'berg-It), , [< Siegbwrg (see
def.) + -jie2.] A fossil resin from Siegburg,
near Bonn, in Prussia.

Siege (sej), . [E. dial, also sedge (see sedge?) ;

< ME. seige, sege, < OF. sege, siege, a seat,
throne, F. siege = Pr. setge, sege (cf. Sp. sitio,

Pg. as-sedio, a siege) = It. seggio (cf. sedia), a

chair, seat, < L. as if *sedimn (cf. ML. assedium,
L. obsidium, a siege), < sedere, sit, = E. sit: see
sedent. Cf. besiege, see2 . Otherwise < LL. *sedi-
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ciim,< L. sedes, a seat.] 1. A seat; a throne.

[Obsolete or archaic.]
At the left syde of the Emperoures Seije is the Sege of

his flrste Wif, o degree lowere than the Emperour.
Mandeville, Travels, p. 217.

Thow thiself that art plaunted in me chasedest out of

the sege of my corage alle covetise of mortal thinges.
Chaucer, Boethius, i. prose 4.

Besides, upon the very siege of justice,
Lord Angelo hath to the public ear
Profess'd the contrary.

Shak., M. fr M., iv. 2. 101.

The knights masquers sitting in their several sieges.
B. Jonson, Masque of Oberon.

2f. A fixed situation or position ; station as to

rank or class
; specifically, of the heron, a sta-

tion or an attitude of watchfulness for prey.
I fetch my life and being

From men of royal siege. Shak., Othello, i. 2. 22.

We'll to the field again ;

... a hearn [heron] put from her siege,
And a pistol shot otf In her breech, shall mount
So high that to your view she'll seem to soar
Above the middle region of the air.

Maseinger, Guardian, L 1.

3f. A camp ;
an encampment, especially as the

seat of a besieging army.
Thei were loigged at a seige be-fore a Citee cleped Na-

blaise, that was a grete town and a riche, and plentevouse
of alle goodes. ... The Kynge Leodogan . . . hadde not

peple in his reame sufficient to a-reyse hem fro the sege,
ne to chase hem oute of his reame.

Merlin (E. E. T. 8.), ii. 202.

4. The stationing or sitting down of an attack-

ing force in a strong encampment before or

around a fortified place, for the purpose of cap-
turing it by continuous offensive operations,
such as the breaching, undermining, or scaling
of walls or other works, the destruction of its

defenders, the cutting off of supplies, etc.
;
the

act of besieging, or the state of being besieged ;

besiegement ; beleaguerment : as, to push the

siege; to undergo a siege; hence, figuratively, a

prolonged or persistent endeavor to overcome
resistance maintained with the aid of a shelter

or cover of any kind.

And with the Sunne the Beares also returned, sometime
laying violent siege to their house

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 434.

No fort so fensible, no wals so strong,
But that continuall battery will rive,
Or daily siege, through dispurvayaunce long.

Spenser, F. Q., III. i. 10.

Love stood the fiege, and would not yield his breast.

Dryden, Theodore and Honoria. 1. 33.

5t. Stool; excrement; fecal matter.

How earnest thou to be the xiege of this moon-calf? Can
he vent Trinculos? Shak., Tempest, ii. 2. 110.

6. In meek. : (a) The floor of a glass-furnace.
(ft) A workmen's table or bench. E. E. Knight.

7f. A flock, as of herons, bitterns, or cranes.

A seye of herons, and of bitterns.'

Strutt, Sports and Pastimes, p. 97.

Attack of a siege. See attack. To lay siege to. See

lay*. To raise a siege. BeanriMi.

siege (sej), r. t.
; pret. and pp. sieged, ppr. sieg-

ing. [< siege, n. Cf. besiege."] To lay siege
to; besiege; beleaguer; beset.

Thrice did Darius fall

Beneath my potencie; great Babylon,
Mighty in walls, I sieg'd, and seised on.

Heywood, Dialogues (Works, ed. Pearson, 1874, VI. 141).

siege-basket (sej'bas'ket), n. 1. A variety of

mantlet made of osier or other wattled material.

2. A gabion.
siege-battery (sej'bat'er-i), n. See battery.

siege-cap (sej'kap), n. A helmet of unusual
thickness and weight, supposed to have been
worn as a defense against missiles thrown from
the walls of a besieged place,

siege-gun (sej'gun), . A cannon, top heavy
for field-service, employed for battering and
breaching purposes in siege operations. See
cuts under howitzer.

siegenite (se'gen-it), n.

+ -i'te2.] In mineral.,
a nickeliferous va-

riety of the cobalt

sulphid linnseite,
found at Siegen in

Prussia,

siege-piece (sej'pes),
n. A coin, generally
of unusual shape and
rude workmanship,
issued in a town or
castle during a siege,
when the operations
of the ordinary mints
are suspended. The
English siege-pieces,
made from plate melted Obverse of Newark Siege piece.

Reverse of Newark Siepe-piece
(one shilling). British Museum.

[< Siegen (see def.)

Sierra Leone fever

down, and issued during
the civil war by the fol-

lowers of Charles I. at

some of the chief royalist
cities and castles (Bees-
ton, Carlisle, Colchester,
Newark, Scarborough,
Pontefract), are note-

worthy examples of the
class.

siege-train (sej'-

tran), n. The artil-

lery, carriages, am-
munition, and equip-
ments which are car-

ried with an army
for the purpose of

attacking a fortified

place.
siege-works (sej'- (size of original.)

werks), n. pi. The
offensive or protective structures, as breast-
works, trenches, etc., prepared by an investing
force before a besieged place.

Pope . . . surrounded the place by siege-u-orks in which
he could protect his men. The Century, XXXVI. 660.

sielet, (' An obsolete form of c< il.

Siemens armature. A form of armature in-

vented by Siemens, and much used in dynamo-
machines. It is essentially a cylinder wound longitu-
dinally with copper wires or rods, and having its poles,
when it is rotated in the field of the electromagnets, on
opposite sides of the cylinder.

Siemens-Martin process. See steel.

Siemens process. See steel.

Siena marble. See marble, 1.

siencet, . An obsolete form of scion. Cotgrave.
Sienese (si-e-neV or -nez'), . and w. [< Siena

(see def.) -r- -ese.] I. a. Of or pertaining to

Siena, a city and a province of central Italy,
the ancient Sena Julia, formerly an indepen-
dent republic.
The history of Sienese art is a fair and luminous record.

Eneyc. Brit., XXII. 43.

Sienese school of painting, one of the chief of the
Italian schools of the thirteenth and fourteenth cen-

turies, parallel in development to the early school of

Florence, like which it had its origin in the Byzantine
mannerism and rigidity. In general, this school is char-
acterized by a coloring at once harmonious and brilliant,

by a predilection for rich costumes and accessories, and
by a notable power of sentimental expression. It is in

ferior to the Florentine school in the grouping of its fig-

ures and in vigor and correctness of drawing. Among
the chief artists of the school are Duccio di Buoninsegna,
Simone di Martino, Lippo Memmi, and Ambrogio Loren-

zetti, with the later Sano di Pietro and Matteo di Giovanni.

II. H. sing, and pi.
An inhabitant or a native

of the city or province of Siena, or, collectively,
the people of Siena.

sienite, . See syenite.

sienitic, a. See syenitic.
sienna (si-en'a), n. [< Sienna, < It. Siena, a city
of central Italy; terra di Siena, Siena earth.]
1. A ferruginous ocherous earth, fine and
smooth, used as a pigment in both oil and
water-color painting. The finest is that obtained
from Italy. Itaw sienna is the native pigment prepared
by simply drying the material which is taken from the
mine or vein and afterward powdering. In composition
and appearance it somewhat resembles yellow ocher, but
it is deeper in tint and of a browner hue. It gives a high-
ly chromatic orange-yellow, considerably darkened, its lu-

minosity being about half that of a bright chrome-yellow.
Its transparency is one of its important qualities, while

opacity should be the characteristic of an ocher. Burnt
sienna is the raw material roasted in a furnace before

powdering. By this means the color is changed to a
warm reddish brown similar to old mahogany. It is, like

raw sienna, translucent in body.
2. The color of sienna pigment.
Siennese, a. and . An occasional spelling of

Sienese.

sienst, An obsolete form of scion. Cotgrave.
sierra (sier'a), H. [< Sp. sierra, a saw, a saw-
like ridge o? mountains, = Pr. Pg. It. serra, a

saw, < Li. serra, a saw : see serrate.] 1 . A chain
of hills or mountains : used as part of the name
of many mountain-chains in Spanish or for-

merly Spanish countries : as, the Sierra Nevada
(in Spain and in California).

For miles and miles we skirt the Ragusan island of

Mcleda, long, slender, with its endless hills of no great
height standing up like the teeth of a saw a true sierra

in miniature. E. A. Freeman, Venice, p. 193.

2. A scombrpid fish, Scomberoniortts caballa, a
kind o? Spanish mackerel. The sides of the body
of the young are relieved by indistinct dark-yellowish
spots, which are lost in the adult, and the spinous dorsal
has no anterior black blotch. It is the largest species
of its genus, and occasionally reaches a weight of 100

pounds. It inhabits the tropical Atlantic, and rarely
visits the southern coast of the United States.

3. Same as chromosphere.
Sierra Leone fever, peach, etc. See fever*-,
etc.



siesta

siesta (sies'ta). H. [= F. siestc = <i. sirntn, < Sp.
siesta = Pg. It. scsta, a nap taken at noon, lit.

'the sixth hour,' < L. sexto, sc. lion/, tlio sixth

hour after sunrise, the hour of noon, fem. of

sextus, sixth, < sex, six: see six. Cf. noon 1
.']

A
midday rest or nap; an interval of sleep or re-

pose taken in the hottest part of the day: a

common practice in Spain and other hot coun-

tries.

The inhabitants were enjoying their siesta.

W. II. lluxa'll. Diary in India, II. 243.

sieur (sier), . [F., < L. senior, elder: see

senior, sir.'] A title of respect formerly used

by the French, and still extant in law-practice.
Sieva bean. A variety, together with the Lima
bean, of Pltaseolus lunatus, a twining species
with broad and curved or simitar-shaped pods
containing few flat seeds.

Sieve (siv), n. [Early mod. E. sire, syve; < ME.
sive, syve, sife, syfe, syffe, < AS. sifc, in oldest

form sibi (= MD. sere, scf, D. zeef = MLG. LG.
seve = OHG. sib, MHG. sip, G. sieb, *y>), a sieve ;

cf. sifetlie, sifetha, bran, siftan, sift: see sift."]

1. An instrument for separating the finer from
the coarser parts of disintegrated matter, by
shaking it so as to force the former through
meshes too small for the latter to pass. Sieves
are made in many forms for a great variety of

uses. See hair-sieve, searcc, screen, bolting-cloth,
etc. 2. Something for other use shaped like

or in some way resembling the common circular

sieve, (a) A basket of coarsely plaited straw or the like,
so called because it is made with many small meshes or

openings : locally used as a measure, about a bushel.

Sieves and half-'eiw are baskets to be met with in every
quarter of Covent Garden market.

Steevens, Notes on Shakspere's T. and C., ii. 2.

(6) A wide sheepskin-covered hoop used in some localities

for holding wool.

There was a woman was cardin' wool, and after she
carded it she put it into her sieve.

Quoted in Pop. Sci. Mo., XXXVII. 240.

3. In calico-printing, a cloth extending over a
vat which contains the color. E. H. Knight.

4. Figuratively, a thing which lacks close-

ness of texture, or a person who lacks closeness
of disposition ; especially, a very frank or free-

spoken person; one who lets out all that he
knows.

Why, then, as you are a waiting-woman, as you are the
sieve of all your lady's secrets, tell it me.

Dryden, Mock Astrologer, 1. 1.

Drum-Sieve, a kind of sieve in extensive use among
druggists, drysalters, and confectioners : so named from
its form. It is used for sifting very fine powders, and
consists of three parts or sections, the top and bottom sec-

tions being covered with parchment or leather, and made
to fit over and under a sieve of the usual form, which is

placed between them. The substance to be sifted being
thus closed in, the operator is not annoyed by the clouds
of powder which would otherwise be produced by the agi-
tation, and the material sifted is at the same time saved
from waste. Sieve and shears, an old mode of divina-
tion. See coscinomancy.

Th' oracle of sieve and shears,
That turns as certain as the spheres.

5. Butter, Hudibras, II. iii. 569.

Sieve of Eratosthenes, a contrivance for finding prime
numbers. All the numbers from any limit to any other are
written one below another at equal distances. A piece of

Kaper
is then cut out in a gridiron shape so that it can be

lid down to cover all the numbers divisible by 2. Another
piece covers all those divisible by 3 ; and so on until all but
the prime numbers are covered.

sieve (siv), r. t.
; pret. and pp. sieved, ppr. siev-

ing. [Early mod. E. sive, syve (= MLG. seven
= G. sieben), sift; from the noun. Cf. sift."]

To cause the finer parts of to pass through or as
if through a sieve ; sift.

He ... busies himselfe ... in syving of Muck-hills
and shop-dust, whereof he will boult a whole cart load to

gain a bow'd pinne. Nashe, Pierce Peuilesse, p. 15.

It was supposed that in microbic diseases the blood
"swarmed" with the specific germs, and, arrived in the
renal circulation, they were in turn "sieved out."

Medical News, LIT. 466.

The fibers of wood . . . are then sieved according to
fineness. Kncyc. Brit., XVIII. 225.

sieve-beaked (siv'bekt), a. Having a lamel-
late bill acting as a sieve, sifter, or strainer;
lamcllirostral.

Sievebeaks (siv'beks), n. pi. The lamelliros-
tral birds, as ducks and geese : a translation of
the technical name LameUirostres.
sieve-cell (siv'sel), n. In bot., a prosenchyma-
tous cell, as, for example, such as occur in the
inner bark of the stems of certain dicotyle-
dons, in which the walls have become thick-
ened reticulately, leaving large thin areas or

panels. After a time these thin areas may become ab-
sorbed, allowing the protoplasm of adjacent cells to be-
come structurally united. The thin areas or panels are
called sieve-platee, and the perforations permitting com-
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iminication between the cells, sieve-pores. Sieve-cells con-

stitute an essential element of flbrovascular bundles, and,
taken collectively, form sieve-tissue, or

cribriform tissue. See cribriform, tissue,

Uteri.

These perforations [of the cell-wall
1

often occur in groups both upon the cell-

wall and upon the septum between su-

perposed cells, and give rise to a remark-
able sieve-like structure, in which case

they are termed sieve-cells.

Encyc. Brit., IV. 87.

Sieve-disk (siv'disk), . Inbot.,
same as sieve-plate, 2.

sieve-hypha (siv'hi"fa), n. In

bot., a hypha which exhibits more
or less perfect sieve-plates, as
in certain laminariaceous sea-

weeds.
sieve-like (siv'lik), a. In aunt.,

cribriform; ethmoid.

sieve-plate (siv'plat), n. 1. A
bone or other hard, flat part full

of little holes; a foraminulose sieve-ceils of

plate or surface; specifically, the
cribriform plate of the ethmoid
bone. 2. In bot., one of the panels or thin
areas of a sieve-cell. See sieve-cell. 3. In pa-
per-manuf., a strainer for paper-pulp; a knot-

ter; a sifting-machine.
sieve-pore (siv'por), n. In bot., one of the pores
or openings through the sieve-plate permitting
communication between contiguous sieve-cells.

See sieve-cell.

sievest, n. pi. An obsolete form of cives. See
cive. HollybaniTs Diet., 1593.

(Halliwell.)
sieve-tissue (siv'tish'o), n. In bot., tissue

composed of sieve-cells.

sieve-tube (siv'tub), H. In bot., same as sieve-

cell.

sieve-vessel (siv'ves"el), n. In bot., same as
sieve-cell.

sieveyert (siv'yer), n. [Early mod. E. siveyer ;

< sieve + -yer.] A maker of sieves.

William Siveyer was born at Shincliffe in this bishoprick,
where his father was a siveyer or sieve-maker.

Putter, Worthies, Durham, I. 48S.

sifac (se'fak), n. [Malagasy.] The babakoto
or short-tailed indri of Madagascar, Indris bre-

vicaudatus. It varies to nearly white, when it is also
called simpounA and venerated by the Malagasies. See
cut under indri.

Sifatite (si-fa'tit), n. [< Ar. sifdt, attributes,
+ -j'te2.] A member of a Mohammedan sect or
school which believes that God's attributes are

eternally part of his being.
A third sect, that of the Sifatites (Partisans of the At-

tributes), contended energetically against the two former
[Jabarites and Motazilites]. Encyc. Brit., XVI. 592.

sifflet (sif'!), '. [< ME. siflen, syflen, < OF. (and
F.) si'ffler, whistle, = Pr. siblar, ciblar, siular =
Sp. silbar = Pg. sibilar = It. sibilare, sibillare,
< L. sibilare, LL. also sifilare, < sibilus, hissing :

see sibilate.'] To breathe or blow with a softly
sibilant sound

;
whistle

;
hiss.

After the sesoun of somer wyth the soft wyndez,
Quen jeferus syftez hym-self on sedez & erbez.

Sir Gawayne and the Green Knight (E. E. T. S.), I. 517.

siffle (sif'l), n. [< siffle, v.~] A sibilant rale.

See rdle.

sifflementt (sif'1-ment), w, [< OF. (and F.)

sifflemmt, < siffler, whistle : see siffle, .] The
act of whistling or hissing; a whistling, or a
whistle-like sound.

Like to the winged chanters of the wood,
Uttering nought else but idle statements.

A. Brewer (?), Lingua, i. 1.

Sifflet (sif'let), n. [< F. sifflet, < siffler, whistle :

see siffle, v,~] A whistle or cat-call sometimes
used in playhouses.

siffleur (si-fler'), . [F.: name given by Cana-
dian voyagenrs.] The whistler, or hoary mar-

mot, Arctomys pruinostis.
Sifflot (sifflet), . [With accom. term, (as if <

G. flote, flute), < F. siffloter, whistle, < siffler,

whistle: see siffle, v.~] In
musiCj

a whistle-flute
;

in the organ, a flute-stop having a whistling
tone.

sift (sift), v. [< ME. siften, syftcn, < AS. siftan,

syftan = MD. siften, D. ziften = LG. siften, MLG.
LG. also sieJtten (> G. sichten = Dan. sigte = Sw.
sikta = Icel. sikta, sigta), sift (whence Dan.
xii/tc = Sw. sikta, a sieve) ; connected with sife,

sibi, a sieve: see sieve.] I. trans. 1. To cause
the finer parts of to pass through a sieve

; part
or separate the larger and smaller elements of,

by shaking in a sieve; bolt: as, to sift meal,
powder, sand, or lime

;
to sift the flour from the

bran.

Sigalphus
I saw about this place, as well as on the spot of the

antient Arsinoe, near Faiume, the people sijtiny the sand
in order to find seals and medals.

Pococke, Description of the East, L 58.

2. To pass or shake through or from anything
in the manner of a sieve ; pour out or stir up
loosely, like particles falling from a sieve: as,
to aift sand through the lingers; to sift sugar
upon a cake.

When yellow sands are sifted from below,
The glitt'ring billows give a golden show.

Dryden.

When you mix two gases together and then pass them
through a thin piece of blacklead, the lightest gas comes
out quickest, and is as it were sifted from the other.

W. K. Cli/ord, Lectures, 1. 176.

The deepest pathos of Phoebe's voice and song, more-
over, came sifted through the golden texture of a cheery
spirit, and was somehow interfused with the quality
thence acquired. Hawthorne, Seven Gables, ix.

3. To act upon or about as if by means of a
sieve

;
examine with close scrutiny ; subject to

minute analysis : used with a great variety of

applications : sometimes with out: as, to sift the

good from the bad
;
to sift out the truth of the

matter
;
to sift a proposition.

As near as I could sift him on that argument.
Shale., Eich. II., i. 1. 12.

The actions of men in high stations are all conspicuous,
and liable to be scanned and sifted.

Bp. Atterbury, Sermons, I. xiii.

You must speak with this wench, Rat this Erne Deans
you must sift her a wee bit.

Scott, Heart of Mid-Lothian, xvii.

A confused mass of testimony, which he did not sift,

which he did not even read. Macaulay, Warren Hastings.

= Syn. 1. Sift, Bolt, Strain, Screen. Sift is used especially
of action by means of a sieve, or of anything serving as a

sieve, as an independent instrument ; bolt, of the separa-
tion of meal and bran, or of the different grades of meal or

flour, or the like, by the mechanism of a mill. Strain and
screen are used of analogous action upon liquids and
coarser solids.

II. intrans. 1. To pass or fall loosely or scat-

teringly, as if through the meshes of a sieve:

as, the dust or the snow sifted through the

crevices; the light sifts from the clouds. 2.

To practise detailed scrutiny or investigation ;

make close examination.

With many a courtly wile she pry'd and sifted,
His parentage and family to find.

J. Beaumont, Psyche, i. 150.

sift(sift),. [<sift, v. .] Something that falls

or passes as if from the meshes of a sieve
;
sift-

ing or sifted material. [Bare.]
sifter (sifter), n. [< sift + -erl.] 1. One who
sifts, in any sense; especially, one employed in

the operation of sifting loose matter.

Though the stile nothing delight the daintie eare of the
curious sifter. Lyly, Euphues, Anat. of Wit, p. 204.

In a dust-yard lately visited the sifters formed a curi-
ous sight ; they were almost up to their middle in dust,
ranged in a semi-circle in front of that part of the heap
which was being worked.

Mayhew, London Labour and London Poor, II. 191.

2. A sieve, particularly one differing in form
and use from the common sieve, as for sorting
matter of differing sizes, sifting ashes from
partly burned coal, or the like. An ash-sifler is usu-

ally square or oblong, provided with a handle and some-
times a cover, and shaken over a box or barrel.

3. pi. Specifically, in ornitk., the lamellirostral

birds, as ducks and geese ;
sievebeaks.

Sifting (sifting), n. [Verbal n. of sift, .] A
searching or investigating.
Sifting-machine (sif'ting-ma-shen"), ii. In

paper-manuf., a sieve-plate.
Slg1 (sig), v. A dialectal form of sie1 .

Sig2 (sig), n. [< sig
1

, ?.] Urine; stale urine.

[Prov. Eng. and New Eng.]
Sigalphinae (sig-al-fi'ne), . pi. [NL., < Sigal-
phus + -inse.~] A subfamily of hymenopter-
ous parasites of the family Braconidx, division

Cryptogastres, typified by the genus Sigalphus,
and containing only this genus and Allodorus.

Sigalphus (si-gal'fus), n. [NL. (Latreille, 1804) ;

formation not obvious.] A genus of hymenop-
terous parasites, typical of the subfamily Sigal-

Sigalfhus curculionis.

ei, larva ; e, cocoon ; /, pupa. (Hair-lines show

phinse, having the fourth and fifth abdominal

segments concealed under the carapace. Twelve



Sigalphus

species are known in Europe, and six In North America.
S. curculionii of the United States is a common p*mtte

Sifralphtis ctirculionis.

a, male, dorsal view ; h, female, side view ; r, antenna, greatly en-

larged. (Hair-lines indicate natural sizes of ti and b.)

of the destructive plnm-curculio, Conotrachelus nenuphar.
The European species are parasitic upon bark-boring
beetles and leaf-mining larva;.

Siganidae (si-gan'i-de;, n. pi. [NL., < 8igaut
+ -idle.'] A family of teuthidoid aeanthopte-
rygian fishes, represented by the genus Siganus.
They have the abdominal (vertebral) about as long as the
caudal region ; the rayed parts of the dorsal and anal li MS

subequal and shorter than the spinous parts ;
the ventrals

f the SiganMx.

each with two marginal (external and internal) spines, be-

tween which intervene three rays ; the head with its ros-

tral section moderate ; and no epipleurals. They are also

remarkable for the constancy of the number of rays, the
dorsal having thirteen spines and ten rays, and the anal

seven spines and nine rays. About 40 species are known, all

confined to the Indo-Pacific oceans, as Siganus striolatus.

siganoid (sig'a-noid), a. and n. [< Siganus +
-aid.} I. a. Of or pertaining to the fiigaiiidee.

II. H. A fish of the family fiigaiiidte.

Siganus (sig'a-nus), n. [NL., < Ar. sidjan.']
In icJitlt., the typical genus of Siganidx. See
cut under Siganidse.

sigaret (sig'a-ret), n. A gastropod of the genus
Sigaretus.

Sigaretidse (sig-a-ret'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Siga-
retus + -irfff.] A family of pectinibranchiate
gastropods, united by modern conchologists
with Naticidee. Also Sigaretx-, Sigaretca, ftiga-

reti, and Sigaretina.

Sigaretus (sig-a-re'tus), n. [NL. (Adanson,
1(57), < sigaret, name of a shell.] In concli.,

Sifarctus (ffatieitia) papilla. Sigartttu haliotoidts.

the typical genus of Siyarctidie. Cuvier, 1799.

Sigaultian (si-gal'ti-an), a. [<. Sigaitlt (see
def .) + -i-flH.] Pertaining to Sigault, a French
surgeon Sigaultian section or operation, sym-
physeotomy.

sigget, f. A Middle English form of .wi/l.

Sigger (sig'er), v. i. [A freq. of i</l.] To trickle

through a cranny or crevice; ooze as into a

mine; leak. [Prov. Eng.]
Sigh1 (si), v. [< ME. sighen, syghen, sigeii (pret.
aigede, sighede, sighte, syghte, sicht), var. of siken,
syken (pret. sikede, sykedc, syked), < AS. sican,
si/can (pret. *sac, pp. *sicen); cf. freq. sicetan,
sicettan, siccettan, siceitan, sigh, sob (> ME.
*sihten, sigh, siht, a sigh) ;

Sw. siiclca = Dan.
sukke, sigh, groan ; prob. ult. imitative.] !.?'-
trans. 1. To heave or draw a sigh (see sigh, n.) ;

'make an audible inspiration and expiration in-

dicative of some emotion
;
make an expressive

respiratory sound : as, to sigh with grief or dis-
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appointment, or (less commonly) from satis-

faction or the sense of relief.

& sche, sore sikitvj, seide that sche wold,
Sche hoped, thtirth goddes grace.

William of Palerne (E. E. T. S.), 1. 5209.

Therwithul she sore ffiffhtc,

And he bigan to glad hire as he mighte.
Chaucer, Troilus, iv. 1217.

From out her heart she frigfted, as she must read
Of folk unholpen in their utmost need.

Watam Morris, Earthly 1'aradise, III. 110.

Hence 2. To experience an oppressive mental
sensation

; yearn or long, as from a special ac-

cess of emotion or desire: often with for: as,

to sigh fur the good old times.

He sighed deeply In his spirit. Mark vlii. 12.

Sighing o'er his bitter fruit

For Eden's drupes of gold.
n'hittier, Lay of Old Time.

It was not indeed ever to become such a definitely pre-
sentable rule of life us we often sigh for.

T. H. Green, Prolegomena to Ethics, 263.

3. To make a sound resembling or suggestive
of a sigh ;

sound with gentle or subdued mourn-
fulness : said of things, especially the wind and
its effects.

Nothing was audible except the sighing of the wind.
J. F. Cooper, Last of Mohicans, xxxii.

II. trans. To emit, use, or act upon or in re-

gard to with sighs or in sighing ; utter, express,
lament, etc., with sighing utterance or feeling:
used poetically with much latitude : as, to sigh
out one's love, pleasure, or grief.

I lov'd the maid I married ; never man
Sii/h'd truer breath. Shale., Cor., iv. 6. 121.

I approach'd the ass,
And straight he weeps, and sighs some sonnet out
To his fair love. Marston, Satires, iii. 63.

Ages to come, and lien unborn,
Shall bless her Name, and sigh her Fate.

Prior, Ode presented to the King (1695), st 3.

sigh 1
(si), n. [< ME. sygli, var. of sikc, sik (cf.

Sw. suck = Dan. silk); < sigh
1

, !>.] A sudden

involuntary deep-drawn inspiration of breath,
followed by its more or less audible expiration,
usually expressive of some emotion or sensa-
tion: as, a sigh of grief, chagrin, relief, plea-
sure, or fatigue.

Withinne the temple, of sykes hot as fyr
I lirrili' a swow that gan aboute renne.

Chaucer, Parliament of Fowls, 1. 246.

My sighs are many, and my heart is faint. Lam. i. 22.

She sighed a siyh of ineffable satisfaction, as if her cup
of happiness were now full.

Charlotte Bronte, Jane Eyre. xvii.

sigh-, '. See s/fl.

sigh
;i
t. A Middle English preterit of see 1

.

sigher (si'er), . [< sigh
1 + -cr 1

.] One who
sighs.

I could wish myself a sigh to be so chid, or at least a

sigher to be comforted.
Fletcher (and another), Two Noble Kinsmen, ii. 1.

Sighful (si'ful), a. [< xiglil, n., + -/?.] Full of

or causing sighs; mournful. [Rare.]

And, in a Cane hard-by, he roareth out
A sigh-full Song.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, II., The Trophies.

sighingly (si'ing-li), adv. With sighing.

sight 1
(sit), n. [Early mod. E. also sometimes

site; < ME. sight, sighte, syglite, silitt, syhtc,

siht, sihthe, earlier with a prefix, isiht, < AS.

gesihth, gesiehth, gesyhlh (= OS. gcsiht = }HD.

f/esicht, D. gezigi = MLG. gesichte, sichte =
OHG. gesiht, gisiht, MHO. gesiht, gcsihte, ge-

sichte, G. gesicht, also MHG. siht, G. sicht =
Sw. Dan. sigte), sight, vision, a thing seen, as-

pect, respect ; with formative -tit, later -t, < se6n

(pret. seah, pp. gcsegen), see: seescf1
.] 1. The

power of seeing; the faculty of vision; ability
to perceive objects by means of the eyes: com-

monly reckoned the first of the five senses.
Extent of the power of seeing is expressed by the phrases
long or (better) far sight, and short or (better) near sight
(in physiology, technically, hypermetropic or presbyopia
vision and myopic vision, respectively). Formerly, but
not now, used in the plural with reference to more than
one subject.

Grete and huge was the duste that a roos, that troubled
sore their sightes. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iii. 398.

Why cloud they [the eyes of heaven] not their sights per-
petually,

If this be true, which makes me pale to read it?

SAa*., Pericles, i. 1. 74.

O loss of sight, of thee I most complain !

Maton, S. A., 1. 67.

2. A seeing or looking; a vision or view ; vis-

ual perception or inspection : with or without
an article : as, to get a sight, or catch or lose

sight, of an object; at first sight; a cheerful

sight; to get out of one's sight.
That blisful sight softneth al my sorwe.

Chaucer, Good Women, 1. 50.

sight

A cloud received him out of their tight. Acts i. 9.

She with her nurse, her husband, and child,
111 pi',,] ;n ];!-, t liri I' M(/M\ Ill-^nild.

Dutchessof Suffolk's Calamity (Child's Hallads, VII. 300).

A sight of you, Mr. Harding, is good for sore eyes.

Trotlope, Jtai-cllt-stei- Towers, xii.

3. Scope of vision; limit of visual perception :

seeing-distanee; range of the eyes; open view:

as, to put something out of night.

Contrariwise, in the Plaines [of Peru], iust by in site,

they haue their summer from October to Aprill, the rest

their Winter. Purchae, Pilgrimage, p. 874.

4. Gaze; look; view; visual attention or re-

gard : as, to fix one's sight upon a distant land-

mark.
From the depth of hell they lift their sight,
And at a distance see supe/lor light.

Dryden. (Johnson.)

He many Empires pass'd ;

When fair Britannia flx'd his Sight at last,

Congreve, Birth of the Muse.

Hence 5. Mental regard or consideration;
estimation; judgment; way of looking upon
or thinking about a subject; point of view.

Let my life ... be precious in thy sight. 2 Ki. I. 18.

Thou hast made our false Prophets to be found n lie in

the sight of all the people.
Milton, On Def. of Humb. Remonst.

6. The state of being seen
;
visual presence; a

coming into view or within the range of vision :

as, to know a person by or at sight; to honor
a draft on sight.

But you, faire Sir, whose honourable sight
Doth promise hope of helpe and timely grace,
Mote I beseech to succour his sad plight?

Spenser, F. Q., II. vlii. 25.

This is the place appointed for our meeting,
Yet comes she [not] ; I'm covetous of her sight.

Middleton, More Dissemblers besides Women, Iv. 1.

7. An insight ;
an opportunity for seeing or

stxidying, as something to be learned.

I gave my time for nothing on condition of his giving me
a sight into his business.

H. Brooke, Fool of Quality, I. 385. (Davies.)

Hence 8. An opportunity for doing some-

thing; an opening; a chance; a "show": as.

he has no sight against his opponent. [Cplloq.]
9f. Look; aspect; manner of appearing.

She sit in halle with a sorweful sighte.

Chaucer, Good Women, 1. 1882.

10. Something seen or to be seen
;
a spectacle ;

a show; used absolutely, a striking spectacle;
a gazing-stock ; something adapted to attract
the eyes or fix attention : as, the sights of a

town; he was a sight to behold.

Het was a god seyt to se.

Robin Hood and the Potter (Child's Ballads, V. 20)

Moses said, I will now turn aside and see this great

sight, why the bush is not burnt. Ex. iii. 3.

It was not very easy to our primitive friends to make
themselves sights and spectacles, and the scorn and deri-

sion of the world. Ptrm, Rise and Progress of Quakers, ii.

Hence 11. A number or quantity wonderful
to see or contemplate ;

a surprising multitude
or multiplicity presented to view or attention

;

a great many, or a great deal : as, what a sight
of people! it must have taken a sight of work
(to accomplish something). [Colloq.]
Where is so great a strength of money, i. where is so

huge a syght of mony.
Palsgrave, Acolastus(1540). (Hallimll.)

Juliana Bernera, lady-prioress of the nunnery of Sopwell
in the fifteenth century, informs us that in her time "a
bomynable syght of monkes" was elegant English for *' a

large company of friars."

G. P. Marsh, Lects. on Eng. Lang., 1st ser., viii.

12. An aid to seeing. Specifically (a) pi. The eyes ;

spectacles. [Old orprov. Eng.]

Bought me two new pair of spectacles of Turlington ;

. . . his daughter, he being out of the way, do advise me
two very young sights, and that that will help me most.

Pepys, Diary, III. 279.

(6) An aperture through which to look : in old armor, a

perforation for the eye through the helmet; now, espe-
cially, a small piece (generally one of two pieces in line)
with an aperture, either vacant(plain)orcontainingalens
(telescopic), on a surveying or other instrument, for aid
in bringing an object observed into exact line with the

point of observation : as, the sights of a quadrant or a

compass.
Their beavers down,

Their eyes of fire sparkling through sights of steel.

Shak., 2 Hen. IV., iv. 1. 121.

(c) A device for directing the aim of a firearm, the most
common sort being a metal pin set on top of the barrel

near the muzzle. There are often two, one near the muz-
zle and the other at the breech, the latter having a notch
or hole through which the former is seen when the gun is

pointed : in this case they are called fore-sight or front
sight, and hind-sight or breech-fight. Firearms intended for

long range are fit ted with sights marked for different eleva-

tions, or adjustable, by the use of which the aim can be
taken for distances of several hundred yards. See beaA-

sight, peep-sight, and cuts under revolver and gun.



sight

All guns fitted with a front sight on the top of the piece
between the trunnions have li ,it is railed a ek-arance-

aii^lu. l-'iu-i-ixr. Mil. Kncye., p. 358.

13. All aim or an observation taken by look-

ing along the course of a gun or an instrument
;

in IJUH., specifically, the leveling or aiming of

a gun by the aid of its sights; mint., an instru-

mental observation of the sun or other heaven-

ly body for determining the position of a ves-

sel
;

in
'

xttm-i/iiig, the fixing, by sight with an in-

strument, of the relative position of an object
for the purpose of alinemeut. Coarse sight, in shoot-

ing, implies an aim taken by exposing a large part of the
front sight to the eye in covering the object; Jine sight

implies a careful aim taken by exposing only the summit
of the front sight. See bead, n., 4.

Hence 14. A straight stretch of road, as one

along which t sight may be taken in surveying;
a Hue uninterrupted by a bend or an elevation :

as, go on three siglits, and stop at the first house.
Also called look. [Western U. S.] 15. In i>ic-

ture-framing, that part of a picture of any kind
which is exposed to view within the edge of a
frame or mat; the whole of the space within
the frame After sight, in com., after presentation.
Angle of Sight. See angle*. Aperture-sight. Same

as open bead fright (which see, under bead-sight). At short
Sight. SeesAort. At Sight, (a) Immediately; as soon
as seen ; without study or practice : as, to read a piece of
music at sight; to shoot at sight, (b) In cam., on presen-
tation. Bill of sight. See WK3._Buckhorn-sight, a
form of rear sight used for rifles : so called from a fancied
resemblance of the curved ears adjacent to the sighting-
notch to the horns of a deer. Field Of sight. Same as

field of vision (which see, under field). In Sight, (a)
Within the power or range of vision ; in or into a state of

visibility to an observer or observers : as, the ship hove in

sight.

The Spanish fleet thou canst not see because
It is not yet in sight ! Sheridan, The Critic, ii. 2.

(&) Within view or seeing distance; in a position permit-
ting sight or observation: with of: as, to be in sfght of
land.

In sight of quiet sands and seas.

A. C. Swinburne, Felise.

(c) Within the range of observation or knowledge ; known
from inspection, search, or inquiry ; that can be calculated

upon as existing or available : as, the ore in sight in a
mine ; the amount of grain in sight for market, (d) In
estimation or consideration ; as seen or judged ; according
to mental perception : with a possessive pronoun : as. to
do what is right in one's own sight. Line of sight, the

right line joining the object looked at and the eye of the
observer. Natural angle of sight, in gun., the angle
included between the natural line of sight and the axis of
the piece prolonged. Natural line of sight, the line of
metal of apiece along which the eye ranges. Nocturnal
Sight. Same as day-blindness. On orupon Sight. Same
as at sight. Out of sight, (a) Beyond or away from the
field of vision

;
hidden from \ iew, especially by distance

;

not in sight.

Out of sight, out of mind. Popular saying.

(b) Beyond all comparison ; to or in a transcendent de-

gree ; in an unrivaled manner : as, to beat an opponent
out of sight, as in a game or an election. [Colloq. )

I took to bed . . . the impression that he ISkubeleff]
was out of sight the most muscular and independent
thinker of any Russian I had met.

Arch. Forbes, Souvenirs of some Continents, p. 13.

Point of sight. See poini. Quarter-sights, in gun.,
notches or marks made in or on the upper quarters of
the base-ring of a guu above a horizontal plane tangent
to the upper parts of the trunnions, formerly used in
connection with the muzzle-sights to give the gun an ele-

vation ranging from point-blank to 8. Reflecting sight.
See reflecting. Second sight, a faculty of internal sight
supposed to be possessed by some persons, whereby they
see distant objects or occurrences, or foresee future events,
as if present before their eyes : so called because it takes
the place of natural sight, which for the time is in abey-
ance. Belief in this faculty, and seemingly strong evi-

dences of its reality, have existed among nearly all races
from the earliest period of history. In modern Europe
they abound most among people of Celtic origin, and es-

pecially those of the Highlands and islands of Scotland.
See clairvoyance. Slit bar-sight. See barl, 16. Tele-
scopic sight, a small telescope mounted as a rear sight
or breech-sight upon a small-arm or cannon, so as to vary
the angles of sight in aiming for long ranges. To heave
In sight. See heave. To lose sight of. (a) To cease
to see; cease to have knowledge of: as, we. shortly lost

sight of land ; I lost sight of my friend for many years,
(ft) To overlook ; omit to take into calculation : as, you
lose sight of my last argument. To put OUt Of Sight.
(a) To place out of the range of vision ; hide. (6) To con-
sume. [Slang. ]

The raw spirits that they [Poles] put out of sight without
so much as winking struck me with abject amazement.
Arch. Forbes, War between France and Germany, II. 255.

To take Sight of something, to bring it into the direct
line of view by instrumental means, as in aiming or level-

ing agun oraquadrant.-Vemier-scale sight, in arifle,
a back-sight which can be accurately adjusted by means
of a vernier attachment. The bar of the sight carries a
slotted scale, and the peep-sight is raised or depressed by
a screw.

sight 1
(sit), B. t. [= Sw. xit/ta = Dan. s/gtc, aim

at; from the noun.] 1. To come in sight or

get sight of; bring into view, especially into
one's own view, as by approach or by search;
make visible to one's self: as, to nighHand ;

to

sight game.

6621

Spanish ships of war at sea ! we have si-ghted fifty-three.

Tennyson, The Revenge.

2. To take a sight of; make an observation of,

especially with an instrument: as, to sight a
star. 3. In com., to present to sight; bring
under notice: as, to sight a bill (that is, to pre-
sent it to the drawee for acceptance). 4. To
direct upon the object aimed at by means of a

sight or sights, as a firearm.

The shot struck just as a brave and skilful officer was
sighting the piece. J. K. Uosmer, Color-Guard, xv.

5. To provide with sights, or adjust the sights
of, as a gun or an instrument.

It is the rifling, sighting, and regulation of the arm that
makes a perfect match-rifle.

IT. W. Greener, The Gun, p. 146.

To sight an anchor, to heave it up to see its condition.

sight-t. A Middle English preterit of sigh
1

.

sight-bar (sit'biir), . A bar of metal forming
part of the breech-sight of a cannon, having
the range marked on it in yards or degrees.
sight-draft (slt'draft), . In com., a draft pay-
able at sight that is, on presentation. Also

siqlt t-ltill.

Sighted (si'ted), a. [<sighft+-ed2.} 1. Hav-
ing eyesight; capable of seeing. [Rare.]
A partially sighted girl dreams repeatedly of a wide

river, and is afraid of being dashed across it, while anx-
ious to secure the flowers on the opposite bank, which
she dimly sees. New Princeton Rev., V. 33.

2. Having sight of some special character; see-

ing in a particular way : in composition : as, far-

or long-sighted, near- or shoTt-sightcd, quick-
sighted, sharp-sighted. 3. Having a sight; fit-

ted with a sight or sights, as a firearm; by
extension, arranged with sights so that a cer-

tain definite distance can be reached by using
the sights : as, a rifle sighted for a thousand
yards.

sighten(si'tn),t'. t. [<.sight
1 + -en1 .} In calico-

printing, to add a fugitive color to (a paste), to

enable the printer to see whether the figures
are well printed or otherwise.

sightening (sit'ning), n. [Verbal n. of sighten,

t'.] A color used temporarily to enable a cal-

ico-printer to judge of the pattern.
sight-feed (sit'fed), a. Noting a lubricator in

which the feeding of the lubricant is visible

through a tube of glass, uniformity of feeding
being thus assured.

Sightful (sit'ful), a. [< sight
1 + -ful.} Having

full sight ; clear-sighted.
'Tis passing miraculous that your dul and blind worship

should so sodainly turne both sigh(full and witfull.

Chapman, Masque of Middle Temple and Lincoln's Inn.

Sightfulnesst (sit'ful-nes), . Clearness of

sight.
Let us not wink, though void of purest sightfulness.

Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, ii.

sight-hole (sit'hol), n. A hole to see through.
The generator is provided with a door, fuel-hopper, and

valve, stoke- and sight-holes. Sci. Ainer., N. S., LIV. 60.

sighting-notch (si'ting-noch), n. The notch,
nick, or slot in the middle of the hind-sight of
a firearm.

sighting-shot (si'ting-shot), n. A shot made
for ascertaining the qualities of a firearm, and
discovering whether the projectile will strike
the spot aimed at, or another point alittle above
or to one side of it, as is often the case.

sightless (sit'les), a. [< ME. sigh teles; < sigh t1

+ -less.} 1. Lacking sight ;
blind.

Ysaac
Wurthede sighteles and elde swac.

Genesis and Exodus (E. E. T. S.), 1. 1528.

The sightless Milton, with his hair
Around his placid temples curled.

Wordsworth, The Italian Itinerant.

2f. Offensive or unpleasing to the eye ;
un-

sightly.
Full of unpleasing blots, and sightless stains.

Sha/c., K. John, iii. 1. 45.

3f. Not appearing to sight ;
invisible.

Heav'n's cherubim, horsed
Upon the sightless couriers of the air.

Shak., Macbeth, i. 7. 23.

sightlessly (sit'les-li), adv. In a sightless man-
ner.

sightlessness (sit'les-nes), n. The state of be-

ing sightless : want of sight.

sightliness (sit'li-nes), n. The state of being
sightly ;

comeliness
; pleasing appearance.

Glass eyes may be used, though not for seeing, for sight-
liness. Fuller, Holy State (1648), p. 290.

Sightly (sit'li), a. [< sight
1 + -ly

1
.} Pleasing

to the eye ; affording gratification to the sense
of sight; esthetic-ally pleasing.

Sigillaria

It lies as m'ghllil mi the back of him
As great Aleules' shows upon an ass.

Shale., K. John, ii. 1. 143.

A great many brave sightly horses were brought out,
and only one plain nag that made sport.

Sir li. L 'Estrange.

sight-opening (sit'6p"ning), n. In armor, the

opening in the front of the helmet, whether
fixed or movable, through which the wearer
looks out. Greek helmets requiring sight-openings
were less common than some other forms. Roman war-
helmets left the face exposed, but the helmets of the mid-
dle ages, beginning toward the end of the t\veltth cen-

tury, uniformly covered the face, and the management of

the sight-opening was the most important consideration
in the design and construction of these. Compare helmet,

heautne, annet, basinet, luini.re, oeill re.

Sight-pouch (sit'pouch), w. A long, slender
case for carrying the breech-sight of a gun,
suspended from the shoulder.

Sight-reader (sit're"der), . One who reads at

sight (something usually requiring previous
study); specifically, a musician who can accu-

rately sing or play musical notes on first see-

ing them, without previous study or practice.
As a sight reader, he [Reisenauer] was supreme. I have

seen him take a complicated orchestral score in manu-
script and play it off at the first reading.

The Century, XXXV. 728.

Sight-reading (sit're"ding), re. The act or pro-
cess of reading a piece of music, or a passage
in a foreign tongue, at first sight, generally as
a test of proficiency.
sight-seeing (sit'se"ing), . The act of seeing
sights; a going about for the purpose of seeing
interesting things.

sight-seeker (sit'se"ker), . One who goes
about in search of sights.

sight-seer (sit'se"er), n. One who is fond of,

or who goes to see, sights or curiosities : as, the

streets were crowded with eager sight-seers.

Whenever he travelled abroad, he was a busy sight-seer.
R. J. Hinton, Eng. Radical Leaders, p. 166.

sight-shot (sit'shot), . Distance to which the

sight can reach; range of sight; eye-shot.
[Rare.]

It only makes me run faster from the place 'till I get as
it were out of gightshot. Cowley, Works (ed. 1707), II. 701.

sight-singing (sit'sing"ing), n. In music, vocal

sight-reading. See sight-reader.

Sightsman (sits'man), n.
; pi. sightsmen (-men).

[< night's, poss. otaighi*, + man.'} If. One who
points out the sights or objects of interest of a

place ;
a local guide.

In the first place our sights man (for so they name cer-
tain pel-sons here who get their living by leading strangers
about to see the city) went to the Palace Farnese.

Evelyn, Diary, Nov. 6, 1C44.

2. One who reads music readily at sight.

sight-vane (sit'van), . A piece of brass or
other metal, with a hole or slit in it, attached to
a quadrant, azimuth compass, or other instru-

ment, through which aperture the observation
is made. See cut under prismatic.

sight-worthy (slfwer'THi), a. Worth seeing.
In our universities, . . . where the worst College is

more sight-worthy than the best Dutch Gymnasium.
Fuller. Holy State, III. iv. 4.

The most sight-worthy and meritorious thing in the
whole drama. New York Tribune, May 14, 1862.

sightyt, n. [< ME. gygliti/, sity; < sight + -j/l.]

1. Appearing to sight ; visible. Prompt. Pan.,
p. 455. 2. Glaring; glittering. Prompt. Pan.,
p.

455.

sigil (sij'il), H. [< L. sigillum, dim. of signtim,
a mark, token, sign, the device on a seal: see

sign. Cf. seal'*, ult. < d. sigillum.'] A seal; an
abbreviated sign or signature ; also, an occult

stamp, mark, or sign, as in magic or astrology.
See signature, 2.

She ...
. . . gave me charms and sigils. for defence
Against ill tongues that scandal innocence.

Dryden, i lower and Leaf, 1. <i06.

Sign and sigil, word of power,
1'rom the earth raised keep and tower.

Seott, Bridal of Triermain, iii. 16.

Sigillaria (sij-i-la'ri-a), n. [NL. (Brongniart,
1822), < L. sigillum, a seal: see sigil.} A ge-
nus of very important and widely spread fossil

plants which occur in the (Carboniferous) coal-

measures, and which are especially character-
istic of the middle section of the series. Sigil.
laria is a tree often of large size, and cliiefly known by
the peculiar markings on the trunk, which in some re-

spects resemble those which characterize Lepiaodendron.
These markings are leaf-scars, and they occur spirally dis-
tributed around the stem, and generally arranged on ver-
tical ridges or ribs. Great numbers of species have been
described, the variations in the form and arrangement of
the leaf-scars and of the vascular scars being the points
chiefly relied on for specific distinction. Sigillaria is

but imperfectly known, so far as foliage and fruit are



Sigillaria

concerned, but most paleobotanists consider it probable
that it will be eventually proved to be closely related
to Lepidodendron ; others refer it to the cycads ; while
there are some who maintain that it is probable that
various plants quite different from one another in their

systematic position have been included under the name
Siyillaria.

sigillarian (sij-i-la'ri-an), a. Belonging or re-

lated to Sigillaria.

The author has demonstrated a peculiarity in the ori-

gin of the medulla of the Sigillarian and Lepidodendroid
plants. Nature, XLI. 578.

sigillaroid, sigillarioid (sij'i-la-roid, sij-i-la'-

n-oid),o. [< Sigillaria + -<>id.~\ Same as xii/il-

Id i-in it.

Lepidodendroid and siyillarmd plants abound.
A. GfOie, Encyc. Brit, X. 345.

sigillary (sij'i-la-ri), a. [< L. 'Kigilliirius (LL.
as a noun, a maker of seals), < sigillum, a seal:
see sigil.'] Of the nature of a seal

;
connected

with a seal or with sealing.
Yr summons for my Court at Warley, with all those

sigillary formalities of a perfect instrument.

Evelyn, To .Mr. Thurland.

sigillate (sij'i-lat), . [< L. slgillatus, adorned
with figures, < sigillum, a mark, device, seal:
see sigil."} 1. In ceram., decorated with im-

pressed patterns. 2. In hot., marked as if with
the impressions of a seal, as the rhizome of

Solomon's-seal, Polyyonatum. 3. Expressly in-
dicated.- sigillate distribution, distribution indi-
cated by all, game, etc.

sigillated (sij'i-la-ted), a. [< sigillate + -e<J2.]
Same as sw'Mate.-sigillated ware, hard pottery
decorated with patterns printed from stamps.

sigillation (sij-i-la'shou), n. [< sigillate +
-ion.'] The decoration of pottery by means of
molds or stamps applied to the surface.

Sigillativet (sij'i-la-tiv), a. [< OF. xigiJlatif, <

L. sigillatus, adorned with figures or devices:
see sigillate."] Fit to seal

; belonging to a seal ;

composed of wax.

Sigillatif: . . . Sigillative, scalable, apt to seale ; made
of wax. Cotgrate (ed. 1611).

Sigillography (sij-i-log'ra-fi), . [< L. sigillnm.
a seal, + Gr. -ypa<f>ia, <"-)pd&etv, write.] The
study or science of seals

; knowledge of the
kinds and uses of seals.

It is only of late years that much attention has been paid
to Byzantine sigillography. Atherueum, No. 3072, p. 341.

sigla (sig'lii), M. pi. [LL., abbr. of L. sigilla,

pi. of sigillum, a mark, seal: see sigil, seal2
."] A

monogram, usually an abbreviation of a proper
name, especially one engraved upon the seal
of a seal-ring, as was common in the middle
ages.

siglatont, . Same as ciclaton.

siglos (sig'los), n.
; pi. sigli (-11). [< Gr. m'j-Aof,

erkAof (see def.): see shcl-el."] A silver coin is-

sued by the kings of ancient Persia
;
a silver

daric. Its normal weight was about 86.45 grains, and
20 sigli were equivalent to one gold daric. (See daric.)
The siglos, like the daric, bore on the obverse a figure of
the King of Persia represented as an archer.

Sigma (sig'ma), . [< L. sigma, < Gr. alyfta."\ 1.
The name of the Greek letter 2, a, f, equivalent
to the English S, s. (For its early forms, see
under S.) There is also an uncial form (see unciall
namely C, made from S by curving and slighting; this
has been revived in some recent alphabets of Greek.
2. An S-shaped or sigmoid flesh-spicule of a
sponge Sigma function, a function used in the
Weierstrassian theory of elliptic functions, and defined
by the formula

The root of the future is got from the root of the pres-
ent (or infinitive) by ilpmaung it.

T. K. Arnold, First Greek Book, p. 5. (Encyc. Diet.)

sigmate (sig'mat), <t. [<si</t + -rtfrl.] Hav-
ing the form of the Greek sigma or of the let-

ter S; sigma-shaped or S-shapoil.
With rigmate flesh'Spicules [sponges].

Amer. Naturalist, XXI 937.

sigmatic (sig-mat'ik), a. [< siymate + -ic.~\

Formed with a sigma or s: said of the Greek
first aorist and first future, and also of parallel
formations in other languages, as Sanskrit.

Sigmatic aorists and futures in pure verbs are "new
words." Amer. Jour, Philol., V. 165.

Memini is a different thing from dixi (". Ja); the latter
is a iigmatic aorist The Academy, Nov. 30, 1889, p. 358.

sigmation (sig-ma'shou), n. [< sigmate + -ion.]
The adding of a sigma or s at the end of a word
or a syllable.
This fondness for pluralizing . . . is constantly showing

itself both in a purely senseless sigmation and in a dupli-
cation of the plural ending. A", and Q., 7th ser., VII. 142.

sigmatism (sig'ma-tizm), w. [< NL. sigmatis-
m us, < MGr. atffuatfttgf write with sigma, < Gr.

my/za, sigma : see sigma. ^ 1. The use or pres-
ence of sigma ors; repetition or recurrence of
s or of the *-sound.

D read clearly "terrasquecitis ratis attigit auris," per-
haps rightly, as the gigmatism is quite Ovidian.

Classical Rev., III. 270.

2. Difficult or defective pronunciation of the
sound s.

sigmatismns (sig-ma-tis'mus), n. [NL.: see

sigmatism.] Same as gigmatism.
There are three inseparable necessities which may be

remembered by a iigmatismut site, soil, and sympathy.
Quarterly Km., CXLV. 369.

Sigmatophora (sig-ma-tof'o-ra), n. pi. [NL.,
neut. pi. of sigmatophortis : see sigmatophorous.]
A suborder of choristidan tetractinellidan

sponges, whose microseleres or flesh-spicules
are sigmaspires. It contains the families Te-
tillidse and Samidx.

sigmatophorous (sig-ma-tof'o-rus), a. [< NL.
sigmatophorus, < Gr. oiy/ja, sigma, + -tyopof, <

fepeiv = E. Sear1
.] Having gigmaspires, as a

sponge ; of or pertaining to the Sigmatophora.
sigmella (sig-mera), .

; pi. sigmellee (-e). [NL.,
dim. of L. sigma : see sigma."] A kind of sponge-
spicule. Sollas.

Sigmodon (sig'mo-don), w. [NL. (Say and Ord,
1825): see sigmodont.] 1. Agenusof sigmodont
murines ; the cotton-rats. S. hifpidvs is the common
cotton-rat of the southern United States. It is a stout-
bodied species, formerly wrongly referred to the genus
Arvicola, -U to 5$ inches long, the tail about 3 inches more;
with large hind feet, 1

,'
inches long, naked, and six-tuber-

culate on the soles
; large rounded ears, nearly naked out-
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The significance of the last terms is that the values m =
n = are to be excluded in forming the sum.

sigmaspiral (sig'ma-spr'ral), . [< sigmaspire
f -at] Curved as one turn of a cylindrical
spiral, as a sponge-spicule ; having the charac-
ter of a sigmaspire.
sigmaspire (sig'ma-spir), . [< Gr. aiyna, sig-
ma. -I- axeipa, a coil, spire : see siama and spire

2
."]

In sponges, a simple kind of microsclere or flesh-

spicule, whose form is that of a single turn of
a cylindrical spiral, so that it looks like the
letter C, or S, according to the direction from
which it is viewed. Sollas.

sigmate (sig'mat), c. t.; pret. and pp.sw/woted,
ppr. sigmatliiy. [< sigma + -ate'*.] To add a

sigma or s to
; change by the addition of an * at

the end, as in upwards, alternative of upward.
The question of the plural treatment, or otherwise, of

some sigmated words [as "means"l is fair matter for dis-
cussion. N. and Q., 7th ser., VIII. 216.

side, hairy inside ; blunt muzzle, furry except on the sep-
tum ; long, coarse pelage, hispid with bristly hairs, above
finely lined with black and brownish-yellow, below gray-
ish-white ; and the tail scarcely bicolor. It is a very com-
mon and troublesome animal. Similar species, or varie-
ties of this one, extend through most of Mexico to Guate-
mala.

2. [I. c."] An animal of this genus.
sigmodont (sig'mo-dont), a. and. K Gr. niyna,

sigma, + bdovf (bSmiT-) = E. tooth."] I, a. Show-
ing a sigmoid pattern of the molar crowns when
the biserial tubercles of these teeth are ground
flat by wear, as a murine

;
of or pertaining to

the Sigmodontes, as any murine indigenous to
America.

II. n. Any sigmodont murine.
Sigmodontes (Big-mo-don 'tez), n. pi. [NL., pi.
of Sigmodon, q. v.] The Neogsean orNew World
murine rodents

;
a tribe or series of the family

Muridse and subfamily Mitrinse, peculiar to

America, and containing all the American
murines : named from one of the genera,
Sigmodon, and contrasted with Hurts. They have
the upper molars tuberculate in double series, and the
bony palate ending opposite the last molars. There are
many genera, and numerous species. The North Ameri-
can genera are Sigmadon, Neotoma, Ochetodon, and Hespe-
rotnys with its subdivisions. See cuts under deer-mouse,
Nfotoma, rice-Jield, and Sigmodon.
sigmoid (sig'moid), a. and n. [< Gr. aiyfioeiSfc,
also aryftaroetMx, of the shape of sigma, < aljfia,

sign

sigma, + firfof, form.] I. /. Shaped like the
Greek capital letter sigma in either of its forms.

(See Sigma, 1.) In anat., specifically (a) Having the
curve of the uncial sigma or the roniitn C; si'iuiliin:ir;

crescentic : as. tin 1

^rt-;itcr uiul II'>MT *i^u /<>,'<! aivity uf the

ulna; the sigmoid cavity of the railius. [Now rare.] (6)

Resembling the earlier and now usual form of the sigma,
or the roman S, or the old italic long /; sinuous; sinu-
ate : as, the giamoid flexure of the colon (the last curve
of the colon before it terminates in the rectum); the sig-
moid shape of the human collar- bone. Great(orgreater)
sigmoid cavity of the ulna, a concavity at the superior
extremity of the ulna, which receives the trochlear surface
of the humerus. See olecranon, and cut under forearm.
Sigmoid artery, a branch of the inferior mesenteric

artery which supplies the sigmoid flexure of the colon.

Sigmoid cavity of the radius, the concave articular
surface of the lower end of the radius, which articulates
with the ulna. Sigmoid flexure, an S-shaped curve of
several parts. Specifically (a) Of the colon, at the end of
the descending colon, terminating in the rectum, (b) Of the
spinal column of man and a few ot the highest apes, highly
characteristic of the erect attitude. It does not exist in the
infant (c) Of the cervical vertebra of birds and some
reptiles, as cryptodirous turtles, when the head is drawn
in straight upon the shoulders. It disappears when the
head Is thrust forward and the neck thus straightened
out. It is very strongly marked in long-necked birds, as
herons. Sigmoid fossa, gyrus, notch. See the nouns.

Sigmoid valve, one of the aortic or pulmonary semi-
lunar valves : an example of the old use of the term. See
semiltntar. Small (or lesser) Bigmold cavity of the
ulna, a small depression on the outer side of the base of
the coronoid process of the ulna, which receives the head
of the radius. See cut under /orearm. = 8yiL See semi-
lunar.

II. n. 1. A sigmoid curve. 2. The region
of the sigmoid flexure of the colon.

sigmoidal (sig-moi'dal), a. [< sigmoid + -al.~]

Same as sigmoid. sigmoidal fold, in geol., a re-
versed or inverted fold ; a mass of strata which, as the
result of crust-movements, have been turned back on
themselves into a form somewhat resembling that of the
Greek letter sigma.

sigmoidally (sig-moi'dal-i), adv. In the shape
of the Greek letter sigma.
The sigmoidally curved folds of the ganoine.

J. W. Davis, Geol. Mag., III. 150.

sign (sin), . [< ME. signe, sygne, syng, seine,

sine, syne, < OF. signe, seing, sign, mark, signa-
ture, F. signe, sign, seing, signature,= Pr. signe=
Sp. Pg. signo= It. segno, sign, = AS. segen, segn,
a sign, standard, = D. sein = OHG. segan, MHG.
G. segcn = Olr. sen, sign, < L. signwn, a mark,
sign, token; root uncertain. From L. signum are
also ult. E. signature, signet, signify, etc., assign,
consign, countersign, design, ensign, resign, insig-
nia, etc. , sigil, nigilla te, seal

2
, w(i'i, etc . ] 1 . A vis-

ible mark or impress, whether natural or artifi-

cial, accidental or purposed, serving to convey
information, suggest an idea, or assist infer-

ence; a distinctive guiding indication to the

eye.
Nowe nede is sette a signe on every vyne
That fertile is, scions of it to take
For setting.

PaUadius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 188.

Ther ys sette a syne of his tote
On a marbulle stone ther as he stode.

Political Poems, etc. (ed. Furnivall), p. 122.

2. An arbitrary or conventional mark used as
an abbreviation for a known meaning; a fig-
ure written technically instead of the word or
words which it represents, according to pre-
scription or usage: as, mathematical, astro-

nomical, medical, botanical, or musical signs;
occult signs; an artist's sign. The most common
mathematical signs are those indicating the relations of

quantities in arithmetical and algebraic processes. (See
notation, 2.) The principal astronomical signs are those
representing the names of the twelve divisions or constel-
lations of the zodiac. (See def. 11.) Others symbolize the
sun, the earth, and the other planets, the moon and its

different phases, and the first twenty or more of the as-

teroids or planetoids. (See symbol. ) All these, as well as
the zodiacal signs, are in form significant of the names or
the bodies for which they stand. The eight aspects have
also signs, as follows : ^ conjunction, v opposition, A trine,
D quadrature, * sextile, and threeothers very rarely used.
In zoology two astronomical signs, f. and s, of Mara and
Venus, are constantly used to denote male and female re-

spectively ;
to which is sometimes added a plain circle, O,

meaning a young animal of undetermined sex. These
signs for sex are in a good many of the cuts of insects fig-
ured in this volume (see, for example, silt-spider). In bot-

any indicates a monocarpic plant ; ,
an annual

; , a
biennial; "n, a perennial ; ,^,a shrub; 5,atree; ,amale
plant or flower ; $ ,

a female plant or flower ; 9 , a hermaph-
rodite plant or flower; a, indefinitely numerous; O=,
cotyledons accumbent ; On, cotyledons incumbent, etc.

The following signs are in common use in medicine and
pharmacy : Ijfc, recipe ; 3, ounce

; fs. fluidounce ; 3, dram ;

fS, flnidrachm ; 8, scruple ; iij', minim.

3. Something displayed to announce the pres-
ence of any one

;
a cognizance ;

a standard ; a
banner.

When the great ensign of Messiah blazed,
Aloft by angels borne, his eiyn in heaven.

Milton, P. L., vi. 778.

4. An inscribed board, plate, or space, or a
symbolical representation or figure, serving
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for guidance or information, as on or before
a place of business or of public resort, or along
a road : as, a merchant's or shopman's sign ; a

power, and authenticating a message or mes-
senger (Acts ii. 22, vii. 36 ; 1 Cor. i. 22) ;

a mirac-
ulous manifestation or warning; a portent; an

Swinging Sign, style of i8th century.

tavern-su/ ; a swinging sign ; a tin sign ; a
6

J

((/H-board . Places of business, and especially taverns,
were formerly often known by the names of the figures
or representations used by them for signs, as the Cock
and Bull for a tavern, the Bible and Keys for a bookstore,
etc.

To be soldo at his shop in Corn-hill, at the signe of the
Cat and I'arrats. E. Webbe, Travels (ed. Arber), p. 11.

Underneath an alehouse' paltry sign,
The Castle in St. Alban's, Somerset,
Hath made the wizard famous in his death.

Shale., 2 Hen. VI., v. 2. 67.

His naturall memorie was very great, to w* he added
the art of memorie. He would repeate to you forwards
and backwards all the signes from Ludgate to Charing-
crosse. Aubrey, Lives, Thomas Fuller.

5. A symbolical representation; a symbol;
hence, in absolute use, symbolical significance;
allusive representation : with in.

And on her head a crowne of purest gold
Is set, t'n sign of highest sovereignty.

Spenser, Hymn of Heavenly Beauty, 1. 191.

There is idolatry in worshipping the outward sign of
bread and wine.

J. Bradford, Letters (Parker Soc., 1853), II. 44.

By cross arms, the lover's sign,
Vow.
Middlelon and Rowley, Spanish Gypsy, Iv. 1.

6. A representative or indicative thing ; a tan-
gible, audible, or historical token, symbol, or
memento; an exponent or indicator: as, words
are the signs of thought; the ruin is a sign of
past grandeur.
The fire devoured two hundred and fifty men and they

became a sign. Num. xrri. 10.

This would be to make them [words] signs of his own
conceptions, and yet apply them to other ideas.

Locke, Human Understanding, III. ii. 2.

That autumn star,
The baleful sign of fevers.

M. Arnold, Sohrab and Rustum.
The ampullae were the special signs of the Canterbury

pilgrimage ; the scallop-shell was the sign of the pil-
grimage to Compostella; whilst the signs of the Roman
pilgrimage were a badge with the effigies of St. Peter and
St. Paul, the cross-keys, or "keyes of rome," . . . and the

yernicle.
. . . The proper sign of the pilgrimage to the

Holy Land was the cross.

Skeat, Note on Piers Plowman (C), viii. 165.

7. In general, anything which serves to mani-
fest, stand for, or call up the idea of another
thing to the mind of the person perceiving it;
evidence of something past, present, or future;
a symptom : as, to show signs of life

;
a sign of

foul or fair weather; signs of war; signs of a
contagious disease.

ye hypocrites, ye can discern the face of the sky but
can ye not discern the signs of the times? Mat. xvi. 3.

She will rather die than give any sign of affection.

Shak., Much Ado, ii. 3. 236.

We came to a place where there are some sign* of the
foundation of a house.

Pococke, Description of the East, II. i. 39.

That he makes Love to you is a tign you are handsome
;anu mat I am not jealous is a sign you are virtuous.

Wycherley, Country Wife, ill. 1.

Scarce has the gray dawn streaked the sky, and the ear-
liest cock crowed from the cottages of the hillside, when
the suburbs give sign of reviving animation.

Irving, Alhambra, p. 137.

1 have known black men who could read sign and lift
a trail with as much intuitive quickness as either red or
whlte- ilaijne Ileid, Osceola, xxii.

Uncovering of the head is a sign alike of worship of loy-
alty, and of respect. II. Spencer, Prin. of Sociol., 345.

8. In Biblical use: () That by which a personor thing is known, especially as divinely dis-
tinguished (Luke ii. 12; Rom. iv. 11; 2 Cor. xii.

12). Hence (b) Especially, an appearance or
occurrence indicative of the divine presence or

omen.

Except ye see signs and wonders, ye will not believe.
John iv. 48.

Signs, both in heaven and earth, were manifested when-
ever an emperor was about to die.

Leckij, Europ. Morals, I. 274.

9. A motion or gesture intended to express
thought or convey an idea ; a movement of the
hand or some other part of the body having a
natural or conventional significance: as, the in-

stinctive, artificial, or alphabetical signs of the
deaf and dumb; pantomimic signs; to manifest
assent by a siyn.

Hold up thy hand, make signal of thy hope.
He dies, and makes no sign. O God, forgive him !

Shak., 2 Hen. VI., iii. 3. 28.

There din'd this day at my Lord's one S' John Gaudy, a
very handsome person, but quite dumb, yet very intelli-

gent by signes. Evelyn, Diary, Sept 7, 1677.

As sign and glance eked out the unflnish'd tale.

Scott, Vision of Don Roderick, The Vision, st. 7.

No sign,
By touch or mark, he gave me as he passed.

Lowell, Parting of the Ways.

10f. A spoken symbol; a signal-cry; a watch-
word: a use still seen in countersign.

Thou Saint George shalt called bee,
Saint George of mery England, the signe of victoree.

Spenser, F. Q., I. x. 61.

11. One of the twelve divisions of the zodiac,
each comprising 30 degrees of the ecliptic, and
marked as to position by a constellation or

group of stars, the name of which is represented
by a symbolical figure or sign of ancient ori-

gin. The zodiacal signs are -f Aries, the Ram; s Tau-

sign

(b) See sign of the cross, under crossi, Spring, summer.
winter signs, see the qualifying words__ Tropical
sign, a sign of the zodiac beginning at a tropic : c&, \3.

watery sign, in astrul., a sign cold and moist: c, "T, K.= Syn. 7. Note, index, symbol, type, manifestation, signal.
7 and 8. Prognostic, Presage, etc. See omen.

Sign (sin), v. [< ME: *signcn, xrinen, < OF. si-

-, scigner, F. signer, F. dial, sinrr = Pr. /-

V3 Capricornus, the Goat ; x? Aquarius, the Water-bearer ;

X Pisces, the Fishes. Owing to the precession of the equi-
noxes, the signs have now moved quite away from the con-
stellations from which they take their names. See zodiac.

In Aries, the colerik hole signe.

Chaucer, Squire's Tale, 1. 43.

I was looking very attentively on that sign in the hea-
vens which is called by the name of the Balance, when on
a sudden there appeared in it an extraordinary light.

Addison, Tatler, No. 100.

Accessory signs. Same as assident signs. Airy sign,
in astro!., a sign hot and moist: n, ===, of. Anastrous
signs. See anastrous. Antecedent sign, the sign of
something about to come to pass. See antecedent. As-
cending, assldent, austral, autumnal, barren, bes-
tial, bicorporal, cardinal signs. See the adjectives.

Cold Sign, in astral., a sign of the zodiac which receives
an even number when all are numbered in their order : the
cold signs are s , c, TIR m a, x. Also called feminine,
unfortunate, or nocturnal sign. Commemorative signs,
in med., diagnostic indications of previous disease. Con-
junct sign, a sign which is contemporaneous with the
state of things it signifies. Consequent sign, a sign
which signifies a thing already come to pass. Contin-
gent sign, a sign which affords an uncertain indication of
its object. Descartes's rule of signs. See rulei. De-
scending sign, or sign of right or long ascension, one
of the signs of the zodiac through which the sun passes in
moving south; a summer or autumn sign: o, ij, njj, &,
"I, >. Diacritical sign. See diacritical. Double-
bodied signs. See double-bodied. Dry sign, in astral
one of the signs <r, , a , 1% t , vs. Earthy sign, in as-
trol, a sign cold and dry : K , njj, . Equinoctial sign,
in astro!., a sign of the zodiac beginning at an equinox: r,
=* Fiery sign, in astral., a sign hot and dry: r , si, t .

Formal, fruitful, human sign. See the adjectives.
Four-footed sign, in astral., one of the signs T, v, a.,
t , VS. Hot sign, in astral., a sign of the zodiac which re-
ceives an odd number when all are numbered in their
order: the hot signs are T, n, Si, ===,*,. Also called
masculine, fortunate, or diurnal sign. Instituted sign,
in logic. See institute. Intercepted, local sign. See
the adjectives. Material sign, a sign which represents
its object by virtue of a real relation or physical connec-
tion with it; an index: such are natural signs and wea-
ther-cocks, also the letters of a geometrical diagram, etc.
Moist sign, in astral., one of the signs n, a, j, iu,

, X. Mute sign. Same as watery sign (see below).
Natural sign. See natural. Necessary sign. See
necessary. Negative Sign, the algebraical sign minus.
Northern signs, physical signs, radical sign. See

the adjectives. Pilgrim's sign. See pilgrim. Rosen-
bach's sign, abolition of the abdominal reflex. Kule of
signs, rule of the double sign. See rwfe'. Sign man-
ual, (a) See manual, a.

A declaration attested by his sign manual.
Macaulay, Hist. Eng., vi.

(b) Figuratively, an individual stamp or quality distin-
guishing anything done or produced by a person. [Often
hyphened.]

All [these lyrics] are stamped with her sign-manual.
Stedman, Viet. Poets, p. 125.

Sign of equality. See equality.-Sign of residuatlon.
See restduation. Sign of the cross, (a) A figure of the
cross of Christ borne as a badge, as on a banner, or (as
by the crusaders, pilgrims, etc.) on the breast, back, or
shoulders. See sign, c. t, 1.

They arm them with the sign of the cross, and of the
wounds. Latimer, Misc. Sel.

gnar, seiiltar, senar = OSp. scnar, Sp. sir/nor =
It. sef/nare, < L. sigimre, mark, seal, indicate,
signify, < siyitum, a mark, sign : see nii), n. Cf .

sain1
,
derived through AS. from L. sitjntirc, and

thus a doublet of sign.'] I. trans. 1. To mark
with a sign, either fixed or (as by a significant
motion) passing; place a sign or distinguishing
mark upon; mark; specifically, to sign with
the cross. Compare sain1 . [Archaic.]
We receive this child into the congregation of Christ's

flock, and do sign him with the sign of the cross, in token
that hereafter he shall not be ashamed to confess the faith
of Christ crucified.

Book ofCommon Prayer, Baptism of Infants.

Nothing found here bat stones, signed with brasse, iron,
and lead. Holland, tr. of Camden, p. 808. (Davies.)

Here thy hunters stand,
Sign'd in thy spoil. Shale., J. C., iii. 1. 20.

I perswade me that God was pleas'd with thir Restitu-
tion, signing it, as he did, with such a signal Victory.

Milton, Ruptures of the Commonwealth.
He kissed the ground and signed himself with the cross.

J. Gairdner, Richard III., vl.

They . . . wore garments of black, signed with a white
crosse. Sandys, Travailes, p. 179.

2. To affix a signature to, as a writing of any
kind, a design or painting, or the like, for veri-
fication

, attestation, or assent ; write one's name
upon, or something intended to represent one's

name, or (as by authorization or assumption)
that of another person : as, to sign bills or re-

ceipts with the employer's name and the writer's

initials; the plans were signed with a monogram.A legal or other paper, a picture, etc., is said to be signed
it the person has written his own name or initials at any
requisite point in its course, or in the margin ; it is said
to be subscribed only if he has written this at the end.

This Hand of mine shall never he employ'd to sign any
Thing against your Good and Happiness.

Steele, Conscious Lovers, v. 1.

The deed is signed, and the land is mine.
Whittier, Mogg Megone, i.

3. To write as a signature : as, to sign one's own
or another's name to a letter.

In 1837 there were forty per cent, of the men and sixty-
five per cent, of the women [in London] who could not sign
their own names. IT. Besant, Fifty Years Ago, p. 78.

4. To affect by a binding signature ; dispose of

by written assignment or release : with away
or off: as, to sign away one's rights ; to sign off
one's interest in a contract. 5. To procure
the signature of, as to an agreement ; engage
by the signing of a contract; put under written

obligation. [Recent.]
The Athletics have signed a new player.

New York Evening Post, June 28, 18811.

6. To communicate by a sign; make known
by a significant motion; signal, as with the
hand.

Prince John with his truncheon signed to the trumpets
to sound the onset. Scott, Ivanhoe, viii.

She answer'd, "These be secret things," and sign'dTo those two sons to pass and let them be.

Tennyson, Coming of Arthur.

7t. To give or show signs of; display in appear-
ance or manner; betoken or distinguish by any
indication.

You sign your place and calling, in full seeming,
With meekness and humility.

Shak., Hen. VIII., ii. 4. 108.

8f. To assign, as to a place or duty; direct
; ap-

point; settle; fix.

In thilke place there ye me signe to be.
Court of Love, 1. 642.

II. intrans. 1. To write one's signature ; bind
one's self by a signature ;

make a signed agree-
ment or statement: with an adverbial adjunct :

as, to sign off from drinking (that is, to sign the

temperance pledge) . [According to Bartlett, to sign
of formerly meant in Connecticut to free one's self from
a parish tax by a written declaration of membership of a
church other than that supported by the commonwealth.

]

One set of men signed on after having only seven hours'
absence from work.

St. James's Gazette, Sept. 23, 1885. (Encyc. DM,.)

2f. To serve as a sign; have significance;
augur.

It [mysterious music] signs well, does it not?
Shak., A. and C., iv. S. 14.

3. To make a sign or signs; gesture or point
significantly. [Rare.]

"Behold."
I signed above, where all the stars were out.

Mrs. Brmming, Aurora Leigh, viii.
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signa, n. Plural of sign u HI.

signable (si'na-bl), a. [< sign + -ablc.J 1. Ca-

pable of being signed ; requiring to be signed :

as, a deed signable by A. B. 2. Capable of

signing. [Rare.]
I commit the paper to your 'discretion. If signable peo-

ple should fall in your way, or if unsignable, . . . use it.

Canning, To Malinesbury, Diaries and Correspondence,

Signal (sig'nal), a. and . [< ME. signal, n., <

OF. signal, F". signal = Pr. segnal, senlial, set/mil

= Sp. serial = Pg. sinal = It. segnale, signal, as

a noun a signal, = D. signaal = G. Sw. Dan.

signal, a signal, < ML. *signalis, belonging to a

sign, neut. signale, a signal, < L. signum, a sign:
see sign. Cf.seflal.] I. a. 1. Constituting, or

serving as, a typical sign or index
; especially

conspicuous or noteworthy; strikingly uncom-
mon : as, a signal example ;

a signal failure
; sig-

nal prosperity.
She is gon to receive the reward of her signal charity,

and all other her Christian graces.
Evelyn, Diary, Sept. 9, 1678.

The ministers were told that the nation expected and
should have signal redress. Macaulay, Hist. Eng., vi.

The state requires thy signal punishment.
Landor, Imag. Convers., Peter the Great and Alexis.

The instinct of the mind, the purpose of nature, betrays
itself in the use we make of the signal narrations of his-

tory. Emerson, History.

2. Of high grade or quality ;
eminent ; great ;

elevated: applied to persons and feelings.

[Rare.]
As signal now In low dejected state,
As erst in highest, behold him where he lies.

Milton, 8. A., 1. 33S.

The signal criminal suffered decently.
It. Walpde, quoted in N. and Q., 7th ser., III. 416.

= 8yn. Conspicuous, extraordinary.

Li. n. If. Sign; token; indication.

He rode him forth, and in his houde
He bore the signal of his londe.

Ooicer, Conf. Amant., vi.

Meantime, in signal of my love to thee, . . .

Will I upon thy party wear this rose.

Shak., 1 Hen. VI., ii. 4. 121.

The mercy of God hath singled out but few to be the

signals of his justice. Sir T. Brou-tie, Christ. Mor.
,

ii. 11.

2. A conventional or intelligible sign designed
for information or guidance ;

an object dis-

played, a motion made, a light shown, a sound
given out, or the like, for direction to or com-
munication with a person or persons (espe-
cially at a distance) apprised of or able to rec-

ognize its intended meaning : as, to hoist,

sound, or make a signal ; military and naval

signals ; a warning signal ; a book of signals
(see signal-book). Occasions for the use of formal
signals abound particularly in military operations, navi-

gation, railroading, and telegraphing (especially by means
of semaphores) ; and the methods and devices employed
are almost innumerable. See cut under semaphore.

Stir not until the signal. Shak., J. C., v. 1. 26.

Presently they gaue the signall to Hernand Teillo, that
lay under the towne with his ambuscado.

Coryat, Crudities, I. 21.

Ships that pass in the night, and speak each other in pass-
ing,

Only a signal shown, and a distant voice in the darkness.

Longfellou; Wayside Inn, Elizabeth, st. iv.

3. An inciting action or movement; an exciting
cause

;
an initial impulse : as, this tyrannous

act was the signal for insurrection.
To see the truth first, and to act in accordance with it,

has been for ages the signal for martyrdom.
A'. A. Rev., CXLII. 539.

Bellows-signal, in organ-buildiny, a mechanism, con-
trolled from a stop-knob, by which the player indicates to
the bellows-blower when to begin filling the bellows.

Block-signal system. Same as block system (which see,
under Woc*2). Break-signal, in teleg., a signal used to

separate different parts of a message. Cautionary sig-
nal, a yellow flag with white center, hoisted by the United
States Weather Bureau at sea-coast and lake stations when
winds are anticipated that will be dangerous to light craft.
Code of Signals, a system of rules for communication

by means of signals, as between vessels at sea. The "
Inter-

national Code of Signals for the Use of all Nations," a sig-
nal-book printed in the languages of all maritime countries,
assigns arbitrary meanings to different arrangements of
flags or displays of lights, which are thus intelligible to all

possessing the book. Cold-wave Signal, a signal con-
sisting of a white flag six or eight feet square, with a black
center about two feet square, displayed by the United
States Weather Bureau when the temperature is expected
to fall 20' JT. ormorein twenty-four hours,and to be below 40
'.Interlocking system of signals. See interlock.

Nautical signal, a signal serving as a means of communi-
cation between vessels at sea, or between a vessel and the
shore. It consists of flags of different colors for use in
the daytime, or of lanterns or fireworks at night. The
various combinations of flags or of lanterns express each
some phrase or sentence that may be necessary in direct-
ing the movements of a fleet or a single vessel, answering
signals of other vessels, making known the wants of the
vessel displaying it, or simply for communicating infor-
mation. On a smaller scale, a single flag, by its position,
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etc., is made to express various meanings. On-shore
signal, a signal formerly displayed at lake ports by the

United States Signal-service as a warning to small vessels
when the wind was expected to blow in an on-shore di-

rection with a velocity of from 20 to 35 miles per hour.

Signal Corps, a corps of the United States army charged
with the general signal-service of the army, with the erec-

tion, equipment, and management of field-telegraphs used
with military forces in the field, with constructing and
operating military telegraph-lines, and all other duties

usually pertaining tu military signaling. By act of Octo-
ber 1st, 1890, the Signal Corps consists of the chief signal
officer, one major, four captains (mounted), four first lieu-

tenants (mounted), and fifty sergeants. Signal quarter-
master. See quartermaster. Signal-service Bureau,
from 1871 to the end of 18sX>, a bureau of the United States
War Department, presided over by the chief signal officer,

having charge of military signaling and military telegraph-
lines, and of the collection and comparison of meteoro-

logical observations, and the publication of predictions of
the weather based upon them. By act of October 1st, 1M90,
a Weather Bureau was created in the Department of Agri-
culture, and the meteorological duties devolving upon the

Signal-service Bureau were transferred thereto. Storm
signal, a red flag with black center, hoisted by the United
States Weather Bureau at sea-coast and lake stations,

warning seamen to expect violent and dangerous gales.

To repeat signals (naut.). See repeal. Weather sig-
nal, a signal designed to give information of the character
of the approaching weather ; especially, one announcing
the forecasts made by a weather-service,

signal (sig'nal), r.; pret. and pp. signali-d or sig-

nalled, ppr. signaling or signalling. [< OF. si-

gnaler, segnaler, F. signaler = Pr. signalar= Sp.
seHalar = Pg. sinalar= It. segnalare; from the

noun.] I. trans. 1. To mark with a sign.

Layard. (Imp. Diet.) 2. To communicate or
make known by a signal or by signals: as, to

signal orders; a vessel signals its arrival. 3.
To make signals to : as, the vessel signaled the
forts.

II. intrans. 1. To be a sign or omen. Imp.
Diet. 2. -To give a signal or signals; make
communication by signals.
We may conveniently divide circuits, so far as their sig-

nalling peculiarities are concerned, into five classes.

London I'hilos. ilug., 5th ser., XXV. 209.

They are signaling night and day from one of the half-

ruined towera of the capitol, by hag and fire.

J. K. llosmer, Color-Guard, p. 76.

signal-book (sig/nal-buk), n. A book contain-

ing a system ol signals, with explanations and
directions for their use.

A complete naval signal book comprehends therefore a

system of evolutionary tactics. Amer. Cyc., XV. 36.

signal-box (sig'nal-bpks), . 1. A small house
or tower in which railway-signals are worked.

2. The alarm-box of a police or fire-alarm

system, or the like, usually affording a connec-
tion with a pneumatic or electric system.
signal-chest (sig'nal-chest), n. A chest or
locker on shipboard for holding signal-flags.

signal-code (sig'nal-kod), n. A code or system
of arbitrary signals. See code ofsignals, under

Signal,

signaler, signaller (sig'nal-er), . One who
or that which makes signals ;

a person or an
instrument employed in signaling. Elect. Rev.

(Bug.), XXVI. 83.

signaletic (sig-na-let'ik), a. [< F. signaletique,
< signaler, signal : see signal, v.] Of or per-

taining to the algebraic signs plus and minus.

They are signaletic functions, indicating in what man-
ner . . . the roots of the one equation are intercalated

among those of the other. Cayley, in Nature, XXXIX, 218.

Signaletic series, a succession of terms considered solely
with reference to their signs as plus or minus.

signal-fire (sig'nal-fir), w. A fire intended for

a signal; a beacon-fire. Signal-fires were formerly
often built on high points for the gathering of members
of a clan, tribe, or other organization for hostile or pred-
atory operations. They were also lighted on sea-coasts
for the guidance of vessels, and in semi barbarous times
or places often as a lure for their destruction for the sake
of plunder. The earliest lighthouses were supplied with

signal-fires instead of lamps. Such fires, or rather the
dense columns of smoke made to arise from them, are still

largely in use for signaling purposes among the North
American Indians.

signal-flag (sig'nal-flag), . A flag used in or

adapted for signaling; especially, one of a set

of nags of different colors, shapes, and mark-
ings, which, singly or in various combinations,
have different significations, intelligible either
in one language or service, or in all languages.
See code of signals, under signal.

Signal-gun (sig'nal-gun), (. A gun fired as a

signal, or one especially used for firing signals.

Well, one day bang went the signal gun for sailing, and
blew my day dreams to the clouds.

D. Jerrold, Retiring from Business, III. 2.

Hark peals the thunder of the signal-gun !

It told 'twas sunset. Byron, Corsair, L 14.

signal-halyard (sig'nal-hal'yiird), . See hal-

yard.

signalise, t. See signalize.

signal-service

signalityt (sig-nal'i-ti), n. [< signal + -ity.~\

The state of being signal; prominence; emi-

nence; importance.
Of the ways whereby they enquired and determined its

sigitality, the first was natural, arising from physical
causes. Sir T. Lrowne. (Lutltam.)

signalize (sig'nal-Iz), r.
; pret. and pp. signal-

ized, ppr. ttignalizing. [< signal + -ize.] I.

trans. 1. To make signal; render conspicu-
ously noteworthy; distinguish in a special or

exceptional manner: used of a person, reflex-

ively, or of his actions, directly or indirectly:
as, to signalize one's self by great deeds or

great crimes; to signalize one's administration

by reformatory zeal.

A man's memory finds sufneient
( employment on such

as have really signalized themselves by their great actions.

Addixvn, Ancient Medals, i.

He signalized himself by a very remarkable superiority
of genius. Goldtnnith, Essay, Taste.

It Is this passion which drives men to all the ways we
see in use of signalizing themselves. Eurke.

2. To indicate or point out distinctly ;
make

special note or mention of
; specialize. [Re-

cent.]
The MS. of the Roman de la Rose, the presence of which

In a private library in Boston was signalized by Prof. Al-

phonse van DaelL Amer. Jmtr. I'hUol., X. 118.

Children cannot be suitably impressed with such "tre-

mendous ideas as evolution," and therefore it is useless to

signalize these to them. Pop. Sci. Mo., XXVIII. 342.

3. To signal; make signals to; indicate by a

signal. [Now rare.] Imp. Diet.

II. intrans. To make signals; hold commu-
nication by signals. [Now rare.]
Twelve oval metal disks, supposed by Wagner to have

been attached occasionally to the commander's staff in

signalizing. O'Curry, Anc. Irish, 11. xxxv.

I signalized to the fleet. Farragul, Life, p. 322.

Also spelled signalise.

signal-lamp (sig'nal-lamp), n. A lamp by
which signals may be made, usually fitted with
a lantern and either moved in certain ways, or

combined with other lamps to form certain

groups, or arranged with glasses or slides of

different colors. White usually indicates safety, red

danger, and green caution ;
but on the continent of Europe

green is a safety-signal, and also on some American rail-

ways.

signal-lantern (sig'nal-lan"tern), 11. A lantern
with plain or colored glass, used in signaling.
Some have working slides which give flashes of light, the
durations of which and the intervals of time between
them correspond to determined meanings. Slides of col-

ored glass are also used to give combinations. See cut
under lantern.

signaller, . See signaler.

signal-light (sig'nal-lit), . A light, shown
especially at night, either alone or with others,
to make signals. Compare signal-lamp.

signally (sig'nal-i), adv. In a signal manner;
conspicuously; eminently; memorably: as,
their plot failed signally.

Signalman (sig'ual-man), .
; pi. signalmen

(-men). One whose duty it is to convey intel-

ligence, notice, warning, or the like by means
of signals; a signaler; in nautical or military
service, one who makes signals and reads or

interprets the signals received; an expert in

signals.

signalment (sig'nal-ment), n. [< F. signale-
ment ; as signal + -WMK.] 1. A making known
by signs or indications; specifically, a descrip-
tion by external inarks or characteristics for

identification. [A Gallicism.]
The foiled police

Renounced me. "Could they find

No other sifrnalment but girl and c

No data shown but noticeable eyes,
And hair in masses, low upon the brow?"

Sirs. Browning, Aurora Leigh, vi

That bit of Diirer . . . contains a true signalement of

every nut-tree and apple-tree and higher bit of hedge all

round that village. lluskin, Elements of Drawing, i.

2. The act of signaling. Imp. Diet.

signal-officer (sig'nal-of "i-ser), n. An officer in

the signal-service of an army ;
an officer of the

signal corps Chief signal officer, an officer of the
United States army charged with the superintendence of

the Signal Corps. See Signal Corps, under signal.

signal-order (sig'nal-6r"der), n. An order re-

lating to the display of signals.

signal-post (sig'nal-post), n. A post or pole

upon which movable arms, flags, lights, or the

like are arranged, which may be displayed for

the purpose of making signals.

signal-rocket (sig'nal-rok'et), n. A rocket
used as a signal.

Signal-service (sig'nal-ser"vis), i. 1. The
business of making or transmitting signals;
the occupation of signaling, especially in the

"Could they find a girl and child?
child?



signal-service

army: as, to be assigued to siiiiml-xrrrii-e. 2.
An organization for the business of signaling.
See Signal Corps, uudrr .tii/iml.

signal-tower (sig'nal-ton"er), . A tower from
which signals are set or displayed, as by ;i snn:i-

phorc, or by any other means of transmitting
information or orders to a distance.

Signatary (sig'na-t*-ri), . and . Same as

xiijnatvry,

Signate (sig'uat), . [< L. signntiix, pp. of siij-

iian; mark, sign: see.lii/n.r."} 1. Designate; de-

terminate. 2. In entom., having irregular spots
or marks resembling letters;, lettered Signate
individual, a definitely designated individual. Signate
matter [L. unrfin~it *iait(tta, a term of St. Thomas Aqui-
nas], See matter. Signate predication. See predica-
tion.

signation (sig-na'shon), n. [< LL. sii/natio(n-),
a marking, < L. signare, mark, sign: see sign.']
That which is used as a token or sign ;

a be-
tokeument

;
an emblem.

A horseshoe Baptiata Porta hath thought too low a rig-
nation to be raised unto a lunary representation.

Sir T. Browne. (Latham.)

signatory (sig'na-to-ri), n. and a. [<L. ni/jn/i-

torius, pertaining to sealing, < signare, pp. <>/-

imtiis, mark, sign: see sign.] I. n. ; pi. signa-
tories (-riz). One who is bound by signature to
the terms of an agreement ; specifically, a party
or state bound jointly with several others by
the signing of a public treaty or convention.
The greater the humiliation, too, for Russia, the more

necessary it was for the other signatories to avoid . . .

breaches of the treaty of 1866.

The Nation, Nov. 24, 1870, p. 340.

II. a. 1. Pertaining to or used in sealing:
as, a signatory ring. Bailey. [Rare or un-

used.] 2. That has signed, or signed and
sealed; bound by signature and seal, as to
the terms of a contract or agreement: used

specifically, in the phrase signatory powers, of

the'sovereign parties to a general treaty or con-
vention, as that of Paris in 1856, or that of Ber-
lin in 1878.

A European Commission, in which the signatory powers
were to be represented each by one delegate, was to be
charged with executing the necessary works for clearing
the mouths of the Danube.

E. Schuyler, Amer. Diplomacy, p. 302.

Her majesty's government . . . are compelled to place
on record their view that it [the action of the Russian
government as to Batoum] constitutes a violation of the
Treaty of Berlin unsanctioned by the sit/notary Powers.

British Blue Boole, Aug. 21, 1886.

Signature (sig'ua-tur), n. [< F. signature = Sp.
signatiira = Pg! as-signatura = It. segnatura,
< ML. signatura, signature, a rescript, < L.

signare, sign: see sign.'] 1. A distinguishing
sign, mark, or manifestation; an indicative

appearance or characteristic, either physical
or mental

;
a condition or quality significant

of something: as, the signatures of a person's
temperament seen in his face. [Formerly used,
with much latitude, but now archaic or tech-

nical.]
It.is . . . impossible that the universal and abstract in-

telligible ideas of the mind, or essences of things, should
be mere stamps or signatures impressed upon the soul in
a gross corporeal manner.
Cudworth, Eternal and Immutable Morality, IV. iii. 13.

It pleased God to bind man by the signature of laws to
observe those great natural reasons without which man
could not arrive at the great end of God's designing.

Jer. Taylor, Great Exemplar, Pref., p. 9.

They instantly discover a merciful aspect, and will sin-

gle out a face wherein they spy the signatures and marks
of mercy. Sir T. Browne, Religio Medici, ii. 2.

He [the psychologist] recognizes in Quality a primary
fact of Feeling, and in Quantity a fundamental siynatttre
of Feeling.

G. U. Lewes, Probs. of Life and Mind, II. ii. 31.

Specifically 2. An external natural marking
upon, or a symbolical appearance or character-
istic of, a plant, mineral, or other object or sub-
stance, formerly supposed by the Paracelsians
(and still by some ignorant persons) to in-
dicate its special medicinal quality or appro-
priate use. The medical theoiy based upon this con-
ception, known as the doctrine of signature*, took note of
color (as yellow flowers for jaundice and the bloodstone
for hemorrhage), shape (as that of the roots of mandrake
and ginseng), various peculiarities of marking, etc. Many
existing names of plants, minerals, etc., originated from
this theory. See Moneywort, mandrake, scorpion-grass.
Also called sign, seal, and siyil.

Some also, pretending themselues Natures Principal!
Secretaries, haue found out [in certain plants] . . . Hg.
natures of Natures owne impression, fitted to their seueral
and special! vses in Physicke. Punhas, Pilgrimage, p. 505.

Chymists observe in the book of nature that those sim-
ples that wear the figure or resemblance (by them termed
mffnatun) of a distempered part are medicinal for that
part of that infirmity whose signature they bear.

Boyle, Style of the Holy Scriptures.
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Seek out for plants with x'ujimtures,
To quack of universal cures.

.S. Uutter, Uudibras, III. i. 323.

They believed, for example, that the plant called Jew's-

ear, which does bear a certain resemblance to the human
ear, was a useful cure for diseases of that organ. This
doctrine of signatures, as it was called, exercised an enor-
mous influence on the medicine of the time.

W. K. Cli/ord, Lectures, I. 130.

3. The name of a person, or something used
as representing his name, affixed or appended
to a writing or the like, either by himself or by
deputy, as a verification, authentication, or as-

sent (as to a petition or a pledge). The initials,
the first or familiar name by which one is known, or the
mark or sign of the cross, and the like, if affixed by the

person for that purpose, is a legal signature. A British

peer uses his title as signature: thus, the Marquis of

Salisbury signs himself simply "Salisbury." Prelates of
the Church of England adopt signatures from the Latin*
i/ral designations of their sees : thus, the Archbishop of

Canterbury (F.. \V. Benson) signs himself "E. W. Can-
tuar."; the Bishop of

"

Seesijm, v. t.,2,3.
op of Oxford (W. Stubbs), "W. Oxon."

4. In Scota law, a writing formerly prepared and
presented by a writer to the signet to the baron
of exchequer, as the ground of a royal grant
to the person in whose name it was presented.
This, having in the case of an original charter the sign
manual of the sovereign, and in other cases the cachet

appointed by the act of union for Scotland, attached to it,

became tile warrant of a conveyance under one or other
of the seals, according to the nature of the subject or the
object in view. Imp. Diet.

5. A letter or figure placed by the printer at
the foot of the first page of every section or

gathering of a book. The letters begin with A, the fig-
ures with 1, and follow in regular order on succeeding sec-
tions. They are intended to aid the binder in folding, col-

lating, and arranging the sections consecutively. In early
printed books the signature-mark was often repeated on
the 3d, 5th, and 7th pages of a section of 16 pages as an
additional safeguard for the folder : as, A on 1st page, A i

on 3d, A ii on 5th. and A iv on 7th page. This practice has
been discontinued except for otfcuts of 12mos, which have
the signature repeated.
Hence 6. A sheet; especially, in bookbind-
ers' use, a sheet after it has been folded and
is ready to be gathered. 7. In musical nota-

tion, the signs placed at the beginning of a staff

to indicate the key (tonality) and the rhythm of
a piece. The term properly includes the clef (which
see), since it determines the form of the key-signature.
Tho key-signature consists of sharps or flats placed upon
the degrees corresponding to the black digitals of the
keyboard that are to be used ; their number and position
show also the position of the key-note. The key-signa-
ture of a minor key is the same as that of its relative

;y-8ignature may
of the piece. In this case a heavy bar is inserted, and
the sharps or flats that are not to continue in force are
nullified by cancels (naturals) prefixed to the new signa-
ture. The key-signatures most in use with the common
G and F clefs are as follows :

Some slight variations in the above forms occur. (See
keyi, key-signature, and circle of keys (under circle).) The
rhythmical signature, or time-signature, consists of two
numerals, the upper of which indicates the number of

principal beats in the measure, and the lower the kind
of note chosen to represent one such beat. (See rhythm,
and rhythmical signature (under rhythmical).) The key-
signature is usually repeated at the beginning of every
brace

;
but the rhythmical signature is given but once.

8. In entom., a mark resembling a letter; one
of the marks of a signate surface,

signaturet (sig'na-tur), v. t. [< signature, .]

To mark out; distinguish.
Those who, by the order of Providence and situation of

life, have been signatured to intellectual professions.
O. Cheyne. Eegimen, p. 30. (Latham.)

signature-line (sig'ua-tur-lm), . In in-luting,
the line at the bottom of the page in which the
signature-mark is placed.
Signature-mark (sig'na-tur-mark), n. Same
as signature, 5.

signaturist (sig'na-tur-ist), n. [< signature +
-int.] One who holds to the doctrine of signa-
tures. See signature, 2. Sir T. Browne. Vulg.
Err., ii. 6.

sign-board (sin'bord), M. A board on which
a notice is fixed, as of one's place of business,

significancy

of goods for sale, or of warning against tres-

pass.
No swinging sign-board creaked from cottage elm
To stay his steps with faintness overcome,

\Yvrdmvorth, Guilt and Sorrow, st. 16.

signer (si'ner), ii. [< sign + -cr 1
.] One who

signs ; specifically, one who writes his name as
a signature : as, the signer of a letter

;
to get

signers to a petition ;
the signers of the Decla-

ration of Independence.
signet (sig'net), . [= D. G. Sw. Dan. signet,
< F. signet, a signet, seal, stamp, OF. sinet,

ftignet = Pi', signet = Pg. xinete = It. segnetto,
< ML. signetum, dim. of L. signtim, a sign, token :

see sign.'] 1. A seal, especially a private seal,
used instead of signing the name, or in addition
to it, for verification of papers or the like. The
signet in Scotland is a seal by which royal warrants con-
nected with the administration of justice were formerly
authenticated. Hence the title of writer* to the signet or
clerks of the signet, a class of legal practitioners in Edin-
burgh who formerly had important privileges, which are
now nearly abolished. They act generally as agents or

attorneys in conducting causes before the Court of Ses-
sion. In English administration the signet is one of the
seals for the authentication of royal grants, which before
the abolition of the signet-office in 1848 was there affixed
to documents before passing the privy seal, but it is not
now required.

I had my lather's signet in my purse,
Which was the model of that Danish seal.

Shalt., Hamlet, v. 2. 49.

2. The stamp of a signet; an impression made
by or as if by a signet.
"But will my lord's commands bear us out if we use

violence?" "
Tush, man ! here is his signet," answered

Varney. Scott, Kenilworth, xli.

Ye shrink from the signet of care on my brow.
Bryant, I cannot forget.

signeted (sig'net-ed), a. [< signet + -?2.]
Stamped or marked with a signet.
signet-ring (sig'net-ring), n. A seal-ring the
seal of which is a signet, or private seal.

signifert (sig'ni-fer), n. [< ML. signifer, the zo-

diac^ L.*((/i/i5)-, sign-bearing, starry, < signitm,
a mark or token, + ferre, bear, carry.] The zo-
diac. [A common word with the old astrono-

mers.]
Signifer his candels sheweth brighte.

Chaucer, Troilus, v. 1020.

Signifiable (sig'ni-fi-a-bl), o. [< signify + -able.'}
That may be signified ; capable of being repre-
sented by signs or symbols.
Now what is it that is directly signifiable in the world

about us? Evidently, the separate acts and qualities of
sensible objects, and nothing else.

Whitney, in Encyc. Brit., XVHI. 766.

signifiancet, n. [ME. signijtaiin.ee, signefiance,
< OF. signijiance : see significance."] Same as

significance.
A straw lor alle swevenes [dreams'] signifiaunce !

Chaucer, Troilus, v. 862.

And thus ye may knowe whiche were gode men and
worthy, whan ye se the sigm'Jiaunce of the voyde place.

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), i. 60.

Significance (sig-nif'i-kans), n. [< OF. signifi-
cance, a later form, partly conformed to the
L., of signifiance, segnifiance, senefiance (> ME.
signifiaunce, signefiance) = Pr. signifianza, sig-
nificansa = It. significanza, < L. significantia,
meaning, force, energy, significance, < signifi-

can(t-)s, meaning, significant: see significant.']
1. That which is signified; purport; covert
sense

;
real or implied meaning ; that which

may be inferred in regard to any state of things
from any circumstance : as, the significance of a
metaphor, of a chance remark, of a look, of be-
havior. 2. Importance; more strictly, impor-
tance as significative of something interesting,
but also, frequently, importance as affecting
considerable interests: as, the great significance
of many small things.

All their endeavours, either of persuasion or force, are
of little significance. Bacon, Moral Fables, v., ExpL
The Rubicon, we know, was a very insignificant stream

to look at ; its significance lay entirely in certain invisible
conditions. George Eliot, Middlemarch, Ixxxii.

You never know what life means till you die :

Even throughout life, 'tis death that makes life live,
Gives it whatever the significance.

Browning, Ring and Book, II. 304.

3. The character of being significant; force
of meaning; distinct signification; expressive-
ness. =Syn. Significance, Signification, Meaning. Mean-
ing is the most general ; it may apply to persons, but not
the other words: as, what was his meaning? Significa-
tion is closer than significance; significance is especially
the quality of signifying something, while signification is

generally that which is signified: as, he attached a great
deal of significance to this fact ; what is the signification
of-D. C. L. ?

Significancy (sig-nif i-kaii-si), . [As signifi-
i-ann' (see -f.i/).] Same as significance: chiefly
in sense 3 of that word.



significancy

I have been admiring the wonderful significancy of that

word persecution, and what various interpretations it hath

acquired. Sitrtft, Letter concerning the sacramental 'lest.

significant (sig-nif
'

i-kant), . and n. [= OF.

"signifiant = Sp. Pg. It. significants, < L. signifi-

can(t-)s, ppv. of significare, show by signs, in-

dicate, signify: see signify.] I. a. 1. Signify-

ing something; conveying a meaning; having
a purport; expressive; implying some charac-

ter, and not merely denotative : as, a significant
word or sound. 2. Serving as a sign or indi-

cation; having a special or covert meaning;
suggestive; meaning: as, a significant gesture;
a significant look.

To add to religions duties such rites and ceremonies as

are significant is to institute new sacraments.
Hooker. (Johnson.)

He [Drummond] lived and died, in the significant lan-

guage of one of his countrymen, a bad Christian, but a

good Protestant Macaulay, Hist Eng., vi.

3. Important; notable; weighty; more strict-

ly, important for what it indicates, but also,

often, important in its consequences: opposed
to insignificant : as, a significant event.

Arsenic acid can be evaporated even to dryness in pres-
ence of hydrochloric acid without danger of significant vol-

atilization. Amer. Jour. Sci., 3d ser., XL. 66.

Significant figures, the succession of figures in the or-

dinary notation of a number neglecting all the ciphers
between the decimal point and the figure not a cipher
nearest to the decimal point.

II. n. That which is significant ;
a meaning,

sign, or indication. [Rare.]
Since you are tongue-tied and so loath to speak,
In dumb significants proclaim your thoughts.

Shalt., 1 Hen. VI., ii. 4. 26.

In my glass significants there are
Of things that may to gladness turn this weeping.

Wordsworth, The Egyptian Maid.

significantly (sig-nif'i-kant-li), adv. In a sig-
nificant manner; so as to convey meaning or

signification; meaningly; expressively; so as
to signify more than merely appears.
significate (sig-nif'i-kat), n. [= It. significato,
< L. significatiis, pp. of significare, show by
signs, indicate : see signify.] In logic, one of
several characters (less properly also objects)
signified by a common term.

"All tyrants are miserable," "no miser is rich," are
universal propositions, and their subjects are, therefore,
said to be distributed, being understood to stand, each,
for the whole of its significates : but "some islands are

fertile," "all tyrants are not assassinated," are particu-
lar, and their subjects, consequently, not distributed, be-

ing taken to stand for a part only of their significates.

Whately, Logic, II. ii. 1.

Formal signiflcate. See,formal.

signification (sig"ni-fi-ka'shon), n. [< ME. sig-

nification, significations, < OF. signification,

signification, F. signification = Pr. significatio =
Sp. signification = Pg. significaqao = It. signifi-

cazione, < L. significatio(n-), a signifying, indi-

cation, expression, sign, token, meaning, em-
phasis, <. siijinjicare, pp. significatiis, mean, sig-
nify: see signify.'] 1. The act of signifying
or making known ; expression or indication of

meaning in any manner. [Rare.]
All speaking or signification of one's mind implies an act

or address of one man to another. South.

2. A fact as signified; an established or intend-
ed meaning ; the import of anything by which
thought is or may be communicated

;
connota-

tion, or logical comprehension; implication;
sense: as, the signification of a word or a ges-
ture; the significations of mathematical and
other conventional signs.
Words in their primary . . . signification stand for no-

thing but the ideas in the mind of him that uses them.
Locke, Human Understanding, III. ii. 2.

3f. Significance; occult meaning; a fact as in-
ferable from a phenomenon of which it is said
to be the signification.

Neuertheles, the dragon had grete signification in hym-
self, ffor it be-tokened the kynge Arthur and his power.

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iii. 398.

4. Importance; consequence; significant im-
port. Halliu-elt. [Obsolete or prov. Eng.]
Therefore send after alle the gode men of the londe to

se the bataile, for it hath grete significaeion.
Merlin (E. E. T. S.), i. 38.

5. In French-Canadian Jaw, the act of giving
notice; notification. Formal signification. See
formal. = Syn. 2. Meaning, etc. See significance .

significative (sig-nif i-ka-tiv), a. [< F. signifi-
catif = Sp. Pg. It. significative, < LL. significa-
tivus, denoting, signifying, < L. significare, pp.
significatiis, mean, signify: see signify.] 1.

Serving as an external sign or symbol of some
fact; having a representative signification; in-

tentionally suggestive and almost declaratory;
showing forth an internal meaning.
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In the creation it was part of the office of the sun and

moon to be significative ; he created them for signs as well
as for seasons. Donne, Sermons, ii.

2. Significant; serving as a premise fromwhich
some state of things may be inferred

; convey-
ing a covert meaning.
On the night of the 8th of September, Egmont received

another most significative and mysterious warning.
Motley, Dutch Republic, II. 122.

Significatively (sig-nif'i-ka-tiv-li), adv. In a

significative manner; so as to represent, ex-

press, or convey by an external sign or indica-
tion.

This sentence must either be taken tropically, that
bread may be the body of Christ significaticely, or else it

is plainly absurd and impossible.
Abp. Ifssher, Ans. to a Challenge made by a Jesuit, iii.

significativeness (sig-nif'i-ka-tiv-nes), . The
quality of being significative. Westminster ev.

significator (sig-nif'i-ka-tpr), n. [= F. signifi-
cateur= Sp. Pg. significador = It. significatorc,
< ML. significator, < L. significare. signify: see

signify.] One who or that which signifies or

makes known by words, signs, etc.
;
in astral.,

specifically, a planet ruling a house ; especially,
the lord of the ascendant (which is the signifi-
cator of life); the apheta. See the quotation.
The planet which is lord of the house which rules the

matter inquired after is the significator of the quesited ;

the lord of the ascendant is the general significator of the

querent. W. Lilly, Introo. to Astrol., A pp., p. 344.

significatory (sig-nif'i-ka-to-ri), a. and M. [=
It. aignificatorio, < LL. significatorius, denoting,
signifying, < L. significare, signify : see signify.]
1. a. Having signification or meaning; signifi-
cant or significative. [Rare.] Imp. Diet.

II. .; pi. significatories (-riz). That which
betokens, signifies, or represents.
Here is a double significatory of the spirit, a word and a

sign. Jer. Taylor.

significant (sig"ni-fi-ka'vit), . [< L. signifi-

cavit, 3d pers. sing. perf. ind. of significare,

signify : see signify.] In eccks. lau; a writ, now
obsolete, issuing out of Chancery upon certifi-

cate given by the ordinary of a man s standing
excommunicate by the space of forty days, for
the keeping of him in prison till he submit him-
self to the authority of the church: so called
from the first word of the body of the writ.

iriiarton.

If it be for defect of apparance, take me out a special
significavit. Hiddleton, The Phoenix, ii. 3.

signifier (sig'ni-fi-er), w. One who or that which

signifies, indicates, or makes known.
In peace he [King Edwin of Northumberland] was pre-

ceded by his signifier. Preble, Hist. Hag, p. 122.

Signify (sig'ni-fi), r. ; pret. and pp. signified, ppr.
signifying. [<.]E.signifien,signefien,gygnyfyen,
sinifien, < OF. signifier, F. signifier = Pr. signi-

ficar, signifiar = Sp. Pg. significar = It. signifi-

care, < L. significare, show by signs, signify,
mean, < signnm, a sign, -t- facere, make : see sign
and fact.] I. trans. 1. To be a sign or token
of (a fact or pretended fact); represent or sug-
gest, either naturally or conventionally; be-

token; mean.
What thing that signe snld signify.

Holy Rood (E. E. T. S.), p. 89.

Let him have some plaster, or some loam, or some rough-
cast about him, to signify wall. Shale., M. N. !>., iii. 1. 71.

It is a great mercy, that signifies a final and universal

acquittance. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 654.

The olde Oreeke word [cocytus] which signifieth tokeepe
a noyse. Coryat, Crudities, I. 85.

John the Baptist is ml I'd an Angel, which in Greeke sig-

nifies a Messenger. Milton, On Def. of Humb. Remonst.

Happiness signifies a gratified state of all the faculties.

H. Spencer, Social Statics, p. 15.

2. To import, in the Paracelsian sense. See

signature, 2.

Then took he up his garland, and did shew
What every flower, as country-people hold,
Did signify. Beau, and if., Philaster, i. 2.

3. To import relatively; have the purport or

bearing of; matter in regard to (something ex-

pressed or implied) : as, that signifies little or

nothing to us ; it signifies much.
Why should their [the Sadducees'] opposition signifie

any thing against so full a stream running down from the
first and purest Antiquity? Stillingjteet, Sermons, II. i.

Pshaw ! what signifies kneeling, when you know I

must have you 1 Sheridan, The Rivals, iv. '2.

4. To make known by signs, speech, or action ;

communicate
; give notice of

; announce ;
de-

clare.

Then Paul . . . entered into the temple, to signify the

accomplishment of the days of purification. Acts xxii. 26.

He sent and signified it by his angel unto his servant
John. Rev. L 1.

sike

Pray yon signify
Unto your patron I am here.

B. Jonson, Volpone, iii. 2.

5t. To exhibit as a sign or representation;
make as a similitude.

The picture of the greatest of them is signified in the

Mappe. Capt. John Smith, Works, I. 120.

= Svn. To manifest, intimate, denote, imply, indicate.

II. intrants. To have import or meaning ; be
of consequence; matter.

Well, and pray now not that \tsignifies what might
the gentleman say? Sheridan, The Critic, i. 1.

Reuben Butler ! he liasna in his pouch the value o' the
auld black coat he wears but it disna signify.

Scott, Heart of Mid- Lothian, xxvi.

We ask for long life, but 'tis deep life, or grand moments,
that signify. Emerton, Works and Days.

signifying (sig'ni-fi-ing), p. a. Having expres-
sive force

; significant. [Rare.]
If the words be but becoming, and signifying, and the

sense gentle, there is juice; but where that wanteth, the

language is thin, flagging, poor, starved.
B. Jonson, Discoveries.

signinum (sig-ni'num), n. [L., abbr. of opA-
Xiiininum, 'work of Signia'; neut. of Siyniims.
of Signia, < Signia, an ancient town in Latium,
now Segni.] See opus siijninum, under opus.

signior. . See signor.

signiorize, v. See seigniorise.

signioryt, See seigniory.

signless (sin'les), a. [< sign + -less.] 1. Mak-
ing no sign or manifestation

; quiet; passive.
[Rare.]

Poems . . .

Which moved me in secret, as the sap is moved
In still March branches, signless as a stone.

Mrs. Browning, Aurora Leigh, viii.

2. Having no algebraical sign, or being essen-

tially positive, like the modulus of an imagi-
nary, a tensor, etc.

Matter or mass is signless.
H. Fargnhar, in Science, III. 700.

signor (se'nyor), . [Also signior, signore;
< It. signore, "sir, a lord, = Sp. seKor = Pg.
senhor = F. seigneur: see senior, seignior, sire,

sir, settor.] 1. An Italian lord or gentleman;
specifically, a member of a class or body of

ruling magistrates or senators in one of the
old Italian republics.

Most potent, grave, and reverend signiors,

My very noble and approved good masters.

Shak., Othello, i. 3. 77.

The legislative authority of Genoa is lodged in the great
senate, consisting of signors. J. Adams, Works, IV. 846.

Hence 2. A lord or gentleman in general ;
a

man of aristocratic rank or associations.

I have all that 's requisite
To the making up of a signior.

Massinger, Great Duke of Florence, iii. 1.

3. [y>.] An Italian title of respect or address
for a man, contracted from Signore before a

name, equivalent to Seiior in Spanish, SenJior

in Portuguese, Monsieur or M. in French, Mis-
ter or Mr. in English, Herr in German, etc.

Signora (se-nyo'ra), n. [< It. signora, a lady,
fern, of signore; = Sp. seiiora = Pg. senliora :

see signor.] An Italian title of address or re-

spect for a woman, equivalent to Madam, Mrs.

Signorina (se-nyo-re'nii), n. [It., a young lady,
miss

;
dim. of signora : see Signora.] An Italian

title of respect for a young woman, equivalent
to Miss in English, Mademoiselle in French, etc.

signoryt (se'nyor-i), n. See seigniory.

sign-painter (sin'pan
i
'ter), n. A painter of

signs for tradesmen, etc.

Sign-post (sin'post), n. A post holding a sign.
Specifically (a) A post having an arm from which a sign

hangs or swings, as before a tavern, (b) A guide-post.

He [the comic man] turned round signposts and made
them point the wrong way, in order to send people
whither they did not wish to go.

W. Besant, Fifty Years Ago, p. 100.

sign-symbol (sin 'sim"bol), n. A symbol denot-

ing a row or matrix of plus and minus signs.

signum (sig'num), w.
; pi. signa (-na) [L., a

mark, sign : see sign.] In Saxon law, a cross pre-
fixed to a charter or deed as evidence of assent.

sigterite (sig'ter-It), n. A silicate of alumin-
ium and sodium, corresponding in composi-
tion to an anhydrous natrolite. In physical char-

acters it is allied to the feldspars. It occurs in granular
form in elajolite-syenite in the island of Sigtero in the

Langesundflord, southern Norway.

Sikt, a. A Middle English form of sick1 .

sika (se'ka), n. A kind of deer found in Japan.
Sike 1

(sikj', H. [Sc. also syke, syl; < ME. site,

prob. not < AS. sic, sick (Somner), a furrow,

gutter, rivulet, but < Icel. sik, mod. siki, a ditch,
trench ; prob. connected with AS. sigan, E. sie,
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./, fall, sink: see xicl, .*/(/.] 1. A small stream silenal (si-le'nal), . Typified by the genus
of water; a rill; a gutter. 2. A marshy bot- Silene: as, the silenal alliance. Linideij.
torn with a small stream in it. [Scotch and silence (si'lens), n. [< ME. silciiri; si/tcnce, <
North. Eng. in both uses.] OF. (and F".') silence = Pr. silenci, m., sileucia,

sike'-'t, r. and . A Middle English form of f., = Sp. Pg. silencio = It. silensio, < L. sileiitinm,
xii/ti

1
- a being silent, silence, < silcn(t-)s, silent: see

Sikeat, a. A Middle English form of sicfci.
'

sikert, sikerlyt sikernesst. Middle English
spellings of sicker, sicker/;/, sickcrinv.".

Sikh (sek), . [Formerly also Scikh, SeeMi,
Neck, Sicquc, Si/c, Si/kc, Sikc; < Hind. Silch, lit. 'a

disciple,' the distinctive name of the disciples
of Nanak Shah, who founded the sect.] Amem-
ber of a politico-religious community of India,
founded near Lahore about 1500 as a sect based
on the principles of monotheism and tinman
brotherhood. Under their hereditary theocratic chiefs
the Sikhs were organized into a political and military
force, and in the eighteenth century formed a confedera-
tion of states in the Punjab, collectively called Klmlsa;
their power was greatly developed in the beginning of
the nineteenth century by Eunjeet Singh. The Punjab
was annexed to British India in 1849, after the two Sikh
wars of 1845-6 and 1848-9.

Sikhism (se'kizm), H. [< Sikh (seedef.) + -ism.}
The religious system and practices of the

"
Adi-Granth," compiled by the immediate suc-

cessors of Nauak, tneir founder. The system
embodies an attempt to combine the leading
doctrines of Brahmanism and Mohammedan-
ism.

siklatont, n. A variant of ciclaton.

Sikyonian, a. Same as Sicyouian.
Sil (sil), n. [= F. Sp. nil, < L. sil, a kind of

yellowish earth.] A kind of yellowish earth
used as a pigment by ancient painters ; yellow
ocher. Sil atticum, an ancient name for red ocher.

silage (si'laj), n. [< silo + -age.} Feed for
cattle prepared by treatment in a silo; ensi-

lage. [Recent.]
Many agriculturists . . . have not the least doubt as

to the superiority of silage over hay.
Mature, XXXVII. 212.

silage (si'laj), r. t.
; pret. and pp. silagecl, ppr.

silaging. [< silage, n.} To make si'lage of;
treat in a silo. [Recent.]
Any grass in excess of the requirements of the stock

could be silaged. The Field, Dec. 19, 1885. (Encyc. Diet.)

Silaus (si'la-us), n. [NL. (Besser, 1820), < L.
silatis, an umbelliferous plant, said to be Apiuui
graveolens.} A genus of polypetalous plants,
of the order Umbettiferse and tribe Seselinese,
closely allied to the lovage (Ligiisticum), and
distinguished by its yellowish flowers and in-

conspicuous or obsolete oil-tubes. The two spe-
cies are natives of Europe and Siberia. They are smooth
perennials, bearing pinnately decompound leaves with
the segments narrow and entire, and compound umbels
with involucels of many small bractlets, but the bracts of
th:< involucre are only one or two or absent. For S. pra-
tensis, see meadow-saxifrage.

silch, . Same as sealgli. [Scotch.]
Sile 1

(sil), r. [Formerly also gyle; < ME. silen,
sylen, < MLG. silen, LG. silen, sielen = G. sielen,
let off water, filter, = Sw. sila, filter; with freq.
formative -I, from the simple verb seen in AS.
"silian, se6n, etc., let fall, drip, etc.: see siei.
Cf. silt.} I. trans. To strain, as milk; pass
through a strainer or anything similar

;
filter.

[Old and prov. Eng.]
Tho euwere thurgh towelle gyles clene,
His water into tho bassynges shene.

Jiabess Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 322.

II. intrans. 1. To flow down; drop; fall;
sink. [Old and prov. Eng.]

The kyng for that care coldit at his hert,
And siket full sore with sylyng of teris.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), L 1307.

2f. To settle down ; compose or calm one's
self.

Than [they] sylen to sitte vppon silke wedis
Hadyn wyn for to wale & wordes ynow.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 372.

3f. To pass ; go.
Jason full iustly and Joly knightesmoo, . .

Wonen vp wynly vppon wale horses,
Silen to the Citie softly and faire.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 1166.

4. To boil gently ; simmer. Hall/well. [Prov.
Eng.]

Sile 1
(sil), ii. [= MLG. sil = G. siel, a drain,

sewer; from the verb.] 1. A sieve. 2. A
strainer or colander for liquids. 3. That which
is sifted or strained; hence, settlings; sedi-
ment; filth. Jfalliicell.

sile2 (sil), n. Same as silP.
sile3 (sil), H. A dialectal variant of soil 1

.

sile4 (sil), a. [Also sill; origin obscure.] A
young herring. Day. [Prov. Eng.]

silent.} 1. The state of being or keeping si-

lent; forbearance or restraint of sound; absti-
nence from speech or other noise; muteness;
reticence : as, to listen in silence; the chairman
rapped for silence.

Be check 'd for silence,
But never tax'd for speech.

Shak., All's Well, i. 1. 76.

At one end of the table sat Longfellow, . . . whose si-

lence was better than many another man's conversation.
0. W. Holmes, Emerson, viii.

2. Absence of sound or noise
; general stillness

within the range or the power of hearing: as,
the silence of midnight ; the silence of the tomb.

The night's dead silence
Will well become such sweet-complaining grievance.

Shak., 1. G.of V., iii. 2. 85.

A silence soon pervaded the camp, as deep as that which
reigned in the vast forest by which it was environed.

J. F. Cooper, Last of Mohicans, i.

3. Absence of mention : as,.the silence of Scrip-
ture (on a particular subject) ;

oblivion
; ob-

scurity.
Eternal silence be their doom. Milton, P. L., vi. 385.

A few more days, and this essay will follow the Defen-
sio Populi to the dust and silence of the upper shelf.

Macavlay, Milton.

4. In distilled spirits, want of flavor and odor
;

flatness; deadness. See silent spirit, under si-

lent. [Rare.]
The Scotch manufacturer may, if he will, employ dam-

aged grain, potatoes, molasses refuse, and various other
waste products to yield the silent spirit, since, owing to
its silence, there is no possibility of detecting afterwards
from what source it has been obtained.

Spans' Encyc. Manuf., I. 229.

5. In music, same as rest1 , 8 Amyclsean si-
lence. See Amyclsean. Tower of silence, a tower,
generally built about 25 feet high, on which the Parsees

of Silence of Parsees, near Teheran.

expose the bodies of their dead to be stripped of flesh by
vultures. These towers are usually so arranged that the
denuded bones fall through a grating into a pit, whence
they are removed for burial. At Bombay, the principal
seat of the Parsees, a number of towers of silence stand
in a garden on a high hill. = Syn. See silent.

silence (si'lens), f. .
; pret. and pp. silenced,

ppr. silencing. [< silence, n.~] \. To cause to be
or keep silent; put or bring to silence

; restrain
from speech or noise

; stop the noise of : as, to
silence a battery or a gun-boat.

Still in thy right hand carry gentle peace,
To silence envious tongues.

Shale., Hen. VIII., iii. -2. 446.

It is the little rift within the lute
That by and by will make the music mute,
And ever widening slowly silence all.

Tennyson, Merlin and Vivien.

2. To restrain from speech about something;
cause or induce to be silent on a particular
subject or class of subjects; make silent or
speechless, as by restraint of privilege or li-

cense, or by unanswerable argument.
Is it therefore

The ambassador is silenced ?

Shak., Hen. VIII., i. 1. 97.

Complaints being made against him unto the Bishop's
courts, he was for a while then put under the circum-
stances of a silenced minister. C. Mather, Mag. Chris., iii. 1.

Hence 3. To make quiescent; put at rest or
into abeyance ; stop the activity of : as, to si-
lence one's conscience.
Had they duly considered the extent of infinite know-

ledge and power, these would have silenced their scruples.
D. Rogers.

silent

They have made the happy discovery that the way to
silence religious disputes is to take no notice of them.

Jefferson, Notes on Virginia (1797), p. 268.

silency (si'len-si), . [As silence (see -cy
l
).~\

Same as silence. [Rare.]

And, in love's silency,
Whispcrd each other, Lord, what a back hath he!

Lentons limes of Court A nagrammatiit (1634). (Nares. )

Silene (si-le'ne), ii. [NL. (Linnasus, 1737), so
called in allusion to the frequent sticky exuda-
tion on its stems ; < ~L.Silcnns, Silenus: seaSile-

mis.} A genus of polypetalous plants, of the or-
der Caryophyllacese, type of the tribe Silenese. it
is characterized by flowers usually with a ten-nerved flve-
toothed club-shaped ovoid or inflated calyx, five spread-
ing petals upon erect and slender claws commonly with
two small scales, ten stamens, and a stalked ovary with
one cell, a free central placenta, and usually three styles,
the capsule opening at the top by six or by three short
valves to discharge the numerous opaque and roughened
seeds. About 480 species have been described, but only
about 250 are now thought to be distinct. They are annual
or perennial herbs of great variety of habit, tall and erect,
tulted or procumbent, or partial climbers, with narrow en-
tire opposite leaves, and pink, scarlet, white, or variously
colored flowers, commonly in cymes or in one-sided spikes
disposed in a terminal panicle. They are abundant in
Asia north of the tropics, and in southern Europe and
northern Africa, and there are about 12 species in South
Africa. Besides 6 or 6 introduced species in the Atlantic
border, the United States contains about 32 species, chief-

ly in the Eocky Mountain and Pacific region, about half
of which are nearly or quite confined to California. Most
of the species are known as catch-Jly. Many are cultivated
for their flowers, especially S. mscosa and 8. Schafta, with
S. Armeria, the sweetwilliam or Lobel's catch-fly, native of
the south of Europe. .!?. Pennsylwnica, a glutinous early-
flowering species, is the wild pink of the eastern United
States (see cut under anthophore). (For S. Virginica, see
Jire-pink.unAerpinkv.) Many species with an inflated blad-
dery calyx are known in general as campion, among which
S.

Otitfs,
abundant in sands of eastern Europe and known as

Spanish campion, is used as an astringent. (For S. acau-
lw, also known in England as cushion-pink, see moss-cam-
pion.) S. Cucubaltts (S. inflata), the bladder-campion, is a
wide-spread species of Europe, central and northern Asia,
now introduced in the Atlantic United States. It is also
called behen and spatting-poppy ; also, from the shape of
its calyx, in America cowbell, in England knapbottle and
whitebottte. S. maritima of the English coast (perhaps a
variety of the last) has been called witches'-thimble.

Silenese (si-le'ne-e), n. pi. [NL. (A. P. de Can-
dolle, 1824), < Silene + -ex.] A tribe of poly-
petalous plants of the order Caryophyllacese, it
is characterized by flowers with a united and more or less
tubular four- or five-toothed calyx, five petals with spread-
ing border and a slender claw often bearing two scales at
its summit, usually ten stamens, two or more styles sepa-
rate to the base the ovary, stamens, and petals all com-
monly elevated on a stalk-like gynophore or continuation
of the receptacle. It includes 11 genera, all natives of
the Old World except certain species of Dianthus and Si-
lene. (See also Saponaria, Lychnis, anAGi/psophila.) Most
of the genera are cultivated for their ornamental flowers,
as the pink, catchfly, etc., which resemble salver shaped
flowers, as phlox, in form, but are composed of separate

petals.
Silent (si'lent), a. and . [Early mod. E. also

sylent; = fi. silente, < L. silen(t-)s, ppr. ofsilere,
be silent; cf. Goth. *silan, in comp. ana-silati,
become silent: cf. seld.} I. a. 1. Not speaking,
or making a noise with the voice; withhold-
ing or restraining vocal sounds; mute; dumb;
speechless: as, a silent spectator; silent watch-
ers.

my God, I cry in the daytime, but thou nearest not;
and in the night season, and am not silent. Fs. xxli. 2.

Hear me for my cause, and be silent that you may hear
Shak., J. C., iii. 2. 14.

2. In a restricted use, not given to speaking;
using few words; not loquacious.

Ulysses, he adds, was the most eloquent and the most
silent of men. \f. Broome.

3. Not speaking about some specified thing;
withholding mention or statement; saying no-
thing; uncommunicative.

This new-created world, whereof in hell
Fame is not silent. MUton, P. L., iv. 938.

It is very extraordinary that antient authors should be so
silent in relation to Heliopolis.

Pococke, Description of the East, II. i. 107.

4. Lacking authority or ability to speak, as
about something of personal concern

; not hav-
ing a voice

; disqualified for speech : as, a si-
lent partner in a firm (see partner); the silent

part of creation. 5. Not uttered or expressed
with the voice

; unmarked by utterance or de-
monstrative speech ; unspoken ; unsounded :

as, silent agony or endurance
;
sHen t opposition :

a silent letter (see below).
I wish, my liege,

You had only in your silent judgment tried it.

Shak., W. T., ii. 1. 171.

Her eyes are homes of silent prayer.
Tennyson, In Memoriam, xxxii.

6. Free from or unattended by noise or sound;
marked by stillness; quiet: as, silen t woods

;
a

silent assembly.



silent

Like starry l

Which, sparckling on tin; silent waves, docs scenic more

bright. Spenser, F. Q., II. xii. 78.

If you find yourself approaching to the silent tomb, Sir,

think of me. Diclcen*, Martin Chuzzlewit.

Silent-alarm system. Boejtow-atafiBi telegraph, under

fire-alarm. Silent letter, a letter of a word which is not

sounded or pronounced in the enunciation of the word,
as the 6 in doubt, the c in victual, the d in haiulsume, the

second of the two like consonants inebb, odd, of, etc. The
silent letter may be wholly useless, as in the above exam-

ples, or it may serve as an accidental or conventional index

of the sound given to some adjacent letter : thus, the e in

bate, mete, bite, note, mute, etc., is silent, but it indicates

that the preceding vowel is long ; the c in indict, the g
in tujn, the I in balm, etc., serve a similar purpose. Silent

letters are traditional, representing sounds that once ex-

isted iu the word, either in English or in the original

tongue (as the p and I in psalm, pronounced in Latin

ftttlmut, Greek ^aAjios), though often, as in this case,

artificially restored after having been omitted (AS. sealm,
HE. salm, saume), or have been foisted in to suit some
false etymology or erroneous analogy, as the I in could,
the y in foreign, the p in ptarmigan, ete. The proportion
of silent letters in the present English spelling is about

12J per cent. Silent spirit, distilled spirit which is

nearly or quite destitute of flavor and odor. Compare
silence, 4. Silent system, a system of prison discipline
which imposes entire silence among the prisoners, even
when assembled together. Silent Week, Holy Week.
Also Still Week. The Silent Sister, an ironical name
of Ireland. = Syn. 1 and 2. Silent, Taciturn, Dumb, Mute.
Silent expresses the fact of not speaking, taciturn the
habitual disposition to refrain from speaking. Dumb
strictly implies lack of the organs of speech, or defect in

them, or lack of the power of speaking, while mute im-

plies some special cause : hence deaf-mute is thought by
many a better name than deaf-and-dumb person for one
who does not speak on account of deafness; an idol is

dumb, not mute. Under figurative extension mute, dumb,
and silent are often used outside of the lines here indi-

cated. In such freer use there is an advance in strength
from silent to mute and from mute to dutnb: as, silent

from abstraction; mute with astonishment ; struck dumb
with horror.

II. H. 1. A sileut period. [Rare.]

Deep night, dark night, the silent of the night.

Shot., 2 Hen. VI., I. 4. 19.

2. A short-circuit switch attached to an elec-

tric alarm, which when closed prevents the
alarm from acting.

If the peg is removed, or axis turned, . . . the short
circuit is broken, and the current passes through the
coil. A switch of this kind attached to an alarm is called
a silent. It. S. Culley, Tract. Teleg., p. 179.

silentiaryt (si-len'shi-S-ri), n. (X LL. silentia-

rius, a confidential domestic servant, a privy
councilor, < L. sileiitium, stillness, silence: see

silence.'} 1. One appointed to keep silence and
order, especially in a court of justice or a pub-
lic assembly.
The silenlian/, to call attention, strikes one of them

[columns] with his staff.

Seebohm, Eng. Vil. Community, p. 240.

2. A privy councilor; one sworn not to di-

vulge secrets of state: as. Paul the Silcntiary

(Paulus Bilentiarius), an officer of Justinian's
court.

Afterwards he [the emperor] sent his rescript by Eusta-

thius, the silentiary, again confirming it.

Barrow, Pope's Supremacy, vi. 10 (tr. from Bassiauus).

silentious (si-len'shus), u. [= F. siJeiicieux =
Sp. Pg. sileiicioso = It. silcn:ioso, < LL. silaitio-

sus, perfectly still or silent, < L. sileiitium, still-

ness, silence: see silence."] Habitually silent
;

taciturn; reticent. [Rare.] Imp. Diet.

silently (si'lent-li), rfr. In a silent man-
ner

; without speech or

noise; not soundingly
or noisily ; mutely ; qui-
etly.

silentness(si'lent-nes),
. The state or con-

dition of being silent;
stillness

;
silence.

The moonlight steeped in
silentness

The steady weathercock.

Coleridge, Ancient Mari-

[ner, vi.

Silenus (si-le'nus), .

[L., < Gr. SFMJ^OC, Si-

lenus (see def.).] 1.

In Gr. myth., a divinity
of Asiatic origin, the
foster-father of Bac-
chus, and leader of the

satyrs, but very fre-

quently merely one of
a number of kindred
attendants in the Dio-

nysiac thiasus. He was
represented as a robust,
full-bearded old man. hairy
and with pointed ears, frequently in a state of intoxica-
tion, often riding on an ass and carrying a cantharus or
other wine-vessel.

Silenus. Marble in the Glypto-
thck, Munich.

The Sileni and Sylvans and Fauns,
And the Nymphs of the woods and waves.

Shelley, Hymn of Pan.

2. In eiitom., a genus of coleopterous insects
of the family Euenemidse. Same as Aiii'ldf /<<.

l.ntrcillc. 3. In mammal., a genus of macaques,
named from Macacus silenus, the wanderoo.

sileryt (sil'e-ri), u. A variant of cilery, celure.

Silesia (si-le'shia), n. [< Silesia (G. Xclilisien),
a province of Prussia and of Austria.]- 1. A
fine brown holland, originally made in Silesia

and now produced in England: it is glazed for

window-shades or roller-blinds. Diet, of Xee-
dletvork. 2. A thin cotton cloth, commonly
twilled, used for linings for women's dresses
and men's garments. [U. S.]
Silesian (si-le'shan), . and . [< Silesia (see
def.) +-.] I. a. Pertaining to or character-
istic of Silesia, a territory divided into the prov-
inces of Austrian and Prussian Silesia, the lat-

ter much the larger Silesian bole. See Me-1
. Si-

lesian wars, three wars waged by Frederick the<Jreat of
Prussia against Austria, in 1740-42, 1744-5, and 1756 -B3,
ostensibly for the possession of Silesia. Each war termi-
nated favorably for Prussia, and the greater part of Silesia
was permanently acquired. In the third war, generally
known as the Seven Years' War, Austria, France, Russia,
Saxony, and Sweden were allied against Prussia, which re-

ceived subsidies from Great Britain.

II. n. A native or an inhabitant of Silesia.

silex (si'leks), . [= F. silex, siliee = Sp. Pg.
siliee, silica = It. selce, siliee, flint, < L. silex

(silic-), flint.] Same as silica.

silfbergite (silf'berg-lt), . [< Silfbenj (see
def.) + -i/e2.] In mineral., a manganesian
mineral belonging to the amphibole or horn-
blende group, found at Vester-Silfberg in Swe-
den.

silgreen (sil'gren), n. A dialectal variant of

senyrcen.
silhouette (sil-9-et'), i. [= D. Dan. silliouct =
Sw. G. silhuett, < F. silhouette, a profile portrait
in black, so called after Etienne de Silhouette,
French minister of finance in 1759, whose rigid

public economy, intended to avert national

bankruptcy, caused his name to be applied to

things cheap, especially to things made osten-

tatiously cheap in

derision of him.] 1.

Originally, a por-
trait in black or
some other uniform
tint, sometimes va-
ried as to the hair
or other parts by
lighter lines or a

lightening of shade,
showing the profile
as cast by a candle
on a sheet of paper;
hence, any opaque
portrait, design, or

image in profile. Sil-

houette portraits were
very common throughout the early years of the nine-
teenth century, and are often cut out of black paper.

As he entered the parlor his eye caught upon two sil-

houettes, . . . black profiles, with the lights done in gold
about as poor semblances of humanity as could be con-

ceived. Mrs. Gaskell, Sylvia's Lovers, xxxiv.

There was a sticking-plaster silhouette of him in the wid-
ow's bedroom. Thackeray, Bluebeard's Ghost.

2. Opaque representation or exhibition in pro-
file

;
the figure made by the shadow or a shad-

owy outline of an object ; shadow.
The cat's dark silhouette on the wall
A couchant tiger's seemed to fall.

WJdttier, Snow-Bound.

En or In silhouette, shown in outline, or in uniform solid
color only.

In the close foreground is this framing of trees, which
stand out in silhouette against a bright blue sky.

Harper's Weekly, XXXIII., Supp., p. 60.

Silhouette (sil-5-et'), v. t. [< silhouette, n.] To
represent or exhibit in silhouette; make or

bring out a shaded profile or outline view of:

used chiefly or only in the past participle.
A flock of roosting vultures, silhouetted on the sky, lin-

ger with half-opened, unwilling wing.
G. W. Cable, Creoles of Louisiana, i.

He stood silhouetted against the naming Eastern sky
alone. S. J. Duncan, A Social Departure, xl.

Silica (sil'i-ka), . [NL. , < L. silex (silic-), flint :

see silex.] Silicon dioxid (SiO2 ), or silicic an-

hydrid, a white or colorless substance, nearly
insoluble in water and in all acids except hy-
drofluoric acid. Silica is extremely hard, and fuses
with difficulty in the oxyhydrogen flame to a colorless

amorphous glass. In nature, as quartz, it is universally
distributed, and is the commonest of minerals ; here be-

long the varieties rock-crystal, amethyst, chalcedony,

Silhouette of George Washington.

silicify

agate, caruelian, onyx, jasper, Hint, hornstune, etc., which
differ in degree of crystalli/atinn ami in purity, and lienci'

in color. Silica in the form of quartz makes the sand of the

sea-shore, and rock-masses as quartzitc and sandstone. 1 1

also occurs as the rare mineral tridymite, known only in

volcanic rocks and in a few meteorites, and as the amor-

phous opal, which is softer and more soluble than quartz
and contains more or less water. (See quartz, triili/unti',

opal, also tismanite, c-ristobalite, melanophloyite.) silica

also forms the material of the spiculcs of many sponges
and of the frustules of diatoms ; deposits of the latter are
not uncommon under peat-swamp*, ami in some regions
vast beds have been accumulated. (See infumrial earth,
under infusorial.) Silica combines with bases to form
compounds called silicates, which constitute the rocky
crust of the globe. It occurs in solution in the waters
of many mineral springs, and sometimes is deposited in

enormous quantities about geyser-basins. From the sili-

cates taken up by plants silica is often deposited on the
surface or in the interior of their stems. The value of
the equisetnm, or scouring-rush, is dme to the silica con-
tained in it, which sometimes amounts to IS per cent, of
the fresh plant. Sand is extensively used for the manu-
facture of glass and mortar. The prominent silicates rec-

ognized among minerals are the mttasUicatex, salts of meta-
silicic acid (HoSiO :j), and vrthosilicales, salts of orthosilicic
acid ( (I ,>ii i

t ). Examples are rhodonite, or manganese
metasilicate(MnSiO.t), ami willemite, or zinc orthosilicate

(ZnaSitXi). There are also disilicates, polysilicates, etc.,
but they are rarer, and their nature is less clearly under-
stood. Seey/oft*. mortar'-, and sandl. Also called silex.

Infusorial silica. Same as infusorial earth (which
see, under infusorial). Silica bandage, in sury., a ban-

dage which is moistened with sodium silicate after having
been applied.

Silicate (sil'i-kat), . [<.silic-ic + -ate 1
.'\

A salt

of silicic acid. Silicates formed by the union of silicic

acid with the bases alumina, lime, magnesia, potassa, soda,
ete., constitute by far the greater number of the minerals
which compose the crust of the globe. Glass is a mix-
ture of artificial silicates of alkalis and alkaline earths or
metallic oxids(see f/Jowj). Silicate cotton. BMMtfonl.

Silicated (sil'i-ka-ted), . [< silicate + -crt'-2.]

Coated, mixed, combined, or impregnated with
silica Silicated soap, a mixture of sodium silicate

and hard
soap.

silicatization (sil-i-ka-ti-za'shon), n. [< sili-

cute + -ize + -ution.'] The process of combin-

ing with silica so as to change to a silicate.

[Rare.]
Silicea (si-lis'e-a), ii.pl. [NL., < L. silex (silic-) ,

flint: see silex.] 1. Silicious sponges. See
Silicisponi/ise. 2. Sponges, excepting Calcarea;
all non-calcareous sponges. All the existing horny
or fibrous sponges are supposed to have been derived from
Silicea which have lost their spicules. or replaced them by
a fibrous skeletal support. The Silicea, as a subclass of

Sponyia, are divided by Von Lendenfeld into three ordeis

Uexactinellida, ChondroKjxmyue, and Cornacu*ponyiie.

siliceous, See siliciouis.

silicic (si-lis'ik). a. [< NL. silica + -/c.] Of or

pertaining to silica : as, silicic ether Silicic

acid, an acid obtained by decomposing a silicate soluble
in water with hydrochloric acid, and dialyzing the liquid
so obtained. The acid is a colloid, ami is obtained in an
aqueous solution, which if concentrated sets to a jelly.
Silicic acid has not yet been obtained in the pure form,
as it undergoes decomposition into water and silica when
dried. There are several hypothetical silicic acids, from
which the several classes of silicates are supposed to be
formed. Such are orthosilicic acid (HaSiO^), metasilicic
acid (H2SiO;i), and parasilicic acid (HfjSiOs). None of
these acids has been isolated. Silicic ether, a com-
pound of silicic acid with an alky], as methyl silicate

((CH3)4Si04 ).

Silicicalcareous (sil"i-si-kal-ka're-us), . [<
NL. silica + L. caJcarius, calcareous.] Con-

sisting of silica and calcareous matter. Also
xiUeocalcareous.

siliciceratous (sil"i-si-ser'a-tus), a. f< NL. sili-

ea + Gr. xfpaf (nepa--), horn.] Consisting of or

containing mixed silicious spicules and horny
fibers: applied to a group of sponges, the Hali-
chondriae.

silicide (sil'i-sid), . K silic-on + -irfel.] A com-
pound of silicon with a single other element
which is relatively electropositive, or with an
organic radical. Also siliciuret.

siliciferous (sil-i-sif'e-rus), . [= F. silicifere,
< NL. silica + ferre"= E. tan".] Bearing or

containing silica; producing silica, or united
with a portion of silica.

silicification (si-lis'^-fi-ka'shon), n. [= F. sili-

cijication; as silicify + -ation (see -fication).']
Conversion into silica.

The most conspicuous of the chemical changes wrought
in the gravel, as evidenced by the known changes in the
substances imbedded in it. is silicification.
J. D. Whitney, Auriferous Gravels of the Sierra Nevada,

[p. 327.

silicify (si-H.s'i-fi), r. ; pret. and pp. silic(fii-a',

ppr. silicifyiiig. [X NL. silica + facere, make,
do (see -/}/).] I. trans. To convert into silica,

as organic matter of any kind, especially wood.
Silicifled wood, jasperized wood, or agatized

wood, wood which has been changed into the agate or

jasper varieties of quartz by a replacement of the cellular

structure of the wood by silicious waters, sometimes con-

taining oxids of iron and manganese. Agatized and jas-

perized wood admitting of a fine polish, and of the richest

red, yellow, and brown colors, occurs in immense quanti-
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ties In California, Nevada, and Arizona. It is extensively
used for ornamental and decorative purposes. Table-tops
three feet in diameter have been sawed from a single sec-

tion.

II. intrans. To become silica; be impreg-
nated with silica.

silicious, siliceous (si-lish'us, -ius), a. [= F.

Kiliceiij; of or pertaining to flint, < L. sitirriix,

of or pertaining to flint, < silex ("Hie-), flint:

see silex, silica.] 1. Containing or resembling
silica, or having its general character. 2. In

:aiil., containing or consisting of silica or si-

licious substance in one or another form : as,

nilicious sponges: wY/riHS sponge-spicules ;
the

xiliciii;:* test or skeleton of various protozoans,

especially radiolarians Silicious earth, earth

consisting of or especially abounding in silica. Silicious
sinter. Same as opal (h). Silicious waters, such wa-
ters as contain silica in solution in considerable quantity,
as many boiling springs.

Silicispongise (sil"i-si-spon'ji-e), n. pi. [NL.,
< L. si/e.f (nitic-), flint, + spongia, a sponge.]
Silicious sponges ; an order or other group of

sponges characterized by the presence of sili-

cious spicules: used with varying latitude by
different writers. In the widest sense the Silictepon-

gite include all non-calcareous sponges, whether silicious

spicules are present or not, and are the same as Silicea, 2.

In Sollas's classification the term is restricted to Micro-
masticlora having a skeleton the scleres of which are not
calcareous, being thus the silicious sponges without the

Myxospoiiyix. Also Silicoftponffix. See cuts under Pori-

fera and Spongilla.

silicium (si-lish'i-um), H. [NL., < L. silex (silic-),

Hint.] Same as silicon.

siliciuret (si-lis'iu-ret), n. [< L. silex (silic-),

flint, + -uret.] Same as silicide.

siliciureted, siliciuretted (si-lis'iu-ret-ed), a.

[< L. silex (silic-), flint, + -uret + -ed?.] Com-
bined so as to form a siliciuret Siliciureted
hydrogen, hydrogen silicide (SiHA a colorless gas com-
posed of silicon and hydrogen, which takes fire sponta-
neously when in contact with air, giving out a brilliant

white light.

silicle (sil'i-kl), n. [Also silicule, < F. silicule;
< L. silicula, a little husk
or pod, dim. of siliqua, a

husk, pod: see siliqua.]
In hot., in the mustard
family, a short silique
that is, a pod or seed-
vessel the length of

which does not more
,. o, sh^tpuKC (Caf .

than twice, or possibly nii*Btm*-f<ut*rb), a. same,
tl-ivino aiTT-naaa tlio opened, to show the placenta,
tnrice, surpass tne the seeds and thc two valvss . ,.

breadth, as in the shep- or yem.ii whitlow-crass, F.-

herd's-purse, Lunaria, a '. ".(."same^'opened" to show

Candytuft, etc. See Si- the valves, the dissepiment, and

lique, pouch, 4, and fig. 4
under pod. Also silicula, silicule.

silicoborate (sil"i-ko-b6'rat), n. [< silicon +
borate.] Same as borosilicate.

nilicoborocalcite (siFi-ko-bo-ro-kal'sit), n. [<
L. silex (silic-), flint, + NL. boron + E. calcite.]
Same aa howlite.

silicocalcareous (siFi-ko-kal-ka're-us), a.

Same as silicicalcareous.

silicofluoric (sil"i-ko-flij-or'ik), a. [< silicon +
fltior-in + -ic.] Pertaining to or consisting of

silicon and fluoriu.

silicofluoride (sil"i-ko-flo"o-rid or -rid), n.

[< silicon + fluor + -toe1.] M2.SiF6 ,
a salt of

silicofluoric acid. See silicofluoric.

silicon (sil'i-kon), n. [< NL. silicon, < L. silex

(silic-), flint: see silex, silica.] Chemical symbol,
Si; atomic weight, 28.19. A.non-metaliic ele-

ment which is obtained in three allotropic forms

namely, amorphous, as a dull-brown powder
soluble in alkali, which burns when ignited;
graphitic, in crystalline leaves having a strong
metallic luster and lead-gray color, insoluble in

alkali and non-combustible
; and crystalline, in

octahedral needles having a red luster, and
hardness a little less than that of the diamond.
Next to oxygen, silicon is the most abundant element in na-
ture. It is found only in combination, chiefly with oxygen,
forming silicon dioxid, or silica, which combined with bases
makes up the larger part of the rock-crust of the globe.
Also called sUMum. Silicon-brass, brass prepared with
the addition of a small amount of silicon, by which its

valuable qualities are said to be improved. Silicon-
bronze, copper prepared with the addition of a small
amount of silicon-copper, by which its valuable properties
for certain uses, as for telegraph-wire, are said to be con-

siderably improved. Weiller's silicon-bronze telegraph-
wire was found by analysis to consist of almost chemically
pure copper, with 0.02 per cent, of silicon. The silicon-

bronze telephone-wire of the same maker contained 1.02

per cent, of zinc, 1.14 of tin, and 0.05 of silicon. The addi-
tion of the silicon in the manufacture of silicon-bronze
seems to have no other etfect than that of entirely remov-
ing the oxygen of the copper. Silicon-Iron, iron con-

taining a large proportion of silicon (as much, in some in-

stances, as 10 to 14 per cent.), prepared for use in improv-
ing the quality of cast-iron, especially for foundry use,

5C20

which it is now believed to do by its action on the carbon
which the iron contains, an increase of silicon chan^in;.'

combined carbon to graphitic, and vice versa. Also called

high-silicon iron, and. of late more generally, ferro-gilicon.
" When the founder understands its [silicon's] use, he

may soften and toughen, or harden and strengthen his

iron to suit his requirements." (Keep and Orton, Trans.
Amcr. Inst. II in. Eng. (1888-9), XVII. 253.) Silicon

ware, a kind of stoneware introduced about 1888 by the
Lambeth potteries : it is colored in the body, very slightly

glazed, and somewhat resembles Wedgwood ware in sur-

face and coloring.

siliconize (sil'i-kon-iz), v. t. and i.
; pret. and pp.

siliconized, ppr. si/iconizing. [< silicon + -i;c.]

To combine, or cause to combine, with silicon.

The presence of alkaline silicates in the furnace pro-
motes the siliconizing of the iron. Encyc. Brit., XIII. 351.

silicosis (sil-i-ko'sis), n. [NL., < silicon + -osis.]

Pneumonoconiosis in which the particles are

of flint : same as cltalicosis.

Silicoskeleta (sil"i-ko-skere-ta), n. pi. [NL.,
pi. of silicoskeleton, ^ L. silex (silic-), flint, +
(jr. twAf-roV, a skeleton.] A subclass of Badin-

laria, containing those radiolarians whose skel-

eton, if any, is silicious. Most of these protozoans
have the power of secreting silica to form a more or less

elaborate network or basketwork, as figured under liadio-

laria. The term is contrasted with Acanthometrida.

silicoskeletal (sil"i-kp-skel'e-tal),
a. [< silico-

skeleton + -al.] Having a silicious skeleton, as

a radiolarian
; composed of silica, as a skeleton.

Silicospongi8e(sil"i-ko-spon'ji-e), n. pi. [NL.]
Same as Niliciapongiee.

silicula (si-lik'u-la), .
; pi. siliculse (-le). [NL.,

< L. silicula, a little husk or pod: see silicle.]

In bot., same as silicle.

Silicular (si-lik'u-lar), a. [< silicula + -or3 .]

In bot., having the shape or appearance of a
silicula or silicle.

silicule (sil'i-kul), n. Same as silicle.

siliculose (si-lik'u-16s), a. [< NL. siliculosus, <

L. silicula, a little husk or pod : see silicle.] 1.

In bot., same as silicular. 2f. Full of husks;
consisting of husks; husky. 3. Same as sili-

qttosc, 2. Siliculose cataract. See siliquose cataract,
under siliquose.

siliculous (si-lik'u-lus), n. Same as siliculose.

siliginoset, siliginoust (si-lij'i-nos, -nus), a.

[< L. siligo (siligin-), a white kind of wheat, +
-ose.] Made of fine wheat. Bailey, 1727.

siling-dish (si'ling-dish), n. Same as sile1 , 2.

siliqua (sil'i-kwa), . ; pi. siliquse (-kwe). [NL., <

L. siliqua, a husk, pod, also a very small weight :

see silique.] 1. In bot., same as silique. 2. A
Roman unit of weight, T7Vs of a pound. 3. A
weight of four grains, used in weighing gold and

precious stones; a carat. 4. In anat.
,
a forma-

tion suggesting a husk or pod Siliqua ollvse,
in anat., the fibers appearing on the surface to encircle
more or less completely the inferior olive of the brain :

their outer and inner parts are called funiculi siliquee.

Siliquaria (sil-i-kwa'ri-a), n. [NL., < L. sili-

qua, a husk, pod: see siliqua.'] In conch.:

(a) A genus of tasnioglossate holostomatous

gastropods, belonging to the fam-

ily Vernietidse or made type of
the Siliquariidee, having a tubular
shell which begins as a spiral
and ends with irregular separated
whorls or coils, somewhat like

the hard cases of some worms, as

serpulas. S. anguina is a typical
example. Bruguieres, 1789. (6)

[1. c.
; pi. siliquarias (-).] A spe-

cies or an individual of this ge-
nus, (c) A genus of bivalve mol-
lusks: same as Soleeurtus. Schu-

macher, 1817.

Siliquariidae (sil"i-kwa-ri'i-de),
n. pi. [NL., < Siliquaria + -idee.]
A family of tsenioglossate gastro-
pods, typified by the genus Siliquaria, having a
tubular shell with a continuouslongitudinal slit,

which at first is spiral,
but later grows irregular.
The species are closely
related to the Fermetidx,
and by most concholo-

gists are referred to that

family.

silique (si-lek'), n. [< F.

xi/iqite = Sp. silicua = Pg.
It. siliqua, < L. siliqua, a

husk, pod: see siliqua.]
In bot., the long pod-
like fruit of the mustard

family. It is a narrow two-
valved capsule, with two parie- Sihques.

tal placenta!, from which the ' of C
J3*5'JK

valves separate in dehiscence. ph'ani^<m. *f.
Frequently a false partition is phila lams.

silk

stretched across between the two placentae, rendering the

pod two-celled in an anomalous way. Also eiliqua. See
also cut under pod.

siliquiform (sil'i-kwi-form), a. [< L. siliqwi, a

husk, pod, T forma, form.] Having the form
of a silique.

siliquose, siliquous (sil'i-kwos, -kwus), . [<
NL. xiliqi!iix, < \j. tttiqtta, a husk, pod : see sili-

qua.'] 1. In hot., bearing siliques; having or

forming that species of pod called a silique:

as, xiliquose plants. 2. In metl., resembling or

suggesting a silicle. Also siliculiisc
Siliquose

cataract, in med., a form of cataract with absorption of

Siliquaria art.

gnina.

the greater part of the lens and with calcareous impreg-
nation of the layer of the capsule. Also called dry-shelled

cataract, silicitlose cataract, cataracta arido-xiliquata.
Siliquose desquamation. in med., the casting off from
the skin of dried vesicles whose fluid contents have been
absorbed.

silk (silk), . and a. [< ME.s/H-, xi/lk, xclk, selc,

seolk, < AS. seolc, seoloc, sioloc, sioluc (in comp.)
(for *silc, like meolc, milk, for *iilc) = Icel.

silki = Sw. Dan. silkc, silk; cf. Russ. shelku =
White Russ. and Little Russ. ulinll; = OPruss.

silkas, silk, = Lith. xliilktii, xliilkiMt, silk, silkas,

silk threads, = Hung, selycm, silk, all prob. <

Scand.; OHG. silecho, selecho, sclacho, a robe

(< Slav. ?) (cf . E. serge
1

, < F. serge = Pr. serga,

sirgua = Sp. sarga = Pg. sa-rjn = It. sargia,

serge, silken stuff, = Ir. siric, silken, < L. serica,

fern.) ;
< L. sericum, silk, pi. serica, silken gar-

ments, silks, lit. Seric stuff, neut. of Sericus, <

Gr. 2vp<K<if, pertaining to the Seres, Seric, < Gr.

2^pfC, L. Seres, a people of eastern Asia cele-

brated for their silks: see Seric. The Chinese
name for silk is sze, s:ii, sz\ with variants sei, si,

whence Corean sa, sil, sir, Mongol sereg, silk, < sc

(< Chinese sze, sei) + -reg, a suffix of Tatar lan-

guages. The Chinese word is prob. notconnected
with the European, except that the Gr. 2?;pef may
mean the Chinese, and be based on the Chinese
name for silk. For the more common Teut. word
for 'silk,' see

[Say*.] I. n. 1. A fine soft thread

produced chiefly by the larvee of various bom-
bycid moths, especially of Bombyx (Sericaria)

mori, known as silkworms, feeding on the leaves
of the mulberry and several other trees. (See
Bombyx and silkworm, and compare gut, 4.) Silk
is the strongest, most lustrous, and most valuable of textile

fibers. The thread is composed of several finer threads
drawn by the worm from two large organs or glands con-

taining a viscid substance, which extend, as in other co-

coon-making caterpillars, along a great part of the body and
terminate in two spinnerets at the mouth. With this sub-
stance the silkworm envelops itself, forming its cocoon.
Raw eilk is produced by the operation of winding off at the
same time several of these cocoons, after they have been
immersed in hot water to soften the natural gum on the

filament, on a common reel, thereby forming one smooth,
even thread. Before it is fit for weaving it is converted
into one of three forms, namely singles, tram, or crrganzine.

Singles (a collective noun) is formed of one of the reeled

threads, twisted in order to give it strength and firmness.
Tram is formed of two or more threads twisted together,
and is commonly used in weaving as the shoot or weft. (For
orgamitie, see thrown silk, below.) Silk of various qualities

(but none fully equal to the preceding) is produced by
different genera of the family Satiirniitlx, particularly
the tusser-worm of India, Attacits mylitta, the yama-mai
of Japan, Anthersea pernyi, etc., feeding on the oak and
other plants.

2. A similar thread or fiber spun by various
other insects, especially some spiders; a kind
of cobweb or gossamer. Some such webs are

lustrous, and may be reeled like true silk. See

Nepliila, and cut under silk-spider. 3. Cloth
made of silk; by extension, a garment made of

such cloth. In this sense the word has a plural, silks,

denoting different sorts or varieties : as, black silk; white
silk; colored silks.

The kynge hyme selfene sette . . .

Undyre a sylure of st/lke.

Marte Arthure (E. E. T. S.), 1. 8196.

And seeing one so gay in purple silks.

Tennyson, Geraint.

She bethought her of a faded silk. Tennyson, Geraint.

4 . The mass of long filiform styles of the female
flower of maize: so called from their resem-
blance in the unripe state to silk in fineness
and softness. [U. S.] 5. The silky down in
the pod of the milkweed (hence also called silk-

weed). 6. The silkiness or silky luster often
observed in the sapphire or ruby, due to the
inclusion of microscopic crystals between the

crystalline layers of the gem. The silk is visi-

ble only on what would be the pyramid faces of
the crystals.
In many genuine rubies we find a silky structure (call-

ed silk by jewellers). Jour. Franklin I>ist., CXXII. 380.

Changeable silk. Same as shot silk. China silk.
See pongee. Corah silk. See corah. Dacca silk, an
embroidery-silk sold in skeins. That commonly used is

of European make, though preserving the Indian name.
Diet, of Needlework. Eliottine silk [named from Eliot,
a writer on needlework], a kind of knitting-silk. Fur-
niture-Silk, a fabric of silk or having a silk surface, used



silk

for furniture-covering and other upholstery. Ohllan
Silk, a raw silk exported from Persia, derived from the
province of Ghilan in northern Persia, from which the
largest amount of the material came in the m

5630 silkworm
called are Bombax Malabaricvm, of the East Indies, and silknpsqt (silk ' nf

...Iron anfraetuotum, of India and tropical A ner.
*

:

USet
[.

h"-

rnoroxisly, simulating such titles as yourhigh-
K. One who is em- ness," to imply luxuriousness, ((<.

of silk cloth for the *'r, your rilknesse

Clearely mistakes Maecenas and his house.market, as in smoothing, stiffening, and fold-

ing it.
B- Jonson, Poetaster, iii. 1.

silken (sil'kn), . [< ME. silken, xi/kin, xetkiii, silk-printing (silk'prin"ting), n. The art 01

seolken, < AS. seolcen, siolce/i, seolocen, of silk,
< seolc, silk: see silk.]

' ~"

or consisting of silk.

, , ,

1. Of, pertaining to,

like cotton, of different qualities and manufactures :

loosely used. Japanese silk, formerly, a fabric made
in England, having a linen warp and a silk weft; now, a
fabric wholly of silk and exported from Japan. Nag-
pore silk, a kind of India silk, soft and thin, and usually
in plain colors of the dyes peculiar to the far East. Oiled
Silk. See oil. Pongee Silk. See pongee. RadslmlT
Silk, a rich silk fabric used for mourning garments for
women. Viet, of Needlework. Raw Silk. See def. 1.

Rumchunder silk, Indian silk stuff of different quali-
ties and styles of manufacture. Shot silk. See Ao(i,
p. a., 4. Sllk-degumming machine, a machine for

eliminating the natural gum from the fiber of silk, by
subjecting it to the action of warm water, and beating.
Silk-doubling machine, a machine for twisting toge-
ther two or more filaments of twisted silk. E. U. Knight.-

Silk-sizing machine, a silk-sorting machine. silk-
softening machine, a machine in which silk is softened
and polished after dyeing. The skeins of silk are passed
over reciprocating bobbins. Silk-sorting machine, a
machine for sorting threads of silk according to thickness,
and winding them upon bobbins. The proper bobbin is

presented to the thread by the action of a lever, which is

governed by the thickness of the thread passing between ... . .. .

gage-rollers. Silk-testing machine, a device, on the Silken (sil kn), c. t. [< silken, a.] To make United
principle of the spring-balance, for testing the strength of silky or like silk; render soft or lustrous.

[Bare.]
Little care is yours,

... if your sheep are of Silurian breed.
Nightly to house them dry on fern or straw,
Silkening their fleeces. Dyer, Fleece, i.

A silk-mill

Fetter strong madness in a silken thread.

Shak., Much Ado, v. 1. 25.

2. Like silk
;
soft or lustrous

; hence, delicate
;

tender; smooth.
Taffeta phrases, silken terms precise.

SAa*., L. L. L., v. 2. 406.

A brown beard, not too silken in its texture, fringed his
chin. Hawthorne, Seven Gables, iii.

3. Dressed in silk; hence, luxurious.
Shall a beardless boy,A cocker'd silken wanton, brave our fields

And flesh his spirit in a warlike soil?

Shak., K. John, v. 1. 70.

principle of the spring-balance, for testing the strength of
silk threads or filaments. Sleaved Silk. See sleave,

Spun silk, silk thread produced by spinning the short .

fleered silk from cocoons which the insect has pierced in

eating its way out, or waste silk of any sort which cannot
be thrown in the usual manner : it is spun like woolen, and
is used, either alone or with cotton or woolen for special
fabrics. Tabby silk. Same as tabby. sexes in size.j. silk-factory (silk'fak*to-ri), . ..-,..
Mr. Adolphus Hadlock carried forward the babe, envel- silk-figured (silk'fig"urd), a. Having the or- silk-spinner

oped in a long flowing blanket of white tabby silk, lined namental pattern in silk : noting a woven tex- (silk'spin"er). n.
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practice of printing on smooth and thin silk
fabrics in patterns similar to those used in cot-

ton-printing.
silk-reel (silk'rel), w. A machine in which raw
silk is unwound from the cocoons, formed into
a thread, and wound in a skein, it consists essen-
tially of a vessel of water heated by a furnace(in which the
cocoons are floated while being unwound), a series of guides
for the filaments of silk, and a reel on which the skein is

wound. The cocoons, stripped of the floes silk, are thrown
in the boiling water, and, when they have become soft, the
filaments of several cocoons are united, guided to the reel
and wound off together. Also called sUk-mnJer.

Silk-shag (silk'shag), w. A young herring.
[Prov. Eng.]

Silk-spider (silk'spl"der), w. Any spider which
spinsakindof silk; especially, NepMlapltantoeg
of the southern
United States,
which spins co-

piously, and is

also notable for
the unusual dis-

parity of the

u o\* ui\.|j(ui*u vx me i"mu la C1I

ganzine.To take silk, to become or b
>r queen's counsel : In allusion to th

then assumed. See phrase silk gown, under II. Tus-
ser Bilk. See tusscr-sUk. -Virginia silk, the silk-vine,
Periploca Grfeca: so called from the silky tuft of the seed.
It Is cultivated and inclines to be spontaneous in Virginia.
See Periploca. Wrapping-silk, a flue strong floss em-
ployed in the manufacture of artificial flies.ployed in

II. a.

the manufacture of artificial flies. pie. The size exceeds but
1. Made of silk

;
silken : as, a silk dress

;
United States called alky.

ilk-tree.

lk-fpwl (silk'foul), N. A variety of the do-
mestic hen with silky plumage of fringe-like
filaments. The color is white, the legs are well fea-
thered and dark, the head is crested, and the comb is
double and lumpy ; the face, comb, and wattles are pur--'- The size exceeds but little that of bantams. In the

silk stockings.
What a disgrace is it tome . . . to take note how many

pair of silk stoclrings thou hast, viz. these, and those that
were thy peach-coloured ones ! Shak., 2 Hen. IV., ii. -2. 17.

2. Silk-like; silky. [Bare.]
Your inky brows, your black silk hair.

a fine and closely worked" braid of silk, made forthe decora?
tion of garments, and sometimes of furniture, by being laid

The silk-fouil breeds true, and there is reason to believe
is a very ancient race ; but when I reared a large number
of mongrels from a silk-hen by a Spanish cock, not one ex-
hibited even a trace of the so-called silkiness.

Darwin, Variation of Animals and Plants, xiv.

silk-gelatin (silk'jel'a-tin), '. Same as silk-
i "i.i, u -",, H.IIJ.

(il)tf ^>f*f> *tf")'i(*ii)

eel^^MivV'M siUt-Kland (silk'gland), n. Any gland which silk-thrower
orald, secretes the substance of silk, as in the silk- (silk'thr6'er),.

worm or silk-spider; a serictenum.
- ~ixi ., Same as serif/M.

bi/cilta, q. v., or
of its G. ver-

sion, Seiden-

schwanz.'] Abird
of the restrict-

ed genus Ampelis
(or Bonibycilla) ;

a waxwing, as
the Bohemian or
Carolinian

;
a

cedar-bird. See
cut under wax-

Silk-spider (Nrfltila plumipts) : upjx
figure. female; lower, male. (Three fourth

upon the surface of the stuff in scrolls and other patterns silk-glue (silk'glo), .

The,,ank80f8nk

to avoid the necessity of filling in a background, as the silk-gown ".
canvas itself supplies it. Silk damask, a silken textile silk-iwith elaborate flower-patterns, formerly much used for
fine upholstery. Compare damask, 1 (a) and (b) Silk
gown, or the silk, (a) The canonical robe of a king's
or queen's counsel in England, differing from that

'

of an

" naturaj size.)
One who pro-
duces or manufactures thrown silk, or organ-
zine.

Silk-throwster (silk'thro'ster), H. Same as
tar Colours (trans. X p. 40. silk-thrower.

See silk goicii, under silk, a. silk-tree (silk'tre), n. An ornamental decidu-
n. 1. The Adam's-nee- ous tree, Albizzia (Acacia) Julibrissin, a native

of Abyssinia and eastern and central Asia.
Its leaves are twice-pinnate with very numerous leaflets
which appear as if halved ; its flowers are rather large,
pale rose-purple, with tufts of long shining filaments
(whence the name). Also silk-flower.

die or bear-grass, Yucca filamentosa : in allusion
to its fiber, which has been the subject of some
experiment, but has not been brought into use.

2. A name given to the istle, karatas, ramie

.. . UVU ..UUI ... jj.tgimni, Mulcting [Mini I I I .' I I UI aH
ordinary barrister in being made of silk and not of stuff.
Hence (b) A king's or queen's counsel.

Mr. Blowers, the eminent silk-gown.

Dickens, Bleak House, i.

Silk hat, a high cylindrical hat made with a body of stiff
pasteboard covered by a kind of silk plush, especially de- -y~"*-"~" v^.i.., i >,uc yvcoicm ujmeu SUKWCed (SUK'wed), n. 1. A common name
signed for this purpose. Silk hats are worn for common use States, whose flowering glumes are densely for the Cmiferraccir or fresh-water alow that

^'S3iSEtt^3r55!& covered with lone silkv hairs: also - the 8im"
"23TJS ?**L.^

ti>\ r il.. ..ill... ..I..;. , , .,..:. .....i ; L B
.

J -

.
, , (wrence the name). Also sUk-ftower.

(see these names), and some other fibers, also silk-vine (silk'vin), w. See Periploca."<>> or less to the plants producing them, silk-weaver (silk'we'ver), n. One whose
gh ^hey a1

'6
,

1'"16
^'ass-like.-S.

A grass, cupation is the weaving of silk stuffs.

^opsis cuspidate, of the western United silkweed (silk'wed), n. 1. A comm
States whose flowerin lumes are den -

OC-

common name
--, for the t'onferracex, or fresh-w _.___

also, the simi- consist of long, soft filaments resembling silk.

See Confen-acex. 2. Same as :

'" ' '

lilb-wiTiHor fsillr'iviTi'riAi-N *

with long
"Hi 1' ,IL -Mm. uiuouii, * Linn aim gauzy S11K IQT. \tinu ffttnnttl nf rhp samp

textile, either plain, or printed in small patterns in color, '?i~ P* ? "XI "V<- <-". ~. ^i^c =
or ornamented with raised figures made in the weaving SlLK-grower (silk grower), u. One who pro- silk-winder (silk'win'der) n 1 A silk-reel
Sllkpaper, tissue-paper; especially, a fine quality of tis- duces silk-cocoons by raising silkworms and _2 A windino- machine fnr'frnfprrir,<r row.a5S^S9Sr.isSlss **^* OT0^ Ŝ on wh^ they & t Xffi^u&5zS&
of tusser-silk with a long soft pile imitating sealskin fur spinning.
Compare sealskin doth under s *ti.-silk serge, a Sllthen (si k hen), n. The female silk-fowl, silkwood (silk'wud), w. 1. The moss Polutri-^&%^?S^^J!*Z^ ^vTbeit^TsllV'asV Th%

Stat
r';

qU,f
''""" C B - ^OV " E"gO-2. A shrVb,

ity of being like silk, as to the touch, to the Muntingia Calabura. See caldbur-tree
eye by its luster, or to the ear by its peculiar silkworm (silk'werm), n. [< ME. sylke wyrme,rustle. 2. Softness; effeminacy; pusiHamm- si/Ike worme, < AS. seolc-wyrm, sivlucwyrm (=
ity. Imp. Diet. 3. Smoothness to the taste. --" ^ ' -'- -**- '

The claret had no silkineis.

_ uuuu TL,or\*ijiaij iui LI1C IIIIIIIK^ OI nilC
coats. There is generally a diagonal pattern produced in
the weaving, the stuff being of one color. Silk ShaK a
kind of shag made wholly or in part of silk. Silk-spray
embroidery, a kind of appliqu^ work in which the orna-

;s applied are small sprays previously embroidered in... na plclwusly ulllUlOHlereil H
fllosel or floss-silk on thin stuff and cut out for the pur-

se. silk-stockings, silken hose. They were formerly
'!
axtraVaa 'ltan? re

.
pr

clas class
.. -----j _w , w BBvw-oM/nitftjy, a p
Silk-top palmetto. See palmetto.

Silk-bunting (Silk'bun'ting), . An American, . mercan
bunting of the genus Spiza (formerly Euspiza),

.

as the black-throated S. americana, whose plu- silk-mercer (silk'mer"ser), w
mage is peculiarly close and smooth. See cut fabrics.

Chesterfield.

silkman (silk'man), n.
;

silk + man,
1

} A deale_ ^ v
one employed in the manufacture of silks, or
the manufacturer or director of a silk-mill.
He is indited to dinner ... to Master Smooth's the

silkman. Shak., 2 Hen. IV., ii. 1. si.

A dealer in silk
.

Silk-mill (silk'mil), n.

,

America.

-ie species of the genera ,.
iromn; also of the genus Pachira of

The silk-cotton trees most properly so

whose larva is a silkworm, as liombyx (or Seri-
mori. 2. pi. The family So'nibyciflse.

Dan. silkeorm), < seolc, silk, + iryrm, worm :

see silk and worm.'] 1. The larva or cater-

1. xilkmen (-men). [< pillar
of a bombycine moth or silk-moth which

silk fabrics; also,
'n ^e chrysalis state is inclosed in a cocoon
of silk; especially, such a larva, as of Sombyx
(Sericaria) mori and allied species, from which
silk of commercial value is obtained. There
are many species, of different genera. The ordinary
silkworm of commerce, or mulberry-silkworm, is the
larva of Sericaria mori. It is indigenous to China, and
its cultivation spread through India and Persia, reach-
ing Constantinople about A. E. 550. This larva is a large
whitish caterpillar with an anal horn, and the moth is

large-bodied, white In color, with small wings. The best
races have but one annual generation, and are known
as annuals. There are races, however, which have two
generations (bivoltins), or three (trivoltins), or four (quad-
rivoltins), or eight (dacys). The cocoon varies through
shades of white, cream, green, or roseate, and also greatly

A mill or factory for
r for



silkworm
in size. The principal moths of wild silkworms are the
tusser (Attuetix iniililta) of India, the yama-mai (Anilie-
rsea yama-maC) of Japan, the peniyi (Antherxapfin:,i\ .>i

China, the ailantus or arrindy (Santia cynthia) of i liina,
Introduced into Europe and America, ami the c-eeropia,
polyphemus, promethia, and luna of North America. See
cuts under Bumbyx, luna silkworm, and tamarin.

2+. A shopper who examines goods without
buying. [Old trade slang.]
The silk-worms are, it seems, indulged by the tradesmen ;

for, though they never buy, they are ever talking of new
silks, laces, and ribbons, and serve the owners in getting
them customers. Stecle, Spectator, No. 454.

Silkworm disease, silkworm rot. See Jlacddity,
mwcardinel , Micrococcut, Botrytis. Silkworm gut See
gut, 4.

Silky (sil'ki), o. and . [< s + -yl.] I. a .

1. Having the qualities or properties of silk,
as smoothness and luster; sericeoxis.

Underneath the silky wings
Of smallest insects there is stirred
A pulse of air that must be heard.

O. P. Lathrop, Music of Growth.
2. Same as silken. [Bare.]

But Albion's youth her native fleece despise ; . . .

In silky folds each nervous limb disguise.

Shenstone, Elegies, xviii.

3. In bot., covered with long, very slender,
close-pressed, glistening hairs

; sericeous. 4.
Smooth to the taste.
A very enticing mixture appropriately called silky, . . .

made of rum and madeira.
C. A. Bristed, English University, p. 71.

Silkymonkey or silky tamarin, a South American mar-
moset, Midas rosalia, with long, yellow, silky fur forming
a kind of mane. See marikina. Silky oak. See Ore-
villea.

II. . The silk-fowl : the more usual name
in America.

silky-wainscot (sil'ki-wan"skpt), H. A British
noctuid moth, Senta maritima.

Silky-wave (sil'ki-wav), . A British geotnetrid
moth, Acidalla holosericata.

Sill 1 (sil), . [< ME. sille, setle, sulk, sylle, < AS.
syl, syll, a sill, base, support (> ML. silla), = MD.
sidle = MLG. sul, suite, LG. sail, guile, a sill, =
Icel. gyll, mod. sylla, a sill, = Sw. syll = Dan.
syld, the base of a framework building; cf.
OHG. swella, swelli, MHG. swelle, G. schwelle, a
sill, threshold, beam (> Dan. svellc, a railroad-

tie), = Icel. sril Sw. dial, mill, a sill
;
ef . Goth.

snljo, the sole of a shoe, ga-suljan, found, L.
solca (for *st'otea ?), the sole of the foot, also a
threshold: seesofel. Hence, in comp., ground-
sill, groundsel?.] 1 . A stone or piece of timber
on which a structure rests; a block forming a
basis or foundation: as, the sills of a house, of
a bridge, of a loom ; more specifically, a hori-
zontal piece of timber of the frame of a build-
ing, or of wood or stone at the bottom of a
framed case, such as that of a door or win-
dow; in absolute use, a door-sill. See door-
sill, ground-sin, mudsill, port-sill, window-sill.

Trauailers, that burn in braue desire
To see strange Countries manners and attire,
Make haste enough, if only the First Day
From their owne Sill they set but on their way.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, i. 1.

Under this marble, or under this sill,
Or under this turf, or e'en what they will, . . .

Lies one who ne'er cared, and still cares not a pin,What they said, or may say, of the mortal within.
Pope, Epitaph on One who would not be Buried in

[Westminster Abbey.
2. In fort., the inner edge of the bottom or sole
of an embrasure. See diagram under embra-
sure. 3. In mining: (a) The floor of a gallery
or passage in a mine. (6) A term used by mi-
ners in the lead districts of the north of Eng-
land as nearly equivalent to bed or stratum.
Thus, the basaltic sheets intercalated in the
mountain-limestone are called whin-siHx.
Head sill. See head -rill. - Sill-dressing machine, a
form of wood-planing machine used to dress the sides of
heavy timbers. It is adjustable for stuff of different
widths and thicknesses. Sill knee-iron, an L-shapedor rectangular iron piece used to strengthen an inner
angle of a car-frame.

Sill'2 (sil), . [Also site ; < Icel. sil, sili, sild, the
young of herring, = Sw. sill = Dan. slid, a her-
ring. Cf. sillock.] A young herring. l>,n/.

[Prov. Eng.]
Sill3t, . A variant of selVl.

Sill* (sil), M. [Appar. a dial. var. of tliill] The
thill or shaft of a carriage. [Prov. Eng.]

sillablet, . An obsolete form of syllable
sillabub, . See sillibub.

Silladar (sil'a-dar), re. [Also silledar; < Hind.
silalidar, < Pers. silahdar, an armed man : see
selictar. the same word derived through Turk.]
In India, a trooper of irregular cavalry, who
furnishes his own arms and horse.

Sillaginidae(sil-a-jin'i-de), n.pl. [NL., <Sittag<>
(-gin-) + -idx.~] A family of acanthopterygian
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fishes, typified by the genus Sillago. They have
the body elongated ; scales pectinated ; lateral line

straight ; head oblong ; pre-orbital bones very largely ex-

panded from the side in front of the eyes; preoperculum
much longer than high, with a prominent longitudinal
fold, incurved below, forming the inferior flattened sur-
face of the head ; dorsal fins two ; anal with two small
spines ; pectorals normal

;
and ventrals thoracic and nor-

mal. About a dozen species are known, confined to the
Pacific and East Indian seas.

sillaginoid (si-lai'i-noid), a. and n. [< Silliiyo

(-gin-) + -oid.~\ I. a. Of or relating to the Silla-

ginidss.

II. H. A fish of the family Sillaginidx.
Sillago (sil'a-go), H. [NL. (Cuvier, 1820).] A
genus of acanthopterygian fishes, confined to

Sillago sihamn,

the Pacific and East Indian seas, typical of the

family Sillaginidse.
siller (sil'er), . and a. A Scotch form of
silver.

siller-fish (sil'er-fish), . The bib, blens, or

whiting-pout, Gadus lusciis. [Moray Firth.]
Siller-fluke (sil'er-flok), n. The brill: prob-
ably in allusion to the light spots. [Scotch.]

Sillery (sil'e-ri), . [< F. Sillery (see def.).] 1.

Originally, one of the sparkling wines of Cham-
pagne produced at Sillery, a village in the de-
partment of Marne: now a mere trade-name
having little signification. Compare cham-
pagne. 2. A still white wine produced within
a few miles of Rheims. it is the chief of the still
wines of Champagne. To distinguish it from the spark-
ling wines, it is commonly called Sillery see.

sillibaukt, . Same as sillibouk.

silliboukt, n. [Also silliboulce, sillybauk, & kind
of posset; prob. a humorous fanciful name, lit.
'

silly (i. e. happy, jolly) belly' (formed after the

first element has been variously referred to
swell (cf. MD. swelbuyck, 'swell-belly,' dropsy),
to E. dial, silel, strain, milk, and to Icel. sylgr,
a drink (< svelgja = E. swallowi).] Same as sil-

libub. Hallnoell.

sillibub (sil'i-bub), n. [Also sillabub, syllabub ;
an altered form (with the second element con-
formed to bub 1

,
a kind of liquor T ) of sillibouk,

q. v.] A dish made by mixing wine, ale, or
cider with cream or milk, so as to form a soft
curd: this is sweetened, and flavored withlemon-
juice, rose-water, etc. Whipped sillibub is made by
thoroughly whisking or beating, and skimming or pour-
ing off the froth into glasses ; solid sillibub is made by
adding gelatin and water, and boiling.

Laid aigre, whay ; also, a sillibub or merribowke.
Cotymve.

Your ale-berries, caudles, and possets each one,
And sillabubs made at the milking-pail,
Although they be many, beer comes not in any,
But all are compos'd with a pot of good ale.

Randolph, Commendation of a Pot of Good Ale.

Sillik (sil'ik), n. See sillock.

sillily (sil'i-li), adv. [A mod. form of seelily
(cf. silly for seely) : see scclily.'] In a silly man-
ner; foolishly.
MOM. . . . Come, come, dear Gerrard, prithee don't be

out of humour, and look so sillily.
Oer. Prithee do not talk so sillily.

Wycherley, Gentleman Dancing-Master, v. 1.

He had those traits of a man of the world which all silly
women admire, and some sensible women admire sillily

Harper's Mag., LXXVII. 316.

Sillimanite (sil'i-man-it), n. [Named afterBen-
jamin Silliman, an American scientist (1779-
1864).] A silicate of aluminium (Al2SiO5 ), hav-
ing the same composition as andalusite and
cyanite. It occurs usually in fibrous or columnar
masses (hence also called JtbroUte), and shows perfect
macrodiagonal cleavage.

silliness (sil'i-nes), . [A mod. form of seeli-
ncss (as silly for seely').'] The quality of being
silly; foolishness; senselessness; weakness of

understanding ; extreme simplicity ;
absurd or

contemptible folly.
It is silliness to live when to live is torment.

SAo*., Othello, i. 3. 309.

sillite (sil'it), H. [< Sill(berg) (see def.) +
-(te2.] A variety of gabbro occurring at Sill-

berg near Berchtesgaden in Bavaria : so named
by Giimbel. According to Tschermak, it is a
true gabbro.

silly

sillock (sil'ok), n. [Also written sillH; sellok ;

appar. < si/ft + -ock.~] A young coalfish. [Lo-
cal, Eng. and Scotch.]
A large quantity of sillocks, or young saithe, were got

to-day here with the sweep-nets.
London Daily Telegraph, Nov. 26, 18S1. (Encyc. Diet.)

sillogismet, An obsolete form of syllogism.

Sillograph (sil'o-graf), n. [< LL. sillographus,
< Gr. ai'AAoypdifos, < ai~/J.o(, satire, a satirical

poem, + ypa<j>eiv, write.] A satirist
;
a writer of

satirical poems: an epithet of Timon of Phlius,
author of three books of SiMat in hexameters
against the Greek dogmatic (non-skeptical)
philosophers, of which a few fragments re-
main.

Timon of Phlius, the well-known silloyraph and sceptic
philosopher, flourished about 280 B. c.

Encyc. Brit., XXIII. 397.

sillographist (si-log'ra-fist), n. [As sttlograph+ -ist.] Same as sillbgraph.
sillometer (si-lom'e-tfrr), . [Irreg. < F. siller,
make headway (see single^), + Gr. uer/mv, mea-
sure.] An instrument for determining the
speed of a ship without the aid of a log-line.
The various forms Include the indication of speed at any
time or for any given length of time, as well as the total
distance passed over.

Sillon (sil'on), n. [< F. sillon, OF. seillon, a
furrow.] In fort., a work raised in the middle
of a ditch, to defend it when it is too wide :

frequently called an envelop.
sill-step (sil'step), n. On a railway box-car,
an iron bar on the ear-sill below the ladder, so
shaped as to form a step for the ladder,

silly (sil'i), a. and n. [A mod. form, with short-
ened vowel, of early mod. E. seely: see seely.
This is one of the few instances in which an
orig. long e (ee) has become shortened to i.

The same change occurs in breeches, and in
the American pron. of been, with no change
in spelling.] J. . If. Happy; fortunate;
blessed. Wyclif.2\. Plain; simple; rustic;
rude.

Meantime Carinus in this silly grove
Will spend his days with prayers and orisons
To mighty Jove to further thine intent.

Greene, Alphonsus, i.

Such therefore as knew the poor and silly estate
wherein they [the apostles] had lived could not but won-
der to hear the wisdom of their speech.

Hooker, Eccles. Polity, ill. 8.

It is silly sooth,
And dallies with the innocence of love.

Slmk.,T. N.,ii. 4.47.

3. Simple-hearted; guileless; ingenuous; in-

nocent. [Archaic.]
Provided that you do no outrages
On silly women or poor passengers.

Shak.,T.(i. of V., iv. 1. 72.

But yet he could not keep, . . .

Here with the shepherds and the silly sheep.
M. Arnold, Thyrsis.

4. Weak
; impotent ; helpless ; frail. [Obso-

lete or provincial.]
After long storms, . . .

In dread of death and dangerous dismay,
With which my silly bark was tossed sore,
I do at length descry the happy shore.

Spenser, Sonnets, Ixiii.

5. Foolish, as a term of pity; deficient in un-
derstanding; weak-minded; witless; simple.
For of this sort are they which creep into houses, and

lead captive silly women. 2 Tim. iii. 6.

She, silly queen, with more than love's good will,
Forbade the boy. Shak., Passionate Pilgrim, 1. 123.

What am I?
The siUy people take me for a saint.

Tennyson, St. Simeon Stylites.

6. Foolish, as an epithet of contempt ; char-
acterized by weakness or folly; manifesting
want of judgment or common sense ; stupid or
unwise: as, a silly coxcomb; asi%book; silly
conduct.

This is the silliest stuff that ever I heard.

Shak., M. N. D., v. 1. 212.

From most silly novels we can at least extract a laugh.
George Eliot, Silly Novels.

7. Fatuous; imbecile; mentally weak to the
verge of idiocy. [Scotch.]

Na, na, Davie 's no just like other folk, puir fallow ; but
he 's no sae silly as folk tak him for. Scott, Waverley, Ixiv.

8. Weak in body; not in good health; sickly;
weakly. [Scotch.]

To pleise baith, and eise baith,
This silly sickly man.

Cherrie and Sloe, St. 108. (Jamieson.)
= Syn. 6. ->#, etc. Seesimple. 6. Absurd, Silly, Foolish,
etc. See absurd.

II. .; pi. sillies (-iz). A silly person: as,
what a silly you are ! [Colloq.]



silly

Some people . . . arc always hoping without sense or

reason. . . . Poor sillies, they luivr wind mi tin 1 bruin, and

dream while they are awake.
Spuryeon, John Ploughman's Talk, p. 101.

Cillyhow (sil'i-hou), n. [Also dial, sillulieie; lit.

'

lucky cap' (a child born with a caul on the head

being considered bymidwives especially lucky),
< silly,

'

lucky,' happy (see silly), + *hnw, a dial,

form of houce.] A membrane that in some cases

covers the head of a child when born ;
a caul.

See involution, 4. [Old Eng. and Scotch.]

Great conceits are raised of the involution or membra-
nous covering, commonly called the nllil-how, that some-
times is found about the heads of children upon their

birth. SirT. Browne, Vulg. Err.,v. 23.

sillytont (sil'i-ton), . [< silly + -ton, as in sim-

pleton.'] A simpleton.

SiUylon, forebear railing, and hear what 's said to you.
N. Bailey, tr. of Colloquies of Erasmus, p. 586.

Silo (si'16), n. [= F. silo, < Sp. silo, silo, < L.

sins, < Gr. aip6f, aeip6f, a pit to keep corn in,

an underground granary, a pitfall.] A pit or

chamber in the ground, or a cavity in a rock, or

more rarely a warm air-tight structure above

ground, for the storing of green crops for future

use as fodder in the state called ensilage. The
material is tightly packed in the silo soon after it is gath-
ered (sometimes with addition of a little salt), covered, and

pressed down with heavy weights. Thus it is subjected
to fermentation, which, if not carried too far, is beneficial

rather than injurious. The resulting fodder is analogous
in its nutritious quality to sauerkraut, which is the pro-
duct of fermentation of cabbage. Similar pits or cavities

in the ground or in rock have been used from remote

times, in various parts of the world, for the prolonged
preservation of grain in a dry state, through the careful ex-

clusion of air and moisture.

Silo (si'16), r. t. [< silo, .] To preserve in a
silo ;

make silage or ensilage of.

The crop can be cut and mined in any weather, however
wet. H. Robinson, Sewage Question, p. 220.

silometer (si-lom'e-ter), w. An erroneous spell-

ing of sillometer.

silourt, ". A Middle English form of celure.

Silpha (sil'fii), n. [NL. (Linnaeus, 1758), < Gr.

ai'tyr], a beetle, a bookworm.] A large and

important genus of clavicorn beetles, typical of

the family Silpliidic; the carrion-beetles. They
have eleven-jointed clavate antenn&e, the first joint of

normal length, and the head free and mobile. They

Carrion-beetle (Silffta inaqnelis'1.

a, larva ; rf, same, natural size ; /, f, fi, mandible, labhim, and
maxilla of larva ; i,j, anal process and antenna of same ; w, one of
the lateral processes, more highly magnified, b, pupa ; r. same, natural
size ; /, anal process of same, f, beetle ; >fr, anterior tarsus of same.
(Lines show natural sizes of a, b, c.)

are rather large dark-colored beetles, often with a red or

yellow pronotum, and are found under stones or in dark

places, or about carrion, upon which they feed principally,
although not exclusively. The genus is wide-spread, but
contains less than 100 species, of which 10 inhabit the
United States. S. opaca of Europe feeds to an injurious
extent upon the leaves of the beet and mangel-wurzel.
S. in&qualis is a North American species.

silphal (sil'fal), a. [< Silplia + -al.~\ Resem-
bling, related to, or pertaining to the genus
Silpha.

silphid (sil'fid), n. and a. I. . A necropha-
gous beetle of the family Silphidse; a sexton- or

burying-beetle ;
a carrion-beetle ;

a grave-dig-
ger. See cuts under Silplia, burying-beetle, and
sexton-beetle.

II. a. Of or pertaining to the family SilpMdae.
Silphidse (sil'fi-de), n. pi. [NL. (Leach, 1817),
< Silplia + -idse.~] A family of clavicorn bee-

tles, having the dorsal segments of the abdo-
men partly membranous, the ventral segments
free, the mentum moderate or small, the palpi
approximate at their bases, the posterior

coxse
more or less conical and prominent, and the

eyes finely granulated, sometimes absent. These
beetles are often of considerable size, and live mainly upon
carrion, a few upon decaying or living vegetation. Some
are found in the nests of ants, mice, and bees, while others
inhabit caves. The family is of universal distribution,
and about 000 species have been described, of which about
100 are from America north of Mexico. Also Silpha, Sil-

phales, Silphiadse, SUpMda, Silphides, Silphina, and SU-

phitfs. See cuts under Silpha, burying-beetle, and sexton-
beetle.
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silphium(sirfi-um), . [L.,<Gr.m'/l0n',aplant
(see def. 1), so called in allusion to its resiin 1 "*

juice; cf. ]nii/-p!ant and Tliiijmid.'} 1. An um-
belliferous plant the juice of which was used

by the ancient Greeks as a food and medicine :

called in Latin lascrjiilium. (See ln<-r, /./-
pitiiim.) It has been variously identified, as

with Thapsia Gtiri/rniica. 2. [.cap.] [NL. (Lin-

nseus, 1752).] A genus of composite plants, of

the tribe Heliantlioideee and subtribo M<-lin>ij><>-

dieee. It is distinguished by its large flower-heads with a

broad involucre, sterile disk-flowers, and pistillate and fer-

tile strap-shaped ray-flowers in one or two rows, producing
compressed achenes bordered by two wings which are
toothed or awned at the apex. Twenty species have been

described, of which eleven are now considered distinct.

They are all natives of the United States, chiefly in the Mis-

sissippi valley and Southern States. They are tall rough-
hairy perennials, with a resinous juice, bearing alternate,

opposite, or whorled leaves of various shapes, and either

entire, toothed, or lobed. The yellow flowers (in one spe-
cies the rays are white) are borne in long-stalked heads,
which are solitary or loosely corymbed. S. terebinthina-

ceum, remarkable for its odor of turpentine, is the prairie-
dock of the west. For S. perfoliatum, see cup-plant ; and
for 5. laciniatum, see rosin-weed and compass-plant.

silphologic (sil-fo-loj'ik), a. [< silpholo<j-y +
-ic.] Relating to silphology; pertainingto those

stages of development commonly called larval.

silphology (sil-fol'o-ji), n. [< Gr. a'Atyri, a bee-

tle, + -Aoy/a, < 'tJkytiv, speak: see -ology.] The
science of larvae, or larval forms; especially,
the doctrine of the morphological correlations

of larval stages, or those which immediately
succeed the last of the embryonic stages. Thus,
the characteristics of prototypembryos, derived from the
adulU of a common more or less remote stock of the same
division of the animal kingdom, are matters of silphology.

Hyatt.

silt (silt), n. [ME. silte, erroneously elite; with
formative -t. < silen, drain, filter, strain: see
site1 .] A deposit of mud or fine soil from run-

ning or standing water ; fine earthy sediment :

as, a harbor choked up with silt.

In long process of time the tilt and sands shall . . .

choke and shallow the sea. Sir T. Browne, Tracts, xii.

Oh, that its waves were flowing over me !

Oh, that I saw its grains of yellow silt

Roll tumbling in the current o'er my head !

M. Arnold, Sohrab and Bustum.

silt (silt), r. [< silt, n.] I. trans. To choke, fill,

or obstruct with silt or mud : commonly with uj>.

Like a skilful engineer, who perceives how he could,

fifty years earlier, have effectually preserved an important
harbour which is now irrecoverably silted up.
Whately, Annotations on Bacon's Essays (ed. 1887), p. 223.

II. intrans. 1. To percolate through crev-
ices

; ooze, as water carrying fine sediment.
2. To become obstructed or choked with silt or
sediment: with up.

During the dry months the Hugli silts up
Xineteenth Century, XXIII. 45.

Silt-grass (silt'gras), n. See Paspalum.
silty (sil'ti), a. [< silt + -y

1
.] Consisting of or

resembling silt; full of silt.

silureH, A Middle English form of celure.

silure2 (si-lur'), n. [< F. silure = Sp. situro, <

L. silurus, < Gr. ai/.ovpof, a river-fish, prob. the

sheat; formerly derived < aeieiv, shake, + ovpd,
a tail

;
but the element <nX- cannot be brought

from of(fn'.] A siluroid fish; specifically, the
sheat-fish. See cut under Siluridse.

Silurian (si-lu'ri-an), o. and n. [< L. Silures

(Gr. Sniper), the Silures (see def. I., 1), + -ian.~]

I. a. 1. Of or belonging to the Silures, a people
of ancient Britain, or their country. 2. In

geol., of or pertaining to the Silurian. See II.

II, n. A name given by Murchison, in 1835,
to a series of rocks the order of succession of

which was first worked out by him in that part
of England and Wales which was formerly in-

habited by the Silures. The various groups of fossi-

liferous rocks included in the Silurian had, previous to
Murchison's labors, been classed together as one assem-

blage, and called by the Germans grattwaclte, sometimes
Anglicized into graywacke (which see), also the Trans-
ition series or Transition limestone. In England and Ger-

many these lower rocks have been greatly disturbed and
metamorphosed, and have also been frequently invaded

by eruptive masses; hence it was not until after consid-
erable progress had been made toward a knowledge of

the sequence of the higher fossiliferous groups that the
lower (now designated as Silurian and Devonian) began to

be studied with success. Almost contemporaneously with
the working out of the order of succession of these lower
rocks by Murchison in Great Britain, groups of strata of

the same geological age, but lying for the most part in al-

most entirely undisturbed position, began to be investi-

gated on and near the Atlantic coast of the United States,

especially in New York, by the Geological Survey of that

State, and a little later in Bohemia by Joachim Barrande.

Murchison, Barrande, andJames Hall, paleontologistof the
New York Survey, are all agreed as to the adoption of the
name Silurian, and in regard to the essential unity of the
series or system thusdesignated. TheSilurianisthelowest
of the four great subdivisions of the Paleozoic, namely

siluroid

Silurian, Devonian, Carboniferous, and Permian. When
undisturbed and unmetainorphosed, the Silurian is usu-

ally found to be replete with the remains of organic
forms, of which by far the larger part is marine. The
Silurian is divided into an Upper and a Lower Silurian,
and each of these again is subdivided into groups and sub-

groups varying in nomenclature in various countries. The
line between the Upper and Lower Silurian is drawn in

Great Britain at the top of the May Hill sandstone or

Upper Llandovery group ; in New York, at the top of the

Hudson Elveror Cincinnati group. The almost entire ab-

sence of vertebrates and of land-plants, and the paucity
of plant-life in general, are the most striking features of

Silurian life. The most prominent forms of the animal

kingdom were the graptolites. trilobites, and brachiopods,
and of these the first-mentioned are the most characteris-

tic of all, since they range through nearly the whole Silu-

rian, and disappear in the Devonian ; while the trilobites,
which begin at the same time with the graptolites, con-
tinue through the Devonian, and end only with the Car-

boniferous. As the line between tjie Silurian and Devo-
nian is commonly drawn in England namely, so as to

include in the former the Ludlow group the first verte-

brates, in the form of a low type of fishes, appear near the

top of the Upper Silurian ; traces of land-animals (scor-

Sions)
have also been found in the Upper Silurian of Swe-

en and Scotland ; and in France, in the Lower (?) Silurian,
traces of insect life. A scorpion has also been found in

the United States, at Watervillc, New York, in the Water-
lime group, or near the middle of the Upper Silurian. Mr.
Whitfleld, by whom the specimen was described, inclines
to the opinion that the species, for which he instituted a
new genus (l>roscorpius), was aquatic and not air-breath-

ing, and that it forms a link between the true aquatic
forms like Evrypterus and Pterygotw and the true air-

breathing scorpions of subsequent periods. He intimates
that the same is likely to be true of the Swedish and Scot-

tish Silurian scorpions. The traces of land-plants in the Si-

lurian are rare, and for the most part of doubtful identi-

fication. Alga;, on the other hand, are of somewhat fre-

quent occurrence. As the line between Silurian and De-
vonian is drawn in the United States namely, between
the Oriskany sandstone and the Cauda-galli grit there
are neither land-animals nor fishes in the Silurian ; and
the evidence of the existence of land plants lower than
the Devonian is for the most part of a very doubtful char-
acter. The Silurian rocks are widely spread over the

globe, with everywhere essentially the same types of ani-

mal life. This part of the series is of importance in the

United States, especially in the northeastern Atlantic

States and in parts of the Mississippi valley.

Siluric (si-lu'rik), a. [< L. Silures (see Silurian)
+ -ic.] Samei as Silurian. [Rare.]

silurid (si-lu'rid), a. and n. Same as siluroid.

Siluridae (si-lu'ri-de), n.pl. [NL., < Silurus +
-idee.] A very large family of physostomous
fishes, of the order Xematognatlti, represented
by such forms as the sheat-fish of Europe and
the catfishes or cats of America. It was the same
as Siluroides of Cuvier. By Cope its name was used for

Nematognathi with the anterior vertebrae regularly mod-
ified, the inferior pharyngeal bones separate, and an oper-
culum developed. It thus contrasted with the Aspre-
dinidir and Hypophthalmida, and included all the Kema-
tognathi except those belonging to the two families named.

By Gill the family was restricted to those Nematognathi
which have the anterior vertebra? regularly modified ; the
lower pharyngeal bones separate ; the operculum devel-

oped ; a dorsal fln, in connection with the abdominal por-
tion of the vertebral column, rather short, and preceded
by the spine ; the pectoral fins armed with well-developed

spines having a complex articulation with the shoulder-

girdle ; and the body naked, or with plates only along the
lateral line. The lower jaw has no reflected lip, and there
are usually from four to eight pairs of barbels, maxillary
barbels being always developed. Species of the family
thus limited are very numerous, several hundred having
been described, and referred to many genera. Most of

them inhabit fresh water, especially of tropical and sub-

tropical countries, but many are also found in tropical
seas. In Europe, one, the sheat-flsh, Silvrtis giants, oc-

Sheat-nsh (Silurtts

curs in the central and eastern regions of the continent
;

while a second, more southerly, and supposed to be the

glanis of the ancients, has lately (1890) been distinguished
as Silurus (ParasHurvs) artotouKs. In North America the

family is represented by a number of species belonging to

different subfamilies, which are generally known under
the name of catfishes. The leading genera of North Amer-
ica are Noturus, stone-cats ; ^miun<8,ordinary cats, pouts,

bullheads, etc. ; Ictalurus, channel-cats : Arius, sea-cats ;

and jElurichthi/s (or FelicMhys), gaff-topsails. See also

cuts under catfish, gaff-topsail, pout, and stone-cat.

Siluiidan (si-lu'ri-dan), a. and n. [< silurid +
-an.] I. n. Of or having characteristics of the

Siluridte; siluroid.

II. n. A silure or siluroid.

silurine (si-lu'rin), a. and n. [< Silurus + -inel .~]

I. a. Of or pertaining to the Siluridee.

II. M. A catfish of the family Sihtridx.

siluroid (si-lii'roid), a. and n. [< Silurus +
-old.] I. a. Pertaining to the Siluridx, or hav-



Silvanus surina-
wcMsis. (Hair-line
shows natural size.)

siluroid

ing their characters ; being or resembling a cat-

fish or sheat-fish
;
siluridan.

II. H. A silure.

Siluroidei (sil-u-roi'de-i). . pi. [NL. : see si-

/Mroirf.] An order of fishes, conterminous with

Ncmatognaihi.
SilUTUS (si-lu'rus), >i. [NL., < L. silurux, < Gr.

ofavpof, a kind of river-fish: see silure2.} 1. A
Linnean genus of fishes, typical of the family
SiltiridfF, formerly corresponding to that family,
now restricted to the European sheat-fish, <S'.

glauiit, and a few closely related species of

Asia. See cut under Siluridx. 2. [7. c.] A
fish of this genus: as, the sly siltii-iits.

silva, silvan, etc. See syh-u, etc.

Silvanus (sil-va'nus), . [L., < alien, a wood,
a forest: see syh(i.~\ 1. A Roman rural deity.
He is usually represented with a
sickle in his right hand and a hough
in his left, and is described as the

protector of herds from wolves and
of trees from lightning, and a patron
of agriculture in general, and as the
defender of boundaries.

2. [NL. (Latreille, 1807).]
A genus of clavicorn bee-

tles, of the family Cucujirlse,

consisting of small, slender

species with five-jointed tarsi

in both sexes, the fourth joint

very small, and anteunal joints
from nine to eleven, abruptly
enlarged. It contains about 2S

species, several of which are cosmo-

politan. They live under the bark
of trees or in stored food-products. S. furinamemii is

found all over the world, feeding on many kinds of drugs,
all stored farinaceous products, etc.

silvate, See sylvate.

Silver (sil'ver), . and a. [Also dial. (Sc.)
siller ; < ME. silver, silvers, selcer, solver, seolver,

< AS. seolfor, seolfi-r, siolfor, seolofor (seolfr-),
Mercian sylfxr (for "silfor, like seolc for *silc),

silver, money, = OS. siltibiiar, nilufar = OFries.

selover, selver, selvir, silver = MD. silver, D. sil-

ver = MLG. silver, sidver, LG. silver, suiter, sul-

ver = OHG. silabar, silbar, MHG. G. silbcr,

silver, money, = Icel. silfr = Sw. silfver = Dan.
solv = Goth, silubr, silver, = OBulg. sirebro,

Bulg. srebro, strebro = Serv. srebro = Bohem.
.itrzliibro = Pol. srebro = Buss, serebro = Lith.

sidabras = Lett, sidrabs, stidrabs, silver. = Finn.
xilbba (< G .) ; ulterior origin unknown ; appar.
not an Indo-Eur. word (the Slav, forms are prob.
from the Teut. ). An Indo-Eur. name, not
found in Teut., appears in Ir. Gael, airgiod,
L. aryentum, Gr. apyvpof, Skt. rajata, silver, a
name referring to its brightness or whiteness:
see argent. Some attempt to connect silver

with L. sulfur, sulphur (see sulphur), others
with Gr. aifnipos, iron.] I. n. 1. Chemical sym-
bol, Ag; atomic weight, 107.9. A metal of a

white color, having a specific gravity of 10.4

to 10.7 (according as it is cast, rolled, or ham-
mered), harder than gold, and softer than cop-
per, having a tenacity about equal to that of

gold, and melting at a temperature a little

lower than copper. Its whiteness is remarkable,
that of tin alone among the common metals nearly ap-
proaching it ; among the rare metals, indium and lith-

ium are equal to silver in color and luster. Silver crys-
tallizes in the regular (isometric) system; but, although
native silver is of frequent occurrence, distinct crystals
are very rare. Arborescent and filiform shapes are most
common, but very large solid masses have been found.
Silver occurs in a great variety of ores, being mineralized

by sulphur, antimony, and arsenic, as well as by chlorin,

iodine, and bromine. These ores are widely distributed
over the world. Silver is very commonly associated with
lead ; and the common ore of the latter metal, galena, al-

ways contains some silver, and generally enough to make
its separation remunerative. Silver has also been de-

tected in the water of the ocean. The principal silver-

producing regions are the Andes and Cordilleras. From
Peru and Bolivia came an immense supply of this metal

during the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. Mexico
has been a large producer of silver since the middle of
the sixteenth century. The mines of the Comstock lode
at Virginia City, in Nevada, produced about $320,000,000
worth of bullion from 1860 to 1890, about five twelfths of
the value of which was silver. This metal has always
been accounted "precious," and has been used for orna-
ment and as a measure of value from the earliest times of

which there is any historical record. Its most marked
point of inferiority to gold, apart from color, is its liabil-

ity to tarnish when exposed to sulphurous emanations or

brought into contact with anything containing sulphur.
Silver is too soft to be used in the unalloyed condition.
The ratio of silver to copper in the silver coinage of Eng-
land is 92J to 7J (or 12J to 1) ; in that of France and the
United States, 9 to 1 ; and in that of Prussia, 3 to 1.

2. Silver coin; hence, money in general.

Ne thi excecutors wel bisett the siluer that thow hem
leuest. Fieri Plowman (B), v. 268.

3. Silverware; tableware of silver; plate; a
silver vessel or utensil.
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The Cock . . .

Crow'd lustier late and early,

Sipt wine from silver, praising God.

Tennyson, Will Waterproof.

There was no silver at all, not even a salt-spoon ; it had
been replaced by cheaply plated spoons and forks.

Harper's Mag., LXXVIII. 450.

4. Inpltotog., a salt of silver, as the nitrate, bro-

mide, or chlorid, which three salts are of fun-

damental importance as photographic sensitiz-

ing agents. 5. Something resembling silver;

something having a luster like silver.

Pallas, piteous of her plaintive cries,

In slumber clos'd her silver streaming eyes.

Fenton, in Pope's Odyssey, i. 44.

Aluminium silver. See aluminium. Antimonial sil-

ver Same as dyscrasite. Bismuth silver. Same as

aryentobismutite. Black silver, brittle silver ore.

Same as stephanite. BromiC silver. Same as brmnyrite.

Clerk of the king's silver. See clerk. Cloth of
silver. See doth. Fulminating silver, a very ex-

plosive powder formed by heating an aqueous solution

of silver nitrate with strong nitric acid and alcohol.

German silver, a white alloy of copper, zinc, and nickel,

used as a cheap substitute for silver, and as a superior
article for plated ware, being covered with silver by
plating as is the cheaper Britannia metal. The rela-

tive proportions of the metals in the alloy called Ger-

man silver vary considerably, according to the desire of

the manufacturer to produce a cheaper or more expen-
sive article. The commonest kind contains about eight

parts of copper, two of nickel, and three to five of zinc. A
tlner kind of alloy is obtained by adding more nickel ; the

metal is then less liable to tarnish, and the resemblance
to silver in color and luster is more striking. Nickel is a

much more expensive metal than copper, and very much
more so than zinc. See nickel. King's silver. (a)Aname
given to silver used in England from about 1700 to 1720

for plate of an unusually high standard : apparently intro-

duced by workmen from the continent, and abandoned
because not sufficiently hard and durable. Compare ster-

ling, (b) In old Eng. law, a payment made to the king for

liberty to abandon or compromise the judicial proceeding
for the conveyance of property called a, fine. Also called

postjine. See Jtiuii, 3, and compare primer fine (under
primer). Hock Silver, a white alloy allied to speculum-
metal and Britannia metal ; pewter. It is compounded of

copper, tin, nickel, zinc, lead, and other metals. Mosaic
silver, a compound made of bismuth and tin melted to-

gether, with the addition of quicksilver, used as a silver

color. Thomas, UeA. Diet. Nitrate Of Silver. See ni-

trate. Old silver, in silversmiths' work, silver to which
an appearance of age has been imparted by applying a

mixture of graphite and some fatty matter and cleaning
off with blotting-paper. Oxidized silver. See oxidize.

Red or ruby silver. Same asproustite and pyrargyrite.
Shoe of silver. See sfowi. To think one's penny

Silver. See penny. Vitreous silver, argentite or sil-

ver-glance.

II. a. 1. Made of silver; silvern: as, a silver

cup ;
silver coin or money.
The chaste huntress of the silver bow.

Pope, Iliad, xz. 54.

2. Pertaining or relating to silver; concerned
with silver; producing silver: as, silver legisla-
tion

;
a (Congressional) silver bill

;
the silver

men; the silver States. 3. Resembling silver;

having some of the characteristics of silver ; sil-

very, (o) White like silver ;
of a shining white hue : as,

nicer willow (so called in allusion to the silvery leaves) ;

silver dew (referring to the appearance of dew in the early

morning).
Salisbury, shame to thy silver hair,

Thou mad misleader of thy brain-sick son !

Shak., 2 Hen. VI., v. 1. 162.

Vast halls with golden floors, and bright alcoves,
And walls of pearl, and Sapphire vault besprent
With silver stars. Bryant, Tale of Cloudland.

A vast stiver willow,
I know not how planted.

Lowell, Fountain of Youth.

(6) Having a pale luster or a soft splendor.

Yon silver beams.
Sleep they leas sweetly on the cottage thatch
Than on the dome of kings?

Shelley, Queen Mab, Hi.

(c) Bright; lustrous; shining; glittering.

Spread o'er the silver waves thy golden hairs.

Shak., C. of E.,iii. 2.48.

(d) Having a soft and clear tone, like that fancifully or po-

etically attributed to a silver bell, or a bar of silver when
struck.

When griping grief the heart doth wound, . . .

Then music with her silver sound-
Why "inliier sound?" Shak., R. and J., iv. 5. 180.

(e) Soft; gentle; quiet; peaceful.

His lord in silver slumber lay.

Spenser, F. Q., VI., vii. 1.

Bland Silver Bill. See bill*. Silver age. Bee ayes in

mythology and history (a), under age. Silver bronze, a

kind of bronze-powder used in printing and in other ways
to produce a silver color. Silver certificate. See gold
and silver certificate*, under certificate. Silver Chick-
weed. See P'aronychiai, 2. Silver cochineal. See

cochineal, 1. Silver Chub. Same as .fall-fish. Silver
daiic. See daric. Silver fir, a coniferous tree of the ge-
nus Abies; specifically, A. alba (Pinna Picea, A.pectinata):
so called from the two silvery lines on the under side of the
leaves. It is a native of the mountains of central and south-
ern Europe, planted elsewhere. It grows from 80 to 120 or

even 200 feet high. Its timber is soft, tough, and elastic, of

a creamy-white color, useful for many building and cabi-

net purposes, for making the sounding-boards of musical

silver-barred

instruments, toys, etc. It yields resin, tar, and the Stras-

burg turpentine. This is the "noble flr" (edler Tannen-

baum) of the Hermans. The silver flr of the Alleghany re-

gion, etc., is A. balsamea, mostly called balsam or balm of-

liilnitl fir. It is a moderate-sized tree, its twigs sought for

d cushions, its bark secreting Canada balsam (see

balsam), also the source of spruce-gum. Pacific North
America presents several noble silver firs, as A. grandis.
the white flr of Oregon bottom-lands, and A. nobilis and
..(. tMiynifca, the red flrs of the mountains of Oregon and

California, all trees between 200 and 300 feet in height-
Silver fox, the common red fox, Vulpesfvlna, in a mela-

nistic variation, in which the pelage is black or blackish,

overlaid with hoary or silver-gray ends of the longer hairs.

It is an extreme case of the range of variation from the

normal color, of which the cross-fox is one stage. It oc-

curs in the red foxes of both America and Europe, espe-

cially in high latitudes, and constitutes the Cants or

Vulpes aryentatus or argenteus of various authors. The
silver fox has sometimes been defined wrongly as a vari-

ety of the gray fox of the United States (Urocyon cinereo-

argentatuJi), perhaps by some misapprehension of Schre-

ber's (1778) specific name, just cited ; but this is a distinct

species of a different genus, and one in which the silver-

black variation is not known to occur. Compare cut un-

der cross-fox.

While the Cross and Black and Silver Foxes are usually
considered as different varieties, they are not such in the

classiflcatory sense of that term, any more than are the

red, black, or white wolves, the black marmots, squirrels,

etc. The proof of this is in the fact that one or both of

the " varieties
"
occur in the same litter of whelps from

normally colored parents. They have no special distribu-

tion, although, on the whole, both kinds are rather north-

erly than otherwise, the Silver Fox especially so.

Coue-i and Yarrow, Wheeler's Expl. West of the 100th Me-
[ridian, V. 53.

Silver ear. See jrari. Silver glass. See ylass. Sil-

ver grebe, a misnomer of the red-throated diver or loon,

Colymbus (or Unnator) seplentrionalis. Silver hake,
heather, lace. See the nouns. Silver ink. See gold
ink, under t'n*i. Silver longe, the namaycush, or great
lake-trout. See cut under lake-trout. Silver luster.
Same as platinum luster (which see, under luster?). Sil-

ver maple. See jnapfei. Silver moth. See silver-moth,
2. Silver perch, pheasant, pine, plover, pomfret,
poplar. See the nouns. Silver point, a point or pen-
cil of silver (somewhat like the "ever-pointed" pencil),

formerly much used by artists for making studies and
sketches on a prepared paper; also, the process of mak-

ing such sketches.

The beautiful head in silver-point which appeared in

"The Graphic Arts" . . . was executed expressly for that

work, in deference to the example of the old masters who
used silver-point so much. The Portfolio, No. 234, p. 101.

Silver powder, a powder made of melted tin and bismuth
combined with mercury: used in japanning. Silver

rain, in pyrotechny, a composition used in rockets and
bombs. It is made in small cubes, which are set free in

the air, and in burning emit a white light as they fall.

Silver sand, a fine sharp sand of a silvery appearance,
used for grinding lithographic stones, etc. Silver side,
the choicer part of a round of beef.

Lift up the lid and stick the fork into the beef such
a beautiful bit of beef, too : silverside lovely !

Besant and Rtee, This Son of Vulcan, i. 6.

Silver string, wedding, etc. See the nouns. Silver-

top palmetto. See palmetto. Silver trout. See trout.
- - Silver wattle, an Australian species of acacia, Acacia
rtcalbata. Silver Whiting, the surf-whiting. See whit-

ing. The Silver doors or gates. See the royal doors,
under door. The Silver State, Nevada.

silver (sil'ver), v. [< ME. sylreren (= D. ver-

zilveren = MHG. silbern, G. ver-silbern = Sw.

fnr-silfra = Dan. far-soh-e, plate); from the

noun.] I. trans. 1. To cover the surface of

with a coat of silver; silver-plate: as, to silver

a dial-plate.
On a tribunal silver'd,

Cleopatra and himself in chairs of gold
Were publicly enthroned.

Shak., A. andC., Ui. 6.3.

2. To cover with anything resembling silver

in color and luster; specifically, to coat with
tin-foil and quicksilver, as a looking-glass.
The horizon-glass [of the sextant! is divided into two

parts, of which the lower one is silvered, the upper half

being transparent. Newcamb and Holden, Astron., p. 93.

3. To adorn with mild or silver-like luster ; give
a silvery sheen to.

The loveliest moon that ever sUver'd o'er

A shell for Neptune's goblet. Keats, Endymion, i.

The moonlight silvered the distant hills, and lay, white
almost as snow, on the frosty roofs of the village.

Longfellow, Kavanagh, vi.

4. To make hoary ; tinge with gray.
It [his beard) was, as I have seen it in his life,

A sable silver'd. Shak., Hamlet, i. 2. 242.

His head was xilcer'd o'er with age.

Oay, Shepherd and Philosopher.

Silvered glass. See glass.

II. iittrami. To assume the appearance of

silver in color
;
become of a silvery whiteness.

[Rare.]
All the eastern sky began to silver and shine.

L. Wallace, Ben-Hur, p. 409.

silverback (sil'ver-bak), . The knot or

canute, a sandpiper. See cut under Tringa.

[Ipswich, Massachusetts.]
silver-barred (sil'ver-bard), a. Barred with

silvery color Silver-barred moth, Bankia arym-



silver-barred

Ma, a British species. Silver-barred sable, a British

pyralid moth, Ennychia cinyulalis.

silver-bass (sil'ver-bas), it. The mooneye, or

toothed herring, Hyoilon tergisus. See cut un-

der mooneye. [Local, U. S.]

silver-bath (sil'ver-bath), 11. 1. In photog., a

solution of silver nitrate, used especially for

sensitizing collodion plates or paper for print-

ing. 2. A dish or tray for the use of such a

solution . That for plates is usually a flat, deep glass
vessel inclosed and supported nearly upright in a wooden
box. The plate is immersed and removed by means of a

skeleton "dipper."
silver-beater (sil'ver-be'ter), n. One who pre-

pares silver-foil by beating. Compare gold-
beater.

silverbell (sil'ver-bel), n. A name common to

the shrubs or small trees of the genus Halesia,
natural order Styracese; the snowdrop-tree. See
Halesia.

silverbell-tree (sil'ver-bel-tre), n. Same as

silverbell.

silverberry (sil'ver-ber'i), . A shrub, Elmag-
nus aryentea, found from Minnesota westward.
It grows six or eight feet high, spreads by stolons, has the
leaves silvery-scurfy and somewhat rusty beneath, and
bears fragrant flowers which are silvery without and pale-

yellow within, and silvery edible berries which are said to

be a principal food of the prairie-chicken in the North-
west.

silverbill (sil'ver-bil), n. One of sundry In-

dian and African birds of the genus Munia ; a

waxbill. as the Java sparrow. P. L. Selater.

silver-black (sil'ver-blak), a. Silvery-black;
black silvered over with hoary-white: as, the
silver-black fox. See silver fox, under silver.

silver-boom (sil'ver-bom), . [D. zitverboom.]
Same as silver-tree.

silver-bracts (sil'ver-brakts), n. A whitened
succulent plant, Cotyledon (PachypJiytum) brae-

teosa, from Brazil. It is of ornamental use,

chiefly in geometrical beds.

silyer-busfi (sil'ver-bush), n. An elegant legu-
minous shrub, Anthyllis Barba-Jovis, of south-
ern Europe. It has yellow flowers and silvery

pinnate leaves, suggesting this name and that

of Jiipiter's-beard.
silver-buskined (sirver-bus"kind), a. Having
buskins adorned with silver.

Fair silver-buskin'd nymphs. Sf&ton, Arcades, 1. 33.

silverchain (sil'ver-chan), n. The common lo-

cust-tree, Bobiniu Pseudacacia : imitated from
goldenchain, a name of the laburnum. Britten

and Holland, Eng. Plant Names.
silver-cloud (sil'ver-kloud), n. A British moth,
Xylomiyes conspicillaris.

silver-duckwing (sil'ver-duk'wing), a. Not-

ing a beautiful variety of the exhibition game-
fowl. The cock has silvery-white neck and back, a wing
showing the so-called duckwing marking, with silvery
bow, metallic-blue bar, and white bay on secondaries,
black breast, under parts, and tail. The hen is of a deli-

cately penciled asben gray, with darker tail, black-striped
silver hackles, and salmon breast. The legs are dark and
the eyes red. The yellow- or golden-duckwing fowl is of
similar coloration, but with yellow or orange of different
shades in place of the silver or white.

silver-eel (sil'ver-el), n. 1. The saber-fish or

cutlas-fish, Trichiurus lepturus. Also called sil-

very hairtail. [Texas.] 2. The common eel,
when noticeably pale or silvery.
silverer (sil'ver-er), . One who silvers

; espe-
cially, a person employed in silvering glass.

Dr. Arkle exhibited a man aged sixty-two, alookiug-glass
silverer, who was the subject of mercurial tremors.

Lancet, 1889, I. 631.

Silverette (sil-ve-ref), . [< silver + -ette.']
A fancy breed of domestic pigeons.
Silvereye (sil'ver-i), . A bird of the genus
Zosterops, of which there are many species,
whose leading common color-mark is a white
eye-ring ; a white-eye. See cut under Zosterops.
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bream Xotemiqontis chri/solruriin. See cut under
shiner. 4. The tarpon (or tarpum) or jewfish,

Meg<tl(i]>.<< fitldntictis or M. thrissoides. Also

sabalo, savanilla. See cut under tarpon. 5.

The characinoid Curimatus argenteus, inhabit-

ing the fresh waters of Trinidad. 6. Any spe-
cies of Lepisma, as L. saccharina or L. dotnes-

silver-plater

This picture is remarkable for its broad and pure til-

veriness. Atheiiteum, Jan. 7, 1S88, p. 22.

silvering (sil'ver-ing), . [Verbal n. of silver,

t'.] 1. The art or practice of covering any-
thing with silver, or with a bright-shining white
surface like that of silver; also, a sensitizing
with a salt of silver, as in photography. 2.

Silver or plating laid on any surface.

A silver cheese-toaster with three tongues, an ebony
handle, and tilearing at the end. Steele, Tatler, No. 246.

Amalgam silvering. See amalgam,
silverite (sil'ver-it), n. [< silver + -ite2.] One
who favors the free use of silver as money
equally with gold ; abimetallist; specifically, in

the United States, an opponent of the demone-
tization of silver, and advocate of its coinage
either without restriction OP to a large specific
amount. [Colloq.]
The attempt is made to cast a slur upon the xilreritn

by calling them inflationists, as if to be an inflationist were
the greatest of monetary sins. Science, VII. 267.

silverize (sil'ver-Iz), v. t.
; pret. and pp. silver-

called
mentioned. A. Newton, Encyc. Brit., XXIV. 824.

silver-fern (sil'ver-fern), n. One of numerous
ferns in which the under surface of the frond
is covered with a white or silvery powder, as
in many species of Nothochleena and Gymno-
gramme. Compare gold-fern. For cuts, see

Oymnogramme and Nothochleena.
silverfiil (sil'ver-fin), n. A minnow of the ge-
nus Xotropis, as N. whipplei, of the fresh waters
of North America.
silverfish (sil'ver-fish), n. 1. An artificial va-

riety of the goldfish, Carassius auratus, more
or less nearly colorless, or with silvery-white
instead of red scales on much or all of the body.

2. A sand-smelt or atherine
; any fish of the

family Atheriiiidx: same as silversidfs. 3. The

Silvertish i l.ffisrutj saccharina). (Line shows natural size.)

tica, & thysanurous insect occurring in houses
and damaging books, wall-paper, etc. See Le-

pisma. Also called walking-fish, bristletail, fish-

tail, furniture-bug, silver-moth, silver-tcitch, shin-

er, and silvertail.

silver-foil (sil'ver-foil), . Silver beaten thin.

silver-gilt (sil'ver-gilt), n. \. Silver covered
with gilding; also, gilded articles of silver.

2. A close imitation of real gilding, made by
applying silver-leaf.burnishingthe surface, and
then coating with a transparent yellow lacquer.
silver-glance (sil'ver-glans'), . Native silver

sulphid. See argentite.

silver-grain (sil'ver-gran), . In bot., the shin-

ing plates of parenchymatous tissue (medul-
lary rays) seen in the stems of exogenous wood
when these stems are cut in a longitudinal
radial direction. They are the little light-colored or

bright bands that give to rock-maple, quartered oak, and
the like their chief beauty, and make them prized in cabi-

net-work. See medullary rayt, under medullary.

silver-grass (sil'ver-gras),n. 1. See Phalaris.

2. A variety of a multiform species of meadow-
grass, Poa ceespitosa, of Australia, Tasmania,
and New Zealand.

silver-gray (si!'ver-gra'), a. and . I. a. Of a
color produced by an intimate combination of

black and silvery white; silvery or lustrous

gray, as hair, fur, or cloth.

Then never chilling touch of Time
Will turn it silvcr-yray.

Tennygon, the Ringlet

Silver-gray fox, the silver fox (which see, under silver).

Silver-gray rabbit, a silver-sprig.

II. . 1. A silver-gray color. 2. [cap.]
In U. S. hist., one of a body of conservative

Whigs who acted together for some time after

the general disintegration of the Whig party
following its overwhelming defeat in the na-
tional election of 1852: said to be so called
from the silver-gray hair of their leaders. Also

Silvery Gray.
The conservative Whigs, the so-called Silver Grays, had

supported them out of fear of the Republicans.
H. mm UoUt, Const. Hist, (trans.), V. 200.

In 1866 they [the Americans] were joined by the Silvery
Grays, whom Mr. Fillmore was unable to guide into an-
other harbor. T. W. Barnes, Mem. Thurlow Weed, p. 224.

silver-ground (sil'ver-ground), a. Having a

silvery ground-color: as, the silver-ground car-

pet, a British moth, Melanippe montanata.
silver-haired (siT ver-hard), a. Having hair of
the color of silver; having white or lustrous

gray hair.

silverhead (sil'ver-hed), n. The silver chick-

weed, Paronyehia argyrocoma.
silver-headed (sil'ver-hed'ed), a. 1. Having
a silver head, as a cane. 2. Same as silver-

paired.

Mrs. Skewton . . . clapped into this house a tilver-

headed butler. Dickens, Dombey and Son, xxx.

silveriness (sil'yer-i-nes),
. The state or char-

acter of being silvery.

as silver.

When like age shall eiluerize thy Tresse.

Sylvester, tr. of De Faur's Quadralns of Fibrac, st. 119.

silver-king (sil'ver-king), n. The tarpon, Me-

galops atlanticus or thrissoides.

silver-leaf (sil'ver-lef), n. 1. The thinnest
kind of silver-foil. 2. A name of the buffalo-

berry (Shepherdia argentea), of the queen's-de-
light (Stillingia sylvatica), and of the Japanese
and Chinese plant Senecio Kienipferi, var. argen-
tea. 3. The white poplar. Seepoplar.

silver-leafed (sil'ver-left), a. Having leaves
with one or both sides silvery. silver-leafed
linden. See linden,

silverless (sil'ver-les), a. [< ME. silverles, sel-

verles ; < silver 4- -less.} Having no silver ; with-
out money; impecunious.
He sente hem forth selverles in a somer garnement.

Piers Plowman (C), x. 119.

silverling (sil 'ver- ling), . [Early mod. E.

silverling (= D. zilverling = G. silberling) ;
< sil-

ver + -ling
1

.']
An old standard of value in sil-

ver; a piece of silver money; in the passage
cited from the Bible, either a shekel or a half-

shekel.
Here have I purst their paltry silnerlinffs.

Marloxe, Jew of Malta, 1. 1.

There were a thousand vines at a thousand sttverlings.
Isa. vil. 23.

The canon's talk about " the censer and olive branch

stamped upon a shekel" is as unwarranted as his name
for the nltrrtinffs of the traitor [Judas].

JT. and g., 7th er., V. 35.

silverly (sil'ver-li), adv. [< silver + -fy
2
.] Like

silver, as regards either appearance or tone.

Let me wipe off this honourable dew
That silverly doth progress on thy cheeks.

Shalt., K. John, v. 2. 46.

Saturn's voice therefrom
Grew up like organ, that begins anew
Its strain, when other harmonies, stopt short,
Leave the dimm'd air vibrating silverly.

Keats, Hyperion, U.

silver-mill (sil'ver-mil), . The mill, or metal-

lurgical plant, used in treating silver ores by
either the wet or the dry process,
silver-moth (sil'ver-mdth), n. 1. Ageometrid
moth. Baptapunctata. 2. The bristletail. See

Lepisma, and cut under silverfish.

silvern (sil'vern), a. [< ME. silveren, selvern,

seolvern, < AS. sylfren, seolfren (= OS. silubrin,

silafrin = OFries. selvirn = MD. silveren, D. zil-

veren = OHG. silberin, silbirin, MHG. silberin,

G. silbern = Dan. solverne = Goth, silubreins),

of silver, < seolfor, silver: see silver and -en2 .~\

Made of or resembling silver
; having any char-

acteristic of or analogy to silver: as, "speech
is silvern, silence is golden."

Silvern orators no longer entertain gentle and perfumed
hearers with predictions of its failure.

A. Phelps, My Study, p. 37.

Spirit of dreams and silvern memories,
Delicate Sleep.

T. B. Aldrieh, Invocation to Sleep.

silver-owl (sil'ver-oul), n. The barn-owl: so

called from its whiteness. See cut under barn-

oicl.

silver-paper (sil'ver-pa'per), n. White tissue-

paper of good quality.

Silver-plated (sirver-pla"ted), a. Plated with
silver. See plate, r. t., and plated ware (under
plated).

silver-plater (sirver-pla"ter), n. One who
plates metallic articles with a coating of silver,

either by direct application or by electrical

deposition.



silver-printing

silver-printing (sil'ver-prin''ting), . In jilio-

tog., the production of prints by the agency of

a salt of silver as a sensitizer; especially, any
ordinary

"
printing out "

process m which the

picture is immediately visible without develop-
ment, as the process of printing upon albumin-

paper.
Silver-shafted (sil'vfer-shaf'ted), a. Carrying
silver arrows.: an epithet of Diana.

Hence had the huntress Dian her dread bow,
Fair stiver-shafled queen, for ever chaste.

Milton, Comus, 1. 442.

silver-shell (sil'ver-shel), . A gastropod,
Anomia epliippium: so called from its glisten-

ing white color. See Anomia. Also called gold-

shell, clink-shell, and jingle-shell.

silversides (sil'ver-sldz), n. A silverfish, sand-

smelt, or atherine
; any percesociue fish of the

family A thcrinidse, having a silvery stripe along
the sides. The most abundant species along the Atlan-
tic coast of the United States is Menidia notata, also called

Silversides or Sand-smelt (Menidftt notata).

friar, tailor, and tinker, 5 inches long, of a transparent
greenish color with silver band. The brook- silversides is

a graceful little fresh-water fish, Labidesthes sicculus, 3J
inches long, of ponds and streams from New York ana
Michigan to the Mississippi valley (see cut under skip-

jack).

silversmith (sil'ver-smith), n. One whose oc-

cupation it is to work in silver, as in the manu-
facture of articles in silver. Compare goldsmith
and coppersmith.
silver-solder (sil'vfer-sod'er), n. A solder for

uniting objects of silver. It varies in composition,
and is accordinglytermed hard,hardest,otsoft. Hardsilver-
solder consists of three parts of sterling silver and one of
brass wire. Hardest silver-solder is made of four parts of
fine silver and one of copper. Soft silver-solder consists
of two parts of fine silver and one of brass wire, to which
arsenic is sometimes added to give greater whiteness and
fusibility.

silverspot (sil'ver-spot), n. A silver-spotted
butterfly, as a fritillary of the genus Argynnis
and related forms.

Silver-spotted (sil'ver-spofed), a. Marked
with spots of silvery color : said especially of

certain butterflies thus spotted on the under
side of the wings. Compare silver-striped, sil-

ver-studded, silver-washed.

silver-sprig (sil'ver-sprig), . The pelt of a sil-

ver-haired variety of the common rabbit, Lepus
cuniculus; also, such a rabbit.

The true silver grey rabbits silver sprigs, they call

them do you know that the skins of those silver sprigs
are worth any money ?

Miss Edgemorth, The Will, I. (Dames.)

silver-stick (sil'ver-stik), . In England, an
officer of the royal palace, so called from the
silvered wand which is his badge.
Silver-striped (sil'ver-stript), a. Striped with

silvery color : as, the silver-striped hawk-moth,
Dilephila livornica, a rare British species.
silver-studded (sil'ver-stud'ed), a. Studded
with silvery markings: as, the silver-studded

butterfly, Polyommatus alcon.

silvertail (sil'ver-tal), n. Same as silverfish, 6.

Silver-thistle (sil'ver-this'l), n. A herbaceous
plant. Acanthus spinosns, the traditional model
of the architectural acanthus. See Acanthus,
1 and 4. Also called silvery thistle.

Silver-tongue (sil'ver-tung), n. The song-spar-
row of the United States, Melospiza fasciata or
melodia. Cones.

Silver-tongued (sil'ver-tungd), a. Having a
smooth tongue, or fluent, plausible, or convin
cing speech ; eloquent.

silver-top (sil'ver-top), n. A disease affecting
grasses. See the quotation.

Professor Herbert Osborn . . . said-the silver-top in grass
is a whitening of the upper portion of the stalk, especially
the head, which withers without maturing seed. Mero-
myza, Chlorops, and Thrips have been credited with being
the cause of the mischief. Professor Corastock has shown
that Limothrips poaphagus is often the cause. The injury
may result from any attack upon the juicy base of the ter-
minal node that cuts off the flow of sap to the head.

Amer. Nat., October, 1890, p. 970.

Silver-tree (sil'ver-tre), n. 1. See Leucaden-
dron. Also silver-boom. 2. An Australian for-

est-tree, Tarrietia Argyrodendron.
silver-vine (sil'ver-vin), . See Scindapsus.
silverware (sil'ver-war), n. Collectively, man-
ufactures of silver; especially, articles for the
table or other domestic use made of silver.
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silver-washed (sil'ver-wosht), a. Colored as if

washed over with silver; frosted; hoary; pru-
inose: as, the xilrrr-iraxhed fritillary, Arijyiniin

li/:lii<t, a British butterfly.
silverweed (sii'ver-wed), . 1. A plant, Po-
tentilln An/ariita, having pinnate leaves covered
beneath with silvery-silky down, it is a tufted

herb, emitting runners which root at the nodes and send

up peduncles bearing a single yellow flower. It is com-
mon in the northern Old World, and is found in marshes,
on river-banks, etc., northward in North America.

2. A plant of the convolvulaceous genus Argy-
reia, containing some 30 chiefly East Indian and
Malayan species. They are climbing or rarely almost
erect shrubs, bearing showy purple or rose-colored newel's
with funnel-shaped corolla, and having the foliage often

white-pubescent beneath.

silver-white (sil'ver-hwit), n. A very pure
form of white lead. Also called Chinese white
and Kremnttz white.

silver-witch (sil'yer-wich),
n. Same as silver-

Jixli, 6. Also written silver witch.

Sllverwood (sil'ver-wud), n. A tree of the ge-
nus Mouriria. Guettarda aryentea of the Ilubi-

accse and Casearia leetioides of the Samydacese
are also so named. [West Indies.]
silver-work (sil'ver-werk), . Ornamental
work in silver in general; vessels, utensils, etc.,

made of silver.

silvery (sil'ver-i), a. [< silver + -y
1
.] 1. Be-

sprinkled, covered with, or containing silver.

2. Having the qualities, or some of the quali-
ties, of silver. Especially (a) Having the lustrous
whiteness of silver.

Of all tlT enamell'd race, whose silvery wing
Waves to the tepid zephyrs of the spring.

Pope, Dunciad, iv. 421.

In the hexameter rises the fountain's silvery column,
In the pentameter aye falling in melody back.

Coleridge, tr. of Schiller's Ovidian Elegiac Meter.

(&) Having a soft and musical sound, as that attributed to
silver bells, (c) In iool., of a silvery color ; shining-white
or hoary; frosted; pruinose. (d) In bot., bluish-white or

gray with a metallic luster. Silvery-arches, a British

night-moth, Aplectatincta. Silvery gade, the mackerel-

midge. Silvery gibbon, the wou-wou, H;/lobates leu-

ciscus. Silvery gull. Same as herring-gidl. Silvery
hairtail, mullet, shrew-mole, etc. See the nouns.

Silvery thistle. Same as silver-thistle.

silvestrite (sil-ves'trit), n. See siderazote.

Silvia, . See Sylvia. Cuvier, 1800.

silviculture, . See sylviculture.
Silvius (sil'vi-us), . See Sylvius.
Silybum (sil'i-bum), n. [NL. (Vaillant, 1718),
< L. silybum, sillybus, (. Gr. o'Mvftof (pi. a'Mv/ia),
a kind of thistle, said to be < Egyptian sobil.'] A
genus of thistles, belonging to the order Com-
positee, tribe Cynaroideee, and subtribe Cardui-
nese. It is characterized by flowers with a flat bristly re-

ceptacle, unequal simple pappus, smooth and united ftla-

ments, and a somewhat globular involucre with its nu-
merous overlapping outer bracts spiny-fringed at the base,
and tipped with a long, stiff, awl-shaped, spreading spine.
The only species, S. Marianum, is a native of the Medi-
terranean region, extending from Spain to southern
Russia, occurring as a weed in cultivated grounds north-

ward, and also found in the Himalayas. It is a smooth,
erect perennial, with alternate sinuate or pinnatifld spiny-
toothed leaves covered with conspicuous white veins and
irregular spots, whence the name milk-thistle, as if drops
of milk, ascribed in medieval legend to the Virgin Mary,
had fallen on them. The large purple nodding flower-
heads are solitary and terminal, and were once used as
artichoke for the table, the young leaves being also eaten
as a salad, and the roots boiled.

sima, n. In arch., an erroneous spelling of cymn,
Simaba (si-ma'ba), . [NL. (Aublet, 1775), from
a native name in Guiana.] A genus of polypeta-
lous trees and shrubs, of the order Simarubacese
and tribe Simarubeie. It is characterized by flowers
with small calyx of four or five imbricated sepals, the same
number of spreading petals and of lobes of the erect nar-
row disk, twice as many stamens with their filaments
initiate to elongated scales, and a deeply parted ovary with
four or five cells, ovules, and styles. There are about 14

species, natives of tropical South America. They bear
alternate pinnate leaves with entire coriaceous leaflets

sometimes reduced to three or even to one. and loosely
flowered panicles of small or medium-sized flowers. See
cedron.

simagret (sim'a-ger), n. [< F. simagree (OF.
cimagree, chimcigree) ; Geneva dial, simagrie =
Wall, simagraw, affected manners assumed to

deceive, grimaces: origin unknown.] A gri-
mace. [Rare.]

Now in the crystal stream he looks, to try
His simaijres, and rolls his glaring eye.

Dryden, tr. of Ovid's Metamorph., xiii. 31.

simart (si-mar'), n. [Also simarre, simare, sa-

mare, samarra, dinar, cymar, cymarr, < F. si-

murre, samarre, OF. chamarre, a loose and
light gown, F. chamarre, lacework, embroidery,= Pr.samarm =It. riamarra. samara, zamarra.
;innirra, a night-robe; cf. dial. (Sardinian) ac-
t-in marra, a sheepskin garment; < Sp. chamar-
ra, zamarra, zamarro = Cat. samarra = Pg.

Branch of Simaruba
amara, with female flow-
ers, a, a male flower ; b,
a female flower.

simblot

samarni, <;timtirrn, u shepherd's coat of sheep-
skin, Sp. zamarro, a sheepskin ;

said to be of

Basque origin.] A loose, light robe, worn by
women: only in poetical use, without precise
meaning.

Her body shaded with a slight cymarr.
Dryden, Gym. and Iph., 1. 100.

The profusion of her sable tresses . . . fell down upon
as much of a lovely neck and bosom as a simarre of the
richest Persian silk . . . permitted to be visible.

Scott, Ivanhoe, vii.

simarret, . See si-mar.

Simaruba (sim-a-ro'bii), n. [NL. (Aublet,
1775), from a native name in Guiana for S. offi-

/hiiiH.i ; cf. Simaba.'] A ge-
nus of polypetalous trees,

type of the order Simaruba-
ceee and tribe Simarubesp.
It is characterized by dioecious
flowers with a small flve-lobed

calyx, five petals surrounding a

hemispherical and villous disk
which bears ten stamens, or a

deeply five-parted ovary with a

single short style, a broad flve-

lobed stigma, and five solitary
ovules. It is closely allied to the
well-known genus AUantus, but
distinguished by a fruit of one to
five sessile spreading drupes in-

stead of as many thin wing-fruits.
There are 3 or 4 species, natives
of eastern parts of tropical Amer-
ica, for which see mountain-dam-
son, Quassia, paraiba, and para-
dise-tree. They bear alternate and
abruptly pinnate leaves, with en-
tire coriaceous leaflets, and small flowers in axillary and
terminal elongated branching panicles.

Simarubaceae (sim"a-rQ-ba'se-e), n. pi. [NL.
(L. C. Kichard, 1808), < Simaruba + -acex.~\ An
order of polypetalous trees, of the cohort Gera-
niales in the series Disciflorse, closely allied to
the orderBu tacess, from which it is distinguished
by the usual presence of alternate leaves with-
out glands, stamens each augmented by one or
more scales, and but a single ovule in each

ovary-cell. It includes about 112 species, of about SO

genera, mainly natives of warm climates, and classed in
the two tribes Simarubex and Ficramniex. They are

mostly odorless trees or shrubs, with a bitter bark, alter-

nate pinnate leaves without stipules, and usually small

flowers, commonly axillary, panicled or racemed. See
Quassia (with cut), Simaba, AUantus, Samandura, Picrx-
na, and Picramnia.

simarubaceous (sim"a-r9-ba'shius), a. Of or

pertaining to, or belonging to, the Simanibacex;
typified by or like Simaruba.
Simarubeae (sim-a-ro'be-e), n. pi. [NL. (A.
P. de Candolle, 1811), < Simaruba + -ex.~\ A
tribe of polypetalous trees and shrubs, com-
prising those genera of the order Simarubacefe
which have a lobed ovary like the related Su-
tacese. It includes 21 genera, nearly all tropical and
American, with one from the Mediterranean, the dwarf
shrub Cneorum, and with two in the United States, Cneo-
ridium, a smooth shrub with bitter juice from California,
and Holamntha, a leafless spiny shrub of New Mexico.

simballt, An obsolete spelling of cymbal.
Minslieu.

simbere, . Same as simbil.

simbil (sim'bil), n. An African stork, Ciconia
or Sphenorhyiichus abdimi, or Abdimia spheno-

Simbil {AbdiHiia spltenorhyncHa).

rhyncha. having rather short legs for this fam-

ily, white under parts, purplish upper parts,
and greenish beak with sharp red tip.

simblin, simbling (sim'blin, -bling), n. See
atmtin.

simbling-cake (sim'bling-kak), H. Currant-
cake made to be eaten on Mid-Lent Sunday.
]\~riiiht. See simnel. [Prov. Eng.]
simblot (sim'blot), H. [< F. simlilot, also si-

gliotn, n. pi.; < tint/In; xiiiyltr, trace lines with



simblot

a whitened or blackened cord stretched, also

lash, whip, < OF. cenglc, senglc, F. snuale, < L.

eiiit/idum, a girdle: see eini/le, shingle*.] The
harness of a weavers' draw-loom. Simiinnidx.

simbolee-oil (sim'bo-le-oil), . See Murrat/n.

Simenchelyidae(si-rneng-ke-li'i-de), .;>/. [NL..
< ffimenelie/ys + -idee.} A family of eels, repre-
sented by the genus Simenclielys ; the pug-nosed
eels. They are deep-sea forms parasitic upon other fishes.

The form is shorter and more robust than in the common
eels, but the scales are distributed in the same manner.
The head ends in a short and blunt snout, and the lower

jaw is deep and strong. The teeth are blunt, incisor-like,
and in one row on the edge of the jaws. Only one species
is known, 5. panuUieut, which is found in deep water,
;tnd is prone to attack fishes that have been hooked, espe-

cially the halibut, into whose flesh it burrows. It is very
abundant on the banks south of Newfoundland.

Simenchelys (si-meng'ke-lis), n. [NL., < Gr.

niftof , snub-nosed, flat-nosed, + h/x? "f , fyxf^Ci
an eel.] The representative genus of Simen-

chelyidse, having scales like those of the com-

Pug-noseU Eel (Sintencheljs farasiticus)

mon eel, the osteological characters of the con-

gers, and the snout blunt and rounded (whence
the name). S. parasiticns, the only species, is

known as the pu</-nosed or snub-nosed eel

Simeonite (sim'e-pn-it), n. [< Simeon (see def.

and iSimfinian) 4- -!te2 .] 1. A descendant of

the patriarch Simeon. 2. Eccles., a follower
of the Eev. Charles Simeon (1759-1836), a

clergyman of the Church of England at Cam-
bridge, distinguished for his evangelical views
and as a leader of the Low-church party ;

hence,
a name sometimes given to Low-churchmen.
Simeon's degree. See degree.
Simla (sim'i-a), ti. [NL., < L. ximia, simius,
an ape, monkey (> It. Simla, tteimia, scimmia,
an ape).] If. A Linnean genus (1735-66)
containing the whole of his order Primates, ex-

cepting the genera Homo, Lemur, and Vesper-
tilio. 2. Now, the name-giving genus of

Kimiidee, containing only those apes known as

orang-ntanx. The common orang is S. mtynut. and no
other species is established. See mias, pongo, and cut
under orang-utan. Also called Pithecus and Satyrus.

3t. A genus of gastropods. Leach; Gray, 1847.

Simiadae (si-im'a-de), n.j>l. [NL., < Simia +
-rfa?.] Same as\ Simiidee.

simial (sim'i-al), n. [< L. ximia, an ape, +
-fflf.] Same as simian. [Bare.]
We are aware that there may be vulgar souls who,

judging from their simial selves, may doubt the conti-
nence of Scipio. D. Jerrold, St. Giles and St. James, 1. 94.

simian (sim'i-an), a. and //. [= F. simien = Sp.
simiano, < NL.

'

simianws (cf. ML. simianiis, a de-

mon), < L. simia, an ape.] I. a. 1. Like an ape
or monkey, in any sense

; apish ;
rhesian

;
simi-

ous: as, simian characters, habits, traits, tricks,

antics, etc. 2. Technically, of or pertaining
to the Simiidx or Simiinse; anthropoid or man-
like, as one of the higher apes: as, simian an-
cestors.

II. H. 1. An ape or monkey of uny kind.
2. An anthropoid ape of the family Simiidee.

Simiidje (si-mi'i-de), w. pi. [NL., < Simia +
-idee.] The anthropoid apes ;

the highest fam-
ily of the order Primates and suborder Anthro-

poidea (excepting Hominidfe), divided into the
two subfamilies Simiinse and Hylobatinse, the
former containing the gorilla, chimpanzee, and
orang, and the latter the gibbons. The form is more
nearly human than that of any other animal below man.
The carriage is semi-erect, or capable of becoming so ; the
arms are much longer than the legs ; the tail is rudimen-
tary (in the gorilla with fewer vertebra than in man) ; the
sacrum is large and solid ; the sternum is short and broad,
with three or four intermediate sternebrte ; and the spinal
column has a slight sigmoid curve, giving a "small of the
back "

somewhat as in man ; the teeth are thirty-two, with
the same formula as in man ; and the nose is catarrhine,
as in the rest of the Old World apes. Also Simiadx.
Simiinse (sim-i-1'ne), n. pi. [NL., < Simia +
-.] The higher one of two subfamilies of

Simiidx, from which the Bijlobatinee or gibbons
are excluded, and which includes the gorilla,
chimpanzee, and orang, having a robust form,
broad haunch-bones, large cerebrum overlap-
ping the cerebellum, and no ischial callosities.
The genera are Gorilla, Mimetes (or Antliropo-

jiitliecus
or Troglodytes), and Simia.

Similar (sim'i-liir), a. and ;. [< OF. (and F.)
similttire = Sp. Pg. ximilar = It. simHare, < ML.
"similaris, extended from L. similis, like

;
akin
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lo rimx/, together, Gr. duo, together, and E.
MIme: see xiimc. From the L. similis are also

ult. E. simile, similitude, simulate, xintidtaiteoits,

xrmlilel, xemble'*, assemble, disxemble, resemlile.

xemliltnii'i; xemh/aiit, nxximilate, dissimilar, di.i-

siiinilatifin,ete.'\ I. n. 1. Having characteris-
tics in common; like in form, appearance,
size, qualities, relations, etc. ; having a more
or less marked resemblance to each other
or one another; in some respects identical;

bearing a resemblance, as to something im-

plied or specified: as, the general features of
the two landscapes are similar ; the plans are

similar.

\ly present concern is with the commandment to love
our neighbour, which is a duty second and similar to that
of the love of God. Waterland, Works, IX. ii.

A captious question, sir (and yours is one).
Deserves an answer similar, or none.

Cowper, Tirocinium, 1. 904.

The mental interests of men were everywhere similar
in kind; their chief topics of thought for the most part
alike. C. E. Xorton, Church-building in Middle Ages, p. 9.

The dresses of the female slaves are ximilar to those of
the Egyptian women.

/: W. Lane, Modern Egyptians, I. 230.

2f. Homogeneous; of like structure or charac-
ter throughout.
Minerals appearing to the eye either to be perfectly

similar, as metals; or at least to consist but of two or
three distinct ingredients, as cinnabar.

Boyle, Works, I. 20U.

3. [Tr. Gr. o/ioiof.] In</foi.,of the same shape:
said of two figures which have all their cor-

responding angles equal, whence it will follow,
for ordinary Euclidean space, that all their cor-

responding lengths will be proportional, that

their corresponding areas will be in the dupli-
cate ratio of their lengths, and that their corre-

sponding volumes will be in the triplicate ratio

of their lengths. In the non-Euclidean systems of

geometry these consequences are falsified, so that there
are no similar figures.

Similar solid figures are such as have their solid angles
equal, each to each, and are contained by the same num-
ber of similar planes. Eitflid's Elements, Bk. xi. def. xi.

4. In I/ioL, alike in some respects; identical to
some extent. Specifically (a) Having the like struc-

ture ; of common origin ; homologous (which see). (6)

Having the like function or use, though of unlike origin ;

analogous (which see). These two senses are respectively
the morphological and the physiological application of
the word to parts or organs of animals and plants.

5. In music, in the same direction: said of the

rising and falling of two voice-parts Similar
arcs. See arci. Similar curves or curvilinear fig-

ures, those within which similar rectilinear figures can
in every case be inscribed. Similar foci. *ee focus, :t.

Similar functions. See function. Similar pencils,
polygons, ranges, sheafs, those whose elements corre-

spond so that corresponding distances are proportional.
Similar quantities. See quantity.

II. . That which is similar; that which re-

sembles something else in form, appearance,
quality, etc.; in the plural, things resembling
one another.

If the similan are entitled to the position of apx', the
dissimilars are not.

J. Martinmn, Materialism (1874), p. 128.

All [the Indian names are) more flexible on the tongue
than their Spanish similars. Scribner's Mag., II. 1*05.

The law Of Similars, (fl) The law of mental association

by which similar ideas are connected in the mind and sug-
gest one another. This kind of association is denied by
some psychologists, who forget that without it similarity
would have no possible meaning. When we say that to-

day's idea is like yesterday's, we can only mean that a
sense of affinity connects them. The kind of association is

the essential condition of generalization, (6) The homeo-
pathic principle of administering drugs. See similia.

similarity (sim-i-lar'i-ti), w. [= F. similarite
= Sp. similaridad; as similar + -Hy.~\ 1. The
quality or condition of being similar

;
likeness ;

perfect, partial, or general resemblance.

Similarity was defined as the cointension of two con-
natural relations between states of consciousness which
are themselves like in kind but commonly unlike in de-

gree. H. Spencer, Prin. of Psychol., 371.

Similarity, in compounds, is partial identity.
W. James, Prin. of Psychol., I. 579.

2. A point or respect in which things are simi-
lar.

It is plain that in finding out the similarities of things
we analyse. J. Sully, Outlines of Psychol., p. 836.

Center of similarity. Seecenteri.=Syn. Analogy, cor-

respondence, parity, parallelism,

similarly (sim'i-lar-li), adv. In a similar or
like manner; with resemblance in certain re-

spects.
As similarly constituted beings, men have certain rights

in common. H. Spencer, Prin. of Sociol., 534.

similaryt (sim'i-la-ri), ti. [< ML. 'similar/it.

like: see similar.}' Similar; like. [Rare.]

similitude

Those more noble parts or eminent branches belonging
to that Catholick visible Church, which, being ximtiarif or

partaking of the same nature by the common faith, have

yet their convenient limits.

Bp. Gauden, Tears of the Church, p. 25. (fiarim.)

Rhyming cadences of similary words. Smith.

simile (sim'i-le), n. [Formerly also siiiiilie,

simili/; = Sp. siiitil = Pg. simile, a simile, = It.

ximile, a like, fellow, < L. simile. ;i like tiling,
neut. of similis (> It. simi/c = Sp. xiiil), like:

see similar. Cf. facsimile.] In rliet., the com-

paring or likening of two things having some
strong point or points of resemblance, both of

which are mentioned and the comparison di-

rectly stated ; a poetic or imaginative compari-
son ; also, the verbal expression or embodiment
of such a comparison.

Tra. O. sir, Lucentio slipp'd me like his greyhound,
Which runs himself and catches for his master.

Pet. A good swift ximile, but something currish.

Shale,, 't. of the S., v. 2. 54.

In this Simily wee have himselfe compar'd to Christ,
the Parlament to the Devill. Milton, Eikonoklastes, v.

In Argument
Similtes are like Songs in Love :

They much describe; they nothing prove.
Prior, Alma, iii.

= Syn. Simile, Metaphor, Comparison, Allegory, Parable,
Fable, similitude, trope. The first six words agree in im-

plying or expressing likeness between a main person or

thing and a subordinate one. Simile is a statement of
the likeness in literal terms : as, man is like grass ; Herod
is like a fox. Metaphor taxes the imagination by saying
that the first object is the second, or by speaking as though
it were : as,

' All flesh is grass," Isa. xl. 6 ; "Go ye and tell

that fox." Luke xiii. 32. There are various combinations
of simile and metaphor: as, "We all do fade as a leaf,"
Isa. Ixiv. 6;

' There are a sort of men whose visages
Do cream and mantle, like a standing pool

"

(.S/mA-., M.of V., i. 1. 89).

In these the metaphor precedes ; in the following the simile
is in the middle of the metaphor :

" These metaphysic rights,
entering into common life, like rays of light which pierce
into a dense medium, are, by the laws of Nature, refracted
from their straight line." (Burke, Rev. in France.) In
the same way the simile may come first. A comparison
differs from a simile essentially in that the former fixes
attention upon the subordinate object, while a simile fixes

it upon the main one: thus, one verse of Shelley's "Ode
to the Skylark

"
begins by saying that the skylark is like

a poet, whose circumstances are thereupon detailed.

Generally, on this account, the comparison is longer than
the simile. The allegory personifies abstract things, usu-

ally at some length. A short allegory is Ps. Ixxx. 8-16.

Spenser's "Faery Queene
"

is a series of allegories upon the

virtues, and Bunyan's "Pilgrim's Progress" allegorizes
Christian experiences. These are acknowledged to be the
most perfect allegories in literature. The allegory is an
extended simile, with the first object in thesimile carefully
left unmentioned. A parable is a story that is or might
be true, and is used generally to teach some moral or re-

ligious truth : as, the three parables of God's great love
for the sinner in Luke xv. Socrates's story of the sailors

who chose their steersman by lot, as suggesting the folly
of a similar course in choosing the helmsman of the state,
is a fine example of the parable of civil life. A fable differs

from sparable in being improbable or impossible as fact,
as in making trees choose a king, beasts talk, or frogs pray
to Jupiter; it generally is short, and points a homely moral.
See the definitions of apoloaue and trope.

simile (sim'i-le), rfr. [It., < L. si-mile, similis.

like: see similar, simile, .] In music, in the
same manner; similarly. Compare sempre.
simile-mark (sim'i-le-mark), H. In musical nota-

tion, an abbreviation-mark signifying that the
contents of the last measure that was I

written out are to be repeated : as, [

See abbreriation, 4.

similia (si-mil'i-a), n. pi. [NL. neut. pi. of L.

similis, like: see"similar.] Things which are
similar or alike; like things; similars Similia
similibus curantur, or 'like cures like,'

'

like things are
cured by like things,' the homeopathic formula, meaning
that medicines cure those diseases whose symptoms are
like the effects of the medicines on the healthy organism.
Thus, belladonna dilates the pupil of the eye ; it is there-

fore remedial of diseases of which dilatation of the pupil
is pathognomonic.

Similiter (si-mil'i-ter), adr. [L., < similis, like,

resembling.} In like manner : in law, the tech-

nical designation of the common-law form by
which, when the pleading of one party, tender-

ing an issue, demanded trial, the other accepted
the issue by saying, "and the [defendant] do-

eth the like."

similitude (si-mil'i-tud), . [< ME. similitude,

< OF. (and F.) similitude = Sp. ximilitiid = It.

similittidine, < L. similitude (-din-), likeness, <

similis, like.: see similar. Cf. veriximi/itmle.'] 1.

Likeness in constitution, qualities, or appear-
ance

; similarity ;
resemblance.

This lie bears a similitude of truth.

Beau, and Fl., Thierry and Theodoret, ii. 4.

The similitude of superstition to religion makes it the
more deformed. Bacon, Superstition.

What similitude this dream hath with the truth accom-

plished you may easily see.

T. Shepard, Clear Sunshine of the Gospel, p. 15.



similitude

It Is chiefly my will which leads me to discern that I

bear a certain image and similitude of Deity.

Descartes, Meditations (tr. by Veitch), iv.

2. A comparison ;
a simile

;
a parable or alle-

gory.
A similitude is a likenesse when twoo thynges or mo

then twoo are so compared and resembled together that

the! both in some one propertie seme like.

Wilson, Rhetorike.

As well to a good maker and Poet as to an excellent

perswader in prose, the figure of Sittiilitude is very neces-

sary, by which we not unely Ijewtifie our tale, but also

very much infi.irce it inlargeit.
I'Htleuham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 201.

He has I therefore] with great address interspersed sev-

eral Speeches, Reflections, Similitude*, and the like Re-

liefs, to diversine his Narration.

Addison, Spectator, No. 333.

3. That which bears likeness or resemblance
;

an image ; a counterpart or facsimile.

He knew nat Catoun for his wit was rude,
That bad man sholde wedde his similitude.

Chaucer, Miller's Tale, 1. J2.

That we are the breath and ximftitude of God, it is in-

disputable, and upon record of Holy Scripture.
Sir T, Browne, Religio Medici, 1. 34.

The appearance there of the very similitude of a green
country gawky raised a shout of laughter at his expense.

Pop. Sci. I/o., XIII. 488.

4. In geont., the relation of similar figures to

one another Axis of similitude of three circles.
See axial. Center Of Similitude. See centeri. Circle
Of similitude, a circle from any point on the circum-
ference of which two given circles look equally large.
External and internal centers of similitude for

two Circles, the intersections of their common tangents
on the line joining their centers. Principle of Simili-
tude. See princii/le. Ratio of similitude. See ratio.

Similitude clause or act. See clause.

similitudinary (si-mil-i-tu'di-na-ri), . [< L.
ximilitutlo (-din-), likeness, + -ary.] Pertaining
to similitude or the use of simile ; introducing
or marking similitude.

"As" is sometimes a note of quality, sometimes of equal-
ity; hereitisonlyrom'KhdKnari/.- "as lambs," "as doves,"
etc. Rev. T. Adams, Works, II. 118.

similize (sim'i-liz), v.
; pret. and pp. similized,

ppr. simiiiziny. [< L. similis, like (see simile),
+ -i:e.~] I. trans. 1. To liken; compare.
[Bare.]
The best to whom he may be simttized herein is I'rtar

Paul the Servite.

Bp. Racket, Abp. Williams, i. 53. (Dames.)

2. To take pattern by; copy ;
imitate. [Rare.]

I'll similize
These Gabaonites; I will myself disguize
To gull thee.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii., The Captaines.

II. intrans. To use similitude. [Bare.]
If I may similize in my turn, a dull fellow might ask the

meaning of a problem in Euclid from the Bishop of Salis-

bury without being ever the better for his learned solu-

tion of it. Dryden, Duchess of York's Paper Defended.

similor (sim'i-lor), ii. [Also erroneously seini-

lor (as if involving semi-, half) ;
= It. similoro

= G. similar, < F. similar, an alloy so called,

irreg. < L. similis, like, + F. or (< L. durum),
gold.] A (French) synonym of brass, defined
as Mannheim gold, Prince Rupert's metal, etc. :

chiefly applied to very yellow varieties of brass
used instead of gold for personal ornaments,
watch-cases, and the like that is, for what is

called in English "brass jewelry" and (in the
United States)

" Attleboro' jewelry."
simioid (sim'i-oid), a. [< L. simia, an ape, +
Gr. fWof, form.] Same as simian.
simious (sim'i-us), a. [< L. simia, an ape, +
-ous.~\ Same as simian.

That strange simious school-boy passion of giving pain
to others. Sydney Smith.

But to students of natural or literary history who can-
not discern the human from the simious element it sug-
gests that the man thus imitated must needs have been
the imitator of himself. Nineteenth Century, XXIV. 543.

simiri (si-me'ri), . [Brit. Guiana.] A tree,

Hymewea Cotirbarif.

Simitar, scimitar (sim'i-tar), n. [This word,
owing to its Oriental origin and associations,
to ignorance of its original form, and to the
imitation now of the F. now of the It. spell-
ing, has appeared in a great variety of forms,
of which the first three are perhaps the most
common namely, simitar, scimitar, cimitar,
rimitcr, rymiti-r, ritui/crn; cimetvr, fi/in>tiii\

xri/mit<tr. xi-imiter, scimetei; .ifi/mi-tfi; lOfmetar,
xrinitar, xi-mitari/, also smilei', miiyti'i; smeetcr

(simulating smite); < OF. cimeti-r're, eemiti-i-rr,

similrrn; m'mittirye = Sp. cimitarni, xeniitierra
= Pg. eimitarra = It. i-iiuitnrti, riniilnrra, xriini-

tui'ii, xrimitarra, mod. sciHiitiirra: origin uncer-
tain; according to Larramendi, < Basque i-inn--

'</;, with a sharp edge; but prob., with a cor-

ruption of the termination due to some confor-
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mation, of Pers. origin (through It. < Turk. <

IVrs. .' it .Iocs not appear in Turk., where
'simitar' is denoted by pain),
> Hind, shamiliir. I/IIIIII.I/H-I\

< Pers. xli im i!i ir, xlniiii.il/ii-

(in E. written shamxlieer (Sir
T. Herbert), in Gr. aa^ii/pa),
a sword, simitar; appar. lit.
'

lion's claw,' < sliam, a nail,

claw, + shir, .ihcr, a lion (>
Hind, glifr, a tiger).] A
short, curved, single-edged
sword, much in use among
Orientals. It is usually broadest
at the point-end, but the word is

also used for sabers without this

peculiarity, and loosely for all

one-edged curved swords of non-

European nations. See cut under
mber.

He dies upon my scimitar's sharp
point.

Shalt., Tit. And., iv. 2. 91.

Moreouer, they haue painted a
Cimiterre hung in the middest, in

memory of Haly,who forsooth with
his sword cut the rockes in sunder.

S"""ar
c'emu

s

r
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Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 307.

Their Wastes hoop'd round with Turkey Leather Belts,
nt which hung a Bagonet, or short Scyinitar.

London Spy, quoted in Ashton's Social Life in Reign of

[Queen Anne, I. 84.

When Winter wields
His icy scimitar. Wordsworth, Misc. Pieces.

simitared, scimitared (sim'i-tiird), a. [< JM'/H-

itar + -ccP.] Shaped like a simitar; acinaci-
form.

simitar-pod (sim'i-tar-pod), n. The woody
legume of Entada scandens, a strong shrubby
climber of the tropics. Its pods are said to be from
4 to 6 feet long, flat, and often curved so as to resemble a
simitar. The seeds are 2 inches long, rounded and hard,
and are made into snuff- and toy-boxes. See sea-bean.

simitar-Shaped (sim'i-tar-shapt), . In bot.,
same as aciiiaciform.
simitar-tree (sim'i-tiir-tre), . See Harpephyl-

I n m.

simkin (sim'kin), M. [A Hind, form of E. cham-

pagne.] The common Anglo-Indian word for

champagne. Also spelled simpkin.
A basket of simian, which is as though one should say

champagne, behind |the chariot],
J. W. Palmer, The New and the Old, p. 283.

simlin (sim'lin), H. [Also siniblin, simbling;
sometimes spelled, erroneously, eymlin, cym-
bliii, cymbling; a dial. var. of simnel, q. v.] 1.

A kind of cake: same as simnel, i. Halliwell.

[Prov. Eng.] 2. Akindof small squash. See
simnel, 2. [Southern and western U. S.]

"That 'ar lot," said Teague Poteet, after a while, "is the
ole Mathis lot. The line runs right acrost my simblin'

patch." J. C. Harris, The Century, XXVI. 143.

simmer 1
(sini'er), r. [Formerly also simber and

simper, early mod. E. symper (see simper1
); a

freq. form of *sim, < Sw. dial, summa, hum, buzz,
= Dan. summe = MLG. summen = G. summen,
hum; cf. Hind, sumsum, sunsun, sansan, the

crackling of moist wood when burning, simmer-

ing: an imitative word, like hum, and bum*,
boom 1

.] I. intrans. 1. To make a gentle mur-

muring or hissing sound, under the action of

heat, as liquids when beginning to boil
; hence,

to become heated gradually : said especially of

liquids which are to be kept, while heating, just
below the boiling-point.

Placing the vessel in warm sand, increase the heat by
degrees, till the spirit of wine begin to simmer or to boil a
little. Boyle, Works, I. 712. (Richardson.)

A plate of hot buttered toast was gently sirnmerinij be-
fore the fire. Dickem, Pickwick, xxvii.

Between the andirons' straddling feet
The mug of cider simmered slow.

Whittier, Snow-Bound.

2. Figuratively, to be on the point of boiling or

breaking forth, as suppressed anger.
" Old Joshway," as he is irreverently called by his neigh-

bours, is in a state of simmering indignation ; but he has
not yet opened his lips. Georye Eliot, Adam Bede, ii.

This system . . . was suited for a period when colonies
in a state of simmering rebellion had to be watched.

Fortnightly Reo., N. S., XLIII. 177.

II. trans. To cause to simmer; heat gradu-
ally: said especially of liquids kept just below
the boiling-point.
Green wood will at last simmer itself into a blaze.

tf. //. UoUister, Kinley Hollow, xv.

simmer 1
(sim'er), . l< simmer1

, p.] A gentle,
gradual, uniform heating: said especially of

liquids.
Bread-sauce is so ticklish ;

a simmer too much, and it 's

clean done for. Trollope, Orley Farm, xlvii.

Simonianism

simmer2 (sim'pr), . A Scotch form of nm-

HMfl.

simmetriet, An obsolete form of si/iiiHit'tri/.

simnel (sim'ncl). . [Early mod. E. also xim-

iiell, si/iiint'l. ci/miH'/, also dial, xintliii, .iin<li/ii/,

sinililiii;/ (see xinilin); < ME. simnel, simnell,

shitcinil. xi/iitiifll, yi/iitHfllc, < OF. ximeiirl. .liniiiii-

iirl (Mlj. sinii'iit'/liix, also siinella), bread or cake
of fine wheat flour, < L. similti, wheat flour of

the finest quality: see seuioltt.] If. A cake
made of fine flour; a kind of rich sweet cake
offered as a gift at Christmas and Easter, ami

especially on Mothering (Simnel) Sunday.
Simnell, bunne, or cracknel!. Baret, Alvearie, 1580.

Ill to thee a simnel bring
'Gainst tlinii go'st a mothering.

Herrick, To Dianeme.

Cakes of all formes, simnels, cracknels, buns, wafers, and
other things made of wheat flowre, as fritters, pancakes,
and such like, are by this rule rejected.

Haven of Health, p. 20. (Nares.)

2. A variety of squash having a round flattish

head with a wavy or scalloped edge, and so re-

sembling the cake so called : now called simlin.

[Southern U. S.]
The clypeatre are sometimes called ci/mnels (as are some

others also), from the lenteu cake of that name, which
many of them much resemble. Squash or squanter-squash
is their name among the northern Indians, and so they
are called in New York and New England.

Beverley, Hist. Virginia, Iv. II 19.

Simnel Sunday. Mid-Lent or Refreshment Sunday(which
see, under refreshment).

Simocyon (si-mos'i-on), . [NL., < Gr. o-;//of,

flat-nosed (see simoiis), + KVUV, a dog.] A genus
of fossil carnivorous quadrupeds, from the Up-
per Miocene of Greece, giving name to the .SV-

mneifiiniilie. It had (probably) 32 teeth, the last lower

premolar moderate, first molar obtusely sectorial, and the
second one oblong tuberculate.

Simocyonidae (sim*'o-si-on'i-de), . pi. [NL.,
< Simocyon + -/rfa;.] A family of extinct Car-

iiieora, of uncertain affinity, formed for the re-

ception of the fossil called Simocyoit.
simoner (sim'o-ner), . [< simon-y + -er 1

.] A
simonist. [Rare.]
These gimoners sell sin, suffering men and women in

every degree and estate to lie and continue from year to

year in divers vices slanderously.
Bp. Bale, Select Works, p. 129. (Dairies.)

simoniac (si-mo'ni-ak), n. [< OF. (and F.) gi-

moniaque = Pr. simoniac, simoniaic = Sp. simo-
nlaco = Pg. It. simoniaco, < ML. simoniaciis, re-

lating to simony, < simonia, simony: see si-

mony.] One who practises simony.
Witches, heretics, simoniacs, and wicked persons of

other Instances, have done miracles.
Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), 1. 632.

simoniacal (sim-o-ni'a-kal), . [< simoniac +
-al.] 1. Guilty of simony.
H a priest be simoniacal, he cannot be esteemed right-

eous before God by preaching well.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), II. 8.

What shall we expect that have such multitudes of

Achans, church robbers, eimoniacal patrons?
Burton, Anat. of Mel., To the Reader, p. 52.

2. Partaking of, involving, or consisting in

simony : as, a simoniacal presentation.
Simoniacal corruption I may not for honour's sake sus-

pect to be amongst men of so great place.
Hooter, Eccles. Polity, vii. 24.

When the common law censures simoniacal contracts,
It affords great light to the subject to consider what the
canon law has adjudged to be simony.

Blackstone, Com., Int., ii.

Simoniacally (sim-o-ni'a-kal-i), adv. In a sim-
oniacal manner; with tlie guilt or offense of

simony.
Simoniacalness (sim-p-ni'a-kal-nes).

n. The
state or quality of being simoniacal. Bailey,
1727.

simonialt, . [ME. symonyal, < OF. "simonial,
< ML. simonia, simony : see simony.] A prac-
tiser of simony ;

a simonist.
Understoonde that bothe her that selleth and he that

beyeth thynges espirituels been cleped symonyalfi.
Chaucer, Parson's Tale.

Simonian (si-mp'ui-an),
. and n. [< LGr. 2<-

/juviav6f, Sirnoiiian, a Simonian, < i!///w/', Simon
(see def .). The Gr. name ~Lifuw is (a) pure Gr., <

aiftdf, flat-nosed (see simous); (b) an adaptation
of Sujucui', Simeon, < Heb. SJiim'on, lit. 'barken-

ing,' < slidma', hear, harken. Cf. simony.] I. a.

Belonging or pertaining to Simon Magus or the
Simouians: as, Simonian doctrines.

II. . One of a Gnostic sect named from
Simon Magus : it held doctrines similar to those
of the Cainites, etc.

; hence, a term loosely ap-
plied to many of the early Gnostics.

Simonianism (si-ino'ni-an-izm), H. [< Simo-
nidii + -ixm.] The doctrines of the Simonians.



Simonianism
We have ... in Simonianistn a rival system to Chris-

tianity, in which the same advantages are offered, and in

which accordingly Christian elements are embodied, even
Christ Himself being identified with the Supreme God
(Simon). Encyc. Brit., XXII. 80.

simonicalt (si-mon'i-kal), n. Same as simonia-

caL
Fees exacted or demanded for Sacraments, Marriages,

Burials, and especially for interring, are wicked, accursed,

simonical, and abominable. Milton, Touching Hirelings.

simonioust (si-mo'ni-us), a. [< simony (ML. si-

Mii/tin) + -HUS.] Simouiacal.

Deliver us, the only People of all Protestants left still

undeliver'd, from the Oppressions of a simonious deci-

mating Clergy. Milton, To the Parliament.

simonist 1 (sim'o-nist), . [< simony + -ist.]

One who practises or defends simony. [Rare.]
Wulfer not without a stain left behind him, of selling

the Bishoprick of London to Wini, the first Simonist we
read of in this story. Milton, Hist. Eng., iv.

He that with observing and weeping eyes beholds . . .

our lawyers turned truth-defrauders, our landlords op-
pressors, our gentlemen rioters, our patrons sim&niste

would surely say, This is Satan's walk.
Rev. T. Adams, Works, II. 47.

Simonist2 (si'mpn-ist), a. and . [< Simon (see

Simonian) + -isi.~] Same as Simonian. Encyc.
Brit., XI. 854.

simon-pure (si'mpn-pur'), a. [So called in al-

lusion to Simon Pure, a character in Mrs. Cent-
livre's comedy,

" A Bold Stroke for a Wife,"
who is thwarted in his undertakings by an im-

postor who lays claim to his name and rights,
and thus necessitates a complete identification

of the "real Simon Pure" (v. 1).] Genuine;
authentic; true. [Colloq.]
The home of the Simon-pure wild horse Is on the south-

ern plains. The Century, XXXVII. 337.

Simon's operation. See operation.
simony (sim'o-ni), . [< ME. simonie, symony,
symonye, < F. simonie = Sp. simonia = Pr. Pg.
It. simonia, < ML. simonia, simony, so called

from Simon Magus, because he wished to pur-
chase the gift of the Holy Ghost with money;
< LL. Simon, < Gr. Siftwv, Simon: see Sittioiiiaii.]

The act or practice of trafficking in sacred

things; particularly, the buying or selling of

ecclesiastical preferment, or the corrupt pres-
entation of any one to an ecclesiastical benefice
for money or reward.

For hit is symonye to sulle that send is of grace.
Piers Plowman (C), x. 55.

The Name of Simony was begot in the Canon-Law ; the
first Statute against it was in Queen Elizabeth's time.
Since the Reformation Simony has been frequent. One
reason why it was not practised in time of Popery was the

Pope's provision ; no man was sure to bestow his own
Benefice. Selden, Table-Talk, p. 148.

"Simony, according to the canonists," says Ayliffe in his

Parergon,
"

is denned to be a deliberate act or a premedi-
tated will and desire of selling such things as are spiritual,
or of anything annexed unto spirituals, by giving some-
thing of a temporal nature for the purchase thereof ;

or in
other terms it is defined to be a commutation of a thing
spiritual or annexed unto spirituals by giving something
that is temporal." Encyc. Brit., XXII. 84.

simonyite (sim'o-ni-lt), . [So called after F.

Simony, of Hallstadt, the discoverer.] Same as
tiSdite.

simool (si-m6T), . [E. Ind.] The East Indian
silk-cotton tree, Bombax Malabarica.
simoom (si-mom'), n. [Also simoon; = F. si-

moun, semoun = D. simoem = G. samum = Sw.
samum, senmm, simum = Dan. samum = Turk.
semiim = Pers. Hind, samum, < Ar. samum, a

sultry pestilential wind, so called from its de-
structive nature ; < samma, he poisoned, samm,
poisoning. Cf. sarnicl.] An intensely hot dry
wind prevalent in the Arabian desert, and on
the heated plains of Sind and Kandahar, sud-
den in its occurrence, moving in a straight, nar-
row track, and characterized by its suffocating
effects. In theArabian desert the simoom generally moves
from south or east to north and west, and occupies from
five to ten minutes in its passage ; it is probably a whirl-
wind set in motion in the overheated air of the desert. The
traveler seeks protection against the gusts of sand and
the suffocating, dust-laden air, by covering his head with
a cloth and throwing himself upon the ground ; and camels
instinctively bury their noses in the sand. The desiccat-
ing wind parches the skin, inflames the throat, and creates
a raging thirst.

simorg, n. Same as simuro.

Simornynchus (sim-o-ring
v
kus), n. [NL., < Gr.

o-i/idf, flat-nosed, snub-nosed, + 'p'vyxof, snout.]A genus of small gymnorhinal Alcidse of the
North Pacific, having the bill diversiform with
deciduous elements, the head usually crested
in the breeding-season, the feet small with en-

tirely reticulate tarsi shorter than the middle
toe, and the wings and tail ordinary ; the snub-
nosed auklets. They are among the smallest birds of
the family. S. psittaculus is the parrakeet auklet; S.
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cristatellus, the crested auklet ; S. pygmxus, the whisker-
ed auklet ; and S. puxillus, the least auklet. The genus
was founded by _M errem in 1819 ; it is sometimes dismem-
bered into Simorhynchus proper, Ombria or Phalerig, Ty-
lorhamphus, and Ciceronia. See cut under auklet.

simosity (si-mos'i-ti), . [< simous + -ity.]
The state of being simous. Bailey, 1731.

simous (si'mus), a. [< L. simus = Gr. oipuf,

flat-nosed, snub-nosed.] 1. Snub-nosed; hav-

inga flattened or turned-up nose. 2f. Concave.

The concave or simous part of the liver.

Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err.

simpai (sim'pl), n. [Native name in Sumatra.]
The black-crested monkey, SemnopMectts nte-

lnloi>liiix, of Sumatra, having a long slender

body, tail, and limbs, and highly variegated
coloration.

simpathyf ,
n. An obsolete spelling of sympathy.

simper1 (sim'per), i'. An obsolete or dialectal

variant of simmer^. Palsgrave; Florio.

simper2 (sim'per), v. i. [Not found in early
use ; prob. ult. < Norw. semper, fine, smart, =
Dan. dial, semper, simper, affected, coy, pru-
dish, esp. of one who requires pressing to eat,
= OSw. semper, also simp, sipp, a woman who
affectedly refuses to eat, Sw. sipp, finical, prim,
= Dan. sippe, a woman who is affectedly coy,
= LG. sipp, a word expressing the gesture of a

compressed mouth, and affected pronunciation
(Jumfer Sipp,

' Miss Sipp,' a woman who acts
thus affectedly) ;

a particular use derived from
the verb sip, take a little drink at a time, hence
be affected over food, be prim and coy: see sip.
Cf. also prov. G. zimpern, be affectedly coy;
zipp, prudish, coy; prob. < LG. The verb has

prob. been influenced by the now obs. or dial.

simper^ (to which simper* in def. 2 may perhaps
really belong).] 1. To smile in an affected, silly

manner; smirk.
I charge you, O men, for the love you bear to women

as I perceive by your simpering, none of you hates them
that . . . the play may please.

Shalt., As you Like it, Epil., 1. 16.

AH men adore,
And simper, and set their voices lower,
And soften as if to a girl. Tennyson, Maud, x.

2f. To twinkle ; glimmer.
Lys. The candles are all out
!.<' n. But one i' the parlour ;

I see it simper hither.
Fletcher (and Massinger 1), Lovers' Progress, lit 2.

Yet can I mark how stars above
Simper and shine. G. Herbert, The Search.

= Syn. 1. Simper and Smirk both express smiling ; the pri-

mary idea of the first is silliness or simplicity ; that of the
second is affectation or conceit. The simplicity in simper-
ing may be affected ; the affectation in smirking may be
of softness or of kindness.

simper2 (sim'per), . [< simper"
2

, .] An af-

fected, conscious smile
;
a smirk.

No City Dame is demurer than she [a handsome bar-

maid] at first Greeting, nor draws in her Mouth with a
Chaster Simper; but in a little time you may be more
familiar, and she'll hear a double Entendre without blush-

ing. Quoted in Ashton's Social Life in Reign of Queen
[Anne, I. 218.

They should be taught the act of managing their smiles,
from the contemptuous simper to the long laborious laugh.

Goldsmith, Citizen of the World, Ixxxviii.

simperer (sim'per-er), n. [< simper? + -ej-i.]

One who simpers.
Doffing his cap to city dame,
Who smiled and blush'd for pride and shame ;

And well the simperer might be vain
He chose the fairest of the train.

Scott, L. of the L., T. 21.

simpering (sim'per-ing), p. a. [Verbal n. of

simper2 , t>.] Wearing or accompanied by a

simper; hence, affected; silly.

Mr. Legality is a cheat ; and for his son Civility, not-

withstanding his simpering looks, he is hut a hypocrite,
and cannot help thee. Bunyan, Pilgrim's Progress, i.

Smiling with a simprino grace.
Times' Whistle (E. E. T. S.), p. 29.

Forming his features into a set smile, and affectedly soft-

ening his voice, he added, with a simpering air,
" Have you

been long in Bath, Madam?"
Jane Austen, Northanger Abbey, iii.

simperingly (sim'per-ing-li), adv. In a simper-
ing manner; affectedly.
A man-hunt's wife, that . . . lookes as simperingly as if

she were besmeared. Nashe, Pierce Penilesse, p. 21.

simple (sim'pl), a. and . [Early mod. E. also

symple; Sc. semple, < ME. simple, symple, sym-
pill, sympylle (= D. MLG. G. Sw. Dan. simpel),
< OF. simple, F. simple = Pr. simple, semple =
Sp. simple = Pg. simples = It. semplice, < L. sim-

plex (simpHc-), simple, lit. 'onefold,' as op-
posed to duplex, twofold, double, < sim-, the
same (which appears also in sin-guH, one by
one. sem-ptr, always, alike, sem-el, once, sim-nl,

together),+ plicare, fold : see same and ply. Cf.

simple

single^, singular, simultaneous, etc., from the
same ult. root. Hence ult. simplicity, simpli-

fy^ T. a. 1. Without parts, either absolutely,
or of a special kind alone considered; elemen-

tary; uucompouuded: as, a simple substance;
a simple concept; a simple distortion.

For compound sweet forgoing simple savour.

Shak., Sonnets, cxxv.

A prune and simple Essence, vncompounded.
lleyivood, Hierarchy of Angels, p. 75.

Among substances some are called simple, some are com-
pound, whether the words be taken in a philosophical or

vulgar sense. Watts, Logic, I. ii. 2.

Belief, however simple a thing it appears at first sight,
is really a highly composite state of mind.

./. Sully, Sensation and Intuition, p. 74.

2. Having few parts; free from complexity or

complication; uninvolved; not elaborate; not
modified. Hence (a) Rudimentary ; low in the scale of

organization, as an animal or a plant. Compare defs. 10, 11.

Nevertheless, low and simple forms will long endure if

well fitted for their simple conditions of life.

Darwin, Origin of Species, p. 134.

(b) Without elaborate and rich ornamentation : not load-

ed with extrinsic details ; plain ; beautiful, if at all, in its

essential parts and their relations.

He rode in symple aray.

LytM Geste of Robyn Uode (Child's Ballads, V. 48).

The simple cadence, embracing but a few notes, which in

the chants of savages is monotonously repeated, becomes,
among civilized races, a long series of different musical
phrases combined into one whole.

H. Spencer, First Principles, 114.

The arcades themselves, though very good and simple,
do not carry out the wonderful boldness and originality of

the outer range. E. A. Freeman, Venice, p. 249.

(c) Without sauce or condiment ; without luxurious or

unwholesome accompaniments : as, a simple diet ; a simple
repast
After crysten-masse com the crabbed lentoun,
That fraystes [tries] flesch wyth the fysche & fode more

symple.
Sir Gawayne and the Green Knight (E. E. T. S.), 1. 503.

Bless'd be those feasts with simple plenty crown'd.

Goldsmith, The Traveller, 1. 17.

(d) Mere ; pure : sheer ; absolute.

A medicine . . . whose simple touch
Is powerful to araise King Pepin.

Shak., All's Well, 11. 1. 78.

If we could contrive to be not too unobtrusively our
simple selves, we should be the most delightful of human
beings, and the most original.

Lowell, Study Windows, p. 69.

3. Plain in dress, manner, or deportment;
hence, making no pretense ; unaffected; unas-

suming ; unsophisticated ; artless
;
sincere.

With that com the kynge Loot and his knyghtes down
the medowes alle on foote, and hadde don of tin-ire

helmes from theire heedes and valed theire coiffes of

mayle vpon theire sholderes, and com full symple.
Merlin (E. E. T. &), iil. 478.

She sobre was, ek symple. and wyse withalle,
The best ynorissed ek that myghte be.

Chaucer, Troilus, v. 820.

Arthur . . . neither wore on helm or shield
The golden symbol of his kingllhood,
But rode a simple knight among his knights.

Tennyson, Coming of Arthur.

4. Of little value or importance ; insignificant ;

trifling.

The! were so astoned with the hete of the fler that theire
deffence was but symple. Merlin (E. E. T. 8.1 i. 116.

For the ill turn that thou hast done
'Tis but a simple fee.

Robin Hood, and the Beggar (Child's Ballads, V. 200).

Great floods have flown
From simple sources. Shak., All's Well, it 1. 148.

6. Without rank; lowly; humble; poor.
Be ffi.stf ul & fre & euer of faire speche,
it seruisabul to the simple so as to the riche.

William of Palerne (E. E. T. S.), L 338.

There 's wealth an' ease for gentlemen,
An' simple folk maun fight an' fen.

Buna, Gane is the Day.

6. Deficient in the mental effects of experience
and education; unlearned; unsophisticated;
hence, silly; incapable of understanding a sit-

uation of affairs ; easily deceived.

And oftentyraes it hath be sene expresse,
In grete materys, withouten eny fayle,
A sympill mannys councell may prevayle.

Generydes (E. E. T. S.X L 1211.

And though I were but a simple man voide of learning,
yet stil I had in remembrance that Christ dyed for me.

E. Webbe, Travels (ed. ArberX p. 29.

You will not believe that Sir James Grey will be so aim-

plesiato leave Venice, whither with difficulty he obtained
to be sent. Walpole, Letters, II. 101.

7. Proceeding from ignorance or folly; evi-

dencing a lack of sense or knowledge.
Their wise men . . . scoff'd at him

And this high Quest as at a simple thing.
Tennyson, Holy Grail.

8. Presenting no difficulties or obstacles
;
easi-

ly done, used, understood, or the like
; adapted



simple

to man's natural powers of acting or thinking;
plain; clear; easy: as, a simple task; a simple
statement ; a single explanation.

That is the doctrine, simple, ancient, true.

Browning, James Lee's Wife, vii.

In the comment did I find the charm.
O, the results lire simple ; a mere child

Might use it to the harm of anyone.
Tennyson, Merlin and Vivien.

9. In music: () Single; not compound: as,
a simple sound or tone. (b) Undeveloped; not

complex: as, simple counterpoint, fugue, imi-

tation, rhythm, time, (c) Not exceeding an

octave; not compound: as, a simple interval,

third, fifth, etc. (d) Unbroken by valves or
crooks: as, a simple tube in a trumpet. 10.
In bot., not formed by a union of similar parts
or groups of parts: thus, a simple pistil is of
one carpel; a simple leaf is of one blade; a

simple stem or trunk is one not divided at the
base. Compare single ivmbel, below. 11. In
zool. and anat. : (a) Plain; entire; not varied,
complicated, or appendaged. See simple-faced,
(b) Single; not compound, social, or colonial: as,
the wy>/easeidians; the simple (not compound)
eyes or ocelli of an insect, (c) Normal or usual

;

ordinary; not duplex: as, the simple teeth of

ordinary rodents. See simple-toothed, (d) In

entom., more particularly (1) Formed of one

lobe, joint, etc. : as, a simple maxilla ; the simple
capitulum or club of an antenna. (2) Not spe-
cially enlarged, dilated, robust, etc.: as, simple
femora, not fitted for leaping or not like a

grasshopper's. (3) Entire; not dentate, ser-

rate, emarginate, etc. ; having no special pro-
cesses, etc. : as, a simple margin. (4) Not
sheathed or vagiuate : as, a simple aculeus or

sting. 12. In chem., that has not been decom-
posed or separated into chemically distinct
kinds of matter; elementary. See element, 3.

13. In mineral., homogeneous Fee simple.
See/eea. Simple acceptation, in logic, the acceptation
of a universal term as signifying a general nature abstract-
ed from singulars, as when we say, "Animal is the genus
of man."Simple act, that activity of a faculty from
which the faculty derives its name. Simple addition.
See addition, 1. Simple affection, in logic, a character
which helongs to objects singly, as opposed to a relation.

Simple apoplexy, apoplexy with no visible structural
change or lesion. Simple apprehension. See appre-
hensionSimple ascidians. See Simplices. Simple
asthenic fever. See fever*. Simple benefice. See
benefice, 2. Simple cancer, a form of scirrhous cancer
which from excessive cell-growth approximates to the
characters of encephaloid cancer. Simple cell. See cell,
8. Simple cerate. Same as ceratum. Simple cholera.
Same as sporadic cholera. Simple chuck. See chuck*, 5.

Simple commissure of the cerebellum. See commis-
sure. Simple comparison, the faculty of judgment by
which we compare the subject and predicate of a proposi-
tion. Simple concept, a concept in which no plurality of
attributes can be distinguished, which cannot be defined,
and of which nothing can be predicated. Simple con-
clusion, or simple consequence, an inference drawn
from a single premise ; also, a conclusion from a single
premise which is valid by virtue of the meaning of the
terms used : as, Socrates is a man, therefore Socrates is an
animal. Simple concomitance. See concomitance.
Simple constructive dilemma, simple destructive
dilemma. See dilemma. Simple continued fever.
See feverl. Simple contract. See parole contract, un-
der contract. Simple conversion. See conversion, 2.

Simple degradation, in eccles. law. See degradation, 1

(a). Simple dislocation, in surg. See dislocation, 2.

Simple ens. (a) That which is neither composite nor
componible, which is true of God alone. (6) The object of
a simple concept, (c) That which is not composed of dif-
ferent things, especially not of matter and form, but is

either pure matter or pure form, (d) That which is not
composed of different kinds of matter, as an element.
Simple enumeration, the colligation of examples upon
which to base an induction without the use of any pre-
caution to insure their being representative samples of
the class from which they are drawn, and without prepara-
tion for any check upon the correctness of the induction.
See induction by simple enumeration, under enumeration.
Simple enunciation, epithelium, equation. See the
nouns. Simple ethers. See etheri, s. Simple event.
See event. Simple feast, in the Rom. Cath. Ch., a feast
of the lowest class, the services for which differ very little
from the services for ordinary occasions, the other classes
being double and semi-dmtble. Simple foot, in anc. pros. :

(a) According to the earlier rhythmicians, a trisemic, tetra-
semic, or pentasemic foot, or a hexasemic foot not consist-
ing of two similar trisemic feet : opposed to a compound
foot in the sense of a colon, (b) Later, a dissyllabic or
trisyllabic foot, with inclusion of the pyrrhic (~ ~) : op-
posed to a compound foot in the sense of a foot com-
pounded of these. See pyrrhic. Simple force, form,
fraction, fracture. See the nouns. Simnle fruits.
See fruit, 4. Simple ganglion. See ganglion, 3 (a).
Simple group, harmony, homage, hypertrophy. See
the nouns. Simple hypothesis, explanation, or the-
ory, a hypothesis which recommends itself to the natural
light of reason, and, being easily conceived, appears to us
as incomplex. Simple idea, in associationalist psychol-
ogy, a feeling incapable of analysis. Some psychologists
deny the distinction of simple and complex ideas, on
the ground that all feelings are simple in themselves;
but by a simple idea is not meant a feeling simple in it-

self, but a feeling incapable of subsequent analysis. The
idea produced by a color and an odor perceived together
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is an example of an idea not simple. Simple intelli-

gence, understanding not involving a cognition of rela-

tions as such. Simple interest. See interest, 7. Sim-
ple interpretation, an interpretation of which no part
signifies anything separately. Simple interval. See
interval, 5. Simple larceny. See larceny.- Simple
leaf, in bot., a leaf consisting of a single piece. Simple
machine. See machine, 2. Simple matter, the matter
of an element Simple medicine, a medicine consist-

ing of a single drug. Simple mode, a mode which is

but a variation of a single idea. Simple necessity,
the necessity of a proposition whose denial would imply
a contradiction; logical necessity. Simple number.
Same as abstract number (which see, under abstract, 1).

Simple ointment. See ointment. Simple operation,
an operation considered apart from others, as an operation
of the mind apart from an accompanying operation of the

body. Simple part, a part which has itself no parts of
thesame kind. Simple position, in ari(A. Seeposition,
7. Simple power, the power of first matter; pure power.
Simple probation, a probation which involves a single

inferential step ;
one which cannot be analyzed into a suc-

cession of inferences. Simple proportion. See propor-
tion. Simple proposition. See proposition. Simple
quadratic, an equation which contains the unknown
quantity only in its square, which is a factor of one of the
terms. The general form is Ao;2 = 13. Simple quality
Of an element, the property of the simple matter, fitting
it to receive the substantial form of the element. Sim-
ple quantity, in math. : (a) A quantity expressible by
means of a single number, (o) A monomial. Simple
question, the question whether a thing is, or what it is.

Simple ratio, repetend, science, sentence, singu-
larity, strain. See the nouns. Simple sporophore,
in bot.

,
a sporophore consisting of a single hypna or branch

of a hypha. De Bary, Simple time, in anc. pros., a
monosemic as opposed to a greater or compound (dise-
mic, trisemic, etc.) time. Simple trust, in law, a trust
not qualified by provisions as to the power or duty of
the trustee, so that in general he is a mere passive de-

pository of possession or legal title, subject to which the
entire right is in the beneficiary. Simple umbel, in

bot., an umbel having hut a single set of rays. Sim-
ple Will, will directed toward an ultimate end, not to-

ward a means. =Syn. 1. Unmixed, elementary. 2. Un-
studied, unvarnished, naive, frank, open, straightforward.

6. Simple, Silly, Dull, shallow, stupid, preposterous,
inept, trifling, frivolous. Of the italicized words, silly
is more active ; the others are more passive. The simple
person is not only ignorant or lacking in practical wis-

dom, but unconscious of his own deficiencies, so that he
is peculiarly liable to be duped. That which in the

simple is unconsciousness is in the silly an active self-

satisfaction or conceit : the simple may be taught wis-
dom by hard experience ; the silly have much to unlearn
as well. Silliness is a form of folly. (See absurd.) He
who is dull has no edge upon his mind ; his mind works
into a subject with the slowness with which a dull knife
cuts into a piece of wood, but his mind can perhaps be
gradually sharpened, so that the dull boy becomes the
keen man.

II. . 1 . That which is unmixed or uncom-
pounded; a simple substance or constituent;
an element.
It is a melancholy of mine own, compounded of many

simples, extracted from many objects.
Shale., As you Like it, iv. 1. 16.

To these noxious simples we may reduce an infinite
number of compound, artificial, made dishes.

Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 141.

2. A medicinal herb, or a medicine obtained
from an herb : so called because each vegetable
was supposed to possess its particular virtue,
and therefore to constitute a simple remedy:
commonly in the plural.

I went to see Mr. Wats, keeper of the Apothecaries gar-
den of simples at Chelsea, where there is a collection of
innumerable rarities of that sort particularly.

Evelyn, Diary, Aug. 7, 1685.

Run and fetch simples,
With which my mother heal'd my arm when last
I was wounded by the boar.

Fletcher (and another), Sea Voyage, ii. 2.

3. A person of low birth or estate : used chief-

ly in contrast with gentle: as, gentle and sim-

ple. [Obsolete or provincial.]
She beseches you as hir souerayne that symple to saue.

York Plays, p. 282.
"
I fancy there 's too much whispering going on to be of

any spiritual use to gentle or simple." . . . Accordingly
there was silence in the gallery.

T. Hardy, Under the Greenwood Tree, i. 6.

4. pi. Foolish or silly behavior; foolishness:

as, to have a fit of the simples. [Colloq.] 5.
A draw-loom. [Archaic.] 6. A set of short

dependent cords, with terminal bobs, attached
to the tail of a part of the harness in a draw-
loom, worked by the draw-boy. 7. Eccles., a

simple feast To cut for the simples, to cure of fool-

ishness, as if by a surgical operation. [Humorous.]

Indeed, Mr. Neverout, you should becw(/or the simples
this morning ; say a word more, and you had as good eat

your nails. Swift, Polite Conversation, i.

simple (sim'pl), v. i.; pret. and pp. simpled,
ppr. simpling. [< simple, .] To gather sim-

ples, or medicinal plants.
I know that here are several sorts of Medicinal Herbs

made use of by the Natives, who often go a simpling,
seeming to understand their Virtues much, and making
great use of them. Dampier, Voyages, II. i. 126.

Botanists, all cold to smiles and dimpling.
Forsake the fair, and patiently go simpling.

Goldsmith, Prol. to Craddock's Zobeide, 1. 6.

simplician

simple-faced (sim'pl-fast), . Having no folia-

ceous appendages on the snout : applied to bats
of the family I'espa'tilionidse, as distinguished
from leaf-nosed, phyllostomous, or rhinolo-

phine bats. W. H. Flower.

simple-hearted (sim'pl-har"ted), a. Having a

simple heart
; single-hearted ; ingenuous.

And, as the cageling newly flown returns,
The seeming-injured simple-hearted thing
Came to her old perch back, and settled there.

Tennyson, Merlin and Vivien.

Simple-minded (sim'pl-mln
//

ded), a. Lacking
intelligence or penetration; unsophisticated;
artless.

Others of graver mien,
. . . bending oft their sanctimonious eyes,
Take homage of the simple-minded throng.

Aketmde, Pleasures of the Imagination, iii. 112.

I am a simple-minded person, wholly devoid of subtlety
of intellect. Huxley, Nineteenth Century, XIX. 191.

simple-mindedness (sim'pl-min"ded-nes), n.

The state or character of being simple-minded,
simpleness (sim'pl-nes), n. [< ME. simplenesse,
sympylnesse,sympyllnes; < simple + -ness.'] The
state or quality of being simple, in any sense
of that word.

Mi labor wil don After my simplenesse
Hit for to conuey As I can or may.

Rom. ofPartenay (E. E. T. S.), Introd., 1. 71.

God's will,
What simpleness is this !

Shak., R. and J., iii. 3. 77.

Simpler (sim'pler), n. [< simple, y.,
+ -erl.]

One who collects simples, or medicinal plants :

a herbalist; a simplist. Minsheu.

The Simpler comes, with basket and book,
For herbs of power on thy banks to look.

Bryant, Green River.

"Look at this blue-flag." she said; "our neighbor, a
wise simpler, declares it will cure a host of diseases."

S. Judd, Margaret, ii. 1.

simpler's-joy (sim'plerz-joi), . The common
vervain, Verbena officinalis : so called as a mar-
ketable drug-plant. [Prov. Eng.]
simplesset, . [< ME. simplesse, < OF. simplesse,

simplece, simpleche, F. simplesse (= Pr. Sp. Pg.
simpleza), simplicity, < simple, simple : see sim-

ple.] Simpleness; simplicity.

Though that diffautes apperen in use,
Yut of your mercy my simplesse excuse.

Rom. of Partenay (E. E. T. S.), 1. 6600.

Darting forth a dazzling light
On all that come her simplesse to rebuke !

B. Jonson, Underwoods, xciv.

simpleton (sim'pl-ton), n. [< F. as if *simple-
ton, dim. of simplet, m., simplette, f., simple,
dim. of simple, simple ;

cf . Sp. simplon, a sim-

pleton. No F. "simpleton occurs; but -eton, a
double dim. suffix, occurs in other words, one of
which is the source of E. jenneting ; another is

the source of E. mnsJcetoon. Cf. sillyton, made
in imitation of simpleton.~] 1. A person of lim-
ited or feeble intelligence ;

a foolish or silly per-
son.

Those letters may prove a discredit, as lasting as mer-
cenary scribblers, or curious simpletons, can make it.

Pope.
The fears of the sister have added to the weakness of the

woman
;
but she is by no means a simpleton in general.

Jane Austen, Northanger Abbey, xiv.

2. The American dunlin, purre, or ox-bird.
See cut under dunlin.

simple-toothed (sim'pl-totht), a. Having one
pair of incisors above and below, as a rodent

;

simplicident. See Simplicidentata.

simple-winged (sim'pl-wingd), o. Not tooth-

winged, as a butterfly: noting the Heliconiinse.

Simplices (sim'pli-sez), n. pi. [NL., pi. of L.

simplex, simple : see simple.'] The simple ascid-

ians; a suborder of Ascidiacea contrasted with

Composites and with Salpiformes, containing or-

dinary fixed ascidians which are solitary and
seldom reproduce by gemmation, or, if colo-
nial (as in one family), whose members have no
common investment, each having its own case
or test. Here belong the common forms known as sea-

squirts, and by other fanciful names (as sea-peach, sea-pear,
sea-potato), of at least four families, the Clavelinida, Asei-
diidse,, Cynthiidse, and Molgulidfe, of which the first-named
is colonial or social, and makes a transition from the quite
simpleor solitary ascidians(theotherthreefamiliesnamed)
to the compound forms, or Composite.

Simpliciat (sim-plish'ia), it. pi. [NL., neut. pi.
of L. simplex, simple : see simple."] In Cuvier's

system of classification, the simple acalephs;
the first order of his Acaleplia, distinguished
from Hydrostatica. It was an artificial group
of medusans and ctenophorans.
simpliciant (sim-plish'i-an), n. [< L. simplex
(simplie-), simple (see simple), -i- -i-an.] A
simpleton.



simplician
Be he & foole in the esteeme of man,
In worldly thinges a meer simplician,

Yet, for all this, I boldly dare averre

His knowledge great.
Times' Whistle (E. E. T. S.), p. 148.

simplicident (sim-plis'i-dent), a. and . [<

L. simplex (simplic-), simple, + den(t-)y = E.

tooth,'] I. a. Simple-toothed, as arodent; hav-

ing only one pair of upper incisors
;
of or per-

taining to the KiHipliciilfiitata.

II. n. A simple-toothed rodent; any mem-
ber of the Siiii/ilii-iili iitatti.

Simplicidentata (sira"pli-si-den-ta'ta), n. i>l.

[NL. : see simplicident.] The simple-toothed
rodents, or simplicident Bodentia, a suborder

containing all living rodents except the Dv-

plieidentata, having only one pair of upper in-

cisors, or the Myomorpha, Sciuromorplta, and

Hystricomorpha, as rats and mice of all kinds,

squirrels, beavers and their allies, and porcu-
pines and their allies. See Duplicidentati. Also
called Simptifideiitati when the order is named
Glires instead of Kodentia.

simplicidentate (sim"pli-si-den'tat), a. [As
simplicident + -ate1 .] Same as simplicident.

Simplicidentati (sim"pli-si-den-ta'ti), n. pi.
Same as Simplicidentata.

simplicimane (sim-plis'i-man), a. Of or per-

taining to the Simplicimani.
Simplicimani (sim-pli-sim'a-ni), . pi. [NL.,
< L. simplex {simplic-), simple, 4- mantis, hand :

see main3
."}

In Latreille's system of classifica-

tion, a division of caraboid beetles; the fourth
section of his second tribe Carabici, having the
two anterior tarsi only dilated in the males, not

forming a square or an orbicular plate.

Simplicirostres (sim'pli-si-ros'trez), n. pi.

[NL., < L. simplex (simplic-), simple, + ros-

trum, bill, beak.] In ornitli., in Sundeyall's sys-
tem of classification, a group of American coiii-

rostral oscine passerine birds, consisting of the

tanagers.
simpliciter (sim-plis'i-ter), adv. [L., simply
(used in philosophy to translate Gr. ait/MS), '<

simplex (simplic-), simple : see simple.'] Simply ;

not relatively; not in a certain respect merely,
but in the full sense of the word modified.
Dictum simpliciter, said simply, without qualification
or limitation to certain respects: opposed to dictum semn-
dum quid.

simplicity (sim-plis'i-ti;, .; pi. simplicities

(-tiz). [< F. sinipliciie = Pr. simplicitat = Sp.
simplicidad = Pg. simplicidade = It. semplicita,
< L. simplicita(t-)s, < simplex (simplic-), simple:
see simple.} The state or property of being sim-

ple, (a) The state or mode of being uncoiupounded ;

existence in elementary form.

In the same state in which they [angels] were created
in the beginning, in that they euerlastingly remaine, the
substance of their proper nature being permanent in Sim-
plicitie and Imnintabilitie.

Heytt'ood, Hierarchy of Angels, p. 372.

Mandrakes afford a papaverous and unpleasant odour,
whether in the leaf or apple, as is discoverable in their

simplicity or mixture. Sir T. Browne, Vulg. BIT., vii. 7.

(6) Freedom from complexity or intricacy.

We are led ... to conceive this great machine of the
world ... to have been once in a state of greater sim-

plicity than now it is.

T. Burnet, Theory of the Earth, 1. 45.

From . . . primordial uniformity and simplicity, there
takes place divergence, both of the wholes and the lead-

ing parts, towards multiformity of contour and towards
complexity of contour. H. Spencer, First Principles, 8 119.

(c) Freedom from difficulty of execution or understanding ;

easiness ; especially, lack of abstruseness ; clearness ; also,
an instance or illustration of simple clearness.

Truth by her own simpliciti/ is known.
Herrick, Truth and Falsehood.

The grand simplicities of the Bible.

Lowell, Among my Books, 2d ser., p. 246.

(d) Freedom from artificial ornament
; plainness, as of

dress, style, or the like.

Give me a look, give me a face,
That makes simplicity a grace ;

Robes loosely flowing, hair as free ;

Such sweet neglect more taketh me
Than all th' adulteries of art.

B. Jonson (tr. from Bonnefons), Epiccene, i. 1.

Thou canst not adorn simplicity. What is naked or de-
fective is susceptible of decoration : what is decorated is

simplicity no longer.
Landor, Imag. C'onv., Epictetus and Seneca.

(e) Artlessness of mind or conduct; unaffectedness; sin-

cerity ; absence of parade or pretense.

I swear to thee . . .

By the simplicity of Venus' doves, . . .

To-morrow truly will I meet with thee.

Shak., SI. N. D.,i. 1. 171.

I, for my part, will slack no service that may testify my
simpliciti/. Ford, Love's Sacrifice, fii. 3.

He [Madison | had that rare dignity of unconscious sim-
pticit!/ which characterizes the earnest and disinterested
scholar. J. t*iske, Critical Period of Amer. Hist., v.
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(/) Ignorance arising from lack either of education or of

intelligence; especially, lack of common sense; foolish-

ness ; childishness ; also, an act of folly ;
a foolish mistake.

How long, ye simple ones, will ye love simplicity 1

Prov. i. 22.

To be ignorant of the value of a suit is simpliciti/, as well

as to be ignorant of the right thereof is want of conscience.

Bacon, Suitors (ed. 1887), p. 470.

Let it be ... one of our simplicities to suffer that in-

jury which neither impaireth the reputation of the father,
nor abuseth the credit of the sons.

O. Harvey, Four Letters.

Generally, nature hangs out a sign of simplicity in the
face of a fool. Fuller, Holy and Profane State, III. xii. 1.

= Syn. See simple.

simplification (sim"pli-fi-ka'shqn), n. [= F.

niinpliJicatiOH = Pg. simplijicaf&o = It. simpli-

fcazione; as simplify + -atiun (see -fcation).]
The act of simplifying or making simple; re-

duction from a complex to a simple state : as,
the simplification of English spelling.
The simplification of machines renders them more and

more perfect, but this simplification of the rudiments of

languages renders them more and more imperfect, and
less proper for many of the purposes of language.

Adam Smith, Formation of Languages.

Where tones coincide, the number of tones actually

present Is less than the number of possible tones, and
there ia a proportionate simplification : so to put it, more
is commanded and with less effort.

J. Ward, Encyc. Brit., XX. 69.

simplificative (sim'pli-fi-ka-tiv), a. [< simpli-

ftcat(ion) + -ive.] Simplifying, or tending to

simplify.

"Simplificative evolution "as opposed to "elaboratlve
evolution." E. K. Lanlcester, Degeneration, p. 71, note c.

simplificator (sim'pli-fi-ka-tor), n. [< simpliji-

cat(ion) + -or*-.] One who simplifies, or favors

simplification, as of a system, doctrine, etc.

[Rare.]
This is the supposition of simplificators, who, from the

impulse of a faulty cerebral conformation, must needs

disbelieve, because theology would otherwise afford them
no intellectual exercise.

Isaac Taylor, Nat. Hist. Enthusiasm, p. 92.

simplify (sim'pli-fi), v.
; pret. and pp. simpli-

fied, ppr. simplifying. [< F. simplifier = Sp.
Pg. simpliflcar = It. (reft.) simplificare ; irreg.,
as simple'+ -fy.] I. trans. To make simple;
reduce from complexity to simplicity ; also, to

make easy of use, execution, performance, or

comprehension.
Philosophers have generally advised men to shun need-

less occupations, as the certain impediments of a good and
happy life ; they bid us endeavour to simplify ourselves.

Barrow, Works, II. xxxiv.

With no outdoor amusements, and with no summer
holiday, how much is life simplified! But the simplicity
of life means monotony.

W. Besant, Fifty Years Ago, p. 88.

II. intrants. To produce or effect simplicity.
That is a wonderful simplification, and science always

simplifies. J. it. Lockyer, Spect. Anal., p. 166.

simplism (sirn'plizm), H. [< simple + -ism.]
The advocacy or cultivation of simplicity;

hence, an affected or labored simplicity.
Other writers have to affect what to him [Wordsworth]

is natural. So they have what Arnold called simplism,
he simplicity. The Century, XXXIX. 624.

simplist (sim'plist), H. [< OF. ximpliste, also

simplicistc = Sp. simplista = It. sempltcista; as

simple + -*<.] One skilled in simples or me-
dicinal plants ;

a simpler.
A plant so unlike a rose, it {the rose of Jericho] hath

been mistaken by some good simplist for aiuomum.
Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., ii. 6.

simplistic (sim-plis'tik), <i. [< simplist + -ic.]

1. Of or pertaining to simples or a simplist.

[Bare.] Imp. Diet. 2. Endeavoring to explain

everything, or too much, upon a single princi-

ple.
The facts of nature and of life are more apt to be com-

plex than simple. Simplistic theories are generally one-
sided and partial. J. F. Clarice. (Worcester.)

simplityt (sim'pli-ti), H. [< ME. simplify, sym-
plete, < OF. simplete, simplicity: see simpliei-

ty.~\ Simplicity.
Thanne shaltow se Sobrete and Sympfete-of-speche.

Piers Plowman (B), x. 165.

simploce, See symploce.
simply (sim'pli), adv. [< ME. sympely, nympil-

Ijl, sympilliche, simpleliche, etc.; < simple + -ly%.]
In a simple manner, (a) Without complication, in-

tricacy, obscurity, or circumlocution ; easily; plainly.

He made his complaynt and his clamoure heringe hem
alle, and seide to hem full sympilly,

"
Lordinges, ye be alle

my liege men, and of me ye holde youre londes and youre
fees." Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iii. 616.

Evolution, under its primary aspect, is illustrated most
simply and clearly by this passage of the Solar System from
a widely diffused incoherent state to a consolidated cohe-
rent state. a. Spencer, First Principles, f 108.

simulant

(&) Without extravagance or parade ; unostentatiously.

Thei ben fulle devoute Men, and lyven porely and sympe-
ly, with Joules and with Dates; and thei don gret Absty-
nence and Penaunce. Mandeville, Travels, p. 58.

A mortal, built upon the antique plan,
Brimful of lusty blood as ever ran,
And taking life as simjjly as a tree !

Lowell, Agassiz, 1. 144.

(c) Without pretense or affectation
; unassumingly ;

art-

lessly.

Thei dide to Kynge Arthur their homage full debonerly
aa was

right,
and the kynge he receyved with gode herte

and nijinpillictte with wepynge.
Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ii. 140.

Subverting worldly strong, and worldly wise

By simply meek. Hilton, P. L., xii. 569.

(d) Without wisdom or discretion ; unwisely; foolishly.

And we driven the remenaunt in, at the yates, that sym-
pilly hem dcffended whan they hadde loste their lorde.

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), i. 78.

(c) Merely ; solely ; only.

It more afflicts me now to know by whom
This deed is done tjuui simply that 'tis done.

Beau, and Fl., Philaster, Hi. 1.

The attractive force of a stimulus is determined not

simply by its quantity but also by its quality.
J. Sully, Outlines of Psychol., p. 82.

Hence (/) Absolutely; quite.

He is simply the rarest man i' the world.

Shak., Cor., iv. 5. 169.

They [the older royal families of Europe] never wanted
a surname ;

none attached itself to them, and they simply
have none. H. and Q., 7th ser., II. 414.

(ff) Absolutely; in the full sense of the words; not in a

particular respect merely.

Simpson's operation. See operation.

simptomet, H. An obsolete form of symptom.
simpulum (sim'pu-lum), n.

; pi. simpula (-la).

[L.: seedef.] In Rom. an tiq., a small ladle with
which wine was dipped out for libations, etc.

A third [relief] which seemed to be an altar, with two
reliefs on it, one being a person holding a sivtpitlum;
these were all brought from Buda.

Pococke, Description of the East, II. 11. 249.

simson, Simpson (sim'son), . [Var. of obs.

tsencion, sencliion, < OF. senecion, < L. senecio(n-),

groundsel: see sencion, Senecio.] Groundsel.

[Prov. Eng.]
Sims's operation. See operation.

simulacra, . Plural of simulacrum.

simulacret (sim'u-la-ker), n. [Also simula-

chre; < ME. symulacre, si/mylacre, < OF. simula-

crc, also simiilaire, F. simulacre = Pr. simulacra
= Sp. Pg. It. simulacra, < L. simulacrum, a like-

ness, image, form, appearance, phantom: see

simulacrum.] An image.
Betwene Symulacret and Ydoles is a gret difference.

For Symulacres ben Ymages made aftre lyknesse of Men
or of Women, or of the Sonne or of the Mone, or of ony
Best, or of ony kyndely thing.

Mandeville, Travels, p. 164.

Phidias . . . made of yuory the simulachre or image of

Jupiter. Sir T. Elyot, The Governour, i. 8.

simulacrum (sim-u-la'krum), . ; pi. simulacra

(-kra). [L., a likeness, image, form, appear-
ance, phantom (in philosophy a tr. of Gr. o/ioiu-

fjia), < simulate, make like, imitate : see simu-

late.'} 1. That which is formed in the likeness
of any object ;

an image.
The mountain is flanked by two tall conical simulacra,

with radiate summits.
B. V. Head, Historia Numorum, p. 634.

He [the author of the De Mysteriis) condemns as folly
and impiety the worship of images of the gods, though
his master held that these simulacra were filled with di-

vine power, whether made by the hand of man or (as he

believed) fallen from heaven. Jincyc. Brit., XII. 603.

2. A shadowy or unreal likeness of anything;
a phantom; a vague, unreal representation.
The sensations of persons who have suffered amputa-

tion show that their sensorium retains a picture or map
of the body so far as regards the location of all its sensi-

tive regions. This simulacrum is invaded by conscious-
ness whenever the proper stimulus is applied.

E. D. Cope, Origin of the Fittest, p. 407.

All the landscape and the scene seemed the simulacrum
of an old romance, the echo of an early dream.

C. D. Warner, Roundabout Journey, xvlL

3. A formal sign ;
a sign which represents a

thing by resembling it, but does not indicate

it, or stand for the actual presence of the thing.
simulant (sim'u-lant), a. and . [< L. simu-

lan(t-)s, ppr. of simala re, make like: see simu-

late.'] I. a. Simulating (something else) ; ap-

pearing to be (what it is not); replacing (in

position or in aspect) : with of: used especially
in biology: as, a scutum simulant of a scutel-

lum
;

cheliceres simulant of chelse
;
stamens

xinnilaiit of petals, or conversely. A good many
parts and organs, under various physiological modifica-

tions, are thus simulant of others frnm which they are

morphologically different. See rimilar. 4.

II. . One who or that which simulates some-

thing else.



simulant

These are, indeed, solemn processions, which not even

youth and beauty, or their tintidatttx, i-an make gay.
I)'. II. Russell, Diary in India, I. 103.

simular (sim'u-lar), a. and //. [Irreg. < L.

simulare, make like, simulate, < similis, like: see
fiimilur. The form is appar. due to association
of the adj. ximilar with the verb simulate; it

may have been suggested by the OF. ximiilain-,

an image, simulacrum: sec gtmuiacre.} I. a.

1. Practising simulation; feigning; deceiving.
[Bare.]

Thou perjured, and thuu xinnttdi' man of virtue.

Shak., Lear, iii. -i 04.

2. Simulated or assumed; counterfeit; false.

[Bare.]
I return'd with simular proof enough

To make the noble Leonatus mad.
Shak., Cymbeline, v. 5. 200.

In the old poetic fame
The gods are blind and lame,
And the simular despite
Betrays the more abounding might.

Emerson, Monadnoc.

II. n. One who simulates or feigns anything.
[Bare.]
Christ calleth the Pharisees hypocrites, that is to say

simulars, and white sepulchres. Ti/ndalc.

simulate (sim'u-lat), 11. t. ; prat, and pp. simu-

lated, ppr. simulating. [< L. simulatus, pp. of

ximiilan; also xiinilare (> It. simulare = Sp. Pg.
Pr. simular = F. simuler), make like, imitate,
copy, represent, feign, < similis, like : see sim-
ilar. Cf. dissimulate.} 1. To assume the ap-
pearance of, without having the reality ; feign ;

counterfeit; pretend.

She, while he stabbed her, simulated death.

Browning, Ring and Book, II. 162.

The scheme of simulated insanity is precisely the one
he [Hamlet] would have been likely to hit upon, because
it enabled him to follow his own bent.

Lowell, Among my Books, 1st ser., p. 221.

2. To act the part of
; imitate; belike; resem-

ble.
The pen which simulated tongue

On paper, and saved all except the sound,
Which never was. Browning, Ring and Book, 1. 41.

What proof is there that brutes are other than a supe-
rior race of marionettes, which eat without pleasure, cry
without pain, desire nothing, know nothing, and only
ainnla/1' intelligence as a bee simulates a mathematician?

Huxley, Animal Automatism.

3. Specifically (a) In phonology, to imitate
in form. See simulation, 2. (6) In biol., to
imitate or mimic ; resemble by way of protec-
tive mimicry : as, some insects simulate flowers
or leaves. See mimicry, 3. =Syn. 1. Disguise, etc. (see
dissemble), affect, sham.

simulate (sim'u-lat), . [<L.swHte<Ms,pp.: see
the verb.] Feigned; pretended.
The monkes were not threitened to be undre this curse,

because they had vowed a simulate chastyte.
Bp. Bale, Eng. Votaries, ii.

simulation (sim-u-la'shon), n. [< ME. simu-

lation, < OF. simulation, simulation, F. simula-
tion = Pr. Sp. ximitlaridii = Pg. simulacSo = It.

ximulazione, < L. simulatio(n-), ML. also simila-

tio(n~), a feigning, < simulare, pp. simulatus,
feign, simulate: see simulate.} 1. The act of

simulating, or feigning or counterfeiting; the
false assumption of a certain appearance or

character; pretense, usually for the purpose of

deceiving.
There be three degrees of this hiding and veiling of a

man's self : the first, closeness, reservation, and secrecy ;

. . . the second, dissimulation in the negative when a
man lets fall signs and arguments that he is not that he
is

;
and the third, simulation in the affirmative when a

man industriously and expressly feigns and pretends to
be that he is not.

Bacon, Simulation and Dissimulation (ed. 1887).

The simulation of nature, as distinguished from the ac-
tual reproduction of nature, is the peculiar province of
stage art. ScrOmer's Mag., IV. 438.

2. Specifically (a) In phonology, imitation in
form ; the alteration of the form of a word so as
to approach or agree with that of another word
having some accidental similarity, and to sug-
gest a connection between them: a tendency
of popular etymology. Examples are frontispiece for

nvHtttpiet (simulating piece), curtal-ax for cutlas (simu-
lating ax), sovereign for soccrain or "soveren (simulating
reign), sparrowgrassloT asparagus (simulating sparrmc and
grass), etc.

Simulation. The feigning a connection with words of
similar sound is an important fact in English and other
modern languages : asparagus > sparrow-grass. It prob-
ably had just as full play in ancient speech, but its effects
cannot be so surely traced.

F. A. March, Anglo-Saxon Grammar, p. 28.

(I/) In biol., unconscious imitation or protective
mimicry; assimilation in appearance. 3. Re-

e; similarity. [Kare.]
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\I, why, that begins my name . . . M, (), A. I; this
simulation is not as the former; and yet, to crush this a
little, it would bow to me, for every one of these letters
are in my name. Shah., T. N., ii. 5. 151.

4. In I'rcni-li lair, a fictitious engagement, con-

tract, or conveyance, made either as a fraud
where no real transaction is intended, or as a
mask or cover for a different transaction, in
which case it may sometimes be made in good
faith and valid. =Syn.l. See dissemble.

simulator (sim'u-la-tor), . [= F. ximiila/i-iir

= Sp. Pg. aiiiiiiliiilnr = It. xintuluton; < L. sim-

ulator, an imitator, a copier, < ximiilatux, pp.
of ximiilart', imitate, simulate, copy: see simu-

late.] One who simulates or feigns.

They are merely simulators of the part they sustain.
De Quincey, Autobiog. Sketches, I. 200. (Daeies.)

simulatory (sim'u-la-to-ri), . [< simulate +
-ory.} Serving to deceive; characterized by
simulation.

Jehoram wisely suspects this flight of the Syrians to
be but simulator!/ and politic, only to draw Israel out of
their city, for the spoil of both.

Bp. Hall, Famine of Samaria Relieved.

Simuliidae (sim-u-U'i-de), . pi. [NL. (Zetter-
stedt, 1842, as Simulides), < MMWfKffl + -idle.}
A family of nematocerous dipterous insects,
founded upon and containing only the genus
fiiiHiiliuin. Also Simnlidse.

Simulium (si-mu'li-um), n. [NL. (Latreille,
1802), < t*. simulare, imitate, simulate: seesimu-
la 1c. ] An important genus of biting gnats, typi-
cal of the family Sinndiidx. They are small hump-
backed gnats, of a gray or blackish color, with broad pale
wings. Many well-known species belong to this genus,

Fish-killing Buffalo-gnat (Simulium piscicidiuni}, much magnified.
a, larva, dorsal view, with fan -shaped appendages spread ; b, pupa,

dorsal view ; c, pupa, lateral view ; a, pupa, ventral view ; e, thoracic
proleg of larva ; /, manner in which the circular rows of bristles are
arranged at anal extremity.

such as the Columbatsch midge of eastern Europe, the
black-fly (S. molestum) of the wooded regions of the north-
ern United States and Canada, and the bulfalo- and tur-

key-gnats of the southwestern United States. Their bite
is very painful, and they sometimes swarm in such num-
bers as to become a pest. The larvaj and pupse are aquatic,
and generally live in shallow swift-running streams. Also
Simulia. See cut under turkey-gnat.

simultaneity (sim"ul- or si'mul-ta-ne'i-ti), .

[= F. simultaneity = Sp. simultaneidad = Pg.
simultaiieidadc, < ML. simulttuteits, happening at
the same time : see simultaneous.'} The state or
fact of being simultaneous.
The organs (heart, lungs, etc.) of these never-ceasing

functions furnish, indeed, the most conclusive proofs of
the simultaneity of repair and waste.

U. Spencer, Priu. of Biol., B2.

In the palmiest days of Sydney Smith and Macaulay . . .

the great principle of simultaneity in conversation, as we
may call it, had not been discovered, and it was still sup-
posed that two people could not with advantage talk at
once. The Nation, Nov. 29, 1883, p. 444.

simultaneous (sim-ul- or si-mul-ta'ne-us), a.

[= F. f<i in nl t/i in'* = Sp. ximiiltdneo = Pg. It. niniiil-

taneo, < ML. simultaneity^ simiiltim, at the same
time, extended < L. ximiil, together, at the same
time: see similar.} Existing, occurring, or op-
erating at the same time; contemporaneous;
also, in Aristotelian metaphysics, having the
same rank in the order of nature : said of two
or more objects, events, ideas, conditions, acts,
etc.

Our own history interestingly shows simultaneous move-
ments now towards freer, and now towards less free, forms
locally and generally. //. Spencer, Prill, of Sociol., 510.

sin

No fact is more familiar than that there Is a simultane-
ous impulse acting on many individual minds at once, so
that genius comes in clusters, and shines rarely asa single
star. 0. W. Holmes, Essays, p. 84.

The combination, whether viiindtaiieou* or successive,
of our conscious experiences is correlated with the combi-
nation of the impressions made.

V. T. Ladd, Physiol. Psychology, p. r.w).

Simultaneous equations, equations satisfledatthesame
time that is. with the same system of values of the nn-
known quantities, or. in the case of differential equa-
tions, with the same system of primitives.

simultaneously (sim-ul- or si-mul-ta'uf-us-li).
adc. In a simultaneous manner; at the same
time; together in point of time.

simultaneousness (sim-ul- or si-mul-ta'ne-us-

nes), . The state or fact of being simultane-

ous, or of happening at the same time, or act-

ing in conjunction.
simultyt (sim'ul-ti), H. [< L. siiulta(t-)s, a
hostile encounter, rivalry, < xiutul, together: see

simultaneous.} Rivalry; dissension.

Nor seek to get his patron's favour by embarking him-
self in the factions of the family ; to enquire after domes-
tic simulties, their sports or affections.

B. Jonson, Discoveries.

shilling, n. The otter of Java, Lutra leptonyjc.

simurg, simurgh (si-morg'), . [Also simorg,
simorgli ; < Pers. simurgh, a fabulous bird (see
def.).] A monstrous bird of Persian fable, to

which are ascribed characters like those of the
roc.

But I am an "old bird," as Mr. Smith himself calls me :

a Simorg, an "
all knowing Bird of Ages

"
in matters of

cyclometry. De Morgan, Budget of Paradoxes, p. 329.

sin 1 (sin), n. [< ME. simie, synne, sunne, senne,
zenne, < AS. syn, synn (in inflection synn-, sinn-,

MM-) = OS. sundea, sundia = OFries. sinne,
sende = MD. sunde, sonde, D. zonde = MLG.
sunde, LG. sunne, sunn = OHG. suntea, sunta,
sundea, sunda, MHG. sunde, sunde, G. sunde,
= Icel. syndh, syntli, later synd, = Sw. Dan.
xynd (not in Goth.), sin, akin to L. son(t-)s,

sinful, guilty, sonticus, dangerous, hurtful, and
perhaps to Gr. art/, sin, mischief, harm. Ac-
cording to Curtius and others, the word is an
abstract noun formed from the ppr. represented
by L. *sen(t-)s, en(t-)s, being, and by AS. soth,

true, sooth, = leel. sannr, etc., lit. 'being (so)'
(see sooth), Goth, siinja, the truth, sooth.] 1.

Any want of conformity unto or transgression
of the law of God. ( Westminster Assembly's
Shorter Catechism.) The true definition of sin is amuch
contested question, theologians being broadly divided
into two schools of thought, the one holding that all sin
consists in the voluntary and conscious act of the individ-

ual, the other that it also includes the moral character and
disposition of the race ; one that all moral responsibility is

individual, the other that there is also a moral responsibili-
ty of the race as a race. To these should be added a third
school, which regards sin as simply an imperfection and
immaturity, and therefore requiring for remedy princi-

?
ally a healthful development under favorable conditions,

heologians also divide sin into two classes, actual sin and
originalsin. Actual sin consists in thevoluntary conscious
act of the individual. (See actual.) Original sin is the in-
nate depravity and corruption of the nature common to all

mankind. But whether this native depravity is properly
called tin, or whether it is only a tendency to sin and
becomes sin only when it is yielded to by the conscious
voluntary act of the individual, is a question upon which
theologians differ. Roman Catholic and other theolo-
gians, following the early church fathers, distinguish be-
tween mortal (or deadly) and venial sins. Mortal or dead-
ly sins are such as wilfully violate the divine law, destroy
the friendship of God, and cause the death of the soul.
The seven mortal or deadly sins are pride, covetousness,
lust, anger, gluttony, envy, and sloth. Venial sins are
such transgressions as are due to inadvertence, do not de-

stroy the friendship of God, and, while tending to become
mortal, are not in themselves the death of the soul. The
difference is one of degree, not of kind.

And ye knowe also that it was do be me, and so sholde
myn be the synne. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), i. 80.

Sure, it is no sin ;

Or of the deadly seven it is the least.

Shak., M. for M., iii. 1. 111.

At the court of assistants one Hugh Rewett was ban-
ished for holding publicly and maintaining that he was
free from original tin and from actual also for half a year
before. Winthrop, Hist. New England, II. 22.

Original sin is the product of human will as yet unindi-
vidualized in Adam, while actual sin is the product of
human will as individualized in his posterity.

Shedd, Hist. Christian Doctrine, II. 81.

2. A serious fault; an error; a transgression :

as, a sin against good taste. 3. An incarna-
tion or embodiment of sin.

Thy ambition,
Thou scarlet tin, robb'd this bewailing land
Of noble Buckingham. Shak., Hen. VlII., iii. 2. 266.

Canonical sins. See canonical, Deadly sin. See def. 1.

Manofsin. See man. Mortal sin. See def. 1. Ori-
ginal sin. See def. ]. Remission of sins. See remis-
sion. The seven deadly sins. See def. l. Venial
sin. See def. l.=Sjm. 1 and 2. Wrong, Iniquity, etc. 9ee
crime.



sin

Sin 1
(sin), 0.

; pret. and pp. ginned, ppr. shiti/iit/.

[< ME. Hitmen, si/titieii, sinien, sintiien, singen,

singeii, sungen, sungen, sinegen, < AS. synyimi,

gesyngian = OS. sundion, stindedn = MD. sondi-

ghen, D. zondigen = OHG. sunteon, sunton, XIIH-

don, MHG. sundigea, sunden, smidigen, sunden,
Gr. sutidigen = Icel. syndga = Sw. synda = Dan.

synde, sin; from the noun.] I. intrans. 1. To
commit a sin

; depart voluntarily from the path
of duty prescribed by God; violate the divine
law by actual transgression or by the neglect
or non-observance of its injunctions.
Thei seyn that wee synnen whan wee eten Flessche on

the Daves before Asschc Wednesday, and of that that wee
eten Flessche the Wednesday, and Egges and Chese upon
the Frydayes. MandeviUe, Travels, p. 20.

All have sinned, and come short of the glory of God.
Rom. ill. 23.

The tempter or the tempted, who sine most?
Shale., M. lor M., 11. 2. 163.

That he sinn'd is not believable
;

For, look upon his face ! but if he sinn'd,
The sin that practice burns into the blood,
And not the one dark hour which brings remorse,
Will brand us, after, of whose fold we be.

Tennyson, Merlin and Vivien.

2. To commit an error or a fault ; be at fault;

transgress an accepted standard of propriety or

taste; offend: followed by against before an
object.

Against thee, thee only, have I sinned. Ps. 11. 4.

I am a man
More sinn'd against than tinning.

Shak., Lear, lit. 2. 60.

I think I have never sinned against her ; I have always
tried not to do what would hurt her.

George Eliot, Daniel Deronda, xxxll.

"The Old Well," . . . quite cleverly painted, and sinning
chiefly by excessive prettiuess. The Nation, XL VII. 464.

II. trans. 1. To do or commit, contrary to

right or rule: with a cognate object.
And all is past, the sin is sinn'd, and I,

Lo ! I forgive thee, as Eternal God
Forgives ; do thou for thine own soul the rest.

Tennyson, Guinevere.

[Also used impersonally, as in the following quotation :

Meanwhile, ere thus was sinn'd and judged on earth,
Within the gates of hell sat Sin and Death.

Milton, P. L., x. 229.]

2. To influence, force, or drive by sinning to
some course of procedure : followed by an ad-
verbial phrase noting the direction of the result
effected.

I have sinned away your father, and he is gone.
Bunyan, Pilgrim's Progress, ii.

We have sinned him hence, and that he lives
God to his promise, not our practice, gives.

Dryden, Britannia Kediviva, 1. 292.

Sinning one's mercies, being ungrateful for the gifts of
Providence. [Scotch.]

I know your good lather would term this ginning my
mercies. Scott.

sin2 (sin), adv., prep., and cotij. [< ME. sin, syn,
sen, a contraction of sithen: see sithen, siilt 1

,

and of. sine*, syne, since.] Same as since.

sin. An abbreviation of sine?, 2.

sin-absolver (sin'ab-sol"ver), n. One who ab-
solves from the guilt of sin. [Rare.]

A divine, a ghostly confessor,
A sin-absolver. Shak., K. and J., ill. 3. 50.

Sinaic (si-na'ik), a. [< Sinai + -ic.~\ Same as
Sinaitic.

Sinaitic (sl-na-it'ik),. [< NL. Sinaitieus, < Sinai

(see def.).] Pertaining to Mount Sinai, or to
the peninsula in which it is situated, in Arabia,
between the two arms of the Eed Sea : as, Sina-
itie inscriptions; the Sinaitic tables Sinaitic
COdex. See codex, 2.

sinamine (si-nam'in), . [< L. sin(api), mus-
tard, + amine (?).] Allyl cyanide, C3H5CN,
a substance obtained from crude oil of mus-
tard.

sinamont, sinamonet, n. Obsolete forms of cin-
namon.

sinapine (sin'a-pin), . [< F. sinapine; as Si-

napis + -ine2.] An organic base, C16H23NO5 ,

existing as a sulphocyanate in white mustard-
seed. The free base is quite unstable, and has
not been obtained.

Sinapis (si-na'pis), . [NL. (Linnreus, 1737),
earlier Sinapi, < L. sinapis, usually sinapi, < Gr.

aivam, alvrivi, ahavv, alv?/jrv, aivnirvr., in Attic
VOTTD, mustard : see senvy.~\ A former genus of

European and Asiatic cruciferous plants, in-

cluding mustard, the type of the order, it is
now regarded as a submenus of Braesica, and as such dis-
tinguished by its spreading petals, and sessile beaked and
cylindrical or angled pods with globose seeds. This is still
the officinal name of mustard, of which the seeds are lax-
ative, stimulant, emetic, and rubefacient. See mustard.
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Sinapism (sin'a-pizm), M. [= F. Siinapisme, < L.

Kiiinpismus, < <3r. oivamanuf, a mustard-plaster,
< oivam&iv (> L. niiuipiztirc), cover with a mus-
tard-plaster, < olvaxt (>l,.si>iapi), mustard: see

senvy.] A plaster composed wholly or in part
of mustard-flour; a mustard-plaster.
The places ought, before the application of those topicke

medicines, to be well prepared with the razour, and a'-
apunne or mbicative made of mustard-seed, mil ill the place
look red. Holland, tr. of Pliny, xxix. <i.

Sin-born (sin'bdrn), a. Born of sin
; originat-

ing in or derived from sin
;
conceived in sin.

Thus the sin-born monster answer'd soon :

To me, who with eternal famine pine,
Alike is hell, or paradise, or heaven.

Milton, P. L., x. 596.

sin-bred (siu'bred), a. Produced or bred by sin.

Dishonest shame
Of nature's works, honour dishonourable,
Sin-bred, how have ye troubled all mankind !

Milton, P. L., iv. 315.

since (sins), adv., prep., and coiij. [< late ME.
sins, syns, sens (ef. D. sinds, sints), a contrac-
tion of sithence, ult. < sith: see sithenec, sithi."]

1. adv. 1. After that; from then till now; from
a specified time in the past onward ; continual-

ly afterward ;
in or during some part of a time

between a specified past time and the present;
in the interval that has followed a certain event
or time

; subsequently.
Saint George, that swinged the dragon, and e'er n
Sits on his horse back at mine hostess' door,
Teach us some fence ! Shak., K. John, IL 1. 288.

I hear Butler is made since Count of the Empire.
Hoicell, Letters, I. vi. 30.

Ireland was probably then [1654] a more agreeable resi-

dence for the higher classes, as compared with England,
than It lias ever been before or since.

Macaiday, Sir William Temple.

2. Before now; ago : with an adverbial phrase
specifying the amount of time separating the
event or time in question from the present:
as, many years since; not long since.

This Church [ol Amiens] waa built by a certaine Bishop
of this city, about loure hundred years since.

Coryat, Crudities, I. 15.

You know, if argument, or time, or love,
Could reconcile, long since we had shook hands.

Fletcher (and another), Love's Cure, v. 3.

In the North long since my nest is made.
Tennyson, Princess, iv. (song).

II. prep. Ever from the time of; throughout
all the time following; continuously after and
from; at some or any time during the period
following; subsequently to.

You know since Pentecost the sum is due.

Shot., C. of E., iv. 1. L
My last was of the first current, since which I received

one from your Lordship. Unwell, Letters, I. v. 29.

Sam, who is a very good bottle companion, has been
the diversion of his friends, upon account of his passion,
ever since the year one thousand six hundred and eighty-
one. Addition, Spectator, No. 89.

A waste land, where no one comes,
Or hath come, since the making of the world.

Tennyson, Passing of Arthur.

III. conj. 1. From the time when
;
in or dur-

ing the time after.

A hundereth wyntyr, I watte wele,
Is wente sen I this werke had wrought.

York Plays, p. 49.

Ayenst nyght the wynde fell fayre in our waye, so that
we sayled further that nyght thanne we dyde in any daye
syns we departed from Jatfe.

Sir R. Guylfmde, Pylgrymage, p. 70.

I have been in such a pickle since I saw you last.

Shak., Tempest, v. 1. 282.

Now we began to repent our haste in coming from the
settlements, for we had no food since we came from thence.

Dampier, Voyages, I. 20.

2f. When : after verbs noting knowledge or
recollection.

Remember since you owed no more to time
Than I do now : with thought of such affections,
Step forth mine advocate. Shak., W. T., v. 1. 219.

3. As a sequel or consequence of the fact that;
inasmuch as; because.

Viol. You are very bold.
Jam. 'Tis fit, since you are proud.

Fletcher, Spanish Curate, T. 1.

Perhaps lor want ol food the soul may pine ;

But that were strange, rince all things bad and good,
Since all God's creatures, mortal and divine,
Since God himself is her eternal food.

Sir J. Dames, Immortal, of Soul, xxxi.

= Syn. 3. Became, Since, As, Inasmuch as. For. Because
(originally by cause) is strong and the most direct. Since,
starting from the idea of mere sequence in time, is natural-

ly less emphatic as to causation : its clause more often pre-
cedes the main proposition. As is still weaker, and, like

since, generally brings in the reason before the main propo-
sition : as or since the mountain will not come to Moham-
med, Mohammed must go to the mountain. Inasmuch as
Is the most formal and emphatic, being used only to mark

sincerity
the express reason or condition. For follows the main
proposition, and generally introduces that which is real-

ly continuative of the main proposition and of equal or

nearly equal importance, the idea of giving a reason be-

ing subordinate.

Sinceny ware. See ware^.

sincere (sin-ser'), a. [Early mod. E. also M/-
cere ; < OF. sincere, syncere, F. sincere = fsp.

Pg. It. .sincere, < L. sincerus, sound, uninjured,
whole (applied in a physical sense to the body,
limbs, skin, etc.), clean (applied to a vessel,

jar, etc.), pure (applied to saffron, ointment,
gems, etc.), unmixed (applied to a race, tribe,

etc.), real, genuine (applied to various things) ;

in a fig. sense, sound, uncorrupted ; ult. ori-

gin unknown. The word is appar. a com-
pound, but the elements are uncertain, and va-
rious views have been held: (a) Sincerus, lit.

'without wax,' < sine, without, + cera, wax;
explained as referring originally to clean ves-
sels free from the wax sometimes used in seal-

ing wine-jars, etc. This etymology is unten-
able. (6) Sincerus, lit. 'wholly separated,' < sin-,

'one,' seen also in singuli, one by one, simplex,
single, simple, semel, once, etc. (see same),+ -cer

in cernere (pp. cretus), separate: see concern, dis-

cern, (c) Sincerus, lit. 'entirely pure,' < sin-,
'

same, ever,' in L. simul, together, etc. (iden-
tical with sin- above), + -cerus for *scerus= AS.
scir, bright, pure, sheer: see sheer1

.'] 1. Sound
;

whole
; unbroken

; without error, defect, or in-

jury. [Obsolete or archaic.]
He tried a third, a tough well chosen spear ;

The inviolable body stood sincere,
Though Cygnus then did no defence provide,
But scornful offer'd his unshielded side.

Dryden, tr. of Ovid's Metamprph., xil. 133.

2. Pure; unmixed; unadulterated; free from
imitation; good throughout: as, sincere work.

[Obsolete or archaic.]
As newborn babes, desire the sincere milk of the word

[the spiritual milk which is without guile, R. V.].
1 Pet. ii. 2.

Wood is cheap
And wine sincere outside the city gate.

Browning, King and Book, II. 14.

3. Having no admixture; free; clear: followed

by of. [Rare.]
Our air, sincere of ceremonious haze,
Forcing hard outlines mercilessly close.

Lowell, Agassiz, Iv. 26.

4. Unalloyed or unadulterated by deceit or un-
friendliness ; free from pretense or falsehood

;

honestly felt, meant, or intended : as, a sincere
wish

;
a sincere effort.

His love sincere, his thoughts immaculate.

Shak., T. G. of V., ii. 7. 76.

The instructions given them [the viceroys] by the Home
Government show a sincere desire for the well-being of
Ireland. Lecky, Eng. in 18th Cent., xvi.

5. Free from duplicity or dissimulation ;
hon-

est in speech or intention; guileless; truth-

ful; frank.
A woman is too sincere to mitigate the fury of her prin-

ciples with temper and discretion.

Addison, Spectator, No. 57.

If he is as deserving and nnctre as you hare represented
him to me, he will never give you up so.

Sheridan, The Rivals, 1. 2.

Man's great duty is not to be sincere, but to be right ; to
be so, and not to believe that he is so.

//. B. Smith, System of Christian Theol., p. 190.

6. Morally pure; undepraved; upright; vir-

tuous; blameless.
But now the bishop

Turns Insurrection to religion :

Supposed sincere and holy in his thoughts,
He's followed both with body and with mind.

Shak., 2 Hen. IV., i. 1. 202.

This Countrie is thought to bane beene the habitation
of ... Noah and his w'nccrer Familie. . . . Yethowsoone,
and how much, they degenerated in the wicked off-spring
of cursed Cham. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 78.

A Predicant or preaching Frier, a man of sincere life

and conuersatlon. Heywood, Hierarchy of Angels, p. 476.

= Syn. 1 and 5. Fair, Open, etc. (see candid) ; Cordial, Sin-

cere, etc. (see hearty), unfeigned, undissembling, artless,
heartfelt.

Sincerely (sin-ser'li), adv. In a sincere man-
ner, in any sense of the word sincere; wholly ;

purely ;
with truth

; truly ; really.
Sincereness (sin-ser'nes), n. Same as sincerity.

sincerity (sin-ser'i-ti), . [< F. sincerity= Sp.
sinceridad = Pg. 'sinceridade = It. sincerita, <

L. sincerita(t-)s, < sincerus, sincere : see sincere.]
The state or character of being sincere, (a)
Freedom from admixture, adulteration, or alloy ; purity.
[Obsolete or archaic.]

The Germans are a people that more than all the world,
I think, may boast sincerity, as being for some thousand
of years a pure and unmixed people.

Feltham, Brief Character of the Low Countries.

(6) Freedom from duplicity, deceit, or falsehood
; honesty ,

truthfulness.



sincerity

I speak not by commandment, but ... to prove the

sinci-riiii of your love. 2 Cor. viii. 8.

(c) Integrity ; uprightness ;
faithfulness.

In the integrity [margin, sincerity] of my heart and in-

nocency of my hands have I done this. Gen. xx. 5.

Order of Sincerity. See Order of the Red Eagle, under

eayle. = Syn. Sea sincere.

sinch (sinch), u. and r. A bad spelling of cinch.

Sincipital (sin-sip'i-tal),. [< ~L. sinciput (-pit-),

sinciput, + -ul.~] Of or pertaining to the sin-

ciput : opposed to occipital. Uuiifi/ison.

sinciput (sin'si-put), . [Formerly also synci-

put; < L. sinciput, the head, brain, lit. half a

Bead (applied to the cheek or jowl of a hog),
< semi-, half, + caput, head. In mod. use op-

posed to occiput, the back part of the head: see

occiput.'] 1. The upper half or part of the

head; the dome of the skull; the calvarium,

including the vertical, parietal, and frontal

regions of the cranium: distinguished from

occiput. [A usual restricted sense of the word to fore-

head or brow seems to have come from opposition to land-

head or occiput.]

2. Inentom., the front of the epicranium, or

that part between the vertex and the clypeus.

Sinckt,
' An obsolete spelling of sink.

sinckfoilet, An obsolete spelling of cinquefoil.

sincopet, n. An obsolete spelling of syncope.

sindelt, Same as sendal.

sinderH, . An obsolete spelling of cinder.

Binder2 (sin'dfer), v. A Scotch form of sunder.

Sindh carpet. Aname given somewhat loosely
to Eaat Indian carpets and rugs of the poorest

quality.

sindickt, n. An obsolete spelling of syndic.
sindle (sin'dl), adv. [Also now or formerly

sindyll, sendyll, seindle, seyndill, seenil, senil;

perhaps < Sw. Dan. sonder in i sonder, asunder,

separately : see sunder, Binder'2.] Seldom ;
rare-

ly. [Scotch.]
Wi' good white bread, and farrow-cow milk,
He bade her feed me aft ;

And ga'e her a little wee summer-dale wandie,
To ding me sindle and saft.

Lord Randal (A) (Child's Ballads, II. 25).

sindle (sin'dl), a. [Also seindle; < sindle, adv.]
Rare. [Scotch.]
sindoc, n. See sintoc.

sindont (sin'don), re. [< ME. syndpne, sendony,
< L. sindon, < (Jr. aivfov, fine muslin or muslin,
or something made from it, as a garment, nap-
kin, sail, etc.; prob. from India or Sind, ult. <

Skt. Sindhu, the Indus, a particular use of sin-

dhu, a river: see Indian. Cf. MndoP.] 1. A
thin fabric, of cotton, linen, or silk.

So loseph layde Ihesu to rest in his sepulture,
And wrapped his body in a clothe called sendony.

Joseph of Arimathie (E. E. T. S.), p. 37.

2. A piece of cotton or linen; a wrapper.
A book and a letter, . . . wrapped in sindons of linen.

Bacon.

sine1
(sin), adv. and conj. [Also syne, the usual

spelling in Sc. ; < ME. sine, syne, a later form,
with added adverbial termination -e (in part a
mere variant), of sin2

,
contraction of sitltcn : see

s 2
,
sitfi1 .] I. adv. 1. After that; afterward:

same as since, 1.

Seyne bowes of wylde bores with the braune lechyde.
Morte Arthure (E. E. T. S.), 1. 188.

2. Before now; ago: same as since, 3: as, lang

syne, long ago, used also as a noun, especially
in the phrase auld lannsyne, old times (see lang-

syne). [Obsolete or Scotch in both uses.]
II. conj. After; since: same as since.

Sine2 (sin), n. [< L. sinus, a bend, curve, fold,

coil, curl, esp. the hanging fold of the upper
part of a toga, a bay, bight, gulf, NL. in math,
a sine : see sinus.] If. A gulf.

Such is the German Sea, such Persian Sine,
Such th' Indian Gulf, and such th' Arabian Brine.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, 1. 3.

2. In trigon., formerly, with reference to any
arc of a circle, the line drawn from one ex-

tremity of the arc at right angles to the diame-
ter which passes through its other extremity ;

now ordinarily, with ref-

erence not to the are but
to the angle which it

subtends at the center
of the circle, the ratio

of the aforesaid line to
the radius of the circle.

Thus, in the diagram, BE is the
sine of the arc AB (sometimes it is denned as half the
chord of doable the arc), and the ratio of BE to OB is the
sine of the angle ACB. (See trigonometrical function*,
under trii/onomelrical.) A more scientific definition of
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the sine Is that of Euler, sin x = Ji(-*' *). where
i' = - 1, and e is the Napierian base. The sine is also

fully defined by the infinite series

z-> a_
But all the properties of sines are readily deduced from
the definition that the sine is such a function that it

vanishes with the variable, while

1 sin * r\ /. _.= y 1 (sin xy.

Abbreviated sin, as in formulae here given. Arithmetic
Of Sines, analytical trigonometry. Its object is to exhibit

the relation of the sines, cosines, tangents, etc., of arcs,

multiple arcs, etc. Artificial Bine. See artificial. Co-
versed Sine, the versed sine of the complement of an

sinew

sinecure (si'ne-kur), v. t.
; pret. and pp. sine-

wed, ppr. sinecuring. [< sinecure, n.] To

place in a sinecure. Imp. Diet.

sinecurism (si'ne-kur-izm), n. [= F. sinecu-

(IA'.'MC .- as sinecure + -ism.~\ The holding of si-

necures ;
a state of society or affairs in which

sinecures are of frequent occurrence.

The English universities have suffered deeply from
evils to which no American universities seem at present

likely to be exposed from clericism, celibacy, and sine-

curium, for example. C. W. Eliot, N. A.Rev.,CXXVI. 224.

sinecurist (si'ne-kur-ist), n. [= F. sinecuriste ;

as sinecure + -ist.] One who holds or seeks a

sinecure.

angle in arithmetical progression, the distances of the di-

visions from the origin being proportional to the sines of
die (Si'ne di'e). [L. : Sine, without (see

s ;He4) die abl. of dies, day : see dial.] With-
out day: used in connection with an adjonrn-

flned: the expression arose when nine was still understood ment of an assembly, or of any business or

as a half-chord, and meant the sine for radius unity (or cause, without any specified day or time for
some multiple of ten). Sine galvanometer. See gal- reassembling, or resuming the subject or busi-'" (W>~1JUl OlAe1'

ess. When 'a prisoner is suffered to go sine

die, he is practically discharged.

Sine-integraysm'in'te-gral), n. The function

These functions were invented by Wronski. Sine of

three lines which meet in a point, the sine of the

angle between the first line and the plane of the other

two, multiplied by the sine of the angle between the other

two lines. Sine of three planes, the sine of the angle
between the first plane and the intersection of the other

two, multiplied by the sine of the angle between the

other two planes. Subversed sine. Same as supple-
mental versed sine. Supplemental versed sine, the

difference between the versed sine and the diameter.

Versed sine, unity minus the cosine. Formerly, for the

arc AB (see the diagram), it was understood to be the line

EA ; now the ratio of EA to BC is the versed sine of the

angle ACB. Whole Bine of a circle, the radius.

Sine3 (sin ),v.i. [Cf. siel, sifel.] 1. To strain.

Halliwett. [Prov. Eng.] 2. To leave off milk-

ing a cow. Halliwell.

sine* (si'ne), prep. [L., without : see sans, sine-

cure.] A Latin preposition, signifying
' with-

out.' See sine die, sine qua non.

Sinea (sin'e-a), n. [NL. (Amyot and Serville,

1843), < Heb". senc.] A genus of predaceous
bugs of the family Eeduviidse, comprising only
8 species, 4 of which are from the western
United States, while 3 are Mexican or South
American. 5. diadema, found throughout the United

States, is a well-known enemy of the Colorado potato-

beetle, commonly called rapacious soldier-buy. See cut

under Reduviidie.

sin-eatert (sin'e"ter), n. Formerly, in some

parts of England, one who was hired in con-

nection with funeral rites to eat a piece of

bread placed near the bier, and who by this

symbol took upon himself the sins of the de-

ceased, that the departed soul might rest in

peace. The usage is said to have originated in a mis-

taken interpretation of Hosea iv. 8 :
"
They eat up the sin

of my people."
The manner [in the County of Hereford] was that, when

the Corps was brought out of the house and layd on the

Biere, a Loafe of bread was brought out, and delivered

to the Smne-eater over the corps, as also a Mazar-bowle of

maple (Gossips bowle) full of beer, w* he was to drinke

up, and sixpence in money, in consideration whereof he
tooke upon him (ipso facto) all the Sinnes of the Defunct,
and freed him (or her) from walking after they were dead.

Aubrey, Remaines of Gentilisme, p. 35 (Folk-Lore Soc.

Publ., IV. 35X

sin-eating (sin'e'ting), n. The practices of

the sin-eaters. Hone, Year-Book, July 19.

sine-complement (sm'kom'
/

ple-ment), . Same
as cosine.

sinecural (si'ne-kur-al), a. [< sinecure + -al.]

Of or relating to a sinecure
;
of the nature of

a sinecure. Imp. Diet.

sinecure (si'ne-kur), n. and a. [Cf. F. sinecure

(<E.), < ML. sine cura, in the phrase leneficium
sine cura, a benefice without the cure of souls :

L. sine, without; cura, abl. of cura, care: see

sine*, cure, n.] I. n. 1. An ecclesiastical bene-
fice without cure of souls. In England these exist

(a) where the benefice is a donative, and is committed
to the incumbent by the patron expressly without cure

of souls, the cure either not existing or being intrusted

to a vicar ; (6) where residence is not required, as in

certain cathedral offices to which no spiritual function is

attached except reading prayers and singing ; (c) where
a parish is destitute of parishioners, having become de-

populated.
Hence 2. Any office or position giving profit-
able returns without requiring work.

Never man, I think,
So moulder'd in a sinecure as he.

Tennyson, Princess, Prol.

II. a. Free from exaction
; profitable with-

out requiring labor; sinecural.

Gibbon, whose sinecvre place was swept away by the

Economical Reform Bill of 1782.

Lecky, Eng. in 18th Cent,, xl.

fain x

/ x da

Sinemurian (si-ne-mu'ri-an), n. The French
name of a division of the Jurassic series; the

equivalent of the Lower Lias of the English
geologists. As typically developed at Semur,
in France, it consists of three series, each
characterized by a particular species of am-
monite.
sine qua non (si'ne kwa non). [L. : sine, with-

out (see sine*); qua, abl. sing. fern, of qui,

which (agreeing with re, thing, understood);

non, not: see non3.] Something absolutely

necessary or indispensable; an indispensable
condition : as, he made the presence of a wit-

ness a sine qua non; used attributively, indis-

pensable ; necessary.
Publication, in some degree, and by some mode, is a

sine qua non condition for the generation of literature.

De Quincey, Style, IT.

Sine-titular (si'ne-tit"u-liir), a. [< L. sine, with-

out, + titulus, title: see title, titular.'] Without a
title for ordination. Jer. Taylor, Works, II. 196.

sinew (sin'u), n. [Early mod. E. also sinnew ;

< ME. sinewe, synewe, synowe, synow, senewe,

sinwe, senwe, sinue, < AS. sin, seono, sionu

(sinw-, sinew-) = OFries. sini, sine, sin = MD.
senuwe, senue, D. zenuw = MLG. sene = OHG.
senawa, senewa, senuwa, MHG. senewe, senwe,

sene, G. sehne= Icel. sin = Sw. sena = Dan. sene

= Goth, "sinawa (not recorded), a sinew ; prob.
Skt. sndva (for "sitiava), a sinew ; perhaps akin
to AS. sal = OS. sel = OHG. MHG. G. seil =
Icel. seil = Goth, "sail (inferred from deriv. in-

sailjan) = OBulg. silo, a cord, rope, and to Gr.

l/Mf, a band ;
from a root "si, Lett, sinu, I bind,

Skt. / s* (1st pers. pres. sinomi), bind.] 1. A
cord or tendon of the body. See tendon.

He ... was grete and lene and full of veynes and of

senewei, and was also so grym a figure that he was drede-

full for to be-holde. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ii. 339.

Cutting out the sinews of his hands and feet, he bore
them off, leaving Jupiter behind miserably maimed and

mangled. Bacon, Political Fables, viii.

2t. A nerve. Compare aponeurosis.

The feeling pow'r, which is life's root,

Through ev'ry living part itself doth shed

By sinews, which extend from head to foot,

And, like a net, all o'er the body spread.
Sir J. Domes, Immortal, of Soul, xvlii

Hence 3. Figuratively, muscle
; nerve; ner-

vous energy; strength.
Oppressed nature sleeps :

This rest might yet have balm'd thy broken sinews.

Sfto*.,Lear, iii.6.106.

You have done worthily ; I have not seen,
Since Hercules, a man of tougher sinews.

Fletcher (and another). Two Noble Kinsmen, ii. 4.

All the wealth
That sinews bought and sold have ever earn'd.

Cowper, Task, ii. 32.

4. A string or chord, as of a musical instrument.

His sweetest strokes then sad Arion lent

Th' inchanting sinnews of his Instrument.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, i. 5.

5. That which gives strength or in which

strength consists
;
a supporting member or fac-

tor
;
a mainstay.

What with Owen Glendower's absence thence,
Who with them was a rated sinew, . . .

I fear the power of Percy is too weak
To wage an instant trial with the king.

SAo*.,lHen.IV., iv. 4. 17.



sinew

He that Brst said that Money was the sinew of all

things spake it chiefly, in my opinion, in respect of the

Warres. Xorth, tr. of Plutarch's Lives [Cleomenes], p. 677.

Good company and good discourse are the very sinews

of virtue. /. Walton, Complete Angler, p. 64.

The whalemen especially have been the sinews of the

American navy. The Century, XL. S09.

Sinew-backed bow. see bowl. - Sinews ofwar, money.
Neither is the authority of Machiavel to he despised,

who scorneth the proverb of estate taken first from a

speech of Miidanus, that moneys are the rinem of warn ;

and saith there are no true sinews of ware but the very
sinews of the arms of valiant men.

Bacon. Speech for Naturalization ( Works, ed. Spedding,
[X. S24).

Sinew (sin'u), . t. [< xineir, .] 1. To furnish

with sinews ; strengthen as by sinews
;
make

robust; harden; steel.

He will rather do it [sue for peace] when he sees

Ourselves well sinewed to our defence.

ShaJc., K. John, v. 7. 88.

2. To serve as sinews of; be the support or

mainstay of.

Wretches now stuck up for long tortures, lest luxury
should feel a momentary pang, might, if properly treat-

ed, serve to sinew the state in time of danger.
Goldsmith, Vicar, xxTii.

3. To knit or bind strongly4 join (irmly.

[Rare.]
Ask the Lady Bona for thy queen ;

So shalt thou sinew both these lands together.
Shak., 3 Hen. VI., ii. 8. 91.

sineweyt, A Middle English form of senri/.

sinewiness (sin'u-i-nes), . The state or char-
acter of being sinewy. Builey, 1727.

sinewisht (sin'u-ish), . [< sinew + -ix/i 1
.]

Sinewy. [Kare.]
His [Hugh de Lacie's] neck was short, and his bodie

hairie, as also not fleshie but sineimsh and strong com-
pact. Oiraldvs Cambrensis, Conquest of Ireland (trans.),

[ii. 24 (Holinshed's Chron.V

sinewizet (sin'u-iz), r. t. [< sinew + -i.e.] To
sinew; make sinewy. [Bare.]
Such an anatomy of wit, so sineirized and arterized that

'tis the goodliest model of pleasure that ever was to be-
hold. />'. Jo/won, Every Man out of his Humour, iii. 1.

sinewless (sin'u-les), . [< sincif + -legs.]

Having no sinews or muscles ; lacking strength
or vigor, as of sinews; not sinewy.

Death stood all glassy in his fixed eye ; . . .

His foot, in bony whiteness, glitter d there,
Shrunken and sinewless, and ghastly bare.

Byron, Saul.

SineWOUSt (sin'u-us), . [< sinew + -OUS.J

Sinewy.
His armes and other lims more sinewous than fleshie.

Giraldus Cambrensis, Conquest of Ireland (trans.), Ii. 10

[(Holiushed's Chron.).

sinew-shrunk (sin'u-shrungk). a. In farriery,
having the sinews of the belly-muscles shrunk
by excessive fatigue, as a horse.

sinewy (sin'u-i), . [< ME. senouy; < sineir +
-y

l
.~] 1. Of the nature of a sinew; resembling

a sinew; forming a sinew; tendinous: as, sin-

rwy fibers
;
a sinewy muscle, in which the ten-

dinous part is conspicuous.
The sinewy thread my brain lets fall

Through every part
Can tie those parts, and make me one of all.

Donne, The Funeral.

2. Having strong sinews; hence, muscular;
strong; brawny; robust.

Take oxen yonge, . . . playne bak and streght,
The thies sadde and senou-y.

Palladium, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 129.

For thy vigour,
Bull-bearing Milo his addition yield
To sinewy Ajax. Shak., T. and t'., ii. 3. 2;..

3. Pertaining to or due to physical strength ;

hence, stout, strong, or vigorous in any way.
Motion and long-during action tires

The sinewy vigour of the traveller.

Shak., L. L. L., iv. 3. 308.

In the literature of Koine it is that we find the true El
Dorado of rhetoric, as we might expect from the sinewy
compactness of the language. De Quince*/, Rhetoric.

sinfonia (sin-fo-ne'a), n. [It. : see symphony.']
In music, same as symphony.

sinfoniet, . In music, same as symphony.
sinful (sin'ful), a. [< ME. sinful synful, senfiil.

sunful, < AS. synful, synfull (= Icel. syndafvUr,
syndfullr = Sw. si/iidfuU = Dan. syndefuM), <

syn, sin, + full, full: see sini and -/?.] 1.
Full of sin; wicked; iniquitous; unholy.
Thu, a wrecche sunful mon. Ancren Rimle, p. 68.

Shame attend the sinful !

I know my innocence.

Fletcher, Wife for a Month, iv. 5.

2. Containing or consisting in sin; contrary
to the laws of God: as, xinful action; sin fill

thoughts; sinful words.

564 I

Nature herself, though pure of riiijtil thought,
Wrought in her so that, seeing me, she turned.

Hilton, P. L, vili 608.

3. Contrary to propriety, discretion, wisdom,
or the like; wrong; blameworthy.

Were it not sinful then, striving to mend,
To mar the subject that before was well?

.s'Aifi-., Sonneta, ciii.

= Syn. Illegal, Immoral, etc. (see criminal), bad, evil,

unrighteous, ungodly, impious.

sinfully (sin'ful-i), rfc. [< ME. synfuJlirln.
xinfiiHike; < sinful +

-/2/
2
.] 1. In a sinful

manner, (a) So as to incur the guilt of sin
; wickedly :

iniiinitously ; unworthily.

"Sir," Beide Hervy, "ye sey euell and siftifulliche, but
soche is now youre talentc.' Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iii. 497.

The humble and contented man pleases himself inno-

cently and easily, while the ambitious man attempts to

please others sinfully and difficultly. Smith.

(ft) Reprehensibly ; wrongly : a weakened sense.

We were a sinjtdly indiscreet and curious young couple
to talk of the affairs of others as we did.

D. C. Hurray, Weaker Vessel, xiii.

2. By sin; bv or in consequence of sinful acts.

[Rare.]
If a son that is by his father sent about merchandise do

.'iitni/ft miscarry upon the sea, the imputation of his

wickedness, by your rule, should be imposed upon his
father that sent him. Shak., Heu. V., Iv. 1. 155.

sinfulness (siu'fiil-nes), n. [< ME. synfulnesse;
< sinful + -ness.] The state or character of

being sinful; especially, the quality of being
contrary to the divine law

; wickedness ; de-

pravity; moral corruption; iniquity: as, the

sinfulness of an action; the sinfulness of thoughts
or purposes.

Good with had
Expect to hear, supernal grace contending
With sinfulnem of men. Mill;,,, P. L., xi 380.

sing (sing), r. ; pret. sting or suny, pp. snug,
ppr. singing. [< ME. singen, syngen (pret. sanij,

song, pi. sungen, songe, pp. sungen, songen, songc,

i-sungen, i-sonye), < AS. singini (pret. sting, pi.

sungon, pp. sungen), sing, chant, sound (used
of the human voice, also poet, of the howling
of wolves, the sound of a trumpet, etc.), = OS.
siiigan = OFries. siontja = MD. singen, D. zi-
gen = MLG. LG. .tingen, sing, = OHG. singan,
sing, crow, MHG. G. singen, sing, = Icel. syngjti
= Sw. sjunga = Dan. synge = Goth, siggwan (for

*singirun), sing, also read or intone (used of

Christ's reading the Scriptures in the syna-
gogue) ; perhaps orig. imitative, like ring, and
used orig. of the clash of weapons, resonance
of metals, and the rush of a missile through
the air (although in the earliest recorded uses
it denotes human utterance). If imitative, it

has nothing to do with AS. sccgan, etc., say:
see say 1

. Hence singe^, song."] I. intrans. 1.

To utter words or inarticulate sounds in musi-
cal succession or with a tone that is musical
in quality; chant: said of human beings.
On of the Jewys be gan to siui'i, and than all the women

daunsed to gedyr by the space of an ower.

Torkingtun, Diarie of Eng. Travel], p. (S3.

Such musick, as 'tis said,
Before was never made,

But when of old the sons of morning sung.
Hilton, Nativity, 1. 119.

2f. Specifically, to intone.

Thei suffre not the! Latynes to synt/en at here Awterea.
Mandt'i-itte, Travels, p. 19.

3. To produce tuneful, musical, or rhythmical
sounds: said of certain birds, beasts, and in-

sects, and of various inanimate things : as, sing-

ing sands.

Bestes and . . . Bryddes . . . songen fulle delectabely,
and meveden be craft, that it semede that thei weren
quyke. Mandeoille, Travels, p. 278.

When the bagpipe tiny* i' the nose.

Shak., M. of V., iv. 1.49.

At eve a dry cicala sung.
Tennyson, Mariana in the South.

4. To give out a continuous murmuring, hum-
ming, buzzing, or whistling sound.

Another storm brewing ;
I hear it giny i' the wind.

5/io*., Tempest, ii. -2. 20.

The kettle was sinning, and the clock was ticking stead-

ily toward four o'clock. George Eliot, Felix Holt, Ii.

5. To cry out with pain or displeasure ; squeal.
[Humorous.]

Certes, lecchours dide he grettest wo ;

They sholde singen if that they were bent.

Chaucer, Friar's Tale, 1. 13.

6. To compose verse; relate or rehearse some-
thing in numbers or verse.

Who would not sing for Lycidas? He knew
Himself to sing, and build the lofty rhyme.

Mitton, Lycidas, 1. 10.

7. To have the sensation of a continuous hum-
ming or ringing sound

; ring.

Sing

Their ears simj, by reason of some cold and rheum.
Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 266.

8. To be capable of being sung; be adaptable
to a musical setting.

I know it [Ossianic hymnj myself very well, and I know
several old poems that will srtyj to it.

O'Curry, Anc. Irish, II. xwviii.

Singing bird, (a) A bird that sings ; a songster ; a singer.

My old friend ought not to pass the remainder of In-

life in a cage like a si-nging bird.

Addisfin, Guardian, No. 87.

(6) Technically, an oscine passerine bird, whether it can
sing or not ; any member of the Oscines or Cantatores, many
of which are songless. Singing falcon. Sevsinginghawk,
In-low. Singing fish, a raTiiorman toad-nsh of thefamily
Hatrachidx, the midshipman, Porwhthiis porot,i#simus. It
attains a length of over In inches, and abounds on the
Pacific coast of the United States from Puget Sound south-
ward. Singing hawk, one of five or six different Afri-
can hawks of the genus Melierax, as M. canonts or M. po-
tiwni/x ; a chanting-falcon. The name is due to lefaucon
'l,",if,'ur of Levaillant, 17!)9, whence Falco canuni* of Kis-

lach, 1799, F. muficus of Dandin, 1800, chanting-falcon of

Latham. Ib02, together with the genus Melierax of O. H.

(iray, 1840 all these terms being based upon the South
African bird, St. canorus. The reputation of these hawks
for musical ability appears to rest upon very slight basis
of fact, if any. Sec cut under ilelierar. Singing mouse,
a mouse that sings. It is not a distinct species. Some
individuals of the common house-mouse, Mus inunculut,
and of the American wood-mouse, Hespeniwys leucopus,
have been known to acquire the trick or habit of warbling
a few musical notes in a high key and with a shrill, wiry
timbre, vocalizing in a manner fairly to be called singing.
-To hear a bird sing. See birdi. To sing out, to

speak or call out loudly and distinctly ; shout. [Colloq. )

When the call-boy would sing out for Captain Aeaugarde,
in the second act, we'd find that he had levanted with our
best slashed trousers. C. Lever, Harry Lorrequer, xvi.

To Sing small, to adopt a humble tone or part, as through
defeat or inferiority ; play a subordinate or insignificant
part.

I must myself sing nnatt in her company ! I will never
meet at hard edge with her.

Richardson, Sir Charles Urandison, I. 98.

II. trims. 1. To utter in musical sounds or

with musical alternations of pitch ; chant.

And hy (they] zonge thane zang thet none other ne may
Zllnfft. Ayenbite of Invj/t (E. E. T. S. ), p. 268.

By shallow rivers, to whose falls

Melodious birds sing madrigals.
Marlowe, Passionate Shepherd to His Love.

2f. Specifically, to intone.

The mede that meny prestes taketh for masses that thei

syngen. Piers Plomnan (C), iv. 313.

3. To celebrate with singing, or with some form
of sound resembling singing; proclaim musi-
cally or resonantly ;

chant.

I hear a tempest coming,
'I hat sings mine and my kingdom's ruin.

Beau, and Fl., Thierry and Theodoret, i. 2.

By what Voice, Sound, what Tongue,
Can this Eternall Deitie be tung!

Heyrcood, Hierarchy of Angels, p. 80.

4. To frame, utter, or declaim in poetic form.

But now my Muse dull heavy numbers sings;
Cupid, 'tis thou alone giv'st verse her wings.

Randolph, Complaint against Cupid.

6. To celebrate in numbers ov verse
;
describe

or glorify in poetry.
That happy verse

Which aptly sings the good.
Shak., T. of A., I. 1. 18.

Arms, and the man I sing, who, forced by Fate,
And haughty Juno s unrelenting hate,

Expelled and exiled, left the Trojan shore.

Dryden, JSneid, i. 1.

6. To utter with enthusiasm
;
celebrate : as, to

sing a person's praises on all occasions.

And I'll

Be bound, the players shall sing your praises then,
Without their poets. B. Jonson, Alchemist, ii. 1.

7. To usher in or out, attend on, or accompany
with singing: as, to ying the old year out and
the new year in.

Sweet bird, that sing'st away the early hours,
Of winters past or coming void of care,
Well pleased with delights which present are.

Drmnmund, Flowers of Siou, To the Nightingale.

I heard them sintring home the bride
;

And, as I listened to the song,
I thought my turn would come ere long.

Longfellow, Blind Girl of Castel-Cuille, ii.

8. To bring, send, force, or effect, as any end
or change, by singing: as, to sing a child to

sleep.
She will sing the savageness out of a bear.

Shak., Othello, iv. 1. :>Go.

TO Sing another Song or tune, to take a different tone ;

modify one's tone or manner, especially with humility or
submissiveness. [Colloq. ]

Constable. Madam.
The Queene must heare you sing another gong
Before you part with vs.

Elizabeth. My God doth know,
I can no note but truth.

,
If you Know not me (Works, I. 207).



sing
5645 single

ToslngOUt to sh.,,,1 or nail (something) loudly. [Colloq.l singeing-lamp (sin'jing-lamp), . A lamp used

"Who's there?" sung out the lieutenant. to singe the hair from a horse, instead of clip-

"Torches," was the answer. ping it. It has a flat body, with an opening on
M. Scott, Tom Cringle's Log, i. one side of the light-chamber. E. H. Knigkt.

To sing placebot. Sec ;*iw&n. To sing sorrowt, to
gingeingly (sin'jing-li). <lr. With heat suffi-

miild flnd The bodies of devils may be not only waiiu, but sindg-
Though this were so, and your woish p shoi d find

jn g*^ took one , jlc iallcthon's
such a sword it would be of M rvice ,only to t ...

. / ft

'

b the hand aml so gcol.ched her that she hare
duhbed knights, like the balsam . as foit he poo

f<Iej the mark OJ jt to her ,, i]1K daV]
they may any sorrow. Jarns. ti ^ H Morf Antijote against Atheism, App.
= Syn. 1. To carol, warble, chant, hymn.

((K

communion-~ 1

d for the communion of

ctions for Parish Priests

E. T. S.), Notes, p. 69.

1. The larger
1'or tin 1 fraction

called from the
its inanu-

SI _
singable

I icing sung;
But for the most part Mr. Gilbert has addressed him-

self ... to the task of writing, for Sir Arthur Sullivan's

music, pure twaddle, appropriate twaddle, exquisitely

unstable twaddle. The Academy, Oct. 13, 1888, p. 247.

Singableness (siug'a-bl-nes), . The quality
of being singable ; appropriateness for singing.

The sinriablencxt of poems and hymns.
The Nation, March 30, 1871, p. 223.

singe (sinj), r. I. ; pret. and pp. singed, ppr.

singeing. [Karly mod. K. also xindge; an altered

form of setuje (see note under English), < ME.

Kciigcii, seeit'gen (pp. xeiinl, seyiitl. sengirl), < AS.

"sc'iigan (in comp. besengait), singe, burn (= MD.

senghen. D. zengen = OHG. xeiigau, teuton,

MHG. G. xeitgcti', singe, scorch, parch, burn; cf.

If the church always professed a communion, why have

you one priest standing at the altar alone, with one ring-

';,i'i ,-nkf for himself, which he showeth to the people to

be seen and honoured, and not tn be eaten?

Bp. Cooper, Defence of the Truth, p. 152. (Davus.)

2. A wafer for sealing letters or other docu-

ments.
The letters, finished and scaled up with ringitig-cake, he

delivered unto us.

Mumlaii's KnoKsh Komayne Life, 1KOO (Harl. Misc.,

[VII. 139). (Varies.)
St/le 1

.

o __ x___o __,, ...
E. si/tiger, si/ngare(=

MLIi. sini/er = MHG. xingserc, singer, (i. singer) ;

n* sing, v'., + -c/-l. The word took the place of singing-flame (smg'ing-flam), n. A flame, as

the earlier noun songcr.~\ 1. One who sings; a gas-jet, which, when burned in a tube of

one who makes music with the voice; specifi- proper length, produces a clear, musical note,

cally, a trained or professional vocalist. singing-gallery (sing'ing-gal"e-n), H. A gal-

I gat me men ringer* and women singers, and the de-

lights of the sons of men, as musical instruments.
Eccl. ii. 8.

I remembered his fine voice ;
I knew he liked to sing -

good singers generally do.

Charlotte Bronte, Jane Eyre, xxiv.

2. In the early church and in the Greek Church,

a member of one of the minor orders of clergy ;

one who is ordained to sing in the church. The
order existed as early as the third or fourth century. In' 'O' . '

1 J f Oilier CXlBleU MS tally IM LUC uucu Vl IWUI HI wuvwyl .

Icel. siingr. singed, burnt), causal ot mngaii tne eariy church the singers were distinctively called cn-

(pret. sang), sing, 'make to sing,' with refer- nonieal singers.

ence to the singing or hissing noise made by
singeing hair, and the sound given out by a

burning log.] 1. To burn superficially ; espe-

cially, to burn off the ends or projections of:

as, to singe a fowl (to burn off the small downy
or thready feathers left after plucking) ;

to ainge

cloth or calico (to burn off the projecting pile

or nap) ;
to singe the hair of the head.

Thet uer [fire] . . . length and bernth ofte the huyte
robe of chastete and of maydenhod.

Ayenbite o.f Ituryt (E. E. T. S.), p. 229.

Sevnd bacoun and somtyme an ey or tweye.
Chaucer, Nun's Priest's Tale, 1. 25.

Heat not a furnace for your foe so hot

That it do singe yourself.
Shak., Hen. VIII., i. 1. 141.

first book you

Sirift, Advice to Servants (General Directions).

2. To parch ;
make arid and dry.

The scorching sky

lery occupied by singers, as in a church or ca-

thedral: in New England often called the or-

chestra.

The balustrade of a singing-gallery (cantoria) in the Ca-

thedral. V. C. Perkins, Italian Sculpture, p. 139.

Singing-hinny (sing'ing-hin'i), n. A rich

kneaded cake, containing butter and currants,

and baked on a griddle. Ualliwett. [Prov.Eng.]
For any visitor who could stay, neither cream nor finest

wheaten flour was wanting for "turf-cakes" and "singing-

hinnies," with which it is the delight of the northern house-

wives to regale the honoured guest, as he sips their high

priced tea. Mrs. liaskett, Sylvia's Lovers, iv.

singing-loaft (sing'ing-lof), H. Same as sing-

ing-cake, 1.

singingly (sing'ing-li), adr. In a singing man-

ner; with sounds like singing.
Counterfaite courtiers speaking lispingly, and answer-

ing singingly. Xorth, Philosopher at Court (1676), p. 1.

4. A bird that sings ;
a bird that naturally singing-man (sing'ing-man), n. A man who

sings well, or can be trained to sing tunes
;
a

sings or is employed to sing, as in cathedrals.

The prince broke thy head for liking his father to a sing-

ing-man of Windsor. Shak., t Hen. IV., ii. 1. 98.

singing-master (sing' ing-mas 'ter), . A
teacher of the art of singing ; specifically, the

teacher of a singing-school. Also singing-

teitcner.

He ... employed an itinerant singingmaster ... to

instruct them rightly in the tunes of the Psalms.

Addison, Spectator, So. 112.

3. One who composes or rehearses anything
in verse.

Let it suffice me that my murmuring rhyme
Beats with light wing against the ivory gate,

Telling a tale not too importunate
To those who in the sleepy region stay,

Lulled by the singer of an empty day.
William Morris, Earthly Paradise, Int.

singing bird: as, the male mocking-bird is a

singer, but the female is not ; the canary is a

good singer.

singer2 (sin'jer), n. [< iiiiigc + -ed.] One who
or that which singes. Specifically, in calico-manuf.:

(a) A person employed in singeing the nap olf the cloth.

(6) A singeing-machine.

3

singer
1 + -ess.] A female singer.

Alle the syngers and syngeresses. singine-muscle (siug'ing-mus"l), n. luornith.,
w dV' 2 Par- ^ chron - ) xx]v - 2"'

on* of the intrinsic syriugeal muscles of any
Doth tinge the sandy wilds of spiceful Barbary. Singhalese, <t. and n. [Also Sinhalese, Cingalese, oscine bird, serving to actuate the syrinx and

Drai/ton, Polyolbion, v. 31
etc>( < siitltahi, 'of lions,' whence, through Pali thus modulate the voice in singing. Seesyrinr.

. To act on with an effect similar to that of
siJialan, Hind. Sildn, etc., come Ceylon and the

singing-school (sing'ing-skol), . A school or

See Cingalese. e iasg jn which singing is taught, together with

the rudiments of musical notation and of har-
heat : said of extreme cold.

The corns of the ordinarie

or rosted upon a red hot yroi

those who are scorched and sindged

[Rare.] other Eur. forms of the name.]
See water-nut.

n. [< ME. syngyug; verbal mOny; a song-school.
... __ The act, process, or result of

singing-voice (sing'ing-vois), n. The voice as

uttering sounds that are musical in quality or use ,j ju singing: opposed to speaking-voice.
4. Figuratively, to injure superficially; come

ne
*
esaion .

chanting; cantillation. 1. ,L,>.
VL^ !m_Z.

near injuring seriously ; harm.
ther^ n(m (, ner harpvnK

Flirtation, after all, was not
necessarily

a n^erngprn- ner ,ut g ner wwn((/,F
lier non lowde dysports.

PaMon Letters, III. 31J.

The time of the ringimj of birds is come, and the voice

of the turtle is heard in our land. Cant. ii. 12.

George Eliot, Middleman*, xxvii.

'Twas truth sinyed the lies

And saved me, not the vain sword nor weak speech !

Browning, Ring and Book, II. 67.

Singed cat, a cat disfigured with burnt fur ; hence, a

person of unprepossessing appearance, but of good sound

character or qualities, or one whose reputation has been

injured, but who is nevertheless deserving of regard.

But I forgive ye, Tom. I reckon you're a kind of a singed

cat, as the saying is better 'n you look.

Mark Twain. Tom Sawyer, i.

To Singe Off, to remove by singeing or burning.

My master and his man are both broke loose,

Beaten the maids a-row and bound the doctor,

Whose heard they have singed o/with brands of fire.

Shak.,C. of E., v. 1. 171.

To singe one's beard, to deal a stinging insult to one.

On the 19th of April 11687] he [Sir Francis Drake] en-

tered the harbour of Cadiz. . . . and in the course of two

nights and one day had sunk, burnt, or captured shipping
of ten thousand tons lading. To use his own expressive
phrase, he had ringed the Spanish king's beard.

Knight, Popular Hist. Eng., III. 216.

=Syn 1 Sear, etc. See scorch.

Singe (sinj), n. [< singe, .] 1. A burning of
singing.book(8mg'ing:buk),. Abookcontain-

the surface; a scorching; hence, a heat ca- i :_"_.._:_!!: r. ..__i.i.

These are the limits for the human singing-voice.
S. Lanier, Sci. of Eng. Verse, p. 28.

Singing-woman (sing'ing-wum'an), H. A
woman who sings or is employed to sing.

2 Uhron. xxxv. 25.

singio (sin'ji-6), n. [Native name.] A siluroid

2. The act of telling, narrating, or describing
fis|j of the yauges(i Saccobranehiis singio, having

anything in verse. 3. A sensation as of a pro- the operci,iar gjn 8O modified that the fish is

longed ringing sound in the ears or head; tin- oWn . trav,.] i all(i. Oireu.longed ringing
nitus aurium.

I have a singing in my head like that of a cartwheel ;

my brains are upon a rotation.

Harington, Oceana (ed. 1771), p. 152. (Jodrrll.)

Singings in the ear, gurglings in the throat: ... all

these were ominous sleep-warnings.
AnlhropoloifuxtlJoitr., XIX. 119.

MelismatlC Singing. See melimnatic.

singing (sing'ing),^. n. Of tones, sustained and

sonorous, as if produced by a well-trained

voice; cantabile.

The cantabile notes [of the skylark] are long-sustained
and delightfully inflected tones, which have a true sing-

ing character. Appletoris Ann. Cyc., 1886, p. 90.

singing-bird (sing'ing-berd), M. Same a

ing bin! ('') (which see, under sing, v. i.).

ing music for singing; a song-book.
When shall we have a new set of singing-book*, or the

viols? A. Brewer (f), Lingua, i. 9.

pable of singeing,
An appalling mystic light the singe and glow of the

flame of the pit ! J. H. Shorthouse, Countess Eve, xi.
. ,.

2. An injury or hurt caused by singeing; a B^^^^^rea^
superficial burn.

singeing (sin'jing), . [Verbal n. of singe, r.]

The act or process of burning superficially,
specifically (a) Removal by fire of down and thread-fea-

thers from a fowl after plucking. See the quotation under

Hloplume. (b) The removal of the nap by heat in the prep-
aration of calico for printing. See singe, v. t., 1.

iiig-eiike, 1.

Item, j box of

Ponton Letters, I. 470.

Same as .</</-

[Inventory of plate belonging to

[a Chapel.)

The altar breads were of two kinds. The larger, called

ringing-bread, were used for the sacrifice; the smaller,

able to travel on land. Oicen.

single1
(sing'gl), it. and . [Early mod. E. also

sengle (see note under English); < ME. single,

sengle, < OF. single, sengle = Pg. singelo = It.

singulo, singolo, '< L. siitgiilits, single, separate

(usually in the pi. singuli, one by one), for *sin-

eulux, 'simculus, < sim-, as in giw-ptex, simple,

single (aftin to E. same : see simple, same), +
dim. suffix -culm. Hence ult. singular.'] I. a.

1. Being a unit, as distinguished from a num-
ber : often used expletiyely

for emphasis : as,

not a single word was said.

No single soul

Can we set eye on.

Shak., Cymbeline, iv. 2. 130.

My Paper has not in it a single Word of News.
Addison, Spectator, No. 262.

2. Alone ; by one's self or by itself ; separate or

apart from others ; unaccompanied or unaided ;

detached; individual; particular.
Each man apart, all single and alone,

Yet an arch-villain keeps him company.
Shak., T. of A., v. 1. 110.

King. What, at your meditations ! Who attends you?
Arethusa. None but my single self : I need no guard ;

I do no wrong, nor fear none.
Beau, and Fl., Philaster, Hi. 2.

3. Unmarried ; also, pertaining to or involving

celibacy: as, single life; the single state.



single

Elles God forbede but he sente
A wedded man hym grace to repente
Wei ofte rather than a sengle man.

Chaucer, Merchant's Tale, 1. 423.

But earthlier happy is the rose distil I'd

Than that which, withering on the virgin thorn,
Grows, lives, and dies in single blessedness.

Shak., M. N. D., 1. 1. 78.

4. Unique; unmatched; singular; unusual.

Bare legged and in sengle apparayle.
SirT. Elyot, The Governour, Hi. 13.

That you may know my single charity.
Freely I here remit all interest

Ford, Tis Pity, iv. 1.

I am single in my circumstances a species apart in the

political society. Bolingbrolre, To Marchmont, quoted in

[Walpole's Letters, II. 159, note.

5. Pertaining to one person or thing; individu-

al, as opposed to common, general, or univer-
sal

; also, pertaining to one class, set, pair, etc. :

as, a single dory (a boat manned by one person).
Trust to thy single virtue. Shah., Lear, v. S. 103.

Narrower scrutiny, that I might learn
In what degree or meaning thou art call'd

The Son of God ; which bears no single sense.

Milton, P. E., iv. 617.

Should banded unions persecute
Opinion, and induce a time
When single thought is civil crime,

And individual freedom mute.
Tennyson, You Ask me Why.

6. Private; relating to the affairs of an indi-

vidual
;
not public ; relating to one's self.

All our service
In every point twice done and then done double
Were poor and single business to contend
Against those honors deep and broad wherewith
Your majesty loads our house.

Shak., Macbeth, I. 6. 16.

7. Free from combination, complication, or

complexity ; simple ; consisting of one only.
As simple ideas are opposed to complex, and single to

compound, so propositions are distinguished. Watt*.

8. Normal; sound; healthy: often applied to
the eye, and in that connection used figurative-
ly of simplicity or integrity of character or pur-
pose.

If therefore thine eye be tingle, thy whole body shall be
full of light. Mat vi. 22.

And now, courteous Reader, that I may not hold thee
too long in the porch, I only crave of thee to read this fol-

lowing discourse with a single eye, and with the same ends
as I had in penning it.

N. Morton, New England's Memorial, p. 16.

All readers of his [Matthew Arnold's] know how free he
is from anything strained or fantastic or paradoxical, and
how absolutely single his eye is.

J. Burroughs, The Century, XXVIL 926.

9. Free from duplicity; sincere; honest;
straightforward.

Banish all compliment but single truth
From every tongue and every shepherd's heart

Fletcher, Faithful Shepherdess, v. 5.

Sure, he's an honest, very honest gentleman ;

A man of single meaning. Ford, Broken Heart, iv. 1.

10f. Not strong or heavy; weak: noting beer,
ale, etc., and opposed to double or strong bever-

ages.
The very smiths,

That were half venturers, drink penitent single ale.

fiMU. and Fl., Coxcomb, ii. 2.

Sack 's but tingle broth ;

Ale 's meat, drink, and cloth,
Say they that know never a letter.

Witts Recreations (1654). (Nares.)

lit. Feeble; trifling; foolish; silly.
Is not . . . your chin double? your wit single?

Shak., 2 Hen. IV., i. 2. 207.

He utters such single matter in so infantly a voice.
Fletcher (and another), Queen of Corinth, lit 1.

12. In bot., solitary: said of a flower when
there is only one on a stem ; also, in common
usage, noting flowers which have only the nor-
mal number of floral envelops that is, which
are not double. See double, 6. 13. In anat.
and zool., not double, triple, etc.; not paired;
azygous; simple; solitary; alone; one: gen-
erally emphatic, in implied comparison with
things or parts of things that are ordinarily
double, paired, several, etc A single blind
(milit.). See Hindi, 4. Atsingle anchor. SeeawAori.
Single action. See action. Single-action harp See
harp, 1. Single billet. See billet*. Single blessed-
ness. See blessedness. Single block. See Woctl, 11.

Single-boater, a trawling-cutter not belonging to a fleet :

used by English fishermen. J. W. Collins. Single bond
See bond\, 7.- Single bridging, burton, combat. See
the nouns. Single-cylinder machine, a printing-ma-
chine that prints with a single cylinder on one side only
of a sheet of paper. Single entry. See bookkeeping.
Single file. See files.- single floor. See floor. Single-
fluid battery or cell, in elect. See cett, 8. Single
man, a man not married. In law the phrase may ap-
ply to any person not married at the time in question.
A widow is a single man, within a public land act.

Silver v. Ladd, 1 Wall. 219.

5646

Single money, money In small denominations; small

change. Halhuxll.

Face. What box is that?
Sub. The fish-wives' rings, I think,

And the ale-wives' single money.
B. Jonion. Alchemist, v. 2.

Single mordent, oyster, poplin, see the nouns.

Single pneumonia, pneumonia alfecting only one lung.
Single proceleusmatic, a pyrrhic. Single soldier*,

a private.

I'se e'en turn a single sodger mysell, or maybe a ser-

geant or a captain, if ye plague me the mair.

Scott, Old Mortality, viil.

Single standard, stop, tax. See the nouns. Single
woman, (a) A woman not married. (6t) By euphemism,
a harlot or prostitute. [Old slang.]

II. M. 1. That which is single, in any sense
of the word. Specifically (a) pi. The twisted threads
of silk made of single strands of the raw silk as wound
from the cocoon. When simply cleaned and wound, the
silk is called dumb singles, and is used for making ban-
dana handkerchiefs, and, after bleaching, for gauze and
similar fabrics. When wound, cleaned, and thrown, the
silk is termed thrown singles, and is used for ribbons
and common silks. When wound, cleaned, doubled, and
thrown, and twisted in one direction, it becomes tram,
and is used for the woof or shoot of gros de Naples, vel-

vets, and flowered silks. When wound, cleaned, spun,
doubled, and thrown, so that it resembles the strand of

rope, it is called organzine, and is used for warp, (b) pi.
In lawn-tennis, games played with one on a side: op-
posed to doubles, which are played with two on a side.

(c) In the game of loo, a deposit in the pool of three chips,
made by the dealer before the playing begins, (d) In

base-ball, a safe hit that allows the batter to reach the first

base, but not the second, (e) In cricket, a hit for which one
run is scored.

2. In falconry, a talon or claw.

I grant it not. Mine likewise seisd a Fowle
Within her talents ; and you saw her pawes
Full of the Feathers ; both her petty singles,
And her long singles, grip'd her more then other.

Heywood, Woman Killed with Kindness (Works, II. 99).

3. The tail of an animal ; properly, in limiting,
the tail of the buck. Halliu-ell.

There 's a kind of acid humor that nature hath put in
our singles, the smell whereof causeth our enemies, viz.

the doggs, to fly from us.

Howfll, Parly of Beasts, p. 63. (Danes.)

4. A handful of the gleanings of corn tied up.
Halliicell. [Prov. Eng.]-In Single, singly; Indi-

vidually ; separately.

Finding therefore the most of their actions in single to
be weak, ... I concluded that, if their single ambition
and ignorance was such, then certainly united in a Conn-
cell It would be much more.

Milton, Apology for Smectymnuus.

single
1
(sing'gl), v.

; pret. and pp. singled, ppr.
singling. [< single

1
, a.~\ I. trans. If. To make

single, separate, or alone
; retire; sequester.

Many men there are than whom nothing is more com-
mendable when they are singled; and yet in society with
others none less fit to answer the duties which are looked
for at their hands. Hooker, Eccles. Polity, i. 16.

2. To select individually from among a num-
ber; choose out separately from others: com-
monly followed by out.

Each singled out his man.
Robin Hood and the Stranger (Child's Ballads, V. 415).

Him Hector singled, as his troops he led.
And thus inflam'd him, pointing to the dead.

Pope, Iliad, xv. 662.

3t. To lead aside or apart from others.

Single you thither then this dainty doe,
And strike her home by force, if not by words.

Shak., 'lit. And., ii. 1.117.

If we can, single her forth to some place.
B. Jonson, Every Man out of his Humour, v. 1.

4. Naut., to unite, so as to combine several

parts into one: as, to single the tacks and
sheets.

II. intrans. 1. To separate; go apart from
others : said specifically of a hunted deer when
it leaves the herd. HaUiwell (under hunting).

It is Indeed a reflection somewhat mortifying to the
author who breaks his ranks, and singles out for public
favour, to think that he must combat contempt before he
can arrive at glory. Goldsmith, Polite Learning.

2. Same as single-foot.

Single2! (sing'gl), v. i. [< OF. singler, sigler, F.

cingler= Sp. singlar = Pg. singrar (ML. siglare),

sail, cut the water with a full wind, make head
(cf. OF. single, sigle, a sail) : see sail1

, v., and cf.

seel3.} To sail before the wind
; make head.

A royall shippe I sawe, by tyde and by winde,
Single and sayle in sea as sweet as milke.

Puttenham, Partheniades, x.

single-acting (sing'gl-ak'ting), a. Of any re-

ciprocating machine or implement, acting ef-

fectively in only one direction : distinguished
from double-acting. Specifically applied to any ma-
chine as a pump, a steam-engine, etc. in which work
is performed by, or performed upon, a reciprocating plun-
ger or piston, and in which only one of the two strokes
of the plunger or piston during a single reciprocation is

effective. Single-acting pedaL See pedal.

single-lunged

single-banked(sing'gl-bangkt),a. 1. Carrying
but one oarsman on a thwart, as a boat. 2.

Having but one bauk or tier of oars, as the

lighter vessels of antiquity. 3. Having but
one bank or row of keys, as an organ.
Single-bar (sing'gl-bur), . A swiugletree.
single-breasted (sing'gl-bi'es" ted), . 1. Hav-
ing but one breast. 2. Having buttons on one
side only and buttonholes on the other: noting
a coat, waistcoat, or other garment. Compare
double-breasted.
A thoroughly single man, single-minded, single-hearted,

buttoning over his single heart a single breasted surtout.

Lvwett, Cambridge Thirty Years Ago.

Single-brooded (sing'gl-brd'ded), . Bringing
forth young once annually; having but one
annual generation, or one forood a year, as an
insect, bird, or other animal. See silkworm.

Single-cut (sing'gl-kut), a. Noting a file which
has but a single rank of teeth that is, has
the teeth cut in one direction only, and not

crossing.
singledt (sing'gld),. [< single

1 + -erf2.] Hav-
ing a single or tail.

Their sheepe are very small, sharpe singled, handful! long.
Hakluyt s Voyages, I. 386.

single-dotted (sing'gl-dofed), a. Having one
dot, point, or mark of color; unipunctate: as,
the single-dottedwa,ve,Acidalia scutulata, a Brit-
ish moth.

single-eyed (sing'gl-id), a. [< single
1 + eye

1

+ -erf2.] 1. Having only one eye ; cyclopean ;

monoculous
; one-eyed, as the Cyclops" Polyphe-

mus figuring in Homer's Odyssey, or as vari-
ous animals. See Cyclops, Monoculus. 2. Hav-
ing the eye single or sound ; earnest

;
devoted

;

unselfish. Compare single1 , a., 8.

You are . . . too noble, single eyed, self-sacrificing, to
endure my vanity and meanness for a day.

Kingstey, Two Years Ago, xx.

A sturdy, healthy, single-eyed peasantry, from whom the
defenders of the country by sea and land, the skilled ar-

tificers, . . . are recruited. Edinburgh Rev.,C2LLV. 377.

single-fire (sing'gl-fir), a. Having the fulmi-
nate inside the base or head, and not in-
tended to be reloaded after firing: said of a

cartridge. Such cartridges may be either cen-
ter-fire or rim-fire.

single-foot (sing'gl-fut), M. A gait of horses,
better known as the rack. See rack8 . [West-
ern U. S.]
Most of the time the horse kept on a steady single-foot,

but this was varied by a sharp lope every now and then.
T. Roosevelt, Hunting Trips, p. 210.

Single-foot (sing'gl-fut), v. i. [< single-foot, .]

To move with the single-foot gait ;
rack. Also

tingle.
The horse often single-foots faster than he trots.

Harper's Mag., LXXX. 246.

single-footer (sing'gl-fut'er), n. [< single-foot
+ -er1 .] A horse which uses the single-foot
gait ; a racker.

My best single-footer is my fastest trotter.

Harper's Mag., LXXX. 247.

Single-handed (sing'gl-han'ded), a. [< single
1

+ hand + -erf2.] 1. Having only one hand.
2. Working without the aid of other hands or

workmen; acting alone; unassisted.

He was left to cope single-handed with the whole power
of France. Prescott, Ferd. and Isa., ii. 13.

3. Capable of being used, managed, or exe-
cuted with one hand or by one person: as, a

single-handed fishing-rod; a single-handed un-

dertaking Single-handed boring. See boring.

single-hearted (sing'gl-har"ted), a. [< single
1

+ neart + -erf2.] 1. Having a single, sincere,
or honest heart

;
free from duplicity.

Nor lose they Earth who, single-hearted, seek
The righteousness of Heaven !

WhMier, The Christian Tourists.

2. Proceeding from or characteristic of a sin-

cere heart.

Mrs. Lapham came to their help, with her skill as nurse,
. . . and a profuse single-hearted kindness.

W. D. Howells, Silas Lapham, ii.

Single-heartedly (sing'gl-har'ted-li), adv.
With singleness, sincerity, or integrityof heart.

The more quietly and single-heartedly you take each
step in the art, the quicker, on the whole, will your pro-
gress be. KusHn, Elements of Drawing, ii.

single-loader (sing'gl-16'
i

'der), . A breech-

loading rifle without a magazine, which is

charged and fired with a single cartridge: so
called to distinguish it from a magazine-rifle or

repeating arm that has a reserve of cartridges
supplied to the chamber automatically.
single-lunged (sing'gl-lungd), a. [< single

1 +
lung + -erf2 .] Having but one lung: specifi-



single-lunged

cally noting the genus Ceratodus, or the Mono-

jmcumiini x.

Single-minded (sing'gl-min"ded), a. [< single^
+ mi lull + -ed2.] 1 . Having a single or honest
mind or heart

;
free from duplicity ; ingenuous ;

guileless.

An unpretending, single-minded, artless girl infinitely

to be preferred by any man of sense and taste to such a

woman as Mrs. Elton. Jane Austen, Emma, xxxviii.

The single-minded religious enthusiast, incapable of

dissimulation or procrastination.
Lecky, Europ. Morals, I. 42.

2. Having but one object or end in view; un-

swerving; undeviating.
No democratic ideas distracted its single-minded loy-

alty. Bancroft, Hist. U. S., II. 458.

single-mindedness (sing'gl-min"ded-nes), 11.

The character or state of being single-minded.
Practical morality means singlemindedness, the having

one idea
;

it means what in other spheres would be the

greatest narrowness.
F. II. Bradley, Ethical Studies, p. 179, note.

singleness (sing'gl-nes), . The state or char-

acter of being single, in any sense of the word.

singleret, [ME. synglere, < OF. sengler, sain-

r/ler, sanglier, F. sanglfer, a wild boar: see san-

glier.] A wild boar.

Boyes in the subarbis bourdene ffulle heghe,
At a bare synglere that to the bente rynnys.

Morte Arthure (E. E. T. S.), 1. 3123.

single-SOled (sing'gl-spld),
. [< single* + sole1

+ -erf2 .] Having a single sole; hence, poor;
poverty-stricken. In the quotation from Shakspere a

pun is intended, turning on the double meanings of single

(simple, foolish) and smiled.

Gentilhome de has relief. A thred-bare or single-soled

gentleman, a gentleman of low degree.
Cotgrave (under relief).

Her. Follow me this jest now till thou hast worn out

thy pump, that, when the single sole of it is worn, the jest

may remain after the wearing sole singular.
Rom. O single-soled jest, solely singular for the single-

ness ! Shot., E. and J., ii. 4. 69.

single-stick (sing'gl-stik), n. 1. A cudgel for

use with one hand, as distinguished from the

quarter-staff. It is usually fitted with a guard
for the hand, somewhat like that of a saber.

Compare back-sword. 2. The play or practice
with such cudgels; the art of attack and de-

fense with them: as, to learn single-stick. 3.

A wooden sword used on board ship for teach-

ing the use of the cutlas.

singlet (sing'glet), n. [< single
1 + -et*

; appar.
formed in imitation of doublet.'] 1. An un-
lined waistcoat: opposed to a doublet, which is

lined. Halliwell. [Prov. Eng.] 2. An under-
shirt or undervest.

This word was singlet, which came up to me printed on

my first washing bill in Liverpool. I had never seen it

before; but its suggestion of doublet of course showed
me that it must mean an undervest, as it did a merino
under-shirt. ... It is a Lancashire word ; ... it is not

dialectical, which being Eomanic it could not be.

Ji. 0. White, England Without and Within, p. 384.

single-taxism (sing'gl-taks'izm), n. [< single*
-t- tax + -ism.] The doctrines or beliefs of the
advocates of the single tax. See tax. [Re-
cent.]
The fourth section of the Knights of Labor declaration

of principles, as last amended, is good enough single tax-

ism for the present. The Standard (New York), VII. 9.

singlethorn (sing'gl-thorn), . A Japanese
fish, Monocentris japonicus, of the family Bery-
cidx, remarkable for the size of its head, its

strong thorn-like spines, and its mailed suit of
hard projecting scales. It is of a silvery-white
color, and about 6 or 7 inches long. It is the

only known species of the genus.
singleton (sing'gl-ton), . [In def. 1 < single*,

a., 11. foolish, + -ton (of. simpleton). In def. 2 <

single^, a., 1, + -ton (after the preceding).] 1.

A silly fellow
;
a simpleton. Halliwell. [Prov.

Eng.] 2. In whist, a hand containing only one
card of some suit; a card which is the only one
of a suit in the hand of a player.
Outside the modern signalling system and the absolute

rejection of the Singleton lead, there is very little differ-

ence between the whist of to-day and the whist of Hoyle
and Matthews. R. A. Proctor, How to Play Whist, Pref.

single-touch (sing'gl-tuch), . A method of

making artificial magnets. See magnet.
singletree (sing'gl-tre), . Same as sicingle-
tl'Cf.

singlin (sing'glin), . [For 'singling, < single*
+ -in/;

1
.] A handful of gleaned grain; a single

gleaning. Srockett. [Prov. Eng.]
singlings (sing'gliugz), . [< single

1 + -ing1 .]
In distilling, the crude spirit which is the first

to come over.
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The singlings, or spirits of first extraction.

S. Don-ell, Taxes in England, IV. -209.

singlo (sing'glo), H. A sort of fine tea, con-

sisting of large, flat leaves, not much rolled.

Simmonds.

Singly (sing'gli), adv. [< single* + -ly
2
.] 1.

As a unit; as or in the form or capacity of one

person or thing.
The man I speak of cannot in the world
Be singly counterpoised. Shak., Cor., ii. 2. 91.

Those great acts . . . God had done
Singly by me against their conquerors.

Milton, S. A., 1.244.

2. Individually; particularly; separately; one
at a time.

I beseech you, let me answer to the particular of the

inter'gatories : demand them singly.

Shak., All's Well, iv. 3. 208.

They tend to the perfection of human nature, and to

make men singly and personally good. Tillutson, Sermons.

3. Without aid or accompaniment; alone.

But great Achilles mwfj/tlos'd the gate.

Pope, Iliad, xxiv. 560.

4f. Solely; uniquely; singularly.
Thou singly honest man,

Here, take : the gods out of my misery
Have sent thee treasure. Go, live rich and happy.

Shak., T. of A.,iv. 3. 530.

An edict singly unjust. Milton. (Todd.)

5. Honestly; sincerely. Imp. Diet.

sing-sing (sing'sing), M. [African.] A West

Sing-sing Antelope (Kobits

African kob antelope, Kobus sing-sing. See
kob.

singsong (sing'sdng), a. and n. [< sing, v.
t
+

pbj. song.'] I. . 1. Making songs, rimes, or
inferior poetry.
From huffing Dryden to sing-song D'lTrfey.

Tom Brown, Works, HI. 39. (Dames.)

2. Monotonously rhythmical in cadence and
time; chanting.

Prayers were chanted in the nasal singsong way in

which prayers are said here.

C. E. Norton, Travel and Study in Italy, p. 46.

II. n. 1. Verse intended or suitable for sing-

ing; a ballad; hence, bad verse; mere rime
rather than poetry.
This sing-song was made on the English by the Scots,

after they were flushed with victory over us in the reign of

King Edward the Second.

Fuller, Worthies, Berkshire, 1. 119.

I ne'er with wits or witlings pass'd my days,
To spread about the itch of verse and praise ;

Nor, like a puppy, daggled through the town,
To fetch and carry sing-song up and down.

Pope, Prol. to Satires, L 226.

2. A monotonous rhythmical cadence, sound,
or tone; a wearying uniformity in the rising
and falling inflections of the voice, especially
in speaking.
A skilled lover of music, he [Collins] rose from the gen-

eral sing-song of his generation to a harmony that had
been silent since Milton. Lowell, Study Windows, p. 387.

3. A convivial meeting, at which every person
is expected to contribute a song. [Colloq.]
The illustrated programmeof the forthcoming Sing-song,

whereof he was not a little proud.
R. Kipling, Only a Subaltern.

singsong (sing'song), v. [< singsong, .] I.

intrans. To make songs or verses; also, to

make singsong sounds; utter a monotonous
chant.

There 's no glory
Like his who saves his country, and you sit

Sing-songing here ; but, if I'm any judge,
By God, you are as poor a poet, Wyatt,
As a good soldier. Tennyson, Queen Mary, ii. 1.

singular

II. trans. To express or utter in singsong.
The chorus chattered and singsonged their satisfaction.

Harper's Mag., LXXVI. 588.

singspiel (sing'spel), . [G., < singen, sing, +
spid, play: see sing and spelfi.] A semidra-
matic work or performance in which a series of

incidents are related or represented in song.
The form is almost entirely confined to Germany, where it

was the precursor of the opera. Its peculiarity lies in the
strict subordination of the instrumental accompaniments
to the vocal parts. Originally it included both solo songs
and spoken dialogue ;

but duets and part-songs gradually
came in, and the amount of dialogue was steadily reduced.

Compare miracle, 4, mystery!, 4, etc.

singstert (sing'ster), . [< ME. singstere, a

female singer; < sing + -ster. Cf. songster.]
A female who sings ; a songstress. Wyclif.

singular (sing'gu-lar), a. and n. [Early mod.
E. also singuler; < ME. singuler, synguler, singu-

lar, singulars, < OF. (and F.) singulier = Pr. Sp.

Pg. singular, singlere = It. sirigolare, < L. shujii-

laris, single, separate (in gram, singularis nu-

merus, translating Gr. {vinos api6p6f), < singuli,

onebyone: seesingle1 .] I. a. 1. Beingaunit,
or one only; single.

God forbede that al a companye
Sholde rewe a singuler mannes folye.

Chaucer, Prol. to Canon's Yeoman's Tale, 1. 444.

Their manner was to grant naturalization, . . . and this

not to singular persons alone, but likewise to whole fam-
ilies.

Bacon, True Greatness of Kingdoms and Estates (ed. 1887).

2. Separate or apart from others
;
alone. [Ob-

solete or provincial.]
And whenne he was singuler, or by hym silf, the twelue,

that weren with hym, axiden hym for to expowne the

parable. Wyclif, Mark iv. 10.

It may be said, what profit can redound, what commen-
dation, what reward, for one man to be singular against
many? Ford, Line of Life.

3f. Pertaining to solitude, or separation from

others; concerned with or involving solitude.

When I had takene my syngulere purpos [of becoming
a hermit], and lefte the seculere habyte, ... I be-gane
mare to serue God than mane.

Hampole, Prose Treatises (E. E. T. S.), p. 5.

Though naturally a monk must love retiredness, yet a

single monk, a monk always alone, says he [Aquinas], is

plotting some singular mischief. bonne, Sermons, v.

4. Pertaining to one person or thing; indi-

vidual ; also, pertaining to individual persons
or things; in logic, not general; being only in

one place at one time.

There be that write how the offer was made by King
Edmond, for the auoiding of more bloudshed, that the two
princes should trie the matter thus togither in a singular
combat. Holinshed, Hist. Eng., vii. 10. (Richardson.)

This is (ye will perchaunce say) my singular opinion :

then ye shall see how well I can maintaine it.

Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 101.

That idea which represents one particular determinate

thing to me is called a singular idea, whether it be simple,
or complex, or compound. Watts, Logic, I. iii. 3.

5. In gram., denoting or relating to one person
or thing: as, the singular number: opposed to

dual and plural. Abbreviated sing. 6. Hav-
ing no duplicate or parallel ;

unmatched
;
un-

exampled; unique; being the only one of its

kind.
Some villain, ay, and singular in his art,
Hath done you both this cursed injury.

Shak., Cymbeline, iii. 4. 124.

The small chapel is lined with a composition which is

an imitation of the pietre comesse of Florence; it is per*

fectly singular, and very beautiful.

Pocoete, Description of the East, II. ii. 214.

We are met to exchange congratulations on the anni-

versary of an event singular in the history of civilization.

Emerson, West Indian Emancipation.

7. Out of the usual course
;
unusual ; uncom-

mon; somewhat strange; a little extraordi-

nary: as, a singular phenomenon.
One urgeth death, . . .

The other bonds, and those perpetual, which
He thinks found out for the more singular plague.

B. Jonson, Catiline, v. 6.

So singular a sadness
Must have a cause as strange as the effect.

Venham, The Sophy.

Strange life mine rather curious history not extra-

ordinary, but singular. Dickens, Pickwick, ii.

Hence 8. Of more than average value, worth,

importance, or eminence; remarkable; fine;
choice

; precious ; highly esteemed.

These reverend fathers ; men
Of singular integrity and learning.

Shak., Hen. VIII., ii. 4. 59.

I acknowledge all your favours
Boundless and singular.

Ford, Perkin Warbeck, iv. 3.

9. Not complying with common usage or ex-

pectation; hence, eccentric ; peculiar; odd: as,
he was very singular in his behavior.



singular

My master is in love with a lady of a very singular taste,

!\ lady who likes him better as a half-pay ensign than if

she knew he was son and heir to Sir Anthony Absolute, a

baronet of three thousand a year.
Sheridan, The Rivals, i. 1.

10. Ill lllillll., exceptional, (a) In gemn. ami ill//.,

having pt
" *-*-- n a 1 -*..

3. (b) In
eral rule.

low. All and singular. See all. Singular c(

tlon, munition of illogical singular. Singular differ-

ence Name as numerical difference (6) (which see, un-

der difference). Singular integral of a partial dif-

ferential equation, a solution not included under the

complete integral, nor under the general integral. It

represents the general envelop of the surfaces repre-
sented by the complete integral. Singular mood, a

mood or syllogism in which one at least of the prem-
ises is a singular proposition. Otherwise called singu-
lar syllogism or expository syllogism . Singular point,
a point of a curve, surface, etc., which presents any
non-metrical peculiarity : such, for instance, are nodes
or points of crossing, conjugate or outlying points not

adjacent to any other real point, stationary points or

cusps, points of stopping in certain transcendental curves,
and points of contrary Hexnre. In the same sense there
are singular tangents and tangent planes. Singular
proposition, in logic. See priipontinn. Singular root
of an equation with one unknown quantity, an equal
root ; a root resulting from the coincidence of two roots,
so that, if the absolute term were altered by an infinitesi-

mal amount, there would be either two real roots or two
imaginary roots in place of that root. Singular root of
an indeterminate equation, a root which corresponds
to a double point on the curve, surface, etc., which the

equation represents. Singular solution of a differen-
tial equation, a solution not included In the complete
primitive. This solution is the envelop of the family of
curves represented by the primitive with its arbitrary
constant, in the case of a differential equation of the first

order. Singular successor, in Scots lair, & purchaser
or other disponee, or acquirer by titles, whether judicial
or voluntary, in contradistinction to the heir, who succeeds

by a general title of succession or universal representa-
tion. Singular syllogism. Same as singular mood.

Singular term, a term which stands for one individual.
See term. =Syn. Band 7. Unwonted, exceptional, unparal-
leled. 9. Strange, Odd, etc. See eccentric.

II. n. 1. That which is singular, in any sense
of the word

;
that which is alone, separate, in-

dividual, unique, rare, or peculiar. See singu-
lar, a.

Eloquence would be but a poor thing, if we should only
converse with singulars, speak but man and man together.

B. Jonson, Discoveries.

2. Intirnui., the singular number. 3f. Inhitnt-

ing, a company or pack : said of boars.

A singular of boars. Strtitt, Sports and Pastimes, p. 80.

4. In lot/ir, that which is not general, but has
real reactions with other things. Scotus and others
define the singular as that which is here and now that

is, only in one place at one time. The Leibnitzian school
define the singular as that which is determinate in every
respect.

There are, besides singulars, other objects of the mind
universal. Cudirorlh, Intellectual -System, p. 854.

Abstraction from singulars but not from matter.
See abgtractinn.

singularist (sing'gu-liir-ist), n. [< xint/iilar +
-Me.] One who affects singularity. [Rare.]
A clownish singularixt, or nonconformist to ordinary

rules. Barrow, Works, III. xxxiv.

singularity (sing-gu-lar'ji-ti), n. ; pi. singulari-
ties (-tiz). [< OF. singiilarite, vernacularly
geiiglierte (> ME. xi/nglerti/), F. xiiif/ularite =
Pr. gingnlaritat = Sp. siiigularidad = Pg. siiiyu-
laridade= It. singnlarita,' < LL. singnl<irita(t-)s,

singleness. < L. sintjularis, single : see singu-
lar.] 1. The state or character of being singu-
lar, (a) Existence as a unit, or in the singular number.

Thou President, of an vnequal'd Parity;
Thou Plurall Number, In thy Sinyidarity.

Heyicood, Hierarchy of Angels, p. 289.

(b) Separateness from others; solitariness: specifically,
celibacy.

Celibate, like the fly in the heart of an apple, dwells in
a perpetual sweetness, but sits alone, and is confined and
dies in singularity.

Jer. Taylor, Sermons, The Marriage Ring.

(c) Individualism, as in conduct, opinion, characteristics,
etc.

We do perceive greatdiscommodity to the realm of your
grace's [Mary's] singularity, if it may be so named, in opin-
ion- State Trials, Edw. VI., an. 1551.

The argument ad crumenam, as it has been called by
jocular logicians, has weight with the greater part of man-
kind, and Andrew was in that particular far from affect-
ing any trick of singularity. Scott, Rob Roy, xxvil.

(d) Uniqueness ; the state of having no duplicate, parallel
or peer.

Now for synglerty o hyr dousour,We calle
hyr

fenyx of Arraby.
Alliterative Poems (ed. Morris), i. 429.

St. Gregory, . . . writing against the title of universal
bishop, saith thus ; None of all my predecessors ever con-
sented to use this ungodly title

; no bishop of Rome ever
took upon him this name of singularity.

Hooker, Eccles. Polity.

(e) UnusualneBs ; rareness ; uncommon character ; hence,
specifically, rare excellence, value, eminence, or note.

564*
In this course nf setting down medicines, even as I meet

with any hearlte of any *in<jid<iritii. 1 will raunge it there
whereas I know it to be most soveraigne and effectual!.

Holland, tr. of Pliny, xxv. 9.

It is the singularity of the expression which reigns upon
tin' face [of the captain] it is the intense, the wonderful,
the thrilling evidence of old age so utter, so extreme,
which excites within my spirit a sense a sentiment in-
effable. Poe, MS. Found in a Bottle.

(/) Variation from established or customary usage ; ec-

centricity ; oddity ; strangeness.

I '.MI Inn ..us nations, of ignorance and rude singularitie.
Ascham, The Scholemaster, p. 147.

There is no man of worth but has a piece of singularity,
and scornes something.
Bp. Earle, Micro-cosmographie, A Vulgar-spirited Man.

That conceit of singularity ... is the natural recoil
from our uneasy consciousness of being commonplace.

Lou'ell, Democracy.

2. That which is singular; a singular person,
thing, event, act, characteristic, mood, or the
like

; especially, an individual or personal pe-
culiarity.

Your gallery
Have we pass'd through, not without much content
In many singularitie*. Shalr., W. T., v. 3. 12.

And when afterwards in a singularitie he had gone aside
into a Caue, and there mewed vp himselfe, and persisted
in hypocrisie and fasting, he there dyed (as the fame goeth)
through his wilfull want of bread and water.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 154.

A man whose virtues, generosity, and singularities are
so universally known. Goldsmith, Vicar, Ui.

3. In math., an exceptional element or char-
acter of a continuum, (o) In mom., a projectlve char-
acter of a locus consisting in certain points, lines, or planes
being exceptional in their relations to It. (For examples,
see binode.) An ordinary singularity is one of a set of

singularities of which all others are modifications or com-
pounds. Thus, an actual node upon a skew curve is a mod-
ification of an apparent node, and ought not to be reckoned
as an ordinary singularity. But cusps and inflections, as

stationary points and tangents, are ordinary singularities.
A higher singularity is one which differs indefinitely little

from an aggregation ofordinal-) singularities. (Seetacnode.)
By an ellipsis common In geometrical language, the word
singularity is used for point-singularity, or a relation to
some exceptional point. Thus, a plane curve with neither
nodes norcusps is said tobe without singularities, although,
unless a conic, it has inflections,and unless a conic or cubic,
double tangents. The word singularity is also used to
denote the number of singulai points, lines, or planes of

any one kind ; also for any number characteristic of a pro-
jective property, in which sense the order, class, and rank
of a locus are sometimes termed singularities. (6) In the

theory of functions, a property of a function consisting in
it or its differential coefficient becoming discontinuous for
a certain value or connected system of values of the vari-

able. Elliptic, essential, hyperbolic singularity.
See the adjectives. Simple singularity, a singularity
of a function consisting in it or its differential coefficient

becoming ambiguous or discontinuous at an isolated point
or points, while remaining unambiguous and continuous
at all other points sufficiently near to these. - Syn. 1. Un-
commonness, oddness. 2. Idiosyncrasy. See eccentric.

singularization (sing'gu-lar-i-za'shon), . [<

xingularize + -ation.] The act of singulariz-
ing; specifically, transformation from the plural
to the singular number. For examples, see

cherry. pea 1
, roe2

,
Chinee. Also spelled aingii-

larisation.

Your correspondent asks for examples of ignorant sin-

gularization. I can supply him with one. A lady of my
acquaintance entered a shop and asked to see some hose.
The salesman . . . called her attention to a particular stock-

ing, with the remark,
' '

There, madam ; that 's as fine a ho
as you will find anywhere." JV. and Q., 7th ser., VII. 310.

singularize (sing'gu-lar-iz), v. t. ; pret. and pp.
singiilari:ed, ppr. singularizing. [< singular +
-ire.] 1. To make singular; change to the

singular number. See singularization. 2. To
signalize; distinguish. [Bare.]
The two Amazons who singularized themselves most in

action.

Smollett, Humphrey Clinker, Melford to Phillips, April 30.

Also spelled singularise.

Singularly (sing'gu-lar-li), ailr. [< ME. syngii-

lerty ; < singular + -fy
2
.] In a singular man-

ner, (a) With reference to one only ; Individually ; singly ;

specifically, in the singular number ; so as to express the

singular number.

Every man after his phantasy choosing him one saint

singularly to be saved by.
Tyndale, Ans. to Sir T. More, etc. (Parker Soc.

, 1850), p. 117.

(6t) Separately ; alone.

These worthy Estates a-foreseid high of renowne,
Vche Estate syngulerly in halle shalle sit adowne.

Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 189.

(c) Uniquely ; rarely ; unusually ; remarkably ; excep-
tionally.

The affection felt for him [Hastings] by the civil service
was singularly ardent and constant.

Macaulay, Warren Hastings.

(if) Strangely ; oddly ; with eccentricity : as, a person
singularly dressed.

singularness (sing'gu-lar-nes), n. Singularity.
Bailey, 1731.

Singuiosilicate (sing^gu-lo-siri-kat), n. [< L.

singiilug, single, + E. silicate.'} A unisilicate.

sinister

SingUltt (siiiR'gult), n. [= ( )F. .tunal'it, s

F. sanglot=PT. sanylot, ganghit, xiiii/hit (cf. Sp.
soll<>: = It. xingliioo, xingozzo, < ML. as if

"siiigitltiuin), < L. singultvs, sobbing speeoli, ;i

sob, hiccup, rattle in the throat.] A sob or

sigh.

There an huge heape of singult* [in some editions errone-

ously sin<rtdfs\ did oppresse
His strugling soule. Spenser, F. Q., III. xi. 12.

So, when her teares was stopt from eyther eye,
Her singults, blubberings, seem'd to make them flye
Out at her oyster-mouth and nosethrils wide.

W. Browne, Britannia's Pastorals, ii. 1.

singultient (sing-gul'shient), a. [< L. siiigul-

tien(t-).*. ppr. of xinyultire, sob, hiccup, < sin-

i/Hltitx, a sob, hiccup: see singult,'} Sobbing;
sighing. [Rare.]
Som of ripe age will screech, cry, and howle in so many

disordered notes and singultient accents.

Hou'ett, Parly of Beasts, p. 23. (Daviet.)

Singultous (sing-gul'tus), a. [< F. singiillm n.r ;

iis siitgiilt + -oiis.] In nied., relating to or af-

fected with hiccup.
singultUB (sing-gul'tus), w. [L. : see xingult.]
A Tiiccup.
Sinhalese (sin-ha-leV or -lez' ), n . and a. Same
as Cingalese.
Sinian (sin'i-au), n. [< L. Sinee, the Chinese (see
Ninie), + -!.] A name given by Richthofen
to a series of rocks occupying large areas in

China, and containing numerous fossils of the

primordial fauna of Barrande, especially those
trilobites and brachiopods which are character-
istic of the lowest known fossi lit'erous rocks.
See Silurian.

Sinic (sin'ik), a. [< ML. Sinievs (MGr. 2(v<K<ic),

Chinese, < Sina (also China), China, L. Since, Gr.
!/;<;/. the Chinese; cf. Gr. Qlv, China, Olvat, a

city in China, Hind. Chin, China, E. China, etc.:

see Chinese, china. The name is not found in

Chinese.] Chinese.
sinical (sin'i-kal), a. [< sine2 + -ic-al.'} Of or

pertaining to a sine. Sinicalquadrant See quad-
rant.

Sinicism (sin'i-sizm), . [< Klnic + -ism.']
Chinese manners, customs, and principles col-

lectively.

sinioryt, . An obsolete spelling of seigniori/.
Sinism (sin'izm), n. [< ML. Sina, China,

'

+
-*m.] A proposed name for Chinese institu-
tions collectively ; especially, the Chinese an-
cient and indigenous religion.
Sinister (sin'is-ter, formerly also si-nis'tfer), a.

[< ME. tinistre, < OF. sinistre, senestre, F. sinistre

= Sp. siniestro= Pg. sinistro = It. sinestro, sinix-

tro, < L. sinister, left, on the left hand, hence

inauspicious or ill-omened; connections un-
known. The opposite dexter has Teut. and
other connections (see dexter, deagil), but the
Teut. words for '

left
' are different : AS. minster,

tcynster (wiwtr-) = OS. icinistar = OFries. win-
stere = OHG. winistar, Winstar, MHG. irinster =
Icel. rinstri = Sw. venster, vcnstra = Dan. ren-

xtre, left; AS. lyft, left, lit. 'weak' (see ieffi);
D. linkach = MLG. link = OHG. "lenc. MHG.
lenc, line, G. link, left; OHG. slinc, left.] 1.

Left, as opposed to right; on the left side;

specifically, in her., noting the left-hand side

of the person who carries the shield on his

arm (therefore the right-hand side of the spec-
tator): the sinister part of the escutcheon is

opposed to the dexter part (see dexter). Bear-

ings such as beasts and birds nearly always turn away from
the sinister and toward the dexter ; when they are turned
toward the sinister, they are said to be reverted. See cut
under pointl, 21.

The sinistre arme smote he vppon trew,
Ryght as belonged to knightly uertew.

Bom. of Partenaji (E. E. T. S.), 1. 3049.

My mother's blood
Runs on the dexter cheek, and this sinister

Bounds In my father's. Shale., T. and C., iv. 5. 128.

2. On or toward the left or unlucky side;

hence, of ill omen; inauspicious; threatening
or suggesting evil.

The victor eagle, whose sinister flight
Retards our host, and fills our hearts with fright.

Pope, Iliad, xii. 267.

3. Bringing evil; harmful; malign: unfortu-
nate in results.

One sinister accident hapned to me.
Curyat, Crudities, 1. 182.

Such a life was fillister to the intellect, and sinister to

the heart. Hau-thorne, Twice-Told Tales, Main Street.

4. Unpleasant ; disagreeable.
The weary flatness and utter desolation of this valley

present a sinister contrast to the broad line of the Apen-
nines. J. A. Symonds, Italy and Greece, p. 96.

5. Malicious; evil; base; wrong.
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Is it so strange a matter to find a good thing furthered
by ill men of a sinister intent and purpose?

Hooker, Ecules. Polity, iv. !).

We take cunning for a sinister or crooked wisdom.
Bacon, running (ed. 1S87).

I hope . . . you'll . . . not impute to me any imperti-
nence or sinister design.

Goldsmith, She Stoops to Conquer, iv.

Bend sinister, bendlet sinister, etc. See the nouns
Sinister aspect, in astral., an appearance of two planets
happening according to the succession of the signs, as
Saturn in Aries and JIars in the same degree of Gemini.

Sinister canton, in her., a canton occupying the sin-
ister chief of the escutcheon : a rare bearing. Sinister
diagonal of a matrix, the diagonal from the upper right-
hand to the lower left-hand corner.

Sinister-handed (siu'is-ter-han"ded), a. Left-
handed; sinister; hence, unlucky; unfortu-
nate. [Bare.]

That which still makes her mirth to flow
Is our sinister-handed woe.

Lovelace, Lucasta Laughing.

Sinisterly (sin'is-ter-li), a(h: In a sinister
manner, (o) In a manner boding or threatening evil ;

inauspiciouBly ; unfavorably. (6) Wrongly ; wrongfully
wickedly.

You told me you had got a grown estate
By griping means, sinintcrly.

B. Jonson, Staple of News, v. 1.

sinisterness (sin'is-ter-ues), . The state or
character of being sinister. Bp. Ganden.

sinisterouslyt, adv. An obsolete form of sinis-

trunsli/.

sinistfa (si-nis'tra), ach: [It., < L. sinistra, fern,
of sinister, left : see sinister."] In music, with the
left hand : marking a note or passage that is to
be performed with the left hand in preference
to the right. See also M. S. and M. G.
Sinistrad (sin'is-trad), adv. [< L. sinister, left,+ ad, toward (see -arfp).]

Toward the left
;
on

the left hand in relative situation; sinistrally :

opposed to dextrad : as, the arch of the aorta
curves sinistrad in mammals, dextrad in birds;
the descending aorta lies a little sinistrad ot the
vertebral column in man.

sinistral (sin'is-tral), a. [< L. sinister, left, +
-al.'] 1. Of or pertaining to the left side

;
sit-

uated on the left hand
;
not dextral

; sinister
;

sinistrous. 2. In concli., reversed from the
usual, right, or dextral curve, as the whorls of
a spiral shell; whorled toward the left; sinis-
trorse

; heterostrophous. The genus Physa Is an ex-
ample. Some species, genera, etc., of shells are normally
Binistral. In some other cases, specimens of shells are sin-
istral as an individual peculiarity, as in the case cited un-
der chank'i. See cuts under reverse and Physa.
3. In ichth., having both eyes on the left side
of the head, as certain flatfishes. 4f. Sinis-

ter; wrong.
They gather their sinistral opinion, as I hear say, of St.

Paul to the Hebrews. Becon, Works, p. 95. (Halliwell.)

sinistrality (sin-is-tral'i-ti), H. [< sinistral +
-ity.] The state or character of being sinistral,
in any sense. Proceedings of U. S. National
Museum, XI. 604.

sinistrally (sin'is-tral-i), a<7r. Sinistrad; in a
sinistral direction; to or toward the left

;
from

rig_ht
to left.

sinistration (sin-is-tra'shon), n. l<li.sinister,
left, + -ation.] A turning to the left; deflec-
tion sinistrad

; the state of being sinistral.

Sinistrobranchiat (sin"is-tro-brang'ki-ii), n.pl.
[NL., < L. sinister, left, + &L. bronchia, gills:
see branchia, TO. 2] A group of tectibranehiate

gastropods, supposed to have been based on a
doridoid turned upside down. D'Orbigny, 1835-

sinistrobranchiate (sin"is-tro-brang'ki-at), .

Having gills on the left side; 'of or pertaining
to the 8ini>itr<ibranclii<t.

sinistrocerebral (sm"is-tro-ser'e-bral), a. Sit-
uated or occurring in the left cerebral hemi-
sphere: opposed to dextrocercbral : as, a sinis-
trocerebral center

; a sinistrocerebral lesion.
Proc. Soc. Psychical Research, III. 43.

Sinistrpgyric (sin"is-tro-ji'rik), a. [< L. sinis-

ter, left, + (Jijrare, pp. (/t/ratus, turn: see gyre.']
Tending, moving, or otherwise acting from
right to left

; sinistrorse in action or motion.
All movements of the hand from left to right are dextro-

gyric and those from right to left are rinintrogyric.
Amer. Jour. Psychol., I. 194.

sinistrorsal (sin-is-tror'sal), a. [< sinistrorse
+ -al.] Same as sinistrorse. G. Johnston, tr.
of Cuvier's R&gne Animal.
sinistrorse (sin'is-trors), a. [< L. sinistrorsiis,
toward the left

,
for "sinistroversui, < sinister, left,

on the left, + rcrsus, pp. of vertere, turn.] 1.
Turned or turning to the left

;
directed sinis-

trad; sinistrorsal: same as sinistral, but im-
plying motion or direction rather than rest or
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position. 2. In but,, rising from left to right,
as a climbing plant. For the antagonistic
senses in which dejctrorse and consequently its

opposite xiiiix/nirsc are used, see dextrorse.
sinistrous (sili'is-tnis), a. [< sinister, left, +
-*.] 1. Same as xinistral, 1, or sinister, 1.

2. Ill-omened; inauspicious; unlucky.
An English traveller noticed in his journal, as a 'ts-

trous omen, that when Louis le Ddsire after his exile

stepped on France he did not put the right foot foremost.
N. and Q., 7th ser., VIII. 206.

3f. Malicious; malignant; evil.

A knave or fool can do no harm, even by the most sinis-
trmus and absurd choice. Bentley.

sinistrously (sin'is-trus-li), adr. In a sinis-
trous manner, (a) With reference to the left side;
hence, specifically, with a tendency sinistrad, or an incli-
nation to use the left instead of the right hand. (6J In-

auspiciously ; unluckily, (ct) Wrongly ; wickedly; mali-
ciously.

Sink (singk), c. ; pret. sank or sunk, pp. sunk or
ximkfii (the second form rare except when used
as a participial adjective). [Formerly also
stuck; (a) < ME. sink-en, sunken, intr. (pret. sank,
sonic, pi. sunken, sonken, pp. sunken, sonken, sonk),
< AS. sincan, intr. (pret. sane, pi. suncon, pp. xnn-

cen),= OS. sinkan = D. zinken =MLG.LG. sinken
= OHG. siuelian, MHG. G. sinken = Icel. sokkva
(for *sonkca) = Sw. sjunlca = Dan. synke = Goth.
sigkican, sigi/kwan, (for "sinkwan, *singkwan),
sink; (6) < ME. *senken, senchen, < AS. sencan,
tr., cause to sink (= OS. senkian = OHG. sen-

chan, MHG. G. senken = Sw. sanka = Dan.
sxnke = Goth, saggkwan, cause to sink, im-
merse), causal of sincan, sink; prob. a nasalized
form of the root appearing in Skt. as sich (nasal-
ized pres. sificati), pour out, and in AS. "sihan,
sigan, etc., let fall, sink : see sie1

, sile^,] I. in-

trans. 1. To fall or decline by the force of

gravity, as in consequence of the absence or
removal of a support; settle or be lowered from
a height or surface through a medium of slight
resistance, as water, air, sand, etc.

; specifically,
to become submerged in deep water, as in the
sea.

Erthe denede [quaked] sone in that stede,
And opnede vnder ere fet ;

Held up neither ston ne gret[grit],
Alle he sunken the erthe with-in.

Genesis and Exodus (E. E. T. S.), 1. 3775.

My lord Barnard shall knowe of this,
Whether I gink or swim.

Little Musgraceand fMdy Barnard (Child's Ballads, II. 17).

They had lost 100. men In the Admiral!, which they did
feare would sinke ere she could recover a Port.

Capt. John Smith, True Travels, I. 54.

Like buoys, that never sink into the flood,
On Learning's surface we but lie and nod.

Pope, Dunciad, iv. 241.

2. To fall or fail, as from weakness, or under
a heavy blow, burden, or strain : as, to sink into
a chair

; literally or figuratively, to droop ;
suc-

cumb.
He sunk down in his chariot. 2 Ki. ix. 24.

Then comes repentance, and, with his bad legs, falls
into the cinque pace faster and faster, till he st'/i* into his
grave. Shale., Much Ado, ii. 1. 83.

So much the vital spirits sink
To see the vacant chair, and think," How good ! how kind ! and he is gone."

Tennyson, In Meraoriam, xx.

3. To descend or decline toward or below the
horizon

; specifically, of the sun, moon, etc., to
set.

O setting sun,
As in thy red rays thou dost gink to night,
So in his red blood Cassius' day is set.

Shak., J. C., v. 3. 61.

4. To be turned downward
;
be downcast.

The eye of Bonython
Sinks at that low, sepulchral tone.

Whittier, Mogg Megone, i.

5. To enter or penetrate deeply ;
be absorbed :

either literal or figurative in use ; specifically,
of paint, varnish, and the like, to disappear be-
low the surface into the substance of the body
to which it is applied, so that the intended effect
is lost.

The stone iunk into his forehead. 1 Sam. xvil. 49.

That which sinks deepest into me is the Sense I have of
the common Calamities of this Nation.

Howell, Letters, I. vi. 50.

These easy minds, where all impressions made
At first sink deeply, and then quickly fade.

Crabbe, Works, IV. 69.

6. To fall in; become or seem hollow: chiefly
used in the past participle: as, sunken cheeks
or eyes.
A lean cheek, ... a blue eye and sunken.

Shak., As you Like it, iii. 2. 893.

sink

Her temples were sunk, her forehead was tense, and a
fatul paleness sat upon her cheek.

Goldsmith, Vicar, xiviii.

7. To become lower; slope or incline down-
ward

;
slant.

Beyond the road the ground sinks gradually as far as the
ditch.

Comic de Paris, Civil War in America (trans.), II. 572.

8. To decrease or be reduced in volume, bulk,
extent, amount, or the like

;
subside

;
decline.

Canals are carried along the highest parts of the coun-
try, that the water may have a fall from them to all other
parts when the Nile sinks.

Pococke, Description of the East, 1. 199.

Down nini the flames, and with a hiss expire.
Pope, Dunciad, i. 200.

The value [of superfluities], as it rises in times of opu-
lence and prosperity, so it sinks In times of poverty and
distress. Adam Smith, Wealth of Nations, I. xi. 3.

9. To be lowered in pitch ; 1'alltoalowerpitch:
said of musical sounds, or of a voice or instru-
ment.

Mordecai's voice had sunk, but with the hectic bril-

liancy of his gaze it was not the less impressive.
George Eliot, Daniel Deronda, xlli.

10. To settle down; become settled or spread
abroad.

It ceased, the melancholy sound ;

And silence sunk on all around.

Scott, Marmion, iii. 12.

With stars and sea-winds in her raiment,
Night ginks on the sea.

Swinburne, Laus Veneris, Ded.

11. To be reduced to a lower or worse state;
degenerate ; deteriorate

; become debased or

depraved.
When men are either too rude and illiterate to he able

to weigh and to dispute the truth of it [new religion], or
too much sunk in sloth and vice to be willing to do it.

Bp. Atterbury, Sermons, I. iii.

The favourite of the people [ Pitt] rose to supreme power,
while his rival [Fox] sank into insignificance.

Macaulay, William Pitt.

12. To be destroyed or lost; perish.
Tho that ben ofte drunke,

Thrift is from hem sunkc.
Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 39.

For every false drop in her bawdy veins
A Grecian's life hath sunk.

Shak., T. and C., iv. 1. 70.

Now for a trick to rid us of this Clowne,
Or our trade sinks, and up our house is blowne.

Bronte, Sparagus Garden, iv. 11.

13. To settle or subside, as into rest or indo-
lence.

How, Lucia ! Wouldst thou have me sink away
In pleasing dreams? Addison, Cato, i. 6.

Pater-familias might be seen or heard sinking into a
pleasant doze. George Eliot, Mr. GilfiTs Love Story, i.

14. To swim deep, as a school of fish
; specifi-

cally, to pass below a net. 15. To squat,
crouch, or cower and draw (itself) into closest

compass, as a game-bird or -animal in order
to withhold the scent as far as possible. =Sm
1-4. To drop, droop. 11. To lessen, dwindle.

II. trans. 1. To force or drag gradually down-
ward; immerse; submerge; whelm; engulf.

The king has cured roe,
. . . and from these shoulders . . . taken
A load would sink a navy.

Shak., Hen. VIII., iii. 2. 383.

2. To cause to decline or droop ; hence, figura-
tively, to depress.

Doth it [drowsiness] not then our eyelids sink' I find not
Myself disposed to sleep. Shak., Tempest, ii. 1. 201.

To looke humanly on y state of things as they present-
ed them selves at this time, it is a marvell it did not wholy
discourage them and sinck them.

Bradford, Plymouth Plantation, p. 208.

She sank her head upon her arm.
Tennyson, Talking Oak.

3. To excavate downward, as in mining: as,
to sink a shaft

;
to sink a well.

AtHasseah, . . . aboutseven leagues south eastof Hems
I saw a ruined work, like a large pond or cistern, sunk a
considerable way down in the rock, and walled round

Pococke, Description of the East, II. i. 136.

4. To place or set by excavation : as, to sink a
post.
She saw that the last tenants had had a pump sunk for

them, and resented the innovation.
Mrs. Gaskell, Sylvia's Lovers, xxxiii.

5. To diminish or reduce in tone, volume, bulk,
extent, amount, etc.; lower: as, to szwA the voice
to a whisper ;

the news of war sinks the value
of stocks.

It was usual for his late most Christian Majesty to sink
the value of their louis d'ors about the time he was to re-
ceive the taxes of his good people.

Addition, Freeholder, No. 18.

6. To degrade in character or in moral or social

estimation; debase; lower.
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No Man is BO rnnle in Vice and Ignorance but there are
still some bidden Seeds of Goodness and Knowledge in

him. Addison, Spectator, V>. ^i;-J.

Impropriety ! Oh, .Mrs. Weston, it is too calm a cm-
sure. Much, much beyond impropriety ! It has sunk
him I cannot say how it lias mnk him in my opinion.

Jane Austen, Kmma, xlvi.

7. To destroy ;
ruin

;
overwhelm.

And if I have a conscience, let it sink me,
Even as the axe falls, if I be not faithful !

Shak., Hen. VIII., ii. 1. tKi.

8. To lose, as money, by unfortunate invest-

ment.
What can have brought the silly fool to London ? Some

lover pressed and sent to sea, or some stock sunk in the
South-Sea funds, ... I suppose.

Scott, Heart of Mid-Lothian, xxxv.

9. To put out of sight or knowledge ; suppress ;

refrain from uttering, mentioning, or using.
To sound or gink, in cano, or A,
Or give up Cicero to C or K.

Pope, Dunciad, iv. 221.

Augustus . . . has sunk the fact of his own presence on
that interesting occasion.

Barhain, Ingoldsby Legends, I. 282.

The old man never spoke about the shop himself, . . .

sunk the black breeches and stockings altogether.
Thackeray, Pendennis, ii.

10. In decorative art, to depress, or cut to a lower

level, as by engraving: said of a part of the de-

sign or of a panel To sink the shop. SeeAopi.
To sink upont, to keep out of sight or knowledge;

be reticent about ; refrain from mentioning.

He [Beattie] sunk upon us that he was married
;
else we

should have shown his lady more civilities.

Johnson, in Boswell's Life, anno 1772.

= 8yn. 3. To excavate, scoop out. 5 and 6. To abase.

7 and 8. To waste, swamp.
sink (singk), n. [< ME. si/nke ( MD. sinke) ;

from the verb.] 1. A receptacle and conduit
for foul liquids; a kennel; a sewer; a drain;
a privy.

Pool ! Sir Pool ! lord !

Ay, kennel, puddle, sink; whose filth and dirt
Troubles the silver spring where England drinks.

Shak., 2 Hen. VI., iv. 1. 71.

The kitchen and buttery is entire ivory, the very purity
of the elephant's tooth. The sink is paved with . . . rich
rubies and incomparable carbuncles.

Randolph, Hey for Honesty, iv. 1.

Your lady chides you, and gives positive orders that you
should carry the pail down, and empty it in the sink.

Swift, Advice to Servants (House-Maid).

2. A kind of box or basin having an outflow-

pipe leading into a drain, and used for receiv-

ing and carrying off dirty water, as in kitchens,
etc. 3. An abode or resort of depraved and
debauched persons ; slums.

This [suburb] is the sinke of Fez, where euery one may
be a Vintner and a Bawde. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 621.

From the very sinks of intemperance, from shops reek-

ing with vapours of intoxicating drink, has God raised

up witnesses against this vice.

Channing, Perfect Life, p. "0.

4f. CoiTuption ; debauchery ;
moral filth.

Outlaws, thieves,
The murderers of their parents, all the sink
And plague of Italy met in one torrent.

B. Jonson, Catiline, v. 1.

5. Same as sink-hole, 3. 6. An area (which
may sometimes be a lake or pond, and at other
times a marsh, or even entirely dry and cov-
ered with more or less of various saline com-
binations) in which a river or several rivers
sink or disappear, because evaporation is in
excess of precipitation: as, the sink of the
Humboldt river, in the Great Basin.
In the interior there are two great systems of drainage,

one leading through the Murray River to the sea, the oth-
er consisting of salt lakes and sinks.

The Atlantic, LXIII. 677.

7. In theaters, one of the long, narrow trap-
doors used on the stage for the raising and
lowering of scenery. 8. In mining, a down-
ward excavation not sufficiently deep or im-
portant to be called a shaft. 9. A depression
in a stereotype plate; a bubble of air some-
times formed below the surface of a plate,
which causes the part of the surface affected
to sink under impression.
sinkable (sing'ka-bl), o. [< sink + -able.] Ca-
pable of being sunk.

Life Boat. A non-sinkable, large, heavy, six or eight-
oared boat, constructed for the life-saving stations on the
ocean coast and great lakes,

Tribune Book of Sports, p. 309.

sink-a-pacet (singk'a-pas), n. A .corrupt form
of cinque-pace.

My very walk should be a Jig ; I would not so much as
make water but in a sink-a-pace. Shak,, T. N., i. 3. 139.

Sink-dirt (singk'dert), n. Gutter-mud. Haiti-
well. [Prov. Eng.]
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sinker (sing'ker), H. [< xink + -tr1.] 1. One
who or that which sinks or causes to sink.

Particularly (o) A weight atturlK-cl to a fishing-line to

make it sink in the water. In bottom- or buit-tisliiiij:,

sinkers of various sizes and shapes are used, the weight
being proportioned to the tide or current. Split shot,
closed on the line, are very commonly used as sinkers.

(0) A weight used for sinking the sounding-line in taking
deep-sea soundings, (c) Same as xiiik-stttiie, 2.

2. In knitting-machines, stocking-frames, etc.,
one of several flat pieces of metal attached to
the jacks, and also to the sinker-bar, and serv-

ing to form loops in the thread between the
needles. See jack 1

,
11 (d), xinker-bar, and knit-

ting-Hiaeliinr. 3. A cesspool. Halliwell. [Prov.
Eng.]_ Adjustable sinker, in angling: (a)

A hollow
sinker containing shot, that may be adjusted to any re-

quired weight. (0) A sinker with
spiral rings, which can

be put on and taken off the line without disturbing the
hook or bait. Ponderating sinker. See ponderate.
Running or sliding sinker, a sinker in which there is

a hole permitting it to slide along a fishing-line.

sinker-bar (sing'ker-bar), . 1. In knitting-
machines and stocking-frames, a bar carrying
a series of sinkers, or flat plates, which act in

conjunction with the jack-sinkers to form loops
of thread between the needles. 2. In rope-
drilling, a heavy bar attached above the jars
to give force to the upward stroke.

sinker-wheel (sing'ker-hwel), . In a knitting-
machine, a wheel having a series of oblique
wings to depress the varn between the needles.
A'. //. Knight.

sinkneld(singk'feld),w. [A corruption ofcinque-
foil. ] A species of fivefinger, Potentilla reptans.
sink-hole (singk'hol), . 1. A hole for foul

liquids to pass through ; specifically, an orifice

for that purpose in a sink. 2. Any place given
over to foulness or filth; especially, a resort of
debauched and depraved persons. See sink,

n., 3.

From that Fountaine (or sinck-hole rather) of supersti-
tion, to leade you along the gutters and streames thence
deriued. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 278.

3. One of the cavities formed in limestone re-

gions by the removal of the rock through the
action of rain or running water, or both. The
rock being dissolved away underneath, local sinkingsof the
surface occur, and these are sometimes wholly or partly
filled with water, forming pools. Similar sinkings occur
in districts in which rock-salt abounds. Also called swal-

low-hole, or simply sink.

The caves form the natural drains of the country, all

the surface drainage being at once carried down into them
through the innumerable sink-holes which pierce the thin
stratum overlying the Carboniferous Limestone.

Xature, XLI. 507.

sinking (sing'king), H. [Verbal n. of sink, r.]

1. A falling or settling downward
;
a subsi-

dence.

In consequence of the numerous deep crevasses, sink-

ings in, and landslips, ... I could not reach the summit
(of the hill) without much difficulty.

Quart. Jour. Seal. Soc., XLVI. i. 34.

2. The process of excavatingdownwardthrough
the earth, as in mining, etc.

If the underground passage is vertical, it is a shaft ; if

the shaft is commenced at the surface, the operations are
known as "sinking," and it is called a "rising

"
if worked

upwards from a previously constructed heading or gallery.
Encyc. Brit., XXIII. 622.

3. In arch., sculp., etc., a depression ; a place
hollowed out, whether for decoration or to re-

ceive some other feature
;
a socket.

On the face of the tomb itself are the sinkings for the
architraves and vaults which they supported.

J. Fergusson, Hist. Arch., I. 439.

4. \njoinery: (a) An angular groove or rabbet
in the corner of a board. (6) The operation of

making or of finishing rabbets.

sinking (sing'king), p. a. Causing to sink, sub-

side, or gradually disappear: as, a sinking
weight; causing the sensation of sinking or

fainting : as, a sinking apprehension or anxiety.
It fan expected operation] is first looked forward to with

sinking dread, but, if it is deferred, so much mental un-
rest may be produced that we find our present state intol-

erable. F. H. Bradley, Mind, XIII. 17.

sinking-fund (sing'king-fund), n. See fund1
.

Sinking-fund cases, two cases decided by the United
States Supreme Court in 1878 (99 U. S., 700), which held,
although not unanimously, that acts of Congress which
established in the United States treasury sinking-funds
for the payment of money advanced by the government
for interest on the bonds of the Union Pacific and Central
Pacific railroads were constitutional.

sinking-head (sing'kiug-hed), n. In founding,
same as dead-head, 1 (a).

sinking-papert(sing'king-pa"per), n. Blotting-

paper. Xares.

sinking-pump (sing'king-pump), n. A form
of vertical pump of strong and simple construc-

tion, and with parts readily interchangeable in

sinologist

case of wear or damage, used in mining for

sinking shafts or pumping out water,

sinking-ripe (sing'king-rip),n. Ready to sink;
near sinking. [Poetical.]

The sailors sought for safety by our boat,
And left the ship, then ninkitKi-ripe, to us.

Shak., C. of E., i. 1. 78.

Sink-room (singk'rom), . A room containing
a sink, and, in old New England houses, usu-

ally adjoining the kitchen
;
a scullery.

The apartment known in New England houses as the
sink-room. H. B. Starve, Oldtown, p. 87.

sink-stone (singk'ston), . 1. A perforated
hollowed stone at the top of a sink. Halliwell.

[Prov. Eng.] 2. In arcliteol., a stone sinker

primitively used to sink lines or nets.

sink-trap (singk'trap), n. A trap for a sink,
so constructed as to allow water to pass down,
but not to permit an upward escape of air or

gases.
Sinless (sin'les), a. [< ME. sinneles, synneles,

senncles, < AS. synleds (= G. stindenlos = Icel.

tsyndalauss = Sw. sundaliis = Dan. syndclos), <

sijn, sin, + -leas, E. -less: see sin 1 and -less.~]

1. Guiltless of sin; pure in heart, character,
or conduct.

And Crist cam . . . and seide to the lewes," That seeth hym-self synneles cesse nat, ich hote,
To stryke with stoon other with stafthis strompet to dethe."

Piers Plowman (C), xv. 41.

Thou who, sinless, yet hast known
All of man's infirmity.
O. W. Doane, Softly Now the Light of Day.

2. Made, done, or existing without sin
; con-

formed to the standard of righteousness.
Thou

Sat'st unappall'd in calm and sinless peace !

Milton, P. R., Iv. 425.

sinlessly (sin'les-li), adv. In a sinless manner
;

innocently.
sinlessness (sin'les-nes), n. The state of being
sinless; freedom from sin.

sinner (sin'er), . [< ME. synnere, senegere (=
OFries. sondere = MD. sondatr, D. zondaar =
MLG. sunder = OHG. atntari, MHG. sund&re,
sunder, G. siinder = Icel. si/ndari = Sw. syndare
= Dan. synder); < sin 1 + -er1 .] 1. One who
sins; one who disobeys or transgresses the di-

vine law.

Ne is hit na^tgrat thing negratofseruinge aye God to do
guod to ham thet ous doth guod, . . . vor that deth the

paen and the Sarasyn and othre senejeres.
Ayenbite of Inuijt (E. E. T. S.), p. 114.

God be merciful to me a sinner. Luke xviii. 13.

Forbear to judge, for we are tinners all.

Shalt., 2 Hen. VI., ill. 3. 31.

2. One who fails in any duty or transgresses
any law; an offender; a criminal.

Like one
Who having unto truth, by telling of it,

Made such a sinner of his memory,
To credit his own lie. Shak., Tempest, 1. 2. 101.

sinner (sin'fer), v. i. [< sinner, .] To act as
a sinner: with indefinite it. [Rare.]

Whether the charmer sinner it or saint it,

If folly grows roraantick, I must paint it.

Pope, Moral Essays, ii. 15.

sinneress (sin'er-es), n. [< ME. synneresse;
< sinner + -ess.] A woman who sins; a female
sinner. Wyclif, Luke vii. 37. [Rare.]
sinnet (sin'et), n. Same as sennit1

.

sinnewt, . An obsolete spelling of sinew.

sinnowt, r. t. [Origin obscure.] To ornament.

A high towring faulcon, who, whereas she wont in her
feathered youthfulnesse to lookewith amiable eye on her

gray breast, and her speckled side sayles, all sinnowed
with siluer quilles, and to driue whole armies of fearfull
foules before her to her master's table ; now shee sits sadly
on the ground. Nashe, Pierce Penilesse, p. 27.

sinnowt, [Cf. sinnotc, '.] A woman very
finely dressed. Halliwell.

sinnyt (sin'i), a. [< ME. si/nny, < AS. synnig
(= OS. suiidig = MD. sotidigh, D. zondiy =
OHG. suntig, sundig, MHG. siindic, siindec, G.

siindig), sinful, < syn, synn, sin: see sin1 ."] Sin-
ful

;
wicked.
Unto the Pope cam, and hym gan confesse
With gret repentaunce full deuoutly ;

Off his synny cr[i]me lefte not more ne lesse,
Full dolerus was and repentant truly.

Rom. of Partenay (E. E. T. S.), 1. 5218.

sin-offering (sin'of'er-ing), n. A sacrifice or

other offering for sin. See offering.

And the flesh of the bullock . . . shall thou burn with
fire without the camp ; it is a sin offering. Ex. xxix. 14.

sinological (sin-o-loj'i-kal), o. [< sinolog-y +
-if-nl.] Pertaining to sinology,

sinologist (si-nol'o-jist), n. [< sinolog-y + -ist.]

A sinologue.



sinologue

sinologue (sin'o-log), n. [< F. sinologue: see

ftiiioloi/y. \
A foreigner who is versed in the

Chinese language, literature, history, etc.

At different times bitter controversies arose between
Julien and his fellow Sinologues. Etuyc. Brit., XIII. 770.

sinology (si-nol'o-ji),
n. [< Or. Zivai, L. fiinie,

the Chinese (see'Sinic), + -loyla, < teyeiv, speak:
see -oloi/y.] That branch of knowledge which
deals with the Chinese language and connected

subjects.

sinopert (sin'o-per), >i. Same as siiiojric, 1.

sinopia(si-no'pi-a), n. [NL., < L. sinopis : see

sinopfe.]
Same as sinopis.

sinopis (si-no'pis), n. [< L. ninopia, < Gr. aivu-

irif, sinople : see siiio/itc.] A pigment of a fine

red color, prepared from the earth sinople.

sinopite(sin'o-pit),N. [< sinopis + -ite'2
.~] Same

as xinople, 1.

sinople (sin'o-pl), . [Early mod. E. also si/no-

ple, also sinoper, synoper; < ME. sinoper, syno-
per, stjnopyr, cinoper, cynoper, cynope,(QY. sino-

ple, sinope, F. sinople = Sp. sinople = Pg. sino-

ple, siiiopla, sinopera = It. sinopia, senopin, red
earth (of. Sp. riibrica sinopica, vermilion), < L.

sinopis, a kind of red ocher used for coloring,
ML. (and OF.) also a green color, sinople, <

Gr. orouTTi'f, also mvuiriicq, a red earth, earth im-

ported from Sinope, < Zivujrti, L. Sinope, Sinope,
a port on the south coast of the Black Sea.] 1.
A ferruginous clay, sometimes used as a pig-
ment. Also sinopite. 2. A kind of ferruginous
quartz found in Hungary. 3. In her., same as
vert.

Sinoxylon (si-nok'si-lon), n. [NL. (Duft-
schmidt, 1825), < Gr. aivof , hurt, harm, + i-i'Aov,

wood.] 1. A genus of serrieorn beetles, of the

family Ptininse and subfamily Bostrichinse, hav-

ing the antennae with a three-jointed club, and
the tarsi long and slender with a very short
first joint. About 20 species are known. Nearly all are
North American ; the others occur in Europe, India, and

Sinuate Leaf
of Ouercus

a *
Red-shouldered Sinoxylon (Sinoxylon basilare).

a, larva ; bt pupa ; c, adult. (Lines show natural sizes. )

Africa. S. basilare of North America is the red-shouldered

sinoxylon, which bores into apple-twigs and grape-canes.
2. [I.e.] A species of this genus: as, the bam-
boo sinoxylon, a wood-boring beetle of China
and the East Indies, frequently imported with
bamboo.

sinquet, sinque-pacet. Same as cinque, cinque-
pace.
sin-sick (sin'sik), a. Sick or suffering because
of sin.

Is there no means but that a sin-sick land
Must be let blood with such a boist'rous hand ?

Daniel, Civil Wars, iv. 46.

O God, whose favourable eye
The sin-sick soul revives.

Cowper, Olney Hymns, Iviii.

sinsiont, See simson.

sinsyne (sin-sin'), adv. [< si 2 + sine1
, syne.]

Since
; ago. [Prov. Eng. and Scotch.]
'Tis I am Peter, and this is Paul,
And that ane, sae fair to see,

But a twelve-month sinsyne to paradise came,
To join with our companie.

Lady Anne (Child's Ballads, II. 264).

Sinter1
(sin'ter), n. [< G. sinter, OHG. sintar,

MHG. sinter, sinder = Icel. sindr = Sw. Dan. sin-

der, dross: see cinder.
~]

Silicious or calcareous
matter deposited by springs. The sinter deposited
from hot springs is generally silicious; that from cold
ones is often calcareous. Among the former there are
many varieties, from the very compact to the very crum-
bly. When pure they are perfectly colorless ; but depos-
its of this kind are often colored by iron and other me-
tallic oxids, so that they exhibit various tints of red and
yellow. Calcareous sinter is usually more or less porous
in structure, and often concentrically laminated. This
material occurs occasionally in sufficient quantity to form
an important building-stone, as in Italy, where calcareous
sinter is called travertino. See travertine.

sinter-t, . An obsolete form of center^.

Sinto, Sintoism, . See Shinto.

sintoc, sindoc (sin'tok, sin'dok), n. [Malay.]A tree, Cinnamomum Sintoc, growing in the Ma-
lay archipelago, or its aromatic bark, which re-
sembles culilawan bark (see bark2 ). The bark
occasionally enters Western commerce, more,
however, as a spice than a drug. Also syndoc.
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Sintu, n. See Shinto.

Sinuate (sin'u-at), v. t.
; pret. and pp. sinuated,

ppr. sinuating. [< L. sinuatiis, pp. of sinuare,

bend, curve, swell out in curves, < siuux, a bent
surface, a fold or hollow : see.s'/we2

, sinus.] To
bend or curve in and out; wind; turn.

sinuate (sin'u-at), . [< L. sintiatus, pp. of sinu-

are, bend: see sinuate, v.] Sinuous; serpen-
tine; tortuous; wavy; irregularly
turning or winding in and out, as
a margin or edge ;

indented
;
notch-

ed. Specifically (a) In conch., having a
sinus or recess ; notched or incised, as the
pallial line. See sinupalliate. (b) In bot.,

having the margin in a wavy line which
bends strongly or distinctly inward and
outward, as distinguished from repand or

undulate, in which the wavy line bends only
slightly inward and outward : especially
noting leaves. Compare dentate, crenatel,
repand.

sinuated (sin'u-a-ted), p. a. [< sinuate + -ed%.]
Same as sinuate.

Sinuate-dentate (sin"u-at-den'tat), a. Inbot.,
between sinuate and dentate ; having the mar-
gin provided with both teeth and decided sin-

uations.

sinuate-lobate (sin"u-at-16'bat), a. In bot.,

between sinuate and lobate.

Sinuately (sin'u-at-li), adr. In a sinuate man-
ner; so as to be sinuate; sinuously: as, sinu-

ately emarginate. H. C. Wood, Fresh-Water
Algie, p. 135.

Sinuate-undulate (sin/'u-at-un'du-lat), a. In
en torn., undulate with regular curves which are
not angulated; forming a series of sinuses

joined by arcs. Also sinuato-undulate.

sinuation (sin-u-a'shon), n. [< sinuate + -ion.]
1. The state of being sinuate; a winding or

bending in and out. 2. The formation of a
sinus or recess, as in a margin ;

a shallow curved

reentrance; an emargination. 3. A cerebral

gyre.
The humane brain is, in proportion to the body, much

larger than the brains of brutes, having regard to the size
and proportion of their bodies, and fuller of anfractus, or
sinuations.

Sir M. Hale, Orig. of Mankind, p. 65. (Richardson.)

sinuato-undulate (sin-u-a't6<-un'du-lat), a.

Same as sinuate-undulate.

Sinu-auricular (sin"u-a-rik'u-lar), a. [< L. si-

nus, sinus. + auricula, auricle.] Common to
or situated between the sinus venosus and the
auricle proper of the heart of some animals.
The sinu-auricular aperture, seen on opening up the

sinus venosus.

Huxley and Martin, Elementary Biology, p. 90.

sinuose (sin'u-os), a. [< L. sinuosus: see sinu-

OMS.] Same as sinuous.

sinuosely (sin'u-os-li), adv. Same as sinuously.
H. C. Wood, Fresh-Water Algee, p. 84.

sinuosity (sin-u-os'i-ti), n.
; pi. sinuosities (-tiz).

[= F. sinuosite = Sp. sinuosidad = Pg. sinuosi-

dade = It. sinuosilA; as sinuose + -ity.] 1.
The character of being sinuous or sinuate;
tortuousness

; anfractuosity.
Nothing ever crawled across the stage with more accom-

plished sinuosity than this enchanting serpent.
Cumberland, Memoirs, I. 223. (Jodrell.)

2. That which is sinuous or sinuated
;
a wavy

line or surface
;
a sinuation

;
an anfractuosity.

There may be, even in these late days, more originality
of thought, and flowing in more channels of harmony, more
bursts and breaks and sinuosities, than we have yet dis-
covered.

Landor, Imag. Conv., Andrew Marvel and Bp. Parker.

sinuous (sin'u-us), . [= F. sinueux = Sp. Pg.
It. sinuoso, < L. sinuosus, full of bendings or

folds, < sinus, a bend, fold: see sinus.] 1.

Sinuate; tortuous; serpentine; full of curves,
bends, or turns

; undulating.
These [worms] as a line their long dimension drew,
Streaking the ground with sinuous trace.

Milton, P. L., vii. 481.

I have sinuous shells of pearly hue. Landor, Gebir.

2. Morally crooked
; deviating from right.

We have in Mr. Webster the example of a man . . .

who has acquired high station by no sinuous path, . . .

but by a straight-forward force of character and vigor of
intellect. Whipple, Ess. and Rev., I. 207.

Sinuously (sin'u-us-li). adv. So as to be sinu-
ous

;
in a sinuous manner.

Sinuousness (sin'u-us-nes), . Sinuosity. Bai-

ley, M-ll.

Sinupallia (sin-u-pal'i-ii), n. pi. [NL., < L. si-

nus, a fold, hollow, + pallium, a mantle: see

pallium.'] Same as Sinupalliata.

sinupallial (sin-u-pal'i-al), a. [< NL. "sinu-

pfillialis, < L. sinus, a fold, hollow, + pallium,
a mantle: see pallial.] Same as sinupalliale.

sinus

Sinupallialia (sin-u-pal-i-a'li-a), n. pi. [NL.,
neut. pi. of *sinupalUalig ; see sinnpullial.]
Same as SinupalUota.
Sinupalliata (sin-u-pal-i-a'tji), H. pi. [NL.,
neut. pi. of "sinupatHatlU : see sinnpalliale.] A
subdivision of lamellibranchiateor bivalve mol-

lusks, characterized by the large size of the

siphons, and the consequent emargination of

the pallial impression of the hinder part of the
shell. They are distinguished from Integropal-
liata. Also Sinupallia and Sinupallialia, See
cut under sinupalliate.

Sinupalliate (sin-u-pal'i-at), a. [< NL. *sinu-

palliatns, < L. sinus, a

fold, hollow, + palli-

atus, < pallium, a man-
tle: see palliate.] Hav-
ing a sinuous pallial

margin and consequent
sinuous impression on
the shell along the line
r.f o + fo/tliTvum*- nf *->!> Sinupalliate Right Valve of
ot attachment 01 the iPMg;nia traiaSmit, showing
mantle. Into the sinus ", the pallial sinus.

thus formed the siphons,
which are always developed in these bivalves, can more
or less be withdrawn. The epithet contrasts with inte-

gropalliate. Also sinupallial.

The integropalliate are far more numerous than the
sinupalliate forms in the older rocks.

Huxley, Anat. Invert., p. 417.

sinus (si'nus), n.; pi. sinus or sinuses (-ez). [<
L. sinus, the fold of a garment, the bosom, a
curve, hollow, bay, bight, gulf: see sine2.] 1.
A bend or fold; a curving part of anything; a

sinuosity; specifically, a bay of the sea; a gulf.
Plato supposeth his Atlantis ... to have sunk all into

the sea ; whether that be true or no, I do not think it im-
possible that some arms of the sea, or sinuses, might have
had such an original.

T. Burnet, Theory of the Earth, I. 149.

2. In anat. and zool., a cavity or hollow of bone
or other tissue, in the widest sense

;
a bay, re-

cess, pocket, dilatation, or excavation, general-
ly deeper and less open than a fossa : used with
either English or Latin context. Specifically (o)
A hollow or excavation in a bone of the skull ; an air-sinus.
Such sinuses are larger than the spaces which constitute

cancellation, or the spongy tissue of bones (see cancellate

(&)), and most of them are specified by qualifying terms.
See phrases below, and cuts under eyeball, craniofadal,
and diploe. (b) A venous channel in the meninges of the
brain : specified by a qualifying term. See phrases follow-

ing, (c) The so-called fifth ventricle or camera of the brain,

(rf) A notch or recess of the pallial line of a bivalve mol-
lusk; the emargination or inlet of the posterior part of the
pallial impression ; the siphonal scar. It is proportionate
to the enlargement of the siphons of the mollusk whose
mantle is thus developed. This sinus is always posterior, so
that when it leaves a trace on the shell a valve may be read-

ily known as right or left. The mark is seen on many of
the valves figured in this work ; and in such cases the mark
is to the observer's right or left, according as a right or
left valve is shown. See cuts under bivalve, dimyarian,
and sinupalliate. (e) Same as ampulla, 4.

3. In pathol., a narrow passage leading to an
abscess or other diseased locality; a fistula.

4. In bot., the recess or rounded curve between
two projecting lobes : as, the sinuses of a repand
or sinuate leaf. See cuts under kidney-shaped,
pinnatijid, repand, and sinuate Air-sinuses, ex-
cavations within the ethmoid, frontal, sphenoid, maxil-
lary, etc., bones, communicating with the nasal cavities

through narrow orifices. In man the largest of these is the
maxillary sinus, or antrum of Highmore. Aortic sinus, a
sinus of Valsalva. See below. Basilar Sinus. Same as
transverse nnus. Branchial, cavernous, circular, cor-
onary sinus. See the adjectives. Common sinus of
the vestibule. Same as utricle. Confluence of the
sinuses, the point where six sinuses of the dura mater
meet namely, the superior longitudinal, the two lat-

eral, the two occipital, and the straight; the torcular

Herophili. Cranial sinuses, (a) Same as anuses of
the dura mater. (6) The bony air-sinuses of the head.
See def. 2 (a). DiploiC sinuses, irregular branching
channels in the diploe of the skull for the accommoda-
tion of veins. Etnmoldal sinuses, irregular cavities
in the lateral masses of the ethmoid, completed by the
sphenoid, lacrymal, superior maxillary, and frontal bones
in the articulated skull. The anterior, the larger and
more numerous ones, open into the middle, the posterior
into the superior meatus of the nose. Falciform sinus.
Same as longitudinal sinus. Frontal sinuses, hollow
spaces between the outer and inner tables of the frontal

bone, over the root of the nose, in man extending outward
from behind the glabella to a variable distance above each
orbit, and opening into the middle meatus of the nose on
each side through the infundibula. They are wanting in

early youth, and attain their greatest size in old age, but
are always small in comparison with their great develop-
ment in some animals, as the elephant. Galactopho-
rous sinuses, the ampullae of the galactophorous ducts.
Genital sinus. See pemfaZ. Genito-urinary sinus,

the urogenital sinus, a cavity or recess common to the
genital and the urinary passages, often forming a part of
the cloaca. Great sinus of the aorta, a dilatation,
usually apparent, along the right side of the ascending
part of the arch of the aorta. Intercavernous sinuses,
two transverse channels, the anterior and the posterior,
which connect the right and left cavernous sinuses, and
thus complete the circular sinus. Lacrymal, maxil-
lary, occipital, pallial sinus. See the adjectives.



sinus

Longitudinal sinus, either of two sinuses of the dura

mater, respectively occupying the upper anil under mar-

gins of the falx cerebri. The superior begins at the fora-

men csecuin, and terminates posteriorly at the torcular

Herophili ; it is lodged in the superior longitudinal groove
of the cranial vault. The inferior is contained in the in-

ferior or free margin of the falx cerebri, terminating in the

straight sinus posteriorly. Also called falciform sinus.

Ophthalmic sinus. Same as cavernous sinus. Petrosal

orpetrous sinus. Secpetrosal. Petrosquamous sinus.

Seei)c(ro.(/Hn)nozis. Placental sinus, the venouschannel
around the placenta, arising from the free anastomoses of

veins. Portal sinus, the sinus of the portal vein. See
below. Prostatic sinus. See prostatic. Pulmonary
sinuses, the sinuses of Valsalva in the pulmonary artery.

Rhomboidal sinus, (a) The fourth ventricle. (6) The
rhomboccelia. Also called sinus rhombmdalis. Sagittal
sinus,the superior longitudinal sinus. Sinus circularis
iridis. Same ascanalofSchlemmfyrhich see, undercanad).
Sinuses Of Cuvier, veins or venous channels of the fe-

tus, ultimately transformed into the right and left superior
vena? cavro. Sinuses of the dura mater, channels for

the passage of venous blood, formed by the separation of

the two layers of the dura mater, and lined with a con-

tinuation of the internal coat of the veins. They are

specified as the superior and inferior longitudinal,

straight, lateral, occipital, cavernous, circular, superior
and inferior petrosal, and transverse. Sinuses Of veins,
pouch-like dilatations of the venous walls on the cardiac
side of the valves, which produce knot-like swellings when
distended. Sinus-ganglion, a group of nerve-cells about
the junction of the venous sinus and the auricle of the
heart. In the frog the sinus-ganglion, or ganglion of

Remak, is the collection of groups of nerve-cells on the
venous sinus. Sinus genltalls. Same as prostatic vesi-

cle (which see, under prostatic). Sinus of conjunctiva,
the space between the ocular and palpebral conjunctive.
Sinus of Highmore, the antrum of Highmore. See

antrum. Sinus of Morgagni, a space at the upper
and back part of the superior constrictor of the pharynx,
just under the base of the skull, where the muscular fibers

of the constrictor are deficient, the pharynx being conse-

quently walled in behind by its own aponeurosis. Here
the Eustachian tube opens into the pharynx on each

side, and the levator and tensor palati muscles may be ex-

posed by dissection. Sinus Of the auricle. Same as
sinus venosus. Sinus ofthe heart, the principal or main
cavity of either auricle. Sinus ofthe Jugular vein, the
dilatation at the origin of the internal jugular vein just
outside of the jugular foramen at the base of the skull.

Sinus of the kidney, the concavity or reentrance at the
hilum of the kidney. Sinus of the larynx, the ventricle
of the larynx, leading into the sacculus laryngis, or ctucal

laryngeal pouch. Sinus Of the portal vein, the en-

largement of the portal vein just before it divides into its

two branches for the liver. Also called portal sinus.

Sinus Of Valsalva, any one of three ponchings of the
aorta and of the pulmonary artery opposite the segments of

thesemilunarvalves. Also called mlvularsimu, and respec-
tively aortic and pulmonary sinus. Sinus pleurae, the re-

cesses where one layer of the parietal pleura is folded over
to become another. Sinus pocularis. Same as prostatic
vesicle (which see, under prostatic). Sinus prostaticus.
Same as prostatic sinus. See prostatic. Sinus rectus.
Same as straight simis. Sinus rhomboidalis. Same
as rhomboidal sinus (which see, above). Sinus tentorii.
Same as straight sinus. Sinus venosus, in human and al-

lied hearts, the main part of the cavity of either the right
or the left auricle of the heart; that part into which the
veins pour their blood, as distinguished from the auricular

appendix. Also called atrium, and sinus of the auricle.

Sinus venosus corneas, Schlemm's canal. Sphenoidal
Sinuses, cavities in the sphenoid bone, like those of the
ethmoid and frontal. Straight Sinus, the venous chan-
nel at the junction of the falx cerebri with the tentorium,
passing from the termination of the inferior longitudinal
sinus to the torcular Herophili. Tarsal sinus, the large
irregular passage between the astragalus and the calca-

ncuin, occupied by the intertarsal ligament. Transverse
sinus, a venous network excavated in the dura mater over
the basilar process, opening into the inferior petrosal sinus
on each side, and into the inferior spinal veins below. Also
called basilar sinus, basilar plexus. Urogenital sinus,
the cavity in which the urogenital organs terminate in the
fetal life of man and most mammals ; a permanent com-
partment of the cloaca in many lower vertebrates. See
cloaca, 3 (a), and urogenital. Uterine sinuses, greatly
enlarged veins of the womb during pregnancy. Valvu-
lar sinus. Same as sinus of Valsalva. Venous sinus,
any sinus conveying venous blood

; especially (a) one of
the sinuses of the dura mater (see above), or (6) a sinus
venosus (see above).

Sinusoid (si'nus-oid), n.

curve of sines, in
which the abscissas
are proportional to
an angle, and the
ordinates to its

sine.

Sinusoidal (sl-nu-soi'dal), a. [< sinusoid +
-?.] Of or pertaining to the sinusoid Sinu-
soidal function. See function. Sinusoidal map-pro-
jection. See projection.

Sinusoidally (si-nu-soi'dal-i), adv. In a sinu-
soidal manner; in the manner of a sinusoid.
P/iilos. Mat/., XXVI. 373.

sin-worn (sin'worn), . Worn by sin. [Bare.]
I would not soil these pure ambrosial weeds
With the rank vapours of this sin-worn mould.

Milton, Comus, 1. 17.

siogun, n. Same as shogun.
siont, n. An obsolete form of scion.

-Sion. See -tion.

Sionite (si'on-It), . [< Siou (see def.) + -ite%.]
One of a Norwegian body of the eighteenth cen-
tury, professing the power of prophecy and
proclaiming the immediate coming of the mil-

[< sinus + -aid.] The
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leunium. Ho called from their claim to be con-
sidered children of the King of Siou.
Siouan (so'an), a. [< Sioux + -an.'] Pertain-

ing to the Sioux or Dakotas; Dakotan.
The Siouan group [of Indians] had its habitat on the

prairies between the -Mississippi and Missouri.
Amer. Xat., XXIII. 75.

Sioux (so), H. and a. [F. spelling of the Ind.

name.] I. . ; pi. Sioux (so
1

or soz). A member
of a family of North American Indians, now con-
fined chiefly to North Dakota, South Dakota,
andparts of Wyoming, Nebraska, and Montana.

II. a. Of or pertaining to the Sioux
; Siouan;

Dakotan : as, tne Sioux wars
;
a Sioux village.

sip (sip), v.
; pret. and pp. sipped, ppr. sipping.

[< ME. sippen, syppen, < AS. *syppan (not
found) (cf. 'sypian, sipian, soak, macerate: see

sipe) (= MD. sippen, sip, taste with the tip of
the tongue (cf. D. sipperlippen, taste with the

tip of the tongue), = LG. sippen, sip); a sec-

ondary form of siipan, sup, taste: seespi. The
form sip is related to sup (AS. supan) much as

slip is related to similar forms (AS. sliipan,

etc.).] I. trans. 1. To drink little by little;
take (a liquid) into the mouth in small quanti-
ties

;
imbibe a mouthful at a time.

A woman moved is like a fountain troubled,
Muddy, ill-seeming, thick, bereft of beauty;
And while it is so, none so dry or thirsty
Will deign to sip or touch one drop of it.

Shalr., T. of the S., v. 2. 145.

To sip a glass of wine was considered effeminate, and a

guest was thought ill of if he did not empty his glass at a

draught. Fortnightly Rev., N. S.
,
X1III. 377.

2. To take in gradually by some process analo-

gous to drinking; receive or obtain by sucking,
inhaling, absorbing, or the like.

Where I may sit and rightly spell
Of every star that heaven doth shew,
And every herb that sips the dew.

Milton, II Penseroso, 1. 172.

3. To drink from by sips.

They skim the floods, and sip the purple flowers.

Dryden, tr. of Virgil's Georgics, iv. 76.

II. intrans. To take a sip or sips.

They could never get her so much as sip on a cup with
the proudest of tjieni all. Shak., M. W. of W., ii. 2. 77.

Modest as the maid that rips alone.

Pope, Dunciad, iii. 144.

Sip (sip), 11. [< ME. sippe ; <sip,r.] 1. The
act of sipping, or drinking by small quantities,
as a liquid.
"Here 's wussing health to ye, Robin

"
(a sip), "and to

your weelfare here and hereafter
"
(another taste).

Scott, Rob Roy, xxxiv.

2. A very small draught ;
a taste (of a liquid).

One sip of this

Will bathe the drooping spirits in delight
Beyond the bliss of dreams. Milton, Comus, 1. 811.

3f. Drink; sup.
Thus serveth he withouten mete or sippe.

Chaucer, Anelida and Arcite. 1. 193.

sipage (si'paj), w. [< sipe + -age.] Same as

seepage.

sipahee, n. Same as sepoy.

sipahselar (si-pa'se-lar), n. [Hind., < Pers.

sipdli-salar, army-leader.] In India, a com-
mander-in-chief

;
a commanding general : as,

the sipahselar Timour.

sipe (sip), r. i.
; pret. and pp. siped, ppr. siping.

[Also seep (also spelled seip, sepe) ; < ME. *sipen,
< AS. *sypian, sipian, soak, macerate

;
cf. AS.

"sipan (pret. sap, pp. "sipen), drop, trickle (cf.

sipenige, MD. sijpooghe, sijpooghig, with run-

ning eyes), = OFries. *sipa (in comp. pp. bi-

sepen, bi-seppen) = MD. sijpen, D. sijpen, drop,
= LG. sipen, ooze, trickle (freq. sipern = Sw.
sippra, ooze, drop, trickle); appar. not an orig.

strong verb, but related to sipian, etc., and ult.

< siipan, sup, taste : see sip, sup. Cf. seep.] 1.
To ooze; trickle; soak through or out.

The siping through of the waters into the house.

Granger, On Ecclesiastes (1621), p. 316. (Latham.)
Her throat's sair misguggled, . . . though she wears

her corpse-sheet drawn weel up to hide it, but that can-
na hinder the bluid seiping through.

Scott, Heart of Mid-Lothian, xvii.

2. To steep; soak.

The leaves [of the mullen] are boiled in fresh cow's
milk, and, after boiling a moment, the infusion is allowed
to stand and sipe for ten minutes, when it is strained,
sweetened, and drank while warm.

New York Tribune, Sept. 6, 1886.

[Prov. Eng., Scotch, and U. S. in both uses.]
siphert, . An obsolete form of cipher.

sipMlis, n. See syphilis.

Siphneinae (sif-ne-i'ne), n . pi. [NL., < Siphneus +
-inss.] A subfamily of Muriilse, typified by the

genus Sipltnetis, containing mole-like murine

siphon

rodents with rudimentary external ears and
short limbs and tail. The group combines some
characters of the A frimliuic (which are
with others of the different family
siphneine (sif'ne-in), a. Of the character of
the (Uphneinee, or belonging to that subfamily.
Siphneus (sif'ne-us), n. [NL. (Brants, 1827),
< Gr.

aipvei's,
a mole.] 1. The typical genus of

>/i neinee. S. armanrli is a Tibetan species with

large fossorial fore feet and a mole-like aspect.
2t. A genus of reptiles. Fitzimjer, 1843.

siphon (si'fon), n. [Also syphon ; < F. xij>lii>n

= Sp. fiifoii = Pg. siphSo = It. xij'one, < L. si-

pho(ti-), perhaps < Gr. oifav, a tube, pipe,
siphon; akin to

oi<l>'/-6<;, hollow.] 1. A bent

pipe or tube with

legs of unequal
length, used for

drawing liquid out
of a vessel by caus-

ing it to rise in the
tube over the rim
or top. For this pur-
pose the shorter leg is

Inserted in the liquid,
and the air is exhaust-
ed by being drawn
through the longer
leg. The liquid then
rises by the pressure
of the atmosphere and fills the tube, and the flow
begins from the lower end. Sometimes an ex-

hausting-tube (a in the figure) is placed on the longer
leg; the air, in that case, is sucked out through a till the
tube Is filled to the cock b, which is then opened, and the
flow commences the cock b being so constructed as to
close the suction-tube when the siphon is running. But
the more general method is to fill the tube in the first

place wiih the liquid, and then, stopping the mouth of
the longer leg, to insert the shorter leg in the vessel ;

upon removal of the stop, the liquid will immediatelybegin
to run. The flow depends upon the difference in vertical

height of the two columns of the liquid, measured re-

spectively from the bend of the tube to the level of the
water In the vessel and to the open end of the tube. The
flow ceases as soon as, by the lowering of the level in the
vessel, these columns become of equal height, or when
this level descends to the end of the shorter leg. The
atmospheric pressure is essential to support the column
of liquid from the vessel up to the top of the bend of the
tube, and this height is consequently limited, varying in-

versely with the density of the liquid. At sea-level the
maximum height is a little less than 30 inches for mercury
and 34 feet for water.

2. In zool., a canal or conduit, without refer-
ence to size, shape, or function; generally, a
tube or tubular organ through which water or
other fluid passes ;

a siphuncle. specifically (a)
In Mollusca: (1) A tubular fold or prolongation of the
mantle, forming a tube, generally paired, capable of pro-
traction and retraction, characteristic of the siphonate or
sinupalliate bivalves. It conveys water, and is of vari-
ous shape and size, sometimes several times longer than
the rest of the animal when fully extended, but usually
capable of being withdrawn into the shell. In Teredo
the united siphons are so long that the mollusk resem-
bles a worm. See cuts under ship-worm, Teredo, quahog,
and Jfj/ai. (2) A similar siphon in some gastropods, ex-

tending from the anterior portion of the mantle over the
head. See cut under Siphonostomata, 2. (3) The charac-
teristic siphuncle, funnel, or infundibulum of cephalo-
pods, formed from the mesopodium, and serving as an
organ of locomotion by confining and directing the jet
of water which is forced through it. See siphuncle. (4)
A tubular or canaliculate formation of the shell of any
tnollusk which covers or protects the soft siphon ; espe-
cially, the siphuncle of a cephalopod, or the communi-
cation between the compartments of the shell. (6) In
Rotifera, the calcar or tentaculum, a part or process of
the trochal disk, supposed to be a sense-organ, (c) In
Protozoa, one of the tubes which traverse the septa of the
interior of polythalamous tests, as the shells of foramini-
fers. (d) In entom., the suctorial mouth-parts or suck-
ing-tube of some insects, as fleas (Siphonaptera) and bugs
(Siphoiiata). (e) In Crustacea, the suctorial mouth-parts
of various parasitic forms. See Siphonostomata, 1. (/) In
Vermes, a spout-like process of the mouth of gephyrean or

sipunculacean worms. See Gephyrea and Sipunculoidea.
(g) In Echinodermata, a tubular formation connected with
the alimentary canal of some sea-urchins.

3. leap.] [NL.] IncoHC/f^agenusofgastropods.
Also Sipho (Klein, 1753; Fabricim, 1822) and Sy-
pho (Brown, 1827). 4. In not., one of the small

peculiar cells surrounding the large elongated
central cell in the frond of certain florideous

algee. See monosiphonons, polysipJ/onotis, I'oly-

siphonia, pericentral. 5. A siphon-bottle.
Automatic siphon, a siphon which is set in operation by
an alternate vertical movement, by which means the liquid
is forced little by little to the necessary height through a
valve in the short arm. Siphon-filling apparatus, an
apparatus for filling siphon-bottles with aerated liquids.
It holds the bottle, and by means of a lever opens the valve
and permits the liquid to enter. It is usually provided
with a screen to protect the operator from injury in case
the bottle bursts. Siphon-hinge cartilage. See carti-

lage. Wurtemberg siphon (so called from its having
been first used in that country), a siphon with both legs
equal, and turned up at the extremities.

siphon (si'fon), r. [(.siplion, n.] I. trans. To
convey, as water, by means of a siphon ;

trans-
mit or remove by a siphon,



siphon

\Vateriii;iy I ir.M>/ir,mr/ iiver obstacles which are less than
32 feet higher than the surface of the water.

Pop.Encyc. (Imp. Diet.)

II. iittrttHN. To pass or be conducted through
a siphon.
On introducing the bent tube, a little of the zinc solution

will first siphon over and sink to the bottom of the copper
solutic.li. Set. Amer., N. S., LVII. 370.

siphonaceous (si-fo-na'shius), . [< si/>//<i +
-oceans.] In hut., possessing or characterized

by siphons: applied to florideous algse. See

x/ji/nni, 4.

siphonage (si'fon-iij), . [< siphon + -af/c.]

The action or operation of a siphon ; specifical-

ly, the emptying of a siphon-formed trap, for

example in a waste-pipe, by exhaustion of the

pressure below, usually caused by a sudden flow
of water in a connected pipe.
A perfect seal against triphfniaye and evaporation.

Philadelphia Teleyraph, XLI. 5.

siphonal (si'fon-al), a. [< siphon + -a/.] 1.

Pertaining to"or"resembling a siphon. 2. In
zoiil. : (a) Pertaining or relating to the siphon
of mollusks, etc. (6) Marked by the siphon of

a bivalve mollusk
; pallial, as a sinus : as, the

siphonal impression of the shell, (c) Bent into

the form of a siphon, as the stomach of certain

fishes, one arm of the siphon being the cardiac
and the other the pyloric part. Siphonal fas-
cicle, in conch., a zone, differentiated by sculpture, which
iit its end forms the external boundary of the siphonal
notch or groove. Siphonal scar, in conch., the pallial
sinus. See pallial, sinus, 2 (d), and cut under ttnupattiaU.

Siphonaptera (si-fo-uap'te-ra), n. pi. [NL.
(Latreille, 1825), neut. pi. of "siphonapterus:
see siphonapterous.] In Latreille's system of

classification, an order of insects, the fleas, cor-

responding exactly to the family Pulicidee. The
most advanced systematise, as Brauer and Packard, retain
it as an order, and do not consider the group a mere fam-
ily of Diptera. The metamorphoses are complete. The
adults are wingless, with three- to eleven-jointed antcniuo,
long serrate mandibles, short maxillae, four-jointed max-
illary and labial palps, distinct labrum, and no hypophar-
ynx. The body is ovate and much compressed. There are

only two simple eyes, and no compound eyes. The edges
of the head and prothorax are armed with stout spines di-

rected backward. The group is oftener called Aphanip-
tera. See cut under flea.

siphonapterous (si-fo-nap'te-rus), a. [< NL.
"siphonapterus, < Gr. ni<f>uv, a tube, pipe, + &7rre-

pof, wingless: see apterous."] Siphonate and
apterous, as a flea ; having a sucking-tube and
no wings; of or pertaining to the Siphonaptera.
Siphonaria (si-fo-na'ri-a), . [NL. (Sowerby,
1824), < Gr. ni<j>uv, a tube', pipe : see siphon.] I.

The typical genus of Siphonariidee, with a pa-
telliform shell having a siphonal groove at one
side. 2. [I. c.] A member of this genus.
The Sipkonarias have solid, conical shells, often over-

grown with sea-weeds and millepores. . . . They are
found on almost all tropical shores.

P. P. Carpenter, Lect. on Mollusca (1861), p. 82.

Siphonariacea (si-fo-na-ri-a'se-a), n.pl. [NL.,
< Siphonaria + -acca.] A family of gastropods :

same as Siphonariidee.

Siphonariidse (si"fo-na-r!'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Siplionaria + -idee.] A family of teenioglossate
gastropods, typified by the genus Siplionaria.
They have a broad bilobate head ; eyes sessile on round-
ed lobes ; and rudimentary branchiae, forming triangular
folds of the lining membrane of the mantle. The shell is

patelliform, having a subcentral apex and a horseshoe-

shaped muscular impression divided on the right side by
a deep siphonal groove. Nearly 100 species are known,
from different parts of the world : they are most numer-
ous on the shores of the Pacific. They live chiefly be-
tween tide-marks.

siphonarioid (s!-fo-na'ri-oid), . and n. I. a.

Of or relating to the Siphonariidse.
II. M. A gastropod of the family Siphonariidse.

Siphonata (si-fo-na'ta), n.pl. [NL., neut. pi.
of siphonatiis: 'see siphonate.] If. In eiitoin.,

same as Hemiptera. 2. In conch., a division
of lamellibranch or bivalve mollusks, contain-

ing those which have one or two siphons. Most
bivalves are Siphonata, which include all the Sinupalli-
ata and some of the Integropalliata ; the families are very
numerous. Also JUoxrotrachia, Siphoniata, and Siphonida.

siphonate (si'fo-uat), a. [< NL. siphonatus, <

L. sipho(n-), a tube, pipe: see siphon.] Inzool.,
provided with a siphon or siphons of any kind ;

siphoned, specifically (a) Having siphons, as a bi-

valve mollusk ; of or pertaining to the Siphonata, 2
;
sinu-

palliate. (6) Having a siphon, as a cephalopod ;
infundib-

nlate. (c) Having a siphon, as a bug ; of or pertaining
to the Siphonata, 1 ; hemipterous ; rhynchote. (d) Form-
ing or formed into a siphon ; tubular ; canaliculate ; in-

fnndibuliform ; siphonal. Also riphoniate.

siphonated (si'fo-na-ted), a. [< siphonate +
-c(?2.] Same as xiphonate.
siphon-barometer (si'fon-ba-rom

//

e-ter), H. A
barometer in which the lower end of the tube
is bent upward in the form of a siphon, in the

Siphon-bottle.

In[< siphon + -et1 .]
ubes on the upper sur-
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newest form the two legs of the siphon are separate tubes

entering a cistern of mercury. By the turning of a screw
in the cistern the mercury may be made to rise in both

tubes, thereby giving surfaces of maximum convexity from
which to determine the height of the mercury in each tube.

See barometer.

siphon-bottle (si'fon-bot"l), M. A bottle for

aerated waters, fitted with
a long glass tube reaching
nearly to the bottom and
bent like a siphon at the out-

let. "When the tube is opened by
pressing down a valve-lever, the

liquid is forced out by the pressure
of the gas on its surface. Also called

siphon.

siphon-condenser (si
' fon -

kon-den"ser), n. A form
of condenser involving the

principle of the siphon, used
with some low-pressure en-

gines instead of the air-pump
and the ordinary condenser.

siphon-cup (si'fon-kup), n.

In much., a form of lubricat-

ing apparatus in which the
oil is led over the edge of the
vessel by capillary action,

ascending and descending in

a cotton wick, and dropping on the part to be
lubricated.

Siphoneas (si-fo'ne-e), n. pi. [NL., < L. si-

f)lio(n-), a tube, pipe, + -fie.] A small order of

fresh-water algas, belonging to the newly con-
stituted group MiiUiuucleatse, typified by the

genus Vaucheria (which see for characteriza-

tion).

siphoned (si'fond), a. [< siphon + -erf2.] Hav-
inga siphon; siphonate: as, "tubular siphoned
Orthoceras," Hyatt.
Siphonet (si'fon-et), H.

entom., one of the two tu
face of the abdomen of an aphis from which

honeydew exudes
;
a honey-tube. Also called

siphuiiculiis.

siphon-gage (si'fon-gaj), n. See gage*.

siphonia, . Plural of siphonium.
siphonial (sl-fo'ni-al), . [< siphonium + -al.]

In ornith., pertaining to the siphonium ;
atmos-

teal.

Siphoniata (si-fo-ni-a'ta), n.pl. [NL.: see Si-

phonata.] Same as Siphonata, 2.

siphoniate (si-fo'ni-at), a. Same as siphon-
ate.

siphonic (si-fon'ik), a. [< siphon + -ic.] Of
or pertaining to a siphon.
A single reflecting surface is insufficient to separate the

water entirely from the air, and a strong and long-con-
tinued siphonic action destroys its [the trap's] seal.

Buck's Handbook of Med. Sciences, III. 432.

Siphonida (sl-fon'i-da), n. pi. [NL., < L. si-

2>lio(n-), a siphon, + -Ma.] Same as Sipho-
nata, 2.

siphonifer (sl-fon'i-fer), n. [NL. siphonifer, <

L. sipho(n-), a tube, pipe, + ferre = E. bear*.]
That which has a siphon ; specifically, a mem-
ber of the Siphonifera.
Siphonifera (si-fo-nif'e-ra), n. pi. [NL. (P. si-

pliOHiferes. D'Orbigny,'l826), neut. pi. of siphon-
ifer: see siphonifer.] A division of cephalo-

pods, corresponding to the Tetrabranchiata.

siphoniferous (sl-fo-nif'e-rus), . [As siphon-
ifer + -ous.] Having "a siphon; siphonate;
specifically, of or pertaining to the Siphonifera.
siphoniform (si'fon-i-fdrm), a. [< L. sipho(n-),
a tube, pipe, + forma, form.] Siphonate in

form; having the shape of a siphon.
siphonium (si-fo'ni-um), .; pi. siphonia (-a).

[NL., < L. sipho(n-), a tube, pipe: see siphon.]
In ornith., the atmosteon or air-bone which
conveys air from the tympanic cavity to the

pneumatic cavity of the mandible.

In some birds the air is conducted from the tympa-
num to the articular piece of the mandible by a special
bony tube, the siphomum. Huxley, Anat. Vert., p. 272.

siphqnless (si'fou-les), . [< siphon + -less.]

Having no siphon; asiphonate.
siphon-mouthed (si'fon-moutht), a. Having
a mouth fitted for sucking the juices of plants :

specifically noting homopterous insects. See

siphonostomatoua.

Siphonophora

siphonobranchiate (si"fo-no-br;ini;'ki-at), (i.

ami n. I. <i. Of or pertaining to tin- NI/I/IO/IO-

lirniichialti; siphonostomatous ; siphonochlam-
ydatc.

II. n. A member of the

(1825), the first order of his Paracephalophora
dioica, containing the ''families" Siphonosto-
mata. Entomostomata, and Angiostomata, and
contrasted with the order Asiphonooranchioto.
See Siph'inochlaniyda.

Siphonochlamyda (si"fo-np-klam'i-dii),
.

/>i.

[NL., < Gr. aiifujv, a tube', pipe, + x'f.auvg (x''-

uvfi-), a short cloak.] A suborder of reptant azy-

gobranchiate gastropods, having the mantle-

margin siphonate. There are many families,

all marine and mostly carnivorous, always with

a spiral shell, which is usually operculate.

siphonochlamydate (si"fo-n6-klam'i-dat), .

[As Siphonochlamyda + -ate*.] Having the

mantle-margin drawn out into a trough, spout,
or siphon, and accordingly a notched lip of the

shell; of or pertaining to the SiphonochuimycUt.
There are many families, grouped as txniogloisate, toxo-

glossate, and rachiglotssate. The term is synonymous with

giphonoatomatous as applied to the shell.

Siplionocladacese (sl"fo-no-kla-da'se-e), n. />l.

[NL., < Siphonociadiis -i- -acex.] An order of

very remarkable green algse, belonging to the

class Multinucleatse. They are inhabitants of warm
and shallow seas, and are characterized by the thallus

consisting of a single cell, which is often of very great size,

exhibiting, in fact, the largest dimensions attained by the

single cell in the whole vegetable kingdom. This cell is

often much branched, and is differentiated into root-like

and stem-like parts. The ordinary mode of reproduction
seems to be by means of zoospores, which germinate di-

rectly without conjugation ;
but in many of the genera

the mode of reproduction is not known. The group in-

cludes the Caulerpeie, Valoniacese, Bryopstdese, etc.

siphonocladaceous (si"fo-no-kla-da'shiu8), a.

[< S/phonocladaceK + -ous.] In hot., resem-

bling or belonging to the Siphonocladaceee or the

genus Siphonociadiis.

Siphonociadiis (si-fo-nok'la-dus), . [NL.,
< Gr. oi(f>uv, a tube, pipe, + K?.a<!of, a branch.]
A genus of alga?, giving name to the order Si-

phonocladaceie.
Siphonognathidae (sl"fo-nog-nath'i-de), . pi.

[NL., < Kiphonognathus + -idee.] A family of

acanthopterygian fishes, typified by the genus
Siplionognatnun. The body is very long; the head is

also elongate and its facial parts are produced in to a tube ;

the dorsal fin has numerous flexible spines ; the anal fin

is moderate, and ventrals are wanting. Only one spe-
cies is known, S. argyrophanes, of King George Sound,
Australia, which is related to the Labridfe, but differs in

the characters specified. It is a rare fish.

siphonognathoid (si-fo-nog'na-thoid), . and a.

[< Siphonognathus + -aid.] I. . A fish of the

family Siphonognathidee.
II. a. Of or relating;to the Siphonognathidae.

Siphonognathus (si-fo-nog'nS-thus), n. [NL.
(Kichardson, 1857), < Gr. m'^wv, a tube, pipe, +
yvddof, jaw.] In ichth., a genus of acanthop-
terygian fishes, characterized by the long sub-
tubular mouth, and typical of the famfly Si-

phonogiiathidse.

Siphonophora1 (si-fo-nof'o-ra), w. [NL.
(Brandt, 1836), fern. sing, of "siphonophorus, <

Gr. aufiovo(p6pof> carrying tubes, < altyuv, a tube,

pipe, + -^opof, < <j>fpeiv = E. bear1
.] 1. A genus

of myriapods, typical of the unused family Si-

phonophoridee. 2. A notable genus of plant-
lice (Aphididie), erected by Koch in 1855, hav-

ing long nectaries, and the antennre usually
longer than the body. It contains numerous species,

many of which are common to Europe and America, as the

grain plant-louse, S. avense, and the rose plant-louse, S.

rosfe.

Siphonophora'2 (si-fo-nof 'o-ra), . pi. [NL.,
neut. pi. ofsiphonophoriis: see Siphonophora 1

.]

Oceanic hydrozoans, a subclass of Hydrozoa or
an order of Hydromedttsse, containing free pe-
lagic forms in which hydriform persons and ster-

ile medusiform persons (in one family only the

former) are united in colonies or aggregates
under many special modifications, but definite

and constant in each instance. The medusiform
or sexual persons are usually only in the form of sporo-
sacs, but sometimes are matured before they are set free
from the colony. The structure is essentially a hollow
stem or stock, budding into many different kinds of ap-
pendages, representing modified hydranths, hydriform
persons, or undeveloped medusiforms. The appendages
which a siphonophoran may or does have are the float,

pneumatophore orpneumatocyst, which may be absent or

replaced by an inflation of the whole stem, the somatocyst,
as in the Portuguese man-of-war ; the swimming-bell or

nectocalyx ; the hydrophyllium, covering some of the
other parts ; the dactylozodid, or tentaculiform person ;

the gastrozoiiid or*utritive person, which may be highly
differentiated into oral, pharyngeal, gastric, and basal

parts, which latter may bear long tentacles ; and the
sexual persons, medusiform buds proper, or gonophores.
The arrangement of these elements is very diverse in the
different forms of the order. The Siphonophora are some-
times divided into two orders, Calycophora and Phy-
sophora, or into four suborders. Recognized families
are Athorybiidx, Agalmidse, Apolemivlif, Phyxophorida,
Rhizophysidie, Phiisaliutj?, Hippopodiidse, Monophyida.
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Siphonophora

Diphyidae, and VdelliO.se. See cuts under hydroplisilKum,

Physalia, hydraiith, tentacular, Atlwrybia, gonoMastiiliuin,

gonophore, and nematocyst.

siphonophoran (si-fo-nof'o-ran), a. and . [<

NL. Siphonophora" + -a*.] I.' a. Of or pertain-

ing to the Siphonophora.
II. n. A member of the subclass ,SV>AM-

phora.
siphonophorc (si'fo-no-for), n. [< NL. Siph<>n<>-

phora't.] Same as siphonophoran. Encyc. lirit.,

XVIII. 261.

siphonophorous (si-fo-nof'o-rus), a. [< NL.

"siphonophorus : see Siphonophora1
.} Same as

Siphonophora n.

siphonoplax (si-fon'o-plaks), . [< Gr. oityuv, a

tube, pipe, + jr/ldf, a tablet, plate.] One of

several calcareous plates behind the valves of

certain pholads, which combine to form a tube
around the siphons. See Pholadidea.

siphonopod (sl-fon'o-pod), a. and n. [< Gr.

aityuv, a tube, pipe,+ TTOVC_ (Trod-) = E. .foot.] I. a.

Having the foot converted into a siphon ; hav-

ing a tubular mesopodium; of or pertaining to

the Siphonopoda.
II. n. A member of the Siphonopoda ; a ceph-

alopod.
Siphonopoda (si-fo-nop'o-da), n. pi. [NL. : see

siphonopod.} 1. 'The Cephalopoda, in an ordi-

nary sense. When the pteropods are included with the

cephalopoda in one class, the latter constitute a branch or

division, Siphonopoda, contrasted with Pteropoda. E. R.
Lanltester.

2. An order of scaphopodous mollusks, repre-
sented by the Siphonodentaliidse. 0. Sars.

siphonopodous (si-fo-nop'o-dus), a. Same as

siphonopod.
siphonorhine (si-fon'o-rin), a. [< Gr. aupuv, a

tube, pipe, + p/f (piv-), nose.] Having tubular

nostrils, as a petrel; tubinarial.

siphonorhinian (si"f6-n6-rin'i-an), a. and n. [<

siphonorhine + -ian.} I. . Same as siphono-
rhine.

II. n. A tube-nosed bird that is, a bird of

the petrel family.
Siphonorhis (si-fon'o-

ris), . [NL. (P. L. Scl'a-

ter, 1861): see siphono-
rhine.} A genus of Amer-
ican Caprimulgida or

goatsuckers, having tu-

bular nostrils. The only
species, S. americana, in-

habits Jamaica.

Siphonostoma (si-fo-
nos'to-ma), n. pi. In zool., same as Siphono-
stomata, 1.

Siphonostomata (si'^o-no-stora'a-ta), n. pi.

[NL., neut. pi. of siphonosiomatus :' seesiphono-
stumatous.} 1. In Crustacea : (a) In Latreille's

classification, the second family of his 1'acilopo-
da, divided into (Miyidcs and Lernasiformes, the
former of which is approximately equivalent to
the modern order Siphonostomata, the latter to
the Lernxoitlea. All are parasitic crustaceans.

(b) An order of epizoic or parasitic crustaceans,
having the thorax segmented, several pairs of

limbs, three pairs of maxillipeds, and antennae.
It corresponds to the Caligides of Latreille.
There are several families of these fish-lice.

Also called Siphonostoma. 2. In jfollusea, a
division of prosobranchiate gastropods, having
the lip of the shell notched, canaliculate, or

tubular, for the

protrusion of a

respiratory si-

phon : contrast-
ed with Holosto-
mata. This forma-
tion of the shell is

correlated with the
development of the
siphon (see Siphono-
Irranchiata, Siphono-
chlamyda). In De
Blainville's classifi-

cation the Siphono-
stomata were one of three families into which he divided
his Siphoiiobranchiata, contrasted with Eiitomostomata and
Angiostomata, and Included numerous genera of several
modern families, as Pleurotomidx, Turbinellidee, Colum-
bellid.se, Murwidee, and others. All these gastropods are
marine, and most are carnivorous.

siphonostomatous (si
//

f9-no-stom'a-tus), a. [<
NL. siphonostomatiis, < Gr. 'atytiv, a" tube, pipe,+ orojua(r-), mouth, front.] Having a sipho-
nate mouth, in any form; of or pertaining to the
Siphonostomata, in any sense. Specifically (a)
Having a tubular or flstulous snout, as a pipe fish. (6)
Having mouth-parts fitted for sucking or holding on, as a
flsh-lonse : opposed to odontostomatnua. (c) Having the
lip of the shell canaliculate, as a shell-fish

; not holostom-
atous. Also siphonostmnom.
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siphonOStome (si'fo-no-stom), . [< NL. Si-

lihonostoiua.} A siphonostomatous animal, as
a fish, a fish-louse, or a shell-fish.

siphonostomous (si-fo-nos'to-mus), a. Same

Siphonorhis atnencana

Red Whelk (Fusus antiquits), one of
the Siphonostomata.

a, branchial siphon ; f>, proboscis ; c, oper-
culum ; d, d, tentacles; /, foot.

siphon-pipe (si'fon-pip), . 1. A pipe witli ii

curve or bend, acting on the principle of the

siphon, serving to conduct liquids over inequal-
ities of ground. 2. In conch., a siphon or si-

phon-tube.
siphon-pump (si Ton -pump), n. A form of
steam jet-pump placed at the lower end of a

delivery-pipe, near the surface of the water
to be raised, having also a short suction-pipe,
and taking its steam at the bottom through a
beut pipe or inverted siphon, which extends

downward, and turns upward at its lower end
to unite with the steam induction-port of the

pump. Compare ejector and injector.

siphon-recorder (s5'fon-re-kor''der), n. An
instrument, invented by Sir William Thomson,
for recording messages sent through long tele-

graphic lines, as submarine cables. See re-

corder, 5, and telegraph.

siphon-shell (si'fgn-shel), n. Any member of
the Si/ilionariida.

siphon-slide (si'fqn-slid), n. In microscopy, a
form of glass slide adapted for holding small

aquatic animals or fish in the field of a micro-

scope. It has a tank which is filled with water and is

connected by means of rubber tubes with two bottles.
On one bottle filled with water being placed above the

slide, and the other below it, the tubes act as a siphon, and
maintain a constant current through the tank.

siphon-tube (si'fon-tub), n. In conch., a siphon
or siphon-pipe.
siphon-worm (si'fon-werm), n. Any member
of the Sipunculida; a spoonworm.
siphorhinal (si-fo-ri'nal), a. Same as siphono-
rhine.

siphorhinian (si-fo-riu'i-an), a. Same as sipho-
norhinian.

siphosome (si'fo-som), n. [< Gr.
aifuv,

a tube,

pipe, + au/ia, tlie body.] The nutrient portion
of a siphonophoran stock. See nectosome.

siphuncle (si fung-kl), n. [<L.siphunculus,liL.
also sipunculus, dim. of sipho(n-), tube, pipe :

see siphon.} Inzool.: (a) A siphon ; especially,
the siphon or funnel of tetrabranchiate cephalo-
poda, between the chambers of the shell which
it connects. See cut under Tetrabranehiata.

(b) In entom., same as nectary, 2. Also called

cornicle, honey-tube, siphonet, and sipkuneulus.
siphuncled (si'fung-kld), a. [< siphuncle +
-cd2.} Having a siphuncle.
Siphuncular (si-fung'ku-lar), . [< L. siphun-
fnliis, a little tube or pipe, T -or3.] Of or per-
taining to a siphuncle ; siphonal : as, the siphitn-
cular pedicle of a pearly nautilus.

siphunculate (si-fung'ku-lat), a. [< L. siphun-
cttlus (see siphuncle) + -ate1.} Having a si-

phuncle; siphuncled.
siphunculated (si-fung'ku-la-ted), a. [< si-

pliunculate + -erf2.] Same as siphunculate.

siphunculus (si-fung'ku-lus), n. [NL., < L. si-

phunculus, a little tube: see siphuncle.} 1. PI.

sipJittnculi (-li). In entom., a siphuncle. 2.

[cj>.] See Sipunculus. J. E. Gray, 1840.

sipper (sip'er), . One who sips.

They are all nippers ; . . . they look as they would not
drink off two pen'orth of bottle-ale amongst them.

11. Jonson, Bartholomew Fair, iii. 1.

sippet (sip'et), . [Formerly also sippit; early
mod. E. syppet; < sip or sop (with vowel-change
as in sip) + -et.} If. A little sip or sup.
In all her dinner she ilrinketh but once, and that is not

pure wine, but water mixed with wine ; in suche wise
that with her sippets none may satisfle his appetite, and
much lesse kill his thirst.

Guevara, Letters (tr. by Hellowes, 1577), p. 98.

2. Anything soaked or dipped in a liquid be-

fore being eaten; a sop; especially, in the

plural, bread cut into small pieces and served
in milk or broth. In modern cookery the term is ap-
plied to small pieces of toasted or fried bread served
with soup or with minced meat.

Cut this bread in sippets for brewis.

Urquhart, tr. of Rabelais, ii. 4.

Put then into him [a chub] a convenient quantity of the
best butter you can get. with a little nutmeg grated into

it, and sippets of white bread.
/. Walton, Complete Angler, p. 70.

3. A fragment ;
a bit.

What can you do with three or four fools in a dish, and
a blockhead cut into sippets'

Middleton and Rowley, Spanish Gypsy, ii. 1.

sipple (sip'l), v.\ pret. and pp. sippled, ppr. sip-

pling. [Freq. of sip.} I. intrans. To sip fre-

quently; tipple.

sipylite

A trick of sipplitvj and tippling. Scott, Antiquary, Ix.

II. trans. To drink by sips.
From this topic he transferred his disquisitions to the

verb drink, which he affirmed was improperly applied to
the taking of coffee ; inasmuch as people did not ilrink,
but sip or ripple that liquor.

Snwttett, Roderick Random, xlv. (Davies.)

siprest, An obsolete spelling of cypress^.

Sipunculacea(si-pung-ku-la'se-a), n.'pl. [NL.,
< LL. sipuncidus, a little tube or siphon (see

xipunculux, siphuncle), + -acea.} The spoon-
worms, in a broad sense, as a group of echino-
derms : synonymous with Gephyrea. Brandt,
1835.

sipunculacean (si-puug-ku-la'se-an), a. and n.

I. a. Of or pertaining to the Hipuitculacea ; si-

punculoid; gephyrean.
II. n. A member of the Sipunculacea ; a

gephyrean worm,
sipunculaceous (si-puug-ku-la'shius), a. Same
as sipunculacean.
Sipunculida(si-pung-ku'li-da), n. pi. [NL., <

ffijiunculits + -ida.} The spoonworms: so named
by Leuckart in 1848 as an order of his class Scy-
todermata, contrasted with Holotiiuriee.

Sipunculidae (si-pung-ku'li-de), . pi. [NL.,
< tiipiinculus + -idee.} 1. The spoonworms
proper, a restricted family of sipunculoid or

gephyrean worms, typified by the genus Sij/iui-

ciilu/i, having a retractile tentaculiferous pro-
boscis. 2. The Sipunculoidea as a class of ani-
mals under a phylum Gephyrea. E. S. Lankester.

sipunculiform (si-pung ku-li-f6rm), a. [< NL.
Sipunculus, q. v., + L. forma, form.] Same as

sipunculoid.

sipunculoid (s!-pung'ku-loid), . and n. [< Si-

punculus + -aid.} J. a. Resembling a spoon-
worm

;
related or pertaining to the Sipuncu-

loidea : as, a sipunculoid gephyrean.
II. . A member of the Sipunculoidea.

Sipunculoidea (si-pung-ku-loi'de-fi), . pi.

[NL.,< Sipunculus + -oidea.} The spoonworms,
in a broad senee, as a class of annulose animals :

synonymous with Sipunculacea and Gephyrea.
Sipunculomorpha (si-pung*ku-lo-m6r'fa), .

pi. [NL.,< Si-

punculus, q.v.,
+ Gr. uoixt,ii,

form, shape.]
The spoon-
worms as a
subclass of

Gephyrea, con-
trasted with
Echiuromor-
pha, and com-
posed of two
orders, Sipun-
culina and I'ri-

apulina.

sipunculo-
morphic (si-

pung *ku-16-
mor'fik),'o. t<

Sipunculomor-
pha + -ic.]

Having the
form or struc-

B
tllT6 OI Jl A. SfpunculMS ftuefus, one fourth natural

spoonwormiof size> in lS*^ftti s*ction
;
T-

t l
entac

l!!7

;

. .' *','", r, r, four retractor muscles of the probos-
Or pertaining cis,detachedfromthepointsr',r'inthebody-
fntrio Vinuti/'H walls: <*, anus; a, esophagus; r, intestine

aempuncu- ^Mij'.j", its loops; *,>,appendagesofrec-
litflt'tl'nha. turn; *, fusiform muscle: ?c. ciliated groove

Oi . li_/ - of intestine; ?, analmuscles ; j.cajcal glands
OlpUnCUlUS( SI- of /, cseca, the so-called testes ; f, pore at end

DUUe'ku-luS). of txx|y: nervous cord, ending in a lobed
e

jT^yL
* uo '

ganglionic mass near the mouth, with an en-
n. [^JL., \ largement,

J
, posteiiorly ; nt' , m", muscles

T T <*>'>/ >j/>j/ associated with the netvous cord.
LiLl. SlpUIICU- Larval Sipunculus.about one twelfth ofan
/'/.s'. Var. Of SI- inch long, o, tnouih ; of. esophagus ; s, caecal

,,/;>i>,<.ii/</v a gland; i '.intestine with masses of fatty cells;

pltunCUlUS, a a . anus ; TV, ciiiated groove of intestine ; f,

little tube Or brain with two pairs of red eye spots; ,ner-
vous cord ; /, pore ; /, /', so-called testes ;

pipe I See SI- If, W, circlet ofciUa.

iiliuncle.} 1.

The typical genus of Sipunculidee, named by
Brandt, in 1835, as a genus of eehinoderms.
The retractile proboscis is as long aa the body, and pro-
vided with a circlet of tentacles about the mouth. S.

bernhardus is found on the coast of Europe, living at a

depth of from 10 to 30 fathoms in the shell of some mol-
lusk. Some species burrow in the sand and are used for

bait or as food, as S. edulis.

2. [I. c.} A member of this genus,
sipylite (sip'i-lit), n. [So called in allusion to

the associated names niobium and tantalum;
< L. Sipulus, < Gr. 2<VvAof, the name of one of

the children of Niobe and of a mountain near

Smyrna where Niobe was changed to stone, +
-ite%. Cf. niobium, tantalum.} A rare niobite
of erbium, the metals of the cerium group,
uranium, and other bases. It occurs iu tetragonal



sipylite

crystals, isomorphoiis with fergiuonlte, also massive, of a
brownish-black color and resinous luster. It is found in
Amherst county, Virginia.

Si quis (si kwis), . [L.* qitis, if any one, the first

words of a formal notification or at]vertisement :

si, if
; qu is, anyone: seeir/fo.] A public notice;

specifically, in the Ch. of Eng., a notice public-
ly given in the parish church of a candidate for
the diaconate or priesthood, announcing his in-

tention to offer himself for ordination, and ask-

ing any one present to declare any impediment
against his admission to orders. In the case of a

bishop a public notice is affixed to the door of a church
(Bow Church for the province of Canterbury).
Saw'st thou ever siqiiis patch'd on Paul's church door,
To seek some vacant vicarage before?

Bp. Hall, Satires, II. v.

My end is to paste up a si quit.
Marston, \\ hat you Will, iii. (Nares.)

si-quis (si'kwis), v. t. [< si quis, n.] To adver-
tise or notify publicly. [Rare.]

I must excuse my departure to Theomachus, otherwise
he may send here and cry after me, and Si quis me in the
next gazette. Gentleman Instructed, p. 312. (Dames.)

Sir (ser), H. [< ME. sir, syr, set; pi. sires, seres,

serys, a shortened form, due to its unaccented
use as a title, of sire, syre = Icel. aim, in mod.
pron. sera, sera, < OF. sire, master, sir, lord, in
F. used in address to emperors and kings (=
Pr. sire, eyre = It. sere, sire, ser), a weaker form
of OF. seiire, sendra (in ace. and hence nom.
seigneur, sieur = Sp. sefior = Pr. Pg. senhor =
It. signor, a lord, gentleman, in address sir), <
L. senior (ace. seniorem), an elder, ML. a chief,
lord: see senior. Cf . sire, signor, seignior, seKor,
etc.] If. A master; lord; sovereign. The use
of sir in this and the next sense is derived in part, if not
wholly, from its use in address (def. 8) ; the regular form
for these senses is sire. (See sire.) The Middle English
forms cannot be discriminated in the plural.

Sole sir o' the world,
I cannot project mine own cause so well
To make it clear. Shak., A. and C., v. 2. 120.

2. A person of rank or importance ;
a person-

age ;
a gentleman.

A nobler sir ne'er lived
Twixt sky and ground.

Shak., Cymbeline, v. 5. 145.

Here stalks me by a proud and spangled sir,
That looks three handfuls higher than his foretop.

B. Jonson, Cynthia's Revels, iii. 2.

3. Master; mister: a respectful and formal
title of address, used formerly to men of supe-
rior rank, position, or age, and now to men of

equal rank, or without regard to rank, as a mere
term of address, without etymological signifi-
cance. In emphatic assertions, threats, or reproaches
the word takes meaning from the tone in which it is ut-
tered. It was used sometimes formerly, and is still dia-

lectally, in addressing women.

"What, serys!" he seith, "this goth not all a right."
Generydes (E. E. T. S.), 1. 1536.

And [Lot] seide, I prey sow, syres, bowith down into the
hows of joure child, and dwellith there.

Wyclif, Gen. xix. 2.

My noble girls! Ah, women, women, look,
Our lamp is spent, it 's out ! Good sirs, take heart.

Shak., A. and C., iv. 15. 84.

Ped. Whence come you, sir?
San. p'rom fleaing myself, sir.

Soto. From playing with fencers, sir ; and they have
beat him out of his clothes, sir.

Middleton and Rowley, Spanish Gypsy, ii. 2.

She had nothing ethereal about her. No, sir; she was
of the earth earthy.

Thackeray, Fitz-Boodle Papers, Dorothea.

Specifically (a) [cap.] A title of honor prefixed to the
Christian names of knights and baronets, and formerly
applied also to those of higher rank, as the king ; it was
also prefixed occasionally to the title of rank itself: as
Sir King ; Sir Knight ; Sir Herald.

Syr Edwarde, somtyme Kynge of England, our fader.
Arnold's Chron., p. 31.

But, Sir, is this the way to recover your Father's Favour?
Why, Sir Sampson will be irreconcileable.

Congreve, Love for Love, i. 1.

Sir king, there be but two old men that know.
Tennyson, Coming of Arthur.

(6t) Formerly, a title of a bachelor of arts; hence, a title

given to a clergyman ; also, a clergyman.
Sir. A title formerly applied to priests and curates in

general, for this reason : dominus. the academical title of
a bachelor of arts, was usually rendered by tir in English
at the universities. So that a bachelor, who in the books
stood Dominus Brown, was in conversation called Sir
Brown. . . . Therefore, as most clerical persons had taken
that first degree, it became usual to style them Sir.

Nares.
And xxvij Day of August Decessyd Syr Thomas Toppe,

a prest of the west countre.

Torkington, Diarie of Eng. Travel], p. 56.

I prithee, put on this gown and this beard; make him
believe thou art Sir Topas the curate.

Shak., T. N., iv. 2. 2.

Voted, Sept. 5th, 1763, "that Sir Sewall. B. A., be the
Instructor in the Hebrew and other learned languages for
three years." Peirce, Hist. Harv. Univ., p. 234.
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Sir Johnt, a priest ; a clergyman.
Instead of a faithful and painful tencher, thy hire a Sir

John, which hath better skill in playing at tables . . .

than in God's word. Latimer.

Sir John Barleycorn. See barleycorn. Sir Roger de
Coverley. Same as Roger de Coverley.

sir (ser), r.
; pret. and pp. sirred, ppr. sirri

[< sir, H.] 1. trans. To address as "sir."

My brother and sister Mr. Solmes'd him and Sirr'd him
up at every word.

Richardson, Clarissa Harlowe, I. 47. (Dames.)

II. inlraiis. To use the word sir.

Oh it looks ill

When delicate tongues disclaim all terms of kin,
Sir-ing and Madam-ing. Southey, To Margaret Hill.

siraballi(sir-a-bari), n. [S. Amer.] A fragrant
timber from British Guiana, the product of an
unidentified tree.

siraskier, n. Same as seraskier.

sircar (ser-kar'), n. [Also sirkar, drear, cercar;
< Hind, sarkdr, < Pers. sarkar, head of affairs,
superintendent, chief, < ser, sar.the head, + kur
= Skt. kara, action, work, business. Cf. sir-

dar.} In India: (a) The supreme authority;
the government. (6) The master; the head of
a domestic establishment, (c) A servant who
keeps account of the household expenses and
makes purchases for the family; a house-stew-
ard

;
in merchants' offices, a native accountant

or clerk, (d) A division of a province : used
chiefly in the phrase the Northern Sircars, a
former division of the Madras Presidency.
Sirdar (ser-dar'),. [Also sardar; < Hind, sar-

dar, < Pers. sardar, a leader, chief, commander,
< ser, sar, a head, chief, + -ddr, holding, keep-
ing, possessing. Cf. sircar."] In India: (a) A
chief or military officer

;
a person in command

or authority.
As there are many janizaries about the country on their

little estates, they are governed by a sardar in every cas-

tellate, and are subject only to their own body.
Pococke, Description of the East, II. i. 267.

(6) Same as sirdar-bearer.

A close palkee, with a passenger ; the bearers . . . trot-

ting to a jerking ditty which the sirdar, or leader, is im-
provising. J. W. Palmer, The Hew and the Old, p. 265.

sirdar-bearer (ser-dar'barker), H. In India,
originally, the chief or leader of the bearers of
a palanquin, who took the orders of the master;
hence, a head servant, sometimes a kind of head
waiter, sometimes a valet or body-servant.

Sire (sir), n. [< ME. sire, syre = Sp. Pg. sire =
G. Dan. Sw. sire, < OF. sire, master, lord, sir,

sire, lord (used in addressing a sovereign), < L.

senior, an elder, ML. a chief, lord, orig. adj.,

elder, compar. of sencx, old : see senior. Cf. sir.}

If. A master; a lord; hence, a personage of

importance ;
an esquire ;

a gentleman.
Ther rede I wel he wol be lord and syre.

Chaucer, Parliament of Fowls, 1. 12.

Oure sire in his see aboue the seuene sterris
Sawe the many mysscheuys that these men dede.

Richard the Redeless, iii. 352.

2. Master; lord; my lord: a respectful and for-
mal title of address, used formerly to men of

superior rank, position, or age, especially to a
prince. (See sir. ) Sire is or has been in pres-
ent or recent use only in addressing a king or
other sovereign prince.
Thence to the court he past ;

there told the King, . . .

And added "Sire, my liege, so much I learnt."

Tennyson, Lancelot and Elaine.

3f. The master of a house
; goodman ;

husband.
Upon a nyght Jankin, that was our sire,
Redde on his book, as he sat by the fire.

Chaucer, Prol. to Wife of Bath's Tale, 1. 713.

The only exception known to me is art. vi. in the Statuts
des Poulaillers de Paris :

" The wife of a poulterer may
carry on the said mystery after the death of her husband,
quite as freely as if her sire was alive

; and if she marries a
man not of the mystery, and wishes to carry it on, she must
buy the (right of carrying on the) mystery."

English. Gilds (E.. E. T. S.), p. cxxxii., note.

4. An old person ;
an elder.

He was an aged syre, all hory gray.
Spenser, F. Q.,I. x. 5.

That bearded, staff-supported Sire . . .

That Old Man, studious to expound
The spectacle, is mounting high
To days of dim antiquity.

Wordsworth, White Doe of Rylstone, i.

5. A father; an ancestor; a progenitor: used
also in composition: as, grandszre; great-grand-
sire. *^
Lewde wrecche. wel bysemithe thi siris sonne towedde

me ! Gesta Roinanorum (ed. Herrtage), p. 124.

He, but a duke, would have his son a king,
And raise his issue, like a loving sire.

Shale., 3 Hen. VI., ii. 2. 22.

Sons, sires, and grand/fires, all will wear the bays.
Pope, Imit. of Horace, II. i. 171.

siren

6. The male parent of a beast: used especially
of stallions, but also of bulls, dogs, and other
domestic animals : generally with dam as the
female parent.
The sires were well selected, and the growing animals

were not subjected to the fearful setbacks attendant on
passing a winter on the cold plains.

The Century, XXXVII. 334.

7. A breed
;
a growth : as, a good sire of pigs,

or of cabbages. Halliicell. [Prov. Eng.]
sire (sir), v. t.; pret. and pp. sired, ppr. siring.

[< sire, n.] To beget ; procreate : used now
chiefly of beasts, and especially of stallions.

Cowards father cowards, and base things sire base.

Shak., Cymbeline, iv. 2. 26.

siredon (si-re'don), n. [NL. (Wagler), < LL. si-

redon, in pi. siredoncs, < Gr. aeipvAuv, a late col-
lateral form of aeipr/v, a siren: see siren. 1 A
larval salamander; a urodele batrachian with
gills, which may subsequently be lost: original-
ly applied to the Mexican axolotl, the larval or

gilled form of Amblystoma mexicana, under the

impression that it was a distinct genus. See
cut under axolotl.

sireless (sir'les), . [< sire + -less.] 1. With-
out a sire

;
fatherless.

That Mother-Maid,
Who Sire-less bore her Sire, yet ever-Ma id.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Triumph of Faith, ill. 33.

2. Ungenerative ; unprocreative ; unproductive.
The Plant is leaf-less, branch-less, void of fruit;
The Beast is lust-less, sex-less, sire-less, mute.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii., Eden.

siren (si'ren), n. and . [Early mod. E. also

syren, sirene; < ME. sirene, syrene, also serein,

sereyn, < OF. sereine, F. sirene = Pr. serena =
Sp. sirena = Pg. serea, sereia = It. sirena, serena
= D. sirecn = G. Dan. sirene = Sw. siren, < L.
siren, ML. also sirena and serena (by confusion
with L. serena, fern, of seremis, serene), < Gr.

aeipfiv, a siren; formerly supposed to mean
'entangler,' < oeipa, a cord; but prob. akin to

o-S/xyf, a pipe (see syringe), Skt. y scar, sound,
praise (> stvara, a sound, voice, etc.), and E.

swear, swarm.'] I. . 1. In Gr. myth., oneof two,
three, or an in-

determinate
number of sea-

nymphs who
by their sing-
ing fascinated
thosewho sailed

by their island,
and then de-

stroyed them.
In works of art they
are represented as

having the head,
arms, and general-
ly the bust of a
young woman, the
wings and lower
part of the body,
or sometimes only
the feet, of a bird.
In Attic usage they
are familiar as god-
desses of the grave, personifying the expression of regret
and lamentation for the dead. See Harpy monument (un-
der harpy), and compare cut under embolon.

Next where the sirens dwell you plough the seas !

Their song is death, and makes destruction please.
W. Broome, in Pope's Odyssey, xii. 51.

2f. A mermaid.

Though we mermaydens clepe hem here
In English, as is oure usaunce,
Men clepen hem sereyns in France.

Rom. of the Rose, 1. 684.

Over-against the creeke Pssstanum, there is Leucasia,
called so of a meremaid or sirene there buried.

Holland, tr. of Pliny, iii. 7.

3. A charming, alluring, or enticing woman ;
a

woman dangerous from her arts of fascination.
This Semiramis, this nymph,

This siren, that will charm Rome's Saturnine.

Shak., Tit. And., ii. 1. 23.

4. One who sings sweetly.
In deep of night . . . then listen I

To the celestial sirens' harmony.
Milton, Arcades, 1. 63.

5t. A fabulous creature having the form of a
winged serpent.
Ther be also in some places of arabye serpentis named

nirenes, that ronne faster than an horse, & haue wynges to
fle. Eabees Look (E. E. T. S. ), p. 238.

6. In licrpct.: (<i) Any member of the Sirenidee.

(6) [c<y>.] [NL.] A Linnean genus of amphibi-
ans,now restricted as the type of the familySire-
nidse. Also Sirene. 7. Oneof the -S<reja,asthe
manatee, dugong, halicore, or sea-cow; any sire-
nian. 8. An acoustical instrument consisting
essentially of a wooden or metallic disk, pierced

Sirens. From a Greek funeral marble
in Chios. (From Mittheilungen of the Ger-
man Institute in Athens.)



siren

with holes equidistantly arranged in a circle,

which can be revolved over a jet of compressed
air or steam so as to pro-
duce periodic puffs. When
the revolutions are rapid enough,
the putts coalesce into a musical
tone. The revolution of the disk

is effected either by a motor of

some kind, or by setting the

holes at an oblique angle so that

the impact of the jet shall do the

work. In the more complicated
forms of the instrument two or

more tones can be produced at

once, either by having two or

more concentric circles of holes

in the same disk, or by two sepa-
rate disks: the latter form is

called a dmMe siren. The num-
ber of revolutions required to

produce a given tone can be counted and exhibited in

various ways ;
and the application of the instrument in

acoustical experiments and demonstrations is wide. In

the cut a is a perforated disk made to revolve by the pres-
sure of the air forced from the bellows beneath through rf;

b, vertical shaft revolving with the disk, and, by means of

a pair of cog-wheels in the box c, turning the two index-

hands on their respective dial-plates, and thus register-

ing the number of revolutions made during the time of

observation. Very large sirens are sometimes made for

use as fog-signals, the sound being conveyed seaward in a

large trumpet-shaped tube called a fog-horn, a name also

given to the whole arrangement See fog-horn. Also
sirene.

9. An apparatus for testing woods and metals
to ascertain their sonorous qualities. E. H.
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Alas ! thy sweet perfidious voice betrays
His wanton ears with thy ,VI;VH/M baits.

Quarles, Emblems, ii. 3.

sirenian'2 (si-re' ni-an), a. and H. [< NL. Sir<-i/in

+ -an.] I. . Pertaining to the Sirenia, or

having their characters.

II. a. A member of the >Viv/, as a mana-

tee, dugong, or sea-cow.

sirenical (si-ren'i-kal), a. [Formerly also .>.;/-

rmieatl ; <xiren + -ic-al.] I. Of or pertaining
to a siren

;
sirenian. Heywood, Hierarchy of

Angels, p. 547. [Rare.] 2. Resembling or

having the characters of a siren. [Rare.]
Here 's a couple of sirenical rascals shall enchant ye :

what shall they sing, my good lord ?

Manton, Malcontent, ill. 2.

Sirenidae (si-ren'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Siren +
-idie.] 1. In herpet., a family of gradient or Slrippet, n. A Middle English form of syrup.

tailed amphibians, typified by the genus Siren, siris
(8i'ns),_w.. [k.Jnd.]

One of several

with external gills persistent throughout life,

maxillaries absent, intermaxillaries and man-

sirocco

Free from the fervour of the Siriatt star.

Beau, and Fl., 1'hilaster, v. 3.

siriasis (si-ri'a-sis), . [NL.. < L. xiriaxix, < Gr.

aeipiaaif, a disease produced by the heat of the

sun, < ctipiav,\>e hot and scorching, < 'aeipof, hot,

scorching: see Sirius.] 1. Sunstroke; coup
de soleil. 2. Exposure to the sun for medical

purposes; a sun-bath; insolation. Also called

heliotherapy.
Siricidae (sJ-ris'i-dS), . pi. [NL. (Herrich-

Schaeffer, 1840), < Sirex (Siric-) + -id*.] See

Urooeridfe.

siringa (si-ring' gft), w. Same as seringa.

Slringa-olL See oil.

"

siringet, . An obsolete spelling of syringe.

siri-Oll (sir'i-oil), n. Lemon-grass oil. See

A Middle English form of si/rni>.

dible toothless, palatines and pterygoids un-

developed, and orbitosphenoids large, anterior,
and forming part of the palate. It contains only
two species, both confined to the southern United States,

trees of the genus Albizzia, especially A. Leli-

bek (Acacia speciosa, etc.), of tropical Asia
and Africa, sometimes called the siris-aeacia.

It is a shade and ornamental tree, and yields siris-gum.
The pink siris is A. Julibrissin, the silk-tree, which is also

ornamental, and has a dark-brown mottled and shining

wood, used in making furniture. See safed-siris. Siris-

gum, the exudation of the siris-acacia, employed to adul-

terate gum arable and serviceable for many common pur-

poses, as in some calico-printing.

the !$ren lacertina, extending up into North Carolina and
southern Illinois, and the Pseudobranchm striatus, found

only in Georgia. They are popularly known as mud-eels. r t

2. In ichth., a family of dipnoous fishes : same siritch (sir'ich), w. [Ar. siraj, oil of sesame.]
as Sirenoidei, and including Lepidosirenidae and Q\\ of sesamum. See oil.

Ceratodontidx. Quittner, Study of Fishes, p. 355 gjjius (sir'i-us), H. [< L. Sirius, < Gr. 2>of, the

Knight. 10. In her., the representation of a sirenize (si'ren-iz), v. i.; pret. and pp. Kirriiizrd, dog-star, also sometimes applied to the stars

mermaid, used as a bearing. ppr . sirenizing. [< siren + -ize.] To play the
generally, and to the sun (cf. aeip, the sun, in

siren ;
use the arts of a siren as a lure to in- guidas); said to be < *oeip6t, hot, scorching (an

jury or destruction. Stount, Glossographia. a(jj. of doubtful status).] A very white star,

[Rare.] the brightest in the heavens, more than half

sirenoid (si'ren-oid), a. and . [< Siren + -oid.] a magnitude brighter than Canopus, the next
I. a. 1. In herpet., resembling or related to the

brightest ; the dog-star. Its magnitude is 1.4.

genus Siren. 2t. In ichth., of or pertaining to n js situated in the mouth of the Dog.
the Sirenoidei. sirkar, n. See sircar.

Il.t A dipnoau fish of the group Sirenoidei. girloin (ser'loin), . [Fonnerlyandprop.swrknn,
Sirenoidea (si-re-noi'de-a), n.pl. Same as Si- earlier svrloyn, surloyne; < F. siirloiiae, surlogne,
renoidei. a sirloin, < sur (< L. super), over, + longe, logne,
Sirenoidei (si-re-noi'de-i), i. i>/. [NL.,<Gr. loin : see *r- and Zoiw. The story that the sir-

afipijv, a siren, + eloof, form.] A group of fishes. ioin received its name because it was knighted
typified by the genus Lepidosiren, to which vari- as "Sir Loin" by King James I., though evi-

II. . Pertaining to or characteristic of a

siren; dangerously alluring; fascinating; be-

witching.
What potions have I drunk of Sinn tears,

Distmy from limbecks foufoul as hell within

Shall., Sonnets, cxix.

And still false-warbling in his cheated ear,
Her Siren voice enchanting draws him on.

Thomson, Spring, 1. 991.

sirene (sl-ren'), n. [< F. girene, a siren : see

siren.] Same as siren, 8.

Sirene (si-re'ne), H. [NL. (Okeu, 1816): see

ofil., same as Sircn.Q (ft).siren.] In ziwi,, >.mu- u>a ut/t". v

Sirenia (si-re'ni-a), w. />l. [NL., < L. siren, a o
"

u
"

g values have been given, (a) A family of dip- dently a humorous invention suggested"by the
siren: see siren.] The sirenian mammals or noans : same as Lepidosirenida. Gunther. (ft) An order erroneOUB spelling sirloin for surloin, has been
so-called herbivorous cetaceans, an order of of

dipnoans,
including the family Sirenmdn or Leptdoa-

el accepted by many as an actual fact.]
educabilian placental Mammalia haying the JZJSMS'WB* fFormerlv xurenie < siren The loin, or upper part of the loin, of beef, or
body fish-like in form, with the hind limbs and 8n*ti 1E?

1 V -C rf r,nv-orin<r oithpr ViHnfiv

pelvis more or less completely atrophied, and + -*
1
-! The arts and practices of a siren; par ey.

_

the body ending in a horizontal expansive tail,
fatal allurements.

Eowze yp the watch, lull d with world's Syrenie.

Taurnetar, Transformed Metamorphosis, st. 36.
either rounded or like the flukes of a cetacean.

Sirex (si'reks), n. [NL. (Linnaeus, 1767), < Gr.

aeipi/v, a siren, a wasp.] See Urocerus.

sirgang (ser'gang), . [E. Ind.] The so-called

green jackdaw of Asia, Cissa sinensis. The sir-

gang inhabits the southeastern Himalayan region, and
thence through Burma to Tenasserim, and has occasioned
much literature. It was originally described and figured

by French ornithologists as a roller, whence its earliest

technical name, Coracias chinensis of Boddaert (1783),

And after evensonge he went agayn to Christeschyrche,
and delivered Master Goodnestoun a ribbe of bef and a

turloin for young monks.
Docmmtitt of date 25 Henry VIII., quoted in

[N. and Q., 7th ser.
,
VI. 385.

Let Plutus go ! No, let me return again to onions and

pease-porridge then, and
never be acquainted with
the happiness of a sirloin

of roast-beef.

Randolph, Hey for Hon-

sirlyt. a.

[esty, ii. 2.

An obso-

American Manatee (Maria fits americatttis], one of the Sirf,

The brain is small and particularly narrow. Theperiotic
and tympanic bones are ankylosed together, but not with
the squamosal; the foramen magnum is posterior, di-

rected somewhat downward; the lower jaw has a well-

developed ascending ramus, a coronoid process, and an or-

dinary transverse condyle ;
and the teeth are molariform,

adapted to chew herbage. The neck is moderate, and the
axis has an odontoid process. The fore limbs are moder-
ately developed, with a flexure at the elbow ; the carpal,
metacarpal, and phalangeal bones are directly articulated
and of normal number. There are two mammffi. pectoral.
The heart is deeply fissured between the ventricles. (See
first cut under heart.) In nearly all the above characters
the Sirenia, are contrasted with the Cetacea, which they
resemble, and with which they were formerly classed as
Oetacea herbimra. They are large or huge unwieldy and
ungainly aquatic animals, inhabiting the sea-shores, bays,
and estuaries of various countries, never going out to sea
like cetaceans, nor ascending rivers far. They feed en-

tirely on aquatic vegetation. There are only two living
genera, Mattfitus and Halicore, the manatees and dugongs,
representing two families, Manatidte and Halicoridx. The
sea-cow, Rhyttna gtelleri, recently extinct, represents a
third family, Ithytiitidse. There are several other extinct
genera, some of them constituting the family Halitherii-'
dee. See the technical names, and cuts under dugong and
Rhytina.
sirenian 1

(si-re'ni-an), a. [< L. sirenhvs, of the

sirens, (.siren, siren : see siren.]
or characteristic of a siren.

with the English synonym Chinese roller of Latham. These lete form of surly.
terms being overlooked, the bird was renamed Coma spe- girmark (ser'miirk)
ciosus by Shaw, and the genus Cissa (later spelled Kitta)

*"
^ .,,,rn,,,rl-

was founded upon it by Boie in 1826, since which time it

has mostly been called Citsa sinensis, sometimes C. sped- Simamet, An obso-

lete form of surname.
Siro (si'ro), n. [NL.
(Latreille, 1804), said

to be derived (in
some allusion not

known) < Gr. aip6f, a

pit, pitfall : see silo.]

Th

Siro amtricanus.

(Hair-line shows natural size.)

Sirgang (Cissa sittensis).

08(1. It is 15J inches long, the win,
head is fully crested ; the bill and feet are coral-red. The
fresh-molted plumage in life is a lovely green, but has the

peculiarity of soon changing to verdigris-blue, as itdoes also

in stuffed specimens, particularly if exposed to the light.

This green or blue is varied with a black fillet encircling
the head, with white tips and black subterminal bars on
the tail-feathers and inner quill-feathers, and with bright

sanguine red on the wings, which easily fades to a dull red-

dish-brown. A variety of the sirgang found in Sumatra is

called C. minor; other species of the same genns are the

Ceylonese C. ornata and the Japanese C. thalasrina.

Pertaining to Sirian (sir'i-an), a. [< Sirius + -an.] Of or

pertaining to Sirius.

ie typical genus of

Sironidee. Two species
inhabit Europe, one the

Philippines, and another

(undescribed) is found in

the United States. Also
called Cyphophthaljnus.

siroc (si'rok), . [< F. siroc, < It. sirocco : see

sirocco.] Same as sirocco. [Rare.]

Stream could not so perversely wind
But corn of Guy's was there to grind ;

The siroc found it on its way,
To speed his sails, to dry his hay.

Emerson, Guy.

6, the tail 7 to Si ; the sirocco (si-rok'6), n. [Formerly also gcirocco,

also sometimes siroc; = G. sirocco, sirokko =
Sw. Dan. sirocco = F. sirocco, siroc, formerly
also siroch = Pr. siroc, < It. sirocco, earlier sci-

rocco, scilocco = Sp. siroco, jaloque, xaloque (cf .

also xirque) = Pg. xaroco, xarouco = Pr. siroc

OF. stelae, seloc; also with the Ar. article

(Ar. csli-sharg) Pr. ei/ssiroc, issalot = OF. yseloc,

the southeast wind,< Ar. sharg, east; cf. sliarcn,

eastern (> prob. Sp. xirque, above). From the

same source are Saracen, sarsenet, etc. The
mod. Ar. sheluk, sheluq, sirocco, is a reflex of the



sirocco

European word.] The Italian name for a south-
east wind. Two distinct classes of Italian winds are in-
cluded by the term. One is a warm, humid, sultry wind
accompanied by rain. This is the characteristic wind on
the east side of an area of low pressure, and prevails main-
ly during the winter season. The other type of sirocco
that to which the term is generally applied in English
usage is a hot, dry, dust-laden wind blowing from the
high land of Africa to tile coasts of .Malta. Sicily, and
Naples. During its prevalence the sky is covered with a
dense haze, persons suffer from extreme lassitude, and
vegetation is parched and burned. No month is free from
it, but it is most frequent in the spring. Its direction
varies from southeast to southwest.

Forth rush the Levant and the Fonent winds,
Kurus and Zephyr, with their lateral noise,
Sirocco and Libecchio. Hilton, P. L., x. 706.

sirogonimium (si"ro-go-nim'i-um), n.
; pi. siro-

ijiiiiiii/in (-ii). [NL'., <'Gr. aupa, a cord, -f- NL.
yoniniiHin.] In tichciiol., a gouimium which is

scytonemoid or sirosiphonoid and truncated:
it is characteristic of the family fiphebacei. See
aottidium, 3.

Sironidae (si-ron'i-de), . pi. [NL., < Siro(n-)+ -idee.] A family of tracheate arachnidaus of
the order Plialanijida or O/iiHoii inn . They have an
oval flattened body, comparatively short legs, very long
three-jointed cheliceres, and stalked eyes situated faraparton each side of the head. The family is typified by the
genus Siro, and is synonymous with CiiphnpMltalmidie.
the species are of small size and resemble mites.

Sirop (sir'op), H. If. A former spelling of syrup.
2. One of the kettles used in the open-kettle

process of sugar-making. [Southern U. S.]
The cane-juice . . . in the course of the boiling is ladled

successively into the others [kettles], called, in order "the
prop or "proy," "the flambeau," "the sirop," and "the
battery." The Century, XXXV. 116.

Sirosiphon (si-ro-si'fon), B. [NL. (Kiitzing,
1843), < Gr. ocipd, a cord, + o'ujiuv, a tube: see
siphon.] A genus of fresh-water algsa, of the
class Cyanophyceie and order or section Sirosi-
plioness. The cells of the filaments are in one, two, or
many series, by lateral division or multiplication The
younger forms have one or two series; the older ones
often six to ten. The cells are surrounded by a distinct
membrane, which is very prominent in the older fila-
ments. Some of the species partake largely of the na-
ture of lichens.

sirosiphonaceous (si-ro-si-fo-na'shius), a. [<
Sirosiphon + -aceous.]

'

In liot., same as sirosi-

phonoid.

Sirosiphoneae (sl"ro-si-f6'ne-e), n. pi. [NL., <

Sirosiphon + -ex.] An order, or according to
some a section, of fresh-water algse, of the class
Cyanophyrex. It takes its name from the genus giro-
siphon, which has filaments destitute of a hair-point, and
trichomes inclosed in a sheath, profusely branched. The
division of the cells takes place in a line parallel with the
sides

_as
well as transversely.

Sirosiphonoid (si-ro-si'fo-noid), a. [< Sirosi-
phon, + -oid.] In bot., resembling or belonging
to the genus Sirosiphon or the Siros-iphoneie.
Sirphus, ft. See Syrphus.
Sirple (ser'pl), v. t. and i. ; pret. and pp. sirpled,
ppr. sirplina. [Appar. a var. of sipple.] To
sipple. Broekett; Jamiesoii. [Prov. Eng. and
Scotch.]

Sirrah (sir'a), . [Formerly also sirra, sirrha,
serrha (the last form being indicated also by
the pron.

"
sar'ra "

given by Walker and other
authorities); appar. an extension of sir, or a
modified form, in address, of the orig. dissyl-
labic sire (not < Icel. sira, sir, now used, like
sirrah, in contempt) : see sir, sire.] A word of
address, generally equivalent to "fellow," or
to "sir" with an a.n0TV nr rnTitoTnrtiirnic, f^-*.
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The mess

And half of suitors that attend to usher
Their love's fir-reverence to your daughter wait
With one consent, which can best please her eye
In offering at a dance.

Fletcher (and another), Fair Maid of the Inn, lii. 1.

Marry, out upon him ! sir-reverence of your mistress-
8l"P- Middletan, Michaelmas Term, ii. 3.

sirtt, ii. See si/rt.

sist

sirup, siruped, etc. See syrup, etc.
Sirvente (sir-voiif), . [< F. sirrente, < Pi.
gtrventeg, .(/</< (= OF. sirrentois = Sp. sei-
ventesio = It. servcntcse), a song (see del), <

servir, serve: see serve*, and cf. servant.] In
music, a service-song (so called in distinction
from a love-song), a kind of song composed by
the trouveres and troubadours of the twelfth
and thirteenth centuries, usually to satirize
the faults and vices of the great and of the
society of their day. With the satire religious or love
poetry was often mingled, forming curious contrasts
inere were also political sirventes, such as those of the
warrior poet Bertrand de Born, Viscount of Hautefort in
Pengord, who moved peoples to strife, scattered his ene-
mies, or expressed his emotions in verse of strange energyand consummate skill.

, ,, .
' C" -------J -^. . i(JllV

, __
to sir" with an angry or contemptuous force.Now obsolete or archaic, ft was formerly applied some-
times to children in a kind of playfulness, or to male ser-
vants in hastiness, and sometimes also to females.

Serrha, heus, io. Levins, Manip. Vocab., col. 1, 1. 6.

Sirra, a contemptuous word, irronically compounded of
Sir and a, ha, as much to say, ah sir or sir boy, &c.

Minsheu.
Sirrah Iras, go. Shalt., A. and C., v. 2. 229.

Page, boy, and sirrah: these are all my titles.

B. Jonson, Cynthia's Revels, ii. 1.

Guess how the Goddess greets her Son :

Come hither, Sirrah ; no, begone.
Prior, Cupid and Ganymede.

Sir-reverencet (ser-rev'e-rens), n. [A corrup-
tion of sare-reverence, a 'translation or transfer
of L. sah'd rcrcreiitia, reverence or decency be-
ing safe, i. e. preserved or regarded: sah'd,
fern. abl. of sftlnis, safe; reverentid, abl. of
reverentia, reverence: see safe and reverence.]Same as save or saving your reverence (which
see, under reverence), used as a noun. See sare-'-

The stream of time, in which so many more precious
things have been submerged, has brought down to us
some few sinentes or satiric lays that entitle Richard [I.]
to the name of a trouvere.

Stublts, Medieval and Modern Hist., p. 123.

SIS 1
, siss

2
(sis), n. [Also in dim. sissy; a general

use of the fern, name Sis, Siss, formerly also
Cis, Sys, < ME. "Cisse, Cesse, an abbr. of Cicely,ME. *Cecilie, Sissilie, Cecile, Sisille (also Cecilia),
< OF. Cecile, a fern, name made familiar in
England as that of a daughter of William the
Conqueror, < L. Ceeeiliu, a fern. name. Cicely
was formerly a very common fern. name. Cf.
jill

2
, gilla, similarly derived from Jillian, Gil-

lian, also formerly a common fern, name, now,
like Cicely, almost disused. From Sis, Siss is
derived the surname Sisson. In def. 2 the
word is commonly regarded as an abbr. of sis-

ter.] 1. A girl; a sweetheart; a jill: a famil-
iar term.
The plowman that in times past was contented in rus-

set must now udaies have his doublet of the fashion with
wide cuts, his garters of flue silke of Granado, to meet
his Sis on Sunday.

Lodge, Wits Miserie (1596). (HallimU.)
2. A familiar term of address to a little girl.

_[U. S.]
sis2t, n. An obsolete form of sice1 .

sisal (sis'al), . [Also steal; short for Sisal
f/rass.] Same as Sisal hemp.
Sisal grass. Same as Sisal hemp.
Sisal hemp. See Itenequen, and compare istle.

siscowet, siskowet (sis'ko-et), . [Also sis-

kawet, siskowit, siskiwit; Amer. Ind. Cf. Cisco.]A variety of the great lake-trout, Salvelinus
(Cristivomer) namaycush, var. siscowet, found in
Lake Superior, originally described as a dis-
tinct species called Sal-mo siscowet. See lake-

trout, 2.

Siset. An old spelling of steel, size*.
sisefoil (sis'foil), n. [< sise, sice1

,
+ foil

1
.]

In her., same as sexfoil.

sisel (sis'el), . The suslik, a spermophile of
eastern Europe and Siberia, Spermophilus citil-
liis. See cut under suslik.

siserary (sis'e-ra-ri), . [Also siserari, sise-

rara, sisserara, sasserary, sasarara, sassarara,
a popular corruption of certiorari : see certio-
rari.] If. A certiorari, a legal writ by which
a proceeding is removed to a higher court.

Siskin (Cltrysomitris spinns).

And, sir, sirrererence of your manhood and gentry I
have brought home such money as you lent me.

Greene and Lodge, Looking Glass for Lond. and Eng.
A very reverent body ; ay. such a one as a man may not

speak of without he say "Sir-reverence."

Shak., C. of E., Hi. 2. 93.

There are old men at the present that are so poysonedwith the affectation of law-words . . . [that] they cannot
so much as pray but in law, that their sinnes may be re-
moued with a writ of Error, and their soules fecht up to
heauen with a sasarara.

Tourneur, Revenger's Tragedy, Iv. 2.

Hence 2. Any effective, telling action; es-

pecially, a stroke
; a blow. [Prov. Eng.]

I have gi'en the dirty slut a siserary.

Smollett, Humphrey Clinker, p. 83.

He attacked it with such a siserary of Latin as might
have scared the Devil himself. Scott.

With a siserary, with suddenness, vehemence or vio-
lence ; with a vengeance.
It was on a Sunday in the afternoon when I fell in love

all at once u-ith a sisserara; it burst upon me, an' please
your honour, like a bomb.

Sterne, Tristram Shandy, VI. 47. (Davies.)

siskawett, . Same as siscowet.
siskin (sis'kin), . [= D. siisje = MLG. sim-k,
cisek, sisex, ziseke, LG. ziseke, sieske = MHG.
zisec, else, G. zeisig, zeischen, zcisel, etc., = Dan.
m.tf/i-H = Sw. siska = Norw. sisik, sisk, a siskin

;

derived, all prob. through G., and with the ter-
mination variously conformed to a dim. suffix
(D. -je, G. -chen), < Slovenian chizhek = Bohem.

chizh= Pol. czyzh= Upper Serbian clii~lii/,-= Lit-
tle Kuss. <-hij-h = Kuss. rhi:.l,i'i; cf. Iluiiy. Gfie,
OPruss. Kilix, a siskin. In view of this origin,
the word is not connected witli Sw. dial, ni.tn,

expressing the sound of the wood-grouse, or
with E. sisg, D. sissen, hiss.] A small frin-

gilline bird, cliriimnnitriK (or N/IK.V) n/iiiiiix,
related to the goldfinch, inhabiting the temper-
ate parts of the Palearctic region; the aber-
devine or black-
headed thistle-

finch; the tarin.
The length Is 4$
inches, the extent
9 inches ; the male
has the crown and
throat black, the

backgrayish green,
streaked with black

shaft-lines, the
breast yellow, the
abdomen whitish,
the sides streaked
with black, the
wings and tail va-
ried with yellow.
Thefemaleisduller
and more simply
colored. The bill is extremely acute. The name is ex-
tended, with a qualifying term, to a few closely related
birds : thus, the American siskin is the pine-finch, Chry-
somitris (or Spinm) pinw. Siskin parrot, one of the
pygmy parrots of the genus Nasitema.

siskin-green (sis'kin-greu), . A shade of light
green inclining to yellow, as the color of the
mineral uranite.

siskiwit, siskowet, w. Same as siscowet.

sismograph, n. Same as seismograph.
sismometer, n. Same as seismometer.
sisniondine (sis-mon'din), n. [Named after
Prof. Sismonda, an Italian geologist and min-
eralogist.] A variety of chloritoid from St.
Marcel in Piedmont.
Sisor (si'sor), . [NL. (Hamilton-Buchanan,
1822).] A genus of Indian fishes, representing
in some systems the family Sisoridse, as S. rhab-
dopliorus.

Sisoridae (si-sor'i-de), . pi. [NL., < Sisor +
-idse.] A family of nematognathous fishes, ex-
emplified by the genus Sisor. In the typical speciesthe body is elongate, and mostly naked, but with a row of
bony plates along the middle of the back, and rough alongthe lateral line

; the head is depressed, and the mouth
inferior

; a short dorsal is connected with the abdominal
part of the vertebral column, the anal is short, and the
ventrals are six- or seven-rayed. The few known speciesare confined to the fresh waters of southern Asia.

Sispurt, ". [ME., also sysour, sisoure, by apher-
esis from "asisour, < AF. "asisour (vernacularly
asseour: see sewer^j, ML. reflex assisor, prop.
assessor, lit. 'one who sits beside,' an assessor,
etc. : see assize and assessor.] One who is de-
puted to hold assizes.

Ac Symonye and Cyuile and simires of courtes
Were moste pryue with Mede.

Piers Plouman (B), ii. 62.

The xij. siaourei that weren on the quest
The! shul ben honged this day so haue I gode rest

Tale ofGametyn (Chaucer Soc.), 1. 871.

sisourest, n.pl. An obsolete variant of scissors.
SISS1 (sis), v. i. [< ME. sissen = D. sisgen, hiss,= G. sischen, hiss ; cf. Sw. dial, sisa,

'
siss ' like

the wood-grouse; imitative. Cf. hiss, sizzle.]
To hiss.

SISS2
,

. See sigl.

Sisserskite (sis'er-skit), . [< Sissersk (see
def.) + -fc2.] A variety of iridosmium from
Sissersk in the Ural.

Sissing (sis'ing), . [Verbal n. of aii, v.] A
hissing sound.

Sibilus est genus serpentis, Anglice a susstmn
MS. KM. Reg. 12 B. i. f. 12 (1400). (HaUimll.)

Sissy (sis'i), n. Diminutive of sis1 , 2.
sist (sist), v. t. [< ME. sisten (rare), < L. *is-

tere, cause to stand, set, place, put, stop, pre-
sent a person before a court, etc. : see state.]
1. In Scots law : (a) To present at the bar: used
reflexively: for example, a party is said to sist

Inmself when appearing before the court to an-
swer. (6) To cause to appear; cite into court;
summon.
Some, however, have preposterously sisted nature as

the first or generative principle, and regarded mind as
merely the derivative of corporeal organism.

Sir W. Hamilton.

2. To stop; stay; delay: now only in Scots
law.

Thus siste it that the graynes stille abide
Inwithe the syve, and floures downe to shake

Palladms, Husbondrie (E. E. X. S.), p. 163.

To Sist one's self, to take a place at the bar of a court
where one s cause is to be judicially tried and determined
To aist parties, to join other parties in a suit or ac-

tion, and serve them with process. To Blst procedure



sist

proceedings, or process, to delay judicial proceedings
in a cause: used in both civil and ecclesiastical courts.

sist (sist), M. [< sist, t;] In Xcotx Inn; the act

of legally staying diligence or execution on de-

crees for civil debts Sist on a suspension, in the

Court of Session, the order or injunction of the lord or-

dinary prohibiting diligence to proceed, where relevant

grounds of suspension have been stated in the bill of sus-

pension. See suspension.

sistencet(sis'teus), . [<sist + -ence.] A stop-

ping; a stay; "a halt. [Rare.]

Extraordinary must be the wisdomeof him who floateth

upon the streame of Soveraigne favour, wherein there is

seldome any sistencf 'twixt sinking and swimming.
Howell, Vocall Forrest, p. 122. (Dairies.)

Sister (sis'ter), H. and a. [< ME. sinter, sistir,

systei; soster, suster, sustre, muster, zoster (pi.

sistris, sistren, sitstren, sostreii), < AS. sweostor,
swustor=OS. swestar = OFries. swestcr, suster=
MD. suster, D. suster (dim. zitsje) = MLG. si<xt-i-

=OHG. sweater, MHG. swester, suester, suister, G.

schwester= Icel. si/stir = Sw. syster= Dan. soster

= Goth, swistar (Teut. *swestar, with unorig.

t) = Russ. Bohem. sestra = Pol. siostra = Lith.

ses& (for *sweso) (gen. sesers) = L. soror (for
older *sosor) (> It. sorore (soretla) = Sp. sor =
Pg. sor, soror = Pr. sor, seror = OF. sorur, se-

rour, suer, seur, saj

ur, F. sceur), sister, = Skt.

svasar, sister; origin unknown. Cf. brother,

father, mother1
. From the L. soror, through

eonsobrinus, is ult. E. cousin.'] I. . 1. A fe-

male person in her relation to other children

born of the same parents; a female relative in

the first degree of descent or mutual kinship;

also, a female who has attained a corresponding
relation to a family by marriage or adoption :

correlative to brother: often used as a term of

endearment.
Huo thet deth the wyl of myne under of heuene, he is

my brother and my zoster and my moder.

Ayenbite oj Inwyt (E. E. T. S.), p. 89.

Duch. Farewell.oldGaunt: thy sometimes brother's wife
With her companion grief must cud her life.

Gaunt. Suiter [sister-in-law], farewell.

Shak., Rich. II., 1. 2. 56.

And the sick man forgot her simple blush,
Would call her friend and sister, sweet Elaine.

Tennyson, Lancelot and Elaine.

2. Metaphorically, a woman of one's own faith,

church, or other religious community.
Whoever seeks to be received into the gild, being of the

same rank as the bretheren and sisteren who founded it,

. . . shall bear bis share of its burdens.

English Gilds (E. E. T. 8.), p. 178.

I commend unto you Phebe our sister, which is a servant
of the church which is at Cenchrea. Rom. xvi. L

The Miss Linnets were eager to meet Mr. Tryan's wishes

by greeting Janet as one who was likely to be a sister in

religious feeling and good works.

George Eliot, Janet's Repentance, xxv.

3. In the Roman Catholic and some other
churches, a member of a religious community or

order of women ; a woman who devotes herself

to religious work as a vocation : as, sisters of

mercy. See sisterhood, 2. 4. That which is

allied by resemblance or corresponds in some
way to another or others, and is viewed as of

feminine rather than masculine character.

There is in poesy a decent pride
Which well becomes her when she speaks to prose,
Her younger sister. Young, Night Thoughts, v. 66.

Raw Haste, half-sister to Delay.
Tennyson, Love thou thy Land.

Deceased Wife's Sister Bill. See bUl3. Lay sister.
See lay*. Oblate Sisters of Providence. See oblate, 1

(). Pricket's sister. See pricket. Sister converse.
Same as lay sister. Sisters of Charity. See charity.
Sisters of Loreto. See Lorettine. Sisters of Mercy.
See sisterhood. The Silent Sister. See silent. The
Three Sisters, the Fatal Sisters, the Fates or Pares.

The young gentleman, according to Fates and Destinies
and such odd sayings, the Sisters Three and such branches
of learning, is indeed deceased. Shale., M. of V., ii. 2. 68.

Whose thread of life the fatal sisters

Did twist together.
S. Butler, Hudibras, I. L 275.

II. . Standing in the relation of a sister,
whether by birth, marriage, adoption, associa-

tion, or resemblance; akin in any manner;
related.

Thus have I given your Lordship the best Account I
could of the Sister-dialects of the Italian, Spanish, and
French. Howell, Letters, ii. 59.

Sister keelson. See keelson. Sister snips, ships built
and rigged alike or very nearly so.

Sister (sis'ter), i'. [< sister, n.] I. trans. 1. To
be a sister or as a sister to

;
resemble closely.

She . . . with her neeld composes
Nature's own shape, of bud, bird, branch, or berry,
That even her art sisters the natural roses.

Shah., Pericles, v., Prol., 1. 7.

2. To address or treat as a sister.

5658

How artfully, yet, I must own, honourably, he reminds
her of the brotherly character which he passes under to

her! IJow officiously he sisters her!

liichard*un, *ir Charles Urandison, II. xxxii.

II. in trans. To be a sister or as a sister; be
allied or contiguous.

A hill whose concave womb re-worded
A plaintful story from a sisteriny vale.

Shak., Lover's Complaint, 1. 2.

sister-block (sis'ter-blok), . A block with two
sheaves in it, one above the other, used on board

ship for various purposes.
sisterhood (sis'ter-hud), n. [< ME. sasterIm//< ;

< aister + -hood.] 1. The state of being a sis-

ter; the relation of sisters; the office or duty
of a sister.

Phedra hir yonge suster eke, . . .

For susterhode and companR*
Of loue, whiche was hem betwene.
To see hir suster be made a quene.
Hir fader lefte. Gower, Conf. Amant., v.

When the young and healthy saw that she could smile

brightly, converse gayly, move with vivacity and alertness,

they acknowledged in her a sisterhood of youth and health,
and tolerated her as of their kind accordingly.

Charlotte Erontt, Professor, xviil.

2. Sisters collectively, or a society of sisters; in

religious usage, an association of women who
are bound by monastic vows or are otherwise
devoted to religious work as a vocation, in the
Roman Catholic Church the members of a sisterhood

may be bound by the irrevocable vows of poverty, chas-

tity, and obedience, and are then called nuns, or may
be merely under one rule and bound by revocable vows.
In the Church of Euglaud and its offshoots there are
also sisterhoods, the members of which either take a rev-

ocable vow of obedience to the rule of their association,
or live under the rule of the order without vow. Among
the more important of the sisterhoods are the Sisters

of Charity (see charity), the School Sisters of Notre
Dame, the Little Sisters of the Poor, the Sisters of the

Assumption, the Congregation of Sisters of Notre Dame,
the Anglican Sisterhoods of St. John the Baptist, of the

Holy Communion, of St. llary, etc. The Sisters of Mercy
is an order founded in 1827 in Dublin, with purposes
analogous to those of the Sisters of Charity. The vows
are for life. A similar sisterhood in the Church of Eng-
land was founded about 1845 for assisting the poor. It

consists of three orders those who live in community
actively engaged in assisting the poor, those who live in

community but are engaged In devotions and other se-

cluded occupations, and those not living in the commu-
nity but assisting it as co-workers. There are also a num-
ber of somewhat similar organizations in the Episcopal
Church in the United States.

A very virtuous maid,
And to be shortly of a sisterhood.

Shak., M. for M., ii. 2. 21.

O peaceful Sisterhood,
Receive, and yield me sanctuary.

Tennyson, Guinevere.

sister-hook (sis'ter-huk), n. Xaiit., one of a

pair of hooks work-

ing on the same axis
and fitting closely

together : much used
about a ship's rig-

ging. Also clip-hook,
clore-hook.

sister-in-law (sis'-

ter-in-la'),H. [<ME.
si/ster yn lawe, sis-

tir elaice: see sister,
'!. law1

.] A hus-
band's or wife's sis-

s<*'**>- ~*^ *~>-

ter; also, a brother's wife. See brother-in-law.

sisterless (sis'ter-les), a. [< sister + -less.]

Having no sister.

Sisterly (sis'ter-li), n. [= D. zusterlijk = G.
schwesterlich = Sw. systerlig = Dan.

sosterliy ;

as sister + -ly
1
.] Pertaining to, characteris-

tic of, or befitting a sister.

Release my brother ; . . .

My sisterly remorse confutes mine honour.

Shale., M. for M., v. 1. 100.

We hear no more of this sisterly resemblance [of Chris-

tianity] to Platonism.

Warburton, Bolingbroke's Philosophy, iii.

sit

sistren, . An obsolete or dialectal plural of

iMtr1.

sistrum (sis'trum), n. [L., < Gr. aeiarpov, <

aticti; shake.] A musical instrument much
used in ancient Egypt and other Ori-

ental countries. It was a form of rattle,

consisting of an oval frame or rim of metal

i-unying several rods, which were either loose

or fitted with loose rings. In either case the
sound was produced by shaking, so that the
rods might rattle or jingle. It was an attri-

bute of the worship of Isis, and hence was
commonly ornamented with a figure of the
sacred cat.

Mummius . . . said,

Rattling an ancient sistrum at his head :

"speak'st thou of Syrian princes? Traitor
base !

"
Pope, Dunciad, iv. 374.

Sisura, . See Seisura.

Sisymbrieae (sis-im-brl'e-e), n. pi. [NL. (End-
licher, 1836), < Sisymbrium + -ex.~\ A tribe of

polypetalous plants, of the order C'ruciferse. It
Is characterized by a narrow elongated pod or silique, with
the seeds commonly in one row, and the seed-leaves incum-
bent and straight or in a few genera convolute or trans-

versely plicate. It includes 21 genera, of which Sisym-
brium is the type, chietly plants of temperate regions. See

Sisymbrium, Hesperis, and Eryrimum.

Sisymbrium (si-sim'bri-um), n. [NL. (Tour-
net'ort, 1700). < Gr. oiciiujlptov, a name applied
to certain odorous plants, one said to be a

crucifer, another Mentha aquatica.] A genus
of cruciferous plants, type of the tribe fiisym-
briese. It is characterized by annual or biennial smooth
or hairy stems ; flowers with free and unappendnged sta-

mens, and a roundish and obtuse or slightly two-lobed stig-

ma; and linear sessile pods, usually with three-nerved
valves and many oblong seeds with straight cotyledons.
It Is destitute of the two-parted bristles found in the re-

lated genus Erysimum, which also dilters in its linear or ob-

long leaves. Besides a great number of doubtful species,
about 90 are recognized as distinct. They are natives <-s-

peciallyof central and southern Europe. Siberia, and west-
em Asia as far as India ; a few are found in temperate and
subarctic North America, and a very few in the south-
ern hemisphere. They bear a stellate cluster of radical

leaves^ and numerous alternate stem-leaves which are usu-

ally clasping and irregularly lobed or pinnately divided.
The flowers are usually borne in a loose bractless raceme,
and are commonly yellow. The various species simulate
the habit of many widely dilferent genera. A few, con-

stituting the subgenus Arabidopgis (A. P. de Candolle,
1821), have white, pink, or purplish flowers; two others,

by some separated as a genus AUiaria (Adanson, 1763),
have also broad or triangular heart-shaped undivided

leaves, as S. AUiaria, the hedge-garlic. For S. ojflcinale,
see hedge-mustard (sometimes used also for any plant of

the genus); for S. Sophia, see herb-ttophia ; and for S. Irio.

see London-rocfret . S. canescens is the tansy-mustard of
the western United States, and S. Thaliana the mouse-ear
cress of Europe, naturalized in the eastein United States.

Sisyphean (sis-i-fe'an), a. [< Gr. Ziai-jeiof, also

2;oi'0;of, pertaining to Sisyphus, < Siou^of (sup-

posed to be connected with co0<Jc), L. Sisyphus,
(see def. ).] Relating or pertaining to Sisy-

phus, in Greek mythology, a king of Corinth,
whose punishment in Tartarus for his crimes
consisted in rolling a huge stone to the top of

a hill, whence it constantly rolled down again,
thus rendering his labor incessant; hence, re-

curring unceasingly : as, to engage in a Sisy-

phean task.

Sisyrinchieae (sis'i-ring-ki'e-e), w. pi. [NL.
(Bentham and Hooker, 1883), < Sisyrinchium +
-ex.] A tribe of monocotyledonous plants of

the order Iridese. It is characterized by commonly
terminal or peduncled spathes, by concave or keeled bracts
within the spathe and opposite to the two or more usually
pedicelled flowers, and by style-branches alternate with
the anthers or borne on a style which is longer than the
stamens. It includes 26 genera, classed in 4 subtribes, of

which Crocus, Cipura, Sisyrinchium. and Aristea are the

types. The nrat, the Crocese, are exceptional in their one-
flowered spathes ; they are largely South African and Aus-
tralian. The Cipurex and a few genera besides are Amer-
ican. The tribe includes both bulbous plants, as the cro-

cus, and others with a distinct creeping or upright root-

stock, which is, however, in a larger number reduced to a

cluster of thickened fibers. See Patersonia and Pardon-
thus.

Sisvrinchium (sis -i- ring 'ki-um), . [NL.
Sistine (sis'tm), a. [= F. Stshne, < It. Suttuo,

(T*,uraefort, 1700), transferred by Linnteus
pertaining to Sisto, or Sixtus, the name ot five

popes, < L. sextus, ML. also siitus, sixth: see

sixth.'] Of or pertaining to any pope of the

name of Sixtus, especially to Sixtus IV. (1471-
1484) and Sixtus V. ( 1 585 -90). Also Sixtine.

Sistine Chapel, the chapel of the Pope in the Vatican at

Rome, famous for its frescoes by Michelangelo. Sistine
choir, the choir connected with the court of the Pope, con-

sisting of thirty-two choristers selected anddrilled with the

greatest care. The effects produced preserve to a remark-
able degree the traditions of the style of Palestrina. It is

now almost disbanded, singing only on the rare occasions
when the Pope himself participates in the ceremonies.

Sistine Madonna, or Madonna of San Sisto, a famous
painting by Raphael, in his last manner (1520), represent-
ing the Virgin and Child in glory, with the Pope Sixtus
on the left, St. Barbara on the right, and two cherubs (very
familiar in engravings, etc., separate from the remainder
of the picture) below. It ranks as the chief treasure of

the great museum of Dresden.

from the iris; < Gr. aiavpiyxiov, a bulbous plant,
said to have been of the iris family.] A genus
of plants of the order Iridex, type of the tribe

,s'i.si/r(Hf/'fand of the subtribe EvsisyrincMea.
It is characterized by round or two-edged stems without
a bulbous base, rising from a cluster of thickened fibers;
flowers with the filaments commonly partly united into a

tube, and with three slender undivided style-branches;
and a globose ovary which becomes an exserted capsule in

fruit. There are about 50 species, all American, occurring
both in the tropical and in the temperate zones, one species
also indigenous in Ireland. They are tufted plants with nu-

merous flat, long, and narrow upright leaves which are all

or mostly radical, and usually a single spathe with numer-
ous open flatfish flowers. The two species of the eastern

I'nited States, S. anijust\folium and 5. ancep*, are known
as blue-eyed grass, from the flowers. See rush-lily.

sit (sit), r.
; pret. sat (formerly also set, now only

dialectal, and sate, still used archaically), pp.



sit

sat (formerly sitten), ppr. sitting. [Early mod.
E. also sitt, Kitte, sijt, syttc ; < lSE.fitten, sytteit

(pres. ind. 3d pers. sitt'etli, xitt, nit, pret. nut, set,

sat, pi. seten, seeten, setteu, sete, pp. siten, seten),

< AS. sittan (pret. uset, pi. sseton, pp. seten) =
OS. sittiiiH, sittean = OFries. sitta = MD. sitti-n,

D. -itten = MLG. LG. sitten = OHG. /."</, '--

re, MHG. G. a/fcrew = Icel. /(/'
= 8w. *Wte =

Dan. sidile = Goth, sitan (pret. sa, pi. efwi, pp.

sitans) = L. aedere (> It. scdere = Cat. geurer,

OCat. seser, awre = Pr. rarer, cercr, scj'r = OF.

sedeir, seeir, seoir, P. raot'r) = Gr. e&aQai (ei-),

sit, = OBulg. sicrliti, siedicti, sietlati, siesti =
Bohem. setlati = Pol. siedzicc = Russ. sidietl

(Slav.V sad, rarf, a/erf, send) = Lith. sedeti, sit,

= Ir. v s'"' (sddti, sitting), = Skt. V /, sit.

From this root are numerous derivatives
;
from

theTeut. are seat, set1 , settle^, beset, inset, onset,

outset, etc. (see also saddle) ;
from the L. (sedere)

are ult. sedent, sedentary, sedate, sediment, ses-

sile, session, siege, besiege, etc., preside, reside,

subside, supersede, dissident, resident, resiant,

assiduous, insidious, assess, possess, residue, sub-

sidy, also seize, aeaa1 , assise, size1 ,
size2

, sizar,

etc. The Gr. root (e^eadai) is involved in E. ca-

thedral, chair, chaise, etc., octahedron, polyhe-
dron, tetrahedron, etc. The forms of sit, partly

by phonetic confluence and partly by mere con-

fusion, have been more or less mixed with those

of set 1 . The pret. silt, formerly also sate and set

(cf. eat (et), ate, pret. of eat), is still in dial, use
often set, and corruptly sot; the pp., prop, sitten

(ME.sitett, seten, AS. seten), is also by loss of the

pp. suffix set, or by confusion with the pret. also

sat, the pp. set being now usually regarded as

belonging only to set, the causal of sit.'} I. in-

trans. 1. To take or have such a posture that

the back is comparatively erect, while the rest

of the body bends at the hips and generally at

the knees, to conform to a support beneath ;

rest in such a posture ; occupy a seat : said of

persons, and also of some animals, as dogs and
cats.

With the quene whan that he had sete.

Chaucer, Good Women, 1. 1109.

'Twas in the Bunch of Grapes, where indeed you have a

delight to tit, have you not? Shak., II. for M., ii. 1. 134.

Heat, ma'am ! ... it was so dreadful here that I found
there was nothing left for it but to take off my flesh and
lit in my bones. Sydney Smith, in Lady Holland, I. 267.

2. To crouch, as a bird on a nest; hence, to

brood; incubate.

The partridge sittethon eggs, and hatcheth them not.

Jer. ivii. 11.

3. To perch in a crouching posture ;
roost :

said of birds.
The stockdove unalarm'd

Sits cooing in the pine-tree.
Cowper, Task, vl. 308.

4. To be or continue in a state of rest; remain

passive or inactive; repose.
Shall your brethren go to war, and shall ye sit here ?

Num. xxxii. 6.

We have sitten too long ; it is full time we were travel-

ling. Rev. T. Adamt, Works, II. 47.

Ye princes of the earth, ye sit aghast
Amid the ruin which you yourselves have made.

Shelley, Revolt of Islam, xl. 15.

5. To continue in a position or place ;
remain ;

stay ; pass the time.

Elyng is the halle vche daye in the wyke,
There the lorde ne the lady liketh noujte to sytte.

Piers Plouman (B), x. 94.

6. To be located; have a seat or site; be

placed; dwell; abide.

Turn thanne thi riet ahoute til the degree of thi sonne
sit upon the west orisonte. Chaucer, Astrolabe, ii. 7.

Love sits in her smile, a wizard ensnaring.
Burns, True Hearted was He.

Venice sate in state, throned on her hundred isles 1

Byron, Childe Harold, iv. 1.

7. To have a certain position or direction
;
be

disposed in a particular way.
Sits the winde there? blowes there so calme a gale
From a contemned and deserued anger?

Chapman, All Fools (Works, 1873, 1. 123).

The soile [is] drie, barren, and miserably sandy, which
flies in drifts as the wind sits. Evelyn, Diary, Oct. 18, 1671.

8. To rest, lie, or bear (on) ; weigh; be carried

or endured.
Woe doth the heavier sit

Where it perceives it is but faintly borne.

Shak., Rich. II., i. 3. 280.

You cannot imagine how much more you will have of

their flavour, and how much easier they will sit upon your
stomach. W. King, Art of Cookery, Letter v.

9. To be worn or adjusted ; fit, as a garment ;

hence used figuratively of anything assumed,
as an air, appearance, opinion, or habit.
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Well, may you see things well done there : adieu !

Lest our old robes sit easier than our new !

Shalt., Macbeth, ii. 4. 38.

Art thou a knight? did ever on that sword
The Christian cause sit nobly ?

Beau, and Fl., Knight of Malta, iv. 2.

Her little air of precision sits so well upon her.

Scott, Kenilworth, vli.

Mrs. Htelling . . . was a woman whose skirt sat well ;

who adjusted her waist and patted her curls with a pre-

occupied air when she inquired after your welfare.

George Eliot, Mill on the Bloss, ii. 4.

10t. To be incumbent
;

lie or rest, as an obli-

gation; be proper or seemly ; suit; comport.
Hit sittes, me semeth, to a sure knyghte,
That ayres into vnkoth lond auntres to seche,
To be counseld in case to comfford hym-seluyn
Of sum fre that hyni faith awe, & the fete knoweth.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 530.

But as for me, I seye that yvel it sit

To essaye a wyf whan that it is no nede,
And putten her in anguish and in drede.

Chaucer, Clerk's Tale, 1. 404.

It sitteth with you now to call your wits and senses to-

gither. Spenser, To Gabriel Harvey.

lit. To abide; be confirmed; prosper.
Thou . . . seidest to me mi preyere scholde sitte.

Joseph ofArimathie (E. E. T. S.), p. 8.

12. To place one's self in position or in readi-

ness for a certain end : as, to sit for one's por-
trait

;
to sit for an examination, or for a fellow-

ship in a university.
This day I began to sit, and he [Hale] will make, I think,

a very flue picture. Pepys, Diary, II. 368.

We read that James the Second sat to Varelst, the great
flower painter. Xacaulay, Pilgrim's Progress.

13. To be convened, as an assembly; hold a
session

;
be officially engaged in deliberative or

judicial business.
You of whom the senate had that hope,

As, on my knowledge, it was in their purpose
Next sitting to restore you.

B. Jonson, Catiline, Hi. 2.

Convocation during the whole reign site at the same time
with the parliament, and generally the Friday in each

week, sometimes the Tuesday also, is marked by adjourn-
ment that the prelates may attend convocation.

Stubbs, Medieval and Modern Hist., p. 270.

14. To occupy a seat in an official capacity; be
in any assembly as a member; have a seat, as

in Parliament; occupy a see (as bishop).

Gyve In commission to some sadd father which was
brought up in the said Universitie of Oxford to syt ther,

andexamyne. . . the novicyes which be not yet throughly
cankerd in the said errors [doctrines of Luther).

Abp. Warham, To Cardinal Wolsey(1521). (Ellis's Hist.

[Letters, 3d ser., I. 241.)

Stigand the Simonious Archbishop,whom Edwardmuch
to blame had suffered many years to sit Primate in the
Church. Milton, Hist. Eng., vi.

15. To crack off and subside without breaking,
as a mass of coal after holing and removal of

thesprags. Gresley. [Midland coal-fields. Eng.]
To Sit akneet. Same as to sit on the knees. to Bit at

chambers. See chamber. To sit below the gangway.
See gangway, 2. To Sit bodkint. See bodkinl. To sit
Close or closely tot, to devote one's self closely to ; at-

tend strictly to.

The turne that I would have presently served is the get-

ting of one that hath already been tryed in transcribing of

manuscripts, and will sitt close to worke.

Abp. Ussher, To Sir R. Cotton (1625). (Ellis's Literary
[Letters, p. 132.)

To Sit down, (a) To take a seat ; place one's self in a sit-

ting posture. (6) To establish one's self ; settle.

The Braintree company (which had begun to sit down
at Mount Wollaston) by order of court removed to New-
town. Winthrop, Hist. New England, I. 104.

(c) Milit., to encamp, especially for the purpose of be-

sieging ; begin a siege.

The Earl led his Forces to Monteguillon, and sat down
before it, which after five Months Siege he took.

Baker, Chronicles, p. 181.

(d) To cease from action ; pause ; rest.

Here we cannot sit down, but still proceed in our search.
Dr. J. Rogers.

(et) To yield passively ; submit as if satisfied ; content
one's self.

Can it be
The prince should sit down with this wrong?

Fletcher (and another), Queen of Corinth, i. 1.

To Sit in. (at) To take part, as in a game.

We cannot all sit in at them [the proposed games] ; we
shall make a confusion. B. Jonson, Cynthia's Revels, iv. 1.

(i>) To adhere firmly to anything. HalKwell.To sit in

judgment. See judgment. To sit loose or loosely, to

DC indifferent. [Rare. ]

Jesus loved and chose solitudes, often going to moun-
tains, gardens, and sea-sides, to avoid crowds and hurries,
to shew his disciples it was good to be solitary, and sit

loose to the world. Penn, Rise and Progress of Quakers, vi.

To sit on or upon. (<i) To hold a session regarding ; con-
sider or examine in ofllcial meeting : as, the coroner's

jury sat on the case.

So the Men were brought to examination ; and they that
sat upon them asked, Whence they came ? whither they
went? Bunyan, Pilgrim's Progress, p. 156.

Sitaris

We have passed ten evenings on the Colchester elec-

tion, and last Monday sat upon it till near two in the

morning. n'alpole, Letters, II. 424.

(6) To quash ; check ; repress, especially by a snub,

[slang.] To sit on brood t. See brood'. To sit on
one's knees, to kneel. [Obsolete or provincial.)

When they cam to the hill againe,

The[y] sett donne one thair kneel.

Battle ofDalrinnes (Child's Ballads, VII. 229).

I protest, Rutland, that while he sat on his knees before

me ... I had much ado to forbear cutting him over the

pate. Scott, Kenilworth, xxxii.

In Durham sitting on thelmees is an expression still used

for kneeling.
Myrc's Instructions far Parish Priests (E. E. T. S.), Notes,

[p. 74.

To sit out, to make one's self an exception ; take no part,
as in a game, dance, practice, etc.

I bring my zeal among you, holy men ;

If I see any kneel, and I sit out,
That hour is not well spent.

Middleton (and another), Mayor of Queenborough, L 2.

I hope, Mr. Faulkland, as there are three of us come on

purpose for the game, yon won't be so cantankerous as

to spoil the party by sitting out. Sheridan, Rivals, v. S.

To Sit under, to attend the preaching of ;
be a member

of the congregation of ; listen to.

There would then also appear In pulpits other visages,
other gestures, and stuff otherwise wrought than what we
now sit under, oft times to as great a trial of our patience
as any other that they preach to us.

Milton, Education. (Dames.)

At this time he "sat (in puritanical language) under the

ministry of holy Mr. Gifford." Southey, Bunyan, p. 25.

To sit up. (a) To lift the body from a recumbent to a

sitting posture.

He that was dead eat up, and began to speak.
Luke vii. 15.

She heard, she moved,
She moan'd, a folded voice ; and up she sat.

Tennyson, Princess, v.

(6) To maintain a sitting posture ; sit with the back com-

paratively erect; not to be bedridden.

There were many visitors to the sick-room, . . . and
there could hardly be one who did not retain in after years
a vivid remembrance of the scene there of the pale
wasted form in the easy-chair (for he sat up to the last).

George Eliot, Janet's Repentance, xxvii.

(c) To refrain from or defer going to bed or to sleep.

He studied very hard, and sate up very late ; commonly
till 12 or one o'clock at night. Aubrey, Lives, Milton.

My dear father often told me they sat up always until

nine o'clock the next morning with Mr. Fox at Brooke's.

Thackeray, Pendennis, xxxix.

Hence (d) To keep watch during the night or the usual
time for sleeping : generally followed by mth.

Let the nurse this night sit up leith you.
Shak.,R. and J., iv. 3. 10.

To sit upon one's sklrtst. See Otirti.

II. trans. 1. To have or keep a seat upon.
He could not sit his mule. Shak., Hen. VIII., iv. 2. 16.

She set her horse with a very graceful air.

Steele, Tatler, No. 248.

2. To seat: chiefly in reflexive use.

The kyng syttyng hym selfe, & his sete helde :

He comaund for to cum of his kynd sons.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 2564.

Here on this molehill will I sit we down.
SAfl*.,3Hen. VI., ii. 5.14.

3f. To rest or weigh on; concern; interest;
affect

;
stand (in expense) ;

cost.

Oure sorowe wole than sitte us so soore
Oure stomak wole no mete fonge.

Hymns to Virgin, etc. (E. E. T. S.), p. 80.

We ban a wyndowe a wirchyng [making] wil sitten vs ful

heigh. Piers Plouman (B), iii. 48.

4. To be incumbent upon ;
lie or rest upon ;

be proper for; suit; become; befit.

It rittw youe to sette it aside. York Plays, p. 362.

She . . . couthe make in song sich refreyninge ;

It sat hir wonder wel to synge.
Rom. of the Rose, 1. 750.

It sets not the duke of Gordon's daughter
To follow a soldier lad.

The Duke of Gordon's Daughter (Child's Ballads, IV. 105).

5. To fit, as a garment. [Bare.]
Thiennette is this night, she mentions, for the first

time, to put on her morning promenade-dress of white
muslin, as also a satin girdle and steel buckle ; but, adds

she, it will not sit her.

Carlyle, tr. of Richter's Quintus Fixlein.

sit (sit), n, [<sit,r. Cf.se* 1
, .] A subsidence

or fall of the roof of a coal-mine.

Sita (se'ta), M. [Skt. sitd, furrow.] In Hindu

myth,, the wife of the hero-god Kama, and hero-

ine of the Ramayana.
Sitana (si-ta'na), . [NL. (Cuvier, 1829) ; from
an E. Ind. name.] A genus of agamoid lizards

of the family Anamidss, containing two Indian

species, with long limbs, five toes before and
four behind, carinate scales, and in the male a

large plicated appendage of the throat.

Sitaris (sU'a-ris), . [NL. (Latreille, 1802).] A
genus of blister-beetles of the family Cantha-



Sitaris

, ,,'. having iilil'orm antennas and subulate

elytra. They are found only in southern Europe and
northern Africa, and only about a dozen species are known.

Sitarfj collttte.

a, first larva ; g, anal spinnerets and clasps of same ; A, second
larva: c, pupa; d, female imago; e, pseudopupa; /, third larva.

(All enlarged ; hair-lines indicate natural sizes.)

In early stages they are parasitic in the nests of wild bees,
as S. colletis of southern France in those of bees of the

genus Uolletes, where they undergo hypermetamorphosis.
site 1

!, [ME., also syt, syte, cytte, < Icel. silt,

grief, sorrow, affliction, var. of soft (= AS. svht\

sickness, < sjiikr, sick, anxious, = AS. se6c, E.

sick: see sick1
.'] 1. Sorrow; grief; misery;

trouble.

Now, alle-weliland Gode, that wyr scheppez usalle,
Uif the sorowe and syte, . . . the fende have thi saule !

Morte Arthure (E. E. T. S.), 1. 1060.

Adam, thy seltfe made al this syte,
For to the tree thou wente full tyte,
And boldely on the frute gan byte my lord for-bed.

York Plays, p. 30.

2. Sinfulness; sin.

He [God] knyt a couenande cortaysly with monkynd . . .

That he schulde neuer for no syt smyte al at ones.

Alliterative Poems (ed. Morris), ii. 686.

site 1
!,

<' ' [ME. siten, si/ten, < Icel. syta, grieve,
wail, < niit, grief, sorrow: see site1

, n.] To
grieve; mourn.

Hot i site for an other thing,
That we o water has nu wanting ;

Vr water purueance es gan,
And in this wildernes es nan.

Cursor Mundi (E. E. T. S.X 1. 11675.

site 2 (sit), 11. [Formerly often spelled, errone-

ously, scite; < ME. site, < OF. site, sit, F. site

= It. alto (cf. Sp. Pg. sitio), < L. situs, position,

place, site, < siitcre, pp. situs, put, lay, set down,
usually let, suffer, permit (cf. poiterc = *po-
sinere, put: see position); cf. site3 . Hence ult.

(< L. situs) E. situate, etc.] 1. Position, espe-
cially with reference to environment ; situa-

tion; location.

Cities and towns of most conspicuous site.

B. Joitson, Poetaster, v. 1.

Its elevated site forbids the wretch
To drink sweet waters of the crystal well.

Cowper, Task, i. 239.

2. The ground on which anything is, has been,
or is to be located.

We ask nothing in gift tn the foundation, but only the
house and scite, the residue for the accustomed rent.

Sp. Burnet, Records, II. ii. 2, No. 30.

The most niggardly computation . . . presents us with
a sum total of several hundreds of thousands of years for
the time which has elapsed since the sea . . . flowed over
the site of London. Huxley, Physiography, p. 295.

3. Posture; attitude; pose. [Rare.]
The semblance of a lover flx'd

In melancholy site, with head declin'd,
And love-dejected eyes. Thomson, Spring, 1. 1021.

4. In furt., the ground occupied by a work:
also called plane of site.

Sitedt (si'ted), a. [< site% + -ed?.] Having a
site or position ; situated; located; placed.

A farm-house they call Spelunca, sited

By the sea-side, among the Fundane hills.

B. Jomon, Sejanus, iv. 1.

Nuremberg in Germany is sited in a most barren soil.

Burton, Anat. of Mel., To the Reader, p. 59.

sitfast (sit'fast), a. and n. [<.#it + fast1 .'] I. a.

Stationary; fixed; immovable; steadfast.

'Tis good, when you have crossed the sea and back,
To find the sitfast acres where you left them.

Emerson, Hamatreya.
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II. n. In farriery, a circumscribed
of the skin in horses or other saddle- and park-
animals, due to pressure of the load, it nut in-

frequently becomes converted into an ulcer, and is then
the ordinary "sore back" of these animals, which seldom
gets well as long as they are ruldrn or hnlrn. To prevent
such sores is the chief care of packers.

sithH (with), atle., prep., and eonj. [< ME. xitli.

syth, with earlier final vowel tithe, M///K, xilln-,

sittithe, fi/ththe, xetlitlii; xro/htlte, soilithc, xiit/i-

the, with earlier final consonant xitlini. xi/then,

xutliHH. xitlini. xrlliiii. xit/licii, xitlitluii. IfAtken.
si/thetliyn, seoththcn, < AS. siththan, orig. xitli

tham (= MHG. sit don. (i. xntdon (cf. MHG.
xiiitdim nialc. (jr. xintcmal) = led. xiilhiiii = Sw.
sedan = Dan. siden). after that, since: sith =
OS. sith, sidh, sid = MD. sijd, sind = MLG. sint,

sent, sitnt, LG. sint = OHG. sid, sidli, xitli, MHG.
Hid, sit, G.seit, after, = Icel. sidh, late, = Goth.

'seiths, in ni thana-seiths, no longer (cf. neut.

adj. seithtt, late); a compar. adv., appearing
also later, with added compar. suffix, in AS.
xitlior = OS. sithor = MD. seder, with excres-
cent t sedert, sindert, D. sedert = MLG. LG.
seder, sedder, sedert, ser, seer = OHG. sidor,

sidor, MHG. sider, sider, afterward, since
; tham,

dat. of that, that (see that). Tliis word ap-
pears in six distinct types: the earliest ME.
type sithen became by reg. loss of its term, sithe.

then sith; the same form sithen became by
contr. sin, whence with added adverbial term.

sine; and the same form sitheii also took on an
adverbial gen. suffix -es, and became sithenes,
later spelled sithence, whence by contr. the
usual mod. form since. See sin2

,
sine 1

, sithence,

since.] I. adi: Same as since.

First to the ry,~ht honde thou ehalle go,
Sitthen to tho left honde thy neghe thou cast.

Babees Book (E. E. T. 3.), p. 300.

Being of so young days brought up with him.
And sith so neighbour'd to his youth and haviour.

Shak., Hamlet, ii. 2. 12.

II. prep. Same as since.

Natheles men seyn there comonnly that the Erthe hat hr
so ben cloven sythe the tyme that oure Lady was there

buryed. Mandentte, Travels, p. 95.

Ten days ago I drown'd these news in tears ;

And now . . .

I come to tell you things sith then befall'n.

Shak., 3 Hen. VI., ii. 1. 106.

III. conj. Same as since.

Why meuestow thi mode for a mote in thi hrotheres eye ;

Sithen a beem in thine owne ablyndeth thf-selue?
Piers Ploirman (B), x. 264.

Sith thou hast not hated blood, even blood shall pursue
thee. Ezek. xxxv. 6.

sith2t. An old spelling of gidc 1
,
sithe2 .

sitheH, n. The older and proper spelling of

scutlie.

sithe'-'t (sith), n. [< ME. sithe, sythe, sith, syth,

githe, time, < AS. sith (for *sinth), journey, turn,

time, = OS. sith = OHG. sind, MHG. sint, a way,
time, = Icel. SIMM* (for 'sinthi), sinn, a walk,

journey, time. = Goth, sinths, a time, = W.

hjjnt (for 'sint), a way, course, journey, expe-
dition, = Olr. set, a way: see send, scent.] 1.

Way; path; course; figuratively, course of

action ; conduct.

An he [Lucifer] wurthe [became] in him-seluen prud,
An with that pride him wex a nyth [envy]
That iwel weldeth al his sith.

Uciiesisand Exodm(E. E. T. S.), 1. 274.

2. Way; manner; mode.
No sith might thai suffer the sorow that thai hade.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 9535.

3. Time; season; occasion.

After the deth she ciyed a thousand sythe.

Chaucer, Troilus, iv. 753.

Thus with his wife he spends the year, as blithe

As doth the king at every tide or sith.

Greene, Shepherd's Wife's Song.

Sithe2t, v. i. [ME. sithen, < AS. sithiaa (= OS.
sithon = OHG. sindon, MHG. sinden = Icel.

sinna), journey, < sith, a journey: see sithe'2 ,

sittandly

sithencet, <idr., jin/i.. and riinj. [Early mod.
K. also xitlirHx; < ME. xilh/'iix. xrt/ii HX. xitlienes,

etc. ; a later form, with added adverbial gen.
suffix -es (see -ce), of sithen : see sith 1

. Hence,
by contr., since.'] Same as sith 1 for since.

I wil sowe it my-self, and silthenes wil I wende
To pylgrymage as palmers don panloun forto haue.

Piers Plomnan (B), vi. 65.

We read that the earth hath beene divided into three

parts, even sithenn the generall floud.

Holinshed, Descrip. of Britain, i. (Xarea.)

Have you inform 'd them sithence?

Shak., Cor., III. 1. 47.

Sithence this is my first letter that ever I did write to

you, I will not that it be all empty.
Sir 11. Sidney (Arber's Eng. Garner), I. 41.

Mine eyes . . . cry aloud, and curse my feet, for not

ambling up and down to feed colon; sithence, if good
meat be in any place, 'tis known my feet can smell.

Massinger and Dekker, Virgin-Martyr, iii. :f.

Sitiology (sit-i-pl'o-ji),
. [< Gr. atTum, dim. of

n'tTof, food, + -?.o}<'a,Ofyv, speak: see -oloi/y.]
Same as sitology.

sitiophobia (sit'i-o-fo'bi-a), . [< Gr. airiov,

dim. of alrof, food, -f- -ipoftia, < fojifiaBat, fear.]
Same as sitojihobia.
Sitka cypress, . See cypress

1
,
1 (6).

Sitodrepa (si-tod're-pa), . [NL. (Thomson,
1863), < Gr. airof, foocf, + fiplirctv, pluck.] A ge-
nus of serricom beetles of the family Ptin'nl;i\

founded upon S.-panicea, a small brown convex
insect of cosmopolitan distribution, and often
a serious pest to stored food, to drugs, and to

specimens of natural history in museums. See
cut under book-worm.

sitolet, . See citole.

sitology (si-tol'o-ji), . [< Gr. alrof, food, +
-Xoy/a, < teyeiv, speak: see -oloi/y.] That de-

partment of medicine which relates to the regu-
lation of diet

;
the doctrine or consideration of

aliments; dietetics.

sitophobia (si-to-fo'bi-a), . [NL., < Gr. alrof,

food, 4- -ijiofiia, (. ipo/3eia6ai, fear.] Morbid or in-

sane aversion to food. Also sitioj>hobia.

sitophobic (si-to-fo'bik), a. [< sitoj>hobia +
-/c.J Morbidly averse to food ; affected with

sitophobia.
sit-sicker (sit'sik''er), . [< sit + sicker.] The
creeping crowfoot, Jtanunculus repens: so called

in allusion to its close adherence to the ground.
Britten and Holland, Eng. Plant Names. [Scot-

land.]
Sitta (sit'a), w. [NL., < Gr. mTrn, a kind of

woodpecker.] A Linnean genus of birds, the

nuthatches, typical of the family Sittidse. There
are about 15 species, of Europe, Asia, and North America.
The common bird of Europe is S. eunpeea, of which a

\

"

n.] To journey ; travel,

sithe"sithe3 (sith), . i. [Early mod. E. also sythe; a
var. of sigh

1
.] To sigh. [Obsolete or prov.

Eng.]
So I say sithing, and sithing say my end is to paste up a

siquis. My masters fortunes are forc'd to cashere me.

Marston, What you Will, iii. 1.

sithe3 (sith), H. [Early mod. E. also .sythe; a var.

of sigh
1
.] A sigh. [Obsolete or prov. Eng.]

Whilest thou wast hence, all dead in dole did lie;

The woods were heard to waile full many a sythe,
And all their birds with silence to complaine.

Spenser, Colin Clout, 1. 23.

sithent, adv., prep., and conj. Same as sith 1 for

since.

European Nuthatch (5///a europsta*,.

variety, S. cassia, is recognized. Five species occur in the

United States : the red-bellied, S. canadensis; the white-

bellied, 5. carolinensis ; the slender-billed. S. aculeata;
the brown-headed, S. punilla ; and the pygmy, S. pygnura.
The first of these inhabits North America at large ; the

second, eastern parts of the continent ; the third, western ;

the fourth, southeastern; and the fifth, southwestern.

See also cut under nuthatch.

sittacine, . A variant of psittacine.

Sittandt, p- a. [ME.,ppr. of sit, v. Cf. sitting,

p. a.] Same as xitting, 3.

He salu^ede that sorowfulle with siUande wordez,
And fraynez aftyre the fende fairely there aftyre.

Morte Arthure (E. E. T. S.), 1. 953.

sittandlyt, adr. [ME., < sittand + -ly*.] Same
as sittingly.

That they bee herberde in haste in thoos heghe chambres ;

Sythine rittandli/ in sale servyde ther-aftyr.
Morte Arthure (E. E. T. S.), 1. 159.



sitte

sittet, '' An obsolete spelling of fit.

Sittella (si-tel'a), n. [NL. (Swainson, 1837), <

xitttt 4- dim. -el'la.] An Australian and Papuan
genus of small creeping birds belonging or re-

ferred to the Sittillsi. S. chnjsoptera, leucoptera, leu-

cocephalti, pileata, tenuirostris, and striata inhabit Austra
Ha; 5. papuennis is found in New Guinea.

sitten (sit'n). An obsolete, archaic, or dia-

lectal past participle of sit Sitten on, stunted in

stature. Halliicell.

sitter (sit'er), it. [< ME. syttare; < sit + -)!.]
One who or that which sits, (a) One who occupies
a seat, or has a sitting posture.

The two rooms midway were filled with titters taking
the evening breeze. C. D. Warner, Their Pilgrimage, p. 34.

(fc) A brooding or incubating bird.

The oldest hens are reckoned the best sitters.

M&rtitner, Husbandry.

(c) One who takes a certain posture, position, or course in
order to a particular end ; specifically, one who poses to an
artist for a portrait, bust, or the like.

How many times did Olive's next door neighbor, little

Mr. Finch, the miniature painter, run to peep through his

parlour blinds, hoping that a sitter was coming !

Thackeray, Newcomes, xliii.

Sitter up, one who sits up. See to tit up, under sit. (a)
One who stays up late at night.

They were men of boisterous spirits, sitters up a-nights.
Lamb, Confessions of a Drunkard.

(6) One who watches during the night.

There's them can pay for hospitals and nurses for half
the country-side choose to be sitters-up night and day.

George Eliot, M iddlemarch, Ixxi.

Sittidse (sit'i-de), M. pi. [NL., < Sitta + -idx.]
A family of birds, named from the genus Sitta.

See Sittiiix.

Sittinse(si-ti'ne), ii.pl. [NL., < Sitta + -ime.] 1.

The Sittidse as a subfamily of Paridee or of Certh i-

idx. 2. A subfamily of Sittidee, chiefly repre-
sentedbythe genus-SVHn; the nuthatches proper.
They have the bill straight, slender, tapering, and acute,
about as long as the head, and hard, fitted for tapping
wood ; rounded nostrils, concealed by bristly tufts ; long,
pointed wings with ten primaries, of which the first is

spurious ; short square tail with twelve broad soft fea-

thers not used in climbing; small feet, with scutellate
tarsi and strong curved claws adapted for clinging to
trees. The Sittiiue are among the most nimble and adroit
of scansorial birds, able to scramble about trees in every
attitude without using the tail as a means of support.
They are insectivorous, and also feed on small hard fruits ;

and they nest in holes, laying many white eggs with red-
dish speckles. See cuts under nuthatch and Sitta.

sittine (sit'in), a. [< NL. Sitta + -ine1 .] Re-
sembling or related to a nuthatch; of or per-
taining to the Sittiuae.

Sitting (sit'ing), . [< ME. sittinge, syttinge,

syttynge; verbal n. of sit, v.] 1. A meeting of
a body for the discussion or transaction of busi-
ness

;
an official session.

Hastings rose, declared the sitting at an end, and left

the room. Macaulay, Warren Hastings.

2. The interval during which, at any one time,
one sits; specifically, such a period during
which one sits for an artist to take a portrait,
model a bust, etc.; hence, generally, any one
limited portion of time.

I shall never see my gold again : fourscore ducats at a

sittiny! fourscore ducats! Shak., M. of V., iii. 1. 117.

Few good pictures have been finished at one sitting.

Dryden.

3. An incubation; a brooding, as of a hen
upon eggs ; also, the time for brooding, or dur-

ing which a bird broods.

In the somer seson whane sittinffe nyeth, . . .

This brid [partridge] be a bank bildith his nest.

Richard the Reddest, ill. 39.

Whilst the hen is covering her eggs the male . . .

amuses and diverts her with his songs during the whole
time of her sitting. Addteon, Spectator, No. 128.

4. The number of eggs on which a bird sits

during a single hatching; a clutch. 5. The
place where one sits

;
a seat

; specifically, a

space sufficient for one person in a pew of a

church, or the right to such a seat.

There is a resident rector, . . . [and] the church is en-

larged by at least five hundred sittings.

George Eliot, Janet's Repentance, il.

6f. Settlement
; place of abode

;
seat.

In that Cytee [Samaria] was the st/ttinges of the 12
Tribes of Israel. Mandevitte, Travels, p. lOtt.

7. In Jiiif/. lair, the part of the year in which
judicial business is transacted. See Easter

term, under Easter1
,
and Trinity term, Michael-

mas term, and Hilary term, under term. 8. In
the Society of Friends, an occasion of family
worship, especially when a minister is a guest.
We were favoured with a very good family sitting after

breakfast. ... I had to minister to them all, and to pray
earnestly for them.

J. J. Gurnet/, Journal, 8th mo., 8th, 1841.

A sitting In bane. See bam.
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Sitting (sit'iug), }>. a. [< ME. xittynye, ppr. of
sit. Cf. sittiinil.] 1. Pertaining to or charac-
teristic of a sitter: as, a sitting posture. 2. In

bot., sessile that is, without petiole, peduncle,
or pedicel, etc. 3f. Befitting; suitable; be-

coming.
This lecheeraft, or heled thus to be,
Were wel sittynye, if that I were a fend,
To trayseu a wight that trewe is unto me.

Chaucer, Troilus, iv. 437.

Sittinglyt, adc. [Early mod. E. sytti/ng/y; <

sitting + -//;. Cf.sittanaly.] Befittingly; be-

comingly; suitably.

Sitting-room (sit'ing-rom), . 1. Sufficient

space for sitting in : as, sitting-room could not
be got in the hall. 2. A room in which people
sit; in many houses, the parlor or room most
commonly occupied by the family.
He expected to find the sitting-room as he left It, with

nothing to meet his eyes but Milly's work-basket in the
corner of the sofa, and the children's toys overturned in

the bow-window. George Eliot, Amos Barton, viii.

situate (sit'u-at), v. t.
; pret. and pp. situated,

ppr. situating. [Formerly also, erroneously,
scitnate; < LL. situati/s, pp. of (ML.) silmirt

(> It. situare = Sp. Pg. Pr. situar = F. situer),

locate, place, < L. situs (situ-), a site : see site2
.']

1. To give a site or position to
; place (among

specified surroundings) ;
locate. [Rarely used

except in the passive or past participle.]
If this world had not been formed, it is more than prob-

able that this renowned island, on which is situated the

city of New York, would never have had an existence.

Irving, Knickerbocker, p. 42.

A few public men of small ability are introduced, to
show better the proportions of the great; as a painter
would situate a beggar under a triumphal arch.

Landor, Works, II. (Author to Header of Imag. Conv.).

2. To place in a particular state or condition
;

involve in specified relations; subject to cer-
tain circumstances: as, to be uncomfortably
rituated,

We are reformers born radical reformers ; and it was
impossible for me to live in the same town with Crims-
worth, to come into weekly contact with him, to witness
some of his conduct to you . . . I say it was impossible
for me to be thus situated, and not feel the angel or the
demon of my race at work within me.

Charlotte Bronte, The Professor, vi.

situate (sit'u-at), a. [Formerly also, errone-

ously, scituaie; < LL. sitiiatus, pp. of (ML.) situ-

are, locate, place : see situate, v.] Placed, with
reference to surroundings; located; situated.

[Archaic.]
There 's nothing situate under heaven's eye
But hath his bound, in earth, in sea, in sky.

Shale., C. of E., ii. 1. 16.

Physic, taking it according to the derivation, and not
according to our idiom for medicine, is situate in a middle
term or distance between natural history and metaphysic.

Bacon, Advancement of Learning, ii.

Earth hath this variety from heaven
Of pleasure situate in hill and dale.

Milton, P. L., vi. 641.

Bergen was well situate upon a little stream which con-
nected it with the tide-waters of the Scheldt.

Motley, Hist. .Netherlands, II. 537.

situation (sit-u-a'shon), 11. [< F. situation =
Sp. situacion = Pg. situaftto = It. situazione, <

ML. situatio(n-), position, situation, < situare,

pp. sititatus, situate: see situate.] 1. Local

position; location.

Beautiful for situation, the joy of the whole earth, is

mount Zion. Ps. xlviii. 2.

It were of use to inform himself, before he undertakes
his voyage, by the best chorographical and geographical
map, of the situation of the country he goes to.

E. Leigh (Arber's Eng. Garner, I. 646).

2. The place which a person or thing occupies.
At once, as far as angels ken, he views
The dismal situation waste and wild :

A dungeon horrible on all sides round.

Milton, P. L., i. 60.

The situation [of Samaria] as a whole is far more beauti-
ful than that of Jerusalem, though not so grand and wild.

Encyc. Brit., XXI. 243.

3. Position with reference to circumstances;
set of relations ; condition ; state.

To be so tickled, they would change their state
And situation with those dancing chips,
O'er whom thy fingers walk with gentle gait

Shak., Sonnets, cxxvili.

Love, you see, is not so much a Sentiment as a Situa-

tion, into which a man enters, as ... into a corps. No
matter whether he loves the service or no ; being once in

it, he acts as if he did. Sterne, Tristram Shandy, viii. 34.

4. A group of circumstances
;
a posture of af-

fairs
; specifically, in theatrical art, a crisis or

critical point in the action of a play.
This will be delivered to you, I expect, by Col. Thrus-

ton, from whom you will be able to receive a more cir-

cumstantial acc'tof the situationoi affairs in this Quarter
than can be conveyed well in a letter.

George Washinytm, To Col. Saml Washington.

Sivaistic

Real situations are always pledges of a real natural lan-

guage. De (Juiiti-t'.'i. style, i.

The situations which most signally develop character
form the best plot. Macaulay, Machiavelli.

5. A post of employment ;
a subordinate office

;

a place in which one works for salary or wages.
Hearing about this time that Sir Pitt C'rawley's family

was in want of a governess, she actually recommended Mis*

Sharp for the situation, firebrand and serpent as she was.

Thackeray, Vanity fair, ii

6. Settlement; occupation. [Rare.]
OnMundaythey . . . marched into y land, & found di-

verse cornfeilds & litle railing brooks, a place (as they
supposed) fltt for situation.

Bradford, Plymouth Plantation, p. 88.

= Svn. 1 and 2. Site, station, post. 3. Case, plight;
situation is relation to external objects; state and con-

dition refer to what a person or thing is inwardly.

Situla (sit'u-la), n. [ML. (see def. 1), also a

liquid measure, < L. situla, a bucket, urn.] 1.

PI. situlee (-le). Eccles., an aspersorium, or mov-
able stoup. 2. [cap.] A very yellow star of

magnitude 5.5, K Aquarii.
situs (si'tus), .

; pi. situs. [L. : see site2.] 1.

Situation; site.

The future situs of the cotton manufacture of the United
States. E. Atkinson, Pop. Sci. Ho., XXXVI. 289.

2. In biol.,arcJiseol., etc., the proper or original

site, place, position, or location of a part or

organ, or of any other thing: chiefly in the

phrase in situ, in place that is, not disturbed
or disarranged by dissection, excavation, or

other process of examination. 3. In laic, sit-

uation in contemplation of law
; locality, actual

or recognized. Thus, the forms of transfer of real

property must conform to the law of the situs (that is,

the jurisdiction within which the property is actually situ-

ated) ; and when it is said that personal property has no
situs, it is meant that for certain purposes the law refuses
to recognize its actual situs, and inquires for the law ap-
plicable to the person of the owner. Situs perversus,
abnormal position of organs or parts. Situs transver-
BU8, lateral transposition of the viscera from right to left,

and conversely.

sit-ye-down (sit'ye-doun'), it. [Imitative of its

note.] The titmouse, Parus major. [Prov.Eng.]
sitz-bath (sits'bath), n. [A partly accom. form
of G. sitzoad, < site, a seat, + bad = E. bath.]
1. Same as liip-batlt. 2. A tub of wood, metal,

etc., adapted for such a bath.

Slum (si'um), . [NL. (Rivinus, 1699), < Gr. aiov,

a plant found in meadows and marshes.] A
genus of umbelliferous plants, of the tribe Am-
minese and subtribe Euanimine/t. it is character-
ized by flowers with num erous undivided involucral bracts,
acute calyx-teeth, and slightly notched indexed petals ;

and by fruit with nearly equal obtuse corky or thickened
and somewhat prominent ridges, an undivided or obsolete

carpophore, and numerous oil-tubes or at least one to
three to each interval. There are 6 species, including
the genus Berula (Koch, 1837), separated from Stum by
some on account of its nearly globose fruit with -incon-

spicuous ribs and thick corky pericarp. They are natives

mostly of the northern hemisphere, with one in South
Africa, all growing chiefly in watery places. They are
smooth herbs bearing once-pinnate leaves with toothed
leaflets, and white flowers in terminal or lateral compound
umbels with many-bracted involucres and involucels.

They are known as water-parsnip. Two species occur in
the eastern United States S. cicutsefolium and S. Carsonii
besidesBerula anyusttfolia, bymany referred here. Com-

pare ninsi, and for S. Helenium see jellico. See cuts un-
der inflorescence and skirret.

Siva (se'va), . [Also Shiva, Cira; < Hind.
Siva, < Bn.ofoa, propitious: a euphemism.]
1. In later Hindu myth., the name of a god of

highest rank, supreme
god in the opinion of

his sectaries, but also
combined with Brah-
ma and Vishnu in a

triad, in which he rep-
resents the principle
of destruction, one of
his principal emblems is

the lingam or phallus, sym-
bolical of creation which
follows destruction ; and
he is represented with sym-
bols of cruelty and carnage.
2. In ornith., a genus
of Asiatic birds, such
as S. cyanuroptera, S.

strigula, and S. easta-

iteicaitda : so named
by Hodgson in 1838,
and also called by him
Hemiparus (1841) and
Inropits (1844). The
species inhabit the Hima-
layan regions, and south-
ward in Assam and Hurma to Tenasserim. The genus is

oneof many which have been located in "families" conven-
tionally called ^Eifithinidte, Liotrichidx, and Timeliidx.
3. In nitom., a genus of hemipterous insects.

Sivaistic (se-va-is'tik), a. [< Siru + -istic.]
Of or pertaining to the worship of Siva.

Siva. (From Moor's " Hindu
Pantheon.")



Sivaite

Sivaite (se'va-It), a. and . [< W/vf + -ite^.]

Adhering to, or an adherent of, the god Siva;

belonging to the sect or body of Hindus who
worship Siva as highest god.

Here, in historical times, was the home of Sankara

-Vcharya the great Sivaite reformer of the 8th century.
Encyc. Brit., XIII. 815.

Sivalik (si-va'lik), a. Same as Siwalik.

Sivan (siv'an), n. [< Heb. strait.] The third

inontli of tlie Jewish sacred year and the ninth

of the civil year, corresponding to the latter

part of May and part of June.

Siva-snake (se'va-snak), . A book-name of

Ophiophagus elaps, a very large and deadly

'

''<*

Siva-snake (OphiophagMS elafs).

cobriform serpent of India: so called from its

powers of destruction. See Opliiopliagus.
Sivathere (siv'a-ther), w. A sivatherium.

Sivatheriidae (siv'a-the-ri'i-de),n.j/. [NL.,<
Sivatherium + -idee.] A family of fossil artio-

dactyl and presumably ruminant mammals, of

uncertain position in the suborder Artiodactyla,
typified by the genus Sivatherium. The skull is

broad behind, contracted forward in front of the molar
teeth, with the facial part shortened and produced down-
ward, and the nasal bones short and arched ; it bears two
pairs of horns, supported on bony cores. There are three
molar and three premolar teeth on each side of each jaw,
broad, with inner crescentic plates of enamel running in

large sinuous flexures. The family has been united by
some with the GiraffidK, and by others considered as find-

ing its nearest living relative in the North American An-
tilocapridfe, the horns being similarly furcate and borne on
long bony cores, unlike the antlers of deer.

sivatherioid (siv-a-the'ri-oid), a. [< SiratJicri-

um + -old.] Resembling or related to the siv-

atherium
;
of or pertaining to the tUvatheriidx.

Sivatherium (siv-a-the'ri-um), n. [NL. (Fal-
coner and Cautley), < Siva, the Hindu god, +
Gr. fh/pinv, a wild beast.] 1. The typical genus
of Sivatlieriittse. The species is S. yiijantewm, discov-
ered in the Siwalik Hills, of huge dimensions for a rumi-
nant, with a skull as long as an elephant's. The animal
had four horns, and a large tumid muzzle, perhaps some-
what as in the living saiga antelope. Also called Sival-

hippus.
2. [/. o.] An animal of this genus; a Sivathere.

sive 1
t, n. and v. An obsolete spelling of sieve.

sive2 (siv), . A dialectal variant of scythe,
ffalliicell.

siver1
t (siv'er), v. i. [An imitative variant of

simmer1
,
the form perhaps influenced by shiver2

and quiver^.] To simmer. Holland.
siver2t, n. A Scotch form of sewer3 .

siwens, . See sibbens.

Siwalik (si-wa'lik), a. [Also Sivalik, in E.
sometimes SetcalicJc; < Hind. Siwalik, Siwalikh.]
Pertaining or belonging to or found in the Si-

waliks, the southern outlying range of the Him-
alayas: as, the Siwalik strata; Siwalik fossils.
Siwalik group, an important division of the Tertiary

in the Himalayas. The group is of land and fresh-water
origin, and is extremely rich in fossils, chiefly of Mam-
malia, among which are great numbers of Ungulata. ani-
mals of large size occurring in preponderating numbers.
More than ftO genera of Mammalia are included in the Si-

walik fauna, many of them still existing.

six (siks), a. and n. [So. also sax; < ME. six,

sex, sexe, sixe, < AS. six, syx, siex, seox = OS.
sehs = OFries. sex = MD. ses, D. zes = MLG.
ses, ses, LG. ses = OHG. MHG. sehs, G. sechs =
Icel. Dan. Sw. sex = Goth, saihs = L. sex (> It.

set = Sp. Pg. Pr. sets = F. sir) = Gr. ef = W.
Bret, chwech = Ir. se = Gael, se = Lith. szeszi
= OBulg. shesti = Pol. szesc = Bohem. sliest =
Buss, shesti = Zend khshvasli, Pers. shash =
Skt. sliash, six. Hence sixth, sixteen, etc.

;
from

the L., sext, sextant, sexier, sextet, sextuple, sexa-

genarian, sexagesima, sexennial, senary, sice1
,

etc.; and from Gr., hexagon, hexagonal, hexam-
eter, etc.] I. a. One more than five; being
twice three : a cardinal numeral Involution of
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Six screws. Seeineulutirin. SixNations. See Iroquois.
- Six-Principle Baptists. See baptixt, 2. Six-year
molar, the first permanent molar tooth. The Six Acts.
See at-t. The Six Articles. See article. The Six Com-
panies, six great organizations of Chinese merchants in

San Francisco, which control Chinese immigration into the
United States and the immigrants The whip with, six

Strings. Seethe Six Articles, under article.

II. H. 1. The number greater by one than
five

;
twice three. For the cabalistic signifi-

cance of six, see seven. 2. A symbol repre-
senting this number, as 6, or VI, or

yi.
3. In

games: (a) A playing-card bearing six spots or

pips; a six-spot. (6) On a die, the face which
bears six spots; hence, a die which turns up
that face.

It is a hundred to one if a man fling two sixes and re-

cover all. Couiey, Danger of Procrastination.

4. Beer sold at six shillings a barrel
; hence,

small beer.

Look if he be not drank ! The very sight of him makes
one long for a cup of nix. Rowley, Match at Midnight, i. 1.

Mr. Steevens . . . says that small beer still goes by the
cant name of fixes. Naret.

6. pi. Bonds bearing interest at six per cent.

The bonds became known as the sixes of 1861.

The Nation, Oct. 10, 1867, p. 205.

6. pi. In Eng. hymnology, a species of trochaic
meter having six syllables to the line, and prop-
erly four lines to the stanza At (formerly on) six
and seven, at sixes and sevens, at odds ; in disagree-
ment ; in confusion. Compare to set on seven, under seven.

Lat not this wreched wo thyne herte gnawe,
But, manly, set the world on six and senene,
And if thow deye a martyr, go to hevene.

Chaucer, Troll us, iv. 622.

Alle in sundur hit [the tunj brast,
In six or in senyn.

Awwyne of King Arther, St. 64. (Ritson's Eng. Metr.

|Rom., p. 89.)

Bot be thay past me by, by Mahowne in heven,
I shalle, and that in by, set alle on sex and seem;
Trow ye a kyng as I wyll suffre thaym to neven
And to have maatry bot myself fulle even.

Towneley Mysteries, p. 143.

All is uneven,
And every thing is left at six and seven.

Ska*., Rich. II.. II. 2. 122.

Continued sixes, six per cent, bonds issued in 1861 and
1863, redeemable in 1881, and at that time continued at 3J
per cent. Currency sixes, six per cent, bonds issued by
acts of 1862 and 1864, and made redeemable in United
States Treasury notes or any other currency which the
United States might declare a legal tender. Double
sixes. See double. Long sixes, candles about 8 inches in

length, weighing six to the pound.
Man found out long sixes; Hail, candlelight !

Lamb, Elia, Popular fallacies, xv.

Sevens and sixes. See seven, 3. Short sixes, candles
from 4 to 5 inches in length, weighing six to the pound.

That sort of a knock on the head which lights up, for

the patient's entertainment, an imaginary general illu-

mination of very bright short-sixes.

Dickens, Martin Chuzzlewit, ii.

Six Clerk, in Eng. Chancery, one of a number of clerks

who, under the Master of the Rolls, were charged with

keeping the records of the court that is, those proceed-
ings which were engrossed on parchment. They also at

one time had charge of the causes in court, each party
being obliged to employ a six clerk as his representative.
Each six clerk had a number of subordinate clerks. The
office was abolished in 1843. Sixes and fives, a trochaic

meter, usually of eight lines, alternately of six and five

syllables to the line. Sixes and fours, either a dactylic
or an iambic meter, of a varying number of lines, contain-

ing either six or four syllables to the line. Other varieties

occur.

sixain (sik'san), H. [< F. sixain, OF. sisain, six-

aine, sixain = Pr. seizen = Sp. seiseno, sixth, <

Mli.sexenus, < L. sex, six: see sir.] 1. Astanza
of six verses. 2. In the middle ages, an order
of battle.

six-banded (siks'ban'ded), a. Having six seg-
ments of the carapace, as an armadillo. See

poyou.
six-belted (siks'bel"ted), a. Having six stripes
or belts : in the phrase six-belted clearwing, not-

ing a British hawk-moth, Sesia ichneumonifor-
mis.

sixer (sik'ser), n. [< six + -er 1 .] Something
possessing or connected with six or a set of six

objects. Double Sixer, a system of twelve straight
lines in space, consisting of two sets of six each, such that

every line cuts every one of the other set and none of its own
set : or, in other words, every line is on the same plane with

every line of the other set and with none of its own set.

sixfold (siks'fold), a. [< ME. "sixfold, < AS. six-

feald (= Icel. sexfaldr = Dan. sexfold; cf. D.

zes-roudig = G. sechsfdltig = Sw. sexfaldig), six-

fold; as six + -fold.] Six times repeated; six

times as much or as many.
The mouth of this fish is furnished with sometimes a six-

fold row of teeth.

Pennant, British Zoology (ed. 1776), III. 107.

Sixfold measure or time, in music, same as sextuple
rhythm or time (which see, under sextuple).

sixteenth

sixfold (siks'fold), (iflr. l< sixfrtld, a.] In a six-

fold degree ;
with six times the amount, extent,

value, etc.

six-footer (siks'fufer), H. A person measuring
six feet or more in height. [Colloq.]
Like nearly all Tennesseans, the centenarian is a six-

footer, chews tobacco, and loves a good story.
Set. Amer., N. S., LXII. 73.

six-gilled (siks'gild), a. Having six pairs of

gill-slits, as a shark; hexanchous. See Xoti-
danidse.

six-hour (siks'our), a. Pertaining to a quarter
of a day, or six hours. Six-hour circle, the hour-
circle whose hour-angle is six hours.

six-lined (siks'liud), a. Having six linear

stripes: as, the six-lined lizard, scuttler, or

streakfield, Cnemidophorus sexlincatvs.

sixling (siks'ling), . [< six + -liny
1
,] Acom-

Sound
or twin crystal consisting of six indivi-

uals.

sixpence (siks'pens), . [<> + pence.] 1. An
English silver coin of the value of six pence
(about 12 cents) ;

half of a shilling, it was first

issued by Edward VI., with a weight of 48 grains, and after-
ward by other monarchs. The sixpence of Queen V ictoria

weighs about 43J grains.

2. The value of six pence, or half a shilling; a

slight value : sometimes used attributively.
In Verse or Prose, we write or chat,
Not six-pence Matter upon what.

Prior, To Fleetwood Shepherd.

3t. In the United States, especially in New
York, while the coin was in circulation, a Span-
ish half-real, of the value of 6J cents,

sixpenny (siks'pe-ni), a. [< six + penny.] I.

Worth or costing sixpence : as, a sixpenny loaf.

2. Hence, paltry; petty; cheap; worthless.

I am joined with no foot-land rakers, no long-staff six-

penny strikers. Shak., 1 Hen. IV., ii. 1. 82.

I know them, swaggering, suburblan roarers,
Sixpenny truckers. Massinger, City Madam, ill. 1.

Sixpenny nails. See nail, 5, and pound'.
Have you the hangings and the Sixpenny nails for my

Lord's Coat of Arms?
Quoted in Ashton's Social Life in Reign of Queen Anne,

[I. 47.

six-point (siks'point), a. In math., related in
a remarkable way to six points; involving six

points Six-point circle. See Tuclrer circle, under cir-

cle. Six-point contact, a contact due to the coincidence
of six points ;

in the case of curves, a contact of the fifth

order.

six-shooter (siks'sho"ter), n. A pistol for fir-

ing six shots in succession, usually a revolver
with six chambers.
"The weapons of our warfare are not carnal" bowie-

knives, six-shooters, an' the like.

W. M. Baker, New Timothy, p. 177.

six-spot (siks'spot), a. and n. I. a. Having six

spots, as an insect or a playing-card: as, the

six-spot burnet-moth.
II. . A playing-card with six pips.

six-stringed (siks'stringd), a. Having six

strings Six-stringed whip, an old popular name
for the Six Articles (which see, under article).

sixte (sikst), n. [< F. sixte, < L. sextiis, sixth:

see sixth.'] A parry on the fencing-floor, prob-
ably at first the sixth position assumed by a
swordsman after pulling his weapon from the
scabbard held in his left hand. (See prime, se-

conde, tierce, quart
1

*, 2, etc. ) The hand is in the nor-
mal position on guard opposite the right breast, with
nails upward, and point of sword raised. The parry is

effected by moving the sword a little to the right, but
keeping the point steady, thus causing the opponent's
thrust to deviate. Sixte is also used for the thrust, coun-
ter, etc.. which is parried by this movement: a point in

sixte, for instance.

The authors of " Fencing
"
prefer tierce to sixte, in which

the masters are against them.

Athenatum, No. 3240, p. 742.

sixteen (siks'ten'), fl. and n. [< ME. sixtene,

sextene, < AS. sixtene, sixtyne = OS. sestein =
OFries. sextine. sextene = D. zestien = MHG.
sehzehen, G. sechszelm, sechzehn = Icel. sextan
= Sw. sexton =Dan. sxten=Goth. *sailistail/ini

= L. sexdecim, sedecim (> It. sediei (cf. Pg. deza-

seis, transposed) = Pr. sedze = F. seize}, sixteen ;

as six + ten.] I. a. Being the sum of six and
ten ; consisting of one more than fifteen : a car-

dinal numeral.
H. n. 1. The number made up of six and ten;

four times fovir. 2. A symbol representing this

number, as 16, or XVI, or xvi.

sixteenmo (siks'ten'mo), n. See sexto-decimo.

sixteenth (siks'tenth'), a. and . [< ME. six-

tentlie, earlier sixtethe, sixteotlie, < AS. sixtedtha,

syxteotlie = OFries. scxtinda, sextenda, sextiensta,
sextendesta = D. zestiende = MHG. selizchende,
G. secltszclintt, scchzehnte = Icel . sextdndi = Sw.
sextonde = Dan. sextende; as sixteen + -tli'^.]



sixteenth

I. a. 1. Next in order after the fifteenth; be-

ing the sixth after the tenth : the ordinal of six-

teen. 2. Being one of sixteen equal parts into
which a whole is divided.

II. n. 1. One of sixteen equal parts. 2.
In uiiixic: (a) The melodic or harmonic inter-

val of two octaves and a second. (6) A six-

teenth-note. 3. Inearly Eng. lair, a sixteenth
of the rents of the year, or of movables, or

both, granted or levied by way of tax.

Sixteenth-note (siks'tenth'not), . In iiiH.s-1-

cal notation, a note equivalent in time-value to
one half of an eighth-note : marked by the sign

P Or C] or, in groups, H
, M . Also called

Kcmiquarer.- Sixteenth-note rest! See resti, 8 (6).

sixteenth-rest (siks'tfath'rest), n. In musi-
cal notation, same as sixteenth-note ri'st.

sixth (siksth), a. and . [With term, conformed
to -<A 3

;
< ME. sixt, sexte, sixte, syxte, seextc,

siste, seste, < AS. sixta = OS. seltsto = OFries.
sexta = MD. seste, D. zesde = MLG. seste, seste

= OHG. selisto, MHG. sehste, G. secliste = Icel.

setti = Sw. Dan. sjclte = Goth, saihsta = L.
sextus (> It. sesto = Sp. Pg. sexto = F. sixte); as
six + -tliS.] I. a. 1. Being the first after the
fifth: the ordinal of six. 2. Being one of six

equal parts into which a whole is divided.
Sixth-day, Friday, as the sixth day of the week : so called

among the Society of Friends. The sixth hour, the sixth
of twelve hours reckoned from sunrise to sunset

;
the noon-

tide hour ; specifically, the canonical hour of sext.

Peter went up upon the housetop to pray about the sixth
hour. Acts x. 9.

II. 11. 1. A sixth part. 2. In early KIIIJ.

law, a sixth of the rents of the year, or of mov-
ables, or both, granted or levied by way of tax.

3. In music." (a) A tone on the sixth degree
above or below a given tone. (6) The interval
between any tone and a tone on the sixth de-

gree above or below it. (c) The harmonic com-
bination of two tones at the interval thus de-
scribed, (d) In a scale, the sixth tone from the

bottom; the submediant: solmizated la. The
typical interval of the sixth is that between the first and
the sixth tones of a major scale, which is acoustically rep-
resented by the ratio 3 : 5. Such a sixth is called major. A
sixth a half-step shorter is called minor; one two half-steps
shorter is called diminished ; and one a half-step longer is

called augmented, extreme, etc. Major and minor sixths
are classed as consonances ; other sixths as dissonances.
Chord of the added sixth, in music, a chord consisting
of the first, second, fourth, and sixth tones of a scale, and
usually regarded as asubdominanttriad with a sixth from
the root added. Its derivation is disputed. Chord of
the extreme sixth, in music, a chord in which, as typi-
cally arranged, there is an interval of an extreme or aug-
mented sixth between the upper tone and the lower. It
has three forms (a) the French sixth, consisting of the
first, second, sixth, and sharped fourth of a minor scale ;

,_ i
i i (6) the German sixth, consist-

zZ&t-tS-^SsJ^ld- ing of the first, third, sixth,

(_',) '^-^ "s^'' "^ !iml sharped fourth of such ;i

scale ; (c) the Italian sixth,*""* "" """
consisting of the first, sixth,

and sharped fourth of such a scale. Chord of the Sixth,
in muftic, a chord consisting of a tone with its third and its

sixth : it is usually regarded as simply the first inversion
of a triad. Neapolitan sixth. See Neapolitan.

Sixthly (siksth'li), adv. [< sixtli + -fy2.] in
the sixth place.
sixtieth (siks'ti-eth), a. and n. [< ME. *six-

tietJie, < AS. sixtigotha =Icel. sextiigandi = Sw.
sextionde (cf. D. zestigste = G. sechszigste, sech-

zigste), sixtieth; as sixty + -etliS.] I. a. 1.
Next in order after the fifty-ninth: an ordinal
numeral. 2. Being one of sixty equal parts
into which anything is divided.

II. . One of sixty equal parts.
Sixtine (siks'tin), a. Same as Sistine.

sixty (siks'ti), a. and n. [< ME. sixty, sixti,

sexti, sextig, < AS. sixtig, sixteg = OFries. sexticli,
sextech = MD. sestig, D. zestig = OHG. sehszug,
MHG. sehzec, sehzic, G. sechszig, sechzig = Icel.

sextttgr, sextogr, sextigir.mod. sextin = Sw. sextio

(cf. Dan. tredsindstyve) = Goth, sailis-tigjus; as
six + -ty

1
. Cf. Ijrsexaginta, < sex, six, + -ginta,

short for *decinta, tenth, < decem, ten.] I. a.

Being the product of six and ten; being the
sumof fifty and ten: a cardinal numeral Sixty-
knotted guipure. See guipure.

II. w. 1. The product of six and ten; the
sum of fifty and ten. 2. A symbol represent-
ing sixty units, as 60, LX, Ix.

Sixtyfour-mo (siks'ti-for'mo), n. [An E. read-

ing of G4/o, prop. L. in LXIFmo, i. e. in sexa-

gesimo quarto; sexagesimo, abl. of sexagcfimn.-,;
sixtieth (< gexaginta, sixty: see sixty); quarto,
abl. of quartns, fourth: see quart, quarto.] A
sheet of paper when regularly folded in 64 leaves
of equal size

;
a pamphlet or book made up of

folded sheets of 64 leaves. When the size of paper
is not named, the 64mo leaf is supposed to be 2$ by 3J
inches, or about that size.
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sixty-fourth (siks'ti-forth'), a. Fourth in or-
der after the sixtieth.

sixty-fourth-note (siks'ti-forth'not), H. In 111 ii-

xii'iil notation, a note equivalent in time-value
to one half of a thirty-second-note ;

a hemideini-

J , f, or, in groups,

Sixty-fourth-note rest. See resti, 8 (b\

sixty-six (siks'ti-siks'), H. A game of cards

played, generally by two persons, with 24 cards,
the ace, ten, king, queen, knave, and nine

ranking in the order named. Each player receives
six cards, and as fast as one is thrown from the hand re-

ceives another from the undealt pack until it is exhausted ;

each card except the nine-spot has to the taker a certain

value, as the ace 11, the queen 3, etc., and the object of
the player is to capture as many of these as possible, and
to secure marriages that is, the possession of a king and
queen of the same suit; the player first winning sixty-six
scores one point ; seven points make a game.

six-wired (siks'wlrd), a. In ornith., six-fea-
thered. Compare twelve-wired, under Seleitcides.

sizable (si'za-bl), a. [Also sizeable; < size1 +
-able.} Of a relatively good, suitable, or desira-
ble size, usually somewhat large.
A ... modern virtuoso, finding such a machine alto-

gether unwieldy and useless, . . . invented that sizeable in-

strument which is now in use. Addison, Tatler, No. 220.

William Wotton, B. D., . . . has written a good sizeable
volume against a friend of your governor.

Sic\rt, Tale of a Tub, Ded.

sizal (siz'al), H. Same as Sinai hemp. See

lieneqni'ii.

sizar (si'zar), H. [Also sizar; < size1
,
an allow-

ance of provisions, + -or1 for -er1 .] At the

University of Cambridge, or at Trinity College,
Dublin, an undergraduate student who, in con-
sideration of his comparative poverty, usually
receives free commons. Compare serritor (c).

The distinction between pensioners and sizers is by no
means considerable. . . , Nothing is more common than
to see pensioners and sizers taking sweet counsel together,
and walking arm in arm to St. Mary's as friends.

Gradus ad Cantabrigiam (1824).

The sizars paid nothing for food and tuition, and very
little for lodging ; but they had to perform some menial
services from which they have long been relieved. They
swept the court ; they carried up the dinner to the fel-

lows' table, and changed the plates and poured out the ale
of the rulers of the society. Macaulay, Oliver Goldsmith.

Sizars are generally Students of limited means. They
usually have their commons free, and receive various
emoluments. Cambridge University Calendar, 1889, p. 5.

sizarship (si'ziir-ship), n. [< sizar + -ship.]
The position, rank, or privileges of a sizar.

Public Schools, where the sons of the lower classes wait-
ed on the sons of the upper classes, and received certain
benefits (in food, clothes, and instruction) from them in
return. In fact the sizarships in our modern colleges ap-
pear to be a modified continuation of this ancient system.

O'Curry, Ancient Irish, I. iv.

size 1
(six). H. [Early mod. E. also sise; < ME.

sise, sysc, syce, by apheresis from assisc, asisc,

allowance; hence, generally, measure, magni-
tude: see assize.] 1. A fixed rate regulating
the weight, measure, price, or proportion of any
article, especially food or drink; a standard.
See assize, n., 2.

Hit hath be vsid, the Malre of Bristow ... to do calle

byfore hym ... all the Bakers of Bristowe, there to vn-
dirstand whate stuff they haue of whete. And after, what
sise they shall bake. English Gilds (E. E. T. S.), p. 424.

Also this yere was an acte of parliament for wood and
coal to kepe the fulle siee after the Purification of our La-

die, that shall be in the yere of ourLorde M.D.xliii. that no
man shall bargaine, sell, bryng, or conueigh of any other
sine, to be vttered or solde, vpon pain of forfaiture.

Fabyan, Chron. (ed. Ellis), p. 705.

To repress Drunkenness, which the Danes had brought
in, he made a Law, ordaining a Size, by certain Pins in the
Pot, with Penalty to any that should presume to drink
deeper than the Mark. Baker, Chronicles, p. 11.

2. A specified or fixed amount of food and
drink; a ration.

'Tisnotin thee
To grudge my pleasures, to cut off my train,
To bandy hasty words, to scant my sizes.

SA*.,Lear, ii. 4.178.

A Size is a portion of bread or drinke, i. is a farthing,
which Schollers in Cambridge haue at the butterie ; it is

noted with the letter S., as in Oxeford with the letter Q. fur
halfe a farthing and q*. for a farthing ;

and whereas they
say in Oxeford to Battle in the butterie booke, i. to set
downe on their names what they take in Bread, Drinke,
Butter, Cheese, &c., so in Cambridge they say to Size, i. to
set downe their quantum, i. how much they take on their
names in the Butterie booke.

Minsheu, Guide into Tongues (161 7).

3. Hence, in university use, a charge made for
an extra portion of food or drink

;
a farthing,

as the former price of each portion. The word
was also used more generally, to note any ad-
ditional expense incurred.

I grew weary of staying with Sir Williams both, and the
more for that my Lady Batten and her crew, at least half

size

a score, came into the room, and I believe we shall pay
size for it. I'epys, Diary, Sept. 4, 1G6!>.

4f. A portion allotted by chance or fate; a

share
;
a peculiar or individual allotment.

Hast thow wylnet by couetyse
Worldes gode ouer xyse*

Myrc, Instructions for Parish Priests (E. E. T. S.),

(1. 1282.

Our size of sorrow,
Proportion 'd to our cause, must be as great
As that which makes it. Shale., A. and C., iv. 15. 4.

5t. Grade of quality or importance ;
rank

;

class
; degree ;

order.

Neither was he [Christ |
served in state, his attendants

being of the mechanick size.

Penn, Advice to Children, iii.

A plain sermon, for a middling or lower size of people.
Swift.

6. Rate of dimension, whether linear, square,
or solid; material proportions; relative mag-
nitude : now the usual sense.

iij perchers of wax then shalle he fet,
A-bone tho chymne that is sett,
In syce ichoil from other shalle be
The lengthe of other that men may se.

Bailees Book(E. E. T. S.), p. 314.

Both the cherubims were of one measure and one size.

1 Ki. vi. 25.

7. One of a regularly increasing series of di-

mensions used for manufactured articles which
are bought ready-made; specifically, as used
by shoemakers, three eighths of an inch in

length.
There is not a size of paper in the palace large enough

to tell you how much I esteem myself honoured in your re-

membrances. Donne, Letters, xxxii.

This calumnious disguise was crowned and completed
by a soft felt hat of the Tyrolese design, and several sizes

too small. R. L. Stevenson, The Dynamiter, p. 98.

8. Extent, or volume, or magnitude in other

respects, as of time, sound, or effort.

And so shall the earth remaine fortie dayes, although
those dayes shall be of a larger size then these.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 305.

Often shrieking undistingnish'd woe,
In clamours of all size, both high and low.

Shak.
,
Lover's Complaint, 1. 21.

I have ever verified my friends,
Of whom he *s chief, with all the size that verity
Would without lapsing suffer. Shak., Cor., v. 2. 18.

9. pi. A session of a court of justice ; assizes.
See assize, 6. [Obsolete or provincial.]

And there 's the satin that your worship sent me,
Will serve you at a sizes yet.

Fletcher, Wit without Money, iii. 4.

10. An implement for measuring pearls, con-

sisting of a number of thin leaves pierced with
holes of different diameters, and fastened to-

gether. The test is made by observing how
many of the holes the pearl will pass through.

Heroic size. See heroic. Pope's size. Seepopei.
Sizes Of paper. See paper. = Syn. 6. Sue, Magnitude,
Bulk, Volume. Size is the general word for things large or
small. In ordinary discourse magnitude applies to large
things ; but it is also an exact word, and is much used in
science : as, a star of the fourth magnitude. Bulk sug-
gests noticeable size, especially size rounding out into un-
wieldiness. Volume is a rather indefinite word, arising
from the idea of rolling a thing up till it attains size,

though with no especial suggestion of shape. We speak
of the magnitude of a calamity or of a fortune, the bulk of
a bale of cotton or of an elephant, the volume of smoke or
of an avalanche.

size1
(siz), v.

; pret. and pp. sized, ppr. sizing.

[<)>e1,.] I. trans. 1. To regulate the weight,
measure, extent, value, etc., of; fix the rate or
standard of; assize.

The Coynes which they had were either of brasse, or else
iron rings sized at a certaine waight, which they used for
their monies.

J. Speed, Hist. Great Britain (ed. 1650), p. 169.

There was also a statute for the dispersing of the stan-
dard of the Exchequer throughout England, thereby to
size weights and measures ; and two or three more of lesse

importance. Bacon, Hist, Hen. VII., p. 101.

2. At Cambridge and other universities, to ob-
tain (food or drink) in extra portions at a fixed
rate of charge ; hence, in general, to buy at a
fixed rate

; purchase.
Drinking college tap-lash . . . will let them have no

more learning than they size, nor a drop of wit more than
the butler sets on their heads.

Randolph, Aristippus (Works, ed. Hazlitt, 1875, p. 14).

When they come into town after commons, they may be
allowed to size a meal at the kitchen.

Laws of Harvard College (1798), p. 39 (quoted in College
[Words and Customs, p. 428).

At the close of each quarter the Butler shall make up
his bill against each student, in which every article sized
or taken up by him at the Buttery shall be particularly
charged.
Lam of Yale College (1811), p. 31 (quoted in College Words

(and Customs, p. 428).

3. To supply with sizes ; hence, to fill or other-
wise affect by sizes or portions.



size

To size your belly out with shoulder fees,

With rumps and kidnies.
Beau, and Fl., Wit at Several Weapons, ii. 1.

4. To rate
;
rank.

With proctors and with testers grave
Our bailiffs you may size.

Randolph, Townsmen's Petition of Cambridge.

5. To estimate or ascertain the size of; mea-
sure

; hence, by extension, to arrange in groups
or ranks according to dimensions.

Pickled Hams and Shoulders shall be sized when packed,
and the green weights and date of packing shall also be
marked on each package.

New York Produce Exchange Report, 1888-9, p. 168.

6. To separate or sort according to size. Spe-

cincally (a) In mining, to classify or separate accord-

ing to size, as particles of crushed or stamped ore and
veinstone. See sizing*, 3. (6) To graduate the length of

(a fishing-line) to the depth of water : as, to size a line

(to haul a hand-line from the bottom till the hooks clear).

[Gloucester, Massachusetts.] To size UP, to take the

size or measure of
; consider thoroughly in order to form

an opinion of; hence, to consider; regard: as, to size a

person up as dishonest. [Colloq., U. S.J

We had to size up our fellow legislators, to flnd out their

past history and present character and associates.
The Century, XXIX. 821.

II. intrans. At Cambridge and other univer-

sities, to give an order (for food or drink) over

and above the usual commons : generally with

for. Compare battel*.

Soup, pastry, and cheese can be sized for that is,

brought in portions to individuals at an extra charge.
C. A. Briited, English University, p. 35.

To Size upont, to order extra food at the charge of.

If any one shall size upon another, he shall be fined a

Shilling, and pay the Damage ; and every Freshman sent

(for victuals] must declare that he who sends him is the

only Person to be charged.
Laics of Yale College (1774), p. 10 (quoted in College Words

[and Customs, p. 429).

size- (siz), 11. [Early mod. E. also sise, syse;
< ME. sise, syse, size (= It. sisa, assisa, size),

prob. another use (prob. also in OF., but not

found) of sise, tissise, measure, etc., < OF. assise,

allowance, measure, etc. : see assize. Cf. size1 ."}

1. A gelatinous wash used by painters, by
paper-manufacturers, and in many industrial

arts. It is made of the shreds and parings of leather,

parchment, or vellum, boiled in water and purified ; also

from common glue, from potatoes, and from scraps and
clippings of hides, horns, hoofs, etc. The finest is made
in Russia from sturgeons' sounds or air-bladders, and
is known as isinglass. That used for writing-paper is

made of gelatin prepared from leather and parchment
clippings. A clear solution of isinglass is used for sizing

plate-paper intended to receive impressions in color. For

printing-papers the usual size is a compound of alum and
resin dissolved in a solution of soda, and combined with

potato-starch. Starch alone is also used as a size. /-.'. //.

Knight.
2. A material resembling size, but of different

origin, and used for its tenacity as a prepara-
tion for gilding and the like.

Syse, for bokys lymynynge (site colour).

Prompt. Pare., p. 45.

3. A glutinous printing-ink made to receive
and retain the bronze-powder of gold or silver

which is dusted on it. 4. In pltysiol.. the buffy
coat observed on the surface of coagulated
blood in certain conditions. 5. In brickmak-

inij, plasticity, as of the clay before burning.
size2 (siz), !. t.

; pret. and pp. sized, ppr. sizing.

[Early mod. E. also sise ; < size"*, n.] 1 . To cover
with size

; prepare with size
;
stiffen by means

of size.

We shall speak of the use of each of the said four Gums
rather when we treat of Sizing and Stiffening than now,
in a Discourse of Dying.

Sir W. Petty, Bp. Sprat's Hist. Royal Soc., p. 294.

2. To smear over with any substance acting
like size : occurring chiefly in compounds.

O'er-sized with coagulate gore. Shak., Hamlet, ii. 2. 484.

The blood-sized field.

Fletcher (and another), Two Noble Kinsmen, i. 1.

3. To render plastic : said of clay.
It is necessary to grind the same clay through the pug-

mill several times, the first thing in the morning, before
it comes to the proper degree of plasticity for molding;
this operation is called sizing the clay.

C. T. Davis, Bricks and Tiles, p. 113.

size3 ,
". Same as sice1 .

sizeable, . See sizable.

size-cue (siz'ku), n. In university use, the
cue or symbol for the value of a size, as en-
tered in the buttery-books. See size1

, n., 2. and
ce2

,
'>.

Sized 1
(sizd), a. [< xize 1 + -edz

.~\ Having a
particular size, magnitude, extent, proportions,
etc.: occurring usually in compounds: as, fair-

sized, middle-steed, etc.

As my love is sized, my fear is so ;

Where love is great, the littlest doubts are fear.

Shak., Hamlet, iii. 2. 180.
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A well-sized and useful volume might be compiled and

published annually, containing the incorrect expressions,
and omitting the opinions, of our booksellers boys, the

reviewers. Landor, Imag. Conv., Southey and Foreon, i.

sized2 (sizd), p. a. [< .s-i>e2 + -/2
.] Having

size in its composition; covered or washed with

size Hard-Sized, noting paper which has a thick coat
of size. Machine-sized paper, ^ec y*/v. - Slack-

sized, noting paper that has not enough of size. Soft-
sized. Same as slack-sized, Sour-sized, noting imper-
fect paper on which the size has fermented and soured.

sizel, . Same as scisseJ.

sizer (si'zer), . [< size 1 + -!.] If. An obso-
lete form of sizar. 2. An instrument or con-
trivance of perforated plates, wirework, etc.,

for sorting articles of varying sizes; a kind of

gage: as, a coffee-siT,- a bullet -sizer, which
has holes to determine the size of bullets.

size-roll (siz'rol), . 1 . A small piece of parch-
ment added to a roll or record. 2. In the
British army, a list containing the names of

all the men belonging to a troop or company,
with the height or stature of each specifically
marked. Farrow.
size-stick (siz'stik), . A measuring-stick used

by shoemakers to ascertain the length of the

foot, etc.

size-time (siz'tim), . The time when assizes

are held. Compare sire1
, n., 9.

Our drowning scap'd, more danger was ensuing ;

'Twas size time there, and hanging was a brewing.
John Taylor, Works (1630), II. 14. (Hallimll.)

siziness (si'zi-nes), w. The state or quality of

being sizy; glutinousness ; viscosity.

Cold was capable of producing a siziness and viscosity
in the blood. Arbuthnot, Diet, iv.

sizing
1
(si'zing), . [Verbal n. of size1

, r.] 1.

Any act or process indicated by sire1
,

r. 2.

Specifically, in university use: (a) An order
for extra food or drink from the buttery.

I know what belongs to sizing, and have answered to my
cue in my days ; I am free of the whole university ; I com*
menced with no worse than his majesty's footmen.

Shirley, Witty Fair One, Iv. 2.

(6) Any article so ordered; a size.

We were allowed at dinner a cue of beer, which was a

half-pint, and a sizing of bread, which I cannot describe to

you. It was quite sufficient for one dinner.

Peirce, Hist Harvard University, p. 219.

3. In mining, sorting the crushed or stamped
ores into grains of various sizes, in order that a
more perfect separation of the various mineral
and metalliferous substances of which the ore

is made up may afterward be effected by the use
of such ore-dressing or separating apparatus
as may be considered suitable for the purpose.
The most commonly employed form of sizing apparatus is

the trommel, a revolving cylindrical sieve, used single or

in various combinations. There are various other ma-
chines for sizing or classifying ores ; among them are the

pointed box (also called pyramidal box and spiizlcastfn\

the labyrinth, the Engis trough, the Thirian washer,
the Dorr classifier, the siphon separator, eto. The laby-
rinth is the oldest form, but is now much less important
than it formerly was. See labyrinth, 5, and pointed box

(under pointed). Sizing-bell, a bell rung when the bill of

sizings which may be ordered is posted. Sizing-party,
a supper-party where each person orders and pays for

what he likes. To put out of sizing, to punish (a pen-
sioner) by depriving him of the privilege of ordering extra

delicacies.

sizing'
2
(si'zing), w. [Verbal n. of size%, r.] 1.

The act or process of applying size or prepar-

ing with size. 2. Size prepared for use in

any mechanical trade Animal sizing, a dissolved

animal glue used for the best writing-papers. Rosin
Sizing, a sizing composed of a mixture of rosin and soda.

sizy (si'zi),a. [<sir'
2 + -y

1
.] Containing, con-

sisting of, or resembling size; glutinous; thick
and viscous

; ropy ; having the adhesiveness of

size.

The blood let the first time florid ; after a second time

sizy. Arbuthnot, Diet, iv.

sizygium, n. See ayzygjuin.
sizz (siz), v. i. [An imitative var. of siss1 . Cf.

hizz, hiss."] To hiss ;
sizzle : noting a hiss some-

what resembling a buzz.

Mention has been made . . . of a peculiar
"
singing

"
or

rather "
sizzing

"
noise on the wire. Nature, XIII. 585.

sizzen (siz'n), i: i. [Cf. sizz.] To hiss. HaJli-

well. [Prov. Eng.]
sizzerst, An old spelling of scissors.

sizzing (siz'ing), i. [Verbal n. of sizz,v.~\ Yeast;
barm. [Obsolete or prov. Eng.]

It behoveth my wits to worke like barme, alias yeast,
alias sizing, alias rising. Lyly, Mother Bombie, ii. 1.

Sizzing: Yeast or Barm, . . . from the sound Beer or

Ale makes in working. Ray, Eng. Words, p. 113.

Sizzle (siz'l), r.; pret. and pp. sizzled, ppr. siz-

-Jiiuj. [A freq. of sir,?, like sisslf, freq. of si*?1 .]

I, intrans. 1. To make a hissing or sputtering

S-joint-

skate

sound, as a liquid when effervescing or acted
on directly by heat

;
make M>iiml as of frying.

From the ends of the wood the sup fries and drips on the

sizzling coals below, and flies olf in angry steam.
S. Judd, Margaret.

The sizzling embers of the fire having about given up
the ghost after a fruitless struggle with the stt-acly down-
pour. T. Itooserelt, The Century, XXXV. 804.

2. To dry and shrivel up with hissing by the
action of lire. Forby. [Provincial or colloq.]
3. To be very hot, as if hissing or shriveling.

[Colloq.]
We sat, without coats or waistcoats, under the sizzling

leather roof of our tarantas, fanning ourselves with our
hats. The Century, XXXVI. 367.

II. trans. To dry or burn with or as if with
a hissing sound: sometipies followed bv nji.

[Prov. Eng.]
Sizzle. ... I have heard the word thus used "If we

heen't rain in another week we shall be all sizzled up."
This evidently meant burnt up.

Moor, Sutfolk Words, p. 351.

sizzle (siz'l), w. [< si-zlc, r.] 1. A hissing or

sputtering
sound. [Provincial or colloq.] 2.

Extreme heat, as of a summer day. [Colloq.]

sizzling (siz'ling), w. [Verbal u. of sizzle, r.]
A hissing or sputtering.
Sometimes the sounds resembled the sizzlings of a flight

of electric sparks. Harper's Mag., I.XX. 226.

S. J. An abbreviation of Society of Jesus.

S-joint(es'joint), ii. A mode of joining two sur-

faces by means of a strip with a
double bend, shaped in cross-sec-

tion like the letter S; also, a

joint so made. E. H. Knight.
8k-. For Middle English and early
modern English words so begin-
ning, not entered below, see so-.

skaddle, n. and w. See scaddle
and scathel.

skaffautt, skaffoldt, Obsolete forms of scaf-
'old.

(skag), w. Same as skeg
1

.

,
r. A Scotch form of seale1 .

g!rg.<n
[
n. See skein 1 , skeaifl.

skainsmatet, H. [Formation uncertain; ex-

plained as (a) <
skain'Sj posg. of iikaiii 1

,
xkeiii

("as if associated in winding yarn "), or (6) <

skain's, poss. of skain%, skeaifi, a dagger ("ns
if a brother in arms"), + mate1

. The word is

found but once
;
it is put in the mouth of an old

nurse whose speech is not precise ;
and the sense

is hardly capable of exact definition.] A roaring
or swaggering companion (?). See etymology.
Scurvy knave ! I am none of his flirt-gills ; I am none of

his skains-mates. Shak.
,
R. and J.

,
ii. 4. 162.

skair. a. and r. A Scotch form of scare1 .

skaith, . and t'. See scathe.

skald 1
}, r. and n. Same as scald1 .

skald2 ,
n. See scald3 .

skalkt, ii. See shall:

skallt, a. An obsolete form of scall.

skalpt, " See scalp
1

.

skart. See scare1
,
scar1

,
scar'*.

skaret, " See scare1 .

skarlett, skarlettt, See scarlet.

skart. Same as scart1
,
scarf3

, scarf3 .

skatt, w. See scat1
.

skate1
(skat), M. [Formerly also scate; < ME.

scate, sehate, < Icel. Norw. skata, a skate
;

cf. Ir.

Gael, sgat, a skate (< E.) ;
whether these forms

are < LL. squa tus, ii.squatina,tt kind of shark, the

angel-fish, is not clear.] A raioid or batoid pla-

giostomous fish of the family Eaiidie and genus
Ilii id ; a kind of ray. All skates are rays, but all rays
are not called

skates, this name
being applied
chiefly to certain
small rays of the
restricted genus
Kaia, of both Eu-

rope and Ameri-
ca. The common
blue or gray
skate or ray of
the British coast
is Kaia batis, of

a somewhat loz-

enge-shaped fig-

ure, and rather

long tail, with
some fin-like ex-

pansions near its

end, as well as

prominent clnsp-
ers and other

processes at the
root. Other
skates of British
waters are the

long-nosed and

sharp-nosed, and
the thorilback. Barn-door Skate (Rain



skate

On the Atlantic coast of North America the common little

skate, a foot or two long, is It. erinacea, sometimes called

tobacco-box. The big skate or ocullated ray is 11. occUatu,

nearly 3 feet; the starry skate. It. radiate, of medium
size, is found on both coasts ; A', eylanteria is the brier-

skate, medium-sized, and not common. The largest is the

barn-door skate. li. l&cis, about 4 feet long. The com-
mon skate of the Pacific side is It. binocidata, and several

others occur on the same coast. Some of these fishes are

edible, and, on the continent of Europe, even esteemed.
Their egg-cases (skate-barrows) are curious objects. See
also cuts under Elasmobranchii, mermaid's-purse, and ray.

Burton skate, Itaia alba or margtnata. [ Frov. Eng. ]

Shagreen skate. See shayrecn.

skate- (skat), n. [Formerly also scats; a later

form, assumed as the sing, of the supposed pi.

sktitat, also written skettti-s, scliects, the proper
sing., < D. acluttttn, pi. si-liautsen, earlier schaet-

sen, skates (gchaatertfder, a '

skate-rider/ ska-

ter) (cf. Dan. skfiitc, a skate, < D. or E.); a later

use of OD. and OFlera. schaetse, a high-heeled
shoe, > OF. eschace, eschnsse, F. echasse, & stilt,

trestle, ML. scacia, scatia, a stilt: see scittcltes.

Cf. Icel. is-leggir,
'

ice-bones,' shin-bones of

sheep used for skates; and see slice, skid.'] A
contrivance for enabling a person to glide

swiftly on ice, consisting of a steel runner fixed
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akatol (skat'ol), . [< Gr. map (gen.

dung, dirt, + -ol.] A crystalline volatile, nitro-

genous principle, having an intense fecal odor,

produced in the putrefactive changes which
take place in the intestines. Its chemical com-
position has not been determined,

skavelt, . [Appar. a var. of shovel (AS. scnfl).']

A shovel.

Sharpe cutting spade for the deuiding of mow,
With skuppet and skattel that marshmen alow.

Tusser, Husbandry, p. 38. (Dames.)

skavie, n. Same as siiavie.

skaw (ska), n. [Also scaw; Icel. skagi, a low

cape or ness, < skaga, jut out, project. Cf. Dan.

Skagen, the northern part of Jutland, Skager
Rack, the water between Jutland and Norway.]
A promontory.
A child might travel with a purse of gold from Sum-

burgh-head to the Scaw of Unst, and no soul would injure
him. Scott, Pirate, viii.

The wind failed us,
And with a sudden flaw
Came round the gusty Skaw.

Longfellow, Skeleton in Armor.

skaylest (skalz), . [Also skailes, skales; cf.

kinjlcs, appar. the same game: see kail2.] A
game played with pins and balls, something
like ninepins or skittles.

Aliossi, a play called nine pins or keeles, or skailes.

Florio (1598).

skean1
,

. Seesfcein 1
.

skean2 (sken), n. [Also skain, skeen, skene, for-

merly skein, skeane, skayne, skeyn, skeyne; < Ir.

Gael, sgian, a knife, = W. ysgien, a simitar,
slicer ; cf . W. ysgi, a cutting off, a parer ; prob.
< / ski (L. scindere, pret. scidi), cut: see scis-

sion, schism.] A dagger; specifically, an an-
cient form of dagger found in Ireland, usually

skeer-devil

The Times remarked on the word [skedaddle], and Lord
Hill wrote to prove that it was excellent Scotch. The
Americans only misapply the word, which means, in Dum-
fries, "to spill" milkmaids, for example, saying, "You
are tkedinldlimj all that milk."

tlolten, Slang Dictionary, p. 292.

"
Why," they [my English friends] exclaimed, "we used

t< live in Lancashire, and heard skedaddle every day of

our lives. It means to scatter, or drop in a scattering

way. If you run with a basket of potatoes or apples, and

keep spilling gome of them in an irregular way along th-

path, you are said to skedaddle them. Or if you carry a

tumbler full of milk up-stairs, and what De (Juincey would
call the ' titubation

'

of your gait causes a row of drops of

milk on the stair-carpet to mark your upward course, . . .

you are said to have skedaddled the milk."
The Atlantic, XL. 234.

II. intrans. To betake one's self hastily to

flight; run away; scamper off, as through fear

or in panic. [Colloq. and ludicrous.]
A special Government train, with a messenger, passed

through here to-night. Western troops are expected hourly.
Eebel skedaddling is the next thing on the programme.
New York Tribune, War Correspondence, May 27, 1862.

Skedaddle (ske-dad'l), . [< skedaddle, v.~\ A
hasty, disorderly flight. [Colloq. and ludi-

crous.]
Their noisy drums had ceased, and suddenly I perceived

a general skedaddle, as those upon our right flank started

off in full speed. Sir S. Baker, Ismailia, p. 211. (Barttett.)

skee (ske), n. [Also ski; < Dan. ski = Norw. ski,

skid, skida = Sw. skid, < Icel. skitlh, a snow-shoe,

prop, a billet of wood, = E. shide : see shide, and
cf. skid*, skidder.] A wooden runner, of tough
wood, from five to ten feet long, an inch or an
inch and a half thick at the middle, but thinner

J

Skates.

A, side view of American club-skate ; B, bottom of the skate with
runner removed, a, runner ; *, heel-plate ; c, sole-plate ; ft, riveting

by which the runner is attached to the heel- and sole-plates ; e, f,

clamps which grasp the sole when they are drawn rearward by the

action of the curved slots/" upon pins fixed firmly in the sole-plate.
Both these clamps are pivoted at their rear extremities to a bar g,
connected by a winged adjusting-screw A to a collar f", which is pivot-
ed to the heel-clamp// A, spur which engages the front part of the

heel when the heel-clamp is drawn forward ; /, toggle-lever, by which
the sole-clamps are drawn rearward and the heel-clamp forward sim-

ultaneously. In B this lever is shown turned out ; to clamp the skate
to the shoe, it is pressed inward under the sole out of sight. C is a
roller-skate, in which a plate with rollers replaces the runner.

either to a wooden sole provided with straps
and buckles, or to a light iron or steel frame-
work having adjustable clamps or other means
of attachment to a shoe or boot. See roller-

skate.

To my Lord Sandwich's, to Mr. Moore ; and then over
the Parke, where I first in my life, it being a great frost,
did see people sliding with their skeates, which is a very
pretty art. Pepye, Diary, Dec. 1, 1662.

The Canal and Rosamond's Pond full of the rabble slid-

ing, and with skates, if you know what those are.

Swift, Journal to Stella, Jan. 31, 1711.

skate2
(skat), v. i.

; pret. and pp. skated, ppr.

skating. [< skate2
, n.] To glide over ice and

snow on skates.
Edwin Morris, . . .

Who taught me how to skate, to row, to swim.

Tennyson, Edwin Morris.

skate-barrow (skat'bar*6), . The peculiar
egg-case of a skate, ray, or other batoid fish,

resembling a hand-barrow in shape; a sea-

purse ;
a mermaid's-purse. See cut under mer-

maid's-ptirse.
skater (ska'ter), M. [< skate? + -!.] 1. One
who skates.

Careful of my motion,
Like the skater on ice that hardly bears him.

Tennyson, Exper. in Quantity, Hendecasyllahics.

2. One of many different aquatic heteropterous
insects with long legs which glide over the sur-

face of water as if skating, as Gerridx or Hy-
drobatidx, etc.

skate-sucker (skat'suk"er), re. Same as sea-

leech.

skating (ska'ting), . [Verbal n. of skate2
, ?.]

The exercise or art of moving on skates.

I cannot by any means ascertain at what time skating
made its first appearance in England, but we find some
traces of such an exercise in the thirteenth century.

Strutt, Sports and Pastimes, p. 153.

skating-rink (ska'ting-ringk), n. See rink2 .
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Skeans. From specimens in the Museum of the Royal Irish

Academy, Dublin.

of bronze, double-edged, and more or less leaf-

shaped, and thus distinguished from the differ-

ent forms of the seax, or broad-backed knife.

Duryng this siege arrived at Harflew the Lord of Kyl-
maine in Ireland, with a band of xvj. hundreth Iryshmen,
armed in mayle with dartes and skaynes, after the maner
of their countrey. Hall, Henry V., f. 28. (Hallimll.)

The fraudulent Saxons under their long Cassocks had
short Skeynes hidden, with which, upon a Watchword
given, they set upon the Britains, and of their unarm'd
Nobility slew three, some say flve hundred.

Baker, Chronicles, p. 4.

skean-dhu (sken'do), n. [< Gael, sgian dubh,
black knife : sgian, knife (see skean2) ; dubh,

black.] A knife used by the Scottish High-
landers; the knife which, when the Highland
costume is worn, is stuck in the stocking.

Young Durward . . . drew from his pouch that most
necessary implement of a Highlander or woodsman, the

trusty skene dhu, and . . . cut the rope asunder.

Scott, Quentin Durward, vi.

skeart, p. a. A dialectal form of scared, past
participle of scare1

.

skeary, skeery (sker'i), a. A dialectal form of

scary*.
It is not to be marveled at that amidst such a place as

this, for the first time visited, the horses were a little

skeary. It. D. Blackmore, Lorna Doone, lix.

skeatest, . pi- See skate2 .

skedaddle (ske-dad'l), v.
; pret. and pp. ske-

daddled, ppr. skedaddling. [Of obscure provin-
cial origin. It has been variously referred to a
Scand. source, to Celtic, and even to Gr. o-ice-

iawi'vat, scatter; but the word is obviously of

a free and popular type, with a freq. termina-
tion -le ; it may have been based on the earlier

form of shed 1 (AS. sceadan), pour, etc. : see

shedl
.~\ I. trans. To spill; scatter. [Prov. Eng.

and Scotch.]

Skee.

a, profile view ; b, view from above.

toward the ends, an inch wider than the shoe
of the user, and turned up in a curve at the
front. Skees are secured, one to each foot, in such a way
as to be easily cast off in case of accident, and are used
for sliding down a declivity or as a substitute for snow-
shoes.

Ski, then, as will have been already gathered, are long
narrow strips of wood, those used in Norway being from
three to four inches in breadth, eight feet more or less in

length, one inch in thickness at the centre under the foot,
and bevelling off to about a quarter of an inch at either
end. In front they are curved upwards and pointed, and
they are sometimes a little turned up at the back end too.

Nansen, First Crossing of Greenland, I. 75.

skee (ske), v. i. [< skee, .] To slide on skees.

skeed (sked), . Same as skid1 .

skeel (skel), n. [Also (So.) skeil, skeill, earlv
mod. E. also skeele, skaill, skill, skell; < ME\
skele, < Icel. skjola, a pail, bucket.] 1. A shal-

low wooden vessel.

Humes berande the the bredes vpon brode skeles,
That were of sylueren sygt & seerved ther-wyth.

Alliterative Poems (ed. Morris), ii. 1405.

2. A shallow wooden vessel used for holding
milk; also, a milking-pail.

Skeels are broad shallow vessels, principally for the
use of setting milk in, to stand for cream ; made in the
tub manner from eighteen inches to two feet and a half
diameter

;
and from flve to seven inches deep.
Marshall, Rural Economy, p. 269, (Jamieson.)

The Yorkshire skeel with one handle is described as a

milking pail.

Marshall, Rural Economy, p. 26. (Jamieson.)

3. A tub used in washing.
[Prov. Eng. or Scotch in all uses.]

skeelduck (skel'duk), n. Same as shelduck,
sheldrake. [Scotch.]
skeelgoose (skel'gos), n. Same as shelduck,
sheldrake. [Scotch.]
skeeling (ske'ling), . [An unassibilated vari-

ant of shealingl.] 1. Ashed; an outhouse; a

shealing. [Prov. Eng.] 2. The inner part of

a barn or garret where the slope of the roof

comes. Halliicell. [Prov. Eng.]
skeely1

(ske'li), a. [<skeeP+-yl.] Skilful; in-

telligent; experienced. [Scotch.]
O whare will I get a skeely skipper
To sail this new ship of mine?
Sir Patrick Spew (Child's Ballads, III. 152).

She was a kind woman, and seemed skeely about horned
beasts. Scott, Heart of Mid-Lothian, xxviii.

skeely2 (ske'li), v. i. Same as sl-elly
1

.

skeen (sken). Another spelling of skean
2

,squean.
skeer (sker), r. and . A dialectal form of

scare^.

skee-race (ske'ras), 11. A race upon skees.

Properly speaking, a skee-race is not a race not a test

of speed, but a test of skill.

H. H. Boyesen, in St. Nicholas, X. 310.

skeer-devil (sker'dev"! ), n. The swift, Cypsehis
ajnis: so called from its skimming flight. Also



skeer-devil

swing-devil. See cut under Cypselus. [Prov.

Eng.']
skee-runner (ske'ruu"er), H. A person travel-

ing on skees.

In almost every valley In the interior of Norway there

are skee-runners who, in consequence of this constant

competition, have attained a skill which would seem al-

most incredible. H. II. Boyesen, in St. Nicholas, X. 311.

skee-running (ske'run"ing), n. The act, prac-

tice, or art of traveling on skees; skeeing.

skeery, . See skcary.
skeesicks (ske'ziks), . [Origin obscure.] A
mean, contemptible fellow ;

a rascal : often ap-

plied, like rogue and rascal, as a term of endear-

ment to children. Bartlett. [Western U. S.]

Thar ain't nobody bnt him within ten mile of the shanty,
and that ar' . . . old skeeaicks knows it.

Bret Uarte, Higgles.

skeet1
}, [ME., &lso skete, sket, < Icel. skjotr,

swift, fleet, <skjota, shoot: see shoot."] 1. Swift;
fleet.

This Askathes. the skathill, had sket sones thre.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. 8.), 1. 13434.

2. Keen; bold; brave.

skeetH, ndr. [ME., also skcte; < skeet*, a."]

Swiftly; quickly.
A steede ther was sadeled smertely and skeet.

Tale o/ Qamelijn, 1. 185.

Thenue ascryed thay [the sailors] hym [Jonah] skete, &
asked ful loude,

"What the deuel hats thou don, doted wrech?"
Alliterative Poems (ed. Morris), iii. 195.

skeet- (sket), n. [Prob., like shote*, ult. < AS.

sceota, a trout, < sceotan, shoot : see shoot.] The
pollack. [Local, Eng.]
skeet3 (sket), . [Origin obscure.] A scoop.
Specifically (a) A scoop used in bleaching linen. Wright.

(6) A'at/J., a sort of long scoop used to wet the decks and
Bides of a ship in order to keep them cool, and to prevent
them from splitting by the heat of the sun. It is also

employed in small vessels to wet the sails, in order to ren-

der them more efficacious in light breezes.

skeet4 ,
f. *. A dialectal form of scoot.

skeeter (ske'ter), n. [A dial, reduction of mos-

quito."] A mosquito. [Low, U. S.]

Law, Miss Feely whip ! Wouldn't kill a skeeter.

S. B. Stowe, Uncle Tom's Cabin, xx.

skeg' (skeg), n. [Also skag; < Icel. skeyg, a

beard, the beak or cutwater of a ship; cf. D.

schegge, knee (in technical use) : see ghag*."] 1.

The stump of a branch. Halliwell. [Prov.

Eng.] 2. A wooden peg. 3. The after part
of a ship's keel ; also, a heavy metal projection
abaft a ship's keel for the support of a balance-
rudder. See cut under balance-rudder.

skeg- (skeg), n. [Origin uncertain.] 1. A
kind of wild plum, Primus npinosa or P. insititin.

[Prov. Eng.]
Sosina, a sloe, a skeg, a bulleis. Florio (1611), p. 515.

That kind of peaches or abricotes which bee called
tuberes love better to be gratfed either upon a skey or
wild plumb stocke, or quince.

Holland, tr. of Pliny, xvii. 10.

2. The yellow iris, 7m Pseudacorus. Britten

and Holland, Eng. Plant Names. [Prov. Eng.]
3. pi. A kind of oats. Imp. Viet.

skegger (skeg'er), H. [Origin obscure.] A
salmon of the first year; a smolt.

Little salmons, called skeyners, are bred of such sick sal-

mon, that might not go to the sea.

/. Walton, Complete Angler.

skegshore (skeg
'

shor), . In ship-building,
one of the several pieces of plank put up end-
wise under the skeg of a heavy ship, to steady
her after part a little at the moment of launch-

ing.
skeigh, . and . A Scotch form
skeil, skeill, . See skeel*.

skein1
(skin), n. [Also skain, skean (in the

last spelling also prori. sken); early mod.
E. skeyne, < ME. skeyne (cf. OF. escagne, F.

ecagne (ML. scagna), a skein of thread, etc.);
(. Ir. sgainiie, a skein, clue, also a fissure,
flaw, cf. Gael, xgeinnidh, flax or hemp, thread,
small twine, appar. orig. 'something broken
off or split off,' hence a piece or portion, < Ir.

Gael, sgain, split, cleave, rend, burst.] 1.
A fixed length of any thread or yarn of silk,

wool, linen, or cotton, doubled again and again
and knotted. The weight of a skein is generally de-
termined so that the number of skeins in a given quan-
tity of thread can be estimated by the weight. Braid,
binding, etc., are sometimes, though more rarely, sold in
skeins.

Skeyne, of threde. Filipulum. Prompt. Pan., p. 457.

God winds us off the skein, that he may weave us up
into the whole piece. Donne, Sermons, xi.

2. A flight or company : said of certain wild

fowl, as geese or ducks.
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The curs ran into them as a falcon does into a skein of

ducks. Kinijtley, llypatia, xlL

Of Geese, a "
string

"
or "

skein," when flying.
W. W. Greener, The Gun, p. 533.

3. A shaved split of osier used in wickerwork.
K. II. KnigM. 4. In a vehicle, the iron head or

thimble upon the end of a wooden axletree, in-

clusive of the straps by which it is attached to

the axle, and which, being set in recesses flush

with the wood, afford bearing surfaces for the

box in the hub.

skein'-'t, . An obsolete form of skeim-.

skein-screw (skan'skro), . A form of screw
in which the thread is open and shallow. E.
II. K nil/lit.

skein-setter (skan'set'er), n. A machine for

fitting skeins upon wooden axles. E. H. Ktiii/ht.

skeldert (skel'der), n. [Origin obscure; cf.

skellum.'] A vagrant ;
a swindler. B. Jonson.

skelder (skel'der), r. [Cf. skelder, H.] I. iii-

trans. To practise begging, especially under
the pretense of being a wounded or disbanded

soldier; play the swindler; live by begging.
Also skildcr. [Obsolete or local.]

Soldier ? yon skeldering varlet !

Middleton and Dekker, Roaring Girl, v. 1.

II. trans. To swindle, especially by assum-

ing to be a worn-out soldier; hence, in general,
to cheat; trick; defraud. [Obsolete or local.]

A man may skelder ye, now and then, of half a dozen

shillings, or so. . Jonson, Poetaster, iii. 1.

skeldock (skel'dok), n. Same as skelloclft.

skeldrake (skel'drak), . 1. Same as shel-

drake. Also skeeldrake, skeelduck, etc. [Ork-
ney.] 2. The oyster-catcher,lTmatopM*o<ri-
legus: a misnomer. See cut under Haematopus.
C. Swainson. [Orkney.]

skelet. An old spelling of steel*, skill.

skelea, Plural of skelos.

skelett (skel'et), . [Also Sc. skellat ; also see-

let, and sceletos (as if L.); ME. scelct, < OF.
scelete, scelette, schelete, esclielette (< L. sceletus),
also squelete, F. squelette (> G. Sw. skelett =
D. Dan. skelet) = Sp. Pg. esqtieleto = It. sche-

letro, < NL, skeleton (according to the Gr. spell-

ing), L. sceletus, a skeleton, < Gr. ant/sr(n> (sc.

aufia), a dried body, a mummy, skeleton, neut.

of ovif/liTof, dried, dried up, parched, < antk'tetv,

dry, dry up, parch. See skeleton, the usual mod.

form.] 1. A mummy.
Scelet; the dead body of a man artificially dried or tanned

for to be kept or seen a long time.

Holland, tr. of Plutarch's Morals. (Trench.)

2. A skeleton.

For what should I cast away speech upon skelets and
skulls, carnal men I mean, mere strangers to this life of

faith? Ren. S. Ward, Sermons, p. 22.

Skeletal (skel'e-tal), . [< skelet(on) + -al]
Of or pertaining to a skeleton, in the widest

sense; forming or formed by a skeleton; en-

tering into the composition of a skeleton;
sclerous.

Of the skeletal structures which these animals possess,
some are integumentary and exoskeletal.

Mncyc. Brit., VI. 737.

Skeletal arches. See visceral arches, under visceral.

Skeletal muscle, any muscle attached to and acting on
some part of the skeleton, in contrast with such muscles
as the sphincters, the heart, or the platysma. Skeletal
musculature, the muscles attached to the skeleton col-

lectively considered.

skeletogenous (skel-e-toj'e-nus), a. [< Gr. OKC-

Atrov, skeleton, + -jewfc, producing (see -ge-

O!).] Producing a skeleton; giving rise to

a skeleton ; entering into the composition of

the skeleton
; osteogenetic : as, a skeletogenous

layer; skeletogenous tissue. Gq/enbanr, Comp.
Anat. (trans.), p. 427.

skeletogeny (skel-e-toj'e-ni), n. [< Gr. mcf/f-

r6v, skeleton, + -ylveta, < -}CVTK, producing (see

-f/eni/)."] The origin and development of the
skeleton ; the formation of a skeleton.

skeletography (skel-e-tog'ra-fi), n. [< Gr.

OVCEACTOV, skeleton, + -ypatyia, < ypaipeiv, write.]
A description of the skeleton.

skeletology (skel-e-tol'o-ji), n. [< Gr. me7ier6v,

skeleton, + -/.oyia, < Uyeiv, speak: see -ology.]
The sum of scientific knowledge concerning
the skeleton.

skeleton (skel'e-ton), n. and a. [Early mod. E.

and dial, also skelton ; < NL. skeleton (also scele-

lon. after "Lt. sceletus)', < Gr. o-KcAtroi*, a dried body,
a mummy, skeleton: see skelet."] I. >i. 1. In

anat., the dry bones of the body taken together;
hence, in anat. and zool., some or any hard

part, or the set of hard parts together, which
form a support, scaffold, or framework of the

body, sustaining, inclosing, or protecting soft

skeleton

parts or vital organs; connective tissue, espe-
cially when hard, as when fibrous. cutioular,cor-
neous, cartilaginous, osseous, chitinous. calca-

reous, or silicious; an endoskeleton, exoskel-

eton, dennoskeleton, BclerogkeletOTJ, splanch-
noskeleton, etc. (See these words.) More spe-
cificallyla) The test, shell, lorica, or set of spicules of

any protozoan, as an infusorial), nuliolariun, foraminifer,
or other animalcule, exhibiting the utmost diversity of

form, structure, and substance. See cuts under Foraini-

nifera, Infusoria, and Radiolaria. (b) In sponges, the
whole sponge except the animalcules which fabricate it.

(See cut under PoriJ'era.) A bath-sponge, for example,
is only the skeleton, from which the animals have been
decomposed and displaced. This skeleton presents it-

self in three principal textures, the fibrous, chalky, and
glassy. Ina few cases it is gelatinous. (See Fibrospongia,
Calcixponyite, Siliciitponyiif, Myxospongia.) A nearly con-
stant and very characteristic feature of sponge-skeletons
is the presence of calcareous oV silicious spicules. (See
spicule.) Spicules in excess of fibrous tissue, and espe-

cially when consolidated in a kind of network, form the

glass-sponges, some forms of which are very beautiful.

(See cut under Euplectella.) Certain minute scleresof some
sponges are fiesh-spicnles, and belong to the individual

sponge-animalcules rather than to the general sponge-
tissue. (Compare microtdere with weaasclere.) (c) The
special or general hard parts of echinoderms, as the shell

of a sea-urchin with its spines and OKI] armature
;
the

spicules or scleres in the integument of a holothurian ;

the rigid parts of starfishes, crinoids, and the like. These
skeletons are for the most part exoskeletons. See outs
under Clypeastrida, Echinoinetra, Echinus, and sea-star.

(rf) The chitinized or calcified integument or crust of

arthropods, as insects or crustaceans, as the shell of a

crab, etc. () The shell, or valves of the shell, of a mol-
lusk or molluscoid, as an oyster-shell or snail-shell. (/)
The hard parts, when any, as rings, scales, etc., of worms
and worm-like animals. See cut under Polynoe. (g)
In Vertebrata : (1) The internal framework of the body,
usually osseous or bony in the adult for the most part,
sometimes cartilaginous or gristly; the endoskeleton:
the skeleton of ordinary language. In a large series of

Human Skeleton.

i, frontal bone ; 2, parietal bone ; 3, temporal bone ; 4, coronal su-

ture ; 6, nasal bone; 7, maxilla; 8, orbital process of malar bone; o, oc-

cipital bone ; 10, ranlus of mandible ; n. angle of mandible ; 13, man-
dime, or lower jaw; 13, cervical vertebrae ; 14. thoracic vertebra? ; 15,
lumbar vertebrae ; 16, sacrum ; 17, coccyx ; 18, costal cartilages ; 19,

ribs ; 20, prtestemum ; 21, mesostemum ; 23, metastemum; 23, clavicle ;

24, coracoid ; 25, acromion ; 26, scapula; 27, tuberosity of humerus;
28, humerus ; 29, condyles of humerus; 30, head of radius; 31, radius:

32, ulna; 33, styloid processof radius and ulna ; 34, iliumi; 35, anterior

superior spine of ilium ; 36, anterior inferior spine of ilium ; 37, syro-

physis puhis ; 78, tuberosity of ischium ; 39. puDis ; 40, obturator fora-

men ; 41, head of femur ; 42, neck of femur ; 43, greater trochanter
of femur ; 44, shaft of femur ; 45, condyles of femur ; 46, patella ; 47,

tuberosity of tibia
; 48, shaft of tibia ; 49, towerendof tibia; 50, fibula.

fishes the whole skeleton is cartilaginous. In most ver-

tebrates, however, the cartilage forming the skeleton of

the embryo or fetus is mainly converted into bone by the

process of ossification, or deposition of bone-earth, some

parts, especially of the ribs, remaining as a rule cartilagi-

nous. The vertebrate endoskeleton conslstsof axial parts,

ttie axial skeleton, in a series of consecutive segments, the

vertebra:, with their immediate offshoots, as ribs, and at

the head end a skull or cranium (except in the Acrania
or lowest fishes) ; and of appendages, the appendicular
skeleton, represented by the one or two (never more)
pairs of limbs, if any, including the pectoral and pelvic

nrch, or shoulder- and hip-Eirdle, by means of which
the limbs are attached to the axis or trunk Various

other ossifications may be and usually are developed in



skeleton

tendinous or lii*;imentous tissue, or in viscera, and con-

stitute the xctt'roxlieleton or splanchnoskeletnn. Teeth are

certainly skeletal parts, though not usually counted with

fr

Skeleton and Outline of Lion (Felts Up).

fr, frontal bone ; C, cervical vertebrae ; D, dorsal vertebra? ; L, lum-
bar vertebra; ; cfi, caudal vertebra? ; sc t scapula ; fe, pelvis (the letters

are at the ischiuiu): ma, mandible ; hu, humerus; ra, radius; ill,

ulna ; cp, carpus ; tnc, metacarpus ; ft, femur ; tit>, tibia ; Jib, fibula
;

ca, calcaneum ; tar, tarsus; *nt, metatarsus ; A phalanges.

the bones of the skeleton ; they are horny, not osseous
or dentinal, in some animals. The human skeleton con-
sists of about 200 bones, without counting the teeth
the enumeration varying somewhat according as the scle-

roskeletal sesa-

nioid bones are
or are not in-

cluded. See sesa-

moid. (2) The ex-

ternal covering of
the body ;

the cu-
ticle or epider-
mis ; the dermo-

Encloskeleton (rt) and Exoskeleton or Der-
nioskeleton () of Pichtciago (Chlamydopho-
rus truncatus).

skeleton or exo-

skeleton, includ-

ing all the non-

vascular, non-ner-
vous cuticular or epidermal structures, as horns, hoofs,
claws, nails, hairs, feathers, scales, etc. In man the exo-

skeleton is very slight, consisting only of cuticle, nails,
and hail' ;

but in many vertebrates it is highly developed
and may be bony, as in the shells of armadillos and of

turtles, the plates, shields, or bucklers of various reptiles
and fishes, etc. See also cuts under archipterygium, cara-

pace, Catarrhina, elastnosaur, Elephantine, endoskeleton,

epipleura, Equidse, fish, Ichthyomis, Ichthyosauria, Ichthy-
osaurus, Mastodontinse, Mylodon, ox, Plesiosaurus, ptero-

dactyl, and Pteropodidse ; also cuts under skull, and others
there named.

A skeleton, ferocious, tall, and gaunt :

Whose loose teeth in their naked sockets shook,
And grinn'd terrific a Sardonian look.

Hart, Vision of Death.

The bare-grinning skeleton of death !

Tennyson, Merlin and Vivien.

2. The supporting framework of anything;
the principal parts that support the rest, but
without the appendages.
The great structure itself, and its great integrals, the

heavenly and elementary bodies, are framed in such a po-
sition and situation, the great skeleton of the world.

Sir M. Sale.

3. An outline or rough draft of any kind
; spe-

cifically, the outline of a literary performance :

as, the skeleton of a sermon.
The schemes of any of the arts or sciences may be ana-

lyzed in a sort of skeleton, and represented upon tables,
with the various dependencies of their several parts.

Watte.

4. Milit., a regiment whose numbers have be-
come reduced by casualties, etc.

The numerical strength of the regiments was greatly di-

minished during their stay in camps, and it only required
a single battle or a few nights passed in a malarious lo-

cality to reduce them to skeletons.

Comte de Paris, Civil War in America (trans.), I. 274.

5. A very lean or much emaciated person; a
mere shadow of a man.
To paint Daniel Lambert or the living skeleton, the pig-

faced lady or the Siamese twins, so that nobody can mis-
take them, is an exploit within the reach of a signpainter.

Macaulay, Madame D'Arblay.

6. In printing, an exceedingly thin or con-
densed form of light-faced type. Archetype
skeleton, in camp. anat.

,
an ideal skeleton, constructed

by Professor Owen, to which the endoskeletons of all the
Vertebrata were referred as modifications. No animal is

known to conform very closely to this assumed archetype.
Dermal skeleton. See dermal, exoskeleton, and def. 1

(17) (2), above. Family skeleton. Same as skeleton in
the closet. Oral skeleton. See oral. Skeleton at the
feast, a reminder of care, anxiety, or grief in the midst of

pleasure : so used in allusion to the Egyptian custom of hav-
ing a skeleton (or rather a mummy) at feasts as a reminder
of death. Also called a death'i-head at the feast. Skele-
ton in the closet, cupboard, or house, a secret source
of fear, anxiety, or annoyance ; a hidden domestic trouble.

II. a. 1. Of or pertaining to a skeleton; in

the form of a skeleton; skeletal; lean.

He was high-shouldered and bony, . . . and had a long,
lank, skeleton hand. Dickens, David Copperfleld, xv.

2. Consisting of a mere framework, outline,
or combination of supporting parts: as, a skele-

ton leaf; a skeleton crystal.
He kept a skeleton diary, from which to refresh his mind

in narrating the experience of those seventeen days.
The Century, XL. 307.
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Skeleton bill, a signed blank paper stamped with n bill-

stamp. The subscriber is held the drawer or acceptor, as

it may be, of any bill afterward written above his name
for any sum which the stamp will cover. Skeleton boot.
See boot-. Skeleton drill, a drill for officers when men
are wanting to form a battalion in single rank. A skele-
ton battalion is formed of companies of '2, 4, or 8 men each,
representing, if there are 2, the flanks of the company ;

if

there are 4, the flanks of half-companies; if there are 8,

the Hanks of sections. The intervals between the flanks
are preserved by means of a piece of rope held at the ends
to its full extent. Skeleton form, a form of type or

plate?, prepared for press, in which blanks are largely in

excess of print. Skeleton frame, in spinning, a form or
frame in which the usual can is replaced by a skeleton.
E. U. Knight. skeleton key. See freyi. Skeleton
plow. See plow. Skeleton suit, a suit of clothes con-

sisting of a tight-fitting jacket and pair of trousers, the
trousers being buttoned to the jacket. Skeleton wagon,
a very light form of four-wheeled driving-wagon used with
racing-horses.

skeleton (skel'e-ton), v. t. [< skeleton, n.] To
skeletonize.

A recipe for skeletoning and bleaching leaves.
SCT. Amer., N. S., LVIII. 203.

skeleton-face (skel'e-ton-fas), . A style of

type of which the stems or thick strokes are

unusually thin.

skeletonize (skel'e-ton-iz), v. t.; pret. and pp.
skeletonized, ppr. skeletonizing. [< skeleton +
-ize.] 1. To reduce to a skeleton, as by re-

moving the flesh or other soft tissues from the

framework; make a skeleton or mere frame-
work of or from : as, to skeletonize a leaf by eat-

ing out its soft parts, as an insect, or by remov-
ing them by maceration: particularly said of
the preparation of skeletons as objects of study.
One large bull which I skeletonized had had his humerus

shot squarely in two, but it had united again more firmly
than ever.

W. T. Hornaday, Smithsonian Report, 1887, ii. 426.

It is like seeing a skeletonized leaf instead of a leaf filled

with its fresh green tissues. The Century, XXXVII. 732.

2. Milit., to reduce the size or numbers of
;
de-

plete : as, a skeletonized army.
skeletonize! (skel'e-ton-I-zer), n. In entom.,
an insect which eats the parenchyma of leaves,

leaving the skeleton: as, the apple-leaf skeletou-

izer, Pempelia hammondi.
skeletonless (skel'e-tqn-les), a. [< skeleton +
-less.] Having no skeleton. Amer. Nat.,XXll.
894.

skeleton-screw (skel'e-ton-skrci), n. A skele-

ton-shrimp.

skeleton-shrimp (skel'e-ton -shrimp), H. A
small, slender crustacean of the family Caprel-
lidae,a,s CapreUa linearis; a specter-shrimp; a

mantis-shrimp. Also called skeleton-screw.

skeleton-spicule (skel'e-ton-spik"ul), n. In

sponges, one of the skeletal spicules, or sup-
porting spicules of the skeleton

;
a megasclere,

as distinguished from a flesh-spicule or micro-
sclere. See spicule.
skeletonwise (skel'e-ton-wlz), adv. In the
manner of a skeleton, framework, or outline.
Amer. Jour. Psychol., I. 382.

skeletotrophic (skel"e-to-trof'ik), a. [< Gr.

ane^erov, a skeleton, + rpoip?/, nourishment, < rpf-

<t>siv, nourish.] Pertaining to the skeleton or
framework of the body and to its blood-vascu-
lar system. Encyc. Brit., XVI. 634.

skell (skel), n. An obsolete or dialectal form
of shell. Halliwell.

Othir fysch to flet with fyne,
Sum with skale and sum with skell.

York Plays, p. 12.

skellet (skel'et), n. An obsolete or dialectal

form of skillet.

skelloch1
(skel'och), 0. i. [Cf.Ieel.skella, clash,

clang, rattle, etc., causal of skjalla, clash, clat-

ter, etc. : see scold.] To cry with a shrill voice.
Jamieson. [Scotch.]
skelloch1

(skel'och), n. l< skelloch 1
, v.] A shrill

cry; a squall. Jamieson. [Scotch.]
Skelloch2 (skel'och), re. [Also skeldock; < Gael.

sgeallag, also (as in Ir.) sgeallaaach, sgeallan,
wild mustard. Cf. charlock.] The wild radish

(see radish); also, the charlock. Jamieson.

[Scotch.]
skellumt (skel'um), n. [Also scellum, shellmii ;

< D. schelm = MLG. schelme, schelmer, rogue,
knave, schelm, corpse, carrion, etc., < OHG. scel-

mo, scalmo, MHG. schelme, schelm, plague, pes-
tilence, those fallen in battle, a rogue, rascal,
G. schelm, knave, rogue. Cf. Icel. skelmir,
rogue, devil, = Sw. ska'lm = Dan. skjelm = F.

schelme, rogue, also < G.] A scoundrel; a
worthless fellow. [Prov. Eng. and Scotch.]
He [Dr. Creeton] ripped up Hugh Peters (calling him

the execrable skelluni), his preaching and stirring up the

mayds of the city to bring in their bodkins and thimbles.

Pepus, Diary, April 3, 1603.

sken

She tauld thee weel thou wast a skellum,
A blethering, blustering, drunken blellum.

Burns, Tarn o' Shanter.

skelly
1
(skel'i), r. '.

; pret. and pp. skellied, ppr.
nki'lli/ini/. [Sc. also skcely, scalic ; < Dan. skelc =
Sw. Kkclti = MHG. sclii/1/cn, G. schielen, squint:
see /(// w 1

, shoal1
.] To squint. [Prov. Eng.

and Scotch.]
"
It is the very man !

"
said Bothwell ;

"
skellits fearfully

with one eye 1" Scott, Old Mortality, iv.

Skelly
1

(skel'i), n. [< skelly
1

, t'.] A squint.
Brin'ki II ; Jiiuiieson. [Prov. Eng. and Scotch.]

skelly 1
(skel'i), a. [Cf. skellyl, v.] Squinting.

Jiimicson. [Scotch.]

skelly2 (skel'i), 11. [Perhaps so called from its

large scales; (.skell + -y
l

;
cf. scaly.] A fish,

the chub. Kartell. [Local, Eng.]
skelos (ske'los), H.; pi. skelea (ske'le-a). [NL.,
< Gr. OTf/'.of, the leg.] The whole hind limb of

any vertebrate, consisting of the meros (thigh),
erus (leg), and pes (foot) : the antithesis is ar-

mus. Wilder and Gage, Anat. Tech., p. 39.

skelp 1
(skelp), v. [<ME. skelpen; <G&el.sgealp,

strike with the palm of the hand, sgealp, a

blow with the palm of the hand, a slap, a quick,
sudden sound.] I. trans. 1. To strike, espe-

cially with the open hand
; slap ; spank. [Ob-

solete or prov. Eng. and Scotch.]
Sir knyghtis that ar comly, take this caystiff in keping,
Skelpe hyin with scourges and with skathes hym scorne.

York Plays, p. 331.

I'm sure sma' pleasure it can gi'e,

E'en to a de'il,

To skelp an' scaud puir dogs like me,
An' hear us squeel !

Burns, Address to the De'il.

2. To kick severely. Halliwell. [Prov. Eng.]
II. intrans. 1. To beat, as a clock. [Scotch.]

Baith night and day my lane I skelp;
Wind up my weights but anes a week,
Without him I can gang and speak.

Ramsay, Poems, II. 557. (Jamieson.)

2. To move rapidly or briskly along; hurry;
run; bound. [Prov. Eng. and Scotch.]

Tarn skelfit on through dub and mire,
Despising wind, and rain, and fire.

Burns, Tarn o' Shanter.

3. To leap awkwardly. Halliwell. [Prov.
Eng.]
skelp1

(skelp), H. [< ME. skelp; < sifcsZp
1

. v.] 1.

A slap ;
a stroke

;
a blow. [Prov. Eng. or

Scotch.]
With schath of skelpys yll scarred

Fro tyme that youre tene he haue tasted.

York Plays, p. 321.

Whene'er I forgather wi' sorrow an' care,
I gi'e them a skelp as they're creepin' alang,
Wi' a cog o' gude swats, an' an auld Scottish sang.

Burns, Contented wi' Little.

2. A squall; a heavy fall of rain. Jamieson.

[Scotch.] 3. A large portion. Compare skelp-

er, 2, and skelping. Jamieson. [Scotch.]
skelp2 (skelp), n. [Origin obscure.] A strip
of iron prepared for making a pipe or tube by
bending it round a bar and welding it. Those
made for gun-barrels are thicker at one end
than at the other.

skelp-bender (skelp'ben"der), n. A machine
for bending iron strips into skelps. It consists of
a die of the required form made in two parts which open
on a slide to receive the end of a strip, and are closed by
a lever. The end is bent to shape, and the strip is then
seized by appropriate mechanism, and drawn through the
die. E. H. Knii/ht.

skelper (skel'per), n. 1. One who skelps or
strikes. [Prov. Eng. and Scotch.]

That vile Aiyup-skelper Emperor Joseph.
Burns, To a Gentleman who had sent a Newspaper.

2. Anything very large. Halliwell.

Eng.]
[Prov.

Skelping (skel'ping), a. [Prop. ppr. of skelpl,
v.] Full

; bursting ; very large. Grose. [Prov.
Eng.]
skelter (skel'ter), v. i. [See helter-skelter.] To
rush; hurry; dash along. Compare helter-skel-

ter. [Prov. Eng.]
After the long dry, skeltering wind of March and part

of April, there had been a fortnight of soft wet.
R. D. Blackmore, Lorna Doone, xxii.

skelton (skel'ton), H. An obsolete or dialectal
form of skeleton.

Skeltonical (skel-ton'i-kal), a. [< Skelton (see
def.) + -ic-al.] Pertaining to, or characteristic
or imitative of, John Skelton (1460?-1529) or
his poetry.

His [Skelton's] most characteristic form, known as Skel-
tonical verse, is wayward and unconventional adopted
as if in mad defiance of regular metre.

Encyc. Brit., XXII. 120.

sken (sken), o. i. Same as syuean, squine. [Ob-
solete or prov. Eng.]
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skene, . See
skeno-. For words so beginning, see sceno-.

Skenotoca (ske-not'o-ka), H. pi. [NL., < Gr.

OKjjvi], a tent, + TLKTHLV, Tetmiv, bring forth, roKOf,
a bringing forth, offspring.] The calyptoblas-
tic hydromedusans, such as the campanulariau,
sertularian, and plumularian polyps; the Srrtii-

laridit in a broad sense ;
the Calyptoblasten : op-

posed to Gymnotoca. Also written Scenotocu.

skeo, n. See skio.

skep (skep), w. [Sc.alsosertpe; <ME.skep,skeppe,
skepe, skeipp (earlier seep, < AS. seep, sciop, a
basket for grain, rare forms, glossed camera).
of .Scand. origin, < Icel. skeppa, s

known in any case; one who will not affirm or skerry (sker'i), .
; pi. skerries (-iz). [< Icel.

deny anything in regard to reality as opposed
to appearance.
He is a scepticke, and dares hardly give credit to his

senses. Dp. Hall, Characters (1S08), p. 151. (Latham.)
It may seem a very extravagant attempt of the sceptics

to destroy reason by argument and ratiocination: yet this
is the grand scope of all their inquiries and disputes.

Hume, Human Understanding, xii. 2.

2. One who doubts or disbelieves the funda-
mental principles of the Christian religion.
How many objections would the Infidels and Scepticks

of our Age have made against such a Message as this to
Nineveh ! Stillinyjleet, Sermons, II. iv.

sker, a skerry, isolated rock in the sea, = Sw.
sk(ir= Dan. skjeer: see scar?.] 1. A rocky isle ;

an insulated rock; a reef. [Scotch.]
Loudly through the wide-flung door

Came the roar
Of the sea upon the Skerry.

Lony/cllom, Saga of King Olaf, The Skerry of Shrieks, 1. 9.

2. A loose angular fragment of rock
; rubble

;

slither; ratchel. [Prov. Eng.]
In working marls, great trouble is experienced from

skerry or impure limestone, which abounds in marl.
C. T. Davis, Bricks and Tiles, p. 55.

Sketch (skech), .

[Formerly schetse (the term.tkjappa = Sw.
v /7 ... , v^.^.

skappa = Dan. skjxppe, a bushel
;

cf. OS. scaf 3. [cap.] An adherent of a philosophical school being later conformed to"^. analogies) T D'= LG. schapp, a chest, cupboard, = OHG. scaf,
in ancient Greece. The first group of this school con- schets = G. skizze = Dan. skizze = Sw eJciss =
sisted of Pyrrho and his immediate followers (see Pyr- F esauittie 8r> e^fiuici-) nil ( It wJU*i
rtoiife); the second group formed the so-called Middle

'
." ~

.?P- MS, ail <, It. 6P WO,
Academy, less radical than Pyrrho ; and the third group

, .
,

scaph, MHG.scftd/, a vessel, a liquid measure, G.
schaff (cf . OS. scanil = D. scJiepel = MLG. sche- draft of a thing, < L. srln ilium, a thing made
yirT <ja ^*- sceffl l

> M-HW- W. scnepel, a Dusnei.) ; (.*nesidemus in the first ceniury, Sextus, etc.) "returned hastily, < sehedivs, hastily made, < Gr. axettof.
< ML. seapum, L. scapitim, scaphium, < Gr. ana.- in part to the doctrines of Pyrrho. Ueberweg. sudden, offhand, also near, close to < o^oWv

,,*l ritrn *m-m mun n i. jr 7 i, i. i\
pel = OHG. sceffil, MHG. G. SCheffel, a bushel) ;

4. One who doubts concerning the truth of

any particular proposition ;
one who has a ten-

dency to question the virtue and integrity of

iptov, a drinking-vessel, < o-Kd^of," a hollow vessel:

seescop/w.] 1. A vessel of wood, wickerwork,
etc., used especially as a receptacle for grain ;

hence, a basket, varying in size, shape, mate- most persons.
rial, or use, according to locality. Whatever sceptic could ii:

"Leu vs snmquat o thi aede,
Was neuer ar sua mikel nede,
Len vs sumquat wit thi seep."
"Isal yow leue," than said loseph.
Cursor Mundi (MS. Cotton, ed. Morris), I. 4741.

A bettir crafte is for this besinesse
Lette make a skeppe of twygge a foote in brede.

Palladius, Husbondrie (E. '.

aquire for,
For every why he had a wherefore.

S. Butler, Hudibras, I. i. 131.

= Syn. 2. Unbeliever, Free-thinker, etc. See infidel.

skeptical, sceptical (skep'ti-kal), o. [< skep-
1. Pertaining to, characteristic of

,

luuuau.
( + -al.]

near, hard by; cf. oxroif, habit, state, < ..

retentive, < 2a aor. inf. oxtiv, t%"v ,
hold: see

scheme.] 1. A brief, slight, or hasty delinea-
tion ; a rapid or offhand presentation of the es-
sential facts of anything; a rough draft; an
outline : as, in literature, the sketch of an event,
a character, or a career.

The first schetse of a comedy, called "The Paradox."
Dr. Pope, Life of Bp. Ward (1697), p. 149. (Latham.)

ticism or univ.ersal doubt; imbued with or
marked by a disposition to question the possi-
bility of real knowledge.

. E. T. S.), p. 68.

The skeps, and baskets, and three-legged stools were all

cleared away. Mrs. Gaskell, Sylvia's Lovers, ii.

In Sussex a skep is a broad, flat basket of wood.
N. and Q., 7th ser., VI. 298. . .

am,,, , , . , , - ness of being nothing, until hunger or some other pain
. The amount contained in a skep : used for- convince him of the contrary.

merly as a specific measure of capacity. Locke, Human Understanding, IV. x. 2.

A skeppe of palme thenne after to surtray is,
The plausibility of Hume's sceptical treatment of the

This wyne v pounde of fyne hony therto objective or thinking consciousness really depends on
Ystamped wel let mynge, and it is doo. his extravagant concessions to the subjective or sensitive

Pattadius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.X p. 100. consciousness. E. Caird, Philos. of Kant, p. 71

A Skeppe, a measure of come.
Levins, Manip. Vocab. (1570), p. 70.

Skep is familiar to me as a West Biding word. . . .

There was the phrase
"
Bring me a skep of coal." The

coal-bucket went by the name of skep, whatever (in capa-
city] it contained. JIT. and Q., 7th ser., VI. 298.

3. A vehicle consisting of a large wicker bas-
ket mounted on wheels, used to convey cops,

If any one pretends to be io sceptical ta to deny his own
existence, . . . let him for me enjoy his beloved happl-

2. Making, involving, or characterizing dis-
belief in the principles of religion.

erto have been rather Sketches, they say, than accurate
and exact Plans. T. Hollis, in Ellis s Lit. Letters, p. 380.

Boyish histories
Of battle, bold adventure, . . . and true love
Crown'd after trial ; sketches rude and faint,
But where a passion yet unborn perhaps
Lay hidden. Tennyson, Aylmer's Field.

2. In art : (n) The first suggestive embodiment
of an artist's idea as expressed on canvas, or
on paper, or in the clay model, upon which his
more finished performance is to be elaborated
or built up. (6) A slight transcript from na-
ture of the human figure, or of any object,.

,
. .

made in crayon or chalk with simple shading,The sceptuxd system subvert, the whole foundation of or -nlloi .,_. ;, onWa fal , ;,,, S
morals.

. Hall.
or any rough draft in colors, taken with the

object of securing for the artist the materials
3-r-..

, i. . . , .M . . .. . wwjcvu \JL DmtuuiM J.UI tiie uniM uiu iijclll.'ri<tis

Disbelieving; mistrustful; doubting: as, a for a finished picture; a design in outline; aAKpnnral smilp. j.i. *skeptical smile.

etc., about a factory. 4. A small wooden or
metal utensil used for taking up yeast. Haiti-
well. 5. A beehive made of straw or wicker-
work.
The first swarm [of bees] set off sune in the morning.

Captain Lawton entertained a profound respect for the
surgical abilities of his comrade, but was very sceptical on
the subject of administering internally for the allings of
the human frame. Cooper, The Spy, ix.

Skeptical school. See school i . Skeptical suspension
Of judgment. Seecritical suspension ofjudgment, under
ritical.

But I am thinking they are settled in their skeps for the skeptically, Sceptically (skep'ti-kal-i), adv. In
Scott, Hob Roy, xvn. a ŝ epticaVmanner, in any sense of tl

delineated memorandum; a slight delineation
or indication of an artist's thought, invention,
or recollection.

This plan is not perhaps in all respects so accurate as
might be wished, it being composed from the memoran-
dums and rude sketches of the master and surgeon, who
were not, I presume, the ablest draughtsmen.

Annan, Voyages, ii. 3.

It is usual, first, to hive the swarm in an old-fashioned
straw skep. Encyc. Brit., III. 501.

[Prov. Eng. and Scotch in all uses.]
skepful (skep'ful), . [< skep + -fvl.'] The

3. A short and slightly constructed play or lit-

erary composition : as, "sketches by Boz."
the word

;

with skepticism.
skepticalness, scepticalness (skep'ti-kal-nes),
n. Skeptical character or state; doubt; pro-

-
,

* fession of doubt. Fuller, Serm. of Assurance,amount contained in a skep, in any sense of
p. 4.

the word. [Prov. Eug. and Scotch.] skepticism, scepticism (skep'ti-sizm),w. [=F.
4 - In 'C- () A short composition consist-

Whytba'lad8 " "U ev y mor ing by the
skeji- seepticisme = Sp. esceptielxmo = Pg. scepticismo

" nf a slnorlfi "* - " oaliH oitho,. fT

We always did a laughable sketch entitled "
Billy Button's

Ride to Brentford," and I used to be Jeremiah Stitchem, a
servant of Billy Button's, that comes for a "sitiation."

Mayhem, London Labour and London Poor, in. 1S2.

ing of a single movement : so called either from

doubt
; skeptical philosophy.

fvsuAiig V/a. V/JJO T U.V i ( " 1 1
' M -^ L11O POSSlOlllty Ul ~jf ^ *7 I"" ----'*.

knowledge of reality; the systematic doubt ?ry memoranda made by a composer with the

It. scettico, < L. 'scepticus, only in pi. Sceptici,
the sect of Skeptics (cf. D. sceptisch = G.
skeptisch = Sw. Dan. skeptisk, a., D. sceptikvs,
G. Sw. Dan. skeptiker, n.), < Gr. <nce;rn*df,
thoughtful, inquiring, ^KCTrriKoi, pi., the Skep-
tics, followers of Pyrrho, < aKeirreaOcu, consider,
cf. aKoxsiv, view, examine, < / O-KCTT, / O-KOJT, a
transposed form of / OTT, = L. specere, look
at, view, = OHG. spehon, MHG. spehen, G. spa-
lien, look at, spy, whence ult. E. spy: see spe-
cies, spectacle, etc., and spy. From the same ieanrngtowarVeiHier^deo"an"questio'n; complete skep^
Gr. verb is ult. E. scope3.] I. n. Same as skep-

tic 'Bnl about everything. See Pyrrhonism.
tirnl

Skepticize, scepticize (skep'ti-siz), v. i. ; pret.

wise intended, are, in reality, merely sceptical, appears
from this, that they admit of no answer, and produce no
conviction. Their only effect is to cause that momentary
amazement and irresolution and confusion which is the
result of scepticism. . .

Hume, Human Understanding, xii. 1, note. Kan, etc. See outline.

Scepticism had been born into the world, almost more Sketch (skech), v. [= D. scltet.-->n = G. skiz-
hateful than heresy, because it had the manners of good zieren = Dan. skissere ; from the noun.] I.

5. In com., a description, sent at regular in-
tr-rvilu tr> rho nnnaiinim- nf ( > IHnHc nf r,r,^,Tcgnor, ol

sold bv a commission house id the terms of
sale. = gyn. 1. Skeleton, plot, plan.- 1 and 2. Delinea-

.

trans. 1. To present the essential facts of, with
omission of details; outline briefly or slightly;j . Jt J. ! 1J

society and contented itself with a smile, a shrug, an al-
most imperceptible lift of the eyebrow.

I, 7 -f- ,_.-,,- Lowell, Among ray Books, 1st ser., p. 132. .
- -<

hen, look at, spy, whence ult. E. spy : see spe- Absolute or Pyrrhonic skepticism the absence of any
descrlb

f
?
or dePlct m a general, incomplete, and

CIP.S. Rnf>.P.Tfl/>lJ>. Afrt ar\i\ ont 1.'..,.,., +V * ~ 1 I . J ..Ji.1 u_ _* , . ,"*V SUgg<?StlV6 WftV

I must
ideas

All knowing ages being naturally skeptick, and not at
ndpp. skepticized, scepticized, ppr. skepticizing,

all bigotted : which, if I am not much deceived, is the scepticizing . [< skeptic + -ize.~\ To act the
proper character of our own, Dryden, Lucian. skeptic ;

doubt
; profess to doubt of everything.

IE. n. 1. One who suspends his judgment, You can afford to seepticizc where no one else will so
and holds that the known facts do not warrant "men as hesitate. Shaftesbury.
a conclusion concerning a given fundamental skeret, a. and rfr. A Middle English form of
question ;

a thinker distinguished forthe length sheer1
.

to which he carries his doubts; also, one who skerling (sker'ling), n. A smolt, or young sal-
holds that the real truth of things cannot be mon of the first year. [Local, Eng.]

. leave him [the reader] to contemplate those
I have only sketched, and which every man

must finish for himself.

Dryden, Parallel of Poetry and Painting.

2, Specifically, iu art, to draw or portray in

outline, or with partial shading; make a rough
or slight draft of, especially as a memorandum
for more finished work : as, to .tketrti a group
or a landscape.
The method of Rubens was to sketch his composition in

colours, with all the parts more determined than sketches
generally are ; from this sketch his scholars advanced the



sketch

picture as far as they were capable ; after which he re-

touched the whole himself.

Ili'i/nolils, on Mason's trans, of Dufresnoy's Art of Paint-

ling, note 11.

Sketching with her slender pointed foot
Some figure like a wizard pentagram
On garden gravel. Tennyson, The Brook.

= Syn. To portray. See outline, n.

II. ii< traits. 1. To make a sketch; present
essential facts or features, with omission of
details.

\Ve have to cut some of the business between Borneo
and Juliet, because it's too long, yon know. . . . But we
sketch along through the play.

llowells, Annie Kilbnrn, xv.

2. Specifically, in art, to draw in outline or
with partial shading: as, she sketches cleverly,
sketchability (skech-a-bil'i-ti), re. [< sketch-
able +

-itij (see -bilif//).']

"

The character or

quality of being sketchable; especially, the

capacity for affording effective or suggestive
sketches.

In the wonderful crooked, twisting, climbing, soaring,
burrowing Genoese alleys the traveller is really up to his
neck in the old Italian sketchability.

H. James, Jr., Portraits of Places, p. 48.

sketchable (skeeh'a-bl), a. [< sketch + -able.']

Capable of being sketched or delineated; suit-
able for being sketched; effective as the sub-

ject of a sketch.

Madame Gervaisais is a picture of the visible, sketchable
Rome of twenty-five years ago.

Fortnightly Rev., N. S., XLIII. 507.

In the town itself, though there is plenty sketchable,
there is nothing notable save the old town cross.

Harper's Mag., LXXVII. 492.

I noted, here and there, as I went, an extremely sketch-
able effect. H. James, Jr., Portraits of Places, p. 362.

Sketch-block (skech'blok), n. A block or pad
of drawing-paper prepared to receive sketches.
Also called sketching-block.
Sketch-book (skech''buk), n. 1. A book made
with blank leaves of drawing-paper, adapted
for use in sketching; hence, a printed book
composed of literary sketches or outlines.
2. A book in which a musical composer jots
down his ideas, and works out his preliminary
studies.

Sketcher (skech'er), . [< sketch, n., + -er1 .]

One who sketches.
I was a iltetcher then ;

See here my doing : curves of mountain, bridge,
Boat, island, ruins of a castle.

Tennyson, Edwin Morris.

sketcbily(skech'i-li),rt<fo. In a sketchy or slight
manner.
The hair of the Hermes seems rather roughly and

sketchily treated, in comparison with the elaborate finish
of the body. C. T. Newton, Art and Archa?ol., p. 351.

sketchiness (skech'i-nes), n. The state or qual-
ity of being sketchy.
Daumier's Mack sketchiness, so full of the technical

gras, the fat which French critics commend, and which we
have no word to express. The Century, XXXIX. 409.

sketching-block (skech'ing-blok), n. Same
as sketch-block.

Sketch-map (skech'map), n. A map in mere
outline.

A small sketch-map of the moon.
Pop. Sri. Mo., XXXI. 480.

Sketchy (skech'i), o. l< sketch + -y
1
.] 1. Hav-

ing the form or character of a sketch
; sug-

gesting in outline rather than portraying by
finished execution : as, a sketchy narrative. 2.
Characteristic of a sketch

; slight ;
undetailed

;

unfinished.
It can leave nothing to the imagination, nor employ any

of that loose and sketchy brilliancy of execution by which

Cnting
gives an artificial appearance of lightness to

ms. Knight, On Taste. (Jodrell.)

skevent, [ME. skevayne, skyveyn, < OP. esque-
vin, escheviii, F. echevin = It. scabino, < ML. sca-

bimis,<OI-<G.sccpeno, MLG. schepene, schepen =
MD. D. schepen = OHG. scaffin, sccffin, scaffino,

seeffino, scefino, schepheno, MHG. scheffen,
schepfe, scheffe, schopfe, schopf, schophf, Q.
schoffe, a sheriff, bailiff, steward

; prob. orig.
'

orderer,' < OLG. *scapan = OHG. scaffan = AS.
scapan, sceapan, etc., form, shape, arrange, or-

der, etc. : see shape.'} A steward or bailiff
;
an

officer of a gild next in rank to the alderman.
Also ordeyned it is, be assent of the bretheryn, to chese

an Aldirman to reule the Company, and four skeuaynes to

kepe the goodes of the gilde.

English Gilds (E. E. T. S.), p. 48.

Skevington's daughter. See scavenger's daugh-
ter, under scavenger.
skew1

(sku), v. [Formerly also skiew, skue,
scue; < ME. skewen, "skueti, turn aside, slip
away, escape, < OD. scuwen, MD. schuwen,

5669

schouwen, D. schuwen = MLG. schmi-en, LG.
schuwen, neltoue>t =OH(i. xciihei/, MfaJw,]fHG.
xchiuhi-it, m-l/iinrcii, G. scheuchen, schcuen, get
out of the way, avoid, shun; from the adj.: D.

xrlnnr, etc., = AS. sceoh, shy : see shy 1
, a., and

cf. shy1
, r., which is nit. a doublet of skew, v.

The word appears to have nothing to do with
Icel. skeifr = Sw. skef = Dan. skjeev = T). scherf
= North. Fries. skiaf= G. schief, oblique (which
is represented in E. by the dial. skiff%, and of
which the verb is Sw. skefva, look askance,
squint, = Dan. skjeevc, slant, slope, swerve,
look askance), or with Icel. a ska, askew, skadhr,
askew, which are generally supposed to be con-

nected.] I. intraits. If. To turn aside
; slip or

fall away ; escape.
Skilfulle skomfyture he skiftez as hym lykez,
Is none so skathlye may skape, ne skewe fro his handes.

Morte Arthure (E. E. T. S.), 1. 1662.

And should they see us on our knees for blessing,
They'd scue aside, as frighted at our dressing.

Whiting, Albino and Bellama (1638). (ffares.)

2. To start aside; swerve; shy, as a horse.

[Prov. Eng.] 3. To move or go obliquely;
sidle.

To skue or walk skuing, to waddle, to go sideling along.
E. Phillips, World of Words (1706).

Child, you must walk straight, without sinewing and
shailing to every step you set.

Sir R. L'Estrange. (Latham.)

4. To look obliquely; squint; hence, to look

slightingly or suspiciously.
To Skeu'e, limis oculis spectare.

Levitts, Manip. Vocab. (1570), p. 94.

Whenever we find ourselves ready to fret at every cross

occurrent, ... to slug in our own performances, to skew
at the infirmities of others, take we notice first of the

impatience of our own spirits, and condemn it.

Bp. Sanderson, Sermons (1681), xxi. (Latham.)

II. trans. 1. To turn aside; give an oblique
direction to

; hence, to distort; put askew.
Skew your eie towards the margent.

Stanihurst, p. 17. (Balliwell.)

2. To shape or form in an oblique way.
Windows broad within and narrow without, or skewed

and closed. 1 Ki. vi. 4 (margin).

To ikue or chamfret, viz. to slope the edge of a stone, as
masons doe in windowes, &c., for the gaining of light.

Cotgrave.

3. To throw or hurl obliquely. Imp. Diet.
4. To throw violently. Compare shy"2 . Halli-
well.

skew1
(sku), a. [Formerly also skue, scue; <

skew1
, v.] 1. Having an oblique position;

oblique; turned or twisted to one side: as, a
skew bridge.

Several have imagin'd that this skue posture of the axis
is a most unfortunate and pernicious thing.

Bentley, Sermons, viii.

2. Distorted; perverted; perverse.
Com. Sen. Here 's a gallemaufry of speech indeed.
Mem. I remember, about the year 1602, many used this

skew kind of language. A. Brewer (?), Lingua, iii. 5.

3. In math., having disturbed symmetry by cer-
tain elements being reversed on opposite sides

;

also, more widely, distorted Skew antipoints,
four points, the vertices of an imaginary tetrahedron,
all the edges of which are of zero length except two,
which are perpendicular to each other and to the line

joining their middle points. Skew arch, in arch. See
oreAi. Skew badk. (a) In arch., that part of a straight
or curved arch which recedes on the springing from
the vertical line of the opening. In bridges it is a
course of masonry forming the abutment for the vous-
soirs of a segmental arch, or, in iron bridges, for the
ribs. (6) A casting on the end of a truss to which a tension-
rod may be attached. It may form a cap, or be shaped to fit

the impost. E. H. Knight. Skew bridge, a bridge placed
at any angle except a right angle with the road or stream
over which it is built. Skew chisel, (a) A turning or

wood-working chisel having the edge oblique and a basil
on each side, (b) A carvers' chisel having the shank bent
to allow the edge to reach a sunken surface. E. H. Knight.
Skew circulant. See circulant. Skew curve, a

curve in three dimensions. So skew cubic, skew Cartesian,
etc. Skew determinant. See determinant. Skew
facets, the long triangular facets bordering the girdle of
a brilliant, and situated between the templets or bezels
and the girdle of the stone. There are eight skew facets
on the crown or upper side, and eight on the pavilion
or lower side. See brilliant, 1. Also called cross-facets.
Skew gearing, a gearing of which the cog-wheels have
their teeth placed obliquely so as to slide
into one another without clashing. It is

used to transmit motion between shafts at
an angle to each other, and with their axes
not in the same plane. E. H. Knight.
Skew hellcold, a screw-surface. Skew
Invariant, an invariant which changes its

sign when a; and ?/ are interchanged. skew Gearing.
Skew plane, in joinery, a plane in which
the mouth and the edge of the iron are obliquely across
the face. Skew polygon, product, quadrilateral.
See the nouns. Skew-rabbet plane. See rabbet-plane.
Skew reciprocal, a locus in line-coordinates propor-

tional to the poinkcoordinat.es of another locus, or vice
versa. Skew surface, a ruled surface in which two

skewer
successive generators do not In general intersect. So
skew guadric, etc. Skew symmetric determinant.
See determinant. Skew symmetry, that symmetry
which characterizes hemiheural crystals, more particu-
larly those of the gyroidal type, as the trapezohedral forms
common with quartz. Skew table, in arch., a course
of skews, as a slanting coping (on a gable), or any similar
feature. Skew Wheel, a form of bevel-wheel having
the teeth formed obliquely on the rim. Compare skew

gearing.

skew1 (sku), n. [< skew1
, v,, in part < skew 1

, a.]
1. A deviation or distortion

; hence, an error;
a mistake.
Thus one of the many skews in the Harleian Catalogue

was set straight.
Booke o/ Precedence (E. E. T. S., extra ser.),p. xvil.

2. An oblique glance ;
a squint.

Whatever good works we do with an eye from his and
a skew unto our own names, the more pain we take, the
more penalty of pride belongs unto us.

Rev. 8. Ward, Sermons, p. 9.

3. A piebald or skew-bald animal, especially a
horse. Halliwell. [Prov. Eng.] 4. A skew
wheel. 5. In arch., the sloping top of a but-
tress where it slants off against a wall

;
a coping

mounting on a slant, as that of a gable ; a stone
built into the base-angle of a gable, or other
similar situation, to support a coping above.

Compare skew-corbel, below. Skew-corbel, in

arch., a stone built into the base of a gable to support

A, A, Skew-corbels.

the skews or coping above, and resist their tendency to
slide down from their bed. Also called summer-stone,
skew-pul, and skew. Skew-fillet, a fillet nailed on a root

along the gable coping to raise the slates there and throw
the water away from the joining. Skew-put. Same as
skew-corbel.

skew1
(sku), adv. [< skew1

,
a. Cf. askew.]

Aslant; aslope; obliquely; awry; askew. Hal-
liwell. [Prov. Eng.]
To look skew, or a-skew, to squint or leer.

E. Phillips, World of Words (1706).

skew2
t,

n. An obsolete variant of sky1 .

skew3
(sku), n. Same as scow.

Skew4
t, . [Origin obscure.] A cup. [Old

slang.]
This is Bien Bowse, this is Bien Bowse,

Too little is my Skew.
I bowse no Lage, but a whole Gage

Of this I'll bowse to you.
Brome, Jovial Crew, it

skew-bald (sku'bald), a. [< skew1 + bald1 .

Cf . piebald.] Spotted in an irregular manner ;

piebald: used especially of horses, strictly, pie-
bald applies to horses spotted with white and black, skew-
bald to such as are spotted with white and some other color
than black. [Obsolete or provincial.]

You shall find

Og the great commissary, and, which is worse,
Th' apparatour upon his skew-bal'd horse.

Cleaveland, Poems (1651). (Nares.)

Tallantire drove his spurs into a rampant, skewbald
stallion with china-blue eyes.

R. Kipling, Head of the District.

skewed (skud), p. a. [< ME. skewed, skued; <

skew 1 + -ed2.] 1. Turned aside; distorted;
awry.
This skew'd eyed carrion.

Fletcher, Wildgoose Chase, Iv. 1.

2f. Skew-bald; piebald.
The skewed goos, the brune goose as the white
Is not fecounde.

Palladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 26.

Some be flybytten,
Some skewed as a kytten.

Skelton, Elynonr Rummyng, 1. 142.

skewer (sku'er), . [Orig. a dial, form of

skiver, a skewer (cf. skiver-wood, skewer-wood,

dog_wood, of which skewers are made), an un-
assibilated form of shiver, a splinter of wood
(cf. Sw. skiffer=: Dan. skifer, slate): see shiver1 .]

1 . A pin of wood or iron for fastening meat to
a spit or for keeping it in form while roasting.
Send up your meat well stuck with skewers, to make It

look round and plump. Swift, Advice to Servants (Cook).

2. A bobbin-spindle fixed by its blunt end into
a shelf or bar in the creel. E. S. Knigh t.

skewer (sku'er), v. t. [< skewer, .] To fasten
with skewers; pierce or transfix, as with a
skewer.

Of duels we have sometimes spoken : how . . . mess-
mates, flinging down the wine-cup and weapons of reason



skewer
and repartee, met in the measured Held, to p;irt bleeding,
or perhaps not to part, but to fall mutually skeu-ered

through with iron. Cnrlyle, French Rev., II. iii. 3.

skewer-machine (sku'er-ma-shen"), .A
wood-working machine for roughly shaping or

for finishing skewers from wooden blocks. In

the former case the skewers are finished by
a skewer-pointing machine.
skewer-WOOd (sku'er-wud), . Same as yi/v'c/.-

timber. [Prov. Eng.]
skew-gee (sku"je'), a. Crooked; skew; squint.
Also used as a noun : as, on the skew-gee. [Col-

loq.]

skewing (sku'ing), n. [Verbal n. of skew, -.]

In gilding, the process of removing superfluous
gold-leaf from parts of a surface, and of patch-
ing pieces upon spots where the gold-leaf has
failed to adhere. It is performed by means of a

brush, and precedes burnishing. E. H. Knight.
Also spelled skuinij.

Skew-symmetrical (sku'si-met"ri-kal),fl. Hav-
ing each element equal to the negative of the

corresponding element on the other side.

skewy (sku'i), a. [< si-en- + -y
1
.] Skew. Hal-

liwell. [Prov. Eng.]
ski, . Same as skee.

skiagraphy (ski-ag'ra-fi), n. Same as sciagra-

phy.
skiascopy (ski'a-sko-pi), n. [Also sciascopy; <

Gr. OKta, shadow, + -O-KOTT/O, < anoireiv, view.]
Shadow-test: a method of estimating the re-

fraction of an eye by throwing into it light
from an ophthalmoscopic mirror, and observ-

ing the movement which the retinal illumina-
tion makes on slightly rotating the mirror.

Also called keratoscopy, retinoscopy, koroscopy,
pupilloscopy, retinoskiascopy.

Skice (skis), v. i. [Alaom#0; origin obscure.]
To run fast; move quickly. [Prov. Eng.]
They skise a large space, & seeme for to flie withal, and

therefore they cal them . . . the flying squirrels.

Hakhiyt's Voyages, I. 479.

Up at five a'Clock in the morning, and out till Dinner-
time. Out agen at afternoon, and so till Supper-time.
Skise out this away, and arise out that away. (He's no
Snayle, I assure you.) Brumf, Jovial Crew, iv.

skid1
(skid), n. [Also skeed; < Icel. skidJi = Sw.

skid = Dan. skid = AS. scid, E. shide, a billet of

wood, etc. : see sltide, of which skid is an unas-
sibilated (Scand.) form. Cf. skidor, skee.] 1.

Naut. : (a) A framework of planks or timber
fitted to the outside of a ship abreast of the

hatches, to prevent injury to the side while car-

go is hoisted in or out. Boat-ilrids are planks fitted

to the outside of a ship abreast of the boat-davits, to keep
the side from being chafed when the boats are lowered or
hoisted,

(ft) A strut or post to sustain a beam or

deck, or to throw the weight of a heavy object
upon a part of the structure able to bear the
burden, (c) One of a pair of timbers in the
waist to support the larger boats when aboard.

2. A log forming a track for a heavy moving
object; a timber forming an inclined plane in

loading or unloading heavy articles from trucks,
etc. 3. One of a number of timbers resting on
blocks, on which a structure, such as a boat, is

built. 4. A metal or timber support for a can-
non. 5. One of a pair of parallel timbers for

supporting a ban-el, a row of casks, or the like.

6. The brake of a crane. 7. A shoe or drag
used for preventing the wheels of a wagon or

carriage from revolving when descending a hill ;

hence, a hindrance or obstruction. Also called

skid-pan.
But not to repeat the deeds they did,
Backsliding in spite of all moral skid,
If all were true that fell from the tongue,
There was not a villager, old or young,
But deserved to be whipp'd, imprison'd, or hung.

Hood, Tale of a Trumpet. (Davies.)

skid1
(skid), t'.; pret. and pp. skidded, ppr. skid-

ding. [< skidl, .] I. trans. 1. To place or
move on a skid or skids.

The logs are then skidded by horses or oxen into skid-

ways, which hold from one to two hundred.
Scribner's May., IV. 655.

2. To support by means of skids.

All logs, ... as they are brought in, unless stacked at

once, should be blocked or skidded off the ground, as a

temporary measure. Laslett, Timber, p. 318.

3. To check with a skid, as wheels in going
down-hill. Dickens.

H. intrans. To slide along without revolving,
as a wheel : said also of any object mounted on
wheels so moving.
When the car was skidding it could be brought to a stop

on grade by closing the current and re energizing the mag-
nets. Elect. Rev. (Amer.), XVI. 7.

The rider being directly over his pedals, and the driving
wheel not skidding. Bury and Hillur, Cycling, p. 361.
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skid2 (skid), c. i.; pret. and pp. skidded, ppr.
skidding. A variant of scud.

The Dutch ladies . . . ran sKddm^down the aisle of the

chapel, tip tap, tip tap, like frightened hares.

Mme. ll'AMay, Diary, VII. 141. (Davies.)

skiddar, . See skidor.

skiddaw (skid'a), w. Same as kiddaw.
Skiddaw slates. See slate2.

skidder(skid'er), . [<A'/rf
1 + -er1 .] One who

skids, or uses a skid.

The skidders haul the logs to the pile.
The Wisconsin Pineries, New York Evangelist, March 8,

Skider (ski'der), H. [CLskee.'} A skate. [Prov.
Eng.]
skid-pan (skid'pan), . Same as skid 1

,
7.

skiet, n. An obsolete form of sky
1

.

skiey, n. See ski/ei/.

skiff1
(skif), M. [< OF. engulf, < MHG. skif, scliif,

G. schiff, a boat, ship, = E. ship : aeeship.] If.

Formerly, a small sailing vessel resembling a

sloop.
Olauus fled in a little */,///; vnto his father in law the earl

of Rosse. Hokiuyt's Voyages, I. 14.

2. Now, a small boat propelled by oars.

Our captain went in his nki/ aboard the Ambrose and
the Neptune. Winthrop, Hist. New England, I. 8.

Cod-seine Skiff, a small boat engaged in cod-seining, or

attending the cod-seiners.

skiff1
(skif), !. t. [< skiff

1
, .] To sail upon or

pass over in a skiff or light boat. [Rare.]
They have skiff'd

Torrents whose roaring tyranny and power
I' the least of these was dreadful.
Fletcher (and another), Two Noble Kinsmen, i. 3.

Skiff2 (skif), . [< Icel. skeifr = Sw. skef= Dan.
skjxv = D. sclieef = G. scliief = North. Fries.

skiaf, oblique. Cf. sfcewl.] Oblique; distort-

ed; awkward. HalKweU. [Prov. Eng.]
skiff-handed (skif'hand-ed), . Awkward in

the use of the hands; unable to throw straight.
[Prov. Eng.]

skiffling (skif'ling), . [Verbal n. of 'skiffle, r. ;

origin obscure.] In stone-cutting, the operation
of knocking off the rough corners of ashler in

the preliminary dressing ; knobbing. . H.

Knight.
skiftt, n. A Middle English form of shift.

skilder (skil'de.r), r. i. Same as skelder.

skilful (skil'ful), a. [Also skillful; early mod.
E. skilfull; < ME. skilful, skylfull, scelrol; < skill

+ -//.] If. Having reason
;
endowed with

mind; thinking; rational.

A skylfull beeste than will y make,
Anir my shappeand my Hknesse.

York Plays, p. 15.

2f. Conforming to reason or right ; reasonable;
proper. Ayenbite of Imcyt (E. E. T. S.), p. 169.

Al wol he kepe his lordes hir degree,
As it is right and nkil/iil that they be
Enhaunced and honoured and most dere.

Chaucer, Good Women, 1. 385.

3. Having trained and practised faculties; pos-
sessing practical ability ;

well qualified for ac-

tion; able; dexterous; expert.
At conseil & at nede he was a skUfulle kyng.

Bob. of Brunne, p. 311

Be yare in thy preparation, for thy assailant is quick,
skilful, and deadly. Shak., T. N., iii. 4. 245.

4. Having ability in a specified direction;
versed; experienced; practised: followed by a

qualifying phrase or clause.

Of perill nought adrad,
Ne skilfull of the uncouth jeopardy.

Spenser, F. Q., VI. T. 16.

Human pride
Is skilful to invent most serious names
To hide its ignorance. Shelley, Queen Hub. vii.

5. Displaying or requiring skill
;
indicative of

skill; clever; adroit: as, a skilful contrivance.
Of skilfull industry.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartae's Weeks, ii., Eden.

The skilful devices with which the Romans, in the first

Punic War, wrought such wholesale destruction on the
Carthaginian fleets. J. Fiske, Evolutionist, p. 207.

=Syn. 3. Dexterous, Expert, etc. (see adroit), adept, con-

versant, proficient, accomplished, qualified, intelligent,
masterly.

skilfully (skil'ful-i), adv. [Also skillfully; <

ME. skilfully, skillfully, skillfully, skelvolliclie ; <

skilful + -ly*.~\ In a skilful manner. Especially
(at) With reason, justice, or propriety ; reasonably.
In othre guode skele and clenliche and ekeluolliche.

Ayenbite of Inuryt (E. E. T. S.), p. 6.

Me thynketh thus, that neither ye nor I

Oghte half this wo to maken skilfully.

Chaucer, Troilus, iv. 1265.

(b) With nice art ; cleverly ; adroitly ; dexterously.

Sing unto him a new song ; play skilfully with a loud
noise. Ps. \\.\iii 3.

skill

Thou art an old love-monger, and speakest skilfully.

Shak., L. L. L., ii. 1. 253.

skilfulness (skil'ful-nes), n. [Also WI(fttJne8 ,

< ME. skylfulnesse ; < skilful + -HCSS.] The
quality of being skilful

;
the possession of sldll

or ability, in any sense of either word.

Skylfulnesse, racionabilitas. Prompt. Pare., p. 45".

So he fed them according to the integrity of his heart ;

and guided them by the skUfulnese of his hands.
Ps. IxxviiL 72.

skilip (skil'ip), 71. [< Turk. Iskilip, or Iskelib,
in Asia Minor, whence the name is said to be ap-
plied to various fictitious substances.] Scam-
mony prepared near Angora by mixing stun-h
with the juice to the extent of 30 or 40 per cent,
of the mass. This U combined with other impure scam-
mony to form different grades of the drug. In London
use the word appears to denote any highly adulterated
scammony.

skill (skil), v. [< ME. skilen (also assibilated

schillen, schyllen, < AS. *scylian), < Icel. Sw.
xkilja = Dan. UeiUe, separate, iinpers. differ,

matter, = MD. sctiillen, schellen = MLG. schi-li-ii,

separate ;
akin to Sw. skala = Dan. skalle, peel,= Lith. skelti, cleave; prob. < T/ skal, separate,

which appears also in scale1 , shale*, shell, etc.]
1. (raws. If. To set apart; separate.

And skOedd ut all fra the folle

Thurrh haliz lif and lare.

Oniiuluiii, 1. KistlO.

Schyllyn owte, or cullyn owte fro sundyr, Segrego.
Prompt. Pan., p. 446.

2. Hence, to discern ;
have knowledge or un-

derstanding (to) ;
know how : usually with an

infinitive. [Obsolete or prov. Eng.]
There is not among us any that can skill to hew timber

like unto the Sidoniaus. 1 Ki. v. 6.

He cannot skill to keep a stock going upon that trade.

Milton, Areopagitlca, p. 39.

II. intrans. 1. To have perception or com-
prehension ;

have understanding ; discern : fol-

lowed by o/or on.

The! can knowe many thinges be force of clergie that
we ne can no skyle on. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), i. 27.

They that skill not of so heavenly matter,
All that they know not, envy, or admire. Spenser.

2f. To have personal and practical knowledge
(of) ; be versed or practised ; hence, to be ex-

pert or dexterous: commonly followed by of.

These v cowde skile of bateile, and moche thel knewe of
werre. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iii. 666.

Our Prentises and others may be appoynted and dinided

euery of them to his office, and to that he can best skill of.

Uakluyts Voyages, I. 299.

As for herbs and philters, I could never skill of them.
Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 494.

3. To make difference
; signify; matter: used

impersonally, and generally with a negative.
[Obsolete or archaic.]
I am the son of Apollo, and from his high seat I came,
But whither I got It skills not, for Knowledge is my name.

Peete, Sir Clyomon and Sir Clamydes.

JEsop. What do we act to-day?
Par. It skills not what. Massinger, Roman Actor, L 1.

One word more I had to say,
But /' skills not; go your way.

Herrick. To the Passenger.

Skill (skil), n. [< ME. si-ill, skil, skyl, skyll,

skille, skylle, skile, skyle, skele (also assibilated

schile, schil. scele, < AS. *scile), < Icel. skil, a dis-

tinction, discernment, knowledge, = Sw. skal,

reason, = Dan. skjel, a separation, boundary,
limit, = MLG. schele = MD. schele, scheele, sepa-
ration, discrimination: seethe verb.] If. The
discriminating or reasoning faculty ;

the mind.

Another es that the skyll niekely be vssede in gastely
thynges, als in medytacyons, and orysouns, and lukynge
in hii'ly bukes.

Hampole, Prose Treatises (E. E. T. S.), p. 13.

For I am mainly ignorant
What place this is

;
and all the skill I have

Remembers not these garments.
5*0*., Lear, iv. 7. 66.

2. Discriminative power; discernment; under-

standing ; reason
;
wit.

Craftier skil kan i non than i wol kuthe.
William of Palerne (E. E. T. S.), 1. 1680.

So feeble skill of perfect things the vulgar has.

Spenser, V. Q., V. Hi. 17.

Neither is it [liberty] compleatly giv'n but by them who
have the happy skill to know what is grievance and unj nst
to a people. Milton, Hist. Eng., ill.

3f. Reasonableness; propriety; rightness; jus-
tice ; proper course

;
wise measure ; also, right-

ful claim
; right.
When it is ray sones wille
That I come him to hit is skille.

King Horn (E. E. T. 8.), p. 86.



skill

For ever as tendre a capoun eteth the fox,

Thogh he be fals ami hath the foul betrayed,
As shal the goode niaiv that therfor payed ;

Al have he to the capoun skille and right,
The false fox wol have his part at night.

Cham; f. c, 1 Women, 1. 1392.

Oure brother & sustir lie is hi xkile,

For he so aeide, & lorid us that lore.

I/HIIIHK lu Vifijin, etc. (E. E. T. S.), p. 9.

4f. Reasoning; argument; proof; also, cause;
reason.

Everych hath swich replicacioun
That non by xA-i7/ may been brought adoun.

Chaucer, Parliament of Fowls, 1. 536.

Agens this ean no clerk skile fynde.
lliiutiis to Virgin, etc. (E. E. T. S.), p. 20.

Langere here thu may noghte dwelle;
The xkylle I sail the telle wherefore.

Thomas of Enseldoune (Child's Ballads, I. 107).

I think you have
As little skill to fear as I have purpose
To put you to 't. Shalt., \V. T., iv. 4. 152.

5. Practical knowledge and ability ; power of

action or execution
; readiness and excellence

iu applyingwisdom or science to practical ends ;

expertuess ; dexterity.
The workman on his stutf his skill doth show ;

And yet the stulf gives not the man his skill.

Sir J. Danies, Immortal, of Soul, i.

He hath skill to cure those that are somewhat crazed in

their wits with their burdens.

Bunyan, Pilgrim's Progress, p. 93.

Was dying all they had the skill to do?
Lowell, Comm. Ode.

It is in little more than skill of drawing and modelling
that the art of Raphael . . . surpasses that of Giotto.

C. II. Moore, Gothic Architecture, p. 308.

6f. A particular power, ability, or art
;
a gift

or attainment
;
an accomplishment.

Calchas, for the state of Greece, thy spirit prophetic
shows

Skills that direct us. Chaptnan, Iliad, i. S3.

Not all the skills fltt for a princely dame
Your learned Muse w'i> youth and studye bringes.

Puttenham, Partheniades, xii.

Richard, ... by a thousand princely skills, gathering
so much corn as if he meant not to return. Fitller.

7. That for which one is specially qualified ;

one's forte. [Rare.]

They had arms, leaders, and successes to their wish ; but
to make use of so great an advantage was not thir skill.

Milton, Hist. Eng., iii.

8f. The number of persons connected with any
art, trade, or profession ;

the craft.

Hartiall was the cheife of this 'HI among the Latines.

Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 44.

= Syn. 5. Facility, knack. See adroit.

skillagalee, n. See sMlliqalce.
Skilled (skild), a. [< skill + -e<P.] 1. Hav-
ing skill

; especially, having the knowledge and
ability which come from experience; trained;
versed; expert; adept; proficient.

thou well skUl'd in curses, stay awhile,
And teach me how to curse mine enemies!

Shak., Rich. III., iv. 4. 116.

2. Displaying or requiring skill
; involving spe-

cial knowledge or training : as, skilled labor,

skilless (skil'les), a. [< ME. skilelses ; < skill

+ -less.] If. Lacking reason or intellectual

power; irrational.

Skilelses swa summe asse. Ormulum, 1. 3715.

2. Lacking knowledge ; ignorant; uninformed;
unaware.

Nor have I seen
More that I may call men than you, good friend,
And my dear father ; how features are abroad
I am skilless of. Shak., Tempest, iii. 1. 52.

3. Lacking practical acquaintance or experi-
ence; unfamiliar (with); untrained or un-

versed; rude; inexpert.
Skilless as unpractised infancy. Shak.

,
1. and C., i. 1. 12.

A little patience, youth ! 'twill not be long,
Or I am skilless quite. Keats, Endymion, iii.

skillet (skil'et), n. [Formerly or dial, also sket-

let ; < OF. escuellclte, a little dish, dim. of escuelle,
a dish, F. ecnelle, a porringer, = Pr. escitdella =
Sp. escudilla = Pg. escitdella = It. scodella, < L.

scutella, a salver, tray, ML. a platter, dish : see
scuttle 1

, ^sculler
2

, scullery.'] 1. A small vessel
of iron, copper, or other metal, generally hav-
ing a long handle and three or four legs, used
for heating and boiling water, stewing meat,
and other culinary purposes.

Let housewives make a skillet of my helm.
Shak., Othello, i. 3. 273.

Yet milk in proper skillet she will place,
And gently spice it with a blade of mace.

W. King, Art of Making Puddings, i.

2. A rattle or bell used by common criers.
J. Grahame, Birds of Scotland (ed. 1806),
Gloss., quoted in N. and Q., 7th ser., VII. 322.

3. A ship's cook; a "pot-wrestler" or pot-
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walloper. [Slang.] 4. In metttl-tciirking, a
form into which t lie precious metals are run for
sale and use as bullion, flatter than an ingot.
skill-facet (skil'fas"et), n. In ditimond-citttiin/.

See facet1 .

skillful, skillfully, etc. See skilful, etc.

skilligalee, skilligolee (skiFi-ga-le', -go-le'),
n. [Also ikittygcuee, xkillygolee, skillagalee, also

xl-illji ; origin obscure.] A poor, thin, watery
kind of broth or soup, sometimes consisting of

oatmeal and water in which meat has been
boiled

;
a weak, watery diet served out to pris-

oners in the hulks, paupers in workhouses, and
the like

;
a drink made of oatmeal, sugar, and

water, formerly served out to sailors in the
British navy.
skillingH (skil'ing), . [< ME. skylynge; ver-

bal n. of skill, v.] Reasoning; ratiocination.

Ryht swych comparison as it is of gkylynge to under-

stondinge. Chaucer, Boethius, iv. prose 8.

skilling" (skil'ing), n. Sameasstee/wg'. [Prov.
Eng.]
skilling3 (skil'ing), . [< Sw. Dan. skilling =
E. shilling.] A money formerly used in Scan-
dinavia and northern Germany, in some places

Obverse. Reverse.

Skilling, in the British Museum. ( Size of the original.)

as a coin and in others as a money of account.
It varied in value from id. in Denmark to nearly
Id. (about 2 cents) in Hamburg.
In Norway the small currency now consists partly of

and one-skilling pieces in copper, the skilling

being nearly equal in value to an English halfpenny, but
principally of two-, three-, and tom-skilling pieces, com-
posed of billon.

Jevons, Money and Mech. of Exchange, p. 126.

skill-thirstt, . Craving for knowledge ;
curi-

osity. [Rare.]

Ingratitude, pride, treason, gluttony,
Too-curious skill-thirst, enuy, felony.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii., The Imposture.

skilly (skil'i), n. Same as skilligulee.

skillygalee, skillygolee, . See skilligalee.

skilpot (skii'pot), K. The slider, or red-bellied

terrapin. See slider1 ,
2.

skilts (skilts), n.pl. [Cf. kilt.'} A sort of coarse,
loose short trousers formerly worn in New Eng-
land.

Her father and elder brother wore ... a sort of brown
tow trousers, known at the time these things happened
some years ago as skilts ; they were short, reaching just
below the knee, and very large, being a full half yard broad
at the bottom. S. Judd, Margaret, i. 2.

skilty-boots (skil'ti-bots), n. pi. Half-boots.
Halliwell. [Prov. Eng.]
skilvmgs(skirvingz), n.pl. [Avar, of *skelving,
unassibilated form of shelving

1
.] The rails of

a cart: a wooden frame fixed on the top of a
cart to widen and extend its size. Halliirell.

[Prov. Eng.]
skim (skim), v.; pret. and pp. skimmed, ppr.

skimming. [Avar, of scum, t'.] I. trans. 1. To
lift the scum from; clear the surface of by re-

moving any floating matter, by means of a

spoon, a flat ladle, or the like : as, to skim soup
by removing the oil or fat

;
to skim milk by tak-

ing off the cream.

To skimme, despumare.
Levins, Manip. Vocab. (1570), p. 131.

Are not you [Puck] he
That frights the maidens of the villagery;
Skims milk, and sometime labours in the quern,
And bootless makes the breathless housewife churn?

Shak., M. N. D., ii. 1. 36.

2. To lift from the surface of a liquid by a

sliding movement, as with a paddle, a flat ladle,
a spoon, or the like ; dip up with or as with a

skimmer, as cream from milk or fat from soup ;

hence, to clear away ;
remove.

The natives in these months watch the rivers, and take

up thence multitudes [of locusts], skimming them from off

the water with little nets. Dampier, Voyages, an. 1688.

Whilom I've seen her skim the clouted cream.

Gay, Shepherd's Week, Friday, 1. 61.

To purge and skim away the filth of vice,
That so refln'd it might the more entice.

Cowper, Progress of Error, 1. 343.

skimmer

3. To clear; rid; free from obstacles or ene-

mies.

Sir F.dmonde of Holande, erle of Kent, was by the kynge
made admyrall of the see

;
the whiehe storj tl and skymmid

y<i see ryght well & manfully. Fabyan, Chron., an. 140!l.

4. To mow. Halliti-ell. [Prov. Eng.] 5. To
cover with a film or scum; coat over. [Rare.]

At night the frost skimmed with thin ice the edges of

the ponds. T. Roosevelt, The Century, XXXVI. 210.

6. To pass lightly along or near the surface of ;

move smoothly and lightly over; glide, float,

fly, or run over the surface of.

They gild their scaly Backs in Phoebus' Beams,
And scorn to skim the Level of the Streams.

Congrevc, Birth of the Muse.

By the fleet Racers, ere the sun be set,

The turf of yon large pasture will be skimmed.
Wordsworth, Excursion, ii.

7. To pass over lightly in perusal or inspec-
tion; glance over hastily or superficially.

Like others I had skimmed, and sometimes read
With care, the master-pamphlets of the day.

Wordnvorth, Prelude, ix.

Mr. Lyon . . . was skimming rapidly, in his shortsight-
ed way, by the light of one candle, the pages of a mission-

ary report. George Eliot, Felix Holt, v.

8. To cause to dart, skip, or ricochet along a

surface; hurl along a surface in a smooth,

straight course.

There was endless glee in skimming stones along the
surface of the water, and counting the number of bounds
and curvets that they made. E. Dowden, Shelley, I. 68.

II. intraiis. 1. To pass lightly and smoothly
over a surface

; hence, to glide or dart along
in a smooth, even course.

A winged Eastern Blast, just skimming o'er

The Ocean's Brow, and sinking on the Shore.

Prior, Solomon, iii.

Nor lighter does the swallow skim

Along the smooth lake's level brim.

Scott, Harm ion, vi. 15.

2. To pass in hasty inspection or considera-

tion, as over the surface of something; observe
or consider lightly or superficially.

There was wide wandering for the greediest eye . . .

Far round the horizon's crystal air to skim.

Keats, I Stood Tiptoe upon a Little Hill.

Thus I entertain
The antiquarian humour, and am pleased
To skim along the surfaces of things.

Wordsworth, Excursion, iii.

3. To become covered with a scum or film
;
be

coated over. [Rare.]
The pond had in the mean while skimmed over in the

shadiest and shallowest coves, some days or even weeks
before the general freezing. Thoreau, Walden, p. 265.

skim (skim), w. [A var. of scum, n., but due to
the verb skim.'] 1. The act of skimming ; also,
that which is skimmed off.

I wanted to be the one to tell you the grand surprise,
and have "first skim," as we used to say when we squab-
bled about the cream. L. M. Alcott, Little Women, xliii.

2. Thick matter that forms or collects on the
surface of a liquor; scum. [Rare.]
skimback (skim'bak), . [< skim + back.'] A
fish, the quillback, Carpiodes cyprinus. [Local,
U. S.]
skimble-scamble (skim'bl-skam"bl), a. and w.

[A varied redupl. of scumble.] I. a. Rambling;
wandering ; confused

;
incoherent.

Such a deal of skimble-skamble stuff

As puts me from my faith.

Shak., 1 Hen. IV., iii. 1. 154.

II. n. Rigmarole; nonsense.
skimble-scamble (skim'bl-skam"bl), adr. [A
varied redupl. of seamtle.'] In a confused man-
ner. Imp. Diet.

skim-colter (skim'koFter), M. A colter for

paring off the surface of laud,

skime (skim), n. [An unassibilated form of
xliim 1

.] Brightness; gleam.
The skyme o' her e'eu was like dewy sheen.

L"ii/f Mary of Craiynethan.

skimingtont (skim'ing-ton), H. Same as skim-
mi iiiiton.

skimish (skim'ish), a. A dialectal form of
stnteamish. Halliwell. [Prov. Eng.]
skimmer 1 (skim'er), n. [< skim + -erl.] 1.

One who or that which skims; especially, an

implement used for skimming. Specifically (o)
A ladle with a flattened and often perforated bowl, used in

skimming liquids, as milk, soup, or fruit-juice.

She struck her with a skimmer, and broke it in two.
Catskin's Garland (Child's Ballads, VIII. 176).

(6) A flat shallow pan of metal perforated at the bottom to
allow liquids to drain through ;

a colander.

As soon as the oysters are opened, they are placed in a
flat pan with a perforated bottom, called a skimmer, where
they are drained of their accompanying liquor.

Fisheries of U. S., V. il. 659.



skimmer

(c) A stifi bar of iron used in a foundry to hold back the

floating slag while pouring molten metal from the ladle.

(d) One of several bivalves whose shells may be used to sk i i n

milk, etc. (1) The common clam. Myft arenaria. (2) The
bit? beach-clam, Mactra or Spisula solidissima. [Long
Island.] (3) A scallop, as Pecten maximus.

2. One who skims over a subject ;
a .superficial

student or reader.

There are different degrees of skimmers; first, he who
goes no farther than the title-page ; secondly, he who pro-
ceeds to the contents and index, &c.

P. Slteltan, Deism Revealed, viii.

3. A bird that skims or shears the water, as any
member of the genus Rliynchops; a cutwater,
shearwater, or scissorbill. The American species is

R. nigra, specified as the black skimmer, common on the
South Atlantic and Gulf coasts of the United States and
southward. It closely resembles a tern or sea-swallow,

except in its bizarre bill. The upper parts are chiefly
black, the lower white, with a rosy blush in the breeding-
season ; the bill is carmine and black ;

the feet are car-
mine. The length is 16 to 20 inches, the extent 42 to 60
inches ; the upper mandible is 3 inches, the lower 3J to 4J.
See cut under Rhynchops.
skimmer2

(skim'er), i. i. [Freq. of skim.'] To
skim lightly to and fro. [Bare.]
Swallows skimmered over her, and plunged into the

depths below. S. Jtidd, Margaret, i. 14.

skimmerton (skim'er-ton), w. Same as skim-

mington.
Skimmia (skim'i-a), n. [NL (Thunberg, 1784),
< Jap. skimmi, in mijama-skimmi, the Japanese
name.] A genus of polypetalous shrubs, of
the order Ruttwcse and tribe Toddaliese, charac-
terized by flowers with four or five valvate

petals, as many stamens, and a two- to five-

celled ovary ripening into an ovoid fleshy drupe
with two to four cartilaginous nutlets. There
are about 4 species, natives of the Himalayas and Japan.
They are smooth shrubs with green branches, bearing
alternate lanceolate leaves which are entire, coriaceous,
and pellucid-dotted. The odorless whitish flowers are ar-

ranged in crowded and much-branched terminal panicles.
S. Japonica, a dwarf holly-like shrub, is cultivated for the
ornamental effect of its dark shining leaves and clusters
of bright-red berry-like drupes.
Skim-milk (skim'milk'), n. Milk from which
the cream has been skimmed; hence, figura-
tively, that which lacks substantial quality, as
richness or strength ; thinness

; inferiority.

0, 1 could divide myself and go to buffets, for moving
such a dish of skim milk with so honourable an action !

Shak., 1 Hen. IV., ii. 3. 36.

Skimming (skim/ing), w. [Verbal n. of skim, r.]
1. The act of one who or that which skims.
2. That which is removed by skimming ;

scum :

chiefly used in the plural.

They relished the very skimmings of thekettle, and dregs
of the casks. Cook, Second Voyage, i. 7.

3. pi. In the coffee trade, the musty part of the
coffee which is taken from the bags after being
on shipboard.
skimming-dish (skim'ing-dish), n. A yacht-
built boat used on the Florida coast, o'f flat-

iron model, cat- or sloop-rigged, and very wet.
J. A. Henshall.

Skimming-gate (skim 'ing-gat), . In found-
ing. See qate^, 5.

skimmingiy (skim'ing-li), adv. By moving
lightly along or over the surface. Imp. Diet.

skimmington (skim'ing-ton), . [Also skim-

ington, skimmerton, skimitry; supposed to have
originated in the name of some forgotten
scold.] 1. A burlesque procession formerly
held in ridicule of a henpecked husband; a
cavalcade headed by a person on horseback
representing the wife, with another represent-
ing the husband seated behind her, facing
the horse's tail and holding a distaff, while the
woman belabored him with a ladle. These were
followed by a crowd, hooting and making

"
rough music

"

with horns, pans, and cleavers. The word commonly
appears in the phrase to ride (the) skimmington. Com-
pare the north-country custom of riding the stana. [Local,
Eng.]

When I'm in pomp on high processions shown,
Like pageants of lord may'r, or skimmington.

Oldham, Satires (1685). (Nares.)
The Skimmington ... has been long discontinued in

England, apparently because female rule has become either
milder or less frequent than among our ancestors.

Scott, Fortunes of Nigel, xxl., note.

2. A disturbance
;
a riot; a quarrel.

There was danger of a skimmington between the great
wig and the coif, the former having given a flat lie to the
latter. Walpole, Letters (1763), I. 289. (Dairies.)

S. A charivari. [Local, U. S.]
skim-net (skim'net), n. A large dip-net, used
on the Potomac and some rivers southward.
skimp (skimp), f. [A var. or secondary form
of scampi (cf. crimp, cramp*).] I. trans" I. To
deal scant measure to

; supply with a meager
or insufficient allowance : as. to skimp a person
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in the matter of food. 2. To provide in scant
or insufficient quantity ; give or deal out spar-
ingly; stint: as, to skimp cloth or food. 3.
To scamp; slight; do superficially or careless-

ly : as, to skimp a job.
II. intrtdix. 1. To be sparing or parsimoni-

ous; economize; save.

The woman who has worked and schemed and skimped
to achieve her attire knows the real pleasure and victory
of self-adornment. E. Eggleston, The Graysons, xix.

2. To scamp work. [Colloq. in all use*.]

skimp (skimp), a. [< skimp, r.] Scant in quan-
tity or extent; scarcely sufficient; meager;
spare: as, skimp tare; a skimp outfit. [Prov.
Eng. and U. S.]

Skimping (skim'ping), p. n. 1. Sparing; stint-

ing; saving. Sri- A-/, ///), r. 2. Scanty; mea-
ger ; containing insufficient material : as, a
A-/, imping dress. Halliirell. 3. Scamped; exe-
cuted carelessly or in a slighting manner. [Col-
loq. in all senses.]
The work was not skimping work by any means ; it was

a bridge of some pretentions.
J. S. Brewer, English Studies, p. 444. (Encyc. Diet.)

skimpingly (skim'ping-li), adv. In a skimp-
ing manner; scantily; sparingly. Bulwer,My
Novel, iii. 15.

skimpings (skim'pingz), n. pi. [Verbal n. of

skimp, v.] In mining, the refuse taken from
the top of the sieve in jigging, tozing, or chim-

ming.
skimpy (skim

'

pi ) ,
a . [ < skimp + -y

1
. ] Spare ;

scanty; skimped. [Colloq., U. S.]
The woman . . . took oft her bonnet, showing her gray

hair drawn into a skimpy knot at the back of her head.
I/, ff. Hurfree, Prophet of Great Smoky Mountains, iv.

skimshander (skim'shan-der), v. Same as
scrimshaw.

skin (skin), n. [< ME. skhi, skinne, skynne, <

AS. scinn (rare), < Icel. skinn = Sw. skinn =
Dan. skind = LG. schin, schinn = OHG. "scind,
skin, hide (the OHG. form not recorded, but the
source of OHG. scintan, scindan, MHG. G. schin-

den, skin, flay, sometimes a strong verb, with

pret. sehant, pp. geschundeti : see skin, v.); per-

haps akin to shin, q. v. Cf. also W. cen, skin,
peel, scales, ysgen, dandruff.] 1. In anat. and
zool., the continuous covering of an animal;
the cutaneous investment of the body ; the in-

tegument, cutis, or derm, especially when soft

Semi-diagrammatic Vertical Section of Human Skin, magnified.
A, stratum corneum ; B, stratum lucidum ; C, stratum graiiulosum ;

U, stratum spinosum ; E, corium with papilla; ; F, subcutaneous fat ;

C, tactile corpuscles ; H, sebaceous gland ; I, duct ofsebaceous eland ;

J, Pacinian corpuscles : K. shaft of hair ; L, root-sheath of hair ; M,
rootofhair; N,arrector pili muscle ; O, duct ofsweat-gland ; p. sweat-
gland ; Q, blood-vessels.

and flexible, a hard or rigid skin being called a
shell, test, exoskeleton, etc. Skin ordinarily con-
sists of two main divisions or layers : (1) the corium be-

low, a connective-tissue layer, which is vascular, nervous,
provided with glands, and is never shed, cast, or molted ;

(2) the non-vascular epidermis, superficially forming vari-
ous epidermal or exoskeletal structures, as hair, feathers,
hoofs, nails, claws, etc., of more or less dry and hard or

horny texture, and either continuously shed in scales and
shreds, or periodically molted wholly or in part. See the
above technical words, and cuts under hairl, 1, and sweat-

gland.

Can the Ethiopian change his skin, or the leopard his
spots? Jer. xiii. 23.

I'll not shed her blood ;

Nor scar that whiter skin of hers than snow,
And smooth as monumental alabaster.

Shak., Othello, v. 2. 4.

Soon a wrinkled Skin plump Flesh invades !

Congreve, tr. of Ovid's Art of Love.

skin

2. The integument of an animal stripped from
the body, with or without its appendages; a

hide, pelt, or fur, either raw and green, or vari-

ously cured, dressed, or tanned. In the trades and
in commerce the term is applied only to the skins of the
smaller animals, the skins of the larger animals being
called hides: thus, an ox-hide, a goabuftn, cow/tide hoots,
calfsfrm shoes, etc. See cut under hide.

A serpent skynne doon on this tree men lete

Avayfant be to save it in greet hete.

Palladium, Hushondrie (E. E. T. S.>, p. 211.

Robes of buffalo and beaver,
Skins of otter, lynx, and ermine.

Longfellow, Hiawatha, xvi.

3. In museums, the outer covering of an ani-

mal, preserved for examination or exhibition
with the fur, feathers, etc., but riot mounted or
set up in imitation of life. 4. A water-vessel
made of the whole or nearly the whole skin of
a goat or other beast

; a wine-skin. See cut un-
der botlle.

No man putteth new wine Into old wlne-K>w : else the
wine will burst the skins, and the wine perlsheth, and the
skint. Markii. 22 (R. V.).

5. That which resembles skin in nature or use ;

the outer coat or covering of anything; espe-
cially, the exterior coating or layer of any sub-
stance when firmer or tougher than the inte-

rior; a rind or peel: as, the skin of fruit or

plants; the skin (putamen) of an egg.
We at time of year

Do wound the bark, the skin of our fruit-trees.

Shale., Rich. II., iii. 4. 58.

These blanks [for flies] are now . . . soft and free from
scale, or what Is known as the skin of the steel.

Sci. Amur., N. S., LXIII. 38.

6. Naut. : (a) That part of a furled sail which
is on the outside and covers the whole. (6)
The planking or iron plating which covers the
ribs of a vessel on the inside ; also, the thin

plating on the outer side of the ribs of an ar-

mor-plated iron ship.
The [life-Jboat has two distinct Man of planking, diag-

onal to the boat's keel and contrary to each other.

Encyc. Brit., XIV. 671.

7. A mean, stingy person; a skinflint. [Slang.]

Occasionally he would refer to the president of the Off-

shore Wrecking Company, his former employer, as that
skin. The Century, XXXIX. 227.

8. A hot punch of whisky made in the glass ;
a

whisky-skin. [Slang.] By or with the skin of
one's teeth, against great odds; by very slight chances
in one's favor ; narrowly ; barely.

I am escaped with the skin o/ tny teeth. Job \ i \ . 20.

Clean-skins, wild cattle that have never been branded.

Compare maverick. [Australia.]

These clean xkins, as they are often called to distinguish
them from the branded cattle, are supposed to belong to
the cattle-owner on whose run they emerge from their
shelter. .1. C. Grant, Bush Life in Queensland, I. 206.

Gold-beaters' skin. See gold beater. Hyson skin. See
hyson. In or with a Whole skin, without bodily injury ;

hence, with impunity.
He had resolv'd that day
To sleep in a whole skin.

Marquis of Hunttey't Jletreat (Child's Ballads, VII. 271).

Papillae of the skin. See papula. Pupilary skin-re-
flex. See reflex. Skin book, a book written on skin or

parchment. [Rare and affected.]

Seinte Marherete, the Meiden ant Martyr, in old Eng-
lish. First Edited from the Skin Books in 1862.

Seinte Marherete (ed. Cockayne), Title.

To save one's skin, to come off without injury ; escape
bodily harm.

We meet with many of these dangerous civilities,wherein
'tis hard for a man to save both his skin and his credit.

Sir R. L'Estrange.

White skin, a technical name for the white leather largely
used for lining boots and shoes. Syn. 1, 2, and 5. Skin,
Hide, Pelt. Kind, Peel, Husk, Hull. Skin is the general
word for the external covering or tissue of an animal, in-

cluding man, and for coatings of fruits, especially such
coatings as are thin, as of apples.

Hide applies especially
to the skin of large domestic animals, as horses and oxen.
Pelt is an untanned skin of a beast with the hair on. Rind
is used somewhat generally of the bark of trees, the natu-
ral covering of fruit, etc. Peel is the skin or rind of a fruit,
which is easily removable by peeling off : as, orange-peel ;

the peel of a banana. Hunk is an easily removable integu-
ment of certain plants, especially Indian corn. A hull is

generally smaller than a husk, perhaps less completely cov-

ering the fruit : as, strawbetry-Au/fe; raspberjy-Awtts.

skin (skin), v.; pret. and pp. skinned, ppr. skin-

ning. [<.skin,n.] I. Irons. 1. To provide with

skin; cover as with a skin.

It will but skin and film the ulcerous place.
Shak., Hamlet, iii. 4. 147.

Really, by the side of Sir James, he looks like a death's
head skinned over for the occasion.

George Eliot, Middlemarch, x.

2. To strip the skin from
; flay ; peel.

Prince Geraint. . . . dismounting like a man
That skins the wild beast after slaying him,
Stript from the three dead wolves of woman born
The three gay suits of armour which they wore.

Tennyson, Geraint.



skin

3. To strip or peel off; remove by turningbaek
and ilrawing off inside out. [Colloq.]

S/fitt the stockings off. . . . or you'll bust 'em.

Dickens, Great Expectations, \x\i.

4. To strip of valuable properties or posses-
sions; fleece; plunder: rob; cheat; swindle.

[Slang, U. S.]

The jury had orter consider how rilin' 'tis tuh have a
feller gkin ye out er fifty dollars all the money ye got.

The Century, XL. 214.

The skinning of the land by sending away its substance
in hard wheat is an improvidence of natural resources.

Uarpers Hag., LXXVI. 559.

5. To copy or pretend to learn by employment
of irregular or forbidden expedients, as a col-

lege exercise : as, to skin an example in mathe-
matics by copying the solution. [College slang.]
Never skin a lesson which it requires any ability to

learn. Yale Lit. Mag., XV. 81.

Classical men were continually tempted to skin (copy)
the solutions of these examples.

C. A. Bristed, English University, p. 457.

Skinned cat, the burbot, or fresh-water ling, Lota macu-
losn : a trade-name. [Lake Michigan.] Skinned rab-
bit, a very lean person. To skin a flint. See flint.
To Skin the cat, in gymnastic exercises, to raise the feet
and legs upward between the arms extended from a bar,
and then draw the body over. To skin up a sail (naut.),
to make that part of the canvas which covers the sail when
furled smooth and neat, by turning the sail well up on the
yards.

II. intraiis. 1. To become covered with skin;
grow a new skin; cicatrize: as, a wound skins
over. 2. To accomplish anything by irregu-
lar, underhand, or dishonest means; specifical-
ly, in college use, to employ forbidden or un-
fair methods or expedients in preparing for
recitation or examination. [Slang.]

" In our examinations," says a correspondent,
" many of

the fellows cover the palms of their hands with dates,
and when called upon for a given date, they read it off

directly from their hands. Such persons skin."
B. H. Hall, College Words and Customs, p. 430.

3. To slip away; abscond; make off. [Slang.]
To skin out. (a) To depart hastily and secretly ; slip

away. [Slang.]

Sitting Bull skinned <mt from the Yellowstone Valley
and sought refuge in Canada. New York Times.

(6) To range wide, as a dog in the field. Sportsman's
Gazetteer.

skin-area (skin'a"re-a), n. See skin-friction.
skin-boat (skin'bot),"n. A coracle, or rawhide
boat; a bull-boat. See cut under coracle.

skin-bone (skin'bon), n. An ossification in or
of the skin

; any dermal bone.
skin-bound (skin'bound), a. Having the skin
drawn tightly over the flesh ; hidebound skin-
bound disease, (a) Sclerodermia. (6) Sclerema neona-
torum.

skinch (skinch), v. [A var. of skimp, with termi-
nal variation as in bump2

, bunch?, hump, hunch.
Of. skingy."] I. trans. To stint; scrimp; give
short allowance of. [Prov. Eng.]

II. intrant*. To be sparing or parsimonious ;

pinch; save. Halliwell. [Prov. Eng.]
skinck, . Same as skinlfl.

skin-coat (skin'kot), . The skin.

You are the hare of whom the proverb goes,
Whose valour plucks dead lions by the beard :

111 smoke your skin-coat, an I catch you right.

Shak., K. John, ii. 1. 139.

To curry one's skin-coat, to beat a person severely.
Halliwell.

skin-deep (skin'dep'), o. Not penetrating or

extending deeper than the thickness of the

skin; superficial.

That "
beauty is only skindeep

"
is itself but a skindeep

observation. H. Spencer.

skin-deep (skin'dep'), ado. In a superficial
manner; superficially; slightly.
skin-eater (skin'e"ter), n. An insect that preys
upon or infests prepared skins, as furs and
specimens of natural history. (a) One of various
tineid moths. (6) A beetle of the family Dermestulee: a
museum-pest.

skinflint (skin'flint), n. [< skin, v., + obj.
flint."] One who makes use of contemptible
means to get or save money ;

a mean, niggard-
ly, or avaricious person ;

a miser.

"It would have been long." said Oldbuck, . . . "ere my
womankind could have made such a reasonable bargain
with that old skin-flint." Scott, Antiquary, xi.

Skin-friction (skin'frik"shon), . The friction
between a solid and a fluid, arising from the

drag exerted on the surface of the body by the
fluid particles sliding past it. The area of the
immersed surface of a body is called its *//-
area.

The two principal causes of the resistance to the mo-
tion of a ship are the skin friction and the production
of waves. Encye. Brit., XII. 518.
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skinful (skin'tul), H. [< skin + -//.] 1. The
contents of a full leather skin or bag. See
xl.-iii. n., 4.

Well do I remember how at each well the first skinful
was tasted all around. The Century, XXIX. 662.

2. As much as one can contain, especially of

strong drink of any kind: as, a xkinfiil of beer.

He wept to think each thoughtless youth
Contained of wickedness a skinful.

W. S. Gilbert, Sir Macklin.

skin-game (skin'gam), n. A game, as of cards,
in which one player has no chance against an-

other, as when the cards are stocked or other
tricks are played to cheat or fleece ; any con-

fidence-game. [Slang.]
skin-graft (skin'graft), n. Same as grafft, 3.

To facilitate the process of healing, skin-grafts were
transferred from the arm. Medical News, LII. 418.

Skin-grafting (skin'graf'ting), n. An opera-
tion whereby particles of healthy skin are trans-

planted from the body of the same or another

person to a wound or burned surface, to form
a new skin. Also called Beverdin's operation or
method.

I had been doing "quill-grafting" in the same manner
that "skin-ijraftiivj" is done to-day.

Medical News, LII. 276.

Skingy (skin'ji), a. [Var. of "skinchy, < skinch
+ -y'.] 1. Stingy. Halliwell. [Prov. Eng.]

2. Cold; nipping: noting the weather.
Hnlliirell. [Prov. Eng.]

skin-house (skin'hous), . A gambling-house
where skin-games are played. [Slang, U. S.]
skink 1

(skingk), v. [< ME. skinken, skynken,
usually assibilated Menken, schenken, schenchen,
< AS. seenean, pour out drink, = OFries. skenka,
schanka = D. schenken = MLG. schenken = OHG.
scenkan, scenchan, MHG. G. schenken (> OF. es-

cancei; pour out drink) = Icel. skenkja, serve,
drink, fill one's cup, = Sw. skdnka = Dan.
skjeenke, pour out, drink; prob. orig. pour or
draw through a pipe, from the noun represented
by shank1

: see shank1
. Cf . nuncheon. For the

form skink, as related to "shench, ME. sclienchen,
cf. drink, drench 1

.'] I. trans. 1. To draw or

pour out (liquor) ;
serve for drinking ;

offer or

present (drink, etc.).

Bacus the wyn hem skynketh al aboute.

Chaucer, Merchant's Tale, 1. 478.

Our glass of life runs wine, the vintner skinks it.

Beau, and Fl., Knight of Malta, iii. 1.

2. To fill with liquor; pour liquor into.

Weoren tha bernes [men],
i-scxngte mid beore,
& tha drihliche gumen,
weoren win-drunken. Layamon, 1. 8124.

I'll have them skink my standing bowls with wine.
Greene and Lodge, Looking Glass for Lond. and Eng.

II. intrans. To draw, pour out, or serve

liquor or drink.

For that cause [they] called this new city by the name
of Naloi : that is, skinck or poure in.

Hakluyt's Voyages, I. 480.

Where every jovial tinker for his chink

May cry, mine host, to crambe, "Give us drink,
And do not slink, but skink."

B. Jonson, New Inn, i. 3.

Fair Annie's taen a silver can,
Afore the bride to skink.

Skioen Annie; Fair Annie (Child's Ballads, III. 388).

[Now provincial in all senses.]
Skink1

(skingk), n. [= MLG. schenke = MHG.
schenke, G. ge-schenk, drink, = Icel. skenkr, the

serving of drink at a meal, present, = Sw. skank
= Dan. skjsenk, sideboard, bar, also gift, pres-
ent, donation

;
from the verb.] 1. Drink; any

liquor used as a beverage.
The wine ! there was hardly half a mutchkin, and puir,

thin, fusionless skink it was. Scott, St. Bonan's Well.

2. A skinker. See the quotation. [Prov. Eng.]
In a family the person latest at breakfast is called the

skink, or the skinker, and some domestic office is imposed
or threatened for the day, such as ringing the bell, put-
ting coal on the flre, or, in other cases, drawing the beer
for the family. Halliwell.

skink2 (skingk), n. [= OFries. skimka, schonk,

leg, bone, ham, = D. schonk, a bone in a piece of

meat, = G. schinken, a ham, etc. : see shank1
.

Cf. skink1 ."] A shin-bone of beef; also, soup
made with a shin of beef or other sinewy parts.
[Scotch.]
Scotch skinck, which is a pottage of strong nutriment, is

made with the knees and sinews of beef, but long boiled.
!': ic,: n, Nat. Hist., 45.

skink3 (skingk), H. [Also seine, and formerly
scink, scinque; = F. scinque; < L. scincos,sciit-
cus, < Gr. oKiyKoi;, a kind of lizard common in
Asia and Africa, prob. the adda.] A scincoid
lizard

; any member of the family Scincidx in

skinner

a broad sense, as the adda. ><///<* njUfinnlix.
to which the name probably lirst attached. They
are harmless creatures, some inches long, natives mostly
of warm countries, with small, sometimes rudimentary

Skink (

limbs, and generally smooth scales. Those with well-

formed legs resemble other lizards, but some (as of the

scarcely separable family Anguidx) are more snake-like
or even worm-like, as the slow-worm of Europe. Common
skiuks in the United States are the blue-tailed, Eumecesfas-
ciatus, and the cround-skink, Oligosoma laterale. See An-
guis, Eumeces, Seps, and cuts under Cyclodus and Scincus.

Th' horned Cerastes, th' Alexandrian Skink,
Th' Adder, and Drynas (full of odious stink).

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, i. 6.

skinker (sking'ker), . [< skink1 + -er1 .] One
who draws or pours out liquor; a tapster; a

server of drink
; hence, the landlord of an ale-

house or tavern. [Obsolete or provincial.]
Jack skinker, fill it full ;

A pledge unto the health of heavenly Alvlda.
Greene and Lodge, Looking Glass for Lond. and Eng.

A little further off, some old-fashioned skinkers and
drawers, all with portentously red noses, were spreading
a banquet on the leaf-strewn earth.

Hawthorne, Blithedale Romance, p. 245.

skinking (sking'king), n. [Prop. ppr. of skink1 ,

v.] Watery; thin; washy. [Scotch.]
Ye pow'rs wha mak' mankind your care,
And dish them out their bill o' fare,
Auld Scotland wants nae skinking ware
That jaups in luggies. Burns, To a Haggis.

skinkle1
(sking'kl), v. t. [Freq. of skink1

.']
To

sprinkle. [Scotch.]
skinkle2 (sking'kl), v. i.

; pret. and pp. skinkled,

ppr. skinkling. [Appar. a remote freq. of shine

(AS. scinan).] To sparkle; glisten. [Scotch.]
The cleading that fair Annet had on,

It skinkled in their een.
Lord Thomas and Fair Annet (Child's Ballads, II. 128).

skinless (skin'los), a. [< skin + -less.] Hav-
ing no skin, or having a very thin skin: as,
skinless fruit.

In the midst of all this chaos grinned from the chimney-
piece ... a tall cast of Michael Angelo's well-known
skinless model. C. Kingsley, Alton Locke, vi.

Skinless oat. See oat. Skinless pea. See jwai, l.

skinlett (skin'let), n. Thin skin. [Rare.]
Cuticola, any filme, or skinlet, or thin rinde or pille.

Florio, 1611.

skin-merchant (skin'mer'ehant), n. 1 . A deal-
er in skins. Hence 2. A recruiting-officer.

[Slang.]
I am a manufacturer of honour and glory vulgarly

call'd a recruiting dealer, or more vulgarly still, a skin-

merchant. Burgoyne, Lord of the Manor, iii. 2.

skinned (skind), a. [< ME. skynned; < skin +
-erf2.] Having a skin : chiefly in composition
with a descriptive adjective : as, thick-sWnnerf,
thin-skinned.

In another Yle ben folk that gon upon hire Hondes and
hire Feet, as Bestes : and thei ben alle skynned and fedred,
and the! wolde lepen als lightly in to Trees, and fro Tree
to Tree, as it were Squyrelles or Apes.

Mandeville, Travels, p. 206.

Oh here they come. They are delicately skinn'd and
limb'd. Brome, Jovial Crew, iii.

skinner (skin'er), . [< ME. skinnere, ski/nner,

skynnare = Icel. skinnari = Sw. skinnare =
Dan. dial, skinder, a dealer in skins, a skinner,
tanner; as skin, n., + -er1 . In sense of 'one
who skins' the word is later, = D. schinder
= LG. srliinner = MHG. G. schinder; as skin,

v., + -er1 .] 1. One who deals in skins of any
sort, as hides, furs, or parchments ;

a furrier.

We haue sent you a Skinner, ... to viewe and see such
furres as you shall cheape or buye.

Hakluyt's Voyages, I. 298.

2. One who removes the skin, as from animals ;

a flayer.
Then the Hockster immediately mounts, and rides after

more game, leaving the other to the skinners, who are at

hand, and ready to take off his hide.

Dampier, Voyages, an. 1676.

3. One who strips or robs; a plunderer; spe-
cifically [cap.], in U. S. hist., one of a body of



skinner

marauders during the revolutionary war, pro-

fessedly belonging to the American side, who
infested the region between the British and
American lines in New York, and committed

depredations, especially upon the loyalists.

[Slang.]
This poor opinion of the Skinners was not confined to

Mr. Caesar Thompson. . . . The convenience, and perhaps
the necessities, of the leaders of the American arms in

the neighlK>urhood of New York had induced them to

employ certain subordinate agents, of extremely irregular

habits, in executing their lesser plans of annoying the

enemy. Cooper, The Spy, i.

There were two sets of these scapegraces the "Cow-

boys
"
or cattle-thieves, and the "Skinners," who took

everything they could find. The Atlantic, LXVI. 511.

4. A bird fat enough to burst the skin on fall-

ing to the ground when shot. [Slang.]

skinneryt (skin'er-i), . [ME. ski/nneri/; < skin

+ -ery.'} Skins or furs collectively.

To drapery & skijnnert/ euer haue ye a sight.
liabees Booi(E. E. T. 8.), p. 180.

skinniness (skin'i-nes), . 1. The state of

being skinny, or like skin. 2. Leanness;
emaciation.

skinning-table (skin'ing-ta'bl), . A taxider-

mists' table, provided with appliances for skin-

ning and stuffing objects of natural history.
With such precautions as these, birds most liable to be

soiled reach the skinnimj-taMe in perfect order.

Coues, Key to N. A. Birds (1884), p. 18.

skinny (skin'i), a. [< xkin + -y
1
.] 1. Consist-

ing of or having the nature of skin
; resembling

skin or film; cutaneous; membranous.
And [it cureth] the bones charged with purulent and

shinny matter. Holland, tr. of Pliny, xxiil., Proeme.

Our ministers, . . . like a seething pot set to cool, sen-

sibly exhale and reak out the greatest part of that zeal and
those gift* which were formerly in them, settling in a

skinny congealment of ease and sloth at the top.
Millon, Reformation in Eng., 1.

2. Tough and firm or dense, but not hard : as,
the skinny covering of a bird's beak: distin-

guished from horny.
What is most remarkable in these [whistling ducks] is

that the end of their beaks is soft, and of &nkiiiwi, or, more
properly, cartilaginous substance.

Cook, Second Voyage, i. 5.

3. Characterized by skinniness; showing skin
with little appearance of flesh under it; lean;
emaciated.

You seem to understand me.
By each at once her choppy finger laying
Upon her skinny lips. Shalt., Macbeth, i. 3. 45.

I fear thee, ancient mariner,
I fear thy skinny hand.

Coleridge, Ancient Mariner, iv.

4. Miserly; stingy; mean. Compare skin,n., 7.

[Colloq.]
As a rule, the whole of the men in a factory would con-

tribute, and skinny ones were not let off easily.

Lancet, 1890, II. 246.

skin-planting (skin 'plan* ting), H. Same as

skin-grafting.
skin-sensory (skin'sen'so-ri), a. Of or pertain-
ing to the epidermis and the principal parts of
the nervous system : an embryological term

applied to the outer germ-layer or ectoderm of
the embryo, whence the above-named tissues
and organs are derived.

skin-tight (skin'tit), a. Fitting like the skin;
as tight as the skin

; pressing close on the skin
;

glove-tight.
Pink skin-tight breeches met his high patent-leather

boots at the knee. T. C. Crawford, English Life, p. 91.

skintling (skint'ling), adv. [Appar. for *squint-
ling, < squint + -Km/2 .] At an angle. [Colloq.]
When dry [the bricks] ... are carried in wheel-bar-

rows and set skinlling, or at angles across each other, to
allow the heat to pass between them in the down-draught
kilns. Science, XIII. 335.

Skin-wool (skin'wul), H. Wool taken from the
dead skin, as d istinguished from that shorn from
the living animal.

skio, skeo (skyo), . [< Norw. skjaa, a shed,
esp., like fiske-skjaa, a 'fish-shed,' a shed in
which to dry fish.] A fishermen's shed or hut.

[Orkney Islands.]
He would substitute better houses for theskeocs, or sheds,

built of dry stones, in which the inhabitants cured or
manufactured their fish. Scott, Pirate, xi.

skip1
(skip), .: pret. and pp. skipped or skipt,

ppr. skipping. [< ME. skippen, skyppeit. Origin
uncertain : (a) according to Skeat, < Ir. sgiob,
snatch (found in pp. sgiobtha, snatched away,
sgiob, a snatch, grasp), = Gael, sgiab, start or
move suddenly, snatch or pull at anything, =
W. ysgipio, snatch away; (ft) less prob. con-
nected with Icel. skopa, run, skoppa, spin like a

top.] I. intrans. 1. To move suddenly or hasti-
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ly (in a specified direction); go with a leap or

spring; bound; dart.

Whan she saugh that Romayns wan the toun,
She took hir children alle, and skipte adoun
Into the fyr, and uhees rather to dye
Than any Romayn dide hire vileynye.

Chaucer, Franklin's Tale, 1. 074.

And he castide awey his cloth * skippide and cam to
him. ";/<;/>', Mark x. 50.

O'er the hills o' Qlentanar you'll xkip in an hour.
Baron of Brackley (Child's Ballads, VI. 191).

2. To take light, dancing steps; leap about, as
in sport; jump lightly; caper; frisk; specifi-

cally, to skip the rope (see below).
Ne'er trust me, but she danceth !

Summer is in her face now, and she skippeth .'

Fletclier, Wildgoose Chase, ii. 2.

When going ashore, one attired like a woman lay grovel-
ling on the sand, whilest the rest skipt about him in a ring.

Sandys, Travailes, p. 15.

Can any information be given as to the origin of the cus-
tom of skipping on Good Friday? ... It was generally
practised with the long rope, from six to ten, or more,
grown-up people skipping at one rope.

.V. and Q., 7th ser., IX. 407.

3. To make sudden changes with omissions;
especially, to change about in an arbitrary
manner: as, to skip about in one's reading.

Quick sensations skip from vein to vein.

Pope, Dunciad, ii. 212.

The vibrant accent skipping here and there,
Just as it pleased invention or despair.

Lowell, Biglow Papers, 1st ser., Int.

4. To pass without notice; make omission,
as of certain passages in reading or writing:
often followed by over.

I don't know why they skipped over Lady Betty, who, if

there were any question of beauty, is, I think, as well as

her sister. Walpole, Letters, II. 33.

5. To take one's self off hurriedly; make
off: as, he collected the money and skipped.

[Slang.] 6. In music, to pass or progress from

any tone to a tone more than one degree dis-

tant from it. = Syn.land 2. Skip, Trip, Hop, Leaf,Bound,
Spring, Jump, Vault. Skipping is more than tripping and
less than leaping, bounding, springing, or jumping; like

tripping, it implies lightness of spirits or joy. It is about

equal to hopping, but hupping is rather heavy and gener-
ally upon one foot or with the feet together, while skip-

ping uses the feet separately or one after the other. A
hop is shorter than ajump, and ajump than a leap : as, the

A"/' of a toad ; thejump of a frog ; the /"'/ of a marsh-frog ;

ajump from a fence ; a leap from a second-story window.
Skip, trip, bound, and spring imply elasticity ; buit<l,

spring, leap, and vault imply vigorous activity. Vault im-

plies that one has something on which to rest one or both
hands ; vaulting is either upon or over something, as a

horee, a fence, and therefore is largely an upward move-
ment ; the other movements may be chiefly horizontal.

H. trans. 1. To leap over; cross with a skip
or bound.

Tom could move with lordly grace,
Dick nimbly skipt the gutter.

Surtft, Tom and Dick.

2. To pass over without action or notice ;
dis-

regard ; pass by.
Let not thy sword skip one. Shalt., T. of A., Iv. 3. 110.

He entailes the Brecon estate on the issue male of his

eldest son. and, in defailer, to skip the 2d son . . . and to

come to the third. Aubrey, Lives, William Aubrey.
I could write about its [Halifax's] free-school system,

and its many noble charities. ButthereaderalwayssHjw
such things. C. D. Warner, Baddeck, ii.

3. To caus.e to skip or bound
; specifically, to

throw (a missile) so as to cause it to make a
series of leaps along a surface.

The doctor could skip them [stones] clear across the
stream four skips and a landing on the other bank.

Joseph Kirkland, The McVeys, v.

To Skip or jump the rope, to jump over a rope slackly
held and kept in steady revolution over one's head, the

leaps being taken just in time to allow the rope to pass be-

tween the feet and the ground. The ends of the rope may
be held in the hands of the skipper, or by two other per-
sons so placed as to give it a large radius of revolution.
It is a common amusement of young girls.

skip 1
(skip), . [< skip

1
, r.] 1. A leap; a

spring; a bound.
And with an active skip remount themselves again,
Leaving the Roman horse behind them on the plain.

Drayton, Polyolbion, viii. 195.

He fetched divers skips, and cried out, "I have found
it, I have found it !

"
Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 383.

The things that mount the rostrum with a skip.
And then skip down again. Cowper, Task, ii. 409.

2. A passing over or disregarding; an omission;
specifically, in music, a melodic progression
from any tone to a tone more than one degree
distant. Also called salto. 3. That which is

skipped ; anything which is passed over or dis-

regarded. [Rare.]
No man who has written so much is so seldom tiresome.

In his books there are scarcely any of those passages which,
in our school days, we used to call skip. Yet he often
wrote on subjects which are generally considered dull.

Macaulay, Horace Walpole.

skipper

4. In the games of bowls anil curling, the

player who acts as captain, leader, or director
of a side or team, and who usually plays the
last bowl or stone which his team has to play.
Also called .V/-I/I/KT. 5. A college servant; a
scout. [Dublin University slang.]

Conducting himself in all respects . . . as his, the afore-
said Lorrequer's, own man, skip, valet, or flunkey.

C. Lever, Harry Lorrequer, xi.

6. In Htgw-tuMng, the amount or charge of

syrup in the pans at one time Hop, skip, and
jump. See hop\. Skip-tooth saw, a saw with every
alternate tooth removed.

skip
2
(skip), H. [A var. of skeji, q. v.] lniiiiin/i,

an iron box for raising ore, differing from the
kibble in that it runs between guides, while the
kibble hangs free. In metal-mines the name is

sometimes given to the bOx when it has wheels
and runs on rails.

skip-braint (skip'bran), a. Shuttle-wilted
;

flighty; fickle. [Rare.]
This skipp-braiiie Kancie moves these easie movers
To loue what ere hath but a glimpse of good.

IJaeia, Miciocosmos, p. 30. (Davies.)

Skipetar (skip'e-tar), . [Albanian Skipetar,
lit. mountaineer, < skipe, a mountain.] 1. An
Albanian or Amaut. See Albanian. 2. The
language of the Albanians: same as Albanian.

skip-hegrie (skip'heg"ri), . Same as heyrir.

skipjack (skip'jak), . [< *Av>i + jack1
.'] 1.

A shallow, impertinent fellow; an insignifi-
cant fop ; a puppy.
These villains, that can never leave grinning ! ... to

see how this skip-jack looks at me !

Sir /'. Sidney, Arcadia, iii.

What, know'st thou, skipjack, whom thou villain call'st?

Greene, Alphonsus, i.

2f. Formerly, a youth who rode horses up and
down, showing them off with a view to sale.

The boyes, striplings, AT., that have the riding of the

jades up and downe are called skip-jacks.

Dekker, Lanthorne and Candle Light, x. (Encijc. Diet.)

3. The merrythought of a fowl made into a
little toy by a twisted thread and a small piece
of Stick, (nalliwell.) A similar skipjack is oftener
made of the breastbone of a goose or duck, across the
costal processes of which is twisted a piece of twine with
a little stick, the latter being stuck at the other end with
a bit of shoemaker's wax. As the adhesion of the stick to

the wax suddenly gives way, under the continued tension
of the twisted string, the toy skips into the air, or turns a
somersault. Also called jumpina-jack.
4. Intcftt/i.,one of several different fishes which
dart through and sometimes skip out of the
water, (a) The blueflsh, Pomatomus saltatrix. See cut
under bluefah. (b) The herring, or Ohio shad, Clupea chry-
sochloris, of little economical value, related to the alewife.

(c) The saurel, Trachurus sattrus: same as#carfi, 2. (d) The
hairtail, a trichiuroid flsh, Trichiurus lepturus. [Indian
river, Florida.] (e) The jurel, buffalo-jack, or jack-fish, a

carangoid, Caranx pisquetos. [Florida.) (/) The runner,
a carangoid flsh, Kleijatis pinnulatus. [Key West.] (g)
A scombroid fish, Sarda chilensis, the bonito. See cut un-
der bonito. [California.] (A) The butterflsh. a stromateoid

fish, Stromfiteus triacanthus. see cut under butter-fish.

[Cape Cod, Massachusetts.] (i) The brook-silversides, Labi -

dfsthes sicculus, a graceful little flsh of the family Athcri-

Skipjack {Labidesthes sicciilus), about natural size.

nidfe, found in ponds and brooks of the Mississippi water-
shed. It is 3J inches long, translucent olive-green, the
back dotted with black, the sides with a very distinct sil-

very band bounded above by a black line.

5. In entom., a click-beetle or snapping-beetle ;

an elater; any member of the Elaleridie. See
cut under click-beetle. 6. A form of boat used
on the Florida coast, built very flat, with little

or no sheer, and with chubby bows. J. A. Hen-
sliall.

skip-kennelt (skip'ken'el), .
[< skip

1
, v., +

obj. kenneft.'] One who has to ]ump the gut-
ters : a contemptuous name for a lackey or foot-

boy.
Every scullion and skipketmel had liberty to tell his

master his own. Amhitrst, Terra? Filius, No. Z.

You have no professed enemy except the rabble, and my
lady's waiting-woman, who are sometimes apt to call you
skip-kennel. Sirtft, Advice to Servants (Footman).

skip-mackerel (skip'mak"e-rel), . The blue-

fish, Pomatomus naltutrix.

skipper 1
(skip'er), H. [< ME. skippere, ski/p-

pare ; < skip
1 + -er1 .] 1. One who or tliat

which skips or jumps; a leaper; a dancer.

Prompt. Pan\, p. 458. 2f. A locust.

This wind hem brogte the skipperes,
He deden on gres [grass] and coren [corn] deres [harm].

Genesis and Exodus (E. E. T. S.), 1. 3087.

3t. A trifling, thoughtless person ;
a skipjack.
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Skipper, stand back ;
'tis age that nourisheth.

Shak., T. of the S., ii. 1. 341.

4. In fiitoui.: (fi) A hesperian : any butterfly
of tlie family Heyperiidx: so called from their

quick, darting, or jerky flight. Also called lio/i-

}>er. See cut under Hesperia. (b) The larva

of the cheese-fly, Piojihila <<; a cheese-hop-
per. See cut under cheese-fly, (c) One of cer-

tain water-beetles or -boatmen of the family
Notoueetidx. See cut under trater-Jtoatmini. (d)
A skipjack, mapping-bug, or click-beetle. See
cut under click-beetle. 5. The saury pike,
Scomberesox saiirtts. See cut under Mtury.
6. Same as skip

1
, 4. Lulworth skipper, a small

hesperian butterfly, Pamphila actxi.nl : so called by Eng-
lish collectors, from its abundance at Lulworth, England.

by Em
m
Toskipper2 (skip'er), r. i. [A freq.

move with short skips; skip. [Rare.]
A grass-finch skippered to the top of a stump.

S. Judd, Margaret, i. 14.

skippera
(skip'er), n. [< D. schipper (= Sw.

skeppare = Dan. skipper), a shipper, sailor, nav-

igator, = E. shipper: see shipper."] The mas-
ter of a small trading or merchant vessel; a

sea-captain; hence, in familiar use, one having
the principal charge in any kind of vessel.

Young Patrick Spens is the best skipper
That ever sail'd the sea.

Sir Patrick Spens (Child's Ballads, III. 338).

The skipper hauled at the heavy sail.

Whitlier, Wreck of Kivermouth.

Skipper's daughters, tall white-crested waves, such as

are seen at sea in windy weather; whitecaps.

It was gray, harsh, easterly weather, the swell ran pretty
high, and out in the open there were skipper's daughters.

R. L. Stevenson, Education of au Engineer.

skipper4 (skip'er), 11. [Prob. < W. ysgubor, a

barn, = Ir. sgiobol = Gael, sgiobal, a bam, gran-

ary. Otherwise a var. of *skippen for shippen,

ashed.] A barn; an outhouse
;
a shed or other

place of shelter used as a lodging. [Cant.]
Now let each tripper

Make a retreat into the skipper,
And couch a hogs-head till the dark man 's past.

Brome, Jovial Crew, ii.

skipper4 (skip'er), v. i. [< skipper*, n.] To
take shelter in a barn, shed, or other rude lodg-

ing: sometimes with indefinite it. [Cant.]
If the weather is fine and mild, they prefer

"
skippering

it" that is, sleeping in an outhouse or hay-field to going
to a union.

Mayhem, London Labour and London Poor, III. 401.

skipper-bird (skip'er-berd), n. One who sleeps
in bams, outhouses, or other rude places of shel-

ter; a vagrant; a tramp. [Cant.]
The best places in England for skipper-birds (parties

that never go to lodging-houses, but to barns or out-

houses, sometimes without a blanket).

Mayhew, London Labour and London Poor, I. 310.

skipper-boyt (skip'er-boi), n. A boy sailor.

up bespak the skipper-boy,
I wat he spak too high.

William Guiseman (Child's Ballads, III. 52).

skippership (skip'er-ship), n. [< skipper3 +
-ship."] 1. The office or rank of a skipper, or

master of a small vessel. 2. A fee paid to the

skipper of a cod-fisher in excess of his share of

the proceeds of the voyage. [Massachusetts.]

skippetH (skip'et),
n. [Appar. formed by Spen-

ser, < 'skip (AS. scip), a ship, + -<.] A small
boat.

Upon the banck they sitting did espy
A daintie damsell dressing of her heare,
By whom a little skippet floting did appeare.

Spenser, F. Q., II. xii. 14.

skippet
2
(skip'et), . [< skip

2
, skep, + -et."\ 1.

A circular box used for covering and protect-
ing a seal. Old
documents were
commonly sealed

by means of a rib-

bon which pass-
ed through the

parchment, and to
which was affixed a

large circular wax
seal, not attached
to the parchment
itself, but hanging
below its edge. The
skippet used to pro-
tect such a seal was
commonly turned
of wood, like a shal-

low box. with a cov-
er formed of a sim- Skippet.

pie disk of wood
held to the box by strings passed through eyelet-holes.

These indentures are contained in volumes bound in

purple velvet, the seals of the different parties being pre-
served in silver skippets attached to the volumes by silken
cords. Athenieum, No. 3085, p. 783.

2. A small round vessel with a long handle, used
for lading water. Halliwell. [Prov. Eng.]

5075

skipping (skip'ing), /i. a. 1. Performing any
act indicated by skip, in any sense; especially,

taking skips or leaps ; frisking; hence, flighty;

giddy; volatile.

Allay with some cold drops of modesty
Thy skipping spirit. Shak., SI. of V., ii. 2. 196.

2. Characterized by skips or leaps.
An Ethiopian, poore, and acconipanyed with few of his

nation, who, fantastically clad, doth dance in their pro-
cessions with a skipping motion, and distortion of his body,
not unlike our Antiques. Sandys, Travailes, p. 133.

skippingly (skip'iug-li), adr. In a skipping
manner; by skips or leaps.

skipping-rope (skip'ing-rop), n. A piece of

small rope, with or without wooden handles,
used by children in the sport of skipping the

rope. Also called jumping-rope and skip-rope.
See to skip the rope, under skip

1
.

Skipping-teach (skip 'ing-tech), n. In sugar-
making, a kind of pan for removing concen-
trated syrups from open evaporating-pans. It

fills, when lowered into the evaporating-pans, through an

inwardly opening and outwardly closing valve, and after

filling is raised so that syrup adhering to its exterior may
drip back, to avoid waste in transferring its contents.

Improved modern evaporating-paus have rendered this

device practically obsolete.

skip-rope (skip'rop), n. Same as skipping-rope.
skip-shaft (skip'shaft), . In mining, a special
shaft for the ascent and descent of the skip.

skip-wheel (skip'hwel), n. In a carding-ma-
chine, a wheel which regulates the mechanism
for lifting the top flats in a prearranged order
for their successive cleaning. The method is gen-
erally to lift every alternate flat ; but in some cases the
flats near the feeding-cylinder become soonest clogged,
and are lifted more frequently than the others.

skirt, r. i. Au obsolete form of sour1
.

skirgaliardt, n. [Early mod. E. skyrgalyard;
of. galliard, n., 1.] A wild, gay, dissipated fel-

low. Halliwell.

Syr skyrgalyard, ye were so sky t,

Your wyll than ran before your wyt,
Skelton, Against the Scottes, 1. 101.

skirkt, v . i. [A var. of scrike*,shriek.] To shriek.

I, like a tender-hearted wench, skirked out for fear of
the devil. Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, ii. (Davies.)

skirl, i'. and n. A Scotch form of shirl^ for

shrill.

Skirlcock (skerl'kok), n. The mistlethrush :

so called from its harsh note. C. Swainson.

[Prov. Eng.]
skirling (sker'ling), n. [Verbal n. of skirl, v."]

The act of emitting a shrill sound; also, a shrill

so_und;
a skirl. [Scotch.]

skirmt
,
v. [ME. skirmen, skyrmen, < OF. eskermir,

eskiermir, esquermir, esquiermir, escremir, escri-

mer, scriinir, also eskermer, escremer, fence, play
at fence, lay hard about one, F. escrimer, fence,
= Pr. eserimir, escremir = Sp. Pg. esgrimir =
It. schermarc, schermire, fence, < OHG. scirman,
scirmen, shield, protect. MHG. schirmen, scher-

men, shield, defend, fight, G. schirmen, shield,

defend, < OHG. scirm, scerm, MHG. schirm,
scherm, G. schirm, a shield, screen, shelter,

guard (> It. schermo, protection, defense); cf.

Gr. anipov, a parasol, ama, shade, shadow.
Hence ult. skirmish, scrimmage, and (< F.)
escrime, scrimer.~\ I. intrans. To fence; skir-

mish.
There the Sarsyns were strawyd wyde,
And bygane to skyrme bylyve,
As al the worlde schul to-dryve.

Wright, Seven Sages, 1. 2693.

II. trans. To fence with
; fight ;

strike.

Aschatus with skath [thou] wold skirme to the deth,
That is my fader so fre, and thi first graunser.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 13801.

skirmeryt, [ME. skirmerie, (.OF.escrimerie,
< escrimer, fence : see skirm.~] Defense

;
skir-

mishing.
The kynge Bohors, that moche cowde of skirmerie, re-

sceyved the stroke on his shelde, and he smote so harde
that a gret quarter fill on the launde.

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ii. 368.

skirmish (sker'mish), . [Also dial, or colloq.

scrimmage, skrimmage; early mod. E. also skir-

magc, scarmage, scarmoge; < ME. scarmishe,
scarmysshe, scarmich, scartnych, scarmuch, schar-

ms, < OF. (and F.) escarmouche = Pr. escar-

mussa = Sp. escaramuza = Pg. escaramuqa =
It. scaramuccia, prop, schermugio (the scara-
muccia form being in part a reflection of the

OF., which in its turn, with the Sp., and the
MHG. scharmutzel, scharmitzel, G. scharmiitzel,
D. schermittseling, Sw. skarmytsel, Dan. skjser-

mydsel, which have an added dim. term., is from
the It. schermugio), formerly schermuzio, a skir-

mish
;
with dim. or depreciative suffix, < scher-

ekirr

mire, fence, fight: see xkirm. Of. n<-<iriiin<iHi-1i,

ult. from the same It. source.] 1. An irregu-
lar fight, especially between small parties; an

engagement, in the presence of two armies, be-

tween small detachments advanced for the pur-

pose either of drawing on a battle or of conceal-

ing by their fire the movements of the troops
in the rear.

Of Troilus, that is to palays ryden
Fro the gcarm'ich of the which I you tolde.

Chaucer, Troilus, ii. 934.

A yeare and seuen moneths was Scipio at the siege of

Numantia, all whiche time he neuer gaue battell or skir-

inixhe, but only gaue order that no succour might come at

them. Gueeara, Letters (tr. by Hellowes, 1577), p. 32.

McPherson had encountered the largest force yet met
since the battle of Port Gibson, and had a skirmish nearly

approaching a battle.

U. S. Grant, Personal Memoirs, I. 490.

2f. Defense.

Such cruell game my scarmor/es disarmes.

Spenser, V. Q., II. vi. 34.

3. Any contention or contest
;
a preliminary

trial of strength, etc.

They never meet but there 's a skirmish of wit.

Shak., Much Ado, i. 1. 64.

Of God's dreadful Anger these
Were but the first light Skirmishes.

Cowley, Pindaric Odes, xiv. 14.

= Syn. 1. Rencounter, Brush, etc. See encounter.

skirmish (sker'mish), c. i. [Early mod. E. also

xkyrmysshe; < ME. skarmysshcii, scarmishen, <

OF. escarmoucher, escarmoucier, F.escarmoucher,
skirmish, < escarmouche, a skirmish: see skir-

mish, .] 1. To fight irregularly, as in a skir-

mish
; fight in small parties or along a skirmish-

line.

He durst not gyue them battayle vntyll he had sum-
what better searched the Region. Yet did he in the meane
tyme skyrmysshe with them twyse.

Peter Martyr (tr. in Eden's First Books on America,
[ed. Arber, p. 91).

Colonel Spinelli, who took part in the council, suggested
the middle course, of a partial attack, or a kind of skir-

mishing, during which further conclusions might be
formed. A. Gindely, Thirty Years War (trans.), I. 247.

2f. To defend one's self
; strike out in defense

or attack.

And [he] be-gan to scarmyshe and to grope a-boute hym
with his staffe as a wood devell.

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iii. 648.

3. To be in a position of guarded and cautious

attack; fence.

We should no longer fence or skirmish with this ques-
tion. We should come to close quarters with it.

Gladstone, quoted in Philadelphia Times, April 9, 1886.

skirmish-drill (sker'mish -dril), n. Drill in

skirmishing.
In the skirmish-drill the officers and non-commissioned

officers will constantly aim to impress each man with the
idea of his individuality, and the responsibility that rests

upon him. Upton, Infantry Tactics, 638.

skirmisher (sk6r'mish-er), . [< skirmish +
-er1

."]
One who skirmishes

;
a soldier specially

detailed for the duty of skirmishing; one of the
skirmish-line (which see).

When skirmishers are thrown out to clear the way for
and to protect the advance of the main body, their move-
ments should be so regulated as to keep it constantly cov-
ered. Every company of skirmishers has a small reserve,
whose duty it is to fill vacant places and to furnish the line
with cartridges and relieve the fatigued.

Upton, Infantry Tactics, 629, 630.

Skirmishing (sker'mish-ing), . [< ME. skai:-

mysshynge; verbal n. of skirmish, r.] Irregu-
lar fighting between small parties; a skirmish.

At a skannysshynge
She cast hire herte upon Mynos the kynge.

Chaucer, Good Women, I. 1910.

skirmish-line (sker'mish -lin), n. A line of

men, called skirmishers, thrown out to feel the

enemy, protect the main body from sudden at-

tack, conceal the movements of the main body,
and the like. Upton.
Skirophoria (skir-o-fo'ri-a), n. pi. [< Gr. ZKI/M-
<t>6pia, pi., < aKip<xj>6po(, < aicipov, a white parasol
borne in honor of Athene (hence called Stupaf),
+ -<t>opof, < iprpuv = E. feearl.] An ancient At-
tic festival in honor of Athene, celebrated on
the 12th of the month Skirophorion (about July

Skirophorion (skir-o-fo'ri-on), . [< Gr.

<t>opt<M>, the 12th Attic month, < ^Kipot/iopta: see

Skirophoria."] In the ancient Attic calendar,
the last month of the year, containing 29 days,
and corresponding to the last part of June and
the first part of July.
Skirr1

(sker), n. [Imitative.] A tern or sea-
swallow. [Ireland. ]

Skirr2 ,
F. See seur1

.



skirret

skirret (skir'et), .

appar. a mutilated

form, prop. *sitgar-
root (ME. *sttcre-

rot = Sw. socker-rot,

skirret) or sitt/tir-

wort (MD. smjck-
cr-wortel, D. suiker-
wortel = G. eucker-

wurzel, skirret).] A
species of water-

parsnip, Slum Sisa-

//, generally said
to be of Chinese

origin, long culti-

vated in Europe for
its esculent root.
It is a plant a foot high
with pinnate leaves, a
hardy perennial, but
grown as an annual.
The root is composed of
small fleshy tubers, of
the size of the little fin-

ger, united at the crown.

[< ME. skyriryt. xkerici/fli :

contraction or borrowed
A similar vein of siitirenpon the emptiness of writers is

given in his Tritical Essay upon the Faculties of the Hu-
man Mind

;
but that is a mere licit compared with this

strange performance. Leslie Stephen, Swift, ix.

2. Banter; jeer.
But I canna think it, Mr. Glossin ; this will be some o'

your skits now. Scott, Guy Jlunnering, xxxii.

Skirret (Stu

5676 skittle

Savages . . . who skirt along our western frontiers.

S. S. Smith.

And then I set off up the valley, skirting along one side
of it. 7f. D. Blackmore, Lorna Doone, xliv.

2. Specifically, in hunting, to go round hedges
and gates instead of jumping over or breaking
through : said of a man or dog.

skirt'-' (skert), r. t. and i. A dialectal form of skit2 (skit), v. t. [< skit*, .] To cast reflec-

squirt. Halliwell. tipns on; asperse. Grose. [Prov. Eng.]
Skirt-braid (skert'brad), M. Woolen braid for skit3 (skit), , [Origin obscure.] The skitty,
binding or edging the bottom of a skirt, gener-

a
,
rail or crake. See skitty.

ally sold in lengths sufficient for a single gar- skite (skit), t'.; pret. and pp. skited, ppr. skiting.
ment. [Altotfcyte; a Sc. var. of skift.'] I. intnms. To
skirt-dancing (skert'dan"sing), w. A form of glide; slip; slide. [Scotch.]
ballet-dancing in which the effect is produced H. trans. To eject (liquid); squirt. [Scotch.]
by graceful movements of the skirts, which are skite (skit;, n. [Also skyte; < skite, .] 1. A
sufficiently long and full to be waved in the sudden dash; a smart slower: as, a skite of

rain. 2. A smart, glancing blow or slap: as,
a xkite on the lug.

When hailstanes drive wi' bitter skite.

Burns, Jolly Beggars.

3. A squirt or syringe. 4. A trick: as, an ill

-, skite. [Scotch in all uses.]The Atlanta, LXIII. 581. gkitter (skit
/

te)> . ,. [Freq. of SJWL] 1. To
[<wWrt] + -eri.] One skim; pass over lightly.

Some kinds of ducks in lighting strike the water with
their tails first, and skitter along the surface for a few feet
before settling down. T. Roosevelt, Hunting Trips, p. 69.

2. In angling, to draw a baited hook or a spoon-
hook along the surface of water by means of

hands of the dancer,
skirted (sker'ted), o. [< skirt + -R] Having
a skirt : usually in composition.

Here stood awaiting him a youth of about his own age,
and similarly dressed in a long-skirted coat with silver
buttons, linsey-woolsey knee-breeches, clocked stockings,
and buckled shoes.nit somewhat resembles parsnip

i flavor, and is eaten boiled served with butter, or half- ,.
boiled and then fried. Skirretj however, has now nearly

SKirter1 (sker ter), . t _.
._,

fallen into disuse. who skirts or goes around the borders of any-
Skyrwyl, herbe or rote (skerwyth). Pastinaca, ... ban-

tv-: s.a~ii-

cla. Prompt. Pare., p. 468.

The skirret (which some say) in sallats stirs the blood.

Drayton, Polyolbion, xx. 60.

skirrhus (skir'us), n. Same as scirrhus.
skirt1

(skert), n. [< ME. skirt, skyrt, skirthe, <
Icel. skyrta, a shirt, a kind of kirtle (hringskyrta,
'ring-shirt,' a coat of mail, fyrirskyrta, 'fore- ,. . uunuow. OITWIIU
skirt,' an apron), = 8w.skjorta, a skirt, skort, a MOrt^W^Wr),

. A dialectal form of squirt- skitter-brained (skit' er- brand), a. Giddy;
petticoat, = Dan. skjorte, a shirt, skjort, a petti- *?'

"'
thoughtless HiilHirrll fPmv Kn<r 1

coat, = MHG. G. schurz', apron garment: see ^furrow (skert'fur'a) See furrow. skittering tski^r-ing) * [Verbal of skit-
shirt, of which skirt is a doublet.] 1. The lower skirting (sker'tmg), n. [< skirft + -inj/

1
.] 1.

*

and hanging part of a coat or other garment;
A strong material made for women's under-

thing; specifically, in hunting, a huntsman or

dog who goes around a high hedge, or gate,
etc., instead of over or through it.

Sit down in your saddles and race at the brook,
Then smash at the bullfinch ; no time for a look

;

Leave cravens and skirters to dangle behind ;

He 's away for the moors in the teeth of the wind !

Kingsley, Go Hark !

a rod and line : as, to skitter for pickerel.
Throw the spoon near the weeds with a stiff rod, and

draw it sideways from the bow of the boat, or skitter with
artificial minnow. Sportsman's Gazetteer, p. 874.

the part of a garment below the waist. SftLae^MS^ss^!*-- frauwJM5K3Sss
ter, y.~\

In angling, the action of drawing or
jerking a bait along the surface of the water.

.~ pm ci gnmiciiL uoiu> me *vtiiBu , . ', , ,* ~. * '

j .

~ ~ ~ ~
.

* or sKuiering a noat is not used, nor is natural bait the

Skyrt, of a garment, Trames. Prornvt. Pan D 468 ngT lengtu and width tor skirts, and some- best Spoons are used mounted with feathers. The anglerIt** * Fimoa cnnrta/1 of\ oa 4-n sl-iminlnVi nrAnVn n J *!, stnnHa n*>ar tVif Kn\v nf a Knot nml c.Hf*-o..n +v, rt 1,. !,-,.,,

And as Samuel turned about to go away, he laid hold
upon the skirt of his mantle, and it rent. 1 Sam. xv. 27.

This morning ... I rose, put on my suit with great
skirts. Pepys, Diary, Jan. 1, 1660.

Margaret had to hold by the skirt of Solomon's coat,
while he felt his way before. S. Judd, Margaret, i. 16.

2. A woman's petticoat ;
the part of a woman's

dress that hangs from the waist; formerly, a
woman's lap.
Anon the woman . . . toke his hede into her tkirthe, and

he began ... to slepe.

times shaped so as to diminish waste and the
labor of making. Felt, woolen, and other mate- -MJ
rials are manufactured in this form. 2 Same Skitter-Wit (skit er-wit), w. A foolish,

us skirting-board. ??F?J
)r
.
alne

.
d

.

fe1
l
ow - SaUiwell. JPrpv.

The skirting, which in our country is generally of wood,
was finished with ivory four feet from the ground.

Bruce, Source of the Nile, II. 633.

3. In a saddle, a padded lining beneath the
flaps. E. H. Knight. 4. pi. In sheep-shearing,
the inferior parts of the wool taken from the ex-
tremities. [Australia.] 5. Same as skirft, 8.

Gesta, Jtomanorum (ed. Herrtage, E. E. T. S.), p. 188. skirting-board (sker'ting-bord), n. The nar-
. brightens up thatThat fair Lady Betty [a portrait] .

panel well with her long satin skirt.

George Eliot, Felix Holt, x. 1.

row board placed round the bottom of the wall
of a room, next the floor. Also called base-board,
mopboard, and wash-board.

hanging part, loose from the rest: as, the skirtless (skert'les), a. [< skirft + -lessjof a saddle. See cut under saddle. Without a skirt
; destitute of a skirt,

[He]smotethehorsewiththesporesonbothesidesfaste sklSG, r. i. See skice.
by the slnrtes of his sadell, for his legges were so shorte.

Merlin . T. S.), iii. 683.

4f. A narrow frill, corresponding to what would
now be called a ruffle.
A narrow lace or a small sMrtof fine ruffled linen, which

runs along the upper part of the stays before.

Addistm, Guardian, No. 118

5. Border; edge; margin; extreme part: as,
the skirts of a town.
A dish of pickled sailors, fine salt sea-boys, shall relish

like anchovies or caveare, to draw down a cup of nectar
in the skirts of a night. B. Jonson, Neptune's Triumph.
. Some great man sure that's asham'd of his kindred-
perhaps some Suburbe Justice, that sits o' the skirts o' the
City, and lives by 't. Brome, Sparagus Garden, ii. a
6. In milling, the margin of a millstone. 7f.
Milit., same as base1

,
2. 8. The midriff or dia-

phragm: so called from its appearance, as seen
in butchers' meat. Alsosferttm/.-Atone'askirts
following one closely.

Therefore go on ; I at thy skirts will come.
Longfellow, tr. of Dante s Inferno, xv. 40.

Chinese Skirt, a close narrow skirt for women's dresses
worn about 1870 after the abandonment of crinoline and
hoop-skirts. Divided Skirt, a style of dress, recommend-ed on hygienic grounds, in which the skirt resembles a
P.
8

'.

1

;?'
e*ce

e<|i"gly
loose trousers.- To sit upon one's

skirtst, to take revenge on one.

Crosse me not, Liza, nether be so perteFor if thou dost I'll sit upon thy skirte.
The Abortive of an Idle Howe (1620). (HalHwell.)

skirtMskert), v._ [< skirft, n.'] I. trans. To bor-

(skit) - Pret - a -- , irpr- skit-

ting. [Also (Sc.) skite, skyte; < ME. *skitten,

skyten, < Sw. skutta, dial, skotta, leap (cf. dial.

skytta, go hunting, be idle), < skjuta, shoot: see
shoot, and cf . scoot1

,
of which skift is ult. a secon-

dary form. Cf. also scud, scu ttle*.'] 1. To leap
aside

; fly off at a tangent ; go off suddenly.
And then I cam abord the Admiral], and bade them

stryke in the Kyngys name of Englond, and they bade me
skyte in the Kyngs name of Englond.

Paston Letters, I. 84.

I hope my friend will not love a wench against her will ;

... if she skit and recoil, he shoots her off warily and
away he goes. Chapman, May-Day, ii. 2.

2.

stands near the bow of a boat and skitters the lure along
the surface of the water.

iddy,

Skittish (skit'ish), o. [< late ME. skyityshe; <
skift + -is*1 .] 1. Easily frightened ; disposed
to start, jump, or run, as if from fright.
A skittish filly will be your fortune, Welford, and fair

enough for such a packsaddle.
Beau, and Fl., Scornful Lady, iii. 1.

De little Rabbits, dey mighty skittish, en dey sorter hud-
dle deyse'f up tergedder en watch Brer Fox motions.

J. C. Harris, Uncle Kemus, xxil.

Hence 2. Shy; a,voiding familiarity or inter-

course; timid; retiring; coy.
He slights us

As skittish things, and we shun him as curious.

Fletcher, Wildgoose Chase, ii. 8.

And if the skittish Nymph should fly.
He [Youth] in a double Sense must die.

Prior, Alma, 11.

3. Changeable; volatile; fickle; inconstant; ca-

pricious.
Such as I am all true lovers are,

Unstaid and skittish in all motions else,
Save in the constant image of the creature
That is beloved. Shak., T. N., 11. 4. 18.

Had I been froward, skittish, or unkind, . . .

Thou might'st in justice and in conscience fly.

Crabbe, Works, II. 184.

4. Deceitful; tricky; deceptive.
Withal it is observed, that the lands in Berkshire are

very skittish, and often cast their owners.
Fuller, Worthies, Berkshire, I. 162.

Everybody's family doctor was remarkably clever, and
was understood to have immeasurable skill in the manage-
ment and training of the most skittish or vicious diseases.

George Eliot, Middlemarch, xv.

To flounce
; caper like a skittish horse.

[Scotch.]

Yet, soon 's she hears me mention Muirland Willie,
She skits and flings like ony towmont filly.

George Mwt, Middlemarch, xv.

Tannahill, Poems, p. 12. (Jamieson.) skittishly (skjt'ish-li), adv. In a skittish man-
3. To slide. Halliwell. [Prov. Eng ]

ner; restively; shyly; changeably.
Skit1

(skit), n. [Prob. < shift, v.~\ 1 Alight sklttishness (skit'ish-nes), n. The state or

wanton wench character of being skittish, in any sense of that

At the request of a dancing Ait, [Herod] stroke off the ^?^ , S$ft
Con

r

s
f
ious Lo^e.'s '

"}'
J '

head of St. John the Baptist. Skittle (skit l),w. [Anunassibilatedform (prob.
Howard, Earl of Northampton, Def. against supposed

[Prophecies (1683).

2. A scud of rain. Halliwell. [Prov. Eng.]
skit2 (skit), n. [Perhaps, after ski ft, v., a var.
of *scouft, n. (see scout*, v.), < Icel. skfiti, sk&ta,
a taunt, scoff, and so, like the ult. related AS.

der; form the border or edge of}'mw along
OnS%te

< \
n a

f
ttack

' ^T?^ ^"f ^ "# f
tw ~A * >

sceotan, shoot: see shoot, sktft.] 1. A satiricalthe edge of.

Oft when sundown skirts the moor.

due to Scand.) of shittle, now usually shuttle,= Dan. skyttel = Sw. skyttel, a shuttle: see
shuttle*. For the game so called, cf. shuttle*

(def. 7) and shuttlecock."] 1. One of the pins
used in the game of skittles.

Ill cleave you from the skull to the twist, and make
nine skittles of thy bones.

Quoted in Strutt's Sports and Pastimes, p. 366.

or sarcastic attack
;
a lampoon; a pasquinade; 2. pi. A game played with nine pins set upright

Tennyson, in Memorlan
a S1uil) >

also
>
a short essay or treatise

;
a pam- at one end of an alley, the object of the player

phlet ;
a brochure

;
a literary trifle, especially stationed at the other end being to knock over

' one of a satirical or sarcastic nature.
'Hawk-eye, .

i
lkely t "void observation, . . . rather skirted than en-
tered the village. J. F. Cooper, Last of Mohicans, xxv., .

II. intrans. 1. To be or live on the border;
also, to move along a border, shore, or edge.

A manuscript with learning fraught,
Or some nice pretty little skit

Upon the times, and full of wit.

Combe, Dr. Syntax's Tours, ii. 7. (Dames.) don!

the set of pins with as few throws as possible
of a large roundish ball.

Skittles is another favourite amusement, and the coster-

mongers class themselves among the best players in Lon-
Mayhev, London Labour and London Poor, I. 14.
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skittle (skit'l), r. t. : pret. and pp. skittled, ppr. skiving-machine .

skittling. [< skittle, H.] To knock over with a machine for paring the surface of leather or

skittle-ball; knock down; bowl off. [Bare.]

There are many ways in which the Australian, like the

rest of us, can skittle down his money.
Arch. Forbes, Souvenirs of some Continents, p. 70.

An oblong court
is played.

other materials, as pasteboard, rubber, etc.

Such machines operate either on the principle of the lea-

ther-splitting machine, or by drawing the pieces to be

skived under the blade of a fixed knife. Lap skivlng,-

machine, a machine for scarfing off the thickness of lea-

ther toward the edge. E. H. Knight.

sklent, r. A dialectal (Scotch) form of slant.

skittle-ball (skit'1-bal), n. Tdisfof hard wood skleret, skleiret, . See scMre.

fo, throwing at the pins in the game of skit- sklerema, n. Same as sclcrema for scleroderr.ua.

skleyret, . See scleire.

skittle-dog (skit'1-dog), n. A small kind of sklint (sklint), v. A dialectal form of slant.

shark : same as picked dogfish (which see, under skliset, . An obsolete form of slice.

j,i,*edi). [Local, Eng.] skoal(skol), mtorj. [Repr. Icel. skal = Sw.skdl

skittle-frame (skit'l-friim), . The frame or

structure of a skittle-alley.

The magistrates caused all the skittle-frames in or about
the city of London to be taken up, and prohibited the

playing at clutch-pins. Strutt, Sports and Pastimes, p. 50.

skittle-ground (skit'l-ground), . Same
tlcittte-culey.

skulk

and of a blackish-brown color intimately variegated with

chestnut and whitish, becoming yellowish on the sides of

the neck ;
the wings and tail arc Ijluckiah, with the bases

of their feathers white. The middle pair of tail feathers are

He repaired to the skittle-ground, and, seating himself on
a bench, proceeded to enjoy himself in a very sedate and
methodical manner. Dickens, Pickwick, xlv.

= Norw. Dan. skoal, bowl: see skull 1
,
scale2.}

An exclamation of good wishes
;
hail !

There from the flowing bowl
Deep drinks the warrior's soul,

Skoal! to the Northland ! skoal!

Longfellow, Skeleton in Armor.
as

skodaic (sko-da'ik), a. [< Skoda (see def.) +
-ic.] Of or pertaining to Joseph Skoda, an
Austrian physician (1805-81) Skodaic reso-
nance. See resonance.

Skoda's Sign. Skodaic resonance. See reso-

nance.

Great Skua {Mtgaltstris ratarractes).

broad to their tips, and project only about -2 inches. A simi-

lar skua inhabits southern seas, S. (or M.)antarcticus. The

poinatorhine skua, or jager, S. (or Lestris) pomarinus, is a

smaller species, about 20 inches long, and otherwise dif-

ferent. Still smaller and more different skuas are the

parasitic, S. (or Lestria) parasiticwi, and the long-tailed.

S. bu/oni, in which the long projecting tail-feathers are

acuminate and extend 8 or 10 inches beyond the rest.

The skuas are all rapacious marine birds. In the United.

States the great skua is usually called sea-hen, and the

others are known as marlinspikes and boatswains. A
See

skittle-pin (skit'1-pin), n. [< skittle + pi*1.]
A pin used in the game of skittles. Also called skoft, . andv. A Middle English form of scoff.

kettle-pin, kittle-pin. skoS,i:t. To gobble up : same as scoff, 2. [Slang,

skittle-pot (skit'l-pot), n. A crucible used by Australia.] iocai'EngTish"name of the great, skua is sea-hawk.

jewelers, silversmiths, and other workers in fine skogboelite (skog'bel-it), n. [< Skogbole (see arctic bird, Lestris, and Stercorarius.

metal for various purposes. def!) + -ite2.] In mineral., a variety of tanta- skua-gull (sku'a-gul), w. A jager or skua; es-

Skitty (skit'i), n.
; pi. skitties (-iz). [Cf. skits .~] lite from Skogbole in Finland.

pecially, the great skua.

1. The skit or water-rail, Rallus aquaticus, more skolecite, . See scolecite, 1. skuet, '' An obsolete form of skew*.

fully called skitty-cock and skitty-coot. [Local, skolion (sko'li-on), n.; pi. skolia (-a). [< Gr. gkug, SCUg (skug), . [Also (Sc.) scoug, skoog;

Eng.] 2. The gallinule, Gallinula chloropits.

[Local, Eng.] Spotted skitty. Same as spotted rail

(which see, under raiM).

skive 1
(skiv), n. [An unassibilated form of

slave. Cf. skive 1
-, v.} In gem-cutting, same as

diamond-wheel (6).

skive1
(skiv), v. t.

; pret. and pp. skived, ppr.

skinny. [An unassibilated form of 'shine, v.,

< skive, n. Cf. skiver1 .'}
In leather-manuf. and skoliosis, - Another spelling of scoliosis.

lapidary-work, to shave, scarf, or pare off
; grind skolstert, See seoldster.

away (superfluous substance). skolyont, An obsolete form of sctillion.

skive2 (skiv), v. i. [Prob. < skiff
2

,
a.

;
or a var. sfeomfett, v. t. See scomfit.

of skew1 (cf. skiver1 ,
as related to skewer).'] To

gjjon, n. See scone.

ov, a song prob. so called from th'e metrical

irregularities admitted, prop. neut. (sc. jUeAof)

of mo?j.6f, curved, winding.] An ancient Greek

drinking- or banquet-song, sung to the lyre by
the guests in turn.

Nor have we anything exactly representing the Greek

scolia, those short drinking songs of which Terpander is

said to have been the inventor. Encyc. Brit., XIX. 272.

< Icel. skuggi = Sw. skugga = Dan. skygge, a

shade, = AS. scua, scfma, a shade; cf. Dan.

skygge = Sw. skugga = Icel. skyggja, older skyg-

gva, overshadow: see sky1 and show1
."]

1.

Shade; shelter; protection. [North. Eng. and

Scotch.]
Under the scoug of a whin-bush. Leighton.

2. A place of shelter. [North. Eng. and Scotch.]
3. The declivity of a hill. [Prov. Eng.] 4.

A squirrel. [Prov. Eng.]

Skugg, you must know, is a common name by which all

squirrels are called here [London], as all cats are called

Puss. B. franklin, quoted in The Century, XXXII. 263.7
T" 1 ) _ .17UOB. *-. J ' Ultniil.lt, X|WV*.VI i tv t/*ymwi.. j ,

^
turn up the eyes. Halliioell. [Prov. Eng.] skoncet,. An obsolete form of sconce*

,
sconce?.

SCUK (skug) r. t. ; pret. and pp. skngged,
oti-n-orl rlri'vrV. PAnnar. < "skiver. V.. frea. ctnr.tr Smo n,s itkiia. SKUg, S(,ug vs*"^

'.

> V'<- "
J9f\~~.

An obsolete spelling of screed.

An obsolete form of screak:

An obsolete spelling of screen

* A

Skiver^ (ski'ver), . [Appar. < 'skiver, v., freq. skoog, n. Same as skug.
of skive, v., and ult. identical with shiver^, of skorclet, f. t. See scorele.

which it may be regarded as an unassibilated skorodlte, . See scorodite.

form. Cf. skewer."] 1. Same as skiving-knife. skoutt, See scout}.

2. Leather split by the skiving-knife; a thin gkouth, . See scouth.

leather made of the grained side of split sheep- skouttt, See scout*.

skin tanned in sumac. It is used for cheap skow, . See scow,

bindings for books, the lining of hats, pocket- gfcr. An abbreviation of Sanskrit.

books, etc. Compare skiving. skrant, See scran.

Sheepskin is the commonest leather used for binding, skreedt, n.

Whenunsplit it is called a roan; when split in two the skreekt, .

upper half is called a skiver, the under or fleshy half a
g reent .

B<SS

|r!

r

kattAw8, Modern Bookbinding (ed. Grolier), p. 37.
"v-<"'"1' "

3. Iv. shoe-man uf., a machine for cutting coun-
g^rigKie . j. See scriggle.

ters for shoes and for making rands; a leather-
gj^jj.^

'

i See scrike.

skiving machine. 4. An old form of dirk.
8fej.imm

'

agej . gee scrimmage.
5. A skewer. Salliwell. [Prov. Eng.] skrimpt See scrimp
skiver1

(ski'ver), . f. [< stored, .] To skewer; skrimscno
'

nt, skrimshander, skrimshanker,
impale. 41., ?(., and a. Same as scrimshaw.

"flo right through a man," rejoined Sam, rather sulkily, skringe, v. See scringe.
"Blessed if he didirt near skiver my horse."

skrippet, . An obsolete form of scrip
1

.

c"l(' i"1

skron (skron), n. A unit of weight, 3 hundred-
skiver2 (skiv'er), v. i. [Origin obscure.] To weight of barilla, 2 hundredweight of almonds,

scatter; disperse; fly apart or in various direc-
gkmfft, . See scruff3.

tions, as a flock of birds. skryt. See scry
1

, scry
2

.

At the report of a gun the frightened flock will dart skryer (skri'er), n. '[< stcr!/ : see sen/1 .] One
about in terror, skiver, as it is technically called, making wno descries ; specifically, a necromancers or
the second shot as difficult as the first

is^easy.
sorcerer's assistant, whose business it was to

swigged, ppr. sktiggiug, scugging. [< skug, scug,

.] 1. To shelter; hide. 2. To expiate.

And aye, at every seven years' end,
Ye'l tak him to the linn ;

For that 's the penance he maun dree,
To scuff his deadly sin.

Yauiig Benjie (Child's Ballads, II. 303).

[North. Eng. and Scotch in both senses.]

skuggery, SCUggery (skug'er-i), n. [< skvg +
-cry.] Secrecy. [Prov. Eng.]
skuggy, scuggy (skug'i), a. [< skug + -y

1
.]

Shady. Jamieson. [Scotch.]

skiver-wood (ski'ver-wud), n.

timber.

skivie (skiv'i), a. [Also skevie; of. skive2 , skiff?,

skew1
.] Out of the proper direction ; deranged ;

askew. [Scotch. ]
" What can he mean by deft [daft]?"

" He means mad,"
said the party appealed to. . . . "Ye have it," said Peter,
" that is, not clean skiirit, but ."

Scott, Redgauntlet, vii.

skiving (ski'ving), H. [Verbal n. of skive 1
, .]

1. The operation of taking off the rough fleshy

parts from the inner surface of a skin by short

oblique cuts with a curriers' knife. 2. The

rejected thickness of leather of the flesh side,

when leather is split for thin shoes and the like.

When the part selected is the grain side, the thin piece of

the flesh side is called skiviny; but when the thicker part
is the flesh side, as prepared for chamois, the thinner grain-
side piece is the skiver.

skiving-knife (skl'ving-nif), n. A knife used
for paring or splitting leather. Also skiver.

, r-i), n. and a. [Also

sculdudry,sculduddery (also skulduggery, U. S.) ;

origin obscure the word, like others of like

implications, being variable in form and indefi-

nite in sense.] I. w. 1. Crossness; obscenity;

unchastity. Ramsay. [Scotch.]
There was much singing of profane sangs, and birling of

red wine, and speaking blasphemy and sadduddery.
Scott, Eedgauntlet, letter xi.

2. Rubbish.
II. a. Rubbishy; obscene; unchaste. [Scotch.]
The rental-book . . . was lying beside him ; and a book

of sculduddery sangs was put betwixt the leaves, to keep
it open. Scott, Bedgauntlet, letter xl.

skulk (skulk), v. [Also sculk; < ME. skulken.

sculken, scolken, < Dan. skulke = Norw. skulka =
Sw. skolka, skulk, slink, play truant (cf. Icel.

what he saw in it.

The office of inspector of his glass, or, as it was termed,

skryer, a name not, as Disraeli supposed, invented by (Dr.

John] Dee.
T. Wright, Narratives of Sorcery and Magic (1851), I. 230.

Skt. A contraction (used in this work) for San-

skrit.

skua (sku'a), n. [Shetland skooi, the skua

(shooie, sch'boi, the Arctic gull, Lestris paraxi li-

ens), < Norw. skua = Icel. skiimr, also skufr, the

skua, Stercorarius catarractes. The orig. form
is uncertain, and the etymological relation to

the like-meaning scouts , scouty-aulin, q. v., is

not clear.] A gull-like predatory bird of the

family Laridse and subfamily Stercorariinse or

Lestridinx, especially Stercorarius or Megales-
tris catarractes, or M. skua, the species original-

ly called by this name, which has since been
extended to the several others of the same sub-

family. The common or great skua Is about 2 feet long,

poetic name for the wolf, skolli, 'skulker,' a

name for the fox, and for the devil) ;
with for-

mative -fc (as in lurk, < ME. luren, E. lower).
from the verb appearing in D. scJiuikn, LG.

schulen, skulk, lurk in a hiding-place, G. dial.

schulen = E. scowl1
,
hide the eyes, peep slyly :

see scowl1 ."] I. intraiis. To withdraw into a

corner or into a close or obscure place for con-

cealment; lie close or hidden from shame, fear

of injury or detection, or desire to injure an-

other; shrink or sneak away from danger or

work; lurk.

Skulking in corners. Sha*., W. T., L 2. 288.

He skulked from tree to tree with the light step and
prowling sagacity of an Indian bush-fighter.

Scott, Woodstock, xxxiii.

II. trans. To produce or bring forward clan-

destinely or improperly. Eilinuiirgli Rev. (Imp.
Diet.) [Rare.]
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skulk (skulk). H. [Also xmllc, < skull; -.] 1.

Same as skulker.

Ye do hut bring each runaway and skulk
Hither to seek a shelter.

Sir H. Taylor, Isaac Comnenus, iv. 2.

"Here, Brown ! East ! you cursed young skulks," roared
out Flashman, coming to his open door, "I know you're
in no shirking." T. Hughes, Tom Brown at Rugby, i. 8.

2f. A number of foxes together; hence, a num-
ber of other animals or of persons together: as,
a skulk of thieves.

Scrawling serpents with sculcks of poysoned adders.

Stanikurtt, Conceites, p. 138.

When beasts went together in companies, there was
said to be ... a drove of kine ; a flock of sheep ; a tribe
of goats ; a skulk of foxes.

Strutt, Sports and Pastimes, p. 80.

skulker (skul'ker), n. [Also sculker ; < ME.
sculkere,sculcare; < skulk + -er1 .] 1. One who
skulks, shrinks, or sneaks, as from danger,
duty, or work.
There was a class of skulkers and gamblers brought into

Andersonville from both the Eastern and Western armies,
captured in the rear by the rebel raiders.

The Century. XL. 606.

2. pi. In ornitli., specifically, the Latitores.

Skulkers is the descriptive title applied to the Water-
Rail, the Corn-Crake, and their allies, which evade ene-
mies by concealment. H. Spencer, Priu. of Biol., i 349.

Skulkingly (skul'king-K), adv. In a skulking
or sneaking manner,

skulking-place (skul'king-plas), H. A place
for skulking or lurking; a hiding-place.

They are hid, concealed, . . . and everywhere find re-

ception and skulking-placct. Bacon, Fables, x., Expl.

skull 1
(skul), n. [Formerly also scull, also in

orig. sense skoll; < ME. skulte, scolle, sculle, also

schutte, a bowl, the skull or cranium (so called
from the bowl-like shape; cf. head-pan, brain-

pan), < Icel. skill = Sw. skdl = Dan. skaal,
a bowl, cup: see scale2

;
of. skoal, skull2 =

6CH2
, etc.] 1. A bowl; a bowl to hold

liquor; a goblet. Jamieson. [Scotch.] 2.
The cranium; the skeleton of the head; the

bony or cartilaginous framework of the head,
containing the brain and supporting the face.

5678 skullcap

Human Skull, from the side, with the mandible disarticulated.

at alisphenoid. or greater wing of sphenoid ; au, external auditory
meatus; bh, basihyal, or body of hyoid bone; c, occipital condyle;
c', ceratohyal, or lesser cornu of hyoid, the dotted line representing the
course and attachments of the stylohyotd ligament (see epihyal) \ cot

coronal suture ; crt coronoid process of mandible ; cy, condyle of man-
dible ; f, frontal bone ; j, malar or juga! bone ; I, lacrymal hone (the
letter is placed in front of the nasal notch, and its line crosses the base
of the nasal process of the maxilla) ; /a, lambdoid suture ; m, mas-
toid process of temporal; ma, mandible; mx, maxilla, or superior
maxillary bone ; n, nasal bone ; o, occipital bone ; /, parietal bone ;

pt, pterygoid process of sphenoid ; s, squainosal section of temporal ;

sg, squamosal suture ; st, styloid process of temporal bone (or stylo-
hyal) ; fy, thyrohyal, or greater curnu of hyoid.

A skull is possessed by all vertebrates excepting the lance-
lets, and by no other animals. It is sometimes divided
into the skull proper, cranium in strictness or brain-box,
and the facial region or face. In the adult human skull
eight cranial and fourteen facial bones are commonly enu-
merated, though the real number of osseous elements is
much larger. The eight cranial bones are the occipital,
two parietal, two temporal, frontal, sphenoid, and ethmoid.
The fourteen facial bones are two nasals, two lacrymals, two
superior maxillaries, two malars, two palatals, two inferior
turbinals, one inferior maxillary, and one vomer. This enu-
meration of the bones is exclusive of thebonelets of the ear,
which, however, are counted in vertebrates below mam-
mals. Of these bones, the mandible, vomer, and frontal
are really paired, or of lateral halves

; the supramaxillary,
ethmoid, sphenoid, occipital, and temporal are compound
bones of several separate centers of ossification ; the rest
are simple. The most composite bone is the temporal,
whose ankylosed stylohyoid process (peculiar to man) is an
element of the hyoid arch. A skull of similar construction
characterizes mammals at large, though its figure is usually
quite different (owing mainly to production of the facial
and reduction of the cranial parts), and though some of the
bones which are confluent in man may remain distinct In
birds the skull is characterized by the great size of the cra-
nial bones in comparison with that of the facial bones (ex-

cepting the specially enlarged intermaxillary and infra- bortie upon the bones above tunned, and also, in that

maxillary), the extensive and complete ankyloses of cranial case, upon the sphenoid, vomer, palatals, pterygoids, hy-
bones, the permanent and perfect distinctness of pterygoid oids, pharyngeals, etc. The body of facts or principles

concerning skulls is craniology, of which craniometry is

one department, especially applied to the measurement of
human skulls for the purposes of ethnography or anthro-

pology. For the human skull (otherwise than as here
B

t figured), see cuts under craniofacial, craniometry, crani-

wm, earl, nasal, orbit, palate, parietal, and skeleton. For
various other mammalian skulls, see cuts under Balx-
nidte, Canidse, castor, Catarrhina, Edentata, Elt'phantiitfe,

Equidx, Felidx, Leporidff, MoModonthut, Mimdfe, nx,

physeter, Pteropadidee, ruminant, skeleton. Birds' skulls,
or parts of them, are figured under chandrocranium, des-

moynathoits, diploe, dromseoynathous, GaUinse. Icltthyornis,

quadrate, salivary, sauroynathous, schizognathous, schizo-

i-liliiid, sclerotal ; reptiles', under acrodont, Chelonia, Croco-

dilia, Crotalus, Cyclodus, Ichthyosauria, Ichthyosaurus,
Mosasaurus, Ophidia, periotic, I'lofiosaurus, pleurodont,
pterodactyl, Pythonidie ; batrachians', under Anura, gir-
dle-bone, Jtana ; fishes', under Acipenser, Esox, Jish, Lepi-
dosiren, palatoquadrate, parasphenoid, Petromyzon, Spatu-
laria, Sonatina, teteost. The absence of a skull appears
under Bramhiostoma and Pharungobmnchii. The homol-
ogy of several visceral arches is shown under hyoid.

Tep him o the schulle. Ancren Riwle, p. 296.

/>'. Base of Human Skull, right half, outside, under surface: bo,

basinccipital, or basilar process ; f. occipital condyle ; e, entrance to
Eustachian tube, reference -line e crossing foramen lacerum medium,
between which and e and 5 is petrous part of temporal bone ; f, glen-
oid fossa of temporal bone, for articulation of lower jaw; m, mastoid
process ; n, posterior nares ; ft, pterygoid fossa ; so, supra -occipital ;

st. styloid process ; x. malar bone, joining zygomalic process of squa-
mosal to form zygomatic arch or zygoma; i, 2, anterior and pos-
terior palatine foramen ; 3, points in front of foramen lacerum medi-
um ; 4, foramen ovale ; 5, carotid canal ; 6, stylomastoid foramen ; 7,
foramen lacerum posterius, or jugular foramen.

C. Base of Human Skull, left side, interior or cerebral surface : a,
alisphenoid, or greater wing of sphenoid ; bo, basioccipital, or basilar

process of occipital ; f, cribriform plate of ethmoid ; /, orbital plate of
frontal ; f. crista galli ; o, orbitosphenoid, or lesser wing of sphenoid ;

/, pituitary fossa or sella turcica ; pa, parietal ; so, supra-occipital ;

sq, squamosal ; 3, foramen lacerum medium ; 4, foramen ovalc (near
it in front is foramen rotundum, behind externally is foramen sptno-
sum); 6, foramen lacerum posterius (just beneath o is foramen lace-
rum anterius); 7, meatus auditorius internus, in the petrous portion of

temporal, between which and orbitosphenoki is the middle fossa, be-
hich fossa is the anterior fossa ; behind the middle fossa is thefore

pOStl r or cerebellar fossa. 6 is in foramen magnum.

bones, the formation of each half of the lower jaw by sever-
al recognizable pieces, and especially by the intervention
of a movable quadrate bone between the squamosal and
the mandible. Some other additional bones make their

appearance ; and the occipital condyle is always single. A
skull of similar construction to that of birds characterizes

reptiles proper ; but here again the cranial is small in com-
parison with the facial region (as in the lower mammals),
sometimes excessively so ; the skull is more loosely con-

structed, with fewer ankyloses of its several elements ; and
some additional bones not found in any higher vertebrates
first appear. The skulls of batrachians differ widely from
all the above. Some additional elements appear; some
usually ossifled elements may be persistently cartilagi-
nous ; and branchial as well as hyofdean arches are seen
to be parts of the skull. The further modifications of
the skull in fishes are great and diversified : not only is

there much variation in the skulls of different fishes,
but also the difference between any of their skulls and
those of higher vertebrates is so great that some of the
I'Hurs can be only doubtfully homologized with those of

higher vertebrates, while of others no homologues can be
recognized. In these ichthyopsidan vertebrates, also, the
skull is sometimes permanently cartilaginous, as in sela-

chians ; in the lampreys the lower jaw disappears ; in the
lancelets there is no skull. In fishes, also, more or few-
er branchial arches are conspicuous parts of the skull,

forming usually, with the compound lower jaw, by far the
bulkier section of this collection of bones ; and in some of
them the connection of the shoulder-girdle with the skull
is such that it is not always easy to say of certain bones
whether they are more properly scapular or cranial. The
natural evolution of the skull is, of course, from the lower
to the higher vertebrates (the reverse of that above
sketched). Above lampreys and hags, after a lower jaw
has been acquired, the general course of evolution of the
skull is to the reduction in number of its bones or carti-

lages by the entire disappearance of some and the conflu-
ence of others, tending on the whole to the compactness,
simplicity, and symmetry of which the human skull is the
extreme case, and in which, as in the skull of any mam-
mal or bird, evidences of its actual osseous elements are

chiefly to be traced in the transitory centers of ossification
of the embryo. A good illustration of this is witnessed in
the condition of the bones of the tongue (hyoid arch) in

mammals; for even in birds (next below mammals) the
tongue has a skeleton of several distinct bones, the posi-
tion of which in a series of arches next after the mandibu-
lar and next before the branchial arches proper is evi-

dent. The base of the skull is generally laid down in car-

tilage. The dome of the skull and the facial parts are usu-

ally of membrane-bones ; and to the latter some dermal
or exoskeletal bones may be added. Facial parts of all

skulls are of different character from cranial parts proper,
in that they belong essentially to the series of visceral

(hemal. not neural) arches : (1) upper jaw ; (2) under jaw ;

(3) tongue (hyoid), followed by more or fewer successive
branchial arches. The neural arches, or cranial segments
proper, are at least 3 (some count 4) in number, named
occipital, parietal, and frontal, from behind forward, rep-
resented respectively by (1) the occipital bone ; (2) the

basisphenoid, alisphenoid, and parietal bones; (3) the

presphenoid, orbitosphenoid, and frontal bones. With
these are intercalated or connected the sense-capsules of
the three higher senses namely, of hearing, sight, and
smell these being the skeletons of the ear, eye, and nose,
or the petrosal parts of the temporal, the sclerotic coat of
the eye, and the lateral masses of the ethmoid bone. Re-
maining hard parts of the head, and, as such, elements of
the skull, are the teeth, borne on more or fewer bones : in

mammals, when present, confined to the premaxillaries,
supramaxillaries, andinframaxillaries ; not present in any
existing birds; in various reptiles and fishes, absent, or

This land [shall] be call'd

The field of Golgotha and dead men's skulls.

Shak., Rich. II., iv. 1. 144.

3. The head as the seat of intelligence; the
sconce or noddle : generally used disparag-
ingly.

With various readings stored his empty skull,
I.earn'd without sense, and venerably dull.

Churchill, Rosciad, 1. 591.

Skulls that cannot teach, and will not learn.

Cvwper, Task, ii. 394.

4. In armor, that part of a head-piece which
covers the crown of the head, especially in the

head-pieces made up of many parts, such as
the armet. See cut under secret.

Then- armour is a coate of plate, with a skull on their
heads. Hakluyt's Voyages, I. 239.

First Gent.. Dare you go forward?
Lieut. Let me put on my skull first ;

My head 's almost beaten into the pap of an apple.
Fletcher, Humorous Lieutenant, iv. 4.

5. A large shallow basket without a bow-han-
dle, used for carrying fruit, potatoes, fish, etc.

[Scotch.] 6. In metal., the crust which is

formed by the cooling of a metal upon the
sides of a ladle or any vessel used for contain-

ing or conveying it in a molten condition.
Such a crust or skull is liable to form on the Bessemer
converter when the blowing has been continued beyond
the point of entire decarburization. Stall and cross-
bones, the allegorical representation of death, or of
threatened death, in the form of a human skull set upon
a pair of crossed thigh-bones. It is much used on drug-
gists' labels of poisonous articles, and for like warnings ;

it also appears among the insignia or devices of various
secret societies, to impress candidates for initiation, to
terrorize outsiders, etc. Skull of the ear, the petrosal
part of the temporal bone ; the otic capsule, or otocrane ;

the periotic bones collectively. See cut under periotic.
Skull of the eye, the eyeball ; the sclerotic. See cut
under sclerotal, n. Skull Of the nose. See nosei. Ta-
bles of the skull, the outer and inner layers of compact
bony substance of the cranial walls, separated by an inter-

vening cancellated substance, the diploe. See cut under
diploe.

Skull'2 ,
. See sculP.

skul!3t, An obsolete form of school2 .

skull4
(skul), . The common skua, Megalestris

skua. Also scull.

skullcap (skul'-

kap), n. 1. Any
cap fitting close-

ly to the head;
also, the iron cap
of defense. See

skuin, 4.

The portrait of old Colonel Pyncheon, at two-thirds

length, representing the stern features of a puritanic-
looking personage, in a skull-cap, with a laced band and a

grizzly beard. Hau'thorne, Seven Gables, ii.

2. The sinciput ;
the upper domed part of the

skull, roofing over
the brain

;
the calva-

rium. See cut under
cranium. 3. A mu-
rine rodent quadru-
ped of the family Lo-

/iliiomyiclse. Cones,
1884. 4. A plant of

the genus Scutellaria:

so called from the
helmet-like appen-
dage to the upper lip
of the calyx, which
closes the mouth of

the calyx after the
fall of the corolla.
The more familiar species,

ratal, a, the caiy.

n Skullcaps, i6th century.

mended for the flower-



skullcap

garden, especially S. macrantha from eastern Asia, which

produces abundant velvety dark-blue flowers. S. Mod-
niana is a scarlet-flowered greenhouse species from
Mexico. S. lateriliora of North America has had some
apparently ill-grounded recognition as a nervine, and was
once considered useful in hydrophobia (whence called

madwecd, or mad-dog slntllcap). S. serrata, with large
blue flowers, is one of the handsomest wild American
species.

She discovered flowers which her brother told her were

horehound, skull-cap*, and Indian toIuiTo.
,S. Judd, Margaret, i. 2.

5. A thin stratum of compact limestone lying
at the base of the Purbeck beds, and underlain

by a shelly limestone locally known as roach,

forming the uppermost division of the Portland

series, as this portion of the Jurassic is devel-

oped in the so-called Isle of Portland, England.
6. In eiitom., the upper part of the integu-

ment of the head, including the front and ver-

tex. [Rare.]
skulled (skuld), a. l< skuin + -eiV.] Having
a skull

;
craniate or cranial : noting all verte-

brates except the amphioxus, in translating
the term Craniata as contrasted with Acrania.

skullert, An obsolete spelling of sculler1 .

skull-fish (skul'fish), . An old whale, or one
more than two years of age.
skulljoe, >i. A variant of sculjo.

skull-less (skul'les), . [< skull + -less.'] Hav-

ing no skull
;
acranial : specifically noting that

primary division of the Tertebrata which is rep-
resented by the lancelet and known as Acrania.
See cuts under Branch iostoma, lancelet, and
Phari/ngobrancMi.
Skull-roof (skul'rof), H. The roof of the skull

;

the skullcap ;
the calvarium. ilivurt.

skull-shell (skul'shel), n. A brachiopod of the

family Craniklee.

skulpin, a. See sculpin.

skumt, H. and r. An obsolete form of scum.

skunk (skungk), . [Formerly also skunck,

sqituncke (William Wood, 1634) (in an early F.
form scangarcsse) ;

of Algonkin origin, Abenaki

seganku, Cree seecawk, a skunk.] 1. A fetid

animal of the American genus Mephitis, M.
mcphitica. In consequence of its abundance and general
distribution, as well as certain peculiarities, the common

Mephitis nttfhitica).

skunk early attracted attention. It is mentioned in 1636

by Sagard-Th^odat by several terms based on its Indian
names, as scangaresse, mdnesqm, etc., and in the same pas-
sage, in his "History of Canada," this author calls it in

French "enfan du diable," a name long afterward quoted
as specific. It is tlwfiskatta of Kalm's

"
Travels,

"
commonly

translated polecat, a name, however, common to various
other ill-scented Mustelidfe. (See def. 2.) Chinche, chin-

no-, and moufetle (specifically inoufette d'Amtriqite) are
book-names which have not been Englished. The New
Latin synonyms are numerous. The animal inhabits all

of temperate North America, and continues abundant in
the most thickly settled regions. It is about as large as
a house-cat, but stouter-bodied, with shorter limbs, and
very long bushy tail, habitually erected or turned over
the back. The color is black or blackish, conspicuously
but to a variable extent set off with pure white generally
as a frontal stripe, alarge crown-spot, a pairof broad diver-

gent bands along the sides of the back, and white hairs
mixed with the black ones of thetail. The fur is valuable,
and when dressed is known as Alaska sable ; the blackest

pelts bring the best price. The flesh is edible, when pre-
pared with sufficient care. The skunk is carnivorous, like
other members of the same family, with which its habits in

general agree ; it is very prolific, bringing forth six or eight
young in burrows. The fluid which furnishes the skunk's
almost sole means of defense was long supposed and is still

vulgarly believed to be urine. It is the peculiar secretion
of a pair of perineal glands (first dissected by Jeffries Wy-
iiiiin in 18441, similar to those of other ilustelidie, but very
highly developed, with strong muscular walls, capacious
reservoir, and copious golden-yellow secretion, of most
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offensive suffocating odor, capable of being spirted several

feet in fine spray, and of soon scenting the air for several
hundred yards. The pungent effluvium is not less dura-
ble than that of musk, when the least quantity of the fluid

has been spilled upon the person or clothes. It produces
11:111 -i -a in Minif persons, and has occasionally been used in

minute doses as a remedy for asthma. Cases of a kind of

hydrophobia from the bite of the skunk, with fatal result,
have been reported, and appear to be authentic. For tech-

nical characters, see Mephitis.

The Skwick or Pole-Cat is very common.
R. Rogers, Account of North America (London , 1765X p. 225.

By extension 2. Any species of one of the
American genera Mepliiti*. Spilogale, and Cone-

patus, and some others of the family Mustelidse,
as the African zorille, Asiatic teledu or stink-

ard, etc. See these words. 3. A base fellow:

a vulgar term of reproach. 4. [< skunk, v.~]

A complete defeat, as in some game in which
not a point is scored by the beaten party. [Vul-
gar, U. S.]
skunk (skungk), r. t. [In def. lin allusion to the

precipitate retreat or "complete rout" caused

by the presence of a skunk ; in def. 2 appar. in

allusion to the sickening odor; < skunk, .] 1.

To beat (a player) in a game, as cards or bil-

liards, completely, so that the loser fails to

score. [Vulgar, U. S.] 2. To cause disease
in or of; sicken; scale, or deprive of scales:

said of fish in the live-well of a fishing-smack.
[New Eng.]

skunkbill (skungk'bil), n. Same as skunkhead, 1.

skunk-bird (skungk'berd), n. Same as skunk-
Wackbirrl.

Skunk-blackbird (skungk'blak'berd), n. The
male bobolink in full plumage: from the re-

semblance of the black and white coloration to

that of the skunk. See bobolink.

skunk-cabbage (skungk'kaV'aj), . See cab-

bagcl.

skunkery (skungk'er-i), .
; pi. skunkeries (-iz).

[< skunk + -ery.~\ A place where skunks are

kept and reared for any purpose.
skunk-farm (skungk'farm), n. Same as skunk-

ery.
skunkhead (skungk'hed), H. 1. The surf-sco-

ter, a duck, (Edemia pcrspicillata : referring to

the black and white coloration, like that of a
skunk. Also called skunkbill and skunktop. See
cut under Pelionetta. [New Eng.] 2. The
Labrador or pied duck. See cut under pied.

Webster, 1890.

skunkish (skung'kish), a. [< skunk + -ish^."]

Smelling like a skunk ; stinking. [U.S.]
skunk-porpoise (skungk'por"pus), . See por-
poise, and cut under Lagenorhynclms.
skunktop (skungk'top), n. Same &s skunkhead, 1.

skunkweed (skungk'wed), . Same as skunk-

cabbage.
skunner, '. and n. See scunner.

Skupshtina (skupsh'ti-na), . [Serv., assem-

bly ;
Narodna Skupshtina, National Assem-

bly.] The national assembly of Servia, con-

sisting of one chamber and comprising 178

members, three fourths elected and one fourth
nominatedby the crown. Thereisalsoalargerelected
body called the Great Skupshtina, which deliberates on
questions of extraordinary importance.

skurft, . An obsolete form of scurf1 .

skurring (skur'ing), . The smelt. [North.
Eng.]
skurry, . and . See scurry.

skut, n. See scat2 .

skutet, n. See scout*, schuit.

skutterudite, n. [< Skutterud (see def.) +
-ite2.] An arsenide of cobalt found in tin-

white to lead-gray isometric crystals, also mas-
sive with granular structure, at Skutterud in

Norway. Also called by the Germans tesscral-

kies.

skuttle. A spelling of scuttle'*, scuttle^.

sky 1
(ski), n.; pi. skies (skiz). [Early mod. E.

also skye, skie; < ME. sky, skye, skie (pi. skies,

skyes, skewes, skewis, skives'), < Icel. sky = Dan.
Sw. sky, a cloud, = OS. scio, sceo, region of

clouds, sky ;
cf . Sw. Dan. sky-himmel, the sky

(Mmmel, heaven: see heaven). Cf. AS. scua,
scuwa = OHG. scuwo = Icel. skuggi, shade,
shadow (see skug) ;

akin to AS. sew, E. shower1
,

AS. 'scum, E. scum, etc., ult. < -\fsku, cover.
For the transfer of sense from 'cloud' to 'sky,'
cf. welkin, < AS. wolcen, the usual AS. word for

'cloud.'] If. A cloud.

That brigte skie bi-foren hem flegt.
Genesis and Exodus (E. E. T. S.), 1. 3643.

He . . . leet a certain wynde to go.
That blew so hidously and hye,
That it ne leete not a skye
In al the welken longe and brood.

Chaucer, House of Fame, 1. 1800.

skyft

2. The region of clouds, wind, and rain; that

part of the earth's atmosphere in which mete-

orological phenomena take place : often used
in the plural.

A thondir with a thicke itayn thrublit in the skewet.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 7619.

An hour after midnight the skie began to clear.

Sandys, Travailes, p. 158.

Heavily the low sky raining
Over tower'd Camelot.

Tennyson, Lady of Shalott, iv.

3. The apparent arch or vault of heaven, which
in a clear day is of a blue color ; the firmament :

often used in the plural.
A clene conscience schal in that day
More profile, & be more sett by.
Than al the inuk A the money
That euere was or schal be vndir the sky.

Political Poems, etc. (ed. Furnivall), p. 179.

Betwixt the centred earth and azure skies.

Spenser, Muiopotmos, 1. 19.

4. The supernal heavens; celestial regions;
heaven : often in the plural with the same sense.

He raised a mortal to the skies ;

She drew an angel down.
Dryden, Alexander's Feast,

'

179.

5. The upper rows of pictures in a picture-gal-
lery ; also, the space near the ceiling. [Colloq.]
Open Sky, sky with no intervening cover or shelter.

The hole in the sky. Same as coal-sack, 2. Tothe skies,
to the highest degree ; very highly : as, to laud a thing to

the skies.

Cowards extol true Courage to the Skies.

Congreve, Of Pleasing.

sky1
(ski), v. t.

; pret. and pp. skied, ppr. skying.

[\sky
l

, .] To raise aloft or toward the sky;
specifically, to hang near the ceiling in an ex-
hibition of paintings. [Colloq.]

Fine, perhaps even finer than usual, are M. Fantin-La-
tour's groups of flowers, two of which have been sense-

lessly skied. The Academy, No. 890, p. 367.

skyy . (' A variant of shy2 .

sky-blue (ski'blo'), a. arid . I. a. Of a lumi-
nous blue suggesting the color of the sky, but

really very unlike it from deficiency of chroma.
II. . 1. A luminous but pale blue, supposed

to resemble the color of the sky. 2. Skimmed
milk; poor, thin, watery milk; milk adulter-
ated with water : jocularly so called, in allusion
to its color.

Oh ! for that small, small beer anew,
And (heaven's own type) that mild sky-blue
That wash'd my sweet meals down.

Hood, Retrospective Eeview.

sky-born (ski'born), a. Born or produced in
the sky ;

of heavenly birth. Carlyle, Sir Wal-
ter Scott.

sky-clad (ski'klad), a. [Tr. of Skt, digam-
bara,

'

having the four quarters for clothing.']
Clothed in space ;

naked. [Colloq.]
The statues of the Jinas in the Jain temples, some of

which are of enormous size, are still always quite naked ;

but the Jains themselves have abandoned the practice,
the Digambaras being sky-clad at meal time only, and the
Swetambaras being always completely clothed.

Encyc. Brit,, XIII. 544.

sky-COlor (ski'kul"pr), n. The color of the sky ;

a particular tint of blue
;
azure.

A very handsome girdle of a sky colour and green (in
French called pers et vert).

Urquhart, tr. of Rabelais, ii. 31.

Sky-colored (ski'kul"ord), a. Like the sky in

color; blue; azure. Addition.

sky-drain (ski'dran), n. An open drain, or a
drain filled with loose stones not covered with
earth, round the walls of a building, to prevent
dampness; an air-drain.

Sky-dyed (ski'did), a. Colored like the sky.
There figs, ski/-dy'd, a purple hue disclose.

W. Broome, in Pope's Odyssey, xi. 727.

Skye (ski), n. [Short for Skye terrier.'] A Skye
terrier. See terrier.

skyey (skl'i), a. [Also sometimes skiey ; (.sky
1

+ -ey.i 1. Like the sky, especially as regards
color: as, skyey tones or"tints. 2. 'Proceeding
from or pertaining to the sky or the clouds;
situated in the sky or upper air.

A breath thou art,
Servile to all the skyey influences,
That dost this habitation, where thou keep'st,
Hourly afflict. Shak., M. for M., iii. i. 8.

Sublime on the towers of my skyey bowers
Lightning, my pilot, sits. Shelley, The Cloud.

The Hindoos draw
Their holy Ganges from a skiey fount.

Wordsworth, Excursion, iii.

sky-flower (ski'flpu'er), M. A plant of the ge-
nus Duranta (which see),

skyftt, . A Middle English form of shift.



sky-gazer

Sky-gazer (ski'ga"zer), . 1. Kaut.
}
a skysail.

2. A fish of the family Uranoscopidx. Sir J.

Richardson. See star-gazer.

sky-high (ski'hi'), a. As high as the sky; very
high.

Utgard with his sky-high gates . . . had gone to air.

Carlyle.

The powder-magazine of St. John of Acre was blown
up nicy-high. Thackeray, Second Funeral of Napoleon, ii.

skyish (ski'ish), . [< sky1 + -ish1 .] Like the

sky; also, approaching the sky. [Bare.]
The skyish head

Of blue Olympus. Shak., Hamlet, v. 1. 276.

skylark (ski'liirk), n. The common lark of

Europe, Alauda artensis: so called because it

mounts toward the sky and sings as it flies.

Skylark (Alauda arvtnsis).

Also called sky-laverock, rising-lark, field-lark,
short-heeled lark, etc. The name extends to
some other true larks, and also to a few of the

pipits Australian skylark, a dictionary name of an
Australian bird, Cindarhamphiis canttttans (or antralis),
which may have a habit of rising on wing to sing. Its

systematic position is disputed, but it is neither a lark
nor a pipit. It is about 9 inches long, and of varied
brownish and whitish coloration. It is found in South
Australia, Victoria, New South Wales, and north to Rock-
ingham Bay on the east coast. Missouri skylark, An-
thus or Neocoryt spraguei, Sprague's pipit, which abounds
on some of the westeni prairies, especially in the Dakotas
and Montana, and has a habit of singing as it soars aloft,
like the true skylark of Europe: originally named by Au-
dubon Spratjue's Missouri lark (Alauda spragueii), as dis-
covered by Mr. Isaac Sprague, near Fort Union, on the
upper Missouri river, June 19th, 1843. It is a pipit, not
a true lark.

skylark (ski'lark), r. ?. [< skylark, n. ; with an
allusion to lark*. ] To engage in boisterous fun
or frolic. [Colloq.]
I had become from habit so extremely active, and so

fond of displaying my newly acquired gymnastics, called

by the sailors ky-larkiwj, that my speedy exit was often
prognosticated. Marryat, Frank Mildmay, iv.

skylet, ". and c. A Middle English form of
skill.

skyless (skl'les), a. [< sky 1 + -Jess.} Without
sky; cloudy; dark; thick.

A soulless, skyless, catarrhal day. Kingsley, Yeast, i.

skylight (skl'lit), n. A window placed in the
roof of a house, or in a ceiling ;

a frame set with
glass, whether horizontal or in one or more in-
clined planes, and placed in a roof or ceiling,
or in some cases, as in photographers' studios,
forming a considerable part of the roof, for the

purpose of lighting passages or rooms below, or
for affording special facilities for lighting, as
for artists' or photographers' needs.

sky-line (skl'lin), . The horizon: the place
where the sky and the earth or an object on
the earth seem to meet.

skyme (skim), . The glance of reflected light.
Jamieson. [Scotch.]

An' the skiine o' her een was the dewy sheen
0' the bonny crystal-well.

Lady Mary o' Craignethan.

skyn, . Same as sakeen.

sky-parlor (ski'par'lor), n. A room next the
sky, or at the top of a building; hence, an attic.

[Humorous.]
Sow, ladies, up in the sky parlour; only once a year, if

you please. Dickens, Sketches, Scenes, xx., motto.

skypett, Same as skippet
2

.

skyphos (ski'fos), n. Same as scyplius, I.

sky-pipit (ski'pip'it), n. An American pipit,
Antlius (Neocorys) sjiragiiei; the Missouri sky-
lark (which see, under ski/lark).

sky-planted (ski'plan'ted'), a. Placed or plant-
ed in the sky. [Bare.]

How dare you ghosts
Accuse the thunderer, whose bolt, you know,
Sky-planted, batters all rebelling coasts ?

Shak., Cymbeline, v. 4. 96.

skyr (sker), . [Icel. skyr, curdled milk, curds,= Dan. skjor, curdled milk, bonnyclabber.]
Curds; bonnyclabber.
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Of curdled skyr and black bread
Be daily dole decreed.

Whitlier, The Dole of Jarl Thorkell.

Skyrin (ski'rin), a. [Prop, skiriiig, ppr. of

"skire, var. of sheer 1
, r.] Shining; gorgeous;

flaunting; showy; gaudy. [Scotch.]
But had you seen the philabegs,
An' skyrin tartan trews, man.

Burns, Battle of Sherirt-Mui,

sky-rocket (skl'rok"et), . A rocket that as-
cends high and burns as it flies: a species of
firework Singing sky-rocket, an occasional name of
the whitethroat, Sylvia cinerea, from its habit of rising
straight up in the air as it sings.

sky-rocket (ski'rok"et), r. i. To move like a

sky-rocket; rise suddenly, explode, and dis-

appear : literally or figuratively. [Colloq.]
skysail (ski 'sal), n. A light sail in a square-
rigged vessel, next above the royal. It is some-
times called a sky-scraper when it is triangular,
also a sky-gazer. See cut under */</>.

skyscape (ski'skap), H. [< sky
1 + -scape as in

landscape. Cf. seascape.] A view of the sky;
a part of the sky within the range of vision,
or a picture or representation of such a part.
[Rare.]
We look upon the reverse side of the skyscape.

R. A. Proctor, Other Worlds than Ours, p. 130.

sky-SCraper(ski'skra*per),M. 1. Animaginary
sail, set along with moon-sails, sky-gazers, and
the like, jokingly assumed to be carried in the
days when sail-power was the sole reliance at

sea, and United States ships had the reputa-
tion of being the fastest afloat. 2. A triangu-
lar skysail. 3. A ball or missile sent high up
in the air; anything which reaches or extends
far into the sky. [Colloq.]

sky-sett (ski'set), n. Sunset.

The Elfin court will ride ; . . .

O they begin at .-;,/( set in,
Hide a' the evenin' tide.

Tam-a-Uw (Child's Ballads, I. 262).

skyte, )'. and . See skite.

skyt-gatet (skit'gat), n. A sally-port (f). Cot-

ton, tr. of Montaigne's Essays, xiv. (Davies.)
sky-tinctured (ski'tingk"turd), a. Of the color
of the sky.

Shadow'd from either heel with feather'd mail,
Sky-tinctured grain. Milton, P. L., v. 286.

Skyward, skywards (ski 'ward, -wiirdz). adr.

[(sky1 + -ward, -wards.] 'Toward the sky.

Watching the twilight smoke of cot or grange,
Skyivard ascending from a woody dell.

Wordsworth, Sonnets, ii. 9.

S. L. Au abbreviation of south latitude.

slab1
(slab), n. [< ME. slab, slabbe, sclabbe:

perhaps an altered form of *slap, related to E.
dial, slappel, a piece, portion, and prob. slope,
slippery, < Norw. sleip, slippery, > sleip, a
smooth piece of timber for dragging anything
over, esp. a piece of timber used for the founda-
tion of a road: see slape, slip

1
.] 1. A thick

piece of timber
; especially, the outer cut of a

tree or log when sawed up into planks or boards.

Save slap of thy timber for stable and stye.
Tusser, September's Husbandry, st. 8fi.

The proprietor had erected a slab hut, barkroofed, lying
"5- to the street.

Kingsley, Hillyars and Burtons, xlviii.

slab-grinder

jft, slime, strip, slimy offal offish: see slop
1
.]

Moist earth; slime; puddle; mud. E. Pliilliii*.

1706.

Slab- (slab), a. [<sta&2 ;
- Cf. slabby.] Thick;

viscous; pasty.
Make the gruel thick and slab.

Shak., Macbeth, iv. 1. :i-2.

The worms, too, like the rain, for they can creep easily
over the slab ground, opening and shutting up their bodies
like telescopes. P. Robinson, Under the Sun, p. 77.

slab :f
(slab), n. [Origin obscure.] The wry-

neck, lynx torquilla. [North. Eng.]
slabber 1

(slab'er), v. [Also slobber (and slub-

ber), q. v.
;
< ME. slaberen, < MD. slabberen =

LG. slabbem, > G. scldabbern, lap, sup, slaver,

slabber, = Icel. slafra, slaver; freq. of MD.
xiiibben, slaver, Blabber, J). xluhhfn = MLG.
Klubbcn, lap as a dog in drinking, sup, lick, >

G. schltibben, slaver, slabber (cf. schlabbe, an
animal's mouth); cf. slaver1 (< Icel.), a doublet
of slabber.'] I. intrans. To let saliva or other

liquid fall from the mouth carelessly ;
drivel ;

slaver.

You think you're in the Country, where great lubberly
Brothers slabber and kiss one another when they meet.

Congreve, Way of the World, iii. 15.

II. trans. 1. To eat hastily or in a slovenly
manner, as liquid food.

To slabber pottage. Baret.

2. To wet and befoul by liquids falling care-

lessly from the mouth; slaver; slobber.

He slabbereth me all over, from cheek to cheek, with his

great tongue. Arbuthnot, Hist. John Bull.

3. To cover, as with a liquid spilled; soil;
befoul.

Her milk-pan and cream-pot so slabber'd and sost
That butter is wanting, and cheese is half lost.

Tusser, April's Husbandry, st. 20.

slabber1
(slab'er), n. [Also slobber, q. v. ; < slab-

ber1
,
v. Cf. slaver 1

, n.] Moisture falling from
the mouth ; slaver.

slabber2 (slab'er), . [< slab1 + -er1 .] 1 . One
who or that which slabs; specifically, a saw
for removing the slabs or outside parts of a

log. 2. In metal-working, a machine for dress-

ing the sides of nuts or the heads of bolts.

Slabberdegulliont (slab'er-de-guryon), .

Same as slubbcrdegullion.

Slapsauce fellows, slabberdeffullion druggels, lubbardly
louts. Urquhart, tr. of Rabelais, i. 26.

at an angle of say SSf_to the street.

In rear of the kitchen was a shed, a rough frame of
slabs and poles. S. Judd, Margaret, L 3.

2. A thick plate of stone, slate, metal, etc.

A slab of ire [iron].

Pop. Treatises on Science (ed. Wright), p. 135.

3. In general, a piece of anything solid and
compact, heavy, and thin in proportion to its

length and breadth, but thick enough not to be
pliable, especially when of considerable size.

We should know hardly anything of the architecture of
Assyria but for the existence of the wainscot slabs of their

palaces. J. Feryusson, Hist. Arch., I. 209.

Specifically 4. A flat stone, or plate of iron or

glass, on which printing-ink is sometimes dis-
tributed for use on a hand-press. 5. A thick
web or bat of fiber. E. H. Knigli t.- Bndlng-slab,
a large slab of iron having numerous holes arranged in

regular order, used for the purpose of bending frame and
reverse angle-irons to a required shape. Pins are driven
into the holes to secure the heated frames in position
until they set. Slab Of bone, a layer of whalebone or
baleen. Slabs of tin, the lesser masses of the metal run
into molds of stone.

slab1
(slab), v. t.; pret. and pp. slabbed, ppr. slab-

bing. [<sta&l,.] To cut slabs or outside pieces
from, as from a log, in order to square it for use,
or that it may be sawn into boards with square
edges.
Slab2 (slab), . [Also slob (and slub), q. v. ; < Ir.

slab, slaib = Gael, slaib, mire, mud. Cf. Icel.

Slabberer (slab'er-er), . [Also slobberer, q. y. ;

< slabber1 + -er1 .] One who slabbers; a driv-
eler.

slabbery (slab'er-i), a. [Also slobbery, q. v. ; <

slabber1 + -y
1

."]
Covered with slabber; wet;

sloppy.
Our frost is broken since yesterday ; and it Is very slab-

bery. Swift, Journal to Stella, xxxviU.

slabbiness (slab'i-nes), n. [< slobby + -ness.]

Slabby character or condition; muddiness;
sloppiness.
The playnes and fyeldes are therby ouerflowen with

marisshes, and all iorneys incumbered with continuall
waters and myrie slabbynesse. vntyl by the beneflte of the
new wynter the ryuers and marisshes bee frosen.

-ft. Eden, tr. of Paolo Giovio (First Books on AmeriCH,
[ed. Arber, p. 310).

The way also here was very wearisome through dirt and
slabbiness. Bunyan, Pilgrim's Progress, p. 334.

Slabbing-gang (slab'ing-gang), n. In a saw-
mill. a gang of saws in a gate by which a cen-
tral balk of required width is cut from a log,
while the slabs at the sides are simultaneously
ripped into boards of desired thickness. E. H.
Knigli t,

slabbing-machine (slab'ing-ma-shen"), . In

metal-work, a form of milling-machine for mill-

ing the flat parts of connecting-rods and simi-

lar work.

slabbing-saw (slab'ing-sa), n. A saw designed
especially for slabbing logs. In some mills such
saws are used in gangs. See slabbing-gaiif/.
slab-board (slab'bord), . A board cut from
the side of a log so that it has bark and sap-
wood upon one side

;
a slab.

Slabby (slab'i), a. [< s/a&2, a .,
+ -y

1
. Cf. Gael.

slaibeach, miry, < slaib, mire, mud.] 1. Thick;
viscous.

In the cure of an ulcer with a moist intemperies, slabby
and greasy medicaments are to be forborne, and drying to
be used. Wiseman, Surgery.

2. Wet; muddy; slimy; sloppy.
Bad slabby weather to-day.

Swift, Journal to Stella, xxxiv.

slab-grinder (slab'grin"der), n. A machine for

grinding to sawdust the refuse wood from a
saw-mill.



slab-line

slab-line (slab'lin), n. yaut., a rope rove

through a block on a lower yard and used to
trice up the foot of a course, either to assist in

furling or to lift the foot of the sail so that the
helmsman can see under it.

Nor must it be taken offensively that, when Kings are

haling up their top-gallants, Subjects lay hold on their
slablines. X. Ward, Simple Cobler, p. 50.

slab-sided (slab'si'ded), ti. Having flat sides
like slabs; hence, tall and lank. Also slap-sided.

[Colloq.]
One of those long-legged, slab-sided, lean, sunburned,

cabbage-tree hatted lads.

H. Kinysley, Geolfry Hamlyn, p. 353.

You didn' chance to run ag'inst my son,
A long, slab-sided youngster with a gun?

Lowell, Fitz Adam's Story.

slabstone (slab'ston), . Bock which splits
readily into slabs or flags; flagstone. Some au-
thors restrict the name flagstone to rock which splits
along its planes of stratification, and call that slabstone of
which the separation into serviceable flat tables, flags, or
slabs is due to the development of a system of joint- or
cleavage-planes.

slact, ". A Middle English form of slack1
.

slack 1
(slak), a. and . [Early mod. E. also

x/nk ; < ME. slac, slak, sclak, < AS. slsec, sleac,
slack, slow, = OS. slak = D. slack, sleek = LG.
slack= OHG. MHG. slach, G. dial, schlack, slack,= Icel. slakr = Sw. Dan. slak, slack, loose

; per-
haps akin to Skt. / sarj, let flow. Some assume
a connection with L. lanyuere, languish, laxus,
loose (/ lag, for orig. "slag ?): see languish, lax1 .

Hence slack*, v., slake*, slacken 1
,
etc. Cf. slack2

,

slag1
. The W. yslac, distinct, loose, slack, is

prob. < E. The words slack and slake in their
various local or dialectal meanings are more or
less confused with one another.] I. a. If. Slow
in movement; tardy.
With stake paas. Chaucer, Knight's Tale, 1. 2043.

For the slak payments of wages that is alwais here, he
wol not in no wise serve any lenger.

Sir J. StUe to Henry VIII. (Ellis's Hist. Letters, 3d ser. ,

[I. 192X

2. Slow in flow; sluggish or at rest: as, slack
water: specifically noting the tide, or the time
when the tide is at rest that is, between the
flux and reflux.

Diligently note the time of the highest and lowest wa-
ter in euery place, and the slake or still water of full sea.

llakluyt's Voyage*, I. 436.

3. Slow in action; lacking in promptness or

diligence; negligent; remiss.

My seruants are so slacke, his Maiestie
Might haue been here before we were preparde

Heywood, 1 Edw. IV. (Works, ed. Pearson, 1874, 1. 58).

The Lord is not slack concerning his promise, as some
men count slackness. 2 Pet. iii. 9.

I use divers pretences to borrow, but I am very slack to
repay. J. Bradford, Works (Parker Soc., 1853), II. 261.

4. Not tight ; not tense or taut
; relaxed ; loose :

as, a slack rope; slack rigging; a slack rein;
figuratively, languid; limp; feeble; weak.
Those well-winged weapons, mourning as they flew,
Slipped from the bowstring impotent and slack,
As to the archers they would fain turn back.

Drayton, Barons' Wars, ii. 36.

Prom his slack hand the garland wreathed for Eve
Down dropp'd, and all the faded roses shed.

Milton, P. L., Ix. 892.

5. Not compacted or firm; loose.

Sclak sonde lymous & lene, unswete & depe.
Palladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.X p. 173.

6. Lacking in briskness or activity ;
dull : said

especially of business.
The messenger fortunately found Mr. Solomon Pell in

court, regaling himself, business being rather slack, with
the cold collation of an Abernethy biscuit and a saveloy.

Dickens, Pickwick, Iv.

A slack nand. See hand. Slack barrel. See barrel.
Slack in stays (natit.), slow in going about, as a ship.
Slacktwist. Seetwist. Slack water, (a) Ebb-tide;

the time when the tide is out. (6) In hydraul. engin., a
pool or pond behind a dam serving for needs of naviga-
tion. Such ponds are used with a series of dams and locks,
to render small streams navigable. Slack-water haul
See fishing-place, 2.=Syn. 3. Careless, dilatory, tardy, in-
active.

II. n. 1. The part of a rope or the like that
hangs loose, having no stress upon it; also,
looseness, as of the parts of a machine.

I could indulge him with some slack by unreeving a
fathom of line. S. D. Blackmore, Maid of Sker, iii.

A spring washer incloses one of the door knob shanks
to take up any slack there may be in the parts, and insure
a perfect fit on the door. Sci. Amer., N. 8., LXII. 197.

2. A remission ; an interval of rest, inactivity,
or dullness, as in trade or work; a slack period.
Though there 's a slack, we haven't done with sharp work

yet, I can see. T. Hughes, Tom Brown at Oxford, II. xxi.

When there is a flack, the merchants are all anxious to
get their vessels delivered as fast as they can.

Mayhr.u; London Labour and London Poor III "87
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3. A slack-water haul of the net: as, two or
three slacks are taken daily. 4. A long pool
in a streamy river. Halliwell. [Prov. Eng.]
slack 1

(slak), wlr. [< slack1
, a.] In a slack

manner; slowly; partially; insufliciently: as,
slack dried hops ;

bread slack baked.
slack1

(slak), v. [< slack1
,
a. The older form

of the verb is slake : see slake1 .'] I. intraus.
1. To become slack or slow; slacken; become
slower: as, a current of water slacks. 2. To
become less tense, firm, or rigid ;

decrease in
tension.

If He the bridle should let slacke,
Then euery thing would run to wracke.

Heywood, Hierarchy of Angels, p. 91.

3. To abate
;
become less violent.

The storme began to slacke, otherwise we had bene in ill

case. Hakluyt's Voyages, I. 463.

4. To become languid ; languish ;
fail

; flag.
But afterwards when charitie waxed colde, all their

studie and trauaile in religion slacked, arid then came the
destruction of the inhabitantes. Stow, Annals, p. 133.

II. trans. 1 . To make slack or slow
;
retard.

2. To make slack or less tense; loosen; re-
lax: as, to slack a rope or a bandage.

Slack the bolins there ! Shak., Pericles, iii. 1. 43.

Slack this bended brow,
And shoot less scorn. B. Jonson, Catiline, ii. 1.

Whan he came to the green grass growin',
He slack'd his shoon and ran.

Lady Maisry (Child's Ballads, II. 84).

3f. To relax; let go the hold of; lose or let slip.
Which Warner perceiving, and not willing to slack so

good an opportunity, takes advantage of the wind.
Eny. Stratagem (Arber's Eng. Garner, I. 610).

4. To make less intense, violent, severe, rapid,
etc.; abate; moderate; diminish; hence, to miti-
gate; relieve.

As he [Ascanius] was tossed with contrary stormes and
ceased to persuade me, euen soo slacked my feruentnes to

enquyre any further, vntyl the yeare of Christe. 1500.
Peter Martyr (tr. in Eden's First Books on America,

[ed. Arber, p. 103).

I am nothing slow to slack his haste.

Shak., K. and J., iv. 1. 3.

If there be cure or charm
To respite, or deceive, or slack the pain
Of this ill mansion. Milton, P. L., ii. 461.

5. To be remiss in or neglectful of; neglect.
What a remorse of conscience shall ye have, when ye

remember how ye have slacked your duty !

Latimer, Sermons, p. 231.

When thou shalt vow a vow unto the Lord thy God,
thou shalt not slack to pay it. Deut xxiii. 21.

6f. To make remiss or neglectful.
Not to slack you towards those friends which are re-

ligious in other clothes than we. Donne, Letters, xxx.

7. To slake (lime). See slake1
,
v. t., 3. 8. To

cool in water. [Prov. Eng.] To slack away, to
ease off freely, as a rope. To slack off, to ease off ; re-
lieve the tension of, aa a rope. To slack out. Same
as to slack away. to slack over the wheel, to ease the
helm. To Slack up. (a) Same as to slack off. (b) To re-

tard the speed of, as a railway-train.

slack2 (slak), re. [Prob. < G. schlacke, dross,
slack, sediment: see slag

1
. SlackV is thus ult.

related with slack1 .] The finer screenings of

coal; coal-dirt; especially, the dirt of bitumi-
nous coal. Slack is not considered a marketable mate-
rial, but may be and is more or less used for making
prepared or artificial fuel. Compare small coal, under
small.

slack3 (slak), . [ME. slak; < Icel. slakki, a slope
on a mountain's edge. Cf. slag

2
, slake?, slack1

,

4, slapt.~] if. A sloping hillside.

They took the gallows from the slack,
They set it in the glen.

RMn Hood rescuing the Widows three Sons (Child's Bal-

[lads, V. 267).

2. An opening between hills
;
a hollow where

no water runs. [Prov. Eng. and Scotch.]
3. A common. [Prov. Eng.] 4. A morass.
[Scotch.]
Slack-backed (slak'bakt), a. Out of condition
in some way, as a whale.

It is well known frequently to happen, especially in
what are called slack-backed flsh, that the spasmodic con-
vulsion and contraction which attend the stroke of the

harpoon is instantly followed by a violent heaving and
distention of the part, by which the wound is presented
twice as wide as the barbs of the instrument which made
it, and [it] is, therefore, often cast back out of it

Manby, Voyage to Greenland, p. 130.

slack-bake (slak'bak), t>. t. To bake imper-
fectly; half-bake.

He would not allude to men once in office, but now hap-
pily out of it, who had . . . diluted the beer, slack-baked
the bread, boned the meat, heightened the work, and
lowered the soup. Dickens, Sketches, iv.

slacken (slak'n), r. [< ME. "slaknen, sleknen

(= Icel. slakna); < xlark 1 + -en 1
.'] I. intniim.

To become slack, (a) To become less tense, firm, or

slae

rigid: as, a wet cord slackens in dry weather. (i>) To
become less violent, rapid, or intense; abate; moderate.

These raging fires

Will slacken, if his breath stir not their flames.

Milton, P. L, ii. 213.

(c) To become leas active; fall off: as, trade slackened;
the demand slackens; prices slacken, (d) To become re-

miss or neglectful, as of duty.
II. trans. To make slack or slacker, (a) To

lessen or relieve the tension of ; loosen ; relax : as, to slack-

en a bandage, or an article of clothing.

Time gently aided to asswage my Pain ;

And Wisdom took once more the slacken'd Reign.
Prior, Solomon, ii.

His bow-string slacken'd, languid Love,
Leaning his cheek upon his hand,

Droops both his wings. Tennyson, Eleanore.

(6) To abate ; moderate ; lessen ;
diminish the intensity,

severity, rate, etc., of; hence, to mitigate; assuage; re-

lieve : as, to slacken one's pace ; to slacken cares.

Shall any man think to have such a Sabbath, such a rest,
In that election, as shall slacken our endeavour to make
sure our salvation, and not work as God works, to his
ends In us? Donne, Sermons, xxii.

(c) To be or become remiss in or neglectful of
;
remit ; re-

lax : as. to slacken labor or exertion.

slack-handed (slak'han'ded), a. Remiss ; neg-
lectful; slack. [Bare.]

Heroic rascality which is ever on the prowl, and which
finds well-stocked preserves under the slack-handed pro-
tection of the local committee.

Edinburgh Rev., CXLV. 370.

slack-jaw (slak'ja), . Impertinent language.
[Slang.]
"I ain't nuvver whooped that a-way yit, mister," said

Sprouse, with a twinkle in his eye ;

' but I mought do it

fur you, bein
1

as how ye got so much slack-jaw."
The Century, XXXVII. 407.

slackly (slak'li), adv. [< ME. slakly ; < slack1

+ -ly*.'} In a slack manner. (at) Slowly ; in a

leisurely way.
We sayled forth slakly and easely ayenst the wynde, and

so the same daye ayenst nyght we come nyghe ye yle of

Piscopia. Sir R. Ouylforde, Pylgrymage, p. 58.

(b) Loosely ; not tightly.

Her hair, . . . slackly braided in loose negligence.
Shak., Lover's Complaint, 1. 35.

(c) Negligently ; remissly ; carelessly.

That a king's children should be so convey'd,
So slackly guarded ! Shak., Cymbeline, i. 1. 64.

(rf) Without briskness or activity.

Times are dull and labor slackly employed.
The American, IX. 148.

slackness (slak'nes), n. [< ME. slaknesse, slac-

tifsse, < AS. slecnes, sleacnes, slackness, < slsec,

sleac, slack: see slack1
.'] The character or state

of being slack, in any sense.

Matters of such weight and consequence are to be
speeded with maturity: for in a business of moment a
man feareth not the blame of convenient slackness.

The Translators to the. Reader of Bible (A. V.), p. cxvi.

slack-salted (slak'sal'ted), a. Cured with a
small or deficient quantity of salt, as fish.

slack-sized (slak'sizd), a. See sized2.

slad (slad), n. [A var. of slade1
.'] A hollow in

a hillside. See the quotation.
The general aspect presented by clay-bearing ground is

that which is locally known in Cornwall as "dad," being
a hollow depression in the side of a hill, which catches wa-
ter as it drains from it, the water percolating through the
soil assisting the decomposition of the granite beneath.

The Engineer, LXVU. 171.

slade 1
(slad), n. [< ME. slade, sleed, < AS. slad,

a valley, < Lr. slad, a glen, valley.] 1. A little

dell or valley ; a vale.

By-3onde the broke by slente other slade.
Alliterative Poems (ed. Morris), I. 141.

Satyrs, that in slades and gloomy dimbles dwell,
Run whooting to the hills.

Drayton, Polyolbion, ii. 190.

2. An open space or strip of greensward in a
wood or between two woods; a glade.

In the green wood slade
To meet with Little John's arrowe.

Robin Hood (Percy's Reliques), 1. 79.

3f. A harbor; a basin.

We weyed and went out at Goldmore gate, and from
thence in at Balsey slade, and so into Orwel wands, where
we came to an anker. llakluyt's Voyages, I. 310.

slade'-t. An obsolete preterit of slide.

slade3 (slad), . [Origin obscure; cf. slant.']
1. A long narrow spade with a part of one
side turned up at right angles, used for cutting
peats; a peat-spade. [Ireland.]
The peat is cut from the bog, in brick-shaped blocks, by

means of a peculiar spade known as a slade, and, alter

being dried in stacks, is used as fuel.

3u-dey, Physiography, p. 234.

2. The sole of a plow. E. H. Knight.
slae (sla), n. A dialectal (Scotch) form of sloe.

To the grene-wood I maun gae,
To pu' the red rose and the slae.

Cotpatrick (Child's Ballads, I. 156)i



slaer

slaert, A Middle English form of slayer.

slag 1
(slag), w. [< Sw. slagg, dross, dross of

metal, slag, = G. scMacke, dross, slack, sedi-

ments (schlackenstein, stone coming from scoria,

slag), = LG. slakke, scoria; cf. Icel. slagna,
flow over, be spilt, slag, wet, water penetrat-
ing walls, slagi, wet, dampness; akin to slack 1

.

Cf . slack2 and slacken 2.'] I. The earthy matter

separated, in a more or less completely fused
and vitrified condition, during the reduction
of a metal from its ore. Slags are the result of the
combination with one another, and with the fluxes added,
of the silicious and other mineral substances contained in
the ore, and they vary greatly in character according to
the nature of the ores and fluxes used. Blast-furnace

slags are essentially silicates of lime and alumina, the
alumina having usually been present in the ore, and the
lime added (in the form of carbonate of lime) as a flux, or
as a means of obtaining a slag sufficiently fluid to allow
of the easy and complete separation from it of the re-

duced metal. The slag of iron-furnaces is frequently
called cinder.

Is burnt-out passion's slag and soot
Fit soil to strew its dainty seeds on?

Lowell, Arcadia Rediviva.

2. The scoria of a volcano.

The more cellular kind (of lava] is called scoriaceous
lava ; or, if very openly cellular, volcanic scoria or slag.

Dana, Manual of Geology (3d ed.), p. 727.

Foreground black with stones and slags.

Tennyson, Palace of Art.

slag1
(slag), v. i.

; pret. and pp. slagged, ppr.
slagging. [< slag

1
, n.'} To form a slag, or to

cohere when heated so as to become a slag-like

mass.

slag'
2
(slag), n. [A var. of slack3

."]
A hollow or

depression of land. Earll.

slag-brick (slag'brik), . Brick made from slag.

slag-car (slag'kiir), n. A two-wheeled iron car
used to carry slag from a furnace to a dump-
ing-place.
slag-furnace (slag'fer"nas), . A furnace for
the extraction of lead from slags, and from ores
which contain but very little lead.

slaggy (slag'i), a. [< slag1 + -y
1

."] Pertaining
to or resembling slag: as, a hard slaggy mass ;

slaggy lavas.

slag-hearth (slag'harth), . A rectangular fur-
nace built of fire-brick and cast-iron, and blown
by one twyer: it is sometimes used in treating
the rich slags produced in various lead-smelt-

ing operations. The Spanish slag-hearth, used
to some extent in England, is circular, and has
three twyers.
slaght-boomt, [Prop. *slaghboom or 'slack-

boom, repr. MD. slacliboom, D. slat/boom, a bar,
< slack, slagh, D. slag, a blow (< slaan, strike, =
E. slay

1
), + boom, beam: see beam, boonft.] A

bar or barrier.

Each end of the high street leading through the Towne
was secured against Horse with strong slaiiht-boomes which
our men call Turn-pikes.
Relation of Action before Cyrencester (1642), p. 4. (Dames.)

slag-shingle (slag'shing"gl), n. Coarsely bro-
ken slag, used as ballast for making roads.

slag-wool (slag'wul), n. Same as
silicate^

cotton

(which see, under cotton1 ). It is occasionally
used as a non-conducting material, as in pro-
tecting steam-pipes.

slaiet, v- An obsolete form of slay
1

.

slaigntt, ' Same as slait.

slain (slan). Past participle of slay
1 Letters

Of slains, in old Scots law, letters inscribed by the rela-
tives of a person slain, declaring that they had received an
assythment or recompense, and containing an application
to the crown for a pardon to the murderer.

slaister (slas'ter), . [Prob. ult. (with inter-

change of sk and st) < Sw. slaska, dash with
water (slask, wet), = Dan. slaske, dabble, pad-
dle : seeslashy, andcf. slosli, slush.] 1. Dirty,
slovenly, or slobbery work; a mess.
"Are you at the painting trade yet?" said Meg; "an

unco slaister ye used to make with it lang syne."
Scott, St. Ronan's Well, ii.

2. A slobbery mass or mess.
The wine ! ... if ever we were to get good o 't, it was by

taking it naked, and no wi' your sugar and your slaisters
I wish, for ane, I had ne'er kend the sour smack o 't.

Scott, St. Ronan's Well, xxxii.

slaister (slas'ter), v. [< slaister, .] I. trans.
To bedaub.

II. intrans. 1. To slabber; eat slabberingly
or in a slovenly manner.
Hae, there 's a soup parritch for ye ; it will set ye bet-

ter to be slaistering at them. Scott, Antiquary, x.

2. To move or work in a slovenly, dirty, or
puddling manner: as, slaistering through a
muddy roatl. [Scotch in all uses.]
slaistery (slas'ter-i), a. and n. [Also slaistry; <
slaister + -y

1
.] I. a. Slabbering; sloppy; disa-

greeable: as, slaistery work; slaistery weather.
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II. . 1. Dirty or slabbery work. 2. The
mixed refuse of a kitchen. [Scotch in all uses.]

slait (slat), n. [Formerly also slaiglit; origin
obscure.] 1. An accustomed run for sheep.
Aubrey. Hence 2. A place to which a person
is accustomed. Halliirell. [Prov. Eng.]
slake 1

(slak), v.
; pret. and pp. slaked, ppr. slak-

ing, [(a) Slake, intr., ME. slaken, sicken, glakini,
< AS. sleacian, become slack or remiss (in

comp. dsleacian); (b) E. dial, slatch, tr., < ME.
slekken, < AS. sleccan = OS. slekkian, quench,
extinguish (cf. Icel. slokva, pp. slokinn, slake,
Sw. slacka, Dan. slukke, quench, allay, slake);
< alxc, sleac, slack: see slack1 . Cf. slack1

, v.,
a doublet of slake1

.'] I. intrans. If. To become
slack

;
loosen

;
slacken

;
fall off.

When the body's strongest sinews slake,
Then is the soul most active, quick, and gay.

Sir J. Dailies, Immortal, of Soul, iii.

2f. To be lax, remiss, or negligent.
Hit were to long, lest that I sholde slake
Of thing that bereth more effect and charge.

Chaucer, Good Women, 1. 619.

3f. To become less strong, active, energetic,
severe, intense, or the like; abate; decrease;
fail; cease.

Thi sijte and heeryng bigynneth to slake,
Thee needith helthe and good counsaile.

Hymns to Virgin, etc. (E. E. T. $.), p. 71.

When it dreew too the derk & the dale slaked,
The burd busked too bedde.

Alisaunder of Macedoine (E. E. T. S.), 1. 714.

As then his sorrow somewhat 'gan to slake,
From his full bosom thus he them bespake.

firayton, Barons' Wars, v. 14.

4f. To desist
; give over ; fall short.

They wol not of that flrste purpos slake.

Chaucer, Clerk's Tale, 1. 705.

But jeue me grace fro synne to flee,
And him to loue let me neuere slake.

Hymns to Virgin, etc. (E. E. T. S.), p. 11.

5. To become disintegrated and loosened by
the action of water

; become chemically com-
bined with water : as, the lime slakes.

II. trans. 1. To make slacker slow; slow;
slacken.

At length he saw the hindmost overtake
One of those two, and force him turne his face ;

However loth he were his way to slake.
Yet mote he algates now abide, and answere make.

Spenser, F. Q., V. viii. 5.

2. To make slack or loose
;
render less tense,

firm, or compact; slacken. Specifically 3.
To loosen or disintegrate; reduce to powder
by the action of water : as, to slake lime. Also
slack. 4f. To let loose; release.

At pasch of Jewes the custom was
Ane of prison to slake,
"Withouten dome to latt him pas
ffor that hegh test sake.

MS. Harl. 4196, If. 209 (Cath. Ang., p. 342).

5. To make slack or inactive
; hence, to quench

or extinguish, as fire, appease or assuage, ashun-

ger or thirst, or mollify, as hatred: as, to slake

one's hunger or thirst
;
to slake wrath.

To slake his hunger and encombre his teeth.

Chaucer, Good Women, 1. 2006.

It could not slake mine ire nor ease my heart.

Shak., 3 Hen. VI., i. 3. 29.

A wooden bottle of water to slake the thirst in this hot
climate. Pococke, Description of the East, I. 131.

Air-slaked lime, lime which has been converted into a
mixture of hydrate and carbonate by exposure to moist air.

Slaked lime, or hydrate of lime, quicklime reduced
to a state of powder by the action of water upon it. In
the process the lime combines chemically with about one
third of its weight of water, producing a great evolution
of heat.

slake2 (slak), 11. [< ME. slake, appar. a var. of

slak, *slakke, < Icel. slakki, a slope on a moun-
tain's edge: see slack3 . The word seems to be
confused in part with slake3

,
and slack1

, n., 4.]
1. A channel through a swamp or mud-flat.

There, by a little slake, Sir Launcelot wounded him sore,
nigh unto the death. Morte d'Arthure, vi. 6.

Yarrow Slake, a ruined haven half-filled by the wash of
sand and soil, which still receives the waters of the Tyne
at flood, and is left dry at ebb. You have to wind round
this basin, or slake as it is called, to reach Shields.
W. Howitt, Visits to Remarkable Places (ed. 1842), p. 140.

The narrative of adventures by day and by night in a
gunning punt along the slake* off Holy Island is pervaded
by the keen salt breezes from the North Sea.

Athenieum, No. 3203, p. 3J8.

2. Slime or mud.
Being dreadfully venom'd by rolling in slake.

W. Hall, Sketch of Local Hist, of the Fens, quoted in

[N. and Q., 6th ser., X. 188.

slake3 (slak), v. t.
; pret. and pp. slaked, ppr.

slaking. [Prob. < Icel. sleikja = Sw. slicka =
Dan. slikke, lick, = late MHG. sleeken, G. sclileck-

cn, lick, lap, eat ravenously; perhaps akin to,

slander

or in some senses confused with, sleek, slick1
,

slink 1
.']

To besmear; daub. [Scotch.]
slake3 (slak), w. [< slake3

, r.] A slovenly or

slabbery daub
;
a slight dabbing or bedaubing

as with something soft and slabbery ; a "
lick."

[Scotch.]

May be a touch o' a blackit cork, or a slake o' paint.
Scott, Heart of Mid-Lothian, xvii.

slake4 (slak), n. [E. dial, also slauke, sloke,

K/nke; perhaps connected with state2.] A name
of various species of Algse, chiefly marine and
of the edible sorts, as Ulra Lactuca, U. latis-

xiimi, and Porpliyra laciniata: applied also to
fresh-water species, as Enteromorplta and per-
haps Conferva. [Prov. Eng.]
slake-kale (slak'kal), n. Either of the sea-
weeds Porphyra and Ulvd Lactuca.
slakeless (slak'les), a. [< slake1 + -/ess.] In-

capable of being slaked or quenched ;
inextin-

guishable; insatiable. Byron.
slake-trough (slak'trof), 11. A water-trough
used by blacksmiths to cool their tools in forg-
ing.
slakin (slak'in), . See slacken2 .

slam1 (slam), r.
; pret. and pp. slammed, ppr.

damming. [< Sw. dial, slamma = Norw. slem-

ma, slemba, strike, bang, slam, as a door; cf.

the freq. form Icel. slamra, slambra = Norw.
slamra, slam; cf. Sw. slamra, prate, chatter,
jingle, slammer, a clank, noise; perhaps ult.

akintostopl.] I. trans. 1. To close with force
and noise

; shut with violence
; bang.

Mr. Muzzle opened one-half of the carriage gate, to ad-
mit the sedan, . . . and immediately slammed it in the
faces of the mob. Dickens, Pickwick, xxv.

2. To push violently or rudely; beat; cuff.

[Prov. Eng.] 3. To throw violently and with
a loud, sudden noise : as, to slam a book down
upon the table. 4. In card-playing, to beat by
winning all the tricks in a hand or game.

II. intrans. To move or close violently and
with noise

;
strike violently and noisily against

something.
The door is slamming behind me every moment, and

people are constantly going out and in.

Macaulay, in Trevelyan, I. 266.

The wind suddenly arose, the doors and shutters of the
half-uninhabited monastery slammed and grated upon
their hinges. Jt. Curzon, Monast. in the Levant, p. 195.

slam1 (slam), n. [< slam 1
, P.] 1 . A violent and

noisy collision or bang, as when a door is sud-

denly shut by the wind, or by a vehement push :

as, the shutters were closed with a slam. 2.
The winning of all the tricks in a hand at whist,
or in a game of euchre. 3. The refuse of alum-
works.

slam'-'t (slam), . [Origin obscure.] An old

game at cards.

Ruffe, slam, trump, noddy, whisk, hole, Bant, new-cut,
Unto the keeping of foure knaves he'l put.

John Taylor, Works (1630). (Hares. )

At Post and Paire, or Slam, Tom Tuck would play
This Christmas, but his want wherwith says nay.

Herrick, Upon Tuck.

slam3 (slam), n. [Cf . D. slomp = G. sclilampe, a
slattern (schlampen, be dirty or slovenly) ; prob.
a nasalized form, < D. slap = G. schlaff = Dan.
slap = Sw. slapp, lax, loose, lazy. Cf. slamkin.~]
An ill-shaped, shambling fellow.

Miss Hoyden. I don't like my lord's shapes, nurse.
Nurse. Why in good truly, as a body may say, he is but

a slam. Vanbrugh, The Relapse, v. 5.

slam-bang (slam'bang'), adv. and a. Same as

slap-bang.
slamkin (slam'kin), . [Alsoslammerkin; Sc.

slammikin, also slannnacks; appar. < slain3 +
-kin."] 1. A slatternly woman; a slut. [Prov.
Eng.] 2. A loose morning-gown worn by
women about the middle of the eighteenth cen-

tury. It was trimmed with cuffs and ruffles of
lace.

slan (slan), n. A dialectal plural of sloe. Also
slans.

slander (slan'der), n. [Early mod. E. alsostawn-

der, slaundre; < ME. slaunder, sclaunder, sclan-

dre, sclaundre, sklaundre, sclondre, < OF. esclan-

dre, esclaundre, with interloping I (cf . si- often
scl- in ME.) for older escandre, escandle, escan-

dele, scandele = Pr. escandol = Sp. escdndalo =
Pg. escandalo = It. scandalo, < LL. scandalum,
offense, reproach, scandal: see scandal, ofwhich
slander is thus a doublet.] If. A cause of stum-

bling or offense ; a stumbling-block ;
offense.

Mannes sone shal sende his angels, and ther shulden
gedre of his rewme alle sclaundris, and hem that don wick-
idnesse. Wyclif, Mat. xiii. 41.

2f. Reproach ; disgrace ;
shame

;
scandal.



slander

Thei sellen Beneflces of Holy Chirche. And so don Men
in othere Places. Ood amende it, whan his Wille is. And
that is gret Sclaundre. .Vaudeville, Travels, p. 19.

Thou slander of thy mother's heavy womb !

Thou loathed issue of thy father's loins !

Shot., Rich. III., i. 3. 231.

3f. Ill fame ; bad name or repute.
The sclaundre of Walter ofte and wyde spradde.

Chaucer, Clerk's Tale, 1. 660.

You shall not find me, daughter,
After the slander of most stepmothers,
Evil-eyed unto you. Shak., Cymbeline, i. 1. 71.

4. A false tale or report maliciously uttered,
and intended or tending to injure the good
name and reputation of another: as, a wicked
and spiteful slander; specifically, in law, oral
defamation published without legal excuse
( Cooley). Defamation if not oral is termed libel. Asper-
sions spoken only to the subject of them are not in law
deemed slander, because not injurious to reputation ; but
when spoken in the hearing of a third person they are
deemed published. Slander is a tort only to be proceeded
for in a civil action, while libel is also punishable crimi-
nally.

To bakbyten and to bosten, and here fals witnesse ;

To scornie and to scolde, sclaundres to make.
Piers Plan-man (C), iii. 86.

Slander consists in falsely and maliciously charging an-
other with the commission of some public offense, crimi-
nal in itself, and indictable, and subjecting the party to
an infamous punishment, or involving moral turpitude,
or the breach of some public trust, or with any matter in
relation to his particular trade or vocation, which, if true,
would render him unworthy of employment, or, lastly,
with any other matter or thing by which special injury is
sustained. Kent.

Quick-circulating slanders mirth afford
And reputation bleeds in ev'ry word.

Churchill, The Apology, 1. 47.

5. The fabrication or uttering of such false re-

ports ; aspersion ; defamation
; detraction : as,

to be given to slander.

The worthiest people are the most injured by slander

Slander (slan'der), v. t. [Early mod. E. also

slaunder, sclaunder; < ME. slaunderen, sclaun-

deren, sclaundren, sclaindren, skaunderen, < OF.
esclandrer, esclandrir, escandrer, offend, dis-

grace, < esclandre, escandre, offense, scandal:
see slander, n. Cf. scandal, v.] If. To be a

stumbling-block to
; give offense to

;
offend.

And who euere sch&lsclaundre oon of thes litle bileuynge
in me, it is good to him that a mylne stoon of assis were
don aboute his necke, and were sent in to the see.

Wyclij, Mark ix. 41.

2t. To discredit
; disgrace ; dishonor.
Tax not so bad a voice

To slander music any more than once.

Shak., Much Ado, ii. 3. 47.

3. To speak ill of
; defame; calumniate; dis-

parage.
When one is euill, he doth desire that all be euill ; if he

be sclaundered, that all be defamed.
Guevara, Letters (tr. by Hellowes, 1577), p. 95.

The leaf of eglantine, whom not to slander,
Out-sweeten'd not thy breath.

Shak., Cymbeline, iv. 2. 223.

Specifically 4. In law, to utter false and in-

jurious tales or reports regarding; injure or
tarnish the good name and reputation of, by
false tales maliciously told or propagated.
See slander, n., 4, and compare libel. 5. To re-

proach ; charge : with with.

To slander Valentine
With falsehood, cowardice, and poor descent.

Shak., T. G. of V., iii. 2. 31.

= Syn. 4. Defame, Calumniate, etc. See asperse.
Slanderer (slau'der-er), n. [< ME. sklaunderer;
< slander, v., + -cri.] One who slanders; a ca-

by maliciously uttering something to the injury
of his good name.

The domes salle than be redy
Tille the sMaunderers of God alle myghty.

Hampole, Pricke of Conscience, I. 7042.

Railers or slanderers, tell-tales, or sowers of dissension.
Jer. Taylor.

slanderfullyt (slan'der-ful-i), adv. [< "slander-

ful (< slander + -ful) + -/y
2
.] Slanderously ;

calumniously.
He had at all times, before the judges of his cause used

himself unrevereutly to the King's Majesty, and slander-
fully towards his council.

Council Book, quoted in Strype's Cranmer, I. 822.

slanderous (slan'der-us), a. [< OF. esclan-

dreiix, < esclandre, slander: see slander. Cf.
scandalous, a.'] If. Scandalous

; ignominious ;

disgraceful; shameful.
The vile and slanderous death of the cross.

Book of Homilies (1573).

t'gly and slandermts to thy mother's womb,
Full of unpleasing blots and sightless stains.

Shak., K. John, iii. 1. 44.
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2. Containing slander or defamation; ca-

lumnious; defamatory: as, slaii'li-rixix words,
speeches, or reports.
He hath stirred up the people to persecute it with ex-

probations and slanderous words.

Lalimer, 6th Sermon bef. Edw. VI., 1549.

As by flattery a man opens his bosom to his mortal
enemy, so by detraction and a slanderous misreport he
shuts the same to his best friends. South.

3. Given to slander; uttering defamatory words
or tales.

Done to death by slanderous tongues
Was the Hero that here lies.

Shak., Much Ado, v. 3. 3.

slanderously (slan'der-us-li), adv. In a slan-
derous manner; with slander; calumniously;
with false and malicious report. Rom. iii. 8.

Slanderousness (slan'der-us-nes), n. Slander-
ous or defamatory character or quality,
slanet (slan), n. [< Ir. sleaghan, a turf-spade,
dim. of sleagh, a spear, pike, lance. Cf. slade3.]A spade for cutting turf or digging trenches.
Dig your trench with slanes.

Ellis, Modern Husbandman (1750), IV. ii. 40. (Davies.)

Unfortunately, in cutting the turf where this was found,
the slane or spade struck the middle ; it only, however,
bruised it. Cot. Valiancy, quoted in Archsologia, VII. 167.

slang1
(slang). An obsolete or archaic preterit

of slingl.

slang2 (slang), n. [Origin obscure; perhaps,
like slanket, connected with slank, slim, and ult.
with sling

1
.] A narrow piece of land. Also

slanket. Halliwell.

There runneth forth into the sea a certain shelfe or slang,
like unto an out-thrust tongue, such as Englishmen in old
time termed a File.

Holland, tr. of Camden, p. 715. (Danes.)
Eventually, though very beat, he struggled across a

couple of grass fields into the slang adjoining Brown's
Wood. The Field, April 4, 1885. (Encyc. Diet.)

slang3 (slang), n. [Of obscure cant origin ;
the

form suggests a connection with sling, in a way
indicated by the use of sling and fling in ' to

sling epithets,' 'to fling reproaches,' etc., and
by similar uses of related Scand. forms, as
Norw. sleng, a slinging, a device, a burden of
a song; slengja, sling (slengja kjeften, abuse,
lit. 'sling the jaw'); slengjenamn, a nickname;
slengje-ord, an insulting word or allusion

;
Icel.

slyngr, slyngum, cunning : see sling*. The noun,
in this view, must have arisen in quasi-com-
position (slang-patter, slang-word, sZangr-name,
etc.), or else from the verb. Evidence of early
use is lacking. The word has nothing to do with
language or lingo, and there is no evidence to es-
tablish a Gipsy origin.] 1. The cant words or

jargon used by thieves, peddlers, beggars, and
the vagabond classes generally; cant.

Slang in the sense of the cant language of thieves ap-
pears in print certainly as early as the middle of the last
century. It was included by Grose in his "Dictionary of
the Vulgar Tongue," published in 1786. But it was many
years before it was allowed a place in any vocabulary of
our speech that confined itself to the language of good
speakers and writers. Its absence from such works would
not necessarily imply that it had not been in frequent use.
Still, that this never had been the case we have direct evi-
dence. Scott, in his novel of "Redgauntlet," which ap-
peared in 1824, when using the word, felt the necessity of

slang-whanger
certain professions, occupations, and classes of society,
such as racing slang, college slang, club slang, literary
slang, political slang, (see cants.) slang enters more or
less into all colloquial speech and into inferior popular
literature, as novels, newspapers, political addresses, and
is apt to break out even in more serious writings. Slang
as such is not necessarily vulgar or ungrammatical ; in-

deed, it is generally correct in idiomatic form, and though
frequently censured on this ground, it often, in fact, owes
its doubtful character to other causes. Slang is often
used adjectively : as, a slang expression. See the quota-
tions below.

The smallest urchin whose tongue could tang
Shock'd the dame with a volley of slang.

Hood, Tale of a Trumpet.
Cant, as used in the phrases "thieves' cant,

"
"tinkers'

cant,"
"
printers' cant," or the cant of any craft or calling,

is really a language within a language, and is intended to
conceal the thoughts of those who utter it from the un-
initiated. Slang, on the other hand, is open to all the
world to use, and its ranks are recruited in various ways

JV. and Q., 7th ser., VIII. 341.

Center slang, thieves' slang in which the middle vowel
of a word is taken as its initial letter, and other letters
or syllables are added to give the word a finish, as lock
becomes "ockler," pitch, "itchper," etc. KMon-Turner,
Vagrants and Vagrancy, p. 478. Riming slang, a kind
of cant or secret slang spoken by street vagabonds in Lon-
don, consisting of the substitution of words or sentences
which rime with other words or sentences intended to be
kept secret: as, "apples and pears" tor stairs; "Cain and
Abel" for a table. See back-slang. =Syn. 2. Slang, Col-

loquialism, etc. See cants.

slang3 (slang), v. [< slangS, n.] I. intrant. To
use slang; employ vulgar or vituperative lan-

guage.
To slang with the fishwives.

Mayhew, London Labour and London Poor, III. 350.

II. trans. To address slang or abuse to
;
be-

rate or assail with vituperative or abusive lan-

guage; abuse; scold.

Every gentleman abused by a cabman or slanged by a
bargee was bound there and then to take off his coat and
challenge him to fisticuffs. The Spectator.

As the game went on and he lost, and had to pay, . . .

he dropped his amiability, slanged his partner, declared
he wouldn't play any more, and went away in a fury.

H. James, Jr., Little Tour, p. 89.

These drones are posted separately, as "not worthy to
be classed," and privately slanged afterwards by the Mas-
ters and Seniors. C. A. Bristed, English University, p. 100.

slang* (slang), n. [Origin obscure and various
;

cf. slangt, slangs.] 1. Among London coster-

mongers, a counterfeit weight or measure.
Some of the street weights, a good many of them, are

slangs, but I believe they are as honest as many of the
shop-keepers' after all.

Mayhew, London Labour and London Poor, II. 104.

2. Among showmen : (a) A performance. (6)A traveling booth or show. Mayliew. 3. A
hawker's license: as, to be out on the slang
(that is, to travel with a hawker's license).
[Thieves' slang.]

Slang5 (slang), n. [Cf. slangS, slang*.] 1. A
watch-chain. [Thieves' slang.] 2. pi. Leg-
irons or fetters worn by convicts. The slangs con-
sist of a chain weighing from seven to eight pounds and
about three feet long, attached to ankle-basils riveted on
the leg, the slack being suspended from a leather waist-
band: hence the name.

slangily (slang'i-li), adv. [< slangy + -lyt.~] In
slang or slangy usage; by users of slang; ir-

reverently.

part at all from its original sense. In the thirteenth chap-tr of that work, one of the characters is represented as

the use of cant words and the thieves' Latin called slang
that, even when he caught the words, he found himself as
far as ever from the sense of their conversation." No one
who is now accustomed either to speak slang [in def. 2J, or
to speak of the users of it, would think of connecting it

it is clear from this one quotation that the complete
change of meaning which the term has undergone has
taken place within a good deal less than sixty years.

The Nation, Oct. 9, 1890, p. 289.

Let proper nurses be assigned, to take care of these
babes of grace [young thieves). . . . The masterwho teaches
them should be a man well versed in the cant language
commonly called the slang patter, in which they should by
all means excel.
Jonathan Wild's Advice to his Successor (175S). (Hotten.)

2. In present use, colloquial words and phrases
which have originated in the cant or rude speech
of the vagabond or unlettered classes, or, be-

.-._- . _, 1886.

slanginess (slang'i-nes), n. [< slangy + -ness.~\

Slangy character or quality : as, the slanginess
of one's speech.
Their speech has less pertness, flippancy, and slanginess.

Athenaum, No. 3288, p. 582.

slangrillt, . [Origin obscure
;
cf . slang* and

gangrel.'] A lout; a fellow: a term of abuse.
The third was a long, leane, olde, slavering slangrill,with a Brasill staffe in the one hand, and a whipcord in

the other.

Greene, Quip for an Upstart Courtier. (Davies.)

slangular (slang'gu-lar), a. [< slangs + -ular;
formed after angular,"etc.~\ Having the nature
or character of slang ; slangy. [Humorous.]

Little Swills is treated on several hands. Being asked

start."

quired or have had given them restricted, capri-
cious, or extravagantly metaphorical meanings,
and are regarded as vulgar or inelegant. Ex-
amples of slang are rum for 'queer,' gay for 'dissolute,'
corned, tight, slued, etc., for 'intoxicated,' awfully for 'ex-
ceedingly,' jolly for 'surprising, uncommon,' .'/"/*// for
something or somebody that is charming or admirable,
kick the bucket or hop the twig for 'die,' etc. This collo-
quial slang also contains many words derived from thieves'
cant, such as pal for 'partner, companion,' cove for 'fel-

low,' and ticker for 'watch.' There is a slang attached to

Dickens, Bleak House xi

i -
7 --j -3 slangy or abusive

language; talk in a noisy, abusive, or railing
way. [Colloq.]
With tropes from Billingsgate's slang-whanging Tartars.

Hood, Ode to Rae Wilson.

Slang-whanger (slang'hwang"er), n. A scurril-
ous, noisy, or railing person ; a noisy, abusive,
or long-winded talker. [Colloq.]

It embraces alike all manner of concerns, from the or-
ganisation of a divan ... to the appointment of a con-



slang-whanger
stable, the personal disputes of two miserable slang-whang-
erg, the cleaning of the streets, or the economy of a dust-

cart. Irving, Salmagundi, No. 14.

Slangy (slang'i), a. [< slang* + -y
1
.] 1. Of,

pertaining to, or of the nature of slang: as, a

xlitngy expression. 2. Addicted to the use of

slang.
Both were too gaudy, too slangy, too odorous of cigars,

and too much given to horseflesh.

JHckens, Our Mutual Friend, ii. 4.

slank (slaugk), a. [= D. slank = MLG. slank =
MHG. slanc, G. schlank = Dan. slank (cf. Sw.

slankig), slender, meager; cf. Dan. slunken 1
,

lank, gaunt ; connected with slink9 , and prob.
ult. with slink1 . Cf. lank1 .] Slim; slender;
lank. [Prov. Eng.]
He is a man of ruddy complexion, brown hair and stank,

hanging a little below his jaw-bones.
The Grand Impostor Examined (1656). (Damei.)

Blanket (slang'ket), . [Cf. slank and siting
2

."]

Same as slang2 .

slant (slant), f. [Also dial. (Sc.) sclent, sklent,

sklint; < ME. slenten, sclenten, slope, glide, <

Sw. dial, slenta, sliinta, slope, glide, Sw. slinta

(pret. slant), slide, slip, glance (as a knife);
cf. Sw. slutta ("slunta), slant, slope, Sw. dial.

slant, slippery; cf. slink1 . The Corn, slyntyii,

slide,glide alone, W. ysglent, a slide, are prob. <

E.] L.intrans. I. To lie obliquely to some line,
whether horizontal or perpendicular; slope: as,

a slanting roof.

It ... dented doune to the erthe.

Kynge Arthnre (ed. Southcy), II. 281.

Lo ! on the side of yonder slanting hill,

Beneath a spreading oak's broad foliage, sits

The shepherd swain. Dodsley, Agriculture, ill. 244.

The shades that slanted o'er the green.
Keats, I Stood Tiptoe upon a Little Hill.

2. To go or turn off at a small angle from some
direct line; deviate: as, at this point the road
slants off to the right. Specifically 3. To ex-

aggerate ;
"draw the long bow"; fib. [Scotch.]

4. To have a leaning; incline.

"Your minister sartin doos slant a leetle towards th'

Arminians; he don't quite walk the crack," Josh says, ses

he. H. B. Stowe, Oldtown, p. 483.

Slanting Stitch, a stitch in double crochet-work produ-
cing short diagonal lines in the finished fabric.

II. trans. To give a sloping direction to;
set or place at an angle to something else: as,
slant the mirror a little more,
slant (slant), a. andm. [< ME. slants, slimte, in

the phrase on xlante, o slonte, a slants; < slant,
v. Cf. aslant.] I. a. Sloping; oblique; inclined
from a direct line or plane.

The clouds

Justling, or push'd with winds, rude in their shock,
Tine the slant lightning. Milton, P. L., x. 1075.

Clouds through which the setting day
Flung a giant glory far away.

Whittier, The Preacher.

1'he busiest man can hardly resist the influence of such
a day ; farmers are prone to bask in the slant sunlight at
such times, and to talk to one another over line-fences or
seated on top-rails. E. Eggleston, The Graysons, xxxi.

Slant fire, in gun, Seejire, 13.

II. . 1. Aii oblique direction or plane; a

slope.
It lies on a slant. C. Richardson.

2. An oblique reflection or gibe ;
a sarcastic re-

mark. 3. Achance; an opportunity. [Slang.]
Slant Of Wind (naut.), a transitory breeze of favorable

wind, or the period of its duration.

slantendicular (slan-ten-dik'u-lar), a. [< slant
+ -endicular as in perpendicular.] Oblique, not

perpendicular ; indirect. [Humorous slang.]
And he [St. Vitus] must put himself [in the calendar]

under the first saint, with a slantendicular reference to the
other. De Morgan, Budget of Paradoxes, p. 289.

Slantingly (slan'ting-li), adv. 1. In a slanting
or sloping manner or direction. 2f. Indi-

rectly.
Their first attempt which they made was to prefer

bills of accusation against the archbishop's chaplains and
preachers, . . . and slantingly through their sides strik-

ing at the archbishop himself. Strype, Cranmer, 1. 159.

slantly (slant'li), adv. Obliquely; in an in-

clined direction
; slopingly; slantingly.

The yellow Moon looks slantly down,
Through seaward mists, upon the town.

R. H. Stoddard, A Serenade.

slantwise (slant' wiz), adv. Slantingly; slantly.
The sunset rays thy valley fill,

Poured slantinse down the long defile.

Whittier, The Merrimack.

slap 1
(slap), v. 1.

; pret. and pp. slapped, ppr.
slapping. [< ME. "sluppen, < LG. slappen (> G.

schlappen), slap ; prob. akin to IanM and per-
haps ult. to stay1

.] 1. To strike with the open
hand or with something flat : as, to slap one on
the back; to slap a child on the hand.

.=5684

Mrs. Baynes had gone up stairs to her own apartment,
had slapped her boys, and WHS looking out of the window.

Thackeray, Philip, xxvi.

In yonder green meadow, to memory dear,
He slaps a mosquito, and brushes a tear.

0. W. Holme*, City and Country.

2. To strike with
; bring upon or against some-

thing with a blow.

Dick, who thus long had passive sat,

Here strok'd his Chin and cock'd his Hat,
Then slapp'd his Hand upon the Board.

Pnor, Alma, i.

slap
1

(slap), H. [< ME. slappe, < LG.
slappe (> G. sclilappe), the sound of a blow, a

sounding box on the ears, a slap, = OHG.
"slapfe (> It. schiaffo), a box on the ear: see

slap
1

, v.] 1. A blow given with the open hand,
or with something flat.

Warre the home and heles lest thai flynge
A slappe to the.

Palladia*, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 1S2.

He hastened up to him, gave him a hearty shake of the

hand, a cordial dap on the back, and some other equally
gentle tokens of satisfaction. Miss Burney, Evelina, xxxii".

slap
1

(slap), adr. [An elliptical use of slap
1

,

r. and n.] With sudden and violent force;

plump; suddenly. [Colloq.]
The whips and short turns which in one stage or other

of my life have come glap upon me.
Sterne, Tristram Shandy, ill. 38.

His horse, coming tiap on his knees with him, threw
Him head over heels, and away he flew.

Barham, Ingoldsby Legends, II. 143.

slap 1
(slap), a. [<fcy>l, r. Cf.slaji-np, bang-up.]

First-rate
;
of the best

; "slap-up." [Slang.]

People 's got proud now, I fancy that 's one thing, and
must nave everything flap.

Mayhew, London Labour and London Poor, II. 119.

slap2 (slap), . [Origin uncertain; perhaps a

var. of slack3 ;
cf. Dan. slap = Sw. slapp, lax,

loose, = D. slap = MLG. LG. slap =OHG. MHG.
slaf, G. schlaff, feeble, weak (see sleep).] 1.

A narrow pass between two hills. [Scotch.]
2. A breach in a wall, hedge, or fence ; a gap.
[Prov. Eng. and Scotch.] 3. A gap in the

edge of a knife, etc. [Scotch.]

slap
2
(slap), . t. [< slap"

2
, .] To break into

gaps ;
break out (an opening), as in a solid wall.

[Prov. Eng. and Scotch.]

slap3t (slap), v. An obsolete variant of slop
1

.

slap-bang (slap'bang'), adv. [An elliptical use
of slap

1
, v., + bang1

, v.] With a slap and a

bang ; hence, suddenly ; violently ;
with a sud-

den noisy dash; headlong; all at once: as, to

go sl<ip-bang through the ice or through a win-
dow. Also slam-bang. [Colloq.]

slap-bang (slap'bang'), a. and n. [< slap-bang,
TT* _1 __ I __Li__ A 1 __ ? ___ I____

adr.] I. . Violent; dashing. Also slam-bang.
II. H. A low eating-house. [Slang, Eng.]
They lived in the same street, walked into town every

morning at the same hour, dined at the same slap-bang
every day, and revelled in each other's company every
night. Dickens, Sketches, Characters, xi.

slap-dash (slap'dash'), adi: [An elliptical use
of slap

1
, c., + dash, v.] In a sudden, offhand,

abrupt, random, or headlong manner ; abrupt-
ly ; suddenly ; all at once. [Colloq.]
He took up a position opposite his fair entertainer, and

with much gravity executed a solemn, but marvelously
grotesque bow ; . . . this done, he recovered body, and
strode away again dap-dash. C. Reads, Art, p. 20.

slap-dash (slap'dash), a. and n. [< slap-dash,

adv.] I. a. Dashing; offhand; abrupt; free,

careless, or happy-go-lucky; rash or random;
impetuous: as, a slap-dash manner; slap-dash
work; a slap-dash writer. [Colloq.]

It was a slap-dash style, unceremonious, free and easy
an American style. Bulwer, My Novel, iii. 8.

The slapdash judgments upon artists in others [letters]
are very characteristic (of Landor).

Lowell, The Century, XXXV. 515.

H. n. 1. A composition of lime and coarse

sand, mixed to a liquid consistency and applied
to exterior walls as a preservative ; rough-cast-
ing; barling. [Prov. Eng.] 2. The outside

plaster filling of a half-timbered house, be-
tween the beams.
The wood is painted of the darkest possible red, and

the gray slap-dash is filled with red granite pebbles.
The Century, XXXII. 423.

3. Offhand, careless, happy-go-lucky, or ill-con-

sidered action or work. [Colloq.]
As a specimen of newspaper slapdash we may point to

the description of General Ignatieff as " the Russian Mr.
Gladstone." Athenaum, No. 3197, p. 146.

4f. Violent abuse.
Hark ye, Monsieur, if you don't march off I shall play

you such an English courant of slap-dash presently that
shan't out of your ears this twelvemonth.

Mrs. Centlivre, Perplexed Lovers, iii.

slash

slap-dash (slap'dash), r. t. [< xltiii-diixli, adr.]
1. To do in a rough or careless manner. [Col-
loq.] 2. To rough-cast (a wall) with mortar.

slape (slap), . [< Icel. xlrii; also x/ijipr, slip-

pery, < slipa, be slim or smooth, = Sw. slipa =
Dan. slibe (slipa, tr., grind) = G. sclileifen, slip:
see slip

1
. Ct.slab 1

.] Slippery; smooth; hence,
crafty; hypocritical. [Prov. Eng.] Slape ale,
plain ale, as opposed to medicated or mixed ale. Slape-
face, a soft-spoken, crafty hypocrite. HattiweU.

slapjack (slap'jak), w. S&rae&s flapjack. [U.S.]
Anon he passed the fragrant buckwheat fields, breath-

ing the odor of the bee- hive ; and, as he beheld them, soft

anticipations stole over his mind of dainty slapjacks, well

buttered, and garnished with honey or treacle.

Irving, Sketch- Book, p. 438.

slappaty-poucht (slap'a-ti-poucb), n. [A va-

riation, imitative of quick motion, of slap the

l/di/cli, i. e. pocket.] The act or process of slap-
ping the hands, when cold, against the sides to
warm them. [Rare.]

I cannot but with the last degree of sorrow and anguish
inform you of our present wretched condition ; we have
even tired our palms and our ribs at slappaty-pouch, and
... I [Charon] had almost forgot to handle my sculls.

TomBrmm, Works, II. 126. (Daviet.)

slapper (slap'er), n. [< slap
1 + -er1 .] 1. One

who or that which slaps. 2. A person or thing
of large size

;
a whopper. [Vulgar.]

slapping (slap'ing), a. [Prop. ppr. of slap
1
, v.]

Very big ; great. [Vulgar.]
slap-sancet (slap'sas), . [< slaj>9, v., + obj.

sauce.] A parasite. Minsheu.

Slapsavce fellows, slabberdegullion druggels, lubbardly
louts. Urjuhart, tr. of Rabelais, i. 26.

slap-sided (slap'si'ded), a. Same as slab-sided.

slap-up (slap'up), a. [Cf. slap
1 and bang-up.]

Excellent
;
first-rate

;
fine

; scrumptious ; bang-
up: as, a slap-up hotel. [Slang.]

It ain't a fortnight back since a smart female servant,
in slap-up black, sold me a basket full of doctor's bottles.

Mayhew, London Labour and London Poor, II. 122.

Might he [Bob Jones] not quarter a countess's coat on his

brougham along with the Jones' arms, or, more slap-up
still, have the two shields painted on the panels with the
coronet over? Thackeray, Newcomes, xxxi.

slargando, slargandosi (slar-gan'do, -se), a.

[It., ppr. of slargare, enlarge, widen, dilate,< L.

ex, out, + largus, large: see large.] In music,
same as rallentando.

slash1 (slash), v. [< ME. slaschen, < OF. escle-

cher, esclescher, csclischer, esclechier, dismember,
sever, disunite : same as csclichier, esclicier, es-

clicer, > E. slice: see slice and slish, of which
slash 1 is a doublet. The vowel a appears in

the related word slate: see state2 . In defs. 4, 5

(where cf. the similar cut, n., 2) prob. confused
with lash 1

.] I. trans. 1. To cut with long in-

cisions; gash; slit; slice.

They which will excell the rest in gallantry, and would
seeme to haue slaine and eaten the most enimiee. sloth and
cut their flesh, and put therein a blacke powder, which
neuer will bee done away. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 837.

2. To cut with a violent sweep ;
cut by striking

violently and at random, as with a sword or
an ax.

Then both drew their swords, and so cut 'em and slasht 'em
That five of them did fall.

Robin Hood's Birth (Child's Ballads, V. 360).

But presently slash off his traiterous head.

Greene, Alphonsus (Works, ed. Dyce, II. 28).

3. To ornament, as a garment, by cutting slits

in the cloth, and arranging lining of brilliant

colors to be seen underneath.

One Man wears his Doublet slash'd, another lac'd, another

plain. Sdden, Table-Talk, p. 102.

Costly his garb his Flemish ruff

Fell o'er his doublet, shaped of buff,
With satin nl*h\l and lined.

Scott, L. of L. M.,v. 16.

4. To lash. [Bare.]

Daniel, a sprightly swain that used to slash

The vigorous steeds that drew his lord's calash.
W. King.

5. To crack or snap, as a whip.
She slashed a whip she had in her hand

;
the cracks

thereof were loud and dreadful.
Dr. H. More, Mystery of Godliness (1660), p. 220.

[(Latham.)

H. intrans. 1. To strike violently and at ran-

dom with a cutting instrument; lay about one
with sharp blows.

Hewing and slashing at their idle shades.

Spenser, F. Q.,11. ix. 15.

If we would see him in his altitudes, we must go back
to the House of Commons ;

. . . there he cuts and slashes.

Roger North, Examen, p. 268.

2. To cut or move rapidly.
The Sybarite slothed through the waves like a knife

through cream-cheese. Hannay, Singleton Fontenoy.



slash

[<slash 1
(slash), n. [< xlaslt 1

, c.] 1. A cut; a

gash ;
a slit.

They circumcise themselves, and mark their faces with

2. Dashing; recklessly r

gait. 3. very big; great
A slashing fortune.

5685 slate

rapid: as, a slaxhimj slat-bar (slut'biir), " The bar of the limber of

; slapping. [Colloq.'j a siege-howitzer between the splinter-bar and
the bolster, connecting the futchells.

Dickens, Hard Times.

slatch 1
(sliich), H. [An assibilated form ofmc^itU, True Travels, 1. 50. H^^^Mj^^S 1 ~7^^Nau^ (a) The slack of a rope. (6) A

round trom South Carolina to Louisiana along
J

f fi

<

ther- (f.) A brief pass.

the coast, and in the West Indies. It is a fair- V~"
hrppyp

sized tree, with a wood nearly equaling that of the long-
, <T i.,? ,

, u\ , .- rA t rvf M*2 1 To
leafed pine, though rarely made into lumber. Also called slatch- (slacli), r. !. |A \ar. OI sia

swamp-pine, bastard pine, and meadow-pine. Sargent. dabble in mire. [Scotch.]

slashy (slash'i), a. [< slash2 + -y
l

. Cf . sloshy, slat-crimper (slat'krim"per), . A machine
Fletcher and Roideii, iiaiil in the Mill, iv. 2.

slushy.'] Wet and dirty. HalUwell. [Prov. Eng.] for compressing the ends of slats to make them
Andrew Fail-service . . . had only taken this recumbent slat1 (slat), v.

; pret. and pp. slatted, ppr. slat- fit mortises cut to receive them,

posture to avoid the slashes, stabs, and pistol-balls which nnn, r< ME. slatten, sleaten, sclatten, scletten, slate1 (slat), v. t. ; pret. and pp. slated, ppr.
for a moment or two were flying in various directions. 1- - - " -"

Scott, Kob Roy, xxxix.

2. A random, sweeping cut at something with

an edged instrument, as a sword or an ax, or

with a whip or switch.

time; for Don Mar-

3. A slit cut in the stuff from which a garment.. ~. 3 , I V/J. 1111YI, A-1V1,,. OVI/H*) u. mv.,
, prv*

is made, intended to show a different and usu-
root of stay : see sial. Cf.slaught.~\ I. trans.

1 To throw or cast down violently or careless-

. Eng. and U. S.] 2. To strike
;

ally bright-colored material underneath. This
manner of decorating garments was especially in use In the

sixteenth and the early part of the seventeenth century.

Compare panel, and see cut under puffed.

Her gown was a green Turkey grogram, cut all into

panes or slashes, from the shoulder and sleeves unto the

foot, and tied up at the distance of about a hand's-breadth

everywhere with the same ribbon with which her hair was
bound.

Lord Herbert of Cherbury, Life (ed. Howells), p. 112.

Hence 4. A piece of tape or worsted lace

placed on the sleeves of non-commissioned of-

ficers to distinguish them from privates; a

stripe. 5. A clearing in a wood; any gap or

opening in a wood, whether caused by the

operations of woodmen or by wind or fire.

Compare slashing, 2.

All persons having occasion to burn a fallow or start

a fire in any old chopping, winA-slash, bush or berry lot,

swamp "viaie" or beaver meadow, shall give five days'
notice. New York Times, April 13, 1886.

6. pi. Same as slashing, 3. 7. A wet or

. ,

, jerk.

knock; beat; bang.
JHmdoza. How did you kill him?
Malevole. Slatted his brains out, then soused him in the

briny sea. Marston and Webster, Malcontent iv. 1.

II. intrans. To flap violently, as the sails

when blown adrift in a violent wind, or when
in a calm the motion of the ship strikes them

set a dog loose at. [Prov. Eng.]
Heo . . . sletten him with hundes.

Life of St. Jttliana (E. E. T. S.), p. 52. (Stratmann.)

2. To haul over the coals
;
take to task harshly

or rudely; berate; abuse; scold; hold up to

ridicule ;
criticize severely : as, the work was

slated in the reviews. [Colloq., Eng.]

;rateful, you set to and slate me !

. Blackmore, Kit and Kitty, xxxi.
And instead of being j

B. D
None the less I'll slate him. I'll slate him ponderously

in the cataclysm. R. KipKny, The Light that Failed, iv.against the masts and rigging.
The two top-gallant-sails were still hanging in the bunt-

' " ' _
, .I-M- *;

lines, and slatting and jerking as though they would take slate2 (slat), H, and a. [< ME. slat, slatte, slate,

the masts out of her. sclate, usually selat, sclatte: see MOP.J I.

R. H. Dana, Jr., Before the Mast, p. 351.

(slat), H. [< slatl, .] 1. A sudden flap

or slap; a sharp blow or stroke.

The sail . . . bellied out over our heads, and again, by
a slat of the wind, blew in under the yard with a fearful

jerk. Ji. H. Dana, Jr., Before the Mast, p. 257.

2. A spot; stain. [Prov. Eng.] 3. A spent
salmon, or one that has spawned... salmon, or one mai uas spawueu.

swampy place overgrown with bushes: often
slat2(sl;t);

.

pret . and plaited, ppr.slatting.in the plural.

Although the inner lands want these benefits [of game]
(which, however, no pond or slash is without), yet even

they have the advantage of wild-turkeys, &c.

Beverley, Virginia, ii. t 27.

Henry Clay, the great Commoner, as his friends loved

to call him, was spoken of during election-time as the
Miller Boy of the Stashes.

S. De Vere, Americanisms, p. 250.

8. A mass of coal which has been crushed and
shattered by a movement of the earth's crust.

[Wales.]
Thus, the latter [the coal), which is there nearly all in

the state of culm or anthracite, has been for the most

Same as slate1 ! [Prov. Eng.]
ilat3 (slat), v. i. and t.; pret. and pp. slatted, ppr.

slatting. [Perhaps another use of slat1
;
other-

wise a var. of "slate; < OF. esclater, shiver, splin-
ter: see slate?. Cf. slatf, n.] To split ;

crack.

[Prov. Eng.]
And withall such maine blowes were dealt to and fro

with axes that both head-peeces and habergeons were
slat and dashed a peeces.

Holland, tr. of Ammianus MarceUinus (1609). (Nares.)

If. A thin, flat stone or piece of stone ;
a thin

plate or flake. See slat3 ,
1.

With sunne and the frost togither, it [the Columbine
marll will resolve and cleave into most thin slates or flakes.

Holland, tr. of Pliny, xvii. 8.

Especially 2. A piece or plate of the stone

hence called slate. (See def. 3.) Specifically

(a) A plate of slate used for covering in or roofing build-

ings ; a tile of slate, (b) A tablet of slate, usually in-

closed in a wooden frame, used for writing, especially by
school-children ; hence, any similar tablet used for this

purpose.

The door, which moved with difficulty on its creaking
and rusty hinges, being forced quite open, a square and

sturdy little urchin became apparent, with cheeks as red

as an apple. ... A book and a small slate under his arm
indicated that he was on his way to school.

Hawthorne, Seven Gables, iii.

3. A rock the most striking characteristic of

which is its fissile structure, or capability of

Slat3 (slat), n. and a. [Early mod. E. also slatte; being easily split or cleft into thin plates of

< ME slat, slatte, usually sclat, sklat, sclate, nearly uniform thickness and smooth surfaces.

/ oflot t,o alafc (CiV pxrint CWallnoTi The rocks in which a fissile structure is particularly well
sclatte, a flat stone, slate, < OF. esclat (Walloon

slasher (slash'er), s. [< stesft1 4- -er1 .] 1. One
who or that which slashes. Specifically (a) A cut-

ting weapon, as a sword.
" Had he no arms ?

"
asked the Justice. "

Ay, ay, they
are never without barkers and slashers."

Scott, Guy Mannering, xxxii.

(6) An instrument or appliance of various kinds used in

some slashing operation. (1) In brickmakinfl, a piece of

wrought-iron three feet in length, three inches wide, and
three eighths of an inch thick, set in a handle about two
and one half feet long and two inches in diameter, used to

slash or cut through the clay in all directions with a view
to detecting and picking out any small stones that may
be found in it.

He [the temperer] next trims the small pile of clay into

shape, and commences to cut through it with an instru-

ment called a slasher, and any stone that he may strike

with the slasher is picked out of the clay.
C. T. Davis, Bricks and Tiles, p. 107.

(2) A machine for sizing, drying, and finishing warp-yarns.
2. The thrasher or fox-shark. [Local, Eng.]
slashing (slash'ing), n. [Verbal n. of slash*,

v.~\ 1. A slash or pane in a garment.
Gowns of "silver plush and port-wine satin," with bro-

caded trains gleaming fitfully with slashings of exquisite
pink. Mheneeum, Oct. 27, 1888, p. 551.

2. In milit. engin., the felling of trees so that
their tops shall fall toward the enemy, and thus
prevent or retard his approach ; also (in singu-
lar or plural), the trees thus felled: same as
abatis2

,
1. 3. pi. Trees or branches cut down

by woodmen. Also slashes.

slashing (slash'ing), p. a. 1. That cuts and
slashes at random; recklessly or unmerciful-

ly severe; that cuts right and left indiscrimi-

nately: as, a slashing criticism or article. [Col-

loq.]

Here, however, the Alexandrian critics, with all their

slashing insolence, showed themselves sons of the feeble ;

they groped about in twilight. De (juincey, Homer, i.

He maybe called the inventor of the modern slashing

And thei not fyndinge in what part thei schulde here

him yn, for the cumpenye of peple, stijeden vp on the

rof, and by the sclattis thei senten him doun with the bed
in to the myddil, byfore Ihesu. Wyclif, Luke v. 19.

The gallery is covered with blew slatte like our Cornish

tile. Coryat, Crudities, I. 83, sig. D.

And for the roof, instead of slats,

Is covered with the skins of bats,
With moonshine that are gilded.

Drayton, Nymphidia.

2. A thin slab or veneer of stone sometimes
used to face rougher stonework or brickwork.

E. H. Knight. 3. A long narrow strip or slip
of wood. Specifically (a) A strip of wood used to fas-

ten together larger pieces, as on a crate, etc. (6) One of

a number of strips forming the bottom boards of a bed-

stead, (c) One of a number of strips secured across an

opening so as to leave intervals between them, aa in a

chicken-coop, rabbit-hutch, etc. (d) One of the cross-laths

of a Venetian blind, or the like.

Virginia, . . . kneeling behind the slats of her bedroom
window-blinds, watched the little Canadian fishing wagon

ney-pieces, writing slates, etc. The valuable varieties of

roofing-slate come almost exclusively from the older meta-

morphic rocks. (See cleavage &n& foliation.) North Wales
is by far the most important slate-producing region of the

world, some beds having been worked there aa early as

the twelfth century. The principal quarries are in south-

ern Carnarvonshire and Merionethshire in the Lower Silu-

rian, and in Montgomeryshire in the Upper Silurian.

There are also quarries in Cornwall in the Devonian, and
slates of the same geological age are obtained in France

in considerable quantity, as well as in parts of Germany
adjacent to the Rhine. There are various quarries in

Devonshire in the Carboniferous ;
but in most of them the

slate furnished is not of first-rate quality ; and, in general,
it may be said that the Carboniferous is the highest geolo-

gical formation producing what can properly be denom-
inated slate. The slate of the United States comes almost

entirely from a very low position in the geological series,

as is also the case in Europe. Pennsylvania and Vermont
are the principal slate-producing States, and they together
furnished in 1889 nearly six sevenths in value of the total

production of the country; but Pennsylvania's share was
thre'ee times as great as that of Vermont.

4. A preliminary list of candidates prepared
as it drove away. Harper's Mag., LXXVI. 220. by party managers for acceptance by a nomi-

() In carriage-building, one of the thin strips of wood or nating caucus or convention: so called as be-
iron used to fonn the ribs of the top or canopy of a buggy, jng written down, as it were on a slate, and
carryall, or rockaway, or to form the bottom of a wagon- Ql? _ori n_ prnsprl likp a school bov's writing-
body. (/) One of the radial strips used in forming the a"6""1 ^f 86

,

11 llke a Sc
_

n
body. (/) One of the radial strips
bottom of a wicker basket.

4. pi. Dark-blue ooze, rather hard, left dry by
the ebb of the sea. HalUwell. [Prov. Eng.]
Slat-weaving machine, a form of loom for weaving, in

which the wettis slats, palm-leaf, or some similar material.

The weft is cut in lengths corresponding to the width of

the goods, and put into the shed piece by piece.

II. n. Made of slats slat awning, a wooden or

metal awning made of slats. Slat matting, a kind of

wood carpet made of veneers or wooden slats fastened

upon a fabric. In some examples narrow strips of differ-

ent sorts of wood are glued upon cloth, and dried, and
the surface is then planed and finished. Slat seat, a

seat made of narrow strips of wood, usually arranged lon-

gitudinally with a space between each pair. Slat weir,
a weir or pound for the capture of fish having slats instead

of netting. [Cape Cod, Massachusetts.]

article.
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Athenxum, Jan. 14, 1888, p. 43. S. Lat. An abbreviation of south latitude.

[U. S. political slang.] Adhesive slate, see ad-

hesive. Aluminous slate, slate containing alumina,
used in the manufacture of alum. Alum slate. See

alum. Argillaceous slate, clay slate (which see, under

clay). Back ofa slate. Seeewil. Bituminous slate,
soft slate impregnated with bitumen. Chlorite slate.

See chlorite. Drawing-Slate. Same as black cAnZt(a)

(which see, under chalk). Hone or whet slate, slate

which has much silica in its composition, and is used for

hones. Hornblende slate, slate containing hornblende.

Knotted slate See Jmofi, n., 3 (f). Lithographic
slate See lithographic. Polishing slate. See poliih-

ina-slate. Rain-spot slate, certain slates forming part
of the Lower Silurian series in Wales : so called from their

mottled appearance. Skiddaw Slates, a series of slaty

and gritty rocks occurring in the Lake District of England,
and forming there the base of the fossiliferous rocks. The
most important fossils which they contain are graptolites.

Stonesfield slate, i n yeol., a division of the Great Oolite



slate

group, as developed in Gloucestershire and Oxfordshire,
consisting of thin-bedded calcareous sandstone, extivm< !>

rich in a great variety of organic remains, among which
are the mammalian genera Amphitheriitm, Phalazcotht'-

rium, and Stereognathug. Portions of this formation have
been worked for a roofing-material from a remote period.

II. a. Of the color of slate
;
slate-colored ; of

a dark, slightly bluish-gray color of medium
luminosity.
slate2 (slat), v. t.; pret. and pp. slated, ppr.
slating. [< slate'*, .] 1. To cover with slate

or plates of stone : as, to slate a roof.

A high dated roof, with fantastic chimneys.
Longfellow, Hyperion, i. 5.

2. To enter as on a slate
; suggest or propose

as a candidate by entering the name on the
slate or ticket : as, A. B. is already slated for the

mayoralty. See I., 4. [U. S. political slang.]
3. In tanning, to cleanse from hairs, etc., with

a slater. See slater, 3.

slate-ax (slat 'aks), w. A slaters' tool : same as
sax1

,
2.

slate-black (slat'blak), a. Of a slate color hav-

ing less than one tenth the luminosity of white.
slate-blue (slat'blo), a. Dull-blue with a gray-
ish tinge; schistaceous.

slate-clay (slat'kla), n. Same as shale%.

slate-coal (slat'kol), . 1. A variety of cannel-
coal; "a hard, dull variety of coal" (Gresley).
This name is given to one of the beds of coal in the Leices-
tershire (England) coal-field ; it is nearly the same as

splint-coal, also called tlatu or bony coal, and contains slaty
matters interstratified, which are called bone in Pennsyl-
vania (see bond, 9).

2. As the translation of the German Schiefer-

kohle, a somewhat slaty or laminated variety
of lignite, or brown coal.

slate-colored (slat'kul"ord), a. Of a very dark
gray, really without chroma, or almost so, but
appearing a little bluish.

slate-cutter (slat'kut*er), n. A machine for

trimming pieces of slate into the forms desired
for roofing- or writing-slates. It consists of a table
with knives pivoted at one end, and operated by hand-
levers. Also called slate-cutting machine.

slate-frame (slat'fram), . A machine for

dressing and finishing the wooden frames for

writing-slates.

slate-gray (slat'gra), . A relatively luminous
slate color.

slate-peg (slat'peg), n. A form of nail used
for fastening slates on a roof; a slaters' nail.

slate-pencil (slat'pen'
/
sil), . A pencil of soft

slate, or like material, used for writing or figur-
ing on framed pieces of slate.

Slater (sla'ter), . [ME. slater, sctoter; < slate?
+ -!.] 1. One who makes or lays slates;
one whose occupation is the roofing of build-

ings with slate.

But th' masons, and slaters, and such like have left their

work, and locked up the yards.
Mrs. Gaskell, Mary Barton, v.

2. A general name of cursorial isopods. slaters

proper, or wood-slaters, also called wood-life, hoy-lice, and
sow-bugs, are terrestrial oniscids, of the family Onistidte, as
the British Porcellio scaber. Box-slaters are Idoteidse;
water-slaters are Asellids, as the gribble, Limnoria tere-

brans; shield-slaters belong to the genus Cassidina ; globe-
slaters to Sphseroma. The cheliferous slaters are Tanai-
dee. See the technical names, and cuts under Oniscus and
Isopoda.
3. A tool, with blade of slate, used for fleshing
or slating hides.

slate-saw (slat'sa), . A form of circular stone-
saw for cutting up or trimming slabs of slate.

slate-spar (slat'spar), . A slaty form of cal-
careous spar: same as shiver-spar.
slather (slaTH'er), . [Origin obscure.] A
quantity; a large piece: usually in the plural.
[Slang.]
I could give you twenty-four more, if they were needed,

to show how exactly Mr. can repeat slathers and slath-
ers of another man's literature. New Princeton Rev., V. 50.

slatify (sla'ti-fi), v. t.
; pret. and pp. slatified,

ppr. -slatifying. [< slate2 + --/y.] To make
slaty in character; give a slaty character to.

slatiness (sla'ti-ues), n. Slaty character or
quality.

slating1
(sla'ting), n. [< ME. slating; verbal

n. of slate1
, r.] 1. Baiting.

Bay of bor, of }>o\e-slatyng [bull-baiting).
Kyng Alisaunder, 1. 200. (HalliweU.)

2. An unsparing criticism
;
a severe reprimand.

[Colloq., Eng.]
slating* (sla'ting), n. [Verbal n. of slate**, o.]
1. The operation of covering roofs with slates.

2. A roofing of slates. 3. Slates taken col-

lectively; the material for slating: as, the whole
slating of a house. 4. A liquid preparation
for coating blackboards so that they may be
marked upon with chalk or steatite : generally

5686

called liquid slating. Such preparations are
better than oil-paint, as they do not glaze the
surface.

To apply the slating, have the surface smooth and per-
tly free from grease. Workshop Receipts, 2d ser., p. 257.fec

slat-iron (slat'i"ern), w. In a folding carriage-
top, an iron shoe incased in leather, forming a

finishing to the bow or slat which is pivoted by
it to the body of the vehicle.

slat-machine (slat'ma-shen*), n. In icood-

irorkiiiii : (a) A machine for cutting slats from
a block, (ft) A machine for making the tenons
on blind-slats, and for inserting the staples by
which such slats are connected.

Slat-plane (slat'plan), n. A form of plane for

cutting thin slats for blinds, etc. In some forms
the stock carries a number of cutters, so that several slats
are cut simultaneously. E. H. Knight.

slattet (slat), n. See slaft.

slatted (slat'ed), p. a. [< slats + -ed?.] Fur-
nished with, made of, or covered with slats:

as, a slatted frame.
Blatter (slat'er), r. t. [Freq. ofslaft : see slafl.]
1. intrans. 1. To be careless of dress and dirty ;

be slovenly.

Dawgos, or Dawkin, a negligent or dirty slattering wo-
man. Ray, North Country Words.

2. To be wasteful or improvident.
This man ... is a lord of the treasury, and is not cov-

etous neither, but runs out merely by slattering and neg-
ligence. .tii-iji. Journal to Stella, six.

II. trans. To waste, or fail to make a proper
use of

; spill or lose carelessly. HalliweU.
Slattern (slat'ern), . and a. [Prob. (with un-

orig. as in bittern 1
,
or perhaps through the

ppr. slattering) < slatter, r.] I. . A woman
who is negligent of her dress, or who suffers her
clothes and household furniture to be in disor-

der; one who is not neat and nice; a slut.

We may always observe that a gossip in politics is a slat-

tern in her family. Addison, The Freeholder, No. 26.

Her mother was a partial, ill-judging parent, a dawdle,
&slattern, . . . whose house was the scene of mismanage-
ment and discomfort from beginning to end.

Jane Austen. Mansfield Park, xxxix.

II. a. Pertaining to or characteristic of a
slattern; slovenly; slatternly.

Beneath the lamp her tawdry ribbons glare,
The new-scour'd manteau, and the slattern air.

Gay, Trivia, iii. 270.

slatternt (slat'ern), v. t. [< slattern, n.; cf.

slatter, ?.] To consume carelessly or idly;
waste : with away. [Rare.]

All that I desire is, that you will never slattern away
one minute in idleness. Chesterfield.

slatternliness (slat'ern-li-nes), n. Slatternly
habits or condition.

slatternly (slat'ern-li), a. [< slattern + -ly
1
.]

Pertaining to a slattern
; having the habits of a

slattern; slovenly.
A very slatternly, dirty, but at the same time very gen-

teel French maid is appropriated to the use ofmy daughter.
Chesterfield.

Every court had its carven well to show me, in the noisy
keeping of the water-carriers and the slatternly, statuesque
gossips of the place. Howells, Venetian Life, ii.

slatternly (slat'ern-li), adv. [< slatternly, .]

In a slovenly way.
slatterpoucn (slat'er-pouch), n. [< *slatterlor
slat1 + pouch. Cf.slappaty-pouch.~] A kind of

game.
When they were boyes at trap, or slatterpouch,
They'd sweat.

Qayton, Notes to Don Quixote, p. 86. (Wares.)

slattery (slat'er-i), n. t< slatter + -yi.] Wet;
sloppy. [Pi'ov. Eng.]
slaty (sla'ti), a. [<to2 + _yi.] Resembling
slate

; having the nature or properties of slate :

as, a slaty color or texture
;
a slaty feel.

The path . . . scaled the promontory by one or two
rapid zigzags, carried in a broken track along the precipi-
tous face of a slaty grey rock. Scott, Rob Roy, x.
Slaty cleavage, cleavage, as of rocks, into thin plates or
lamina, like those of slate : applied especially to those
cases in which the planes of cleavage produced by pres-
sure are often oblique to the true stratification, and per-
fectly symmetrical and parallel even when the strata are
contorted. Slaty gneiss, a variety of gneiss in which
the scales of mica or crystals of hornblende, which are
usually minute, form thin laminie, rendering the rock
easily cleavable.

slaughtt (slat), . [< ME. slaught, slauht, slagt,
< AS. sleaht, sleht, sliht, styht, killing, slaughter,
fight, battle (chiefly in comp.) (= OS. slahta =
OFries. slacbte= D. slagt= MLG. slack t= OHG.
slahta, slaht, MHG. slahte, slant, G. scMacht, kill-

ing, slaughter, fight, battle, = Sw. slagt, killing
(< LG.), = loel.sldtta = Dan. sleet, mowing;
with formative -t, < AS. sledn (pp. slegen), etc.,

Slav

strike, kill, slay: see slay
1

. Cf. nianshttti/lit, on-

slaught.] Killing; slaughter.

Myche slaghte in the slade, & slyngyng of horse !

Mony derfe there deghit, was dole to beholde.
Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 6006.

slaughter (sla'ter), n. [<TA'E.slaiigliter,slaiiltlir,
xlinitii; slinrti/r, slagiiter, < AS. as 'if "slfnlitttr (=
Icel. sldtr, butchers' meat, = Norw. dial, ulati-

ter, cattle for slaughter), with formative -tor

(as in lilrahtor, E. laughter), < sledn (pp. sli'iji n ).

strike, kill, slay: seeslay 1
. Cf. Icel. slatr, butch-

ers' meat. Cf.sla ught.~\ The act of slaying or

killing, especially of many persons or animals.
(a) Applied to persons, a violent putting to death

; ruth-
less, wanton, or brutal killing ; great destruction of life

by violent means
; carnage ; massacre : as, the slaughter of

men in battle.

And zit natheles, men seyn, thei shalle gon out in the
tyme of Antecrist, and that thei schulle maken gret
slaughtre of Cristene men. itandeville, Travels, p. 267.

One speech ... I chiefly loved ; 'twas Eneas' tale to
Dido ; and thereabout of it especially where he speaks of
Priam's slaughter. Shak., Hamlet, 11. 2. 469.

(6) Applied to beasts, butchery ; the killing of oxen, sheep,
or other animals for market, (c) Great or sweeping reduc-
tion in the price of goods offered for sale. [Advertising
cant.] Slaughter of the Innocents. See innocent.

=8yn. (a) Havoc. See killl.

slaughter (sla'ter), v. t. [= Icel. sldtra = Norw.
xhiatra, slaughter (cattle) ; from the noun.] 1.
To kill

; slay ; especially, to kill wantonly, ruth-

lessly, or in great numbers; massacre: as, to

slaughter men in battle.

Many a dry drop seem'd a weeping tear.
Shed for the staughter'd husband by the wife.

Shale., Lucrece, 1. 1376.

Onward next morn the slaughtered man they bore,
With him that slew him.

William Morris, Earthly Paradise, I. 349.

2. To butcher; kill, as animals for the market
or for food : as, to slaughter oxen or sheep. =Syn
1. Slay, Massacre, etc. See Mil.

Slaughterdomt (slft'ter-dum), n. [< slaughter
+ -rfow.] Slaughter; carnage. [Rare.]

Lord, what mortal feuds, what furious combats, what
cruel bloodshed, what horrible glauffhterdom, have been
committed for the point of honour and some few courtly
ceremonies ! G. Harvey, Four Letters.

slaughterer (sla'ter-er),n. [< slaughter + -eri.]
A person employed in slaughtering ;

a butcher.

Thou dost then wrong me, as that slaughterer doth
Which giveth many wounds when one will kill.

Shak., 1 Hen. VI., ii. 6. 109.

slaughter-house (sla'ter-hous), . [< slaughter
+ house. Cf. Dan. slagterhus (< slagter, a butch-

er, + hus, house), D. slagthuis, MLG. slachte-

hiis, as E. slaught + house.'] A house or place
where animals are butchered for the market;
an abattoir; hence, figuratively, the scene of
a massacre ; the scene of any great destruction
of human life.

Not those [men] whose malice goes beyond their power,
and want only enough of that to make the whole World a
Slaughter-house. Stillingfieet, Sermons, I. v.

With regard to the Spanish inquisition, it mattered little

whether the slaughter-house were called Spanish or Flem-
ish, or simply the Blood Council.

Motley, Dutch Republic, III. 16.

Slaughter-house cases, three cases in the United States

Supreme Court. 1873 (16 Wall., 36X so called because sus-

taining the validity of a statute of Louisiana creating a

monopoly in the slaughtering business in a particular dis-

trict, on the ground that it was a regulation within the

police power for protection of health, etc. The decision
is important in its bearing upon the fourteenth amend-
ment to the United States Constitution.

Slaughtermant (sla'ter-man), n. [< slaughter
+ man.'] One employed in killing ;

a slayer ;

an executioner.

Herod's bloody-hunting slaughtermen.
Shak., Hen. V., iii. 3. 41.

All his aids
Of ruffians, slaves, and other slaughtermen.

B. Jonson, Catiline, v. 4.

Slaughterous (sla't6r-us), a. [< slaughter +
-OM#.] Bent on killing; murderous.

Direness, familiar to my slaughterous thoughts,
Cannot once start me. Shak., Macbeth, v. 5. 14.

Such butchers as yourselues neuer want
A colour to excuse your slaughterous mind.

Heywood, 1 Edw. IV. (Works, ed. Pearson, 1874, I. 53).

slaughterously (sla'ter-us-li), adv. Murder-
ously; so as to slay.

slaughter-weapon (sla'ter-wep'pn), n. A
weapon used for slaughtering.

Every man a slaugfiter weapon [or battle axe, R. V. in

margin] in his hand. Ezek. ix. 2.

slaundert, and v. An obsolete form of slan-
der.

Slav (slav), n. and a. [Also Slave, Sclav, Sclavs;
< G. MHG. SMare, Slave (ML. Sclarus, Slat-im,

JUi-laphus, MGr. 2/>?.<i/3or, 2.d^of), a Slav, a Sla-



Slav

voniaii ;
a shortened form of the Slavic word,

OBulg. Sloriaihiii (= KUHS. Nlnri/aiiiiifi, MGr.

S/oLa/tyroi;, ML. ,sW</rc.v), a Slav, Slavonian,

Slovenian; according to Miklosich the forma-

tion of the word with the suffix -ii-nfi points to

a local name as the origin: the ordinary deri-

vation from OBulg. sloro, a word, or slara, glory,

fame, is untenable. Hence Slavic, Slavonian,

Slaronii; K/ni-riiitni, xlii <<-. l<ii-iii<: etc.] I. .

One of a race of peoples widely spread in east-

ern, southeastern, and central Europe; a Sla-

vonian. The Slavs are divided into two sections the

southeastern and the western. The former section com-

prises the Russians, Bulgarians, Serbo-Croatians, and Slo-

venes; the latter, the Poles, Bohemians, Moravians, Slo-

vaks, Wends, and Kashoubes.

II. a. Slavic; Slavonian.

Slavdom (slav'dum), n. [< Slav + -dom.}
Slavs collectively ;

the group or race of peoples
called Slavs: as, the civilization of Slavdom.

Slave1
,
w. and a. See Slav.

slave2 (slav), n. and a. [Not found in ME.; <

OF. esclare, esclau, F. eselare = Pr. esclau, m.,

esclava, f., = Sp. esclavo = Pg. escravo = It.

scliiavo, stiavo (< ML. sclavus, Blame) = MD.

slave, slaef (also slavven), D. slaaf = Sw. slaf

= Dan. slave, < late MHG. sklave, slave, G. sklave,

a slave, prop, one taken in war, orig. one of the

Slavs or Slavonians taken in war, the word be-

ing identical with MHG. G. Sklave, Slave (ML.
Sclavus, Slavus, MGr. 2Wj8or, zeAa/3or), a Slav,

Slavonian: see Slav. For similar notions, cf.

AS. wealh, foreigner, Celt, slave: see Welsh.']

1. . 1 . A person who is the chattel or property
of another and is wholly subject to his will;

a bond-servant ;
a serf. See slavery

2
.

Let Egyptian slaves,

Parthlans, and barefoot Hebrews brand my face.

B. Jonson, Sejanus, ii. 2.

The inhabitants, both male and female, became the

slaves of those who made them prisoners.
. Irving, Granada, p. 36.

2. One who has lost the power of resistance

and is entirely under the influence or domina-

tion of some habit or vice : as, a slave to ambi-

tion
;
a slave of drink.

Give me that man
That is not passion's slave, and I will wear him
In my heart s core. Shak., Hamlet, iii. 2. 77.

3. One who labors like a slave ;
a drudge : as,

& slave to the desk. 4. An abject wretch ;
a

mean, servile person.
An unmannerly slaw, that will thrust himself into se-

crets! Shot., T. d. of V., ill 1.393.

5. In entom., an insect held captive by or made
to work for another, as in some colonies of ants.

See slave-making Fugitive-slave laws. See fugi-

tive Slave's diamond, a colorless variety of topaz found

in Brazil. Called by the French goutte d'eau. (Stave is

used in many self-explanatory compounds, as slave-breeder,

slave-catcher, slave-owner, slave-market, slave-trader, etc.]

= Syn. 1. Serf, Slave (see serf), bondman, thrall. See

servitude.

II. a. 1. Performed by slaves: as, slave

labor. 2. Containing or holding slaves: as,

a slave State. Slave State, in U. S. hist., a State in

which domestic slavery prevailed : used of the period im-

mediately preceding the civil war. These States were

Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, North Carolina. South Caro-

lina Georgia, Florida, Alabama, Mississippi, Louisiana,

Texas, Arkansas, Missouri, Kentucky, and Tennessee.

slave2 (slav), v. ; pret. and pp. slaved, ppr. slav-

ing. [= MD. D. slaven = MLG. slaven = Sw.

slafva; from the noun'.] I. intrans. To work
like a slave

;
toil ; drudge : as, to slave night

and day for a miserable living.

Il.t trans. To enslave.

But will you slave me to your tyranny ?

Fletcher (and another), Love s Cure, iii. 3.

Fortune, who slaves men, was my slave.

Middleton and Dekker, Bowing Gill

slave-baron (slav'bar'on), n. One who is in-

fluential by reason of the ownership of many
slaves. [An affected use.]

slave-born (slav'bdrn), a. Born in slavery.

slave-coffle (slav'kofl), n. A gang of slaves

to be sold
;
a coffle.

slave-driver (slav'dri"ver), . An overseer of

slaves at their work; hence, an exacting or

cruel taskmaster.

Slave-fork (slav'fork), . A forked branch of

a tree, four or five feet long, used by slave-

hunters in Africa to prevent the slaves they
have captured or purchased from running

away when on the march from the interior to

the coast. The forked part is secured on the neck of

the slave by lashings passing from the end of one prong to

the end of the other, so that the heavy stick hangs down

nearly to the ground, or (as is usually the case) is con-

nected with the fork on the neck of another slave. See

cut in next column.
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slave-grown (slav'gron), a. Grown on land

cultivated by slaves; produced by slave labor.

Slave-grown will exchange for non-slave-groum com-

modities in a less ratio than that of the quantity of labour

required for their production.
J. S. Mill, Pol. Econ., IIL vi. f 3.

slaveholder (slav'hol"der), . One who owns
slaves.

slaveholding (slav
' hoi "

ding), a. Holding or

possessing human beings as slaves: as, slave-

holdinif States.

Slave-hunter (slav'hun"tr), . One who hunts

and captures persons, as in Africa and parts of

Asia, for the purpose of selling them into sla-

very.
Especially characteristic of existence on the borderland

between Islam and heathendom is the story of our hero's

capture by a band of ruthless slavehunters.

The Academy, No. 903, p. 112.

slave-making (slav 'ma "king), a. Making
slaves, as an ant. Such ants are Formica sanguinea
and Polyergus rufescens, which attack colonies of Formica

fusca, capture and carry off the larva, and rear them in

servitude.

Slaver 1
(slav'er), v. [< ME. slaveren, < Icel.

slafra, slaver, = LG. slabbern, slaver, slabber:

see slabber*.} I. intrans. To suffer the saliva

to dribble from the mouth ;
drivel

;
slabber.

His mouthe slavers.

Hampole, Pricke of Conscience, 1. 784.

Make provision for your slavering hounds.

Massinger, City Madam, II. 2.

The mad mastiff is in the meantime ranging the whole

country over, slavering at the mouth.
Qoldmnith, Citizen of the World, Ixix.

II. trans. To besmear or defile with slaver or

saliva; beslabber.

Then, for a suit to drink in, so much, and, that being

slavered, so much for another suit.

B. Jonson, Bartholomew Fair, ii. 1.

Like hogs, we sftzuerhis pearls, "turn his graces into

wantonness," and turn again to rend in pieces thebringers.
Rev. T. Adams, Works, I. 344.

Twitch'd by the sleeve, he [the lawyer] mouths it more and

more,
Till with white froth his gown is slaver d o er.

C. Dryden, tr. of Juvenal's Satires, vii. 144.

slaver1 (slav'er), . [< ME. slaver, slavyr, <

Icel. sla.fr, slaver: see slaver*, v. Cf. slabber*,

.] Saliva driveling from the mouth ;
drivel.

Of all mad creatures, if the learn 'd are right,

It is the slaver kills, and not the bite.

Pope, Prol. to Satires, 1. 106.

slaver2 (sla'ver), n. [< slave"* + -er*.} 1. A
ship or vessel engaged in the slave-trade.

Two mates of vessels engaged in the trade, and one per-

son in equipping a vessel as a slaver, have been convicted

and subjected to the penalty of fine and imprisonment..

Lincoln, in Raymond, p. 175.

2. A person engaged in the slave-trade; a slave-

hunter; a slave-dealer.
The Slaver led her from the door,
He led her by the hand,

To he his slave and paramour
In a strange and distant land !

Longfellow, Quadroon Girl.

slaverer (slav'er-er), n. [< slaver* + -er*.}

One who slavers ;
a driveler ; hence, a servile,

abject flatterer.

slaveringly (slav'er-ing-li), adv. With slaver

or drivel.

slavery 1
(slav'er-i), a. [< slaver* + -y*. Cf.

slabbery.} Slabbery ;
wet with slaver.

"Yes, drink, Peggy," said Hash, thrusting his slavery

lips close to her ear. S. Judd, Margaret, I. 6.

slavery2 (sla'ver-i), n. [Early mod. E. slaverie

(= D. slavernij = G. sklaverei = Sw. slafveri =
Dan. slaveri) ;

as slave'2 + -ery.} 1. A state of

servitude ;
the condition of a slave

; bondage ;

entire subjection to the will and commands of

another; the obligation to labor for a master

slavish

without the cousenl of the servant; the estab-

lishment of aright in law which makes one per-

son :ilpsohite master of the body and the service

of another.
Taken by the insolent foe,

And sold to slavery. S/ialc., Othello, i. 3. 138.

A man that is in slavery may submit to the will of his

master, because he cannot help it.

Slillinyfeet, Sermons, III. in.

2. The keeping or holding of slaves; the prac-

tice of keeping human beings in a state of ser-

vitude or bondage. Slavery seems to have existed

everywhere from very early times. It is recognized in the

Old Testament as a prevailing custom, and the Levitiual

laws contain many regulations in regard to slaves and their

rights and duties. Serfdom died out gradually in Eng-

land In the latter part of the middle ages, and slavery was

abolished throughout the British empire in 1833, after long

agitation, the sum of twenty million pounds sterling being

paid as compensation to the slave-owners. Negro slavery

was introduced into the present territory of the I nited

States in 1620, and became recognized as an institution.

The Northern States gradually got rid of their slaves by

emancipation or transportation in the latter part of the

eighteenth and the early part of the nineteenth century.

Slavery became a leading and agitating question from the

time of the Missouri Compromise (1820), and the number
of slave States increased to fifteen. (See slave State, under

slaved a) President Lincoln, by his Emancipation Procla-

mation of January 1st, 1863, declared free all slaves in that

part of the Union designated as in rebellion ; and the thir-

teenth amendment to the Constitution, 1866, abolished sla-

very within the United States. Slavery has been abolished

by various other countries in the nineteenth century, as

by Brazil in 1888.

In the progress of humane and Christian principles, and

of correct views of human rights, slavery has come to be

regarded as an unjust and cruel degradation of man made
in the image of God. Woolsey, Introd. to Inter. Law, 138.

3. Servitude; the continuous and exhausting
labor of a slave

; drudgery.
The men are most imploied in hunting, the women in

dauery. Capt, John Smith, Works, II. 239.

4f. The act of enslaving. [Rare.]

Though the pretence be only against faction and sedi-

tion, the design is the slavery and oppression of the People.

Staiingfleet, Sermons, I. vil.

= Syn. 1. Bondage, etc. See servitude. 1 and 2. Vassal-

age, thraldom, serfdom, peonage.

Slave-ship (slav'ship), n. A ship employed in

the slave-trade; a slaver.

Slave-trade (slav'trad), n. The trade or busi-

ness of procuring human beings by capture or

purchase, transporting them to some distant

country, and selling them as slaves; traffic in

slaves. The slave-trade is now for the most part confined

to Portuguese and Arabs in Africa. It was abolished in

the British empire in 1807, and by Congress in the United

States in 1807 (to take effect January 1st, 1808).

That execrable sum of all villanies commonly called a

Slave Trade. J. Wesley, Journal, Feb. 12, 1792.

That part of the report of the committee of detail which

sanctioned the perpetual continuance of the slave-trade.

Bancroft, Hist. Const., II. 128.

slave-trader (slav'tra"der), n. Onewho trades

in slaves ; a slaver.

slavey (sla'vi), n [< slave? + dim. -ey.} A do-

mestic drudge ;
a maid-servant. [Slang, Eng.]

The slavey has Mr. Frederick's hot water, and a bottle

of soda-water on the same tray. He has been instructed

to bring soda whenever he hears the word slavey pro-

nounced from above. Thackeray, Newcomes, xi.

The first inquiry is for the missus or a daughter, and if

they can't be got at they're on to the slaveys.

Mayhew, London Labour and London Poor, I. 472.

Slavian (slav'i-an), a. and n. Same as Slavic.

Milman, Latin Christianity, III. 125.

Slavic (slav'ik), a. and n. [< Slav + -ic.} I.

a. Of or pertaining to the Slavs, their country,

language, literature, etc. ;
Slavonian.

II. . The language or group of languages

spoken by the Slavs : it is one of the primary
branches of the great Indo-European or Aryan
family. Church Slavic, a name given to an ancient

dialect of Bulgarian still used as the Biblical and liturgi-

cal language of the Orthodox Eastern Church in Russia

and other Slavic countries. Also called Old Bulgarian.
See Bulgarian.

slavinet, [< ME. slaveyn, slaveyne, slaryn,

sclavin, sklavyn, sclauayn, sklavyne, sclavene, <

AF. esclavine, <ML.sctoOTna, a long garment like

that worn in Slavonic countries, < OBulg. Slovi-

eninu = Russ. Slaryaninu, Slav, Slavonian: see

Slav.} A pilgrim's cloak.

Horn sprong ut of halle.

And let his sclauin falle.

King Horn (E. E. T. S.), p. 36.

Slavish (sla'vish), a. [= D. slaafsch = G. skla-

visch = Sw. slafvisk = Dan. slavish, slavish; as

slave? + -ish*.} 1. Of, pertaining to, character-

istic of, or befitting slaves; servile; base: as,

slavish fears ; a slavish dependence on the great.

Nor did I use an engine to entrap
His life, out of a slavish fear to combat

Youth, strength, or cunning.
Ford, Broken Heart, V. 2.
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Although within a palace thou wast bred,
Yet dost thou carry but a slavish heart.

William Morris, Earthly Paradise, I. 263.

2. Lacking originality or due independence.

sled

Slavophil (slav'o-fil), n. [< Slav + Gr. $i7.eiv. The bank, with daffodilies dight,
love.J One who favors or admires the Slavonic with Krass "ke 8'eOK! was matted,

race, and endeavors to promote the interests Drayton, Quest of Cynthia.

of the Slavonic peoples : frequently used at- sleave (slev), v. t. ; pret. and pp. sleaved, ppr.
.^ff5fl^r

.^
nci!?lBh?Pf^ f/Alelds'.

with
.
a
J
viewt

? tributively. sleavinff.^ [Also sleeve; < sleave, n.] To sepa-
There were the so-caUed Slavophils, a small band of pa

rate or divide, as a collection of threads, strands,
their slavish reproduction, which is now so usual, does not
seem to have been so prevalent before about the year 1 840.
Trans. Hist. Sac. of Lancashire mid Cheshire, N. 8., V. 59.

, , ,

trlotlc
. highly-educated Muscovites, who were strongly or fibers Sleaved Bilk silk not spun or twisted but

8 Lilffithnt f
disposed to admire everything specifically Russian, and drawn out into a skein or bunch of loose threads<s. Jjiw tnat ot a slave, servile, consisting ot who habitually refused to bow the knee to the wisdom of sleave-silk (slev'silk) FTI ,,h

drudgery and labonous toil : as, slavish service. Western Europe. D. M. Wallace, Russia, p 139 rJn^i?|i
' "*P" "Ik, sucn a*.

Many a purchased slave,
Which, like your asses and your dogs and mules,
You use in abject and in slavish parts.

It remains to be seen whether the Slavophils will not
obtain their own way. Edinburgh Rev., CXLV. 100.

Thou idle immaterial skein of sleave-silk!

'"wfE"w f , Slavophilism (slav'o-fil-izm), n. [< Slanml, il ,
SAa*., T. and C.,v. 1.36.

4t Enslaved oppressed
+ -''*] Slavophil sentiments and aims. Bleaaness (sla'- or sle'zi-nes), n. Sleazy, thin,

They . . -'* wgj-Y-ft, JiSS^fffSfXaaesafA JSS&SSKSSyL^i.^^i.genuine SlavophUimi. D. M. Wallace, Russia, p. 418. *'-#/ supposed to be < G. schleissig, schlis-
g-~ 3-

Slavophobist(slav'o-f6-bist), . [< Slav + Gr.
si<>> worn out

' threadbare reasily split, < sehleis-

slavishly (sla'vish-li), ade. In a slavish or ser- Wv, fear, + -st.]' One who is not favorable
*e"> 8Pht '

?.
ut : 8ee'*litl < slice - It is not probable,

vile manner; as a slave: as if deprived of the to the Slavs, or who fears their influence and "wever, that a 0.. adj. would thus come into

right or power of independent action or thought Pwer. popular K. use. Kennett (in Halliwell) con-

Here we have an arcade of flve, the columns of which slaw't, ., n., and adi: An obsolete (Scotch)
De

,,

S
,f ^ X/1

, .

SUenui (cf. silesia, a stuff so
are crowned with capitals, Composite in their general form of stoic1 . called).] Or thin or flimsy substance; com-
- 1 ' L * -"- * " .... . . . ... T^rtQorl r.f T\r*r*- /^ lifvlit vnn 4-**?., 1 . :j~c_j .__*;!_

menfaT
8' Ob8e<luiou8 '

fawnln*'

pp]
.

character, peculiarities" influence, interests,
8

lS *,Ti
and aspirations.

Slay1
(sla), r. t.

; pret. slew, pp.

gSM&3?$la c

h
o
e
m
n
est

et&fE fwithJut^f ?' *"", ***,' "T' '*^>
^"

'* >'- s,ipped intoThVp-,eee laMiTiWho^tfluence of Slavism. Pop. Sci. Mo.,\X. 221. (without inf. ending, slee, sle, slaa, slo, pres. thread, or straighter steel, or more inflexible shaft will

Slavite (sla'vlt), H. [< slave" + -ite.] Aslave- ,\lst
,
Pew-*taye, etc., pret. stoto, *to, slough, not testify In the web.

holder, or one who favors slavery ; in U. S hist
* "''' rf

7*' sloi'h
,'

sl
l

1
'
sto*' P1 ' *towew

' sloughen, .

finer, Complete Prose Works, II. 367.

a member of the pro-slavery party. [Rare]' ,

ZC"' ",' ^loiighe eic., pp. slain, slayn, sleek 1
(slek), ,-. t. An obsolete or dialectal form3wS&3a^

pret. *to/i, */og-, pi. slogan, pp. s/ej/ew, stej/ew,
'

geslegen, gesleegen), strike, smite, kill, = OS.
slahan, slaan = OFries. sla = D. slaan = MLG.

Bowell, Letters, 1. 1. 1.

A day is a more magnificent cloth than any muslin,
the mechanism that makes it is Infinitely cunninger, and
you shall not conceal the sleezy, fraudulent, rotten hours

of Heaven is a reverend slavite.

W. Lloyd Garrison, The Liberator (1831), I. 115

slavocracy (sla-vok'ra-si), H . [Also slareocracy ;

irreg. < slave* '+ -o-cracy as in democracy, etc.] *'<""> L^- ' = OHG. slahan, MHG. slaheii,
Slave-owners collectively, or their interests, in- * schlagen = Icel. W == Sw. */<} = Dan. slaae =

sleck-trought, . [< sleek, var. of'
trough.'] The trough in which a blacksmith
slakes or cools his irons.

fluence, and power, especially as exercised in
the maintenance of slavery.
Each strives for preeminence in representing its candi-

date as the special friend of the slaveocracy.
New York Tribune, Nov. 4, 1858.

Ever since he [Calhoun] had abjured his early national
and latitudinarian bias, and become an " honest milliner

"

in the service of the slavocracy, he had unfitted himself
to be the leader of a great national party.

H. von Hoist, John C. Calhoun (trans.), p. 216.

slavocrat (sla'vo-krat), it. [Irreg. < slave* +
-o-crat as in democrat, etc.] A member of the
slavocracy.
The slavocrats, Calhoun not excepted, . . . were not

such doctrinaires as to risk their bones in charging wind-
mills. H. von Hoist, John C. Calhoun (trans.), p. 308.

Slavonian (sla-vo'ui-an), . and . [Also
Sclavonian ; < ML. Slaronia, Sclavonia, the coun-

.

Goth, slahan, strike, smite ; not found outside of

He a Black-smith's son appointed
Head in his place : one who anointed
Had never been, unless his Dad
Had in the sleet-trough wash'd the lad

'

Thai slew the wethir that thai bar ;

And slew fyr for to rost their mete.

'l*t-j
.-wr f M "

,
^f f Iff (f

, IO,LVL .^It I III
, J,

slede, also contr. slee = MLG. slede, sledde, LG.
slede, slee = OHG. slito, slita, MHG. slite, slitte,

Barbour, vli. 153. (Jamieson.) G. schlitten (> It. slitta) = Icel. sledhi = Sw.
2. To strike so as to kill; put to death violent- slade = Norw. slede, slee = Dan. slsede, a sled;
ly, by means of a weapon or otherwise ; kill. < AS. slidan, etc., slide : see slide. Cf. Ir. Gael.

slaod, a sledge, < slaod, slide; Lett, slidas, a
skate. Hence ult. sledge? and sleigh*.] 1. A
drag or dray without wheels, but mounted on
runners, for the conveyance of loads over frozen
snow or ice, or over mud or the bare ground, as

Thi fadir hath slayn a fat calf. Wydif, Luke XT. 27.

They brennen, sleen, and bringe hem to meschance.
Chaucer, Man of Law's Tale, 1. 964.

Hast thou slain Tybalt? wilt thou slay thyself?
And slay thy lady too that lives In thee ?

Shale., R. and J., 111. 3. 116.

try of the^Slavsj^Wends, < Sl_avm~Sclqv,7s, ^ destroy: Put an end *! quench; spoil; sledge.

in transporting logs and heavy stones. Also

, , ,

Slav: see Slav. Ct.
Slovenian.] I, a. I. Of or

pertaining to the Slavs, their language, litera-

ture, history, etc.; Slavic. 2. Of or pertain-
ing to Slavonia.- Slavonian grebe. See grebe.

II. n. 1. A Slav person or language. 2.
An inhabitant of Slavonia, a district east of
Croatia, with which it forms a crownland in the
Hungarian or Transleithan division of the Aus-
trian empire.

Swich a reyn doun fro the welkne shadde
That slow the fyr and made him to escape.

Chaucer, Monk's Tale, 1. 742.

The rootes eke of rede and risshe thay ete ;

When winter sleeth thaire fedyng, yeve hem meete.
Palladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 99.

For this, being smelt, with that part cheers each part;
Being tasted, slays all senses with the heart.

Shak., R. and J., ii. 3. 26.

Syn. 2. Murder, etc. See MSI.

Upon an ivory sled
Thou shalt be drawn amidst the frozen pools.

Marlowe, Tamburlalne, I., I. 2. 98.

A dray or sledde which goeth without wheeles, traha.

Baret.

They bringe water in ... greate tubbes or hogsheads
on sleddes. H. Best, Fanning Book (1641), p. 107.

2. A pair of runners connected by a frame-
work, used (sometimes with another pair) to

Slavonianize (sla-vo'ni-an-Iz), r. t. ; pret. and slay2 (sla), . [Also sley, early mod. E. also
pp. Slavonianized, ppr. Slavonianizing. [< Sla- sleie; < ME. slay, slat, < AS. slie, contr. of "slahe,
ronian + -ize.~] To render Slavonian in char- in an early form /a/iae, a weavers' reed (= Icel.
acter or sentiment; Slavonicize; Slavonize. sla = Sw. sld = Dan. slaa, a bar, bolt, cross-
They [the Bulgarians] are not of pure Slavic descent but beam): so called from striking the web to-

gether, < sledn ("sleahan, "slahan), strike: see

slay*."] The reed of a weavers' loom.
To weue in the stoule sume were full preste
With slaiis, with tauellis, with hedellis well drest.

Skelton, Oarlande of Laurell, 1. 791.

,

are a Slavonianized race. Science, VI. 803.

The Russian, who has been described as a Slavonianized
Finn with a dash of Mongol blood. Science, VI. 304.

Slavonic (sla-von'ik), . and . [Also Scla-
vonic; < NL. Slaronicus, Sclavonicus, < ML. Sla-
vonia, Sclavonia, Slavonia: see Slavonian.'] I. slayer (sla'er), . [< ME. slaer, sleer, sleere
a. Of or pertaining to the Slavs or Slavonians ;

(= MLG. sieger = G. schlager, a beater, fighter,
Slavic. mallet), a slayer; < slay* + -er*.~] One who

II. H. The language of the Slavs: same as slays; a killer; a murderer; an assassin; ade- A
A

bob-sied.comjpo
/..,; ot,.,>,,,. *!!* *. which is attached t

Slavic.

Sleds.

osed of two short sleds a, a

stroyer of life.

connected by a peich

Slavonicize (sla-von'i-s!z), V. t.
; pret. and pp.

"' tne red toj/r thinks he slays. Emerson, Brahma.
Slavonicized, ppr. Slavonitizing. [< Slavonic + slazy (sla'zi), a. A dialectal form of sleazy,
-ize.] To render Slavonic in c'

ment, language, etc.
character, senti- sld. A contraction (a) of sold; (b) of sailed.

slet. An old spelling of slay*, sly.

, , ,

which is attached to the sled a' by a king-bolt c. on which the sled
turns freely, thereby enabling it to be turned around in a space lit-

tle wider than its own length : the box or body of the sled, when one
is used, is supported on the bolsters d, ct' . B, B', hand-sleds.

carry loads or support the body of a vehicle, or,
when of lighter build and supporting a light

The Slavonic or Slavonicized population. sleave (slev), n. [Also sleeve; cf. Sw. slejf, a platform or seat, in the sport*of coasting and
Encyc. Brit., XVI. 194. knot of ribbon, = Dan.

slojfe,
a bow-knot; G. for drawing light loads by hand.. .

Slavonize (slav'o-mz), . t.
; pret. and pp. Slar-

onized, ppr. Slavoniziitg. [< Slavonic) + -ire.]To render Slavonian in character, sentiment, slip: see slip*.] Anything matted or raveled;

schleife, a loop, knot, springe, noose, = LG. Chilion made her a present of a beautiful blue-painted
slope, slepe, a noose, slip-knot ; from the root of *<* to coast with when the snows uame

language, etc.

This element is preponderant in the Timok vallev
while in Istria it is represented by the Cici, at present
largely Slawmized. Encyc. Brit., XXIV. 268.

S. Judd, Margaret, i. 10.

hence, unspun silk; the knotted and entangled 3. A vehicle moving on runners, drawn by
part of silk or thread.

Sleep, that knits up the ravell'd sleave of care.

Shak., Macbeth, ii. 2. 37.

horses, dogs, or reindeer ; a sleigh.
In his lefte hande he holdeth a collar or rayne wherwith

he moderateth the course of the hartes, and in the ryght
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hand a pyketl start'e wherwith lie may susteine the sleade

from faulyng if it cluiunce to decline to much on any part.
R, Eden, tr. of Sigisimmdus Liberus (First Books on

[America, ed. Arber, p. 331).

I departed from Vologhda in poste in a sled, as the

maner is in Winter. Hctkluyt's Voyages, I. 312.

sled1
(sled), i:

; pret. and pp. sledded, ppr. sled-

<liii</. [< sled1 , .] I. trans. To convey or trans-

port on a sled: as, to sled wood or timber.

II. iiitraiis. 1. To ride or travel in a sled:

sometimes with an impersonal it.

Look where, mantled up in white,
He sleds it like the Muscovite.

Cotton (Arber's Eng. Garner, I. 219).

2. To be carried or transported on a sled.

[Colloq.]

Now, p'r'aps, ef you'd jest tighten up the ropes a leetle

t'other side, and give 'em sovereignty, the hull load would
sled easier. H. B. Stmve, Oldtown, p. 482.

sled- (sled), n. [A corruption of sledge
1
.] Same

as sledge
1

, sledge-hammer.
sled-brake (sled'brak), . A form of brake

adapted for use with a sled. It is usually a

prong which can be caused to project against
the ice or snow.
sledded (sled'ed),^.a. [< sled 1 + -ed2 .] Mount-
ed on or riding in a sled. [Rare.]

He smote the sledded Polacks on the ice.

Shale., Hamlet, i. 1. 63.

[This passage, however, is obscure. Some read "steaded

pollax" (leaded battle-ax).]

sledder (sled'er), n. 1. One who travels on a

sled. 2. A horse that draws a sled or sleigh.

Smiler (our youngest sledder) had been well in over his

withers, and none would have deemed him a piebald, save
of red mire and black mire.

R. D. Blackmore, Lorna Doone, ii.

sledding (sled'ing), n. [Verbal n. of sled1
, .]

1 . The use of a sled ; the act of riding or carry-

ing on a sled. 2. Opportunity to use a sled;
state of a road which permits that use. Com-
pare sleighing in like sense.

Sledge
1

(slej), n. [< ME. slegge, < AS. sleet/,

siege (also, in a Kentish gloss, slice), a heavy
hammer, = leel. sleggja = Sw. slagga, a sledge,
= D. slegge, slei, a mallet, =
OHG. slaga, MHG. slage, sla,
G. schlage, a tool for striking
(cf. AS. slegele, a plectrum, D.

slagel = G. schlagel, a sledge),
lit. 'striker,' 'smiter,' < sledn

(pp. slegen), strike, smite: see

slay
1

. Cf. ste/2.] A large heavy
hammer, used chiefly by black-
smiths. Also called sledge-ham-
mer. The about-sledge gives the
heaviest blow, the handle being grasped by both hands to

swing the sledge over the head. The uphand sledge is

used for light work, and is rarely raised above the head.

In hys bosom [the giant] put thre gret slegges wrought.
Horn. of Partenay (E. E. T. S.), 1. 3000.

His blows fall like huge sledges on an anvil.

Fletcher, Bonduca, iii. 5.

Cat's-nead sledge. Sam e as bully-head.- Coal-sledge,
a hammer of peculiar shape, weighing from 5 to 8 pounds,
used in mines to break coal. Old sledge. Same as all-

fours.

sledge2 (slej), n. [Another form of sled1 ,

whether (a) by mere confusion with sledge
1

,

or (6) by confusion with sleds, pi. of sled1 : see
sled1

.'] 1. Same as sled1
,
1 and 2.

The banks of the Mtcander are sloping, and they cross

it on a sort of a boat, like a sledge in shape of a half loz-

enge, the sides of it not being above a foot high.
Pococke, Description of the East, II. ii. 57.

2. A vehicle without wheels, commonly on
runners and of various forms, much used in

Head of
Blacksmiths' Cross-

peen Sledge.
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" Samovar postavit!" ("On with the tea-kettle!") the

half-frozen traveler never failed to shout from his sledge
as he neared a post-station.

A. J, C. Hare, Studies in Russia, iv.

3. Hence, anything serving the purpose of a
vehicle which may be dragged without wheels

along the ground, as the hurdle on which per-
sons were formerly drawn to execution. 4.

Same as sled1
,
2.

Oft on sledges in winter, as swift as the swoop of the eagle.
Down the hillside bounding, they glided away o'er the

meadow. Longfellow, Evangeline, i. 1.

5. In her., a bearing representing a heavy vehi-

cle with runners like a sledge.

sledge
2
(slej), v. t. and i.

; pret. and pp. sledged,

ppr. sledging. [< sledge'
2

, .] To convey or

transport in a sledge ;
travel in a sledge.

sledge-chair (slej'char), n. A seat mounted
on runners and having a high back, which can
be grasped by a skater.

sledge-dog (slej'dog), n. A dog trained or used
to draw a sledge, as an Eskimo dog.

sledge-hammer (slej'ham"er), n. [< sledge
1 +

liam mer1
.']

The largest hammer used in forges
or by smiths in forging or shaping iron on an
anvil. See sledge

1
.

Sledge-hammer (slej'ham"er), v. t. [< sledge-

hammer, .] To hit hard; batter as with a

sledge-hammer.
You may see what is meant by sledge-hammering & man.

Sir G. C. Lewis, Letters (1834), p. 32. (Davies.)

sledman (sled'man), .; pi. sledmen (-men).
The owner or driver of a sled

;
a carrier who

uses a sled.

But nowe they, hauing passed the greater part of their

iourney, mette at last with the Slcddeman (of whom I

spake before). Hakluyt's Voyages, I. 247.

slee1 t,
t. A Middle English form of slay

1
.

Slee2t, a. A Middle English and Scotch form
of sly.

Slee3t (sle),w. [< 'D.slee, a sled: seesfed1
.] A

cradle on which a ship rests when hauled up to

be examined or repaired,

sleecht, Slitcht (slech, slich), . [Also sleetch;
dial, slutch, var. sludge, slush, partly differenced

in use (Sc. unassibilated slik, slike); < ME.
slicclie, slyche, prob. < D. slijk, dirt, mud, grease,
= LG. slikk = G. schlick, grease, slime, mud;
akin to sleek, slick. Cf. sludge, slush, slosh.']

Thick river-mud
; sludge; slime.

And wayuerand, weike, [I] wan to the lond,

Thurgh the slicche and the slyme in this slogh feble,
There tynt haue I truly myche tried goode.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 13B47.

And I will goe gaither slyche,
The shippe for to caulke and pyche.

Chester Plays, I. 47.

sleech (slech), v. t. [< sleech, re.] To dip or

ladle up, as water, broth, etc. [Scotch.]

sleek, slick1 (slek, slik), a. and n. [The form
slick is related to sleek much as crick2 is related

to creek1 ,
but is in fact the more orig. form, un-

til recently in good literary use, and still com-
mon in colloquial use (the word being often so

pronounced even though spelled sleek), but now
regarded by many as somewhat provincial;

early mod. E. also sleke; < ME. slicke, slike, slik,

slyk, sclyke, < Icel. slikr, sleek, smooth (cf. slikja,

a smooth thin texture, sKkjuligr, smooth, sliki-

steinn, a whetstone : see sleekstone) ;
cf . MD.

sleyck, plain, even, level, creeping on the

ground ;
related to MD. slijck, D. slijk = MLG.

slik, slik, LG. slikk = G. schlick, grease, mud,
ooze, = Sw. slick = Dan. slik, ooze, etc. (see

slick*), = OHG. slih, MHG. slich, a gliding mo-

tion, G. schlich, a by-way, trick, artifice ;
from a

strong verb appearing in MLG. silken, LG. slik-

en (pret. sleek, pp. sleken) = OHG. slilihan, slich-

an, MHG. sKchen, G. schleichen (pret. schlich) =
ME. slike, creep, crawl, move on smoothly : see

slike1
,
slink1 ."] I. a. 1. Smooth; glossy; soft:

as, sleek hair; a steek skin.

Her fleshe tender as is a chike,
With bente browes, smothe and slyke.

Rom. of the Rose, 1. 542.

The oiled sleek wrestler Strug
William Morris, E

led with his peers.

rthly Paradise, III. 217.

northern countries where ice and snow pre-
vail; a sleigh: as, a reindeer sledge; an Eski-
mo sledge. In the United States sledge is not
used in this sense. See sleigh,

1
, and cut under

pulk.

2. Oily; plausible; insinuating; flattering: as,
a sleek rogue ;

a sleek tongue.
How smooth and slick thou art, no where abiding !

Heywood, Dialogues (Works, ed. Pearson, 1874, VI. 175).

Self-love never yet could look on truth
But with bleared beams; slick flattery and she
Are twin-born sisters.

B. Jonson, Cynthia's Revels, i. 1.

3. Dexterous; skilful; neat in execution or ac-

tion: as, a sleek or slick bowler. [Colloq.]

sleeking

II. ii. A smooth, shining place or spot. Spe-

cifically- (a) A place on the fur or hair of an animal which

has been made sleek by licking or the like. (6) A smooth

place on the water, caused by eddies or by the presence of

nshorofoil. [U.S.]

You have seen on the surface of the sea those smooth

places which fishermen and sailors call slicks. . . . Our
boatman . . . said they were caused by the blue fish

chopping up their prey, . . . and that the oil from this

butchery, rising to the surface, makes the slide. What-
ever the cause may be, we invariably found lish plenty
whenever we came to a slick.

D. Webster, Private Correspondence, II. 333.

One man, on a sperm whaler, is stationed on the main
or mizzen chains or in the starboard boat with a scoop

net, to skim slicks while the head of the whale is being sev-

ered from the body that is, to save the small pieces of

blubber and "loose" oil which float upon the water.

Fisheries of U. S., V. ii. 283.

Sleek, slick1
(slek, slik), v. [Early mod. E. also

slecke; < ME. sliken, partly < slik, E. sleek, slick,

a., and partly the orig. verb : see slike1
,
v. Cf.

Icel. sleikja, lick, = Norw. sleikja, stroke with

the hand, lick ; slikja, make smooth, stroke, also

intr. glisten, shine
;
slikka = Sw. slicka = Dan.

slikke, lick.] I. trans. 1. To make smooth and

flossy
on the surface : as, to sleek or slick the

air.

I slecke, I make paper smothe with a slekestone, Je fais

glissant. Palsgrave, p. 720.

There she doth bathe,
And sleek her hair, and practise cunning looks

To entertain me with.
Beau, and Ft, Woman-Hater, iv. 1.

Fair Ligea's golden comb,
Wherewith she sits on diamond rocks,

Sleeking her soft alluring locks.

Milton, Comus, 1. 882.

The old servant was daunted by seeing Sylvia in a

strange place, and stood, sleeking his hair down, and fur-

tively looking about him.
Mrs. Gaskell, Sylvia's Lovers, xxx.

Technically (a) In currying and leather-dressing, to

smooth the surface of (leather) by rubbing with an imple-
ment called a slicker. (6) In haymaking, to attach (fur) to

felt by hand-work.

2. To smooth; remove roughness from.

Gentle my lord, sleek o'er your rugged looks.

Shak., Macbeth, iii. 2. 27.

For her fair passage even alleys make,
And, as the soft winds waft her sails along,
Sleek every little dimple of the lake.

Drayton, Barons' Wars, iii. 47.

3. Figuratively, to calm ;
soothe.

To sleek her ruffled peace of mind.
Tennyson, Merlin and Vivien.

Some nights when she 's ben inter our house a playin'
checkers or fox an' geese with the child'en, she'd railly

git Hepsy slicked down so that 't was kind o' comfortable
bein' with her. H. B. Stowe, Oldtown, p. 409.

II. intrans. To move in a smooth manner;
glide ; sweep. Compare slike1 .

For, as the racks came sleeking on, one fell

With rain into a dell.

Leigh Hunt, Foliage, p. xxx. (Dames.)

Sleek, Slick1
(slek, slik), adv. [< ME. slike; <

sleek, slick1
, .] In a sleek or slick manner; with

ease and dexterity; neatly; skilfully. [Colloq. J

Jack Marshal and me and the other fellers round to the
store used to like to get him to read the Columbian Sen-
tinel to us ; he did it off slicker than any on us could ; he
did there wa'n't no kind o' word could stop him.

H. B. Stmce, Oldtown, p. 253.

sleeked (slekt), . [< sleek + -ed2.] Smooth.
sleeken (sle'kn), v. t. [< sleek + -en1

."]
To

make smooth, soft, or gentle ;
sleek. [Bare.]

And all voices that address her

Soften, sleeken every word.
Mrs. Browning, A Portrait.

Sleeker, Slicker (sle'ker, slik'er), . [< sleek,

slick1
,
T -er1

."] 1. In leather-manuf., a tool of

steel or glass in a wooden stock, used with pres-
sure to dress the surface of leather, in order to
remove inequalities and give a polish.
The sides of lace-leather are . . . finished by laying

them upon a flat table and smoothing them out with a

glass slicker. C. T. Davis, Leather, p. 565.

2. In founding, a small tool, usually of brass,
made in a variety of shapes, used to smooth the
curved surfaces of molds. 3. An oilskin or

water-proof overcoat. [Cow-boy slang.]
We had turned the horses loose, and in our oilskin slick-

ers cowered, soaked and comfortless, under the lee of the

wagon. T. Roosevelt, The Century, XXXV. 864.

[Chiefly in technical or colloquial use, and
commonly slicker.]

sleek-headed (slek'hed"ed), . Having a sleek
or smooth and shining head.

Let me have men about me that are fat
;

Sleek-headed men, and such as sleep o' nights.
Shak., J. C., i. 2. 193.

sleeking, slicking (sle'kiug, slik'ing), . [Ver-
bal n. of sleek, slick1 , c.] The act of making a

thing sleek or smooth. Specifically (o) Inhat-mak-
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ing, the operation of putting the fur nap on the felt body.
(6) In leather-manuj., the use of the sleeker or slicker.

sleeking-glass, slicking-glass (sle'king-, slik'-

We deep over our happiness, and want to be roused to
a quick thankful sense of it. Up. Atterlnm/

BKing-giass
sljcKlng-glass

(sie'king-, slik'- 6 In bot to assume t t ,

mg-glas), , A glass or glass-faced implement We functi
'

ons , anaiogous to ihe 8ie|ping ofalli .

used to give a gloss to textile fabrics.

sleekit (sle'kit), o. [Sc. form of slctl;e<l,~\ 1.
Sleeked

; having smooth hair or a sleek skin.

Wee, sleekit, cow'rin', tim'rous beastie.

Burns, To a Mouse.

2. Figuratively, smooth and plausible ;
deceit-

ful; sly; cunning. [Scotch in botli uses.]
sleekly, slickly (slek'li, slik'li), adv. In a sleek

manner; smoothly; glossily.
sleekness, slickness (slek'nes, slik'nes), n.
Sleek character or appearance ; smoothness and
glossiness of surface.

sleek-stonet, slick-stonet (slek'-, slik'ston), n.

[Early mod. E. slyckestone, slekestone, < ME.
slekystone, slikestone, slyke stone, sclykstone (also
sleken stone, sleight stone, sleffht-stone) (= Icel.

sliki-steinn, whetstone) ; as sleek, slickl, + stone.}

mals. See sleep, n., 5.

Erythrina crista-galli, out of doors and nailed against a
wall, seemed in fairly good health, but the leaflets did not
sleep, whilst those on another plant kept in a warm green-
house were all vertically dependent at night.

Darwin, Movement in Plants, p. 318.

7. To be or become numb through stoppage of
the circulation : said of parts of the body. See
asleep Sleeping partner. See partnc-: To sleep
upon both ears. See earl . = Syn. 1 and 2. Drowse, i~. . . . , ,

Slumber, Sleep, nap, rest, repose. The flrst four words ex-
press the stages from full consciousness to full uncon-
sciousness in sleep. Sleep is the standard or general word.
Drowse expresses that state of heaviness when one does
not quite surrender to sleep. Doze expresses the endeavor
to take a sort of waking nap. Slumber has largely lost its
earlier sense of the light beginning of sleep, and is now
more often an elevated or poetical word for sleep.

II. trails. 1. To take rest in : with a cognateA heavy and smooth stone used for smoothing object, and therefore transitive in form only :

or polishing anything.
Shee that wanteth a sleeke-stone to smooth Mr linnen wil

take a pebble. Lyly, Euphues and his England, p. 220.

I had said that, because the Remonstrant was so mucb
offended with those who were tart against the Prelats,
sure he lov'd toothlesse Satire, which I took were as im-
proper as a toothed Sleekstane.

Milton, Apology for Smectymnuus.

sleeky (sle'ki), a. [< sleek + -yi.] 1. Of a sleek
or smooth appearance.

Sweet .*./,// doctor, dear paciflck soul !

Lay at the beef, and suck the vital bowl I

Thomson, To the Soporific Doctor.

2. Sly; cunning; fawning; deceitful: as, a
sleeky knave,

sleep (slep), v.
; pret. and pp. slept, ppr. sleeping.

[<ffE.8lepen,8lapen,sclepen,sclapen(Tpret.slepie, r r~e ~~- K -

pp. sleped, slept, also, as orig., with strong forms, tion for : as, a car or cabin that can sleep thirty ?s ff--<>ea-at-noon.

persons. [Colloq.]
'

sleep-drunk (slep'drungk), a. Being in the con-

They were to have a double row of beds "two tire"
di

<;

lol
\
of

,,
a person who has slept heavily, and

high to admit of sleeping 100 men and 60 women when half-awake is confused or excited.
Quoted in Ribton-Turner's Vagrants and Vagrancy, p. 399. Sleeper1

as, to sleep the sleep that knows no waking.
He ther slepte no slepe, manly waked ryght,
The sparhauke sagely fede by gouernaunce,A repaste hym yaf wel to conysaunce.

Rom. of Partenay (E. E. T. 8.), I. 5463.

Yet sleeps a dreamless sleep to me.
Tennyson, Day-Dream, L'Envoi.

2. With away : To pass or consume in sleep-
ing: as, to sleep away the hours

;
to sleep away diurnal sleep.

one's life. 3. With off or out : To get rid of On sleep*, asleep,
or overcome by sleeping; recover from during
sleep : as, to sleep off a headache or a debauch.

And there,
When he has slept it out, he will perhaps
Be cur'd, and give us answerable thanks.

Brome, Queens Exchange, ill.

sleeper
in different cases. Thus, among the Oxalidacese the sleep-movement consists in the downward sinking of the leaf-
lets, which become at the same time folded on them-
selves. Among the Leguminosie, the leaflets, in some cases
simply sink vertically downward (Phaseulea') ; in others,
they sink down while the main petiole rises (terminal
leaflet of Destnodium) ; in others, they sink downward
and twist on their axes so that their upper surfaces are in
contact beneath the main petiole (Cassia) ; in others, again,
they rise and bend backward toward the insertion of the
petiole (Cornnilla) ; in others, they rise, and the main
petiole rises also, whereas in Mimosa pu<Iica the leaflets
rise and bend forward, while the main petiole falls. In
Marsitea the leaflets rise up, the two upper ones being em-
braced by the two lower. (S. //. Vines.) The mechanism
of these movements is explained by Pfeffer and others as
due to an increased growth on one side of the median line
of the petiole or midrib, followed, after a certain interval
of time, by a corresponding growth on the opposite side.
It is also accomplished by simple turgescence of opposite
sides. The utility of the sleep-movements is believed to
consist in protection from toogfeat radiation. The cause
or causes of these movements (and of analogous move-
ments which have been called diurnal sleep: see the
second quotation) are only imperfectly known, but they
are undoubtedly largely due to sensitiveness to variations
in the intensity of light. See nyctitropism.
Those movements which are brought about by changes

in the amount of light constitute what are known as the
"sleep" and "waking" of plants. Betsey, Botany, p. 198.

There is another class of movements, dependent on the
action of light. . . . We refer to the movements of leaves
and cotyledons which when moderately illuminated are
diaheliotropic, but which change their positions and pre-
sent their edges to the light when the sun shines brightly
on them. These movements have sometimes been called

Darwin, Movement in Plants, p. 445.

See asleep.

For David, after he had served his own generation by the
will of God, fell on sleep, and was laid unto his fathers.

Acts xiii. 36.

They went in to his chamber to rayse him, and comming
to his beds side, found him fast on sleepe.

Oascoigne, Works, p. 224.

4. To afford or provide sleeping-accommoda- sleep-at-noon (slep'at-non'), n. A plant, same

pret. slep, sleep, sleep, pi. slepen), < AS. slSpan,
slepan, sometimes sldpan (pret. step, pp. slSpen,
also sometimes weak pret. slsepte, slepte, slepde)= OS. slapan = OPnes. slepa = D. slapen =
MLG. LG. slapen = OHG. sldfan, MHG. slafen, sleep (slep), n._ [< ME. sleep, slepe, slep, sla
G. schlafen = Goth, slepan (redupl. pret. saislep), sleep, < AS. sleep = OS. slap = OFrieg. step =
^1....... rt* HffT C* T n !- /\.n _!. \ *-vT-f*-1 ojfrftn \KT fl T n ./.... r\TT/~* -rTT/^t ft=j>
sleep; cf. MLG. LG. slap (> G. schlapp) = OHG.
MHG. slaf, G. schlaff, lax, loose, feeble, weak,= Dan. slap = Sw. slapp, lax, loose (= AS. as
if *sleep, an_adj. related to slsepan, sleep, as
lat, late, to Isstan, let); akin to OBulg. slabu, lax,
weak; L. labare, totter, sink, be loosened, labi,
fall, slide: see labent, lapse. No cognate form
of this verb is found in Scand. (where another
verb, cognate with the L., Gr., and Skt. words
for 'sleep,' appears: see sieei-en).'} Ijntrans. 1.
To take the repose or rest which is afforded by
a suspension of the voluntary exercise of the
bodily functions and the natural suspension,
complete or partial, of consciousness; slumber.
See the noun.

Upon that Roche was Jacob depynge whan he saughe
the Aungeles gon up and doun by a Laddre.

Mandenille, Travels, p. 86.

But sleep'st thou now? when from yon hill the foe
Hangs o'er the fleet, and shades our walls below?

Pope, Iliad, x. 182.

2. To fall asleep ; go to sleep ; slumber.
A fewe sheep spinning on feeld she kepte ;

She wolde nought been ydel til she slepte.

Chaucer, Clerk's Tale, 1. 224.

Merlin, overtalk'd and overworn,
Had yielded, told her all the charm, and slept.

Tennyson, Merlin and Vivien.

3. To lie or remain dormant; remain inactive
or unused; be latent; be or appear quiet or
quiescent; repose quietly : as, the sword sleeps
in the scabbard. Sails are said to deep when so stead-
ily filled with wind as to be without motion or sound

;
and

a top is said to deep when it spins so rapidly and smoothly
that the motion cannot be observed.

Gloton tho with good ale gerte [caused] Hunger to slepe.
Piers Plowman (U), ix. 326.

How sweet the moonlight sleeps upon this bank !

Shak., M. of V., v. 1. 54.

Once slept the world an egg of stone,
And pulse, and sound, and light was none.

Emerson, Woodnotes, ii.

Seeing the Vicar advance directly towards It, at that ex-
citing moment when it was beginning to sleep magnifi-
cently, he shouted, . . . "Stop! don't knock my top downnow !

"
George Eliot, Mr. Gilfll's Love-Story, i.

4. To rest, as in the grave ;
lie buried.

Them also which sleep in Jesus will God bring with him.
1 Thes. iv. 14.

When I am forgotten, as I shall be,And sleep in dull cold marble.

Shak., Hen. VIII., iii. 2. 433.

5. To be careless, remiss, inattentive, or un-
concerned; live thoughtlessly or carelessly;
take things easy.

Jfi
slaap = MLG. LG. slap = OHG. MHG. slaf, G.
schlaf= Goth, sleps, sleep; from the verb.] 1.
A state of general marked quiescence of volun-
tary and conscious (as well as many involun-
tary and unconscious) functions, alternating
more or less regularly with periods of activity.
In human sleep, when it is deep, the body lies quiet, with
the muscles relaxed, the pulse rate lower than during the
waking hours, and the respiration less frequent but deep,
while the person does not react to slight sensory stimuli.
Intestinal peristalsis is diminished ; secretion is less ac-

tively carried on ; the pupils are contracted ; and the brain
is said to be anemic. If the depth of sleep is measured
by the noise necessary to waken the sleeper, it reaches its
maximum within the first hour and then diminishes, at flrst

rapidly, then more slowly.

Half in a dreme, not fully weel a-wakid,
The golden sleep me wrapt vndir his wieng.

Political Poems, etc. (ed. Furnivall), p. 52.

Else could they not catch tender sleep ; which still
Is shy and fearful, and flies every voice.

J. Beaumont, Psyche, iv. 41.

Sleep is a normal condition of the body, occurring peri-
odically, in which there is a greater or lew degree of un-
consciousness due to inactivity of the nervous system and
more especially of the brain and spinal cord. It may be
regarded as the condition of rest of the nervous system
during which there is a renewal of the energy that has
been expended in the hours of wakefulness.

(sle'per), n. [< ME. sleeper, sleper,
slennre, sleepere, < AS. sleepere (= D. slaper =
MLG. slaper = MHG. slafsere, slafer, G. sclutlii-

fer), < sleepan, sleep: see sleep, v.'j 1. One who
sleeps: as, a sound steeper. 2f. A drone, or lazy
person ;

a sluggard.
To ben a verray tleeper, fy, for shame.

Chaucer, Nun's Priest's Tale, L 71.

3f. A dormant or inoperative thing; something
that is in abeyance or is latent.
Let penal laws, if they have been sleepers of long, or if

they be grown unfit for the present time, be by wise judges
confined in the execution. Bacon, Judicature (ed. 1887).

4. An animal that lies dormant in winter or
summer, as the bear, the marmot, certain mol-
lusks, etc. See sleepan., 4. 5. Figuratively,
a dead person.

Graves at my command
Have waked their sleepers.

Shalt., Tempest, v. 1. 49.

6. pi. Grains of barley that do not vegetate
in malting. Halliwell. [Prov. Eng.] 7. A
railway sleeping-car. [Colloq., U. 8.] 8. In
zodl. : (a) The dormouse, Myoxus avellanarius.

(6) The sleeper-shark, Somniosus microcepha-
lus, and some related species, as Ginglymos-
toma cirratum. (c) A gobioid fish of the genus
Philypnus, Eleotris, or Dormitator, as D. linea-
tiis or D. niaculatus. See Eleotridinee.

2. A period of sleep : as, a short sleep.
It seems his sleeps were hindered by thy railing.

Shak., C. of E., v. 1. 71.

On being suddenly awakened from a sleep, however pro-
found, we always catch ourselves in the middle of a dream.

W. James, Prin. of Psychol., I. 201.

3. Repose; rest; quiet; dormancy; hence, the
rest of the grave; death.

Here are no storms,
No noise, but silence and eternal sleep.

Shak., Tit. And., 1. 1. 155.

A calm, unbroken sleep
Is on the blue waves of the deep.

Prentice, To an Absent Wife.

4. ^ __.,,
found dormancy or torpidity into which various
animals fall periodically at certain seasons of
the year. Two kinds of this sleep are distinguished as
summer and winter deep, technically known as estivation
and hibernation (see these words).
5. In bot., nyctitropism, or the sleep-movement
of plants, a condition brought about in the fo-
liar or floral organs of certain plants, in which

Encyc. Brit., xxil. 154. sleeper2 (sle'per), n. [E. dial, also slaper; per-
haps < Norw. sleip, a smooth piece of timber for

dragging anything over, esp. used of pieces of
timber employed for the foundation of a road :

see slope, slab1
. But the word is generally re-

garded as a particular use of sleeper
1

;
cf. dor-

mant, n.~\ 1. A stump of a tree cut off short
and left in the ground. [Prov. Eng.] 2. A
beam of wood or the like placed on tne ground
as a support for something, (a) In carp., a piece
of timber on which are laid the ground-joists of a floor ; a
beam on or near the ground, or on a low cross-wall, for
the support of some superstructure. (6) In milit. enyin.,
one of the small joists of wood which form the foundation
for a battery platform, (c) A piece of wood, metal, or

Specifically, in zoiil., the protracted and pro-
ot

!l
er mate"al "P '1 which the rails or the rail-chairs of a

,,H H>o -* I: j: t^:_ t _ _.uT~L _ railway rest, and to which they are fastened. Wood of
durable varieties is far more extensively used for this pur-
pose than any other material ; but stone, toughened glass,
and iron have also been used, the last to a considerable
extent. In some instances the sleepers are laid longitu-
dinally with the rails, and bound together by cross-ties.
This system is in use on some important European rail-

ways, and generally on elevated railways and street rail-

ways, both in the United States and elsewhere ; but the
most common method is to lay the sleepers at right angles

they assume at nightfall, or just before posi- * tne ra"8
'
an(' 8Dout 2 teet 'rom center to center, except

*;,,.".<. ,,,,KI..-, ^u~~ ;Li-i~uii .T___ __i_IAT_j when thev sunnort Doints and anele-bars. when thev aretions unlike those which they have maintained
during the day. These movements in the case of leaves
are usually drooping movements, and are therefore sug-
gestive of rest, but the direction of movement is different

when they support points and angle-bars, when they are
placed 1 foot 6 inches from center to center. They are
thus made to act both as sleepers and as cross-ties. Such
sleepers are in the United States also called railway-ties
or simply ties. See cut under rail chair.
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3. lu/iliip-liHildiiii/.H thick piece of timber placed
longitudinally in a ship's hold, opposite the
several scarfs of the timbers, forstrengthening
the bows and stem-frame

;
a piece of long com-

pass-timber fayed and bolted diagonally upon
the transoms. 4. In glass-making, one of the

large iron bars crossing the smaller ones, which
hinder the passage of coals, but leave room for

the ashes. 5. In wearing, the upper part of

the heddle of a draw-loom, through which the
threads pass. E. H. Knight.
sleeper-shark (sle'per-shark), ii. A gcymnoid
shark, especially of the genus Hiiimiiogus, as S.

microi'i )iluiliin : a sleeper.

sleepful(slep'ful), a. [< sleep + -I'"!.] Strongly
inclined to sleep ; sleepy. [Bare.]
sleepfulness (slep'ful-nes), . Strong inclina-
tion to sleep. [Rare.]

sleepily (sle'pi-li), adv. In a sleepy manner.
(a) Drowsily, or as if not quite awake. (6) Languidly ;

lazily.

To go on safely and sleepily in the easy ways of ancient

mistakings. Sir W. Raleigh.

sleepiness (sle'pi-nes), w. Sleepy character or

State, (a) Inclination to sleep; drowsiness.

Watchfulness precedes too great sleepiness. Arbuthnot.

When once sleepiness has commenced, it increases, be-

cause, in proportion as the nervous centres fail in their

discharges, the heart, losing part of its stimulus, begins
to flag, and . . . the flagging of theheartleadstoagreater
inertness of the nerve-centres, which re-acts as before.

H. Spencer, Prin. of Psychol., 37.

(b) Languor ; laziness, (c) Same as blettiny.

sleeping (sle'piug), n. [< ME. slewing; verbal
n. of sleep, v.~\ 1. The taking of rest in sleep ;

sleep; the state of one who sleeps ; hence, lack
of vigilance ;

remissness.

Full uaillant and wurthy were thys men tho,
Which noght ne went to sompnolent sleping,
But myghtyly and pusantly were waking.

Rom. of Partenay (E. E. T. S.), 1. 5508.

2. Inoperativeness ;
dormant state or condi-

tion; abeyance.
You ever

Have wish'd the sleeping of this business.

Shale., Hen. VIII., ii. 4. 163.

Sleeping Of process, in Scots law, the state of a process
in the outer house of the Court of Session in which no

judicial order or interlocutor has been pronounced for a

year and a day.

sleeping-bag (sle'ping-bag), n. A bag of skin
or fur into which explorers in frozen regions

creep, feet foremost, when preparing for sleep.

The rocky floor was covered with cast-off clothes, and
among them were huddled together the sleeping-bags in

which the party had spent most of their time during the
last few mouths.

Schley and Soley, Rescue of Greely, p. 223.

sleeping-car (sle'piug-kar), . A railway-car
fitted with berths in which beds may be made
up for passengers to sleep in. [U. S. and Can-

ada.]

sleeping-carriage (sle'ping-kar"aj), n. Same
as sleepinq-car. [Eng.]
sleeping-draught (sle'ping-draft), . A drink

given to induce sleep.

sleeping-dropsy (sle'ping-drop'si), . Same
as negro lethargy (which see, under lethargy^-).

sleepinglyt (sle'ping-li), adv. Sleepily.

To Jog sleepingly through the world in a dumpish, mel-

ancholly posture cannot properly be said to live.

Rennet, tr. of Erasmus's Praise of Folly, p. 25. (Dairies.)

sleeping-rpom (sle'ping-rom), n. A bedroom.

sleeping-sickness (sle'ping-sik"nes), n. Same
as negro lethargy (which see, under lethargy!).

sleeping-table (sle'ping-ta"bl), . In mining,

nearly the same as framing-table. [Little used
in English except as a translation of the French
table dortnante,]

sleepisht (sle'pish), . [< sleep + -is/i 1 .] Dis-

posed to sleep ; sleepy; lacking vigilance.

Your sleepish and more than sleepish security.
Ford. (Imp. Diet.)

sleepless (slep'les), a. [< ME. sleples, < AS.

*sleepleds (in deriv. slMvledst, sleeplessness) (=
D. xlapeloos = MLG. slapelos = OHG. MHG.
sldflos, sldfelos, G. sehlaflos) ; < sltep, sleep, +
-leas. E. -less.] 1. Being without sleep; wake-
ful.

A crown,
Golden in show, is but a wreath of thorns,

Brings dangers, troubles, cares, and sleepless nights.
Milton, P. E., ii. 460.

While pensive poets painful vigils keep,
Sleepless themselves to give their readers sleep.

Pope, Dunciad, i. 94.

2. Constantly watchful
; vigilant : as. the xli-rp-

less eye of justice. 3. Restless; continually
disturbed or agitated.

Biscay's sleepless bay. Byron, Childe Harold, i. 14.
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I thought of C'hatterton, the marvellous boy,
The .>Yc<7</<'s.y soul that perished in his pride.

Wordsworth, Resolution and Independence, st. 7.

sleeplessly (slep'les-li), adv. In a sleepless
manner.

sleeplessness (slep'les-nes), n. Lack or depri-
vation of sleep ; inability to sleep ;

morbid

wakefulness, technically called insomnia.

Sleeplfssn\e*s is both a symptom and an immediate cause
of cerebral disorder. Huxley and Youtnans, Physiol. , 5O2,

sleep-sickt (slep
'

sik), . Excessively fond of

sleep. [Bare.]
Fond Epicure, thou rather slept'st thy self,

When thou didst forge thee such a sleep-sick Elf
For life's pure Fount.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, i. 7.

sleep-waker (slep'wa'ker), . A somnambu-
list

;
one who thinks or acts in a trance. [Re-

cent.]

What, then, are the main modifications of ordinary wak-

ing consciousness, which spontaneous sleep-wakertt (to use

a term of convenient vagueness) have been observed to

present? Proc. Soc. Psych. Research, I. 285.

sleep-waking (slep'wa"king), . The state of

trance; somnambulism; the hypnotic state.

[Recent. ]

Did any one strike or hurt me in any part of the body
when Anna M. was in sleep-waking, she immediately car-

ried her hand to a corresponding part of her own person.
Proc. Soc. Psych. Research, II. 20.

sleep-walker (slep'wa"ker), n. A somnambu-
list.

sleep-walking (slep'wa"kiug), . Somnambu-
lism.

sleepwortt (slep'wert), n. A species of lettuce,
Lactiica virosa, so called from its narcotic prop-
erty. See lactucariitm.

sleepy (sle'pi), a. [< ME. slept, < AS. "sliepig

(= OHG. sldfag, MHG. sldfec; cf. DL staperig,
G. schldferig, schldfrig), sleepy, < sleep, sleep:
see sleep, .] If. Overcome with sleep; sleep-

ing.
Go ... smear

The sleepy grooms with blood.

Shak., Macbeth, ii. 2. 50.

The heavy nodding Trees all languished,
And ev'ry sleepy bough hung down its head.

J. Beaumont, Psyche, ii. 162.

2. Inclined to sleep; drowsy.
He laugh'd, and I, tho' sleepy, . . .

. . . prick'd my ears.

Tennyson, The Epic.

3. Languid; dull; inactive; vsluggish.

The mildness of your sleepy thoughts.
Shak., Rich. III., iii. 7. 128.

Her house

Bespake a sleepy hand of negligence.
Wordsworth, Excursion, i.

4f. Tending to induce sleep ; sleep-producing;
soporific.

His slepy verde in bond he [Mercury] bar uprighte.
Chaucer, Knight's Tale, 1. 529.

We will give you sleepy drinks. Shak., W. T., i. 1. 15.

5. Decaying internally : said of fruit. See blet,

v. i. Sleepy catch-fly. See cateA./j/. Sleepy duck,
the ruddy duck,Erismatura rubida: also called sleepyhead,
sleepy coot, sleepy brother. [Atlantic coast, IT. S.]

sleepyhead (sle'pi-hed), . 1. An idle, lazy
person. [Colloq.] 2. The sleepy duck.

Sleepy-seeds (sle'pi-sedz), n. pi. The mucous
secretion of the conjunctiva, or the sebaceous
matter of the Meibomian follicles, dried in

flakes or little masses at the edges or corners
of the eyelids during sleep. [A familiar or nur-

sery word.]
sleert, A Middle English form of slayer.

sleet 1
(slet), n. f< ME. sleet, slete, slet; (a) per-

'

haps < AS.* slete, "slyte = OS. "slota = D. slote =
MLG. sloten, LG. slote = MHG. sloz, G. schlosse,

hail ;
or (6) < Norw. sletta, sleet, < sletta, slap,

fling (see slat1
, slate*-) ; (c) not related to Icel.

slydda, Dan. slud, sleet.] Hail or snow min-

gled with rain, usually in fine particles, and

frequently driven by the wind. A fall of sleet is

due to one or more inversions in the normal decrease of

temperature with increase of altitude, as, for example,
when fine rain-drops falling from an air-current whose

temperature is 32 F. or over freeze in traversing colder

air-strata near the earth's surface.

The bittre frostes with the sleet and reyn
Destroyed hath the grene in every yerd.

Chaucer, Franklin's Tale, 1. 522.

They . . . shot

Sharp sleet of arrowy showers against the face

Of their pursuers. Milton, P. R., iii. 324.

February bleak
Smites with his sleet the traveller s cheek.

Bryant, Song Sparrow.

sleet 1
(slet), i

1

. ('. [< sleet1 , w.] To rain and snow
or hiii I at the same time.

sleeve

sleet2 (slet), H. [Origin obscure.] In r/un., that

part of a mortar which passes from the cham-
ber to the trunnions for strengthening the

chamber.
sleet-bush (slet'bush), H. A rutaceous shrub,
Coleoiifiiia iillium, of the Cape of Good Hope.
It is a handsome low evergreen with white
flowers.

sleetcht, See sleech.

sleetiness (sle'ti-nes), . The state of being
sleety.

sleet-squash (slet'skwosh), . A wetting
shower of sleet. [Scotch.]

But, in the midst of all this misery, the Wellington Arms
is by no means an uncomfortable howf in a sleet-squash.

Noctes Ambrosianee, Feb., 1832.

sleety (sle'ti), a. [<sleefl + -y
l

.~\ Consisting
of sleet; characterized by sleet.

The sleety storm returning still,

The morning hoar, and evening chill.

T. Warton, Odes, x.

sleeve 1
(slev), . [< ME. sleeve, sieve, slefe (pi.

slefes, sleven), < AS. slefe, slef, slyfe, slyf= MD.
sieve, a sleeve (cf. MD. sloove, veil, skin, the

turning up of a thing, D. sloof, an apron ;
MHG.

slouf, a garment, also a handle, MLG. slu, LG.
slu, sluwe = MHG. sloufe, G. schlaiibe, sehlauf,
a husk, shell); prob. lit. 'that into which the

arm slips' (cf . slip
1

,
a garment, slop

2
,
a garment,

and slipper?,
a light shoe,
from the same
ult. source, and
so named for the
same reason), <

AS. slupan, slip:

seesZipX For the

change ofp to/,
cf. shaft3 ,

as re-

lated to shape.']
1. That part of

a garment which
forms a covering
for the arm: as,
the sleeve of a
coat or a gown.
At different times

during the middle
ages extraordinarily
long,pendent sleeves
were in use, some-
times reaching the

ground, and at oth-

er times a mere band
or strip of Stuff, Sin-

Sleeves, long and hanging, 12th century.

(From Viollet-le-Duc's "Diet, du Mobilier

franca is.")

was generally called a hanging sleeve, although the_
actual

sleeve was independent of it. Japanese ceremonial cos-

gle or double, hung
from the arm, and

Sleeve worn as a favor at knight's left shoulder.

(From ViolIet-le-Duc's "Diet, du Mobilier fra^ais.")

tume also has sleeves of remarkable length and width, the
arm being generally passed through a hole in the side of

the sleeve.

Than ech of us toke other by the sleue

And forthwithall, as we should take our leue.

Chaucer, Assembly of Ladies.

Thy gown was of the grassie green,
Thy sleeves of satten hanging by.

Qreensleevea (Child's Ballads, IV. 242).

The Gentlemen (Gentlemen must pardon me the abas-

ing of the name), to bee distinguished from the rest, weare
a iacket of blew cotton with wide sleeues.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 641.

2. In mecli., a tube into which a rod or another
tube is inserted. If small, it isoften called Athimble;
when fixed and serving merely to strengthen the object
which it incloses, it is called a reinforce. In most of its

applications, however, the two parts have more or less

relative circular or longitudinal, motion. E. H. Knight.

Gigot sleeve. Same s& leg-of-mutton sleeve. Hippocra-
tes's sleeve, a name among old chemists for a strainer

made of flannel or of similar material in the form of a long

bag. Lawn sleeves. See lawi&. Leg-of-mutton
sleeve, a full and loose sleeve, tight at the armhole and

wrist, as of a woman's dress: a fashion of the early part
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of the nineteenth century. Mandarin Sleeve. See man-
darin. Ridged Sleeve. See ridge. To hang or pin
(anything) upon the Sleeve, to make (anything) depen-
dent.

It is not for a man which doth know, or should know,
what orders, and what peaceable government requireth,
to ask why we should hang our judgement upon the

church's sleeve, and why in matters of orders more than in

matters of doctrine. Hooker, Eccles. Polity.

To hang upon one's sleeve, to be dependent upon one.

To have in one's sleeve, to have in hand ready lor a

vacancy or emergency ; be provided with or have ready to

present as occasion demands. [The sleeve was formerly
used as a pocket, as it still is in China, Japan, etc.]

The better to winne his purposes & good aduantages, as

now A then to haue a iourney or sicknesse in his sleeue,

thereby to shake of other importunities of greater conse-

quence. Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 251.

To laugh in one's sleeve. See laugh. To wear one's
heart upon one's sleeve. See heart.

sleeve 1
(slev), v. t.

; pret. and pp. sleeved, ppr.
sleeving. [< ME. sleven; < sleeve 1

, n.] 1. To
furnish with a sleeve or with sleeves

;
make

with sleeves. Prompt. Parr., p. 459. 2. To
put in a sleeve or sleeves.

sleeve2,
. and v. See sleave.

sleeve-axle (slev'ak 'si), . A hollow axle which
runs upon a shaft. E. H. Knight.
sleeve-board (slev'bord), n. The board used

by tailors in pressing sleeves.

There 's a celebrated fight in that [ballet] between the
tailor with his sleeve-board and goose and the cobbler
with his clam and awl.

Slayhew, London Labour and London Poor, III. 146.

sleeve-button (slev'bufn), . A button used
to fasten a sleeve ;

in modern costume, a button
or stud, usually large and decorative, to hold

together the two sides of the wristband or cuff
;

by extension, a sleeve-link.

sleeve-coupling (slev'kup"ling), n. See coup-
ling.

sleeved (slevd), a. Having sleeves: especially
noting a garment Sleeved waistcoat, a body-gar-
ment resembling a waistcoat, but with long sleeves, usual-

ly of a different material from the front of the garment,
and intended to cover the shirt-sleeves when the coat is

removed. This garment is worn in Europe by hostlers,
bootblacks, porters, and the like. Also sleeve-waistcoat.

sleeve-fish (slev'fish), . The pen-fish, cala-

mary, or squid. See calamary and Loligo.
sleeve-handt (slev'hand), . The part of the
sleeve next the hand; also, the wristband or
cuff.

You would think a smock were a she-angel, he so chants
to the sleeve-hand and the work about the square on 't.

Shak., W. T., Iv. 4. 211.

sleeve-knot (slev'not), n. A knot or bow of
ribbon attached to the sleeve. Compare shoul-
der-knot.

sleeveless (slev'les), . [< ME. slereles, < AS,
slefleds, sleeveless, < slef, sleeve, -I- -leas = E.

-less.] 1. Having no sleeves; without sleeves:

noting a garment.
We give you leave to converse with sleeveless gowns and

threadbare cassocks. Randolph, Hey for Honesty, ii. 4.

2. Imperfect; inadequate; fruitless; unprofit-
able

;
bootless. [The original turn of thought in this

use of sleeveless is uncertain. The use remains only in the
phrase a sleeveless errand, where the connection of the ad-

jective with sleeveless in def. 1 is no longer recognized.)

Neither faine for thy selfe any sleeuelesse excuse, where-
by thou maist tarrye. Lyly, Euphues, Anat. of Wit, p. 114.

A sleeveless errand. Shak., T. and C., v. 4. 9.

[He] will walk seven or eight times a-day through the
street where she dwells, and make sleeveless errands to
see her. Burton, Anat of Mel., p. 499.

sleeve-link (slev'liugk), . Two buttons, plates,
or bars united by a link or short chain, and
serving to hold together the two edges of the
cuff or wristband : a common adjunct of men's
dress in the nineteenth century. Compare
sleeve-button.

Sleeve-nut (slev'nut), n. A double nut which
has right-hand
and left-hand
threads for

attaching the

joint-ends of
rods Or tubes; Sleeve-nut.

a union. E. H. . "t "i<
r fs or P'P"5 to ** j'n<*i. having a

.

'

right-hand screw and a' a left-hand screw, to

JjL.nigtlt. which screws the right and left sleeve-nut b

sleeve -waist-
isfitted

coat (slev'wast'kot), n. Same as sleeved waist-
coat (which see, under sleeved).
At intervals, these street-sellers dispose of a sleeve-

waistcoat at from 4s. ed. to 6.
Mayhew, London Labour and London Poor, I. 435.

sleeve-weight (slev'wat), M. A metal weight
of such shape as to be easily adjusted to the

edge or bottom of long, hanging sleeves, used
to keep them smooth during wear.
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sleezy, . See xi^i-ij.

sleght, a. A Middle English form of uly.

sleghtt. An old spelling of slight, sleight?.

sleidedt, a. [Origin obscure
; usually referred

to slfij, A'/fli/
2
.] Unwoven; untwisted, as silk.

For certaine in our storie, she
Would eutr with Marina be.

Beet when they weaude the deded silke,
With Angers long, small, white as milke.

Shak., Pericles, iv., Prol., 1. 21 (original spelling).

sleigh 1
(sla), n, [A bad spelling, conformed to

weigh, of what should rather have been spelled
*slay or *sley, < ME. scleye, < OP. 'escleie, < MD.
slede, D. slede, contr. slee (= Norw. slede), a
sled: see sled1

,
of which sleigh is thus a doub-

let.] 1. A vehicle, mounted on runners, for

a '*

Single-horse Sleigh or Cutter.

a. runners ; b, shoes ; c. shafts or thills ; d, braces ; t, body ; /, cush-
ioned seat ; g, dash-board ; A, raves.

transporting persons on the snow or ice
;
a

sled.

Than most the! let carye here Vitaylle upon the Yse,
with Carres that have no Wheeles, that thei clepen
Scleyes. Mandeville, Travels, p. 130.

You hear the merry tinkle of the little bells which an-
nounce the speeding sleigh. Eelee. Rev. (Imp. Diet.)

2. A form of drag-carriage for the transport of

artillery in countries where much snow falls
;

also, the carriage on which heavy guns are
moved when in store, by means of rollers placed
underneath the carriage and worked by hand-

spikes. 3. The slender fore part of the lower

jaw of a whale, containing the teeth : same as

coach, 5. See pan1
, 12.

sleigh 1
(sla), v. i. [< sleigh

1
, n.] To drive or

take the air in a sleigh.

sleigh
2
!, a. A Middle English form of sly.

sleigh-bell (sla'bel), H. A bell, commonly con-

sisting of a hollow ball of metal having a slit

or oblong hole in the exterior, and containing
a solid pellet of metal which causes a ringing
sound when the ball is agitated. Compare gre-
lot and hawk-bell. Such bells are used especially to

give notice of the approach of a sleigh, being attached

usually to the harness of the horse. Sleigh-bell duck,
the American black scoter. See cut under (Edemia. O.

Trumtndl, 1888. [Rangeley Lakes, Maine.]

sleigher (sla'er), . One who rides or travels
in a sleigh.

The sleigher can usually find his way without difficulty
in the night, unless a violent snowstorm is In progress.

Elect. Rev. (Amer.), XI. xjdl. 8.

sleighing (sla'ing), . [Verbal n. of sleigh
1

, p.]
1. The act of riding in a sleigh.

Certainly no physical delight can harvest so many last-

ing impressions of color and form and beautiful grouping
as sleighing through the winter woods.

Scribiier's Mag., IV. 649.

2. The state of the snow which admits of run-

ning sleighs : as, the sleighing was bad.

sleighlyt, adv. A Middle English form of slyly.

Chaucer.

sleigh-ride (sla'rid), n. A ride in a sleigh.
Nantucket sleigh-ride, the towing of a whale-boat by
the whale. Macy; Davis.

sleight (slit), n. [Early mod. E. also slight,

sleyghte; < ME. sleight, sleighte, sleigte, sleghte,

sleht, sleigthe, slegthe, slehthe, steythe, sleithe,

slithe, slythe, < Icel. slsegdh (for *skegdh), sly-

ness, cunning (= Sw. slojd, dexterity, mechan-
ical art. esp. wood-carving, > E. sloid), < sleegr

(for "sleegr), sly, = Sw. slog, dexterous, expert,
etc. : see sly. Cf . height and high.'} If. Cun-

ning; craft; subtlety.

It is ful hard to halten unespied
Bifor a crepul, for he can the craft :

Youre fader is in sleighte as Argus-eyed.
Chaucer, Troilus, IT. 1459.

Nowe sen thy fadir may the fende be sotill sleghte.
York Plays, p. 181.

By this crafty deuise he thought to haue . . . taken,
eyther by sleyghte or force, as many of owre men as myght
hane redeemed hym.

Peter Martyr (tr. in Eden's First Books on America,
[ed. Arber, p. 81).

This is your doing, but, for all your sleight,
He crosse you if my purpose hit aright.

Heywood, Fair Maid of the Exchange (Works, 1874, II. 7X
2. Skill; dexterity; cleverness.

slender

For the plssemyres wolde assaylen hem and devouml
htm anon; so that no man may gete of that gold but In-

grete sleighte. Mandeville, Travels, p. 301.

Thus may ye seen that wisdom ne richesse,
Beaute ne sleighte, strengthe ne hardynesse,
Ne may with Venus holde champartye.

Chaucer, Knight's Tale, 1. 1090.

As Ulysses and stout Diomede
With sleight and manhood stole to Rhesus' tents,
And brought from thence the Thracian fatal steeds.

Shale., 3 Hen. VI., iv. 2. 20.

3. Art; contrivance; trick; stratagem; artful

feat.
Lo whiche sleightex and subtilitees
In wommen ben !

Chaucer, Prol. to Squire's Tale, 1. S.

He goeth about by his sleights and subtile means to frus-
trate the same. Latimer, Sermon of the Plough.

He learns sharp-witted logic to confute
With quick distinctions, sleights of sophistry.

Ford, Fame's Memorial.

You see he [a trout) lies still, and the sleight is to land
him. /. Walton, Complete Angler, p. 76.

4. A feat or trick so skilfully or dexterously
performed as to deceive the beholder; a feat
of magic ;

a trick of legerdemain.
As lookers-on feel most delight
That least perceive a juggler's sleight.

S. Butler, Hudibras, II. Hi. 4.

The Juggler . . . showeth sleights, out of a Purse.

Boole, tr. of Comenius's Visible World, p. 186.

Sleight of hand, the tricks of the juggler; jugglery;
legerdemain ; prestidigitation : also used attributively.

Will ye see any feats of activity,
Some sleight-qf'hand, legerdemain ?

Fletcher, Beggar's Bush, ill. 1.

A good sleight-of-hand performer can deceive the most
watchful persons by mechanical contrivances that nobody
anticipates or suspects. The Nation, XLVIII. 298.

Sleight2! (slit), a. [Irreg. < sleight
2

, n., appar.
suggested by slight

1
, a.] Deceitful; artful.

Spells . . .

Of power to cheat the eye with sleight illusion.

Milton, Comus, 1. 156 (MS. Trin. Coll. Camb.). (Richardson.)

8leightfult(slit'ful),a. [< sleighft + -ful.] Cun-
ning; crafty; artful; skilful. Also slightful.

Wilde beasts forsooke their dens on woody nils,
And sleighi/ul otters left the purling rils.

W. Browne, Britannia's Pastorals, il. 4.

sleightilyt (sli'ti-li), adi: Craftily.
Sleightyt (sli'ti), a. [< ME. sleyghty; < sleight*
+ -y

1
.] 1. Cunning; crafty; tricky; artful; sly.
When that gander grasythe on the grene,
The sleyghty fox dothe hys brode beholde.

Bookeqf Precedence (E. E. T. S., extra ser.),i. 83.

2. Dexterous; skilful; expert; clever.

I shall learn thee to know Christ's plain and true mira-
cles from the deiyhty juggling of these crafty conveyers.
Tyndale, Ans. to Sir T. More, etc. (Parker Soc., 1850), p. 262.

Mens sleyghtye iugling & counterfait crafts.

Bp. Gardiner, True Obedience (trans.), fol. 6.

slelyt, nrfr. A Middle English form of slyly.

slent, r. t. A Middle English form of slayl.
Slender (slen'der), a. [< ME. slender, slenilir,

slendyr, slendre, sclender. sclendre, sklendre, < OP.
esclendre,( MD. slinder, slender, thin; prob. orig.

'trailing,' akin to MD. slinder, a water-snake,
LG. slender, a trailing gown, G. schlender, the
train of a gown, a sauntering gait; from the
verb represented by MD. slinderen, creep, =
LG. slindern, slide on the ice, slendern, > G.

schlendem, saunter, loiter, lounge, in part a

freq. form of the simple G. schlenzen, loiter,
idle about, = Sw. slinta, slide, slip, > ME. slen-

ten, slide (see slant and slinkl); but ult. prob.
a nasalized form of the verb represented by E.
slide: see slide.] 1. Small in width or diameter
as compared with the length; slim; thin: as, a
slender stem or stalk; a slender waist.

Hire armes longe and sclendre.

Chaucer, Merchant's Tale, 1. 358.

Concerning his Body, he [Henry IV.] was of middle Stat-

ure, slender Limbs, but well proportioned.
Baker, Chronicles, p. 165.

There is aRoman Greek church here, called Saint Sophia,
in which are two rows of slender pillars with Corinthian

capitals. Pococke, Description of the East, II. i. 134.

2. In zool., gracile ; tenuous ;
attenuated : spe-

cifically noting various animals and some parts
of animals. 3. Weak; feeble; slight; lacking
body or strength : as, a slender frame or consti-

tution
;
slender hopes ;

slender comfort.
Yet are hys argnmentes so slender that ... I feare me

leaste fewe or none of them (specyallye of the greate
wyttes) woulde haue been conuerted by Lactantius.

R. Eden (First Books on America, ed. Arber, p. 10).

It is very slender comfort that relies upon this nice dis-

tinction. Tillotson.

4. Meager; small; scant; inadequate: as,*/<-
ilt'f means

;
slender alms.

The worst is this, . . .

You are like to have a thin and slender pittance.
Shak., T. of the S., iv. 4. 61.



slender

I have . . . continued this slender and naked narration
of my observations. Coryat, Crudities, I. 198.

Well, come, my kind Ouests, I pray you that you would
take this little Supper in good Part, though it be but a
firniter one. iV. ISailei/, tr. of Colloquies of Erasmus, I. 82.

How best to help the slender store,
How mend the dwellings of the poor.

Tennyson, To the Rev. F. D. Maurice.

5. Moderate; inconsiderable; trivial.

There moughtest thou, for but a slender price,
Advowson thee with some fat benefice.

Bp. Hall, Satires, II. v. 9.

A slender degree of patience will enable him to enjoy
both the humour and the pathos. Scftt.

6. Not amply supplied.
The good Ostorius often deign'd
To grace my slender table. Phillips.

7. In plionog., the opposite of broad or open.
Thus, e and I are slender vowels Slender col-
umn. Same usfasciculus gracilis. Seefasciculus. Slen-
der fasciculi of Burclach. See fasciculi yraciles, under
.fasciculus. Slender foxtail. See factaa, 2. Slender
lobe. See lobe. Slender lorls. See loris, 1. Slender
pug, Eupit/iecia tenuiata, a British moth. = Syn. 3. Fragile,
flimsy, frail. 4. Scanty, sparing, lean.

slender-beaked (sleu'der-bekt), a. Having a

long, narrow rostrum : as, the slender-beaked

spider-crab, Stenorhynchus tenuirostris.

slender-billed (slen'der-bild), a. In ornitk.,
having a slender bill ; tenuirostral : specifi-
cally noting many birds not implying neces-
sarily that they belong to the old group Tenui-
rostres.

Slender-grass (slen'der-gras), n. A grass of
the genus Leptochloa, in which the spikelets
are arranged in two rows on one side of a long
slender rachis, and the spikes in turn are dis-

posed in a long raceme. There are 12 species, be-

longing to warm climates
; 3 in the southern United States.

Of the latter L. mucronata is the common species, a hand-
some grass with the panicle sometimes 2 feet long, from
the form of which it is also called feather-grass.

slenderly (slen'der-li), adr. In a slender man-
ner or form, (a) Slimly ; slightly.

Fashioned so slenderly,
Young and so fair !

Hood, Bridge of Sighs.

He was a youngish, slenderly made man, with a distinct-

ly good bearing. The Century, XXXI. 60.

(b) Scantily ; meagerly ; poorly ; slightly.

Shall I rewarded be so slenderly
For my affection, most unkind of men ?

Fletcher, Faithful Shepherdess, i. 2.

We are slenderly furnished with anecdotes of these men.
Emerson, Eloquence,

(ct) Slightingly ; carelessly.

Their factors . . . look very slenderly to the impotent
and miserable creatures committed to their charge.

Uarman, Caveat for Cursetors, p. 46.

Captaine Smith did intreat and moue them to put in
practice his old offer, seeing now it was time to vse both
it and him, how slenderly heretofore both had beene re-

garded. Quoted in Capt. John Smith's Works, II. 79.

slenderness (slen'der-nes), n. Slender char-
acter, quality, or condition. (ffl) Slimness ; thin-
ness ; fineness : as, the slenderness of a hair. (6) Slight-
ness ; feebleness : as, the slenderness of one's hopes, (c)
Spareness ; smallness ; meagerness ; inadequacy : as, slen-
derness of income or supply.

slender-rayed (slen'der-rad), a. Having slen-
der rays, as a fish or its fins. The Chiridse are
sometimes called slender-rayed blennies.

Slender-tongued (slen'der-tungd), a. In herpet. ,

leptoglossate.
slentH (slent), v. [Also dial. (Sc.) sclent, sklent,

sklint, < ME. slenten, slope, glide, < Sw. dial.

slenta, slanta, a secondary form of slinta (pret.
slant, pp. sluntit), slide, sUp: see slant."} I. in-

trant. 1. To slant; slope; glance; glint.
Of drawiu swerdis sclentyng to and fra.

Oavin Douglas, tr. of Virgil, p. 226.

Shoot your arrows at me till your quiver be empty, but
glance not the least slenling insinuation at his majesty.

Fuller, Truth Maintained, p. 19. (Latham.)
2. To jest; bandy jokes.
One Proteus, a pleasaunt-conceited man, and that could

slent finely. North, tr. of Plutarch, 744 B. (Nares.)

II. trans. To cause to turn aslant or aside
;

ward off; parry.
slent 1

! (slent), 11. l< slent1
, ?.] A jest or witti-

cism.
And when Cleopatra found Antonius' jeasts and flents

to be but grosse.
North, tr. of Plutarch (1579), 982 B. (Nares.)

Slent'2 (slent), v. t. [Perhaps a nasalized form
of slit ; or else another use of slent1

.'] To rend ;

cleave. Halliicell. [Prov. Eng.]
If one do well observe the quality of the cliffs on both

shores [of England and France], his eyes will judge that
they were but one homogeiieal piece of earth at first, and
that they were slented and shivered asunder by some act
of violence, as the impetuous waves of the sea.

Howell, Letters, iv. 19.

5693 slid

4f. A salver, platter, or tray.

This afternoon, Mr. Harris, the saylemaker, sent me a
noble present of two large silver candlesticks and snuffers,

Slentando (slen-tan'do), rtrfr. [It., ppr. of slen-

l<in; make slow; cf. It'iitando.] In iHiiyir, same
as Iciitando.

slepet, v. and . A Middle English form of sleet). and a <*"* * keeP tnen> uP n
>
wnich indeed is very iiand-

Slepez (ale-pets'), . [< Russ. slepetsU, lit.
80me- PJW Diary, II. 218.

blind.] The mole-rat, fipalax typhlus. See cut slice (slis), v. t.
; pret. and pp. sliced, ppr.

under mole-rat. [< ME. slycen ; < slice, n.] 1.

slept (slept). Pretorit and past participle of

sleep,
sletbag (slet'bag), . [Dan., lit. 'level-back':
< slet, plain, level, + bag, back : see alight

1 and
back1

.'] Same as nordcaper.
sleuth. 1

!, n. A Middle English form of sloth 1
.

sleuth2 (sloth), n. [< ME. deutli. uletcth, sluth,
sloth, < Icel. sloth, a track or trail as in snow.
Cf. slots

.~\
A track or trail of man or beast;

scent. [Old Eng. and Scotch.]

Tyne the sleuth men gert him ta.

Barbour, Bruce (E. E. T. S.), vii. 21.

sleuth-dog (slo'th'dog), n. The sleuth-hound.

Lang Aicky, in the Souter Moor,
WT his sleuth-dog sits in his watch right sure.

Fray of Suport (Child's Ballads, VI. 120).

Sleuth-hound (sloth'hound), . [Also slutli-

himud, slothound; < ME. sleuthhund, slewth-

hund, sluthehttnd; < sleuth^ + hound.] A blood-
hound.

Wald vayd a bow-draucht, he suld ger
Bath the sleuthhund & the ledar.

[< ME. slycen ; < slice, n.] 1. To cut into slices,
or relatively broad, thin pieces: as, to xlii'i

bread, bacon, or an apple.

The dish was removed and given to another guest, a

horribly self-reliant creature, who laughed and talked
while he dexterously sliced the breast and cut off the legs.

W. Besant, Fifty Years Ago, p. 121.

2. To remove in the form of a slice: some-
times with off or out: as, to slice off a piece of

something.
Of bread, slyce out fayre morsels to put into your pottage.

Babees Book (E. E. T. 8.), p. 76.

Heer 's a knife,
To save mine honour, shall slice out my life.

Heywood, Woman Killed with Kindness.

3. To cut; divide.

Princes and tyrants slice the earth among them.
Burnet.

Our sharp bow sliced the blue depths.
W. H. Russell, Diary in India, I. 55.

[In the following passage the word is used interjectional-
ly, with no clear meaning.

Slice, I say ! pauca, pauca : slice! that 's my humour.
Shale., M. W. of W., i. 1. 134.]

in the form of a thin slice

of wood, which aids the
removal of the type from

Slice-galley.

Barbour, Bruce (E. E. T. S.), vii. JO.

Kleuth-huund thou knowest, and gray, and all the hounds, slice-bar (slls'bar), n. Same as slice, 3 (a).
Tennyson, Gareth and Lynette. slice-galley (shs'gal'i), n. In printing, a gal-

slevet, M. A Middle English form of sleeve*-.
lev with a false bottom,

slew1
(slo). Preterit of slay

1
.

slew'2 . A spelling of slue1
,
slue2

, slough1
.

slew3 (slo), . [Perhaps a mistaken singular - -

of sluice, assumed to be a plural: see sluice.]
tne galley to the stone.

A swift tideway; an eddy. slicer (Mnftr), . [< slice

slewer (slo'er), n. See sluer.

slewtht. A Middle English form of sloth*-,
sleuth?.

sley1
!. An obsolete spelling of sly.

sley'
2 w. See slay?.

sleythet, . A Middle English form of sleiglit.

slibbert (slib'er), a. A variant of slipper
1

.

slicchet, it. A Middle English form of sleech.

slice (slis), n. [Early mod. E. also slise, sclice,

sclise, sklise; < ME. slice, slyce, sclice, sclyce,

sklyce, selyse, < OF. esclicc (Walloon sklice), a

shiver, splinter, broken piece of wood, < esclicer,

esclicier, esclichier, slice, slit, < OHG. slizan,

sclizan, MHG. slizen, G. schleissen, slice, slit, =
AS. slitan, > E. slit1 : see slifl. Cf. slash1

, slats,
slate1

,
from the same source.] 1. A thin broad

piece cut off from something : as, a slice of bread
or of bacon : often used figuratively.

We do acknowledge you a careful curate,
And one that seldom troubles us with sermons ;

A short slice of a reading serves us, sir.

Fletcher, Spanish Curate, iii. 2. glicfcen (slik'n), a. [< slick*- + -e3.] Same
She cuts cake in rapid succession of slices. as sleek FProv Eng 1

W.M. Baker, New Timothy, p. 128.
slickensided (sli'k'n-li'ded), a. [< slickenside-s

2f. A shiver
;
a splinter. +

-ed[2.]
In mining, having slickensides

; char-

They braken speres to sclyces. acterized by slickensides.
King AliMunder, 1. 3833. (Steat.) Grey incoherent clay, slickensided, and with many rhi-

3. Something thin and broad. Specifically (o) A zomes and roots of Psilophyton.
long-handled instrument used for removing clinkers and Dawson, Geol. Hist. Plants, p. 105.
the like between furnace-bars. Also called slice-bar, (b) ni; rtv-,_i j / vi / -j \ 7 r / T 7

A spatula, or broad pliable knife with a rounded end, used
Slickensides (silk n-sidz), n. pi. [< slteken +

lasters or for similar purposes. sides, pi. of Side1 .] In mining, polished a

r1 ."] One who
or that which slices. Specifically

-
(a) In gem-cut-

ting, same as slMing-mUl, 2. (b) Same as slice, S(e).

slicing-machine (sli'sing-ma-shen*), n. In
ceram., a form of pug-mill with an upright axis

revolving in a cylinder. Knives are fixed to the
walls of the cylinder, and others are carried by the axis
and revolve between those of the cylinder. The blades
are set spirally, and force the clay, which is masticated
during its progress through the machine, to pass out of an

aperture at the bottom.

slick1
(slik), a., n., v., and adv. See sleek.

slick'2 (slik), . [= P. schlich, < G. schlich =
LG. slick, pounded and washed ore; cf. LG.
slick, dirt, mud, mire

;
D. slijk, G. schlick, MHG.

slich, grease, mire : see sleech, slick1 .] In metal.,
ore in a state of fine subdivision: as sometimes
used, nearly synonymous with slimes. The term
is rarely employed, except in books describing German
processes of smelting, and then as the equivalent of the
German schlich, and often in that spelling.

Slick-chisel (slik'chiz
//

el), M. A wide-bitted
chisel used to pare the sides of mortises and
tenons.

for spreading plasti

Slyce, instrument, spat a, spatula. Prompt. Pan., p. 459.

The workman with his slice then spreads the charge
over the bed, so as to thoroughly expose every portion to
the action of the flames, and shuts down the door.

Spans' Encyc. Ma,nu/., I. 291.

(c) In printing: (1) A small spade-shaped iron tool with
which printing-ink is taken out of a tub and conveyed to
an ink-trough or -fountain. (2) The slid-

ing bottom of a slice-galley, (d) A bar
used by whalers to strip fish with, (e) A
tapering piece of plank driven between
the timbers of a ship before planking.
Also called slicer. (/) A wedge driven un-
der the keel of a ship when launching, (g)
A bar with a chisel or spear-headed end,
used for stripping off the sheathing or
planking of ships. (A) A utensil for turn-

ing over meat in the frying-pan and for
similar purposes. The form is like that
of a trowel, the blade being three or four
inches wide, twice as long, and often slice (c)(i).
pierced with holes. Also called turn-over.

Then back he came to Nympton Rectory and wedded
that same cook-maid, who now was turning our ham so
cleverly with the egg-slice.

and
striated surfaces of the rock, often seen on the
walls of fissure-veins, and the result of motion,
under immense pressure, of parts of the coun-
try-rock, or of the mass of the vein itself. Well-
developed slickensides are most frequently seen in con-
nection with mineral veins, but the sides of joints in non-
metalliferous rocks occasionally exhibit this kind of stria-
tion. Slickensided surfaces are frequently coated with a
thin film of pyrites, galena, hematite, or some other min-
eral, which may be polished so as to reflect the light like
a mirror (whence the French name miroirs).

Nearly akin to this jointed character are the slideen-

sides, or polished and striated surfaces, which, sometimes
of iron pyrites, but more usually of copper pyrites, often
cover the faces of the walls of lodes.

Henwood, Metalliferous Deposits of Cornwall and Devon,
[p. 181.

Slickensiding (slik
' n - si '

ding), n. [< slicken-
side-s + -ing."] The formation of slickensides.

In every case I think these bodies must have had a solid
nucleus of some sort, as the severe pressure implied in

slickensiding is quite incompatible with a mere "fluid-

cavity," even supposing this to have existed.

Dawson, Geol. Hist. Plants, p. 35.
R. D. Blackmore, Maid of Sker, Ixviji. ... .. ,.

(0 A broad, thin knife, usually of silver, for dividing and !}JS
k

,

e
F. #lckm

t
g ' ?

t

tc ' *=ee sleeker, etc.

serving fish at table. Also called fishslice.
Slid (slid). Preterit and past participle of slide.

We pick out [in the shop-windows] the spoons and forks 'slidi,interj. An old exclamation, apparently
J-~

i, butter-knives, and sugar-tongs we should both an abbreviation of Goa/S lid (eye). Compare
we could both afford it ; and really we go away 'slife.prefer if v

as if we had got them ! Dickens, David CopperfTeld, Ixi".

0') A bakers' shovel or peel.
'Slid, I hope he laughs not at me.

B. Jonson, Every Man in his Humour, i. 2.



slidable

Slidable (sH'da-bl), a. [< slide + -iiltle.] Ca-

pable of sliding or of being slid: as, a slidable

bearing. The Engineer. LXV. 538. [Rare.]
slidden (slid'n). Past participle of sliilf.

sliddert (slid'er), a. [Early mod. E. also slider,

slyder; < ME. slider, slirlir, slydyr, sleder, sclider,

sclydyr, sklither, slippery, < AS. slidor, slippery,
< slidan, slide: see slide. Cf. slender.] Slip-

pery.
Man, be war, the weye is sleder,
Thou seal slyde, thou wost not qweder.

MS. Sloane, 2595, If. &> (Cath. Ang., p. 322).

To a dronke man the way is aider.

Chaucer, Knight's Tale, 1. 406.

slidder (slid'er), v. i. [< ME. slyderen, slidren,
< AS. sliderian, slip (= MD. slideren, drag, train),
< slidor, slippery: see slidder, a. Cf. slender.]
To slip ;

slide
; especially, to slide clumsily or

in a gingerly, timorous way: as, he sliddered

down as best he could. [Old and prov. Eng.]
With that he dragg'd the trembling sire

Slidd'ring through clotted blood.

Dryden, JEneiA, iii.

Feeling your foot didder over the hack of a toad, which
you took for a stepping-stone, in your dark evening walk.

Beresford, Miseries of Human Life, it 9.

slidderlyt (slid'er-li), a. [< slidder + -ly
1
.]

Slippery.
slidderriesst (slid'er-nes), n. [< ME. slidernesse,

slydirnesse, slydyrnessc, sclidyrnes; < slidder +
-HP**.] Slipperiness.

sliddery (slid'er-i), a. [< ME. slideryc, slideri,

slid<TH, sliddrie (= Sw. sliddrig), slippery; as
slidder + -y

1
.] Slippery. [Obsolete or provin-

cial.]

Be maad the weie of hem dercnessis, and slideri; and
the aungel of the Lord pursuende hem.

Wycltf, Ps. xxxiv. 6.

slide (slid), v. ; pret. slid (formerly sometimes
glided), pp. slid, slidden, ppr. sliding. [< ME.
sliden, slyden, sclyden (pret. slode, slod, stood, pp.
sliden, islide},(. AS. slidan (pret. sldd, pp. sliden),
only in comp., slide

; also, in deriv. slidor, slip-

pery (see slidder), akin to sled1 (sledge
2

, steigh*)
and to slender, etc. ; cf. IT. Gael, slaod, slide

;

Lith. slidim, slippery, slysti, slide
;
Buss, sliede,

a foot-track ; prob. extended (like slip
1
) < -^ *sli,

slide, flow, Skt. / sar, flow, sriti, gliding, slid-

ing: see slip
1

.'] I. intrans. 1. To move bodily
along a surface without ceasing to touch it, the
same points of the moving body remaining al-

ways in contact with that surface; move con-

tinuously along a surface without rolling: as,
to slide down hill.

His horse slode also with all foure feet that he also nil
to the erthe. Merlin (E. E. T. 8.), iii. 570.

2. Specifically, to glide over the surface of
snow or ice on the feet, or (in former use) on
skates, or on a sled, toboggan, or the like.

Th' inchanting force of their sweet Eloquence
Hurls headlong down their tender Audience,
Aye (childe-like) sliding, in a foolish strife,
On th' Icie down-Hils of this slippery Life.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, i. 2.

To the Duke, and followed him into the Parke, where,
though the ice was broken and dangerous, yet he would
go slide upon his skeates, which I did not like, but he slides

very well. Pepys, Diary, Dec. 15, 1662.

But wild Ambition loves to slide, not stand,
And Fortune's ice prefers to Virtue's land.

Dryden, Abs. and Achit., i. 198.

3. To slip or pass smoothly ; glide onward.
Her subtle form can through all dangers xlidf.

Sir J. Dames, Immortal, of Soul, xxxi.

And here, besides other streames, slideth Thermodon,
sometime made famous by the bordering Amazones.

Punhas, Pilgrimage, p. 319.

4. To pass gradually from one state or condi-
tion to another.
Nor could they have slid into those brutish immorali-

ties. South, Sermons.

5. In music, to pass or progress from tone to
tone without perceptible step or skip that is,

by means of a portamento. 6. To go without
thought or attention

; pass unheeded or with-
out attention or consideration

;
be unheeded or

disregarded ; take care of itself (or of them-
selves): used only with let: as, to let things
slide.

So sholdestow endure and laten slyde
The time, and fonde to be glad and light.

Chaucer, Troilus, v. 357.

And vyne or tree to channge yf thon wolt doo,
From leene land to fatte thou must him gide.
From fatte to leene is nought ;

lette that crafte slyde.
Palladium, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 64.

Let the world slide. Shak., T. of the S., Ind., i. 6.

7. To slip away : as, the ladder slid from under
him.
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The declivities grew more precipitous, and the sand

elided from beneath my feet

Johnson, Vision of Theodore.

Especially 8. To slip away quietly or in such
a way as not to attract attention

;
make off

quietly.
I think he will be found . . .

Not to die so much as slide out of life.

Brmcning, King and Book, I. 323.

And then the girl slid away, flying up-stairs as soon as
she was safely out of sight, to cry with happiness in her
own room where nobody could see.

Mrs. Oliphant, Poor Gentleman, xliii.

0. To disappear just when wanted, as by the

police; "slope"; "skip." [Slang.] 10. To
make a slip; commit a fault; backslide. See

sliding, n., 4 Satellite sliding rule, an instrument
invented by Dr. John Bevis (died 1771) to calculate the
eclipses of Jupiter's satellites. Sliding rule, a mathe-
matical instrument or scale, consisting of two parts, one
of which slides along the other, and each having certain
sets of numbers engraved on it, so arranged that when a
given number on the one scale is brought to coincide
with a given number on the other, the product or some
other function of the two numbers is obtained by inspec-
tion. The numbers may be adapted to answer many pur-
poses, but the instrument is particularly used in gaging
and for the measuring of timber. Sliding scale, (a) A
scale or rate of payment which varies under certain con-
ditions. (1) A scale for raising or lowering imposts in

proportion to the fall and rise in the prices of the goods.

In 1828 a sliding scale, was established, under which a

duty of 25. Sd. was imposed upon wheat when the price
was under 62. 5. Domll, Taxes in England, IV. 12.

(2) A scale of wages which rises and falls with the market
price of the goods turned out. (3) A scale of prices for
manufactured goods which is regulated by the rise and
fall in price of the raw material, etc. (b) Same as sliding-
rule. Sliding tongs, a form of pliers closed by a ferrule
drawn down the stem. =8yn. 1 and 2. Slide, Slip, Glide.
We xli<l<> or slip on a smooth surface : we slide by inten-
tion ; we slip in spite of ourselves. In the Bible slide is

used for slip. Slide generally refers to a longer move-
ment: as, to elide down hill ; to slip on the ice. We glide
by a smooth and easy motion, as in a boat over or through
the water.

II. trans. 1 . To cause to glide or move along
a surface without bounding, rolling, stepping,
etc.; thrust or push along in contact with a sur-
face.

The two images of the paper sheet are slidden over each
other. Le Conte, Sight, p. 246.

2. To slip gently; push, thrust, or put quietly
or imperceptibly.

Slide we in this note by the way. Donne, Sermons, v.

Their eyes met, and in an instant Norah slid her hand
in his. Whyte Melville, White Rose, II. xxviii.

3f. To glide over or through.
The idle vessel slides that wat'ry way,
Without the blast or tug of wind or oar.

ijiiiirlm. Emblems, iv. 3.

slide (slid), 11. [< slide, r.] 1. A smooth and
easy passage.
Kings that have able men of their nobility shall find

ease in employing them, and a better slide into their busi-
ness : for people naturally bend to them, as bom in some
sort to command. Bacon, Nobility (ed. 1887).

2. Flow
;
even course

; fluency.

Certainly there bewhose fortunes are like Homer's verses,
that have a slide and an easiness more than the verses of
other poets. Bacon, Fortune (ed. 1887).

3. In music: (a) A melodic embellishment or

grace, consisting of an upward or a downward
series of three or more tones, the last of which
is the principal tone. It may be considered as
an extension of an appoggiatura. Also sliding-
relish. (b) Same as portamento. 4. The transi-
tion of one articulate sound into another; a

glide: an occasional use. 5. A smooth sur-

face, especially of ice, for sliding on.

Mr. Pickwick ... at last took another run, and went
slowly and gravely down the slide, with his feet about a

yard and a quarter apart, amid the gratified shouts of all

the spectators. Dickens, Pickwick, xxx.

And I can do butter-and-eggs all down the long slide.

. . . The feat of butter-and-eggs . . . consists in going
down the slide on one foot and beating with the heel and
toe of the other at short intervals.

T. Hughes, The Ashen Faggot, ii.

6. An inclined plane for facilitating the descent
of heavy bodies by the force of gravity; a shoot,
as a timber-shoot, a shoot (mill or pass) in a

mine, etc.

The descending logs in long slides attain such velocity
that they sometimes shoot hundreds of feet through the
air with the impetus of a cannon-ball.

Scribner"! Mag., IV. 655.

7. Aland-slip; an avalanche. 8. In mining, a.

fissure or crack, either empty or filled with flu-

can, crossing the lode and throwing it slightly
out of its position. In Cornwall, as the term is fre-

quently used, slide is very nearly synonymous with cross-

Jhiean; but, more properly, a slide is distinguished from
a cross-course or cross-flucan by having a course approxi-

slider

mately parallel to that of the lodes, although differing
from them and heaving them in their underlay. Cross-
courses and cross-flucans, on the other hand, have & course

approximately at right angles to that of the lodes.

9. That part of an instrument or apparatus
which slides or is slipped into or out of place,
(a) A glass with a microscopic object, or a picture shown
by the stereoscope, nui^'ic lantern, or the like, mounted
on it. (b) One of the guide-bars on the cross head of a

steam-engine, (c) In musical instruments of the trumpet
class, a U-shaped section of the tube, which can he pushed
in or out so as to alter the length of the air-column, and
thus the pitch of the tones. The slide is the distinctive
feature of the trombone ; but it is also used in the true

trumpet, and occasionally in the French horn. As facili-

tating alterations of pitch in pure intonation, it has de-
cided advantages over both keys and valves. A special
form of slide, called the tuning-slide, is used in almost all

metal wind-instruments simply to bring them into accu-
rate tune with others. See cut under trombone, (d) In

organ-building, same as slideri, !{/). (e) In racing boats,
a sliding seat. Also slider.

10. A slip or inadvertence.

The least blemish, the least slide, the least error, the
least offence, is exasperated, made capital. -

Ford, Line of Life.

11. Some arrangement on which anything
slides, as (in the plural) slides, a term used in

some mines as the equivalent of edge-guides.
12. An object holding by friction upon a band,
tag, cord, or the like, and serving to hold its

parts or strands in place, (a) A utensil like abuckle,
but without a tongue, used for shoe-latchets, pocketbook-
straps, etc. (6) A rounded body, usually small, pierced
with a hole, and sliding on a watch-guard, a cordfor an
eye-glass, or the like.

13. A slide-valve. [Eng.] Dark slide, a photo-
graphic plate-holder. Life-and-current slide, a micro-

scope-slide with two oval cells connected by a shallow
channel. Pressure on the cover sends the contents of one
cell through the channel into the other, and the thin film
can be observed during the passage. Long Slide, in a
steam-engine, a slide-valve of sufficient length to control
the ports at both ends of the cylinder, its hollow hack
forming an exhaust-pipe. Also called long valve.

slide-action (slid'ak"shon), n. In musical in-

struments of the trumpet class, a method of

construction in which a slide is used to deter-
mine the pitch of the tones produced, as in the
trombone.
slide-bar (slld'bar), n. 1. A bar which can be
slid over the draft-opening of a furnace. 2.
The slide of a stamping- or drawing-press
which carries the movable die.

slide-box (slid'boks), n. In a steam-engine, the
slide-valve chest. E. H. Knight.

slide-case (slid'kas), n. In a steam-engine, the
chamber in which the slide-valve works. E.
H. Knight.
slide-culture (slid'kul'tur), n. See the quota-
tion, and compare slide', n., 9 (n).

The slide with the drop containing the germ serves as

the origin for the culture, and, on this account, has re-

ceived the name of ''slide-culture," to distinguish it from
other forms of culture.

Hueppe, Bacteriological Investigations (trans.), p. 108.

slide-groatt (slid'grot), . Same as shovel-board,
1 and 2.

slide-head (slid'hed), . In a lathe, a support
for a tool or for a piece of work, etc. E. H.
Knigh t.

slide-knife (slid'nif), n. See knife.

slide-knot (slld'not). . A slip-knot; distinc-

tively, two half-hitches used by anglers on a

casting-line, for holding a drop and for chang-
ing drops at will.

slide-lathe (slid'laTH), . In metal-working, a
lathe in which the tool-rest is made to traverse
the bed from end to end by means of a screw.
E. H. Knight.
Slider 1

(sll'der), n. [< slide + -er1 .] 1. One
who or that which slides. Specifically (a) A part
of an instrument, apparatus, or machine that slides, (b)

Theat., one of the narrow strips of board which close the

stage over the spaces where scenes are sunk, (c) In a lock,
a tumbler moving horizontally. E. U. Knight, (d) In a
vehicle, a bar connecting the rear ends of the fore hounds,
and sliding beneath the coupling-pole, (e) A utensil like
a buckle, but without a tongue, or simply a ring, used to

keep in place a part of the costume, as a neckerchief,
or a plait of hair. Compare slide, 12 (a). ( /) In organ-
building, a thin strip of wood perforated with holes corre-

sponding to the disposition of the pipes of a stop or set,
and inserted between the two upper boards of a wind-chest.
It may be moved from side to side so as either to admit
the air from the pallet* to the pipes or to cut them off en-

tirely. The position of a slider is controlled by a stop-
knob at the keyboard. By drawing the knob the slider of
a set of pipes is pushed into such position that they may
be sounded by the digitals. Also slide. See oroani, stop,
and wind-chest, (a) in racing boats, a sliding seat.

2. The potter, skilpot, red-fender, or red-bel-
lied terrapin, Pseudemys rtigosa (or Chrysemys
rnhrireiitris), an inferior kind of terrapin or
turtle sometimes cooked in place of the genu-
ine Malacoclemmi/s palttstris, or diamond-back.
It is found chiefly along the eastern coast of the United
States, about the Susquehanna river and other streams



Slider (Pseudemys rugosd).

emptying into the Chesapeake. It attains a length of ten
or eleven inches, and is used to adulterate terrapin stews.

3f. pi. Drawers.

A shirt and sliders.

Dickenson, God's Protecting Providence (1700).

Double slider, a slider having two bars, one over and
the other beneath the coupling-pole ; a sway-bar. Slider
cut-Off. See cut-off.

slider2!,
a. A Middle English form of slidder.

slide-rail (slid'ral), n. 1. A contrivance for

switching cars, consisting of a platform on
wheels running transversely across the tracks,
and carrying the car, etc., from one line of rails

to another. 2. A switch-rail. See railway.
slide-rest (slid'rest), . An appendage to the

turning-lathe for holding the cutting-tool and
insuring accuracy in its motion. The slide-rest

imparts motion to the cutting-tool in two directions, the
one being parallel and the other at right angles to the
axis of the lathe. See cut under lathe.

slide-rod (slid'rod), n. The rod which moves
the slide-valve in a steam-engine: same as

Slide-bar.der-pump (sll'der-pump), n. A name com-
mon to several pumps of various forms, but all

having a piston which revolves continuously
and forces the water through a pipe by means
of a slide regulated by a spring, which inter-

cepts its passage in any other direction.

slide-rule (slld'rb'l), n. A sliding rule. See slide.

slide-thriftt (slid'thrift), .. [< slide, v., + obj.

thrift.'] Same as shovel-board, 1 and 2.

Logetting in the fields, slide-thrift, or shove-groat, cloyish
cayles, half-bowl, and coyting.
Quoted in Blackstone's Com. (ed. Sharswood), II. 171, note e.

slide-trombone (slld'trom"bon), n. A trom-
bone with a slide instead of keys. See trom-
bone.

slide-trumpet (slid'trum'pet), n. A trumpet
with a slide instead of keys like those of the
cornet. See trumpet.

slide-valve (slid'valv), n. In steam, hydraulic,
and pneumatic engineering, a valve which slides

over and upon its seat without lifting in open-
ing or closing a port or ports formed in the seat ;

specifically, a flat-faced plain slide working, or

Slide-valve.

b'
, valve inclosed in steam-chest f', and moved by the valve-rod or

stem a. The valve-rod derives a reciprocating motion from the rock-
lever b, pivoted at c and connected at the lower end with the eccen-
tric-rod h, the latter being reciprocated by the eccentric . d' , d' , in-

duction-ports which also alternately act as eduction-ports ; e, exhaust-

port ; d, pitman or connecting-rod which, being connected to the piston-
rod k, reciprocated by the piston /, imparts circular motion to the

crank/", crank-shaft y', and eccentric f.

adapted to work or slide, upon a flat-faced seat
which includes a port or ports to be alternately
opened and closed by the reciprocation of the
slide. It is in extensive use in the cheaper forms of steam-

engines, compressed-air engines, hydraulic motors, gas-
and water-meters, in some kinds of air-compressors, and
in some compressed-air ice-machines. In England the
slide-valve is very commonly called simply a slide. Cir-
cular slide-valve, a form of faucet-valve ; a cylindrical
valve with ports in depressed sections of its periphery,
serving to bring the ends of the cylinder alternately in

connection with the steam-chest and the exhaust-port.
Slide-valve motion. See motion.

slideway (slid'wa), n. In mach., broadly, any
guideway upon or in which a sliding piece
moves, and by which the direction of its motion
is determined.
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sliding (sli'ding), n. [Verbal n. of slide, r.]

1. The motion of a body along a plane when
the same face or surface of the moving body
keeps in contact with the surface of the plane :

thus distinguished from rolling, in which the

several parts of the moving body come suc-

cessively in contact with the plane on which it

rolls. 2. The sport of gliding on snow or ice,

on the feet, on a sled or a toboggan, or (in for-

mer use) on skates, etc.

Sliding upon the ice appears to have been a very fa-

vourite pastime among the youth of this country in for-

mer times; at present the use of skates is so generally dif-

fused throughout the kingdom that sliding is but little

practised. Strutl, Sports and Pastimes, p. 152.

3. Falling; lapse; merging.
To his [Henry II. 's] days must be fixed the final sliding

of testamentary jurisdiction into the hands of the bishops,
which was by the legislation of the next century perma-
nently left there.

Stubbs, Medieval and Modern Hist., p. 803.

4. Transgression; lapse; backsliding.
You seem'd of late to make the law a tyrant,
And rather proved the sliding of your brother
A merriment than a vice. Shak., M. forM., ii. 4. 115.

sliding (sli'ding), p. a. 1. Slippery; uncer-

tain; unstable; changing.
That slyding science hath me maud so bare
That I have no good, wher that ever I fare.

Chaucer, Prol. to Canon's Yeoman's Tale, 1. 179.

2. Movable; graduated; varying; changing
according to circumstances: as, a sliding scale

(which see, under slide, v.}. 3. That slides;
fitted for being slid.

As bold a smuggler as ever ran out a sliding bowsprit to

the winds that blow betwixt Campvere and the east coast

of Scotland. Scott, Bride of Lammermoor, xxx.

4f. Sloping.
Then lookes upon a hill, whose sliding sides

A goodly flocke, like winter's cov'ring, hides.

W. Browne, Britannia's Pastorals, ii. 3.

Instantaneous sliding axis. See axis* . Sliding door.
See door. Sliding friction. See friction, 2. Sliding
sash. See Ai, 1. Sliding sinker. See sinker. (See
also phrases under slidel, v.)

sliding-balk (sli'ding-bak), n. In ship-building,
one of a set of planks fitted under the bottom
of a ship, to descend with her upon the bilge-

ways in launching. Also called sliding-plank.

sliding-band (sli'ding-band), n. A movable
metallic band used to hold a reel in place on a

fishing-rod.

sliding-box (sli'ding-boks), n. A box or bear-

ing fitted so as to have a sliding motion.

sliding-gage (sli'ding-gaj), . An instrument
used by makers of mathematical instruments
for measuring and setting off distances.

sliding-gunter (sli'ding-gun'ter), n. A rig for

boats in which a sliding topmast is used to ex-

tend a three-cornered sail. See gunter rig,

under rig
2

Slidinjj-gunter mast See masti.

sliding-keel (sli'ding-kel), n. A thin, oblong
frame or platform let down vertically through
the bottom of a vessel (almost always a small

vessel), and constituting practically a deepen-
ing of the keel throughout a part of the ves-

sel's length. Sliding-keels serve to diminish the ten-

dency of any vessel having a flat bottom or small draft to

roll, and to prevent a sailing vessel from falling to leeward
when close-hauled. This device is largely used on the
coast of the United States in coasters, yachts, and sail-

boats. In the United States exclusively called center-

board. See cut under center-board.

slidingness (sli'ding-nes), n. Sliding charac-

ter or quality ; fluency.

Clinias ... oft had used to bee an actor in tragedies,
where he had learned, besides a slidingness of language,
acquaintance with many passions.

Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, ii.

sliding-nippers (sli'ding-nip
//

erz), n., sing. orpl.
In rope-making, same as grip

1
,
7.

sliding-plank (sli'diug-plangk), n. Same as

sliding-balk.

sliding-relish (sli'ding-rel^ish), n. In harpsi-
chord music, same as slide, 3 (a).

slidometer (sH-dom'e-ter), n. [Irreg. < E. slide

+ Gr. [itrpov, measure.] An instrument used
to indicate the strains to which railway-cars
are subjected by sudden stoppage.

sliet, a. An obsolete form of sly.

'slifet (slif), inierj. An old exclamation or im-

precation, an abbreviation of God's life.

I will not let you hate this pretty lass.

'SUfe, it may prove her death.

Randolph, Hey for Honesty, iv. 8.

sliftert (slif'ter), . [< 'slift (< sKrei, v.) +
-cr1 .] A crack or crevice.

It is impossible light to be in an house, and not to show
itself at the slifters, door, and windows of the same.

J. Bradford, Works (Parker Soc., 1853), II. 883.

slight

Slifteredt(slif'terd),. [</)//,Vrr + -<W'-'.] Cleft;
cracked.

Straight chops a wave, and in his sliftred panch
Downe fals our ship.

Marntnn, Antonio and Mellida, I., i. 1.

Sliggeen (sli-gen'), . [< Ir. sligean, sliogan, a

sheU,<sZ/'</e, a shell.] Shale
;
soft rock. [Irish.]

slight, a. An obsolete form of sly.

slight
1

(slit), a. [Early mod. E. also sleight; <

ME. *xli(/ltt, fliif/lit, sligt, slygt, sleght (not found
in AS.), = OFries. slincht, E. Fries, slicht,

smooth, slight, = MD. slicitt, even, plain, slecht,

slight, simple, single, vile, or of little account,
D. slecht, bad, = MLG. slicht, slecht = OHG.
MHG. sleht, G. schlecht, plain, straight, simple,

usually mean, bad, base, the lit. sense being
supplied by the var. schlicht (after the verb

sehlichten), smooth, sleek, plain, homely, = Icel.

slettr, flat, smooth, slight, = Sw. slat, smooth,
level, plain, = Dan. slet, flat, level, bad, = Goth.

slaihts, smooth ; prob. orig. pp. (with formative

-t), but the explanation of the word as lit.

'beaten flat,' < AS. sledn, etc. (-y/ slah), smite,
strike (see slay

1
), is not tenable.] It. Plain;

smooth (in a physical sense). 2. Slender;

slim; thin; light; hence, frail; unsubstantial:

as, a slight figure ;
a slight structure.

So sraothe, so smal, so seme .Vy. '.

Rysez vp in hir araye ryalle
A prec[i]os pyece in perleg pyst.

AUUeratm Poems (ed. Morris), i. 190.

This slight structure of private buildings seems to be
the reason so few ruins are found in the many cities once
built in Egypt. Bruce, Source of the Nile, I. 105.

Some flue, slight fingers have a wondrous knack at pul-
verizing a man's brittle pride.

Charlotte Bronte, Shirley, xxviii.

3. Slender in character or ability; lacking
force of character or intellect

;
feeble

; hence,
silly; foolish.

Some carry-tale, some please-man, some slight zany.
Shak., L. L. L.,v. 2.463.

I am little inclin'd to believe his testimony, he being so

slight a person, so passionate, ill-bred, and of such impu-
dent behaviour. Evelyn, Diary, Dec. 6, 1680.

4. Very small, insignificant, or trifling; unim-

portant, (a) Trivial ; paltry : as, a slight excuse.

I have . . . fee'd every slight occasion that could but

niggardly give me sight of her.

Shak., M. W. of W., ii. 2. 204.

When the divine Providence hath a Work to effect,

what slight Occasions it oftentimes takes to effect the
Work ! Baker, Chronicles, p. 184.

(6) Of little amount ; meager; slender: as, a. slight repast.

So sorrow's heaviness doth heavier grow
For debt that bankrupt sleep doth sorrow owe ;

Which now in some slight measure it will pay,
If for his tender here I make some stay.

Shak., M. N. D., iii. 2. 86.

Such slight labours may aspire respect.
B. Jonson, Poetaster, v. 1.

The china was delicate egg-shell ; the old-fashioned sil-

ver glittered with polishing ;
but the eatables were of the

slightest description. Mrs. Gaskell, Cranford, i.

(c) Of little weight, or force, or intensity ; feeble
; gentle ;

mild : as, a slight impulse or impression ; slight efforts ; a

slight cold.

After he was clapt up a while, he came to him selfe, and
with some slight punishmente was let goe upon his be-

haviour for further censure.

Bradford, Plymouth Plantation, p. 175.

The slightest flap a fly can chase. Gay, Fables, i. 8.

(d) Of little thoroughness ; superficial ; cursory ; hasty ;

imperfect ; not thorough or exhaustive : as, a slight glance ;

slight examination ; a slight, raking.

In the month of September, &slight ploughing and prepa-
ration is given to the field, destined for beans and par-

snips the ensuing year.
A. Hunter, Georgical Essays, IV. 321.

5. Slighting; contemptuous; disdainful.

Slight was his answer,
" Well "

1 care not for it.

Tennyson, Aylmer's Field.

Slight negligence or neglect. See negligence, 2. =Syn.
2. Flimsy. 4. Petty, scanty, hurried.

Slight
1
(slit), v.t. [< ME. *sligh ten, sleahten = D.

slechten = MLG. slichten, slechten, LG. slighten
= OHG. slihtan, slihten, MHG. slihten, slichten,

G. sehlichten = Icel. sletta = Sw. slata = Dan.
slette, make smooth, even

;
from the adj.] If.

To make plain or smooth ;
smooth : as, to slight

linen (to iron it). Hallncell.

To sleght, lucibrucinare. Cath. Any., p. 344.

2f. To make level
;
demolish ;

overthrow.

The old earthwork was slighted, and a new work of pine
trees, [blank] foot square, fourteen foot high, and [blank]
foot thick,was reared.

Winthrop, Hist. New England, II. 298.

I would slight Carlisle castell high,
Though it were builded of marble stone.

Kinmont Willie (Child's Ballads, VI. 61).

3f. To throw; cast.



slight

The rogues slighted me into the river with as little re-

morse as they would have drowned a blind bitch's puppies.
Shak., M. W. of W., lif 5. 9.

4. To treat as of little value, or as unworthy
of notice; disregard intentionally; treat with

intentional neglect or disrespect : make little

of.

Puts him off, slights him. Shak., W. T., iv. 4. 200.

In ancient Days, if Women slii/hted Dress,
Then Men were ruder too, and lik'd it less.

Congreve, tr. of Ovid's Art of Love.

Nor do I merit, Odin, thou should'st slight

Me and my words, though thou be first in Heaven !

M. Arnold, Balder Dead.

To Blight Off*, to dismiss slightingly or as a matter of

little moment ;
wave off or dismiss.

Many gulls and gallants we may hear sometimes alight

of death with a jest, when they think it out of hearing.
Rev. S. Ward, Sermons, p. 56.

To slight over, to smooth over ; slur over ; hence, to treat

carelessly ; performsupernciallyorwithoutthoroughness.

When they have promised great matters, and failed most

shamefully, yet, if they have the perfection of boldness,

they will but slight it over, and make a turn, and no more
ado. Bacon, Boldness (ed. 1887).

= Syn. 4. Disregard, etc. See neglect, v. t.

slight
1

(slit), it. [< slight^, <.] 1. An act of

intentional neglect shown toward one who ex-

pects some notice or courtesy ;
failure to notice

one
;
a deliberate ignoring or disregard of a

person, out of displeasure or contempt.
She is feeling now (as even Bohemian women can feel

some things) this slight that has been newly offered to her

by the hands of her "
sisters."

Mrs. Edward**, Ought we to Visit her? I. 62.

2. Intentional neglect ; disrespect.
An image seem'd to pasa the door,
To look at her with slight.

Tennyson, Mariana in the South.

=8yn. Disrespect. See the verb.

slight2!, n. A more correct, but obsolete spell-

ing of sleight?.

'slightt (slit), interj. A contraction of by this

light or God's light.

'Slight, away with 't with all speed, man '.

Middleton (and others), The Widow, I. 2.

How! not in case?

'Slight, thou 'rt in too much case, by all this law.
S. Jonson, Poetaster, i. 1.

slightent (sli'tn), v. t. [< sliglifl + -ew 1
.] To

slight or disregard.
It is an odious wisdom to blaspheme,
Much more to slighten or deny their powers.

B. Jonton, Sejanus, v. 10.

She, as 'tis said,

Slijiktens his love, and he abandons hers.

Ford, Tis Pity, IT. 2.

Slighter (sli'ter), n. l< slight, r., + -erl.] One
who slights or neglects.

I do not believe you are so great an undervaluer or

slighter of it as not to preserve it tenderly and thriftily.
Jer. Taylor (!), Artif. Handsomeness, p. 102.

slightfult, . See sleightful.

slighting (sli'ting), . [Verbal n. ofsligltfl, r.]

Disregard; scorn; slight.
Yet will you love me?

Tell me but how I have deserv'd your slighting.

Fletcher, Beggars' Bush, iii. 4.

slighting (sli'ting), p. a. Derogatory; dispar-

aging.
To hear yourself or your profession glanced at
In a few slighting terms.

B. Jonson, Magnetick Lady, t. 1.

slightingly (sli'ting-li), adr. In a slighting
manner; with disrespect; disparagingly.

slightly (slit'li), adv. 1. In a slight manner ;

slimly: slenderly; unsubstantially.
To the east of the town [of Laodicea] there is a well of

good water, from which the city is supplied by an aque-
duct very slightly built.

Pococlte, Description of the East, II. i. 197.

2. To a slight degree; to some little extent ;

in some small measure: as, slightly scented
wood

; slightly wounded.
In the court is a well of slightly brackish water.

E. W. Lane, Modern Egyptians, I. 11.

3. With scant ceremony or respect; with little

consideration; disparagingly; slightingly.

Being sent for at length to have his dispatch, and slightly

enough conducted to the council-chamber, he [the Eng-
lish ambassador] was told by Shalkan that this emperor
would condescend to no other agreements than were be-
tween his father and the queen before his coming.

Milton, Hist. Moscovia, v.

He tells me that my Lord Sandwich is lost there at

Court, though the King is particularly his friend. But
people do speak every where slightly of him : which is a
sad story to me, but I hope it may be better again.

Pepys, Diary, II. 342.

4. Easily; thoughtlessly.
You were to blame, I must be plain with you,
To part so slightly with your wife's first gift.

Shak., M. of V., v. 1. 167.
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slightness(slit'nes), . The character or state

of being slight, in any sense.

It must omit
Real necessities, and give way the while
To unstable tightness. Shak., Cor., iii. 1. 148.

slightyt (sli'ti), . [< slight! + -yl.] 1. Slim;
weak; of little weight, force, or efficacy; slight;

superficial.
If a word of heaven fall in now and then in their con-

ference, alas ! how slighty is it, and customary, and heart-
less! Baxter, Saints' Rest, iv., Conclusion.

2. Trifling; inconsiderable.

slikt, a. [< ME. slik, slyk, sli<: W///.v , < led. .-n/.-r.

such, = Sw. slik = Dan. slig, such, = AS. mi-ilr,

c, such: see such and sic 1
.']

Such.

Man sal taa of twa thynges,
Slyk as he fyndes, or taa Klifk as he brynges.

Chaucer, Reeve's Tale, 1. 210.

slike1
!, r. f. [< ME. uliken, < AS. *

silean (not
found) = LG. sliken (orig. strong) = OHG. slih-

Jian, slichan, MHG. slichen, G. schleiclien, crawl,
slink. Of. sleek, slick'1 , slink1

.] To crawl.

slike2t, a. A Middle English form of alt <7,-.

silly. a<ii: See xlylii.

slim1 (slim), a. [Not found in ME.
; (a) in the

physical sense 'thin,' etc., prob. < Ir. slim,

thin, lank, = Gael, shorn, slim, slim, slender,
smooth, slippery, also inert, deceitful; in the

depreciative senses 'slight, poor, bad,' etc.,

appar. orig. a fig. use of 'thin,' mixed with (6)
MD. slim = MLG. slim, slanting, wrong, bad
(> Icel. slsemr = Sw. (obs. ) Dan. slem, bad),
= OHG. "slimli (in deriv. slimbi), MHG. slirnp

(slimb-) (> It. sghembo, crooked, slanting), G.

sclilimm, bad, cunning, unwell. For the de-

velopment of senses, cf. slighft, 'smooth, thin,

poor, bad,' etc. Cf. E. dial, slam?.] 1. Thin;
slender: as, a slim waist.

A thin rftm-gutted fox made a hard shift to wiggle his

body into a henroost. Sir ft. L'Estrange.

To be sure the girl looks uncommonly bright and pretty
with her pink cheeks, her bright eyes, her slim form.

Thackeray, Philip, xvii.

He straightway drew out of the desk a dim volume of

gray paper. Thackeray, Philip, xxxviii.

Hence 2. Slight; flimsy; unsubstantial: as,

slim work.
Slim ivory chairs were set about the room.

William Morris, Earthly Paradise, I. 327.

3. Delicate; feeble. [Colloq.]
She 's had nliin health of late years. I tell 'em she 's

been too much shut up out of the fresh air and sun.
S. 0. Jewett, Deephaven, p. 169.

4. Slight; weak; trivial.

The church of Rome indeed was allowed to be the prin-

cipal church. But why ? Was it in regard to the succes-

sion of St. Peter? no, that was a dim excuse.

Barrov, Pope's Supremacy.

5. Meager; small: as, a slim chance. 6. Worth-
less ; bad

;
wicked. [Prov. Eng. and Scotch.]

= Syn. 1. Lank, gaunt, meager.
slim 1

(slim), v. .; pret. and pp. slimmed, ppr.

slimming. [< slim 1
, a.] To scamp one's work

;

do work in a careless, superficial manner.

[Prov. Eng.]
8lim2t, " A Middle English form of slime.

slime (slim), w. [< ME. slime, styme, slim, slym,
< AS. slim = D. slijm, slime, phlegm, = MLG.
slim = OHG. "slim (cf. slimen, make smooth),
MHG. slim, G. schleim = Icel. slim, slime, =
Sw. slem, slime, phlegm, = Dan. slim, mucus,
phlegm, = Goth. *sleims (not recorded) ; prob.
= L. limus (for "slimwt), slime, mud, mire. Not
connected with OBulg. slina = Buss, slina. etc.,

saliva, slaver, drivel, mucilage, which are ult.

connected with E. speic.] 1. Any soft, ropy,

glutinous, or viscous substance, (a) Soft moist
earth having an adhesive quality ; viscous mud.

Lettyn sailis doun slyde, & in slym fallyn.
Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 13281.

Stain'd, as meadows, yet not dry,
With miry slime left on them by a flood.

Shak., Tit. And., iii. 1. 125.

(6) Asphalt or bitumen.

She took for him an ark of bulrushes, and daubed it with
Mme and with pitch. Ex. ii. 3.

The very clammie slime Bitumen, which at certaine

times of the yeere floteth and swimmeth upon the lake of

Sodome, called Asphaltites in Jurie.

Holland, tr. of Pliny, vii. 15.

(c) A mucous, viscous, or glutinous substance exuded from
the bodies of certain animals, notably fishes and mollusks :

as, the slime of a snail. In some cases this slime is the se-

cretion of a special gland, and it may on hardening form
a sort of operculum. See slime-gland, clausUium, and hi-

bernaculum, 3 (6).

O foul descent ! that I, who erst contended
With gods to sit the highest, am now constrain'd
Into a beast : and, mix'd with bestial slime,
This essence to incarnate and imbrute.

Milton, P. L., ix. 165.

sling

There the slow blind-worm left his slimr
On the fleet limbs that mocked at time.

Scott, L. of the L., iii. 5.

2. Figuratively, anything of a clinging and of-

fensive nature ; cringing or fawning words or
actions.

The slime
That sticks on filthy deeds.

Shak., Othello, v. 2. 148.

3. In metal., ore reduced to a very fine powder
and held in suspension in water, so as to form
a kind of thin ore-mud : generally used in the

plural. In the slimes the ore is in a state of almost im-

palpable powder, so that it requires a long time for set-

tling. Set- tailhiyx. Foxy slime, a marked discoloration
of field-ice, yellowish-red in color.

slime (slim), v. t.
; pret. and pp. slimed, ppr.

sliming. [< slime, re.] I. traits. 1. To cover
with or as with slime; make slimy.

Snake-like slimed his victim ere he gorged.
Tennyson, Sea Dreams.

2. To remove slime from, as fish for canning.
H. intrans. To become slimy ; acquire slime.

slime-eel (slim'el), it. The glutinous hag,
Myxine glutinosa. See cut under hug.

slime-fungus (slim'fung'gus), n. Same as
xlime-miild.

slime-gland (slim
'

gland), w. In conch., the

gland which secretes the slimy or mucous sub-
stance which moistens snails, slugs, etc.

slime-mold (slim'mold), . A common name
for fungi of the group Myxomycetes (which
see for characterization). See also Mycetozoa,
dlthalium, jilasmodiuni, 3.

slime-pit (slim 'pit), n. 1. An asphalt- or bitu-

men-pit.
And the vale of si. Mini was full of slime-pit*.

Gen. xiv. 10.

In an hour the bitumen was exhausted for the time, the
dense smoke gradually died away, and the pale light of

the moon shone over the black slime-pits. Layard.

2. In metal., a tank or large reservoir of any
kind into which slimes are conducted in order
that they may have time to settle, or in which

they maybe reserved for subsequent treatment.
See slime, 3, and tailings.

slime-sponge (slim'spunj), . A sponge of

the order or group Myxospongix; a gelatinous

sponge.
slimily (sli'mi-li), adv. In a slimy manner,
literally or figuratively.
sliniiness (sli'mi-nes), n. The quality of being
slimy; viscosity; slime.

By a weak fermentation a pendulous sliminess is pro-

duced, which answers a pituitous state.

SirJ. Flayer, Preternatural State of the Animal Humours.
[(Latham,)

slimly (slim'li), adr. In a slim manner; slen-

derly; thinly; sparsely; scantily: as, a slimly
attended meeting.
slimmer (slim'er), a. [Appar. an extension of

slim 1
.] Delicate ; easily hurt. [Scotch.]

Being a gentlewoman both by blood and education,
she 's a very slimmer affair to handle in a doing of this

kind. Gait, Ayrshire Legatees, p. 59.

slimmish (slim'ish), . [<s/i
1 + -w/|l.] Some-

what slim.

He 's a slimmish chap.
D. Jerrold, Hist. St. Giles and St. James, I. 314. (Hoppe.)

slimness (slim'nes), . Slim character or ap-

pearance; slenderness.

slimsy (slim'zi), a. [Also sometimes slimpsy,

slimpsey ; < slim1 + -sy as in flimsy. Cf. Sw.

slimsa, a lump, clod.] 1. Flimsy; frail; thin

and unsubstantial : as, slimsy calico. [U.S.]
The building is old and slimsy.

S. Jvail, Margaret, ii. 8.

2. Idle; dawdling. [Prov. Eng.]
slimy (sli'mi), a. [< ME. xlimy, < AS. slimig (=
D. slijmig = G. schleimig), slimy, < slim, slime:

see slime.'] 1. Slime-like; of the nature, ap-

pearance, or consistency of slime ; soft, moist,

ropy, and disagreeably adhesive or viscous : as,

the slimy sediment in a drain ;
the slimy exuda-

tion of an eel or a snail. 2. Abounding with

slime : as, a slimy soil. 3. Covered with slime.

Yea, slimy things did crawl with legs

Upon the slimy sea !

Coleridge, Ancient Mariner, Ii.

slinch (slinch), r. /. [An assibilated form of

.W/nfri.] An obsolete or dialectal form of dink'1
.

With that the wounded prince departed quite.
From sight he slinchte, I sawe his shade no more.

Mir. for Mags., 1587. (Nares.)

sliness, . Soc .Wi/<..

sling
1
(sling), c.

; pret. and pp. slung, ppr. sling-

ing. [< ME. xliityen, slyngen (pret. slang, slong,

pp. slinii/eit, xlongen), < AS. slingan (pret. "slang,

pp. "slit iii/'-ti ; very rare)= MD. xliiigheii = MLG.



sling

LG. nli.ni/ni = OHG. xliiii/nn. MHG. xlinf/rn, G.

schlingrii, wind, twist, sling, = Icel. s'lyngrti,

slongca, sling, fling, throw (cf. Sw. slunga =
Dan. slynge, sling: a secondary form

;
Sw. slin-

ga, twist/ G.); cf. freq. D. MLG. ulingeren, toss,= G. scMini/ern, xclilnikfrii = Sw. xlingra = Dan.
slingre, fling about; cf. Lith. xliiikti, creep, E.
slink1

,
slikc 1

; prob. one of the extended forms
of Teut. V sli, in xlipi. xliili; etc. Hence ult.

sltmgZ, and perhaps slang^.J I. trnnx. 1. To
throw; fling; hurl.

Tears up mountains by the roots,
Or slings a broken rock aloft in air.

Aiidixon, Milton's Style Imitated.

Time, a maniac scattering dust,
And Life, a Fury slinging flame.

Tennyson, In Memoriam, 1.

2. To fling or throw with a jerk, with or as with
a sling. See sling

1
, n., 1.

Every one could sling stones at an hairbreadth, and not
miss. Judges xx. 16.

3. To hang or suspend loosely or so as to swing :

as, to xling a pack on one's back; to sling a
rifle over one's shoulder.

Hee mounted himselfe on his steede so talle, . . .

And slung h\8 bugle about his necke.
Child of Bile (Child's Ballads, III. 228).

At his back
Is slung a huge harp.
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the sixteenth century. 7. A sweep or swing;
a stroke as if of a missile cast from a sling.

At one sling
Of thy victorious arm. Milton, P. L., x. 633.

Suddenly gathers a storm, and the deadly sling of the
hailstones

Beats down the fanner's corn.

Longfellow, Evangeline, i. 4.

8. In a millstone, a swinging motion from side
to side. 9. In dynam., a contrivance consisting
of one pendulum hung to the end of another.
Boat-slings, strong ropes or chains furnished with hooks
and iron thimbles, whereby to hook the tackles in order to
hoist the boats in and out of the ship. Buoy-slings,
slings used to keep buoys riding upright. Butt-sling, a
sling used for hoisting casks. Demi-sllngt, quarter-
slingt, pieces of artillery smaller than the sling : the quar-
ter-sling, at least, was made of forged iron and therefore
small, like a wall-piece or harquebus a croc. Slings of a
yard (naut.), ropes or chains attached to the middle of a
yard, serving to suspend it for the greater ease of working,
or for security in an engagement This phrase also ap-
plies to the part of the yard on which the slings are placed.

sling
2

(sling), n. [Cf. MLG. LG. slingen (G.
schlingen), swallow, altered by confusion with
the verb mentioned under sling

1
, MLG. slinden

= D. slinden = OHG. slintan, MHG. slinden =
Goth.fra-slindan, swallow; perhaps a nasalized
form of the verb represented by AS. slidan, E.
slide: see slide.'] Toddy with nutmeg grated
on the surface. See gin-sling.

around the middle of a lower yard, to which the

slings are fastened.

iling'bon), n. The astragalus.
(gling'bul"et), n. A bullet modi-

in shape for use in a sling,

spring Dr. Chaplin was fortunate enough to secure

The Academy, Aug. 2, 1890, p. 94.

,W augearp
William Morris, Earthly Paradise, III. 32 Sling-band (sling band), . Naut., an iron band

4. To place in slings in order to hoist
; move

or swing bv a rope from which the thing moved
is suspended: as, to sling casks or bales from
the hold of a ship to sling boats, ordnance, etc.
-5. To cut (plastic clay) into thin slices by a
string or wire, for the purpose of detecting and

rem/ving
small stones^t may be interred

the clay To sling a hammock or cot. See , . , , . .

yiuOaliaut.), to suspend than vlth olulni on g^ing uSo* sling-cart (sling'kart), . A kind of cart used
for transporting cannon and their carriages,
etc., for short distances, by slinging them by a
chain from the axletree.

sling-dog (sling'dog), n. An iron hook for a
sling, with a fang at one end and an eye at the
other for a rope, used in pairs, two being em-
ployed together with connecting tackle. See
cut under dog, 9 (c).

slinger (sling'er), n. [< ME. slynger, slingare,
slinger (= OHG. slingari; cf. D. slingeraar); as

action.

II. intrans. If. To be hurled or flung.
Thorowe the strength off the wynd
Into the welken hitt schall slynge.

Hymns to Virgin, etc. (E. E. T. S.), p. 120.

2. To move with long, swinging, elastic steps.
[Colloq.J

started off at a long sling-
Two well-known runners

ing trot across the fields.

T. Hughes, Tom Brown at Rugby, i. 7.

sling
1 + -cr1

.] One who slings ; especially, one
who uses the sling as a weapon in war or the
chase. The Greeks, Romans, and Carthaginians had bod-

usually expressed 'by lithere, liifire, lythre, < le- jes
of slingers attached to their armies, recruited especially

ther leathpri (TFVipa sj;,n* ivm <,li
from the inhabitants of the Baleanc Isles. Theuseofthe

ier, lei ler; _ U^nes. slinge = MD. slinge = silng continued among European armies to the sixteenth
MlAr. slenge = OHG. shnga, MHG. slinge (> century, at which time it was employed to hurl grenades.
It. eslingna = F. elingue), G. schlinge = Sw. 8ee cut under sling.

slunga = Dan. slynge, a sling; from the verb.
The later senses (7, 8, 9) are directly from
the mod. verb.] 1. An instrument for throw-
ing stones or bul-

lets, consisting of a

strap and two strings
attached to it. The
stone or bullet is lodged
in the strap, and, the
ends of the strings be-

ing held in the hand, the
sling is whirled rapidly
round in a circle, and the
misslie thrown by letting
go one of the strings. The
velocity with which the
projectile is discharged
is the same as that with
which it is whirled round i

its radius. The sling was a

among the ancients. See sling-eta ^ ....

Use eek the cast of stone, with slynge or honde.
sometimes slank), ppr. slinking. [Also dial.

Knyghthode and Batayle, quoted in Strutt's Sports and sunch ; < MK 'sunken, slynken, sclynken, < AS.
[Pastimes, p. 138. slincan (pret. "slanc, pp. 'sluncen), creep (cf.

An English shepherd boasts of his skill in using of the slincend, a reptile), = MLG. slinken, slink,
Strutt, sports and Pastimes, p. 135. shrink ; a nasalized form of AS. 'slican, creep,

2. A kind of hanging loop in which something, = OHG. slihhan, slichan, MHG. slicnen, G.
as a wounded limb, is supported: as, to have schleichen, slink, crawl, sneak, move slowly: see
one's arm in a sling. 3. A device for grasp- sleek, slick1

,
slike1 . Cf. Lith. slinkti, creep: see

ing and holding heavy articles, as casks, bales, sling
1
.] To sneak; steal or move quietly: gen-

etc., while being raised or lowered. A common erally with off or away.

Only in Kir-haraseth left they the stones thereof; how-
beit the slingers went about it, and smote it. 2 Ki. iii. 25.

Caesar calmly sent back his cavalry and his archers and
slingers. Fronde, Ciesar, p. 240.

sling-mant (sliug'man), n. A slinger.
So one while Lot sets on a Troup of Horse,A Band of Sling-men he anon doth force.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii., The Vocation.

sling-piece (sling'pes), n. A small chambered
cannon. Grose.

sling-stone (sling'ston), n. A stone used as a
missile to be hurled by a sling. These stones
were sometimes cut with grooves, sometimes
having two grooves crosswise.
The arrow cannot make him flee

; slingstones are turned
with him into stubble. Job xli 28

X^tftr^SM slin|-Wagon
(sling'wag"on), A sling-cart.

sling-stone and stalling.
Slink 1

(slingk), V. I.
; pret. and pp. slunk (pret.

form consists of a rope strap fitted securely round the
object, but is frequently a chain with hooks at its ends,
and a ring through which to pass the hook of the hoist-
ing-rope (as shown in the figure of sling-dogs, under dog).
Compare gun-sling, 1.

We have had . . . the sinking of a vessel at Woolwich
by letting a 35-ton gun fall from the slings on to her bot-" B. Spencer, Study of Sociol., p. 161.

4. A thong or strap, attached to a hand-fire-

He soft into his bed gan for to slyntte,
To slope longe, as he was wont to doon.

Chaucer, Troilus, iii. 1535.

Nay, we will slink away in supper-time.
Disguise us at my lodging and return.

Shak., M. of V., ii. 4. 1.

As boys that slink
From ferule and the trespass-chiding eye,
Away we stole. Tennyson, Princess, v.

arm of any sort, to allow of its being earned slink1
(slingk), w. [< slink1

, v.~\ 1. A sneak-
over the shoulder or across the back, and usu- ing fellow. Brockett; Halliwell. 2 A greedy
ally adjustable witli buckles or slides. See gun- starveling. 3. A cheat.
ling 2. 5. The chain or rope that suspends a slink2 (slingk), r. [Usually identified with
yard or gaff. 6f. A piece of artillery in use in slink1

, but prob. a form of sling
1

, fling, cast (cf.

slip

riiil,-, a form of niif/
1
).] I. trans. To cast pre-

maturely: said of a female beast.

II. iiilrinix. To miscarry; cast the young pre-
maturely : said of a female beast.

slink2 (slingk), n. and a. [Also slunk; < slink*,

v.~\ I. n. 1. An animal, especially a calf
, pre-

maturely brought forth. 2. The flesh of an
animal prematurely brought forth; the veal of
a calf killed immediately after being calved;
bob-veal. [Prov. Eng. and Scotch.] 3. A
bastard child. [Rare.]
What did you go to London for but to drop your slink?

Roger Comberbaeh (1702), Byron and Elms, Comberbach,
|p. 391.

4. A thin or poor and bony fish, especially such
a mackerel. See mackerel 1

.

II. a. 1. Produced prematurely: as, a, slink

calf. 2. Immature and unfit for human food:
as, slink veal; slink meat.
slink3 (slingk), a. [Related to slank and slunken,
and with these prob. ult. from the root of
slink1 : see slank and slunken.] 1. Thin; slen-

der; lean; starved and hungry: as, slink cat-
tle. 2. Sneaky; mean.
He has na settled his account wi' my gudeman the dea-

con for this twalmonth
;
he 's but slink, I doubt.

Scott, Antiquary, xv.

Slink4 (slingk), n. [Cf. slang*, slanket (?).] A
small piece of wet meadow-land. [Prov. Eng.]
slink-butcher (slingk'buch"er), n. One who
slaughters slinks ; also, one who slaughters dis-
eased animals, and markets their carcasses.

There is, however, reason to fear that some of the rab-
bits and other animals exported from the mother country
in ill-health may return to us in the shape of tinned
meats ; and steps should, of course, be taken for the pro-
tection of our own slink-butchers from any dishonourable
competition of this nature with their industry.

. James's Gazette, May 14, 1886, p. 4. (Encyc. DM.)

Slink-skin (slingk'skin), . The skin of a slink,
or leather made from such skin.

Take the finest vellum or slink-skin, without knots or
flaws, seeth it with fine pouder of pummice stone well
sifted, etc. Lvpton's Thousand Notable Things. (Ifares.)

slinky (sling'ki), a. [< slinks + _,/!.] Lank;
lean; flaccid.

slip
1

(slip), r.
; pret. and pp. slipped or slipt,

ppr. slipping. [Under this form are merged
several orig. diff. verbal forms: (a) < ME. slip-
pen (pret. slipte, pp. slipped), < AS. 'slippan
(Somner, Lye) (pret. 'slipte, pp. 'slipped), slip,= MD. D. slippen, slip, escape, = MLG. slippen= OHG. sliffan, slipfan, MHG. slipfen, G. schlip-
fen (mixed with seltliipfen), slip, glide, = Icel.

sleppa, let slip, = Sw. slippa = Dan. slippe, slip,
let go, get off, escape ;

causal of (b) AS. slipan
(Lye) (pret. "slap, pp. 'slipen), slip, glide, pass
away, = OHG. slifan, MHG. slifen, G. schleifen,
slide, glance; this group being identical in form
with the transitive verb (c) ME. slipen = MD.
D. slijpen= MLG. slipen = MHG. slifen, G. schlei-

fen = Icel. slipa = Norw. slipa = Sw. slipa =
Dan. slibe, make smooth, polish; cf. (d) Icel.

sleppa (pret. slapp, pp. slyppinn), slip, slide,
escape, fail, miss, = Norw. sleppa = Sw. slippa= Dan. slippe (pret. slap), let go, escape (no
exactly corresponding AS. form appears) ; (e)
AS. as if 'slyppan = OHG. slupfen, MHG. sliip-
fen, G. schliipfen, slip, glide ; (/) AS. as if *slyp-
an = OS. xlopjan = OHG. sloufan, MHG. sloufen,
sloufen, slip, slide, push, = Goth, 'slaupjan, in

comp. af-slaupjan, put off; (g) AS. slupan,'sle6p-
an (pret. sledp, pp. slopen), slip, fall away (also
in comp. d-slupan, to-slupan, fall apart), = D.
sluipen, sneak, = OHG. sliofan, MHG. sliefen,
G. schliefen, slip, crawl, sneak, = Goth, sliupan
(pret. slaup, pp. 'slupans), slip, also in comp. uf-
sliupan, creep in. These forms belong to two
roots, \/ slip, T/ slup, the first four groups to

y slip, which is prob. an extension of the ^/ sli

in slide, sling, slink, etc., Skt. / sar, flow, and
the last three groups to / slup, perhaps akin to
L. lubricus (for 'slubricus), smooth, slippery,
Lith. slubnas, weak. The forms and uses m
Teut. are confused, and overlap. From the
same root or roots are ult. slipper

1
, slipper

2
,

slippery, slop
1

, slope, sleeve1 , sloven1 , etc.] I.
intrans. 1. To move in continuous contact
with a surface without rolling; slide; hence,
to pass smoothly and easily ; glide.

Lay hold on her,
And hold her fast

; she'll slip through your fingers like an
eel else. Fletcher (and another 1), Prophetess, iii. 2.

They trim their feathers, which makes them oily and
slippery, that the water may slip off them. Mortimer.

Many a ship
Whose black bows smoothly through the waves did slip.

William Morris, Earthly Paradise, III. 101.



slip

At last I arrived at a kind of embankment, where I

could see the great mud-colored stream dipping along In

the soundless darkness.
H. James, Jr., Little Tour, p. 192.

2. To slide suddenly and unawares in such a

way as to threaten or result in a fall
;
make a

misstep; lose one's footing: as, to xlip on the
ice.

If he should dip, he sees his grave gaping under him.
Smith.

3. To fall into error or fault; err or go astray,
as in speech or conduct.

There is one that slippeth in his speech, but not from
his heart. EccluB. nix. 16.

If he had been as you, and you as he,
You would have dipt like him.

Shak., M. for M., ii. 2. 66.

And how can I but often slip, that make a perambula-
tion ouer the World 1 Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 50.

4. To become slack or loose and move or start

out of place, as from a socket or the like.

The head elippeth from the helve. Deut. xlx. 5.

Upon the least walking on it, the bone slips out again.
Wiseman, Surgery.

5. To pass quietly, imperceptibly, or elusively ;

hence, to slink; sneak; steal : with in, out, or

away : as, the time slips away ; errors are sure
to slip in ; he slipped out of the room.

I slip by his name, for most men do know it.

B. Jonson, Poetaster, v. 1.

Unexpected accidents dip in, and unthought of occur-
rences intervene. Sir T. Browne, Religio Medici, I. 17.

I slipt out and ran hither to avoid them.
Sheridan, School for Scandal, 1. 1.

Did Adam have duns, and slip down a back-lane?

Lowell, In the Half-Way House.

6. To escape insensibly, especially from the

memory; be lost.

Use the most proper methods to retain that treasure
of ideas which you have acquired ; for the mind is ready
to let many of them slip. Watts, Logic, 1. 5.

7. To go loose or free
;
be freed from check or

restraint, as a hound from the leash.

Cry "Havoc," and let slip the dogs of war.

Shot., J. ., 111. 1. 273.

8. To pass unregarded or unappropriated : with
let: as, to let an opportunity sKp; to let the mat-
ter slip.

I, like an idle truant, fond of play,
Doting on toys, and throwing gems away.
Grasping at shadows, let the substance slip.

Churchill, Sermons, Ded., 1. 157.

Let not slip the occasion, but do something to lift off

the curse incurred by Eve.

Margaret Fuller, Woman in 18th Century, p. 167.

9. To detach a ship from her anchor by slipping
or letting go the chain at a shackle, because
there is not time to heave the anchor up. A
buoy is fastened to the part of the chain slipped,
so that it may be recovered.

The gale for which we slipped at Santa Barbara had
been so bad a one here that the whole bay . . . was filled

with the foam of the breakers. The Lagoda . . . slipped
at the first alarm, and in such haste that she was obliged
to leave her launch behind her at anchor.

R. H. Dana, Jr., Before the Mast, p. 121.

10. To have a miscarriage. [Colloq.] To slip
Off, to depart or get away quietly, or so as to escape ob-
servation. TO Blip up, to err inadvertently ; make a mis-
take. IColloq.)

Slip up in my vernacular ! How could I? I talked it

when I was a boy with the other boys.
The Century, XXXVI. 279.

= ton. 1 and 2. Glide, etc. See slide.

II. trans. 1. To put or place secretly, gently,
or so as not to be observed.
He had tried to slip in a powder into her drink.

Arbulhnot, App. to John Bull, i.

All this while Valentine's Day kept courting pretty

May, who sate next him, slipping amorous billets doux
under the table. Lamb, New Year's Coming of Age.

2. To pass over or omit
; pass without appro-

priating, using, or the like
; hence, to let slip ;

allow to escape ;
lose by oversight or inatten-

tion.

Slip no advantage
That may secure you. B. Jonson, Catiline, iii. 3.

Let us not slip the occasion, whether scorn
Or satiate fury yield it from our foe.

Milton, P. L, i. 178.

I have never slipped giving them warning.
Swift, Journal to Stella, xxxvi.

3. To let loose ; release from restraint : as, to

slip the hounds.
Lucentio slipp'd me like his greyhound.

Shak., T. of the 8., v. 2. 52.

No surer than our falcon yesterday,
Who lost the hern we slipt him at, and went
To all the winds. Tennyson, Lancelot and Elaine.

4. Naiit., to let go entirely : as, to glip a cable
or an anchor.
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Pray'r is the cable, at whose end appears
The anchor Hope, ne'er slipp'd but in our fears.

(Juarles, Emblems, iii. 11.

5. To throw off, or disengage one's self from.

My horse slipped his bridle, and ran away. Swift.

6. To drop or bring forth prematurely : said of
beasts : as, the brown mare has slipped her foal.

7. To make slips of for planting ; cut slips
from.

The branches also may be slipped and planted.
Mortimer, Husbandry.

To slip Off, to take off noiselessly or hastily: as, to slip

ofone's shoes or garments. To slip on, to put on loosely
or in haste : as, to slip on a gown or coat. To slip one's
breath or wind, to die. [Slang. ]

And for their cits that happed to dip their breath,
Old maids, so sweet, might mourn themselves to death.

Woleot (P. Pindar). (Danes.)
" You give him the right stuff, doctor," said Hawes Jo-

cosely, "and he won't ilip his wind this time." The sur-

geon acquiesced. C. Reade, Never too Late, x.

To slip the cable. See cable. To slip the collar.
See cottar. To Slip the girths. See gtrth.to slip
the leash, to disengage one's self from a leash or noose,
as a dog in the chase ; hence, to free one's self from re-

straining influences.

The time had not yet come when they were to slip the
leash and spring upon their miserable victims. Prescott.

slip
1

(slip), 11. [< ME. slip, slyp, a garment (=
MIX MLG. slippe, a garment), slippe (= OHG.
aliph, slip/, MHG. slif, slipf), a descent: see

slip
1

,
v. Cf. slop

1
. The noun uses are very nu-

merous, mostly from the mod. verb.] 1. The
act of slipping ;

a sudden sliding or slipping of

the feet, as in walking on ice or any slippery
place.

Not like the piebald miscellany, man,
Bursts of great heart and slips in sensual mire,
But whole and one. Tennyson, Princess, v.

2. An unintentional fault
;
an error or mistake

inadvertently made ;
a blunder : as, a slip of the

pen or of the tongue. See lapsus.
A very easy slip I have made, in putting one seemingly

indifferent word for another. Locke.

At which slip of the tongue the pious Juan hastily
crossed himself. Mrs. H. Jackson, Ramona, i.

3. A venial transgression; an indiscretion; a

backsliding.
Such wanton, wild, and usual slips
As are ... most known
To youth and liberty. Shak., Hamlet, ii. 1. 22.

Numberless slips and failings in their duty which they
may be otherwise guilty of. Bp. Atterbury, Sermons, I. ii.

4. In geol., a small fault or dislocation of the
rocks

;
a narrow fissure, filled with flucan, and

not exhibiting much vertical shifting. 5. In
marine engin., same as drag, 8. 6. Amount of

space available for slipping; also, amount or
extent of slip made.
The Slide Valves have a certain amount of slip, the

Pumps follow each other, and, while one pauses at the
end of the stroke, the other runs on.

The Engineer, LXIX., p. vll. of advt's.

7. In metal., the subsidence of a scaffold in a

blast-furnace. See scaffold, n., 7. 8. A thing
easily slipped off or on. (a) The frock or outer gar-
ment of a young child. (6) The petticoat worn next under
the dress, (c) An underskirt of colored material worn with
a semi-transparent outer dress, and showing through it.

(d) A loose covering or case : as, a pillow-dKp.
9. A leash or noose by which a dog is held : so

called from its being so made as to slip or fall

loose by relaxing the hold.

Me thinketh you had rather be held in a slippe then let

slippe, where-in you resemble the graye-hounde.
Lyly, Euphues and his England, p. 420.

I see you stand like greyhounds in the slips,

Straining upon the start. Shak., Hen. V., ill. 1. 31.

Their dogs they let go out of slips in pursuit of the

Wolfe, the Stag, the Bore, the Leopard, &c.

Sandys, Travallea, p. 60.

10. A wrought-iron cylindrical case in which
the wood used in the manufacture of gunpow-
der is distilled.

The wood [for charcoal] is packed In iron cylindrical
cases termed slips, which are then inserted in the "cylin-
ders

"
or retorts. Eneyc. Brit., XI. 323.

1 1 . Potters' clay or paste reduced to a semi-
fluid condition about the consistence of cream.
This is used sometimes to coat the whole body of an earth-
enware vessel, and sometimes to impart a rude decoration
by trickling it slowly from a spout, so as to form lines and
patterns in slight relief. Also called slop and barbotine.

12. Matter found in the trough of a grindstone
after the grinding of edge-tools. [Local.] 13t.
A counterfeit coin made of brass masked with
silver.

Therefore he went and got him certain slips (which are
counterfeit peeces of mony, being brasse, and covered over
with silver, which the common people call slips).

Greene, Thieves Falling Out (Harl. Misc., VIII. 39B).

slip-along
First weigh a friend, then touch and try him too :

For there are many slips and counterfeits.
B. Joiison, Underwoods, Ixiv.

14. An inclined plane on which a vessel is sup-
ported while building, or on which she is hauled

up for repair; also, a contrivance for hauling
vessels out of the water for repairs, etc. One
form of slip consists of a carriage or cradle with truck-
wheels which run upon rails on an inclined plane. The ship
is placed on the carriage while in the water, and the car-

riage together with the ship is drawn up the inclined plane
by means of machinery.
15. A narrow passage, (a) A narrow passage between
two buildings. [Prov. Eng.] (b) In hort., the space be-
tween the walls of a garden and the outer fence.

The spaces between the walls and the outer fence are
called slips. A considerable extent is sometimes thus en-

closed, and utilized for the growth of such vegetables as

potatoes, winter greens, and sea-ltale, for the small bush
fruits, and for strawberries. Encyc. Brit., XII. 219.

16. A space between two wharves, or in a dock,
in which a vessel lies. [U. 8.] 17. A long
seat or narrow pew in a church, often without
a door. [IT. 8.] 18. A narrow, pew-like com-
partment in a restaurant or oyster-house, hav-
ing one or two fixed seats and a table. 19. A
long, narrow, and more or less rectangular
piece ;

a strip : as, a slip of paper.
Such [boats] as were brused they tyed fast with theyr

gyrdels, with slippes of the barkes of trees, and with tough
and longe stalkes of certein herbes of the sea.

Peter Martyr (tr. in Eden's First Books on America,
[ed. Arber, p. 140).

A small hereditary farm,
An unproductive flip of rugged ground.

Wordsworth, Excursion, i.

20. A strip of wood or other material; spe-
cifically, such a strip inserted in a dovetailed

groove, or otherwise attached to a piece of
wood or metal, to form a slipping or wearing
surface for a sliding part. 21. A detachable

straight or tapered piece which may be slipped
in between parts to separate them or to fill a

space left between them. 22. In insurance, a
note of the contract made out before the policy
is effected, for the purpose of asking the consent
of underwriters to the proposed policy, it is

merely a jotting or short memorandum of the terms, to
which the underwriters subscribe their initials, with the
sums for which they are willing to engage. It has no force
as a contract of insurance, unless intentionally adopted as
such.

23. A particular quantity of yarn. 24. A
twig detached from the main stock, especially
for planting or grafting ;

a scion ; a cutting : as,
a slip of a vine : often used figuratively.

A goodly youth of amiable grace,
Yet but a slender glip that scarse did see
Yet seventeene yeares. Spenser, F. Q.,VI. it 5.

Noble stock
Was graft with crab-tree slip.

Shak., 2 Hen. VI., iii. 2. 214.

Scallger also afflrmeth that the Massalians . . . were
first a lewish sect, and a dip of the Essees.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 149.

Here are two choice slips from that noble Irish oak
which has more than once supplied alpeens for this meek
and unoffending skull.

Thackeray, Roundabout Papers, Thorns in the Cushion.

All that Shakespeare says of the king yonder slip of a

boy that reads in the corner feels to be true of himself.

Emerson, History.

25. In printing, the long and narrow proof
taken from a slip-galley of type before it is

made up into pages or columns. 26. pi. In

bookbinding, the pieces of twine that project
from the back of a sewed but uncovered book,
and can be slipped up or down. 27. In cricket,
one of the fielders, who stands at some distance
behind and to the right of the wicket-keeper.
See diagram under cricket'*.

" I'm your man," said he.
"
Wicket-keeper, cover-point,

slip, or long-stop ; you bowl the twisters, 111 do the field-

ing for you." Whyte Melville, White Kose, II. xiii.

28. A device for the ready detachment of any-
thing on shipboard that is secured by a lashing,
in case it becomes necessary to let it go quickly.

29. In upholstery, ahem forming a sort of tube
to allow of the insertion of a wire, or the like,
for stiffening. 30. A block of whale's blubber
as cutorstripped from the animal. 31. A mis-

carriage or abortion. [Colloq.] Oilstone-slips.
See oilstone. Opal-glass Blip. See opal. Orange-slip
Clay. See orange*. Slip-clutch.coupling. See coupling.
To give one the slip. Seejricei.

slip
2
(slip), n. [< ME. slyp, xti/pi; xlf/pp (= MLG.

slip), slime: see slip
1

,
r. (#).] 1. Viscous mat-

ter; slime. Prompt, Parv. 2. A dish of curds
made with rennet wine.

slip
3

(slip), H. [A particular use of slip
1
(?).] A

young sole. [Prov. Eng.]
siip-alongt(slip'a-16ng*),rt. Slipshod. Da rim.

It would be less worth while to read Fox's slip-along
stories. Maitland, Reformation, p. 559.



slip-board

slip-board (slip'bord), . A board sliding in

grooves.
I got with much difficulty out of my hammock, having

first ventured to draw back the slip-board on the roof, . . .

contrived on purpose to let in air.

Sw\ft, Gulliver's Travels, ii. 7.

slip-carriage (slip'kar'aj), . A railway-car-

riage attached to an express-train in such a

manner that it may be "slipped
" or detached at

a station or junction while the rest of the train

passes on without stopping. [Great Britain.]

Slip-chase (slip'chas), . In printing, a long
and narrow framework of iron made for hold-

ing corresponding forms of type. See c/iose2
,
1.

rang.]
slip-cleavage (sUp'klS'vaj), n. In coal-min-

ing,
the cleat of the coal, when this is paral-

lel with the slips, or small faults by which
the formation is intersected. Gresley. [South
Wales.]

slip-COint (slip'koin), it. A counterfeit coin.

See slip
1

, n., 13.

This is the worldling's folly, rather to take a piece of

slip-coin in hand than to trust God for the invaluable mass
of glory. Rev. T. Adams, Works, I. 247.

slip-cover (slip'kuv"er), n. A temporary cov-

ering, commonly of linen or calico, used to pro-
tect upholstered furniture.

slip-decoration (slip'dek-o-ra"shon), n. In cc-

ram., decoration by means of slip applied to a

part of the surface in patterns, or more rarely
in the form of animals and the like. For this pur-
pose the slip is sometimes poured through a quill or small

pipe fitted into the end of a vessel contrived for this pur-

Sise.

SeetKpi, n.,11, and pipette.

p-dock (slip'dok), n. A dock whose floor

slopes toward the water, so that its lower end
is in deep water, and its upper end above high-
water mark. It is laid with rails to support the
cradle. See slip

1
, n., 14.

slipe (slip), n. [Cf . slip
1

, n.] In coal-mining :

(a) A skip without wheels
; a sledge. (b) pi.

Flat pieces of iron on which the corfs slide.

[Prov. Eng.]
Slipert, A Middle English spelling of slip-

per1
.

Slip-galley (slip'gaF'i), n. In printing, along
and narrow tray of metal (sometimes of wood)
made to hold composed type. See galley, 5.

sliphaltert (slip'hal"ter), n. [< slip
1

, v., + obj.

halter'*.'] One who has cheated the gallows;
one who deserves to be hanged ;

a villain.

As I hope for mercy, I am half persuaded that this slip-
halter has pawned my clothes.

Dodsley's Old Plays (4th ed. Hazlitt), XIV. 149 (quoted
[in N. and Q., 7th ser., II. 208).

slip-hook (slip'huk), n. Naut. : (a) A hook
which grasps a chain cable by one of its links,
and may be disengaged or slipped by the mo-
tion of a trigger, sliding ring, or the like. (6)
A hook so contrived as to be readily unhooked
when there is a strain on it.

slip-house (slip'hous), n. In ceram., a house or
shed containing the slip-kiln.

slip-kiln (slip'kil), n. A pan or series of pans
arranged with flues heated from a stove, for
the partial evaporation of the moisture of slip
and the reduction of it to the proper consis-
tence.

slip-knot (slip'not), n. 1. A knot which can
be easily slipped or undone by pulling the loose
end of the last loop made ;

a bow-knot.

Hasty marriages slip-knots tied by one justice to be
undone by another. Harper's Mag., LXXVII. 320.

2. Same as running knot (which see, under run-

ning}.

slip-link (slip'lingk), n. In much., a connect-

ing-link so arranged as to allow the parts some
play in order to avoid concussion.

Slippage (slip'aj), n. [< slip
1 + -age.] The act

of slipping ; also, in meek., the amount of slip.

slipped (slipt), a. [< slip
1 + -ed?.] 1. Fitted

with slips: as, a \)ox.-slipped plane. 2. Inher.,
represented as torn from the stalk in such a

way as to have a strip of the bark of the main
stem still clinging to it: said of a branch or

twig, or a single leaf.

slipper 1
! (slip'er), a. [< ME. slipper, sliper, <

AS. *slipor, slipur ( MLG. slipper), slippery, <

slipan, slupan, slip : see slip
1

. Cf . slippery.'} 1 .

Slippery.
To lyve in woo he hath grete fantasie,
And of his herte also hath sliper holde.

Political Poems, etc. (ed. Furnivall), p. 80.

Therefore hold thou thy fortune fast ; for she is slipper
and cannot bee kept against her will.

J. Brende, tr. of Quintus Ourtius, vii.

A slipper and subtle knave. Shak., Othello, ii. 1. 246.
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2. Fluent; flowing.
I say that auricular figures be those which wprke alter-

ation in th' eare by sound, accent, time, and slipper volu-
bilitie in vtterance, such as for that respect was called by
the auncients numerositie of speach.

Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 134.

slipper
2

(slip'er), n. [So called from being
easily slipped on; < slip

1
, v., + -er1 . Cf. slip-

shoe.] 1. A loose, light shoe into which the
foot may be easily slipped, generally for wear-

ing indoors. Compare pantoflc, and cut under
poulainc.

The slippers on her feet
Were cover'd o'er wi' gold.

James Merries (Child's Ballads, I. 207).

A sense of peace and rest
Like slippers after shoes.

0. W. Holmes, Fountain of Youth.

2. A child's garment ; especially, a child's slip.

[Local.] 3. Same as slipper-plant. See Pedi-
laiitlnm. Hunt the slipper. See hunt. Venus's-
slipper, in conch. : (a) A slipper-shaped pteropod. See
Cymouliidx. (b) A glass-nautilus. See Carinaria.

slipper3 (slip'er), n. [< slip
1

, v., + -er 1
.'] 1. A

kind of iron slide or brake-shoe acting as a

drag on the wheel of a heavy wagon in de-

scending an incline
;
a skid. Also called slip-

per-drag. 2. One who or that which slips or
lets slip; specifically, in coursing, the person
who holds the couple of hounds in the leash,
and lets both slip at the same instant on a

given signal when the hare is started.

slipper-animalcule (slip'er-an-i-mal"kul), n.

A ciliate infusorian of the genus Paramecium :

so called from the shape. See cut under Para-
mecium.

slipper-bath (slip'er-bath), w. A bath-tub part-
ly covered and having the shape of a shoe,
the bather's feet resting in what may be called
the toe, and the bather sitting more or less

erect in the open part. The covering is useful partly
to prevent the spilling of the water, and partly to pro-
tect the bather from currents of air.

slipper-drag (slip'er-drag), n. Same as slip-

per*, 1. Kankine, Steam Engine, $ 48.

Slippered (slip'erd), a. [< slipper^ + -ed2 .]

Wearing or covered with slippers : as, slippered
feet.

The sixth age shifts

Into the lean and Mpper'd pantaloon.
Shak., As you Like it, ii. 7. 158.

slipper-flower (slip'er-flou
/

'er), H. 1. Theslip-
perwort. 2. The slipper-plant.

Slipperily (slip'er-i-li), adv. In a slippery man-
ner.

slipperiness (slip'er-i-nes), n. The character
or state of being slippery, in any sense of that
word.

slipper-limpet (slip'er-lim
//

pet), H. A slipper-
shell.

slippernesst (slip'er-nes), . [< slipper
1 +

-ness."] Slipperiness; changeableness; untrust-
worthiness.

Let this example teach menne not to truste on the
slyppernesse of fortune. Tavemer's Adag., C 1. (Nares.)

slipper-plant (slip'er-plant), n. See Pedilan-
thus.

slipper-shell (slip'er-shel), . A gastropod
of the genus Crepidula. See cut under Crepi-
dula.

slipper-spurge (slip'er-sperj), . The slipper-

plant. See Pedilanthus.

Slipperwort (slip'er-wert), n. A plant of the

genus Calceolaria : so called from the form of
the lower lip of the corolla.

slippery (shp'er-i),
a. [= MHG. slupferic, G.

scluupjrig, slippery ;
as slipper

1 + -y
1
.] 1 . Hav-

ing such smoothness of surface as to cause

slipping or sliding, or to render grip or hold

difficult; not affording firm footing or secure
hold.

The streetes being slippery, I fell against a piece of tim-
ber with such violence that I could not speake nor fetch

my breath for some space. Evelyn, Diary, Oct. 9, 1676.

Hence 2. That cannot be depended on or

trusted; uncertain; untrustworthy; apt to play
one false

; dishonest : as, he is a slippery person
to deal with; slippery politicians.

Servants are slippery; but I dare give my word for her
and for her honesty.

Beau, and Fl, King and No King, ii. 1.

We may as justly suspect, there were some bad and slip-

pery men in that councell, as we know there are wone to
be in our Convocations. Milton, Prelatical Episcopacy.

3. Liable to slip or lose footing. [Rare.]

lleing slippery standers,
The love that lean'd on them as slippery too,
Do one pluck down another, and together
Die in the fall. Shak., T. and C., iii. 3. 84.

slip-skin

4. Unstable; changeable; mutable.

Oh, world, thy slippery turns ! Shak., Cor., iv. 4. 12.

He, looking down
With scorn or pity on the slippery state

Of kings, will tread upon the neck of fate.

Sir J. Denham, The Sophy. (Latham.)

5. Lubric; wanton; unchaste.

Ha' not you seen, Camillo
... or heard ...

My wife is slippery ? Shale., W. T., i. 2. 273.

6. Crafty; sly.

Long time he used this slippery pranck.
Spenser, Shep. Cal., September.

Slippery ground. See ground i .

slippery-back (slip'er-i-bak), n. In the West In-

dies, a species of skink, as of the genus Eumeces.

slippery-elm (slip'fcr-i-elm'), . The red elm,
or moose-elm, U/miis fulrn, of eastern North
America. It grows 60 or 60 feet high, and affords a

heavy, hard, and durable timber, largely used for wheel-

stock, fence-posts, etc. The inner bark is mucilaginous
and pleasant to the taste and smell, and is recognized offi-

cinally as an excellent demulcent. This is the slippery
part, which gives rise to the name. California Slip-

pery-elm, the shrub or small tree Fremontia Californica,
the inner bark of which is mucilaginous.

slippery-Jemmy (slip'er-i-jem"i), w. The three-

bearded rockling. [Local, English and Irish.]

slippiness (slip'i-nes), . Slipperiness. [Pro-
vincial.]
The slippiness of the way. Scott.

slipping-piece (slip'ing-pes), n. A piece capa-
ble of sliding into the tail-piece of a telescope
and carrying a frame with two movements in

one plane, into which an eyepiece or microme-
ter can be fitted.

slipping-plane (slip'ing-plan), n. In crystal.,
same as gliding-plane.

slippy1
(slip'i), a. [< slip

1
, v., + -y

1
. The AS.

"slipeg (Somner) is not authorized.] Slippery.
[Provincial.]

Slippy
2
(slip'i), a. [< slip

1
, n., + -y

1
."]

Full of

slips: said of rocks which are full of joints or
cracks. [Midland coal-field, Eng.]
slippy3 (slip'i), a. [Var. of sloppy.] Sloppy.

The water being uncomfortably cold, and in that slippy,

slushy, sleety sort of state wherein it seems to penetrate
through every kind of substance.

Dickens, Cricket on the Hearth, i.

slip-rails (slip'ralz), n. pi. A substitute for a

gate, made of rails slipped into openings in the

posts, and capable of being readily slipped out.

She walked swiftly across the paddock, through the slip-

rails, and past a blacks' camp which lay between the fence
and the river.

Mrs. Campbell Praed, The Head Station, p. 16.

slip-rope (slip'rop), . A rope so arranged that
it may be readily let go ;

a rope passed through
the ring of a mooring-buoy with both ends on
board ship, so that by letting go one end and
hauling on the other the ship will be disengaged.
In a minute more our slip-rope was gone, the head-yards

filled away, and we were off.

B. H. Dana, Jr., Before the Mast, p. 249.

slip-shackle (slip'shak
1

*!), . A shackle to fas-

ten on to a link of a chain-cable. It may be
disengaged by the motion of a sliding ring or
other contrivance.

slip-shave (slip'shav), w. A point or shave
made to slip over the nose of a mold-board.
E. H. Knight.
slipshod (slip'shod), a. [< slip

1 + shoe + -ed?.~\
1 . Wearing shoes or slippers down at the heel or

having no counters, so that the sole trails after
the foot.

Thy wit shall ne'er go slipshod. Shak., Lear, i. 5. 12.

The slipshod 'prentice from his master's door
Had par'd the dirt, and sprinkled round the floor.

Sirift, Description of Morning.
A slip-shod, ambiguous being, ... in whom were united

all the various qualities and functions of "boots," cham-
bermaid, waiter, and potboy.

Mem. of R. U. Barham, in Ingoldsby Legends,!. 68.

Hence 2. Appearing like one in slippers;
careless or slovenly in appearance, manners,
actions, and the like; loose; slovenly; shuf-

fling: as, a slipshod style of writing.
A sort of appendix to the half-bound and slip-shod vol-

umes of the circulating library.

Scott, Heart of Mid-Lothian, i.

slip-shoet (slip'sho), . [< ME. *slypescho, <

AS. slype-scos (for *slype-sco), slebescoii, a slip-
shoe: see slip

1 and shoe.] A slipper. [Rare.]
The slip-shoe favours him.

Stephens, Essayes and Characters, an. 1615, p. 421.

slip-skint (slip'skin), a. [< slip
1 + slcin."] Slip-

pery; evasive.

A pretty slipskin conveyance to sift mass into no mass,
and popish into not popish.

Milton, On Def. of Humb. Kemonst., ii.



[A

slipslop

slipslop, slipslap (slip'slop, -slap), r. i.

varied reduplication of slip, as if slip
1 +

or step
1
.] To slap repeatedly ; go slipping and

slapping.
I ha' found her fingers dip-slap this a-way and that a-way

like a flail upon a wheatsheaf.
Mrs. CentUm, The Artifice, iii.

The dirty broken Bluchers in which Grit's feet slip-

slopped constantly. B. L. Fargeon, Grif, p. 105.

slipslop, slipslap (slip'slop, -slap), . and a.

[See slipslop, slipslap, .] I. n. 1. Weak and
sloppy drink; thin, watery food.

No, thou shalt feed, instead of these,
Or your dip-slap of curds and whey,
On Nectar and Ambrosia.

Cotton, Burlesque upon Burlesque, p. 187. (Davies.)

At length the coffee was announced. . . .

"And since the meagre slip-slop's made,
I think the call should be obey'd."

Combe, Dr. Syntax's Tours, ill. 1. (Davies.)
2. A blunder.

He told us a great number of comic slip-slops of the first

Lord Baltimore, who made a constant misuse of one word
for another. Mme. D'Arblay, Diary, iv. 14.

II. . Slipshod; slovenly.
His [the rationalist's] ambiguous slip-slop trick of using

the word natural to mean in one sentence "
material," and

in the next, as I use it, only
" normal and orderly."

Kingsley, Alton Locke, xxxvili.

Slipsloppy (slip'slop-i), a. [< slipslo]) + -yl.]

Slushy; wet; plashy.
There was no taking refuge too then, as with us,
On a slip-sloppy day, in a cab or a 'bus.

Barham, Ingoldsby Legends, II. 291.

slip-Stitch (slip'stich), n. 1. A stitch

5700

2. To cut lengthwise or into long pieces or

strips : as, the gale has slit the sails into ribbons.
3. To cut or make a long fissure in

;
slash.

And here Clothes ben slytt at the syde ; and thei ben
festned with Laces of Silk. Mandeville, Travels, p. 247.

I'll slit the villain's nose that would have sent me to the
gaol. Shak., T. of theS., v. 1. 134.

Silt bar-sight, see bari, ic. silt deal. See deal?, i.
- Silt top-shells, the gastropods of the family Scissurel-

lidee, which have the lip of the aperture slit or incised, like
those of the family Pleurotmnariida. See top-shell, and cut
under ScismreUidse.

Slit 1
(slit), tt. [< ME. slit, slite, slitte, < AS. slite

= Icel. slit= OHG. MHG. sliz, Q. schUts, a slit ;

from the verb.] 1. A long cut or rent
;
a nar-

row opening.
It [a dagger] was . . . put into a Kl in the side of a

mattress. State Trials, Q. Elizabeth, an. 1584.

He was nursed by an Irish nurse, after the Irish manner,
wher they putt the child into a pendulous satchell instead
of a cradle, with a slitt for the child's head to peepe out.

Aubrey, Lives, Robert Boyle.

It might have been wished that . . . his mouth had been
of a less reptilian width of xW. George Eliot, Romolu, xivi.

2f. A pocket.
Tli ii most habbe red! mitte
Tweuti Marc ine thi slitte.

King Horn (E. E. T. S.), p. 61.

3. A cleft or crack in the breast of fat cattle.

[Prov. Eng.] 4. In coal-mining, a short head-
ing connecting two other headings. [Eng.]
5. Specifically, in zodl., anat., and embryol., a
visceral cleft

;
one of the series of paired (right

and left) openings in the front and sides of the
head and neck of every vertebrate embryo.

crochet-work used for joining different parts some of which or all may disappear, or some of
of the work together. 2. A stitch in knitting, which may persist as gill-slits or their equiva-

3. A stitch in darned netting and similar lents
; a branchial, pharyngeal, etc., slit. These

embroideries on openwork ground.
slip-stopper (slip

/
stop'

!

'er), n. Naut., a con-
trivance for letting go an anchor by means of
a trigger.

slip-Strainer (slip'stra
//

ner), . In ccram., a
strainer of any form through which the slip
is passed.
slipstringt (slip'string), n. [< slip

1
, r., + obj.

string.] One who has shaken off restraint; a , , _. _vc ,.

prodigal: sometimes used attributively. Also slither (sliTH'er), . and w. [< ME. "slither,

slits occur between any two visceral arches of each side :

more or fewer of them persist in all branchiate verte-
brates. See under cleft, and cut under amnion. Bran-
chial silt, pharyngeal slits, etc. See the adjectives.

Slit-planting, a method of planting which is per-
formed by making slits in the soil with a spade so as to
cross each other, and inserting the plant at the point
where the slits cross.

slit'2t. A Middle English contracted form of

slideth, third person singular present indica-
tive of slide. Chaucer.

called sliptlirift.

Young^rascals or scoundrels, rakehells, or slipstringi.

Cotgrave.

Stop your hammers ; what ayles lowe ? We are making
arrowes for my slip-string soune [cupid].

Dekker, Londons Tempe.

slipt (slipt). A form of the preterit and past
participle of slip

1
.

slipthriftt (slip'thrift), n. [< slip
1

, v., + obj. slither (sliTH'er), i'. . [< ME. *slit)teren, sklyth-
thrift.'] Same as slipstring. eren ; Var. of slidder, v.~\ To slide: same as
Slipway (slip'wa), . An inclined plane the slidder. [Prov. Eng.]
lower end of which extends below the water in
a slip-dock. Two such ways, one on each side of the
keel of a ship, are used in combination, of sufficient length
to permit a ship to be drawn on them entirely out of the

sklither, slippery ;
var. of slidder, o.] I. a. Slip-

pery : same as slidder.

II. w. A limestone rubble; angular fragments
or screes of limestone. [North. Eng.]
In general this indestructible rubble lays on so steep an

ascent that it slips from beneath the feet of an animal
which attempts to cross it whence the name slither, or

sliding gravel. J. Farey, Derbyshire, I. 146.

Down they came slithering to the ground, barking their
arms and faces. T. Hughes, Tom Brown at Rugby, ii. 4.

water.

slirt (slert), r. t. [Appar. a mixture of flirt

He slithers on the soft mud, and cannot stop himself
until he comes down.

Landor, Imag. Conv., Archdeacon Hare and Walter
- * . .. [Landor.

To cast or throw off with a jerk ; slithering (sliTH'er-ing), p. a. Slow
; indolent

;slat: as, to shrt a
fish^from

the hook; also, procrastinating; deceitful. Halliwcll. [Prov.
Eng.]
slithery (sliTH'er-i), a. Slippery : same as slid-

dery. [Prov. Eng. and Scotch.]
The ro'd . . . maun be slithery.

G. MacDonald, Warlock o' Glenwarlock, p. 81.

(slit'shel), n. A shell of the family

to eject quickly; squirt: as, a fish slirts her
spawn.
A female trout slirting out gravel with her tail.

Seth Green.

Slirt (slert), . [< slirt. :.] A flirt, flip, or

jerk; a slat, or slatting movement; a slirting
action.

The female diving down at intervals against the gravel,
and as she comes up giving it a slirt to one side with her
tail. Seth Oreen.

Pleurotomariidse, having the outer lip slit. See

+ -arL] 1. One

slish (slish), n. [A var. of slash1 , perhaps in

part of slice, which is from the same ult. source.]A cut; a slash.

Here s snip and nip and cut and dish and slash,
Like to a censer in a barber's shop.

a series of steel disks, or a pair of grooved
rollers, placed one over the other, serving to
shear sheet-metal into strips ;

a slitting-shears.o aarne. as M>M 1 () rFrKr 1
rs sop. IT.?-

ame as JWCA-S 1 (a). LJSng.J

Shale., T. of the s., iv 3. 90 sllttered (slit'erd), a. [< slitter + -ed%.] Cut

Slish (slish), v. [<sZgft, .] Same as stegfti.
to strips with square ends : noting the edge

slit 1 (slit) v t m-et and rm sJit or MttfH T,. ot a garment, or of a sleeve. This differs from

tiffin n f< MV &L ?R , \ , 7 P? *W* in that the*& are taPered and Bunded, whereas
SMtmg. [< JtE- slitten, sMen (pret. slat, also the slits are equal in width, and are separated from each
suite, pp. sliten, slytt), < AS. slitan (pret. slat, other merely by the cut of the shears.

pp. sliten) = OS. sUtan = OFries. slita = D. slitting-disk (slit'ing-disk), n. In gem-cutting,
slijten = MLG. sliten = OHG. slizan, sclizan, same as slitting-mill, 2.

MHG. slizen, G. schleissen = Icel. slita = Sw. slitting-flle (slit'ing-fil), u. A file of lozenge
slita = Dan. slide, slit, split, tear, pull, rend; or diamond section, with four cutting edges,
perhaps akin to L. leedere, in comp. -lidere two acute and two obtuse.

(\/ slid f). Hence ult., through F., E. slice, slitting-gage (slit'ing-gaj), n. In saddlery, a
MMftl, slate2

, slats, eelat.~\ If. To cut asunder
;

hand-tool combining a gage and a cutting edge,
cleave; split; rend; sever. for cutting leather into strips suitable for har-

With a swerd that he wolde slitte his herte. ness-straps, reins, etc.

Chaucer, Franklin's Tale, 1. 632. slitting-machine (slit'ing-ma-shen"), n. 1. A
Comes the blind Fury, with the abhorred shears,

machine for cutting narrow strips of leather:
And slits the thin-spun life. Milton, Lycidas, 1. 76. a larger form of the slitting-gage. 2. A ma-

sliver

chine for cutting plate-metal into strips for

nail-rods, etc.

slitting-mill (slit 'ing-mil), . 1. A mill in
which iron bars or plates are slit into nail-rods,
etc. 2. In i/<-iii-i-/i//ini/. n circular disk of thin
sheet-iron revolving on a lathe, which, with its

sides and edge charged with diamond-dust and
lubricated with oil, is used by lapidaries to slit

gems and other hard substances. Also called

Slitting-disk, slicer. 3. A gang saw-mill, used
for resawing lumber for making blind-slats,

fence-pickets, etc. Compare slittimj-stur.

slitting-plane (slit'ing-plan ), . A'plane with
a narrow iron for cutting boards into strips or
slices: now little used.

slitting-roller (slit'iug-r6"ler), . One of a pair
of coacting rollers having rfbs which enter in-

tervening spaces on the companion rollers, and
cutting in the manner of shears,used in slitting-
inills for metals, etc. See cut under rotary.
slitting-saw (slit'ing-sa), . A form of gang-
saw for slitting planks, etc., into thin boards
or strips. It resembles the resawing-machine, and is

variously modified in form according to the work for
which it is intended, as making laths, pickets, etc.

Slitting-shears (slit'ing-sherz), n. frhig. and pi.A machine for cutting sheet-metal into strips.
See cut under rotary.

sliyeif (sliv), v. t. [< ME. sliven, slyven, < AS.
slifan (pret. slaf, pp. siifen), cleave, in comp.
lo-slifan ; cf. sliton, slit. Hence freq. slirer.']
To cleave; split; divide.

Non to wher [wear] no hoddes with a Roll slyvyd on his

hede, . . . vnder y degre of a Baron.
Booke of Precedence (E. E. T. S., extra ser.), i. 37.

Diners shrubbed trees, the boughes ... he cutting and
sliuinff downe perceiued blood.

Warner, Albion's England, ii.

slive 1
(sliv), n. [< slive1

, .] A slice
;
a chip.

[Prov. Eng.]
sUve11

(sliv), v. ; pret. and pp. slined, ppr. sliviiig.

[Early mod. E. slyve; appar. as a variant or

secondary form of slip (cf. OHG. slifan, MHG.
slifen, G. scMeifen, slide, glance, MHG. slipfen,
G. schliefen, glide) : see slip

1
.} I. in trans. 1.

To slide.

I slyve downe, I fall downe sodaynly, je coule.

Palsgrave. (Halliwell.)

2. To sneak; skulk; proceed in a sly way; creep;
idle away time.

What are you a slimng about, you drone ? you are a year
a lighting a candle.

Bailey, tr. of Colloquies of Erasmus, The Commands
[of a Master.

Let me go forsooth. I'm jhour I know her gown agen ; I
minded her when she slic'd off.

Mrs. Centlivre, Platonick Lady, iv. 3.

II. trans. To slip on; put on: with on.

Ill slive on my gown and gang wi' thee. Craven Glossary.

sliver (sliv'er or sll'ver), w. [< ME. sliver, sli-

rere, sleyvere, dim. of slive1 (as shiver^ of stiive,
and splinter of splint) ;

or < sliver. i\, then a freq.
otslire1 : see slive1

, p.] 1. Apiece, as of wood,
roughly or irregularly broken, rent, or cut off or

out, generally lengthwise or with the grain; a

splinter: as, to get a slirer under one's finger-
nail

;
the lightning tore off great slivers of bark

;

hence, any fragment; a small bit.

Alias ! that he al hool, or of him sleyvere,
Sholde han his refut in so digne a place.

Chaucer, Troilus, iii. 1013.

There, on the pendent boughs her coronet weeds
Clambering to hang, an envious sliver broke ;

When down her weedy trophies and herself
Fell in the weeping brook. Shak., Hamlet, iv. 7. 174.

The Major part of the Calf was Roasting upon a Wooden
Spit; Two or three great Slivers he had lost off his But-

tocks, his Ribs par'd to the very Bone.
Quoted in Ashton's Social Life in Reign of Queen Anne,

[I. 85.

2. In spinning, a continuous strand of wool,
cotton, or other fiber, in a loose untwisted con-

dition, ready for slubbing or roving.
The thick sheet of cotton composing the lap is reduced

to a thin cloud-like film, which is drawn through a cone
tube, and condensed into a sliver, a round, soft, and un-
twisted strand of cotton. Spans' Eneyc. Manuf., I. 744.

3. A small wooden instrument used in spinning
yarn. Halliwell. [Prov. Eng.] 4. The side of

a small fish cut off in one piece from head to

tail, to be used as bait; a sort of kibblings.
The head of the flsh is taken in the left hand of the

workman, and with a knife held in the right hand he cuts
a slice, longitudinally, from each side of the body, leaving
the head and vertebrae to be thrown away, or, occasion-

ally, to be pressed for oil. The dicers (pronounced slyvers)
are salted and packed in barrels. The knife used is of

peculiar shape, and is called a "slivering knife." . . .

Gloucester had in 1877 about 60 "
mackerel-hookers,"

using about 2,400 barrels of slivers, while its seining-fleet
used about 2,000 barrels more.

0. B. Gnode, Hist, of the Menhaden (1880), pp. 201, 204.



sliver

5. A very fine edge left at the end of a piece
of timber. 6f. pi. The loose breeches or slops
of the early part of the seventeenth century.
Sliver lap-machine, in cotton-mannf., a machine which
receives the slivers or ends from the carding-machine, and

passes them through rollers which form them into a single
broad sheet or lap.

sliver (sliv'er or sir ver), r. [See slirer, n.,slirel,

r.] I. trans. 1. To cut or divide into long
thin pieces, or into very small pieces; cut or

rend lengthwise ; splinter; break or tear off.

Slips of yew
Sliver'd in the moon's eclipse.

Shak., Macbeth, iv. 1. 27.

The floor of the room was warped in every direction,
slivered and gaping at the joints. S. Judd, Margaret, i. 3.

2. To cut each side of (a fish) away in one piece
from head to tail; take two slivers from. See

xticrr, n., 4.

The operation of xliveriny is shown.
O. B. Qoode, Hist, of the Menhaden (1880), p. 147.

II. iiitraiis. To split; become split.

The planks being cut across the grain to prevent sliver-

ing. The Century, XX. 79.

sliver-box (sliv'er-boks), 'ii. In spinning, a
machine for piecing together and stretching
out slivers of long-stapled wool

;
a breaking-

frame.

sliyerer (sliv'er-er or sli'ver-er), n. One who
slivers fish.

slivering-knife (sli'ver-ing-nif), . A knife of

peculiar shape used in slivering fish. See ex-

tract under sliver, n., 4.

slivering-machine (sliy'er-ing-ma-shen'*),
n.

A wood-working machine for cutting thin

splints suitable for basket-making, narrow sliv-

ers for use in weaving, or fine shavings (excel-

sior); an excelsior-machine.

slivingt (sliv'iug or sli'ving), n. pi. Same as

sliver, 6.

slot, v. A Middle English form of slay
1

.

sloak, slqakan, . See sloke.

sloam (slom), n. [Also sloom; cf. slawm, slum 1
,

slump1
.] In coal-mining, the under-clay. [Mid-

land coal-field, Eug.]
Sloanea (slo'ne-a), n. [NL. (Linna?us, 1753),
named after Sir Sans Sloane (1660-1753), a cele-

brated English collector.] A genus of trees, of

the order Tiliacese, the linden family, type of the
tribe Slnaneee. It is characterized by usually apetalous
flowers with four or five commonly valvate sepals, a thick

disk, very numerous stamens, and an ovary with numerous
ovules in the four or five cells, becoming a coriaceous or

woody and usually four-valved capsule. There are about
45 species, all natives of tropical America. They are trees
with usually alternate leaves, and inconspicuous white or

greenish-yellow flowers commonly in racemes, panicles,
or fascicles, followed by densely spiny, bristly, or velvety
fruit, the size of which varies from that of a hazelnut to
that of an orange. Many species reach a large size, with

very hard wood which is difficult to work ; S. Jamaicensis,
a tree sometimes 100 feet high, bearing a fruit 3 or 4 inches
in diameter and clothed with straight bristles like a chest-

nut-bur, is known in the West Indies as breakax or iron-
wood.

Sloaneae (slo'ne-e), n. pi. [NL. (Endlicher,
1836), < Sloanea + -ese.] A tribe of polypetalous
plants, of the order Tiliacese, characterized by
flowers with the sepals and petals inserted im-

mediately about the stamens, the petals not
contorted in the bud, often calyx-like and in-

cised or sometimes absent, and the stamens
bearing linear anthers which open at the apex.
It includes 5 genera, of which Sloanea is the type, all trop-
ical trees with entire or toothed and usually feather-
veined leaves, natives chiefly of tropical America and Aus-
tralasia.

sloat, n. See slot1 , slot?.

slob (slob), n. [A var. of slab'2 . Cf. slub1 .]
1. Mud; mire; muddy land; a marsh or mire.

[Eng.]
Those vast tracts known as the Isle of Dogs, the Green-

wich marshes, the West Ham marshes, the Plumstead
marshes, &c. (which are now about eight feet lower than
high water), were then extensive slobs covered with water
at every tide. Sir G. Airy, Athensoum, Jan. 28, 1860, p. 134.

2. Same as slobber1
,
2. Halliwell. [Prov. Eng.]

slobber1
(slob'er), v. [< ME. slobercn; var. of

slabber 1
, slubber 1

.'] I. inlrans. 1. To let sali-

va fall from the mouth
; slabber

;
drivel

; spill

liquid from the mouth in eating or drinking.
As at present there are as many royal hands to kiss as a

Japanese idol has, it takes some time to xlobber through
the whole ceremony. Walpole, Letters, II. 472.

He sat silent, still caressing Tartar, who slobbered with
exceeding affection. Charlotte Bronte, Shu-ley, xxvi.

2. To drivel; dote; become foolish or imbecile.

But why would he, except he slobber'd,
Offend our patriot, great Sir Robert?

Swift, Death of Dr. Swift.

II. trans. 1. To slaver; spill; spill upon;
slabber. Hence 2. To kiss effusively. [Col-
loq.]
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She mode a song how little miss
Was kiss'd and slobber'd by a lad.

Simft, Corinna,

Don't slobberme I won't have it you and I are bad
friends. C. Iteade, Love me Little, iv.

To slobber over, to do in a slovenly or half-finished man-
ner. [Familiar.)

slobber 1
(slob'er), n. [< ME. slober; var. of xliih-

ber1 .] If. Mud; mire.

Bare of his body, bret full of water,
In the Slober & the sluche slongyn to londe,
There he lay, if hym list, the long night ouer.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 12529.

2. A jellyfish. Also slob. [Prov. Eng.] 3.

Slaver; liquor spilled ;
slabber.

slobber'2 (slob'er), n. Same as slub%.

slobberer (slob'er-er), n. [< slobber1 + -er1 .]
1. One who slobbers. 2. A slovenly farmer

;

also, a jobbing tailor. Halliwell. [Prov. Eng.]
slobberhannes (slob'er-hanz), . A game of

cards for four persons, played with a euchre-

pack, the object of every player being not to

take the first trick, the last trick, or the queen
of clubs, each of which counts one point. The
player first making ten points is beaten. The
American Hoyle.
slobbery (slob'er-i), a. [< slobber1 + -y

1
."] 1.

Muddy; sloppy.
But I will sell my dukedom,

To buy a slobbery and dirty farm
In that nook-shotten isle of Albion.

Shak., Hen. V., iii. 5. 13.

I chose to walk ... for exercise in the frost. But the
weather had given a little, as you women call it, so it was
something slobbery.

Sictft, Journal to Stella, Jan. 22, 1710-11.

2. Given to slobbering; driveling.
Thou thyself, a watery, pulpy, slobbery freshman and

new-comer in this Planet Carlyle, Sartor Resartus, I. 9.

slob-ice (slob'is), n. Ice which is heavy enough to

prevent the passage of ordinarily built vessels.

Young slob ice may be found around the coast of New-
foundland from December until April.

C. F. Hall, North Polar Expedition.

sloch (sloch), . A Scotch form of slough
2

.

slock1
(slok), v. [< ME. slokken, sloken; cf.

Dan. slukke, extinguish; ult. a var. of slack1
,

slake1 . Cf. slacken.] Same as slack1 .

slock2 (slok), v. t. [< ME. slacken, entice
; origin

obscure.] To entice away; steal. [Obsolete
or prov. Eng.]
That none of the said crafte slocke ony man-is prentise

or yerely seruaunt of the said crafte, or socoure or mayn-
teyne ony suche, any aprentise, or yerely seruaunt, goyng
or brekynge away fro his Maisterres covenaunt, vppon
payne of xl. d. English Gilds (E. E. T. S.), p. 336.

slocken (slok'n), v. [Also (Sc.) sloken; < ME.
sloknen, < Icel. slokna = Sw. sloclcna, be

quenched, go out; as slock1 + -en1 .] Same as
slock1 for slack1

. [Obsolete or provincial.]
That bottell swet, which served at the first

To keep the life, but not to slacken thirst.

[Sylvester], Du Bartas, p. 306. (HaUmett.)
I would set that castell in a low,
And sloken it with English blood !

Kinmont Willie (Child's Ballads, VI. 61).

When mighty squireships of the quorum
Their hydra drouth did sloken.

Burns, On Meeting with Lord Daer.

slocking-stone (slok'ing-ston), w. In mining,
a tempting, inducing, or rich stone of ore.

[Cornwall, Eng.]
So likewise there have been some instances of miners

who have deceived their employers by bringing them
Slocking-Stones from other mines, pretending they were
found in the mine they worked in ;

the meaning of which
imposition is obvious. Pryce.

Slodder (slod'er), n. [Cf . MD. sloddcrcn = LG.
slwldern = MHG. slotern, G. schlottem, dangle,
= Icel. slothra, slora, drag or trail oneself along ;

freq. of the simple verb, MHG. sloten, tremble,=
Icel. slota, droop, = Norw. sluta, droop, slodit,

sloe, trail, = Sw. dial, slota, be lazy; the forms

being more or less involved; cf. slotter,slatter,

slur%.] Slush, or wet mud. Halliwell. [Prov.
Eng.]

sloe (slo), n, ; pi. sloes, formerly and dial, slmie.

[< ME. slo, pi. slon, slan (> E. dial, slan), < AS.
sla, in comp. slah-, slag-, sldgh- (see sloe-thorn),

pi. slan; = MD. sleeu, D. slee = MLG. sle, LG.
sice = OHG. sleha, MHG. slehe, Gr. schlelie = Sw.
sldn = Dan. slaaen (cf. Norw. slattpa), sloe ; cf .

OBulg. Serv. Russ. sliva = Bohem. sliva = Pol.

sliwa = Lith. sliva = OPruss. sliwaytos, a plum ;

prob. so named from its tartness
;
cf. MD. sleemc,

slee, sharp, tart, same as D. sleeuw = E. slow:
see slow1

.'] 1. The fruit of the blackthorn,
Prunus spinosa, a small bluish-black drupe;
also, the fruit of P. nmbellata.

Blacke as berrie, or any slo.

Rom. of the Hose, 1. 928.

I, flowering branch of Sloe (Pntmts spino-
a)., 2, branch with fruit; a, a flower, longi-
tudinal section.

sloke

Oysters and small wrinckles in each creeke,
Whereon I feed, and on the meager slone.

W. Browne, Britannia's Pastorals, ii. 1.

2. The blackthorn, I'runu.? njiinosa, a shrub of

hedgerows,
thickets, etc.,
found in Eu-

rope and Rus-
sian and cen-
tral Asia. It is

of a rigid much-
branching spiny
habit, puts forth

profuse pure-
white blossoms
before the leaves,
and produces a

drupe also called
aafoe. (Seedef. 1.)

The wood is hard
and takes a fine

polish, and is

used for walking-
sticks, tool-han-

dles, etc. The
wild fruit is aus-

tere and of little

value ; but it is

thought to be the

original of the
common culti-

vated plum, P.
doinestica. (See
plumi, 2.) The
sloe, or black sloe, of the southern United States is P.

umbellata, a small tree with a pleasant red or black fruit,
which is used as a preserve.

sloe-thomt (slo'thorn), . [< ME. slotttorn, <

AS. sldhthorn, sldgthorn, sldghthorn (= G.
schlehdorn = Dan. slaaentorn),< sla (slah-, etc.),

sloe, + thorn, thorn.] Same as sloe, 2.

sloe-wormt, . See slow-worm.

slog
1
(slog), 13. i.

; pret. and pp. slogged, ppr. slog-

ging. [Cf. slug
1
.] To lag behind. Halliwell.

Slog2 (slog), r. i.
; pret. and pp. slogged, ppr. slog-

ging. [Cf. slug
3
.] To hit hard, as in boxing.

See slugs. [Slang, Eng.]

Slogging, and hard hitting with the mere object of doing
damage with the gloved hand, earn no credit in the eyes of
a good judge. E. B. Michell, Boxing and Sparring (Bad-

[minton Library), p. 162.

slogan (slo'gan), H. [Sometimes mistaken for
a horn, and absurdly written slughorn; < Gael.

sluagh-gairm, a war-cry, < sluagh, a host, army,
+ gairm, a call, outcry, < gairm, call, cry out,
crow as a cock: see crow1

.] 1. The war-cry
or gathering word or phrase of one of the old

Highland clans
; hence, the shout or battle-cry

of soldiers in the field.

The gathering word peculiar to a certain name, or set
of people, was termed slogan or slughorn, and was always
repeated at an onset, as well as on many other occasions.
It was usually the name of the clan, or place of rendez-

vous, or leader. Child's Ballads, VI. 135, note.

The streets of high Dunedin
Saw lances gleam, and falchions redden,
And heard the slogan's deadly yell.

Scott, L. of L. M., i. 7.

2. Figuratively, the distinctive cry of any body
of persons.
The peculiar slogans of almost all the Eastern colleges.

The Century, XXXIV. 898.

slogardiet, H. A Middle English form of slug-
gai'dij.

slogger1
(slog'er), n. [< s%2 + ^.i. cf.

slugger.] One who hits hard, as in boxing or

ball-playing. See slugger. [Slang, Eng.]
He was called Slogger Williams, from the force with

which it was supposed he could hit.

T. Hughes, Tom Brown at Rugby, ii. 5.

He was a vigorous slogger, and heartily objected to being
bowled first ball.

Standard (London), Dec. 1, 1885. (Encyc. Diet.)

slogger
2
(slog'er), n. [Said to be a contraction of

"slow-goer; cf. torpid."] The second division of

race-boats at Cambridge, England. Slang Diet.

sloggyt, . A Middle English form of slugyy.
slogwood (slog'wud), n. [Local name.] A
small West Indian tree, Beilschmiedia pendula
of the Laurineee.

sloid, sloyd (sloid), n. [< Sw. slojd, skill, dex-

terity, esp. mechanical skill, manufacture,
wood-carving, = E. sleight: see sleight

2
.] A

system of manual training which originated
iu Sweden. It is not confined to wood-working, as is

frequently supposed (though this is the branch most
commonly taught), but is work with the hands and with
simple tools. The system is adapted to the needs of dif-

ferent grades of the elementary schools, and is designed
to develop the pupils mentally and physically. Its aim
is, therefore, not special technical training, but general
development and the laying of a foundation for future in-

dustrial growth.
slokan (slo'kan), . [Cf. sloke.] Same as sloke.

sloke, sloak (slok), . [Sc., also slake, slaik,

sleegh; cf. sleech, sludge.] 1. The oozy vege-



sloke

table substance in the bod of rivers. 2. Same
as later'*, 1. [Scotch in both uses.]
sloken (slok'u), r. Same as sloekrn.

sloo (slo), n. A dialectal pronunciation of

slougK1. [U. S. and prov. Eng.]
sloom1

(slom), n. [Also dial, sloum; < ME.
*sloume, sloitmbe, slume, < AS. sluma, slumber;
cf. sloom'2

, r., slumber."] A gentle sleep; slum-
ber.

Merlin gon to slume
Swulc he wolde slcepen.

Layamon, 1. 17995.

sloom2 (slom), i>. i. [Also dial, sloum, sleam; <

ME. slumen, slummen = MLG. slomen, slommen
= MHO. slumen, slummen, slumber; from the

noun, ME. "sloume, slume, < AS. sluma, slumber :

seetoo/l,n.,andcf. slumber.] 1. To slumber;
waste

; decay.
(Sire Telomew)cairys into a cabayne, quare the kyng ligges,
J-'aml him sloinande and on slepe, and sleely him rayses.
Alliterative Poems (ed. Morris), Gloss., p. 198. (K. Alex.,

p. 176.)

2. To become weak or flaccid, as plants and
flowers touched by frost.

[Now only prov. Eug. in both uses.]
sloom3 (slom), n. See sloam.

Bloomy (slo'mi), a. [< shorn* + -y
1
.] Dull;

slow; inactive. Halliwell. [Prov. Eng.]
An' Sally wur sloomy an' draggle-taail'd.

Tennyson, Northern Cobbler.

sloop1
(s!6p), . [< D. sloep, MD. sloepe (also

dim. sloepken), a sloop (cf. LG. sluup, slupe =

lop = G. sctialuppe, etc. ) = Sp. Pg. cJtalupa = It.

scialuppa, a shallop : see shallop, j A small fore-
and-aft rigged vessel with one mast, generally

Sloop.

carrying a jib, fore-staysail, mainsail, and gaff-
topsail. Some sloops formerly had a square topsail. It
is generally understood that a sloop differs from a cutter
by having a flxed instead of a running bowsprit, but the
names are used somewhat indiscriminately. In the days
of sailing vessels, and of the earlier steam naval marine,
now becoming obsolete, a sloop of war was a vessel of

ship-rig carrying guns on the upper deck only, and rather
smaller than a corvette. See also cut under cutter.

A Jamaica Sloop, that was come over on the Coast to
trade, . . . went with us.

Dumpier, Voyages, an. 1681 (3d ed. corrected, 1698).

sloop2 (slop), . In lumbering, a strong crutch
of hard wood, with a strong bar across the
limbs, used for drawing timber out of a swamp
or inaccessible place. [Canada.]
sloop2 (slop), v. t. To draw (logs of timber) on
a sloop. [Canada.]
sloop-rigged (slop'rigd), a. Rigged like a sloop

that is, having one mast with jib and main-
sail.

sloop-smack (slop'smak), n. A sloop-rigged
fishing-smack. [New Eng.]
Sloop-yacht (slop'yot), n. A sloop-rigged
yacht.
slop1

(slop), n. [< ME. sloppe, a pool, < AS.
*sloppe, 'slyppe, a puddle of filth (used of the
sloppy droppings of a cow, and found only in

comp., in the plant-names cu-sloppe, cowslip,
oxan-Klyppe, oxlip : see cowslip, oxlip) ; of. slype,
slipe, a viscid substance

; prob. < sliipan (pp. slo-

pen), dissolve, slip : see slip
1

. Cf. Icel. slop,
slimy offal of fish, slepja, slime (esp. of fishes
and snakes) ;

Ir. slab, Ir. Gael, sla-ib, mire, mud
(see stafc2 ).] 1. A puddle; a miry or slippery
place.
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He [Arthur] . . . Londis [hinds] als a lyone, . . .

Slippes in in the sloppes o-slant to the girdylle,
.Swalters upe swyftly.

Marie Arthure (E. E. T. S.X 1. 3924.

2. Liquid carelessly dropped or spilled about;
a wet place.
The Atlantic Ocean beat Mrs. Partington. She was ex-

cellent at a slop or a puddle, but she should not have med-
dled with a tempest.
Sydney Smith, Speech at Tauuton, 1S31, on the Reform Bill

[not being passed.

3. pi. Liquid food or nourishment; thin food,
as gruel or thin broth prepared for the sick:
so called in contempt.

But thou, whatever slops she will have brought,
Be thankful. Dryden, tr. of Juvenal's Satires, vi. 772.

The sick husband here wanted for neither slops nor doc-
tors. Sir R. L'Estrange.

4. pi. The waste, dirty water, dregs, etc., of a
house.

As they passed, women from their doors tossed house-
hold slops of every description into the gutter ; they ran
into the next pool, which overflowed and stagnated.

Mrs. OaslfeU, Mary Barton, vi.

5. In ceram., same as slip
1

,
11.

slop1
(slop), v.

; pret. and pp. slopped, ppr. slop-
ping. [< slop

1
, n. Prob. in part associated

with slab?, slobber, etc.] I. trans. 1. To spill,
as a liquid ; usually, to spill by causing to over-
flow the edge of a containing vessel : as, to slop
water on the floor in carrying a full pail. 2. To
drink greedily and grossly ; swill. [Rare.] 3.
To spill liquid upon ; soil by letting a liquid
fall upon : as, the table was slopped with drink.
= Syn. 1. Spill, Slop, Splash. Slopping Is a form of spill-

ing : it is the somewhat sudden spilling of a considerable
amount, which falls free from the receptacle and strikes
the ground or floor flatly, perhaps with a sound resembling
the word. Slopping Is always awkward or disagreeable.
Splashing may be a form of spilling or of throwing : that
which is splashed falls in larger amount than in slopping,
making a noise like the sound of the word, and spreads
by spattering or by flowing.

II. in trans. 1. To be spilled or overflow, as
a liquid, by the motion of the vessel contain-

ing it : usually with over. 2. To work or walk
in the wet; make a slop. [Colloq.]
He came slopping on behind me. with the peculiar suck-

ing noise at each footstep which broken boots make on a
wet and level pavement.

D. C. Murray, Weaker Vessel, xi.

To slop over, figuratively, to do or say more than is wise,
especially through eagerness or excess of zeal ; become
too demonstrative or emotional. [Slang, U. S.]

It may well be remembered that one of his [Washing-
ton's] great distinctions was his moderation, his adhesion
to the positive degree. As Artemus Ward says,

" he never
slopped over.

"
Harper's Mag., LXXVIII. 818.

slop2 (slop), n. [< ME. slop, sloppe, slope, <

ONorth. 'slop (in comp. oferslop), AS. 'slype,
'slyp (in comp. oferslyp = leel. yfirsloppr, an
outer gown), < Icel. sloppr, a long, loose gown ;

so named from its trailing on the ground, < AS.
sliipan (pp. slopen), slip (Icel. sleppa, pret. pi.

slttppii, slip, etc.): see slip
1

. Cf. D. sUep, LG.
slepe, G. schleppe, Dan. slseb, a train

;
MD. slope,

later sloop, a slipper; E. slip
1

, a garment, slip-

per?, sleeve1 , etc.; all ult. from the same source.]
1. Originally, an outer garment, as a jacket or
cassock

;
in later provincial use,

' ' an outer gar-
ment made of linen

;
a smock-frock

;
a night-

gown" (Wright).
A slope is a morning Cassock for Ladyes and gentile

wemen, not open before.
Bootee of Precedence (E. E. T. S., extra ser.), i. 28.

2f. A garment covering the legs and the body
below the waist, worn by men, and varying in

cut according to the fashion: in this sense also
in the plural.
A German from the waist downward, all slops; and a

Spaniard from the hip upward, no doublet.

Shale., Much Ado, iii. 2. 36.

When I see one were a perewig, I dreade his haire ; an-
other wallowe in a greate sloppe, I mistrust the propor-
tion of his thigh. Marston, Antonio and Mellida, I., v. 1.

3. Clothing; ready-made clothing ;
in the Brit-

ish navy, the clothes and bedding of the men,
which are supplied by the government at about
cost price : usually in the plural. [Colloq.]
I went to a back back street, with plenty of cheap cheap

shops,
And I bought an oilskin hat and a second-hand suit of

slops. W. S. Gilbert, Bumboat Woman's Story.

4f. An article of clothing made of leather,

apparently shoes or slippers. They are men-
tioned as of black, tawny, and red leather, and
as being of small cost.

A stitch'd taffeta cloak, a pair of slops
Of Spanish leather.

Marston, Scourge of Villanie, xi. 160.

5. A tailor. [Slang, Eng.]

slope-level

slop-basin (slop'ba"sn), n. A basin for slops;
especially, a vessel to receive the dregs from
tea- or coffee-cups at table.

slop-book (slop'biik), n. In the British navy,
a register of clothing and small stores issued.

slop-bowl (slop'bol), n. Same as slop-basin.

Slop-bucket (slop'buk"et), . Same as slop-
pail.

slop-chest (slop'chest), n. A supply of sea-
men's clothing taken on board ship to sell to
the crew during a voyage.

If a poor voyage has been made, or if the man has
drawn on the slop-chest during the voyage to such an ex-
tent as to ruin his credit, he becomes bankrupt ashore.

Fisheries of U. S., V. ii. >.

Slop-dash (slop'dash), n. Weak, cold tea, or
other inferior beverage ; slipslop. [Colloq.]
Does he expect tea can be keeping hot for him to the

end of time? He'll have nothing but slop-dash, though
he 's a very genteel man.

Miss Edgeworth, Rose, Thistle, and Shamrock, iii. 2.

slope (slop), a. and n. [< ME. slope (chiefly as
in aslope, q. v.), perhaps < AS. slopen, pp. of

sliipan, slip: see slip
1

. Cf. aslope.'] I.t a. In-
clined or inclining from a horizontal direction

;

forming an angle with the plane of the hori-
zon

; slanting ;
aslant.

Thou most cut it holding the edge of knyf toward the
tree grounde, and kitt it soo with a dope draught

Arnolds Chron., 1602 (ed. 1811), p. 168.

This hedge I intend to be raised upon a bank, not steep,
but gently slope. Bacon, Gardens (ed. 1884).

The slope sun his upward beam
Shoots against the dusky pole.

Milton, Comus, 1. 98.

The Cretan saw ; and, stooping, caus'd to glance
From his slope shield the disappointed lance.

Pope, Iliad, xili. 512.

II. . 1. An oblique direction; obliquity;
slant

; especially, a direction downward : as, a

piece of timber having a slight slope. 2. A de-

clivity or
acclivity ; any ground whose surface

forms an angle with the plane of the horizon.

First through the length of yon hot terrace sweat ;

And when up ten steep slopen you've dragg'd your thighs,
Just at his study-door he'll bless your eyes.

Pope, Moral Essays, Iv. 131.

Specifically (o) In civil engin., an inclined bank of earth
on the sides of a cutting or an embankment. See graded,
2. (6) In coal-mining, an inclined passage driven in the
bed of coal and open to the surface : a term rarely if ever
used in metal-mines, in which shafts that are not vertical
are called inclines. See shaft? and incline, (c) In /art., the
Inclined surface of the interior, top, or exterior of a par-
apet or other portion of a work. See cut under parapet.
3. In math., the rate of change of a scalar func-
tion of a vector, relatively to that of the varia-

ble, in the direction in which this change is a
maximum. Banquette slope, In.fort. See banquette.

Exterior slope, in fort, see exterior. Inside slope,
in coal-mining, a slope inside the mine. See incline, 3.

[Pennsylvania. ] Interior Slope, in fort. See interior.

slope (slop), v.
; pret. and pp. sloped, ppr. slop-

ing. [< slope, .] I. trans. 1. To bend down;
direct obliquely; incline; slant.

Though palaces and pyramids do slope
Their heads to their foundations.

Shak., Macbeth, iv. 1. 67.

He .-("//.' his flight
To blest Arabia's Meads.

J. Beaumont, Psyche, i. 52.

2. To form with a slope or obliquity, as in

gardening, fortification, and the like, and in

tailoring and dressmaking : as, to slope a piece
of cloth in cutting Slope arms (milit.), a command
in manual exercise to carry the rifle obliquely on the shoul-
der. To slope the standard (milit.), to dip or lower the
standard : a form of salute.

II. intrans. 1. To take an oblique direction
;

be inclined ; descend or ascend in a slanting
direction; slant.

Betwixt the midst and these the gods assigned
Two habitable seats for human kind,
And 'cross their limits cut a sloping way,
Which the twelve signs in beauteous order sway.

Dryden, tr. of Virgil's Georgics, i. 328.

Many a night from yonder ivied casement, ere I went to

rest,
Did I look on great Orion, sloping slowly to the west.

Tennyson, Locksley Hall.

2. To run away; decamp; elope; disappear
suddenly. [Slang.]

slopet (slop), adv. [< slope, a. Cf . aslope.'} Slant-

ingly; aslant; aslope; obliquely; not perpen-
dicularly.

Uriel to his charge
Return'd on that bright beam, whose point now raised
Bore him slope downward to the sun.

Milton, P. L., iv. 591.

sloped (slept), a. [Cf. slope, slip
1
.'] Decayed

with dampness ;
rotten : said of potatoes and

pease. Halliu'ell. [Prov. Eng.]
Slope-level (slop'lev'el), . Same as batter-

lei-cl.



slopely

slopely (slop'li), adv. [Formerly also slonply; <

slope + -ly*.] Aslope; aslant.

The next (circle) which there beneath it sloaply slides,
And his fair Hindgesfrom the World's divides
Twice twelue Degrees, is call'd the Zudiack.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii., Tlie Columnes.

slopeness (slop'nes), . Declivity ; obliquity ;

slant.

The Italians are very precise in giving the cover a grace-
ful pendence of slopeness. Sir U. Wotton, Reliquiae, p. 48.

slopewise (slop'wiz), atli\ [< dope + -wine.}

Obliquely ;
so as to slope or be sloping.

The Weare is a frith, reaching slope-wise through the
Ose, from the land to low-water marke.

R. Came, Survey of Cornwall, fol. 30.

slop-hopper (slop'hop'er), n. The tilting-basiu
of a water-closet or closet-sink,

slop-hoset, >i- Same as slop-, 2.

Payre of sloppe hoses, braiettes a marinier.

Palsgrave, p. 251.
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= OFries. slot = MLG. slot =OHG. sloz, MHG.
sloz, sloz, G. scltlosx, a bolt, lock, castle, = Sw.
Dan. glut, close, end (cf. Sw. slott = Dan. slot,

castle) ;
from the verb, OS. *slutan (not found

in AS.) = D. sluiten = OFries. sluta, skluta =
MLG. sluteu = OHG. sliozan, MHG. sliezen, G.
schUesse*, bolt, lock, shut, close, end, = Sw.
sluta = Dan. slutte, shut, close, end, finish

(Scand. prob. < LG.); prob. (with initial g not
in L. and Gr.) = L. claudere (in comp. -cludere),
shut, = Gr. uetuv, shut : see close1

,
close2

, clause,
exclude, include, etc., sluice, etc.] 1. The fas-

tening of a door; a bar; a bolt. [Now only
provincial.]
And slottes irened brake he thare.

Early Emj. Psalter, Ps. cvi. 16.

He has means in his hand to open all the tints and bars
that Satan draws over the door.

Rutherford, Letters, P. ill. ep. 22. (Jamieson.)

2. A piece of timber which connects or holds
.

Halliwell. [Prov. Eng.] 4f. A castle;

Thou paydst for building of a slot

That wrought thine owne decay.
Riche, Allarme to England (1578). (HaUiwell.)

slotter

\Vlutrcfore drop thy words in such a sloth,
As if thuu wert afraid to mingle truth
With thy misfortunes?

Ford, Lover's Melancholy, v. 1.

2. Disinclination to action or labor
; sluggish-

ness; habitual indolence
; laziness; idleness.

She was so diligent, withouten steivthe,
To serve and piesen everich In that place.

Chaucer, Man of Law's Tale, 1. 4:ia.

Sloth, like Rust, consumes faster than Labour wears.
Franklin, Poor Richard s Almanac, 1758.

3f. A company : said of bears. [Rare.]
A sloth of bears. Strutt, Sports and Pastimes, p. 80.

4. A South American tardigrade edentatemam-
mal of the family Jirndypodidje : so called from
their slow and apparently awkward or clumsy
movements. The slowness of their motions on the
ground is the necessary consequence of their dispropor-
tioned structure, and particularly of the fact that the
feet exhibit a conformation resembling that of clubfoot
in man a disposition of the carpal and tarsal joints
highly useful in climbing. Sloths live on trees, and
never remove from one until they have stripped it of
every leaf. They are helpless when on the ground, and
seem at home only on trees, suspended beneath the
branches, along which they are sometimes observed to
travel from tree to tree with considerable celerity. The
female produces a single young one at a birth, which she

Slopingly (slo'ping-li), adv. In a sloping man- together larger pieces; a slat. 3. A small
ner; obliquely; with a slope. Bailey. piece.

CT-"---"

slopingness (slo'ping-nes), n. The state of a fort.

sloping. Bailey.

slop-jar (slop'jar), . A jar used to receive slops

Slop

d

-molding

r

'( 8lop'mol"ding), n. In trick- sl
<f.(*"> JA1 <> **>, sloat; < ME. slot,slote, S5ST^^OT~.&^rffl

HO*/, a method of molding in which the mold a nol
}

ow
5 Prob - ult - < AS. sfo'fan (pret. stei), slit :

is dipped inwater before it is charged with clay, J
6
?,*"*

1
- Cf. Sw. slutt, a slope, declivity.] A

to prevent the clay from adhering to the mold.
Compare pallet-molding.

slop-pail (slop'pal), n. A pail or bucket for re-

ceiving slops or soiled water.

sloppiness (slop'i-nes), .

sloppy ; plashiness.

slopping (slop'ing), n. [Verbal n. of slop*

The state of being

'.]

hollow, (a) A hollow in a hill or between two ridges.
(6) A wide ditch. [Prov. Eng.] (ct) The hollow of the
breast

; the pit of the stomach ; the epigastrium.
The slate of hir slegh brest sleght for to showe,
As any cristall clere, that clene was of hewe.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 3063.

Thourghe the brene and the breste with his bryghte
wapyne

Inceram., a process of blending the materials
-slante dne fro the tote he slyttes at ones !

_^>_ i. . T .. alort.f. Arthur?. IK TV. T
of a mass of clay, and rendering it homogene-
ous, by dividing the mass repeatedly into two
parts, and throwing these together, each time
in a different direction.

Sloppy (slop'i), a. [< slop* + -y*.~\ I. Wet
from slopping; covered with slops ; muddy.

Idlers, playing cards or dominoes on the sloppy beery
tables. Thackeray, Vanity fair, Ixvi.

2. Loose
; slovenly.

The country has made up its mind that its public ele-

mentary schools shall teach a great number of sciences and
languages in an elementary and sloppy way.

The Academy, March 29, 1890, p. 218.

slop-room (slop'rom), n. In the British navy,
the room on board a man-of-war where clothing
and small stores are kept and issued,

slopseller (slop'seFer), n. One who sells slops,
or ready-made clothes, especially cheap and
common clothes: used when such clothes were
of indifferent quality. [Colloq.]
slop-shop (slop'shop), n. A shop where slops,
or ready-made clothes, are sold. See slopseller.

[Colloq.]

slop-work (slop'werk), n. 1. The manufacture
of slops, or cheap clothing for sale ready-made.

2. The cheap clothing so made. 3. Hence, slot3 (slot)

any work done superficially or poorly.
slop-worker (slop'wer"ker), n. One who does
slop-work.
The little sleeping slop-worker who had pricked her fln-

8er so- George Eliot, in Cross, II. ix.

slopy (slo'pi), a. [< slope + -y*.~\ Sloping ;
in-

clined
; oblique.

slosh (slosh), . [A form intermediate between
slash* and slush : see slash*, slush.] 1. Same as
slush, 1. 2. A watery mess; something gulped
down. [Colloq.]
An unsophisticated frontiersman who lives on bar-meat

and corn-cake washed down with a generous slosh of
whisky.

Slosh (slosh), v. i. [< slosh, n. Cf. slash*, slush,
'.] 1. To flounder in slush or soft mud.
On we went, dripping and sloshing, and looking very like

men that had been turned back by the Royal Humane So-
ciety as being incurably drowned. Kinglake, Eothen, ii.

2. To go about recklessly or carelessly. [Slang.]
Saltonstall made it his business to walk backward and

forward through the crowd, with a big stick in his hand,and knock down every loose man in the crowd. That's
what I call sloshin' about.

Cairo (Illinois) Times, Nov., 1854. (Bartletl.)

Why, how you talk! How could their [witches'] charms
work till midnight? and then it's Sunday. Devilsdon't slote
8(08/1 around much of a Sundr

Morte Arthure (E. E. T. S.), 1. 2264.

(d) In mach., an elongated narrow depression or perfora-
tion ; a rectangular recess or depression cut partially into
the thickness of any piece, for the reception of another
piece of similar form, as a key-seat in the eye of a wheel
or pulley ; an oblong hole or aperture formed throughout
the entire thickness of a piece of metal, as for the recep-
tion of an adjusting-bolt. See cut under sheep-shears.
(e) In a cable street-railroad, a narrow continuous open-
ing between the rails, through which the grip on the car
passes to connect with the traveling cable. (/) A trap-
door in the stage of a theater, (g) A hollow tuck in a
cap, or other part of the dress. HalliweU. [Prov. Eng.]
(A) A hem or casing prepared for receiving a string, as at
the mouth of a bag.

slota (slot), v. t.; pret. and pp. slotted, ppr.
slotting. [< ME. slotten; < slot*, .] 1. To
slit; cut; gash. [Prov. Eng.]
He schokkes owtte a schorte knyfe schethede with silvere,
And scholde have slottede hyme in, bot no slytte happenede

Morte Arthure (E. E. T. S.), 1. 3854. slothH, .

2. To provide with a slot or groove; hollow
out.

A third operation is needed to clear the mortise of the
chips after it has been slotted out by the chisel.

Ore, Diet., IV. 967.

3. In coal-mining, same as hole*, 3 (6). [York-
shire, Eng.]

71.

are confined to the wooded regions of tropical America,
extending northward into Mexico. At least 12 species
are described, but the true number is fewer. All have
three toes on the hind feet, but some have only two on the
fore feet, whence the obvious distinction of three-toed and
two-toed sloths (a distinction even more strongly marked
in the anatomy of these animals) warranted a division of
the family into bradypods(Bro<iypodin)andcholopodine8
(Cholopodiwe). Most sloths belong to the former group,
and these have the general name ai. The best-known of
these is the collared three-toed sloth, Bradypus tridactylus
or tarquatus, with a sort of mane. The unau or two-toed
sloth, Choloints didactylus, inhabits Brazil ; it is entirely
covered with long coarse woolly hair. (See cut under Cho-
lopus. ) A second and quite distinct species of this genus,
C. hofmanni, inhabits Central America. (See Tardigra-
da, 1.) The name is apparently a translation of the Por-
tuguese word preguica (Latin pigrilia), slowness, slothful-
ness. See the quotation.

Here [in Brazil] is a Beast so slow in motion that in fif-

teen days he cannot go further than a man can throw a
stone ; whence the Portugals call it Pigritia.

S. Clarke, Qeog. Descr. (1671), p. 282.

5. One of the gigantic fossil gravigrade eden-
tates, as a megatherium or mylodon. See cut
under Mylodon Australian sloth. Same as koala.

Bengal sloth, the slow lemur or slow loris. Ceylon
sloth, the slow loris. Giant or gigantic sloth. See
def. 5. Native sloth (of Australia). Same as koala.
Ursine sloth, the aswail or sloth-bear. See cut under
aswail. = Syn. 2. Indolence, inertness, torpor, lumpish-
ness. See idle.

[< ME. slewthen, < sleicthe, sloth : see

sloth*, n.J I. intrans. To be idle or slothful.
Gower. (Imp. Diet.)

II. trans. To delay.
Yn whych mater ye shall do me ryght singlerplesyr, and

that thys be not slewthed, for taryeng drawth perell.
Paston Letters, I. 175.

Sloth2t, n. A Mjddle English form of sleuth*.

n. A
.,

, [A var. of "sloth, < ME. sloth, sloth-animalcule (sl6th
v
an-i-mal*kul),

sluth, a track, < Icel. sloth, a track or trail in bear-animalcule. See Arctisca, Macrobiotidee,
snow or the like : see sleuth?. For slots as re- and Tardigrada, 2.

lated to rfoffe, ct. height, sight*, as related to obs. sloth-bear (sloth'bar), n. The aswail. See
highth, sighth.] The track of a deer, as fol- Melursus, and cut under aswail.
lowed by the scent or by the mark of the foot; slothful (sloth'- or sloth'ful), a. [Early mod.
any such track, trace, or trail.

Often from his [the hart's] feed
The dogs of him do find, or thorough skilful heed
The huntsman by his slot, or breaking earth, perceives
Where he hath gone to lodge. Draytan, Polyolbion, xiii.

The age of a deer is, for the most part, determined by piu.

the size and shape of the horns; the experienced forester slothfnllv (sloth' or xlnrh'fiil n
can also tell by the "slot" or "spoor."

W. W. Greener, The Gun, p. 509.
s1?^".1 manner ;

'-

E. slowthfull, slouthfull, slcwthfull; < sloth*

-ful.~\ Inactive
; sluggish ; lazy; indolent

;
idle.

He also that is slothful in his work is brother to him
that is a great waster. Prov. xviii. 9.

Lazy, Sluggish, etc. (see \dle\ slack, supine, tor-

'- or sloth

fe. In a

. . idly-

-nes), n. TheCornhOl Mag., Oct., 1888. slot3 (slot), v. t.
; pret. and pp. slotted, ppr. . - , .

"

f< slots n~l Tntrflf.VhvtVioalr.tu, state or quality of being slothful
; the indul-

>t*,n.] i by the slot, as
f lih inactivity

. the habit f idl
slotting. [< slots, .] To trac
deer. Compare slothound.

flock.

The slow

Stanihurst, JEnelA, i. 191.

ness; laziness.

sloth-monkey (sl6th'mung"ki), .

loris: a slow lemur.

The keeper led us to the spot where he had seen the Slothound (slot'hound), n. [<*to3 + hound. Cf.
deer feeding in the early morning, and I soon satisfied sleuth-hound.} Same as sleuth-hound. [Scotch.]
myself by dotting him that there was no mistake. Misfortunes which track my footsteps like slot-houitdt.

i. ne rteta, eo. M, looo, p. zlb.
Scott8

Slot* (slot), v. t.
; pret and pp. slotted, ppr. slot- slotten (slot'n), p. a. [A dialectal variant of

',.) ting. [Avar, of stati.] To shut with violence
; the past participle of s/ifi.] Divided. Haiti-

is slam. Ray. [Prov. Eng.] well PProv TCn*r 1
* .1 * /,.l^i\ ., ci ^ _T_ji .1 .n \-

"" e* J

slosh-wheel
trammel-wheel.
sloshy (slosh'i), . [< slosh + -)/i.] Same as
slushy.
slot 1

(slot), n. [Also in some senses slote, sloat;
< ME. slot, slotte, < D. slot, a bolt, lock, castle,

,, n. Same as slot*, slot*.

sloth 1
(sloth or sloth), . [Early mod. E. also

sloath, sloicth; < ME. slouhthe, slouthe, sleuth,
sleuthe, slewthe ; with abstract formative -th,
< AS. slaw, slow (cf. sliew, sloth): see slow*, a.
Sloth stands for slowth, as troth for trowth. Ct.

blowtli, growth, lowth.] 1. Slowness; tardiness.
These cardinals trifle with me; I abhor
This dilatory sloth. Shak., Hen. VIII., ii. 4. 237.

Eng.]
slotter 1

(slot'er), v. [< ME. sloteren; cf. slod-

der, slattei:] I. trans. To foul; bespatter with
filth.

Than awght the sawle of synfulle withinne
Be full fowle, thates al dotyrd that in synne.

Hampole, MS. Bowes, p. 70. (Halliwell.)

II. intrans. To eat noisily. [Prov. Eng.]
Blotter1

(slot'er), . [<slotter*,r.'] Filth; uasti-
ness. [Prov. Eng.]



slotter

slottet2 (slot'er), ii. Same as elotting-maehine.
The Em/inn r.

slotteryt (slot't-r-i), a. [< slotted + -y
1
.] 1.

Squalid; dirty; sluttish; untrimmed. ///;.
Diet. 2. Foul

;
wet. Imp. Hid.

slotting (slot'ing), ii. [Verbal n. of slot2
, r.]

1. The operation of making slots. 2. In <;/-

mining, coal cut away in the process of holing
or slotting. [Yoikshire, Eng.]

slotting-auger(slot'ing-a"ger), 11, See auyrr. 1.

slotting-machine (slot'ing-ma-shen"^, u. In

metal-working, a power-machine for cuttingslots
in metal. One type of machine resembles a planer, the

cutting-tool having a vertical motion, with slow stroke
and quick return. The work, placet] on the table, is fed
to the machine. Another type, called a dot-drilling ma-
chine, forms elongated holes by drilling. There is also a

slotting-machitie for making mortises in wood, which is

also called a slot-boring machine.

slouch (slouch), c. [An assibilated form of early
mod. E. "slouke or *sloke (cf. slouch, .); re-

lated to E. dial, slock, loose, Icel. slokr, a slouch-

ing fellow
;
from the verb represented by Sw.

Norw. sloka, droop, LG. freq. slukkern, be slack
or loose (cf. Sw. slokorig, having drooping ears,

slokig, hanging, slouching. Dan. slukoret, crest-

fallen, lit. having drooping ears, LG. slukk, mel-

ancholy); ult. a variant of slug: see slug*. As
a mainly dial, word, slouch in its various uses is

scantly recorded in early writings.] I. intrants.

1. To droop; hang down loosely.
Even the old hat looked smarter ; . . . instead of slouch-

ing backward or forward on the Laird's head, as it hap-
pened to be thrown un, it was adjusted with a knowing
inclination over one eye.

Scott, Heart of Mid-Lothian, xliii.

2. To have a clownish or loose ungainly gait,
manner, or attitude; walk, sit, or pose in an
awkward or loutish way.
In a few minutes his ... figure was seen slouching up

the ascent. Barham, Ingoldsby Legends, II. 874.

II. trans. To depress; cause to hang down.
A young fellow, with a sailor's cap slouched over his face,

sprung on the scaffold, and cut the rope by which the
criminal was suspended. Scott, Heart of Mid-Lothian, iii.

Slouch (slouch), H. [Early mod. E. also slowch ;

earlier, without assibilation, slotike, "slake, <
Icel. slokr, a slouching fellow; from the verb.]
1. An awkward, heavy, clownish fellow; an
ungainly clown.
A Slouke, liters, ertis, ignarus.

Levins, Manip. Vocab. (E. E. T. 8.), col. 217.

Slowch, a lazy lubber, who has nothing tight about him,
with his stockings about his heels, his clothes unbuttou'd,
and his hat flapping about his ears.

MS. Gloss. (HaUiicell.)

I think the idle slouch
Be fallen asleep in the barn, he stays so long.

B. Jonson, Tale of a Tub, iv. 5.

2. A drooping or depression of the head or of
some other part of the body ;

a stoop ;
an un-

gainly, clownish gait.
Our doctor has every quality which can make a man use-

ful
; but, alas ! he hath a sort of slouch in his walk. Swift.

He stands erect ; his slouch becomes a walk
;

He steps right onward, martial in his air.

Cowper, Task, iv. 639.

3. A depression or hanging down ;
a droop : as,

his hat had a slouch over hiseyes. 4. A slouch-
hat. [Colloq.] 5. An inefficient or useless
person or thing: usually with a negative, in

praise : as, he 's no slouch ; it 's no slouch, I tell

you. [Slang.]
Slouch-hat (slouch'hat), . A hat of soft ma-
terial, especially one with a broad and flexible
brim.

Middle-aged men in slouch hats lounge around with
hungry eyes. Harper's Mag. , LXXIX. 38.

slouchily (slou'chi-li), adv. In a slouching
manner.
slouchiness (slou'chi-nes), 11. The character
or appearance of being slouchy ;

a slouchy at-
titude or posture.
slouching (slou'ching),p. a. 1. Hanging down ;

drooping.
He had a long, strong, uncouth body ; rather rough-

hewn slouching features. Westminster Rev., CXXV. 85.

2. Awkward, heavy, and dragging, as in car-

riage or gait.
The awkward, negligent, clumsy, and slouching manner

of a booby. Chesterfield.
The shepherd with a slow and slouching walk, timed by

the walk of grazing beasts, moved aside, as if unwillingly.
George Eliot, Felix Holt, Int.

Slouchy (slou'chi), a. [< slouch + -yi.] In-
clined to slouch

; somewhat slouching.
They looked slouchy, listless, torpid an ill-conditioned

crew. 0. W. Holmes, Old Vol. of Life, p. 68.

Looking like a slouchy country bumpkin.
The Century, XXV. 176.
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slough 1
(slou), n. [In the second sense spelled

K!I/<; Klcic, sloo; < ME. sl<nii//i. xlmjli, slo, slow,
sloh. < AS. sloh, slog, a slough; prob. of Celtic-

origin: < Ir. sloe, a pit, hollow, pitfall (cf. shig-
pholl, a whirlpool), = Gael, slot; n pit, den,
grave, pool, gutter (cf. slitguiil, a slough, or deep
miry place, sltigan, a whirlpool, gulf), < Ir. slu-

giiim, I swallow, Gael, slttig, swallow, absorb,
devour; cf. W. llnirg, a gulp, < llaiceio, gulp,
gorge. These forms are prob. akin to LG. xlti-

ken = OHG. "sluccnon, MHG. slnii:cii, xlnrhfii,

swallow, sob, hiccup, G. schlucken, swallow,= Sw. sluka = Dan. sluge, swallow; cf. Dan.
sluge, throat, gullet, a ravine, = Xorw. sink, the
throat, gullet, = MHG. sluch, the throat, a pit;
ME. sloffyiige, devouring; cf. Gr. Zifyiv, f.v-yya-

veiv, hiccup, sob.] 1. A hole full of deep mud
or mire

;
a quagmire of considerable depth and

comparatively small extent of surface.

Bote yf the sed that sowen is in the sloh sterue,
Shal neuere spir springen vp.

Piers Plowman ((.'), xiii. 179.

So soon as I came beyond Eton, they threw me off from
behind one of them, in a slough of mire.

Shak., M. W. of W., iv. 5. 89.

This miry slough is such a place as cannot be mended
;

it is the descent whither the scum and filth that attends
conviction for sin doth continually run, and therefore it

is called the Slough of Despond.
Bunyan, Pilgrim's Progress, i.

To the centre of its pulpy gorge the greedy slough was
heaving, and sullenly grinding its weltering jaws among
the flags and the sedges.

R. D. Blachinore, Lorna Doone, Ixxv.

2 (sl6). A marshy hollow
;
a reedy pond ; also,

a long shallow ravine, or open creek, which be-
comes partly or wholly dry in summer. [West-
ern U. S.]
The prairie round about Is wet, at times almost marshy,

especially at the borders of the great reedy slews. These
pools and slews are favorite breeding-places for water-fowl.

T. Roosevelt, Hunting Trips, p. 54.

= Syn. Swamp, etc. See marsh.

slough2 (sluf), M. [Sc. sloch; < ME. sloiih, slow,
sliighe, slohe, slouge (also, later, sloagth), skin
of a snake

;
cf. Sw. dial, slug = Norw. slo =

MHG. ttlueh, a skin, sunk. -skin. G. schlanch, a
skin, bag; appar. connected with LG. sluken =
OHG. "slucchon, MHG. slucken, G. schlucken =
Sw. sluka = Dan. sluge, swallow: see slough 1

.

These words are connected by some with Sw.
dial, slut', a covering, = LG. slu, sluice, a husk,
covering, the pod of a bean or pea, husk of a nut.
= MD. sloove, a veil, a skin, slooven, cover one's

head, = G. dial, schlaube, a shell, husk, slough,
akin to E. sleeve : see sleere 1

.'] 1. The skin of
a serpent, usually the cast skin; also, any part
of an animal that is naturally shed or molted

;

a cast; an exuvium.
The snake roll'd in a flowering bank,

With shining checker'd slough.
Shak., 2 Hen. VI., iii. 1. 229.

2. Inpathol., a dead part of tissue which sepa-
rates from the surrounding living tissue, and
is cast off in the act of sloughing.

The basest of mankind,
From scalp to sole one slough and crust of sin.

Tennyson, St. Simeon Stylites.

3. A husk. [Prov. Eng.]
The skin or slough of fruit.

Liddell and Scott's Oreek-English Lexicon (under (<>ta).

slough2 (sluf), r. [< slough?, n.] I. intrans. 1.
To come off as a slough : often with off. (a) To
be shed, cast, molted, or exuviated, as the skin of a snake,

(ft) To separate from the sound flesh : come off as a slough,
or detached mass of necrosed tissue.

A limited traumatic gangrene is to be treated as an or-

dinary sloughing wound. Quain, Med. Diet., p. 629.

2. To cast off a slough.
This Gardiner turn'd his coat in Henry's time;
The serpent that hath slough'd will slough again.

Tennyson, Queen Mary, iii. 3.

Sloughing phagedena. Same as hospital gangrene
(which see, under gangrene).

H. trans. To cast off as a slough ;
in pathol.,

to throw off, as a dead mass from an ulcer or a
wound.
Like a serpent, we slough the worn-out skin.

B. Taylor, Lands of the Saracen, p. 152.

sloughst, A Middle English variant of slow1
.

sloughing (sluf 'ing), . [Verbal n. of slough?,
'.] 1. The act or process of casting or shed-

ding the skin, shell, hair, feathers, and the like;
a molt; ecdysis. 2. The act or process of sep-
aration of dead from living tissue.

sloughy1
(slou'i), a. [< sloughl + -i/

1
.] Full

of sloughs ; miry.
Low ground, . . . and slouyhy underneath.

Surtft, Urapier's Letters, vii.

slovenness

sloughy'
2 (sluf i),n. [< sliiut/ii? + .yi.] Of the

nature of or resembling a slough, or the dead
matter which separates from living tissue.

sloutht, ii. An obsolete spelling of slothi.

Slovak (slo-vak'), n. and n. [= G. Slowuk ; <

Slovak (Bohem.) Stoxak; connected with film;

Slavonic, Slovenian.'] I. a. Of or pertaining to
the Slovak*.

II. n. 1. A member of a Slavic race dwell-

ing chiefly in northern Hungary and the adjoin-
ing part of Moravia. 2. The language of this
race : a dialect of Czechish.
Slovakian (slo-vak'i-an), . [< Slorak + -iau.]

Pertaining to the Slovaks or to their language.
Slovakish (slo-vak'ish), a. and n. [= G. Slo-

<i-ii/,-isch ; as Slovak + -is/i 1 .] I. a. Same as
Slovakian.

II. u. Same as Slovak, 2.

sloven 1 (sluv'n), n. [Early mod. E. sloven, slovyn,
sloreyne; < MD. slof, sloef, a careless man, a
sloven

;
cf . sloeven, play the sloven, slof, neg-

lect, slof, an old slipper, sloffen, draggle with

slippers; LG. sluf, slovenly, sluffen, sluffeni,
be careless, sluffen, go about in slippers; G.

sclilumpe, a slut, slattern, schlumpen, draggle,
akin to LG. slupen = G. schliipfen, slip: see sli/i

J
.

Cf. Ir. Gael, slajiach, slovenly, slopag, a slut.]
1. A person who is careless of dress or negligent
of cleanliness

;
a person who is habitually negli-

gent of neatness and order; also, a careless and
lazy pel-son. Sloven is given in the older grammars as
the masculine correlative of slut; but the words have no
connection, and the relation, such as it is, is accidental.

Slut, as now used, is much stronger and more offensive.

A slouen, sordid us.

Levins, Manip. Vocab. (E. E. T. S.), p. 61.

They answer that by Jerome nothing can be gathered
but only that the ministers came to church in handsome
holiday apparel, and that himself did not think them bound
by the law of God to go like slovens.

Hooker, Eccles. Polity, v. 29.

That negligent sloven
Had shut out the Pasty on shutting his oven.

Ooldsmith, Haunch of Venison.

2f. A knave
;
a rascal.

From thens nowe .xxiiij. mylefs] lyeth the great towne
Mi-li; n .d;i. and

they
be fmules, and there be many slou-

eynes and fell people out of Geneen.
R. Eden (First Books on America, ed. Arber, p. xxvlii.).

Sloven2,
n. Same as Slovene.

Slovene (slo-ven'), M. [<WL.Slovenus,Sclavenus= MGr. ^KAafiin>6f, Sid.avtn>6<;= OBulg. Slovieninu
= Russ. Slaryaninu, Slav: see Slav, Slavonic.']
A member of a Slavic race chiefly resident in

Styria, Carinthia, Carniola, and parts of the
Maritime Territory and Hungary.
The Slovenes must banish from their vocabulary such

words as farba (farbe). Encyc. Brit., XXII. 150.

Slovenian (slo-ve'ni-an), a. and n. [< Slovene
+ -fan.] I. a. Pertaining to the Slovenes, or
to their language.

II. n. 1. A Slovene. 2. The language of
the Slovenes: a Slavic tongue, most nearly
allied to the languages of the Serbo-Croatian

group.
Slovenish (slo-ve'nish), a. and n. [< Slovene +
-isA 1

.] Sameias Slovenian.

slovenliness (sluv'n-li-nes), . The state or
character of being slovenly; negligence of

dress; habitual want of cleanliness; neglect
of order and neatness; also, negligence or
carelessness generally.
Whether the multitudes of sects, and professed sloven-

linesse in God's service, (in too many) have not been guilty
of the increase of profanenesse amongst us.

Bp. Hall, The Remonstrants' Defence.

Those southern landscapes which seem divided between
natural grandeur and social slovenliness.

George Eliot, Middlemarch, xviii.

slovenly (sluv'n-li), a. [< sloven! + -fy
1
.] 1.

Having the habits of a sloven; negligent of
dress or neatness ; lazy ; negligent : of persons :

as, a slovenly man.
last found out a slovenly, lazy fellow, lolling at

his ease, as if he had nothing to do. 'Sir R. L'Estrange.

2. Wanting neatness or tidiness; loose; neg-
ligent; careless: of things: as, a slovenly dress.

His [Wyclif's] style is everywhere coarse and slovenly.
Craik, Hist Eng. Lit., L 866.

= 8yn. Untidy, dowdy, heedless, careless.

slovenly (sluv'n-h), adv. [< slovenly, a.] In a

slovenly manner; negligently; carelessly.
As I hang my clothes on somewhat slovenly, I no sooner

went in but he frowned upon me. Pope. (Johnson.)

slovennesst (sluv'n-nes), . Same as slovenli-

ness. [Rare.]

Happy Dunstan himself, if guilty of no greater fault,
which could be no sin (nor properly a slovennesse) in an
infant. Fuller, ch. Hist., II. v. 43. (Danes.)



slovenous

slovenoust, <'. [< slomi 1 + -..] Dirty; scurvy.
How Poor Robin served one of his companions & sloven-

out trick. The Merry Exploits of Poor Robin. (Nares.)

slovenry (>-luv'u-ri), . [<*7re 1 + -n/.] Neg-
lect of order, neatness, or cleanliness ;

untidi-

ness
;
slovenliness.

Slouenrie, sordities. Levins, Manip. Vocab., col. 10(i.

Our gayness and our gilt are all besmirch'd, . . .

And time hath worn us into sloaenry.

Shak., Hen. V., iv. 3. 114.

Never did Slovenry more misbecome
Nor more confute its nasty self than here.

J. Beauinotit, Psyche, I. 162.

slovenwood (sluv'n-wud), . [A perversion of

xiiiitln'rincood.] The southernwood, Artcmixin

.Ilirotantiiii. [Prov. Eng.]
slow 1

(slo), a. and n. [Sc. slate; < ME. slowe,

t/loir, slovh, nloiKjhf, sclowli, slawe, slaw, slau, <

AS. slaw, slow, = OS. sleu = MD. sleew, slee, D.
gleeuw = MLG. sle, LG. sloe = OHG. sleo, slew,
MHG. sle, G. dial, schlew, schlech, schlo Icel.

sljor = Sw. slo = Dan. sloi', blunt, dull. There
is a vague resemblance and common suggestion
in the series slip

1
, slide, slink1

, slouch, slut/
1

, etc. ,

to which sloir 1 may be added. Hence sloth 1
. Cf.

sloe.'] I. . 1. Taking a long time to move or

go a short distance; not quick in motion; not

rapid : as, a slow train
;
a slow messenger.

Saturn e is sloughe and litille mevynge ; for he taryethe,
to make his turn be the 12 Signes, 30 Zeer.

MandemUe, Travels, p. 162.

Me thou think'st not stow,
Who since the morning-hour set out from heaven
Where God resides, and ere mid-day arrived
In Eden. Maton, P. L., viii. 110.

For here forlorn and lost I tread,
With fainting steps and slow.

Goldsmith, The Hermit.

Pursued the swallow o'er the meads
With scarce a slower flight.

Coifper, Dog and Water-Lily.

2. Not happening in a short time
; spread over

a comparatively longtime ; gradual : as, a slow

change; the slow growth of arts.

These changes in the heavens, though slow, produced
Like change on sea and land. 'Milton, r. L., x. 692.

Wisdom there, and truth,
Not shy, as in the world, and to be won
By slow solicitation. Cowper, Task, vi. 116.

I wonder'd at the bounteous hours,
The slow result of winter showers.

Tennyson, Two Voices.

3. Not ready; not prompt or quick; used ab-

solutely, not quick to comprehend ;
dull-witted.

I am slow of speech, and of a slow tongue. Ex. iv. 10.

fools, and slow of heart to believe. Luke xxiv. 25.

Give it me, for I am slow of study.
Shale., M. N. D., i. 2. 69.

Things that are, are not,
As the mind answers to them, or the heart
Is prompt, or slow, to feel.

Wordsworth, Prelude, vii.

Slow as James was, he could not but see that this was
mere trifling. Macaulay, Hist. Eng., vi.

4. Tardy ; dilatory ; sluggish ;
slothful.

Yuel seruaunt and slowe, wistist thou that I repe wher I

sewe nat? Wyclif, Mat. xxv. 26.

The fated sky
Gives us free scope, only doth backward pull
Our daw designs when we ourselves are dull.

Shak., All's Well, i. 1. 234.

The Trojans are not slow
To guard their shore from an expected foe.

Dryden.

5. Not hasty; not precipitate; acting with
deliberation.

Thou art a God . . . slow to anger, and of great kindness.
Neh. ix. 17.

He that is slow to wrath is of great understanding.
Prov. xiv. 29.

6. Behind in time
; indicating a time earlier

than the true time: as, the clock or watch is

slow. 7. Dull; lacking spirit; deficient in live-

liness or briskness : used of persons or things :

as, the entertainment was very slow. [Colloq.]

Major Pendennis . . . found the party was what you
young fellows call very dwc. Thackeray, Newcomes, xlix.

The girls I love now vote me slow
How dull the boys who once seem'd witty !

Perhaps I'm growing old, I know
I'm still romantic, more 's the pity.

F. Locker, Reply to a Letter.

Slow coach, a person who is slow or lumbering in move-
ment; one who is deficient in quickness, smartness, or

energy ; a dawdler
; hence, one who is mentally sluggish ;

onewhoisnot progressive. [Colloq. ]

1 daresay the girl you are sending will be very useful to

us; our present one is a very slow coach.
E. B. Ramsay, Scottish Life and Character, p. 114

Slow lemur, slow lemuroid, a lemur or lenmroid quad-
ruped of the subfamily yycticebinjp, of which there are
four genera, two Asiatic, Nycticebus and Loris, and two
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African, Arctocebus and ferodicticus (see these technical

words, and antjuuntibo, potto) ; specifically, the slow loris.

SlOW loris, a slow lemur, the slow-paced lemur. Syc-
ticebwt tardi<iradu, or Loris utenops, also called Benyal
and Ceylon xluttt. It is scarcely as large as a sloth, is IHM--

turnal and arboreal, and very slow and sedate in its move-
ments. It sleeps during the day clinging to the branch
of a tree, and by night prowls about after its prey, which
consists of small birds and quadrupeds, eggs, and insects,

'['he name slow loris was given in antithesis to slender

loris, when both these animals were placed in the same ge-
nus Lori*. See Nycticebus. SlOW movement, in music,
that movement of a sonata or symphony which is in slow

tempo, usually adagio, andante, or largo. It ordinarily
follows the first movement, and precedes the minuet or
scherzo. Slow music, soft and mournful music slowly
played by an orchestra to accompany a pathetic scene :

as, the heroine dies to slow music. Slow nervous fever.
See /!. =Syn. 1. Delaying, lingering, deliberate. 3
and 4. Heavy, inert, lumpish. 1-4. Slow, Tardy, Dila-

tory. Slow and tardy represent either a fact in external
events or an element of character

; dilatory oidy the latter.

Dilatory expresses that disposition or habit by which one
is once or generally slow to go about what ought to be
done. See idle.

Il.t H. A sluggard.
Lothe to bedde and lothe fro bedde, men schalle know

the slow. MS. Douce, 52. (Halliwell.)

slow 1
(slo), nilr. [< slair 1

, a.~\ Slowly. [Poeti-
cal or colloq.]

How slow
This old moon wanes !

Shak., M. N. D., i. 1. 3.

Slow rises worth by poverty depress'd.
Johnson, London, 1. 177.

slow 1
(slo), r. [< ME. "xloweii, < AS. sldwiaii

(= OHG. sliiwen, MHG. slewen = Dan. slave), be

slow, < slaw, slow: see slow1
, a.] I. intrans.

To become slow
;
slacken in speed.

The pulse quickens at first, then slows.

Pop. Set. Mo., XXXI. 773.

The boat sloived in to the pier.
W. Black, In Far Lochaber, xiii.

II. trans. 1. To make slow; delay; retard.

Par. Now do you know the reason of this haste.

Fri. I would I knew not why it should be slow'd.

Shak.,H. and J., iv. 1.16.

Though the age
And death of Terah slow'd his pilgrimage.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii., The Vocation.

2. To slacken in speed : as, to slow a locomo-
tive or a steamer: usually with up or down.

When ascending rivers where the turns are short, the

engine should be slowed down. Luce, Seamanship, p. 554.

slow'-'t, n. A Middle English spelling of slough 1
.

slow3
(slo), n. [An abbreviated form of slow-

worm, q. v.] In sool., a sluggish or slow-paced
skink, as the slow-worm or blindworm, Anguis
frayilis; also, a newt or eft of like character.

slow*t. A Middle English preterit of slay
1

.

slowback (slo'bak), ti. [< slow1 + back1 .] A
lubber

;
an idle fellow

;
a loiterer. [Prov.

Eng.]
The sloifbacks and lazie bones will none of this.

J. Favour, Antiquity's Triumph over Novelty (1619),

[p. 63. (Latham.)

Slow-gaited (slo 'ga* ted), a. Slow in gait;
moving slowly ; slow-paced; tardigrade.
The ass . . . is very slow-yaited. Shak., L. L. L., iil. 1. 56.

She went ... to call the cattle home to be milked, and
sauntered back behind the patient slow-gaited creatures.

Mrs. Qaskell, Sylvia's Lovers, ix.

slowht. A Middle English preterit of slay
1

.

slow-hound (slo'hound), w. [A var. of sleuth-

hound, slothound, prob. in conformity to stoic*.]
A sleuth-hound.

Once decided on his course, Hiram pursued his object
with the tenacity of a slow-hound.

B. B. Kimball, Was he Successful? p. 310.

slowing (slo'ing), n. [Verbal n. of slow 1
, r.]

A lessening of speed ; gradually retarded move-
ment; retardation.

She delivered a broadside and, without slowing, ran into
the Cumberland's port-bow.

New York Tribune, March 12, 1862.

The pulse showed Blowings after the exhibition of ergo-
tin. Nature, XXX. 212.

slowlyt (slo'li), a. [< slow 1 + -ly
1
.] Slow.

With slowly steps these couple walk'd.
Birth of RoUn Hood (Child's Ballads, V. 393).

slowly (slo'li), adv. [< ME. slawliche, slowly,
slauli ; < slow 1 + -ly

2
.] In a slow manner

;
not

quickly or hastily ; deliberately ; tardily ;
not

rashly or with precipitation.
Love that conies too late.

Like a remorseful pardon slowly carried.

Shak., All's Well, v. 8. 58.

A land of just and old renown,
Where freedom slowly broadens down

From precedent to precedent.
Tennyson, You ask me why, tho' ill at ease.

slow-match (slo'mach), n. A match so com-
posed as to burn very slowly and at a regular

slubber

fixed rate : it is generally prepared by soaking
or boiling rope or cord of some sort in a solu-

tion of saltpeter.
slowness (slo'nes), . [< ME. slownes, slaw-

HI-.W; < .v/oii'i + -<*.] The state or character
of being slow, in any sense.

slow-paced (slo'past), . Moving or advancing
slowly; slow-gaited; tardigrade: specifically
said of the slow lemur.

Thou great Wrong, that, through the sloie-paced years,
Didst hold thy millions fettered.

Bryant, Death of

slows (sloz), n. [Appar. pi. of slow 1
: used to

describe a torpid condition.] Milk-sickness.

slow-sighted (slo'si'ted), . Slow to discern.

slow-sure (slo'shor), . Slow and sure. [Poeti-
cal and rare.]

Slow-sure Britain's secular might.
Emerson, Monadnoc.

slow-up (slo'up), ii. The act of slackening
speed. [Colloq.]

Slow-winged (slo'wingd), <t. Flying slowly.
O slow-u-ing'd turtle ! shall a buzzard take thee?

Shak., T. of the S., ii. 1. 208.

slow-witted (slo'wif'ed), a. Mentally slug-

gish ;
dull.

The description of the Emperour, viz. ... for qualitie

simple and siowe-witted.
Protest of Merchants Tradiny to Muscovy (Ellis's Lit.

[Letters, p. 79).

slow-Worm (slo'werm), . [Also sloe-worm (sim-

ulating sloe,
' ' because it vseth to creepe and live

on sloe-trees," Minsheu) ; < ME. sloworme, slo-

wurm, slowurme, slaworme, < AS. sldwyrm, sld-

werm (not "sldw-wyrme, as in Somner, or "slaw-

wyrni, as in Lye), a slow-worm (glossing L. rega-
ins stellio and spalangius), = Sw. (transposed)
orm-sl& = Norw. orm-slo, a slow-worm

; prob. <

*sla, contr. of *slaha, lit. 'smiter' (= Sw. sld =
Norw. slo, a slow-worm) (< slcdn = Sw. slA =
Norw. slaa, strike) + wyrm, worm: see slay

1 and
worm. The word has been confused in popular
etym. with slow1

,
as if < slow1 + worm; hence

the false AS. forms above mentioned, and the

present spelling.] A scincoid lizard of the fam-

ily Anguidse: same as blindworm. Also sloic.

See cut under Anguis.
The pretty little slow-worms that are not only harmless,

but seem to respond to gentle and kindly treatment.
A. Jessopp, Arcady, ii.

sloyd, n. See sloid.

slub 1
(slub), n. [Cf. slab'2

,
slob2

.']
Loose mud;

mire. Halliwell. [Prov. Eng.]
slub2 (slub), n. [Also slobber, slubbing; origin
uncertain; cf. slubber2 .] Wool slightly twisted

preparatory to spinning, usually that which has
been carded.
slub'2 (slub), v. t. ; pret. and pp. slubbed, ppr.
slubbing. [< slub2

, n.] To twist slightly after

carding, so as to prepare for spinning: said of
woolen yarn.
slubber1

(slub'er), f. [Al&oslobber; < ME. slob-

eren, < D. slobberen, lap, sup up, = MLG. slub-

beren, LG. slubbern, lap, sip, = G. (dial.) schlub-
bern = Dan . slubbre, slobber, = Sw. dial, slubbra,
be disorderly, slubber, slobber; freq. of a verb
seen in Sw. dial, slubba, mix up liquids in a

slovenly way, be careless. Cf. slobber1
,
slab-

ber1
, slop

1
.] I. trans. 1. To daub; stain; sully;

soil; obscure.

You must therefore be content to slubber the gloss of

your new fortunes with this more stubborn and boisterous

expedition. Shak., Othello, i. 3. 227.

Pompey I overthrew ; what did that get me?
The slubber'd name of an authoriz'd enemy.

Fletcher (and another), False One, ii. 3.

2. To do in a slovenly, careless manner, or
with unbecoming haste

;
slur over. [Rare.]

Slubber not business for my sake.

Shak., M. of V., ii. 8. 39.

If a marriage should be thus slubbered up in a play, ere
almost any body had taken notice you were in love, the
spectators would take it to be but ridiculous.

Beau, and /'/., Captain, v. 6.

II. intrans. To act or proceed in a slovenly,
careless, or hurried manner. [Rare.]
Which answers also are to be done, not in a huddling

or slubbering fashion gaping or scratching the head, or

spitting, even in the midst of their answer but gently
and plausibly, thinking what they say.

0. Herbert, Country Parson, vi.

slubber1 (slub'er), w. [< slubber1
, r.] Any vis-

cous substance. Halliwell. [Prov. Eng.]
slubber2 (slub'er), (i. t. [Cf. slub2 .] To dress

(wool). Halliwell. [Prov. Eng.]
slubber2 (slub'er), M. [Also slobber; cf. sluli-

ber3 .] Half-twined or ill-twined woolen thread.
.lainiesoil.



slubber

slubbera
(slub'er), . [< slulfi + -e>-i.] 1. One

who glubs or who manages a slubbing-machine.
2. A slubbing-machine.

slubberdegullion (slub
" er - d - gul

'

yon), .

[Also slabberclegullion ; < slubber1 or slabber1 +
-de-, insignificant or as in hobbledehoy,+ gi/llion,
var. of cullion, a base fellow. Cf. slitbberer, a

mischievous, meddling person ; Dan. slubbert, a

scamp.] A contemptible creature
;
a base, foul

wretch. [Low.]
Who so is sped is matcht with a woman,
He may weep without the help of an onyon,
He 's an oxe and an asse, and a stubberdegullion.

Musarum Delicia (1656), p. 79. (HaUimll.)

Quoth she, "Although thou hast deserv'd,
Base Slubberdegullion, to be serv'd
As thou didst vow to deal with me,
If thou hadst got the victory."

S. Butter, Hudibras, I. iii. 886.

slubberer (slub'er-er), n. [< slubber1 + -er1.]
A mischievous, meddling person ;

a turbulent
man. Hollyband, Diet., 1593. (Hallitcell.)

slubberingly (slub'er-ing-li), adv. In a slovenly
or hurried and careless manner. [Bare.]
And sliii:in'fi,:

; :l,i\n(c\\ up smile slight and shallow rhime.

Drayton, Polyolbion, xxi.

Slabbing (slub'ing), . [Verbal n. of sluV*, '.]

Same as slub2 .

Slubbinys intended for warp-yarn must be more twisted
than those for weft. Ure, Diet., HI. 1167.

slubbing-billy (slub'ing -bil"i), n. An early
form of the slubbiiig-machine.

Slubbing-machine (slub'ing-ma-shen*'), n. In
wool-spinning, a machine used for imparting a
slight twist to rovings, to give them the needed
strength for working them in the subsequent
operations of drawing and spinning.

slucet, " An obsolete spelling of sluice.

slnckabed (sluk'a-bed), n. A dialectal form of
slugabed.
slud (slud), n. [Cf. sludge.] Wet mud. Hatti-
well. [Prov. Eng.]
sludge (sluj), n. [A var. of slutch (as grudge of

grutch), this being a var. of glitch, sleech : see

slutch, sleech. Cf. slud and slush.] 1. Mud;
mire.

A draggled niawkin, thou,
That tends her bristled grunters in the sludge.

Tennyson, Princess, v.

The same arrangement [for separating liquid from solid

matter] is in use for dealing with sewage sludge.
Sci. Amer. Supp., p. 7111.

2. A pasty mixture of snow or ice and water;
half-melted snow; slush.

The snow of yesterday has surrounded us with a pasty
sludge; but the young ice continues to be our most for-
midable opponent. Kane, Sec. Grinn. Exp., I. 82.

3. In mining, the fine powder produced by the
action of the drill or borer in a bore-hole, when
mixed with water, as is usually the case in large
and deep bore-holes. The powder when dry is

often called bore-meal. 4. Refuse from vari-
ous operations, as from the washing of coal;
also, refuse acid and alkali solutions from the

agitators, in the refining of crude petroleum:
sometimes used, but incorrectly, as the equiv-
alent of slimes, or the very finely comminuted
material coming from the stamps. See slime, 3.

Sludge acid, acid which has been used for the purifi-
cation of petroleum.

sludge-door (sluj'dor), n. An opening in a
steam-boiler through which the deposited mat-
ter can be removed.
sludge-hole (sluj'hol), . Same as sludge-door.
sludger (sluj'er), n. [< sludge + -er1 .] A cylin-
der, with a valve at the end, for removing the
sludge from a bore-hole

;
a sand-pump, shell,

or
shell-pump.

Sludging (sluj'ing), re. [Verbal n. of "sludge, v.,
< sludge, .] In hydraul. engin., the operation
of filling the cracks caused by the contraction
of clay in embankments with mud sufficiently
wet to run freely. E. H. Knight.
sludgy (sluj'i), a. [< sludge + -3/1.] Consisting
of sludge ; miry ; slushy.
The warm, copious rain falling on the snow was at first

absorbed and held back, . . . until the whole mass of snow
was saturated and became sludgy. The Century, XL. 499.

Slue1
(slo), v.

; pret. and pp. slued, ppr. sluing.
[Also slew ; cf. E. dial, sluer, slewer, give way,
fall down, slide down

; perhaps for *smie, < Icel.

sum, bend, turn, = Dan. sno, twist, twine.] I.
trans. 1. Naut., to turn round, as a mast or
boom about its axis, without removing it from
its place. 2. To turn or twist about: often
followed by round and used reflexively.

They laughed and slued themselves round.
Dickens, Great Expectations, xxviii.
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Bang went gun number two, and, again, gun number slugs of the restricted family Lunacida. Water-loving

three, as fast as they could load and slue the piece round, slugs, the Onchidiidas.
W. H. Russell, Diary in India, II. 370. Slug3 (slug), v. i.

; pret. and pp. "lugged, ppr. slug-
II. intratix. To turn about; turn or swing ging. [Also slog; prob. ult. a secondary form of

round: often followed by round. slay, < AS. sledti (pret. sloli, pi. slogan), strike:
Vessels . . . sluing on their heels. see slay

1
.'] To strike heavily. Compare slugger.

W. C. Russell, Sailor's Sweetheart, ii. slug3 (slug), n. [< slug
3

, i'.] A heavy or forci-

slue1
(slo), . [< glue 1

, i'.] The turning of a ble blow; a hard hit.

body upon an axis within its figure : as, he gave slug4 (slug), n. [Origin uncertain : (n) prob.
his chair a slue to the left. lit.

' a heavy piece,' < slug
1

,
a.

;
otherwise (b) <

slue2 ,
w. A variant spelling (also slew, sloo)

of slough1 in its second pronunciation.
slue3 (slo), w. [Also stew; origin obscure.] A
considerable quantity: as, if you want wood,
there 's a slue of it on the pavement. [Slang.]
slued (slod), . [Also slewed; prop. pp. of slue1

,

v.] Slightly drunk. [Cant.]
He came into our place at night to take her home ;

rather slued, but not much. Dickens.

sluer (slo'er), n. [< slue1 + -er1
."] The steerer

in a whaleboat. Also slewer.

slue-rope (slo'rop), . Naut., a rope applied
for turning a spar or other object in a required
direction.

slug
1

(slug), v. [Also dial, "sluck (in slucka-

bed, var. of slugabed) ;
< ME. sluggen, "sloggen, a

var. of "slukken, "slokken= LG. "slukken, in freq.
shikkern, be loose, = Norw. sloka, go in a heavy,
dragging way, = Sw. sloka, hang down, droop,= Dan. "sluice, "sluge (in comp. sluk-oret, with
drooping ears) ;

cf. Icel. slokr = Norw. slok, a

slouching fellow. Cf. slock1
, slouch. The forms

are chiefly dialectal, and the senses are in-
volved. Hence ?M<j

2
, sluggard, etc.] I. intrans.

To be slow, dull, or inert; be lazy; lie abed:
said of persons or of things.

Sluyijyn, desidio, torpeo. Prompt. Pan., p. 460.

He was not slugging all night in a cabin under his man-
tell. Spenser, State of Ireland.

H. trans. 1 . To make sluggish.
It is still Episcopacie that before all our eyes worsens

and sluggs the most learned and seeming religious of our
Ministers. MUton, Reformation in Eng., t.

2. To hinder; retard.

They [inquiries into final cause?! are indeed but remoras
and hinderances to stay and slug the ship for farther sail-

ing. Bacon, Advancement of Learning, ii.

slug1
(slug), a. and n. [< ME. slugge; cf. LG.

slukk, drooping, downcast: see slug
1

, v.] I.t
a. Slow; sluggish.

Lord, when we leave the world and come to thee.
How dull, how slug are we !

Quarles, Emblems, L 13.

II.

slug
2

,
a snail, from a fancied resemblance; or

(e) < slug
3

, v., strike heavily.] 1. A rather

heavy piece of crude metal, frequently rounded
in form.

" That is platinum, and it is worth about 8150." It was
an insignificant looking slug, but its weight was impres-
sive and commanded respect.

Elect. Rn>. (Amer.), XVI. viii. 2.

Specifically (a) A bullet not regularly formed and truly
spherical, such as were frequently used with smooth-bore
guns or old-fashioned rifles. These were sometimes ham-
mered, sometimes chewed into an approximately spherical
form.

For all the words that came from gullets,
If long, were slugs; It short ones, bullets.

Cotton, Burlesque, Upon the Great Frost.

I took four muskets, and loaded them with two slugs
and five small bullets each. Defoe, Robinson Crusoe, xvi.

Hence (6) Any projectile of irregular shape, as one of the
pieces constituting mitraille. (c) A thick blank of type-
metal made to separate lines of print and to show a line
of white space ; also, such a piece with a number or word,
to be used temporarily as a direction or marking for any
purpose, as in newspaper composing-rooms the distinctive
number placed at the beginning of a compositor's

"
take,"

to mark it as his work. Thin blanks are known as leads.
All blanks thicker than one sixteenth of an inch are known
as slugs, and are called by the names of their proper type-
bodies : as, nonpareil slugs; pic&tlugs. (d) In mi tat.,
a mass of partially roasted ore. (e) A lump of lead or
other heavy metal carried in the hand by ruffians as a
weapon of attack. It is sometimes attached to the wrist
by a cord or thong : in that case it is called a slung-shot.
[Vulgar.] (/) A hatters' heating iron. E. H. Knight.
(g) A gold coin of the value of fifty dollars, privately is-

sued in San Francisco during the mining excitement of
1849. Round singe were very rare, the octagonal or hex-
agonal form being usual.

An interesting reminder ol early days in California, in
the shape of a round fifty-dollar slug, . . . But fifty of
these round fifty-dollar pieces were issued when orders
came from the East prohibiting private coinage.

San Francisco Bulletin, May 10, 1890.

2. A stunted horn. Compare
The late Sir B. T. Brandreth Gibbs, ... in the "Short

Introductory Notes on Some of the Principal Breeds of

Cattle, Sheep, and Pigs," . . . says: "Occasionally some
have small Hugs or stumps, which are not affixed to the
skull." Dr. Fleming, 1812, wrote similarly about the ex-
istence of these "slugs" then, and is quoted by Boyd-
Dawkins as evidence of the last appearances in this an-
cient breed of a reminiscence of its former character.

Amer. Nat., XXII. 794.
1 . A slow, heavy, lazy fellow

; a slug-
gard ; a slow-moving animal. [Obsolete or , .

,
, .

""'" A'

provincial.]
sluff* (slug), v.: pret. and pp. slugged, ppr. slvg-

%.K..,..,^.,^^^^,M . n^^. t ,_,. 00- [<-slug*, n.] I. trans. To load with a

slug or slugs, as a gun. [Bare.]
II. intrans. In gun., to assume the sectional

shape of the bore when fired : said of a bullet

slightly larger than the bore.

slug5 (slug), n. [Origin obscure.] In mining,
a loop made in a rope for convenience in de-

scending a shallow shaft, the miner putting
his leg through the loop, by which he is sup-

The flugge lokyth to be holpe of God that commawndyth
men to waake in the worlde.

Political Poems, etc. (ed. Furnivall), p. 32.

Thou drone, thou snail, thou slug, thou sot !

Shak., C. of E., ii. 2. 19.

Hence 2. Any slow-moving thing.
Thus hath Independency, as a little but tite Pinnace, in

a short time got the wind of and given a broad-side to

Presbytery ; which soon grew a slug, when once the North-
wind ceased to fill its sailes.

Bp. Oauden, Tears of the Church, p. 381.
ported while being lowered by the man at the
windlass.

His rendezvous for his fleete and for all sluggs to come to slugabed (slug'a-bed), n. TAlso dial sliieka-
should be between Calais and Dover. %g". < s^i Va6ed] One who indulges in

Pepys, Diary, Oct. 17, 1666.

A dug must be kept going, and an impetuous one [horse]
restrained. Encyc. Brit., XH. 199.

3f. A hindrance
;
an obstruction.

Usury . . . doth dull and damp all industries, improve-
ments, and new inventions, wherein money would bestir-

lying abed ;
a sluggard.

Why, lamb ! why, lady ! fie, you glug-a-bed !

Shak., It. and J., iv. 6. 2.

Get up, sweet slug-a-oed, and see
The dew-bespangling herb and tree.

Herrick, Corinna 's going a Maying.
ring, if it were not for this slug. Bacon, Usury (ed. 1887). slug.caterpillar (slug'kat"er-pil-ar), n. One
slug2 (slug), n. [Prob. a particular use of slug

1
,

.] 1. A terrestrial pulmonate gastropod of one
of the families Limacidee and Arionidse and re-

lated ones, which has only a rudimentary shell,
if any. The species inhabit all the northern temperate

of the footless slug-like larvte of the bombycid
moths of the family Limacodidse. Some of the

slug-caterpillars are also stinging-caterpillars.
See stinging-caterpillar. Compare slug-worm.
ru. s.]5^^t$M easM al

35!
8U

<?-
fly asy

1^ Vaw
fywhose

larvais
rin nilSilmm.-hialv. M.trnnn,!,. or. ]lo,1 .,;,, S SlUg-WOmi. b66 SlUO*, )l., 2.rine nudibranchiate gastropods are called sea-slugs,
sea-slug, and cut under Limacidse.

See lg-'. ,.,_.
sltigga (slug's), . [< IT. slugaid, a deep mire,

Slugs, pinch'd with hunger, smear'd the slimy wall. a slough : see' slough1.] In Ireland, a swallow-
ChurchUl, Prophecy of Famine, hole, or abrupt deep cavity formed in certain

2. Some or any slug-like soft-bodied insect or limestone districts by the falling of parts of

its larva; a grub: as, the yellow-spotted wil- the surface-rock into depressions which have

low-slug, the larva of a saw-fly, Nematus ven- t*6611 ma
.de by subterranean rivers. The courses

tralis. See pear-slug, rose-slug, slug-caterpillar,
slug-worm. 3. The trepang or sea-cucumber;
any edible holothurian

;
a sea-slug Burrowing

slugs, the Testacellida. Giant Slug, Ariolimax colum-
bianus. It affords a thick tenacious slime, which is used
by the Indians to lime humming-birds. [California to

Alaska.] Oceanic slugs, the PhijUirhaidie. See cut un-

these rivers may be sometimes traced by the sluggas.
In some localities they are dotted irregularly over the

country, as if the region were now or had been traversed

by a network of subterranean watercourses.

A slugga is usually shaped like an hour-glass, although
some have perpendicular sides; they seem always to be
formed from below.

6. H. Kinahan, Geol. of Ireland, p. 325.
Aer Phyllirhoe. Rough Slugs, slugs of the family Onchi- , , ,

, ,.'. ,\ ",

diidie. -Teneriffe slug, a slug of the genus Phosphorax, Sluggard (slug ard), n. and a. [< iSE.'stug-
which shines at night like the glow-worm, True slugs, d (ef.sliigf/tifdy); <tj0fl -I- -;</.]
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Dauntless the uluijhorii to ray lips I set,
And blew "rhilile Uoland to the Dark Tower came."

'Tis the voice of the Sluggard; I heard him complain,
"You have wak'd me too soon

;
I must slumber again."

Watts, Moral Songs, i.

II. . Sluggish; lazy; characteristic of a

sluggard.
The more to blame my sluggard negligence.

Shale., Lucrece, 1. 1278.

[< slugl Slug.

I. n. A person habitually lazy, idle, and slow
;

a drone.
Browning, Childe Roland to the Dark Tower Came.Go to the ant, thou sluggard ; consider her ways, and be

wise. Prov. vi. 6. SlUglyt (slug'li), adc.

gishly.
(od giue vs grace, the weyes for to keepe
Of his precepts, and slugly not to sleepe
In shame of sinne. Uakluyt's Voyages, I. 207.

slug-shaped (shig'shapt), o. Limaciform: spe-
cifically noting the larvae of various butterflies
which in some respects resemble slugs. E. New-
mini.

of.

sluggardize (slug'ar-diz), v. t.\ pret. and pp.
sluggardieed, jijir. SmggmnMng. [< sluggard + slug-snail (slug'snal), M. A slug ; also, loosely,
-ize.] To make idle or lazy; make a sluggard any snail of the family Helicidee.

slug-worm (slug'werm), n. One of the slimy
slug-like larvse of the saw-flies of the genus
Selandria and allied genera; specifically, the
larva of S. cerasi. W. D. Peck, Nat. Hist, of

Slug-worm (Boston, 1799).
Sluice (slos), n. [Early mod. E. slucc, sluse,' >. >

[Rare.]
I rather would entreat thy company
To see the wonders of the world abroad
Than, living dully sluggardized at home.
Wear out thy youth with shapeless idleness.

S/Mk.,T. G. of V..L1. 7.

sluggardyt (slug'ar-di), n. [< ME. "shiggardie,
sloggardye, slogardye; as sluggard + -y$.] The
state of a sluggard; sloth.

Constant in herte, and evere in bisynesse,
To dryve hire out of ydel slogardye.

Chaucer, Physician's Tale, 1. 57.

Arise ! for shame, do away your sluggardy.
Wyalt, The Lover Unhappy,

sluggedt, a. Same as sluggish.
sluggednesst (slug'ed-ne's), n. [ME. ulugged-
nes; < slugged + -ness.'] Sluggarduess; sloth.

Wyse laboureand myshappe seldom mete to-gyder, but
yet slugyednes [read slugyedness] and myshappe be seledom
dyssevyrde. Political Poems, etc. (ed. Furnivall), p. 32.

slugger (slug'er), n. One who hits hard with
the fists; a pugilist. [U. S.]

slugging (slug'ing), n. [Verbal n. of slug3 , r.]
Hard hitting with the fists, in fighting. [U. S.]

They [the muscles] have their own esthetics: hence
there have always been athletic sports, and hence even
pugilism would have no charm if it were mere slugging.

Science, IV. 473.

slugging-match (slug'iug-mach), n. A pugi-
listic contest in which the contestants slug
each other

; an unskilful, brutal fight. [U. S.]
sluggish (slug'ish), a. [< slugi + -tiki.] i.
Slow

; having or giving evidence of little mo-
tion : as, a sluggish stream.
A Voyage which proved very tedious and hazardous to

us, by reason of our ships being so sluggish a Sailer that
She would not ply to Wind-ward.

Dampier, Voyages, II. ii. 18.

The sluggish murmur of the river Somme.
Scott, Quentin Durward, xxviii.

2. Idle and lazy, habitually or temporarily ;
in-

dolent; slothful; dull; inactive.
Move faster, sluggish camel.

Massinger, The Bashful Lover, i. 1.

To us his temperament seems sluggish, and is only
kindled into energy by the most fiery stimulants.

Whipple, Ess. and Rev., I. 135.

3. Inert; inactive; torpid.
Matter, being impotent, sluggish, and inactive, hath no

power to stir or move itself. Woodward.

4. Dull; tame; stupid.
Incredible it may seem so sluggish a conceit should

prove so ancient as to be authoriz'd by the Elder Ninnius.

Milton, Hist. Eng.,i.
= Syn. 2. Laztj, Slothful, etc. (see idle); slack, supine,
phlegmatic, apathetic.

sluggishly (slug'ish-li), adv. In a sluggish man-
ner; torpidly; lazily; drowsily; idly; slowly,
sluggishness (slug'ish-nes), n. The state or
character of being sluggish, in any sense of that
word.

Sluggy (slug'i), a. [Also sloggy ; < ME. sluggy,
slogff!/; (slug!- + -yl.] Sluggish. [Obsolete or
provincial.]
Thanne cometh sompnolence, that is sloggy slombrynge,

which maketh a man be hevy and dul in body and in soule.

Chaucer, Parson's Tale.

Lean him on his elbowe, as if sleepe had caught him,
Which claimes most interest in such sluggy men.

Tourneur, Revenger's Tragedy, iv. 2.

slug-horn1
(slug'horn), H. [< slug* + horn.]A short and ill-formed horn of an animal of

the ox kind, turned downward, and appearing
to have been stunted in its growth. Hattiwell.
[Prov. Eng.]
slughorn2

(slug'h6rn), n. [A corruption of
slogan, perhaps simulating slug-horn^.] Same

MLG. sluse, LG. sluis (> G. schleitse) = Dan.
sluse = Sw. sluss, < OF. escluse, F. ecluse = Sp.
esclusa, < ML. exclusa (also, after Rom., sclusa),
a sluice, flood-gate, prop. adj. (sc. aqua, water
shut off), fern, of exclusus, shut off, pp. of exclu-

dere, shut off: see exclude. Cf. close1
, recluse,

secluse.] 1. A body of water held in check bya flood-gate ;
a stream of water issuing through

a flood-gate. 2. A gate or other contrivance
by which the flow of water in a waterway is con-
trolled; a flood-gate; also, an artificial passage
or channel into which water is allowed to enter
by such a gate ;

a sluiceway ; hence, any artifi-
cial channel for running water: as, a raill-sluice.
Sluices are extensively used in hydraulic works, and ex-
hibit great variety in their construction, according to the
purposes which they are intended to serve. Often used
figuratively.

A foure square C'isterne of eighteene cubitsdepth,where-
into the water of Nilus is conuaied by a certaine since vnder
the ground. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 563.

Two other precious drops, that ready stood,
Each in their crystal sluice, he ere they fell
Kiss'd. Milton, P. L., v. 133.

The foaming tide rushing through the mill sluice at his
wheel. w. M. Baiter, New Timothy, p. 80.

3. In mining, a trough made of boards, used
from

Its bottom is lined with riffles, and
these, with the help of quicksilver, arrest and detain the

particles of gold as they are borne along by the current of
water. The sluice may be of any width or length corre-
sponding with the amount of material to be handled ; -but
the supply of water must be sufficiently abundant, and
the topographic conditions favorable, especially as re-

gards the disposal of the tailings.

The sluice is a contrivance by which an almost unlim-
ited amount of material may be washed ; it is only neces-
sary to enlarge its size, and increase its length, giving it

at the same time a proportionate grade.
J. D. Whitney, Auriferous Gravels, p. 61.

4. In steam-engines, the injection-valve by
which the water of condensation is introduced
into the condenser. 5. A tubulure or pipe
through which water is directed at will. E. H.
Knight Falling sluice, a kind of flood-gate for mill-
dams, rivers, canals, etc., which is self-acting, or so con-
trived as to fall down of itself in the event of a flood, there-
by enlarging the waterway. Ground-sluice, in mining,
a channel or gutter formed by water aided by the pick and
shovel in the detritus on the surface of the bed-rock, which
answers temporarily the place of a sluice, or which is used

,
- ame ,

as sloaan ("In the ummuTanH tln'rrl r,,,to+r^ when water cannot be got for a sufficient length of timee second ana third quotations to make it worth while to build a wooden sluiceused erroneously, as if meaning some kind of gluice (8l8g)f . fc; pret . and pp . g||lfefld> ppr
xli/ icing. [Early mod. E. also since; < sluice,~The deaucht trumpet blawis the brag of were

;The slugharne, ensenie, or the wache cry
Went for the battall all suld be reddy.

Gavin Douglas, tr. of Virgil, p. 230.

Some caught a slughoriie and an onsett wounde.
Chatterton, Battle of Hastings, ii. 10.

.] 1. To open a flood-gate or sluice upon;
let a copious flow of water on or in : as, to sluice
a meadow. 2. To draw out or off, as water,
by a sluice : as, to sluice the water into the
corn-fields or to a mill.

slumber

Nigh on the plain, in many cells prepared,
That underneath had veins of liquid fire

Sluiced from the lake, a second multitude
With wondrous art founded the massy ore,
Severing each kind, and scumm'd the bullion dross.

Milton, P. L., i. 702.

A broad canal
From the main river sluiced.

Tennyson, Arabian Nights.

3. To wet or lave abundantly.
He dried his neck and face, which he had been sluicing

with cold water. De Quincey.
The great seas came flying over the bows, sluicing the

decks with a mimic ocean.
W. H. Russell, Diary in India, I. 4.

4. To scour out or cleanse by means of sluices :

as, to sluice a harbor. 5. To let out as by a

sluice; cause to gush out.

Twas I sluc't out his life bloode.

Marston, Antonio and Mellida, II., v. 6.

sluice-fork (slos'fork), re. A form of fork hav-
ing many tines, used to remove obstructions
from a sluiceway.
sluice-gate (slos"'gat), re. The gate of a sluice

;

a water-gate ;
a flood-gate ; a sluice.

sluice-valve (slos'valv), w. 1. A sliding gate
which controls the opening in a sluiceway.
2. A slide at the outlet of a main or discharge-
pipe, serving to regulate the flow.

sluiceway (slos'wa), n. An artificial passage
or channel into which water is let by a sluice

;

hence, any small artificial channel for running
water.

sluicing (slo'sing), w. [< sluice + -ing*.] The
material of a sluice or sluiceway. [Rare.]
Decayed driftwood, trunks of trees, fragments of broken

sluicing, . . . swept into sight a moment, and were gone.
Bret Harte, Argonauts, Mrs. Skagg's Husbands.

sluicy (slo'si), a. [< sluice + -yl.] 1. Falling
in streams, as from a sluice.

And oft whole sheets descend of sluicy rain.

Dryden, tr. of Virgil's Georgics, i. 437.

Incessant cataracts the thund'rer pours,
And half the skies descend in sluicy show'rs.

Pope, Iliad, xii. 23.

2. Wet, as if sluiced. [Rare.]
She dabbles on the cool and sluicy sands.

Keats, Endymion, i.

sluke (slok), n. Same as sloke, and laver%, 1.

slum 1
(slum), n. [Cf. slumpi, sloam, slawm.] In

metal., same as slime, 3 : chiefly in the plural.
[Pacific coast.]
The slums, light gravel, etc., passing off through the

waste flume at every upward motion.
Set. Amer., N. S., LXII. 341.

Slum2
(slum), n. [Cf. slum*.] A dirty back

street of a city, especially such a street inhab-
ited by a squalid and criminal population ;

a
low and dangerous neighborhood: chiefly in the
plural : as, the shims of Whitechapel and West-
minster in London.

Close under the Abbey of Westminster there lie conceal-
ed labyrinths of lanes and courts and alleys and slums.

Cardinal Wiseman.
Gone is the Rookery, a conglomeration of slums and al-

leys in the heart of St. Giles's.
E. H. Yates, Fifty Years of London Life, I. ii.

slum2 (slum), v. i. ; pret. and pp. shimmed, ppr.
slumming. [< slum*, TO.] 1. To keep to back
streets. Leland. 2. To visit the slums of a
city, often from mere curiosity or as a diver-
sion. [Recent.]
slumber (slum'ber), v. [Early mod. E. also
slombre; < ME. slumberen, slombren (with ex-
crescent b developed between m and r, as in

number, etc.), earlier slumeren, slomeren, = D.
sluimeren = MLG. slummeren = MHG. slum-
mem, G. schlummern = Sw. slumra = Dan.
shimre, slumber; freq. of ME. slumen (E. dial.

sloum, sloom) = D. sluimen = MLG. slomen, slom-
men = MHG. slumen, slummen, slumber; cf. ME.
slume, sloumbe (E. dial, sloum, sloom), < AS. slu-

ma, slumber; prob. akin to Goth, slawan, be
silent, MHG. slur, lounge, idle, G. shire, shine,
slumber.] I. intrans. 1. To grow sleepy or
drowsy; begin to sleep; fall asleep; also, to

sleep lightly; doze.
And as I lay and lened and loked in the wateres,
I slombred in a slepyng. it sweyued so merye.

Piers Plowman (B), Pro!., 1. 10.

Or, if you do but dumber. 111 appear
In the shape of all my wrongs, and, like a Fury,
Fright you to madness.

Fletcher, Spanish Curate, iv. 1.

COT*. Does he sleep well?
Mas. No wink, sir, all this night,

Nor yesterday ; but slumbers.
B. Jonson, Volpone, i. 1.

My slumbers if I slumber are not sleep,
But a continuance of enduring thought.

Byron, Manfred, i. 1.



slumber

2. To sleep ; sleep quietly.
God has granted you this sight of your country's happi-

ness ere you slumber in the grave forever.

D. Webster, Speech, June 17, 1825.

5708 slur
Thanne wezeth he slough and slombery. slupt (glup), r. t. [Appar. a var. of slipl (AS.

Chaucer, Parson s Tale.
,,f } o of ,, j

-f TO swallow hastily or care-
In this slumbery agitation, besides her walking and other '

actual performances, what, at any time, have you heard
her say ? Shale., Macbeth, v. 1. 12.At my feet the city slumbered.

Lonff/elloie, Belfry of Bruges, slumbrous (slum'brus), rt. Same as x/iuiiberous.
If Sleep and Death be truly one,

Ofl'al

,

And every spirit's folded bloom
Thro' all its intervital gloom

In some long trance should slumber on.

Tennyson, In Memoriani, xliii.

3. To be in a state of negligence, sloth, su-

pinenesg, or inactivity.

Why slumbers Pope, who lends the tuneful train,
Nor hears that virtue which he loves complain ?

Young, Love of Fame, i. 85.

Slumbering under a kind of half reformation.

Jefferson, Correspondence, II. 446.

Pent Greek patriotism slumbered for centuries till it

blazed out grandly in the Liberation War of 1821-5.
J. S. Bloc/fie.

= 8yn. 1 and 2. Drowse, Done, etc. See sleep.

II. trans. 1. To lay to sleep ;
cause to slum-

ber or sleep. [Bare.]
To honest a deed after it was done, or to slumber his

conscience in the doing, lie [Felton] studied other incen-
tive. Sir H. Wotton, Life of the Duke of Buckingham.

2f. To stun
; stupefy. [Rare.]

Now bene they come whereas the Palmer sate,
Keeping that slombred corse to him assind.

Spenser, F. Q., II. vili. 11.

3. To cause to be latent
; keep as if in a sleep-

ing condition. [Bare.]
If Christ slumbered the Godhead in himself, the mercy

of God may be slumbered, it may be hidden from his ser-

vants, but it cannot be taken away. Donne, Sermons, ii.

slumber (slum'ber), n. [= D. simmer = MG.
shimmer, G. sehlummer = Sw. Dan. slummer;
from the verb.] 1. Light sleep; sleep not

deep or sound.
From carelessness it shall fall into slumber, and from a

slumber it shall settle into a deep and long sleep. South.

To all, to each, a fair good-night,
And pleasing dreams, and slumbers light!

Scott, Marmion, L'Euvoy.
2. Sleep, especially sound sleep.

Even lust and envy sleep ; yet love denies
Rest to my soul, and slumber to my eyes.

Dryden, Indian Emperor, iii. 2.

Calm as cradled child in dreamless slumber bound.
Shelley, Revolt of Islam, i. 15.

3. A sleeping state
; sleep regarded as an act.

The mockery of unquiet slumbers.

Shak., Rich. III., iii. 2. 27.

slumberer (slum'ber-er), . [< slumber + -er 1 .]

One who slumbers; a sleeper.

Slumbering (slum'ber-ing), n. [< ME. tslomer-

yng; verbal n. of slumber, D.] The state of sleep
or repose ;

the condition of one who sleeps or
slumbers.
Off aunters ben olde of aunsetris nobill,
And slydyn vppon shlepe (read sclepr] by slomeryng of Age.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. a.

In a dream, in a vision of the night, when deep sleep
falleth upon men, in slumberings upon the bed.

Job xxxiii. 15.

aiuiuuiuuB v ftiu uK},u. ouiijt as sutttwt

slumgullion (slum-gul'yon), . [Appar. < j

+ -gullion as in slubberde'gullion, etc. ] 1 .

Lewd precisians,
Who, scorning Church-rites, take the symbol up
As slovenly as careless courtiers slup
Their mutton gruel !

Martian, Scourge of Villanie, ii. 95.

or refuse of fish of any kind; also, the watery
slur1

(sler), v.
; pret. and pp. slurred, ppr. slur-

refuse, mixed with blood and oil, which drains ri"ff- C< ME - "nlooren, "sloren (see the noun),
fromblubber. [New Eng.] 2. Acheapdrink.

aPpar- < MD. slooreit, sleuren, drag, trail, do

[Slang.] 3. A servant; one who represents negligently or carelessly, = LG. slureu, hang
another. [Slang, U. S.]

One
[Be-

Should in the Legislature as your slumgullion stand.

Leland, Hans Breitmann Ballads.

slummer (slum'er), . [< slum* + -!.]
who slums. See slum*, v., and sluinmiinj.
cent.]

Nothing makes a slummer so happy as to discover a case
that is at once both deserving and interesting.

Philadelphia Times.

slumming (slum'ing), . [Verbal n. of slum*,
*.] The practice of visiting slums, often for
mere curiosity or as an amusement. [Recent.]
Slumming, which began with the publication of "The

Cry of Outcast London," has attained the proportions of a
regular rage. Philadelphia Times.

But her story is decidedly pleasant and healthful, and it

is a relief to Hud there is something besides slumming to
be done by unselfish people. Atlieiueum, No. 3247, p. 81.

slump 1
(slump), v. i. [Cf. Dan. slumpe, stum-

ble upon by chance, G. schlumpen, trail, draggle,= Dan. Sw. slump, chance, hap; cf. G. schlump,
haste, hap ; perhaps in part confused with forms
cognate with slip* (AS. slupan, eta.) orplump*.
Cf. slump*.'] 1. To fall or sink suddenly when
walking on a surface, as on ice or frozen ground,
not strong enough to support one

; walk with
sinking feet

; sink, as in snow or mud. [Obso-
lete or local.]
The latter walk on a bottomless quag, into which una-

wares they may slump. Barrow.
Here [in the snow] is the dainty footprint of a cat ; here

a dog has looked in on you like an amateur watchman to
see if all is right, slumping clumsily about in the mealy
treachery. Lowell,. Study Windows, p. 4-2.

loosely, be lazy, sliireii, sloren, trail, draggle,= Icel. flora, trail, = Sw. dial, slora, be care-
less or negligent, slur over, = Norw. slore, be
negligent, sully ; perhaps a contracted form of
the freq. verb, MD. slodderen = LG. sludderen,
hang loosely, be lazy, = Icel. slodlim, drag or
trail oneself along : see slodder, and cf . slotter
and slut. Cf. also slur*, .] I. trans. 1. To
smear

; soil by smearing with something ; sully ;

contaminate; pollute; tarnish: often with on'i:

Her cheekes not yet slurd over with the paint
Of borrowed crimsone.

Marxian, Antonio and Mellida, II., iii. 2.

2. To disparage by insinuation or innuendo
;

depreciate; calumniate; traduce; asperse;
speak slightingly of.

They impudently slur the gospel.
Cudu'orth, Sermons, p. 73. (Latham.)

Men .-/(/; him, saying all his force
Is melted into mere effeminacy.

Tennyson, Geraint.

3. To pass lightly (over or through); treat

lightly or slightingly; make little of: com-
monly with over.

Studious to please the genius of the times,
With periods, points, and tropes he slurs his crimes.

Dryden, tr. of Persius's Satires, i. 171.

He [David Deans] was by no means pleased with the
quiet and indifferent manner in which King William's
government slurred over the errors of the times.

Scott, Heart of Mid-Lothian, xviii.

So they only slurred through their fagging just well
enough to escape a licking, and not always that, and got
the character of sulky, unwilling fags.

T. Hughes, Tom Brown at Rugby, i. 9.

2. Hence, to fail or fall through ignominionsly : 4f. To cheat, originally by slipping or sliding
often with through: as, iherjlau slumped through.

" Ji " :~ ~ " ' - *---

[Colloq.]

slump1
(slump), . [< slump 1

, c. But the noun
in sense 1 may be partly of independent origin ;

cf. glum 1
.'] 1. A boggy place; soft, swampy

ground; a marsh; a swamp. [Scotch and prov.
Eng.] 2. The noise made by anything falling
into a hole or slump. [Scotch.] 3. The act
of slumping through weak ice or any frozen

surface, or into melting snow or slush. 4.

Hence, an ignominious coming to naught; com-
plete failure

; also, a sudden fall, as of prices :

as, a slump in stock from 150 to 90. [Colloq.]
What a slump! what a slump! That blessed short-

legged little seraph has spoilt the best sport that ever
was. Hou-ells, Annie Kilburn, xxv.

a die in a particular way: an old gambling
term

; hence, to trick or cheat in general.
What was the Public Faith found out for,
But to slur men of what they fought for?

S. Butler, Hudibras, II. ii. 192.

5. To do (anything) in a careless manner; ren-
der obscure or indistinct by running together,
as words in speaking. 6. In music, to sing
(two or more tones) to a single syllable, or per-
form in a legato manner. See slur 1

, n., 4.

7. Ill printing, to blur or double, as an impres-
sion from type ;

mackle.
II. intraiis. 1. To slide ; be moved or dragged

along in a shuffling, negligent way.
Her soft, heavy footsteps slurred on the stairway as

though her strength were failing.
The Century, XXXVIII. 2EO.

Takes his strange rest at heart of slmnberland.

Simnburne, Tristram of Lyonesse, vi.

slumberless (slum'ber-les), a. [< slumber +
-less.] Without slumber

; sleepless.
And the future is dark, and the present is spread
Like a pillow of thorns for thy slumberless head !

Shelley, Prometheus Unbound, i.

slumberous (slum'ber-us), a. [Also slumbrous;
< slumber + -ous.'] 1. Inviting or causing
sleep; soporific.

While pensive in the silent slumb'rous shade,
Sleep's gentle pow'rs her drooping eyes invade.

Fenton, in Pope's Odyssey, iv. 1045.

2. Like slumber; suggesting slumber.

2f. To practise cheating by slipping a die out
of the box so as not to let it turn; hence, to
cheat iii any way.

Thirdly, by slurring that is, by taking up your dice as

you will have them advantageously lie in your hand, pla-
cing the one atop the other, not caring if the uppermost
run a millstone (as they use to say), if the undermost run
without turning.

Compleat Gamester (1680), p. 11. (Nares.)

3. In music, to apply a slur to two or more notes.
are exclusively slumped toge- slur1

(sler), n. [< slur1
,

v. In the sense of
Sir W. Hamilton. '

SpOt, stain,' the noun may be a particular use
Slumping the temptations which were easy to avoid of slur* n.~\ 1. A mark or stain; a smear;with those which were comparatively irresistible.

W. Mathews, Getting on in the World, p. 20.

Slump-work (slump'werk), n. Work in the

slump or lump. [Bare.]

a block
; lump : as, to buy or take things in

the slump ; also used attributively : as, a slump
sum. [Colloq.]

Slump2
(slump), r. t. [< slump*, .] To throw or

bring into a mass; regard as a mass or as a
whole; lump. [Colloq.]
The different groups ,

ther under that sense.

The quiet August noon has come ;

A slum

3. Nearly asleep ; dozing ; sleepy.
And wakes, and finds his slumberous eyes
Wet with most delicious tears.

Creation was not a sort of slump-work, to be perfected
by the operation of a law of development.

-
.. a Dawson, Origin of World, p. 189.

mberous silence fills the sky. ,

Bryan*, Summer Ramble, slumpy (slum'pi), . [<glumpl + -i/
1
.] Marshy;

swampy; boggy; easilybroken through. [Prov.
Eng. and Scotch.]
slung (slung). Preterit and past participle of

slingl.
This quiet corner of a sleepy town in a slumberous land, slung-shot (slung'shot), M. A weapon consist-

The American, VI. 282. ing of a metal ball or a stone slung to a short

strap, chain, or braided leather handle, or in any
similar way : it is used by roughs and criminals,
and is a dangerous weapon.

Preterit and past participle

Longfellow, Carillon.

slumberously (slum'ber-us-li), adv. Drowsily ;

sleepily.
With all his armor and all his spoils about him, [he] casts

himself slumberously down to rest. slunk1 (slungk).
Landor, Imag. Conv., Lord Brooke and Sir P. Sidney. of slintc1 .

slumbery (slum'ber-i), a. [< ME. slombery; < slunk2 (slungk), . and a
slumber + -yi.] Slumberous

; inclined to sleep ;

~'

sleeping ; also, occurring in sleep.

,, A variant of slink*.

slunken (slung'ku), a. [Cf. slink3
,

Lean; shriveled. [Prov. Eng.]

hence, figuratively, a slight occasion of re-

proach.
No one can rely upon such an one, either with safety to

his affaire or without a slur to his reputation.
South, Sermons.

2. A disparaging or slighting remark; an in-

sinuation; an innuendo: as, he could never
speak of him without a slur.

Mr. Cooling . . . tells me my Lord Generall is become
mighty low in all people's opinion, and that he hath re-

ceived several slurs from the King and Duke of York.

Pepys, Diary, III. 2.

3f. A trick; a cheat. See slur1
,
r. i., 2.

All the politics of the great
Are like the cunning of a cheat,
That lets his false dice freely run.
And trusts them to themselves alone,
But never lets a true one stir

Without some flng'ring trick or slur.

S. Sutler, Remains, Miscellaneous Thoughts.

4. In vocal music, the combination of two or
more tones of the music sung to a single syl-
lable. The term originally signified simply a legato



slur

effect, and is still sometimes so used in connection with slush-fund (slush'fund) H. A fund in a
instrumental musH-

(
.m.Ved mark connect-

of-war made UP from proceeds of the sale
of slush, customarily used for a variety of pur-
poses ; also, the funds or receipts from the sale
of slush in a camp or garrison. It is sometimes a ~,
considerable sum, which may be expended at the dis- sluttyt (slllt'i) (I.
cretion of the commanding officer or a board of officers, _i_ Jl V l,,t'
without accounting for it to any higher authority.

"' 'J

Slush-horn (slush/horn). . The horn of an ox

ing two or more notes that are to be
performed to a single syllable, or f
without break. A slur Is distinguished
from a tie in that it always connects notes on different

degrees. It resembles the legato- and phrase-marks, but
is properly confined to much fewer notes.

6t. A slide or glide.
Monz. Well, how goes the dancing forward ? . . .

Ger. [As dancing-master.) One, two, three, and a slur.

slype

man- sluttishness (slut/ish-nes). n. [< ME. ''slut-

tixliiH-H. xlirttixiiiv; < xliitlixh + -ness.} The
character or practices of a slut

;
lack of clean-

liness as regards one's person or domestic sur-

roundings; slutterv.

'[< ME. xtiitti. xliittij; <xlut

dirty.

Slutty. Cenulentus. Prompt. Parv., p. 460.

r cii\v, filled with slush, used in the making sly (sli), fl. [Early mod. E. also she; < ME.
and mending of rigging, etc.

RnciDg-maaier.l une, uvo, mree, aim a ttur. I-LA/I,/^
Wyeherley, Gentleman Dancing-Master, iv. 1. SlUSn-pOt (slush pot), M. A pot used to contain

sty

7. In /iriiiliiit/, a blurred or doubled impres-
sion caused by a shake or uneven motion in the
sheet. 8. In a knitting-machine, mechanism
which travels on a bar called the slur-bar, and
depresses the jack-sinkers in succession, sink-

in;; a loop of thread between every pair of nee-
dles. E. H. Kiiiglit.

slur2 (sler), H, ['< ME. sloor, slore, mud, clay
slu* (slut), H.

(>xlri/(l, muddy); prob. connected with slur1
,

c., and ult. with slodder, sludder.] Mud; espe-
cially, thin,washy mud. HalUwell. [Prov.Eng.]
slur-bar (sler'biir), . In a knitting-machine,
a straight iron bar beneath all the jacks, form-
ing a guide on which the slur travels.

slur-bow (sler'bo), n. A kind of crossbow in
use in the sixteenth century, asserted to be of
that form in which a barrel was fixed to the
stock for the better guiding of the missile.

slurring (sler'ing), n. [Verbal n. of slur1
, .]

In music, the act, process, or result of apply-
ing or using a slur.

slush or grease.

ilushy (slush'i), n. [< slush + -y
1

. Cf. slosliy.]

Consisting of soft mud, or of snow and water;
resembling slush.

I gain the cove with pushing prow
And quench its speed in the slushy sand.

Browning, Meeting at Night.

[< ME. slutt, slutte, < Sw. dial.

sl&ta, an idle woman, slut (cf. slater, an idler),= Dan. slatte, a slut; cf. Icel. slottr, a heavy,
log-like fellow, = Norw. slott, an idler; < Sw.
dial, slota = Icel. slota, be lazy, = Norw. slutrt,

droop ;
cf. Dan. slat, slattern, slattet, loose, flab-

by, Norw. sletla (pret. slatt, pp. slottet), dangle,
hang loose like clothes, drift, idle about, be
lazy ;

akin to D. slodde, a slut, slodde.r, a care-
less man

;
cf. MD. slodderen, spatter (see slod-

der). Cf. Icel. slotlii, a sloven.] 1. A careless,

lazy woman; a woman who is uncleanly as re-

gards her person or her house
;
a slattern : of-

ten used as a name of contempt for a woman
Slurry (sler

7
i), ?. t.; pret. and pp. slurried, ppr.

and (formerly) also for a man. See sloven.

ftlurryiiifl. [Cf . slur*, slur2.] To dirty ; smear.
" J ' * *~'~ -' " -"

[Prov. Eng.]
slurry (sler'i), n.

; pi. slurries (-iz). [< slurry,
r.] 1. A semi-fluid mixture of various earths,
clays, or pulverized minerals with water: a
term used with a variety of meanings in the
arts

; specifically, a semi-fluid mixture of some
refractory material, as ganister, with water:
used for repairs about the bottom and twyer-
holes of the Bessemer converter. A slurry of cal-
cined magnesian limestone, mixed with more or less

pitch, is sometimes run into molds, which material is
then consolidated and the pitch removed by gradual heat-
ing to a high temperature the object being to obtain a
brick which can he heated and cooled repeatedly without
crumbling.
2. A product of the silver-smelting process as
carried on in England and Wales, consisting of
a mixture of the sulphurets and arseniurets of

Our radiant queen hates sluts and sluttery.
Shalt., M. W. of W., v. 5. 50.

2. A young woman; a jade; a wench: used
lightly.

Our little girl Susan is a most admirable slut, and pleases
us mightily, doing more service than both the others.

Pepys, Diary, Feb. 21, 1664.

You see now and then some handsome young jades
among them [Gipsies]: the sluts have very often white
teeth and black eyes. Addison, Spectator, No. 130.

3f. An awkward person, animal, or thing.
Crabbe is a slutt to kerve, and a wrawd wight ;

Breke euery clawe a sondur.
Babees Boole (E. E. T. S.), p. 158.

4. A female dog ;
a bitch.

"You see I gave my cousin this dog, Captain Woolcomb,"
says the gentleman,

" and the little slut remembers me."
Thackeray, Philip, xiii.

copper, lead, and silver, and sometimes con- slutt (slut), v. t.; pret. and pp. slutted, ppr. slut-

taming nickel, cobalt, and other metals. ting. [< slut, n.'] To befoul
;
render unclean.

slush (slush), n. [Also slosh, q. v. ; appar. a
var. of sludge, slutch, which are variants of sleech,
slitch, confused prob. with slud. The forms slush,
slosh, also touch slash2 : see slosh, slash2.]
Sludge, or watery mire; soft mud.

We'll soak up all the slush and soil of life
With softened voices ere we come to you.

Mrs. Browning, Aurora Leigh, viii.

2. Melting snow
;
snow and water mixed.

A great deal of snow fell during the day, forming slush
upon the surface of the water.

C. F. Hall, Polar Expedition in Polaris (1876), p. 118. slutchedt, a. [ME. ;
< slutch + -ed2.] Muddied.

3. A mixture of greaseand other materials used nienne he 9wepe to the mnAe in dwhehed Clothe8_

Hit may wel be that mester [need] were his mantyle to
wassche. Alliterative Poenu (ed. Morris), Hi. 341.

slutchy (sluch'i), a. [< slutch + -1/1.] Miry;
A hand at the gangway that has been softened by appli- ninth/

'

A n /a\oiV. ,^ii; * i <i Q
cations of solvent slush to the tint of a long envelope on

s
}
u
jt,

. An obsolete spelling of sleuth2 .

"public service." sluttery (slut'er-i), . [< slut + -ery.~\ The

Don Tobacco's damnable Infection

Slutting the Body.
Sylvester, Tobacco Battered.

1 slutch (sluch), . [< ME. sluche, mud, mire : see
slitch, sleech. Cf. sludge.] Mire

; sludge ; slush.

[Prov. Eng.]
He [Ajax] launchet to londe, & his lyf hade.

Bare of his body, bret full of water.
In the Slober & the sluche slongyn to londe,
There he lay ... the long night ouer.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.X 1. 12529.

as a lubricator. 4. The refuse of the cook's
galley on board ship, especially grease. What

came the cook's perquisite at the end of the voyage.

J. W. Palmer, The New and the Old, p. 359.

5. A mixture of white lead and lime with which
the bright parts of machinery are covered to
prevent their rusting.
Slush (slush), v. t. [< slush, .] 1. To apply
slush to

; grease, lubricate, or polish with slush :

as, to slush the masts.
The officer, seeing my lazy posture, ordered me to slush

the mainmast. ... So I took my bucket of grease and
climbed up to the royal-masthead.

R. H. Dana, Jr., Before the Mast, p. 9.

2. To wash roughly: as, to slush a floor with
water. [Colloq.] 3. To cover with a mix-
ture of white lead and lime, as the bright parts
of machinery. 4. To fill, as the joints and
spaces between the bricks or stones of a wall,
with mortar or cement: usually with up: as, to
xlasli M/MI wall. 5. To slop; spill. H<illiirell.

[Prov. Eng.]
slush-barrel (slnsh'bar"el), n. A barrel used
to hold slush on board a vessel.

.

character and practices of a slut
; neglect of

cleanliness and order; dirtiness of clothes,
rooms, furniture, or provisions.
He carried his glasse with him for his man to let him

drink out of at the Duke of Albemarle's, where he in-
tended to dine, though this he did to prevent sluttery.

Pepys, Diary, Nov. 7, 1665.

sli/', uligli, xlrnh, sleigh, sleih, slry, slreg,

sieg, scleg (not found in AS.); < Icel. sleegr
(for "slcegr), sly, cunning, = Sw. sing, handy,
dexterous; appar. related to Sw. slug, sly, =
Dan. slug, slu, sly, = D. slum = L(i. slou (>
Q. schlau, dial, schlauch), sly; perhaps (like
GJ. verschlagen, cunning, sly, Icel. slfei/r, kick-

ing, as a horse) from the root of way1,
AS.

sleiin (pret. sloh, pp. slogan), strike: see slay
1

,

and cf . slug
1

. But the relations of these forms,
and the orig. sense, are uncertain. Hence
sleight

2
.] If. Cunning; skilful; shrewd.

Whom graver age
And long experience hath made wise and sly.

Fairfax.
2. Meanly artful; insidious; crafty.

Slie wyles and subtill craftinesse.

Spenser, Mother Hub. Tale, 1. 1045.

But in the glances of his eye
A penetrating, keen, and sly

Expression found its home.
Scott, Marmion, iv. 7.

3. Playfully artful
; knowing; having an inten-

tionally transparent artfulness.

Gay wit, and humor sly,
Danced laughing in his light-blue eye.

Seott, Rokeby, ill. 5.

The captain (who heard all about it from his wife) was
wondrous sly, I promise you, inquiring every time we
met at table, as if in forgetfulness, whether she expected
anybody to meet her at St. Louis.

Dickens, American Notes, xii.

4f. Artfully and delicately wrought; cunning;
ingenious.

And theryn was a towre fulle slyghe,
That was bothe stronge and hyghe.

US. Cantab. VS. ii. 38, f. 141. (Halliwett.)

5f. Thin; fine; slight; slender.

Two goodly Beacons, ... set in silver sockets bright,
Cover'd with lids deviz'd of substance sly.

Spenser, F. Q., II. ix. 46.

6. Illicit: as, sly grog (liquor made in illicit

stills). [Slang.]
A sly trade 's always the best for paying, and for selling

too. Mayhew, London Labour and London Poor, I. 318.

On the sly, or sometimes by the sly, in a sly or secret
manner; secretly. [Colloq.]

She'll never again think me anything but a paltry pre-
tense too nice to take heaven except upon flattering
conditions, and yet selling myself for any devil's change
by the sly. George Eliot, Middlemarch, Ixxviii.

Sly goose. See goose. = Syn. 1 and 2. Cunning, Artful,
Sly, etc. (see cunning^). 3. Roguish, playful, waggish.

sly-boots (sli'bots), n. [< sly + boots, frequent
in similar compounds, as clumsy-boots, lazy-
boots, etc.] A sly, cunning, or waggish per-
son: also applied to animals. [Humorous.]
The frog called the lazy one several times, but in vain

there was no such thing as stirring him, though the sly.
boots heard well enough all the while. Addison.

A fish of the genus

Slyly, slily (sll'li), adv. [< ME. slyly, sleighly;
< sly + -ly

2
.} If. In an ingenious or cunning

manner; skilfully.

Eek men broughte him out of his countree
Fro yeer to yeer ful pryvely his rente,
But honestly and slyly he it spente.

Chaucer, Knight's Tale, 1. 586.

2. In an artful manner
; with dexterous or in-

genious secrecy ; craftily.

sly-bream (sli'brem),
Jipibulus.

fish), o. [< ME. sluttish; < slut +
-f'sftl.] 1. Like a slut or what is characteristic
of a slut

;
not neat or cleanly ; dirty ;

devoid of
tidiness or neatness.

Why is thy lord so sluttish, I thee preye,
And is of power better cloth to beye?

Chaucer, Prol. to Canon's Yeoman's Tale, 1. 83.

The people living as wretchedly as in the most impov-
erish'd parts of France, which they much resemble, being
idle and sluttish. Evelyn, Diary, Aug. 7, 1654.

2. Belonging to or characteristic of a woman
of loose behavior. [Rare.]

Excesse is sluttish; keepe the meane ; for why?
Vertue's clean conclave is sobriety. Herriclt, F.xcesse.

slush-bucket (slush'buk"et), . A small bucket sluttishly (slut'ish-li), ndv. [< ME. xhtttusxlili/:
containing grease used on board ship for va- < sluttixli + -?2i j.,, a sluttish manner- ne'g-nous purposes around the masts, rigging, etc. ligently ; dirtily

But cast you slUy In his way,
Before he be aware.

Robin Hood and the Beggar (Child's Ballads, V. 195).

Would you have run away so slily, lady,
And not have seen me ?

Fletcher, Valentinian, ii. 5.

Slyne (slln), H. Same as deafi. [Eng.]
Slyness (sli'nes), H. [Formerly also sliiiess; <

sly + -ness.~\ The quality of being sly, or con-
duct that is sly, in any sense; craftiness; arch
or artful wiliness ; cunning, especially satirical
or playful cunning; archness; the use of wiles
or stratagems, or the quality inclining one to
use them.

By an excellent faculty in mimicry ... he can assume
my air, and give my taciturnity a slyness which diverts
more than anything I could say if I were present.

Steele, Spectator, No. 264.

Slype (slip), n. [Prop, slipe; a var. of slipi .] In
some English cathedrals, a passage leading



slype

from the transept to the chapter-house or to
the deanery.

S. M. An abbreviation of short meter.

smack1 (smak), v. i. [Formerly and still dial.

assibilated smatcli, q. v. ; (a) < ME. smacken,
smackien, smaken, < AS. *smacian, smacigan =
OFries. smakia. = MD. smaecken, D. siiiiil.-ni

= MLG. smaken, smacken = OHG. smakki'n,

smaclicn,smalihen,give forth taste, MHG. smach-

en, smacken, taste, try, smell, perceive, = Icel.

smakka = Sw. smaka = Dan. smage (Scand.
prob. < LG.), taste; (6) < ME. smecchen (pret.

smeiiite, smachte, smauhte, pp. smaiight, ismnlit,
ismeiJit, ismecched), have a savor, scent, taste,

relish, imagine, understand, perceive, < AS.
smeccan, smeeccan, sinecgan, taste, = OFries.

smekka, smeisa = MLG. smecken = OHG. smec-
chan, MHG. smecken, G. schmecken, taste, try,

smell, perceive; from the noun. The senses
are more or less involved, but all rest on the
sense 'taste.' The word is commonly but erro-

neously regarded as identical with smack2
,
as

if 'taste' proceeds from 'smacking the lips.']
1. To have a taste

;
have a certain flavor; sug-

gest a certain thing by its flavor.

[It] smacketh like pepper.
Baret, Alvearie, 1580. (Latham.)

2. Hence, figuratively, to have a certain char-

suggest
monly with of.

All sects, all ages smack of this vice.

Shak., M. for M., ii. 2. 6.

Do not these verses smack of the rough magnanimity of
the old English vein 1 Lamb, New Year's Eve.

Pears that smack of the sunny South.
Ji. H. Stoddard, Squire of Low Degree.

smack1 (smak), n. [Formerly and still dial,
assibilated smatch. q. v.

;
< ME. smak (also as-

sibilated smach), < AS. smtec = MD. smeeck, D.
smaak = G. geschmack = Sw. smak= Dan. smag,
taste: see smack1

, v. The AS. sicsec, swsecc,
savor, smell, is a different word.] 1. A taste
or flavor; savor; especially, a slight flavor that
suggests a certain thing; also, the sense of
taste.

The streine of straunge deuise,
Which Epicures do now adayes inuent,
To yeld good smacke vnto their daintie tongues.

5710

part smartly so as to make a sharp sound : used
chiefly of the lips.

Not smackynge thy lyppes, as comonly do hogges.
Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 344.

Smacking his lips witli an air of ineffable relish. Scott.

4. To kiss, especially in a coarse or noisy man-
ner.

The curled whirlpools suck, smack, and embrace,
Yet drown them. Donne.

II. iatni us. 1. To make a sharp sound by a
smart parting of the lips, as after tasting some-
thing agreeable.
The King, when weary he would rest awhile,
Dreams of the Dainties he hath had yer-while,
Smacks, swallows, grindes both with his teeth and laws.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii., The Schisme.

Swedish horses are stopped by a whistle, and encouraged
by a smacking of the lips.

B. Taylor, Northern Travels, p. 22.

2. To kiss so as to make a smart, sharp sound
with the lips; kiss noisily. 3. To come or go
against anything with great force. Halliwell.

[Prov. Eng.] To smack at, to smack the lips at as
an expression of relish or enjoyment
He that by crafty significations of ill-will doth prompt

the slanderer to vent his poison ... he that pleasingly
relisheth and smacketh at it, as he is a partner in the fact
so he is a sharer in the guilt Barrow, I. 391. (Davies.)
She had praised detestable custard, and smacked at

wretched wines. Goldsmith, Citizen of the World, Ixxi.

loud noise, = G. sclimats, a smack, = Sw. dial.

smakk, a light, quick blow, = Dan. smsek, a
smack, rap: see smack?, .] 1. A smart, sharp
sound made by the lips, as in a hearty kiss, or
as an expression of enjoyment after an agree-
able taste

; also, a similar sound made by the
lash of a whip; a crack; a snap.
He ... kiss'd her lips with such a clamorous smack

That at the parting all the church did echo.

Shak., T. of the S., iii. 2. 180.

2. A sharp, sudden blow, as with the flat of
the hand; a slap. Johnson. 3. A loud kiss;
a buss.

She next instructs him in the kiss,
'Tis now a little one, like Miss,
And now a hearty smttck.

Covper, The Parrot (trans.).

The gentlemen gallantly attended their fair ones to
their respective abodes, and took leave of them with a
hearty smack. Irving, Knickerbocker, p. 171.

Gascoigne, Steele Glas (ed. Arber), p. 59. smack2 (smak), adv. [An elliptical use of
Muske, though it

be_
sweet in ye smel, is sowre in the smackz , r.] In a sudden and direct or aggres-

sive manner, as with a smack or slap ; sharply ;

plump; straight.

,

smacke. Lyly, Euphues, Anat. of Wit, p. 90.

Hence 2. A flavor or suggestion of a certain

quality.
Your lordship, though not clean past your youth, hath

yet some smack of age in you, some relish of the saltness

Give me a man who is always plumping his dissent to

my doctrines smack in my teeth.

Caiman the Younger, Poor Gentleman, iii. 1.

of time.

Some smack of Kobin Hood is in the man.
Lowell, Under the Willows.

3f. Scent; smell.

Kest vpon a clyffe ther costese lay drye,
He [a raven, who just before is said to "croak for comfort"

on finding carrion] hade the smelle of the smach &
smoltes theder sone.

Alliterative Poems (ed. Morris), ii. 461.

4. A small quantity ;
a taste

;
a smattering.

If it be one that hath a little smack of learning, he re-
jecteth as homely gear and common ware whatsoever is
not stuffed full of old moth-eaten words and terms, that
be worn out of use.

Sir T. More, Utopia, Ded. to Peter Giles, p. 12.

He 'says the wimble, often draws it back,
And deals to thirsty servants but a smack.

Dnjden, tr. of Persius's Satires, iv. 69.

=Syn. 1. Flavor, Savor, etc. (see taste), tang. 8. Touch
spice, dash, tinge.

smack2
(smak), v. [< ME. 'smacken, < MD.

smacken, D. smakken, smite, knock, cast, fling,
throw, = MLG. smacken = LG. smakken, smack
(the lips), = G. schmatzen (var. of "schmacken;
cf. E. smatter), smack, fell (a tree), = Sw.
smacka, smack, Sw. dial, smakka, throw down
noisily, smacka, hit smartly, = Dan. smxkke,

Shak., 2 Hen. IV., i. 2. ill. smack3 (smak), n. [< MD. smacke, D. smak =
MLG. smacke, LG. smak (cf. Dan. smakke = Sw.
smack= G. schmacke= F. semaque= Sp. esmaqve= Pg. sumaca, all < D. or LG.), a smack; gen-
erally thought to stand for "snack = AS. snacc
= Icel. snekkja = Sw. snacka = Dan. snekke, a
small sailing vessel, a smack; cf. Sw. snacka,
Dan. snekke = MLG. LG. snigge = OHG. sneg-
go, snecco, MHG. snegge, snecke, G. schnecke, a
snail; from the root of E. sneak, snake, snail:
see sneak, snake, snag3 , snail. For the inter-

change of sm- and sn-, cf. smatter.'} 1 . A sloop-
rigged vessel formerly much used in the coast-

ing and fishing trade. 2. A fishing-vessel pro-
vided with a well in which the fish are kept alive

;

a fishing-smack. Smacks are either sailing vessels
or steamers. They are chiefly market-boats, and in the
United States are most numerous on the south coast of
New England.

Previous to 1846, the Gloucester vessels engaged in the
halibut fishery did not carry ice, and many of them were
made into smacks, so-called, which was done by building
a water-tight compartment amidships, and boring holes
in the bottom to admit salt-water, and thus the fish were
kept alive. Fisherman's Memorial Book, p. 70.

smack-bpat (smak'bot), n. A fishing-boat pro-
vided with a well, often a clincher-built row-
boat, ten or fifteen feet long, as that carried by

and other fishing-vessels.

give a sharp blow to, especially with the inside

cneek.

They are conceited snips of men, . . . and you feel like
smacking them, as you would a black fly or a mosquito

H. W. Beecher, Yale Lectures on Preaching.
A teacher who had smacked a boy's ear for impertinence

The Congregationalist, June 11, 1885.

2. To cause (something) to emit a sharp sound
by striking or slapping it with something else :

as, he smacked the table with his fist. 3. To

3.]
Smacked (ground as smacked corn).

Trans. Amer. Philol. Ass., XVII. 46.

smackee (smak'e), . [< smack + dim. -ee2.]

A small fishing-smack. E. Ingersoll. [Key
West, Florida.]
smacker (smak'er), . [< smack? + -er1 .] 1.
One who smacks. 2. A smack, or loud kiss.

[Cf.;

Such as medtte by snatches, never chewing the cud
and digesting their meat, they n>ay happily get a smack-

small

erinff, for discourse and table-talk, hut not enough to keep
soul and life together, much less for strength and vigour.

Rev. S. Ward, Sermons, p. S3.

smack-fisherman (smak'fish"er-man), 11. A
fisherman belongingto a smack; a smackman.
smacking (smak'ing), p. a. Making a sharp,
brisk sound; hence, smart; lively.

Then gives a smacking buss, and cries " No words !

"

Pope, To MissBIount, 1. 26.

We had a tmackiny breeze for several hours, and went
along at a great rate until night.

ft. H. Dana, Jr., Before the Mast, p. 276.

smackman. smacksman (smak'man, smaks'-
man),.; p\.sniackmcn, smacksmcn (-men). One
who sails or works on a smack.
A fearful gale drowned no less than 360 smackrmen.

The Academy, B'eb. 4, 1888, p. 77.

Smack-smooth (smak'smoTH), adv. Openly;
without obstruction or impediment ; also,

smoothly level.

smaik (smak), n. [Icel. smeykr, mean-spirit-
ed, timid; cf. muri/kimi, insinuating, cringing,
sleek.] A puny or silly fellow ;

a paltry rogue.
[Scotch.]
smale 1

(smal), a. A dialectal form of small.
I'liitucer.

smale2 (smal), n. [Origin obscure.] The form
of a hare. Halliwell. [Prov. Eng.]
Smalkaldic (smal-kal'dik), a. [Also Sclimal-
kaldic or Smalcaldie; < Smalkald, Schmalkiild,
or Smalcald, in G. Schmalkalden, + -'c.] Per-
taining to Schmalkalden, a town in Thuringia.- Smalkaldic Articles. Same as Articles of Schmal-
kald (which see, under article). Smalkaldic League, a
league entered into at Schiualkalden in 1581 by several
Protestant princes and free cities for the common defense
of their faith and political independence against the em-
peror Charles V. Smalkaldic war, the unsuccessful war
waged by the Smalkaldic League against Charles V. (1546-

small (smal), a. and u. [Formerly also smal;
also dial, smale; < ME. small, smal, smel (pi.

smale), < AS. smeel, thin, small, = OS. smal =
OFries. smel = D. smal =. MLG. smal = OHG.
MHG. smal, G. schmal, slender, = Dan. Sw.
smal, narrow, thin (cf. Icel. obs. small, n., small
cattle, goats, etc., smxlingi, a small man), =
Goth, smals, small

; related to Icel. smdr = Dan.
smaa = Sw. smd = OHG. smalii, MHG. smahe,
sinselie, small (cf. OHG. smdhi, smallness, G.
schmacli, disgrace, orig. smallness, scltmachten,
languish, dwindle) ; prob. related to L. macer,
lean, thin (see meager), Gr. /uinpof, long,uiKp6^,
o[iiKp6f, small (see macron, micron ) ;

cf . OBulg.
Mali, small, Gr. /iffa (for "a^'Xa T), small cat-

tle, Olr. mil, a beast.] I. a. 1. Slender; thin;
narrow.
With middle smal & wel ymake.

Specimens of E. E. (ed. Morris and Skeat), II. iv. (AX 1. 16.

2. Little in size
; not great or large ;

of less than
average or ordinary dimensions; diminutive.

This small inheritance my father left me
Contenteth me. Shak., 2 Hen. VI., iv. 10. 20.

Lord Barnard he had a little small sword,
That hung low down by his knee.

Child Noryce (Child's Ballads, II. 43).

3. Little or inferior in degree, quantity, amount,
duration, number, value, etc.

;
short (in time or

extent); narrow, etc.

Thus the! endured thre dayes, that neuer the! dide of
haubrek ne helme from theire hedes till the nyght that
the! ete soche vitaile as thei hadde, but it was full small.

Merlin (E. E. T. S.X ii. 257.

The army of the Syrians came with a xmnll company of
men. 2 Chron. xriv. 24.

There arose no small stir about that way. Acts six. 28.

I had but a smal desire to walke much abroad in the
street*. Coryat, Crudities, I. 96.

The small time I staid in London, diners Courtiers and
others, my acquaintances, hath gone with mee to see her.

Quoted in Capt. John Smith's Works, II. 32.

They went aboard the Eebecka, which, two days before,
was frozen twenty miles up the river ; but a smatt rain

falling set her free. Winthrop, Hist. New England, I. 209.

Though we have not sent all we would (because our
cash is small), yet it is y we could.

Quoted in Bradford's Plymouth Plantation, p. 144.

A small mile below the bridge there is an oblong square
hill, which seems to have been made by art.

Pococke, Description of the East, II. 73.

The small, hard, wiry pulse. Quain, Med. Diet., p. 112.

A fud'dah is the smallest Egyptian coin.
E. W. Lane, Modern Egyptians, II. 372.

4. Low, as applied to station, social position,
etc.

Al were it so she were of smal degree,
Suftiseth hym hir yowthe and hir beautee.

Chaucer, .Merchant's Tale, 1. 381.

The king made a feast unto all the people that were
present in Shnshau the palace, both unto great and smatt.

Esther i. 5.



small

5. Being of little moment, weight, or impor-
tance; trivial; insignificant; petty; trifling: as,
it is a xmall matter or thing; a tmaU subject.
Ye forsaken the grete worthinesse of concience and of

vertu, and ye sekeu yowre gerdouns of the stnale wordes
of straunge folkes. Chaucer, Boethius, ii. prose 7.

This was thought no small peece of cunning, being in
deed a matter of some dimcultie.

Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 11.

6. Of little genius, ability, or force of char-

acter; petty; insignificant.
Consorts with the small poets of the time.

B. Jonson, Alchemist, i. 1.

7. Containing little of the principal quality,
or little strength ;

weak : as, small beer.

This liquor tasted like a small cider, and was not un-
pleasant. Swift, Gulliver's Travels, ii. 1.

They can't brew their malt liquor too small.

Barham, Ingoldsby Legends, I. 70.

8. Thin: applied to tones or to the voice, (a)
Fine

;
of a clear and high sound ; treble.

He syngeth in his voys gentil and smel.

Chaucer, Miller's Tale, 1. 174.

He herde the notes small
Of byrdes mery syngynge.

Lytell Beste of Robyn Bode (Child's Ballads, V. 121).

Thy small pipe
Is as the maiden's organ, shrill and sound.

Shak., T. N., i. 4. 32
(6) Gentle; soft; faint; not loud.

After the fire a still small voice. 1 Ki. xix. 12.

9. Characterized by littleness of mind or char-
acter; evincing little worth; narrow-minded;
sordid; selfish; ungenerous; mean; base; un-
worthy.

Neither was it a small policy in Newport and the Mar-
riners to report in England we had such plentie, and
bring vs so many men without victuals, when they had
so many private Factors in the Fort.

Quoted in Capt. John Smith's Works, I. 199.

Among the flippant and the frivolous, we also become
small and empty. J. F. Clarke, Self-Culture, p. 25a

10. Having little property ; carrying on a busi-
ness on a small scale.

Mr. Jones was not alone when he saw Ananias, but was
accompanied by Mr. Miles Cottingham, a small fanner in
the neighborhood.

J. C. Harris, Harper's Mag., LXXVI. 707.

11. Meager in quantity, as a body of water:
an anglers' epithet: as, the water is too small
to use the fly. [Scotland.] 12. Noting the
condition of the cutting edge of a saw as con-
densed by hammering: same as tight A small
gross, ten dozen, or 120. In a small way (a) With
little capital or stock : as, to be in business in a small wav
(b) Unostentatiously ; without pretension.

Mrs. Bates . . . was a very old lady, almost past every
thing but tea and quadrille. She lived with her single
daughter in a very small way, and was considered with all
the regard and respect which a harmless old lady, under
such untoward circumstances, can excite.

Jane Austen, Emma, iii.

Small ale, ale weak in malt and probably without hops
or other bitter ingredient : used because cheaper, and also
for refreshment in hot weather or after excessive indul-
gence in strong liquors. Compare small beer.

For God's sake, a pot of small ale; . . .

And once again, a pot o' the smallest ale.

Shak., T. of the S., Ind., ii. 1 and 77.

Small arms. See arm*. Small ashler. Seeashler.s.
Small beer, bower, brown, bugloss. See the nouns.
- Small burdock. Same as lesser burdock. See burdock
Small capitals, capital letters of the short and small

form (A, B, c, D, etc.) furnished with every font of ro-
man text-type. The letter was first made in type by
Aldus Manutius of Venice in 1501, and used by him as
the regular capital for his new italic. Small capitals are
indicated in manuscript by two parallel lines under the
word intended to be printed in them. Abbreviated S. C.
or sm. cap. Small cardamom, the common cardamom'
Elettaria Cardamomum. Also called Malabar cardamom
See cardamom. Small casino, celandine, cranberry
Sec the nouns. Small Chorus. Same as semichorus.
Small coal, coal broken into very small pieces, either in

Small tithes. See altarage, 2. Small wares See
ware*.- The small hours. See hour. To think small
beer Of. See 6eerI.=Syn. 1. Smaller, Fewer (see less')
tiny, puny, stunted, Lilliputian, minute. 2. Inconsidera-
ble, unimportant, slender, scanty, moderate, paltry slight
feeble. 6. Shallow. See pettiness. 9. Illiberal, stingy
scrimping.

II. H. 1. A small thing or quantity ; also, the
small or slender part of a thing: as, the KIHU
of the leg or of the back

; specifically, the small-
est part of the trunk of a whale; the tapering
part toward, near, or at the base of the flukes.

Now, certes, and ye lete me thus sterve,
Yit have ye wonne theron but a smal.

Chaucer, Complaint to his Lady, 1. 113.

Long. His leg is too big for Hector's.
Dum. More calf, certain.

Boijet. No
; he is best indued in the small.

Shak., L. L. L., v. 2. 645.

2. pi. Same as smaH-clothcx.

Tony Washington, the negro barber from the village,and assistant violinist, appeared in powdered hair a faded
crimson silk coat, ruffle cuffs, and white smalls.

S. Judd, Margaret, i. 10.

3. pi. The "little go," or previous examina-
tion: as, to be plucked for emails. [British
university slang.]

"Greats," so far as the name existed in my time, meant
the Public Examination, as distinguished from Bespon-
sions, Little-go, or "Smalls."

E. A. Freeman, Contemporary Kev., LI. 821.

4. pi. In coal-mining, same as small coal (see
above). 5. pi. In metal-mining, ore mixed with
gangue in particles of small size : a term used
with various shades of meaning in certain dis-
tricts of England.
The ore ... is tipped from trucks on to a grating of

iron bars about 2J in. apart; the "mine smalls" pass
through. The Engineer, LXX. 126.

A small and early, an informal evening entertainment.
[Colloq.]

For the clearing off of these worthies, Mrs. Podsnap
added a small and early evening to the dinner.

TMckens, Mutual Friend, xi.

In smallt, in a form relatively small ; in miniature.
The Labours of Hercules in massy silver, and many in-

comparable pictures in small. Evelyn, Diary, Oct. 22, 1644.

Small of an anchor, that part of the shank of an anchor
immediately under the stock. Small Of the back. See

smaragd
Smallish (sma/lish), ii. [< Kuiiill + -Mil.]
Somewhat small; rather small than large.

Hise shuldris of a large brede,
And smalish in the girdilstede.

Bom. of the Rose, 1. 826.

smallmouth (smal 'mouth), n. The small-
mouthed black-bass.
small-mouthed (smal'moutht), . Having a
comparatively or relatively small mouth : as,
the xmall-mottthed black-bass.
smallness (smal'nes), n. [Formerly also umal-
ness; <ME.sial><t'n; < si all + -ness.] Thestate
or character of being small, in any sense of that
word. =Syn. Pettiness, etc. See littleness.

small-pica (smal'pi'ka), n. A size of printing-
type, a little less than"7 lines to the inch, inter-
mediate between the sizes pica (larger) and
long-primer (smaller). It is equal to 11 points
in the new system. Seepoinft, 14 (6), and pica*.

This is small-pica type.
Double small-pica. Seejco4.
smallpox (smal'poks'), n. [Orig. small pocks,
i. e. little pustules: see small and pock, pox.]An acute, highly contagious disease, fatal in
between one third and one fourth of unvac-
cinated cases. It ordinarily presents the following
features: (1) a period of incubation (three to eighteen
days or more, usually twelve to fourteen days) ; (2) period
of invasion (two to four days), with aching in back limbs
epigastrium, and high fever (primary fever), usually ush-
ered in by well-marked chill ; (3) period of eruption (about
five days), with cropping up of macuke, quickly develop-
ing into papules and vesicles, more or less distinctly um-
bilicated, over the skin, and a corresponding eruption
forming little erosions and ulcers in the mucous mem-
branes of the mouth and elsewhere (a marked fall of tem-
perature and pulse-rate at the beginning of this period,with a subsequent slow rise as the eruption extends) ; (4)
period of suppuration (four to five days), the vesicles be-
coming pustules, with a marked rise of temperature and
pulse-rate (secondary fever) ; (S) period of desiccation (six
to ten days), the pustules breaking and forming dry scabs.
The nature of the specific cause of the disease is as yet
(1890) undetermined. It can remain potential in clothes

.

small (smal), v. t. [< ME. smalen; < small, a.~\To make little or less ; lessen. Imp. Diet.
small (smal), adv. [< ME. smal; < small, a.]
If. In a small quantity or degree ; little.

But, for that I was purveyed of a make,
I wepte but smal, and that I undertake.

Chaucer, Prol. to Wife of Bath's Tale, I. 592.

If thou dost weep for grief of my sustaining,
Know, gentle wench, it small avails my mood.

Shak., Lucrece, 1. 1273.

2. Low; in low tones; gently; timidly; also,
in a shrill or high key.

Flute. Let not me play a woman ; I have a beard com-
ing.

Quince. You shall play it in a mask, and you may speak
as small as you will. Shak.

,
M. N. D., i. 2. 49.

The reposing toiler [on Sunday], thoughtfully smoking
talking small, as if in honour of the stillness, or hearken-
ing to the wailing of the gulls.

R. L. Stevenson, Memoirs of an Islet.

.** IMMU, **\jni uiuncii iniu very aimtii pieces, eitner in
mining or in the course of its loading and transportation
to market; slack. Small coal is frequently abbreviated
to smalls. Small debts, small-debt court. See debt.
Small double-post, a size of printing-paper 19 x 29

inches. [Eng.]-Small fruits, fry, generals, hand
See fruit, fri/2, etc. Small intestine, the intestine from
the pylorus to the ileocffical valve, consisting of the duo-
denum, jejunum, and ileum. See cut under intestine.
Small magnolia. See Magnolia, 1. Small matweed
See maimed, 2 (6). Small mean. See mean'*, 3 (c)
Small measure. See measure. Small number in
printimj, same as short number (which see, under short)
Small octave. See octave, 2 (e). Small orchestra

palmetto, pearl, peppermint, pond. See the nouns
Small Penalties Act. See penalty. Small pota-

toes, quarto, reed. See potato, quarto, reed.- Small
reed-grass. Same as small reed. Small spikenard
stores, sword. See the nouns. Small stuff (naul )'

spun yarn, marline, and small ropes. Small talk trifling
or unimportant conversation.

Mr. Ciisnubon seemed even unconscious that trivialities
existed, and never handed round that small-talk of heavymen which is as acceptable as stale bride-cake brought
forth with an odor of the cupboard.

Geonje Eliot, Middleman:!), iii.

To do small, to have little success or poor luck. To
sing small. See sing.

smailage (sma'laj), n. [< ME. smalege, orig.
*smal aclie,< smal, small, + ache, water-parsley,
smailage. < L. apium, parsley: see ache?.] The
celery-plant, Apium graveolens, especially in
its wild state. It is then a marsh-plant, with the leaf-
stalks little developed and of a coarse and acrid quality

small-clothes (smal'kloTHz), . pi. Knee-
breeches, as distinguished from pantaloons and
trousers; especially, the close-fitting knee-
breeches of the eighteenth century. Also short
clothes and smalls.

One ... in full fashion drest, . . .

His small-clothes sat so close and tight
His boots, like jet, were black and bright.

W. Combe, Dr. Syntax's Tours, i. 20.

His well-brushed Sunday coat and small-clothes, his
bright knee and shoe buckles, his long silk stockings
were all arranged with a trim neatness refreshing to be-
h ld - H. B. Stowe, Oldtown, p. 52.

small-dot (smal'dot), . In lace-making, a name
given to point d'esprit, and to any very small
pieces of solid work recurring at regular inter-
vals on the rseau or background.
smallfish (smal'fish), n. The candlefish or
eulachon. [Pacific coast, U. 8.]
Small-headed (smarhed"ed), a. Having a com-
paratively or relatively small head

; microce-
phalic or microcephalous Small-headed fly-
catcher, a bird of the eastern United States, described
as Muscicapa minute by Wilson (1812). Nuttall (1832), and
Audubun (1839), but never since identified. It is supposed
to be a fly-catching warbler of the genus Myiodioctes

. n coes
or other contaminated articles for months or years. All
ages are susceptible, but especially children, and the dis-
ease may occur in the fetus. Also called variola. See
vaccination, inoculation. Confluent smallpox, small-
pox in which the vesicles and pustules unite with one
another to form bullae. Discrete smallpox, smallpox
in which the vesicles and pustules remain distinct
Hemorrhagic smallpox, smallpox in which there are
hemorrhages, as from the mouth, bronchial tubes, stom-
ach, bowels, and kidneys, as well as into the skin, forming
vibices and petechise. Also called scorbutic, bloody, and
black smallpox or variola.

smally (smal'li), adv. [< ME. smally, smalliche;
< small + -%2.] 1. ln a small manner, quan-
tity, or degree ;

with minuteness
;

little. [Ob-
solete or rare.]
We see then how weak such disputes are, and how smally

they make to this purpose. Hooker, Eccles. Polity, iii. 11.

Ped. A very smale sweete voice, lie assure you
Qua. Tis smally sweete indeede.

Marston, What you Will, ii. 1.

2f. With small numbers.

Kenulph & his paramoure, . . . smally accompanyed.
Fabyan, Chron., clii.

smalt (smalt), . [< It. smalto, enamel, = Sp.
Pg. esmalte = OF. esmail, F. email (ML. smal-
tum), < G. schmalte = D. smalt = Sw. smalt =
Dan. smalte, smalt, < OHG. smalzjan, smelzan,MHG. smelzen, G. schmelzen, melt, cause to melt
(of. G. schmalz, grease, Olt. smalzo, butter),= E. smelt: see smelft, and cf. amel, enamel.]Common glass tinged of a fine deep blue by the
protoxid of cobalt. When reduced to an impalpable
powder it is employed as a pigment in painting, and in
punting upon earthenware, and to give a blue tint to
writing-paper, linen, etc. Also called enamel-blue, Eschel
blue, royal blue.

I was informed that at Sneeberg they have a manufac-
ture of the powder blue called smalt, made of cobalth.

Pococke, Description of the East, II. ii. 235.

Green smalt. Same as cobalt green (which see, under
greenl).

smaltine (smal'tin), n. [< smalt + -ine?.] An
arsenide of cobalt, often containing nickel and
iron. The allied arsenide of nickel, into which it passes,
is called chloanthite. Smaltine occurs in isometric crys-
tals, also massive, of a tin-white color and brilliant me-
tallic luster. Also called smaltite, gray cobalt, tin-white
cobalt, and by the Germans speiskobalt
smaltite (smal'tlt), . [< smalt + -e2.] Same
as smaltine.

smaragdt (smar'agd), . [< ME. smaraade, <
OF. smaragde = D. OHG. MHG. G. Dan. Sw.
smaragd, < L. sniaragdiis, < Gr. a/idpaydoc, a pre-
cious stone of light-green color: see emerald.]A precious or semi-precious stone of green
color.

Alle the thinges . . . that Indus giveth, . . . thatmed-
eletn the grene stones (smaragde) with the white (marga-nts>- Chaucer, Boethius, iii. meter 10.



smaragd
Aristotle doth affirme, and so doth Albcrtiis Magnus,

that a Smaragd worne about the necke is good against the

t'alling-sicknes. Habeas Boole (E. E. T. S.), p. 257.

smaragdine (sma-rag'din), (i. [< L. umiirinjili-

tts, < ntamgtku, < <ir. nfiapaySm;, smaragd: see

smaraiid.'] Of a green color like that of smar-

agd that is, of any brilliant green : an epithet
used loosely and in different senses.

smaragdite (sma-rag'dit), n. [X siiiaragd +
-i(e2.] An emerald-green mineral, thin-foliated

to fibrous in structure, belonging to the amphi-
bole or hornblende group : it is found in certain

rocks, us the puphotide of the Alps. It often re-

sembles diallage (hence called yreen diallage), and may he
in part derived from it by paramorphism.

smaragdochalcite (sma-rag-do-kal'sit), n. [<
C4r. a/iapaydnf, smaragd, + #a/LT<f, containing
copper: see ehalcitiit. ] Same as dioptase.
smart 1 (smart), r. [< ME. smerten, smeorten

(pret. smeart, also weak, smerted), < AS. *xmeor-
tun (Somner) (pret. "smeart) = MD. smerten, D.
smarten = MLG. smerten = OHG. smerzan (pret.
smarz), MHG. smerzen, G. c)imer:en = Sw.
smdrta = Dan. smerte, smart; = L. mordere

(/ niorrl. orig. *smordV), bite, pain, sting, =
Skt. / nutrd (orig. *smard), rub, grind, crush;
of. Russ. smertu, death, Gr. e/irpivof, terrible.]
1. intrans. 1. To feel a lively, pungent pain;
also, to be the seat of a pungent local pain,
as from some piercing or irritating applica-
tion; be acutely painful: often used imper-
sonally.

I am so wounded, as ye may wel seen,
That I am lost almost, it nnert so sore.

Chatuxr, A. B. C., 1. 152.

I have some wounds upon me, and they smart.

Shak., Tor., 1. 9. 28.

2. To feel mental pain or suffering of any kind
;

suffer; be distressed
;
suffer evil consequences;

bear a penalty.
Christ and the apostles were in most misery in the land

of Jewry, but yet the whole land smarted for it after.

J. Bradford, Letters (Parker Soc., 1853X II. 42.

I*, was Carteret's misfortune to be raised to power when
the public mind was still smarting from recent disappoint-
ments. Macaulay, Horace Walpole.

3. To cause a smart or sharp pain ;
cause suf-

fering or distress.

This is, indeed, disheartening ; it is his [the new mem-
ber's] first lesson in committee government, and the mas-
ter's rod smart*. W. Wilson, Cong. Gov., ii.

To smart for it, to suffer as a consequence of some act
, or neglect.

And verily, one man to live in pleasure and wealth,
while all other weep and smart for it, that is the part, not
of a king, hut of a jailor.

Sir T. Mare, Utopia (tr. by Robinson), i.

II. trans. To cause a smart or pain to or in
;

cause to smart.

What calle ye goode? fayn wold I that I wiste :

That plesith one, a nothir smertithe soore.
Political Poems, etc. (ed. Furnivall), p. 75.

The manner of the Master was too pointed not to be
felt, and when he had succeeded in smarting the good
woman's sensibilities his object was attained.

S. Juid, Margaret, i. 16.

smart 1 (smart), n. [< ME. sniert. smcrtc, smierte
= MD. smerte, D. xmart = MLG. smerte, LG.
smart = OHG. smerzo, smerza, MHG. smerz, G.
schmerz = Sw. smarta = Dan. smerte, pain ;

from
tho verb. In def. 4 from the adj.] 1. A sharp,
quick, lively pain ; especially, a pricking local

pain, as the pain from the sting of nettles.

As faintly reeling he confess'd the smart,
Weak was his pace, but dauntless was his heart.

1'ope, Iliad, xi. 944.

Strong-matted, thorny branches, whose keen smart
He heeds in no wise. K. W. Gilder, Love in Wonder.

2. Hence, mental pain or suffering of any kind
;

pungent grief ;
affliction.

Your departeng is cause of all my gmerte,
Only for that I do this payne endure.

Generydes (E. E. T. S.), 1. 170.

This City did once feele the smart of that cruell Hunni-
cal King Attila his force. Coryat, Crudities, I. 149.

But keep your fear still ; for if all our Art
Miscarry, thou art sure to share the Smart.

Brome, Northern Lass, ii. 4.

3. Same as smart-money : as, to pay the smart.
4. A dandy; one who affects smartness in

dress
; also, one who affects briskness, vivacity,

or cleverness. [Cant.]
His clothes were as remarkably fine as his equipage

could be ; ... all the smart*, all the silk waistcoats with
silver and gold edgings, were eclipsed in a moment.

Fielding, Joseph Andrews, ii. 4.

smart1
(smart), a. [< ME. nmurt, xmiirte, gmerte,

xmtarte, smssrte, smart; fromtheverb.] 1. Caus-
ing a smart or sharp pain ; especially, causing
a pricking local pain ; pungent ; stinging.

5712
Lett mylde mekenes melt in thyn hart,
That thou Rewe on my passyone,
\Vith my wound is depe and smarts,
With crone, naylys, spere cv. cruwne.

Political Poems, etc. (ed. Furnivall), p. 166.

How smart a lash that speech doth give my conscience !

x/ink., Hamlet, iii. 1. SO.

Old Charis kept aloof, resolv'd to let

The venturous Maid some smart experience reap
Of her rash confidence.

J. Beaumont, Psyche, ii. 20.

2. Sharp; keen; poignant: applied to physical
or mental pain or suffering.

For certes I haue sorow ynow at hert,
Neuer man had at the full so smtrt.

Ram. of Partenay (E. E. T. S.), 1. 3913.

3. Marked by or executed with force or vigor;
vigorous; efficient; sharp ;

severe : as, & smart

blow; a smart skirmish
;
a smart walk.

For they will not long sustain a smart Onset.

Dampier, Voyages, II. i. 74.

It [a sheet of water] Is remarkable for a long bridge built
across it, certainly the longest I ever saw. It took me
fifteen minutes and twenty seconds, smart walking, to go
from end to end, and measured 1850 paces.

B. Hall, Travels in N. A., I. 75.

4. Brisk; lively; fresh: as, a smart breeze.
Of the esy fyr and smart also.

Chaucer, Prol. to Canon's Yeoman's Tale, 1. 216.

5. Acute and pertinent; witty; especially,
marked by a sharpness which is nearer to pert-
ness or impertinence than to genuine wit; su-

perficially witty: noting remarks, writings,
etc.: as, a smart reply; a smart saying.
Thomas of Wilton . . . wrote also a smart Book on this

Subject . . . (Whether Friars in Health, and Begging, he
in the state of perfection

'

> The Antl-Friariste maintain-

ing that such were Rogues by the Laws of Ood and Man.
Fuller, Worthies, Wiltshire, III. 335.

A voluble and smart fluence of tongue.
Milton, On Def. of Hnmb. Remonst., Pref.

I acknowledge, indeed, that there may possibly be found
in this treatise a few sayings, among so great a number
of smart turns of wit and humour as I have produced,
which have a proverbial air.

Swift, Polite Conversation, Int.

6. Brisk; vivacious; lively; witty; especially,

sharp and impertinent, or pert and forward,
rather than genuinely witty: noting persons.

Raillery is the finest part of conversation ; but, as it is

our usual custom to counterfeit and adulterate whatever
is too dear for us, so we have done with this, and turned
it all into what is generally called repartee or being
smart. Sicift, Conversation.

The awfully smart, boy is only smart in the worst
American sense of the word as his own family make
him so; and if he is a nuisance to all others, his own
family only are to blame.

Harper's Mag., LXXX., Literary Notes.

7. Dressed in an elaborately nice or showy
manner; well-dressed; spruce.
A smart, impudent-looking young dog, dressed like a

sailor in a blue jacket and check shirt, marched up.
Macaulay, in Trevelyan, I. 202.

I scarcely knew him again, he was so uncommonly smart.
Hehad . . . on a shining hat, lilac kid gloves, a neckerchief
of a variety of colours, . . . and a thick gold ring on his
little finger. Dickens, Bleak House, ix.

8. Elaborately nice; elegant; fine; showy: not-

ing articles of dress.

"Sirrah," says the youngster, "make me a smart wig, a

wnartone, ye dog." The fellow blest himself: he had
heard of a smart nag, a smart man, etc., but a smart wig
was Chinese to the tradesman.

Gentleman Instructed, p. 476.

This stout lady in a quaint black dress, who looks young
enough to wear much smarter raiment if she would.

Charlotte Bronte, Shirley, iv.

9. Quick j active; intelligent; clever: as, a
smart business man.
My father was a little smart man, active to the last de-

gree in all exercises. Sterne, Memoir.

Bessie Lee must, I think, have been a girl of good natu-
ral capacity, for she was smart in all she did, and had a re-

markable knack of narrative ; so, at least, I judge from the

impression made on me by her nursery tales.

Charlotte Brontf, Jane Eyre, iv.

She was held to be a xmart, economical teacher, inas-

much as she was able to hold the winter term, and thrash
the very biggest boys, and, while she did the duty of a

man, received only the wages of a woman.
H. B. Stowe, Oldtown, p. 117.

10. Keen, as in bargain-making; sharp, and
often of questionable honesty; well able to
take care of one's own interests. [U. S.]
11. Fashionable; stylish; brilliant. [Eng.]
I always preferred the church, as I still do. Bat that

was not smart enough for my family. They recommended
the army. That was a great deal too smart for me.

Jane Austen, Sense and Sensibility, xix.

For a time the Clays were seen and heard of on the top
wave of London's smart society. The Century, XL. 271.

12f. Careful: punctual; quick.
When thi seruantes haue do ther werke,
To pay ther hyre loke thou be smerte.

Booke of Precedence (E. E. T. S.), i. 50.

smash

13. Considerable; large: as, a right xmnrt dis-
tance. [Colloq., U. S.] 14f. Forcible; ear-
nest.

These few Words ["And why call ye me Lord, Lord, and
do not the things which I say?") contain in them a smart
and serious Expostulation of our Blessed Saviour.

StiUingJUet, Sermons, III. vii.

15t. Having strong qualities ; strong.
Sirrah, I drank a cup of wine at your house yesterday,
A good smart wine.

Fletcher (and anotherl), Prophetess, iii. 1.

16. In good health; well; not sick. [New
Eng.] 17. Swift-sailing, as a vessel: in dis-
tinction from able, stanch, or seaworthy. [New
Eng.] 18. Up to the mark; well turned out;
creditable. [Colloq.]

It was all the Colonel's fault He was a new man, and
he ought never to have taken the Command. He said that
the Regiment was not smart enough.

R. Kipling, Rout of the White Hussars.

Right smart, much ; many ; a great deal : with of: as, to
do right smart of work ; keep right, smart of servants or
chickens. [U. 8, 1 Smart as a Steel trap, very sharp
and shrewd

; extremely bright and clever. [Colloq., U. S.]

She was a little thin woman, but tough as Inger rubber,
and smart at a steel trap. H. B. Stowe, Oldtown, p. 57.

smart1 (smart), adr. [< ME. smerte; < smarfl,
a.] Smartly; vigorously; quickly; sharp. [Ob-
solete or vulgar.]

If men smot it with a yerde smerte.

Chaucer, Gen. Prol. to C. T., 1. 149.

The swynehorde toke out a knyfe smert.
MS. Cantab. Ff. ii. 38, f. 181. (Halliwell.)

After show'rs
The stars shine smarter. Dryden.

smart2t (smart). A contracted form of srnart-

eth, third person singular present indicative of
smart1 .

smarten (smiir'tn), v. [< smart1 + -en 1
.] I.

trans. To make smart or spruce; render brisk,

bright, or lively: often with up.

Murdoch, having finished with his duties of themorning,
had smartened himself up. W. Black, House-boat, vii.

H. intrans. To smart; be pained,
smart-grass (smart'gras), . Same as smart-
need.

May-weed, smart-grass, and Indian tobacco, perennial
monuments of desolation. S. Judd, Margaret, 11. 1.

smartly (smart 'H), rlv. [< ME. smertely,

stnrrtlicnc, smeortli (cf. D. smartelijk = G.
schmerzlicli = Dan. smertelig, painful); < smart1

+ -ty'A] In a smart manner, in any sense of
the word smart.

smart-money (8mart'mun''i),M. 1. Money paid
to escape some unpleasant engagement or some
painful situation ; specifically, money paid by
a recruit for the British army before being
sworn in for release from his engagement.
Lord Trinket. What is the meaning of that patch over

your right eye ?

O'Cuttcr. Some advanced wages from my new post, my
lord. This pressing is hot work, though it entitles us to

smart-inoney. Colman, Jealous Wife, lit 1.

2. In law, exemplary or vindictive damages ;

damages in excess of the injury done. Such dam-
ages are given in cases of gross misconduct or cruelty on
the part of the defendant. See damage, 3.

Nor did I hear further of his having paid any smart-

money for breach of bargain. Scott, Rob Roy, xxTii.

3. Money allowed to soldiers and sailors for

wounds and injuries received on service.

smartness (smart'nes), n. The character of

being smart, in any sense.

smart-ticket (smart'tik'et), w. A certificate

granted to one who is entitled to smart-money
on account of his being hurt, maimed, or dis-

abled in the service, or an allowance for wounds
or injuries received on service. [Eng.]
smartweed (smart'wed), n. The water-pepper,
Polygonum Hydropiper, a weed of wet places in

the Old World and the New. it is acrid to the

taste, and inflames the skin when applied to tender parts.
It has diuretic and, as claimed, some other medicinal prop-
erties. Old or provincial names are arse-smart and cul-

rage. The name extends more or less to similar species.
Also smart-grass. Water-smartweed, the American
Polygonum acre.

smarty (smar'ti), w. [Dim. of smart1
, n.] A

would-be witty person ; a smart. [Colloq.]
"Did you make [catch] the train?" asked the anxious

questioner.
'

No," said smarty, "it was made in the car-

shop." Boston Transcript, March 6, 1880.

smash (smash), v. [Not in early use; prob. <

Sw. dial, smaska, smack, kiss (cf. smasl; a slight

explosion, crack, report, smiska, slap), prob. a

transposed form of *smaksa = Dan. smaske,
smack with the lips, LG. smaksen, smack with
the lips, kiss, orig. prob. 'smack,' smite; with
the verb-formative s (with transitive sense, as
in cleanse, make clean), from the root of smack?:
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ABBREVIATIONS

USED IN THE ETYMOLOGIES AND DEFINITIONS.

a,, adj adjective.
abbi abbreviation.
abl ablative.
ace accusative.
accoiti accommodated, accom-

modation.
act active.

adv adverb.
AF Anglo-French.
agri agriculture.
AL Anglo-Latin.
alg algebra.
Ann ; American.
anat anatomy.
anc ancient.

antiq antiquity.
aor aorist.

appar apparently,
Ar Arabic.
arch architectures
archseol archaeology.
artth arithmetic.
art article.

AS Anglo-Saxon.
nsl nil astrology.
astron astronomy.
attrib attributive.

aug augmentative.
Bav Bavarian.

Beng Bengali.
biol biology.
Bohem Bohemian.
bot. botany.
Braz Brazilian.
Bret Breton.

bryol bryology.
Bulg Bulgarian.
carp carpentry.
Cat Catalan.
Cath Catholic.
caus causative.
ceram ceramics.
cf. L. confer, compare.
ch. church.
Chal Chaldee.
chem chemical, chemistry.
Chin Chinese.
chron chronology.
colloq. colloquial, colloquially.
com commerce, commer-

cial.

comp composition, com-
pound.

compar. comparative.
conch conchology.
.conj conjunction.
contr. contracted, contrac-

tion.

Corn Cornish.
craniol craniology.
cranium craniometry.
crystal crystallography.
D Dutch.
Dan Danish.
dat dative.
def definite, definition.
deriv derivative, derivation.
dial dialect, dialectal.
diff different.
dim diminutive.
distrib distributive.
dram dramatic.

dynam dynamics.
E. East.
E EngUe\i(usuallymean-

ing modern English).
eccl., eccles ecclesiastical.
econ economy.
e. g. L. exempli gratia, for

example.
Egypt Egyptian.
E. I nil East Indian.
elect electricity.
cmbryoL embryology.
Eng English.

engln eigineering.
entom eitomology.
Epis Episcopal.
cquiv ejulvalent.
csp eipecially.
Eth Ethiopia
cthnog ethnography.
ethnol ethnology.
etym etymology.
Eur European.
exclam exclamation.
1., fern feminine.
F. French (muallymean-

ing modern French).
Flem Tlemish.
Jort fortification.

freq frequentative.
Fries Friesic.

fut future.
O German(ugualf2/?nean-

ing New High Ger-

man).
Gael Gaelic.

galv galvanism.
gen genitive.
geog geography.
geol geology.
geom geometry.
Goth Gothic (Mcesogothic).
Or. Greek.
gram grammar.
gun gunnery.
Heb Hebrew.
her. heraldry.
herpet. herpetology.
Hind Hindustani.
hist history.
horol horology.
hort horticulture.

Hung Hungarian.
hydraul hydraulics.
hydros hydrostatics.
Icel Icelandic (usuatti,

meaning Old Ice-

l&nAtc,otheruritecail-
ed Old Norse).

ichth ichthyology.
i. e L. id est, that is.

impers impersonal.
impf imperfect.
impv imperative.
improp improperly.
1ml Indian.
ind indicative.
Indo-Eur Indo-European.
indef indefinite.

inf. infinitive.

instr instrumental.

interj interjection.

Intr., intrans.. . .intransitive.

Ir. Irish.

irreg irregular, irregularly.
It. Italian.

Jap Japanese.
L. Latin (usually mean-

ing classical Latin).
Lett Lettish.
LG Low German.
lichenol lichenology.
lit literal, literally.
lit literature.

Lith Lithuanian.

lithog lithography.
lithol lithology.
LL Late Latin.

m., masc masculine.
M. MidiUe.
mach machinery.
mammal manmalogy.
inanuf. manufacturing.
math mathematics.
MD Middle Dutch.
ME Middle English (other-

wise called Old Eng-
lish).

mech mechanics, mechani-
cal.

med medicine.
mensur mensuration.
metal metallurgy.
metaph metaphysics.
meteor meteorology.
Mex Mexican.
MGr Middle Greek, medie-

val Greek.
MHG Middle High German.
milit military.
mineral mineralogy.
ML Middle Latin, medie-

val Latin.
MLG. Middle Low German.
mod modern.
mycol mycology.
myth mythology.
n noun.
n., neut. neuter.
K. New.
N North.
N. Amer North America.
nat natural.
nant nautical.
nav navigation.
NGr New Greek, modern

Greek.
NHG New High German

(usually simply G.,

German).
NL. New Latin, modern

Latin.
nom nominative.
Norm Norman.
north northern.
Norw Norwegian.
numis numismatics.

Old.
obs obsolete.
obstet obstetrics.

OBulg Old Bulgarian (other-
wise called Church
Slavonic, Old Slavic,
Old Slavonic).

OCat Old Catalan.
OD Old Dutch.
ODan Old Danish.

odontog odontography.
odontol odontology.
OF. Old French.
OFlem Old Flemish.
OGael Old Gaelic.
OHG Old High German.
Olr. Old Irish.

OB. Old Italian.
OL. Old Latin.
OLG Old Low German.
ONorth Old Northumbrian.
OPruss Old Prussian.

orig original, originally.
ornith. ornithology.
OS. Old Saxon.
OSp Old Spanish.
osteoL osteology.
OSw Old Swedish.
OTeut Old Teutonic.
p. a. participial adjective.
paleon paleontology.
part. participle.
pass passive.
pathoL pathology.
pert perfect.
Pers Persian.

pers person.
perep perspective.
Peruv Peruvian.
petrog petrography.
PR. .Portuguese.
phar. pharmacy.
Phen Phenician.
philol philology.
philos philosophy.
phonog phonography.

photog photography.
phren .phrenology.
phys physical.
physiol physiology.
pl.,plnr plural.
poet poetical.
poh't political.
Pol Polish.

poss possessive.
pp past participle.
ppr present participle.
Pr Provencal (usually

meaning Old Pro-

vencal).
pref prefix.
prep preposition.
pres. present.
pret. preterit.

priv privative.
prob probably, probable.
pron pronoun.
pron pronounced, pronun-

ciation.

prop properly.
pros prosody.
Prot Protestant.

prov provincial.
psychoL psychology.
q. v L. yuod (or pi. qvte)

vide, which see.

refl reflexive.

reg regular, regularly.
repr representing.
rhet rhetoric.
Bora Roman.
Rom Ilomanic, Romance

(languages).
Russ Russian.
8. South.
S. Amer .. . .South American.
sc L. scilicet, understand,

supply.
Sc. Scotch.
Scand Scandinavian.
Scrip Scripture.
sculp sculpture.
Serv. Servian.

sing singular.
Skt. Sanskrit.
Slav Slavic, Slavonic.

8p Spanish.
subj subjunctive.
superl superlative.
surg surgery.
surv surveying.
8w. Swedish.
Byn synonymy.
Syr. Syriac.
technol technology.
teleg telegraphy.
teratoL teratology.
term termination.
Teut. Teutonic.
theat theatrical.
theol theology.
therap therapeutics.
toxicol toxicology.
tr. , trans transitive.

trigon trigonometry.
Turk. Turkish.
typog typography.
ult ultimate, ultimately.
v verb.
var. variant.
vet veterinary.
v. L intransitive verb.
v. t. transitive verb.
W. Welsh.
Wall Walloon.
Wallach Wallachian.
W. Ind West Indian.
zoBgeog zoogeography.
zobT. zoology.
zoot zootomy.

KEY TO PRONUNCIATION.

a as in fat, man, pang,
a as in fate, mane, dale.
a as in far, father, guard,
a as in fall, talk, naught.
A as in ask, fast, ant.
& as in fare, hair, bear.
e as in met, pen, bless,
e as in mete, meet, meat,
e as in her, fern, heard,
i as in pin, it. biscuit.

I as in pine, fight, file,

o as in not, on, frog.
6 as in note, poke, floor.

as in move, spoon, room.
6 as in nor, song, oil
u as in tub, son, blood.
u as in mute, acute, few (also new,

tube, duty: see Preface, pp.
ix, x).

1 as In pull, book, could.

U German ii, French u.

ol as in oil, joint, boy.
ou as in pound, proud, now.

A single dot under a vowel in an unac-
cented syllable indicates its abbreviation
and lightening, without absolute loss of
its distinctive quality. See Preface, p. xi.

Thus:

;> as in prelate, courage, captain.
v as in ablegatc, episcopal.

as in abrogate, eulogy, democrat.
as in singular, education.

A double dot under a vowel In an unac-
cented syllable indicates that, even in the
mouths of the best speakers, its sound Is

variable to, and iti ordinary utterance ac-

tually becomes, the short it-sound (of but,

pun, etc.). See Preface, p. xi. Thus:

:i as In errant, republican.
e as in prudent, difference.

X as in charity, density.
Q as in valor, actor, idiot.

& as in Persia, peninsula.
; as in the book.

V) as in nature, feature.

A markM under the consonants t, d,
s, z indicates that they in like manner
are variable to ch, jt sh, zh. Thus :

t as in nature, adventure.
<] as in arduous, education.

as in leisure.

3 as in seizure.

th as in thin.
TH as in then.
eh as in German ach, Scotch loch.
ti French nasalizing n, as in ton, en.

ly (in French words) French liquid (mon-

' denotes a primary,
" a secondary accent.

(A secondary accent is not marked If at its

regular interval of two syllables from the
primary, or from another secondary.)

SIGNS.
< read/rotn ; I. e., derived from.
> read whence ; i. e., from which is derived.
-t- read and; i. e., compounded with, or

with suffix.
= read cognate mth; L e., etymologically

parallel with.

y read root.
* read theoretical or alleged ; i. e., theoreti-

cally assumed, or asserted but unveri-
fied, form.

t read obsolete.
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